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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDlTIO:\. 

Before the recent enactment uf t!w (;nvenl!nent cil inJJ" 
,Consolidation\ Aot:. ! ndian constitutional laws wt~r' attered 
thr·>u~.th a,!arge number of statutes spread over ahout ;, centun 
a.nd a hal[ Though the Indian c0nstitutional laws ha•·e rJO\\ 

.been codifierJ into a single, all-embracing statute, yet its clauses 
ca,p be propt!r!y.understood only by reference to the variou,. 
individual"">'tatutes referred to above. Besides, am· one whn 
wishes to t;ace the evolution of the present Indian -constitution 
can only 'tio so by studying the chronologically consecutive 
statutes relating to the constitution of the Executive, the 
Legislature and the Judiciary. To facilitate such a study of 
Indian fonstitutional development I have incorporated in this 
volume not only the various important statutes (or only their 
important sections) which form landmarks in Indian consti
tutional development, hut also the speeches of the responsible 
ministers in charge of the bills in either House of Parliament 
These speeches (which are all taken from authoritative report:; 
of Parliamentary Debates) t\Ot only give us an insight into 
the spirit underlying the letter of the law, but also an exposi
tion of the principles and ideals of those who were the fathers 
of the Indian constitution. Besides, I think that the speeche'> 
delivered in either House of P<1rliament by statesmen like I'itt, 
l'dlmerston, Disraeli, Derby, Gladstone, Morley and Asquith, 
on bills which shaped the Indian constitution and defined the 
principles of the Government of India, have an intrinsic and 
perennial value of their own, and should not be allowed 
to sink intn oblivion.. They possess an interest and an im
portance which increase, instead of diminishing, as time rolls on. 

In addition to the statutes and the speeches I have also 
included in this volume epoch-making Proclamations and An
nouncements, and various important Despatches and Resolutions 
enunciating principles and policies, which have great constitu
tional significance. In this cormexion I have to express my deep 
obligations to the Government of India for having given me 
permission to copy out from the original and to publish the 
historic Despatch from the Court of Directors, dated the 1oth 
December, 1834. 

\ 
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In the Introduction I have attempted to give brief his
torical summaries of (I) the rise and growth of British power 
in India from r6oo A. D. to 1765 A. D.; (2) the development 
of the Indian Constitution from I 76 5 A. D. to the present 
day ; (3) the development of the system of Provincial Financial 
Settlements ; and (4) the development of Local Self-Govern
ment under British rule. They do not profess to be exhan~tive 
original investigations, but are chiefly meant•as a guide to the 
study of the various documents incorporated in this V'll"ume. 

ln this book it has been my aim to preserve ifl one plac~ 
and in a permanent form all the more important ofiginal do-;u
ments relating to the constitution of the Governmetyt' of India 
so that the student of Indian constitutional history, the pub
licist, and the Indian legislative councillor may not ~1ave any 
very great difficulty in finding out references to particular 
documents. My labours will be amply repaid if this book 
be of some help to such enquirers and if it thereby promote 
a scientific study of the Indian constitution. I shall feel 
much obliged if readers of this book will offer me any sugges
tions or point out to me any mistakes or omissions. 

Before I conclude, I deem it to he my duty to acknow
JcJge my indebtedness tc) my este("meJ colleague, J>rof. S. C. 
Roy, ~LA., for the constant help a11d encouragement which I 
have received from him in the compilation of this volume. 

l>URBIIANGA Lll\RAI.;.V, } 

.',·eptember tlte ut, 1915. 
P. MUKHERJI. 



Pl\EFACE TO THE SECOND EDITIO~. 

\Vhen the first edition of this book was published three 
years ago, I harl had considerable misgivings about its ~uccess. 
J~ut the ..:qbst"(PH .. nt r~rPntln:,· ,-Jf·· th~~ buuk bv the ore~;:, i·uJd tin~ 

p11hlic th~;ongh.out l ndia \md their unanimou~ ksdnwny ;h f,, 
'.b '',rc:dt n~efu\ncc;-; showed that it ,.,npplied a keenly felt want 
nf the edt1cated Indian public. !~mbulc!etted by the kind 
p~tronage of an indulgent public, 1 have ventured t<> bring out 
this impru";:ed and enlarged edition. 

The pook hils not only been brought up to date through
out, but many entirely new featnres have been added to it
.,;o much so that the present edition is nearly double the size of 
the first edition. I would specially refer here to the inclusion in 
this ed!tion, among various other things, of Documents illus
tratz'ng tlze relatz.ons nf tile British (,'o;•ermneut ;uitlz tlze 1Vati1Jt 
States, Dowments re!atin,I; to tlze Representation of India in 
1ft,, Imperial JV,lr D1binrt with corres[Jonding sections in tht~ 
Introduction, and the ,~~ontaf;H-LO!ze!msford Reform Proposals 
with all their relevant documenh, ,.;uch as the Rdm!l111Cildrttiou.> 
, 'f tlze Royal CrJJllJJ!I:rs/mt of! lJaentra!i:::at/rm ( r <)O<)), tlze Lrmxress
Letlgzte Sdzeme and the jo/11t .rlddress. [ have tried tn make 
the book as complete an·d U[J-to-date as possible, so that the 
student of Jndian Constitutional History and the publicist may 
have, ready at hand in one vnlume, all the materials necessary 
to form their judgment on the great constitutional i~sues now 
before the country. l shall deem my labours amply repaid 
if this book be of some help to those on whose sound and 
sane judgment the future of political India depends and if it 
leads to an nnbin.ssed; scie:ltific study of Indian constit11tiomd 
questions. 

I should be failing in my duty if I did not gratefully ack 
nowledge the invaluable help re11dered to me by my revered 
father, Babu Lalmohan l\Tnkherji B.L., anthor of ludian CLSe-l.lw 
Olt E_jectment, in the preparation of this volume. [ should also 
like to take this opportunity of thanking Babus Shyamapada 
Banerji and Nirapada Banerji, proprietors of the Nab,zb/blzakar 
Press, bUt for whose ungrudging assistance in passing the 
book through the press, it~ publication would have been longer 
delayed. 

\ 
' 
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Owing to the increase in the size of the book (from 5 50 
pages in the first edition to about goo pages in the present 
edition) and the increased cost of paper and printing etc. I have 
been compelled to raise its price. 

lJ, 
Calcutta, August the 2oth, I9E8. 

PRESlDENCY COLLEGE, 
P. MUKHERJI. 

• 

• 
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INTRODUCTION. 

I. THE RISE AND GROWTH OF BRITISH POWER 
IN INDIA FROM 1600 A D. TO 1765 A D 

• 
The Ei'fzabethan Charter of 1600 ·--ln u," 1 

hundred and fifteen Engli:ih knight", ahknnen ;end 

"he:ded by GI':ORQE, E.\RL Cil' cu~!Bl>kL,\Nn, petitiuned ELI/.'\BI•.TH, 

QuEEN OF • ENGLAND "fur Our Royal Assent and Licensto 

to be granted unto them, that they, at their own Adventures, costs • and charges, as well for the Honour of this om Realm of 

England, as for the lnr:rease of our Navigation, a,Jd Advancement 

of Trade. of :\lerchandise, within our said Realm cllld the Dominions 

•Jf the samv, might adventure and set forth one (Jf more Voyages, with 

convenient nnrnher nf ships and l'innaces, by way of traffic and mer· 

chandis;; tt · the- East Indies, in the countries and parts of Asia and 

:\frica, .md t·> Jo ::l:my of the islands, ports and cities, towns and 

places, thea:abuuls, as where Trade and Traffic may by all likelihood 

be discovered, established or had; diverse of which countries, and 

many of the islands, cities and ports thereof, have long since been 

discovered by others of our subjrcts, albeit not frequented in Trade 

of merchandise." 

Accordingly on December 3rst 16oo QUEE}'I ELIL\HETH granted 

a charter to the said E·\RL, CEOIU;~; Ol' CUIIIHKRl.AND, and 215 

iznights, aldermen and ~nngcssc:s "that they and every of them 

hencefurth he, and shall be one Body Cr,rpc•ratc and Politic, in rleerl 

and in name, by the name of the Governor and Company r,f Mer

chants of London, trading into the East Indies.'' "Thr' said Gover 

nor and Compally of .:\Ierchanl' of L:11Jdun, trading intr1 the East 

Indie:<, and their successors may have a common seal to serve for all 

the causes and bnsiness of them and therr successors." The Com 

pany were .t;1 elec:t annually one Governor and :q CO!lilllittees ! who 

were individuals and not bodies and were the predecessors of the 

later Directors, who were to have the direction of the Company's 
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voyages, the prm·ision of shipping and merchandises, the sale of 
merchandises returned, and the managing of all other things belong
ing to the Company. THOMAS SMITH, Alderman of London, was to 
be the first Governor. 

This Elizabethan Charter was granted for a term of 15 years on 
condition that the trade was profitable to the realm; otherwise, it 
could be determined on two years' warning. tr, however, the realm 
profited by the trade, the Charter might be renewed for a "fu.rther term 
of r 5 years. For these 1 'i years the Company were alJowed the fol
lowing privileges :-(a) to use any trade route and. to 'have an exc;lu-· 
sive right of trading (between the Cape of Good Hope a,pd the straits 
of Magellan), with power to grant licenses to trade, f.Ulauthorised 
traders being liable to forfeiture of all their belongings and to other 

penalties;* (b) to make reasonable "laws, constitutions, orders and 
ordinances " not contrary or repugnant to the laws, statut!;s or cus

toms of the English realm-for the good government of the Company 
and its affairs i- ; (c) to impose such fines or penalties as might be 
necessary for enforcing these laws. 

All such apprentices of any member of the Company, and all such 
servants or factors of the Company and "all such others" as were 
found eligible by the majority present at a "Court "-might be ad
mitted into the body of the Company. The members of the Com
pany, their sons at the age of twenty-one years and their factors, 
apprentices and servants had the exclusive trading privileges of the 
Company. Members could gain full admission to the Company 
normally through the avenue of apprenticeship or service. But 

• QuEEN ELIZABETH charges and commands her subjects not to infringe the 
privileges granted by her to the Company upon the pain of forfeiture and othe< 
penalties. At that time-when HuGO GROTIUS, the father of modern International 
Law, was still in his teens,-the region !mown as India was thought to be only a 
?'es nte!!ius and there was no doubt as to the expediency-as apart from the consti
tutionality-of granting a trade monopoly of this description. " Such monopolies" 
says lUlERT, "were in strict accordance with the ideas, and were justified by the 
circumstances of the time. Beyond certain narrow territorial limits international 
law did not run, diplomatic relations had no eKistence. Outside these limits force 
alone ruled and trade competition meant war." 

t These legislative powers of the Company did not differ in 'their general 
provisions from, and were evidently mndelled on, the powers of making by-laws 
cummoniy exercised by ordinary municipal and commercial corporations. 

• 
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'·others '' could be admitted, provided they offered suitable contribu 

tion to the adventure of the Company. 

" The most nottceable difference, · says lLBER T, ''between the 

\:barter and modern instmments of :tssociation ot a similar charactc·l 

"' tlw absence ot any reiercnce to tbe cap<tai ui Utcc I :vmpa11y and tbf 

et•rresponding qualiticat;uns and voting pown; ol member' It olp 

pc:ars from the \..~har'ier tilat tiH' a<hc:ntun"r' hruJ undertaken to con 

tribute towirds the first \·oyage certain sums of money: failure t'' 

pay their coQtributions was to involve 'remm·al and disenfranchist· 

• mlint' of the aefa~lters. But the Charter does not sprcify the amount 

of the severa' contributions ithc total amount subscribed in Septem 

ber 1599 iVas .£ 30, I 33 and tbere were 1 or 'iU bs~ribers\, and for all 
that appears to the contrary, each adventurer was to be equally eligible 

to the office of Committee, and to have equal voting power in tlw 

general ~>ourt. The explanation 1s that the Company belonged at 

the outset to the simpler and looser form of association to which tht

City Companies then belonged, and still belong. and which used to 

be known by the name of 'Regulated Companies.' Th" members of 

such a Company were subject to certain common regulations and 

were entitled to certain common privileges, buL each of them traded 

on his own separate capital, and there was no joint stock. During 

the first twelve years of its existence the Company traded on the prin 

ciple of each subscriber contributing separately to the expense of 

each voyage, and reapin~ the whole profits of his subscription. The 

voyages during these 12 years are therefore known as 'separate 

voyages.' But after o'l r 2 the subscribers threw their contribution'> 

into a 'joint stock' and thus converted themselves from a regulated 

• company into a joint-stock company which, however, differed widely 

in its constitution, from the joint·stock companies of the present 

day." 

The Stuart Charters (1609-1687).-ln the meantime 
jAM~:s I had in I60<J renewed the charter of E!.IZAlmTH: the

only material point of difference between Eu;,;Ar:ETH's charter 

and J AM~S~s charter is that the latter was made perpetual 

subject to determination after three years' notice on proof of 

injury to the nation. The legislative powers granted by ELI-
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ZABETH'S charter being insufficient for the pul)ishment of grosser 

offences and for the maintenance of discipline on long voyages, a 

Royal Charter of December 1615 granted the Company the power 

of issuing a commission to its "general" in charge of a voyage to 
inflict punishments for non-capital offences and to put in execution 

martial law, subject to the proviso of requiring the verdict of a jury 

in the case of capital offences. In 1623 }Ar.1J£s I gave the Com
pany the power of issuing similar commissions to • their pre

sidents and other chief officers, authorizing them to JlUnish in like 
manner offences committed by the Company's .ser\Tants on lax1d, • 

subject to the like proviso as to the submission of capitaL cases to the 

verdict of a jury. • 

From 1624 to 166o the Company were mainly occupied with their 
contests with Dutch competitors and English rivals. Indeed in 

1657 the Company, driven to despair, threatened to withdtaw their 

factories from India, till CRoMWI<~LL, who had long hesitated as to 
his course, granted them a new charter. At the Restoration 

CROMWI£LL's charter was conveniently ignored, but the Company 
obtained a similar one from CHARU~s II (1661), which granted them 

the right to coin money and exercise jurisdiction over English subjects 

in the East. 

It was in this year (1661) that the port and island of Bombay was 
ceded to KING CHARLJ<:s II as part of the marriage dowry of the 

INFANTA OF PORTUGAL. Eight years later (1669) they were presen
ted by him to the Company "to be held of the Crown for the annual 

rent of £ ro." The Company also owned at this time some other 
trading depots, or (as they were styled) fa~tories, * on the west coast 
of India. Similar depots were subsequently established at Madras, 
and other places on the east coast, and still later in Bengal. In 

course of time the factories at Bombay, Madras and Calcutta became 

the three principal settlements, to which the others were placed in 
subordination. 

• "These factories or settlements comprised, in the first instanc~ .merely a few 
ac~es of ground occupied by the Company's warehouses and the residences of their 
olhcers ; an~ they were held only under favour of the native sovereign of the terri
tones m wh1ch they were situated''- Chesney, Indian Polity, p. 26. 
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Eight years after the gift of Bombay by CHARLES II to the 

Company (i e. in 1677) a Royal Charter empowered the Compan) 

to coin money at Bombay to be called by the name of "rupees, pices 

and hndjrooks" ur such oth(cr rmmc:s R'i tiw Compauy might th11>k 

England. (,\ mm~ t,r tlw c•.lllH\:.(C ·l ~- !ud Lt.~\'!\ •.:suddrs!Ho<' 

at 1\ladras sonH" year~ ht:fnn;\ :\t th,·; lime w"' ;ulmimsten··d 

at Bombayt•y (n an inferic>r court, with limited jurisdiction, con 

sisting of a ci~:il officer of the Company and two Indian officers, and 

•( 2~ a Supreme" C<>~.Jrt consisting of the deputy governor and a council, 

whose decisiDns were to he final and without appt:al, excqlt in cases 

of the grea~test necessity. The charter of r (,33, however, deciarerl 

that a Court of Judicature should be established at such places as the 

Company might appoint and that it should consist of one person 

learned ip the civil laws and two merchants to be appointed by the 

Company to try ctses "according t,l the rules of equity and good 

conscience, and according to the LHvs and cu!<toms of the merchants ... 

About this time when the forces <Jf rebellion :md disruption were 

manifest all over India, the Company proclaimed (1687) in memor
able and prophetic words that they intended to "establish such a 

polity of civil and miiitary power, and create and secure such a large 

revenue ...... as may be tile foundation of a large, well-grounded, 

sure English dominion in India for all time to come." The Company 

determined to consolidate their position in lndia on the basis of 

territorial sovereignty, to enable them to resist the oppression of th<· 

1vloghuls and Marhattas. 

In the same year, f~INC _f,\MJ.:~ IL, exercising his wyal prerc 

gati\·e of creatin:!; municipal corporations, delegated to the East 

India Company the po~>er of establishing hy charter a municipality 

at Madras (according to the approved English type), consisting nf 

a mayor, twelve aldermen ~~~~d sixty or more burgesses. This charter 

of 1087 appears to be: tht: last t>f the Stuart Charters affecting the 

East India Companr. 

• Pagoda-a Madras cPin ufthe value of about 8 >hi\lings of English money. 
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The struggle between the old "London" and the new 
"English" Companies : their final amalgamation in 1708.
In the next year ( r688) the Company laid down their future 
policy in the following resolution said to have been penned by SIR 

jOSIAH CHILD-
"The increase of our revenue is the subject of our care, ... as much as 

our trade ; 'tis that must maintain our force when•twenty accidents may 
interrupt our trade ; 'tis that must make us a nation in ln<t~a: Without 
that we are but as a great number of interlopers, united by His Majesty's 
Royal charter, fit only to trade where nobody of powef. thinks it their• 
interest to prevent us. And upon this account it is that "the wise Dutch,.in 
all their general advices which we have seen, write ten paragraphs con
cerning the:r government, their civil and military policy, wadbre, and the 
increase of their revenue, for one paragraph they write concerning trade." 

''This famous resolution," says lLBERT, "announces in unmistak

able terms the determination of the Company to guard their ~ommer

cial supremacy on the basis of their territorial sovereignty and 

foreshadows the annexations fJf the next century." 

Meanwhile, however, the Company had to confront a determined 

and organized opposition. For many years individual interlopers 

had defied the Company's sole claim to the market of the Eastern 
trade, one of the most famous being THO!\IAS Prn, the grandfather 

of LORD CHATHAM, who thus founded the fortunes of his family. 
In 1691 the enemies of the Company formed themselves into a New 
Company and assailed the monopoly of the Old Company. They 
raised the constitutional question whether the Crown could grant a 

a monopoly of trade without the authority of Parliament. The ques
tion, though it had been already answered• in the affirmative some 

years ago by the LoRD CHilO' Jusnc~<: )KFFRI<.VS in his judgment 
on the great case of the East India Company vs. Sandys''' (1683·8s). 

• In this case the Company brought an action against MR. SANJWS for trading 
to the East Indies without a license. The Lord Chief Justice in giving judgment 
for the plaintiff Company laid down-(r) that by the laws of natiom., the 
•egulations of trade and commerce are reckoned /nter Juris Re.1;alia i.e. the 
prerogatives of the Supreme ;\lagistrate; 12) that, though by the laws of this 
iand aud l.,y the the laws of al! other nations, monopolies are prohibited, yet 
societies to trade,such as the plaintiff Company, to certain places exciusive:: vi ,,thcrs, 
are no monopolies by the laws of this land, hut are allowed to be formed both here 
and in other countries and are strengthened by the usage and practice of both at 
all times. 

• 
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was again discussed and decided by the Privy Council in favour 

of the Old Company. The monopoly of the Old Company was 

accordingly renewed by the Charter of I 693. As if to emphasise 

this fact of renewal of the monopoly of trade to the East Indies the 

Din"ctors used their puwers tu effect thr: detention of a ship called the 

li';d/rido;r- which wa~ lymg 111 the T:1ames 'lnd wa~ b2licved to he 

·.:ound for cmmtn•:s bt!yund th:: f. :ar,e of Coud Hope. Tht; legality of 

this deten'ticrn was questione•l and the matte! nune llp before Parlw 

ment in r694· )'he House of Commons passed a resolution disclaiming 

•th~ right of the Company to detain the Red/fridge on the Thames 

un the ground that the Company suspected that it was goint.; to trade 

within their .own preserves. They declared "that all subjects of 

England have equal rights to trade with the East Indies unless pro 

hibited by Acts of Parliament." "It has ever since been held," writes 

:\IACAULF, "to be the sound doctrine that no power but that of 

the whole legislature can give to any persons or to any wciety ex 

elusive privilege of trade to any part of the world." So the consti

tutional point was settled and for the tirst time Parliament asserted 

Its right to interfere in the affairs of the Company. As lLBERT puts 

it, "the question whether the trading privileges of the East India 

Company should be continued was removed from the Council Cham 

ber to Parliament and the period of control by Act of Parliament 

over tbe affairs of the Company began." 

The first Act of Parliament for r":gulating the trade to the East 

Indies was passed in r698 when, on providing CIIARL~:s MoNTAGU, 

CIL\NCELLnR rw THE ExcHEQUER, with a loan of .{:2,ooo,ooo, the 

new association was constituted by Act of Parliament a General 

Society, to which was granted the exclusive trade t•> India, saving th<: 

rights of the Olcl Company until they expired in three years' time. 

The great majority of the subscribers to the General SoCiety, which 

was on a "regulated" basis, at once formed themselves iuto a Joint 

Stock Company and were incorporated by the Crown as the "Eng

lish Company trading to the East Indies," to distinguish it from the 

Old or Lq11don Company. The latter, to safeguard themselves, 

by an adroit move, subscribed £31s,ooo to the funds of the General 

Society in the name of their treasurer, JoHN Du Bo1s. 
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Thus the position after r6g8 wJ.s curiously complicated. Fm1r 
classes of merchants had the right to trade to the East Indies-(r) 

the New Company ; (z) the Old Company trading on their original 

capital until 1701, and after that on the limited subscription of 

£315,ooo; (3) those subscribers to the General Society who had 

held aloof from the Joint Stock of the New Company, their capital 

amounting to about £zz,ooo; and (4) a few-separate traders who, 

relying on the Commons' resolution of 1694, had sent out•st)ips prior 

to 1698 and had been permitted to complete their voyages. The 

two latter were comparatively unimportant and majl ~ left out .or• 

account. Between the two Companies-Old and Ncw-;there follow

ed a desperate struggle which partially came to an end in i 702 when, 

on pressure from the Crown and Parliament, the two Companies 

were forced into a preliminary union. The Old Company was called 

upon to buy £67 3,ooo additional stock in the General So.ciety to 

make their share equal to that of their rivals. The dead stock i.e. 

houses, factories, and forts of the Old Company, were valued at 

£ 33o,ooo and of the New at ;[, 7o,ooo, and the latter had to pay 

£I 3o,ooo to make good the deficit. After six years of negotia-

tion and compromise in 1 7oS the union was made absolute by 

Parliament, all points in dispute being settled by the arbitration of 

Earl of GonOLI'IIIN ; a further loan of£ r,zoo,ooo was made to tht: 

state, and the amalgamation of the "London" and the "English" 

Companies was finally carried out under the style of the "United 

Company of Merchants of England trading to the East Indies." In 

I 709 Qu~:~:N ANNf: accepted the surrender of the London Company's 

charters and thus terminated their separat~ existence. Subject to 

changes made by statutes the original charter of the New or English 

Company thus came to be, in point of law, the root of all the powers 

and privileges of the United Company which continued to bear its 

new name up to 1833· 

The establishment of Courts.-In less than twenty years 
after the United Company was established under the Act of 

Qug~;N ANNE, its Court and Directors represented py petition 

to GIWRGE I that there was great need at Madras, Fort William 

and Bombay of a proper and competent power and authority 

• 
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for the more speedy and effectual administering of justice m 

civil causes and for trying and punishing capital and other criminal 

offences and misdemeanours ; and they accordingly prayed for 
permission to establish Mayor's courts at those places. Thereupon 
the e·<isting f'ourts, whatever tiJPy may have been, were superseded 

and in t 7 z(l the Crown by letters patent estaLlished ~Iayor's Courts 

at those places, TMese comh wv.r,, '"mposed nf :t ~fayor and 

nine alderm'!m, seven of whom wetc ;'c<JHUtd t·, Le Hnti'h subject:' 

From these coyrts an appeal lay in cases the value of which wa', 

•un~er I ooo j'ar,odoH to the Governor and Cuunc il, and, m cases of 

higher value,.to the Privy Council. The Government Cm:rt also had 

powers in c~iminal matters. The constitution of these courts wa~ 

amended in I 7 53 when a Court of Requests at each of the said 

plil.ces was established for petty cases up to f!ve prv;odas. The chrei 

feature o~ this charter of I 7 53 was that the courts whif'h were est,,b, 

!ished were limited in their civil jurisdic:tion to suits between persnt'' 
who were not natives of the several towns to which the jmisdictir.p 

applied. Suit<; between Indians werr'o cxlm,ssly excepted from tlw 

jurisdiction of the Mayor's Court and directed to be dttcrminr:d 

among themseh·es. 

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION 
FROM 1765 TO THE PRESENT DAY. 

The Grant of the Dewani.-Such was the extent of thf· 

executive, legislative and judicial authority possessed by tht 

Company during the middle of the cig:hteenth century. !\l.eanwhi:t: 

gre!lt acquisitions of territory were being made and the positic<n 

of the Company was being gradually changed from tb~tt of teuant' 

of factories to territorial sovereigns 

One of the earliest possession<.; of the Engli.-;h in India, as \It 

have already seen, was the island of Bombay, ceded to Cll.\Rl.F.~ l [ 

in 1661 by the KING OF PORTUCAL as part <Jf the marringe dowry e;f 

the lNFANTf\. CHA!< r.~:s II granted it to the EJst India Compttn). 

who, abou,t.the same time, gained possession of some factories on ttH" 

west coast of India. Somewhat later, factories were established at 

Madras and other places on the east coast. Last of all, the Com-
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pany made trading settlements in Bengal and founded Calcutta 
in 1690. The factories of Bombay, Madras and Calcutta became the 
leading factories in their different localities, and exercised control 
and supervision over the subordinate depots and places in their 
vicinity. 

The decline of the .Moghul power was very rapid after the death 
of Aurangzeb in 1707 ; and it was during the fe~d between the Mar . . 
hatta and the M.ahomedan that the French and the English began 
the work of conquest and annexation. The principal. struggle bet· • 
ween the French and the English commenced in r 7 so in Madr1ts, 
where most of the French possessions were situated, a•nd i_t ended 
in the supremacy of the English being established, and. in :Madras 
becoming the most important possession of the Company. The 
struggle in Bengal between the English and the native government 
continued from I 7 56 to I 76 5· It commenced upon the accession of 
Serajuddowla who captm<-:d Calcutta, but was overthrown by Clive in 
1 7 57, with the result that the authority of the Company was estab
lished over the whole of Bengal. Tbe powers and duties of govern
ment were, however, carried on by the Nawab of Murshidabad. 

But CLJVg was seeking an opportunity for availing himself of the 
outstanding sovereignty of the l\logul. He proceeded to obtain the 
grant of the Dewmmy from the l\'logul Emperor. SHAB ALUM issued 
the following .Firman empowering the Company to collect and 
administer the revenues of Bengal, Behar and Orissa :-

"At this happy time, our royal Finnan, indispensably requiring 
obedience, is issued ; that, whereao, in consideration of the attachment 
illld services of the high and mighty, the noblest of exalted nobles, the 
chief of illustrious warriors, our faithful servants and sincere well-wishers. 
worthy of our royal favours, the English Company, we have granted them 
the Dewauny of the Provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa from the 
beginning of the Fasal Rabi of the Bengal year 1172, as a free gift and 
ultumgan, without the association of any other person, and with an ex· 
emption from t~e payment of the customs of the Dewanny which used to 
be paid by the Court ; it i~ reqnisite that the said company engage to be 
security for the sum of 26 lakhs of rupees a year for our roy.al revenue, 
which sum has been appointed from the Nawab Nudjamut-dowla Baha
dur, and regularly remit the san1e to the royal sircar ; and in this case, 

• 



"'s the satd Company are obliged tq keep up a large army for the pmtec

uon of the Provmces of Bengal etc., we have granted to them whatsoever 

may remain out of the revenues of the said pro\•inces, after remittint~ the 
sum of 26 lakhs of rupees to the royal sircar, and providing for the .:~· 

;oen<es nf the Nizamut. it ;s requ1site thal our roy;;i descendants the 

\';i'iers~ the bestO\\'ers Ot dJ.~Dll)', the ()lJJl',ib:;:, h;t-;h :;; !'~!Di\ 1 the S~ft:~tt 

·llicer$, the .\luuasedd~·; <JI •.i;e i t,·w;nm~. the man''•~e< ·Jf the l.»biness ol 

'he .SnltamH, J he} agh11·dars .md cToorib. as well tl!c fmure ;,, the pre·;em, 

:lsmg their constant endeavours f01 the establishment of th;s ntH royal 

,:ommand, leave the said office tn possession of the said Company, 
TroQ;l generation• to generation, for ever and ever. L·Jokmg upon them to 

be assured fro~n dismi:,sal or removal, they must, on no account wbatso· 

ever, give them any interruption, and they must regard them as excused 

:·md exempte~ from the payment of all the customs of the Dewarny and 
royal demands. Knowing- Otlr orders on the subject to be most strict and 

positive, let them not deviate therefrom." I Au~. J :!, t 765 .) 

This act is generally regarded as the acquisition of s:Jve
oeignty by the English. The coi!ection of revenue in India mvolved 

:he whole administration of civil justice, and that, together with 

:>ctual possession and military power, nearly completed the full idea 

<Jf sovereignty. Still in name it was held in vassallage from the 
Mogul ; and the i'Jizamaut or administration of criminal justice 
remained with the :'\iogul's Li~utcnant, the NAW.-\B OF 1\IuR 

.':'H JD.<\BAD. 

The view which the Directors took ol the transactions is tbus ex 

pressed in a Despatch of 17th :\lay, 1768-

"We concetve the office of Dewan should be exercised only lll super 

·ntending the collection and disposal of the revenue,. This we conceive 
• :o be the whole offi<:e of the Dewan. The administration of justice, the 

appointments to ofticcs, i:.emindarie.', in :.hort, whatever comes under the 
ocnorntnatJOn of c1vil administr;H;un, we understand, is to remain in the 

hands of the Nawab or his ministers.'' 

The Regulating Act of 1773.-Tlle legislative t:nactments 

<especting these territorial pussessions of the Company commenced 

in 1767 .• {n that year, it was agn::·~d between tbe "Public" and 

the "Company" that in consideration of an annual payment of 

£4oo,ooo by the Company tile large territorial possessions which had 
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been recently obtained in India should remain in possession of 
the Company for the term of two years. This term was afterwards 
extended to five years more from the 1st of February, q6g. The 

sums paid to the "Public" under these two Acts were-

In 1 768-£4oo,ooo 

1769-£4oo,ooo 
I 7 70-£400,000 
I77J-£400,000 
1772-£zoo,ooo 

1773-£253.779 

• . . 

177s-.£ri5,6rg (payable iw 1773) 

Total-£ z, r 69.398. • 

• 

In 1773 the Comp<tny presented a petition to Parliament pray

ing for relief. They solicited a loan ior four years, and ~ sum of 

£ 1,4o0,ooo was accordingly lent them. Parliament, upon that 
occasion, first assumed a general regulation of the Company's affairs 

by passing an Act-commonly called the Regulating Act of 1 77 3-
"for establishing certain regulations for the better management of • 
the affairs of the EAsT lNDJA CoMPANY as well in India as Ill 

Europe." Its main provisions may be broadly classified under 

three heads-Executive, Legislative and Judicial powers. 

Provisio11s for E2cemtive Government :-The Act provided that 

the Government of Bengal should consist of a Governor-General 
and four counsellors, but that in case of differences of opinion, 
they should be concluded by the decision of the majority ; in the 

case of an equal division of counsellots present, the Governor
General or senior counsellor shou1d have a casting vote, and his 

opinion was to be decisive and conclusive. The Presidents and 

Councils (which were the germ of the present Presidencies) of 

Madras and Bombay were rendered subordinate to tbe Governor
General and Council of Bengal, so far as regards the declaration 
of war or the conclusion of peace. The first Governor-General 

(WARR~:N HASTINGS} and his Council of four memlwr;; .(of whom 

PHILIP FRANCIS was one) were named in the Act_; thereafter they 

were to be appointed by the Court of Directors. 
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copies of these regulations which might be disallowed or amended 

by the King in Council, but were to remain in force unless dis

allowed within two years. 

Pitt's India Act, 1784.--In 1783 Fox, on behalf of the 

l\Iinistrr, introduced a Bill which in substance transferred the 

<\Uthonty belongin~ J" the Court or !lirec\NS to <t new bod}' 

named in tbe Bill fo'} ,1 term d lour rears, who were afterward,; 

to be appotnted b~- tlae CnJWl• Tbi·, BrH [X<'ist:d l_be HCiu~c 

Commons by !l majority of two to om·, Lut was rejected by th• 

•Lords. The Kirlg, who was known to disapprove of the Bill. 

forthwith disp1issed Fox from office and summoned Pr~T to he 

First Lord of the Treasury. In the following year ( q84) aftet • 
a dissolution, PITT carried through Parliament his own India Ac! 

(Z4 Geo. 3· c. zs). Its effect was two-fold. First, it constituted 

a departtllent of state in England, under the official title of ''Com

missioners for the Affairs of India"' whose special function was to 

"control" the policy of the Court of Directors. Secondly, it re 

duced the number of members of Council at Bengal to three, of 

whom the Commander-in-chief must be one ; and it n:-modelled thic 

councils at Madras and Bombay nn the pattern of that a: 

BengaL 

The "Commissioners for the Affairs of India" were directed tu 

form themselves into a Board which, as finally modified by a subsc: 

quent Act (33 Geo. 3, c. sz) consisted of five members of the Prir~ 

Council, three of whom must be the two Secretaries of State and 

the Chancellor of the Exchequer. But it was never inte;nded that 

these high officers slwulq take an ctctive part, and therefore the first 

• Commissioner named in the letters patent was appointed President 

of the Board, and a casting vote was given to him in matters of 

difference, which practically made him supreme. Thus arose the 

popular title of "President of the Board of ControL'' The first 

President was HENRY DuNDAs (afterwards LoRD MELVILLE), the 

friend of PITT, who held office from q84 to rSo r. One of his 

earliest acts was to pass a Statute (z6 Geo. 3, c. r6) by which authority 

was for the· first time given to the Governor-General to overrule the 

majority of his council in certain cases. This matter, however, was 
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dealt with more thoroughly in the Act of Parliament which has now 
to be described. 

The Renewals of the Charter (1793-1853).-In 1793 the 
question of continuing to the E~tst India Company their right 

of exclusive trade in the East came under the consideration of 

Parliament. The monopoly was renewed for a further term of 

twenty years ; and advantage was taken of the ~pportunity to codify, 
as it were, the constitution of the Indian Government. • By this Act 

(33 Ceo. 3, c. 52) the Board of Control was modified. as mentioned 
above, and the Court of Directors were required tOo apJ:loint a "Ser;ret 

Committee" of three of their own number, through whom the Board 
of Control was to issue its instructions to the Gover .. ors in India 
regarding questions of peace or war. The Councils at Bengal, 
Madras and Bombay were remodelled. Each was to consist of three 

members, appointed by the Court of Directors, from among "senior 
merchants" of ten years' standing; and the Directors were empowered 

to appoint the Commander-in-chief of each Presidency as an addi
tional member. The appointment of the three Governors and the 

Commander-in-chief was vested in the Court of Directors, subject to 

the approval of the Crown. The Directors also retained their power 
of dismissing any of these officials. The Governor-General was 
empowered to override the majority of his Council "in cases of high 

importance and essentially affecting the public interest and welfare," 
or (as it is elsewhere worded) "when any measure shall be proposed 

whereby the interests of the Company or the safety and tranquillity 
of the British possessions in India may, in the judgment of the 

Governor-General, be essentially concerneq." A similar power was 
conferred upon the Governors of Madras and Bombay. The • 

Governor-General was authorised to "superintend" the subordinate 
presidencies "in all such points as shall relate to negotiations with 
the country powers, or levying war or making peace, or the collection 

or application of the revenues, or the forces employed or the Civil or 
Military Government." The form of procedure in Council was 

regulated ; and it was enacted that all orders &c , should be expressed 
and be made by "the Governor•General (or Governor}"i; Council," 

a style that bas continued to the present day. The Governor in 
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Council at \Iadras first received legislative powers in 1 Soo by an 

Act (39 & 40. Geo. 3· c. 79) which also founded a Supreme Court of 

] udicature at 1\fadras Oll the Bengal pattern, with judges appointed 

hy the Crown. Bombay did net ubtam !t:gislativr: p<m,•rs unlll 1 So7 

nor a Supreme Court until n)zJ. 
In 1813 the tnr1tnri:d :wthotily E.:<ot Ind;;l i w1pan:r ,md 

its monopoly of tra~c with China wt:ru ac:ai!l renewed fo; i.W•cnty 

years; but t;lte right of trade m India was thrown open to all British 

subjects. The Act passed on this o>ccasion established a bishop for 

• India and an ~"rchdeacon for each of the three Presidencies. It also 

authorised the expenditure of one lac of rupees un cclucatiun and the 

encouragement of learning. 

·when t!'!e time came round for renewing the powers of the Com

pany in 1 S33 for another twenty years, far more extensive changes 

were carried into effect. The Charter Act of r833 (3 and 4 Will. 4· 

c. Ss) abolished the monopoly of trade with China and the Company 

(now for the first time officially styled "the East India Company") 

ceased altogether to be a mercantile corporation. It was enacted 

that no official communications should be sent to India by the Court 

of Directors until they had first been approved by the Board of 

Control. The Governor-General received the title of "Governor

General'\:if India." His Council wa;; augmented by a fourth or 

extraordinary member who was not entitled to sit or vote except at 

meetings for making laws and regulations. He was to be appointed 

by the Directors, subject to the approval of the Crnwn, from among 

persons, not servants of the Company. The first such member was 

THOMAS BABINGTON ~IAC.\ULAY. The Governor-General in Council 

was empowered to make ""Laws and Regulations" for the whole oi 

India, withdrawing from the Governors of :\fadras and Bomhay all 

legislative functions, but leaving to them the right only of proposing 

draft schemes. Acts thus passed by the Governor-General in 

Council were liable to be disallowed by the Court of Directors and 

were also required to he laiJ before Parliament, but no registration 

in India was necessary. It was also expressly enacted that they were 

to have the·force of Acts of Parliament. A Law Commission was 

appointed, composed of the legislative member of Council, another 

B 
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English member, and one civil servant from each of the three Presi
dencies. This Law Commission drafted the Indian Penal Code which, 
however, did not rer.eive the legislative sanction until r86o. The 
laws passed since 1833 are known as Acts, not Regulations. A new 
Presidency was created, with its seat at Agra; but this clause was 

suspended two years later by an Act (Sand 6 Will. 4· c. 52) which 
authorised the appointment of a "Lieutenant-Gt.wernor of the North
\Vestern Provinces." At the same time the Governor-~eneral was 
authorized to appoint a member of his CoLincil to be Deputy Governor 
of Bengal. Two new bishoprics were constituted (or Madras and• 
Bombay. By a special clause, it was for the first• time enacted tf1at 
"no native of India shall, by reason of his religion, pl~ce of birth, 
descent or colour, be disabled from holding any offi.c~ under the 

Company." 
In r853, the powers of the East India Company were again re

newed, but "only until Parliament shall otherwise provide". • Further 
important changes were effected by the Act passed on this occasion 
(r6 & I7 Viet. c. 95). By section r6 of this Act (the Government 
of India Act), the Court of Directors of the East India Company, 
acting under the direction and control of the Board of Control, 
were empowered to declare that the Governor-General in Council 
should not be Governor of the Presidency of Fort William in 
Bengal, but that a separate Governor was to be from time to time 
appointed in like manner as the Governors of Madras and Bombay. 
In the meantime, and until a Governor was appointed, there was 
power under the same section to appoint a Lieutenant-Governor of 
such part of the Presidency of Bengal as was not under the Lieute
nant-Governorship of the North-West (now United) Provinces. -l(

Six members of the Court of Directors, out of a total of eighteen, 
were henceforth to be appointed by the Crown. The appointment 
of ordinary members of Council in India, though still made by the 
Directors, was to be subject to the approval of the Crown. The 

• The po\vcr to appoint a Lieut~nant·Governor was exercised, and during the 
continuance of its exercise, the power to appoint a Governor remained in abeyance. 
But it still existed and was inherited by the Secretary of State from •the Court of 
Directors and Board of Control, and was exercised in March, 1912 when a Gover
norship was substituted for the Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal. 

• 
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Commander-in-chief of the Queen's Army in India was declared 

Commander-in-Chief of the Company's forces. The Council of the 

Governor-General was again remodelled by the admission of the 

fourth or legislative member as an ordinary member for all purposes . 

while six speci,d member:; wer 0 added fur tbe object of lef(islation 

'"H:h .. {)fh~ n1~:.:tnhcr (whn \Va:1 pard an ·-tnnu:d sa.1ary) frun1 f·ach c.{ 

Justice aild•one ol the JUdges (Jt tile ;-luprcrw. Court Tlm;; t ;H:: fih. 

Indian Legisl.ative Council as constituted under the Act of rS53 

• c~nsisted only of.twelve members ·7Jh., the Governor-General and the 

four membei;S of his Council, the Commander-in-Chief, and the siC' 

special members. The Govern01-Gcneral was abo (;lilpowered b} 
• this Act to appoint, with the sanction of the Home Govcrnmenc 

two civilian rnem bers, but this power was never exercised. From 

this time. onwards the sittings ot the legislative council wen: mad:" 

public and their proceedings were officially published By the same.' 

statute of I~ 53 a body of eigbt commissioners was appointed in 

England to report upon tbe reforms proposed by the Indian L:l\> 

Commission . 

The Government of India Act, 1854.-Brctwcen rS53 and the 
transfer of the Government of India to the Crown in 1858 there was 

passed an Act in 1854 which bas had important administrative 

results in India. This Act empowered the Governor-General 0t 

India in Council, witb the sanction of the Court oC Directors and the 

Hoard of Control, to take by proclamation under his immediate 

authority and management any part ,,f the turitorics for the tinH: 

being in possession ur u~der the government of th~:: Ea3t India 

Company, and thereupon to give all necessary orders and directions 

respecting the administration of that part, or othenVIse provide for 

its administration. The mode Ill w!Hctl this power has been practi 

cally exercised bas been by the appointment of Chief Commissioners, 

to whom the Governor-General delegates such powers as need not 

be reserved to the Centr0 1 Government. In this way Chief Comm1s 

sionerships have been estab11shed for Assam, the Central Provinces, 

the North \Vest Frontier Province, British Baluchistan and the new 

Province of Delhi. The same Act empowered the Government of 
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India, with the sanction of the Home authorities, to define the limits 
of the several provinces in India and directed that the Governor
General was no longer to bear the title of Governor of the })residency 

of Bengal. 
The transfer of the Government of India from the 

Company to the Crown, 1858.-"The principle of our political 
system is", said VJSCOUNT PALl\H:RSTON in 185a in introducing the 

first Bill for tlu: Better Government o/ India, "that all a<tmlnistr<~tive 
functions shonld be accompanied by ministerial responsibility-re
soonsibility to Parliament, responsibility to public opinion, respon- • 

sibility to the Crown, but in this case the chief. func.tions in the 

Government of India are committed to a body not responsible to 
Parliament, not appointed by the Crown, but elected by perso.ls who 
have no more connexiun with India than consists in the simple 
p~ssession of so much India Stock. ·:f * * 
I say, then, that as far as regards the executive functio~s of the 

Indian Government at home, it is of the greatest importance to vest 
complete authority where the puolic have a right to think that com

plete responsibility should rest, and that whereas in this country 
there can be but one governing body responsible to the Crown, the 
Parliament, and to public opinion, consisting of the constitutional 

advisers of the Crown for the time being, so it is in accordance with 

tile best interests of the nation, that India, with all its vast and 

important interests, should be placed under the direct authority of 

the Crown, to be governed in the name of the Crown by the respon

sible Ministers of the Crown sitting in Parliament, and responsible 

to Parliament and the public for every part of their public conduct, 
instead of being, as now, mainly, administ;red by a set of gentlemen 

who, however respectable, however comretent for the discharge of 
the functions entrusted to them, are yet a totally irresponsible body, 
whose views and acts are seldom known to the public, and whether 

known or unknown, whether approved or disapproved, unless one of 

tbe Directors happens to have a seat m this House, are out of the 
range of Parliamentary discussion." 

So, after the :Mutiny of 1857, the cumbrous sy~tem "of "Double 

Government" was abolished and a new chapter in Indian constitu-

• 
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tiona! history began with the pC\ssing of the Ad )in- tlz'' Bt't!t·r t_;., 

ZJenzment of Indz'a which recei\·ed the Royal Assent on the 2nd c<' 

August, r8s8, and carne into operation thirty days later, This A•" 

declared that lwnct:forth '·India shall \,e ~mcrnul 

name of" thP ()neet~, :tnd v,--,u,d m the l)ueen all tL•: ,_·u .uh.' 

powers of tiH: CtH}q)ar~J, .\ · ... ,t,Crt-tat) t.Jt :q \ir:t•.::rli ~~:;1. 

a Council, to trausa~·t thr. :tfLtir-o <il lnd1:\ Ill England Omittw_ 
• certain provisions of tempor:uy effect, and combinwg the provisrnn' 

of the three amending Acts (,f t86~), J8j(> and HJ07 this Council. 

olitiginally fifteen in nnmber, now consists of such number of 

memhers, noOJt less than ten and n(lt more than fourteen, :ts tlH: 

Secretary qj:. State may from time tr> time determine. Nine of thea• 

at least must have served or resided in India for ten years, nno must 

have left India not more than five years before appointment. 

Vacanci-es could he filled nr by the Secretary of State. The term r,f 

office, which had been originally "during good behaviour .. and wa> 

till 1907 ten years, is now seven years, rese:rving a power to tl11. 

Secretary of State to reappoint any nH:mber for fin, years more "for 

special reasons of public advantage''. No member of Council was 

capable of sitting in Parliament. The Secretary C•f State was em 
powered to divide the Council into Committees for the more conn: 

nient transaction of business, and u, appoint <,ne of the membe;rs I<• 

be Vice-President. Except in certain cases specially mentioned. the 

Secretary of State was not bound to follc•w t ht: opinion of 1 ht· 

majority of the C:onnr.il, but he must record his reasons for acting in 

opposition thereto. In cases of urgency he might act without C(JI, 

suiting the Council; ancl as reganis thal class of cases which formtrl) 

bad passed through_ the Secret CommiHte (,f the Comt of llir.-..ctors, 

he was expressly authorised to act alone without consulting tiH: 

Council or recording his reasons. All the revenlles of India wc:re 

subjected to tbe control uf the Secretary of State, who might sanc

tion no grant without the concurrence of the majority of the CounciL 

The accounts were to be audited in England, and annually laid he

fore Parliament. Any order sent to India directing the commence

ment of h~stilities must also be communicated to Parliament. Ex· 

cept f.Jr repelling actual invasion, or "under other snclden and ur-
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gent necessity," the revenues of India might not be applied to de
fray the expense of any military operation beyond the frontier with

out the consent of both Houses of Parliament. The naval and 
military forces of the Company were declared to be thenceforth the 

forces of the Crown; all officers and servants of the Company in 

India were to be cfticers of the Crown ; and all future appoint
ments were vested in the Crown. Appointments to the offices 
of Governor-General, Governors of Presidencies and• Advocate

General, and also (by 32 and 33 Viet. ch. 97) of. the ordinary 
members of the Councils in India, were to b@ n1ade direcl.; 
appointments to the offices of Lieutenant-Governor ot other ruler 

of a Province by the Governor-General, subject to th~ approval 
of the Crown, and other appointments made in India 1emained 
as before. 

The Act .for tlte Better Government of Illdia received th~ Royal 
Assent on the 2nd of August, 1858, and came into operation thirty days 

later. Its effect, so far as regards the assumption of the government 
by the Crown, was announced to the Princes and People of India by 

a Proclamation of the direct supremacy of the British Crown. This 
Proclamation, "simple and natural enough as it appears at the present 
day in the light of what has followed, was a stroke of genius at the 

time. 'It sealed the unity of Indian Government and opened a new 
era.' It was the act of a great Sovereign Mother which appealed to 

oriental sentiment as nothing else could h11ve done. An entirely new 

keynote was struck. Her Majesty directed her Minister to issue the 

great announcement, 'bearing in mind that it is a female Sovereign 

who speaks to more than a hundred millipns of Eastern people 

on assuming the direct government over them and, after a bloody 
war, giving them pledges which her future reign is to redeem and 

explaining the principles of her government.' 'Such a document,' 

said Her Majesty, 'should breathe feelings of generosity, benevolence 

and religious toleration, and point out the privileges which the Indians 

will receive in being placed on an equality with the subjects of the 
Briti~h Crown.' It was the greatest event in a long history of great 
things. Now for the first time on record the whole of the ~ast con

tinent of India, greater in extent than Europe itself, excluding Russia, 
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acknowledged not only the Hegemony of a single power, but the 

guardianship ot a single person."·'' 

This memorable Proclamation, iustly called the ;.1agna Charta of 

Jndia: Wa'·: pnh!ishcJ ~t1 1_-vt:.ry 

~ranslateJ mto ! he·: -;·c: ;nc:JLu 

Hie Governur·(~enc:ml 

·•viceroy. 

tuwu tbroughout the country and 
l n : h:s hister:r· l'rodamatJOn 

The Statutes of 1861-1874.-We have now reached the crit1· 

cal point of the story at which representatives of Indian opinion were 

·ror.the first titde admitted to the legislature of the country, and need 

make no apo~gy for quoting a wdl-kn,>wn passage from a minute 
written by S~r Bartle Frere in 186o :-

''The addition of the native element has, 1 think, be(Ome necessary 
owing to our dJtninished opportunities of learning through indirect chan· 
nels whal;. the natives think of our measures, and how the native 
•:ommunity will be affected by thern. It is useless to speculate on the 
many causes which have conspired to deprive us of the advantages which 
our predecessors enjoyed in this respect Of the fact there can be no 
doubt, and no one will I think object to the only obvious means of regain· 
ing in part the advantages w:-tich we have lost, unless he is prepared for 
the perilous experiment of continuing to legislate for millions of people, 
with few means of knowing, except by a rebellion, whether the laws suit 
them or not. 

"The durbar of a native Prince is nothing more than a council very 
similar to that which I have described. To it under a good ruler all have 
access, very considerable license of speech is permitted, and it is in fact 
the channel from which the ruler learns how his measures are \Jkely to affect 
his subjects, and may hear of discontent before it becomes disaffection. 

"1 can nor thin.J... tha~ the pl;tn proposed wj]l even in our presidency 
towns lead, as has been apprehended, to needless talkinf! ;md debate, or 
convert our r.ounc1ls into parish vestries. It is a great ev1l of the present 
system that Government can rarely learn how its measures will be receiv· 
ed or how they are likely to affect even its European subjects, till criticism 
takes the form of settied ami often bitter opposition.'' 

Lord Canning decided that though any return to the system which 
existed befure Lord Dalhousie was impossible, a partial return to the 

" "J'lze Histoncat Nnurdvftlu; Imperial Vrsit to India, 1911," p. 5· 
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still earlier system which prevailed before r834 was advisable. Once 
the principle of having local Governments represented in the Indian 
legislature was admitted, the Governments of Madras and Bombay 
could not reasonably be expected to be content with the meagre 
share which they then had in legislation concerning their own presi
dencies. Rejecting the idea of increasing in his existing council the 
number of members drawn from the two sub.ordinate I>r~sidencies, 
Lord Canning proposed that the single council should be broken up 
into three distinct councils-the legislative council of the Governor-. 
General at c~tlcutta and local councils in Madras al'\d Bombay. 'Phe 
lieutenant-~overnorships of Bengal, the North-Vvestern Provinces, and 
the Punjab should also be equipped with separate legis!.ltures. To 
each council he proposed that three non-official members, European 
or Indian, should be admitted ; that all measures of local character 
not affecting the revenue should fall within the competetlCe of the 
local councils ; that the latter should concern themselves with legis
lation only; aml that business should be so conducted as to allow e~·en 
Indians unacquainted with English to participate in it. These proposals 
are remarkable as constituting the first decisive step in the direction 
of decentralization, and also in that uf associating Indians or indeed 
non-officials at all with the business of legislation. 

Various events contributed to precipitate the passing of the 
Indian Councils Act of 186J. Differences arose between the Supreme 
Government and the Government of Madras about the income-tax 
Bill ; serious doubts were expressed about the validity of the laws 

• 

introduced into certain backward areas which were known as non- J 
regulation provinces without enactment by the legislative council ; .. 
and finally the Governor-General's legislativt! council presented an • 
address asking that certain correspondence between the Secretary of 
State and the Government of India should be communicated to it. 
The situation had become strained, and justified Sir Charles Wood's 
complaint in the House of Commons that, contrary to the intention 
of its founders, the Council had become a sort of debating society or 
petty Parliament. He quoted the Chief Justice of Calcutttt·as saying 
that the Council "has no jurisdiction in the nature of that of a grand 
inquest of the nation. Its functions are purely legislative, and are 
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limited even in that respect. It is not an Anglo-Indian House of Com

mons for the redress of grievances, to refuse supplies, and so forth." 

Many provisions of the Act of r86r still form the framework of 

the mtf'rna1 constitution nf India. The Act restored tn the Govern
ments of :\tadras and Bomhay the pDwers of il:gi,iatirm which th>:c 

Act of r 833 h<td ';'lthdnt IHl, \'. rt h '"1'" , mpnrtant di!itinctin•, 

Formerly_ th.e laws enacted by 1hc !<Jr•a1 1\cfD~lature,; had Leet, 

plete in themselves and camt into operation of their own force 

Thenceforth the previous sanction of the Governor Ceneral 1m.-

• m~de requisit~ fo" legislation by the locai councils in certain cases. 

and all Acts •of the local councils required the sub~equent assent ot 

the Govern~r-General in addition to that of the Governor. To tbi> 

extent the Governor-General was given direct and personal contrz,\ 

over the exercise of all legislati\·e auth"rity in India. For pur 

poses of ~egislation the Governor-General's Council was reinforctci 

by additional members, not less than six, nor more tlmn tweh·e ir 

number. nominated for two years, of whom not less than half wen 

to be non-officials. The legislative power of the Governor-Genera: 

in Council was extended over all persons, whethtcr British or Indian, 

foreigners or others, within the Indian tenitories then under the 

dominion of Her l\'Tajesty, and over all courts of justice and over 

all places and things within the st1.iJ territories, and nvt:r all British 

subjects within the dominions of Princes and States in alliance with 

Her Majesty. The Act also gave legal force to all the m iscellanec>u,; 

rules and <>rders which had bf:en issued in the newly-acquired terri

tories of the Company (known as the notl-regulatwn provinces; ,-it ik: 

by extending or adapting-to them the regnlatiom which had heerc 

made for older provinct•s, or frankly !>y 1 he executive authority (,f ti,,, 

Governor-General in Council. (A few years latt:r lhc: pnwcr "! 

legislatin~ for disturbed or backward tracts by regulati(\ns m<~de ir 

executive council was restored to the Governor-General by the Acl 

of 18/0.\. Moreover we find some trace uf the old executive p<•Wf-r 

of legislation surviving in the power ;:ivcn to the Governor-Gem·ral, 

without hjs, Council, in cases of emergency, to make temporary 

ordinances which were not to remain in force for more than si:..: 

months. The legislati~·e councils were restvred in Madras and 
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Bombay by expanding the Governors' executive councils on the 

same lines as the Governor-General's. The Governor-General was 

also directed to establish a legislative council for Bengal and em

powered to establish similar councils for the North-Western 

Provinces and for the Punjab ; these two bodies actually came into 

being in r886 and 1897 respectively. But we lay stress on the fact 

that there was no attempt to demarcate the jurisdictions of the 

<":entral and local legislatures as in federal constitu•tions. The 

Governor-General's Council could legislate for the whole of India ; 

and the provincial council for the whole of the pwvtnce, with the • 

reservation that before doing so in respect of certain. matters the 

Governor-General's sanction had to be obtained. Final!'¥, the pro

visions of the Act rebuked the precocity of the council established 

under the Act of 1853, which had modelled its [Jrocedure on Parlia

ment and shown what was considered an inconvenient arpount of 

independence by asking questions about and discussing the pro

priety of the methods of the executive Government. The functions 

of the new councils were strictly limited to legislation. They were 

expressly forbidden to transact any business except the consider- • 

ation and enactment of legislative measures, or to entertain any 

motion except a motion for leave to introduce a Bill or having refer-

ence to a Bill actually introduced. 

In summing up these changes we cannot do better than follow 

the present Lord Macdonnell who, writing 27 years after the Act was 

passed, was able to adopt with little modification the language in 

which the author of Courts and Legislative Authorities in India bad 

described the position created in 1861. 

"The character of the legislative councils established by the Act of 
1861 is simply this, that they are committees for the purpose of making 
laws-committees by means of which the executive Government obtains 
advice and assistanr:e in their legislation, and the public derive the advan
tage of full publicity being ensured at every stage of the law-making 
process. Although the Government en~cts the laws through its council, 
private legislation being unknown, yet the public has a right to make 
itself heard, and the executive is bound to defend its legis~:uion. And 

•when the laws are once made, the executive is as much bound by them as 
the public, and the duty of enforcing them belongs to the courts of justice. 
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ln later years there has been a growmg deference tc the opinion:: of 

1mportant classes, even when they cont1ict with the conclusions of the 
( ;overnment, and such conclusion' arc. often modifif'rl to meet the wisheC' 

qf the non-official members. Still it '"')u\d not be wrong to describe the 
laws tn~-vie in the le~isJat1ve cnnnt<lc; a-: in re;tl!ty the ur·:~er::. of (;r,vern 

ment hut the hnv;< are made m a m:mnPr whil'h en"'rc'3 pnh1'1 'lnrl 

;._1ssion. are enfot·~edJ,.Jv ibt ;!:•::::. .tud nut h\ the e'\e\·ntivt~ .:anne::. ht' 

h:m'(ed but hj the same deiibente and 

;hey were made, and can be enforced against the executive or m favour 

of individuals when occasion requires. 
• ·~The councifs a!'e not deliber;1t1ve bodies with respect to any subject 

but that of the ~mmediate legislation before them. They cannot inquire 

111to grievance~, call for information, or examine the conduct of the exe
Clltive. The acts of administration cannot be impugned, nor can they be 

properly defended in such assemblies, except with reference to the parti

r·nlar measure under discussion.''* 

In the same year ( 1861) the Indian High Courts Act was passed 

:. 24 & 2 5 Viet. c. Jo-t) empowering the Crown to establish, by Letters 

i'atent, High Courts at Calcutta, 1\Iadras and Bombay, in which the 

" Supreme Courts, as well as the Sadar Dewam Addlat and the Sadar 
lv/::;amut Addlat were all merged, the jurisdiction and powers of the 

abolished courts being transferred to the new High Courts. Each of 

the High Courts was to be composed of a Chief Justice and not 

more than I 5 judges, of whom !lot less than one-third including the 

r.'hief Justice were to be barristers, and not less than one-third were 

to be members of the Covenanted Civil Service. All the judges 

were to be appointed by and to hold oftice during the j1leasure uf the 

Crown. The High Courts were expressly given superintendence over, 

.and power to frame rules of practice for, all the Courts subject to 

their appe11att.:. jurisdiction. Po\Y~:r \'/~ts given by the .Act tn cstabli:;h 

:\nother High Court with the sam,~ C•Jllstitutioll alld puwers as the 

High Courts established. 

The Government of India Act of I 86 5 extemled the legislative 

powers of the Governor-General's Council to all British subjects in 

Native States, whether servants of the Crown or not ; the Indian 

Councils Acf M 1869 still further extended these powers by enabling 

* Extracts from the Report on .Indian Constitutional Reforms, 1918. 
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the Governor-General's Council to make laws for all native Indian 

subjects of the Crown in any part of the world, whether in India or 

not. Incidentally, it may be added that the Act of r865 also 
enabled the c;.overnor-General in Council to define and alter, by pw

clamations, the territorial limits of the various Presidencies and 

Lieutenant-Governorships. 
• 

An Act of 187 3 (36 Viet. c. q) formally dissolved the East 

India Company from January r, 1874· In the f;ll~wing year 

another Indian Councils Act enabled a sixth member of the Governor

General's Council to be appointed for Public \V orl~s purposes. 'I' he 

Indian Councils Act of I 904, however, removed the • necessity for 

appointing the sixth member speciftca\ly for Public WoliJzs purposes, 

though it continued the power to appoint a sixth member. 

The assumption of the title of "Empress of India" by 
Queen Victoria in 1876.-In r876 the transfer of the Gt>vernment 

of India f~om the Company to the Crown, which had been effected 

eighteen years earlier, was further recognised by an Act of Parlia

ment (39 & 40 Viet. c. 10) which empowered the Queen to make a 

significant addition to her style and title. The circumstances which 

led to the passing of this statute are thus related by LADY BETTY 

BALFOUR in her book entitled "Lord L_ytton's Indian Administra
tion." 

''When the Administr;Jtion of India was transferred from the East 
India Company to the Sovereig~, it seemed in the eyes of her Indian 
subjects and feudatories that the impersonal power of an administrative 
abstraction had been replaced by the direct personal authority of a 
human being. This was a change thoroughly congenial to all their tradi
tional sentiment,, but without some appropriate title the Queen of Eng- • 
land was scarcely less of an abstraction than the Company itself. • * • 
The title of Empress or Bddslufh could alone adequately represent her 
relations with the states and kingdoms of India, and was moreover a title 
familiar to the natives of the country, and an impressive and significant 
one in their eyes. 

''Embarrassments inseparable from the want of some appropriate title 
had long been experienced with increasing- force by suq:~ssive Indian 
administrators, and were brought. as it were, to a crisis by various cir
cumstances incidental to the Prince of Wales's visit to India in r875·76, 

• 

... 

.. 
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and by a recommendation of Lord Northbrook's Government that it 
would be in accordance with fact, with the [language of political 
documents, and with that in ordinary use to speak of Her Majesty as the 

Sovereign of India-that is to say, the paramount power over all, inclu· 
ding Native States.'' 

"It was accordingly .announced in the speech from the Throne in the 
session of 1876, that whereas when the direct Government of the Indian . . 
Empire was assumed by the Queen no formal add1tion was made to the 
style and titles of the Sovereign, Her MaJesty deemed that moment a 

'fittiJlg one for snpplying the omission, and of giving thereby a formal and 
emphatic expr~ssion of the favourable sentiments which she had always 
entertained towards the princes and people of India.'' 

• 
To fulfil Her Majesty's desire the Royal Titles i\ct (39 & 40 

Viet. c. w. I was passed in thf;; same year trS76). With a view to the 

rccognitiop of the transfer uf till: Guvcrnmcnt of India to the Crown, 

it authorised the {,_)uecn, by Royal I'rodmnation, to make such 

addition to the style and titles appcrtaming to the Imperial Crown 

uf the United Kingdom and its dependencies as to Her Majesty 

might seem meet Accordingly, the l)uecn, by Proclamation dated 

April 28, 1876, addLd to hu style and titles the words "lNDW·: 
IMPER,\TRrx" ur "E~!PRESS nF INDIA" ( Lol!tlon ()w.dt.:, April 28, 

1876). The translation uf tbt new title in the vema.cular was a 

matter for careful consideration witb LORD LYTTON',; Guvcrnment 

who fina.lly decided to adopt the tt:nn K,\ISETH·HINIJ. "It was 

'ihort, sonorous, expressive of the Impt~ri:tl character which it was 

mkmled to convey, and a title, moreurcr, uf classical antiquity." 

The Indian Councils Act, 1892.-Thc next landmark in Indian 

· constitutional history was the passage of the Indian Councils Act 

of 18r;z. The measure which eventually tooL sbapr: as thi: Act 

of I 892 was initiated by discuss1ons in Lon] DuffL:t in's time in which 

Sir George Chesney, Sir Charles Aitchison, and Mr. Westland 

took prominent part. Reg at ding the proposals of Lord Dufferin's 

Committee we find the following rtmarks in the Report OJl lndiall 
Constitutionc;l. Reforms. 

"We arc impressed with the bold a.pproach which the members 

of Lord Dufferin's Committee were prepared to make even thirty 

years ago towards the position m whiclt w~.; now find oursdves. They 
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recommended for example that th~ councils should see papers freely 

and originate advice or suggestion ; that debates on such advice or 

suggestion should be permitted : and that the estimates connected 

with local finance should be rtftrred to a standing committe;; and 

debated if necessary in council. They also were concerned to bring 
into public affairs the gentry and nobility ol' the country ; and for 

this purpose they devised a council which should oonsist of two 

orders or divisions both containing some official members. They 

made the radical suggestion that election should be introduced as 
far as possible-in the first divisipn directly, on a high pro{Jerty qua

lification, and in the second division indirectly, by local bodies and the 

universtttes. They advised that care should be taken t~ secure the 

fair representation of all classes ; that power should he reserved to 

Government to pass measure in certain cases against the votes of a 

majority in council ; and that councils should be of moderate size 

and not more than two-fifths elected. In these recommendations 

it is interesting to encounter the genu of proposals which bulks 

largely in our present inquiry, for standing committees, grand com
mittees, upper houses, reserved and transferred subjects, and the like. 

Lord Dufferin's viL:w of the situation is contained in the following 

noteworthy passage :-
'It now appears to my rolleagues and to myself that the time has 

come for us to take another step in the development of the same. liberal 
policy, and to give, to quote my own words, 'a still wider share in the 
administration of public affairs to such Indian gentlemen as by their 
influence, their acquirements, and the confidence they inspire in their 
fellow-countrymen are marked out as fitted to assist with their counsels 
the responsible rulers of the country.' But it is necessary that there • 
should be no mistake as to the nature of our aims, or of the re:<l direction 
in which we propose to move. Our scheme may be briefly described as a 
plan for the enlargement of our provincial councils, for the enhancement 
of their status, the multiplication of their functions, the partial introduction 
into them of the elective principle, and the liberalization of their general 
character as political institutions. From this it might be concluded that 
we were contemplating an approach, at all events as far as t-he provinces 
are concerned, to English parliamentary government, and an English 
constitutional system. Such a conclusion would be very wide of the 
mark ; and it would be wrong to leave either the India office or the 
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Indian public under so erroneous an 1m pression. I nc\·,~• .s zm mte·~~d 
portiOn, and it may be said one cl t',,e most nnportant ponions of the 

mighty British Empire. Its destmie:' ha'e been <:mfide1l !u tbe guidance 
an alien race, wbo~e fur,r_·t·ron :t 1s to arbitrate between a multitude r:•r 

·1:0nflitting Or ;)Dt~:..g'(•n:."'Jt:( ~n~erCS\·5 :,nd ;~,::; .l;~.l\'tfn~nt-'nt S l' f.~ndUr rreri 1" 

represent' her .,, ; "' 
• 

l< • i ·f'"''T•nn~)·bic . 

t0 ~tny lo.-::Fti ,1uthont~ hP 1 ~-' 1' ht· ; ;t ~ ':n l~;u::t\'. 

~or could th~,~ re;.,!J011:--d.d as \ong -t"' 

Creat Britain remams the p~•r:unount Jdmllll'·.'lratrve power ;n India. llu: 
it is of the esseJJce of constitutional government, ''' Englishmen under . . 
,;tand the term_, that nr1 administrat;on :,hould remain at the head of afhir;.; 
which does not posse<Os the necessary powers to cnry ont wh:ttn,er measme' 
or policy it ~ay consider to be 'lor the public interest. The momenr 
these powers are withheld, either by the Sovereign or Parliament, a const:, 
wtional executi,·e resigns its functions and gives way tn those who~e 
superior in~uence with the constituenc:es h:1s enabled them to overrule 
as decisions, and who consequently become answerable for wh;1tever liue 
of procedure may be adopted in lieu of that recommended by the1r prede
::essors. In India this shifting of responsibility from one set of persun.c 

a to another is, under existing circumstances, impossible ; for if an> 
measure introduced into <"!legislative council is vetoed by an adverse major 
:ty, the Governor cannot call upon the dissentients to take the place of 
his own official ad\·isers, who are nominated by the Queen-Empress on 
tile advice of the Secretary of State. Consequently the vote of the nppos: 
tion in an Ind1an Council would not be given under the heavy sense oi 
responsibility which attaches to the vote of a dissenting majority m ;, 
::onstitutional country ; while no responsible executive could be required 
to carry on the government unless free to inaugurate whatever meaome:o 
1t considers necessary for the good and :.afety of the State. ft 1s, there 

, fore, obvious, for this and many other reasons, that, no matter to what 
degree the liberali11tion of the councils may now take pictcP, 1t wd! be 
necessary to leave in the hands of each provincial ~~overnment the t:lti 
mate decision upon all important questions, and the para{ilwunt control of 
rts own policy. It is in this view that we have arranged that the nomin:1 

ted members in the Council should outnmnber the elected members, a: 
!he same time that the Governor has been empowcrecl to overrule h:c; 
council whenever he feels himself called upon by circumstances to do so. 

"But though it is out of the question either for the supreme or for the 
subordinate Governments of India to divest themselves of any essential 
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portion of that Imperial authority which is necessary to their very exis
tence as the ruling power, paramount over a variety of nationalities, most 
of whom are in a very backward state of civilization and enlightenment, 
there is no reason why they should not desire to associate with themselves 
in council in very considerable numbers such of the natives of India as 
may be enabled by their acquirements, experience, and ability to assist 
and enlighten them in the discharge of their difficult duties. Nor can it 
be doubted that these gentlemen, when endowetl with ample and unres
tricted powers of criticism, suggestion, remonstrance, and <inquiry will be 
in a position to exercise a very powerful and useful influence over the con
duct of provincial and local public business which alone. it is proposed to 
entrust to them. As inhabitants of the country, as iFltimately associ'flted 
with its urban and rural interests, as being in continual contact with large 
masses of their fellow-countrymen, as the acknowledged ~presentatives 

of legally constituted bodies, or chosen from amongst influential classes, 
they will always speak with a great weight of authority ; and as their ut
terances will take place in public, their opinions will be sure t,p rec~ive at 
the hands of the press whatever amount of support their intrinsic weight 
or value may justify. By this means the field of public discussion will be 
..:onsiderably enlarged, and the various administrations concerned will be 
able to shape their course with the advantage of a far more distinct 
knowledge of the wishes and feelings of the communities with whose 
interests they may be required to deal than has hitherto been the case
for those wishes and feelings will be expressed, not, as at present, through 
self-constituted, self.nominated, and therefore untrustworthy, channels, 
but by the mouths of those who will be legally constituted representa
tives of various interests and classes, and who will feel themselves, in 
whatever they do or say, responsible to enlightened and increasing 
sections of their own countrymen." 

The changes introduced by this Act were, broadly speaking, three 

in number. The first was the concession of the privilege of financial. 

criticism in both the Supreme and the Provincial Councils; the second 

was the concession of the privilege of asking questions; the third 

was the additil\n to the number of members in both classes of Coun

cils. ,Under the Act of 1861 financial discussion was possible only 

when the Finance Minister proposed a new tax. By the Act of 1892 

power was given to discuss the Budget annually in both the Supreme 

and the Provincial Councils. "lt was not contempllftt!d, as the ex

tracts * * * from the despatch of I~oRD DuFFERIN would 

• 
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show, to vote the Budget in India item by item, as was done in that 

House, and to subject it to all the obstacles and delays Parliamentary 

ingenuity could suggest; but it was proposed to give opportunity to 

the members of the Councils to indulge in a full and free criticism of 

the financial policy of tlw Govemment, and he thought that all 
parties "~ouhl Le ;tJ fav,:our l :.,uch a ;hsrn<.;-.;}nn ·riH' (~ovennnent 

would gain, hecause .tbey wvtid ltavc the t>pponumty oi txpiaming 

their finaneia~ policy, of rtmovmg mi<iappreht~nsHm, and ul answering 

criticism and attack ; and they would pwfit by cnticisms delivered 

on a public o,ccasion with a due sense of responsibility and by the 

most competent representatives of unofficial India. The native com· 

munity would gain, because they would have the opportunity of re

viewing the tlnancial situation independently of the mere accident 

of legislation being required for any particular year, and also because 

criticism upon the financial policy of the Government, which now 

found vent in anonymous and even scurrilous papers m India, would 

be uttered by responsible persons in a public position. Lastly, the 

interests of finance would gain by this increased publicir.y and the 

stimulus of a vigorous and instrucLive scrutiny." (Edradsfrom 
Lord Curzon's speech in 1892, p. 2J2 of this book.) 

The second change introduced by the Act was the concession of 

the right of asking questions. It was desirable, in tbe interest~ of the 

Goverument which was then without any means of making known its 

policy or of answering criticisms or animadversions ur of silencing 
calumny. 

Both the above rigJ,ts of finan<:ial discussion and :nterpellation 

were, however, sul:Jjcct tu conditiuns and re,:rictions prescrir,ed ill 

. rules made by the Imperial or Provincial Governments. 

Thirdly, the Act of I Sgz authorised an increase in the size of 

the Legislative Councils and cbangeo ir, the method ol nummatJUIJ. 

The number~ of lllt'HilJelS lobe LJUflllnatu:l ft;r legi,Jativl: purpose, 

were now fixed at 1 o tu I 6 for the Governor·Gt,neral's Council, 8 to 

20 for :Madras and Bumbay, Jl(Jt more than 20 for Bengal, and not 

more than I 5 fo! th•.·. United J'rovin('es, tht: minimum prr>portion nf 

non-officials· being left as before. At the same time powers, by tbe 

exercise of which impmtant advances were made, were conf~;;rred by 

c 
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a sub-section authorising the Governor-General in Council, with the 
approval of the Secretary of State in Council, to make "regulations as 

to the conditions under which such nominations, or any of them, 
shall be made by the Governor-Generili, Governors, and Lieutenant
Governors respectively." By regulations subsequently made the 

principle of,election was tentatively introduced, and the proportion of 
non-officials was increased beyond the minimum laid down by the 
Act of r861. The Governor-General's Legislativ~Council, for 

example, had to include 10 non-officials, of whom five were nomi

nated on the recommendation of the Calcutta Chamber of Commerce 

and the non-official members of the Legislative C~uncils of Mad~as, 
Bombay, Bengal, and the United Provinces. In Boml;ay 8 out of 1 r 

non-officials were nominated on the recommendatio1t of various 
bodies and associations, including the Corporation, the University, 

groups of municipal corporations, groups of local district boards, 

classes of large land-holders and associations of merchants: manufac
turers, or tradesmen. Similar provisions were made in regard to the 

Legislative Councils in Madras, Bengal, and the United Provinces. 

The key to the policy underlying these reforms of 189 2 is therefore 

rightly stated by Lord Lansdowne in the fo:lowing words-

"We hope, however, that we have succeeded in giving to our proposal 

a form sufficiently definite to secure a satisfactory advance in the 
representation of the people in our Legislative Councils, and to give 

effect to the principle of selection as far as possible on the advice of such 
sections of the community as are likely to be capable of assisting us in 
that manner." 

The Act of 1892, in short, was a most cautious but deliberate 
attempt at introducing the elective element into the government of. 
India. As MR. GLADSTONE pointed out-"While the language of 
the Bill cannot be said to embody the elective principle, it is very 
peculiar language, unless it is intended to pave the way for the adop
tion of that principle." As a matter of fact the working of this Act 

did pave the way for the adoption of that principle in the epoch
making scheme of political reforms associated with the names of 

VISCOUNT MORLEY and the late EARL OF MINTO. J'The Bill of 

1892," said LORD MORLEY in the course of his speech on the second 

• 
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reading of the Indian Councils Bill, "admittedly contained the elec
tive principle, and now this Bill extends that principle.'' 

King-Emperor Edward VII's Proclamation, 1908.-But 
befc:re going lntr1 thr details ;tf t!H ~;ltNTO· ;\[oRLJ·:Y R.eforn1s \'!,'·~ 

>hould adven t.:' an nil<'f'1Jed;;·•tr .:;·rcnt ,,f surpassing imp01tancc . 

1he Proclamation 
Peoples of \ndia on the uccaston uf tbt: !lft1eth anmversary ot tlk 

transfer of the Government of India to the Crown. It was read b; 
His Excellency.tbe Viceroy (the late EARL OF MINTO) in Durbar at 

JocM1pur on the ~nd November, !908. We may be permitted tc 

quote bere some of the notable sentences m this historic Proclaun 

tion- • 

"Half a century is but a brief span in your long ;mnals, yet this half 
century that ends to-day will stand .umJ tbe t1ouds uf your historic ages. 
a far-shinin~ land-mark The proclamation of the direct supremacy o! 

the Crown sealed the unity of Indian Government and opened a new er;;. 
The JOurney was arduous, and the advance may have somet1mes seemed 
slow ; but the incorporation of many strangely diversified communities. 
and of some three hundred millions of the human race, under British 
guidance and control has proceeded steadfastly and without pause. \Ve 

survey our labours of the past half century with clear gaze and good con 
science." 

"Steps are bemg continuously taken towards obliterating distinction.
of race as the test for access to posts of public authority and power. In 
this path I confidently expect and intend the progress henceforward tc 
be steadfast and sure, ~ls education spreads, e.xperience npens and the 
lessons of responsibility are well learned by the keen intelligence and apt 

capabilities of India."' 
"From the first, the principle of repre5ental•ve institut.ons began to 

be gradually Introduced, and the time has come when, in the judgment 
of my Viceroy and Governor-General and others of my counsellors, that 
principle may be prudently extended_ Important classes among you, 

representing ideas that have been fostered and encour;~ged by British 
rule, claim equality of c!ticenship, ;mel a greater share m legislation and 
Government. The politic satisfaction of such a claim will strengthen, 
not impair, el'i?ting authority and power. Administration will be all 
the more efficient, if the officers who conduct it have greater opportunities 

of regular contact with those whom it affects, and with those who influence 
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and reflect common opinion about it. I will not speak of the measures 
that are now being diligently framed for these objects. They will speedily 
be made known to you, and will, I am very confident, mark a notable
stage in the beneficent progress of your affairs." 

The Constitutional Reforms of 1909-The measures of re
form foreshadowed in this Royal Proclamation were initiated by • 
LoRD MJNTO as early as 1906. The full histor1 of these Constitutional 
Reforms will be found in pp. 245·385 of this book. •we shall at
tempt to give here a bare outline of this history, believing, as we do, 
that no readers of this book will fail to read thos~ classic discussions . 
which culminated in the epoch-making reforms of 190~. • 

In a Minute reviewing the political situation in. India, LoRD 
MINTO in 1906 pointed out how the growth of education, encouraged 
by British rule, had led to the rise of important classes aspiring to 
take a larger part in shaping the policy of the Gover;.nment. A 
Committee of the Governor-General's Council was appointed to 
consider the group of questions arising out of these novel conditions. 
The subject of the constitution and functions of the legislative 
councils was publicly re-opened by the announcement of the • 
Governor-General, in a speech addressed to the Legislative Council 
on the 27th March, 1907, that with the object of satisfying the consti
tutional requirements of the Indian Empire the Government of India 
had, of their own initiative, taken into consideration the question 
of giving the people of India wider opportunities of expressing their 
views on administrative matters. Later in the same year they issued, 
with the approval of the Secretary of State, a Circular to all Local 
Governments and Administrations, inviting their opinions on a nuniber 
of proposals that they put forward, "subject to this essential condition 
that the executive authority of the Government is maintained in 
undiminished strength," in the belief that they represented "a 
considerable advance in the direction of bringing all classes of the 
people into closer relations with the Government and its officers, 
and of increasing their opportunities of making known their feelings 
and wishes, in respect of administrative and leg1slative questions". 
The propo:;als werl:! exhaustively discussed by the "Government of 
India in their despatch to the Secretary of State, dated the 1st of 
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October, rgo8. The Secretary of State (\'iSCOUNT 1\loRLEY of 
of Blackburn), informed the Government of India of Ius 

decision in his famous despatch of the 27th of November, 1908 

(5'ee pp. 3 Io,p6 of this hwk) : and early in the next year he introduced 

tile Indian Counr.ils Bill in the House ofT ,ords. In the course of the 

debates on Uns Hl!l J .nRr; .\T(Ikt t·,\· announced his lntenLJon tr 

appoint an Indian·· .. r il 
• on tllf~ Cnvt>rnor.( ,,,neral \ Exccutn 

outside the scope of the B!ll, bccau::.c, '" w:\s cxplamed, the powe' 

of .making these appointments is free from any restrictiOn as to race, 

creed, or plac.c of birth. As Lmw l\If•RLI'Y emphatically pointed 

out-"It is QUite true, and the House shuuld not furget that it ts 

quite true, that this question is in no way whatever touched by the 

Rill. If this Bill were rejected by Parliament it wuulcl be a great 

and gr ie,.ous disaster to peace and contentment in lndia, but il 
would not prevent tbc; Secretary <.>f State the next morning from 

advising His Majesty to appoint an I11clian Member. The member5 

of the Viceroy's Executive Council are appointed by tlw Crown" 

LORD MoRLEY did not hesitate to give effect to his liberal intention, 

and he forthwith appointed MR. (now Sir) S. P. SINHA, in March 

1909, to the post of Law Member of the Governor-General's 

Council. This appointment carried a step further the policy adopted 

in 1907, when two Indians were given seats in the Secretary of 

State's Council. In pursuance of the same policy an Indian has 

been placed on each of the Executive Councils for Madras, Bombay-, 

Bengal, and Bihar and Orissa. This statesmanlike action on the part 

of LoRn MoRLEY has nobly vindicated the gracious intentions of 

QUKEN VICTORL' contained in the following lines of Her Majesty';; 

Proclamation of 1858-"And it is Our further Will that, so far as may 

be, Our subjects, of whatever Race or Creed, he freely and impartially 

admitted to <>ffices in Our Service, tlw duties nf which they may be 

qualified, by their education, ability, and integrity, duly to discharge." 

The Indian Councils Bill was finally passed into law on May 25, 

1909; the ;A~t was brought into operation on the rsth November, 

r9o9, and the new Legislative Councils met early in 1910. The 

Act itself was couched in wide and general terms, and left all 
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details and some important questions of principle to be determined 
by regulations and rules made by the authorities here. 

The effect of the main alterations n1ade in the law, so far as 

the legislative councils are concerned, may be stated quite briefly. 
In the first place, it was laid down that the members appointed for 

legislative purposes, instead of being all nominated, "shall include 

members so nominated and also members elected in accordance 
with regulations made under this Act" ; secondly, t~e ·maximum 

numbers of such members on the various councils were raised, 

being at least doubled, and in most cases more 'than doubltid ; 
thirdly, the section of the Act of 1892, under which provision might 

be made for the discussion of the financial statement a14d the asking 
of questions, was repealed and replaced by the following :-

'Notwithstanding anything in the Indian Councils Act, r86r, the 
Governor-Genera\ in Council, the Govemms in Council o{ 1'ort.St. George 
and Bombay respectively, and the Lieutenant·Governor or Lieutenant
Governor in Council of every province, shall make rules authorising at 
any meeting of their respective legislative councils the discussion of the 
annual financial statement of the Governor-General in Council or of 
the1r respective local Governments, as the case may be, and of any 
matter of general public interest, and the asking of questions, under such 
conditions and restrictions as may be prescribed in the rules applicable 
to the several councils." 

The actual numbers of members to be nominated and elected 

(within the maximum limits laid down), the numbers required to form 
a quorum, the term of office, the conditions under which and 
manner in which members should be nominated and elected, and 
the qualifications for membership, were left to be determined by 

regulations to be made by the Governor-General in Council subject • 

to the approval of the Secretary of State in Council. Regulations 

were laid down accordingly for each legislative council separately. 
These Regulations have since then been revised from time to 

time, and only a brief account of their effect and purport can be 

given here. For details reference must be made to the Regulations 

themselves. (See pp. 348-376 if this book.) 
The regulations and rules as to elections and nomi~ations were· 

framed for each province with reference to local conditions, with 
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the object of obtaining, as far as possible, a fair representation of 

the different classes and interests in the province. 
The elected pPrtion of the G()vernor-Ccneral's Council consists 

uf Hletnbers elecn~d 

'ouncils, by the· landlioldcr:' :end h tllt: :\lah(Jmtodan I ·ommunilies. 
>n the vanout~ pruv1nccs, arH t :·cp1 i:~sentrtl i vc·". 1t t ht.' T1:engrd and 

Bombay Chambers ol• Commerce. ln the pruvmual councils seats 
. . 

are provided in must cases for elected representatives of the land 

holders, municipalities and district boards, the .:\Iahomedan com 
mu~ity, the Chamhers of Commerce, and the l:niversities. The few 
remaining seat.:; are allotted with a view to the dut; representation 

of special lo~l interests thus representatives are elected (one in 

.oach case) by the Corporations of Calcutta, .\ladras, and Bombay, 

by the planting community m Madras, by tbe lndmn commercial 
communit)O, by the miiJ.owners in Bombay, and by the lea interest 

in :'\ssam. The procedure as to elections very varied and in 
many case's very complicated Some of the main points only can 
be noticed. 

Some general provisions are common :o all the provinces. 
Females, minors, and persons of unsound mind may not vote, neither 

are they eligible for election. Persons coming under certain other 
heads (including Government officers) are also declared ineligible 

for election. Members must, before taking their seats, make an 

oath or affirmation of allegiance to the Crown. The term of office 

lS ordinarily three years. Corrupt practlces render an election invalid. 

Subject to these general provisions, the positivt:: qualifications 

for electors and candidates and the methods of election, are laid 

·down in the detailed rules for the various electorates. They vary 

considerably from province to province, even m tht:: case of similar 

electorates. The retention of a number of non-official seats filled 

by nomination in each council makes it possible to provide for the 

representation of minor mterests and smaller classes as the particular 

needs of the moment and the claims of each community may from 

time to time ,r~quire. 

The Act and regulations of 1909 made no alteration in the 

legislative functions and powers of the Councils. These are 
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still regulated mainly by the Act of x86r, which included pro
visions precluding the Indian legislatures from making Jaws 
affecting the provisions of Acts of Parliament (save in the case 

of the Imperial Council, which may, generally speaking, repeal 
or amend su.:h Acts passed prior to 186o), and specifying, for 
the Governor-General's Council and th~ provincial councils 
respectively, various heads under which legislation can~ot. be under
taken without the previous consent of the Governor-General. In the 
case of the Governor-General's Council, this consent must be obtain
ed before any Bill is brought forward which affects religion,•the
public debt or revenues, the army or navy, or foreign relations ; in 
the case of the provincial councils, the same restrictioa applies also 

to Bills affecting the currency, the transmission of postal or tele
graphic messages, the Indian Penal Code, patents or copyright. The 
powers of the local legislatures are strictly territorial, but veyond this 
no precise line of demarcation is drawn between thei~ legislative 
spheres and those of the Governor-General's Council. Generally 
speaking, the Governor-General's Council legislates only in cases 
where uniformity throughout British India is desirable, or in matters 
beyond the competency of the local legislatures, or fur provmces 
which have no local legislatures of their own_ 

The changes made in regard to the discussion of the year's 
finance are, briefly, that the discussion extends over several days 
instead of one or two, that it takes place before, instead of after, the 
budget is finally settled, and that members have the right to propose 
resolutions and to divide the Council upon them. As indicating the 
nature of the new rules, a brief summary of the rules laid down for 
the Governor·General's Council may be given. The first stage is the" 
presentation of the "Financial Statement" (i.e., the preliminary 
financial estimates for the next year), with an explanatory memo
randum. Its further consideration is postponed for some days in order 
that members may have an opportunity of making themselves 
acquainted with its contents. Then on Rn appointed day there is 

first of all a general discussion of the financial statem~n}. Members 
are at liberty to offer any observations on the statement as a whole 
or on any question of principle involved therein. 

\ 

• 
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After this general discussion has terminated the semnd stage of 

discussion takes place on a subsequent day after the finance member 

has made any explanations he thinks necessary. On this day any 

member may move any resolutwn <:ntered m llis name in the list (yf 

business relating tn any altt.:mtHm :n taxa[i('"' 11c\'> lo:m 
grant to inca) f.:.CVernrnt:,nt~; 1~r< d ;n th·~·· t1rnu:ct;_l: 

statea1ent or fu the~ ~Aphu1~t.tt_>~) ruc:uu ~r,:indlltl', ·tnd .:1 t.h(.,cu 
• takes place on the resolution so moved. 

The third stage of discussion begins after these n;so!utions have 

been disposed uf. The member of c01mcil in char;::e of a depan'" 

ment explains the head or heads uf th" flnanc:ial statement relatinf( 

to his d~jpartmcnt, and rtsolutions mav then b,, moved and 

discussed. 

The Budget as tinally settled mtht be presented to th~ Counul 

on or b!ifore March 24, by the Finance Member, who then describe~ 

any changes made in the figmes of the Fin:.IJcia1 statement, and 

explains why any resolutions passed by the ((,ttncif have n01 

been accepted. 

Similarly, rules are laid down for the discussion of matte1 s of 

general public interest (excluding, as Lefore, fon:;ign relations, and 

relations with native states, and matters under adjudication by courto 

of law), on resolutions tno\·ed by members. As in the case of the 

financial statement, a resolution must be in the form of a specific 

recommendation addressed to the Co, ernor-General in Council, and. 

if carried, bas effect only as such. 

A time limit of 15 minutes is laid down, as a general rule, t(): 

speeches, and provision 1s n;ade for the handing in of printed speeches, 

which may be taken as read. In the new rules fnr the asking of 

questions, an important change is that a member who has asked a 

question is allowed to put "a supplementary question !or the purpose 

of further elucidating any matter of fact regarding wbicb a rtqueol for 

information has been made in his original question.'· 

The rules as to discussions and resolutions in the various pre' 

vincial c~u?cils differ little in essentials from those of tbe Governor 

General's Council. One distinguishing feature, however, is that m 

the case of the local financial statements the first stage is an exami 
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nation by a committee of the Council consisting of not more than 
12 members, six nominated by the head of the Government and SIX 

elected by the non-official members. 
A passage from the Government of India's Resolution of the 

r sth November, 1909, may be quoted as summarising the total 
effect of the changes then made in the constitution and functions of 

the legislative councils :-
"The constitutional changes that have been effected are t,c ·no small 

magnitude. The councils have been greatly enlarged ; the maximum 
strength was 1:)6 ; it is now 370. All classes and i!;lter.ests of maj~r 
importance will in future have their own representatives. In the place of 
39 elected members, there will now be I 35 ; and while the electorates of 
the old councils had only the right to recommend the candid<!te of their 
<:boice for appointment by the head of the Government, an ele:::ted mem
ber of the new councils w1ll sit as of right, and will need no official 
confirmation. Under the Regulations of 1892 officials were every
where in a majority ; the Regulations just issued establish a non-official 
majority in every provincial council. Nor has reform been confined to 
the constitution of the councils ; their functions also have been greatly 
enlarged. A member can now demand that the formal answer to a 
question shall be supplemented by further information. Discussion will 
no longer be confined to legislative business and a discursive and in
effectual debate on the budget, but will be allowed in respect of all 
matters of general public interest. Members will in future take a real 
and active part in shaping the financial proposals for the year ; and as 
regards not only financial matters but all questions of administration they 
will have liberal opportunities of criticism and discussion and of initiating 
advice and suggestions in the form of definite resolutions. The Governor
General in Council feels that these momentous changes constitute a 
generous fulfilwent of the gracious intention, foreshadowed in the King
Emperor's message, to entrust to the leaders of the Indian peoples 
a greater share in legislation and government, and he looks forward with 
confidence to these extensive powers being loyally and wisely used by 
them, in association with the holders of executive authority, to promote 
the prosperity and contentment of all classes of the inhabitants of this 
great country." 

The Imperial Coronation Durbar of 1911.-Even. pefore a 
year's trial could be given to the scheme of reforms thus ushered in, 

King-Emperor EDWARD Vll-"tbe first Emperor of all India''-
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passed away; and the voice of lamentation in India was heard 

through all the world. His son .and successor-H. L M. KING

E:>.!PEROR GEORGE V --our present King and Emperor-ascended 

:he throne , and almost his tirsf public act after ascendmg the-

lCT•lRlA, rd rf"Vt~red tlk'Tll<'H\ 'w ·iaJd, "address•:d h•-.·r lndi.>tn 

and th~ btad>J c! 1<::-:udaturv state~, when ~:iH: ass:nned ; be 
• direct government m xosS, and lJer august son, my lather, oi 

honoured and beloved name, commemorated the sa:ne most notable 

eient in his Atld~;ess to you some fifty years later These are the 

charters of tbe noble and btnignant SJJirit of Impenal rule, and l:y 

that spirit i~ all my time to mnw I will faithfully abide His 

.\[ajesty concluded by saying----" I count upon your ready response to 

the earnest sympathy with the well- bemg of India that must ever be 

the inspi~;ation of my rule." 

"His Majesty had formed a new 1deal of his high oftice and 

oecognised most clearly that the Cmwn was the one and only power 

by which the scattered elements not of India only, but of his other 

vast dominions, could be welded into a smgle living whole for the 

benefit of all, and he came first of all to India in pursuance of this 

.;reat design, with the fullest confidence not only that the people of 

England would, for the sake of their Indian fellow-subjects, readily 

make the sacrifice involved in his absence, but that the millions of 

India would not fail to respond, and would regard his visit as the 

strongest possible proof of British good-will. In his own words. he 

wished not only 'to strengthen the old ties but to create new ones, 

and so, please God, secure a better understanding and a closer union 

between the mother country and her Indian Empire, to break down 

prejudice, to dispel misapprehension, and to foster sympathy and 

brotherhood.'"* 

His Imperial Majesty's gracious intention to visit India was 

announced by LoRD HARDING.K on his arrival in Bombay on the 

18th November, 1910; it was referred to in the Speech from the 

Throne at .t~e opening of Parliament on the 6th February, I 9 I J. 

"' The Historical Record of the Imperial Visit to India, p. 14. 
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A Proclamation, issued in England and in India simultaneously on 
the 23rd March, 1911, declared-" Now we, by this our Royal 
Proclamation, declare our Royal intention to hold at Delhi on the 
twelfth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and eleven, 
an Imperial Durhar for the purpose of making known the said 
Solemnity of our Coronation." 

Their Imperial Majesties the King-Empe;or and the Queen . . 
Empress set out from London for their journey to India on the I Ith 
of November 1911 and reached Bombay on the 2nd of December; 
and the Imperial Coronation Durbar was held on ~he· 12th of tlte 

same month. At this great Durbar three announcement» were made. 
The first was made by the King-Emperor himself an<1 expressed 
his feelings of satisfaction and pleasure :-"It is a sincere 
pleasure and gratification to myself and the Queen-Empress to 
behold this vast assemblage and in it my Governors atid trusty 
officials, my great Princes, the representatives of the Peoples, and 
deputations from the Military forces of my Indian Dominions." 
The second announcement was made by the Governor-General, on 
behalf of the King-Emperor, and declared and notified "the grants, 
concessions, reliefs, and benefactions which His Imperial Majesty 
has been graciously pleased to bestow upon this glorious and memor
able occasion." The third was made by the King-Emperor himself 
and announced, in memorable words, "the transfer of the seat of 
the Government of India from Calcutta to the ancient Capital of 
Delhi, and simultaneously, and as a consequence of that transfer, the 
creation at as early a date as possible of a Governorship for the 
Presidency of Bengal, of a new Lieutenant-Governorship in Council 
administering the areas of Behar, Chota Nagpur and Orissa, and a • 
Chief Commissionership of Assam." The correspondence leading 
to these announcements is fully reprinted on pp. 449-4 7 3 of this 
book and its contents are too well-known to need any summarising 
here. 

The solemn ceremony at Delhi was witnessed by officials, civil 
and military, great Feudatories, and revresentatives o[ !he people, 
and its deep political and constitutional significance was understood 
by all. "Never before had an English King received his Imperial 

• 
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crown in India; indeed, never before had a British sovereign set 

foot on Indian soil."* "The visit was really an emphatic announce

ment that India is an equal and integral part of the British Empire."·[ 

It was the perfect and practical fulfilment of the noble words of the 
·.:,reat and ;:_;ood ()ueen "~_,.If \Vc huld otrr.::;~lvr·s b(JtJnd tt'~ thr• N'!itivc~s: 

·.)fOur ludian Territorie.<, till: sa>.tw !ihligatiuns of duty whidl 
\)1nd Us HJ aU (Jetr nth!:r and rhese hy the 

blessing of.,<\lmighty God, Wt: shall faithfully <tnd conscientiously 
fulfil." 

• "The evoot ;vas one of tremendous importance in the history 

of the Empire. Political aspirations were lifted to a higher plane, 

patriotism ~as broadened and intensified, a new pride arose in the 

heritage o,. the Empire, and with it a stronger feeling of mutual 

respect and better social relationship between the natives of India, 

and the natives of England, to all of whom the King was common, 

irrespective of religion, race or colour.''~ 
" Its beneficial results were, and still are, so patent to all that 

there is no need to pursue the theme further. The work begun by 

QUEEN VJCTORIA, and continued by KING EDWARD, has now been 

completed by KING GF~ORGE, and it will never have to be done again 

in quite the same sense; but human memories are short, and India 

will ever hope for a renewal of its impressions and a closer associa

tion with the Royal House. KING GEORGE and Qu~:EN MARY have 

forged the final link of gold, and India is now assured, without a 

shadow of doubt, of its part in the great Imperial commonwealth and 

of the inherent sympathy and high intentions of the rule which 

Their Majesties personify. It knows without doubt that it is no 

longer a mere subordinate and conquered land, but that 1t is bound 

by ties of the closest affection and heartfelt allegiance to a ffi'lnarch 

who, amid all the multifarious interests and a.b:,orhing activit;es of 

his great position, has ever watcbed its welfare with the dt:epest 

interest and sought to give it an equal place in ttw domm1ons of the 

Empire; a Sovereign, too, who Jives for unity, in the certain know-

" IIbert: The Coronation Durbar and its comequtnces, p. 455· 
t The jJistorical Record of the imperial Visit to india, p. 18. 

::: The Historical Re,crd of the Imperia! Visit to india, p. 17. 
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ledge that the brotherhood of his world-wide dominion can only be 
for the benefit of its members and for the blessing and advantage 
of untold millions of the human race."·*· 

Recent Statutes, 1911-1916.-Before concluding this histori
cal summary we ought to notice a few important statutes. In 1911 
was passed the Indian High Courts Act (r & 2 Geo., V. c. 18) which 

(I) raised the maximum number of judges of a Hiih. Court of 
Judicature in India to twenty; (2) gave power to His Majesty to 
establish new High Courts within His Majesty's dominions in India, 
whether or not included within the limits of the J.odl jurisdictioo. 

of another High Court, and to make consequential chapges altering 

the jurisdiction of that other High Court; and, (3) em11.owered the 
Governor-General in Council to appoint temporary additional judges 

of any High Court for a term not exceeding two years. In exercise 

of the powers given by this Act a new High Court has alre~dy been 
established at Patna for the new Province of Behar and Orissa and 
the number of Judges of the Calcutta High Court was for a time 

raised to the maximum. 

In the very next year (1912) the Secretary of State for India 

introduced in the House of Lords an important Bill-the Govern

ment of India Bill-" to make such amendments in the law relating 

to the Government of India as are consequential on the appointment 
of a separate Governor of Fort William in Bengal, and other admi

nistrative changes in the local government of India " The Bill was 
passed into law on the 25th June, 1912. The main provisions of 
the Act are-(1) that the Governor of Bengal should have all the 

rights, duties and functions which the Governors of Madras and 
Bombay possess; (2) that an Executive Council should be created 
along with the new Lieutenant-Governorship of Behar and Orissa; 

and (3) that the Governor-General should be empowered to constitute 

Legislative Councils for territories under a Chief Commissioner. 
The scope of this important Act is fully explained by LoRD CREWE 
in his speech on the second reading of the Government of India 
Bill. (See pp. I86-Iyo). This is the last of the long series. of import 

" The Historical Record of the Imperial Visit to India, pp. 19-20. 

• 
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)mt statutes which have moulded the Indian Constitution into tb 

present shape. all the statutes have, however, now been consolidated 

into one single all-embracing measure-the Government of India 

(Consolidation) Act of 1 91.<; 

A year'-: workmg ol the 1 unso!Jdauon ::-.tat.m•.~ revealeu deien· 

of India (Amendmen-t.) Act qf lfJ! 

special atterftion to the clauses in tht: :\mendin.c: /\ct enablin:,;: (a) 

appointments to be made to civil posts and military commissions c·' 

rulers and subjects of Native States and ;tdjaci;nt territories lik: 

Nepal (b) select;d subjects of these State'> t< t<.•il'~h;h. m the [ndiar. 

Civil Service.Examinations, and Vi the rulers .md subJects : !, 

nominated ror the Legislative Councils. Ali these ar•: significam 

developments of British policy towards the Native Statr:' 

India. 

Representation of India in the Imperial War Conference 
and Imperial War Cabinet, 1917-1918.--An event of fireat CIJnst'. 

tntional significance happened in December, rr)r6, when His Maje;, 

ty's Government invited the Secretary of State for India to represent 

India at the Imperial \ Var Conference of 191 7 and the Secretary o: 

State appointed, in consultation with the Government c>f fnuia, u., 
~gentlemen, to assist him at the Conference. The prenouo 

history of the Imperial Conference is fully set out in Lord Hardinge\ 

Speech in the Indian Legislative Council on the zznd September. 

I9I5 (pp. 6o8-612). It will be seen that the: Conferenet: is of 

Great Britain, the Dominions and Indi:L Each Dominion '" n: 

presented by its Prime .Niinister, and lias l>ut one voic,, m the cun 

f~rence, but the Prime :Ministers are permitted to brine; with them 

such other Ministers as they may (1e,irP :n11l rnay invite these 

Ministers to speak on behalf of the Dominions on any particular 

question. It is ubvious that in the case of India, so long as the 

Secretary of State is directly responsible to Parliament for the policy 

of the Indian Government, the Secretary of State must be the head 

of the Indian delegation, and the policy propounded by India must 

be the poll'cJ of the Secretary of State in Council : that being the 

position in r 9 r6, the Secretary of State's colleagues from India 

't,; I ')! 
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spoke, with his permission, whenever possible, on behalf of India. 

In referring to the enormous importance of this step Lord Chelmsford 
said :-"India bas been admitted to-day for the first time to a place 
of honour at the Council Table of the Empire. It marks a point 

in the history of India, which, though it may not be seen in its 

true perspective to-day will, I have no hesitation in saying, be the 
beginning of a new chapter in India's history .under the Imperial 

flag." • · 
Subsequently the Overseas representatives, assembled in Confer

ence, agreed to the Prime Minister's motion "that tneetings of an 
Imperial Cabinet should be held annually, or at ~ny intermediate 

time when matters of urgent imperial concern require to be settled, 

and that the Imperial Cabinet should consist of the Pri~e Minister 
of the United Kingdom, and such of his colleagues as deal specially 

with imperial affairs, of the Prime Minister of each of the Dominions, 
or some specially accredited alternate possessed of equal !mthority, 
rwd if a rtprescntatz've of .India to be appointed by the Government 

of India." In accordance with this resolution India was represented 
at this year's Conference by the Secretary of State for India, the 

Hon. Sir S. P. Sinha (representing the Indian people), and ld. H. the 
.:\i~~haraja of Patiala (representing the Indian States). In the words 
of Lord Chelm~ford "the status of India in the Empire is thus 
fully recognized and an advance has been made such indeed as 

might have been hoped for, but was scarcely to be expected ,a year 

ago." 

The Proposals for Indian Constitutional Reforms, 1918.-
0n August 20, 1917, the Secretary of State for India made an epoch 
making announcement in which he declared that " the policy of 

His Majesty's Government, with which the Government of India are 
in complete accord, is that of the increasing association of Indians 

in every branch of the administration and the gradual development 
of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive realization 
of responsible Government in India as au integral part of the British 
Empire." This is perhaps the most momentous utterance ever 
made in India's chequered history, for it pledges the Briti-sh Govern

ment in the clearest terms to the adoption of a new policy towards 
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:bree hundred millions of people. The eventual outcome of the 

adoption of that policy is thus described by the august authors of the 

Reform Proposals-" Our conception of the eventual future of India 

;s a sisterhood of States, self-governing in all matters of purely 

'·cal or provincial interest, iu some cases corresponding to existing 

honnces, m others perhaps m(Jdified in art:<l according !u the 

diameter and t:cono;rm; mterests (Jf thell peopl~::. Over this con· 

genes of St~tes would preside a Central Government, increasingly 

representative of and responsible to the people of all of them, dealing 

with matters, both internal and external, of common interest to the 

whole of India; atting as arbiter in inter-state relations, and repre

senting the interests of all India on eq•1al terms with the self

governing un.its of the British Empire." In this picture of the future 

of political India the Rt. Hon. ::\1r. ?.Iontagu and H. E. Lord 

Chelmsford have but added the finishing touches to the rough outlines 

of Lord H!lrdinge contained in the following extract from his Durbar 

Despatch of 1 C) I I-" The oniy _i)v.;s;;;]c ~;;:;;:.;:,~,;; ·''"·· ~""~~!:1 _ 

would appear to be gradually to give the Provinces a larger measure 

of self-government, until at last India would consist of a number 

ol administrations, autonomous in all provincial affairs, with the 

Government of India above them all, and possessing power to inter· 

fere in cases of misgovernment, but ordinarily restricting their 

function to matters of Imperial concern." 
The constructive proposals for constitutional reforms which are 

contained in pp. I I j to I yS of the .l?c:p(}r/ are reprinted in pp. 4 7 7-566. 
of this book; the summary of recommendations is to be found in 

an Appendix at the end. The recommendations may be classed 

under two heads-(a) those which are but developments of existing 

tonstitutional law and usage, and (b) those which constitut~ consti

tutional innovations. The latter far outnumber the fnrmer. 

vVe must remember that these recommendations contemplate 

"tr.msitional arrangements," "Hybrid executives, limited responsi

bility, assemblies partly elected and partly nominated, divisions of 

functions, reservations general or particular, are devices that can 

have no per!ll!lnent abiding place. They bear on their faces their 

transitional character; and they can be worked only, if it is clearly 

D 
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recognized that that is their justification and their purpose." Bear
ing all this in mind, no educated Indian ought to have any hesitation 

in according his cordial support to the general plan of the 
suggested reforms, though he may take exception to some of the 

detailed recommendations. All reasonable men would welcome the 
Report as a sincere and ~enuine attempt to liberalise the Indian 

constitution with a view to the eventual re~lization of the goal of 

Responsible Goverument. As a state document of histor~c importance 
it is more important and more weighty than Lord Durham's Report 

of 1839, for the problems which faced the Rt. Hon. Mr. Montagu 
and H. E. Lord Chelmsford were far more complieated and invol¥ed 

greater issues than those which Lord Durham was- called upon 

to solve. • 
The Position of the Native States: their relation to the 

Indian Polity :-All the Indian Native States are guaranteed pro

tection by the Crown : as the price for this protection and for the 
rights which they derive therefrom, they have certain obligations 
to the British Government. These duties are liable to be reinforced 

by the exercise of the royal prerogative, by the action of Parlia 
ment within the limits which its solemn guarantees imp0se upon 

itself, by the law of natural justice, by fresh agreements, and by 
usage which is ever active to adapt the letter of engagements to their 

spirit under altered circumstances. Under such circumstances an 
exact balance of rights and obligations cannot be struck. N everthe
less, the main heads of the account are sufficiently distinct. 

( r) The States have entrusted to the Paramount Power the duty 

of providing for common defence, and of directing their external 

relations. 
(2) In time of war they must co-operate to the full extent of their' 

resources, and in time of peace they must grant to the Imperial 

Army such assistance as it requires, and must regulate the strength 

and equipment of their own forces so as to avoid embarrassment 
to their neighbours and danger to the peace of their own territories. 

(3) They must enable the supreme Government to maintain its 

communication between the military stations and po~t~ occupied by 

its forces and to avoid dangerous interruptions or break of juris-

• 
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dictional gauge in tbe Imperial system of Railways and Telegraphs 

(-t) Inasmuch as the Government of India acts for them in al' 

inter national and interstatal arrangements, they must loyally carry 

out the obligations mcurred by tbe Supreme Government to fore1gn 

;>uwcrs or other States on their behalf. 

1 ~ l Tlw pt,rp<~tnatiOil of their gov.,rnnH;nh is mr(lmpauhic wtt(• 

dtmlemin:nuenl of tbea ::itates. ;nternal dtsorder, or i.;to.;, 

·uL··rttie. The•y must,· therefure. accept lmptrial mterventwn 

pevent or correct such abuses. Tbe laws of natural justice cllid 

l he principle of religious toleration must be observed. 

46) The right • of self-,>reservation, with its incidental rights, 

g1ves to the British Government an indefinable right to protect 

Imperial inte.-ests where tbey may be injured by the unfriendly 

action of the King's allies . and It suggests a possible right of 

intervention in their internal a~airs, as in the regulation of currency, 

m commer4::e, or 10 the establishment of postal unions. Each 

C'.ase of interference must, however, be justified by real necessity. 

i 7) Claiming as they do the protection of tbe King-Empero• 

the Indian Princes must seek the confirmation of the Viceroy t<., 

their successions, must treat with respect the representatives of the 

Imperial authority, accept the guidance of the Supreme Governmen~ 

during minorities, and generally prove their loyalty to the Crown. 

Such arc the extensive duties of the protected princes : but there· 

are strict limitations upon the interference of the British Government 

l'arliament and the Legislatures of India have on their part 

recognised the fact that except in the case of British subjects or 

:;crnnts, British let:islative and judicial authority cannot extend 

he)r.md the terntorial limits of India under the King-Emperor Tilt: 

j'udicial or legislative functions with which the British Government h 

mve:,kd in regard to the Native State~ must, therefore, be based 

uu a full recognition of the fact that they are exercised m a foreign 

terri tory. 

If International law deals only with nations or States whose 

1ntercourse with nnP a not hf~r ic; based upon the theory that trJPy ar" 

equal powers and have the right to form alliances and declare war, and 

conclude pea~e; the Native States of India cannot claim an Inter· 
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national position. The above-mentioned restrictions placed upon 
their independent action, and the obligations which habitually 
govern their external relations, and even to some extent their 

exercise of internal sovereignty, must be held to have deprived them 

of real international status. This view is confirmed alike by the 
action and explicit declaration of the British Government and by the 

opinions of eminent writers ou International.Law. 
The actio,l and declaration of the British Gover[lment as to its 

relations with the Native States will be evident on an examination of 
the Manipur Case, (see p. 588) the importance of which lies in the 

principles which were enunciated and approved by the hi~hest 
authority. These principles were-( I) the assertion of the right of the 
Government of India to settle successions and to inteivene in case of 

rebellion against a chief; (2) the doctrine-that resistance to Imperial 
orders constitutes rebellion ; (3) the right of the Paramount 

Power to inflict capital punishment on those who had pu.t to death its 
agents whilst discharging the lawful duty imposed upon them. But 

the most important principle-that of the repudiation by the Govern
ment of India of the application of International law to the protected 

States-was thus formulated in the India Gazette of August 21, 

1891-"The principles of International Law have no bearin~ upon 

the relations between the Government of India as representing the 
Queen-Empress on the one hand, and the Native States under the 
suzerainty of Her Majesty. The paramount supremacy of the 

former presupposes and implies the subordination of the latter." 
The testimony of writers of acknowledged authority is hardly 

less emphatic. According to Twiss the States are "protected 

dependent States." Sir Edward Creasy in his First Plaiform of· 
International Law deals with the proposition "that titular indepetl

dence is no sovereignty if coupled with actual subjection." "Such", 
he observes, "is the condition of the Native Princes of India. 
We all see clearly in them and in their subjects not independent 

political communities, which are sovereign States in the eye of 

International Law, but mere subordinate members of the larger and 
Paramount political society, the true sovereign St.at_e, the British 
Empire," 

... 

• 
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Thus the relation of the Native States to the British Crown is 
different from any relation known to International Law. The Native 
States are subject to the su1erainty of Great Britain, and ar.~ 

dt·hc:nred frorn all external rela.L11)1JS. F.vP.n ~!i the1r r~lations w1tt~ 

the Bnttsh ClwPrnment, .uc declared not to be -,nbject t<• r!1. 

Jules C>i International L'lw. Nevcrth<cless, for other purpose-. 

\\ iihm the dornam uf pnvate international law, such States arc: 

to be regarded a~ separate political societies, and as possessing ar> 

!nde'pendent civil, criminal and fiscal jurisdiction. ( Sirdir G1'rdyo / 
~)'i11g vs. lite Rajalt of Bm'dkote. Pill Cobl,elt, p. 227 ) . 

. "iince the• connexion between the British Government and 

the Native States is not one based on International Law, 

Prof. Westlake suggests that the connexion between the King's 

authorities ;n India ann his protected allies or rulers of the 

Nattve States is a constitutional tie. "The Native Princes who 

acknowledge the Imperial Miljesty of the United Kingdom have 

no International existence ; to International Law a State !S 

sovere1gn which demeans itself as independent :" and if no 

foreign relations are allowed it, Westlake will not :tllow it to be 

called even semi-sovereign, for "a State is semi-sovereign to the 

extent of the foreign relations which the degree of its practicai 

dependence allows it." He goes on to argue that, since thl' 

British power alone represents to the outside worlfl the unit, India, 

the political relations possessing any degree of fixity which exist 

between the component parts of the nnit are constitutional. The 

postt1on of a Ntttive State "appears to be that of a separate vart of 

the dominions of the King-Emperor, as New South ·wales and 

British India are other such SE·patate patts ., The Govemor-Genera! 

in ( :ounril has been progressively receiving !rom Parliament pt>wer 

to t1lake laws "for all servants of the Company within tbe dominions 

of the Princes and States in alliance with 1 he Company ;" "fur all 

British subjects of Her :Majesty within the dominions of Princes and 

States in allia,n<;e with Her Majesty, whether in the service of the 

Government of India or otherwise" ; and "for native 1ndiau subjects 

of Her Majesty without a[jd beyond British India." But with this 

there comes into combination the fact that, as expressed in the 
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preamble to the Indian Act XXI of l879, "by treaty, capitulation, 
agreement, grant, usage, sufferance, and other lawful means, the 

Governor-General of India in Council"-this time not representing 

the special Government of British India, but as the executive organ 
for exercising the Imperia I supremacy-"has power and jurisdiction 
within diverse places beyond the limits of• Briti~h Jn~ia." Thus 

reviewing the intrusion of foreign jurisdiction into the States, 

Westlake argues that their position has been imperceptibly shifted 

from an International to an Imperial basis. 'i.'he reet~nt tren~ of. 

events appears to confirm Professor \Vestlake's conte'l'\tion. Accord

ing to the Government of India (Amendment) Act uf IiJI6 rulers and 

subjects of the Native States can be appointed to Civil posts and 

military commissions and nominated for the Legislative Councils. 

A Native Prince was invited to be present at the Imperial Conferences 

of 1917 and I 9 I 8. The Montagu-Cbelmsford Reform Scheme 
contains proposals for the formation of a Council of Princes to be 

presided over by the Viceroy and for the joint deliberation and 
discussion between the Council of Princes and the Council <>f 

States. After all, both the Native States and the British Government 

are striving for the same end, 7Ji:.;. the progressive welfare of the 
people : the interests are so common, the points of contact are 

so many that it is inevitable that in the process of time tile Native 

States should abandon their isolated, atomic existence and become 
joint partners in the great Imperial Commonwealth of Nations. 

l III. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM OF PROVINCIAL 
FINANCIAL SETTLEMENTS. . 

The theory and early history of the settlements.-Tbe 
institution of Provincial Financial Settlements represents an attempt 

to solve a problem which must always arise where there exists a Local 

Government in complete or partial subordination to a Supreme 
Central Authority. Certain classes of expenditure mtJst obviously be 
left to the subordinate authority, while other services can be ~atis

factorily administrated by the Central Government alone. Both 

these bodies require to be kept in funds. In India, where the great 

• 
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•·ull; of the revenues of the country is collected m, and credited to 

: nc accounts of, the ,·,nious Provinces, the problem resolves itself into 

h•. 1ucstion how the Central Govt:mment can best be supplied with 

:y .ldminiS\'':r Th, f'n,vmcml St:tli•.:nnnts reprtsent :1 ;nettll•d 

:tr:ainn1r~ tb]~:; otJg~ct \\:!ncL i1as t:>vuh:t'd fly dn .. 'er~~~ tu Hi j q -. 

: nw!ed expe"rim.:nts, the history u! whlf'h we nuw pruceed tu trau-

Uriginally, the financial .diai1!; of thco t!ue'" Presidencies wc"re In 

ti~c main kept.sel.!arate until 1833 when, by .Act of Parliament(; & -1 

\Vilt. 4, c. S5.' ss. 39 & 59), the Governor-Geneml was entrusted with 

:, general control over .Madra.s and Bombay. .By tbis statute· it wa~ 

fJWVided tb!tt ''no Governor shall have the powt-• ot creating any 

new oftice or granting any new salary, gratuity or allowance, without the: 

prevwu~ sanction of the Governor-Genera]'·. ,\ll financial powers 

were tt1u·s practically vested m the Central Government. This 

r:ontmued up to 1 8 71, as the Decentralisation Commission have 

ob~erved in para. 54 of their Report Thert; lht;y say-"Save in 

respect to local cc;sses which were levied 111 some Provinces, 

principally for mads, schools, and other items of local expenditure, 

each Provincial Government was absolutely dependent on sums 

.cnnually assigned to it by the Central Government for the upkeep 

uf Jts administrative services." 

The system was thus a centrali;.ed systt:rn !,y which the p·venues 

',( the whole of India, althc,ugh received in tht: treasuries and sub

' r<.;a5unes of the vanous l'rovinc'-'s tlit<mghout I ndicl, were rreclitf:d 

:" a single account viz. the account of the Central Government ; and 

the Central Government took upon itself the entire distribution of 

the funds needed for the pu!Jlic service throughout India. 

The evils of the system were twtllifest. In t!w wmd~ <Jf Sir 

}'HN Sn.:.ACH~>v:r·-"the Supreme Government controlled the smaH· 

est details of every brancl1 of the expenditure : its authority was 

reyuired for the employment of every pers!Jn paid with public 

money, however small his salary, aod its sanction was necessary for 

the grant cffunds even for purely local works of improvement, for 

(oVery local road, for every building, however insignificant". 

"J~ic: Finances awl PuMir Works of !udza,p. IJI. 
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Under such a system the Provincial Governments had little liberty, 
and but few motives for economy, in their expenditure. While 
intended to effect economy, the system resulted in extravagance, for 
each Provincial Government was tempted to make unlimited demands, 
because there was almost no limit to their legitimate wants. "The 
Local Governments had no means of knowing th"e measure by which 
their annual demands upon the Government of India ought to be 
regulated. They had a purse to draw upon of unlimited, because 
unknown, depth. They saw on every side the necessity for improv~
ments, and their constant and justifiable desire was t<} obtain for 
their own Province and people as large a share as they could per-

• suade the Government of India to give them out of the general 
revenues of the empire. They found by experience that the 
less economy they practised, and the more importun~te their 
demands, the more likely they were to persuade the Government of 
India of the urgency of their requirements." As MAJOR-GENERAL 
STRACHEY has remarked-"The distribution of the public income 
degenerates mto something like a scramble in which the most 
violent has the advantage, with very little attention to reason. As 

local economy leads to no local advantage, the stimulus to avoid 
waste is reduced to a minimum. So, as no local growth of the income 
leads to an increase of the local means of improvement, the interest 
in developing the public revenues is also brought down to the 
lowest level." 

The unsatisfactory condition of the financial relations between 
the Supreme and the Local Governments led to still more serious 
evils. Constant differences of opinion about petty details of 
expenditure, and constant interference of the Government of India 
in matters of trivial importance, brought with them, as a necessary 
consequence, frequent conflicts with the Local Governments regard
ing questions of provincial administration of which they were the 
best judges, and of which the Gm·ernment of India could know 
little. The relations between the Supreme Government and the 
Local Governments were altogether inharmonious, and every attempt 
to make financial control more stringent increased an antagonism the 
mischief of which was felt throughout the public service. 
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There was thus continual friction between the Government of 

india and the Provincial Governments whose mterests were made 
;.~ntag< mistir:. So far back as I R(io a reform of the system in the 

,,,:,;:;,,t, ... i pr·.JV:J"'i•llising fi!LH1U' was suggested hy G~;NER.~I 

''' ; .. ~:Ns, then '3t•cretaq· to the G()\emn;ent of India in the Uepan 

:u:;tli of Public \Vorks! ;\[R. LA.!Nt:, t!H~ Fmann~ Minister, dre''< 

:tttention to t!le subject in the Budget statement for r86r.6z, :wd 

again in r862-63. In r867, a definite scheme of Provincial Finance 

wa~ drawn up by <?F:NERAL RrcHARD STRACimY for Mr. MASSJ<:I, 

the then Finance Minister, but nothing \Vas actually accomplished 

at that time. • 

Lord M'ayo's Scheme of Provincial Financial Settle 
ments.-It was LoRD MAvc who practically inaugurated the scheme 

of what IS known as the "Provincial Financial Settlement" He 

resolved t~ give the Local Governments the economical standard 

which they required, to make over to them a certain income hy 

which they must !"egulate their local expenditure and to leave u, 

them, subject to certain general rules and conditions, the respon

sibility of managing their own local affairs. 

By a Resolution dated the 14th December, r 87o, the foltowm" 

heads "f expenditure were transferred to the control of the Local 

Governments with the revenue under the corresponding heads and " 

fixed annual Imperial grant to meet til em-Jails, Registration, Police.·, 

Education, Medical Services, Printing, Roads, :Miscellaneous Public 

lmprovermmls and Civil Buildings. Out of the Imperial assignment 

the Provinr.ial Governments were required to pay 7 p. c_ tn the 

Imperial Government as a relief to its tinanr.es. The deficit, if any, 

was to be met either by local taxation or by reduction of expenditure:. 

The tollowing table will explain the nature <Jf the: financial arr:w;e 

meots :-

Total Provincial Expenditure 

Imperial Assignment 
Receipts . 
Assignment from Provincial to Imperial-

£ 
5,667,ooo 

4,68g,ooo 
647,000 
33I,OOO 

5,66 7,ooo 
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The only Provinces in which local taxes were imposed m conse
quence of LoRD MAYo's decentralization measures were Bombay, 
Bengal and Oudh ; and the total amount which they were expected 
to yield in the first year was £ 210,ooo. 

These arrangements separating provincial from Imperial fmances 

came into operation from the commencement- of the official year 

IS]!-72. The views of L01w MAYO were thus stated b" tJimself in 
the Legislative Council on the 18th March, I 871. 

"Under these 8 heads, it is proposed to entrust .the administration 
under a few general conditions to the Provincial Governme~ts, and a fixed 
contribution will be made from Imperial revenues every year. * * ,. It is 
impossible to prophesy or say at present what can be dorre in the far 
ftiture ; but I should be misleading the Local Governments if I were not to 
$ay that it is our opinion that these ~urns are now fixed at an amount 
which cannot be exceeded for at least a number of years. I th;nk it desi
rable that this should be perfectly understood, because, one of our objects is 
the attainment of as great an amount of financial certainty as is possible. 
We believe that, in jnstice to other public claims which are certain 
hereafter to be made on Imperial revenue, in view of increased charges 
fur the payment of interest and other objects, we cannot, without recourse 
to large additional Imperial taxat~on, increase this snm, as now fixed, to 
any very considerable amount. We know that, if it is necessary, the 
sums which have been hitherto allotted for this purpose can be increased by 
local taxation in a manner much less burdensome and much less offensive 
to the people than they could be by Imperial taxation. If it is necessary 
or desirable to spend more money, that money must come from some 

other source. It is possible that the wants oft he Local Governments may 
increase, and 1 daresay they will ; but if they do, we believe, after most 

mature consideration, that these wants can better be supplied within the 
limits of the Provinces themselves, than they can be by adding- to the 
Imperial taxation and to the general burdens of the people. But, in 
addition to the increased power of administration which it is proposed to 
give to the Local Governments, an administrative change will take place 
which I think they will be able to exercise with advantage. They will 
have a large sum to devote to local objects ; the power of allot
ment will be left absolutely to them, and they will be !l~le to vary 
their grants from roads, civil buildings, edu~ation, and other heads 
from year to year, as they may think most desirable. In some 
Provinces it may be desirable in one year to spend a larger sum on roads, 
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n others It may be desnable to fill up some shortcom,ngs with regard tu 
c,nucation or other obJects. The Local Governments will thus be able tc 

·;!;rcJse that power of allotment w1th much greater satisfaction to ~hen: 

'J;S and u, tile pnblrc than they d1d under the nld system, when they 
;:i neen \)bil~ed t<• ;_un::Hlit ibc: (;o•:tll!:1-d-:.n;_ rJill rH1lv a:-.- to the-

,•, ~t·''J::: th:,· wert· tht:> he;.:!Dlling nf thP yeaL lJ\11 ;tlso with re~ard. 

-L.V appr,pp1 :atq:-.;n-.; tha~ '>V'=re thought deslr;tble withll1 the ye;u, prcnnded 

· hctt those appropnat1ons exceeded a cerum' .uuunnt * * .,, l have heard" 
<.ned that, by the proposals wtich we mak~, there aJay anse a separation 
,;if mterests belwe.~:n the Supreme and Lncal Governments. I fail to perceive 

my strength. whatever in th1s assertion. 1 believe that, so far from there 

,,e•u~ ''separation of mterests, the increased feelmg of respunsrhil•ty an<i 
;,e f,,eJJng •of confidence which is reposed •n them will unite and bind 

>>,;ether the Supreme <~ncl Local Gnvernments to " greater extent than 

Lefore. * * *· I believe that we shall ;,ee, in place of greater uncertainty, 
peater ~ertamty ; we shall see works and obJerts <arried on with more 

, •gour, enthusiasm, and with less hesit;,tion, when these works and thesr 
,i,JeCt' are effected under the immediate responsibility of those who are 

!Jost interested in them." 

These were not the only results which LoRu \1 '\ vo anticipated 

':urn the adoption of the scheme. He believed that it would have 

" most important effect in ;,timulating and developing local and 

::o'lnicipal mstitution~. "Local interest," so ruus the fatn(JUS Resolu 

:un, of the 14th December, 187o, ''superv1sion, and care are neces< 

cary to success in the: management of funds devoted to education, 

'.anitation, medical charity and local public works. The operation 

d this 1\.esolutH!IJ, in its full meaning :mel integrity, will afford oppor

cunities for the development of self-government, for strengthening 

municipal institutions, and fur the associatwn of Natives and Euru 

i"-;am to a greater extent than heretofore 111 the administration of 

.li1a!rS, The Governor,General ill c(JlillCil 10 aware nf tlw rlifficul

tics attending the practical adoption of these principles; but they 

:ue not insurmountable. Disappointments and ]Jartial failures may 

uccur ; but the object in view being the instruction of many peoples 

and races in a good system uf administration, His Excellency in 

Council"is" fully convinced that the Local Governments and all their 

subordinates will enlist the active assistance, or at all events the sym

pathy, of tbe many classes which have hitherto taken little or no part 
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m the work of social and material advancement." The Local 
Governments generally accepted the arrangements with alacrity, 
valuing highly the large increase of power accorded to them. 

Lord Lytton's New Scheme of Provincial Financial Set
tlements, 1877.-The weak point in LoRD MAYo's measures of 

financial decentralisation was, according to St;_ JoHN ~TRACHI<:Y, 
that "while they transferred to the Local Governments the respon

sibility for meeting charges which bad an undoubted tendency to 
increase, the income of which the Local Governmellts 'had to dis-• 

pose, although not quite a fixed amount, had little room f(H develop

ment: the difficulty has perhaps not, hitherto, been generally felt to 
a serious extent, because it has been met by economy and good 

management : it must, however, be felt here!l.fter ; and, for this and 
for still more important reasons, I have always maintained t\lat the 

system of Provincial Assignments established in 1871 ought to be 

applied not only to expenditure but to income. What we have to 

do is, not to give to the Local Governments fresh powers of taxation, 

but, on the contrary, to do all that we can to render fresh taxation 

unnecessary and to give to those governments direct inducements to 
improve those sources of existing revenue which depend for their 

productiveness on good administration." 
To effect these objects StR JoHN STRACIH;v, the Finance Minister 

under LoRn LYTTON's administration, introduced a new scheme 
which extended provincial independence in the matter of expenditure 

and also conferred upon the Provincial Governments for the first 
time a large interest in the revenue receipts. Madras alone remained 

under the system of 187 r. 

The new scheme was elaborated by SIR JOHN STRACHEY in the 
Financial Statement for 1877-78. He announced that the Govern

ment intended to proceed further and to transfer to the Local Govern
ments the financial responsibility for other services, the cost of 
which had hitherto been met from the general revenues (i.e. from 

the Imperial assignments). The services so transferred were those 

connected with Land Revenue, Excise, Stamps, General Ad~inistra
tion, Stationery, Law and Justice, -all, in fact, except those for 
which the Supreme Government, was prevented by some special 
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reason from transferring the financial responsibility (such as Customs, 

Salt, Opium, Railways etc). 

The Local (~overnments did not receive for the performance 

,,f these newly transferred services, as they had for the services 

wposed on them by LrmD :\!Avo, merely a lump sum from Imperial 

u-\t:nues "l'ht· opputtunl~y wa::, (Jt:lt~cd niJkt_~ ttH'Ol responsible 

c:fhcrt:rd ;·_~v.::-:nu"::" :i;~ Yrell :'s fot Jts t:conornic~d 

'bursement Th~ unly -.ourct: oi r"vennc: thR1 had been transter 

r(,d to the 1~1anagement of the Local Governments by LoRIJ :\Lwo, was 

the departmental receipts from the departments that they managed ~ 

Jor the rest ''Of .the money thRt they spent they depended 0n the 

pr>rmanent ,grants assigned to them. "Thus, while a direct interest 

had been given to them in distributing their resources well, and in 
• 

spending them economically, they had no such interest in the collec-

:ion of the revenue; and, meanwhile, the excise and stamp duties were 

notorio~sly evaded, and the Government suffered, through careless 

collection of revenue, a loss of which the amount was, uf course, 

•mknown, but which was, in the opinion of the Finance ~Iinister, 

very large." 

The Government of lndiu, therefore, determined to give to the 

Local Governments, the servants of which bad always had the duty 

of collecting the revenue, an interest in seeing that that duty was 

well discharged, and that the revenue was collected in full. This 

determination it carried out by assigning to the Loc<d Governments, 

for the discharge of the services newly imposed on them, not an in

crease in their permanent grants, but a share in the revenue realised 

under certain heads in their respective Provinces. To the Nurth

Western Province (now the United rrovinces) for example, they as~ 

,igned the revenues derived from excise, stamps, law and justice, 

collectiuns from certain estates, and some miscellaneous items, on 

condition that the Supreme Government should take half of any 

surplus that might be realised over the specified amount that these 

sources were estimated to y1eld, and should bear half of any deficit. 

The Local Governments, however, were not iuvebted with any power 

of imposing fresh taxation, of undertaking any new general service, 

of aboli;hing or reducing the pay and allowances of any appointment 
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with a salary of more than Rs. 2 so a month, or of making any 

change in the system of revenue management, or in the form or 

procedure of the public accounts, without the sanction of the Gov

ernment of India. The principle underlying it all was that the Local 

Government should not enforce economy at the expense of the 

efficiency of the administration or increase expenditure which would 

affect the uniformity of the system in other parts of India. 

The Local Governments were required to •keep the Governor 

General in Council, in the several departments, fully i~formed or 
their executive and financial proceedings. The position that the 

Government of India intended to take up with regard to the details. 

of provincial finance was expressed in the following word~-
"The Governor-General in Council will not relinquish ~is g~ner;\l 

powers of superv.1sion and control in any department, but His Excellency 
will, as far as possible, avoid interference with the details of the admini~
tration of the transferred revenues and services, and any embarrassment 
of the provincial finances.'' 

The general result of the reform of I 877 was to give to the 

Provincial Governments a free Budget of about Rs. 16,ooo,ooo, 

including local funds. 

The following letter addressed to the Government of India ex· 

presses the opinion of the Government of Bengal on the new system, 

at a time when it had been recently introduced, ar.d when, therefon:, 

the difference between its effects on administration and the effect of 

the old decentralising system was sharply felt-
"The Lieutenant-Governor has found that the general effect of the 

extension of the decentralisation system, in respect to the facilities which 
it has given to provincial administration, has been even more satisfactory 
than he anticipated. In making the Local Governments responsible for 
expenditure, and giving them a direct interest in the development of vari
ous branches of the revenue, it has secured a careful scrutiny over the 
expenditure of all departments, and a deep interest in all improvable 
heads of revenue which has extended to all grades of the services. Dis
trict officers understand that the Local Governments can sanction no new 
scheme, and few new works, unless it has a constantly improving 
revenue ; and they have shown an earnest desire to assist the Govern
ment by the adoption of every measure which their local. el'-perience 
suggests as likely to have a benrficial effect on the revenues. At the 
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qme ,:me the Local Government has, since the :naugur::ttlon of the sv:; 

~ern of Provincial Finance in 1871-72, been tn a position to carry uut 

:;,:my work~ and many measures of improvement on its own responsify 

!ity, which would, under the old system, have possibly been delayed fnt 

m >ndefimte period. All friction w:th the Imperial Government h.,,. 

""'~·'' obvi~ted, :tnd much nsele,;; and un;atisfactory correspondenc:~ 

Lord Ripon s ReYorms in the System of Provincial Finan . 
mal Settlements, 1882. , :S;· ;-; i•:tl ' 

lor :1 further mcrea~e of 

!Jfoportion of' the yearly mcome of each Provine~~ was drawn, ur.: 

irom revenue- for the collection of which the Local Government wa' 

responsible,•but fmm a lump grant made by the Supreme Govc:rn 

ment. In I 88z when LoRn RrPoN was Governor-Genera! and .i\1 . .; 

BARING LoRD CRONcll-', Finance ;\'linister, ;1. modified scheme of PL' 

• i IICial Fi;1ance was mtroduu:d for :c period of 5 years Tbe new ,;y i 

''-'nl introduced was as follows.- A fixed permanent grant was no lon:;e: 

ctSslgned to the L0cal Governments as a part of their resources, but. 

;nstead, they were grantt:d the who!(: pmdnct of some sour.:c;' ':: 

revenue, and a share in the product of others, including land rev:cnu:' 

The result was that a few, including Opium, Salt, Customs, Tributes, 

Post Office and Military Receipts, were reserved almost wholly a; 

r mpenal ; a few others, such as receipts by Ci •·il Departments and 

receipts from Provincial Public \Yorks, were handed over almos·. 

·c:ntirely to the Provincial Governments, the majority, being thns:: 

·:-efore transferred, with the addition of Forests and Registritl!On 

"'·ere divided, for the most part m equal propc1rtiOlli, b~ti\'C:·~n ti" 

Irnper;a} and Provincial exchequers, and as the balnnc'~ was again:;' 

!:be Provinces, this was rectifi,"d not by the allotment of a lumn 

.;um ~cs f'Jrtllt"dy, but by a fixed percentage on the Land Rerenuc, 

which wa,; thus also in a measure made Provincial. 

Tlle general result of the arrangement of r 862 w.<s tbcit ~he 

ztvcnu:.: uf the: Lcc:.d Gorernments was for fire ye:,r.; from that 
~ime made ·up of-
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The whole of the revenue under beads 
producing 

Half of the revenue 
producing 

... £4,00o,ooo 
under heads 

... £8,ooo,ooo 

A larger or smaller proportion under 
beads (chiefly land revenue) 

producing ... £23,0.j:lo,ooo 
An almost nominal share under heads • . 

producing ... £7,ooo,ooo 

Thus the Local Governments had a direct intefest in the colll!c
tion of revenue to the amount of £42,ooo,ooo, while they administer
ed the expenditure wholly under heads for which, the arants at the 
time of mn kin~ t-h.c. .. :-'""'· --- ---~ .... ... u ..... \.1\ . .u.J.L\_;~ LU ,;t_, 1 s,ooo,ooo, and to a 

very small extent under heads fur which the grants amounted to 
£4,ooo,coo. 

Another measure, affecting the relations between the Supreme 
Government and the Local Governments was adopted in r882. The 
financial relations between the Imperial and Provincial Governments 
were defined in respect to the two extraordinary charges of war 
and famine. With regard to war, no demand was to be made on 
the Provincial Governments except in the case of a disaster so 
al:mormal as to exhaust the Imperial reserves, and to necessitate 
the suspension of the entire machinery of public improvement 
throughout the Empire. With regard to famine, it was declared 
that the Imperial Government would come to the rescue of the 
Provincial Governments at an earlier stage than before, i.e., when 
the famine was proved to be severe, and as soon as the Provincial 
resources were embarrassed, without regard to the actual amount 

expended. And, as the Imperial Government made an allotment 
every year of£ r,soo,ooo for Famine Relief and Insurance, it was 
no longer held incumbent on the Provincial' Governments to 
accumulate any special reserve on this account. 

Thus the Local Governments were placed in a position to enjoy, 
in the management of the resources entrusted to tqe~ for the 
administration and internal development of their respective Provinces, 
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a sucurity such as was unknown to the Government of India. As 
MAJOR BARING (LORD CROMER) remarked, "one result of the provin
cial arrangement concluded in I 882 was, that of the four peculiar 
dangers to which the finances of India were exposed viz. war, a 
diminution of the opium revenue, fall of exchange and famine, the 
first three had had to be met by the Government of India and only 
the fourth was felt by the Local Governments." . . 

Alterations in the system of Provincial financial settle-
ments, 1884-1897.-The next alteration in the system of provincial 
~1oonce was ma<'le ~n 1884. In the three years preceding that year 

the Local Governments bad been spending the large balances that 

'1ad accumulated during the Afghan \Var, when the Government 

c.f India had temporarily checked provincial cxpenditmt·, and 

.tlso tbe ib 6jo,ooc which the Government <>f India !lad withdrawn 

iJt,m them.dming the war, and had subsequently rdunc:ed. This 

1bnormal expenditure suggested the adoptwn ol a llJt:t'>ure lo 

;.->·;,;ent excessive fluctuations m the t1nances of the Loc,~l Govern· 

:nc:nr~, and with effect from the 1 ot <Jf "\pr!l in 1 ::at y·~ar, a minimum 

\"'"" pt escribed below which the hab!Kc i.C.1 the credit uf each Local 

i ·.,,,,.,,rnment was not to be allowed accunEn!.! t\' thc Hudgt.l 
~-·~: r, n1ate. 

Th·. administrative results of :Lc· system Wt:J'c descnhed a' 

; .. ;lhm,; 1n r885 by S1k .c\t:c;.;.r..;NJJ CoLVIN, then !lnancial Member 

cfv.~ Viceroys' Cuuncil-"The system irpugurated by L<ll< D l\{AYO, 

\·~ch;ch has now fully Ltl-:.t~n n}ot ;lnd hcccJnlc part nf our systen1 of 

LlCa l administration in India, has contirued dm mg: ;he iast three' 

;'("~U" to work greatly to the advantage of the St;vt:ml {;overnments 

·, ', ·hrue in it. Friction has k:en reduced to a mimmum ; and 

rc~.ardmg the amonnt of <>ssistance to be affurdcd the Government 

India i<> this or that Local Government m regard 10 somr" 

; t>J:ar proiect, or some reform involving an :ncreased outlay of 

fund>, they have given evidence of the existcuc:c of;; spirit nf mutual 

concession, which is in marked contrast to the relations ex1sting m 

former times betweeen the Suweme and the Provincial Gvvcrnments 

11nder the centraiised system of finance." 

E 
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In 1887 when the term of the quinquennial arrangements made 

in 1882 came to an end, the Government of India appointed a 
Finance Committee to investigate the financial administration of 

each Province and to offer sui(gestions for the framing of the agree

ments that were to be made for the quinquennium t887-88-I891-
92. The general result of the revision was to transfer an annual 

stlm of R:s. 64,oo,ooo, or, allowing for increased grants• a. net sum of 
R:s. ss,oo,ooo from Provincial to Imperial revenues, the estimate 

being based upon the increased receipts under the different main 

heads, and making due allowance for increased proviflcial demand6. . 

There was again another revision of the settlen\ent in 1 89 I -92 

which came into operation from r8g2-93 and of whichjhe result was 

a further resumption by the Imperial Government of the surplus of 

provincial receipts to the amount of Rs. 46,6J,ooo which represented 

about 2 5 p. c. of the increased revt.nue that accrued. during the 
currency of the arrangements that expired with 1891-92. 

Towards the close of this quinquennium i.e., in 1897 the 
provincial finances were reviewed, an estimate was made of the 

expenditure thought necessary for each Province on all the 

services with which it was charged, and a suitable proportion of 
the revenue collected in the Province was set apart to meet it. 

Under the contracts of 1897, the provincial Governments, speak
ing generally, retained the whole of the provincial rates, and of the 

receipts of certain departments, such as law cou"rts, jails, police, 
education, medical service;, local marine services, scientific depart

ments, pension contribution, most of the minor irrigation works, 

certain State railways, and major irrigation works, buildings and 
roads, stationery and some miscellaneous heads ; three-fourths of· 

the stamp revenue ; half of the revenue from assessed taxes, forests, 

and registr:ttion ; a varying proportion (generally one-fourth) of the 

land revenue, and one fourth of the excise revenue (or one-half in 
Burma and Bengal). With some exceptions, they had to meet out 

of these revenues expenditure under most of the heads just 
enumerated, and a share of the cost of collection under the revenue 
heads corresponding to the proportion of the wceipts which they 

received, though in the case of land revenue, they bore, except in 
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Bengal, the whole cost of collection. They were also responsible 

for famine-relief expenditure up to their financial capaci1y, for certain 

political charges, and miscellaneous items. The total revenues thus 
asstgned to them amounted in 1901-2 to £r6,746,ooo, while the 

aggregate of the revenue heads, in the collection of which they had 

'rlircct and snbstautiii.l inter·~~t. was _()G)~l I.ooo or nearly 49 p. c 

,;- tht~ e:rus~ revenues 1~t ind1:t.
• 

:\ny balancr:- tt·hirh ther r:."'U!d au,urnol<-~rtt 

tration was placed to thetr cretlll w th'' acr:·i>tlllt:< bm nn · •CC!tSIOn' 

of• extraordinary stress, the Centrai Gc,Yt:rnment hnri sometime, 

callect upon them to surrender a portion o{ their balanC<5. Thi, 

was ctnne dujj,ing tbe Afghan \Var, after which the s1;ms ·;c. tak,_,,, 

were refunded and again m r 88ri-87, in J i:h1o-y i and ;n r 

the amnunts being refunded in the last two instances. 

The Q\lasi-Permanent Settlements, 1904.--The quHHJuenni:t' 
rontract of z8r:J7 which would nvrmally ba1e 

temporarily prolonl?ed till the year 111 04 which ;vitnes:<fCO an rmporta1~· 

new departure, 7•/:., tl1e in~titntitm ,,f a system of •/i'''': .. pernuuwn~ 

.'dt!ements.,.. Cnder thesE: the revernH::.: assigned ''' J Fn,mca· 
(;overnment were definittely fixed, ancl were not ooLj•:U tu a!ter:ltl<•• 

Ly the Government of India ~an: m the case uf gnwt' I Ui['enal W'Ce< 

. r~r in the event of experience prO\·ing the aosignment n:nd;· tc· h:n·: 

:_w<.:n materially disproportionate tn normal 

ments. Settlements of th1s character werL· made 

Provinces. 

The object and principal effects or these S!cttlement, wen: ,;tate(~ 

t(\ the Royal Comrnissiut1 c•n Dec•:ntr:disation by :1w Financial 

!:iecretary to the Government of India in the following tt:rms :-

The i!eneral pr;nciptes which underlie the financirt.l settlements m<1de 
'Jy the Government of India with a Lncal Covernrneut are:~:, foi!uw, 

(a) That the Covernment of India shall retain certa.n admin;~tr:< 

tive services \\'h,ch it is ine.xpedient to hand over ,,, l'rovirK!;,l 

Governments, and that they shall reserve the revenue fror:· 

* This account is based on pp. 28-30 of the Report of the I. oya: Commii:t.?•• 
on Ducntrali.oation, I909· 
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these services, and such a share of the other public revenues 
as shall be adequate to the expenditure falling upon them. 

(b) That the remaining administrative services of the country being 
entrusted to Provincial Governments, each Local Government 
shall receive an assured income which will be independent of 

the needs of the Government of India and sufficient for its nor-
mal expenditure. • . ' 

(c) That this income shall be given m the form of a defined share of 
the revenue which the Local Government collects, in order 

that the Local Government's resources rna~ eKpand along "'ith 
the needs of its administration. 

(d) That, so far as possible, the same share of the chief sources of 
revenue shall be given to each Province, to insur~ a reasonable 
equality of treatment. 

* * * ... " * 
The object of making provincial settlements quasi-permanent was to 

give the Local Governments a more independent position, and a more 
substantial and enduring interest in the management of their resources 
than had previously been possible. Under the previous system, when 
settlements were revised every five years, it was the practice for the 
Imperial Government to resume the surplus of the Local Government's 
revenue over its expenditure. This unfortunate necessity (which it is only 
just to s~y was lar.:ely the result of severe financial pressure on the Govern
ment of India during the years of low exchange) went far to destroy any 
incentive in a Local Government to economise, as it knew that its reduced 
standard of expenditure would be the basis for a correspondingly unfavour
able settlement at the next revision, All this disappears under the exist
ing system. A Local Government need not fear, in any except very ab
normal circumstances, the resumption of its surplus revenue by the I m- • 
perial Government ; it can count upon a reasonable continuity of financial 
policy ; it will 'be able to enjoy fully the fruits of its economies, and it will 
not be hurried into ill-considered proposals in order to raise its apparent 
standard of expenditure. On the other hand, the Imperial Government 
improves its relations with Local Governments by avoiding five-yearly 
controversies over the settlement ; it can calculate its own resources with 
more confidence, and can undertake reductions of ta:osation or fresh 
schemes of expenditure with a clearer knowledge of the consequences 
than was formerly possible. 
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Cenerally speaking, the effect of the"'' sett 1 t~ment' W;'U ir)ws 

;h,,, (~overnment of India received the whole of the revenue accruinl! 

from opium, sait, custom'>, mint, railways, post and telet;~aphs, and 

tributes from the Native States, while the Provincial Governments got 
all receipts from registration and from the spending departments which 

they managed, such as police, educ:ation, law and justice, and medi 

,':al fT'!1c~ frc;'nt tand n~':enut<, P~'d't-:":t:- ltan·l 
• 

. tnd L~r~.·"-;t·, \\'er:::< dn:ldl_·d it!;~lw~:en tht_; I 'l.nd !'rr 

t r.:gali< m work's ~·ere ats<! 1hared thos<.: hom mino' 

d ngatron worl~s were (except m one Province) wholly Provincial, as 

were also ci•~l works receipts other than those appertaining to Impe

rial buildings. The bulk of the provincial revenues was derived from 

the divided heads. 

Expen~Jiture in connexion with sources of revemJP which wpr•· 

wholly Imperial, was 1 .1perial also, while, subject to minor exceptions, 

provincial revenues were responsible for the whole of the exptnd; 

ture incurred within the Province m connexion with land-revtnLL· 

lwbich included district administration), ~egistration, Lnv and justice, 

police, jails, education, medical, stationery and printing, and pro~·in 

cia! ciri! works. Charges relating to stamps, t·xcise, income-tax and 

forests were equally divided, while the incidence of Irrigation ex

pemliture followed that of the receipts. The Provinc:ial Govern 

ments were also responsible for the charges of such scientific and 

minor departments as they administered, and for political charges in 

connexion with the Native States under their control : but the bulk of 

the exr•enditure in connexion with the Political Departments fell on 

the Government of India, as did all ecclesiastical charges. 

The charges thrown v11 ProvinCial Governments by these settle

ments being, generally, somewhat in excess of the ass1gned revenues, 

the difference was made up, as formerly, by a fixed assignment under 

the land-revenue head ; but the policy of the Government of India 

was to make such assignments as small as possible, when the settle

ment was framed, so as to enable each Province to derive the bulk 

of its resoutces from growing revenues. 
Moreover, with these quasi-permanent settlements, the Provincial 
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Governments concerned had all received considerable initial lump

grants, principally with the object of enabling them to undertake 
works of public utility at an earlier date than would have been pos
sible from their ordinary revenues. Further, the ordinary resources 
of the Provinces had been largely supplemented by special g• ants, 

p• incipally for the development of police reform, agriculture and 

education, and the Government of India had • also made a special 

assignmellt to supplement the ordinary revenues of d~strict boards. 

Finally, new arrangements were made for relieving the Provinces of 

the burden of famine relief. The Government of India wa~ to pl"ce 

year after year, up to a fixed maximum, to the credit of. each Province 
exposed to famine, a specific amount calculated rough!~ with refer

ence to its estimated famine liabilities; and when famine actually 
occurred, the Provincial Governm<:nt was to draw in full on this 

credit without trenching on its normal res<,urces. When ~uch credit 

had been exhausted, the famine charges were to be divided equally 
between the Imperial and Provincial Governments, instead of being 
wholly deb11ed to the latter; and if, even under these condi1ions, the 

provincial h:tlances sh·mlJ be depleted below half the mdinarily 
prescnbed mininmm further assistance was to be given fron1 Im
perial revenues."' 

• This scheme called the Famine Insurance Scheme, which came into oper. 
ation from !<)07-8, is thus described by SIR JAMES MESTON in his Financial 
Statement for the year 1907·Igo8,-"The rulmg principle of the ;cheme is to 
enable each Local Government whose territories are liable to famine gradually to 
build up a reserve of credit with the Imperial Government on which it will he at 
liberty to draw when it becomes necessary to incur expen<liture on famine relief. 
The means of creating this reserve of credit will be provided from Imperial 
revenues, in the form of an increase to the annual fixed assignment of each Local 
Government. This arrangement is equitable, and indeed necessary, because the 
existing provincial settlements make no allowance for famine relief expenditure, • 
and the Provincial Governments could not provide the funds without curtailing 
their ordinary expenditure." 

"When famine occurs, the Local Government will be entitled to draw upon the 
amount standing to its credit to meet its famine expenditure, and charges thus 
incurred will be shown in our accounts as Imperial expen<liture instead of being 
provincial as at present, and an account will be kept of the amounts thus accumula
ted year by year to the credit of each Government. In a famine of relatively small 
extent the reserve of credit will usually be sufficient to meet the whole charge, and 
the Local Government will be secured from all dislocation of its ordinary administra
tive machinery." 

"If a famine should be widespread or severe, it is possible that the reserve of 
credit may be exhausted. When that happens, we have decided that any further 



At the time when the Royal Commission on Decentra11zauvu 
published their report in 1909, there were three noticeable features 1n 

the Provincial Financial Settlement System-

(l) The settlements had been declared to be quasi-permanent. 
The Government of India had, it is true, reserved the right ,,f 

re¥ision, but they had promised to ex':!rci"e that power 'only 

when the wniations from the initial relative standards ot 

r~·enue and expenditure were, over a substantial term of 

years, s<J >:re<lt as to result m unfaiTnes:; caber t<> the l'rOI'!llCe 

·t:.elf ~:r tn 1he ( ~overnnJent (,f JndJ:L Ut q1 the event of thF 

of tither itnpus1ng her;f~1J' <,i,ctt:\i!J, 

f\om the }'rovmce~.· 

\1; The distribution of revenues between the l'ro,Jn<'l<tl in>d \:entr;1i 

(jovernments was made, e cept (>n occaSion~ ol grave emer· 

# gency, with direct reference not to the needs of the Centlal 

Government, bnt to the outlay which each Province might 

reasonably claim to mcm upon ;;ervices which it adnnnistere(L 

The first step taken in condud1ng a settlemen: was tn ascertain 

the needs of the Province and ass1gn revenue :r' meet them, 

the residue only of the income oft he Province coming lllto th•' 

Imperial Exchequer. 

The third feature of the system l">";b the n1ethod by wh;ch ihto 

tevenue accrnmg !roil! •:;ram.; sonF"P.S w:ts distnr)llted. Tht> 

residue which was '"'ailable fc,r lmpen;d purp<h<'S w:<s t<1ken 

m the sl1ape of a fixed fra<;tional share Ill a few of the ma1n 
heads of revennt, which were knmvn :1s ''d11nrled head,.'' As, 

however, the distribntir;n 'f these heads could never he "' 
a<ljusterl as to yield to the l'ro\'inct>, when adder! to the 

:·xpenditure on famine relief 'hall he e<jual\y shared between tbe lmpenal and the 
Local Government, instead of heine; wholly provincial as at present. Both govern
ments will bear their share of the inevitable burden, hut the Local Government will 
'"we to support it to only one-half of the extent that it doe' at present." 

"If a famine should unhappily be prnlnnged, it may happen that even thi' 
::1easure of assistance may be insutlicient. We have, therefore, decided that when, Ill 
consequence of the prevalence of famme the balances of any Local Government are 
:lepleted, so that they fall below one-half of the prescribed nummum, further 
<:r.ssistance shall he given from Imperial revenues.n In l~H J tLi.-, arrangenv'·rH wa~: 
cimplifierl by making famine relief expenditure a divided bead, the outlay being 
borne by the. lroperia! and Provincial r;overnments in the propmtion of three to 
one, which coincided approximately with the actual incidence under tl,. prevl"""' 
<ystem. 



revenue lrom the purely provincial heads, the exact sum 
necessary to meet provincial charges, equilibrium was effected 
by means of fixed cash assignments ; a deficiency being 

remedied by an assignment to provincial revenues from the 
Imperial share of the land revenue, and an excess by the 
reverse process. 

The Scheme of Permanent ProvinciaJ. Financial Settle
ments, 1912.-In 1912 no alteration was made in t<bese general 

principles except in the direction of giving greater permanency to the 

settlements. From the point of view of the Central Government a 

measure of this kind was rendered vitally important by the existi;1g 

situation of Imperial finances. Simultaneously with tfle prospect of 

the loss of a considerable annual revenue from opium, •the Govern

ment of India were faced by the necessity of providing large and in

creasing funds for the extension of education, for the improvement 

of sanitation, and for other kindred purposes. To insure "successful 

conduct of their finance in these circumstances it was essential to 

remove every avoidable element of uncertainty. They, therefore, 

decided to introduce as great a degree of finality as possible into the 

financial relations of the Imperial with the Provincial Governments. 

Before detailing the steps which the Government of India de

cided to take in order to secure an increase of permanency in the 

settlements, we shall indicate here some of the minor points that 

were settled in the Resolution of 1912. The first of these points 

was the desirability of converting over-grown fixed assignments into 

shares of growing revenues. The Government of India decided that 

fixed assignments should be replaced br a share of growmg revenue 

in the following circumstances only :-

(1) \Vhen an assignment is so large as to prevent the increment in 
revenue from keeping abreast of the legi:imate and necessary 
growth of expenditure. 

(2) When the financial outlook of the moment justifies the aban
donment of the necessary amount of growing revenue in ex· 
change for the reduction of fixed charges. 

The second point was the question of lump grants frbrtl Imperial 

to Provincial balances. Such grants have frequently been given to 

I 
I 
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nd inc!na.l Provinces, m crder either to :tdmit L: .. c,tl (~ i;\·e, ""' :nL 

a share ttl a "w!nclfall'J or an exceptional increase of prosperitr, or to 

:1fford the means of financing a policy which commends itself to tbc 

.·entral authority. The principle of making allotments of this kind, 

which has been described as a "policy of dole~". wa~ <ubjected 

cnnsiderabk criticism befor,- tht• Rrlpd ne,f·ntrali;;auon Commissio:• 

\~rO\'\IW··~ \•; freqljenUy a nHtk\ • ,,. and that tb;, 

system often .compels Lrlcal Gu\·ernmccnts to spend money on object-; 

of less comparative urgency than qther need.; of their populations • 
From the point of view of the stability nf Imperial finances, the policy 

has the additional disadvantage that !t must tend to decrease the 

provincial, sense of 11nancia\ respcms1bility, by accustoming Local 

Governments to look (or spec\a.l "nd "-\'R'-tnnd\c as~\.;;tan<::e autsid,, 

!he terms of their settlements. While fully :lpprcciative of these 

drawbacks attaching to the system, the C·•vcrnment nf India were 

,·onvinced that the total abolition of lht· dole-; was impracticable. 

A line of policy pressed npon the c;uvernment of India by the 

Secretary of State, by the obvious trend of public opinion or by till: 

':ompetition for efficiency among Lncal Governments, must frequently 

be passed on to the Provinces, and to insure its efficient prosecutiou, 

it is e'sential that the latter should he pmvided with funds additional 

~o their ordinary resources. Again, it often happens that the Imperial 

Government secures a surplus which catt!l(Jt suitably be employed in 

the reduction of taxation, and it naturally wishes lo share its windfall 

with the Provinces. In both thcos<c cases, doks are unavoidable. To 

minimise these disadvantages the GO\·ernment of India have acc(~pted 

the three recommendations of the Royal Decentralisation Corn

mtsston :-

(r) The system should not mvolve ,my greater de,;rce of mterfer· 
ence by the Central with the Local Governments than at 

present exists ; 

(2) The grants should be given with clue regard to the wishes of 

the provincial authorities ; 

' ' 
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(3) They should not necessarily be assigned for the same object in 
every Province. 

Together with these changes, some variations were made in the 

terms of the settlements in the various Provinces before they were 

declared to be permanent. These are as follow :-

(1) (a) Forest revenue and expenditure were made wholly provincial 
in all the Provinces. 

. . . . . 
(b) Excise revenue and expenditure were made wholly provmcial 

(c) 

(d) 

in Bombay, while in the Central Provinces and the United 
Provinces the provincial share of these he~ds .was increasecj 
to three-fourths. . 
Land revenue was made half-provincial in the Punjab and 
five-eighths provincial in Burma. • 
The provincial· interest of the Punjab in major irrigation 
works was raised from three-eighths to one-half. .. 

(2) The fixed assif.(nments of the various Provinces were reduced by 
the amount which these changes of classification added to the 
provincial share of growing revenues. 

Having thus remedied the defects of the then existing settlements, 
the Governm,~nt of India approached the task of imparting greater 

permanency to their financial relations with Provincial Governments. 

They realised, at the outset, that complete permanency was not at
tainable. The possibility of f,tmine c<mstitutes a danger to the settle

ment contracts against which it is impossible to prov1de adequate 
safeguards. The Famine Insurance Scheme is a convenient device 

tor distributing the expenditure on famin,e in its earlier stages, or on a 

partial scarcity ; but a really widespread calamity would sweep it 

away and leave the Provinces d"pendent in large measure upon the 

bounty of the Imperial Government. In a crisis of this kind the 
Government of India must of necessity step in and supplement the 
provincial resources, as it has done in the pa'it, and the ~ontract obJj. 

gations will, for the time being, remain partially in suspense. Subject, 

however, to provision against famine, the Government of India consi

dered that the settlements, as now revised, might safely be declared 
to be fixed in perpetuity. They held that the time had ·cbme when 

Local Governments might reasonably be informed that certain grow-

J 
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•hun n1 others . that pruvinciai taxation might not inappropnately 

halance such inequalities that a tax which wnuld cau<t• dissatis-

:!_'' 

"~tugeruu~. JnULt as whole~. 

'I'hese considerations are, huwever, theoretical only. No prac-
. . 

:;cal scheme has been :c·.1hmitt :.d t•< th· CoY•:mmem of Ind1a which, 

· berefore, H:e no rtason fc•r :.)·,,. c,\f•· which now 

"mround its irflpusition. IJut 

;wmy for the.Provinces, if . d wht:n :t n.:u:•t carry with it the 

;;ower of ta~ation" , and it contemplated tln1; sume means for 

...-niarging the borrowing po\\·ent cf Pr' inc1rd (~'JVtr!Hncn~~., u.Ju~t !J.;. 

fc·und in the new scheme uf Constitutional Reforms. 

,\s re~uds the raising,,[ loans l•y Lond CovtnHllCn!<, •twy .ne 

, ,ul permitted to raise tbf::rn in the open market, fur th:•.t would 

. urnpt:te with Imperial loans. "\further objection to the flotation 

; provincial loans l1es m the undesirability uf increasim; the non 

rnoductive debt of India. The Lnccll Governments are, however, 

,,, tw granted short .. term hans from 1mpuial rc:vtcnue<; , mt:et the 

<Jf large non,productin; ~~>ork' uf m;mde;,;t :1tility which they 

_-,,~~not finance fron1 then· own resources. "It "--e~~n:s tu us that if 

]'rcvincial Governments are to enjoy <uc~J rutl measiin t:l independ-

:11nst be g1Yt:n sornc p(nvc~rs, h<1\\7 CVt~r hcoitPd, :1f \ 

!/t'jort on ((;;n·titutz'oJhr.!./(rj;;rn:,\, tyi,V1 t· 73·) 

loans" !The 

lV. THE DEVELOPI\'IENT OF LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 
UNDER BRITISH RULE· 

Urban Self-Government.--KudiwenLtry 'll',Ltutwns fu tht 

conduct of l<Jcal affairs have ,;xisted i11 India, front time immemorial 

in the village communities, and trade guilds in towns. Sm CtL\RLES 

: 1n.TCALFI<: gives an excellent description of the furmer in the following 

1ines-~'ThC ~111age comnnnlitle~ are ~ittlP. p=·rnh11cs) having nearly 

;:vc:rytning they can want witbm tt1emse1Ve", and almost independt:nt 
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of foreign relations. They seem to last where nothing else lasts. 

Dynasty after dynasty tumbles down; revolution succeeds to revo
lution ; Hindu, Pathan, Mogul, Mahratta, Sikh, English, are all 
ma.~ters,in turn, but the village community remains the same." 

But between these ancient institutions and the municipality or 

rural board of the India of to-day there is a wide gulf, and the one 

class of bodies is not a historical development• of the other. Local . . 
Self-Government, in the legally constituted form in which it now 

prevails in India, is essentially a product of British rule. The 
existing system of municipal administration is for.the most part ~f 

comparatively recent introduction, while local institutions in rural 

areas are of still later origin, and have been also of slowf1r growth. 
To deal first with municipalities, the Presidency towns had some 

form of municipal administration, first under Royal Charters and 

later under statute, frotn comparatively early times, b11t outside 

of them there was practically rw alteuipt «t municipal legislation 

before ~42. An Act passed in that year for Bengal, which was 

practically inoperative, was followed in 1850 by an Act applyin~ 
to the whole of India. Under this Act and subsequent provincial Acts 
a large number of municipalities were formed in all the Provinces. 

The Acts provided for the apFointment of commissioners to manage 
municipal affairs, and authorised the levy <Jf various taxes, but in 
most Provinces the commissioners were all nominated, and from 
the point of view of st:lf-government these Acts did not proceed 
far enough. 

Local Self-Government, as a conscious process of administrative 
devolution and political education dates, outside Presidency towns, 
from the financial reforms of LoRD MAYO's Government who, in 

their Resolution of 187o, introducing the system of provincial 

finance referred to the necessity of taking further steps to bring 

local interest, supervision, and care to bear on the management of 

funds devoted to education, sanitation, medical charity, and local 
public works. LoRD MAYo's Government hoped that "the operation 
of the Resolution, in its full meaning and integrity, would afford 

opportunities for the development of self-gm·ernment, for' strengthen

ing municipal institutions, and for the association of Natives and 

J 
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, n~ sot:rces oi revenue had been placed, once and for all. ilt t ht:rr 

d:sposal from which to meet tbe future needs of \he Prov:nc<. v. hich 

administered. It would be for them to husband their resource-c 

and Jay them out to the best economical advanta"e. With the mtrc. 

duction of this element of fixity mto the tinanci1d relatinn', 

··~ possihlc: to allow 

.. i1ldl lilt" 

,·mcial bud!t:s. 

\Ve may 1fow. summarise tlw rules govnnmg the futm'' relations o! 

Provincial aod Imperial tlnanr:e as laid down in :he R•rsolutiou ,,J 

\lay 18, H~rz. 

li:• The provinci:tl settlemenb will, in future. be pt>rm;mPnt and nn< 

subject to revision ; in ca,e of serious famine in a Province 

the question of assistance from !he rPvfnue' •A the Cc!\'ern 

ment of India will he umsirl1·rNl The r ;m·e,nment of Jnd,, 

reserve the right to call for assistance from prn'."n' ·,,, 

revenue,- in the event 'Jf grave emharrassment •n theil n'vn 

finances. 

· ;i) \Vhen the fixed assignment ,,fa Province hPN•mes unduly high 

and hampers the expansion of it' revenue, as compared with 

the legitimate and necessary growth of expenditure, it will 

ordin,nily be converted, e;t]wr m whole or in p~rt, into a 

share of growing revenuF n.s t!Jc~ :-rate qf lrrpenal 

fin;l!Jces penr.1ts. 

In the event "f the grant of special allotn1ents to ).o, a1 

CO\·ernmt·nts out of surplus revenues Jlol rf'!!l<re<l f<•t <he 

remio'iJOJJ of taxation, the rednoion of d'·bt, or nther purposes., 

the < ;overnment o( India will ntam the opt1on of declarmg 

the pnrposes for which the money is pro~·ided : bnt 

, i) the gr<Jnts will not involve greater interfe•enre by the ('entr;;l 

1 ;overnment than at present exists; 

hey will be allotted with doe rtgard to the WIShes of the 

pient Government, and 

need not necessarily be devoted to one and the same 

e in every Province. 
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(iv) A Local Government may not budget for a deficit, unless it 
satisfies the Government of India that the excess expenditure 
is due to an exceptional and non-recurring cause, and also, if 
the deficit involves a reduction of the provincial balance below 
the prescribed minimum, that suitable arrangements will be 
made for the restoration of the minimum. 

(v) If a Local Government exhausts its own. balances and receives 
permission to overdraw upon the general balancll6, it will be 
required to take the necessary amount as a short loan from 
the Government of India. The loan will bear interest and 
will be repayable in such instalments as thli Central Govent
ment may direct. 

(vi) Future corrections by the Government of Iadia will be 
restricted to-

(<l) divided heads and 

(b) the proposed totals of revenue and expenditure. • 

These rules represent, in the opinion of the Government of India, 
a decided advance in the path of decentralisation. They place a 
greater res~onsibility on Local Governments for the stability of their 
provincial finances, while at the same time investing them with wide 

independence. 
In their Resolution of May 18, 1912 the Government of Ind 

also considered the two important questions of Provincial Taxat 
and Provincial Loans. Henceforth Local Governments are 
to impose additional taxation without the previous sanction o' 
Government of India. If, in the future, there should come ab 
a clear separation between Imperial and provincial finance, wit 
more effective control over the latter by the Legislative Council· 
might become practicable and necessary to allow Local Governrr 
to levy special provincial taxation if they wished to increase 
scale of provincial expenditure. 

The Government of India assent to the theoretical cor 
that, in a vast country of greatly varying conditions, J · 
tion must, of necessity, be restricted in its range, as • 
are suitable for imposition in every part of the India· 
the incidence of an Imperial impost must be light• 
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European~, to a greater extent than heretofore in the :tdnl!mstratw;, 

, )( aifairs,'' New Municipal Acts were passed for the vanou

:'rovmces between I 8i r and I 8 7 -~. which, among other things, 

extenJed the elective principle, but only m the Central Province> 

was popular representation generally and successfutlr introduced, 

In r881 Lmm RIPON'::, Government issued a Resolution on 
the Extension of Prc)vincial Finance in wh1ch they explained tba: 

;ntimately ,;,mnectcd with tbc: ~cLewe fc:.r the decentra!Jsatl<•: 

d:rection bai] beeu mete!<: 1 ,, , ,, !lt':.C'' nne f!Orll loca

•ates and .cesses had been sc:cPrt;d, and m some l'ronnces thi' 

rnant1gement of this a1con1z-: had i1t:::et: freely entrusted to loca: 

bodies : municipalities had alc,o incn~il.'ed m numb~:~ ami usefulneg,;. 

But ther~ was still, it was remarked, R ;::n- :u 'lie• Hl progre,, 

;r~ different parts uf the coun:ry •han 1'tr) lc r·:rr-unht:ll'" 

-:c:emecl to warrant In many placb c,r,rvict•s admirably - ,,, 

lncal management were n·sen-e•1 :n tli'" \•rtnd' ,,f the centr:tl :u_ .. nmi< 

·_ratiorc, while everywhcrte 

J'ti,cs in connection ll'ith 

no t;xecutiv-e controL 

Paragraph 11 uf tllt: l\e;;ointt< 

wer,o !:"v;erl on ,\hmicip::-

w!::d. i1aJ ueu.:•;sard) 

t;:ty ---

al-lis E«ceilency the t ~overnor-(~ene;.\1 :u ( nunc:il !'"' 1 therefore) cf 

,,pinion that the time !las now :trri,·e:! when further pnnical development 

might be afforded to the intentions of LORll l\1 A\ o'.' < ;ovemment, and tha: 

•he Provinci;ll agreements should no longer e',clrlde frmn all consideral,·)n 

:_be mass of ta.~:ation under Local and .\1un:c:pal rn;ma~ement, together wrt~; 

the similar resources still retained Ill l'tovincial control, and tgnore the 

'luestton of local self-government- The Provincial I ;o,-ernments, wh:lc: 
bein-~- now largely endowed frmr. Imperial iiJurc:es, m;ty \\tll, in their tun· 

band over to local self-government considerable revenues, at presen~ kept 

en their own hands, but S<lllilar in kind tu many wh1ch have Ion;.; bee;· 

"locally" managed with suc<_e<;s hy committees, partly composed ,,f nor, 

tifficialmemuers, and subject only to a general remedial control reserved tc 

the State by the Legtslature. At the same ttme, such items should be 

generally m<tde Local as the people are most likely to be able to under 

stand the use of and to administer well." 

\ 
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The policy thus enunciated by the Government of India was 

loyally, and in some cases, warmly accepted by the Local Govern

ments. Meanwhile LORD RIPON's Government issued in 1882 --------· 

\\

another Resolution __ to ~~~.:!_!?m~'vha~~£!-t: _ _!tilly___!l~___g_~eral 
mode in which t~_IT__~_ul<} ___ ~i_~l-~-!~ee tOffect given tQ_~~ciple 

1 o! loc. ~~~1!-,g_c>~e!~':lle_nt thr()_l:l_g_!?._~~-!3riti~l?_!_l_?dia outside Presidency 
\ towns. In the fifth paragraph of this famous Resolution LoRn 

~~N's Government thus expressed in eloquent te)';)s.their firm 

faith in the principles of self-government :-

"It is not primarily with a view to improvement in ~d~inistration that 
this measure is put forward and supported. It is chiefly desirable as an 

instrument of political and popular education. His Excellen-.y in Council 

has himself no doubt that, in course of time, as local knowledge and local 

interest are brought to bear more freely upon local administration, im

proved efficiency will in fact follow. But at starting, there will d.oubtless be 
many failures, calcul;aed to discourage exaggerated hopes, and even in 

casp- · -«t apparent discredit upon the practice of self-government 

itsc , .wwever, the officers of Government only set themselves, as the 

Governor-General in Council believes they will, to foster sedulou>ly the 
small beginnings of the independent political life; if they will accept loyally 

and as their own the policy of the Government, and if they come to realiEe 
that the system really opens to them a fairer field for the exercise of ad

ministrative tact and directive energy than the more autocratic system 
which it supersedes, then it may be hoped that the period of failures will be 
short, and that real and substantial progress will very soon become mani

fest.'' 

In pursuance of the policy laid down by LORD RIPON's Govern

ment, ~ts were passed in 1883-4 that'gre;!:Qy altered the constitution, 

powers and functi_~~:s of local_E.Q.d_i~!'L:t wide extension being given 

·to the elective ~E~e.r1_1_._ ~-h il~e. _i!_)_<te.p~n~([e_~~~~.I~3?.onsi hili !Y were 
conferred on the committees of many towns by permitting them to 

elect a private citizen as chairman. Arrangements were made also 

to increase the resources and financial responsibility of local bodies, 

some items of provincial revenue suited to and capable of develop

ment under local management being transferred, with a proportion

ate amount of provincial expenditure, for local objects. • The general 

principles thus laid down had continued to govern the administra-

/ 
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tion of municipalttJes down to l!)I 5 when 1/JRD HARDJNGE\ Govern 
ment issued auutlier important 1\.esolution declaring their future 

policy regarding local Self-Government. 

Rural Self-Government.-The establishment of boards for 
dealing with local affa.irs in rural areas is a relatively recent 

develo~Jment Nu ;;tich boards existed in 18sx, though some semi 
11Utruv fnn~J::.; C.n Hnp;~_·vctJi'Cut~ iHtd been ratst~d 111 l\1adras 

c:Jd Bumhav, <.Yh:lt: in Ben::;:B.! :11\d the i · Pmvmc<·:; consu!ta 

cun_~nHtlet:s assisted tbc district c·ffict'r":- l!~ th·..; rnanagetnent of 

lumls devoted· to. local schools, roads, and dispensaries. The 

system of raisi.ng cesses on land for purposes of this description was 
introduced bj~ legislation in Madras and Bombay between r865 and 

18tl9 : in the case of Bombay, nominated committees were to ad 

minister the proceeds of the cess. The year 187l saw a wide 

developmept of legislation for local administrative purposes, partly 

due to growing needs, andj!~utly the result of tbe fiuancial deccntr:t

Iisalion scheme of LoRD MAvo's Government, va1i0ns n~1Ai; .-::d f 

b,•en passed in different provinces providing for the levy of ratd-"nd 
tbc constitution of loc1<l bodies, in some cases with an elected ele· 

nwnt, to administer the funds. The whole system was reorganised in 

accordance with the policy of LOim RIPON's Government w!Jich in 

r 881-2 issued orders for n:placing the tben existing local committees 

hy a system of boards extending all over the conDtry. The lowest 
administrative unit was to be small enough "to ensure both local 

knowledge and local interest on the part of each of the members," 

and the various minor boards of the district were to be under the 

control of a general district board and to send delega.tcs to a district 

council for the settlement of measures common to all. The non

official element w:1s to preponderate and the elective principle was to 

be recognized, as in the case of municipalities, whiie the resources and 

financial responsibilities of the boards were to be increased by 
transferring items of provincial 1evenue and expenditure. It was, 

however, recognised that conditions were not sufficiently advanced 

or uniform to permit of one general system being imposed in all .. 
provinces, and a large __ .9.!sc::!~~-~l!: _wa~ __ left t_o_!--o~al Governm~_l1ts. 
The systems introduced in different parts of India by the Acts of - _______ , ___ ... ____ _ 

F 

\ 
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1~83-85 (most _2.L~hi.<::h .-~re _stilL iu. -fB~J,~guently varied 
greatly. 

The Present Local Self-Government Policy of the 
Government of India.-The Royal Commission on Decen
tralisation, in their Report of 1909, examined the whole ques
tion of Village Organisation, Rural Boards alld Municipalities and 
recommended certain changes in their constitution, powers and func
tions. These recommendations were carefully considered by LoRD 

HARJ::lNGE's Government who in their important Resolution, 
ated lhe 28th April, 1915, recorded their ·opfnion on t~~se · 
ecommendations an dec~eir future _p()Jicy_!_egartiiiJg local self
~overnment in this country. We summarise below th~ chief rerom· 
mendations of the Commission and the opinion of the Government 
of India thereon. 

(r) The Commission recommended that Municipal Boards 
should ordinarily be constituted on the basis of a subs
tantial elective majority and that nominated members 
should be limited to a number sufficient to provide for 
the due representation of minorities and official cxpcrienc·~. 
This recommendation has already been adopted in several 
Provinces and is generally accepted by Local Governments 
and the Government of India, subject to the proviso that 
the principle should, in places where its success is doubtful, 
be introduced gradually, and after experiment in selected 
municipalities. 

(z) The Commission proposed that the municipal chairman 
should usually be an elected non-official, that Govern- • 
ment officers should not be allowed to stand for election, 
and that where a nominated chairman might still be 
required he should be an official. The Government of India 
are in full sympathy with this proposal; but they recognise 
that the change must be made gradually, and that in the 
absence of suitable candidates, it may not ~~ possible to 
make it finally and once for all in particular places. They 
agree with the opinion expresseu in many quarters that 

I 

.. 
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discretion should be reserved to a Local Government to 

nominate a non-official as chairman. 

(3) The Commission suggested that som(; of the largest 

cities should adopt the system in force in Bombay city, 

where there is an elected chairman, who is the official 

mouthpiec~ uf the Corporation as :1 wholE\ the e.wcutive 

a,lnnn;sltali<>IJ. hP\I't:ver. vt·~ling n" full-tim" nominated 

qfficial st:lJJCCl L· the cmlln l•l the Lurpuratwn awl ci 

a standing comm:ttcc therc:(J 

how'ever, do not press for the 

pr<~vinces where it may not be 

t~ns. 

The Umcrnment of India, 

adoption of this system in 
suited to the local condi-

1.+) The Commission desired \hat sub-disttict boards should 

be universally established and that they should be the 

"principal agencies of rural boards admini'<tration. They 

thought that these boards should have adequate funds 

and a large measure of independence, and that their 

jurisdiction should be so limited in area as to ensure local 

knowledge and interest on the part of the members, and 

be at the same time a unit well-known to the people. 

For this purpose they suggested the taluka or tahshil as a 

suitable unit. With regard to this proposal the Govern

ment of India accept the views of the several Local 

Governments in regard to their own Provinces. 

(S) District and sub-district boards, in the opinion of the 

Commission, should contain a large preponderance of 

elected members, together with a nominated element 

sufficient to secure the due representation of minorities 

and of official experience. The Government of India arc 

in sympathy with this proposal. 

(6) The Commission were of opinion that an official should 

remain, as he usually is at present, chairman of every 

district and sub-district board. The Government of India .. 
agree with this view, though they will have no objection 

to non-official chairmen being retained where such exist, 
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or appointed where a Local Government or Administration 
desires to make the experiment. 

(7) The Commission recommended the constitution and 
development of village panchayats possessed with cer
tain administrative powers, with jurisdiction in petty 
civil and criminal cases, and financed by a portion of 
the land cess, special grants, receip.ts from .village cattle 
pounds and markets and small fees on civil suits. This 
proposal has been favorably received by the Governmeut 
of India who have laid down some general principltos 
indicating the lines on which advance is most likely to be 
successful. • 

(8) The Commission recommended that all the Presidency 
Corporations should be invested with the powers poss
essed by the Corporation of Bombay, and that 4he system 
of administration in force in that city, vi;;, that of a nomi
nated official Commissioner in combination with an elected 
Chairman should be extended to the other Presidency 
towns. They also considered that the same privileges 
should be conferred on the Rangoon municipality in view 
of its population, the large future which lies before it, and 
and the strength of its commercial community. The 
Government of India, in accepting in the main the re
commendations of the Local Governments, which will go 
far towards carrying out the proposals of the Commission, 
observe, as a general proposition, that in cities where there 
is a responsible public press and representation in the 
Provincial Councils, the case for entrusting large powers · 
and extended freedom to the municipalities appears to be 
especially strong. 

While indicating, in broad outlines, the ideals which Lord 
Hardinge's Government had before them, the Resolution of 1915 left 
the Local Governments in most respects to move towards these Ideals 
in the manner and at the pace which were considered .b$)st fitting _to 
local circumst~!?.<:~s. In some provinces-as in thelfui"ted Provinces, 
Bengal and Assam-legislation has since been effected or initiated 

1 
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.'nd in others action has been taken m otber ways towards securmg 

further progress on the lines suggested by the Decentralization 

Commission, hut a~ a rule the ~tatutory provisions for Local Self. 
1 d>Vernment hav,· n;nH<mc:d unchanged s1nce ihe Resolution uf J).! 5 

! I ') '~ ~ ' 
• I·"~' c 

~,J':=;t-::'11 HHHh: frotn th,~ prr.\ :ou~iy •J'\ISiJrt.t.' anant;~·nH~ut.:·,~ 

"'f\1tere(3. cncunlo..;taJJCf-'~ P·:t.· ;~1r~... t~nlt· :tn~1ng !JUt tf:r· 

IJeclaratJon uf Augu~t zo, 191 7. necc:s,;itated a rev1sion of the Lura! 

Self-Governmet\t policy of the (;overnment ut India so as to m·:JV! 

'n the dire~tion of mort: cumplctt' L<;c:d Stcif-Covernment :\ nc:w 

Resolution was therefore issued on the 16th of l\lay, 1918, declaring .. . . .. 
the policy "of the gradual remuval uf unnt:C•:ssary Government comt•.•l 

and of differentiating the spheres of action appropriate for Govern 

menl a12d for local bodies respectively.'' The general purpor! ul 

'he proposals contained in the Resolution of ~lay 16, 1918, t:; 

.,,lmmariscd m paragraphs HJ4 to HJ6 nf the Report on Indian Cn• 
, l!!ttlirmal RtjrJrm.\ (pp. 488·-1') 1 •!/ t/a., ;,,ok.) Though the progranm:c 

~•utlined in the Resolution doeo not con;,titute a complete scheme of 

Local Self-Governmtnl, yet it marks a real advance in devolution and 

political education , and if it 1:, successful, it will Jay solid founda 

tions for the edifice of Responsible Government. 



INDIAN 

CONSTITU110Nr\L DOCU~1ENTS. 
PART I. 

·GENER.ll.L DOCUMENTS . 
• 

(1600-1858). 

I. CHARTER GRANTED BY QUEEN ELiZABE7H 
TO THE EAST INDIA COMPANY 

ELI!:\BETfl, by the Gr~~ce or ~;,,rJ, Queen uf l·:n:~la:·,c:. 
France, and Ireland, Defender of the Faitt1, &c. To all our 
officers, ministers, and suhit~cts, and tu all uther pec•ple, a,.; wel: 
within this our realm of }{ngland as elsewhere, under our obt:. 
dience and jurisdiction, or otherwise, unto wlwm these our 
i .etters Patents shall be seen, showed, ur read, grectinc;. \ V her~· 
:ts our most dear and Iovin;:; ( 'ousin, George, Earl of Cumber 
land, anrl our well-beloved subject:-, Sir John Ilart, Gf Londor,, 
ancl others 1here fullow 214 other names which are omitte<: 
have of our certain kr;owlt:d~.~e !wen !le!itioner:; unto u~, for onr 
·H.oyal assent and licence to be ;:,;ranted until them, that the) 
at their own adventures, costs, and charges, c1's well f.Jr the 
hnnour of this onr r~iilm of England, as for the incn~;.tsc of our 
navigation, and advancement of trade uf merciJandi1:e, withir 

~;r said realms and the <:(lminion,; (if the s,um·, migl1t adve:;
tllre and set forth one or more voyages, with convenient 
number of ships and pinnaces, hy way of traffic ;wd mer· 
(·handize to the East lndie:;, in the countries <tll<) parts of Asi<i. 
a.nd Lt\frica ~1nd to as rnauy of the i~l~_nds, ports and citie~; 
towns and places, thereabouts, as where trade and traffic may 
by all likelihood be discovereJ, established or had ; divers of 
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which countries, and many of the islands, cities and port~ 
thereof, have long since been discovered by others of our 
subjects, albeit not frequented in trade of merchandize. 
Know ye, therefore, that we, greatly tendering the honour of 
our nation, the wealth of our people, and the en courageme'nt 
of them, and others of our loving subjects in their good enter
prizes, for the increase of our navigation, and the advancement 
of lawful traffick to the benefit of our Commonwealth, have 
of our special grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, 
given and granted and by these presents, for us, our heirs and 
successors, do give and grant unto our said loving subjects, 
before in these presents expressly named, that t-hey and c\Oer-':' 
of them from henceforth be, and shall be one body corporate 
and politick, in deed and in name, by the name· of the Gover
nor and Company of Merchants of London, tralliing into the 
East Indies, and them by the name of the Governor and 
Company of Merchants of London, trading into the East I ndics, 
one body corporate and politick, in deed and in name, really 
and fully for us our heirs and successors, we do order, make, • 
ordain, constitute, establish and declare, by these presents, 
and that by the same name of Governor and company of 
merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, they shall 
have succession, and that they and their successors, by the 
name of the Governor and Company of Merchants of London, 
trading into the East Indies, be and shall be, at all times here
after, persons able and capable in law, and a body corporate 
and politick, and capable in law to have, purchase, receive, 
possess, enjoy and retain lands, rents, privileges, liberties, 
jurisdictions, franchises and hereditaments of whatsoever kind, 
nature, and quality so ever they be, to them a11d their suc
cessors. And also to give, grant, demise, alien, assign and 
dispose lands, tenements and hereditaments, and to do and 
execute all and singular other things, by the same name that· 
to them shall or may appertain to do. And that they and thei.r 
successors, by the name of the Governor and Company of 
Merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, may plead 
and be impleaded, answer and be answered, defend and be 
defended, in whatsoever courts and places, and before what
soever jud~es and justices, and other persons and officers, in 
all and singular actions, pleas, suits, quarrels, causes and 
demands whatsoever, of whatsoever kind, nature or sort, in such 
manner and form, as any other, our liege people .of this our 
realm of England, being persons able and capable in law, may 
or can have, purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, retain, give, 



grant, demise, alien, assign, dispose, plead and be impleaded, 
auswer and be answered, defend and be defended, release and 
be released, do permit and execute. . \ncl that the said 
Governor and Comp<1ny of :\Iercbants of London, trading into 
the East Indies. and their :~:ucce;)sors\ illrlY haYc a c~.~n1rnun .-;eal~ 
t~_i serve for ::ill the '. -iU:--:t·~ 1 h:J-,illt~ ...... ~·f !1lt:!n ;;nd their 
~uccessors. ..\nd tl;at '! .,ha'1 a!Hl m:1y he Lil k• t 1•c Sc~id (;c•v· 
~·rnor and t;_.'<:>mpC~nv, ctJVJ t ;r ,iJl!l': •:.:?.!. !rom 
time to time, at their ill re. t• · break chang,:. 
aud to make new or alter, as t<J tilt~m ,;hal! seem expedient. 
-'\nd further, • we wiU, and by these presents, for u.s, our heirs 
and successors, • we do ordain, that there ~hall be from hence
f,Hth one of ·the same Company to be elected and appointed, 
in such fq(m, as hereafter in the~e prcseuts is expressed, which 
.;hall be called the Governor of the said Company, C!IJC] that 
there shall be from henceforth twenty-four of the s<tid Company, 
to be elected and appointed in such form, as hereafter in these 
presents "is expressed, which shall be called the committees 
of the said Company, who, together with the Governor of the 
said Company for the time being, ~hall han the direction of 
the voyages, of or for the said Company, and the provision of 
the shipping and merchandizes theretu belonging, and abo the 
-;ale of all mcrchandizcs returned in the voyages, of or for the 
said Company, and the managing and handling of ail other 
things belonging to the said Company and for the better exe
cution of this our will and grant in this behalf we have assign
~:cl, nominated, constitnted and made, and by these prescllts, 
fur us, our heirs and successors, we de> <1ssign, nominate, 
constitute and make, the s<~id Thomas Smith, :\ lderman of 
London, to be the first and present Governor of the said Com. 
pany, to continue in the <;aid nftlce, from the d<J.te of these 
presents, until another of the s:=tid Company shall in due man

.ner be chosen and sworn unto the ~aid •lffice, according to 
tbe ordinances and provisions hereafter in these presents. ex
pressed and declared, if the said Thomas Smith ~hall ~o long 
live; and also we have assic;ned, nominated and appuinted, 
and by these presents, for u", our heirs and successors, we do 
assign, nominate, constitute and make, the ~aid l'<tul Hanning, 
Leonard Hollyday, John ::\:Ioon~, Edward Holmeclen, 1\ichard 
Staper, Thomas Cordell, \Villiam Garway, Oliver Style; 
] ames Lanca~ster, Richard \Vi~eman, Francis Cherry, Thomas 
,\lJabaster, '\Villiam Homney, Roger How, William Chambers, 
H.obert Sandye, John Eldred, Richard Wiehe, John Hylord, 
] ohn :\:Iiddleton, J ohu Comb, William Harrison, ::\icho!as 
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Ling and Robert Bell, to be the twenty-four first and present 
committees of the said Company, to Continue in the said office of 
committees of the said Company from the date of these presents, 
for one whole year next following. And further we will and 
grant, by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, unto 
the said Governor and Company of Merchants of London, 
trading into the East Indies, and their successors, that it shall 
and may be lawful to and for the said Gov;rnor an~ Company, 
for the time being, or the more part of them, present at any 
publick assembly, commonly called the Court, holden for the 
said Company, the Governor of the said Company being alwa)'s 
one, from time to time, to elect, nominate at1d appoint one of. 
the said Company, to be deputy to the said Gouernor, which 
deputy shall take a corporal oath, before the G~vernor and 
five or more of the committees of the said Company for the 
time being, well, faithfully and truly to execute his said office 
of deputy to the Governor of the said Company, and after his 
oath, so taken, shall and may from time to time, in t!Je absence 
of the said Governor, exercise and execute the office of 
Governor of the said Company, in such sort as the said 
Governor ought to do : and further we will and grant, by these 
presents, for us, our heirs and successors, unto the said 
Governor and Company of Merchants of London, trading 
into the East Indies, and their successors, that they or 
the greater part of them, whereof the Governor for the time 
being or his deputy to be one, from time to time, and at all 
times hereafter shall and may have authority and power, 
yearly and every year, on the first day of July, or at any time 
within six days after that day, to assemble and meet to
gether, in some convenient place, to be appointed from time to 
time by the governor, or in his absence by the deputy of the 
said Governor for the time being, and that they being so 
assembled, it shall and may be lawful to and for the said 
Governor, or deputy of the said Governor, and the said 
Company for the time being or the greater part of them, 
which then shall happen to be present, whereof the Governor 
of the said Company or his deputy for the time being, to be 
one, to elect and nominate one of the said Company, which 
shall be Governor of the said Company for one whole year, 
from thence next following, which person, being so elected 
and nominated to be governor of the said company, as is 
aforesaid before he be admitted to the execution· of the :saiJ 
office, shall take a corporal oath before the last Governor, 
being his predecessor or his deputy, and any six or:more of 



the committees of the --aid Company for the time being, that 
he ~hall, from time to time, well and truly execute the office 
of Covernor of the said C'ompany, in all thin6~ concerning 
the same : and that immediatdy aft,c:r the said oath ,;c) taken, 
he shall and may execute and use the ,;;ikl nft"ic' ',f (; ,,·en\"H 
,:Jf the said Co~npany. for rnw wh0l': \'Cdr from f'lc 'H~:-:t 
+ollU\Ying .\ud in iiht: SUrf '~Vf \Vili r:~..nd , tf1a• (i·~ r,vt::IJ 
every one ab('>Vt~"ll~•n1f'f; i)::" the r ;~nt-'~u.v (c·!ll. 
,'\s all others hereafter t<l l" adrnici 1~',L ,,,- irce ,,} the 
Company, shall take a c<>rpCJrill oath bci',Jl<c the Governor oi 
the said Company, or his deputy fur the time being, to 
such effect, a'S py the said Governor and Company, or the 

- more part of them, in any public court to be held from the 
said Company, shall be in reasonable manner ~et down and 
devised, beiore they shall be allowed, or admitted to trade 
or traffick, as a freeman of the said Company. And further 
we will and grant, by these presents, -for· us, om heirs 
and suc~essors, unto the said Covernor and ('ompany of 
::VIerchants of London, trading into the East Indies, and 
their successors, that the said Governor, or the deputy 
of the said Governor. and the Company and their successors, 
for the time being, or the greater part of them, whereof 
the Governor, or the deputy of the Governor, from time 
to time, to be one, shall a!l(i may, from time to time, 
and at all times hereafter, have authority and powe.-, yearly 
and every year, on the first day of July, or at any time 
within six days after that day, to assemble and meet, together, 
in some convenient place, to be from time to time appointed, 
by the said Governor ofthe said Company, or in his absence, 
by his deputy : And that they being so assembled, it shall 
and may he lawful, to and for the said Governor or his 
deputy, and the Company for the time bein;.;, or the greater 
part of them, which then shall happen to be present, whereof 
the Governor of the said Company, or his deputy for the time 
being, to be one, to elect and nominate twenty-four of the 
said Company, which shr-dl be committee of tlw said Company, 
for one whole year, from thence next ensuing, which person 
being so elected and nominated to be committees of the 
said Company, as aforesaid, before they be admitted to the 
execution of their said offices, shall take a corporal oath, 
before the Governor or his deputy, and any six or more of 
the said c;:ommittees of the said Company, being their last 
predecessors for the time being, that they and every of 
them shall well and faithfully perform their said office of 
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committees, in all things concerning the same, and that 
immediately after the said oath so taken, they shall and may 
execute and use their said offices of committees of the said 
Company, for one whole year, from thence next following; 
and moreover our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, 
for us our heirs and successors, we do grant unto the said 
Governor and Comp;>.ny of Merchants of London, trading into 
the East Indies, and to their successors, -that when and Cis 
often as shall happen, the Governor of the said C<1mpany for 
the time being, at any time within one year, after that he 
shall be nominated, elected and sworn to the office of Governor 
of the said company, as is aforesaid, to die or ,to• be removed 
from tbe said office, which governor, not demeaning himself 
well in his said office, we will to be removeable at 'the pleasure 
of the said Company, or the greater part of them, wl1ich shall be 
present, at any of their publick assemblies, commonly called 
their general court, holden for the said Company, that then 
and so often it shall and may be lawful to and for the 
residue of the said Company for the time being, or ti1e great
er part of them, within convenient time after the death or 
removing of any such Governor, to assemble themselves in 
such convenient place as they shall think fit, for the election 
of the Gm·emor of the said Company : And that the said Com
pany, or the greater part of them, being then and there present, 
shall and may, then and there, before their departure from the 
said place, elect and nominate one other of the said company, 
to be Governor of the same Company, in the place or steaJ of 
him that so died or was so removed, which person, being so 
elected, and nominated to the office of Governor of the said 
company, shall have and exercise the said office for and during
the residue of the said year, taking first a corporal oath as is 
aforesaid, for the due execution thereof; and this to be done 
from time to time, so often as the case shall so require. And 
also our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, for u.s,· 
our heirs and successors, we do grant unto the said Governor 
and Merchants of London, trading into the East-Indies, and to 
their successors, that when and as often as it shall happen, any 
of the committees of the said Company for the time being, at 
any time within one year, next after that they or any of them 
shall be nominated, elected, and sworn to the office of com
mittees of the said Company, as is aforesaid, to die or be 
removed from the said office, which committees, not demeaning 
themselves well in their said office, we will to be removeable, at 
the pleasure of the said Governor and Company or the greater 
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part of them, whereof the Governor of the said ( :urnpany, fer 
the time being, or his deputy for the tio1e Leiiq~·, to be one 
that then and so often, it shall and m<~y be lawful. to and for 
the said Governor and Company .for the time being, or the 
:::;reater part of them, whereof the Go\·ernor for the time being, 
nr his deputy, to be one, within cor1venient time, after the 
death or removing of any of tht-> qicJ committee.~. t1, assemhlt• 
themselves in such C!'Dn\·enif'nt 'h .,)1;,]; h·· ll'il'i 

and accustnn!ed, fur the d,~cticm c;f tl1c 1·;.,,·uq .. : uf the: 
'-'<~id Comoarn·, or \\here: •+,c tlle c;,v,:r ,r the c.;aio 
'· ompany ·for~ the time being-, •)r hi.c. ty, ,;hall "PP''int 
apd•the said G6vc:.rnor and Cc~mpan;, or the greater part of 
them, whereof the Governor fur the time being, his deputy 
to be one, being then and there present, shall and m"y 
then and tht!re, before their departure frnrn the said place 
elect and nominate one ur more of the said Company, tc. 
be committees of the same Company, in the places am! 
~>teads, pla~ or stead, of him or them that so died, nr 
were or was so removed, which person or per~nns, sr• 
elected and nominated tu the office or offices uf com· 
mittee, or committees, of the said Company, shall bav(~ 
and exercise the said office and offices, durin;:; the residue: 
of the said year, takinr: first a corporal oath as h aforesaid, 
for the due execution thereof, and this to be done from time 
to time, so often as the case shall require. And further we 
do, by these presents, for us, our heirs and successors, will and 
;:;rant unto the said Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London, trading into tbe East Indies, and their successors, that 
they, and all that are or shall be of the said Company of 
l\Iercbants of London, trading into the East Indies, and every 
of them, aod all the sons of them, at their several ages of one 
and twenty years or upwards : And further, all such the 
apprentices, factors or servants of them, and of e\·ery of them. 
which hereafter shall be employed by the said Governor and 
Company, in the said trade of merchandize, of or to the 
East- Indies, beyond the seas, or any other the places afore· 
said, in any part of the said East lndie~'. or fJlher the places 
aforesaid, shall and may, hy the space of fifteen years, from 
the feast of the birth of our Lord God last past, before the 
date hereof, freely traflick and use the trade of merchandize, 
by seas, in and by such ways and passages already found 
out and discovered, or which hereafter shall be found out and 
discovered, as they shall esteem and take to be fittest, into 
and from the said East-Indies, in the countries and parts of Asia 
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and Africa, and into and from all the islands, ports, havens, 
cities, creeks, towns and places of Asia and Africa, and America, 
or any of them, beyonct the cape of Bona Esperanza to the 
straits of Magellan, where! any trade or traffick of mer
chandize may be used or had, and to and from every of 
them, in such order, manner, form, liberty and condition, to 
all intents and purposes, as shall be, from time to time, at 
any publick assembly or court, held hy e1r for the said Gover
nor and Company, by or between them of the sa,d- fellowship 
or Company of Merchants of London, trading into the East 
Indies, or the more part of them, for the time being, present at 
such assembly or court, the Governor, or l1is' deputy, beoin(:!" 
always present at such court or assembly, limited and agreed, 
and not otherwise, without any molestation, impeachment, or 
disturbance, any statute, usage, diversity of reli~ion or faith 
or any other cause or matter whatsoever, to the contrary not
withstanding : So always the same trade be not undertaken nor 
addressed to any country, island, port, haven, c;jty, creek, 
town or place, already in the lawful and actual possession of • 
any such Christian prince or state, as at this present is, or at 
any time hereafter shall be in league or amity with us, our 
heirs or successors, and who doth not or will not accept of 
such trade, but doth overtly declare and publish the same 
to be utterly against his or their good will and liking. And 
further our will and pleasure is, and by these presents, for us, 
our heirs and successors, we do ~~rant unto the said Governor 
and Company of Merchants of London, trading into the East 
Jndies, and to their successors, that it shall and may be lawful, 
to and for the said Governor and Company, and their success
ors, from time to time to assemble themselves, for or about 
any the matters, causes, affairs or businesses of the said trade, 
in any place or places, for the same convenient, during the 
said term of fifteen years, within our dominions or elsewhere,· 
and there to hold court for the said Company, and the affairs 
thereof; and that also it shall and may be lawful, to and for 
them, or the more part of them, being so assemble::!, and that 
shall then and there be present, in any such place or places, 
whereof the Governor or his deputy for the time being, to be 
one, to make, ordain, and constitute such, and so many 
reasonable laws, constitutions, orders and ordinances, as to 
them, or the greater part of them, being then and there 
present, shall seem necessary and convenient, for the 
good government of the same Company, and of all factors, 
masters, mariners and other officers, employed or to be 
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c:mployed in any of their ,·oyages, ;m,i for the better ad
vancement and continuance of the said trade and traffick. 
and the same laws, constitutions. orders and ordinance: 
so made, to put in use and execute accordin::;ly. and-; 
at their pleasure to revoke or alter the same, or any 
nf them as Octatian <;ball !T'(nire; a::d that tlF: '<lid i~ovcrn()t 
a.nd t~'otnpany, ..::\\ nf~t_·r: >~..:. tht'\-' :-:,:J~\n fH;lf,.~" :·.. ,,·.::.tctb:i~-- 1 ; 

..-~ny such 1a\V~, Cl)01fl~tltntin!'...;_ ·nl1nat r:."'l, i f,rqt. 
~foresaid~ .~han :-1nd n1.~-r.\- Llh-fnil~ nni.l· qd;Li: ~ rn:! 
provide such ;,n,!'l''":~:' li~C' by 1mpris•n• 
ment of Body, ''r by Fine:-, and \merciaments, ''r by all or any 
tri' them upoh .and against <1ll Offender~. cnntrary to such laws, 
constitutions, orders and ordinances, or anv of them as to the 
said Govern"or and Company for the time -being, or the greater 
part of tl~m, then and there being present, the -;aid c;overnor 
or his deputy, being always ')ne, :;;hall 'iCCm necessary, 
requisite and convenient, for the observation of the same 
laws, cot1stitutions, orders and ordinances ; and the same fine 
;tnd amerciarnents shall alld may levy, take .1nd h:1vc, to tbe 
use of the said Governor and Company, and their successors, 
without the impediment of us. our heirs or successor,.:, or of 
<lt1Y the officers 'or ministers of us, our heirs or successors, 
awl withot!t any account thereof, to us, onr heirs or successors, 
to be rendered or made: all and singular which laws, constitu
tions, orders and ordinances, so as aforesilid to be made, we 
will to be duly observed and kept, under the pain and penal
ties therein to be contained ; so always as the said laws, 
orders, constitutions, ordinances, imprisonments. fines and 
amerciarnents be reasonable, and not contrary or repugnant to 
the laws, statutes, or customs of thi-; our realm. And for as 
much as the said Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London, trading into the East Indies, have not yet experienced 
').i the kinds of commodities and merchandizes, which are or 
..v ill be vendible, or to be uttfTed in the said parb (If the Fast· 
Indies, and therefore shall be driven to carry to those parts, in 
their voyages outward, divers and snndry cunJnnldities, which 
ar·e likely to be retumerl agnin to this nur realm we therefure 
o'i our especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, for 
the better encouraging· of the said governor and Company of 
Merchants of London, trading into the said East Indies, and 
for the advancement of the said trade, do c-rant unto the said 
Governor ·and Company, and to their succe~~ors, that they and 
their successors, during the four first voyages, which they 
shall make, or set forth, for or towards the said East Indies, 
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shall and may transport, and carry out of our realm of Eng
land, and the ports, creeks and havens thereof, all such and so 
much goodsiand merchandizcs, being goods and merchandizes 
lawfully passable and transportable out of this realm, and 
not prohibited to be transported by any law or statute of this 
realm, as shall be by them, their factors or assigns, shipped in 
any ship or ships, vessel or vessels, to be employed in any of 
the said four first voyages, free of custom, S'llbsidy or pound
age, or any other duties or payments, to us or onr !fu<::cessors, 
due or belonging, for the shipping or transporting of the 
same, or any of them ; and yet nevertheless our will and 
pleasure is and we do, by these presents, straight.ly tharge amio 
command, that all and every such goods and merchandizes, 
so to be transported out of this realm, from tim·e to time, 
during the said four first voyages, as is aforesaid, sl'lall, from 
time to time, be duly entered by the customer, controller or 
other officer of such port, creek or place, where the same 
goods and merchandizes shall happen to be shipued and 
loaden, before such time as the same shall be shipped, or 
Joaden, to be transported as is aforesaid : And also of our 
further especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, we 
do, for us, our heirs and successors, grant to and with the said 
Governor and Company of Merchants vf London, trading into 
the East I r,dies, and their successors, that when and as often, 
at any time, durin~ the said time and space of fifteen years, 
as any custom, poundage, subsidy, or other duties, shall be 
due and payable unto us, our heirs, or successors, for any 
goods, wares, or merchandizcs whatsoever, to be returned out 
or from any the islands, ports, havens, cities, townR or places 
aforesaid, unto our port of London, or any of the havens, 
creeks, members or places to the same port belonging, that 
the customers and all other officers for the time being, of us, 
our heirs or successors, for or concerning receipts of customs, 
poundage, subsidies or other duties, unto whom it shall 
appertain, shall upon the request of the Governor and Com
pany of the said Merchants of London, trading into the East 
Indies, or any their agents, factors or assigns give unto the 
said Governor and Company, their agents, factors or assigns, 
six months' time, for payment of the one half, and after 
those six months ended, other six months' time, for the 
payment of the other half, of their said customs, poundage, 
or other subsidy or duties, receiving good and · sufficient 
bonds, with surety, to the use vf us, our heirs and succes
sors, for the true payment of the same accordingly; and 
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upon receipt of the said BorHh, with surety, from time 
to time, to giYc unto the said Governor and Company of 
Merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, for the 
time being their agents, factors or assigns, their cocket or 
other warrant, to take out and receive on land the same 
goods, wares, or merchandi.c'~". by Yirtue thereof. without 
;uly Jisturbanc(~ : ~-nld tt1r1t ~us:~ ,:'-: t~ften rt-.., ;.;t any 
time, during the ~1id tinw ,f yc;H wares cr 
merchandizt•s of the s;dd \ ,,·,,crn<>r ,-tnd \ t>mp;m;. lot tht 
time being, laden from our port nf T ur any the creek~. 
members or places to the same port belunging, to be trans
pocted to or· tq,wards any the islands, ports, havens, cities, 
'towns or places aforesaid, shall happen to miscarry or be lost, 
before their s"afe arrival or discharge in the ports. l()r and to 
which the s<fn!e shall be sent, that then and su often so much 
custom poundage, subsidies, or other duties, as they answered 
to us, for the same, before their going forth uf our "aid ports, 
havens ot creeks, shall, after due proof made, before the 
treasurer of England, for the time being, of the said los~. 
and the just quantity thereof, be, hy virtue hereof. allowed to 
the said Governor and Company. their agents or factors, by 
warrant of thes aid treasurer, to the said customers ur officers, in 
the next goods, wares or merchandizes, that the said Governor 
and Company. or their successors, shall or may ship, for or 
towards those parts, according to the true rates of the 
customs, poundage or subsidies. before paid for the goods, 
wares or merchandizes, so lost or miscarrying, or any part 
thereof. And for that, the said Guvernnr <1nd ( :ompany of 
merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, are like 
to bring to this our realm, a much greater quantity of foreign 
commodities, from the parts of the said East l ndies, than can 
be spent for the necessary use nf the same our realm, which 
of necessity must be transported into other countries, and 

-there vended, we, for us, our heirs and successors, of our 
epecial grace, certain knowledge ;;.nd mere motion, do grant 
to and with the said Governor and Cumpany of Merchants 
of London, trading into the East Indies, and their successor~, 
that at all times, from time to time, Juring the space of 
thirteen months, next after the discharge of any the same 
foreign commodities, so to be Lrought in, the subsidies, 
pc•undage, customs, and other duties fur the same, being first 
paid or compounded for as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for 
the said Governor and Company, and their successors, or any 
other the natural subjects of this our realm, which may or 
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shall buy the same of them, to transport the same in English 
bottoms, freely out of this realm as well ungarbled as garbled, 
without payment of any further custom, poundage, or any 
further subsidy, to us, our heirs or successors for the same ; 
whereof the subsidy, poundage, customs or other duties, shall 
be so formerly paid or compounded for as aforesaid, and 
so proved ; and the said customer or other officer or officers, 
to whom it shall in that behalf appertain, •for the time being, 
by virtue hereof, shall, upon due and sufficient proof thereof, 
made in the custom-house of or belonging to the same port 
of London, give them sufficient cocket 0r certificate for the 
safe passing out thereof accordingly : And. to the end .oo. 
deceit be used herein, to us, our heirs or successors, certificate 
shall be brought from the collector of the customs, subsidy, 
poundage or other duties, inwards, of us, ot!r heirs or 
successors, to the collector of the customs, subsidy, poundage 
or other duties, outward, of us, our heirs and successors, 
that the said goods, wares, and merchandizes, haye, within 
the time limited, answered their clue customs, subsidy, 
poundage or other duties, for the same inwards: And more
over, we of our further especial grace, certain knowledge and 
mere motion, have granted, and by these prf'sents, for us, 
our heirs and successors, do grant unto the said Governor 
and Company of Merchants of London, trading into the 
East Indies, that it shall and may be lawful for them, their 
factors or assigns, in their first voyage or fleet, which is 
now in preparing for their first adventure to the said East 
Indies, to transport out of this our ream of England, all such 
foreign coin of silver, either Spanish or other foreign silver, 
as they have procured, prepared and gotten, or shall procure, 
prepare or get, as likewise all such other coin of silver, as they 
have procured, or shall procure, to be coined in our mint, 
within our tower of London, out of such plate or bullion, as 
is or shall be provided, by the said Governor and Company of 
Merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, their fac
tors or assigns before the going forth of the same fleet in this 
their first voyage, so as the whole quantity of coin, or monies 
to be transported, in this their said first voyage, do not 
exceed the value or sum of £30,000 sterling, and so as the 
sum of £6,ooo, at the least, parcel of the said sum of £30,000, 
be first coined in our mint, within our tower of London, 
before the same shall be transported as aforesaid, any law, 
statute, restraint or prohibition, in ,that behalf notwithstand
ing : And in like manner, of our like especial grace, certain 
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knowledge and mere motion, we have granted, and by these 
presents, do for us, our heirs and successors, grant unto the 
said Governor and Company of Merchants of London, trading 
into the East Indies, and their successors, that it shall and 
may be lawful, to and fc.>r the said Governor anrl Compan.r, 
and their <;uccessor<;, after the cairl first \·oyage, set forth 
yearly, for and during tl1e res1dne ol the s;ud term nf fifteen 
vears, to ship and tdi.nspmt nut nf t :mr rc<dm rA England 
or dominions of the same, i•l their other voyages, to or 
towards any the parts, aforesaid, f()rrn afore-mentioned, all 
such foreign !=oin of silver, Spanish or other foreign silver, or 

, bullion of silve~ as they shall, during the said term, bring 
or cause to .be brought into this realm of England, from the 
parts beyond the seas, either in the same kind, sort, stamp 
Dr fashion, which it shall have when they bring it in, or any 
other form, stamp or fashion, to be coined within our mint, 
within our tower of London, at their pleasure ; so as the whole 
quantity 8f coin or monies, by them to be transported, in an;.· 
their said voyages, during the residue of the said terms, do 
not exceed the value or sum of [30,000 in any one voyage ; 
and so as the sum of £6,ooo at the least, parcel of the said 
sum or value of £30,000, so to be transported as aforesaid, 
be first coined, within our said tower of London, before the 
same shall be transported in any of the said voyages, any 
law, statute, restraint or prohibition, in that behalf. in anywise 
notwithstanding : And further we of our ample and abundant 
grace, mere motion and certain knowledge, have granted, 
and by these presents, for us, uur heirs and successors, de• 
grant unto the said Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London, trading into the East Indies, and their successors, that 
they and their successors, and their factors, servants and 
a5signs, in the trade of merchandize, for them and u11 their 
behalf, and not otherwise, shall. for the :c,aid term of fifteen 

· years, have, use, and enjoy, the whole entire and only trade 
and traffick, and the whole entire and only liberty, me and 
privileg-e of trading and trafficking-, a!l(l usinrr, feat ;md trade 
of merchandize to and from the said East Indies, and to and 
from all the islands, ports, havens, cities, towns and places 
aforesaid, in such manner and form as is ahrn;e mentioned ; 
and that they the said GmTrnor and Company of Merchant;; 
of London, trading- into the East I ndics and e\·ery particular 
and severtlt person, that now is or that hereafter shall be of 
that Company, or incorporation, shaJI have full and free 
authority, liberty, faculty, license and power, in form aforesaid, 
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to trade and traffick to and from the said East Indies, and 
all and every the parts thereof, in form aforesaid, according 
to the orders, ordinances and agreements hereafter to be 
made and agreed upon, by the said Governor and Company 
of Merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, and 
their successors, or the more part of them, present at any 
court or publick assembly, of or for the said Company, the 
Governor of the said Company, or his i:leputy for the time 
being, being always present, at such court or asse~bly, and not 
otherwise : and for that the ships, sailing into the said East 
Indies, must take their due and proper times,. to proceed in 
their voyages, which otherwise, as we well· perceive, cannot 
be performed in the rest of the year following : .Therefore we 
of our especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, 
for us, our heirs and successors, do grant, to a~d with the 
said Governor and Company of Merchants of London trading 
into the East Indies, and their successors, that, in any time 
of restraint, six good ships and six good pinnaces, well 
furnished with ordnance, and other munition for their defence, 
and ·five hundred mariners, Englishmen, to guide and sail 
in the same six ships and six pinnaces, at all times, during 
the said term of fifteen years, shall quietly Le penuitteu amJ 
suffered to depart, and go in the said voyages, according to 
the purport of these presents, without any stay or contradic
tion, by us, our heirs or successors, or by the lord high 
admiral, or any other officer or subject of us, our heirs or 
successors, for the time being, in anywise, any restraint, 
law, statute, usage or matter whatsoever, to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Provided nevertheless, that if we shall, at 
any time within the said term of fifteen years, have just 
cause to ann our navy in warlike manner, in defence of 
our realm, or for offence of our enemies, or that it shall 
be found needful to join to the navy of us, our heirs or 
successors, the ships of our subjects, to be also armed for· 
the wars, to such a number as cannot be supplied, if the 
said six ships and six pinnaces should be permitted to 
depart, as above is mentioned, then upon knowledge given, 
by us, our heirs or successors, or by our admiral to the said 
Governor and Company, about the 2oth day of the month of 
July, or three months before the said Governor and Company 
shall begin to make ready the same six ships and six pinnaces, 
that we may not spare tbe said six ships and six pinnaces, 
and the mariners requisite for them, to be out of our realm 
during the time th;:i~ ~mr navy shall be upon the seas, that 

\ ... 
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then the said (;overnor and Company shail forbear to send 
six such ships and six pinnaces, for their trade and merch
andize, until that we shall revoke or withdraw our said navy 
from the said service : :\nd we of our further royal favour, 
and of our especial grace, certain knowledge and mere 
motion, have gran ted, and by these presents. for LF, our 
t1eirs n..nd ~nccc~snr..;;l f :, •r, , c..:ald (;<;\:ernnr and 
Company of :\Terf!llau Lu11d• >r•. t into the Ea..:t 
indies, ar.1d to their :-;uccess,lr·-; th;;t tlw '"'id !:~ast lndie-.;, Jl(l; 
the islands, havens, pm t .... citie::, tv,Y!i'i •A places thereof 
nor any part thereof shall not be visited, frequented or 
haunted by any.of the suhjects of us, our heirs or successors, 
during the same term of fifteen year;;;, contrary to the true 
meaning of "these presents : And by virtue of our prerogative 
royal, whft:h we will not in that behalf lnve argued, or 
brought in qnestion we straightly charge, command and 
prohibit, for us, our heir:S and successors, all the su bjccts of us, 
our heir~ and successors, of what degree or quality soever 
they be, that none of them, clirectly or indirectly do visit, haunt, 
frequent or trade, traffick nr adventure, by way of merchandize 
intoor from any of the said East Indies, or into or from 
any the islands, ports, havens, cities, to·.vns or places 
aforesaid, other than the said Govemor and Company of 
Merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, and 
such particular persons as now be, or hereafter shall 
be of that Company, their agent~. factors and assigns 
during the said term of fifteen years, unless it be by 
and with such license and agreement of the said Gover
nor and Company of l\Ierchants of London, trading into 
the East Indies, in writing· first had and obtained, under their 
common seal to be granted, upon pain that every such per-
3011 or persons that sh<lll trade nr traffick into clr fr,Jm any 
of the said East Indies, other than the ";lid Governor and 

·Company of ;vrerchants of London, tradin:.; into the East 
Indies, and their successors, shall incur our indignation. 
and the forfeiture and loss of the gouds, mcrcl:andizes, acd 
other thin;:;s whatever, which so ;,hall be bllJtJ~;!tt intu thi::; 
realm of England, or any tbe dominions of the same, con
trary to our said prohibition, or the purport or true rnear,ing 
of these presents, as also the ship and ships with the fm
niture thereof; wherein such gnods, rnerchandizes, or things 
shall be br.m1ght; the one half of all the said forfeitures to 
be to us, our heirs and successors, and the other half of all 
and every the srid_" f9r~.e~~ures, we do, ~~- these presents, of 

.. . . 1 · ':, '\ IJ\ h f f1 r 
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our especial grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, 
clearly and wholly for us, our heirs and successors, give, and 
grant unto the said Governor and Company of Merchants 
of London, trading into the East Indies : And further 
all and every the said offenders, for their said contempt, 
to suffer imprisonment during our pleasure, and such other 
punishment, as to us, our heirs or successors, for so high a 
contempt, shall seem meet and convenie~, and not to be in 
anywise delivered, until they and every of them sl1all become 
bound unto the said Governor for the time being in the sum 
of .£1,000 at the least, at no time then after, during this 
present grant, to sail or traffick, into any of. the said Ea..<>t 
Indies, contrary to our express commandment in that behalf· 
herein set down and published : And further. fdr the better 
encouragement of merchants, strangers or otherfl, to bring 
in commodities into our realm, we for us, our heirs and 
successors, do grant unto the said Governor and Company 
of Merchants of London, trading into the East Indies, that 
they and their successors, may, from time to time, for any 
consideration or benefit, to be taken to their own use, grant 
or give license, to any the personor persons to sail, trade or 
traffick into or from any the said East Indies, so as such li
cense be granted or given, before such goods, wares and 
merchandizes be laid on land, and so as such license be 
made by the said Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London, trading into the East Indies, for the time being, 
under their common seal : And further of our e5pecial 
grace, certain knowledge and mere motion, we have 
condescended and granted, and by these presents, for 
us, our heirs and successors, we do condescend and 
grant unto the said Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London, trading into the East Indies, and their successors 
that we, our heirs and successors, during the said term of · 
fifteen years, will not grant liberty, license or power to 
any person or persons whatsoever, contrary to the tenor 
of these our letters patents, to sail, pass, trade or traffick, 
to the s;~.id East Indies, or into or frofl\ the islands, ports, 
havens, cities, towns or places aforesaid, or any of them, 
contrary to the true meaning of these presents, without the 
consent of the said Governor and Company of Merchants 
of Loudon, trading into the East Indies, or the most part 
of them : And our will and pleasure is, and hereby. we do also 
ordain, that it shall and may be lawful, to and for the said 
Guvt:rnor and Company of merchants of London, trading into 
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the East Indies, or the more part of them, whereof the gov
ernor for the time being, or his deputy, to be one, to admit 
into and to be of the said Company, all such apprentices, 
to any of the said fellowship or Company, and all such 
servants and factors, of and for the said Company, and all 
such other, as to them. or the most part of them, present at 
any court, held fm the saiJ Company, the Governor, or his 
deputy, bein~; one, fhall be thnnght fi.t ~nd agreeable, with 
the orders ,and oromances tu be m;;de lor the government 
of the said Company. Provided alway", that if any of the 
persons, before named and appointed, by these presents, to 
be free of th~ said Company of Merchants of London, trad-

. in·g into the Ea~t Indies, shall not before the going forth of 
the fleet, appointed for this first voyage, from the port of 
London, br~ng in and deliver to the treasurer or treasurers 
appointed, or which, within the space of twenty d2ys next 
after the date hereof, shall be appointed, by thf: said Gover
nor and Company, or the more part of them, to receive the 
contributit>ns and adventures, set down by the several ad
venturers, in this last and present voyage, now in band, to 
be set forth, such sums of money as have been, by any of 
the said persons, by these presents, nominated to be of the 
said Company, expressed, set down and written in a book 
for that purpose, and left in the hands of the said Thomas 
Smith, Governor of the said Company, or of the said Paul 
Banning, Alderman of London, and subscribed with the 
names of the same adventurers, under their bands, and agreed 
upon to be adventured in the said first voyage, that then, it 
shall be lawful for the said Governor and Company, or the 
more part of them, whereof the said Governor or his deputy, 
to be one, at any their general court, or general assembly, to 
remove, disfranchise and displace him or them at their wil)s 
and pleasures. And the said Governor and Company, of Mer
.chants of London, trading int ·he East Indies, for them and 
their succe~sors, do, by these presents, covenant, promise and 
grant, to and with us, our heirs and successors, that they the 
said Governor and Company, and their successors, in all and 
every such voyage, as they at any time or times hereafter, 
during the said term, shall make out of this realm, by virtue 
of this our grant and letters patents, the first voyage only 
excepted, shall a11d will, upon every return which shail be 
made back a~ain into this realm, or any of our dominions, or 
within six· months next after every such return, bring into 
this our realm of England, from the said East Indies, or from 

2 
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some other parts, beyond the seas, out of our dominions as 
great or greater value in bullion of gold or silver, or other 
foreign coin of gold or silver, respectively, for every voyage, 
the first voyage only excepted, as shall be by force of these 
presents transported and carried out of this realm, by them 
or any of them, in any kind of silver abovesaid whatsoever, in 
any of the said voyages ; and that all such silver, as by virtue 
of this our grant and letters patents, shall be shipped or 
laden by the said Governor and Company· or their. successors, 
to be transported out of this realm, in any of the saia voyages, 
shall from time to time, at the setting forth of every such 
particular voyage, be shipped and laden at • the ports or 
havens of London, Dartmouth, or Plymouth, l'>r at some of the . 
same ports or havens, and at no other porJ: or haven 
whatsoever, within this our realm, or the dominio~s thereof ; 
and that all and every such siber, as from time to time shall 
be shipped and loaden in the said ports of London, Dartmouth, 
or Plymouth, or any of them, to be by force of these presents 
transported out of this realm, as is aforesaid shall, forom time 
to time, be duly entered by the customer, controller, collector 
or other officer to whom it shall appertain, of every such 
port or haven, where the same shall happen to be shipped 
or laden, in the Custom-Book belonging to the said port 
or haven, before such time as the same shall be shipped 
or laden, to be transported as is aforesaid, without any 
custom or subsidy, to be paid for the same ; and that in like 
manner, all and all manner of gold and silver whatsoever, 
which shall be brought into this realm, or any of our domi
nions, by the said Governor and Company, or any of them, 
according to the true meaning of these presents, shall like
wise be, from time to time, duly entered by the customer, 
controller, or other officer of every such port, creek or place, 
where the same gold or silver shall happen to be unshipped, 
or brought to land, before such time as the same gold or 
silver or any part thereof, shall be unshipped or brought to· 
land, as is aforesaid. Provided always, nevertheless, and our 
will and pleasure is, that these our letters patents, or any 
thing therein contained, shall not in any sort extend to give 
or grant any license, power or authority unto the said Gover
nor and Company of Merchants of London, trading into the 
East Indies, or to any of them to undertake or address any 
trade unto any country, port, island, haven, city, creek, 
town, or place, being already in the lawful · ·and actual 
possession of any such christian prince or state, as at this 
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present is, or at any time hereafter shall be in league or amitr, 
with us, our heirs or successors, and which doth not, or will 
not accept of sucb trade, but doth overtly declare and 
publish the same, to be utterly against his or their good-will 
and liking, any thing before in these presents contained, to 
the contrary thereof notwithstanding. Provided also, that 
if it shall, hereafter appear to us, our heirs or successors, that 
this grant or the continuance the1euf. iu the whole or in any 
part thereof,· shall not be prot1tahle to u~. '-'tlr heirs and suc
cessors, or to this Gur realm, that then, and from thenceforth. 
upon and after two years' warning, tc be given to the said 
Cornpany, by tls,. our heirs or successors, under our or their 
1:irivy seal, or sign manual, thb present grant shall cease, be 
void and determined, to all intents, constructions and pur
poses : A nd• further of our especial g-race, certain knowledge 
and mere motion we have condescended and granted, and by 
these presents for us, our heirs and successors, do condescend 
.and grant tq the said Governor and Company of Merchants of 

• London, trading into the East Indies, and their successors 
that if at the end of the said term of fifteen years, it shall 
seem meet and convenient unto the said Governor and Com
pany, or any the parties aforesaid, that this present grant 
shall be continued, and if that also it shall appear unto us, our 
heirs and successors, that the continuance thereof shall not 
be prejudicial or hurtful to tbisour realm, but that we shall 
find the further continuance thereof profitable for us, our 
heirs and successors, and for our realm, with such condi
tions as are herein mentioned, or with some alteration or 
qualification thereof~ that then W<", our heirs or successors, at 
tt1e instance and humble petition of the said Governor and 
Company, or any of them. to be made unto us, our heirs 
and successors, will grant and make unto the said Governor 
a:nd Company, or any of them, so suing for the same; and such 
other person and persons, our subjects, as they shall nomi
nate and appoint, ·or shall be by us, our heirs or successors, 
newly nominated, not exceeding in number twenty-four, 
new letters patents, under the great seal of England, in due 
form of law, with the like covenants, grants, clauses and 
articles, as in these presents are contained, or with addition 
of other necessary articles, or changing of these into some 
other p~Hts, for and during the full term of fifteen years, 
the next follo.wing ; willing hereby and straightly charging and 
commanding all and singular our admirals, vice-admirals, 
justices, mayors, sheriffs, escheators, constables, bailiff~. 
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and all and singular other our officers, ministers, liege men 
and subjects whatsoever, to be aiding, favouring, helping and 
assisting unto the said Governor and Company, and to their 
successors, and to their depu.ties, officers, factors, servants, 
assigns and ministers and every of them, in executing and 
enjoying the premises, as well on land as on sea, from time 
to time, when you or any of you shall thereunto be required, 
any statute, act, ordinance, proviso, • proclamation or re
straint, heretofore had, made, set forth, ordained, or pro
vided, or any other matter, cause or thing whatsoever, to 
the contrary in any way notwithstanding ; although express 
mention of the true yearly value or • ctrtainty of • the 
premises, or of any of them, or of any other ~ifts or grant's, 
by us, or any of our progenitors, to the said Governor and 
Company of Merchants of London, trading toto the East 
Indies, or to any of them, before this time made, in these 
presents is not made, or any statute, act, ordinance, 
provision, proclamation or restraint, to the cont~ary hereto
fore had made, ordained or provided, or any other thing, • 
cause or matter whatsoever, in anywise notwithstanding. In 
witness whereof, we have caused these our letters to 
be made patents : Witness ourself, at \Vestminster, the 
thirty-first day of December, in three and fortieth year of 
our reign. 

II. THE EAST INDIA COMPANY ACT, 1773.* 
(13, Geo. 3, C. 63). 

AN ACT FOR ESTABLISHING CERTAIN REGULATIONS 
ljr'OR TJ:I_~--JL~TI:_I<:R :f\1_ANAQ:E;l\_iJ?_N_T OF J'HE_A_FFAIRS Of THE 
1 EAsT- I~mA_CoMr_4NY, As_ wELkiN_ INDIA As IN EuRoPE •. 

"Whereas the several Powers and Authorities granted by 

Preamble. 
charters to the United Company of Mer
chants of England trading to the East 

Indies have been found, by experience, not to have sufficient 
Force and Efficacy to prevent various Abuses which have pre
vailed in the Government and Administration of the Affairs of 
the said United Company, as well at Home as in India, to the 
manifest Injury of the Publick Credit, and of the commercial 
interests of the said Company ; and it is therefore become 
highly expedient that certain further Regulations, better 
----------

* This Act is commonly known as "The Regulating Act." 

• 
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adapted to their present circumstances and condition, should 
be provided and established : And whereas the electing and 
choosing of Directors of the said United Company every year, in 
such manner as at present prescribed by charter, has not ans
wered the good Purposes intended thereby, but, on the contrary, 
by limiting the Duration of their Office to so short a Time, evi
dently tenrls to weaken the Authority of the Court of Direc
tors, ::wd to produce l1i..,tability in the Councils and 2.\1easures 
of the said· Company ·'' May it therefore please your Majesty 
that it may be enacted ; and be it enacted by the King's most 
Excellent Majesty, by and with the Advice and Consent of the 
Lorc,s Spiritual ;wd Temporal, and Commons, in this present 
11 arliament as~embled, and by the Authority of the same, 
That etc. * "" * 

7· And ror the better management of the said United j. 
--· 

1 
Company's Affairs in India, be it further 

A Governor-Genera · ,, · .... . . 
and four CounseHors to enacted by the autbonty aforesaid, that 
be appointed. • f<:)r __ the government of the Presidency of 

• Fort \Villiam in Bengal, there shall be appointed a Governor
G-eneral," .. a1121 four Counsellors ; 

and that the whole civil and military government of the 
said Presidency, and also the orderine-, 

In whom the whole ~ 
c<vil and military man~g_ement, and government, of <tll the 
Government of Bengal, · · 1 · 't' d · th 
Bihar, and Orissa shall terntona acquJsl 1ons an revenu~.sln • e} 
be vested. kingd()ms of Bengal, Bihar, <lllcf Onssa 
shall, during such time as the territorial acquisitions and 
revenues shall remain in the possession of the said United 
Company, be, and are hereby vested in the said Governor
General and Council of the said Presidency of Fort William 
!n Bengal, in like manner, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, 
as the same now are, or at any time heretofore might have been 
e.xercisecl by the President and Council or Select Committee in 
the said kingdoms. 

8. And be it 

In case of dllference 
oi opinion, the decision 
of the major part to be 
conclusive ; and In case 
of death, removal or 
s..bsence, the Oovernor or 
eldest Counsellor to haYe 
a casting voice. 

enacted by the Authority aforesaid, that 
in all cases whatsoever wherein any
difference of opinion shall arise upon any 
question proposed in any consultation, the 
said Governor-General and Council shall be 
bound and concluded by the opinion and 
decision of the major part of those present : 

And if it shall happen that, by the death or removal, or by the 
absence, of any of the Members of the said Council, such 
•Governor-General and Council shall happen to be equally 
-divided ; then, and in every such case, the said Governor-General, 
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or, in his absence, the eldest counsellor present, shall have ~ 
casting voice, and his opinion shall be decisive and conclusive. 

9. And be it further enacted by the Authority aforesaid, 
that the said Governor-General and Council, 

nor:o~':r:la~hdec~::;u: or the major part of them, ~;hall have, and 
they are hereby authorised to have, power 

of superintending and controlling the government and manage
ment of the Presidencies of Madras, B"ombay and Bencoolen 
respectively, so far and in so much as that it shall not be 
lawful for any President and Council of Madras, Bombay, 
or Bencoolen for the time being, to make • any orders for 
commencing hostilities, or declaring or ma'ldng war, against 
any Indian Princes or Powers, or for negotiating. or concluding 
any treaty of peace, or other treaty, with anY. such Indian 
}Jrinces or Powers, without the consent and approbation of the 
said Governor-General and Council first had and obtained, 
except in such cases of imminent necessity as would render it 
dangerous to .postpone such hostilities or treatie!'i until the 
orders from the Governor-General and Council might arrive ; • 
and except in such cases where the said Presidents and 
Councils respectively shall have received special orders from 
the said United Company; and any President and Council of 
Madras, Bombay, or Bencoolcn, who shall uffeml in any of the 
cases aforesaid, shall be liable to be suspended from his or their 
office by the order of the said Governor-General and Council ; 
and every President and Council of Madras, Bombay, and 
Bencoolen for the time being, shall, and they are hereby respec
tively directed and required, to pay due obedience to such 
orders as they shall receive, touching the premises, from the 
said Governor-General and Council for the time being, and 
constantly and diligently to transmit to the said Governor
General and Council advice and intelligence of all transactions 
and matters whatsoever that shall come to their knowledge, 
relating to the Government, Revenues or Interest, of the said 
United Company* * * * ; and the said Governor-General and 
Council for the time being shall, and they are hereby directed 
and required to pay due obedience to all such orders as they shall 
receive from the Court of Directors of the said United Company,. 
and to correspond, from time to time, and constantly and 
diligently transmit to the said Court an exact particular of all 
advices or intelligence, and of all transactions and matters 
whatsoever, that shall come to their knowledge,· relating to the 
government, commerce, revenues, or interest, of the said United 
Company ; * * * * 

• 

-
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IO. And * * * * that \Varren Hastings, Esquire 

Names of the first 
Governor-General and 
Counsellors, who shall 
continue in office fh·e 
years after arri'\-·al at 
Fort William in Bengal. 

shall be the first Governor-General ; and 
that Lieutenant-General John Clavering, 
the Honorable George 1\ionson, ]{icha;d 
Bar well, Esquire, and Phillip Francis, 
F:squinc. sh<1il be tile fnnr first Counsdiors; 

and they, and eacp of them, shall hold and continue in his 
and their respective offices ff)r and durin;_; the term (lf five years 
from the time of their arrival at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, and 
taking upon them the government of the said Presidency, and 
sl1all not be. removeable in the meantime, except by His 

· }\/fajesty, his Heii-s and Successors, upon representation made 
by the Court of Directors of the said L'nited Company for 
the time bei.l1g * "* * *; and from ami after the expiration 
of the said term of five years, the power of nominating and 
removing the sncceedin~~ Govern(Jr-Gnwral and Council shall 
be vested in the Directors of the said t:nited Company. 

I 3- •c\nd, whereas his late ::\Iajesty Kinf; George the Second 

His Majesty may, by 
charter of letters patent, 
establish a Suprerne 
Court ol Judicature at 
t-=ort William, etc_ to 
consist of a Chief Justice 
and three other Judges. 

did by his letters patent, bearing date at 
\Vestminster the eighth day of January, 
in the twenty-sixth year of his reign, grant 
unto the said United Company (Jf Mer
chants c,f England trading to the East 
Indies his royal charter, thereby among~t 

other things, constituting and establishi11g Courts of civil, 
criminal and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, at the said Cnited 
Company's respective settlements at :VI;;dras-pC~tnam, Bombay 
on the Island of Bombay, and Fort William in Bengal; which 
said charter does not ,ufficiently provide for the clue administra
tion of justice in such manner a~ the state and condition of the 
Company's Presidency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, so long as 
the said Company shall continue in the possession of the terri
torial acquisitions before-mentioned, do and must require: be 
it therefore enacted by the 1\uthority aforesaid, that it shall 
and may be lawful for His Majesty, by charter, ur letters patent 
under the Great Seal of Great Britain, to erect and establish 
a Supreme Court of Judicature at Furt \Villiam aforesaid, 
to consist of a Chief Justice and three other Judges, being Bar
risters in England or Ireland, of not iess than five years' stand
ing, to be named from time to time by His Majesty, his Heirs and 
Successor~ j ~vhich said Supreme Court of Judicature shall have, 
and the same Court is hereby declared to have, full power and 
authority to exercise ami perform all civil, criminal, admiralty, 
and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and to appoint such clerks 
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and other ministerial officers of the said Court, with such reason
able salaries, as shall be approved of by the said Governor
General and Council ; and to form and establish such rules 
of practice, and such rules for the process of the said Court, 
and to do all such other things as shall be found necessary for 
the administration of justice, and the due execution of all 
or any of the powers which, by the said chqrter, shall or may be 
granted and committed to the said Court ; and also shall be, at 
all times, a Court of Record, and shall be a Court of Oyer and 
Terminer and Goal Delivery, in and for the said town of 
Calcutta, and factory of Fort \Nilliam in Hengal.aforesaid, aiJd 
the limits thereof, and the factories subordinat~ thereto . . 

14. Provided nevertheless, * * * that the said new charter 
which His Majesty is hereinbef;re impower
ed to grant, and the jurisdiction, powers, 
and authorities to be thereby established, 
sba11 and may extend to all Briti~h subjects 
who shall reside in the kingdoms or pro

Extent of the jurisdic
tion and powers of His 
Majesty's charter; and 
of the Supreme Court of 
Judicature. 

vinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, or any of them, under the 
protection of the said United Company ; and the same chart.er 
sha11 be competent and effectual : And the Supreme Court of 
Judicature therein and thereby to be established, shall have full 
power and authority to hear and determine all complaints 
against any of his Majesty's subjects for any crimes, mis
demeanours or oppressions, committed or to be committed ; 
and also to entertain, hear and determine any suits or actions 
whatsoever against any of His Majesty's subjects in Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa, and any suit, action or complaint against 
any person who shall, at the time when such deht or cause 
of action or complaint shall have arisen, have been employed 
by or shall then have been, directly or indirectly, in the service 
of the said United Company, or of any of His Majesty's 
subjects. 

15. Provided also, that the said Court shall not be com

Supreme Court to hear 
and determine Indict
ments and informations 
etc. 

petent to hear, try or determine any in
dictment or information against the said 
Governor-General, or any of the said 
Council for the time being, for any offence 

(not being treason or felony) which such Governor-General, ur 
any of the said Council, shall or may be charged .with having 
committed in Bengal, Behar and Orissa. 

17. And it is hereby further enacted and provided, that 
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The Governor-Gene· 
ral, Council, etc., not 
subject to be arrested or 
Imprisoned. 

nothing in this Act shall extend to subject 
the person of the Governor-General, or of 
any of the said Council or Chief Justice 
and Judges respectively for the time being-, 

to be arrested or imprisoned upon any action, suit cr proceed-
ing in the said (~nurt. 

23. And * • * * no Governor-Genera-l, or any of the 
·councll of the said Cnited 1 .ompany 
Presidency of Fort \Villiam in Bc~ngal or 
any Chief Justice or any of the Judges of 
the Supreme Court of Judicature at Fort 
vVilliam aforesaid, shall, directly or in

The Governor-Gene
Yal, or Council, shall not 
accept of any present ; 
nor be concerned .in any 
transaction by way ol 
tra'illc. ' 

directly, by themselves or by any other per~on, or persons, 
for his or .their use or on his or their behalf accept, receivt~ 
or take, of or from any person or persons, in any manner or 
on any account whatsoever. any present, gift, donation, gra 
tuity, or reward, pecuniary or otherwise, or any promise or 
engagemeT1t for any pre-;ent, gift, donation, gratuity, or reward , 
and that no Governor-General, or any of the said Council, or 
any Chief Justice or Judge of the said Court, shall carry on, be 
concerned in, or have any dealing or transactions, by way of 
traffic or commerce of any kind whatsoever, either for his or 
their use or benefit, profit or advantage, or for the benefit 
or advantage of any other person or persons whatsoever, (the 
trade and commerce of the said united Company only except
ed) ; an usage or custom to the contrary thereof in anywise not
witbstandi ng. 

36. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, 
Governor-General and that it shall and may be lawful for the 
Council may make such Governor-General and council of the said 
reg-ulationsasmayappear T T 1 }' 
Just ; which shall not be ._, nite< Company's settlement at • ort 
valid until duly re- \V-11' · J' ] f · t t. glstered in the Supreme l Jam Ill )enga , rom tune 0 tme, 
Court. to make and issue such rules, ordi-

nances, and regulations for the good order 
and civil government of the said United Company's settlement 
at Fort \Villiam aforesaid, and other factories and places sub
ordinate or to be subordinate thereto, as shall be deemed just 
and reasonable, (such rules, ordinances, and regulations, not 
being repugnant to the laws of the realm), and to set, impose, 
inflict and levy, reasonable fines and forfeitures for the breach 
or non-observance of such rules, ordinances and regulations ; 
but neverrheless, the same or any of them, shall not be 
valid or of any force or effect, until the same not be 
duly registered and published in the said Supreme Court 
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of Judicature, which shall be, by the said new charter, 
established with the consent and approbation of the said 
Court, which registry shall not be made until the expiration of 
twenty days after the same shall be openly published, and a 
copy thereof affixed in some conspicuous part of the Court 
house or place where the said Supreme Court shall be held ; 
and from and immediately after such regis!ry as aforesaid, the 
same shall be good and valid in law ; but, nevertheless, it shall 
be lawful for any person or persons in India to appeal· therefrom 
Appeals maybe made to to His Majesty, his Heirs or Successors, 
the King in Council, who in Council, who are hereby impowered, • if 
may repeal such rules. 

they think fit, to set aside"and repeal any· 
such rules, ordinances, and regulations respectively, so as such 
appeal or notice thereof, be lodged in the said n~w Court of 
Judicature within the space of sixty days after the time of the 
registering and publishing the same ; "' "' • 

37. Provided always "' "' "' • that the said Governor

Governor-General and 
Council to transmit 
copies of their rules to 
one of the Secretaries oi 
State; which, il His 
,,\ajesty does not signify 
his disallowance of, 
shall have lull force. 

General and Council shall, and • they are 
hereby required, from time to time, to 
transmit copies of all such rules, ordinan
ces, and regulations as they shall make 
and issue to one of His Majesty's principal 
Secretaries of State for the time being, and 

that it shall and may be lawful to and for His Majesty, 
his heirs ancl successors, from time to time, as they shall 
think necessary, to signify to the said United Company, 
under his or their sign manual, his or their disapprobation 
and disallowance of all such rules, ordinances and regulations ; 
and that from and immediately after the time that such dis
approbation shall be duly registered and published in the 
said Supreme Court of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, 
all such rules, ordinances, and regulations shall be null and 
void; but in case His Majesty, his Heirs and Successors, shall 
not, within the space of two years from the making of such 
rules, ordinances and regulations, signify his or their disappro
bation or disallowance thereof, as aforesaid, that then, and in 
that case, all such rules, ordinances and regulations shall be 
valid <~.nd effectual, and have full force. 

39· And * * * if any Governor-General, President or 

II the Oovernor-Oene
ral: Pr~fddent, etc., 
commit offences, the 
.ame may be tried and 
determined In the 
court of Kin.r's Bench. 

Governor or Council of any of the said 
Company's principal or other. ~ettlements 
in India, or the Chief Justice or any of the 
Judges of the said Supreme Court of Judi
cature, to be by the said New Charter 
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established or of any other Court in any of said United Com
pany's settlements, or any other person, or persons who now are 
or heretofore have been employed by or in the service of the 
said United Company, in any civil or military station, office, 
or capacity, ur whu ll:1v<: <Jr claim, rn heretofore have had or 
claimed any power or anthority (lr jmisdicthn by or from the 
said United Compan.v, ;ran;' uf Hi:; Majesty's subjects residinf:! 
in India, shall com~11it any offence ag:li11st this Act or shall have 
been or sball be guilty of any crime, misoemeanour or offence, 
committed against any of Fiis .Majesty's subjects, or any of the 
inhabitants qf India, within their respective jurisdictions all such 
crimes, offences and misdemeanours may be respectively en
quired of, heard, tried and determined in ] I is l\IC~jesty's Court 
of King's.Bench, and all such persuns sc• offending, and not 
having been before tried for the same offence in India, shall on 
conviction, in any such cc1se as is not otherwise specially pro
vided for by this Act, be liable tu such fille or e>1rporal punish· 
ment as"': he said Court shall think fit ; and moreover shall be 
liable, at the discretion of the Silid Court, to be adjudged to be 
incapable of servin~; the said Cnited \ ·ornpany in any office, 
civil or militarv; and all and everv snch crime~, offences and 
misdemeanou;·~ as aforesaid, may 'be alleged to be committed, 
and may be laid, enquired of and tried, in the county of 
:\Iiddlesex. 

40. ,\nd whereas the provisions made by former laws for 
the bearinc.; and determining in Engl:md 

c.:':e'::'~eln°Ji~i.':tc::t~r!~~ offences committed in India have been 
iKn!or?'a8tionsblaid, in tbe found ineffectual bv reason of the difficultv 

1ng s enc ~ "' ~ 

of proving in this Kingdom matters done 
there; be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, that in 
all cases of indictment,; nr informations laid or exhibited in the 
said Court of King's Bench for misdenwanours m offences 
committed in Indi;~, it shall and may be lawful for I-fis 
~VIajesty's said C<Hut upun motion tu b,:·made on behalf of the 
prosecutor or of the defe<l(lant ,,r defeiJtLlllt'i, to aw<1rd a writ or 
writs of mandamus, requiring the Chief Justice and Judges of 
the said Supreme Court of Judicature for the time being, or the 
Judges of the Mayor's Court at Madras, Bombay or Bencoolen, 
as the case may require, \vho are hereby respectively authorized 
and required, accordingly, to hold a Court, with all convenient 
speed for the examination of witnesses, and receiving other 
proofs co"ncerning the matters charged in such indictments or 
informations respectively, and in the meantime, to cause such 
public notice to be given c,f the holding the said court, and 
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to issue such summons or other process, as may be requisite 
for the attendances of witnesses and of the agents or counsel of 
all or any of the parties respectively, and to adjourn from time 
to time as occasion may require; any such examination as 
aforesaid shall be then and there openly and publicly taken viva 
voce in the said Court, upon the respective oaths and witnesses, 
and the oaths of skilful interpreters, administered according to 
the forms of their several religions ; and sha,l, by some sworn 
officer of such Court, be reduced into one or more writing or 
writings on parchment, in case any duplicate or duplicates should 
be required by or on behalf of any of the parties int.erested, and 
shall be sent to His Majesty, in his Court of •King's Bench," 
closed up and under the seals of two or more of the. Judges of 
the said Court, and one or more of the said Judges shall deliver 
the same to the agent or agents of the party or parties• requiring 
the same; which said agent or agents (or in case of his or their 
death, the person into whose hands the same shall come), shall 
deliver the same to one of the clerks in court of His Majesty's 
Court of King's Bench in the public office, and make oath that 
he received the same from the hands of nne or more of the 
Judges of such Court in India (or, if such agent be ~ead, in what 
manner the same came into his hands) ; and the same has 
not been opened or altered since be so received it (which said 
oath such clerk in Court is hereby authorised and required to 
administer) ; • • • • • 

III. THE EAST INDIA COMPANY ACT, 1784. 

(24 Geo. III, Sess. 2, C. 25). 

A. 
AN ACT FOR niE.BETTER REGULATION AND MANAG'E· 

MENT OF THE AFFAIRS OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY, AND 
OF THE BRITISH POSSESSIONS Il::Ll~WIA; AND FOR ESTABLISH· 
ING A COURT·O~:--JUDICATURE FOR THE MORE SPEEDY AND 
EFFECTUAL TRIAL OF PERSONS ACCUSED OF OFFENCE COM· 
MITTED IN THE EAST INDIES. 

'For the better Goyf!rmnent a~ St:._<:_l;l!_i_!y_Qfth~ Ter~~orial 
Possessions of tTUs Kingd!2£!1_ h_1_Jfie East 

Preamble. f:1dies,' oeit- enacted by the King's most 

•; The Act is commonly known as "Pitl's Act of 1784." 
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Excellent Majesty, by and with the consent of the Lords 
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parlia
ment assembled, and by the Authority of the same. 

That it shall and may be lawful to and for the King's 
Majesty, his Heirs and Successors, by any 

to " 1:::,~~~~·tty 1.3':0'P~~~~ Commission to be issued under the Great 
Councillors to be Com- 1 G B · · d 
missioners tor the Affair.~• Sea of reat . ntain, to nom111ate an· 
of India. appoint such person,., not exceeding six in 
Number, as his Majesty shall think fit, being of His Majesty's 
most honourable Privy Council, of whom one of his Majesty's 
~Principal Se~re~aries of State for the Time being, and Chancellor 
of the Exchequer for the Time being·, shall be two, to be and 
who shall ·accordingly be Commissioners for the Affairs of 
India. • ·--·· 

z. And be it further enacted by the Authority aforesaid, 
that any N urn ber, not less than Three of 

Three ot" whom shall the said Commissioners, shall form a Board 
lorm a Board. 

for executing the several Powers which 
by this or any other Act, shall be vested in the Commissioners 
aforesaid. 

3· And be it further enacted, that the said Secretary of 
State, and in his Absence, the said Chan

d!t~o shall be Pre•i· cellor of the Exchequer, and, in the absence 
of both of them, the Senior of the said 

other Commissioners, according to his Rank in Seniority of 
Appointment, shall preside at, and be President of the said 
Board; 

and that the said Commissioners shall have, and they are 
hereby invested with, the Superintendence 

si~:e-;:~sof the Commis- and Control over all the Hriti~h Territorial 
l'ossessions in the Eilst Indies, and over 

the Affairs of the L: nited Cumpauy of Merchants trading 
thereto, in Manner hereinafter directed. 

4· And be it further enacted, that in case the Membf:rs 
present at the said Board shall at any Time 

President to have the be equally divided in Opinion, in respect 
casting Vote. 

. . to any Matter depending before them, then, 
and in every such Case, the then President of the said Doard 
sh<tll have two Voices, or the casting Vote. 
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5· And be it further enacted, that it shall and may be 
lawful for the King's Majesty, his Heirs 
and Successors, from Time to Time, at his 
and their Will and Pleasure, to revoke and 
determine the Commission aforesaid, and 

His MaJesty may re• 
voke the Commission at 
pleasure, and appoint 
-new Commissioners, 

from Time to Time to cause any new Commission or Commis
sions to be sealed as aforesaid, for appointing any other Person 
or Persons, being of his Majesty's most. Honourable l)rivy 
Council, of whom, one of his Majesty's Principal Secr:etaries of 
State, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the Time being, 
shall always be two, to be Commissioners and Members of the 
said Board, when and so often as his Majesty, his Heirs oc 
Successors, shall think fit, so that the Number of Commissioners 
therein to be named shall in nowise exceed tl:fe aforesaid 
,number of Six. • 

6. And be it further enacted, that the said Board shall be 
fully authorized and impowered, from Time 

Government and Reve· 
nues ofthe British Terri· to Time, to superintend, direct, .rnd con-
torlal Possessions In 1 ll A 0 · d C 
India, subject to the con· tro , a cts, perattuns, an oncerns, 
trot ofthe Board. which in anywise relate to the Civil_ or 

\\\\ Militar.>; Governf!JellLQ~Rev_('!_n_IJ~ oL_the British .. T<:r.ritorial 
, Possesstons in the East 1noi_eh_jt_l_.Jb~_Mann~ 11\'!rem-after 
<;directed. · 

7· And be it further enacted, that the said Secretary of 
State for the Time beincr shall nominate-

Secretaries &c. to ,., 
attend the Board, how to and appoint such Secretaries, Clerks, and 
be appointed and paid. other Officers, as shall be necessary to 
attend upon the said Board, who shall be subject to Dismission 
at the Pleasure of the said Board ; and that all Proceedings 
whatsoever to be had by or before the said Board shall be 
entered in proper Book1.; and that the said Secretaries, Clerks, 
and other Officers, shall be paid such Salaries as His Majesty 
shall, by \Varrant under his Sign Manual, direct. 

'I A. B. do faithfully promise and swear, That, as a 
Th 

0 
Commissioner or Member of the Board for 

e. ath. the Affairs of India, I will give my best 
Adv1ce and Assistance for the g-ood Government of the British 
Possessions in the East I 11dies ; and will execute the several 
Powers anJ Trusts reposed in me, according to the Qe~t of my 
Skill and Judgment, without Favour or Affection, Prejudice or 
Malice, to any Person whatsoever.' 
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Which said Oath any Two of the Members of the setid 
Board shall, and are hereby impowered to administer; and 
the said Oath shall be entered by tbe said Secretary amongst 
the Acts of the Board, and be duly subscribed and attested 
by the 2\Iember' tlwrer•f, at the Tim!": of their taking- and 
administering the same to each other respectively. 

IO And, for ;wnid anv Doubt which mav arise, 
whether the Office ·or l'lace of, a Commissioner of the said 
Board, for th.e affairs of India, or of a Secretary to the said 
Board, be within any of the Provisions contained in an Act 
of the sixth Year of the Reign of Oueen Anne, intituled, An 
.A c"t for the Sec;trit;• of Iter lll a;i·s~p',;J Persott ami (; ovrmment, 
and of the Sucassi!W of tlze Cn,z<.Jn (~f (;reat Britaitt in tltr' 
Protestant Z.itte; or whether the Appointment, of any such 
Commissioner or Secretary, being a Member or Members of the 
House of Commons, shall vacate his or their Seat or Seats 
in that House; be it futher enacted and declared, 

That the said respective Offices, Places, or !\ ppointments 

Neither the Com· 
missioners, nor their 
Chief Secretary dis· 
qualified from being 
elected Members of 
Parliament. 

of a Commissioner, or uf the Chief Secre
tarv of the said Board for the Affairs of 
India, to be made under the Authority of 
this Act, shall not be deemed or taken to 
be within the lntent or Purview of the said 

Act of the sixth year of Queen Anne, whereby to disqualify 
any such Commissioner or Chief Secretary from being elected 
or sitting or voting as a Member of the House of Commons , 
nor shall the Appointment of any such Commissioner or Chief 
Secretary, if a Member or Members of the said H01:se, vacate 
his or their Seat or Seats in the said IIousf'; any Thing con
tained in the said Act of the sixth Year of Qneen Anne, or in 
any other Act, to the contrary notwithstanding. 

1 r. And, to tl1e Intent that the ::;aid Board may be duly 
informed of all Tran-;actiun' of the said Company, in respect 
to the Management of their Concerns in the East Indies ; be it 
further enacted, 

That all the Members of the said Hoard shall, at all con

Members of the 
Board to have access 
to, be furnished with 
copies of, any Papers 
belonging to fhe India 
Company. 

venient Times, have Access to aii Papers 
and Muniments of the said United Com
p<my, and shall be furnished with such 
Extracts or Copies thereof, as they shall 
from time to time require ; 
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and that the Court of Directors of the said United Com

Coort of Directors 
to deliver to the Board 
Copies of all Mlnotes, 
etc., of Courts •ol Pro• 
prietors, or Directors, 
as relate to the Oovern• 
ment or Revenues of the 
Territorial Possessions, 
etc., and shall obey all 
Orders received from the 
Board relative thereto. 

pany shall, and they are hereby required 
and directed, to deliver to the said Board 
Copies of all Minutes, Orders, Resolutions, 
and other Proceedings, of all General and 
Special Courts of Proprietors of the said 
Company, and of the said Court of 
Directors, so far as relate to the Civil or 
Military Government or Revenues of the 

British Territorial Possessions in the East J ndies, within eight 
Days after the holding of such respective Courts, and also 
Copies of all Dispatches which the said Di~ectors, or any 
Committee of the said Directors, shall receive• from any of their. 
Servants in the East Indies immediately after the arrival thereof; 
and also Copies of all Letters, Orders, and Instruc~ions whatso
ever, relating to the Civil or Military Government or Revenues 
ofthe British Territ()rial Jlossessions in the East Indies, pro
posed to be sent or dispatched, by the said Court of Directors, 
or any Committee of the said Directors, to any of t~e Servants 
of the said Company in the East Indies; and that the said • 
Court of Directors of the said United Company shall, and they 
are hereby required to pay due Obedience to, and shall be 
governed and bound by, such orders and Directions as they 
shall from Time to Time receive from the said Board, touching 
the Civil or Military Government and Revenues of the British 
Territorial Possessions in the East Indies. 

12. And be it further enacted that, within fourteen days 

Copies of Letters, &c. 
to be returned to the 
Directors within 14 
days, &c. 

after the Receipt of such Copies last 
mentioned, the said Board shall return the. 
same to the said Court of Directors, with 
their Approbation thereof, subscribed by 

three of the Members of the said Board, or their Reasons at large 
for disapproving the same, together with Instructions from the. 
said Board to the said Court of Directors in respect thereto ; 
and that the said Court of Directors shall thereupon dispatch 
and send the Letters, Orders, and Instructions so approved or 
amended, to their Servants in India, without further Delay, 
unless, on any Representation made by the said Directors to 
the said Board, the said Board shall direct any Alterations to 
be made in such Letters, Orders, or Instructions; and no Letters, 
Orders, or Instructions, until after such previons Communication 
thereof to the said Board, shall at any time be sent or dispatch
ed by the said Court of Directors to the East fntlies, on any 
Account or Pretence whatsoever. 
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13. And, for the readier Dispatch of the Civil and Tviilitary 
Concerns of the said United Company, 

Clause relative to 
sending Dispatches to be it further enacted, That whenever the 
India. Cnurt of Directors of the said Cnited Com
;•·lnY shall neglect tn tran~mlt t•> the Sctirl H:,ard their intended 
Dispatche~ on any Subject. within frmrteen Days after Requisi
ti'm made, it ~hall and mav be h•sful t.•·· and fo1 t\\f: said Huard 
t<> prepare and send tC" the.Uirect<Jrs ill ti1e Ea~t India Comi:Jany 
iwithout waiting for the 1\eceipt of the Cupies of Dispatches 
intended to be sent by the said Court of Directr,rs a~ aforesaid) 
nnv Orders or Instructions to any nf the (;<lvernments or 
Pr~;;idencies afores.aicl, concerning- the Civil or :\Iilitary Guvem
Ii1ent of the Briti..,;b Tcrritr)ries and I'usses~ions in the East 
Indies; and t11e said Directors ,,hall, and thev are hereby 
required to tl1\nsmit Dispatches in the usual Fun~ (pursuant t:J 
the Tenor of the said Orders and fnstructirms c;n transmitted 
to them) to the respective GJVernm<:nts and l'n~sidencies in 
India, unles~, on any representation made by the said Directors 
of the said Board, touching such Orders or ln~tructions, the 
said Board shall direct <lfl\' Alterati•~<J to be nude in the same; 
which Directions the said ·court of Directors shall in such Case 
be bound to conform to. 

14. And be it further enacted, that in case the said 

Court ol Directors, 
nr. receiving· Orders from 
the Board not connected 
with the Government 
and Revenues of the 
Territorial Possessions, 
may appeal to His 
Majesty in Council. 

Board shall send anv Orders or Instructions 
to the said Court ·of Directors, to be by 
them transmitted to India, which, in the 
Opinion of the said Court of Directors, 
shall relate to Points not connected with 
the Civil or Militarv Governments and 

Revenues of the said Territories <llld Pusse~sions in India, the!l, 
and in any such Case, it shall be lawful for the said C"nrt of 
Directors to apply, by 1'etition, t<J His ~'VIajesty in Council 
touchin~ such Orders and Jnstructi,ms; and His Miljesty in 
C>mncil shall decide whether the same be, ur be not, connect
ed with the Civil or 1\/[ilitary G<>Vernment and Revenues of the 
said Territories and J>ossessio11S in I nclia; which Decision shall 
be fin<d and conclusive. 

I 5· Provided 

Matters requiring· 
Secrecy may be sent by 
the Board to· the Secret 
Committee, whQ tihall 
transmit their Orders to 
India agreeable thereto. 

3 

nevertheles~, a•Jd be it further enacted, That 
if the said Board shall be of Opinion that 
the Subject Matter of any of their Deli
berations concerning the levying of \Var 
or making of Peace, or treating or nego
t!::ttiu::; 'xith any of the Native Princes or 
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States in India, shall require Secrecy, it sha:l and may be lawful 
for the said Board to send secret Orders and Instructions to the 
Secret Committee of the said Court of Directors for the Time 
being, who shall thereupoiJ, without disclosing the same, trans
mit their Orders and Dispatches in the usual Form, according 
to the Tenor of the said Orders and Instructions of the said 
Board, to the respective Governments and Presidencies in India; 
and that the said Governments and Prel;idencies ~hall pay a 
faithful Obedience to such Orders and Dispatches .. and shall 
return their Answers to the same, sealed (under Cover) with 
their respective Seals, to the said Secret Committee, who 
shall forthwith communicate such Answers to the iaid 
Board. • 

I6. And be it enacted by the Authority aroresaid, that it 
shall and may be lawful to• and for the 

se.?..~te~~0,!;':nt1~:.r.,~olnt a Court of Directors of the said United Com-
pany for the Time being, and they are 

hereby required from Time to Time, to appoint a ~cret Com
mittee, to consist of any Number of the said Directors for the • 
Time being, not exceeding three ; 

which Secret Committee shall, from Time to Time, upon 
Who are to transmit to the Receipt of any such secret Orders and 

the Governments in India Instructions concerning the Levying of 
Duplicates of ~uch secret V k f 
Orders aent to them from 'v ar or rna ing 0 Peace, or treating or 
the Board, &.c. negotiating with any of the Native Princes 
or States of [ nd\a, from the said Commissioners for the Affairs 
of India, as are hereinbefore mentioned, transmit to the 
respective Governments and Presidencies in India a Duplicate 
or Duplicates of such Orders and Instructions, together with 
Orders in \Vriting, signed by them, the Members of the said 
Secret Committee, to carry the same into Execution ; and to 
all such Orders and Instructions, so transmitted, the sever:•l 
Governments and Presidencies in India are hereby required to 
pay the same Obedience as if such Orders and Directions had 
been issued and transmitted by the Court of Directors of the 
said United Company. 

IJ. Provided also, and be it further enacted and declared 
by the Authority aforesaid, That nothing in this Act contained 
shall extend to give unto the said Board the Power of nominat

ing or appointing any of tbe Servants of 
The Iloatd not to ap-

pointanyServantsofthe the said United Company i any Thing 
company. herein contained to the contrary notwith
standing. 

• 
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I8. And be it further enacted, That as soon as the Office 
The first vacancy of a of any one of the Counsellors of the Presi

'Counstellor at Fort Wll- dency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal (other 
Ham shall not be supplied I 
by the Court oi Direc· than t 1e Commander-in-Chief) shall be-
tors. come vacant by Death, Removal, or Resig
nation, the Vacancy so happening shall not be supplied by the 
said Court of Directors. hut the s<1id Supreme Governmen•: 
;;hal! from thencc:fonvard nmsist of a (;o,·>:rnor General an, 
three Supreme Crmn~el!ors rmly and that the Cornmander-iP 
Chit.f of the Companv'" Forces in lnclia for the Time being, 
c.;hal! have Voice and Precedence in Council next after the said 
<3-overnor Generi\1 ; any Thing in any former Act of Parlia
ment contait!ed to the contrary notwithstanding. 

rg. f\nd be it further enacted, That the Government of the 
~everal Presidencies and Settlements of 

Clause relative to the 
Government of Fort st. Fort Saint George and Bombay shall. after 
George, and Bombay. the Commencement of this Act, consist of 
a Governt)r or Presider,t, and three Counsellors only, of whom 
the Commander-in-Chief in the said several Settlements for the 
Time being shall be one, having the like Precedence in Council 
as in the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal, unless the 
Commander--in-Chief of the Company's Forces in India shall 
happen to be present in either of the said Settlements ; and in 
such Case the said Commander-in-Chief shall be one of the said 
Counsellors, instead of the Commander-in Chief of such Settle
ment; and that the said Commander-in-Chief of such Settle
ment shall during such Time have only a Seat but no Voice in 
the said Council. 

20. And be it further enacted, That the Court of Direc

Court of Directors to 
.appoint a Governor and 
two Counsellors oi Fot·t 
St. George. 

tors of the said United Company shall, 
within the Space of one Calendar Month 
next after the p<1.ssing- of this Act, nomi
nate and appoint, from amongst the Ser

vants of the said Company in India, or any other Persons, a fit 
and proper Person to be the Governor of the said Presidency or 
Settlement of Fort Saint George, and two other fit and proper 
Persons from amongst the saicl Servants in India, who together 
with the Commander-in-Chief at Fort Saint George for the 
Time being, sha!l be the Council of the same Presidency or 
Settlement; and that the said Court of Directors shall also, 
in like m~nper, and within the Time aforesaid, nominate and 
appoint fit and proper Persons to be the Governor and Council 
-of the said Presidency or Settlement of Bombay, under the 
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same Restrictions as are h(')!"ein-before provided in respect 
to the Governor or President and Council of Fort St. 
George. 

21. And be it further enacted, That in case the Members 
present at any of the Boards or Councils 

OovernorOeneral&c., f F t "''11' 1' t S · t G tobavethecastingVote. O ~or vvl Jam, ~or ~am eorge, or 
Bombay, shall at any Time be equally 

divided in Opinion in respect to any Matter depel'lding before 
them, then, and in every such Case, the said Governor General 
or the Governor or President, as the Case may be, shall have 
two Voices, or the casting Vote. 

22. And be it further enacted, That it shall ~nd may be 

His Majesty, by Writ
ing under his Sign 
Msnual, or the Direct
tors, by Writing under 
their Hands, may recall 
any Oovernor-Oeneral, 
or other olilcer, I rom 
India. 

lawful to and for the King's Majesty, his 
Heirs and Successors, by any Writing or 
Instrument under his or their Sign Manual, 
countersigned by the said Secretary of 
State, or for the Court of Directors of the 
said United Company for the Time being, 

by writing under their Hands, to remove or recall the present 
or any future Governor General of Fort William in Bengal, or 
any of the Mt.:mbers of the Council of Fort William aforesaid, 
or any of the Governors or Presidents, and Members of the 
Councils, of the Presidencies or Settlements of Fort St. George 
and Bombay, or of any other British Settlements in India, or 
any other Person or Persons holding any Office, Employment, 
or Commission, Civil or Military, under the said United Com
pany at India, for the Time being ; and to vacate and make 
void all and every or any Appointment or Appointments of 
any Person or J>ersons to any of the Offices or J>Jaces aforesaid ; 
and that all and every the powers and Authorities of the 
respective l~ersons so removed or recalled, or whose Appoint
ment shall be so vacated, shall cease or determine at or from 
such respective Time or Times as in the said Writing or Writ
ings shall be expressed and directed : Provided always, That 
a Duplicate or Copy of every such 'Writing or Instrument, 
under His Majesty's Sign Manual, attested by the said Secre
tary of State for the Time being, shall, within eight days after 
the same shall be signed by His Majesty, his Heirs or Succes
sors, be transmitted or delivered, by the said Secretary of State, 
unto the Chairman or Deputy Chairman for the 'l:irpe being, of 
the said United Company, to the Intent that the Court of Direc
tors of the said Company, may be apprized thereof. 
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23. And be it further enacted, That whenever am· 
Vacancy or Vacancies of the Office of 

How Vacancies of Offi-
ces in India shall be sup- Governor-General or President. or of an\· 
plied. Member of the Council, shall happen i~1 
any of the !'residencies aforesaid, either by Death, Resigna
tion, or Recall, as afore~aid, tlwn and in "UCh Case the Court 
Directors uf the s<~id i_'n:ted Cump<tll)/ shall proceed b nom1 
nate and appoint a fit !'er,on or l'er'• •tl' H· ';uppl}- such Vacanc\ 
;)r Vacancies from :nnn1 thei1 -~-i•Vtcn;mtcd Servants in india 
<-:Xccpt to the (Jftice Covern•;r t;eneral, or the Office of 
Governor or President of Fort Saint George or Bombay, or of 

_any Commander• in-Chief, to which several Offices the said Court 
of Directors, shall be at Liberty, if they shall think fit, to 
nominate at;~d appoint any otbe:r Person or Persons respectively" 

24. Provided always, and be it further enacted, That the 

CommiNtders·in-Chiei 
not to succ~d to the. 
Office of Governor Gene
ral or President at Fort 
William, &c. unless spe
cially appointed by the 
Directors. 

said Commanders-in-Chief, at each of the 
said Presidencies respectively, "hall in no 
C<'~se succet'd to the Office of Governor 
General or President of Fort William, Fort 
Saint George, or of Bombay, unless there
unto specially appointed by the Court 

Directors of the said United Com~J<HlV; but that in case of the 
Vacancy of the said Offices of Gov~ernor General or PresideHt 
respectively, when no Person shall be specially appointed to 
succeed thereunto, the Counsellor next in Rank to such 
Commander-in-Chief shall succeed to such Office, and hold the 
same, until some other Person shall be appointed thereunto by 
the said Court of Directors. 

25. Provided always, and be it further enacted, That 
when and so often as the Court of Directors 

If Directors neglect 
to supply Vacancies, His shall not, within the Spilce of two calendar 
Majesty may do it. l\I d · h 1· ' onths, to be compute trom t e )ay 
whereon the Notification of the Vacancy shall have been 
received by the said Court of Directors, proceed to snpply the 
s<~me, then and in any such Case, and so often as the same 
shall happen, it shall be lawful for His Majesty, his Heirs and 
Successors, to constitute and appoint by writing, under his or 
their Royal Sign Manual (under the same Restrictions and 
Regulations as are herein-before provided, with respect to the 
Nominations and Appointments made by the said Court of 
Directors), such Person or Persons as His Majesty, His Heirs 
and Successors, shall think proper to succeed to and supply the 
~espective Office or Place, Offices or Places, so vacant, or from 
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which any Person or Persons shall be so recalled or removed~ 
or whose Appointment or Appointments shall have been 
vacated and made void as aforesaid ; and that every Person 
or Persons, so constituted and appointed shall have and be 
invested with the same Powers, Privileges, and Authorities, as 
if he or they had been nominated and appointed Ly the said 
Court of Directors, and shall be subject to Recall only by the 
King's Majesty, His Heirs or Successors; any thing herein-
contained to the contrary notwithstanding. · 

26. And be it further enacted, by the Authority aforesaid, 

Directors may appoint 
eventual Successors to 
the Offices of Governor 
Oeneral, or President, 
&c. of Fort St. George, 
or Bombay. 

That it shall and may be lawful to ann 
for the Court of Directors of the said 
United Company, if they shall'so think fit, 
subject to the like Limitations :tnd Restric
tions as are herein-before enacted respect

ing the persons qualified to be appointed Membet's of the 
Government of the respective Settlements of the said United 
Company at Fort \Villiam, Fort Saint George, and ·Bombay, 
to appoint from Time to Time, fit and proper Persons to 
succeed, in case of Vacancy, to the several Offices of Governor 
General or President of Fort Saint George or Bombay, or 
Commander-in-Chief of the said Compa11y's Forces at any of 
the said Settlements, or Member of any of the said Councils; 
and such Appointments respectively at their Pleasure again to 
revoke ; but that no Person so appointed to succeed to any of 
the said Offices, in case of Vacancy, shall be entitled to any 
Salary, Advantage, or Allowance whatsoever, by reason of such 
Appointment, until sucb Persons respectively shall take upon 
themselves the Offices to which they shall so respectively have 
been appointed. 

27. And be it further enacted by the Authority aforesaid, 
That when and so often as the Number 

Temporary Councillors 
how to be appointed at of Members of any of the said Councils of 
Fort William, &c. Fort \Villiam, Fort Saint George, or 
J3ombay, shall by Death, or Absence, by reason of Sickness or 
otherwise, for fourteen Days be reduced to two, including the 
the Governor-General or President of such Council, the Person 
who shall stand Senior in such provisional Appointment as is 
herein-before mentioned, or in case there shall be no such 
Appointment, then the senior Civil Servant of the said Company 
upon the Spot, shall be called to such Council, and 'Shall have a 
Voice therein in like Manner as if he had been appointed there
unto by the Court of Directors of the said Company, and shan 
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h<:id such Office in ca~e the vctcancy :<hall have happened by 
Veath, until a SucceSSl)f theren,,to shali be appointed by the said 
t:ourt of Directors; or if such Vacancy shall have happened b\' 
Absence or Sickness, until the Return or I<.ecovery of such sick 
• >r absent Member; and that all Persons so exercising the 
()f-fice of a Counsellor at any of the said !'residencies shall be 
entitled, for the Time he sh<cdl '".> hold the same, tu the like 
\dvantrtgt"S ;1-.: if ht· ll~d hf-e l, h, ht'} i·i':::' tlLi:~,cntl) rt}1~)vi11ted 

by the said Comt of Director..;. 

29~ .:-\nd be it furth(·r cl:acter ~rhr"it n.t ( Jrtl('r (Jr !(esoiu 
Orders, &c. of the tion ot any General Cuurt nf the 

Court of Directors, Proprietors of the s::.id t' nited ( 'umpany 
approved by the Board, J 1 
not to be revoked by a sha l be availa )le to revoke or re~cind, or 
General Court. • in any respect to <lffect any ,\ct, Order, 
Resolution, 1\'I::.tter, or Proceeding, of the said Conrt of Directors, 
bv this Act :lirected or authorized to be made or done bv the 
s;id Court,. after the same shall have been appnwr-d by tb~ said 
Board, in the Manner herein-before directed; any Law or Usage 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 

30. And be it further enacted, That so much and such 
J>arts of an Act, made in the twenty-first 

Part oi Act 2 ' Geo. ·'· Year of the ]{eic-n of hi-. Jlrescnt lVIilJ·estv, Cap. 65, repealed. .. .J 

as directs the Court nf Directors of the said 
United Company to deliver to the CommissiPners of the 
Treasury, or to the High Tre<Jsurer for the Time being, or to one 
nf his Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State, Copies of any 
Letters or Orders relating to the ]\1anagement nf the Revenue, 
<)r the Civil and Military Affrt.irs elf the said Cumpany ; and 
also all such Powers and i\nthorities given to or vested in the 
Proprietors and Directors of the said United Cump<1ny, or in 
any General or special Court thereof respectively, in and by any 
Act of Parliament or Charter, nr are contrary <'r rcpu;~nant to 
1 his Act, or any Thing herein contained, shall be, and the same 
are hereby, repealed ; any thilli~ contained ill any Act or Charter, 
or any Custom or Usar~e to the contrary notwithstanding. 

3r. .t\nd be it further en;Jcted, Th;;t the Governor General 

Governor General. and 
Council of Fort William, 
in certain poDnts to 
control all the other 
Governments 1\elonging 
to the Company. 

and Council of Fort William aforesaid 
shall have Power and Authority to super
intend, control, and direct the several 
Presidencies and Governments now or here
after to be erected or established in the 

East Indies by the said United Company, in all such Points as 
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relate to any transactions with the Country l)owers, or to War 
or Peace, or to the Application of the Revenues or Forces of 
such Presidencies and Settlements in Time of \Var, or any such 
other Points as shall, from Time to Time, be specially referred 
by the Court of Directors of the said Company to their Super
intendence and Control. 

32. And, in urcler to prevent th~ Embarrassment and 

Directions relati\'e to 
Orders issued front Fort 
William to the other 
tiovernments. 

Difficulty which may arise from any Ques
tion, whether the Orders or Instructions of 
the Governor General and Counci 1 of Fort 
\Villiam rel·ate to other Points than tli'Ose 

aforesaid, be it further enacted, That notwithstanding an~· 
Doubt which may be entertained by the said Presidencies or 
Settlements to whom such Orders or Instructions ~hall be given, 
respecting- the !'ower of the Gevernor General and Council to 
give such Orders, yet the said !'residencies or Settlements shall 
be bound to obey such orders and Directions -;f the said 
Governor General and Council in all Cases whatever, except • 
only where they shall have received positive Orders and lnstruc
tious from the said Court of Directors, or from the Secret Com
mittee of the said Court of Directors, repugnant to the Orders 
and Instructions of the said Governor General and Council, and 
not known to the said Guvernor General and Council at the 
Time of dispn.tching- thf'ir Orclers and Instructions as aforesaid; 
and the said Governor Gener::~l and Council shall, at the Time 
of transmitting all such Orders and Instructions, transmit there
with the Dates of, ;~nrl the Times of receiving, the last Dis
patches, Orclers and Instructions which they have received from 
the Court of Directors, or from the Secret Committee on the 
said Court of Directors, or any of the Points contained therein : 
And the said !'residencies and Governments, in all Cases where 
tliey have received any Orders from the said Court of Directors,· 
or from the Secret Committee of the said Court of Directors, as 
aforesaid, which they shall deem repugnant to the Orders of the 
said Governor General and Council at Fort vVilliam, and which 
were not known to the said Governor General and Council at 
the Time of dispatching their Orders and Instructions as afore
said, shall forthwith transmit Copies of the same, together with 
an Account of ::~!1 Resolutions or Orders made by them in con
sequence thereof, to the Governor General and Council of Fort 
\Villiam, who shall, after the Receipt of the same,.cl.ispatch such 
further Orders and I nstrnctious to the said Presidencies and 
Settiemeob a::. lhc::y may judge necessary thereupon. 
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33. And be it further en::1cted, That the Governor General 

Directions respecting 
the Consideration of 
Business at the se,·eral 
Boards in India. 

and Council of Fort William afores::1id, and 
the several Presidents and Counsellors of 
Fort Saint George and BcJmbav, shall, at 
their several and respective Boards anc1 

Councils, proceed, in the f1rst Phtce, to the Consideration c-f 
such Questions and Hu,;ines-; as shall bf• b'.· the ."aid 
Guvcr7Jor General or l're-,idenh r<-'spe•~tiveh ; ;.;.nd wfw1: ;,nd 'i( 

often as any Mattf'r nr 'hall b:-· P~"'""'undcd at any 
the said Boards or Cuunci<-:, :un· ,f the. ( ourt.,t:li .. r~ thercr;t·. 
it shall be compeknt to tile ( ;,,\t:rnur c;,:neral and Fresi-
{Tents respectivdy, to postpone <)r adjoum the Discu-;sion of the 
Matter or Q.uestion so propounded to a futun~ Day Provided 
always, T~at no such .\djrnmHnent ;-hall exceed fortr-eight 
Hours, nor shall the ]\fatter or Q1resti,,n o;rJ prupr.:-ed he adjourn
ed more than twice, without the C>•nsent of the Cuunsc!lor wlH· 
originally proposed the same. 

34· • And whereC~s, to pur--ue Scherw~s 1•f ( ·,mfpwst an<~ 
Extensiun of Dominion in india, arc 

Governor General, 11 :r 1 \\' · 1 1 
&c. of Fort William not 1neasurts repuguant In t 1e iS 1, t w. 
to declare War against IT ' I' ]' 1· tl "T t' b ·t any Indian Power, unless 10110llf, allC! o lC)' () 1('' '''t .lfltl; e 1 
authorized by the Dlrec· therefore further CllrtCtcd hv the 1\uthoritv 
tors (Exception.) aforesaid, That it shall r;ot be lawful fc;r 
the Governor General and Council nf Fort \\'illiam aforesaid, 
without the express Command and ,\uthority of the said Court 
of Director,:, or of the Secret Committee of the said Conrt of 
Directors, in any C::J.se, except where Hostilities hC\ve C~ctuall)· 
been commenced, or Preparations act nally rna de for the 
Commencement (,f Hostilitie~, C~grtinst the British :\at ion in 
India, or against some of the l'rince~ or States dependent 
thereon, or whose Territories tlle s::1id United Company shall 
be at such Time enga~.;ed by any ~uhsistini; Twaty tn defend 
or guaranty, either to declare \\'ar or commence Hostilities, 
or enter into any Treaty for making \Var. against any of tht-: 
Country Princes or States in India, or any Tre<~ty for guarC~nty
ing the Pn~sessions of any Country Princes or States ; and that 
in such Case it shall not he LHvful for tile said Governor 
General and Council to declare \Var or commence Hostilities, 
or enter into Treaty for making \Var, against any other Prince 
or State th;.m such as shall be actually committing Hostilities, 
or makin~ .l'reparatiopo; as afure~aid, or to make such Treaty 
for guarantying the PossessioPS of any l'rince or State, but 
upon the Consideration of such Prince or State actually engag-
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ing to assist the Company against such Hostilities commenced, 
or Preparations made as aforesaid ; and in all Cases where 
Hostilities shall be commenced, or Treaty made, the said 
Governor General and Council shall, by the most expeditious 
Means they can devise, communicate the same unto the said 
Court of Directors, together with a full State of the Information 
and Intelligence upon which they shall have commenced such 
Hostilities, or made such Treaties, and • their Motives and 
Reasons for the same at large. · 

35· And be it further enacted, That it shall not be lawful 
No Governor or for the Governors or Presidents, anti 

President, &c., of any Counsellors, of Fort Saint George and 
subordinate Settlement 
shall issue any Order for Bombay, or of any other· subordinate 
levying War, «c. (except Settlement resr>ectivel}', to ma;;e or issue in Cases of Emergency) 
nnless by Order of the any Order for commencinl! Hostilities, or 
Oovernor General, &c., oJ 

of Fort William, or the levyin~ \Var, or to negotiate or conclude 
Court of Directors. 1' [ 1) 1 any reaty o eace, or other 'reaty, with 
any Indian Prince or State (except in Cases or sudden 
Emergency or imminent Danger, when it shall appear Danger
ous to posfpone such Hostilities or Treaty), unless in pursuance 
of express Orders from the said Governor General and Council 
of Fort William <~foresaid, or from the said Court of Directors, 
or from the Secret Committee of the said Court of Directors ; 
and every such Treaty shall, if possible, contain a Clause for 
subjecting the same to the Ratification or Rejection of the 
Governor General and Council of Fort \Villiam aforesaid : 
And the said Presidents and Counsellors of the said 
Presidencies and Settlements of Fort Saint George and Bombay, 
<Jr other subordinate Settlement, are hereby required to 
yield due Obedience to all such Orders as they shall from 
Time to Time respectively receive from the said Governor 
General and Council of Fort William aforesaid, concerning the 
I' remises. 

36. And be it further enacted, That all and singular the 

Subordlnute Presl• 
dents ond Counsellors 
disobeying the Orders of 
the snldOovernor 
Oeneral, &c., may be 
euspended. 

said Presidents and Counsellors who shall 
wilfully refuse to pay due Obedience to 
such Orders and Instructions as thev shall 
receive from the said Governor General 
and Council of Fort William as aforesaid, 

shall be liable to be suspended from the Exercise of their 
respective Offices or Powers, by Order of the said Governor 
General and Council of Fort William ; and all and every of 
them are hereby further required, constantly and diligently to 
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transmit to the said Governor General and Council of F,)rl 
\\ illiam aloresaid. tme and exact Copies of all Orders, Rcsol 1J

tions, and J',cts in CoUitcii, of their respective Governments, 
presidencies, and Council:', and also Advice and Intelligence 
of all Transactions ami Matters which shall come to their 
Knowledge, material tcJ be communicated to the Governor 
General and Cou11cil of Fort William aforesaid, or which the 
~aid Governor Geuerai and • 'oullcil shall from Time to Tirne 
require. 

44· And be it fnrth·co> en;1ctPd Thit\ ail :\h]'-:sty'• 

l!ritish Subjects 
;;,menable to Justice fur 
;dl Acts done in India. 

Subj,~cL,, a~ wc:·il >~-·rv<·llll' ot tlJr.: ;;aid 
[' n [ted Cum p:wy as "thers, slMlt be, and 
are hereby declared to be, amenable to all 

Courts of Justice (both in India and Great Britain) of competent 
Jurisdiction to try Offences committed in India, fur all 1\ct~, 
injuries, \Vrongs, Op[Jrcssions, Trespasses, 1\Iisdemeanors, 
(:rimes, and Offences whatsuever, bv them or any of them do11e, 
or to be dot,e or committed, in any of the Lanc.ls or Territories 
of any Native Prince or State, or against the[r Persons or Proper
ties, or the Persons or Properties of ;my of their Subjects or 
1-'eople, in the sJ.me lVIanner as if the same had been done or 
committed within the Territories directly subject to and under 
the British Government in India. 

45· And be it further enacted, That the demanding or 
receivin\! of an}' Sum of JV[onev, or other Receiving of Presents c, ~ 

to be deemed Extortion, valnable Thing, as a Gift or Present, or 
&nd punished as such. under CJ!our then~of, whether it be for the 
Use of the Party receiving the same, or for, f)r pretended to be 
for, the Use of the said Company, or of any other Person 
whomsoever, by any British Subject lt<llding or exercising- any 
Office or Employment under His Majesty, or the said United 
Company in the ].;:ast Indies, shall be deemed and taken to be 
Extortion, and shall be proceeded a,_;ainst and punished as such, 
under and by virtue of this Act, and the Oifender shall also 
forfeit to the King's Majr~sty, his Heirs and Successors, the 
whole Gift or Present so received, or the full Value thereof. 

46. Provided always, and be it further enacted, that the 
Court of Jurisdiction Lefure whom every 

se~~~~~ b'eai'et'::.-~C:d!'::~: such offence shall be tried, shall have full 
Power and Authoritv to direct the said 

I' resent or Gift, or the value thereof to be-restored to the party 
who gave the same, or to order the whole, or any part thereof, 
or of any fine which the Court shall set on the offender, to be 
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paid or given to the prosecutor or Informer, as such Court in its 
Discretion shall think fit. 

48. Provided always, and be it enacted, That nothing 
herein contained shal( extend, or be cons-

counsellors, Pbysl• trued to extend, to prohibit or prevent any 
cians, &c. not prohibit• 
ed from taking lees. Person exercising the Profession of Coun-

sellor at Law, Physici}\n, or Surgeon, or 
any Ch<1plain, from accepting, taking, or receiving Fees, Gratui
ties, or Rewards, (bona fide), in the way of his Profession only. 

51. And be it further enacted, That after Sentence or 

Company's Servants 
dismissed by any compe• 
tent Court, not to be 
restored. 

Judgment of any Court having competttnt 
Jurisdiction, whether in • Great Britain or" 
in India, against any of the said United 
Company's Servants, Civil or .Military, for 

any Debt or Penalty due or belonging to the said United 
"ompany, or for any Extortion or other Misdemeanor, it shall 
not be lawful for the said United Company, upon any Pretence 
whatsoever, to release or compound such Sentence or Judg
ment, or to restore any Servant or Servants of the said Com
pany, who shall have been removed or dismissed from his or 
their Office or Employment, for or on account of Misbehaviour, 
by the Sentence of any of the said Courts. 

5.3· And be it further enacted, That it shall and may be 

Governor General ol 
Fort William may issue 
his Warrant lor securinl\" 
any Person suspected of 
cnrrying on Illicit cor• 
respondence, &.c., and 
may commit him. 

lawful for the Governor General of Fort 
William aforesaid for the Time being, tc> 
issue his \;\/arrant under his Hand and 
Seal, directed to such J>eace Officers and 
other Persons as be shall think fit, for 
securing and detaining in Custody any 

.l'erson or Persons suspected of carrying on, mediately or 
immediately, any illicit Correspondence, dangerous to the 
Peace or Safety of the Settlement, or of the British Possessions 
in India, with any of the Princes, Rajahs, Zemindars, or other 
Person or Persons whomsoever having Authority in India, or 
with the Commanders, Governors, or Presidents of any Fac
tories established in the East Indies by any European Power, 
contrary to the Rules and Orders of the said Company, or of 
Governor General and Council of Fort vVilliam aforesaid ; and 
if, upon Examination, taken upon Oath, in \Vriting, of any 
J>erson and Persons (other than the Person so secured and 
detained) before the Governor General and Council of Fort 
vVilliam aforesaid, there shall appear reasonable Grounds for the 
Charge, the said Governor General shall be, and is hereby 
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authorized and impowerec1 to commit such Person and Persous 
;ibove described to safe Custody, and shall within a reasonable 
Time, not exceeding- five days, cause to be delivered to him 
or them the Charge or Accusation on which he has or they 
have been committed ; and the party so confined shall be per
mitted to deliver in his Defence in \Vriting, together with a 
List of such \Vitnesses ash~ shall desire to be examined in 
Support of his Defer!'c!!!, who shilll be examined accordin::>,lr 
i tl his Presence, and thci! r ~: ;lm; i ,,, t I ~,d,cu down ir: 
\Vritinl.! ; 

an'd i( notwithstandi11~ c,uch J k!{~nc<' thetT shall ;1ppea1 
. to t htc. said I ;<>v,~nJ"r Ctc11era I and Council 

If the Party accused b' r:. j f. tl f I' cannot exculpate • him· reason a le urounc s l)f 1e ormer ro-
•elf, be shall remain in ceedin£1, and for continuin~ the Confine-
Custody till Trial,. " 

ment, the Party shall remain in Custody 
until be or they shall be brought to Trial in India, or sent to 
England for that Purpose; and that all such Examinations and 
Proceeding-s shall be transmitted to the said Court of Directors 
by the first Dispatches; and in case such Person or l'ersons 
are to be sent to England, the said Governor General shall, and 
he is hereby required tn cause such Person or I'ersons to be 
sent by the first convenient Opportunity, unless such Person or 
Persons shall be disabled by Illness from undertaking the 
Voyage. 

54- And be it further enacted, That the several Presi
dencies and Governments of Fort Saint 
Georf;e and Bombay, shall havtl the like 
Powers, and subject to the same Regula-

Presidencies of Fort 
Saint George and 
Hom bay to have similar 
powers. 

tions and Restrictions, to ;;ecurc and detain 
Persons suspected of any such illicit Correspondence as afore
said, within their respective Presidencies and Settlements, as 
<lre hereby given to the said Governor General and Council of 
Fort William. 

* * * * 

B. 
EXTRACTS FJ<.Ul\J l\11-:. J>l'rT'S .Sl'EECIJ O"N TllE 

BJLL FCJJ; THE Gu\ ElC'\:I!ENT uF lNIHA. 

July 6, 1784. 
In pursuance of the uotice he had given, MR. CHAKCELLOR 

PITT rose to open his new system for the Government of 
India. No one, he said, could be more deeply impressed 
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than he was with the importance of the subject on which 
be was then going to enter : in whatever point of view he 
considered it, he felt that no subject could possibly be more 
interesting. In it were involved the prosperity and strength of 
this country; the happiness of the natives of those valuable 
territories in India which belonged to England ; and finally the 
constitution of England itself. India bad at all times been of 
great consequence to this country, from the resources of 
opulence and strength it afforded : and that consequence had 
of course, increased in proportion to the losses sustained by the 
dismemberment of other great possessions, by which losses, the 
limits of the empire being more contractc:cd, the remain;ng 
territories became more valuable. He was aware that nothing 
could be more difficult than to digest a plan, wnich shoulo at 
once confirm and enlarge the advantages der;ved to this 
country from its connexion with l ndia, to render that con
nexion a blessing to the native Indians, and at the same time 
preserve inviolate the essence and spirit of our own ~ronstitution 
from the injuries to which this connex:ion might eventually • 
expose it. Gentlemen would recollect with a degree of horror, 
to what danf:!ers that happy constitution was exposed last year, 
'when a bill was introduced into Parliament which would have 
established a system dangerous to everything that Englishmen 
held dear ; they would rec()llect, that the liberties of this country 
had nearly suffered shipwreck : the danger, however, was 
happily over; and the legislature had now an opportunity to 
consult about the means the most likely to,.reconcile and secure 
the interests of the people of this country, of the people of 
lndia, and of the British constitution, as far as it might be 
effected by the conncxion with India. To his lot fell the • 
arduous task of proposing to the House a plan which should 
answer all these great purposes. He was aware that no plan 
could be devised, to which some objections would not lie : he· 
was aware that it was not possible to devise a plan that 
should be free from imperfections ; he should therefore console 
himself if he should be able to sug-gest the means of doing 
the most good to India, and to the East India Company, with 
the least injury to our constitution. In the arrangements that 
he should propose, it would be impossible to proceed, without 
giving to some body of men an accession of power; but it 
was his duty to vest it where he should have reason to think 
·it wou!d be least liable to abuse, at the same . tjme that it 
should be sufficient, and not more than sufficient, for all the 
purposes for which it should be given ; sufficient to secure to 
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this country the wealth arising from the commerce of the Com
pany; to the inhabitants of Hindoostan peace and tranquillity; 
and to enforce obedience on the part of the servants of the 
Company, to the orders that should be sent to them from home, 
In framing such a system, he thought it his duty never to los~: 
;;ight of thb princip!'" -tha~ tivHJ<.d1 no charter rnuld cr ought 
to supersede State necessity, stiU lFlthing but absofute necessitv 
could justify a dep.uturf' from charter' l fe admitted thar 
cb<'lrters ought not to stand in the way of the general good and 
safety of the country; he admitted that no charter ought to be 
suffered to stand in the way (Jf a reform, on which the being 
welfare of the country depended, but at the same time he 
contended, that ·a charter oug-ht never to be invaded, except 
when the public safety called for its altt ration charters were 
sacred thinf{s, On them dq::endecl the prnperty. franchises, and 
every thing th<tt was dear to Englishmen; and wantonly, tn 
:invade them, would be to unhinge the constitution, and throw 
the State.ir)to anarchy and cor;fusion. 

\Vith respect to the India Company, its affair'> were not 
in a state that called for a revocation of the charter •· the neces
sity which would justify a rnocation did nut exist in this case, 
and he felt no small degree of satisfaction in the assurance, that 
at the moment when he had to propose such measures for the 
government of India, and the conduct of the affairs of the East 
Ir.dia Company, as to his judgment appeared most applicable, 
there no longer existed any danger of the best and most sacred 
rights of Englishmen bein~~ made a sacrifice to the ambitiou-; 
projects of those who, under the necessity that actually existed 
had taken the desperate resolution, that nothing short of mea
sures of the most decisive ancl extreme nature, and measures 
far exceeding the necessity of the case, could he effectuaL Ht: 
thanked God so great a sacrifice had been e'icaped; and be 
trusted that the sense plainly and incontrovertibly declared 
to be entertained upo:i the subject by the: majority of the 
people of I;:ngland, would prove to bt> the sr'nse of the m<'~jority 
of that House; and that they woulll join with him in opiniott, 
that although it must on all hands be C~dmittcd that there did 
,,exist a great and urgent necessity for the interference of the 
legislature with regard to the East India Company and the 
future government of India, yet that neither State policy nor 
common pr~dence called fur the legislature's proceeding be
yond the limit of the existing necessity, much less of going the 
length either of destroying the rights of any individuals or 
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bodies of men, established upon the most sacred of all founda
tions, the express words of solemn charters recognized and 
confirmed by repeated acts of Parliament, or of directly chang
ing the constitution of the country, and departing from those 
known principles of government which the wisdom of our an
cestors had provided, and which had proved for ages the 
uninterrupted source of -;ecurity to the liberties of Engli!£hmen. 
It was, he said, to be acknowledged Olil all hands, that no 
rights of any body of men, however confessed to be. rights of 
the most sacred sort, could supersede State necessity. To that 
and that alone, they must give way; but then it ought ever to 
be a rule of conduct with those to whose lot it fell to act undt!r 
such a necessity, to take care that they do not exceed it. No
thing but such a necessity could warrant any go'vernment in 
proceeding to do what must be an unwelcome task f.:Jr all who 
had any concern in its execution ; but when they found them
selves obliged to dischrt.rge a duty of that irksome nature, they 
ought to proceed warily, and with all possible tende~ness and 
regard for those with whose rights they felt themselves obliged 
\u interfere; and to be assured, that in endeavouring to do all 
that their duty required, they did not unnecessarily tear up by 
the roots and annihilate those rights that were of essential 
consideration, and ought not to have been touched, because the 
exigency of the case did not actually require it. And though 
on a former occasion he had been derided, when he comforted 
himself with the idea, that, in every departure he should propose 
from the charter, he should have the consent and concurrence 
of the Company, he still continued to find great consolation 
in the reflection, that he did no violence to the Company ; for 
no violence could be said to be done by regulations, to every 
one of which the Company most cheerfully consented. 

He did not find it necessary to create any system abso
lutely new for the government of our territories in India; he 
should rather endeavour to improve on the system by which 
those territories were governed at present. The great consi
derations to be looked to in the regulation of the government 
of India were threefold-the commerce of this country with 
that, and consequently the resources we derived from it; the 
interests of the inhabitants there ; and the connexion that 
the management of both had with our own constitution. Great 
inconvenience mnst, under the best possible devised form of 
government, necessarily arise from the circumst<in·ce of any 
country deriving a considerable part of her resources from a 
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dependencv at so great a distance: and this must also add to 
the extrem'e difficu,lty of governing' lndi<> from home, because 
that distance must necessarily prevent the government at home, 
ar:d those who filled the executive offices in India, from acting 
with equal views. For this reason he must repeat what he 
had before taken the liberty to state, when the subject bad 
been under the consideration of the last Parliament, th;Jt as 
no pian of ~;overnment for lncl!a that lwmRn wisdom could 
suggest, \Va'i capable of perfc:ctiuP, so !Jc wa..; far frum pre
suming to think that the plan he shonkl pr'lpo~e would not 
uccasion much difference of upinion, and be li ... ble to a variety 
of ~bjections. He. could only with great humility submit that 
i'Jlan to the judgment of Parliament, which from the maturest 
consideration, he had been abie to select as the most practi:able 
and the most-consonant to the present constitution ; conscious 
at the same time, that it was impo~sible for him with so many 
different subjects to attend to, to have found leisure to do 
justice to a .matter of ~ufficient importance to en~;ross the atten-

• tion of ;.ny man whose mind had been vac;mt and unoccupied 
by other objects. To proceed however to the business to be 
.stated, he observed, that it could not be denied, that in every 
project of government of India there must be an accession of 
influence somewhere, which it became that I-I(luse and the 
people in general always to regard with extreme jealousyo 
That influence, for obvious reasons, should not be left at home, 
bu~ might with greater safety be trusted abroad in India, 
where the executive power must be lodged ; <~s every man must 
see the necessity of having a ~:ovemment active on the spot, 
yet not independent of this country, but so constituted as to 
secure obedience to the system of measures dictated from home, 
while at the same time it was capable of preventing extortion 
in lndir~, and frustrating the improper views of ambition and 
despotism. The: channel of commerce, be said, must be our 
guide, as to our future expectations from our connexion with 
India, since we ought to look to the mana~~ement of our manu
factures there, which must chiefly depend on the este~blishment 
of the happiness of the inhabitants, and their bPing ~~cured in 
a state of peace and tranquillity. In order to effect this, he 
declared it would be necessary to give the government abroad 
a certain degree of power, subject only to the control of a 
board, to be appointed at home, of the nature that he had 
mentioneJ, v.;h~n he had proposed a Bill upon the same sub
ject to the last Parliament. He observed, that in the present 
consideration there were mixed interests to be regarded as well 

4 
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as mixed objects. Government and commerce. were the two 
great objects to be looked to, while the interest of the East 
India Company, and the interest of the country, called for their 
most serious attention. The commerce of the Company ex
clusively belonged to them ; nor was it till the territorial 
acquisitions of the Company became considerable, that the 
public claimed any participation in the advantages arising from 
the resources of those acquisitions, in the. obtainment of which 
they had borne so large a share. The commerce to and from 
India, therefore, he meant to leave, where it ought t'o be left, in 
the management of the Company. 

It had, he remarked, been ever held,. that commercia.! 
companies could not govern empires ; but that was a matter 
of speculation, which general experience proved to be not true 
in practice, however universally admitted in theory. The East 
India Company had conducted its commerce, and governed 
a vast empire for years, and it was to be remembered that the 
East India Company was no new establishment ; <it rested on 
charters and acts of Parliament ; those charters ought un- • 
doubtedly to be regarded, and as far as possible, the rights 
exercised and enjoyed under them ought to be held sacred. 
But as he had hefore observed, there were no rights, that by 
accident or time became fatal to the interests of the public or to 
the safety of the State, which must not be touched. The matter 
was, how to connect the constitution of the Company with the 
national interests : from that regard and attention to chartered 
rights which he ever should profess, and which every man 
ought to practise, he had been led rather to consider, whether 
it was not possible to model the old constitution of the Company, 
so as to make it answer every view of the State, and every in~ 
terest of the public, rather than to make a new one ; not 
thinking it necessary to confiscate, annihilate, and destroy, 
where the purpose could be attained without proceeding to 
any such violent lengths. 

In the measures to be taken for the future government of 
India, if they had the Company's concurrence, it would surely he 
admitted that they took the safest line ; tha-t they had pursued 
the wisest course ; and the measures he should propose, were 
such as the Company argeed to. The control he had mention
ed ought undoubtedly to remain where the constitution had 
placed all power, in the executive government of the country. 
The management of the commerce he meant to leave with the 
Company. The patronage should be separate from the executive 
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government, but be it given where it would, he should propose 
regulations that would essentially curtail and diminish it, so as 
to render it as little dangerous as possible. The patronage, how
ever, he would trust with no political set of men whatever. Let 
it be in India, it would be free from corruption then ; and when 
exercised under the restrictions and limitations he should 
propose, could, he flattered himself, be attended with no bad 
consequences. 

He ei1larged upon these points considerably ; and then 
said, from what he had stated, the House would doubtless ob
socve, that the Bill he meant to move for leave to bring in, was 

·not different from former Bills that he had stated to the House. 
The great point of it, as far as he had opened it, was the ap
pointment oi a separate department of Board of Control, to whom 
all dispatches should be transmitted, and wh0 should be res
ponsible for what they did, and for what they did not do , who 
should blink nothing, who should be obliged to act upon every 

• question that came before them, who should not shew any 
indulgence or partiality, or be guilty of procrastination ; who 
should not have the plea of other business, or in fine, on any 
pretence, or in any other way whatever, put off or delay the 
duties of their offices. This institution, though certainly new, 
was not charged with new duties ; because the same powers of 
control had been given to the Secretaries of State by various 
acts of Parliament, but unfortunately they had never been exer
cised, having been suffered to remain dormant. He wished, 
therefore, to put it out of the power of that degree of laziness 
natural to office, any longer to defeat the public interest, by the 
institution of a board necessarily active and efficient. He was 
aware that many persons, who in general disliked, as much as 
he had done, the violence of the measures proposed in another 
Bill, approved the idea of making the board of commissioners, 
to be instituted under the authority of that Bill, permanent. 
He was not of this opinion ; sure he was, that the permanency 
of such a board as that Bill proposed to institute, would have 
added to the mischiefs of it. Such a board would have been 
in itself a deviation from the principles of the constitution, and 
its permanency would have involved it in contradictions to the 
executive government that must h<1vc been attended with great 
public inconvenience. An institution to control the govern· 
ment of lndja. must be either totally independent of the execu
tive government of this country, or it must be subordinate to it. 
Ought the administration of the day to have no connexion with 
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what was going on? Let it be remembered that a permanent 
board might be hostile to those who held the government at the 
time; a view of it, which, he trusted, would sufficiently prove, 
that an actual independent permanency in any such board 
would be an evil. The existing government ought to be, to a 
degree, permanent ; but the Indian department must not be 
independent of that : he meant, therefore, to give it a ground 
of dependence, upon which all the variotts departments had a 
natural and legitimate dependency ; viz. upon the executive 
government. Every government that had no other object than 
the public good, that was conscious of acting upon no other 
principles than such as were perfectly constitutional, that \W:> 
swayed by no motives of a personal, an fnterested, or an· 
ambitious nature, but which possessed a sufficient share of the 
confidence of the Sovereign, of Parliament, and ef the people 
at large, would, from its conduct, be permanent ; and the Indian 
government would be so of course. Having said this, he ani
madverted on the danger of once departing from th~ constitu
tion, by appointing such a commission as the Bill that had • 
passed that House, but which had been rejected by the Lords 
in the last Parliament, authorized. He remarked, if the practice 
once obtained, there was no saying to what extent it might be 
carried, or how often the precedent might be multiplied : ad
mitting it to pass in the instance of the late Bill, they might 
have proceeded to separate and tear away all the departments 
from the Crown, and put them one after another into so many 
Parliamentary commissions. 

With regard to the objections that had been started, and 
the reasons that had been urged to prove that the Company's 
directors ought not to be excluded from an insight of the 
papers of the commissioners, he was willing so far to give way 
to the arguments of that nature, as to permit the Court of Direc- · 
tors to see the papers of the commissioners ; but they were to 
have no power of objecting : the decision of the commissioners 
must be final and binding upon the directors. He meant also 
to invest the commissioners with a power to originate measures, 
as well as to revise, correct, alter, and control those of the 
Company : but with regard to sucb._ measures as the commis
sioners originated. the Company were to be obliged to carry 
them into execution. This, he observed, took nothing from the 
Company; since, in fact, it was nothing more tl)an the power 
to put a negative on their measures, and the power of altering 
them, acting in another way. With respect to the appointment 
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of the commissioners, he said, it was meant to be the same as 
that of persons holding great offices, viz., at the nomination of 
the Crown. It was intended that the board should consist of none 
but privy counsellors; but the board should create no increase 
of officers, nor impose any new burtbens, since he trusted there 
could be found persons enough wbo held offices of larl:e emo· 
lmnent, but no great unpluymenL whose leisure would amp!) 
allow of their undertaking the duty in yuestion. And this 
circumstan-ce, he observed. would have a good effect for the 
future, in rendering it nece'i:;ary for ministers, when, by way of 
pr.oviding for their families, they appointed to offices hitherto 

.considered as sin-ecures, to have some other consideration of 
tbe ability of the person about to be appointed to fill it ; a con
sideration that could not but occasion the description of offices 
to which he ·was alluding, to be well filled for the future. Tbe 
principal powers of this board, he recapitulated, would consist 
in directing what political objects the Company's servants were 
to pursu~ and in recalling :such as did not pay obedience to 

• such directions, or be able to give very satisfactory reasons to 
shew that circumstances rendered disobedience a virtue. The 
board would be strictly a board of control : it would have no 
power to appoint, nor any patronage , consequently it would 
have no motive to deviate from its duty. 

Thus much, the House would see, related solely to the 
government at home. With regard to the government abroad 
the first and leading ideas would be to limit the subsisting 
patronage, and to produce a unity of system, by investing the 
supreme government to be seated in lkngal, with an effectual 
control over every other presidency, and by investing the 
supreme government with executive power, and with the dis
position of offices in India ; but tn make it a matter less 
invidious, and to prevent the possibility of abuse, gradation and 
succession should be established as the invariable rule, except 
~n very extraordinary cases : with a view to which, there must 
be lodged in the supreme government, as in every other execu
tive power, a discretion, which every man must see was actually 
necessary to be vested in an executive power, acting at such an 
extreme distance from the seat of the supreme government of 
all, but which was nevertheless to be subject to the control of 
the board of superintendency to be established here at home, 
whose ordtus in this, as in every other case, the government of 
India must obey. Though Bengal was designed to be the 
supreme government, it was not to be the source of influence ~ 
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that being as much as possible guarded against by the regula
tions designed to make a part of the Bill. The officers of the 
government of Bengal were intended to be left to the nomination 
of the Court of Directors, subject to the negative of the Crown ; 
and the Court of Directors were to have the nomination of the 
officers of all the subordinate governments, excepting only of the 
commander-in-chief, who, for various reasons, would remain to be 
appointed by the Crown. He said, it might possibly be argued, 
that if the crown nominated the Commander-in-Chief, ·and had a 
negative upon the rest of the appointments, all the patronage 
remained in the hands of government at home. This, howevq, 
was far from being the case ; the patronage of great appoint- • 
ments not being the sort of patronage for the public to entertain 
a jealousy about, and the other patronage being ~iffused and 
placed in Bengal, the influence from it was considerahly 
weakened and diminished ; add to this, all officers going by 
gradation and succession, would be a forcible check upon the 
patronage, and tend greatly to its reduction. 

Having discussed this matter very fully, MR. PITT proceeded 
to state, that much would depend on the manner of administer
ing the government in India, and that his endeavours should 
be directed to enforce clear and simple principles, as those from 
which alone a good government could arise. The first and 
principal object would be to take care to prevent the govern
ment from being ambitious and hent on conquest. Propensities 
of that nature had already involved India in great expenses,. 
and cost much bloodshed. These, therefore, ought most 
studiously to be avoided. Commerce was our object, and with 
a view to its extension, a pacific system should prevail, and a 
system of defence and conciliation. The government there 
ought, therefore, in an especial manner to avoid wars, or enter
ing into alliances likely to create wars. At the same time that 
he said this, he did not mean to carry the idea so far as to 
suggest, that the British government in India was not to pay a 
due regard to self-defence, to guard against sudden hostilities 
from the neighbouring powers, and, whenever there was reason 
to expect an attack, to be in a state of preparation. This was 
undoubtedly and indispensably necessary ; but whenever such 
circumstances occurred, the executive power in India was not 
to content itself with acting there, as the nature of the case 
might require ; it was also to send immediate advke home of 
what had happened, what measures had been taken in con
sequence of it, and of what further measures were intended to.. 
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be pursued. He mentioned also the institution of a tribunal 
to take cognizance of such matters, and state how far such a 
tribunal should be empowered to act without instructions from 
home. He next said, that the situation uf the Indian princes, 
in connexion with our f~overnment, and of the number of 
individuals living immediately under our government, were 
objects that ought to be the subject of an inquiry. The debts 
due from one Indian prince to another, over whom we had any 
influence, snch as the claims of the NABOB OF Al\COT upon the 
RAJA OF T ANJORE, ought undoubtedly to he settled on a per
m~nent footing: this, and the debts of the natives tributary 
.to us, ought also ~o be the subjects of inquiry. Another object 
of investigatio;1, and an object of considerable delicacy, was 
the pretensions and titles of the landholders to the lands at 
present in their possession: in the aojustment of this particular, 
much caution must be adopted, and means found that would 
answer the end of substantial justice, without going- the length 
of rigid ri~ht, because he was convinced, and every man at all 

• conversant with Indian affrtirs must be convinced, that inclis. 
criminate restitution would be as bad as inoiscriminate confisca
tion. Another very material regulation, or rather principle of 
reform, from which solid hopes of providing a surplus adequate 
to the debt in India might be drawn, was, the retrenchment 
of our establishments in that country. At present it was a 
well-known fact, that all our establishments there were very 
considerably overcharged ; at any rate, therefore, there must be 
no augmentation suffered; and in order to prevent the possibility 
of such an improvident measure, a return of all the establish
ments must be called for. \Vith regard tn the means of reducing 
them, they ought to be laid before Parliament, and submitted to 
the determination of both Houses. Every intended increase of 
the establishment ought also to be submitted to Parliament, and 
the Company to be immediately restrained from sending out 
any more inferior servants. lle stated that it would be 
necessary, by proper provisos, to comrel the execution of these 
points: and the better to guard against the continuance of that 
rapacity, rlunder and extortion, which was shocking to the 
feelings of humanity, and disgraceful to the national character, 
he proposed to render the Company's servants responsible for 
what they did in every part of India, and to declare it illegal 
and punishable, if they, on any pretence whatever, accepted 
sums of mbney, or other valuables, from the natives. This 
would, he hoped, tend effectually to check private corruption, 
There were, he was aware, a certain species of presents, so much 
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a part of the ceremonies inseparable from the manner of the 
East, that an attempt to direct that they should not be received, 
would be utterly impracticable ; but even as much as possible 
to guard against any bad consequences resulting from the 
continuance of the practice in question, he meant that the Bill 
should oblig-e the Company's servants in India to keep an 
exact and faithful register of all such presents . . 

'f.lith regard to those of the Company's servant:; who did 
not comply with the directions, the Bill would hold out to them, 
and to such other directions as should, under the sanction and 
authority of the Bill, be transmitted to them (rom home, such 
persons should be considered as guilty of offences punishable· 
in the degrees stated in the Bill, which should contain a special 
exception of those guilty of disobedience of order~ and other 
crimes, which from their consequences being of a most fatal 
tendency, must be punished with great severity. In respect to 
this part of his subject, the House, he had no doubt,. would go 
along with him in feeling the necessity, and at the same time • 
the extreme difficulty, of providing a proper tribunal, before 
which persons charged with offences committed in India should 
be tried. lie owned he bad an extreme partiality to the present 
system of distributing justice in this country, so much so, that 
he could not bring himself for a moment to think seriously 
upon the idea of departing from that system, without the 
utm0st reluctance : without mentioning names, however, or 
referring to recent instances, every man must acknowledge, 
that at present we had it not in our power to do justice to the 
delinquents of India, after their return borne. The insufficiency 
of Parliamentary prosecutions was but too obvious ; the necessity 
for the institution of some other process was, therefore, undeni
able. A summary way of proceeding was what had struck . 
him, and, be believed, others who bad thought much upon 
the subject, as most advisable : the danger, however, was the 
example that must arise from any deviation from the established 
forms of trials in this country, it being perhaps the first, the 
dearest, and the most essential consideration in the mind of 
every Englishman, that he held his property and his person in 
perfect security, from the wise, moderate, and liberal spirit of 
our laws. Much was to be said with respect to the case in 
point: either a new process must be instituted, or offences 
equally shocking to humanity, opposite to justice, aiJd contrary 
to every principle of religion and morality, must continue to 
prevail unchecked, uncontrolled and unrestrained. The neces-
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sity of the case outweighed the risk and the hazard of the 
innovation, and when it was considered that those who might 
go to India hereafter, would know the danger of transgressing 
before they left England, he trusted it would be admitted that 
the expedient ought tn be tried. Should such a law V'S", 
every man who should g':> tr, f ndi,, in fntnr, __ ,, '>Vv·uld, by so doing, 
r:nm:ent to ~-tancl in the particular fJ!'I~dicunent in which the 
particular law place(f him ;.u1•l i11 th11~ ng: to ;~ive up som(; 
of the most essential privilq~es nf hi': countr.1, he wGt!ld do nu 
more than a very numerous <i!ld honourable body of men did 
djtily, without the smallest impead1ment of their characters, 

. or the purity of ~he motives that impelled their conduct. 

MR. PIT'T suggested loosely what his idea of the ~mmmary 
species of hial be meant to authorize was. lie sain, tl1ere 
must be an exception to the general rule:; of law ; the trial-; 
must be held by special commission ; the court must not be 
tied down. to strict rules of evidence , bnt thf~Y must be upon 
their oaths to give judgment conscientiously, and pronounce 
such judgment ns the common law would warrant, if tbe 
evidence would reach it. Much, he was awan", would depend 
on the constitution of the court. His design, therefore, was, 
that it should be composed of men of kn(nvn talents, unim
peached character, and high consequence; that their impartiality 
should be further secured by their election being by ballot ; 
and that a certain number out of the whole nominated should 
make a court, in order that there might exist the chance of a 
choice by ballot. The persons to be balloted for, should be 
some of them from among- the judg·es, some members of the 
House of Lords, and some members of that House. Such a 
mixed assemblage, from the very first characters in the kingdom, 
would leave no room for su<ipicion, or possible impeachment of 
justice; and in order still more stron;;ly tn fortify the subject 
against injustice, tbcy should not be chosen till the hour of 
trial, and should then be all sworn. To effect the purposes of 
the institution of such a tribunal, they should be empowered 
to take depositions, and receive information, communicated by 
witnesses who were in India when the delinquent was stated 
to have committed the offences he might stand charged with ; 
and further, they should be judges both of the law and the 
fact. With regard to the punishments, they should be governed 
by the punM;hments the law, as it stood, authorized in case of 
misdemeanor, viz., fine and imprisonment ; but the extent of 
these should rest in the discretion of the court, to apportion 
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according to their opinion of the proved enormity of the 
crime ; and as a further means of rendering such a tribunal 
awful, and of giving effect to its plans for preventing the 
perpetration of crimes shocking to humanity, it should be 
armed with the power of examining the parties charged as 
delinquents, by interrogatories as to the value of their effects, 
in order the better to be able to govern tj1e quantum of the 
fine to be levied in case of conviction ; it should also be armed 
with the power of examining the amount of any inan's pro
perty on his arrival in England from India; and since purity 
and abstinence were the objects which every man must desiJOe 
should characterize the conduct of their count"rymen in Asia. · 
the Company should not have it in their power to ·employ any 
one of their servants convicted of a misdemeanor wh,ile he had 
been in India, nor should any person be suffered to return to 
that country after his stay in this beyond a certain limited 
period, MR. PITT interspersed his notification of the different 
principles and regulations which his intended Bil1 went to 
establish, with a variety of illustrations and arguments, and 
concluded with moving, •'That leave be given to bring in a Bill 
for the better regulation and management of the East India 
Company, and of the possessions in India." 

THE CHARTER ACT OF 1793. 

An Act for continuing in the East India Company, for a 
further term, the possession_of th~3ri!ish territories in lJ:)dia, 
together with their exclusive trade, under certain limitations ; 
for establishing further regulations for the government of the 
said territories, and the better administrations of justice within 
the same; for appropriating to certain uses the revenues and 
profits of the said Company ; and for making provision for the 
good order and government of the towns of Calcutta, Madras 
and Bombay.-(June II, 1793.) 

I I. And be it further enacted by the authority aforesaid, that 
His MaJesty may it shall and may be lawful for his Majesty~ 

appoint c:ommlssloners his heirs or successors, by any letters patent, 
for tbe affairs of India. 

or by any commission or commissions to be 
issued under the great seal of Great Britain, from time to time, 
to nominate, constitute and appoint, during his or their pleasure. 
such members of the privy council (of whom the two principal 
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Secretaries of State, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the 
time being, shall always be three), and such other two persons as 
his Majesty, his heirs or successors, shall think fit to be, and w~o 
shall accordingly be and be styled C::~issis,m~~!:.s for tlJgAffatrs 
!?f.Jllgia. 

III. And be it further enacted, that any three or more of 
Three commissioners tLe saJd Commissioners shall and may form 

may form a bo~rd, &c. a board. for executing the several powers 
which by this act, or by anr uther ad or ::tcts, are or shail be 
given to or vested in the said commissioners , and that the first
na-med commissioner in any such letters patent or commission 

·for the time being shall be the president of the said board; and 
that when anv board shall be formed in the absence of the 
president, th~ ~ommissioner whose name shall stand next in the 
order of their nomination in the said commission. of those who 
shall be present, shall for that turn preside at the said board. 

XI. ~nd be it further enacted, that the Comt of Directors 
, of the said Company for the time being shall, and they are here-

by required, from time to time, to deliver to the said board 

Court of Directors to 
deliver to the board, 
copies of all proceedings 
and oi dispatches re• 
ceived relating to the 
Civil or military govern
ment or revenues. 

copies of all minutes, orders, resolutions and 
proceedings of all comts of proprietors, 
general or special, and of all Courts of 
Directors, within eight days after the hold
ing of such courts respectively, and also 
copies of all letters, advices, and dispatches 

which shall at any time or times be received by the said Court 
of Directors, or any committee of directors, from the East Indies, 
or from any other of their settlements or factories within the 
limits of their exclusive trade, or from any of the servants of 
the said United Company, stationed at Saint Helena, Bussara, 
Suez, Allepo, or other parts beyond the seas, in anywise relating 
to or concerning the civil or military government, or the 
revenues of the said territories and acquisitions in India, imme
diately after the arrival and receipt thereof. 

XVI. Provided always, and be it further enacted, that 
nothing in this .Act contained shall extend, 

Board to issue orders b t d t t d t · t t! relating to the civil or or e cons rue o ex en 1 o g1ve o 1e 
military government, or said board of commissioners any power or 
the revenues only and If 
directors think they do authority to issue or send any orders or 
not relate to them, they · - h' 1 d ] · 
may petition his Majesty. mstructwns w IC.l o not re ate to pmnts 

· · connected \Vith the civil or military govern-
ment, or revenues of the British territories or possessions in 
India, nor to expunge, vary, or alter any dispatches proposed 
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by the said Court of Directors as aforesaid, which do not relate 
to the said government or revenues ; and that if the said board 
shall send any orders or instructions to the said Court of Direc
tors, to be by them transmitted, which in the opinion of the 
said Court of Directors shall relate to points not connected with 
the said civil or military government, or revenues, then and on 
any such occasion it shall be lawful f~r the said Court of 
Directors to apply by petition to his Majesty in Council touch
ing the same, and His Majesty in Council shall decide how far 
the same be or be not connected with the civil or military 
government and revenues of the said territories and possessiOJls 
in India, which decision shall be final and condusive. 

XIX. Provided also, and be it further enacted, That if 
the said Board of Commissimkrs shall be Board may send orders 

to the Secret Committee of opinion that the subject-matter of 
of Directors, who shall • h 
transmit the same to In- any of their deliberations concermng t e 
dia. levying war, or making peace or treating 
or negotiating with any of the native princes, or states in • 
India, intended to be communicated in order to any of 
the Governments or Presidencies in Indi:.t, shall be of a nature 
to require secrecy, it shall and may be lawful for the said Board 
to send their ordcr'i and instructions to the Secret Committee of 
the said Court of Directors to be appointed as is by this act 
directed, who shall thereupon, without disclosing the same, 
transmit their orders and dispatches, according to the tenor of 
the said orders and instructions of the said Board, to the res
pective Governments and !'residencies in India; and that the 
said Governments and Presidencies shall be bound to pay a 
faithful obedience thereto, in like manner as if such orders and 
instructions have been sent to them by the said Court of 
Directors. 

XX. And be it further enacted, That the said Court 
of Directors shall, from time to time, appoint 

a se~~:~c~~~.!fu':.~~oint a Secret Committee, to consbt of any 
number, not exceeding three, of the said 

Directors, for the particular purposes in this act specified : * * • 
XXII. Provided also, and be it further enacted, That 

Presidencies in India when a'1y of the Governments or Presi
may send dispatches to dencies in India shall be of opinion that 
the Secret Committee G 
wbo shall deliver them any of their dispatches to reat Britain, 
to the Board. · 1 G t f th "d conrermng t 1e overnmen o e sa1 
territories and acquisitlons, or the levying war, or making 
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peace or negotiations, or treaties \Vith any of the native princes 
or states of India, shall be of a nature to require the same to 
be kept secret, it shall be lawful for the said Governments cr 
Presidencies respectively to address their dispatches requiring 
such secrecy, under cover, sealed with their seals, unto the 
said Secret Committee of Directors of the said Company, for the 
inspection of such Committt:e and tbat immediately upon the 
arrival of such di~atcht"·' sn addre~sed, the ;-;aid Secret 
Committee. of Directors shall ,lcliver the ~ame or copies thereof 
to the said Board . 

• vxXIV. And be it further enacted, That the whole Civil 
• and :\~Iilitary Government of the l)resi~. 

Pre~d~~~~;:e~test~~ t~~ deucy of Fort William in Bengal, and also 
the Governors aiJd three th d · t d G counsellors respo!'ctively. e or ertng, managemen , an overn--

ment of a IT the territorial ::;.cq_uisitions and 
revenues in the Kingdoms or Provinces of Bengal, Behar and 
OriSsa, ·shall be and are hereby vested in a . Governor General 
and lhrec Counsellors of and for the said Presidency, subject 
to such rules, regtiratioi1s, aiid r-estrictions, as are made, provided, 
or established in that behalf in this act, or in any other act or 
acts now in force, and not by this act repealed or altered ; 
and that the whole civil and military ;;overnment of the 
Presidency of Fort Saint George, on the coast of Coromandel, 
and the ordering, management, and government of all the 
territorial acquisitions and revenues on the said coast, and 
also so much and such parts of the territories and possessions 
on the coast of Orissa, with the revenues of the ~arne, as have 
been and now are under the administration of the government 
or Presidency of Fort Saint George, shall be and are hereby 
vesteCIIn-a Governor ai1cltfuee counsellors of and for the said 
Presidency of Fort Saint George, subject to such rules, 

·regulations and restrictions as aforesaid; and that the whole 
civil and military government of the Presidency and island of 
B01pbay on the coast of Malabar, ancl tbe ordering, ·m-anage
ment and government of all the territorial acquisitions and 
revenues on the said coast of Malabar, shall be and arc hereby 
vested in a Governor and three counsellors of and for the said 
Presidency and island of Bombay, subject as afores<tid, and the 
said Governors and councils of the said presidencies of Fort 
Saint George, and Born bay respectively, being_ alsu_u_bject to 
tJ~e st1pe_;in t~J)d_ence and ;~·~!~?! ()f tl~e said G~ve~n_~~ _(;_(!l!(:!ral in 
COl)nCJl, 111 manner by (!~!..~ __ _<l_(::~_P.r<?y•g(:!Q or cl•~es!.(!_q in ~~~~t be
~~~J£! ~ny act or acts ~<.>. the:_c:ontL<.!f.Y._llQ1witll~tanding. 
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./XXV. And be it further enacted, That all vacancies 
vacancies of Gover· happening in the office of Governor Gene

ttors, &c. to be filled up ral of Fort William in Bengal, or of any 
by the Directors. of the members of the council there, or of 
Governors of either of the Company's Presidencies or settle
ments of Fort Saint George or Bombay, or of any of the 
members of the council of the same respectively, or of Gover
nor of the forts and garrisons of Fort • \Villiam, Fort Saint 
George, or Bombay, or of Commander-in-Chief of all the forces 
in India, or of any provincial Commander-in-Chief of the forces 
there, all and every of such vacancies shall be filled U_Q_and 
supplied_ ~y__!h~CQJU:LoLI.2i~ectors ()f the said.U nit~d Compa~y. 
the vacancies of any of the -said members of council being· 
always supplied from amongst the list of senior 'merchants of 
the said Company, who shall have respectively re~ided twelve 
years in India in their service, and not otherwise, except as is 
hereinafter otherwise provided. 

XXIX. And be it further enacted, That if any V(\Cancy shall 

How vacancies are 
to be supplied when no 
successors are on the 
spot &c. 

happen in the office of Governor General • 
of Fort \Villiam, or of Governor of Fort 
Saint George or Bombay respectively, 
when no provisional or other successor, 

shall be upon the spot to supply such vacancy, then and in 
every such case, the counsellor of the Presidency wherein such 
vacancy shall happen, next in rank to the said Governor
General, or Governor respectively, shall hold and execute 
the said office of Governor General or Governor, until a succes
sor shall arrive, or until some other person on the spot shall be 
duly appointed thereto ; and if the Council Board shall happen 
during that interval to become reduced to one only member, 
besides the acting Governor-General or Governor, then and in 
such case the person so acting as Governor-General or Governor 
shall be, and is hereby impowered to call to the Council Board
such one of the senior merchants of the said Company, at such 
Presidency where the vacancy shall occur, as he shall think fit 
to be a temporary member of the said board, and that the 
person so called shall accordingly sit and act as a member of 
the said council, and shall have the same powers in all other 
respects as are given to persons appointed to the Council Board 
by the said Court of the Directors, until the arrival of a succes
sor or other appointment made to the office of Governor General 
or Governor respectively and that every such actiQg Governor 
Generai, Governor, and occasional counsellor, shall, during the 
time of their continuing to act as such respectively, be entitled 
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to receive the several emoluments and and advantages apper
taining to the said offices by them respectively supplied, such 
acting Governor General and Governor foregoing their salary 
and allowances of Counsellor for th;: same period. 

XXX. Provided always, and be it further enacted, That 

Next member of coun· 
ell to Commander In 
Chief to succeed to the 
temporary g-cvernment of 
a presidency, unless t~e 
Commander -ln•Chtef 
shall have been pro vic 
~ion ally appointed. 

if at the time of any vacancy happening 
in the office of Governor General, or of a 

$(-;.overnor ',f any nf the said I' residencies, 
no eventual successor apoointed under the 
authority of this act shall be present upo~ 
the spot, any Cummander-in-Chief, al

though be shall b~ then a member of the Council of the Presidency 
where such vacancy shall occur, shall not succeed to the tem
porary goverhment of such Presidency unless such Commander
in-Chief shctll have been provisionally appointed to supply the 
same, but that the vacancy shall be supplied by the counsellor 
nex~ in rank at the Council Board to such Commander-in-Chief 
anything t1erein contained to the contrary notwithstanding. 

XXXI. And be it further enacted, That if any vacancy 

Vacancy of Counsellors 
when no successors are 
on the spot to be sup• 
piled by the governor in 
council from the senior 
merchants. 

shall happen of the office of a counsellor 
at either of the said presidencies, when no 
person provisionally or otherwise appoint
ed to succeed thereto sha11 be then resi
dent on the spot, then and on every such 

occasion such vacancy shall be supplied by and at the nomina
tion or appointment of the Governor General in Council of 
Fort William, or the Govenor in Council of Fort Saint George 
or Bombay respectively, from amongst the senior merchants in 
the said Company's service in India ; and that the person or 
persons so nominated shall execute the said office, and shall 
have the same powers in all respects as are given to persons 
appointed to the Council Board by the said Court of Directors, 
until a successor or successors shall arrive, duly appointed by the 
said Court of Directors, and shall have and he entitled to the 
salary and other emoluments and advantages appertaining to 
the said office or offices during his or their continuance therein 
respectively. 

XXXI I. And be it further enacted, That when the office 
The Commander-in· of Governor General, and the office of Com

~:~:~;.0;"~~n th:o~re~~~ mander-in-Chief of all the forces in India, 
dency, may by the autho· shall not be vested in the same person, 
rity of tbe Oirect_ors, be 
the second member of the ::;uch Commander-in-Chief shall and may, 
council. if specially authorised for that purpose by 
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the said Court of Directors, and not otherwise, be a member of 
the Council of Fort William ; and that when the offices of 
Governor of Fort Saint George, and Commander-in-Chief of the 
forces there, shall be vested in different persons, or the offices 
of Governor of Bombay, and Commander-in-Chief of the forces 
in Bombay, shall be vested in different persons, such respective 
Commanders-in-Chief sba11 and may, if specially authorised by 
the Court of Directors, and not otherwise, be a member of coun
cil at the said respective presidencies ; and that when p.ny Com
mander-in-chief shall be appointed a member of any of the 
said council such commander shall have rank and precedence 
at the Council Board next to the Governor General, or GovernCJr 
of the same Presidency ; but no Commander-ii1-Cbief shall be 
entitled to any salary or emolument in respect of his being a 
member of any of the said conncils, unless the • same shall 
be specially granted by the Court of Directors of the said 
company. • 

XXXII I. Provided always, and be it furtheP enacted, 

The Commander-In• 
chief in India, not being 
governor general, while 
resident at Port 'Saint 
George or Bombay shall 
be a member of council. 

That when the Commander-in-Chief of all 
the forces in India (not being likewise 
Governor General) shall happen to be resi
dent at either of the Presidencies of Fort 
Saint George or Bombay, the said Com

mander-in-Chief shall, from the time of his arrival, and during 
his continuance at such Presidency, be a member of the council 
of such Presidency, and durin~:; that period the provincial Com
mander-in-Chief of the forces of the same Presidency, if he shall 
be a member of the council thereof, shall and may continue 
to sit and deliberate, but shall not have any voice at the Council 
Board. 

XXXIV. And be it further enacted, That if any of the 
members of the Council of either of the 
said Presidencies shall by any infirmity or 
otherwise be rendered incapable of acting, 
or of attending to act as such, or if any of 

If any member shall be 
Incapable ol attending 
the Governor of the 
Presidency may call to 
the council a provisional 
successor &c. 

such members shall be absent from the 
Presidency, and the Governor General, or either of the said 
governors, shall be desirous of having the advice of a full 
Council upon any urgent business, the Governor General, or 
such Governors, respectively, shall by virtue of this act have fuU 
power and authority to call any provisi.:mal successor appointed, 
then on the spot, or, there being none such on the· spot, then 
any senior merchant on the spot, to assist at the Council Board 
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for the turn ; but that such provisional successor, or other 
person, shall not be entitled to any salary nr other emolument 
in respect thereof, nor sbi'ill his acting as an occasional member 
of council, in manner aforesaid, deprin~ him of any office ur 
emolument he before enjoyed. 

"'XXXV. And be it further enacted, That it shall and 
•mav be lawfnl tn and for the Kin~·s 

m~~a~*:!~nrirsi;!~~ ma\estv, hi" h'cirs and ,c~cce•;snr5, !Jy auy 
t.ytbe president of the ,vn.tllnf or mstrnment under bis ur thea 
Roard, may remove any -, 
<>fficer or servant of the siun !YH1llFrL nteL<;ioned bv the presi-
czmpanyln India. d~~lt of til':~ Board of C~rnmissi~l!1ers t~Jr tbe 
affairs of India, ~J_C:l!l_ove or recall any person orpersons bolu-
ing any offite, employment, or commission, civil or military, 
Uf1der the -said United Company in India for the time being·, 
and L.1 vacate and make void all or every, or any appoi_ntment 
or appointments, commission or commissions, of any person or 
persons to. any such offices or employments, and that all and 
every the powers and authorities of the respective persons so 
removed, recalled, or whose appointment or commission shall 
he vacated, shall cease or determine at or from ~uch respective 
time or times as in the said writin~ or writings shall be ex
pres'ied and specified in that behalf: provided always, that a 
duplicate or copy of every such writing or instrument, under 
His Majesty's sign manual. attested by the said president for 
the time being-, shall, within eight days after the same shall 
be signed by his Majesty, his heirs or successors, be trans
mitted or delivered to the Chairman or Deputy Chairman for 
the time being of the said Company, to the intent that the 
Court of Directors of the said Company may be apprized 
thereof. 

vxXXVI. Provided always, and be it further enacted, 

Act not to preclude 
the Uircctors from recal· 
!lng their <>fflcers or 
oervants~ 

That nothing in this act contained shall 
extend, or he construed to extend, to 
preclude or take away tbe power of the 
Court of Directors of the said Company 

from removing or recalling any of the officers or servants 
of the said Company, but that the said C91trt shall and may 
at all. times have full liberty to remove, r(!ca:Il:~9I-0Jjjniss 
any of such officers or servants,-_ ~t tliei! \Y.Jll and pleasure, 
.iii ___ ffie- like maiiner··a-:c;--·rr-nlis" act had not i-leen-maae, any 
<;iov~rr~?._~-Gei1eral, _(i9_v_e~-~?r o~ Cot_:rl_o:l;ind~!_-il1-Chie~~i~t
,edoy H1SMajesty, fus hetrs or successors, t11rougn the deTault 

5 
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of appointment by the said Court of Directors, always excepted; 
anything herein contained to the contrary notwithstanding. 

XXXVI I. And be it further enacted, That the departure 

Departure from India 
of any Governor Oeneral 
&c. with intent to return 
to Europe, to be deemed 
a resignation of employ
ment &c. While at the 
presidency no resigna
tion of a Oovernor
Oeneral &c. to be valla. 
el<c.,pt delivered in writ· 
Jng to the secretary. 
Regulation respecting 
salaries. 

from India of any Governor-General, 
Governor, Member of Council, or Com
mander-in-Chief, with intent to return to 
Europe, shall be deem.ed in law a resigna
tion and avoidance of his office or employ
ment, and that the arrival in ariy part of 
Europe of any such Governor-General, 
Governor, Member of Council, or Com
mander-in-Chief, shall be ~ sufficient indi- . 

cation of such intent ; and that no act or declaration of any 
Governor-General or Governor, or Member of Council, during 
his continuance in the Presidency whereof he was so Governor
General, Governor, or Counsellor, except by some deed or instru
ment in writing, under hand and seal, delivered to the secretary 
for the publick department of the same Presidency, irf order to 
its being recorded, shall be deemed or held as a resignation or 
surrender of his said office ; and that the salary and other 
allowances of any such Governor-General, or other officers 
respectively, shall cease from the day of such his departure, 
resignation, or surrender; and that if any such Governor
General, or any other officer whatever in the service of the 
said Company, shall quit or leave the Presidency or settlement 
to which he shall belong, other than in the known actual 
service of the said Company, the salary and allowances ap
pertaining to his office shall not be paid or payable during his 
absence to any agent or other person for his use, and in the 
event of his not returning back to his station at such presi
dency or settlement, or of his coming to Europe, his salary 
and allowances shall be deemed to have ceased from the day 
of his quitting such Presidency or settlement, any law or usage 
to the contrary notwithstanding. 

XXXIX. And be it further enacted, That all orders and 

Proceedings to be n
pressed to be made by 
the Oovernor and Coun
cil, and signed by the 
secretary. 

other proceedings of the Governor-Gene
ral and Council of Fort William shall be 
expressed to be made by the Governor
General in Council ; and that all orders 
and other proceedings of the Governors 

and Council of Fort Saint George and Bombay. ,respectively 
shall be expressed to be made by the Governor in Council, 
an0 not otherwise ; and that the s-everal orders and proceed-
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ings of all the said presidencies shall, previous to their being 
published or put in execution, be signed by the Chief Secre
tary to the Council of the Pre,;idency, by the authority of the 
Govemor-General in Council, or Governor in Council, as the 
case may be . 

...., XL. And be it further enacted, That the Governor-Gene

Governor Oeneral in 
Council at Fort William 
impowered to superin
tend tbe other Presiden. 
des. 

r;tl in Council at Fort \Villiam shall have 
and be invested bv virtue of this act with. 
f_:~1LE<?Wer and ~uthority to suEerintend, 
r:untrol and direct the several GoYern-

• ments and Presidencies of {i'ort Saint 
George and Bombay, and all uthe1 G~Aernments erected or to 
be erected by t'be "aid l'nited (, ·m~>any. within the limits of 
their said exclusive trade, in all such points as shall relate to any 
negotiations or transactions with the country power~ or States, 
or levying war or making peact>, or the collection or applica
tion of tbe {evenues of the said acquisitions and territories in 

• India, or to the forces employed at any of such Presidencies 
or Governments, or to the Civil or ::VIilitary Gcwernment of 
the said Presidencies, acquisitions, or territorit>.s, or any of 
them. 

XLI. And in order to prevent the embarras!'ment and 

The other presidencies 
to obey the orders of the 
Governor-General 
in Council at Fort Wil• 
Diam, if not repugnant 
to instructions from 
England. 

difficulty which may otherwise ari-;e from 
any doubt whether the orders or instruc
tions of the Governor-General in Council 
of Fort \Villi<1m relate to other points 
than those aforesaid be it further er,acted, 
That notwithstanding any doubt which 

may be entertained by the said Presidencies or Governments 
to whom such orders or instructions shall be givell respecting 
the power of the Governor-General in Council to give such 
orde1·s, yet the said Presidencies or Governments shallJ:J.~ bound 
tc, obey such orders and. directions of the o;;!i<]_ .§_<?vernor
General in Council, in all cases whatever, except only where 
fhey sbal: have received positive orders and imtructions 
from the said Court of Directors, or from the Secret 
C<Jmmittee of Directors, by the authority of the said B<>ard 
of Commissioners for the affairs of lndia, repugnant to the 
orders and instructions (Jf the said Governor-General in Council, 
and not kno~n.. to the sr~id Governor-General and Council, at 
the time of dispatching their orders and instructions as 
aforesaid ; and the said Governor-GenerCil in Council shall, 



at the time of transmitting all such orders and instructions, 

Oovernor-Oeneral to 
send dates, &c. of dis• 
patches from Englund on 
points contained In ins• 
tructlons to Presidencies 
&c. who shall transmit 
to him copies of any 
orders they deem repug• 
nant thereto. 

transmit therewith the dates of, af\d the 
times of, receiving the last dispatches, 
orders, and instructions, which they 
have received from the Court of Direc
tors, or from the said Secret Committee 
by the direction of the said Board of Com
missioners, or any of the poiuts contained 

therein ; and the said Presidencies, Governments,. and Settle
ments, in all cases where they have received any orders 
from the said Court of Directors, or from the said Secret 
Committee by the direction of the Board ,of Commissioners 
as aforesaid, which they shall deen.1 ~~pugnant to the orders 
of the said Governor-General in Council of ·Fort William, 
and which were not known to the said Governor-General 
and CotH'cil at the time of dispatching their orders and 
instructions as aforesaid, shall forthwith transmit copies of the 
same, together with an account of all instructioQs or orders 
made by them in consequence thereof, to the Governor-. 
General in Council of Fort 'vVilliam, who shall, after the receipt 
of the same, dispatch such further orders and instructions 
to the said Presidencies, and Governments or Settlements, as 
the said Governor· General in Council may judgt: necessary 
thereupon. 

XLT T. And for 'as much as to pursue schemes of conquest 

War not to be de
clared, &c. by the 
Oovernor-Oeneral In 
Council at Port \VIIIiam 
without the command 
of the directors, &c. 

:.~~~r.\u~!e,."b~li~~~a~~: 
&c. 

and extension of dominion in India are 
measures repugnant to the wish, the 
honour, and policy of this nation : be it 
further enacted, That it shall not be lawful 
for the Governor-General in Council of 
Fort William aforesaid, without the express 
command and authority of the said Court 

of Directors, or of the said Secret Committee by the authority 
of the said Board of Commissioners for the affairs of India, in 
any case \except where hostilities liave actually been com
menced, or preparations actually made for the commencement 
of hostilities, against the British nation in India, or against 
some of the princes or states dependant thereon, or whole 
territories, the said United Company shall be at such time 
engaged by any subsisting treaty to defend or guarantee) 
either to declare war or commence hostilities,. qr enter into 
any treaty for making war against any of the country princes 
or States in India, or any treaty for guaranteeing the posses-
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sions of any country princes or States : and that in any such 
case it shall not be lawful for the said Governor-General and 
Council to declare war or to commence hostilities, or to enter 
into any treaty for making war against any other prince or 
state, than such as shall be actually committing hostilities, or 
making preparations as aforesaid, or to make such treaty for 
guaranteeing the P'''session-.; nf any prince f)r State, but upon 
t.he consideration of ,tuch prince nr State actually engaging to 
assist the Company against ~uch hosti!itie.; c<Jmmenced, or 

preparations made ac; afuresaid , and in 
co.,;;!",:c',:',::~~~tioof ho~! a!l cases where hostilities shall be com
tilities, &c. to be mad" menced, or treatv made, the said Governor-
to tbe Directors, &c. " 

. General and Council shall, by tbe most 
expeditious means they can devise, communicate the same 
unto the said Court of Directors, or the said Secret Committ~e, 
together with a full state of the information and intelligence 
upon which they shall have commenced such hostilities, or 
made such ~reaties, and their motives and reasons for the same 

• at large. 

-:- XLII I. And be it further enacted, That it shall not be 

Oovernments of Fort 
Saint Georg-e or Bombay 
not to declare war, &c. 
but by orders from Port 
William or the Directors 
«c. 

lawful for the Governors and Counsellors 
of Fort Saint George and Bombay, or of 
anv other subordinate settlement, to make 
or ·issue any order for commencing hostilities 
or levying war, or to negotiate or conclude 

any treaty of peace, or other treaty, with any Indian Prince or 
State (except in cases of sudden emergency or imminent danger, 
when it shall appear dangerous to postpone such hostilities or 
treaty) unless in pursuance of express orders from the said 
Governor-General in Council of Fort \Villiam aforesaid, or from 
the said Court of Directors, or from the said Secret Committee by 
the authority of the said Hoard of Commissioners fur the affairs 
of India, and every such treaty shall, if possible, contain a 
clause for subjecting the same to the ratification or rejection 
of the Governor-General in Council of Fort \Vi!liam aforesaid : 
and the said Governors and Counsellor>', and other <)fi]ccrs of 

Penalty on governors 
6:c. of Port St. George 
and Bombay for neglect 
of orders from Fort 
William. 

of the said !'residencies of Fort Saint 
George and Bombay, or other Settlements 
respectively, arc hereby required to pay 
<~nd yield obedience to all such orders as 
they shall, from time to time, respectively 

receive from the said Governor-General in Council of Fort 
\Villiam aforesaid, concerning the matters aforesaid ; and that 
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all and singular the said Governors, Counsellors, and other 
officers who shall refuse or wilfully neglect or forbear to pay 
obedience to such orders and instructions as they shall receive 
from the said Governor-General in Council of Fort \Villiam 
as aforesaid, shall be~t~--.tQ p_f!_ rem~ved, dismissed, or s!]spen
<!~~- from!_he ~e of !hGi~ ~esp.e~_tive_C?.ffi.«-~--!?,.!._l?_~:'"'~rs. by 
order of the satd Governor-General ut COuncil of Fort \Vtlham, 
ana be sent to Enghrid; · ai1d be· subjeCT.to-suchfurther pains 

''and penalties as an: or shall be provided by law in that behalf. 

XLIV. And be it further enacted, That the Governors 

Presidencies of Fort 
St. George &c. to send 
to Fort William copies 
of all their orders &c. 

and Counsellors of the Siiid Presidencies of 
Fort Saint George and Bombay respec.: 
tively for the time being, a"nd the Gover
nors and Counsellors, or other chief officer 

or officers of, and belong-ing to, any other British settlement in 
India, shall, and they are hereby respectively required constant
ly and diligently to transmit to the said Governor.General in 
Council at Fort \Villiam aforesaid, true and exact copies of all • 
orders, resolutions, and acts in council of their respective 
Governments, Presidencies, and Councils, and also advice and 
intelligence of all transactions and matters which shall come 
to their knowled~~t>, material to be communicated to the Gover
nor-Gener<ll in Council of Fort William aforesaid, or which the 
said Governor General in Council shall, from time to time, require. 

XLVII. And whereas it will tend greatly to the strength 

Governor-General, or 
governors, may order 
measures proposed in 
council about which they 
differ from the other 
members to be adopted 
or suspended &c. 

and security of the British possessions in 
India, and give energy, vigour, and dis
patch to the measures and proceedings of 
the executive government within the 
respective }'residencies if the Governor 
general of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, and 

the several Governors of Fort Saint George and Bombay, were 
vested with a discretionary power of acting without the con
currence of their respective councils, or forbearing to act accord
ing to their opinions, in cases of high importance, and essen" 
tially affecting the publick interest and welfare, thereby subject
ing themselves personally to answer to their country for so 
acting, or forbearing to act; be it enacted, That when and so 
often as any measure or question shall be proposed or agitated 
in the Supreme Council at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, or in either 
of the Councils of Fort Saint George and Bombay,· whereby the 
interests of the said 0 nited Cumpany, or the safety or tranquill
ity of the British possessions in India, or any part thereof, are: 
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or may, in the judgment of the Governor-General, or of the 
said Governors respectively, be essentially concerned or affected, 
and the said Governor-General or such Governors respectively 
shall be of opinion that it will be expedient either that the 
measures so proposed or agitated ought to be adopted or carried 
int<> execution, r,r that the same ()tJ~ht to be suspended or 
\vholly rejected, and the ""'vera! <•tiler Member;; uf such Council 
then present shall di-ffer in ;wd dis;ent fr,m1 -;qch opinton, thf: 
said Governor-General c,y such t~overnur, and the other 
Members of the Council, shall, and they <~re hereby directed 
forthwith mutually to exchange with and communicate in 
Council to each.other, in writing, under their respective hands 
(to be recorded at large on their secret consultations) the respec
tive grounds and reasons of their respective opinions ; and if, 
after considering the same, the said Governor-General, or such 
Governor respectively, and the other Members of the sairl 
Council, shall severally retain their opinions, it shall and may 
be lawfuL to and for the said Guvernm·-General in the Supreme 
Council of Fort \Villiam, or other of the said Governors in their 
respective Councils, to make a11d declare any order (to be ~igned 
and subscribed by tbe said Gnvemur-General, or by the Gover-
nor making the same) for suspending or rejecting the measure 
or question so proposed or agitate in part or in the whole, or to 
make and declare such order and resolution for adopting and 
carrying the measure so proposed or agitated into execution, as 
the said Governor-Genera!, or such Governors in their respec
tive Councils, shalt think fit and expedient; which said last
mentioned order and resolution, so made and declared, shall be 
signed as welt by the said Governor-General, or the Governor 
so making and declaring the same, as by all the other Mem
bers of the Council then present, and shall by force and virtue 
of this act be as effectual and va]jsl,. to all intents and pur
poses, as if all the said other l\Tembers bad advised the same, 
or concurred therein; and the said Members of Council, and all 
officers, Civil and Military, and all other persons concerned, 
shall be, and they are hereby commanded, authorised and en
joined to be, obedient thereto, and to be aiding and assisting in 
their respective stations in the carrying the ~arne into execution. 

XLVI I L And be it further enacted, That the Governor
General, or Governor, who shall declare and commilnd any such 
order or resolution to be made and recorded without the assent 
or concur.rence of any of the other Members of Council, shall 
alone be held responsible for the same, and the consequences 
thereof. 
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XLIX. Provided always, and be it further enacted, That 
nothing in this contained shall extend, or 

Oovernor·Oeneral &c:. b d d · maklna- any order with· e construe to exten , to gtve power to 
out the consent ol the tl 'd G G J f F t W'll' c:ounc:ll responslbto tor 1e sat overnor- enera 0 or t Jam 
thesame,butnot to make in Benrral or to either of the said Gover-anyorderwhlch could not "' ,: . 
have been made with the nors of Fort Sa111t George and Bombay 
consent of the council. · 1 k · respecttve y, to ma ·e or carry mto execu-
tion any order or resolution which could not have been lawfully 
made and executed with the concurrence of the councils of the 
respective Governments or Presidencies, any thing herein con
tained to the contrary notwithstanding. 

L. Provided also, and be it further enactetl and declared, 

No person to act, 
without the concurrence 
of the council, on whom 
the office of Governor
General or Oovernor shall 
devolve by death, unless 
provisionally appointed 
lu:. 

That nothing in this act, contained shall 
extend, or be construed to extend, to give 
any discretionary power of acting, or for
bearing to act, without the concurrence of 
the other Members of Council, unto any 
person on whom the said office o"f Gover

nor-General, or the said office of Governor respectively, shall 
happen to devolve by the death or resignation of any Govemor
General, or Governor for the time being respectively, or unto 
any Deputy Governor-General, unless such person shall have 
been provisionally appointed to succeed to such respective 
office by the said Court of Directors, or unless and until such 
person shall have been or shall be confirmed in the said office, 
and that in the meantime all orders, resolutions, and other acts 
and things in such Presidency, shall be determined by the voice 
of the major part in number of the Governor-General and 
Counsellors, or Governor and Counsellors present at the making 
or doing thereof, such Governor-General or Governor having on 
any equality of voices a casting vote, and not otherwise, or in 
any other manner, any thing in this act contained to the con
trary notwithstanding. 

LIII. And be it further enacted, That when and so often 

Oovernor·Oeneral to 
nominate a Vice-Presi
dent of Port William to 
act during his absence ; 

as the said Governor-General shall on any 
occasion be absent from his own Govern
ment of Bengal, such one of the Members 
of the Council thereof as the said Governor

General shall nominate for the purpose, shall be styled and act 
as Vice-President and Deputy-Governor of Fort William, and 
that the Government of the said Presidency shall be .exercised 
by such Vice-President or Deputy, and the other Members or 
Member of the said Council, in like manner, and no further or 
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otherwise than as the Government of the said Presidencies of 
Fort Saint George and Bomay may be exercised by Governors 
in Council there, subject nevertheless to the restrictions in this: 
act contained. 

LIV. \ nd be it further enacted, That if the .~aid Covernor-
But while absent,mav (;eneral, during Jw; absence from his own 

issue orders to tl•e t]bvernmcnt of Bengal, shall judge it 
officers and servants of 
the other Pres-Idencies necessary to issue any orders or directions 
&c., to any of the said Governments or Presi
dencies in India, or to any of the officers or servants of the said 
Company acting u.nder the authority of any of the said l'resi
o:lencie:o, withou.t previously communicating such orders or ins .. 
tructions to the said respective Governments, under the author
ity of which such officers or servants shall be acting, it shall and 
may be lawful for him to is.~ue tbc same, and that the said 
respective Governments or Presidencies, and also such officers 
and servanti shall, and they are hereby severally and respect-

.ively authorised and required to, obey the same, and such orders 
and instructions shall be of the same force as if the same had 
been made by the said Governor-General in Council at Fort 
\Villiam, but not of any greater or other force or validity ; and 
that if such orders or directions shall be made by the said 
Governor General of his own sole authority, or without the 
concurrence of the other Members of Council of either of the 
said 1)residencies of Fort Saint George and Bombay respect
ively, in that case the said Governor-General shall be alone 
held responsible for the same, in the like manner as for any 
orders or resolutions by him made in Council at Fort William, 
of his own sole authority, without the concurrence of the other 
Members of the same Council, according to the directions and 
true intent and meaning of this act : Provided always, that 5uch 
Governor-General shall and he is hereby required to, transmit 
by tbe first opportunity, to the Governors and Councils of the 
respective Presidencies to which the officers or servants to whom 
any such orders or instructions shall be so sent to be executed 
shall belong, copies of such orders or instructions respectively, 
with h1s reasons or inducements for issuing the same, and also 
to transmit to the Court of Directors of the said Company, by 
the first opportunity that shall or may occur, a copy of all 
orders and instructions by him so sent to any of the said 
Governments, ·Presidencies, officers, or servants respectively, 
together with his reasons and inducements for sending or issu
ing the same. 
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~LV. Provided also, and be it further enacted, That it 

Directors with the ap- shall and may be lawful for the Court of 
prnbatlon of the Board, Directors of the said Company, with the 
.omfatyhe8"o"Pov0nedrntohr~ peonweerra81 d o, approbation of the Boar of Commissioners 
to act upon his own 
authority. for the affairs of India, to suspend all or 
any of the powers hereby given to the Governor-General of Fort 
Vv'illiam to act upon his own sole authority, at and for such 
time or times as they may judge expedient or necessary, and 
that the same shall be suspended accordingly, from· the time ot 
the arrival of their orders for that purpose in India: and also 
for the said Court of Directors with such approbation as afore
said, to receive the said powers, when and as. they shall thin~ 
fit : any thing herein contained to the contrary nQtwithstanding. 

LXI I. And be it further enacted, That the demanding 
or receiving any sum of money, or other 

~eceivlng gifts to be l bl tl . a 'ft t r deemed a misdemeanor. va ua c lin,.,, as a gt or presen , 0 
under colour thereof, whether it be for the 

use of the receiving the same, or for, or pretended t~ be for the 
use of thP said Company, or of any other person whatsoever, • 
by any British subject, holding or exercising any office or 
employment under His Majesty, or the said United Company, in 
the East Indies, shall be deemed and taken to be extortion 
and misdemeanor at law, and shall be proceeded against and 
punished as such, under and by virtue of this act, and the 
offender shall also forfeit to the King's Majesty, his heirs and 
successors, the whole gift or present so received, or the full 
value thereof. 

LX l V. Provided always, and be it further enacted, That 
nothing herein contained shall extend, or 

Counsellors-at-Law &c. 
may take fees In their be construed to extend, to prohibit or 
professions. prevent any person exercising the pro-
fession of Counsellor-at-law, physician, or surgeon or any 
chaplain, from accepting, taking or receiving fees, gratuities, or 
rewards (bonafide) in the way of his profession only. 

LXV. And be it further enacted, That the wilful dis

Neglect to execute th 8 

orders of the Director• 
etc. to be deemed a mis
demeanor. 

obeying, or the wilfully omitting, forbear
ing, or neglecting to execute the orders 
or instructions of the Court of Directors of 
the said Company, by any Governor

General, Governor, President, Counsellor, or Commander-in
Chief, or by any other of the officers or servants of the said United 
Company in the East Indies (unless in cases of necessity, the 
burthen of the proof, of which nece'isity shall lie on the party so 
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disobeying, or omitting or forbearing to exer.ute such order~ 
and instructions as aforesaid), and every wilful breach of the 
trust and duty of any office or employment, Ly any such Gover
nor-General, Governor, President, Coun~e!lor. er Commander
in-Chief, or by anv of the officers or ~ervants of the said U niterl 
Company in the East Indies shall be deemed and taken to be.~ 
misdemeanor at law, and ~hall or may be pron·ed•_:d 
punished as such by "virtue ,,f thi- 'let. 

LXVII. And be it fmther ernr·'c•d, fhal ;,ii l1is 

His i\\ajesty's subjects 
amenable to Courts oi 
justice in India and 
Great Britain lor ofien • 
ces in the territ6ries oi 
native princes. 

sn by:'ch, as wd i servants nf the sa J•: 
l- mtt:d Company as others, sh;:lll be arH1 

are __ !:t_c;reby cte_<;J~~red to be amenable tn a!l 
COurtsofJustice, both in India and GreC~t 
I3ritian, of competent jurisdictic-rt to tr~ 

offences committed ttl India, for all acts, injuries, wrongs, 
oppressions, trespasses, misdemeanor,., offences, and crime> 
whatever, by them or any of them, done or to be dcme or com
mitted in "any of the lands or territories of any nati\·e prince r'r 
State, or against their persons or propertie:::, nf the persons C•r 
properties of any of their subject:; or people, in the ~amt
manner as if the same had been done or committed withi;, 
the territories directly subject to and under the Hritioh Gun;rn
ment of India. 

CXXXV I I. f\ nd be it fnrther enactco, That it shr~ll not 
No Governor-General be lawful for any Governor-General, or 

etc. to trade, except on Governor, or any lVIember of Cc>tmcil of 
account oi Company. the said I' residencies in f ndia, to he C(•!l-

cerned in any trade or trC~ffick wh:1tever, except on account or 
the said Company, nor for any Collector, Supervisor, or other 
person employed or concerned in the collection of the revenues, 
or the administration of Justice, in the provinces of Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa, or either of them, or their agents or servants, 
or any person or persons in trust for them or any of them, to 
carry on or be concerned in or to have any dealings or transac
tions, by way of traffick or trade, at any place within any of the 
provinces in India, or other parts, or to buy any goods, and sell 
the same again, or any part thereof, at the place where he or 
they bought the same, or at any other place within the same 
province, or any other such province or country respectively, 
except on account of the said Company ; nor shall it be lawful 

• · for any of the judges of the Supreme 
No Judsre to be con· C t f J d · t t b d · v. cerned tn any trade. our o u Jca ure o e concerne m an,. 

trade or traffick whatever ; nor shall it be 
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lawful for any of His Majesty's subjects in the said provinces to 
No person whatever to engage, intermeddle, or be in anywise con

be concerned In the In· cerned, directly or indirectly, in the inland 
land trade In salt, etc. 
except with the Com· trade in salt, beetlenut, tobacco, or rice, 
pany's permission. except on the account of the said Company, 
or with their permission, on pain of forfeiting all such goods or 
commodities which they, or any of them, shall so buy and sell 
again, by way of traffick, or in which any or them shall so trade, 
and also treble the value thereof, one moiety to the said United 
Company, and the other moiety to him or them who will sue 
for the same. . 

CLI. And whereas the Governor-General and other 
Members of the Supreme Council of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, and 
the Chief Justice and other Justices of the Supreme Court of 
Judicature at Fort William aforesaid, are at present the only 
persons authorised by law to act as Justices of the Peace within 
and thron~hout the provinces, districts, and countries ~f Bengal, 
Behar, and Orissa ; and the Governor or President, and the 
other Members of the Council of Fort Saint George, on the coast 
of Coromandel ; and the Governor or Pre;;ident, and the other 
Members of the Council of Bombay, are the only persons 
authorised by b w to act as Justices of the Peace in and for the 
Presidency of Fort Saint George, and the Presidency, island, 
town, and factory of Bombay, and the places belonging and sub
ordinate to the said two last-mentioned Presidencies, respec
tively : and whereas, for preserving and maintaining the peace 
in the said Provinces, and Presidencies aforesaid, and the places 
subordinate thereto, it is expedient that a further number of 
persons ':hould be appointed to act as Justices of the Peace in 

and for the same respectively : be it, there
oo~:;:.e:,._lj~vnee~at0 u;~ fore, further enacted, That it shall and may 
~t~~0::! 1 :~P~~~~ f:~:l~:! be lawful to and for the Governor-General 
olthe Peace. in Council of Fort \Villiam in Bengal for 
the time being, by commissions to be from time to time issued 
under the seal of the Supreme Court of Judicature there, in the 
name of the King's Majesty, his Heirs, aud Successors, tested in 
the name of the Chief Justice of the said court 
(which said commissions the said Supreme Court of 
Judicature is hereby authorised and required from time 
to time, by any order or warrant from the said 
Governor General in Council, to issue accordingly) to 
nominate and appoint such and so many of the covenanted 
servants of the said Company, or other British inhabitants. 
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as the said Governor General in Council shall think pro
perly qualified, to act as Justices of the reace within and 
tor the said Provinces and Presidencies, and Places theret(j 
subordinate rCSJJcCtively, aml such per~ons shall, according tc. 
the tenor of the rtespc:c:tive commi"sions wherein tbey shall be· 
so nominated and appointed, and by virtue thereof, and of tbi" 
act, have full power and auth"rity to act as Justices of the Peace, 
according to the terror of the same Commissions, wherein they 
shall be respectively named in and for the Province and Presi
dencies aforesaid, and Places subordinate thereto respectively , 
and the said Supreme Court, upon any requisition in writing
from the said GQvernor-G~neral in Council, shall and may from 
time to time supercede such commissions, and npon like requisi
tion issue ne\v commissions. for the purposes aforesaid, unto the 
same or such other of the covenanted servants of the said 
Company, or other British inhc.bitants, as shall from time to 
time, be so nominated by the said Governor-General in Council 
in that beJ1alf, all which commissions shall b,~ filed of record in 
the respective courts of oyer and terminer of the Province, 

Such Justices not to 
sit in Courts of oyer and 
terminer unless called 
upon. 

Presider.cy, or place wherein and for which 
the same shall be issued as aforesaid : 
provided always, that the persons who 
shall be so nominated and appointed 

as aforesaid shall not be capable of holding any such court, 
of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery, nor to sit in any such 
Court, unless the justices of the said court shall, on any parti
cular occasion, call upon them so to do, in which case, and so 
often as tbe same shall happen, the persons so called upon shall 
and may for that time associr<te with them, at.d sit as ju~tices 
of the said court of oyer and terminer and gaol delivery by 
virtue of this Act, and has a deliberative \·oice, being first 
specially authorised for that purpose by order in Council. 

CL VI. And whereas, by the Charter of Justice under the 
areat seal of Great Britain, bearina. date Charter of Justice, "' ,.., 

rlated March ::t6, 1774, the twenty-sixth day of March, in the 
recited. fourteenth year of His present Majesty's 
reign, for establishing the Supreme Court of I udicature of 
Fort William ir, Bengal, His Majesty did grant. ordain, establish 
and appoint, that the said Supreme Court of I udicature should 
be; a Court of Admiralty, with power and authority to enquire, 
hear, try, examine, and determine, by the oaths of British sub
jects, all treasons, murders, piracies, robberies, felonies, maim
ings, forestallings, extortions, trespasses, misdemeanors, offences, 
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excesses, and enormities, and maritime causes whatsoever, 
according to the laws and customs of the Admiralty of England, 
done, perpetrated, or committed upon the high sea~, rivers, 
ports, creeks, harbours, and places overflown, within the ebbing 
and flowin~ of the sea and high water mark within, about, 
and throughout the Provinces, Countries, or Districts of Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa, and the territories or islands adjacent thereto 
and dependant thereon ; the cognizance whereof doth belong 
to the jurisdiction of the admiralty, as the same is . used and 
exercised in that part of Great Britain called England : and 
whereas doubts have arisen how far the jurisdiction of the 
said Supreme Court, in criminal matters, is .limited by the 
said Charter to offences committed on the coasts of Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa, territories or islands respectively, within the 
ebbing and flowing of the sea and hi~h water mark ; and in 
as much as it is essentially necessary that the Admiralty juris
diction of the said Supreme Court of Judicature should extend 

Power given by reel· 
ted Charter to the 
Supreme Court of Judi· 
cature, to extend to the 
lligb seas. 

to crimes anrl offences committ~ on the 
high seas at large be it fnrther enacted 
and declared, That the power and ~uthority 
of the said Court, granted to them by 
the said Charter of Justice, shall extend 

and be extended to -~hi£!!_ seasL ~!1d that the said Court 
shall, by force and virtue of tfm-act, have full power and 
authority to enquire, hear, try, examine, and determine, by the 
oaths of honest and lawful men, being British subjects, resident 
in the town of Calcutta, all tre<J.sons, murders, piracies, robberies, 
felonies, maimings, forestallings, extortions, trespassers, mis
emeanors, offences, excesses, and enormities, and maritime 
causes whatsoever, according to the laws and customs of the 
admiralty of England, done, perpetrated, or committed upon 
any of the high seas, and to fine, imprison, correct, punish, 
chastise, and reform parties guilty, and violators, of the Jaws, 
in like and in as ample manner, to all intents and purposes, 
as the said Court might or could do if the same were done, 
perpetrated, or committed within the limits prescribed by the 
said Charter of Justice, and not otherwise or in any other 
manner. 



V. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT OF 1800. 

(39 and 40 Geo. I II, C. 79). 

:\ n Act for establishing further Rq;nlatior~~Lt\Je Govern
meiJt L!f th~ .BntJsh Tenltun~::s in ltJdia, and the better :\d, 
tllli)J:-;tration (){)ustiet~ within the ~anw {•,'-;t!J Juiy, I~oo; 

I. * "* '* Be it enacted * * * that. from and 
after the pas·sing of this Act, it shall and may be lawful for 
the Court of Directors of the said Company for the time 
being, to declare and appoint what part or parts of the 
said territorial aequisitions, or of any other now subject 
to the Government of the said Presidency of Fort Saint 
George, or the said Presidency of Bombay, together with the 
revenues arising therefrom, and the establishment of Civil 
Servants connected therewith respectively, shall from thence
forth hearafter be subject to the Guvernrnent of either and 
which of th~ said Presidencies, or of the Presidency of Fort 

•\Villiam in Bengal, and from time to time, as occasion may 
require, to revoke or alter in the whole or in part such appoint
ment, and to make such new distribution of the same as to 
them shall seem fit and expedient, subject nevertheless, in all 
cases, to the Superintendence, Direction, and Contrul of the 
Commissiont>rs of Imliil, in like manner as <my Acts or Orders 
of the said Court of Directors are now by law subject ; and 
all such territorial acquisitions, and the Revenues ansmg
therefrom, and the establishment of Civil Servants connected 
herewith, shall, from and after the time, and subject as to such 
time to the conditions and limitations, to be by the said Court 
of Directors limited and appointt:d for such purposes respec
tively, be to all intents and pmpose,:, wllaboever, annexed to 
and made subject to such Presidency and to the Court or 
Courts of Judicature established or to be established therein 
respectively. 

I I. * * * Be it enr~cted that it sl1all and may be 
lawful for His Majesty, His Heirs and Successors, by Charter 
or Letters Patent under the Great Seal of Great Britain to 
erect and establish a Supreme Court of Judicature at Madras 
aforesaid, to consist of such and the Jikf' number of persons, 
to be named from time to time by His Majesty, His Heirs 
and Successo.rs_, with full power to exercise such Civil, Criminal, 
Admiralty and Ecclesiastical jurisdictions, both as to Natives 
and British subjects, and to be invested with such powers and 

• 
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authorities, privileges and immunities, for the better administra
tions of the same, and subject to the same limitations, restric
tion, and control within the said Fort Saint George and Town 
of Madras, and the limits thereof, and the factories subordinate 
thereto, and within which now are or hereafter may be subject 
to or dependent upon the said Government of Madras, as the 
said Supreme Court of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, 
by virtue of any law now in force and u•nrepealed, or by this 
present Act, does consist of, is invested with, or. subject to, 
within the said Fort vVilliam, or kingdoms of Provinces of 
Bengal, Behar and Orissa. 

II I. Provided always that the Governo.r and Council at 
Madras and the Governor-General of Fort Wil.liam aforesaid', 
shall enjoy the same exemption, and no other, from the 
authority of the said Supreme Court of Judicature to be there 
erected, as is enjoyed by the said Governor-General and Council 
at Fort \Villiam afore~aid, from the jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court of Judicature there already by law establishelii. 

XI I. And be it further enacted, that if the Governor-Gene- • 
ral of Fort William in Bengal for the time being, or 
the Governor of the said Presidency of Fort Saint George, and of 
the said Presidency and island of Bombay respectively for the 
time being, shall happen to be absent from any Council to be 
assembled for the said respective Presidencies * • owing 
to indisposition or any other cause whatever, and shall signify 
such his intended absence to such Council, to be assembled, 
then and in every such case the senior Member for the time 
being who shall be present at the Council so assembled, shall 
preside at such Council, in such manner, and with such full 
powers and authorities, during the time that such Council shall 
continue to be assembled, as such Governer-General or Governor 
might or would have had in case such Governor-General or 
Governor were himself actually present at such Council : Pro
vided nevertheless, that no Act of any Council so held shall 
be valid to any effect whatsoever, unless the same shall be 
signed by such Governor-General or Governor respectively, 
if such Governor-General or Governor shall at the time 
be resident at the Presidency at which such Council shall 
be so assembled, and shall not be prevented by such indisposi
tion from signing the same: Provided always, that, in case 
such Governor-General or Governor, not being so prevented 
as aforesaid, shall decline or refuse to sign such Act of Council, 
he and the several Members of the Council who shall have 

• 
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signed the same, c;hall mutually exchange with and commnni
catc in writing to each other the Grounds and Reasons of their 
respective opinions, in like manner, and subject to such Regula
tions and ultimate responsibility of such Governor-General or 
Governor respectively, as are by the said Act passed in the 
thirty-third year of the reign of His present Majesty, provided 
and directed in cases where such Governor-(;eneral nr Governor 
respective!v shalL wh.en .Jis,;c:n! froJrl anv meastJre 
proposed ~r agitated in such Cuuncil respectively · Provided 
also, that nothing herein ,:,ntaincd ~'hall bt: taken or construed 
to prevent such Governnr-Gennal, ill case he shali be absent 
from his own Government of Bengal, to nominatt: a Vice
President and Deputy Governor of Fort William, according 
to the Provisio:1 for that purpose in the said .l.ct passed in the 
thirty-third year of His present Majesty. 

20. And whereas the Province or District of Benares has 
been ceded to the said United Company, and been annexed to 
the said P:esidency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, since the 

• establishment of the said Supreme CO<JUrt of ] udicature, at 
Fort \Villiam aforesaid, and it is expedient that the same should 
be subject to the jurisdictiOn of the said Court, in like manner 
as the kingdoms or Province~ of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, 
and that the said Province or District, and all other Provinces 
or Districts, which may hereafter !Je at any time annexed and 
made subject to the said Presidency, should be subject to 
such Regulations as the Governor-General and Council of Fort 
\Villiam aforesaid have framed or may frame for the better 
Administration of Justice among the native inhabitants and 
others within the same respectively; be it, therefore, further 
enacted, That (from 1\'larch r, r.Sor) the power and authority of 
the said Supreme Court of Judicature in and for the said 
Presidency of Fort \Villia:n aforesaid, as now and by virtue 
of this Act established, and all such Regulations as have been or 
may be hereafter, according to the powers and authorities, and 
subject to the provisions and restrictions before enacted, framed 
and provided, shall extend to and over the said Province or 
District of Henares, and to and over all the Factories, Districts 
and Places, which now are or hereafter shall be made subordi
nate thereto, and to and over all such Provinces and Districts 
as may at any time hereafter be annexed and made subject 
to the said Presidency of Fort William aforesaid. 

6 
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VI. THE INDIAN BISHOPS AND COURTS ACT OF 1823. 

(4, Geo. IV. C. 71). 

VI I. And whereas His late Majesty King George the Second 
did by His Letters Patent bearing date at 

Letters Patent Jan. Westminster the eighth day of January 
:.6. 1060. :z. 

in the twenty sixth year of His reign, 
grant unto the United Company of Merchants of England 
trading to the East Indies His Royal Charter, thereby, amongst 
other things constituting and establishing Courts of Civil, 
Criminal and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction at the United Com
pany's respective settlements at Madraspatam, Bombay o~ 
the Island of Bombay and Fort William in Bengal; And where
as the said Clu,rter, in as far as it represents the Administration 
of Justice at Bombay, has been altered and changed by virtue 
of an Act passed in the thirty seventh year of His late Majes
ty King George the Third, intituled an Act for the better Ad
ministration of Justice at Calcutta, Madras and Bembay ; and 
for preventing British subjects from being concerned in loans• 
to native Princes in India; and by Letters Patent granted by His 
said late Majesty King George the Third, and bearing date at 
\Vestminster on the Twentieth day of February in the thirty 
eighth year of His reign, amongst other things, for the estab
lishment of a Court called "The Court of the Recorder of 
Bombay." And whereas the said Charter of the eighth day of 
January in the Twenty sixth year of the reign of His Majesty 
King George the Second, so far as it respects the Administra
tion of Justice at Fort \Villiam in Bengal has been altered and 
changed by virtue of an Act passed in the thirteenth year of 
His said late Majesty King George the Third, intituled an Act 
for establishing certain Regulations for the better Management 
of the affairs of the East India Company, as well in Jndia as in 
Europe, and by divers subsequent statutes; And whereas the 
said last mentioned Charter so far as it respects the Administra
tion of Justice at Madras, has been altered or changed by virtue 
of the said Act of the thirty seventh year of His said late 
Majesty King George the Third and also by an Act of the 
Thirty Ninth and Fortieth years of His said late Majesty, 
intituled an Act for establishing certain Regulations for the 
Government of the British territories in India, and the better 
Administration of Justice within the same ; And whereas it may 
be expedient, for the better Administration of· Justice in the 
said settlement of Bombay, that a Supreme Court of Judicature 
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should be established in Bombay in the same form and with 
the same Powers and Authorities as that now subsisting by 
virtue of the severai Acts before mentioned at Fort William in 

Bengal, Be it, therefore, enacted, That it 
Supreme Court of 1 d H M 

.Judicature establlsbed shal an may be lawful for is ajesty, 
at Bombay. His Heirs and Successors, by Charter or 
Letters Patent under the Great Seal of Great Britain, to erect 
and establish a Supre,rne Court of Judicature at Bombay afore
said, to consist of such and tbe like munber of Persons, to be 
named from time to time by His Majesty, His Heirs, and 
Successors, with full power to exercise such Civil, Criminal, 
Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction both as to Natives 

,and British Subjetts, and to be invested with such Powers and 
Authorities, Privileges and Immunities, for the better Adminis
tration of the same, and subject to the same Limitations, Res
trictions and Controul, within the said Town and Island of 
Bombay, and the Limits thereof, and the Territories subordi
nate thereto, and within the Territories which now are or here
after may 1:5e subject to or dependent upon the said Government 

• of Bombay, as the said Supreme Court of Judicature at Fort 
'William in Bengal, by virtue of any Law now in force and un
repealed doth consist of, is invested with, or subject to within 
the said Fort \Villiam, or the Places subject to or dependent on 
the Government thereof: Provided always, that the Governor 
and Council at Bombay, and the Governor-General at Fort 
William aforesaid, shall enjoy the same exemption and no other 
from the Authority of the said Supreme Court of Judicature to 
be there elected, as is enjoyed by the said Governor-General and 
Council at Fort William aforesaid for the Time being from the 
Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Judicature there already 
by Law established. 

XVI I. And be it further declared and enacted, That it 
hath been and is and shall be lawful for the Supreme Court of 
Judicature at Madras, within Fort Saint George and the town 
of Madras and the Limits thereof, and the Factories subordi
nate thereto, and within the Territories which now are or here
<~fter may be subject to or dependent upon the Government of 
Madras; and that it shall be lawful fur the said Supreme Court 
of Judicature at Bombay, to be created by virtue of this Act, 
within the said Town and Island of Bombay and the Limits 
thereof, and the Factories subordinate thereto, and within the 
Territories wi1rch now are or hereafter may be subject to or 
·dependent upon the said Government of Bombay ; and the said 
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Supreme Courts respectively are hereby required, within the 
same respectively to do, execute, perform and fulfil all such 
Acts, Authorities, Duties, Matters and Thing<> whatsoever, as 
the said Supreme Court of Fort William is or may be lawfully 
authorized, empowered or directed to execute, perform and 
fulfil within Fort William in Bengal aforesaid, or the Places 
subject to or dependent upon the Government thereof. 

VII. THE CHARTER ACT OF 1833. 

(3 and 4 Will. IV, C. 85.) • 

A. 

AN ACT FOR EFFECTING AN ARRANGEMENT WITH THE 
EAST INDIA COMPANY, AND FOIL'!'lJ~B~!TEB __ GOVERNMENT 
OF HIS MAJESTY'S l~JUAN .TERRITORIES, TILL THE lHIKTIETH 
DAY OF APRIL ONE THOUSA-ND- EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY
FOUR. 

19. And be it enacted, That it shall and may be lawful for 
His Majesty by any Letters Patent or by 

His Malesty may sp· any Commission or Commissions to be 
fi:!"!,f:t:'&~1rt1~at:.• lor issued under the Great Seal of Grmt 

Britain from Time to Time to nominate, 
constitute, and appoint, during Pleasure, such persons as His 
Majesty shall think fit to be, and who shall accordingly be and 
be styled Commissioner~_(gr _the .. l\ff~L!!zg'ia; and every 
Enactment, Provision, Matter, and Thmg relating to the 
Commissioners for the Affairs of India in any other Act or Acts 
contained, so far as the same are in force and not repealed by 
or repugnant to this Act, shall be deemed and taken to he 
applicable to the Commissioners to be nominated as aforesaid. 

20. And be it enacted, That the Lord President of the 
Council, the Lord Privy Seal, the First 

111~.:'e-:':~lclo Commls- Lord of the Treasury, the Principal Secre-
taries of State, the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer for the time being shall, by virtue of their res
pective Offices, be and they are hereby declared to be Com
missioners for the Affairs of India, in conjunction with the 
Persons to be nominated in any such Commission as aforesaid, 
and they shall have the same Powers respective}y· as if they 
bad been expressly nominated in such Commission, in the 
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Order in which they are herein mentioned, next after the Com
missioner first named therein. 

2!. And be it enacted, That any Two or more of the 
said Commissioners shall and may form a 

Two Commissioners Board for executing the several Powers 
mal· form a h:oard: \Yho 
shall be President. 'l.>·ilich, thi., Act, ur b.y any other Act or 

·\ ;.;nc ''r ;,hall be to (Jr vested in 
the Commissioners for the ,\ffnirs ,,f !n(li'a; alld that the Com
missioner first named in any such Letters Patent or Commis
sion, for the time being, shall be the President of the said 

·Board ; and that when any Hoard shall be formed in the 
Absence of the President, the Commissioner next in order of 
nomination in this Act or in the said Commission, of those 
who shall be present, shall for that Turn preside at the said 
Board. 

22. And be it enacted, That if the Commissioner<> present 
at any Board shall be equally divided in 

ca~~~e:~d~~:e~o have the Opinion with re~pect to any matter by 
them discussed, then and on every such 

occasion the President, or in his Absence the Commissioner 
acting as such, shall have Two Voices or the casting Vote. 

25. And be it enacted, That the said Board shall have and 

The Board to control 
all acts concerning 
India, and the sale ol 
property. 

be invested with full Power and Authority 
to superintend, direct, and control all 
Acts, Operations, and Concerns of the 
said Company which in anywise relate to 

or concern the Government or Revenues of the said Territories, 
or the Property hereby vested in the said Company in Trust as 
aforesaid, and all Grants of Salaries, Gratuities, and Allowances, 
and all other Payments and Charges whatever, out of or upon 
the said Revenues and Property respectively, except as herein
after is mentioned. 

35· And be it enacted, That the said Court of Directors 
shall from Time to Time appoint a Secret 

Directors to appoint Committee, to consist of any Number not 
a Secret Committee, who "d D" r 
shall take oath. exceeding Three of the sat ~rectors, 10r 

the particular purposes in this Act speci
fied ; which said Directors so appointed shall, before they or 
any of them· shall act in the Execution of the Powers and 
Trusts hereby reposed in them, take an Oath of the Tenor 
following; (that is to say), 'I (A.B.) do swear, That I will, 
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according to the best of my Skill and Judgment, faithfully 
execute the several Trusts and Powers reposed in me as a. 
Member of the Secret Committee appointed by the Court of 
Directors of the India Company ; I will not disclose or make 
known any of the secret Orders, Instructions, Dispatches, 
Official Letters or Communications which shall be sent or 
given to me by the Commissioners for -the Affairs of India, 
save only to the other Members of the said Secret Committee, 
or to the Person or Persons who shall be duly nominated and 
employed in transcribing or preparing the same respectively, 
unleRs I shall be authorized by the said Commissioners to 
disclose and make known the same. So help me God.'' 

Which said Oath shall and may be administered by the 
several aoci respective Members of the said Secret Committee 
to each other ; and, being so by them taken <tnd subscribed, 
shall be recorded by the Secretary or Deputy Secretary of 
the said Court of Directors for the Time being amongst the 
Acts of the said Court. 

36. Provided also, and be it enacted, That if the said 

II tbe Board · are of 
opinion tbat any matters 
require aecrecy tbey may 
&end ofllclal communi
cations tbrougb Secret 
committee. 

Board shall be of opinion that the Sub· 
ject Matter of any of their Deliberations 
concerning the levying War or making 
Peace, or treating or negotiating with any 
ofthe Native Princes or States in India, or 

with any other Princes or States, or touching the Policy to 
be observed with respect to such Princes or States, intended to
be communicated in Orders, Dispatches, Official Letters or 
Communications, to any of the Governments or Presidencies 
in India, or to any Officers or Servants of the said Company,. 
shall be of a nature to require Secrecy, it shall and may be. 
lawful for the said Board to send their Orders, Dispatches. 
Official Letters or Communications, to the Secret Committee 
of the said Court of Directors to be appointed as is by this 
Act directed, wh~ shall thereupon, without disclosing the same, 
transmit the same according to the Tenor thereof, or pursuant 
to the Directions of the said Board, to the respective Govern
ments and Presidencies, Officers and Servants ; and that the 
said Governments and Presidencies, Officers and Servants 
shall be bound to pay a faithful Obedience thereto, in like 
Manner as if such Orders, Dispatches, Officia1 ·Letters or 
Communications had been sent to them by the said Court oi 
Directors. 
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38. And be it enacted, That the Territorie~ now subject 

Presidency of Fort 
William in Bengal to be 
divided. Tbe Court to 
declare tbe limits from 
time to time of tbe 
several Presidencies. 

to the Government of the Presidency of 
Fort William in Bengal shall be divided 
into Two distinct Presidencies, one of such 
Presidencies, in which shall be included 
Fort William aforesaid, to be styled the 

Presidency of Fort \Vjlliam in Bengal. and the nther Df such 
Presidencies to be styl!"d the l'rcsidei~<--Y uf .\gra : and that it 
shall be lawful for the :-aid Court of Director~. under the control 
by this Act provided, and they are herebv 1equired, to declare 
and appoint what Part or Parts of any of the Territories under 

· tbe Government of the said Company shall from Time to Time 
be subject to the Government of eacb of the several Presidencies 
now subsistin~ or to be established as afor::said, and from Time 
to Time, as Occasion may require, to revoke and alter, in the 
whole or in part, such Appointment, and such new Distribution 
of the same as shall be deemed expedient. 

,/39· i\nd be it enacted, That the Superintendence, Direc
Oovernment 01 India. tion, and Control of the whole Civil and 
---··-·-····· Military Government of all the said Terri
tories and Revenue'.> in India shall be and is hereby vested in a 
Governor-General and Counsellors, to be styled "The Goven:or
General of India in Council." 

40. And be it enacted, That there shall be Four Ordinary 
Members of Council. :Members of the said Council, Three of 

whom shall from Time to Time be appoint
ed by the said Court of Directors from amongst such Persons 
as shall be or shall have been Servants of the said Company ; 
and each of the said Three Ordinary Members of Council shall 
at the Time of his appointment have been irt the service of the 
said Company for at least Ten Years ; and if he shall be in the 
Military Service of tbe said Company, he shall not during his 
Continuance in Office as a Member of Council bold any Mili
tary Command, or be employed in actual Military Duties ; and 
that the Fourth Ordinary Member of Council shall from Time 
to Time be appointed from amongst Persons who shall not be 
Servants of the said Company by the said Court of Directors, 
subject to the Approbatio!1 of His Majesty, to be signified in 
Writing by His Royal Sign Manual, countersigned by the 
President of the said Board ; provided that such last-mentioned 
Member of.Gouncil shall not be entitled to sit or vote in the 
said Council except at Meetings thereof for making Laws and 
Regulations ; and it shall be lawful for the said Court of 
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Directors to appoint the Commander-in-Chief of the Company's 
Forces in India, and if there shall be no such Commander-in
Chief, or the Offices of such Commander-in-Chief and of 
Governor-General of India shall be vested in the same Person, 
then the Commander-in-Chief of the Forces on the Bengal 
Establishment, to be an Extraordinary Member of the said 
Council, and such Extraordinary Member .of Council shall have 
Rank and Precedence at the Council Board next after the 
Governor-General. 

41. And be it enacted, That the Person who shall be 
Governor-General of the Presidency of 

Governor etc. on :und Fort \Villiarn in Bengal 'on the Twenty-· 
April, 1834 to be so 
under this Act. second Day of April one thousand eight 

hundred and thirty-four shall be the First 
Governor-General of India under this Act, and such Persons as 
shall be Members of Council oi the same Presidency on that 
Day shall be respectively Members of the Council ~onstituted 
by this Act. 

42. And be it enacted, That all vacancies happening in 
the Office of Govern.:>r-General of India 

th:S~~Hfc~!.vacancles in shall from Time to Time be filled up by 
the said Court of Directors. subject to the 

Approbation of His Majesty, to be signified in \Vriting by His 
Royal Sign Manual, countersigned by the President of the 
said Board. 

/~3· And be it enacted, That the said Governor-General in 

II 
The Onvernor-Heneral 

In Council empowered to 
le~rlslate lor India, ex-

1 cept as to matters herein 
mentioned. 

Council shall have Power to make Laws 
and Regulations for repealing, amending, 
or altering any Laws or Regulations what~ 
ever now in force or hereafter to be in force 
in the said Territories or any Part thereof, 

and to make Laws and Regulations for all Persons, whether 
British or Native, Foreigners or others, and for all Courts of 
Justice, whether established by His Majesty's Charters or other
wise, and the Jurisdictions thereof, and for all Places and Th~ngs 
whatsoever_~l(i!h!Iut_ll_~ throughout_t_l!_~~hol~and every 'P~t of 
the said Territories, anatoran--s-ervants of the sa1d Company 
WiflUii the Dom1n-loi1soTPiTtices-and States ill alliance with the 
said Company ; sav~ atid--e-xceptthatthe sal<r"GOvernor::-General 
in Council shall not have the power of making any Laws or 
Regulations which shall in any way repeal, vary;' suspend, or 
affect any of the Provisions of this Act, or any of the Provi
sions of the Acts for punishing Mutiny and Desertion of 
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Officers and Soldiers, whether in the Service of His Majesty or 
the said Company, cr any Provisions of any Act hereafter to be 
passed in anywise affecting the said Company or the said Terri
tories or the Inhabitants thereof, or any Laws or Regulations 
which shall in any way affect any Prerogative of the Crown, or 
the aut.hority of Parliament, or the Constitution or Rights of the 
said Company or any• Part of the unwritten Laws or Constitu
tion of the .United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland where
on may depend in ;:.ny Degree the Allegiance of any Person to 
the Crow'1 of the United Kingdom, or the Sovereignty or 
Dominion of the said Crown over any Part of tbe said 

·Territories. • 

44· Provided always, and be it enacted, That in case the 

II the Court ol Directors 
disallow the laws, 
Governor-General in 
Council to repeal them. 

said Court of Directors, under such Control 
as by this Act is provided, shall signify to 
the said Governor-General in Council their 
Dballowance of any Laws or Regul.1.tions 

by the said Governor-General in Council marie, then and in 
every such Case, upon Receipt by the said Governor-Genera! in 
Council of Notice of such Disnllowance, the said Governor
General in Council shall forthwith repeal all Laws and Regula
tions so disallowed. 

45. Provided also, and be it enacted, That all Laws and 

All such laws and re. 
gulations to be oi the 
same Ioree as any Act of 
Parliament. 

Regulations made as aforesaid, so long as 
they shall remain unrepealed, shall be of 
the same Force and Effect within and 
throughout the said Territories as any Act 

of Parliament would or ought to he within the same Territories, 
and shall be taken notice of by all Courts cf Justice whatsoever 
within the same Territories, in the same Mar.ner as any public 
Act of Parliament would and ought to be taken notice of; and 
it shall not be necessary to register or publish in any Court of 
Justice any Laws or Regulations made by the said Govemor
General in Council. 

46. Provided also, and be it enacted, That it sh~tll not be 
lawful for the said Governor-General 1fl 

~estrlctlng the power 
of punishing: with death Council, without the previous Sanction of 
European subjects, etc. f D' k the said Court o nectors, to rna e any 
Law or Reg'u1ation wbereb)' Power shall be given to any Courts 
of Justice, other than the Courts of Justice established by His 
Majesty's Charters, to sentence to the Punishment of Death any 
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of His Majesty's natural-born Subjects born in Europe, or the 
Children of such Subjects, or which shall abolish any of the 
Courts of Justice established by His Majesty's Charters. 

47· And be it enacted, that the said Court of Directors 
shall forthwith submit, for the Approbation 

The Court to submit to 
the Board rules for the of the said Board, sucll rules as they shall 
~~~~~~~~~:: ~~e c~~;;,~: deem expedient for the Procedure of the 
Rules to be laid before Governor-General in Council ii1 the Dis-
Parliament. ~ . 

charge and Exerctse of all Powers, Func-
tions, and Duties imposed on or vested in him by virtue of this 
Act, or to be imposed on or vested in him by ahy other Act or . 
Acts ; which Rules shall prescribe the Modes of Promulgation 
of any Laws or Regulations to be made by the said Governor· 
General in Council, and of the Authentication of all Acts and 
Proceedings whatsoever of the said Governor-General in Council ; 
and such Rules, when approved hy the saiJ Board of Commis
sioners, shall be of the same Force as if they had been inserted 
in this Act : Provided always, that such Rules shall be laid • 
before both Houses of Parliament in the Session next after the 
Approval thcreuf. 

48. Provided always, and be it enacted, That all Laws and 
Quorum of Governor- Regulations shall be made at some Meeting 

Oeneral ond Member .. In of the Council at which the said Governor
Council. 

General and at least Three of the Ordinary 
Members of Council shall be assembled, and that all other 
Functions of the said Governor-General in Council may be 
exercised by the said Governor-General and One or more 
Ordinary Member or Members of Council, and· that in every 
Case of Difference of opinion at Meetings of the said Council 
where there shall be an Equality of Voices the said Governor-. 
General shall have Two Votes or the casting Vote. 

49· Provided always, and be it enacted, That when and so 
often as any Measure shall be proposed 

w~'!.n":~Y ofm~~~~~~d~~~ before the said Governor-General in Council, 
proposed whereby the h b tl S c t 'f '!J't I t t safety or peace of India w ere y 1e a1e y, ranqUJ I y or n eres s 
may be essentially of the British Possessions in India or any 
affected. • ' 

Part thereof, are or may be, m the J udg-
ment of the said Governor-General, essentially affected, and the 
said Governor-General shall be of opinion either that the 
Measure so proposed ought to be adopted or carried into 
execution, or that the same ought to be suspended or wholly 
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rejected, and the Majority in Council then present shall differ 
in and dissent from such Opinion, the said Governor-General 
and Members of Council are hereby directed forthwith mutually 
to exchange with and communicate to each other in writing 
under their respective Hands, to be recorded at large on their 
Secret Consultations, the Grounds and Rea-;ons of their respec
tive Opinions , and •1f dfter con,;iderir1,;: the ~ame the said 
Governor-Gen(~ral and the Maioritv in Council shall stlll differ 
in Opinion·, it shall be lawful f'ur the said Governor-General, 
of his own Authority and on his own Responsibility, ti;, 
suspend or reject the Measure so proposed in part or in 

·whole, or to adopt and carry the l\Ieasure so proposed into 
Execution, as the said Govemor-General shall think fit and 
expedient. 

50. And be it enacted, That the said Council shall froin 
Time to Time assemble at such Place or 

Council to ademble at Places as shall be appointed by the said • any place in India. 
Governor-General in Council within the 

said Territories, and that as often as the said Council shall 
assemble within any of the Presidencies of Fort St. George, 
Bombay, or 1\gra, the Governor of such Presidency shall act as 
an Extraordinary Member of Council. 

5 r. Provided always, and be it enacted, That nothing 

Act not to affect the 
right of Parliament to 
legislate for India. Ex
press reservation, Lawe:, 
etc. to be laid before 
Parliament. 

herein contained shall extend to affect in 
any way the Right of Parliament to make 
Laws for the said Territories and for all 
the inhabitants thereof; and it is expressly 
declared that a full, complete, and cons~ 

tantly existing Right and Power is intended to be reserved to 
Parliament to control, supersede, or prevent all proceedings and 
Acts whatsoever of the said Governor-General in Council, and 
to repeal and alter at any Time any Law or Regulation what
soever made by the said Governor-General in Council, and 
in all respects to legislate for the said Territories and all the 
inhabitants thereof in as full and ample a Manner as if this Act 
had not been passed : and the better to enable Parliament to 
exercise at all Times such Right and Power, all Laws and 
Regulations made by the said Governor-General in Council 
shall be transmitted to England, and laid before both Houses of 
Parliament, "if! the same Manner as is now by Law provided 
concerning the Rules and Regulations made by the several 
Governments in India. 
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52. And be it enacted, That all Enactments, Provisions, 

All enactments rela
ting to the Supreme 
Government to apply to 
the Governor-General. 

Matters, and Things relating to the Gover
nor-General of Fort \Villiam in Bengal in 
Council, and the Governor-General of Fort 
William in Bengal alone, respectively, in 

any other Act or Acts contained, so far as the same are now in 
force, and not repealed by or repugnant. to the Provisions of 
this Act, shall continue and be in force and be applicable to 
the Governor-General of India in Council, and to the Governor
General of India alone, respectively. 

56. And be it enacted, That the Executive Government 

The Executive Govern. 
ment ol the Presidencies 
to be administered by 
a Governor and three 
CQUncillors. 

of each of the several Presidencies of Fort· 
William in Ben~!al, Fort Saint George, 
Bombay, and Agra shall be administered 
by a Governor and Three Councillors, to be 
styled the "The Governor in Council of the 

said Presidencies of Fort 'VVilliam in Bengal, Fort Saint George, 
Bombay, and Agra, respectively ;" and the said Governor and • 
Councillors respectively of each such Presidency shall have the 
same Rights and Voices in their Assemblies, and shall observe 
the same Order and Course in their Proceedings, as the 
Governors in Council of the Presidencie:s of Furl Saillt George 
and Bombay now have and observe, and that the Governor
·General of India for the Time being shall be Governor of the 
!'residency of Fort William in Bengal. 

57· Provided always, and be it enacted, That it shall and 

Directors may revoke 
the appointment of 
Councils or reduce the 
numb<>r of Councillors. 

may be lawful for the said Court of Direc
tors, under such Control as is by this Act 
provided, to revoke and suspend, so often 
and for such Periods as the said Court shall 

in that behalf direct, the Appointment of Councils in all or any. 
of the said Presidencies, or to reduce the Number of Councillors 
in all or any of the said Councils, and during such Time as a 
Council shall not be appointed in any such Presidency the 
Executive Govemment thereof shall be administered by a 
Governor alone. 

58. And be it enacted, That the several Persons who on 

Governors of Fort St. 
George and Bombay ; 
Oovernors of Agra, and 
vacancies In Presiden• 
des to be filled up by 
.C9urt. 

the said Twenty-second Day of April one 
thousand eight hundred and thirty-four 
shall be Governors of the respective Presi
dencies of Fort Saint George ahd Bombay, 
shall be the first Governors of the said 

Presidencies respectively under this Act ; and that the Office of 
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Governor of the said Presidency of Agra, and all vacancies 
happening in the Offices of the Governors of the said Presi
dencies respectively, shall be filled up by the said Court of 
Directors, subject to the Approbation of His Majesty, to be 
signified under His Royal Sign Manual, countersigned by the 
said President of the said Board of Commissioners. 

• 59. And be it enacted, That in the Presidencies in which· 
the Appointment of a Council shall be 

P:;,~r;,_~r;cY!.~o"ernors of suspended under the Provision herein
before contained, and during such Time as 

Councils shall not be app·linted therein respectively, the 
. Governors appnin·ted under this .\ct.. and in the Presidencies in 
which Councils shall from Time lu Time be appointed the said 
Governors in their respective Councils, shall have all the 
Rights, Powers, Duties, Functions, and Immunities whatsoever, 
not in anywise repugnant to this Act, which the GovernrJrs <•f 
Fort Saint George and Bombay in their respective Councils now 
have withil1 their respective Presidencies ; and that the Governors 

• and Members of Council of Presidencies appointed by or under 
this Act shall severally have all the Rights, Powers, and I m
munities respectively, not in anywise repu~nant to this Act, 
which the Governors and Members of Council of the Presidencies 
of Fort Saint George and Bombay respectively now have in 
their respective Presidencies ; provided that no Governor or 
Governor in Council shall have the Power of Making or Suspend
ing any Regulations or Laws in any Case whatever, unless in 
cases of urgent Necessity (the Burthen of the Proof whereof 
shall be on such Governor or Governor in Council), and then 
only until the Decision of the Governor-General of India in 
Council shall be signified thereon ; and provided also, that no 
Governor or Governor in Council shall have the power of creat
ing any new Office, or granting any Salary, Gratnity, or Allow
ance, without the previous Sanction of the Governor-General of 
India in Council. 

6o. Provided always, and be it enacted, That when and sn 

II Court of Directors 
neglect lor two months 
to supply vacancy in any 
office, the King to·.ap· 
point. 

often as the said Court of Directors shall 
neglect for the Space of Two Calender 
Months, to be computed from the Day 
\Vhereon the Notification of the Vacancv of 
any Office or Employment in India in' the 

appointment of the said Court shall have been received by the 
said Court, to supply such Vacancy, then and in every such 
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Case it shall be lawful for His Majesty to appoint, by Writing 
under His Sign Manual, such Person as His Majesty shall think 
proper to supply such Vacancy ; and t~a~ every Person so 
appointed shall have the same Powers, Pnv1leges, and Autho
rities as if he or they had been appointed by the said Court, and 
shall not be subject to Removal or Dismissal without the Ap
probation and Consent of His Majesty. 

• 61. And be it enacted, That it shall.be lawful for the said 

Power for the Court to 
make provisional ap• 
polntments to any 
offices. Provisional ap• 
polntments of certain 
officeS to be approved by 
Hlo MaJesty. 

Court of Directors to appoint any Person 
or Persons provisionally to succeed to any 
of the Offices aforesaid, for supplying any 
Vacancy or Vacancies therein, when the. 
same shall happen by the Death or Resig
nation of the Person or Persons holding the 

same office or offices respectively, or on his or their Departure 
from India with Intent to return to Europe, or on any Event or 
Contingency expressed in any such provisional Appointment or 
Appointments to the same respectively, and such Appoint
ments ag<~.in to revoke. Provided that every provisional Ap- • 
pointment to the several offices of Governor-General of India, 
Governor of a Presidency, and the Member of Council of India, 
by this Act directed to be appointed from amongst Persons who 
shall not be servants of the said Company, shall be subject to 
the Approbation of His Majesty, to be signified as aforesaid, but 
that no Person so appointed to succeed provisionally to any of 
the said Offices shall be entitled to any Authority, Salary or 
Em.:>lument appertaining thereto until be shall be in the actual 
Possession of such Office. 

62. And be it enacted, That if any vacancy shall happen 

In case of vacancy In 
the office of Oovernor
IJeneral and no successor 
upon the spot, the ordl· 
nary member of Council 
next In rank to act as 
such. 

in the office of Governor-General of India 
when no provisional or other successor shall . 
be upon the spot to supply such Vacancy, 
then and in every such case the Ordinary 
Member of Council next in rank to the 
said Governor-General shall hold and exe

cute the said office of Governor-General of India and Gover
nor of the Presidency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal until a successor 
shall arrive, or until some other person on the spot shall be duly 
appointed thereto ; and that every such acting Governor
General shall, during the time ofhis continuing to act as such, 
have and exercise all the rights and powers Gf. Governor
General of India, and shall be entitled to receive the Emolu-
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ments and Advantages appertaining to the office by him supplied, 
such actin~ Governor-General foregoing his salary and allow
ance of a Member of Council for the same period. 

63. And be it enacted, That if any Vacancy shall happen in 

In case of a vacancy in 
the office of Governor 
.,, any of the subordinate 
Presidencies and no pro• 
v lsional or other sue • 
cessor on the spot. 

the office of Governor of Fort Saint George, 
Bombay, or Agra when no provisional or 
other successor shall be upon the spot to 
t>upply such Vacancy_ thr·n and in every such 
case, if there shall be a c. >unci! in the Presi-

deAcy in which such Vacancy shall happen. the Member of such 
Council, who shall be next in r,mk t'l the C~ovemor, other than 
the Commander-in-Chief or officer commanding the forces of 

· such Presidency; and if there shall be no Council, then the 
Secretary of Government of the said Presidency who shall be 
senior in the said office of Secretary, shall hold and execute the 
said office of Governor until a Suc~essor shall arrive, or until 
some other person on the spot shall be duly appointed thereto; 
and that eyery such acting Governor shall, during the time of 

• his continuing to act as such, receive and be entitled to the 
Emoluments and Advantages appertaining to the office by him 
supplied, such acting Governor fnregoing all salaries and allow
ances by him held and enjoyed at the time of his being called 
to supply such office. 

64. And be it enacted, That if any Vacancy shall happen 
in the office of an Ordinary Member of In case oi a vacancy in 

theofficeoiaMemberof Council of India when no person provision
Council when no provi· II 1 · · d d 
sional or other successor a y or ot 1erw1se appomte to succee 
on the spot. thereto shall be then present on the spot, 
then and on every such occasion such Vacancy shall be supplied 
by the Appointment of the Governor-General in Council ; and 
if any Vacancy shall happen in the Office of a Member of 
Council of any Presidency when no person provisionally or 
otherwise appointed to succeed thereto shall be then present on 
the spot, then and on every such occasion such Vacancy shall 
be supplied by the Appointment of the Governor in Council of 
the Presidency in which such Vac:1ncy shall happen, and until 
a Successor shall arrive the Person so nominated shall execute 
the office by him supplied, and shall have all the powers thereof 
and shall have and be entitled to the Salary and other Emolu
ments and Advantages appertaining to the said office dur
ing his continuance therein, every such temporary Member of 
Council forfi!going all Salaries and Allowances by him held and 
enjoyed at the time of his being appointed to such office ; 
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Provided always, that no person shall be appointed a temporary 
Member of Council who might not have been appointed by the 
said Court of Directors to fill the Vacancy supplied by such 
temporary appointment. 

65. And be it further enacted, That the said Governor

The Oovernor-Oenernl 
in Council to have the 
Control over the Presi· 
dencles. 

General in Council shall have and be in
vested by virtue of this Act with fuB 
Power and Authority to superintend and 
control the Governors and Gqvernors in 

Council of Fort William in Bengal, Fort Saint George, Bombay, 
and Agra, in all Points relating to the Civil or Military Ad
ministration of the said Presidencies respectively, and the said 
Governors and Governors in Council shall be" bound to obey 
such Orders and Instructions of the said Governor-General in 
Council in all Cases whatsoever. 

66. And be it enacted, That it shall and may be lawful 
for the Governors or Governors in Council Drafts of laws pro-

posed by Governors to be of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, Fort Saint 
taken Into consideration 
by oovernor·Oenerat in George, Bombay, and Agra respectively, • 
Council. to propose to the said Governor-General 
in Council Drafts or l'rojects of any Laws or Regulations 
which the said GO\·ernors or Governors in Council respectively 
may think expedient, to~ether with their Reasons for proposing 
the same ; and the said Governor-General in Council is hereby 
required to take the same and such Reasons into consideration, 
and to communicate the H.esolutions of the said Governor
General in Council thereon to the Governor or Governor in 
Council by whom the same shall have been proposed. 

67. And be it enacted, That when the said Governor-
Powers of Governors General shall visit any of the Presidencies 

of Presidencies not to be of Fort Saint George, Bombay, or Agra, the. 
suspended. Powers of the Governors of those Presiden-
cies respectively shall not by reason of such visit be suspended. 

68. And be it enacted, That the said Governors and 

Communications to be 
transmitted by Gover• 
nors to Oovernor-Oene• 
ral in Council. 

Governors in Council of the said Presiden
cies of Fort William in Bengal, Fort Saint 
Ge0rge, Bombay, and Agra respectively 
shall and they are hereby respectively 

required regularly to transmit to the said Governor-General 
in Council true and exact Copies of all such Ord(;'!I;S and Acts 
of their respective Governments, and also Advice and Intelli-
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gence of all Transactions and Matters which shall have come 
to their Knowledge, and which they shall deem material to be 
communicated to the said Governor-General in Council as afore
said, or as the said Governor-General in Council shall from 
Time to Time require. 

69 .And be it Pnacted, TfHt it sh~ll hf' J;nvful for the said 

The Governor-General 
in Council may appoint a 
Deputy Governor ol 
Bengal. 

Gnvernor-Leneral in \ 'rnmcll, a,; .Jftcn as 
the c•f tlJ<.: l'l!hlic Service may 
appear to him to req to appoint such 
one of the Ordinary Members of the said 

Council of India as he may think fit to be Deputy Governor 
. of the said Presid-ency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, and such 
Deputy Governor shall be invested with all the Powers and 
perform all the Duties of the said Governor of the Presidencv 
of Fort William in Bengal, but shall receive no additiona'l 
Sal:uy by reason of such Appointment. 

70. And be it enacted, That whenever the said Governor-
In case it 'shall be General in Council shall declare that it 

deemed expedient for is expedient that the said Governor-Gene
the Oovernor·Oeneral to 
visit any part of India ral should visit any Part of India un-
withouthisCouncil. accompanied by any Member or l'vlembers 
of the Council of India, it shall be lawful for the said Governor
General in Council, previously to the Departure of the said 
Governor-General, to nominate some Member of the Council 
of India to be President of the said Council, in whom during 
the Absence of the said Governor-General from the said Presi
dency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal, the powers of the said Gover
nor-General in Assemblies of the saicl Council shall be reposed ; 
and it shall be lawful in every such Case for the said Governor
General in Council, by a Law or Regulation for that Purpose 
to be made, to autlwrizr: the Governor-General r~lone to exercise 
all or any of the Powers which might be exercised by the said 
Governor-General in Council, except the Power of making 
Laws or Regulations : Provided always, that during the 
Absence of tbr: Governor-General no L.w or R··g:1btinn sh;\1 1 

be made by the said President and Cmncil without the Assent 
in 'Writing of the said Governor-General. 

-/74. And be it enacted, ~llatit_ shal! __ i:l~J~\\I..[li_L.fo_r His 
M_ .. ajesty,_Q" _anv \:Y.riti_!1<T "-l_12Q!OrHi.s Sign His Majesty mny re·· -- J- =-:.J-. --~ ---·---- .. 

move any officer of the Manual, countersigned by the President 
Company in India. of the said Board of Commissioners, to 

remov~~-1!1}~~-~ny_}~~rson. holdjpg__~.£1)' Office, E.=~ployment 
7 
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or Commission, Civil or Military, under the said Company in 
India, and to vacate any Appointment or Commission of any 
Person to any such Office or Employment; provided that a 
Copy of every such writing, attested by the said President, 
shall within Eight Days after the same shall be signed by His 
Majesty be transmitted or delivered to the Chairman or Deputy 
Chairman of the said Company. . 

,;75· Provided always, and be it enacted, That nothing in 
Tb f 01 t 

this Act contained shall take away the 
to remove their "er.-ants Power of the satd Court of Dtrectors to 

1\ 
e power o rec ors . . 

preserved. d · · f tl Offi. : remove or tsmtss any o 1e cers or 
',
1 
Servants of the said Company, but that the· said Cour~ shall. 
a~!!}ay at all Times have f_t!l_Ll,._ih~tJy__~2---..!..~mov~ .. 9_ismiss 
any o sucn01fic~f.<i_ of Set:V<:I_l_~.t~ _ a,t t_l!~ir \Yi_lTa""nd Pleasure ; 
provtaea-tliat any Servant of the said Company appointed by 
His Majesty through the Default of Appointment by the said 
Court of Directors shall not be dismissed or removed without 
His Majesty's Approbation, as herein-before is mentioned. 

76. And be it enacted, that there shall be paid to the 

Salaries of Oovernor
Ocneral etc •• fbred ; to be 
in lieu of all fees. etc. 
Acceptance of gratuities 
a misdemeanor. Passage 
money fixed. 

several Officers herein-after named the 
several Salaries set against the Names of 
such Officers, subject to such Reduction 
of the said several Salaries respectively as 
the said Court of Directors, with the Sanc

tion of the said Board, may at any Time think fit ; (that is to 
say,) 

To the Governor-General of India, Two hundred and 
forty thousand Sicca Rupees : 

To each Ordinary Member of the Council of India, 
Ninety-six thousand Sicca Rupees : 

To each Governor of the Presidencies of Fort Saint" 
George, Bombay, and Agra, One hundred and twenty 
thousand Sicca Rupees. 

To each Member of any Council to be appointed in any 
Presidency, Sixty thousand Sicca Rupees : 

And the Salaries of the said Officers respectively shall 
commence from their respectively taking upon them the Exe
cution of their respective Offices, and the said Salaries shall 
be the whole Profit or Advantage which the said Officers 
shall enjoy during their Continuance in such Offices respective
ly ; and it shall be and it is hereby declared to be a Misdemeanor 
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for any such Officer to accept for his own Use, in the Discharge 
of his Office, any Present, Gift, Donation, Gratuity, or Reward, 
pecuniary or otherwise whatsoever, or to trade or traffic for his 
own Benefit or for tbe Benefit of any other person or persons 
whatsoever ; and the said Court of Directors are hereby required 
to pay to all and singular the Officer~ and persons here-in 
after named who shall be resident 111 the United Kingdom at 
the Time of their res"pective Appointments, for the Purpose of 
defraying tbe Expenses of their Equipment and Voyage. such 
Sums of Money as are set against the ~ames of such Officers 
and Persons respectively; (that is to say,) 

To the Governor-General, Five thousand Pounds · 

To each Member of the Council of India, One thousand two 
hundred Pounds : 

To each Governor of the Presidencies of Fort Saint George, 
Bombay, and Agra, Two thousand five hundred Pounds 
Provided also, that any Governor-General, Governor, or Mem-

• ber of Council appointed by or by virtue of this Act, who shall 
at the time of passing this Act bold the Office of Governor
General, Governor or Member of Council respectively, shall re
ceive the same Salary and Allowances that he would have re
ceived if this Act bad not been passed. 

77· Provided always, and be it enacted, That if any 

<l overnor-<leneral and 
Governors to forego pen• 
sions and other sala· 
~ies. 

Governor-General, Governor, or Ordinary 
Member of the Council of India, or any 
Member of the Council of any Presidency, 
shall hold or enjoy any Pension, Salary, 

or any Place, Office, or Employment of Profit under the Crown 
or any Public Office of the said Company, or any Annuity pay
able out of the Civil or Military Fund of the said Company, the 
Salary of his Office of Governor-General of India, Governor or 
Member of Council, shall be reduced bv the Amount of the 
Pension, Salary, Annuity, or Profits of' Office so respectively 
held or enjoyed by him. 

78. /\nd be it enacted, That the said l.•>urt ot Directors, 

Directors to make re
gulations for the distri
bution of patronage In 
India. 

with the Approbation of the said Board of 
Commissioners, shall and may from Time 
to Time m<tke Regulations for the Divi
sion and Distribution of the Patronage and 

Power of N op1ination of and to the Offices, Commands, and 
Employments in the said Territories, and in all or anv of the 
Presidencies thereof, among the said Go\·ernor-General fn Coun-
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cil, Governor-General, Governors in Council, Governors, Com
mander-in-Chief and other Commanding Officers respectively 
appointed or to be appointed under this Act. 

79· And be it enacted, That the Return to Europe or the 

Departure of Oover
nor-Oeneral, etc. for Eu
rope, to be a resignation. 
Resignation In India to 
be by deed. Salary to 
cease on departure or re
signation. As toollicers 
dying- during absence. 

Departure from India with Intent to return. 
to Europe of any Governor-General of 
India, Governor, Member of Council, or 
Commander-in-Chief, shall be _deemed in· 
Law a Resignation and Avoidance of his 
Office or Employment, and that no Act or 
Declaration of any Governor-General, or 

Governor, or Member of Council, other than "as aforesaid, ex- • 
cepting a Declaration in writing under Hand and Seal, deli
vered to the Secretary for the Public Department of the Presi
dency wherein he shall be, in order to its being recorded, 
shall be deemed or held as a Resignation or Surrender 
of his said Office ; and that the Salary and otl}er Allow
ances of any such Governor-General or other Officer res
pectively shall cease from the Day of such his Departure, Re- • 
signation, or surrender ; and that if any such Governor-Gene
ral or Member of Council of India shall leave the said Terri
tories, or if any Governor or other Officer whatever in the Ser
vice of the said Company shall leave the Presidency to which 
he shall belong, other than in the known actual Service of the 
said Company, the Salary and Allowances appertaining to his 
Office shall not be paid or payable during his Absence to any 
Agent or other Person for his Use ; and in the event of his 
not returning, or of his coming to Europe, his Salary and Allow
ances shall be deemed to have ceased on the Day of his leaving 
the said Territories, or the Presidency to which he may have 
belonged ; provided that it shall be lawful for the said Com
pany to make such payment as is now by Law permitted to be 
made to the Representatives of their Officers or Servants who, 
having left their Stations intending to return thereto, shall die 
during their Absence. 

8o. And be it enacted, That every wilful disobeying-, and 
Disobedience ol or- every wilful omitting, forbearing, or neg

ders and breach of trust lecting to execute the Orders or Instruc-
by ollicers or servants ol h C 
the Company In India, tions oft e said ourt of Directors by any 
misdemeanors. Governor-General of India, Governor, 
Member of Council, or Commander-in-Chief, or by .any other of 
the Officers or Servants of the said Company, unless in Cases of 
Nec;essity (the Burthen of the Proof of which Necessity shall 
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be on the Person so disobeying or omitting, forbearing or neg-
lecting, to execute such Orders or Instructions as aforesaid) , 
and every wilful Breach of the Trust and Duty of any Office or 
Employment by any such Governor-General, Governor, Mem
ber ofCouncil, or Commander-in-Chief, or any of the Officers 
or Servants of the said Company, shall be deemed and taken to 
he a Misdemeanor at Law, and shall or may be proceeded 
against and punishectds c·w:h \·irt•'c •A this ./\,_t. 

87. And be it enacted, That uo Sativc ofthe said Terri 
tories, nor any natural-born Subject of 

No disabilities in res· liis l\'laj'csty· resident therein, shall, lw pect oi religion 1 etc. • J 

reason only of his Religion, Place of Birth, 
Descent, Colour, or any of them, be disabled from holding 
any Place, Office, or Employment under the said Company. 

94· Provided always, and be it enacted, That the. Bishop 
of Calcutta for the Time Defng shall be 

The Bishop ~f calcutta dee-me'"d and taken to be the Metropolitan 
to b" Metropolitan in B" h. d h } 

• Jndia. ts op in In ia, and as such s a l have, 
enjoy, and exercise all such Ecclesiastical 

Jurisdiction and Episcopal Functions, for the Purposes afore
said, as His Majesty shall by his Royal Letters Patent under 
the Great Seal of the said Cnited Kingdom think necessary to 
direct, subject nevertheless to the general Superintendence 
and Revision of the Archbishop of Canterbury for the Time 
being; and that the Bi,.,hops of Madras and Bombay for the 
Time being respectively shall be subject to the Bishop of 
Calcutta for the Time being as such Metropolitan, and shalL 
at the Time of their respective Appointments tu such Bishop
ricks, or at the Time of their respective Consecrations as Bishop, 
take an Oath of Obedience to the said Bishop of Calcutta in 
such Manner as His Majesty by His said Royal Letters Patent 
shall be pleased to direct. 

£09. And be it enacted. That every Power, Authority, 

All powers of Court 
of Directors to be sub
ject to control except 
patronage. 

and Fun~tion by this or any other Act or 
Acts given to and vc~tcd in the said Court 
of Directors ,;hall be deemed and taken 
to be subject to such Control of the said 

Board of Commissioners as in this Act is mentioned, unless 
there shall be something in the Enactments conferring such 
Powers, Authorities, or Functions inconsistent with such Cons
truction, and except as to any Patronage or Right of appoint
ing to Office vested in or reserved to the said Court. 

• 
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I 10. Provided always, and be it enacted, That nothing 
herein contained shall be construed to en

Board ot Control pro- able the said Board of Commissioners to 
hlblted from directing • • D' . d 
tbe grant of allowances. gtve or cause to be gtven trectJOns or er-

ing or authorizing the Payment of any ex
traordinary Allowance or Gratuity, or the Increase of any estab
lished Salary, Allowance, or Emolument, .unless in the Cases 
and subject to the Provisions in and subject to which such Direc
tions may now be given by the said Board, or to increase the 
Sum now payable by the said Company on account of the said 
Board, except only by such Salaries or Allowances as shall Le 
payable to the Officers to be appointed as here.in-before is men- . 
tioned to attend upon the said Board during the winding up of 
the Commercial Business of the said Company. 

I r 5· And be it enacted, That it shall be lawful for any 

King's Courts autho
rized to admit Advocates 
and Attornles without 
tbe Company'slicenae. 

Court of Justice established by His Ma jes
ty's Charters in the said T~rritories to 
approve, admit and inrol Persons as Barris- • 
ters, Advocates, and Attornies in such 

Court without any License from the said Company, any thing 
in any such Charter contained to the contrary notwithstan
ding: Provided always, that the being entitled to practise as an 
Advocate in the Principal Courts of Scotland is and shall be 
deemed and taken to be a Qualification for Admission as an 
Advocate in any Court in }';;dia equal to that of having been 
called to the Bar in England or Ireland. 

J r6. And be it further enacted, That the Court of Direc
tors of the said Company shall, within the 

Accounts to be annu- first Fourteen sitting Days next after the 
ally laid belore Parll· 
ament. First Day of May in every Year, lay before 

both Houses of Parliament an Account, 
made up according to the latest Advices which shall hav~ 
been received, of the annual Produce of the Revenues of the said 
Territories in India, distinguishing the same and the respecti·Je 
Heads thereof at each of their several Presidencies or Settle
ments, and of all their annual Receipts and Disbursements at 
Home and Abn;ad, distinguishing the same under the respec
tive Heads thereof, together with the latest Estimate of the 
same, and also the Amount of their Debts, with the rates of 
Interest they respectively carry, and the annual Amount of 
such Interest, the State of their Effects and Credits at each 
Presidency or Settlement, and in England or Elsewhere, acco:t-

• 
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din(:! to the latest Advices which shall have been received there
of, and also a List of their several Establishments, and the 
Salaries and Allowances payable by the said Court of Direc
tors, in respect thereof; and the said Court of Directors, 
under the Direction and Control of the said Board of 
Commissioners, shall forthwith prepare Forms of the said 
Accounts and Estimate~ in Si!Ch ;\ianner a~; tn t'xhibit a com
plete and accaratf' Vihv of the Financial \flair-; of the said 
Company ; and if any new nr increa-.:ed ;-;.;daries, Establish
ments, or Pensions shall have het~n granted or created within 
any Year, the Particulars thereof shall be ,;peciallv stated and 
explained at the .foot of the Account of the said Year. 

B 

EXTRACTS FRO);! THE 1lESPATCll-* (.\CC0:'-11 AN\lNt, THl:; 
GOVERNMENT OF lNDI!\. ACT, 1R33) FROM THI': CotmT OF 
DIRECTORS OF THE EAST INDIA CU.\ll'AN\' TO THE GOVERN· 

• :\JENT 01' INDIA, No. 44, DATED TilE I UTI I DECE:>UlEl\, 1834. 

1. In considering the alterations which have been made 
by the Act of last session of Parliament in the constitu
tion of the Indian Government, it seems to us of importance, 
that a very full communication should take place between your 
Government and us, of the views we respectively entertain of 
tbe operation of the new enactments, and of the mode ir. which 
the powers entrusted to us can best be employed for fulfilling 
the benevolent intentions of the legislature. 

2. You are already apprized of what has been done to 
constitute in the first instance the several Governments, and 
of the appointments which, for that pnrpose, it has been deemed 
expedient to make. 

3· Of the Commercial changes, the Financial results, 
and Military arrangements which will be required in the new 
state of tbe Government, onr observations and instructions 
have been or will be, transmitted to ynn, in the appropriate 
departments. At present our remarks will relate to the great 
change made in the legislative powers of the Supreme Govern
ment, the relation itJ which the Supreme Government will 

• Tradition· ascribes this piece to the pen of JA~li\S MILL His son,]. S. MILL, 
was the author of the protest by the Company aj:!ainst the transfer to the C10wn 
in 18s8. 
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stand to the Subordinate Governments, the effect of the 
new arrangements on the two great departments of internal 
administration, Justice and Revenue, the increased facilities 
granted to Europeans of settling and holding land in the 
country, the measures prescribed with regard to slavery, the 
r~moval of disabilities to office, the provisions regarding 
ecclesiastical affairs and the sending home of estimates of 
vacancies in the Civil Service. Before we ·proceed, however, to 
observe on these several points, we think it expedient to draw 
your attention to some of the general views and intentions 
of the Act with respect to them. By so doing we shall render 
more distinct and perspicuous the particular. observations into 
which we shall afterwards enter, and may at the same time · 
afford you some useful suggestion in carrying into effect the 
provisions of the Act in matters on which, on this occasion at 
least, we do not think it necessary to give you any specific 
instructions. . 

4. The changes which the Act contemplates in the gov- • 
ernment and political constitution of British India are partly 
prospective and partly immediate. The state of things at which 
it aims in prospect is that which is comprehensively described 
in the preambulary part of the 53rd Clause, when a gen
eral system of justice and police, and a code of laws, common 
(as far as may be) to the whole people of India, and having its 
varieties classified and systematized, shall be established 
throughout the country. The preparation of such a system and 
such a code must be set about immediately ; and it is principally 
with a view to that object, and for the purpose of collecting 
and arranging the necessary materials, and of advising the 
Government as to the disposition of them that the Law Com
missioners are to be appointed. But with whatever celerity 
those Commissioners proceed, their task cannot be completed· 
in a day. The Act indeed asserts, or rather assumes, it to be 
expedient that the general system on prospect-"should be 
established in the said Territories at an early period" : but 
'early' is a word of relation. No time should be lost by delay : 
none should be worse than lost by precipitation. The careful 
observance of these two conditions will practically determine 
the length of time required. 

5. Thus, however, besides that ultimate state pf things to 
which the Act looks forward, it contemplates an intermediate 
period ; a period of enquiry, of consideration, of preparation, in 
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some degree even of experiment; and it is to this interval that 
several of its provisions relate. As the labours of the Law 
Commissioners are intended to fill up the whole of this interval, 
one principal care of the Government will be to guide the 
course and promote the efficiency, of those labours; and this 
is plainly contemplated by the Act which, however, does not 
limit itself to this view of the WiUwut awaiting the 
result of the enquiries and delibu,ttirliJ qf the Commissioners 
it proceeds at once to chauf;t> the consritutinn •)f the Indian 
Government, hy investillg the Cu\ern,jr.·Ccneral in Council 
with legislative powers of a new and independent kind, by 
extending the optration of those powers over the subordinate 

·Governments, and by so modifying the structure of the Supreme 
Council internally as to adapt it to the discharge of its altered 
functions. 

6. At first sight this change may perhaps appear r:re
rnature. I~ may seem that the more natural course would 

• have been to leave the Government, for the present, nearly 
as it is, or at least to withhold from it the extensive powers 
of legislation which it is to exercise under the Act; and, 
when the Commissioners shall have so far completed their en
quiries and deliberations as to make it practicable to adopt a 
general scheme of law, judicature and police, then, and no 
sooner, to alter the constitution of the Government with an 
especial reference to that new sphere of action which it will have 
to enter. 

7· But reflection will, as we belien~, shew that the legis
lature has judged wisely, or rather has only obeyed a moral 
necessity in introducing immediately and without delay, the 
important alterations to which we have referred. 

8. Although some time may elapse before the whole 
people of India, native and foreign, can be placed under one 
common system, yet it is highly desirable that approximations 
should previously be made to that result. In this view, it will 
often be advantageous to act on the suggestions of the Commis
sioners partially and experimentally; thus, facilitating as well 
as accelerating the introduction of the system in question. 
But in order to act on this plan, it is obviously necessary that 
the local Government should have the means of legislating 
freely and w,ith effect ; that it should be able to shape its course 
according to its own view, both of the results to be ultimately 
accomplished, and of the circumstances to be intermediately 
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consulted ; and at any rate that some of the anomalies which 
at present belong to the frame of the Government should be 
from time to time removed. 

<). There were, however, other considerations which, much 
more strongly than these, dictated such alterations in the Gov
ernment as should enable it to legislate for a great community. 
The Act unsealed for the first time the doiOlrs of British India to 
British subjects of European birth. Hitherto the English in 
India have been there only on sufferance. Now ·they have 
acquired a right, however qualified, to live in the country and 
even to become occupants of land, and there is every prospect 
of a considerable increase of their numbers. It ts therefore neces- • 
sary that the local Governments should have full means of 
dealing with them, not merely in extreme cases, and by a trans
cendental act of authority, but in the current and ordinary 
exercise of its functions and through the medium of laws care
fully made and promptly and impartially administered. On no 
other condition could the experiment of free ingress of Euro
peans be safely tried. 

1 o. Vvhile new legislative powers are conferred on the 
Supreme Government, thP- legislative powers hitherto possessed 
by the Subordinate Governments are to be modified and 
abridged. On this topic we need hardly refer to the discussions 
which have of late years taken place both in India and in 
England on the best mode of constituting the Indian Govern
ments ; the decisive consideration with the legislature probably 
was the necessity of stren~thening the Supreme Government in 
consequence of the free admission of Europeans into the 
interior of the country. 

1 I. In whatever way the Europeans may disperse them
selves throughout India, they will be united together by a· 
powerful sympathy and will in fact maintain a constant com
munication. It is therefore both just and natural that they 
should live under the control of the same laws; nor would it 
be easy to legislate in reference to a part of them without 
keeping in view the whole body. It is specially to be recol
lected that the task of legislating in India for Europeans 
naturalized in the country and not dependent on the Govern
ment is altogether new and experimental. The difficulties of 
this task may have been overrated, but undoubted!y they are 
not slight or evanescent, and they would be much aggrav:tted 
if the different Governments were all armed with co-equal and 
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independent legislative powers, and if the? were to proceed to 
exercise such powers at their discretion respectively, and 
perhaps with very different views and according to inconsistent 
principles. \Vhile, therefore, it is important in reference to the 
admission of Europeans into the interi(Jf, that the subordinate 
Governments, commanding as ihey do difft-rent regions of the 
empire. should havf" their ··xtTUti\ ~: ;wd even that a 
new station should b/ added tu tlwm n the nnnh of i ndir~, vet 
there seem good reasons f1•r cnllccti and uniting all the 
functions of legislatirm in nne centra! mdrnpolitan govern· 
ment 

15. The first principle is that no law, except one of an 
occasional kind, or arising out: of some pressing emergency, 
should be passed without having been submitted to mature 
deliberation and discussion. 

IG. * * • In this country the length and pnbli-
• city of the "process by which a law passes from the shape of a 

project into that of a complete enactment, and the conflict of 
opinions through which the transit must be made constitute a 
security against rash or thoughtless legislation. There may 
indeed be exceptions, for there are cases in which the pressure 
of popular feeling forces a law prematurely into existence. 

* * • \Vhen deem it of great moment, therefore, that 
you should by positive rules provide that every project or 
proposal of a law shall travel through a defined succession of 
stages in Council before it is finally adopted; that at each 
stage it shall be amply discussed ; and that the intervals of 
discussion shall be such as to allow to each Member of Council 
adequate opportunity of reflection and enquiry. 

18. '* • * Provision must of course be made 
for extreme cases, and in the last resort the ultimate power 
specifically reserved by the 49th Clause of the new Act to the 
Governor-General of actin~ singly and on his own responsibi. 
lity, will afford a refuge from the po-;sihle evil of distractc;d 
counsels and infirm resolution.~. But the occasions which 
compel the use of these extreme remedies rarely occur in well
governed states ; and in general, we are persuaded that in a 
punctual, constant, and even fastidious adherence to your 
ordinary rul~s of practice, you will find the best security, not 
only for the efficiency, but also for the despatch of your legis
lative proceedings. 
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19. While thus considering the deliberative part of your 
duties, our attention is necessarily led to one important altera
tion which the Act has made on the constitution of the Supreme 
Council. \Ne allude to the appointment of the fourth ordinary 
member of Council, as described in the 40th Clause. 

20. In the first and simplest view of this remarkable 
provision, the presence and assistance of 'the fourth counsellor 
must be regarded as a substitute for that sanc.tion of the 
Supreme Court of Judicature which has hitherto been necessary 
to the validity of regulations affecting the inhabitants of the 
!>residencies, but which under the new system, will no longer 
be required. It is, however, evident that the view of the legis-· 
lature extended beyond the mere object of providing such a 
substitute. 

21. The concurrence of the fourth member of Council 
may be wanting to a law, and the law may be good still, even 
his absence at the time of enactment will not vitiate the law, 
but Parliament manifestly intended that the whole of his time • 
and attention, and all the resources of knowledge and ability 
which he may possess, should be employed in promoting the 
<lue discharge of the legislative functions of the Council. He 
has indeed no pre-eminent control 0ver the duties of this 
department, but he is peculiarly charged with them in all their 
ramifications. His will naturally be the principal share, not 
only in the task of giving shape and connexion to the several 
laws as they pass, but also in the mighty labour of collecting 
all that local information, and calling into view all those 
general considerations which belong to each occasion, and of 
thus enabling the Council to embody the abstract and essential 
principles of good government in regulation adapted to the 
peculiar habits, character, and institutions of the vast and infi
nitely diversified people under their sway. 

22. It will be observed that the fourth member is declared 
not to be entitled to sit or vote in the Council, except at 
meetings for the making of laws and regulations. 

23. We do not, however, perceive that you are precluded 
by anything in the law from availing yourselves of his presence 
without his vote on any occasion on which you may think it 
desirable; and on many, if not all, of the subjects on which 
your deliberation may turn, an intimate knowledge of what 
passes in Council will be of essential service to him in the dis-
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charge of his legislative functions. Unless he is in habits of 
constant communication and entire confidence with his co], 
leagues, unless he is familiar with the details of internal ad
ministration, with the grounds on which the Government acts, 
and with the information by which it is guided, he cannot 
possibly sustain his part in the legislative conferences or 
measures with the knowledge, readiness, and independence 
essential to a due per!ormance of his duty. 

24. • • • It '>hould 'hink !;,_ upu, to every 
member of Council, to propose any liiw re~ulation for 
adoption, and his. proposal should b<: tak·~n I !ito discussiOn, 

'even though he should, at the <mtset, ...;tilnd alone in his opinion. 
In deliberative assemblies differently and more numerouslv 
constituted no proposition can be entertained which is n~t 
seconded, as well as moved. The reasonableness of the rule is 
obvious, but in the deliberations of a small and select body, we 
do not think that the same condition should be enforced. 

25. * • • Another point, not less important, 
is to provide that in the work of legislation, you shall as far as 
may be practicable avail yourselves of external aid. Persons 
who are not members of your body may afford you valuable 
assistance, either by suggesting laws that are required, or by 
pointing out what is improbable or objectionable, in the drafts 
or projects of Jaws under con!>ideration. 

26. \Vith respect to the su(:!gestion of ne\v laws, the Act 
(by Clause 66) expressly req11ires you to take into consideration 
the drafts or projects of laws or regulations which any of the 
subordinate Governments may propose to you. * ·:~< * 
The Act also, we need not say, contemplate-; constant commu
nications from the Law Commissioners which communications 
are intended, to furnish the :;rounds or the materials for legis
lation. Useful intimations m;<y also be derived from the 
Public Boards, from the J uch!eS of the .Supreme Court, from all 
persons, whether Native or European, invested with a judicial 
character or holding official stations of eminence, from all 
Colleges and other constituted bodies, perhaps from the Native 
heads of villages, or even private individuals of personal weight 
and influence. 'We do not mean that these Parties should by 
law be entitl<;:d to call on the legislature to discuss such sugges
tions or to come to any decision respecting them. No such 
right' belongs to those who petition to the Houses of Parliament 
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in this country. \Ve mean only that their suggestions should 
be received and should even be invited. 

27. Not less material is the other object to which we have 
adverted, that of taking the opinions of the community, or of 
influential persons, on the projects of law under consideration ; 
an advantage which in England is secured by the publicity of 
the discussions in Parliament, and by the liime which the pass
ing of an Act requires; but which can be obtained in India only 
by making special provision for it. • • • · 

28. • * • All, therefore, that we should require 
would be that, with such exceptions as you m(ly deem requisite 
with a view to the progress of current and ordinary legislation, ' 
the project of intended laws shall be so made known to the 
Public as to afford opportunities to the persons or classes 
whom they may particularly affect, to offer their comments or 
complaints to the legislature; and that the rule which you at any 
time prescribe to yourselves for the purpose shall be• submitted 
to the consideration of the Authorities at home. 

30. * * • The laws are now printed in English, 
in the langua!-;e of the Courts, and in whatever is the prevalent 
language of the country. And a:opies of them are furnished to 
the several functionaries of Government. It wmtld, however, 
be desirable, that they were more generally made known to 
the people. It will deserve your consideration what measures 
can be taken for that end. One thing at any rate can be done. 
Cheap copies in the lang-uage of the country ought to be every
where ready for sale to all who have the desire to possess them. 

33· Heretofore you have been invested with executive 
powers of superintendence over the legislation of the subor
dinate Presidencies. But as those Presidencies have had the. 
right of legislating for themselves, your superintendence has 
been exercised only on rare and particular occasions. Now 
their legislative functions, with a reserve for certain excepted 
cases, are to be subordinate to those of the Supreme Govern
ment. The whole responsibility rests on you ; and every law 
which has an especial reference to the local interests of any of 
those Presidencies, and every general law in respect of its parti
cular bearing and operation on such local interests, ought to be 
pre-considered by you with as deep and as anxious attention 
as if it affected only the welfare of the Presidency it1 which you 
reside. You may indeed, as we have already observed, receive 
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from the subordinate Presidencies suggestions or drafts of !a>vs 
and these it may frequently be expedient to invite, But in no 
instance will this exempt you from the obligation of so consi
dering every provision of the law as to make it really your own, 
the offspring of your own minds, after obtaining an adequate 
knowledge of the case. \Ve say this knowing as we do, how 
easily the power of delegating- a dutr. degenerates into the 
habit of neglecting it ; and dreadini,; b,t at ;,ome future period. 
under the furm of offering project,; of laws, the subordinate 
Presidencies should be left to legislate for themselves, with 
as little aid from the wisdom of the Supreme Government 
as when the power of legislating was ostensibly in their own 

•hands. 

37· In contemplating the extent of legislati\·e powers thus 
conferred immediately on our Supreme Government, and in the 
second instance on ourselves, in considering that in the use of 
this power the difference between the worst and the best of 

• Governments mainly depends--in reflecting how many millions 
of men may, by the manner in which it shall in the present ins
tance be exercised, be rendered happy or miserable-in adver
ting to the countless variety of interests to he studied and of 
difficulties to be overcome, in the execution of this mighty trust, 
we own that we feel oppressed by the weight of the responsi
bility under which we with you are conjointly laid. \Vhatever 
means or efforts can be employed on the occasion, whatever 
can be effected by free and active discussion, or by profound and 
conscientious deliberation ; whatever aids can be derived from 
extrinsic council or intelligence, all at the utmost will be barely 
commensurate with the magnitude of the sphere to be occupied, 
and of the service to be performed. \Ve feel confident that to 
this undertaking your best thoughts and care will be immediate
ly and perseveringly applied ; and we invite the full, the constant, 
and the early communication of your sentiments in relation to it. 
On our part, we can venture to affirm that no endeavour shall 
be wanting in promoting your views ; and perfecting your 
plans. Others also who are in a situation, by advice or exertion, 
to assist in the work, will contribute to it, we hope to the extent 
of their power, and we trust that by the blessing of Divine Pro
vidence on our united labours, the just and beneficent intentions 
of this country, in delegating to our hands the legislative as well 
as the executive administration of the mightiest, the most im
portant, and the most interesting of its transmarine possessions 
will be happily accomplished. 
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39· For this subject we particularly refer you to the 
43rd, 46th, 8Ist, 8znd, 83rd, 84th, 85th and 86th clauses of 
the Act. 

40. These Clauses bring hto view the legislative duties 
which will be imposed on you by the free admission now to be 
afforded to British subjects into the interior of India, among 
the first of which duties will be the obligation of providing, 
as directed by the 85th clause, for the protection of the natives 
from insult and outrages in their persons, properties, religions 
and opinions. 

41. The importance and indeed the absolute necessity of 
extending to the natives such protection we need not demons- • 
trate. Though English capitalists settling in the country, if 
they are governed by an enlightened sense of their own inter
ests, will see the importance of acquiring the confidence of 
their native neighbours by a just and conciliatory course of 
conduct, yet even some of this class may yield to the influence 
of worse motives. Eagerness for some temporary advantages, • 
the consciousness of power, the pride of a fancied superiority 
of race, the absence of any adequate check from public opinion, 
the absence also in many cases of the habitual check supplied 
hy the stated and public recurrence of religious observances
these and other causes may occasionally lead even the settled 
resident to be less guarded in his treatment of the people than 
would accord with a just view of his situation. Much more 
may acts of outrage or insolence be expected from casual 
adventurers cut off possibly from Europe by the consequences 
of previous misconduct, at all even~s, released from the res
traints which in this country the overawing influence of 
society imposes on all men not totally abandoned. The greater 
necessity is there that such persons should be placed under 
other checks. 

43· Whatever provision may be made against occasional 
abuse, the views of Parliament in opening the interior of India, 
to Europeans are to be carefully kept in recollection. The 
Clauses which effect this great alteration in our Indian policy, 
are not nstraining but enabling enactments. The legislature 
has avowedly proceeded on the principle that generally speak
ing and on the whole, the increased entrance of Europeans into 
the interior of India, their increased power of b)ending their 
interests with those of the country, and their increased oppor
tunity of freely associating with the natives, will prove bene .. 
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ficial to the native peopie, and promotive of their general 
improvement and prosperity. That which the legislature has 
thus assumed is also to be assumed by us and by you. Your 
laws and regulations, therefore, and also all your executive 
proceedings in relation to the admission and settlement of 
Europeans, like that law of the Imperial Legislature out of 
which they grow, mn't ge• .·;peaking and uli the whole be 
framed on a principle•not of restrictior, but nf eno:mragement 
The conditions which you shall see fit to imp<,se on private 
persons coming from Eumpe for th•; highly proper purpose of 
placing and keeping them within the supervision of an all-seeing 
Police, must not be more than necessary for that object. The 

• regulations which you shall make with the just and humane design 
of protecting the natives from ill-treatment must not be such 
as to harass the European with any unnecessary restraints or 
to give him uneasiness by the display of improper distrust and 
suspicion, Laws passed in such a spirit tend to produce the 
very miscl}iefs which they aim at preventing. To the evil • 

• minded they suggest evil ; they furnish the discontented with 
materials or pretexts for clamor, and they irritate the peaceably 
disposed into hostility. 

57· The means which the present Act affords you of 
applying the remedy referred to are set forth in the 43rd, 45th 
and 46th Clauses. Ry the first of these, the laws and regulations 
which you make under the Act are to bind all Courts of Justice 
whether chartered by the King or not, and their jurisdictions, 
and also all places and things throughout the territories of 
British India. By the 45th Clause your Laws and Regulations 
are to be taken notice of by all Courts of Justice within those 
territories and they need not be registered in any Court. By 
the 46th Clause you are restrained from making without our 
previous sanction any Law or Regulation which shall empower 
any Courts other than those chartered by the king to sentence 
British subjects, or their children to death, or which shall 
abolish the Courts so chartered. In respect to the last-men
tioned clause we certainly should not without much consideration 
give our sanction to the important changes there referred to ; 
and for the present those changes may be regarded as out of 
view. * * "' * Your Laws and Regulations no longer 
require to be authenticated by registration in the Supreme 
Courts, and they, notwithstanding bind those Courts and must 
be noticed by them without being specially pleaded or proved. 
This is the known privilege of sovereign legislation. Beyond 

8 
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this you are expressly authorized to make laws for the jurisdic
tion of the Supreme Courts, a most material qualification as 
we conceive of the inability to abolish them ; since in virtue 
of this authority you may reduce the extent or circumscribe 
the sphere of their judicial power in any degree consistent with 
their retaining their essential character. 

58. With regard to British-born subjects, when the Act 
says that you shall not pass laws making t1Jem capitally punish
able otherwise than by the King's Courts, it does by irresistible 
implication authorize you to subject them in all other criminal 
respects and in all civil respects whatever to the ordinary 
tribunals of the Countrv. We know not ind~ed that there is 
any crime for which ~ithin this Clause, they may not be made • 
amenable to the Country tribunals, provided that the law in 
giving those tribunals jurisdiction over the crime, shall empower 
them to award to it some other punishment than death. 

59· From these premises there are some practic,al inferen
ces to which we must call your attention. First we are decidedly • 
of opinion that all British-hom subjects throughout India 
should forthwith be subjected to the same tribunals with the 
Natives. It is of course implien in this proposition that in the 
interior they shall be subjected to the Mofussil Courts. So long 
as Europeans, penetrating into the interior held their places 
purely by the tenure of sufferance, and bore in some sense the 
character of delegates from a foreign power, there might be 
some reason for exempting them from the authority ofthose 
judicatures to which the great body of the inhabitants were sub
servient. 13ut now that. they are to become inhabitants of India, 
they must share in the judicial liabilities as well as in the civil 
rights pertaining to that capacity, and we conceive that their 
participation in both should commence at the same moment. 

6o. lt is not merely on principle that we arrive at this 
conclusion. The 85th Clause of the Act to which we have 
before referred, after reciting that the removal of restriction on 
the intercourse of Europeans with the country will render it 
necessary to provide against any mischiefs or dangers that may 
thence arise, proceeds to direct that you shall make laws for the 
protection of the Natives from insult and outrage-an obligation 
which in our view you cannot possibly fulfil, unless you render 
both Natives and Europeans responsible to the same judicial 
control. There can be no equality of protection where justice 
is not equally and on equal terms accessible to all. 
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6I. In laying down this proposition however we must 
guard against misconception. Though an Englishman be mad_e 
amenable to the silme tribunal with tbe Kative, and though h1s 
rights be placed under the same supervision and protection, it 
does not follow that those rights are to be determined by the 
same rule. It is not necessary for example that the property of 
an Englishman shoulrl descend by the l ndian rather than by 
the English Law of ~uccessiD!L !n cas~c:• ,,f marriage the same 
tribunal may observe ,,nc rule in to the Engli~hman, 
another in respect to !he 1\liJ:-;s;llman, ;wd a third in respect to 
the Hindoo. Even in criminal c<tscs where 'ilich distinctions are 
least desirable, tl;ey may yet somet,imes be necessary, since it is 
conceivable that what would operate as a severe penalty to a 
Hindoo, would be felt as none by an Englishman. But varian
ces like these do not affect the main principle. The maxim 
still remains that justice is to be Jistributed to men of every 
Race, Creed, and Color, according to its essence, and with as 
little diver.sity of circumstances as possible. 

62. Secondly, in looking forwan:l to the effect of making 
Englishman triable by the Mofussil Courts you will do well to 
take into your renewed and very serious consideration a question 
often mooted, and even partially discussed, though as yet 
undecided. \Ve mean whether or uot the use of Juries in Crim
inal Trials should be introduced into the Provinces. \Ve would 
not blindly yield to the opinion or the prejudice that it is the 
inalienable right of an Englishman under a Criminal accusation 
to be tried by a Jury. The only inalienable right of an accused 
Englishman is justice ; -and if he resides in the Interior 
of India, he must be content with such justice as is dispensed 
to the Natives. But the prospect of an increased residence of 
Englishmen in the Interior, considering their known attachment 

· to the principle of this Institution, forms an additional reason 
for the consideration of the ex[Jediency or inexpediency of 
adopting it generally. 

63. Even, however, if it be so adopted, it is neither necess
ary nor expedient that the Jury Trial which may he established 
in India, should be an exact copy of that which subsists in 
England. \Vhatever may be the prejudices of Englishmen we 
<;trongly deprecate the transfer to India of all the peculiarities 
Df our Criminal Judicature. vVe are not sati~fied that these 
peculiarities are virtues. There is no inherent perfection in the 
number twelve, nor any mysterious charm in an enforced un-
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animity of opinion, and legislating for the Indian people, we 
should be apt to seek for precedents in the ancient usages of 
India rather than in the modern practice of England. The 
system of Criminal Judicature which you adopt must be formed 
with an especial regard to the advantage of the Natives, rather 
than of the New Settlers, not because the latter are in them
selves less worthy of consideration, but because they are com
paratively few, and Laws and Institutions ·exist for the benefit 
not of the few but of the many. 

76. 'We have now completed all that we deem it necessary 
to say at present regarding the legislation to be exercised, anJ 
the laws to be made, in India. We will proceed to consider 
the new relation in which you will be placed with reference to 
the subordinate Governments, not by means of your legislative 
supremacy but in other respects. 

77· The words of the 39th Clause are very comprehensive : 
'The superintendence, direction, and control of the whole civil 
and military Government of all the said territories and revenues 
in India shall be vested in the said Governor-General in Coun
cil.' 

78. The powers here conveyed, when the words are inter
preted in all their latitude, include the whole powers of Govern
ment. And it is of infinite importance that you should well 
consider and understand the extent of the responsibility thus 
imposed upon you. The whole civil and military Government 
of India is in your hands, anJ for what is good or evil in the 
administration of it, the honour or dishonour will redound upon 
you. 

79· ·with respect to the exercise of your legislative powers 
in the several Presidencies, what we have adduced of a general 
nature on that subject will, for the present, suffice. 

So. With respect to the other powers which you are 
called upon to exercise, it will be incumbent upon you to draw, 
with much discrimination and reflection, the correct line 
between the functions which properly belong to a local and 
subordinate Government* and those which belong to the general 
Government ruling over and superintending the whole. 

• The only Local Governments which then ·existed were the "Presidencies of 
Madras and Bombay. The Bengal Presidency was at that time directly under the 
Gove~nor .. Genera.1 in Cvuh<;il. 
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81. \Vhen this line is improperly drawn, the consequence 
is either that the general Government interferes with the pro
vince of the local Government, and enters into details which it 
cannot manage, and which preclude its consideration of more 
important objects ; or that it withdraws its attention from the 
evidence of many things which may be right or wrong in the 
general course of th~ local administration, and tbns partially de
prives the State nf the belle fit of ib >ilpt:l intendence and controL 

82, It is true that the t~nmer \ct::; of Parliament, which 
made the Local Government of Bengal a -,upremc Government, 
g;we the Governor-General in Council a control and superinten
dence over the other Presidencies as cc>mple~e and paramount 
as it was possible for language to convey, and this we must 
assume to have been the intention of the Legislature. In 
practice, hov,;ever, the Supreme Government made little exer
cise of its superintending authority, and the result bas beeu 
that even that little exercise of it has been generally made when 

• it was too late to be made with real effect, namely, after the 
subordinate Government had taken its course ; thus losing the 
character of control and responsibility, and retaining only that 
of ex post .facto intervention-a sort of intervention always in
vidious, and in most cases nothing but invidious, because what 
was already done, however open to censure, was beyond the 
reach of recall or correction. 

83. It is evidently the ohject of the present Act to carry 
into effect that intention of the Legislature to which we have 
alluded. Invested as you are with all ~he powers of Govern
ment over all parts of India, and responsible for good govern
ment in them all, you are to consider to what extent, and in 
what particulars, the powers of Governmellt can be best exer
cised by the local authorities, and to what extent, and in what 
particulars, they are likely to be best exercised when retained in 
your own hands. \Vith respect to that portion of the business 
of Government which you fully confide to the local authorities, 
and with which a minute interference 011 your part wonld not 
be beneficial, it will be your duty to have always before you 
evidence sufficient to enable you to judge if the course of things 
in general is good, and to pay such vigilant attention to that 
evidence as will ensure your prompt interposition whenever any
thing occur~ which demands it. 

84. In general it is to be recollected that in all cases 
where there are gradations of authority the right working of the 
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system must very much depend on the wisdom and moderation 
of the supreme authority and also of the subordinate authorities. 
This is especially true of a system so peculiar as that of our 
Indian Empire. It was impossible for the Legislature, and it 
is equally so for us in our instructions, to define the exact 
limits between a just control and a petty, vexatious, meddling 
interference. We rely on the practical. good sense of our 
Governor-General in Council, and of our other Governors, for 
carrying the law into effect in a manner consonant with its 
spirit, and we see no reason to doubt the possibility of preserv
ing to every subordinate Government its due rank and power, 
without impairing or neutralising that of the highest. 

85. The subordinate Governments will correspond directly 
with us as formerly, but we think that you should immediately 
receive copies of all their more important letters to us, hoth as 
part of the evidence of their proceedings which you should have 
before you, and that we may have the benefit of the opservations 
which you may have to make, and which we desire that you • 
will always despatch to us with the smallest possible delay. 

86. It will be for you to determine what part of their 
records, or what other documents, it will be necessary for you 
regularly to receive a.; evidence of the general proceedings of 
the subordinate Governments, and as an index to the other 
documents which you will have occasion to call for when any
thing occurs which you desire to investigate. 

96. Nothing is fixed by the Le~islc.ture with regard to the 
seat of Government in the Agra Presidency. The City of Agra 
is pointed out by the name adopted, and by the obvious advan
tage of elevating to this distinction, a capital of great antiquity 
and celebrity, but the consideration of preponderant convenience 
is not therefore excluded. The points of chief importance are,. 
the salubrity of the place, its locality with respect to the 
territories which the Presidency is to comprise, and the expense 
which will be required in Buildings and Roads. Comparative 
advantage in these respects should determine the choice. 

97. The Legislature has left the seat of the Supreme 
Government, both permanent and temporary, to its own choice, 
The important circumstance, however, of making the Governor
General local Governor of Bengal, renders it necessary that his 
habitual residence should be in the place wbere.he can best 
perform both sets of his duties, that is, in Bengal. We have no. 
doubt, therefore, that you will concur with us in thinking the 
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seat of the Supreme Government should be at Calcutta, where 
your records are now deposited, and where the requisite Buil
dings, public and private, already exist. 

98. It is true the Governor-General may appoint a De
puty as Governor of Bengal. But this arrangement would 
need to be permanent, if the l"eat of the Supreme Government 
were nnt in Bengal ·and in that thFrc would be considerable 
difficulty. The Governor can ;tppqint as his Deputy, only one 
of the Ordinary Members uf the Suprem<: < .ouncil. But if one 
of the four Ordinary Members of the Silpreme Council is taken 
away, three only temain. By express enactment also it is es
tablished, that three Ordinary Members shall be present to 
constitute a Legislative Council. But the inconvenience of 
being unable to transact business without the presence of every 
Member of the Council must be obvious, especially in ] ndia, 
where the health of Europeans is so precarious . . 

roo. There is one function of Government, with respect to 
which it may be a question in what hands it should be lodged ; 
we mean the regulation and management of the external rela
tions. \Vith respect to the great questions of peace and war, 
there is no room for deliberation. lt is very obvious they 
should be determined wholly by the superintending Government 
which alone has under its eye the whole of the relations of the 
State. We think indeed that the diplomatic interests of the 
State will be placed with most advantage entirely in the hands 
of the Supreme Government ; and the patronage connected with 
that department will of course follow the dnties. It does not 
follow, nor do we mean, that if, from proximity, or any other 
cause, a particular Residency, or a particular negotiation, can 
be better superintended by a local, than the general Govern
ment, the general Government should not delegate that 
superintendence. 

103. By clause 87 of the Act it is provided that no person 
by reason of his birth, creed, or colour, shall be disqualified from 
holding any office in our service. 

104. It is fitting that this important enactment should be 
understood in order that its full spirit and intention may be 
transfused t?rough our whole system of administration. 

105. You will observe that its object is not to ascertain 
qualification, but to remove disqualification. It does not break 
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down or derange the scheme of our government as conducted 
principally through the instrumentality of our regular servants, 
civil and military. To do this would be to abolish or impair 
the rules which the legislature has established for securing the 
fitness of the fu.nctionaries in whose hands the main duties of 
Indian administration are to be reposed-rules to which the 
present Act makes a material addition in. the provisions rela
ting to the college at Hailey bury. But the meaning of the 
enactment we take to be that there shall be no governing caste 
in British India; that whatever other tests of qualification may 
be adopted, distinctions of race or religion shall not be of the 
number; that no subject of the King, whether of .Indian or 
British or mixed descent, shall be excluded either from the 
posts usually conferred on our uncovenanted servants in India, 
or from the covenanted service itself, provided he be otherwise 
eligible consistently with the rules and agreeably to the 
conditions observed and exacted in the one case and in 
the other. 

106. ln the application of this principle, that which will 
chiefly fall to your share will be the employment of natives, 
whether of the whole or the mixed blood, in official situations. 
So far as respects the former class-we mean natives of the 
whole blood-it is hardly rwcessary to say that the purposes of 
the legislature have in a considerable degree been anticipated ; 
you well know, and indeed have in some important respects 
carried into effect, our desire that natives should be admitted to 
places of trust as freely and extensively as a regard for the due 
discharge of the functions attached to such places will permit. 
Even judicial duties of magnitude and importance are now 
confided to their hands, partly no doubt from considerations of 
economy, but partly also on the principles of a liberal and 
comprehensive policy ; still a line of demarcation, to some ex
tent in favour of the natives, to some extent in exclusion of 
them, has been maintained ; certain offices are appropriated to 
them, from certain others they are debarred-not because these 
latter belong to the covenanted service, and the former do not 
belong to it, but professedly on the ground that the average 
amount of native qualifications can be presumed only to rise to 
a certain limit. It is this line of demarcation which the present 
enactment obliterates, or rather for which it substitutes another, 
wholly irrespective of the distinction of races. Fitness is hence-
forth to be the criterion of eligibility. · 

107. To this altered rule it will be necessary that you 
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should, both in your acts and your language, conform ; practi· 
cally, perhaps, no very marked difference of results will be 
occasioned. The distinction between situations allotted to the 
covenanted service and all other situations of an official or 
public nature will remain generally as at present. 

108. Into a more particular consideration of the effects 
that may result from"the great principle which the legislature 
has ncnv for the first time rr.~cngni<:;ed and established \Ve do not 
enter, because we wuuld avoid disquisition ,)fa speculative nature 
But there is one practical lesson which, qften as we have on 
former occasions inculcated it on you, the present subject 

· suggests to us onc·e more to enforce. \Vhile, on the one hand, 
it may be anticipated that the range of public situations access
ible to the natives and mixed races will gradually be enlarged, 
it is, on the other hand, to be recollected that, as settlers from 
Europe find their way into the country, this class of person,; will 
probably f~rnish candidates for those very situations to which 

• the natives and mixed race will have admittance, Men of 
European enterprise and education will appear in the field ; and 
it is by the prospect of this event that we are led particularly 
to impress the lesson already alluded to on your attention. In 
every view it is important that the indigenous people of India, 
or those among them who by their habits, ch:uacter, or position 
may be induced to aspire to office, should as far as possible, 
be qualified to meet their European competitors. 

Thence, then, arises a powerful argument for the promotion 
of every design tending to the improvement of the natives, 
whether by conferring on them the advantilges of education, or 
by diffusing among them the treasures of science, knowledge, 
and moral culture. For these desirable results, we are well 
aware that you, like ourselves, are anxious, and we doubt not 
that, in order to impel you to increased exertion for the promo
tion of them, you will need no stimulant beyond a simple refer
ence to the considerations we have here suggested. 

109. \Vhile, however, we entertain these wishes and opi
nion, we must guard against the supposition that it is chiefly 
by holding out means and opportunities c,f official distinction 
that we expect our Government to benefit the millions subjected 
to their authority. \Ve have repeatedly expressed to you a 
very different sentiment. Facilities of official advancement can 
little affect the bulk of the people under any Government, and 
perhaps least under a good Government. It is not by holding 
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out incentives to official ambition, but by repressing crime, by 
securing and guarding property, by creating confidence, by 
ensuring to industry the fruit of its labour, by protecting men 
in the undisturbed enjoyment of their rights, and in the un
fettered exercise of their faculties, that Governments best 
minister to the public wealth and happiness. In effect, the free 
access to office is chiefly valuable when .it is a part of general 
freedom. 

--< VIII. THE CHARTER ACT OF 1853. 

( 16 & 17 Viet. C. 95·) • 

A. 

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

(2oth August, 1853.) 

I 5· The provisions of the said Act of the Third and 

Tbe provision of 3 & 
4 W. 4· c. 85 for creating 
a Presidency of Agra 
which has been suspend
ed by 5 & 6 W. 4• c. 52., 
to renualu tio unlil the 
same be revoked. 

Fourth Years of King William the Fourth 
relating to the Division of the Presidency 
of Fort William in Bengal into Two. Presi
dencies, and to the Measures consequent 
thereupon, which have been suspended 
under the Authority of the Act of the 

Session holden in the Fifth and Sixth Years of King William 
the Fourth, Chapter Fifty-two, shall remain suspended until 
the Court of Directors, under the Direction and Control of the 
Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India, shall otherwise 
direct ; and during the Continuance of such Suspension the 
Provisions of such last-mentioned Act, authorizing the Appoint
ment of a Lieutenant Governor for the North- Western Provin-· 
ces, then under the Government of the Presidency of Fort 
\Villiam in Bengal, and the Appointments and Arrangements 
made thereunder, shall remain in full force. 

16. It shall be lawful for the said Court of Directors, 
under such Direction and Control as afore

A separate Governor said, jf and when they think fit, at any 
may be appointed for the 
Presidency of Bengal: Time after the passing of this Act, to de-

clare that the Governor-General of India 
shall not be Governor of the Presidency of Fort. William in 
Bengal, but that a separate Governor shall be appointed for 
such Presidency, and in such Case a separate Governor shall be 
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from Time to Time appointed for such Presidency accordingly, 
in manner provided by the said Act of the 

in the meantime " Third and Fourth Ye~rs of King \Viiliam 
Lieutenant Gove•·nor 
may be appointed. the Fourth, in the Case ofVacanciest!appen-

ing in the offices of the Governors of the 
Presidencies of Fort Saint George and Bombay; and from and 
after the Appointment. of such Governor, the Power by the said 
Act vested in the Governor-Get~eral of India nf appointing a 
Deputy Governor of thr: qjc] l're,idt~ncv nf F•>rt \Villiam in 
Bengal ;;;hall cease: i!nd em less ;wd until." ~F.parate Governor of 
such Presidency shall be con:;titu1ed as <!k•n•sctid, it shall be law· 
ful for the Court of Direct•>rs, nnder ;-uch Iim:.ctit'•li and Control 

·as aforesaid, if and when they think fit, at any Time after the 
passing of this Act, to authorize and direct the Governor-General 
of India in Council to appoint from Time to Time any servant 
of the said Company who shall have been Ten years in their 
Service in India: to the Office of Lieutenant-Governor of such 
Part of the Territories under the Presidencv of Fort \Villiam in 

• Bengal as for the Time being m<1y not he t~nder the Lieutenant 
Governor of the said ~ orth-western Provinces, and to declare 
and limit the Extent of the Authority of the Lieutenant 
Govern_?r to be so appointed. 

17. It shall be lawful for the Court of Directors of the 

Power to Directors to 
create one new Presi• 
dency or to authorise 
Oovernor·Oeneral to ap• 
point a new Lieutenant 
Governorship. 

said Company, under such Direction and 
Control, if and when they think fit, to 
constitute One new Presidency within the 
Territories subject for the Time being to 
the Government of the said Company, and 
to declare and appoint what Part of such 

Territories shall be subject to the Government of such new 
Presidency ; and unless and until such new Presidency be cons
tituted as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the said Court of 
Directors, under such Direction and Control as aforesaid, if and 
when they think fit, to authorize (in addition to such Appoint
ments as are herein-before aut borized to be continued and made 
for the Territories now and heretofore under the said Presi
dency of Fort \Villiam) the Appointmeilt by the said Governor
General in Council of a Lieutenant-(;overnur for any Part of the 
Territories for the Time being subject to the Government of the 
said Company, and to declare for what Part of the said Terri
tories such Lieutenant Governor shall be appointed, and the 
.Extent of his Authority, and from Time to Time to revoke or 
alter any such Declaration. 
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18. It shall be lawful for the said Court of Directors, 

Power to alter from 
time to time the limits 
of Presidencies and Lleu
tenanl Oovernorsblps. 

under such Direction and Control as afore
said, from Time to Time to declare and 
appoint what Part or Parts of the Terri
tories for the Time being subject to the 

Government of the said Company shall be or continue subject to 
each of the Presidencies and Lieutenant;Governorships for the 
Time being subsisting in such Territories, and to make such Dis
tribution and Arran}!ement or new Distribution and Arrangement 
of such Territories into or among such Presidencies or Lieute
nant Governorships as to the said Court of Directors, under such 
Direction and Control as aforesaid, may seem.expedient. 

19. The Provisions of the said Act of the Third and 
Fourth Years of King William the Fourth, as amended by this 
Act, and all other Provisions now in force for the Administra
tion of the Executive Government of the Presidencies of Fort 
Saint George and Bombay respectively, and autliorizing the 

The enactments as to 
existing Presidencies to 
extend to new Preslden• 
cles. 

Revocation and Suspension of the A p-. 
pointment of Councils and the Reduction 
of the Number of Councillors in such 
Presidencies respectively, and as to the 

J>owers, Duties, Functions, and Immunities of the Governors of 
such Presidencies respectively, and of such Governors in their 
respective Councils, and cPnccrning or applicable to the Ap
pointment and provisional Appointment of Governors and 
Members of Council of the said Presidencies respectively on 
Vacancies, and otherwise providing for Vacancies in the office 
of any such Governor, and concerning the Removal and Dis
missal of such Governors and Members of Council, and the 
Revocation of Appointments and provisional Aprointments of 
Governors and Members of Council of such Presidencie~, and 
concerning the Salaries and Emoluments of such Governors 
and Members of Council, shall extend and be applicable in 
like manner to and in the Case of any new Presidency to be 
established as aforesaid under this Act, and also to and in the 
Case of the Presidency of Agra, in case the same be constitu
ted under the Provisions of the said Act of the Third and 
Fourth Years of King William the Fourth ; and the said 
Provisions concerning Appointments of Governors and Members 
of Council on Vacancies, as amended by this Act, shall extend 
and be applicable to and for the first Appointment.of a Gover
nor and Members of Council of such new Presidency and the 
Presidency of Agra aforesaid. 
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I 
20. Every Appoigtment by the Court of J)ir~~tQr!;_ of any.;V. _M, .:...·-

. All appolnt~·:-:-··or_din_~rxMember of the <:oun~il of India,,J;_ ?•·,- 7;_ 
I .Members ol Council to be or m:- any :M:_ember. of the Coun~ of any,.( t.-t""'·· &! ., 

NfE!~~tY~ of by .. ller PresJdency m Ind1a, sha.l~_}:).~_s_.l_l_l?l.e~.t.t. o.,. th_e' 1 "" , ·; . 
--· ArprobatiOn of Her Maj.esty~ to lie slgnt- ~\'J ~ -~·fLf,_ 
fied under Her Royal Sign Manual countersigned by the Presi-
dent of the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India . .. 

zr. So much of the said Act of the Third anrt Fourth 
Ye:u~ nf Kirw \Villiam t,he Fourth as 

As to excluding Fourth provide" thdt tl~e Fourth Oroinary Membe~ 
~l:r~~~';.'~e~r~~~· !rom uf the ( umH:il •lf !mlia shall not be en

titled to sit or vote iu the said Council, ex
·cept at Meetings thereof for making Laws and Regulations, 
shall be repealed. 

22. For the better Exercise of the Powers of making 
Laws and Regulations, now vested.ln the 
Governor-General of India in Council, the 
several Persons here-in-after mentioned 
shail, in addition to and together with such 

Legislative council· 
lors added to th~ Council 
of India for making Laws 

.,anu Regulations ; 

Governor General and the Members of the said Council, under 
the said Act of the Third Rnd Fourth Years of King William 
the Fourth, be Members of the said Council of India for and 
in relation to the Exercise of all such Powers of making Laws 
and Regulations as aforesaid, and shall be distinguished as 
Legislative Councillors tl!_!;!r,eof; (that is to say,) 

. ·une member for each I>residency and Lieutenant-Governor
ship for the Time being established in the said Territories, to 
be appointed from Time to Time by the Governor of such 
Pre:;idency and the Lieutenant-Governor of such Lieutenant
Governorship respectively, from among the Pc~rsons having 
been or being at the Time of their .~ppointment in the Civil 
Service of such Company within such Presidency or Lieutenant
Governorship, and who shall have been Ten Years in the 
Service of the said Company : 

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of ] udicature at 
Fort William in Bengal, or the Chief Justice or Chief Judge of 
any Court of Judicature hereafter to be constituted in the said 
Territories to or in which the Powers of such Supreme Court 
may be transferred or vested : 

One of the other Judges of such Supreme Court, or One 
of the Judges 'appointed by Her Majesty of any such future 
Court as aforesaid, to be named by the said Governor-General. 
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And it shall be lawful for the Court of Directors, if they 
think it expedient, under the Direction and Control of the 
Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India, to authorize 
and direct the Governor-General of India to appoint from Time 
to Time, i~Qjtio_Q_J()_~_l1fb _ L~1{jslative Councillors <.!~. <;![Qre
said. Two_f_e_!_~-~~~~.-~P~):L~ec!_ed \:)):' _ _!_he said 9---'?.\T~rnor-General, 
- haviPg beei1Ten Years in the Service of 

but only to vote at the Companr, to be"Legislative Councillors 
:.,eseet.ings tor that pur- of the said Council under this Act : Pro-

vided always, that the Legislative Conn
. \.\cillors added to the Council of India by or under this Act shall 

\ not be entitled to sit or vote in the said Council, except at 
: Meetings thereof for making Laws and Regu1ations. · 

23. It shall be lawful for such Governor-General to 
appoint any Member of the said Council to be Vice-President 
thereof at Meetings of the said Council for making Laws and 
Regulations who shall preside therein at such Me.;;tings in the 
Absence of such Governor-General. and in the Absence of such. 
Vice-President the senior Ordinary Member of the Council of 
India there present shall preside therein ; and the Powers of 
making Laws or Regulations vested in the said Governor
General in Council shall be exercised only at meetings of the 
said Council, at which such Governor-General or Vice-President 

Appointment of a Vice
President of Council to 
preside at meetings in 
"baence of Oovernor
Oeneral ; Quorum for 
legislative busi.,css. 

or some Ordinary Member of Council, and 
Six or more Members of the said Council 
shall be assembled, the Chief Justice, or 
Chief Judge, or such other Judge of the 
Supreme Court or such other Court as 

aforesaid, or The Fourth Ordinary Member of the said Council 
of India, being One ; and in every Case of Difference of Opinion 
c.t Meetings of the said Council for making Laws and Regula· 
tions, where there shall, be an Equality of Voices, the Governor
General. or in his Absence the Vice-President, and in the 
absence of the Governor-General and the Vice-President such 
senior Ordinary Member of Council there present and presiding, 
shall have Two Votes or the Casting Vote. 

/} 24. Provided always, That no Law or Regulation made 

1
'·- . 0 0 1

, by the said Council shall have Force or 

I 
overnor• enera s . 

( 

assent requisite to vall- be promulgated unttl the same has been 
illtyoflaws. d b h ·d G G assente to y l e sat overnor- eneral, 

I whether he shall or shall not have been present i1i Council at 
· r the making thereof. 
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26. Ko Law or Regulation m"de by the Governor

No law, etc. invalid by 
t"eason of its affecting 
any Prerogative of the 
Crown. 

General in Council shall be invalid by 
reason only that the same affects any Pre· 
rogative of the Crown, provided such Law 
or Regulation shall have received the 

previous Sanction of the Crown, signified under tbt:" Royal 
Sign Manual of Her Majesty, countersigned by the President 
c,f the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India, 

33· 'And wherf'as bv the ~aiel i\ 1f the Third and 
Fourth Ye;:ns of King \Villiam the Fourth 

a~::~r~t~o~g~:~ent of it is enacted. that the President of the 
• Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of 

· India, but no other Commissioner as such, and the Secretaries 
and other Officers, shall be paid by the said Company such 
fixed Salaries as His Majesty shall, by any \\'arrant or \Var
rants under His Sign Manual, countersigned by the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer for the Time being, direct :' Be it enacted, 
That such • fixed Salary of the said President of the Board of 

• Commissioners shall in no Case be less than the Salary which 
shall be paid to One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of 
State ; and that only One of the said Secreta~ies to the said 
Board shall be capable of being elected for sitting and votinrr 
in Parliament. 

35· There shall be paid to the several Officers herein· 

Salaries. 
after named the several annual Salaries set 
aRainst the Names of such Officers respect

ively, subject to such Reduction as the Court of Directors, with 
the Sanction of the said Board, may from Time to Time think 
fit ; (that is to say,) 

To the Commander-in·Chief of the Forces in India, One 
hundred thousand Company's Rupees, in lieu of all other Pay 
and Allowances : 

To each Lieutenant.Governor, One hundred thousand 
Company's Rupees : 

To each Ordinary Member of the Couilcil of India, Eighty 
thousand Company's Rupees : 

To ~..ru;h L.~islative Councillor ()f the C:.:ouncil of India 
(not hofding any otEe"i: oft1Ee), Fifty ""tliousand Comp"ai~y's 
Rupees: 

The several Salaries aforesaid to be subject to the Provi
sions and Regulations of the said Act of the Third and Fourth 
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Years of King William the Fourth, concerning the Salaries 
thereby appointed : Provided always, that the Salary of any such 
Officer appointed before the passing of this Act shall not under 
this Enactment be reduced. 

B 

EXTRACTS FROM SIR CHARLES WOOD'S SPEECH. 

In moving (Ju~L1853) for leave to bring in a Bill for the 
Government of !nota, SIR CHARLES WooD, in the course of a 
long speech, said :- • 

"I need not trouble the House with any lengthened re
marks upon the subject of the position of the Governor-General, 
because, according to the concurrent testimony of all the wit
nesses, there is not much change required. LORD DALHOUSIE is 
of opinion that no change is necessary. The questions that 
have arisen on more than one occasion as to the relative powers· 
of the Governor-General and his Council have been settled by 
the opinions of the law officers here, and the orders which have 
been sent from the Court of Directors ; and it seems quite 
unnecessary to make any change in this respect. The only 
alteration in the position of the Governor-General which we 
propose to make is this. It appears from the whole of the evi
dence, that, entrusted as he is both with the Government of 
India ao~. the Governmentof Bengal. lie has more _quties to 
attend to -·man he can fairly dis~b_~rge. \~ propose, therefore, 
fo r~lieve him of the adtl)il)i~_tr(!tion of the _provin~engal. 
But we do i10t propose that any cliange sholilCID"e made in the 
general control which he exercises over the whole of the Indian 
Government. Complaints have been made by some witnesses 
on behalf of the other Presidencies, of the unnecessary check on 
useful expenditure which they say is imposed upon them by the 
Governor-General. But this does not appear to be borne out 
by the facts. If the Governor-General was likely unfairly to 
favour one Presidency more than another, it would naturally be 
the one under his own immediate superintendence-that of 
Bengal. But the very reverse is the fact. It seems from a 
return which was prepared of the comparative expenditure for 
public works (and this was the question as to which the com
plaints were made), that the greatest expenditure for this purpose 
was in the North-western Provinces, the next in Madras, the 

.. 

• 

• 

... 
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next in Bombay, and the least of all in Bengal. I do not think, 
however, that under any circumstances this is a matter for legis
lation, but is clearly a matter of discretion, which must be left to 
the Government in J ndia to settle. Perhaps the existing limit 
on the expenditllre to Le incurred by the Crll·ernors of thl: minor 
Presidencies might br: sutnn>. !lett t'Xtended but it ~h(}u]d not 
he forgotteu that the w;'''tef<d litun~ ,f tbc;,e Fresidencie<.; 
before the Act (,f l g33~ wa~ (>l't" •.Jt thr· mai:1 reasons ;,tated by 
LOIU) GLENEU; Lr the rhange in the Guvt!llrnent uf India, 
rendering absolutely necessary the control on the part of the 
Supreme Government. 

Another point" has been raised as to the ahsence of the 
Governor-General from Calcutta without his Council. That, 
again, I think, is a matter for rliscretion, and not for legislation. 
There are cases where it is desirable that tbe Governor
General should leave Calcutta. When LO!U> H :\N.TJI~GE, for 
example, we.nt up with the army, it was clearly for the benefit of 
India that be should dn so , and when LORD DALHuUSIE went 

·up to the Punjab, it was also clearly for the interest of India 
that be should be there and not at Calcutta ; and there can be 
no doubt that his presence on the spot contributed essentially 
to the speedy and successful settlement of those districts. \Vhen 
the Governor-General goes away from Calcutta on such occa
sions, he generally takes with him, as it is called, the political 
and military powers, which enable him to direct the political 
movements in India; but he leaves with his Council at Calcutta 
all the powers necessary for conducting- the general administra
tion of India. This portion of the duty of the Supreme Govern
ment they are perfectly competent to perform, and the incon
venience and interruption to busine~s is avoided, which would 
inevitably result from moving the Council and all its attendant 
functionaries from the permanent seat of Government at 
Calcutta. No doubt, it is desirable that the Governor-General 
should be as much at Calcutta as possible , but this is a matter, 
as I before said, whicb must oe left to tb~ discretion of tbe 
Governor-General and Council, for no fixed regulations can be 
laid down which might not subject both the Governor-General 
and the Empire to considerable inconvenience. 

\Vith regard to the Executive Council, we propose no 11· 
change excep~ .fnaft§-iileiiibe~~~S}~11_ -~~n~I!l_~~ -~1'-~~~-~ourt 
of Directors,_wtth _ _!he check ot the approbatton qf.~n; 
aiiaThaftlie- tOllrth <Jrdtnary Merii~-~gislative ~Qun- · ! 

9 
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II ciliQ!~Jle is called, shall sit and vo_te upQ_t1 all $.Ubjects 
·· ~gbt ung_i~Y!]e-consideratt9n oDhe __ ~ouncil. 

The evidence is uniformly in favour of the establishment 
of a_E(:!~!fl_?_]..!eil_t Lielltenant-Gove~!}Qr i11 :J?engal. The interests 
of tnePrestaency are stated in many cases to have suffered 
from the want of a permanent officer superintending the various 
matters connected with its administration•; and as it is desirable 
to relieve the Governor-General of the labour of this duty, and 
will clearly be to the advantage of the district, we propose that 
power should be taken to appoint a Lieutenant-Governor of 
Bengal. The evidence is, I think, in favour of maintaining the 
other Presidencies as they are at present. I· think there is con-. 
siderable advantage in sending out to these governments states
men from England. The position of the Governors there is 
very different from that of the Lieutenant-Governor in the 
Upper Provinces. There is a large European population both 
at Bombay and Madras, a separate civil service, dis.tinct armies, 
separate Courts of Judicature, and it is essential, l think, that 
the Governors in these places should be in a somewhat higller • 
position than that of Lieutenant-Governor, and therefore we 
propose to leave these Presidencies with their Governors and 
their Councils as they stand, the appointment of Governor being 
open, as now, either to Indian servants or to statesmen from 
this country. LORD \V. BI!:NTINCK, one of the best of our 
Governors-General, had the advantage of having been at an 
early period Governor of Madras. \Ve propose to continue the 
present power of having a Governor, or a Lieutenant-Governor 
in the North- \Vestern provinces ; and we propose also to take 
power of creating, if it should hereafter be found desirable, a 
new Presidency or Lieutenant-Governorship in India ; and 
power also to regulate and alter from time to time the bound
aries and limits of the respective Presidencies or Lieutenant
Governorships. In taking this power, I am looking, of course, to 
the large districts of the Punjab and the provinces of the Indus, 
which have been added to our territories since 1833 ; but I 
wish to leave it open to the Government to make any arrange
ment of the Provinces which may, after full consideration, be 
found most convenient for their due administration, I believe 
that this is all I need say about the Executive Government of 
India, except that the evioence, as far as it bas been taken, is 
that it would not be desirable to place natives in t!le Council. 

~come, now~_to m~.tt~rs _Q.L!egislation an~--~-~eforms. 

.. 
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'With respect to the Law Commission appointed in 1833, I have 
staTed t11atno practical result foliowed from their labours, and 
that there are great defects in the law of India as it now stands. 
\Ve think it very desirable tbat the mass of Reports and partly 
framed Acts which remain of the labours of that Commission 
should be put into a shape to be practically useful. We have 
the advantage of having in this country three or four gentlemen 
who took an active pa'H in that Cr1rnmi'i~hn; and we propose, 
;n the first place, from those gentlemen and two or three 
members of the English Bar, with other gentlemen who have 
kindly volunteered their service~. to appoint a temporary Com
mission, whose labours shall be limited to two, or at most to' 

. three l'ears, to dig~st and put into shape the Reports and Drafts 
whiCh have emanated from that Commission. Of course I do 
not propose to invest them with any legislative power. The 
1~~!~!!()11 of It1gia must take plac('! in India, and for thi!t pu-r
pos.~--~2Po.s_e to improve and to enlarge the Legislative 
~\!neiL vVe think, however, that the greatest advantage will 

• be derived from having this mass of matter properly digested 
here by competent persons, put into the form of Draft Acts, 

:~and then s~nt out to be finally considered and passed by 
:i a competent Legislative Council in India. 

-"':' " .. -·--·- --

t Upon the manner of improving the Legislative Council 
the witnesses are unanimous. \Ve propose to constitute a 
Legislative Council in this manner :-The Governor of each of 
the Presidencies, or the Lieutenant-Governor of each of the 
Lieutenant Governorships, will select one member of the civil 
service of his own district. These gentlemen, and also the 
Chief Justice and one of the Judges of the Supreme Court, or 
Qf the Court which, as I shall by and by explain, we propose to 
constitute, to be chosen by the Governor-General, will be mem
bers of t~~~egisl~.!ive Council. These pers0ns, in ag_ci_i!ion to 
theJ.!:_::secutive Council as it is now constituted, w!Ilm .. ~.k~JJody 
o(twelve, which we think will be sufficient for the p[lrp.Qs~s of 
l~g@.~.!J:()tl.; "but w-e propose to take a power of adding two civil 
servants, to be sel<:>cted from all India by the Governor-General, 
if it should be found desirable. l t was stated by LORD ELLEN
JJOROUGH, in his evidence, that great inconvenience frequently 
arose in consequence of there being no member of the Legis
lative Council at Calcutta who knew anything of the manners 
and customs of other parts of India. This inconvenience will 
be removed "by the selection of members from the other 
Presidencies ; and although it is not proposed that these 
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members shall have seats in the Executive Council, there wm 
be this further advantage, that they will supply information tQ> 
the Governor-General and his Council in their executive capa
city as to all matters connected with those parts of the country 
from which they come. The members of the civil service will 
bring with them that intimate acquaintance with the manners 
and customs of the people of India which is so requisite towards 
promoting sound legislation. There will 11.1so be the advantage 
of having in the Council three persons of legal education from 
England, two of the Judges of the Supreme or other Superior 
Court, and the Legislative Councillor. I hop~J.h?_t_the result of 
this_w.ill be to jJ1tr()9uce that improv_~d_spirit __ g_f~_gg;lation with 
which it is probaole all those going from this' country to India · 
will be thoroughly imbued ; and with this admixture of English 
legal knowledge and skill, and of the intimate acquaintance 

-·7 possessed by the Indian civil servants of the customs and man-
l ners and wants of the different parts of India, we trust that a r .'{/legislative body will Q~_~()~ructed fully _ __!!qual to the disch(l__rge 
- ; . of 1ts high __ ~!!~___portant Oi:lfies: ----w~opose to _gi_ye the. 

! I Governor-~(':!l<;:ral a _yeto_ on the~rJ~gj_sl<l!i~ wlliCI1Tie possesses 
in~? __ !:low wTien ab~~_nt fromJiJ§J:__Q__u__11~!fL~U!_J1~t wh<:_~ present. 

IX. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1854. 

(17 and 18 Viet., c. 77.) 

AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE MODE OF PASSING LET
TERS PATENT AND OTHER ACTS OF THE CROWN RE
LATING TO INDIA, AND FOR VESTING CERTAIN POWERS IN 
TilE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA IN COUNCIL. (7TH 
AUGUST I854.) 

"Whereas Doubts may arise as to the mode of passing 
Letters Patent and other Acts of the Crown relating to India 
in certain cases where Her Majesty's Pleasure is to be signified 
under Her Royal Sign manual, and it is expedient to remove 
such Doubts, and to provide an uniform Mode of proceeding 
in such cases : And whereas it is expedient to provide for the 
Administration by the Governor-General of India in Council 
of such Parts of the Territories for the Time being under the 
Government of the East India Company as it may not be 
advisable to include in any Presidency or Lieutenant-Governor
ship, and to vest in such Governor-General of India in Council. 
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the Powers now vested in the Governor of the Presidency of 
Fort William in Bengal :'' Be it enacted and declared, therefore, 
by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the 
Advice and Consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and 
Commons in this present Parliament assembled, and by the 
<\ uthority of the same as foilnws 

3· It sbali be lawful f<)l the Gc,venFJr-General uf India in 

The Immediate Gov· 
ernment of any Part ot 
the Indian Territories 
may be vested In the 
Oovernor-Oeneral <V 
India in Council. 

Council, with the Sanction and Approba
tion CJf tbe Court of Directors of the East 
India Company, acting under the control 
and direction of the Board ::Jf Commis
sioners for the Affairs of India from time 

to time, by Proclamation duly published, to take under the im-
mediate Authority and Management of the said Governor

General of India in Council any part or parts of the Territories 
for the Time being in the possession or under the Government 
of the said Company, and thereupon to give all necessary 

• Orders and Directions respecting the Administration of such 
part or parts of the said Territories, or otherwise to provide for 
the Administration thereof : Provided always, that no Law or 
Regulation in force at any such Time as regards any such Por
tion of Territory shall be altered or repealed except by Law or 
Regulation made by the Governor-General of India in Council 

4· It shall be lawful for the said Governor-General of 
India in Council, with the like Sanction and 

n2ft:~~<;!"~~=~:~~ 1d!!~: Approbation, from time to time, to de
ernors herein named. clare and limit the Extent of the Authority 

of the Governor in Council, Governor, or 
Lieutenant Governor of Bengal, or of 1\gra, or the North-west 
Provinces, who is now or may be hereafter appointed. 

5· All Powers now or at any time vestee! in or exercised 
by the Governor in Council, or Governor 

Certain Powers trans· of the Presidency of Fort \Villiam in 
terred to the Governor• 1 j G G j 
General in council. Bcng-a , or in or by t le TOVernnr- enera 

of India in Council in respect of such 
Presidency, and which for the time being shall not have been 
transferred to the Governor in Council, Governor, or Lieutenant 
Governor of Bengal, or of 1\gra, or the North-west Provinces, 
shall be vested in and may be exercised by the Governor
General of I hdia in Council, and the Governor-General of India 
:;hall no longer be the Governor of the said Presidency of Fort 
William in Bengal. 
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7· In the construction of this Act "India" shall be 
construed to mean the Territories for the time being in the 
possession and under Government of the East India Company. 

X. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1858* ~ 

(21 and 22 Viet., C. 1~6.) 

A. 

AN ACT FOR TilE BETTER GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

[2ND AUGUST, 1858) 

Whereas by the Government of India Act, 1853, the 
territories in_ the _possession and under the 

16 and., Viet., c. 95 GOvernn1en't' of the 'East Tndia -Company 
were continued under such -covernment, 

~~-!:~~_! for_ __ H~--!YJ~j_egy, _upJ~T --Pai[ament should otherwise • 
~~----- ------- -- ---·---- ----·- -----------------·----------~----

• It was in connection with the order for Second Reading of The Government 
of India (No. 3) bill that l'V.!_r. Brig~·-~~~ fulluwing ~~t:l!H\lb ;-

"I would propose that, instead of ha'l'lllK.a __ Gg_vern_o_r-General and an Indian 

\\

empire we should haveneither the one n()_r __ ~e_2~-~-~..__Twoult~ gro£_ose t_l:lat Wt! 

snoull[_hav_e_ ~r;stdencies, ~~A- n<:>t __ :1_11~-"~~i_t:~, __ lf I were a mtntster, which the 
ROuse wllT ailmtt 1s a bold figure of speech-and 1f the House were to agree w1th 

::me-which is also an essential point- I would propose to have at least live Presi
: dencies in India, and I would have the governments of those Presidencies perfectly 

equal in rank and in salary. The Capitals of those Presidencies would probably 
he Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Agra, and Lahore. I will take the Presidency of 
Madras as an illustration. Madras has a population of some 23,000,000. We all 
know its position on the map, and that it has the advantage of being more compact, 
geographically speaking, than the other Presidencies. It has a Governor and a 
Council. I would give to it a Governor and a Council still, but would confine all 
their duties to the Presidency of Madras, and I would treat it just as if Madras was 
the only portion of India connected with this country. I would have its finance, its 
taxation, its justice, and its police departments, as well as its public works and 
military departments, precisely the same as if it were a state having no connec
tion with any other part of India, and recognized only as a dependency of this 
country. I would propose that the Government of every Presidency should corres
pond with the Secretary for India in England, and that there should be telegraphic 
communications between all the Presidencies in India, as I hope before long to see 
a telegraphic communication between the office of the noble Lord (Lord Stanley) 
and every Presidency over which he presides. I shall no doubt be told that there 
are insuperable difficulties in the way of such an arrangement, and I shall be sure 
to hear of the military difficulty. Now, I do not profess to be an authority on 
military affairs, but I know that military men often made great mistakes. I would 
have the army divided, each Presidency, having its own army, just as uuw, .:--au.: 
being taken to have them kept distinct ; and I see no danger of any confusion or 
misunderstanding, when an emergency arose in having them all brought togetheu 
to carry out the views of the Government." 
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provicle, subject to the provisions of that Act, and of other 
Acts of Parliament, and the property and rights in the said 
_-\ct referred to are held by the said Company in trust for Her 
Majesty for the purpose of the said Government : 

And whereas it is expedient that the said territories should 
b!:_ __ go"Y_efnecf by and in the name of Her 1\Tajesty, Be it 
enacted etc. " 

L The Guvernmcnt d k1 •n•:~ in the pnssession 

Tenitories under the 
Ouvernment of the East 
India Company to be 
vested in Her Majesty. • 

c,r unch:r the CP\'t:l 111Der:t of the East 
india Company and .dl powers in relation 
to Government vested in, or exercised by, 
the ~aid Company iD_tEL.Jst_fc)rl:l;~r Maj('!sty, 

shall cease to be vested in, or exercised by, the said Company ; 
. 

And all territories in the possessioa ur under the Governs 
ment of the said Company, and all right 

cis;~di~':t~;';:~e~e exer- vested in; or which if this Act had not been 
passed might have been exercised by, the 

said Company in relation to any territories, shall become vested 
in Her_¥~st):',anrl be exercised in her name ;-Ai1d for t~e 
purpose of this Act India shall mean the territories vested 111 

Her Majesty as aforesaid, and all territories which may become 
vested in Her Majesty by virtue of any such rights as aforesaid. 

2. If!Qi.!J: s]Jall be governed by and in the na~11~ ()f Her 
~.L<!Jesty ; And all rights in relation to 

India to be governed by any territories which might have been 
and In the name of Her 
Male~ty. exercised by the said Company if this Act 

bad not heen passed shall and may be 
exercised by and in the name of Her Majesty a'i rights 
incidental to the Government of fndia ; f\ncl all the territorial 
and other revenues of or arising in India ancl all tributes and 
other payments in respect of any territories which would have 
been receivable by or in the name of the said Company if this 
Act had not been passed shall be received for and in the name 
of Her Majest.y, and shall be applied and disposed of for the 
purposes of the Government of India alone, subject to the 
provisions of this ;\ct. 

3· Save as herein otherwise provided, ~~-oJ:.J:!~~ M;!jesty's 
, Principal Secretaries of State _s}mi! have 
Secretary of State to - j c ll · ·! tl J'k · exercise powers now anc per,orrn a sue l or 1e 1 e powers 

exercised by the and dutie::; in anvwise relatin<r to the Company. J ,., 

Government or revenues of India, and all 
sucb or the like powers over all officers appointed or continued 
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under this Act, as might or should have been exercised or 
performed by the East India Company, or by the C..mrt of 
Directors or Court of Proprietors of the said Company, either 
alone or by the direction or with the sanction or approbation 
of the Commissioners for the Affairs of India in relation to such 
government or revenues, and the officers and servants of the 
said Company respectively, and all such ..powers as might have 
been exercised by the said Commissioners alone ; 

And any \Varrant of writing under Her Majesty's Royal 
Sign Manual which by the Government 

Counter-signing of of India Act, I 8 54, or oth.erwise, is required 
warrants, 17 & 1!! VIet., b d f c. 77 • to e counter-signe by the President o 

the Commissioners for the Affairs of India, 
shall in lieu of being so countersigned be countersigned byone 
of ~~!'_-~~jest,y's Principal Secret~~j~s of State. 

6. In case Her Majesty be pleased to apppint a fifth 

Salaries of one 
Secretary of State and 
his Under Secretaries to 
be paid out of tbe 
revenues of India. 

Principal Secretary of State, there shall • 
be paid out of the revenues of India to such 
Principal Secretary of State and his Under
Secretaries respectively the like yearly 
salaries as may for the time being Le paid 

to any other of such Secretaries of State and his Under 
Secretaries respectively. 

\:' 

7. For purposes of this Act a_CQ_uncil shall be establisJJed, to 
consist of fifteen members, and to be styled 

estac:~. of .India the Coun-Cifof_Jt1Cfia -;-A.nd henceforth the 
Council of India, now bearing that name 

shall be styled the Council of the Governor-General of India. 

8. Within fourteen days after the passing of this Act 
the Court of Directors of the East India Company shall from 
among the persons then being Directors of the said Company 
or having been theretofore such Directors, elect seven persons 
to be with the persons to be appointed by Her Majesty as 
hereinafter mentioned the first Members of the Council under 
this Act. * * • * * *. 

g. Every vacancy happening from time to time among 
the Members of the Council appointed by Her Majesty, not 
being Members so appointed by reason of the Refusal or 
Neglect of the Court of Directors or the Refusal to :tccept office 
hereinbefore mentioned, shall be filled up by Her Majesty, by 
Warrant under Her Royal Sign Manual, and every other 
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vacancy shall be filled up by the Council by election made at 
a meeting to be held for that purpose. 

10. The major part of the persons to be elected by the 

The maJor part of the 
Council to be persons 
who shall have served or 
resided ten "ears in 
India. • 

Court of Directors and the major part of 
the persons to be first appointed by Her 
Maiestv after the nassin::r of this /\ct to 
be ol\1e~bers of the ( ·,;nncil, shall be 
perstl!ls \\hr; :,baH ha\'c scn·cd or resided 

in India for t<·n years at the least, and (c>;cepting in the case 
of late and present Directors and Officers o•1 the Home 
establishment of !he East India Company who shall have so 
served or resided), shall not have last left f ndia more than ten 
years next preceding the date of their appointment ; And no 
person other than a person s') qualified shall be appointed 
or elected to fill any vacancy in the Council unless at the time 
of the appointment or election nine at the least of the conti
nuing Members of the Council be persons qualified as aforesaid. 

I I. Every: :1\!<.:!J:n.l:Jer ()f the Counc:;il appointed or elected 
under this Act shall hold his office during: 

M!~'b~~~ of!heo~~cuenci~~ good behaviour ; Provided that it shall 
be lawful for Her Majesty to remove any 

such Member from his office upon an address of both Houses 
of Parliament. 

12. No Member of the Council appointed or elected under 
Members of Council this Act shall be capable of sitting or 

not to sit In Parliament. voting in Parliament. 
13. There shall be paid to each Member of the Council 

Salaries ol Members the yearly salary of one thousand two 
01 Council. hundred pound'l out of the revenues of 
India. 

q. Any Member of the Council m~y. by writing: under 
his hand, which shall be recorded in the minutes of the Council, 
resign his office, and it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by 
\Varrant under Her Royal Sign Manual, countersigned by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to grant to any per"on who, 
having held the office of Member of the Council for the period 
of ten years or upwards shall so resign by reason of infirmity 
disabling him from a due execution of the duties of the office, 
a retiring pension during life of five hundred poUilds : Provided, 
that if at any time hereafter it would appear to Parliament 
expedient to reduce the number or otherwise deal with the 
Constitution of the said Council, no Member of the Council who 
bas not served in his office for a period of ten years shall be 
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entitled to claim any compensation for the loss of his office or 
for any alteration in the terms and conditions under which the 
same is held. 

19. The Council shall, under the direction of the Secretary 
of State, and subject to the provisions of 

Duties of the Council. this Act, conduct the business transacttd 
in the United Kingdom in relation to the 

Government of India and the correspondence with India. But 
every order or communication sent to India shall be signed 
by one of the Principal Secretaries of State ; And, save as 
expressly provided by this Act, every order in the United 
Kingdom in relation to the Government o( India under this 
Act shall be signed by such Secretary of State ; And all 
despatches from Governments and Presidencies in India, and 
other despatches from India, which if this Act had not been 
passed should have been addressed to the Court of Directors or 
to their Secret Committee, shall be addressed to sucb Secretary 
of State. 

20. It shall be lawful for the Secretary of State to divide 

Secretary of State to 
divide the Council into 
.;ontmittees, and to 
regulate the transaction 
ot business. 

the Council into Committees for the more 
convenient transaction of business, and 
from time to time to re-arrange such 
Committees, and to direct what depart
ments of the business in relation to the 

Govemment of India under this Act shall be under such 
Committees respectively, and generiilly to direct the manner m 
which all such business shall be transacted. 

2 I. The Secretary of State shall be the President of 
the Council, \vith power to vote ; And it 

Prc!~~t:~~~r!h!cdouv~~~: shall be lawful for such Secretary of 
State in Council to appoint from time to 

time any Member of such Council to be Vice-President thereof ; 
And any such Vice-President may at any time be removed 
by the Secretary of State. 

22. All powers by this Act required to be exercised by 
the Secretary of State in Council, and 

cll~eetlng;soi the Cotm• all powers of the Council, shall and may 
be exercised at meetings of such Council, 

at which not less than five members shall be present ; 
And at every meeting the Secretary of State, or in his 
absence the Vice-President, if present, shall preside ; and in the 
absence of the Secretary of State and Vice President, one of 
the Members of the Council present shall be chosen by the 

.... 

... 

.. 
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Members present to preside at the meeting : And such Council 
may act notwithstanding any vacancy therein. Meetings of 
the Council shall be convened and held when and as the 
Secretary of State shall from time to time direct : Provided that 
one such meeting at least be held in every week. 

23. At any meetin~ of the Council at which the Secretary 
M State is present. if there !Je a difference 

ing,;.rocedure at meet· of opl!llOil 011 dli)' '"iuestiun otrwr than the 
LjUestion r,f thr: dect!Cl!l of a Member of 

Council, or other than any question with regilrd to which a 
majority of the votes at a meetillg llereinaft<:r declared to be 
necessary, the dHermination of the Secretary of State shall be 
final ; And in case of an equality of votes at any meeting of the 
Council, the Secretary of State, if present and in his absence 
the Vice-President, or presiding Member, shall have a casting 
vote ; And all acts done at any meeting of the Council in the 
absence o( the Secretary of State, except the election of a 
Member of the Council, shall require the sanction or approval 
in writing of the Secret;uy of State ; And in case of difference of 
opinion on any question decided at any meeting, the Secretary of 
State may require that his opinion and the r. easons for the same 
be entered in the minutes of the proceedings, and any Member 
of the Council who may have !Jeen IJresent at the meeting may 
require tl,at his opinion, and any reasons for the same that 
he may have stated at the meeting, be entered in like manner. 

24. Every order or communication proposed to be sent 

Orders, &c., to be open 
to the perusal to Mem• 
bers of Council who rna)' 
record their opinions. 

to India, and every order proposed to be 
made in the United Kingdom by the 
Secretary of State under this l\ct, shall, 
unless the same has beer> submitted to a 

meeting of the Council be placed in the Council roclm for the 
perusal of all members of the Council during seven clays before 
the sending or making thereof, except in the cases hereinafter 
provided ; And it shall be lawful fur any :\fember of the 
Council to record in a minute book to be kept for that purpose 
his opinion with respect to each such order or communication, 
and a copy of every opinion so recorded shall be sent forthwith 
to the Secretary of State. 

25. If a majority of the Council record as aforesaici their 

Secretary of State 
acting agalnllt tbe 
opinions of the majority 
to record bls reasons. 

opinions against any act proposed to be 
done the Secretary of Stat(~ shall, if he do 
not defer to the opinions (•f the majority, 
~!sU~i~),:_easons_fQr acti1~~ i_n_ ClQ.PQ?.ition 
tnereto. 
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26. Provided that where it appears to the Secretary of 
State that the despatch of any communica

Provislon for cases tion or the makincr of any order, not being ·of urgency. ,., 
an order for which a majority of the votes 

at a meeting is hereby made necessary, is urgently required, the 
commucication may be sent or order given notwithstanding 
the same may not have been submittc!d to a meeting of the 
Council or deposited for seven days as aforesaid, the urgent 
reasons for ~ending or making the same being recorded by the 
Secretary of State, and notice thereof being given to every 
Member of the Council, except in the cases hereinafter men-
tioned. • 

27. Provided also, that any order, not being an order for 

Orders now sent 
through Secret Com
mittee may be sent by 
Secretary of State with· 
out communication with 
the Council. 

which a majority of votes at a meeting is 
hereby made necessary, which might, if 
this Act had not been passed, have been 
sent by the Commissioners for • the Affairs 
of India, through the Secret Committee of • 

the Court of Directors to Governments or Presidencies in India, 
or to the officers or servants of the said Company, may, after 
the commencement of this Act, be sent to such Governments 
or Presidencies, or to any officer or servant in India, by the 
Secretary of State without having been submitted to a meeting, 
or deposited for the perusal of the Members of the Council, 
and without the reasons being recorded, or notice thereof given 
as aforesaid. 

28. Any despatches to Great Britain which might, if this 
Act had not been passed, have been adAs to communication 

ot secret de.patches dressed to the Secret Committee of the 
from India. k • Court of Directors, may be mar ed "secret' 
by the authorities sending the same ; And such despatches 
shall not be communicated to the Members of the Council, 
unless the Secretary of State shall so think fit and direct. 

· 29. The aPQ_ointments of Go~e_rnor-General o_f India 

\ 

--- - ~-eri1ors--of Presidencies in India 
Appointments to be d b h C f J)" · l made by or with the now ma e l::J:_e OU£t(). 1rectors wtt 1 

approbation of Her tneapprobation Of1Ter Majesty, and the 
'( Majesty. _ __ ~-- .--

\~':) appointments of ic\.avocate-General for the 
• 'P· i several I) residencies now made with the approbation of the t· .;~·_ \Commissioners for the Affairs of India, s!?all he mad5LPY. Her 

(~/< -1., 1\~ajesty br_War_r._~l}~_l,l_z:Jder Her Royal Sig_f} Ma_11ual; 
) 0 t , -i 'f." · The appointment of the Lieutenant-Governors of provinces r. : . 'Jr territories shall be made by the Governor-General of 
tt' 
~ 
'w 
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India, subject to the approbation of Her Majesty; and 
appointments shall be subject to the qualifications now 
affecting such offices respectively. 

all such 
by law 

30. All appointments to offices, commands and employ
ments in India, all promotions. which by 

m~f~~~~~'::f::!contlnou~ law, or under anv regulations, usage or 
tube made there. custom. are now made by any authority in 

fndia, shall continue to be made in India 
by the like authority, and sll hject I the qualifications, conditions, 
and restrictions now affecting such appomtments respectively , 

But the Secretary of State in Council, with the concurrence 

Power of Secretary of 
State in Council as to 
appointments. etc. in 
India. 

of a majority of Members present at a 
meeting, shall have the like power to make 
regulations for the divisions and distribution 
of patronage and power of nomination 

among the several authorities in India, and the like power of 
restoring to their stations, offices, or employments, officers, and 
servants su'!>pended or removed by any authority in India, as 

• might have been exercised by the said Court of Directors, 
with the approbation of the Commissioners for the Affairs of 
India, as if this Act had not been passed. 

32. \Vith all convenient speed after the passing of this 
Secretary of State in Act Regulations shall be made by the 

Council to make regula• Secretary of State in Council, with the 
I ations for the admission 
of candidates to the Civil advice and assistance of the Commis-
Service of India. sioners for the time bein::;, acting in execu-
tion of her Majesty's Order in Council of twenty-first l\hy one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-five for regulating the 
admission of persons to tbe Civil Service qf the Crown, for 
admitting all persons being natural-born subjects of Her 
Majesty (and of such age and qualification as ma~· be prescribed 
in this behalf) who may be desirous of becoming candidates 
for appointment to the Civil Service of India to be examined 
<~.s candidates accordingly, and for prescribing the branches of 
knowledg-e in which such candidates shall be examined, and 
generally for regulating and conductiug- ~ucl: examinations 
under the superintendence of the said last mentioned Com
missioners or of the person for the time being entrusted with 
the carrying out of such regulations as may be, from time to 
time, established by Her Majesty for examination, certificate, 
or other test of fitness in relation to appointments to junior 
situations in the Civil Service of the Crown; And the 
candidates who may be certified by the said Commissioners or 
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other persons as aforesaid, to be entitled under such regulations 
shall be recommended for appointment according to the order 
of their proficiency as shown by such examinations ; And 
such persons only as shall have been so certified as aforesaid 
shall be appointed or admitted to the Civil Service of India 
by the Secretary of State in Council : 

Provided always, that all regulations ..to be made by the 
Regulations made by said Secretary of State in Council under 

Secretary of State to be this Act shall be laid before Parliament 
laid before Parliament. within fourteen days after the making 
thereof, if Parliament be sitting, and if Parliament be not 
sitting then, within fourteen days after the next meeting • 
thereof. 

33· All appointments to cadetships, na\·al and military, 
and all admissions to service not herein 

Other appointments otherwise provided for, shall be vested in 
Rt1d admlsslous to servlee M · A d h 
vested tn Her Majesty. Her a Jesty ; n t e names .:>f persons 

to be from time to time recommended for • 
such cadetships and service shall be submitted to her Majesty 
by the Secretary of State. 

37· Save as hereinbefore provided, all powers of making 
regulations in relation to appointments 

Regulations as to and admissions to service and other 
;rt..'::~!";:~!~cae~d adml

3
• matters connected therewith, and of alter-

ing or revoking such regulations, which, if 
this Act had not been passed, might have been exercised by 
the Court of Directors or Commissioners for the Affairs of 
India, may be exercised by the Secretary of State in Council ; 
And all regulations in force at the time of the commence
ment of this Act in relation to the matters aforesaid shall 
remain in force, subject nevertheless to alteration or revocation 
by the Secretary of State in Council as aforesaid. 

38. Any writing under the Royal Sign Manual, renew
ing or dismissing any person holdin~ any 
office, employment, or commission, civil 
or military, in India, of which, if this Act 
had not been passed, a copy would have 

R:em<>val oi olilcer by 
'Her Majesty to be com• 
munlcated to Secretary 
of State in Council. 

been required to be transmitted or delivered within eight days 
after being signed by Her Majesty to the chairman or deputy 
of the Court of Directors shall, in lieu thereof, be communi
cated within the time aforesaid to the Sec•·etary' of State in 
Council. 
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II 39· All lands and hereditaments, monies, stores, goods, 
~eaJ and personal chattel, and other real and personal estate 

property of the Company of the said Company, subject to the debts 
to vest In Her Majesty d }' b'l' . cr 
for the purposes of the an 1a 1 tttes auecting the same respective-
Government of India. I y, and the benefit of a!! contracts, cove-
nants and engagements, and all rights to fines, penalties, and 
furfeitures, and <Ill other ':moluments, which the said Company 
shall be seized or pos~cssed or ent1tled to, at the time of the 
commencement of this Act the· capital stock of the said 
Company and the dividend thereon, shalt become vested in Her 
Majesty, to be applied and dispdsed of, subject to the provisions 
of this Act, for the purposes of tbe Government of India. 

40. The Sec·retary of State in Council, with the concur-
Powers to sell and renee of a majority of \"utes at a meeting, 

purchase, and to enter shall have full power to sell and dispose 
into contracts, vested in 1 d [ 
Secretary of stat" in of all rea an persona estate whatso-
Council. ever for the time being vested in Her 
Majesty under this Act, as may be thought fit, or to raise 
money on any such real estate by ·.vay uf mortgage, and make 
the proper assurances for that purpose, and to purchase and 
acquire any land or hereditaments or any interests therein, 
stores, goods, chattels and other property, and to enter into an;;· 
contracts whatsoever, as may be thought fit for the purposes of 
this Act ; 

And all property so acquired shall vest in Her Majesty 
for the service of the Government of India : and any convey
ance or assurance of or concerning any re;.d estate to be made 
by the authority of the Secretary of State in Council may be 
made under the hands and seal of three Members of the CounciL 

' 41. Tht! ___ ~,l:'_penc:liture of the revenues of In_dia, both in 
I !ldia and else~vbere, shall be subject to 

\ 11ue~~~e~:~~~r~.:'tl..'"cetv~~ the control uf the Secretary of State in 
.:ontrol of Secretary of Council · ;\nd no '"fi1nt or appropriatiO'l 
State in Council. . -· ' <> " 

of any part of sucb revenues, or of any 
other property coming into the possession of the Secretary of 
State in Council by virtue of this Act, shall be mad(:; without the 
concurr~!lSC! oJ _a majority of volts at a mcctiD~ of the Council. 

42. * * * ·:J< All the bond, debenture and other debt of the 

Existing and future 
debt• and liabilities of 
the Company and expen
ses to be cbare-ed on re
venues of India. 

said Company in Great Britain, and all 
the territorial debt allll all other debts of 
the said Company, and all sums of money, 
costs, charges and expenses, which if this 
Act had not been passed would after the 
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time appointed for the commencement thereof have been pay
able by the said Company out of the revenues of India, in respect 
or by reason of any treaties, covenants, contracts, grants, or 
liabilities then existing and all expenses, debts and liabilities 
which after the commencement of this Act shall be lawfully 
contracted and incurred on account of the Government of lndi~, 
and all payments under this Act, shall be charged and charge
able upon the revenues of India alone, as the same would have 
been if this Act had not been passed, and such expenses, debts 
and liabilities lawfully contracted and incurred by the said 
Company ; and such revenues shall not be applied to any other 
purpose whatsoever; And all other monies vested in or arising 
or accruing from property or rights vested• in Her Majesty · 
under this Act, or to be received or disposed of by the Council 
under this Act, shall be applied in aid of such revenues. * • • 

43· Such part of the revenues of India as shall be from 

Revenues remitted to 
Oreat Britain and monies 
arising- in Or eat Britain, 
to be paid to Secretary 
of State In Council. 

time to time remitted to Great Britain, 
and all monies of the said Company in 
their treasury or under tbe care of their • 
cashier, and all other monies in Great 
Britain of the said Company, or which 

would have been received by them in Great Britain if this Act 
had not been passed, and all monies arising or accruing in Great 
Britain from any property or rights vested in Her Majesty by 
this Act, or from the sale or disposition thereof, shall be paid 
to the Secretary of State in Council, to be applied for the pur
poses of this Act; And all such monies, except as hereinafter 
otherwise provided, shall be paid into the Bank of England, to 
the credit of an account to be opened by the Governor and 
Company of the Bank of England, to be intituled "The 
Account of the Secretary of State in Council of India" ; And 
all monies to be placed to the credit of such account under 
this Act shall be paid out upon drafts or orders signed by three 
Members of Council and countersigned by the Secretary of 
State or one of his Under Secretaries; and such account shall 
be a public account : Provided always, that the Secretary of 
State in Council may cause to be kept from time to time, 
under the care of their, cashier, in an account to be kept at 
the Bank of England, such sum or sums of money as they 
may deem necessary for the payments now made out of money 
under the care of the cashier of the said Company. 

46. The Secretary of State in Council shall, with respect to 
ali Actions, Suits and all Proceedings by or against the said Com-
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pany pending at the time of the Commencement of this Act, 
come in the place of the said Company and that without the 
necessity of substituting the name of the Secretary of State in 
Council for that of the sairl Company. 

52. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by \Varrant under 
Her Royai Sigt1 ivlanual, countersigned by 

Audit of accounts in ..,. ( ·· J] f L' 
(ireat Britain Lhe lJance or o the t.:-xchequer, to 

appoint from time to time a fit person to 
be Auditor of the Accounts of the Secretary of State in 
Council, and to authorize such auditor to appoint and remove 
from time to time such assistants as may be specified in such 
\Varrant, and every such auditor shall hold office during good 
behaviour ; And there shall be paid to such auditor and assis
tants out of the revenues of India such respective salaries as 
Her Majesty, hy \Varrant as aforesaid, countersigned as aforesaid, 
may direct ; And such Auditor shali examine and audit the 
accounts of the receipt, expenditure, and disposal in Great 

• Britain of all monies, shares and property applicable for the 
purpose of this Act ; and the Secretary of State in Council shall, 
by the officers and servants of the e~tablishment produce and 
lay before such Auditor from time to time all such accounts, 
accompanied by proper vouchers for the support of the same, 
and shall submit to his inspection all books, papers, and writings 
having relation thereto; And such Auditor shall have power to 
examine all such officers and servants in Great Britain of the 
establishment as he may see fit in relation to such accounts, 
and the receipt, expenditure, or disposal of such monies, 
shares, and property, and for that purpose, by writing under his 
hand, to summon before him any such officer or servants ; 
And such auditor shall report from time to time to the 
Secretary of State in Council his approval or disapproval of 
such accounts, with such remarks and observations in relation 
thereto as he may think fit, specially noting any case if there 
shall be, in which it shall appear to him that any money arising 
out of the revenues of 1 ndia has been appropriated to other 
purposes than those of the Government of India to which alone 
they are declared to be applicable ; and shaH specify in detail 
in his reports all sums of money, shares and property which 
ought to be accounted for, and are not brought into account, 
or have not been appropriated, in conformity with the provisions 
of this Act,. or have been expended or disposed of without 
due authority, and shall also specify any defects, inaccuracies, 
or irregularities, which may appear in such accounts, or in 

10 
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the authorities, vouchers, or documents having relation thereto ; 
And all such reports shall be laid before both Houses of 
Parliament by such Auditor, together with the accounts of the 
year to which the same may relate. 

53· The Secret:~.ry of State in Council shall, within the 
Accounts to be annu· first fourteen days during which Parliament 

ally laid before Parlla· may be sitting, next•after the first day of 
ment. M · fi ay In every year, lay be ore both Houses 
of Parliament an account for the financial year preceding the 
last completed of the annual produce of the revenues of India, 
distinguishing the same under the respective heads thereof, 
at each of the several Presidencies or Governments, and of all 
the annual receipts and disbursements at home and abroad on 
account of the Government of India, dtstinguishing the same 
under the respective heads thereof, together with the latest esti
mate of the same for the last financial year, and also the amount 
of the debts chargeable on the revenues of India, with the rates 
of interest they respectively carry, and the annual· amount of 
such interest, the state of the effects and credits at each 
Presidency or Government, and in England or elsewhere appli
cable to the purposes of the Government of India, according 
to the latest advices which have been received thereon, and 
also a list of the establishment of the Secretary of State 
in Council, and the salaries and allowances payable in respect 
thereof; And if any new or increased salaries or pensions of fifty 
pounds a year or upwards have been granted or created within 
a year, the particulars thereof shall be specially stated and 
explained at the foot of the account of such year ; And such 
account shall be accompanied by a statement prepared from 
detailed reports from each Presidency and district in India in 
such form as shall best exhibit the moral and material progress 
and condition of India in each such Presidency. 

54· When any order is sent to India directing the actual 
When order to com• commencement of hostilities by Her 

mence hostilities is sent Majesty's forces in India, the fact of such 
to India the fact to be 
communicated to Parlia• order having been sent shall be communi~ 
ment. cated to both Houses of Parliament within 
three months after the sending of such order, if Parliament be 
sitting, unless such order shall have been in the meantime 
revoked or suspended, and, if Parliament not sitting at the 
end of such three months, then within one month after the next 
meeting of Parliament. 
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./55. Except for preventing or repelling actual invasion of 
Except for repelling Her Majesty's Indian possessions, or under 

·.>Invasion, the revenues other sudden and urcrent necessity, the of India not applicable ,.., -
·«or any military opera· revenues of India shall not without the 
il:~s. beyond the tron· consent of bc)th Houses ofi>a:riiament, be 
applicable to defray the expenses of any military operation 
carried on beyond the external frontiers of such possessions 
by Her Majesty's fOrces charged upon such revenues. 

63. In case the person who shall be entitled under any 

Governor·Oeneral may 
exercise bis powers be· 
fore be takes his seat. in 
Council. 

provisions for appointment to succeed to 
the office of Governor-General of India 
upon a vacancy therein, or who shall be 
appointed absolutely to assume the office, 

shall be in India (upon or after the happening of the vacancy, 
or upon or after the receipt of such absolute appointment, as 
the case may require), but shall be absent from Fort William in 
Bengal, or.from the place where the Council of the Governor
General of India may then be, and it shall appear to him 
necessary to exercise the powers of Governor-General before he 
shall have taken his seat in Council, it shall be lawful for him to 
make known by proclamation his appointment and his intention 
to assume the said office of Governor-General ; And after such 
proclamation, and thenceforth until he shall repair to Fort 
William or the place where the Council may assemble, it shall 
be lawful for him to exercise alone, all or any of the powers 
which might be exercised by the Governor-General in Council, 
except the power of making laws and regulations ; And all 
acts done in the exercise of the said powers, except as aforesaid 
shall be of the same force and effect as if they had been done, 
by the Governor-General in Council ; Provided that all acts 
done in the said Council after the date of such proclamation 
but before the communication thereof to such Council, shall 
be valid, subject nevertheless to revocation or alteration by 
the person who shall have so assumed the said office of 
Governor-General ; And when the office of Governor-General 
is assumed under the foregoing provision, if there be at any 
time before the Governor-General takes his seat in Council, 
no Vice-President of the Council authorised to preside at 
meetings for making laws and regulations (as provided by 
section 22 of the Government of India Act, 1853), the senior 
ordinary m~mber of Council therefore sent shall preside therein, 
with the same powers as if a Vice-President had been appointed 
and were absent. 
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64. All Acts and provisions of law in force or otherwise 
concerning India shall, subject to the pro

Existing provisions to visions of this Act, continue in force and 
be applicable to Secre• b t d c • t th S tary of state In council. e cons rue as re1ernng o e ecretary 

of State in Council in the place of the said 
Company and the Court of Directors and Court of Proprietors 
thereof ; And all enactments applicable to the officers and 
servants of the said Company in India, and. to appointments to 
office or admissions to service by the said Court of Directors. 
shall, subject to provisions of this Act, remain applicable to the 
officers and servants continued and to the officers and servants 
appointed or employed in India and to appointments to office 
and admissions to service under the authority o"f this Act. 

65. The Secretary of State in Council shall and may sue 
secretary of state in and be sued as well in India as in England 

Council may sue and be by the name of the Secretary of State in 
sued. 

Council as a body corporate ; And all 
persons and bodies politic shall and may have and take the 
same suits, remedies and proceedings, legal and acquitable, 
against the Secretary of State in Council of India as they 
could have done against the said Company ; And the property 
and effects hereby vested in Her Majesty for the purposes of 
the Government of India, or acquired for the said purposes. 
shall be subject and liable to the same judgments and execu
tions as they would, while vested in the said Company, have 
been liable to in respect of debts and liabilities lawfully con
tracted and incurred by the said Company. 

v 67. ~!!._treaties made by the said Com_Qany_~ilin]l b~ bind

Treaties shall be bind· 
ini on Her MaJesty, and 
contracts, &c. of com
pany may be enforced. 

ing on Her Majesty;_andall con_~~ilc~s,cove
nants, liabilities and engagements of the said 
Company made, incurred- or entered into 
before the commencement of this Act, may 

be enforced by and against the Secretary of State in Council in 
like manner and in the same Courts as they might have been by 
and against the said Company if this Act had not been passed. 

68. Neither the Secretary of State nor any member of the 
Council shall be personally liable in res-

Members ol Council t f S ch COI1t t t r aot personally liable. pee o any u rae , covenan , o 
engagement of the said Company as afore

said, or in respect of any contract entered into under the autho· 
rity of this Act, or other liability of the said Secretary of State 
or Secretary of State in Council in their official ca{lacity ; but 
all such liabilities, and all costs and damages in respect thereof, 
shall be satisfied and paid out of the revenues of India. 



B. 

EXTRACTS FROM VISCOUNT PALJ\!ERSTON'S SPEECH 

ON FErmtc:\r:y !2TH, !~5~: 

In I 8 58 ~bree H1Jl,; were in" tLc Hctter c,o, er:; 
ment of India, VISCOUNT I'AUIERSTON in movi11g for lea\·e to 
bring (Fe;bru.<.tD·:_.!], }858) in (tbe first) Bill for the Better 
Government of India, said :--

"1 rise, Sir, ion pursuance of the notice which has been given 
by Her Majesty's Government, to ask leave to introduce a Bill 
of first-rate importance. J rise to ask leave to intt"duce a Bill 
fo.rtransferdng from the East India Company to the Crown 
the government of Her Majesty's East Indian dominions. 
In makin~ that proposal I feel myself bound, in the first place. 
to say that I do not do it in any spirit of hostility to the East 
India Company, or as meaning thereby to imply any blame or 
censure upon the administration of India under that corpora
tion. I believe the East 1 ndia Company has done many good 
things in India. I believe that its administration has been 
attended with great advantage to the population under its rule. 
And it is not on the ground of any delinquency on the part 
of the Company, but on the ground of the inconvenience and 
injurious character of the existing arrangements, that I propose 
this measure to the House. It is perhaps one of the most ex
traordinary facts in the history of mankind that these British 
Islands should have acquired such an extensive dominion i11 a 
remote part of the globe as that which we exercise over the 
continent of India. It is indeed remarkable that those regions, 
in which science and art may be said to have first dawned upon 
mankind, should now be subject to the rule of a people inhabi
ting islands which at a time, when these £:astern regions enjoyed 
as high a civilization and as great prosperity as that age could 
offer, were in a state of utter barbarism. That is a remarkable 
circumstance ; but still more remarkable is it that these exten
sive dominions !->hould have been gained not by the power of a 
nation as a nation, but by an association of individuals, by a 
mercantile community, supported, indeed, to a certain degree 
by the power and resources of their country, but mainly in· 
debted for success to their own energy and enterprise. These 
two circumstances are undoubtedly singular in the history of 
:the world, but it is quite as remarkable, quite as singular, that 
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a nation like this, in which the science of government is perhaps 
better understood than in any other, in which the principle of 
popular representation has so long been established, should 
have deliberately consigned to the cnre of a small body of 
commercial men the management of such extensive territories, 
such vast interests, and such numerous populations. One 
could easily imagine that a wilderness in• the northern part of 
America, where nothing lives except fur-bearing animals and 
a few wild Indians but little removed from the lower creation,. 
might be confined to a company whose chief functions should 
be to strip the running animals of their fur, and to keep the 
bipeds sober ; but that a great country lik~ this should deli
berately consign to the management of a mere commercia} 
company, of a set of irresponsible individuals, a great territory, 
occupied by different races, professing diverse religions and 
should place in their bands the determination of all the ques
tions of peace and war and of international relations with inde
pendent princes, which must nece~sarily arise, is, 1 believe, a 
circumstance unexampled in the history of mankind. But this 
country never designedly did any such thing. The existing 
state o~t~i11gsg_r~\V up_gr~~uatly from a very small beginn!ng. 
TileongtnaT se_~t!~§j:}_~C\_1:!_\Yith a facto_ry~e factory grew toto 
aJ'9!tJ t)1~_fQIJ __ e_x.J?~I1~t!<:l to ~_distri_ct, and t11e d)~!!ict to a pro
vince, and then came collisions with Jess civilized neighbours, 
injuries to be resented, attacks to be repelled, and conflicts 
which always ended in victory and extensioo of territory. So, 
gradually, from one transaction to another, grew up that state 
of things in which the East India Company found itself inves
ted with vast commercial privileges and with most important 
political functions. This state of things continued up to the 
year I 784, w!!~!:J __ _there ~~ __ _{l_Q ___ infusion of responsibility in 
!!3?_~ct ___ ()L _it~_ p_c:>li_!i_<:_<!LA~inistrative functions into the 
affairs of the . Company by the establishment of the Board 
of Coritiol. Matters . \venC-on--unoer this new arrangement 
for a number of years, during which the Company continued, 
subject to a slight interference from the Board of Control,. 
to discharge its political functions, and at the same time 
to exercise all its commercial rights. One would have 
imagined that in a country JikP. this that first step would 
have been followed up ; that before anything else was done the 
reflectivt:: British nation would have pursued the course 
inaugurated in I 784, and that l'.S the effect of the measure then 
adopted was to limit to a certain degree the political functions 
of the Company, the next step would have been to take them 
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away altogether, and to leave the Company in its original posi
tion as a trading association. However, it happens that in this 
country commercial matters often attract more attention and 
excite deeper interest than political affairs, and the next step 
was, not to meddle further with the political functions of the 
Company, but to take away all the commercial privilege~ which 
originally constituted the foundation of its existence, Accorrl 
ingly in the year 1833 the Company altogethex C.f!~~~~rLt9 be 
a -~Of!l_!E_~~Ciai as~ociation, and became, one may. sa,yJ.J>_l]t a 
{iliantom_o.TI!~ _()~_ig_~11al body. It lost the commercial character 
for which it was originally founded, anc!co_[1til1u~d.JQJ::!~_f!l(!rely 
a political instrument, by means of which the adrnini~tration of 
rn-dia_~as c~_r.t:_iec:} on. Now, Sir, I venture to think that the 
arrangement so made was a most inconvenient and most cum
brous arrangement. The principle of our political system is 
that all administrative functions should be accompanied by 
ministerial responsibility-responsibility to Parliament, res
ponsibility to public opinion, responsibility to the Crown, but in 
this case the chief functions in the government of India are 
committed to a body not responsible to Parliament, not appoin
ted by the Crown, but elected by persons who have no more 
connection with India than consists in the simple possession of 
so much India stock. I think that that of itself is a most 
objectionable arrangement. In this country we are slow to 
make changes. The indisposition to make changes is wise and 
useful. As a general principle it is wise, and nations do them
selves great mischief by rapid and ill-considered alterations of 
their institutions. But equally unwise and equally injurious is 
it to cling to existing arrangements simply because they exist, 
and not to admit changes which can be made with advantage 
to the nation. \Yl:gL~_e,n be more cumbrous than t!le_~:J.:.isting 
s_yst_!!m of Indian administration which is calledby thename 
of the "double Government''? In the debates of 1853, when the 
lastTOCITa_'BTTI_ was passed, the right honourable Gentleman the 
Member for Buckinghamshire (M,:_R. DISRA~LI)_~sked who was 
the Government of India, and to whom he was to look as the 
authority responsible for the administration of that vast empire. 
Why, Sir, there is no responsibility, or rather there is a conflict 

·of responsibility. The Din::ctors possess (l,_£{!_\Y.!'!f. .. .Qt.l.E~!D.Q\l_nt, as 
lfth~right Q_QI1_Ql)rablt:: §i;rltl~r!t_Cl.l1 s<1.fQ,__to. e.y~_ry !h~g_.~l~ __ the 
q po~~~ __ of~~<:~;J.li_!JK th~_G:().Y_c:!ri1.()!:<Jeneral, by which .. _(l,_IlY_._great 
sy~_tt;IP oi'pq1_~cy may beat ()!1~e ir.!!_~ri!P~ed. And they have this 
power, although the Governor-GeneraT must have been appoint
ed by the Crown, and the appointment sanctioned by the 
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Directors. The functi~!l~_Qfj!overnment.A.'l9 the responsibility 
have bef!f1.diVid(!d betweeit_~_heJ2Jr.ecto~- th~ __ Boar.c:l __ ~L<;ontrol, 
arul'tne Governor-General in India; the Board of Control re. 
p-resentln·g-The-Govern-ment oTthe-day, responsible to this House, 
responsible to public opinion, appointed by the Crown, and 
exercising functions delegated by it ; the Court of Directors, 
elected by the gentlemen and ladies who ha~pen to be holders 
of India Stock, many of whom are totally ignorant of every 
thing relating to Indian interests, and perhaps knowing nothing 
about Calcutta, Bombay, or Madras, except what they learn 
from the candidates for the directorship as to the presidency to 
which the cadetship is to belong which is promised in return for 
their votes. The Directors are undoubtedly in general, men of 
great experience and knowledge of India, but they are elected 
by a body of persons who have no peculiar faculty for choosing 
persons qualified to govern a great empire in the East. Then 
comes the Governor-General, invested with great, separate, and 
independent powers, and among these three authorilies it is 
obvious that despatch and unity of purpose can hardly by 
possibility exist. I won't trouble the House by going into a 
detailed explanation of the method in which business is done, 
because it is very well known to those Honourable Members, who 
have given their attention to Indian affairs, that before a des
patch upon the mcst important matter can go out to India it 
has to oscillate between Cannon Row and the India House; 
that it is proposed by one party, altered by the other, altered 
again by the first, and sent back to the other ; and that the 
adventures of a despatch between these two extreme points of 
the metropolis a1·e often as curious as those .Adventures of a 
Guznea of which we have all read. It is obvious that this sys
tem of check and counter-check must be attended with great 
inconvenience to the public service, and he productive of great 
delay. Take, for exnmple, a body of twenty gentlemen gene
rally agreeing in their views and make ten of tbem sit at the 
east end of the town and the other ten in Westminster. Pro· 
pose to them any question of average difficulty and importance, 
and the probability is that the two parties will come to different 
conclusions, not being able to exchange opinions and arguments 
and to arrive at a common result. So it is with the Board of 
Control and the Court of Directors. The result in cases of 
material difference must necessarily be a middle term, satisfy
ing the opinions of neither, carrying into effect the principle of 
neither, unsatisfactory therefore to both, and probably less 
advantageous to the public service than the opinion of either 
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would have been had it been entirely adopted. Therefore, I say 
that this system of check and counter-check may be carried 
too far, There is no doubt that certain checks are requisite in 
every political machine; but you may multiply your checks and 
counter-checks to such an extent that the functions of the 
machine, which are intended only to be controlled, are para
lyzed for every useful jX!rpose. Then what, tet me ask, is the 
position in which Her Majesty's Government stand in this 
House ? \Vhen Indian questions are discussed, it is the cons
tant habit of those who take part in the debate, criticizing and 
impugning what has been done, to hold Her I\fajesty's Govern-
~ment responsible for everything that occurs. But Her Majesty's 
Government cannot be fairly answerable for things over which 
they have not a perfect control, and which they cannot entirely 
direct. It frequently happens indeed, that the Government of 
the day are made reponsible for acts which were done without 
their consent, and probably in some cases much to their dis;;atis
faction. * • ;. I say, then, it is most desirable that this compli
cated machine should be simplified and reduced in fact and form 
to that which it is imagined to be, but which it practically is not. 
I may be asked why we take this moment for proposing a change 
of system. The inconveniences of different systems of adminis
tration are forced upon the attention of the Government and 
the country from time to time by peculiar emergencies. * * • I 
say then, that as far as regards the executive functions of the 
Indian Government at horne, it is of the greatest importance 
to vest complete authority where the public have a right to think 
that complete responsibility should rest, and that whereas in 
this country there can be but one governing body responsible 
to the Crown, to Parliament, and to public opinion consisting of 
the constitutional advisers of the Crown for the time being, so 
i_t. is l!l(l.C(;Orda11_f~_\Yith the principles and practice ()f 2Jl! __ <:ons
titu_tion, as it woui<:J be in accordance with the beg int_erests of 
the nation, that India, with all its vast and important interests, 
sb_oul_q Q~pla_ced under the direct authority of the Cr.own, to be 
governed in the mi. me of' the Crown by the respon~i!Jle Minis
te_r.s of tneCrown sit_ting in Parliament, aJ.1d r~~pon~!l;>le to 
Parliament and the public for every part of their public conduct, 
instead of being, as now, mainly arlministered oy a set of gentle
men who, however respectable, however competent for the 
discharge of the functions entrusted to them, are yet a totally 
irresponsible body, whose views and acts are seldom known to 
the public, and whether known or unknown, whether approved 
or disapproved, unless one of the Directors happens to have a 

!:f; 
~. 
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seat in this House, are out of the range of Parliamentary dis
cussion. Again, as regards our interests in India I may state 
at once that t~ill which I am about to propose to the House 
is confi!_l.~~t f!fl!.i!f!lY '!!lQJlOlely to a change in the admini~trative 
orgariT~ation_~! h2_[l)e_~_. a!l_s!_that we do not intend to __ gtake any 
alteration in th_e _ (!}fi~ting_ ?,rJ:Oi.l}g~!!l~f\tS in India. In fact, if 
YarHament were to adopt the measure vthich we are about to 
propose, the only difference, as far as India is concerned, wo•Jld 
be, that the next despatch would go out signed by the President 
and the Council for Indian affairs, instead of by the Court of 
Directors, and that the reply would be addressed to the Presi-
dent of the new Board, instead of the Chairman of the body-.. 
sitting in Leadenhall Street. Now, I believe there can be no 
doubt that, so far as the impression on the minds of the people 
of India is concerned, the name of the Sovereign of a great 
empire like this must be far more respected, far more calcula-
ted to produce moral and political impressions, than the name 
of a Company of merchants, however respectable and able thex 
may be. We have to deal, in that country, with Princes, some 
ruling independently and some in a state of modified depen
dence upon us, and with feudal chiefs proud of their position, 
cherishing traditionary recollections of a wide empire, and of 
great Sovereigns to whom their ancestors owed allegiance. How 
can we expect such men to feel any great respect for a mere 
Company of merchants ? The respect they feel, the alJegiance 
they yield, would be increased tenfold if the one were given and 
the other tendered to the Sovereign of a great and mighty 
empire. I believe, in fact, that what gives force to the Company 
in India is not the fame or authority of the Company itself, but 
the knowledge which the people have that behind the Company, 
and strengthening it, is the power of the British Empire, and 
that, although the ruler may be an officer of a commercial asso
ciation in name, the real power which they have to look up to 
is the power of the Sovereign of this great country. I am, there
fore, satisfied that the transfer of the Government of India to the 
Crown would, as far as its effect upon the people of India is 
concerned, be equivalent to a large reinforcement of troops ; 
that the impression which would be produced would be most 
advantageous, and would tend to consolidate and strengthen the 
moral and political influence of England in these vast regions 
of the world. What, then, is the arrangement which we are 
about to propose? We wish to alter things as litlle as we can 
consistently with the great object which we have in view. That 
object is to make the responsible advisers of the Crown answer-
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able for the Government of India as well as for that of all other 
possessions of the Crown beyond seas. We wish that the affairs 
of India should be administered by Ministers responsible to 
:Parliament for the manner in which that country is governed. 
\Ve propose, therefore, that the functions nf the Court of Direc
tors, and, of course, of the Court of Proprietors, shall cease; 
that there shall be ~ubstituted for those bodies a President, 
assisted by a Council for the Affairs of India ; that that Presi
dent, of course, shaii be a member of the Government, and shall 
be the organ of the Cabinet with reference to all matters relating 
to India; but, as men who have distinguished themselves in 
public life in this country, and who are likely from time to time, 
as changes of Administration occur, to be placed at the head of 
that department, cannot be supposed to possess that detailed 
local knowledge which is essential to the wise government of the 
country, we propose that the President shall be assisted by a 
Council composed of persons named by the Crown, with the 

• condition that they shall either have been Directors of the East 
India Company, have served for a certain period in India either 
in a civil or military capacity, or have resided there a certain 
number of years unconnected with the local administration. We 
propose that that Council shall consist of eight members, that 
the members shall be appointed for eight years, and that two 
shall retire by rotation every second year, in order that succes
sive Administrations may have the means of renewing the 
Council from time to time by the introduction of persons re
turning from India with fresh knowledge and ideas. We think 
that while, on the one hand, the permanency of a Councillor for 
eight years will make him an independent adviser of the Presi
dent, he will not, on the other, by being appointed for life, block 
up the way to the accession of other persons who may from 
time to time appear more capable of serving the country. Of 
course, as the proposal is to transfer to the Government of the 
day full responsibility for the management of Indian affairs, and 
as the President will be the organ of the Cabinet upon Indian 
matters, just as the Secretary of State for the Colonies and the 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs are the organs of the 
Government in regard to the departments under their respective 
care, the decision of the President must be final in all matters 
which may be treated of in the Council. But, nevertheless, we 
propose that, if the Councillors differ in opinion from the Presi
dent, they snail have the right to record that difference, together 
with their reasons, upon the Minutes of the Council, so as to be 
able to justify themselves afterwards for the advice they 
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. have given. The full power of the President, however, will 
not extend to matters involving increased expense to 
the Indian revenue; and, for purposes of that sort, it will be 
necessary that he shall have the concurrence of four Councillors 
to any proposals which he may have to submit. In the 
temporary absence of the President a Secretary of State will 
be able to act for him, and four members Qf the Council will be 
a quorum for the transaction of business. We propose that 
the Council shall have the power of distributing among them
selves the business which comes to them, so as to allot different 
departments of business to different members of Council, who 
will, of course, make reports to the Council itself. 'We propose 
that the President shall be placed on the footing of a Secretary 
of State, and that the Councillors shall have a salary of £ I,ooo 
a year each. \Ve propose that all powers now vested in the 
Court of Directors shall be transferred to this Council, and, 
therefore, that all appointments which have hitherto been made 
by the Court of Directors or by other parties subject to the 
approbation of the Crown, shall be made by the Crown direct,· 
but that all appointments in India which have hitherto been 
.made by the local authorities shall continue to be made by 
those authorities; so that no part of the local Indian patronage 
will be transferred to the Government of this country. Vve 
propose that the President shall be able to appoint one 
Secretary, who shall be capable of sitting in this House. It 
will be convenient that a Cabinet Minister holding that 
situation shall have the assistance of a Secretary conversant 
with the business which may come under discussion ; but we 
do not propose that the Councillors shall be capable of sitting 
in Parliament. \Ve think there would be great inconvenience 
in such an arrangement ; that they would become party men ; 
that they v, .)uld necessarily associate with one side or the other 
in this House, and that, with changes of Administration, the 
relations between the President and the Councillors might then 
become exceedingly embarrassing. One point which bas 
always attracted the attention of those who have considered 
these matters, and which has created even a very considerable 
constitutional difficulty, in any attempt to decide what would 
be the best system of Government for India, has been the 
question of patronage. Many mP-n have said that they think 
the "double Government" a cumbrous and antiquated machine, 
which ought to be done away with. That was the opfnion in 1853 
of a great number of those honourable Members who took part 
in the discussion, but it was always said. "How can we manage 

·-
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with the patronage? We do not wish to increase the patronage 
of the Government, and we fear that this transfer of power 
would greatly augment the patronage of the Home Govern
ment." Now, I have already said with regard to local appoint
ments, all these appointments which have hitherto been made 
either by the Governor-General or by other authorities in India, 
will continue exactly as befnre t'l be made by them, the mem
bers uf the local (;:,uncii being n;uned by the Governor-General 
instead of being named hence;, ;\ arrangement was made in 
1853 by which all appointments to writersbips were given up 
to open competition. That arrangement we shall of course 
maintain. Vhiterships, therefore, are beyond the range of 
patronage, • • * 

It is proposed, with regard to local military services, 
that the troops shall be paid out of the revenues of India, 
and that their services shall be limited to Asia so long 
as they are Qaid out of the Incllan revenue. At present I 
pelieve, the range of service for the Compan.y's troops is co
extensive with the limits of the Company's charter, as far as 
any place eastward of the Cape. It is proposed that, if at any 
time a part of the local army shall be employed out of Asia, 
the troops shall then not be paid out c,f the Indian revenue. 
It will be left for this House to determine whether a force so 
employed shall be paid out of the revenue of this country, and 
whether their employment is consonant with what the interests 
of India may be. This will be a sufficient check against the 
employment of the Indian troops without the consent of Parlia
ment. It is proposed that, whereas we transfer to this President 
of the Council the functions of the Court of Directors, and 
Board of Control, both of which will be >\bolished, the functions 
and powers of the secret Committee, which govern matters, 
involving great discretion and temporary secrecy, should be 
vested in the President, as representative of the responsible 
Minister of the Crown. But we propose that in any case in 
which orders shall be sent to India involving the immediate 
commencement of hostilities, communications thereof shall be 
made to Parliament within one month, if Parliament be then 
sitting, or within one month, after Parliament shall next meet. 
That interval will allow a sufficient time to elapse to prevent 
injury to the public service from the too early publication of 
orders so iss~;~ed ; while it will, at the same time, give Parlia
ment an early opportunity of calling upon the Government for 
explanation of the causes which had led to such orders. Of 
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course, it will be necessary that there should be an effective 
audit of the revenues of India and their application. It is 
required by this Bill that the revenue shall be applied solely 
for the purpose of government in India. It is proposed that 
an Auditor shall be appointed, with the power of appointing 
assistant Auditors, for the purpose of examining minutely the 
account of receipts and expenditure of Indian revenue, and 
that the accounts, when audited, shall be hid before Parliament 
for its consideration. Of course, power will be given to the 
President of the Council to issue to the Company such sums 
as may be necessary to defray the expenditure required for 
paying their dividends and keeping their books. until the 
Company determine whether they will or will not avail them
selves of the option given them of being paid in a certain time 
for their stock. This then, Sir, is, generally speaking, the 
outline of our measure. Of course, the details will come under 
the considerat\on of the House, if it should, as I trust it will, 
give us leave to bring in the Bill, and when the Bjll shall be in 
the hands of honourable Members, they will then have to con-. 
sider the details, such as I have described, as well as some other 
points, to which I have not thought it necessary to advert. 
But the question now to be considered is simply the great and 
large question, whether or not we shall transfer to the executive 
and responsible-1\TimstersoCtne-<:!Q..y!} _ _j:_he direc~i_~n of the 

1/ afta1rsofol1r lndian--territor1es, oYw~e~ilel"that dir~ction shall be 
: 1 Jeff; ·as heretofore, under the cumbrous and comPlicated system 
, described ?..S __ !b_~"double Gov~r:nrn_~(1t," which, in my opinion, 
is f~~L_<l.Lt!1ll!Jar_~_<J.s5ment, ).ncr no~_calcu!ated to accomplish the 
purposes good government olignt to have 10 VIeW, and which, 
though continued heretofore, because no great events have 
called on Parliament to reconsider it, ought, I think, to be 
abolished without further delay. Now, I do not think I shall 
be met by objections to this principle itself, because, when I 
recollect what has passed on former occasions in this House, 
and when I know what is the general opinion of the country 
on the point, I cannot persuade myself that we shall meet with 
any strong opposition to the general principle on which the 
measure is founded. When I look back to what passed in 
!2iJ~ I find some of the leading Members of this House 
expressed strong opinions that the time must come, at no 
distant period, when an entire change ought to be made, and 
that the introduction of Government nominees into the East 
India Direction was only the first step to furthe; and ulterior 
measures ; and the only doubt was, whether a full measure ought 
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not at that time to be adopted. But, whatever may hao;;e been 
the opinion of Parliament at that time, I am much mistaken 
as to the signs and indications of opinion in the country now 
if the nation at large has not made up its mind that this 
•'Double Government'' . ou_ght to cease. I am_SQ!lYiQceg that 
tfits is tiie'opinlon onhe country ; and great disappointment 
would be fdt if this House should negative the Bill upon 
an objection to the pritlciple itself on which it is founded. We 
shall, no doubt, be met by a Motion for delay, and be told 
that this is not the time for discussing the measure ; that India 
is unsettled ; that we should wait, until a better moment, a 
calmer period, and until the difficulties in India are over. \Vhy, 
that plea for delay is invariably the plea set up by those who 
are anxious to oppose that which they cannot resist directly, 
but which they wish to get rid of by the intermediate policy 
of proposing delay. \Vhy, Sir, what is the force of any argu. 
ment of that kind ? They say, "Do not alter the machine of 
Government at a time when India is unsettled and in difficulty, 
when you have not fully and finally got rid of the mutiny, and 
·when you have not entirely re-established authority in every 
part of the Country." \Vhat does that argument amount to 
when it is analyzed ? It is said, "Do not change your Govern
ment now, because there is in India that to be done which is 
difficult to be accomplished, and which, therefore, it might 
require great power to accomplish." \Viii then, any man 
pretend that a._ :;_~!2_gle Government at home will. notoea-much 
more etfectuaf instrument for the purpose than a "Double 
GqverE.!Ji.enf' fWi11 any man pretend to tell me, that with a view 
to rapidity of discussion and execution, unity of purpose, and 
responsibility to the public, a Government administered by 
the responsible advisers of the Crown would not be a far 
more efficient instrument for everything to be done here 
than the existing conflict of checks and counter-checks, 
the system of previous communications and subsequent 
communications, of objections to a despatch and its transfer 
by cabs from one part of the town to another, by which 
delay was created, so that a despatch, which ought to go 
out to-morrow, might not go out for a month, or be ready 
until it was too late to send it out. \Vhy, no reasonable man 
will venture to get up and tell the House that the present 
machine can be so effective and so powerful a machine for 
administration at home as the machine we propose to substitute 
for it. Will any man acquainted with India tell me that the 
name of the Company-which is now pretty well seen through 
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by all the Natives in India-can have half, or the tenth part 
of the powerful influence the name of the Crown would carry 
with it ? I declare it is non-sense to say that the Indian chiefs 
would not feel ten times more respect for the Rajah of England 
than for the name of any unknown Company. \Veil, then, I 
say, if we look to England, the machine we propose to substi
tute is a much more powerful machine, and if we look to India 
it is a machine infinitely more influential· than the existing one. 
Then we are told that there is a state of difficulty in India, 
and what is the proposal of those who want delay? They say, 
that in order to overcome this difficulty, and to restore tran
quillity in India which we are told is a matter of great difficulty, 
and will require great strength and power to effect, we 
should prolong the existence of the present weak instrument, 
instead of substituting for it a stronger, more powerful, and 
more effectual machine. In that argument there is no sense, 
I submit. However, we shall be told by some that the Govern
ment of India is a great mystery-that the unholy ought not 
to set foot in that temple-that the House of Commons should. 
be kept aloof from any interference in Indian affairs-that if 
we transfer the Government to the Ministers responsible to 
Parliament, we shall have l ndian affairs made the subject and 
plaything of party passions in this House, and that great 
mischief would arise therefrom. I think that argument is 
founded on an overlooking of the fundamental principles of 
the British constitution. It is a reflection on the Parliamentary 
government. \Vhy, Sir, what is there in the management of 
India which is not mainly dependent on those general principles 
of statesmanship which men in public life in this country 
acquire here, and make the guidance of their conduct. I do 
not think so ill of this House as to imagine that it would be 
disposed, for factious purposes, or for the momentary triumph 
of party, to trifle with the great interests of the country as 
connected with the administration of our Indian affairs. I am 
accustomed to think that the Parliament of this country does 
comprise in itself as much administrative ability, and as much 
statesmanlike knowledge and science as are possessed by any 
number of men in any other country whatever ; and I own, 
with all respect for the Court of Directors, that J cannot bring 
myself to think that the Parliament of England is Jess capable 
of wisely administering the great :;tffairs of State in connection 
with India than the Court of Directors in Leadenhall Street. 
I am not afraid to trust Parliament with an insight into Indian 
affairs. I believe, on the contrary, that if things have not gone 
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on so fast in India as they might have done-if the progress 
of improvement has been somewhat slower than might have 
been expected, that effect has arisen from the circumstance 
that the public of England at large were wholly ignorant of 
Indian affairs, and had turned away from them, being daunted 
by the complications they imagined them to be involved in; 
and because Parliafl\ellt bas never had face to face, in this and 
the other House, men personally and entireiv responsible for 
the administration of Indian affairs. );o doubt a good deal 
has been done in the way of substantial improvement of late 
years, but that which has been done, I may venture to say, has 
been entirely the result of debates in this and the other .House 
of Parliament. And, so far from any discussion on India 
having worked evil in India, I believe that the gre«ter part of 
those improvements which the East India Directors boast of 
in that publication, which has lately issued from Leadenhall 
Street, has been the result of pressure on the Indian adminis
tration by debates in Parliament and discussions in the public 

• press. Therefore, so far from being alarmed at the con
sequences which may arise from bringing Indian affairs under 
the cognizance of Parliament, I believe that a great benefit to 
India, and through India to the British nation, will result there
from. Therefore, I say, I see no reason, either on the score of 
principle or on the score of the augmentation of patronage, or 
on the score oftime, or constitutional danger, why we should 
not at ouce pass the measure which it will be my duty to 
present to the House. Sir, I trust that Parliament will feel 
that great power is not given to nations without corresponding 
duties to be performed. \Ne have, by an almost miraculous 
train of events, been intrusted with the care of the destinies of 
I 50 or 160 millions of men-with the government, directly or 
indirectly, of a vast empire larger in extent thil_n the whole 
face of Europe, putting the Russian empire out of the question. 
That is a task which involves great responsibility. Do not 
imagine that it is the intention of Providence that England 
should possess that vast empire, and that we should bave in our 
haud the destinies of that vast multitude of men, simply that 
we may send out to India the sons of gentlemen or of the mid
dling classes to make a decent fortune to Jive on. That power 
has been entrusted to us for other and better purposes ; and, 
without pointing to anything particular, I think it is the duty 
of this naticm to use it in such a manner as to promote, as far 
as they can, the instruction, the enlightenment, and the civili
zation of those great populations which are now subject to our 

II 
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" .']'rule. ~~--_ha~e -~~tel.>: had _our_ att~_Qtfot1 t::C!ll~~-~o s_c::~11es of 
i barbarity m 1ndta1 whtch wouTa make any man sht1C:fcier, but are 
. , we wh_9llyJ~re.s.ponsible fe>_r _those_ scer1es ? If, during the cen
. turyfor which wehave exercised power in India, we had used 

that power to enlighten and civilize the people, do you think 
their nature would not, in some measure at least, have been 
changed, and that the atrocious crimes wqich they have com
mitted would not have been as repugnant to their feelings as 
they are to those of the people of this country? We ought to 
bear these things in mind-to remember that we have a _great 
cil!!Y_t<:>flllfil !11 I_n9J~and I am sure that that duty willoe best 
OlschargeCllt we commit its performance to the hands of men, 
who will be accountable to Parliament for their conduct and who 
feel themselves bound to acquaint the public of this country, 
step by step, with the arrangements which they make. I am 
confident, if Parliament should adopt the measure we are about 
to propose, that while on the one hand it will add to the strength 
of our position in India, while it will increase the power of this 
country, and render our influence more firm and secure, it will, • 
on the other hand, enable us more efficiently to perform those 
important duties which, in my view, it was intended that we 
should discharge when the great Indian empire was transferred 
to our control. Sir, I beg to move for leave to bring in a Bill 
for the better Government of India. 



c. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE SPEECH OF THE EARL OF DERBY 
IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS <?~JULY 15, 1858. 

On july 15, 1858, the EARL Of DERBY, in moving the 
3econd reading of the (third) Government of India Bill (which 
subsequently received the Royal Assent on August 2, r858), 
said:-

My Lords, in rising to move the second reading of this 
Bill I cannot but express the deep regret which I feel that this 
task should have devolved upon me rather than upon my 
noble Friend and late colleague (the EARL OF ELLENBOROUGII), 
whose intimate knowledge of everything connected with Indian 
affairs would have enabled him to speak with a weight and 
authority which certainly I cannot command. But my noble 
Friend, urrfortunately, is no longer a Member of Her Majesty's 
Government, and it therefore becomes my duty to state to your 
Lordships, as shortly and as clearly as I can, the main_ p_rin
s!,rle~~!!.Q.J2.l~ovision~_9_f the_Wll to which I ask you to give a 
secon<l reading this evening. \Vithout attempting in the 
slightest degree to derogate from the importance of the measure, 
I cannot conceal from myself that a far greater degree of 
interest and attention has been attracted to it than would 
perhaps have been cal!ed forth by its intrinsic importance, in 
consequence of the political circumstances which accompanied 
its introduction and its progress through the other House of 
l)arliament. This additional advantage, however, has accrued 
from that circumstance-that the Bill has received a greater 
degree of care and of patient investigation in the other House 
than possibly it might otherwise have obtained. 

My Lords, I must, in the first place, observe that I think 
th~ title of the Bill is open to the ol:ljection of jJ~iQg_ ~QIJlewhat 
mfeTicltous: It is not, a~. it purports to be, a Bill for t_he better 
government Q(J!1dia. It is a Bill which will, I hope, tend to the 
hetter.government of India ; but the government of India must, 
as cannot be too often repeated, be on the whole carried on in 
India, and this Bill does not pretend to deal with all those com
plicated and difficult questions which will no doubt, within the 
next few yaars, frequently engage the anxious consideration of 
I)arliament and of the country. It does not pretend to deal 
with the revenue, with the finance, with the land regulations, 
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with the condition of the Natives, and the possibility of extend
ing their admission into the public service after this unhappy 
revolt shall have been suppressed. It does not profess to 
deal with any of these grave and extensive questions; and 
although such questions will no doubt engage the attention 
of Parliament, at future periods, and although Parliament 
will doubtless feel it to be both its rigbt and its duty to 
lay down broad principles of action with regard to most of 
them, I ~.DQLhclJL.~.xpressing m)' opinion, that_wlt.h. regard 
~e details o(_!~Q_~!:_rnll!ent _Q(ll_l<:!!!i..L the less interfer.ence 
there is on the part of Paillament the better prospect will _there 
be of securin~ the happines~_~iKfContentment of the people of 
!!lili.a, I nee not remind your Lordships that at the com
mencement of the present Session Her Majesty's Government 
an'lounced that it was their intention to legislate during that 
Session with respect to the affairs of India. Without entering 
into the merits of the particular legislation which they proposed. 
I must remark that I was certainly of opinion at the -time-and 
that opinion was shared by many-that although it might be 
necessary within a very short time t0 deal with this question, 
the period when the Government were engaged in suppressing 
a serious revolt was not the most c:mvenient one for the consi
deration of a measure affecting the government of the country. 
But that opinion was overruled by a large majority in the other 
House; for, when a Right Hon. Friend of mine (MR. DISRAELI)· 
thought it his duty to take the somewhat unusual course of 
moving that leave should not be given to introduce the Bill, on 
the express ground that it was not the time for legislation- thus 
especially preventing his motives from being misconstrued, and 
his opposition from being regarded as directed against any of 
the provisions of the measure-a majority of, I believe about two 
to one, in a tolerably full House, decided that it was expedient 
and desirable that a Bill for the regulation of the Home Govern
ment of India should be introduced in the course of the present 
Session ; and you will observe that this :J.3jll is not, in fact, for the 
"government of India," but for the improvement of the machi
nery by wliTcKlfi.Jb~J1.I1t.~J:'.L!ndian Government may- be 
superintended and con~~lled. In consequence of that decision 
the noble Viscount, lately at the head of Her Majesty's Govern
ment, introduced a measure to carry into effect the views of 
himself and his colleagues. Very shortly after that, circums
tances occurred which caused the resignation of the .noble Vis
count, and a consequent change of Government. In several of 
the provisions of the Bill of the late Government-indeed, io. 
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most of them-I, and those with whom I have the honour to act, 
cordially concurred ; but there were at the same time provisions 
of no minor importance on which we held entirely opposite 
opinions. It then became a question with us whether we should 
take the course of proceeding with the Bill of the noble Vis
count, and propose in Committee such Amendments as we 
might think neccssat•y, Hut it was the opinion of Her Majesty's 
servants-and, I think, it wa:, a correct opimon-that a mea
sure of such vast importance as one regulating the machinery 
for superintending the Government of India, ought to be con
,ducted and carried through, not by any private Member, but 
,on the responsibility of the Government as a whole. The con
sequence of that was, that under the auspices of my noble Friend 
\THE EARL OF ELLENBOROUGII) a Bill was introduced and laid 
':lE~.~·ihe.ta~I~ shortly l?efore the Easter recess. In the course of 
the observations which I shall have to make it may be my duty 
to contrast some of the provisions of that Bill and of the Bill now 
before you1- Lordships with those of the measure introduced by 

• the late Government ; but at present I shall only say that the 
<:ourse which we pursued-· although I think it was the necessary 
and proper course--had this inevitable consequence :-that 
there being, as it were two rival Bills on the table of the House 
of Commons, there might, in the then state of political excite
ment, occur this unfortunate result, that the House would be 
called upon to decide between those Bills, not with regard to 
their respective merits, but with regard to the persons and part
:ies by whom they were introduced ; and that, consequently, the 
affairs of India, which required the most careful and dispassio
nate consideration of Parliament, might be made-what I was 
most anxious to avoid-a battle-field for contending political 
parties. In those circumstances the noble Lord the Member for 
London (LORD JOHN RUSSELL) made a suggestion, which was, 
I think, as wise and patriotic as it was certainly just and con
ciliatory, and it tended to relieve Parliament from what might 
l1ave been a very serious embarrassment. Lor<D J. RUSSEL 
suggested-and the Government at once adopted the sugges
tion ; indeed, to a certain extent it had already been anticipat
ed by us-that, instead of proceeding to match, as it were, one 
Bill as a whole against the other, we should enable the House 
to consider one by one in Committee Resolutions, the principles 
of which were involved in each, and out of those Resolutions 
to frame a measure which might receive the sanction of the 
Legislature. The Government, therefore, acting on that sugges
tion, prepared a series of Resolutions, which were submitted 
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seriatim to the consideration of the House of Commons ; an& 
it is only doing that House the barest justice to say, that 
during the whole of my experience in Parliament I have never 
known a question which has been treated by that House with 
more patience, with more deliberate attention, with greater 
temper, and with more entire absence on all sides of party 
feeling or acrimonious discussion. The resl}lt of that course of 
proceeding is, that there has been sent up to your Lordships' 
House a measure-not carried by a bare majority, not depend
ing for its success upon thi'i or upon that political party, but a 
measure to a great extent the work of the House of Commons 
itself, and to which all parties concurred in giving their tribute of 
praise-the noble Viscount at the head of the late Government 
uniting with the noble Lord the Member for the City of 
London in according to the third reading not his hesitating 
but his cordial approval, and expressing his wishes•for its suc
cess before your Lordships' House. My Lords, I now proceed 
very shortly to lay before your Lordships the _e~neiples and· 
chief Wovisions of this BiB. * * * - .-
- henrt-was determined that a change should take place ill< 
the Home Government of India, there was one principle which 
could not but meet with uniform and unanimous assent-na
mely, that it ~~s-~~~oll1!<:.1y_if}_~ispe_~?sable that a_trJlJlS.fer__oL.the 
nomi_t1_'!1 as well as the rear authorityshould be made dire~tly 
fiom_!!Ie C:ompany i:6-Tnecrown~it~c1 __ 1he_~ffairs of In<:)ia should 
ilien~efo_r_t_h _b.(! c;ot1(rllded hi t'hc: Dii!!\~_()f__~he Crow:n. My noble 
Friend (TilE EARL -OF ELLENBOROUGH) who is not desirous 
of any very extensive change, laid the greatest stress on the 
necessity of that transfer, and dwelt upon the beneficial effects 
which it was likely to produce in India. Now, as before in
timated, I consider that the Government of the East India. 
Company, both here and in India, has been marked by singular 
prudence and ability, and I should be very sorry if this Bill 
was considered--what it was represented to be at a meeting 
held at the India House yesterday-a Bill of Pains and Penal
ties against the Directors. It is nothing of the sort. I believe 
no men could have conducted business better under the system 
which they found in operation than the Directors of the East 
India Company have done. But the complaints against the 
system itself, the encumbrances connected with its machinery,. 
the delay which unavoidably attended the most important 
transactions, make it quite obvious that in any remodeiiing 
which may take place, India must be put on the same footing 
as the other possessions of the Crown, and be administered by 
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a Minister responsible to Parliament. I may add that, in point 
of fact, t~!!iLI!.~.f~_r 9L<l!!th.2rity _to the Cro":Y.~i.L!JlOI~ .DQ!PJilal 
tha!l.r.eal, because, although the Court of Directors have been in 
a position to exercise certain powers of obstruction and delay 

· i I_ .Qd~y-~J.b~.t, witll the single exception of the power ~[recall
ing the Governor-General, there was no single act which they 
wet:(! enabled to p~rform without the assent of the l'resident 
of th<'; B.Q9!:Q of Control. ;-Jot only docs the President of the 
J3o~rd of Control possess the power of altering or of vetoing 
the instructions proposed by tbe Court uf Directors, but he has 
the power, and it has been sometimes exercised, of sending out 
instructions diametrically opposed to those which the Court 
intended. There is a question whether the Court might not 
have interposed delay, and even persisted, ur1til compelled by 
a mandamus; but in point of fact they have generally been 
obliged to y,eld to the suggestions of the President of the Board 
of Control. \Ve all remember that my noble Friend below me 
(THE EAR!.. OF ELLENBOROUGII) who has on various occasions 
been at the head of the Board of Control, told the Committee that 
when he was in office the government of India was in his hands 
altogether. Upon the subject, then, of the transfer of the pow
ers of the Court of Directors to a responsible Minister of the 
Crown, and of carrying on all business both here and in India 
in the name and by the direct authority of the Crown, there was 
no difference of opinion between the two parties into which the 
House of Commons was divided. Nor was there any difference 
of opinion on this point-that although it was expedient that 
the business should be conducted by a high Ministerial officer, 
under whatever denomination he might be known, who should, 
like the holders.of other offices in the Government, be appoint
ed by the Crown and responsible to Parliament, yet, inasmuch 
as it is impossible to conceive that any person so appointed 
would have sufficient knowledge and experience to discharge 
duties so various and so complicated as those connected with 
the administration of all the different provinces of India, it was 
necessary for the good Government of India, to associatewith 
t~e~:Minister ___ (l_ Council ll)ore or less t:Jll_l_ller()~~:;_by __ :-..Yl!Qrn he 
iDJgl~t.9_e<~,~sis_t~9 __ ~!!d advised. It was with regard to the con
stitution of that Cotu1cil that there existed the main difference 
of opinion between Her Majesty's late Government and Her 
Majesty's present Government. Her Majesty's late Govern
ment proposed that the Council should consist of eight mem
bers who should each hold office for six years, all nominated by 
the Minister of the Crown, and two of whom should retire from 
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office each alternate year. Now, the present Government was 
of opinion that, although in that manner the President of the 
Board of Control might surround himself with many able and 
experienced advisers, due provision was not made for securing 
to the Council that character of independence which was abso
lutely essential to the proper discharge of its functions. It was 
quite clear that when one-third of the meQlbers of the Board 
had been only recently appointed by the actual President of the 
Board, and another third would soon vacate their offices, and 
were hoping, perhaps, to be re-appointed by the same Minister, 
there would be great temptation presented to the Council to 
defer, more than they ought to do, to that Minister, and to re
frain from freely expressing their opinions. It was, moreover, 
the opinion of the members of the present Government that a 
Council of eight members would not be sufficientlY. numerous, 
having regard to the great extent of the duties ,thich would 
have to be performed, and w~ __ !_hog~hLJJ_!gt eighteen-the 
present number of the Directors-were not more •than ..vere 
req~~~(O!d -~by~~tJ:j~. busi_n(!s~ of i Iid-Ia: The Council of India we 
tnougbt out not to be-as the Directors may have been 
before-a screen between the Minister and Parliament, but a 
body of men well acquainted with the affairs of 1 ndia, to give 
the Minister advice, which on his own responsibility, he might 
be at liberty either to accept or reject. I have heard it said 
that, according to the peculiar character of the President of the 
Board of Control, the Council, as proposed to be constituted 
would be either his masters, his advisers, or his puppets. It 
must, no doubt, depend on the character and the self-reliance 
of the head of any great Department how far he is influenced 
or controlled, how far he is guided, by those who filled per
manent situations, and to what extent he is the master of his 
own Department. For my own part, I certainly hope and be
lieve that the Coun<;_!l proposed by_~-1.!_~- Government under this 
Bil~-~\liiLI:!_e._f2!!!~.<:i neithe.r Jh_e_g1j_"si_~~-2Lthe Secretary of State 
nor his puppets, but that they will prove that, which their 
qua!d1cations prepare them to be, most valuable advisers to the 
Minister in all matters relating to India. But, to secure _the 
independence of the CQl1_!2.<:iL~~-<:onsidered that one QOrtion of 
it shOuld be, as at present, elected, _;:md the other portion nomi
nated by tlie Crown. \Vewe!"-e--aiso of opinion that both the 
eTecttve and the nominated portions of the Council should have 
a longer terru of service than was provided for by the-Bill of the 
late Government, and that this would be of great importance as 
tending to increase their independence. Accordingly, it is 
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proposed in th~ _Bill before the House that the mel'l'!bers of the 
CounCil, whether elective or nominative, shall hold their offices 
d§ril}g: gQ()d behaviour ; there being a proviso that at the ex
piration of ten years' service, if they are disabled by infirmity, 
they shall be entitled to retirf' upon suitable pensions. \Vhen 
we came to consider the elective principle. we found, I must 
confess, considerable difficulty, My noble Friend (Till<: EARL (W 
ELLF:NBOROUGH) who is not now a Member of the Government, 
but for whose proposition we are all responsible, laid before 
Parliament,on behalf of the Cabinet, a very elaborate scheme, 
a scheme involving considerations which ought, as it appeared 
to me, to be borne in mind by any Government when dealing 
with such a subject. My noble Friend proposed so to cons
titute a Council that it should be a representation of the civil 
and military services of India-not merely of India, but of the 
three PresidenCies ; because the qualifications which enable a 
man to give very valuable opinions with regard to Bengal may 
be utterly useless in relation to Madras or Bombay. The only 
'Objection which I have heard to the noble Earl's proposition is 
this-not that it was wrong in itself, but that it was imperative, 
and would be found to fetter too much the hands of the Crown, 
who might under it be compelled to choose inefficient men and 
to pass over the most competent. There was another proposi
tion of the Government which did not meet with seeming great 
favour ; I mean the proposition by which they endeavoured to 
obtain, what it was very difficult to secure, a representation of 
the commercial interests connected with India in the Council. 
We proposed in that Bill to supply that deficiency by giving 
the appointment of four of the Councillors to the constituencies 
of the largest towns connected with the trade to I nJia. That 
proposal was, I believe, a good one in itself; but it did not 
meet with such an amount of support in Parliament, or in the 
country, as would justify us in insisting on its adoption. The 
conclusion at which we then arrived was, that with a view to 
£ecure the three great requisites of intelligence, experience, and 
independence in the Councillors, it was necessary that a portion 
of their body should be elected, that another portion should be 
nominated, and that all the parties elected should have served, 
or should at least have resided, for a considerable period in 
India, and should, consequently, have possessed opportunities 
of obtaining a knowledge of the feelings and of the wants of the 
people of that- country ; while they were to hold office during 
the pleasure of the Crown, but should, of course, be removable, 
like other puhlic servants, on an Address from both Houses of 
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Parliament. But when we came to apply the princi~le of elec
tion we found that we had considerable difficulties to encounter. 
:ITCould not be argued with hardly more than plausibility that 
the Court of Proprietors, as at present constituted, possessed any 
such interest in the affairs of India as to entitle them to elect 
the Councillors ; and yet there was no other body besides the 
Court of Proprietors to whom that duty -could be committed. 
The functions of the Court of Proprietors, as your Lordships 
are aware, are limited to the mere receipt of the dividends on 
their stock ; and even under the system of Indian Government 
which has hitherto prevailed, although they could pass Resolu
tions, they had no means of giving effect to any decisions at 
which they might arrive. It was proposed that there should 
be added to the Court of Proprietors all those persons who had 
for a certain period been engaged either in the civil or in the 
military service of India. But it was found that such a con
stituency would be very difficult to bring together, that it would 
be inconveniently large, and that it would in ptlint of fact 
aggravate those disadvantages of the present system which• 
prevent some of the most competent and most high-minded 
men from entering on the career necessary to ensure their re
turn as Members of the Court of Directors. Such men will not 
now go through a canvass for the appointment of Directors, and 
still less would they go through a canvass of a more extensive 
body for the purpose of being elected Members of Council. 
Under these circumstances, and after much consideration, Ber 
M~§_ty'_§.._(iqy_~rnme11_t determined on <J,QQPting an arra!!gement 
under which one-half of the Councillors shoUld be elected and 
~lfsi:taUldbe-11o(llln-~~e~by:tfi_eT:r-o\V~I~._and under _.which 
thf!_~l~~.t_~s!__!l!<'!rn ber~_sl~_()l:'l_<!_li~- ~h_2~_!!___lJ__y_~he existing ~u rt of 
!!i_r~C-~QE~~_in cor1for.mity . witl1 __ ~--~_ll_gg_~~t!Q.!!_ wl!l_c:_h had been 
thrown o11t by a noble Earl not now pregent (EARL GREY) at the 
commencement of the Session. Some arguments were certainly 
advanced against that scheme, but on the whole it met with no 
considerable opposition ; and I believe it was the best escape 
which could be devised from the difficulties in which the ques
tion was involved. This Council, so constituted, would b_f! en
titled to ~~Q<;l~r its advice to the Secretary of Sti:!Je. And when 
I say "Secretary of State,'' I must add that, although the name 
which may be given to the head of the Indian Government may 
not be a matter of much importance, we thought that in the 
formation of such an office it would be more advisable and more 
in conformity with constitutional practice to give the name of 
Secretary of State to a high officer upon whom Her Majesty is 
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pleased to devolve the exercise of duties under Her Royal 
sanction. As regards the Colonies and Foreign Affairs, so as 
regards India, the same title is given to the presiding officer, 
and there will be this additk·nal convenit<nce, thnugh not at 
first contemplated, that either of the Secretaries of State will be 
able to sign papers aml perform duties in the r~bsence of the 
Secretary of State for ~ndia. I must also observe that t.b.~re 
are two qualifications ofthe power which is given by this Bill to 
tli'e-Secr~tary of State of setting aside the authority and advice 
olfui_~ouncil. He has full power of acting in opposition to 
their advice; but if he should act in opposition to a majority oft he 
body, he must state and place Dn record the reasons why he set 
aside their opinion ; and any Councillor whose advice is not 
adopted may also enter on the records of the office the reasons 
which induced him to give it. There is also a provision in the 
Bill which requires that the Secretary of State should call the 
Council together at periods of not more than one week. The 
measure, furttler, contains a provision to the effect that the 
Secretary may, if he should think fit, issue orders on an emer
gency without calling the Council together ; but he must in that 
case lay those orders before them at their next meeting. There 
is another provision, which I think your Lordships will believe 
to be absolutely necessary, for transferring to the Secretary 
of State that power which was exercised by what was 
called the "Secret Committee" of the Court of Directors
namely, the power of sending out orders and instructions 
to India on particular subjects, without previously com
municating those orders and instructions to the Council. 
Now I do r.ot mean to say that that power bas not in 
certain cases been abused ; 1 do not mean to say that it bas not 
been too extensively employed; but I am sure your Lordships 
will agree with me that with regard to the two cases to which 
alone it is properly applicable-namely, the carry in}; on of war 
or of diplomatic arrangements with Native States, it is absolute
ly necessary the Secretary of State should possess the right of 
preserving entire secrecy even from the Members of the Council. 
T~~..t~2...9S.C<l.?iQns on which the St::_c:retary of ~t~.~- may 
QfL_oye_rru_Ied by the judgment of the majority_ of tiJ~--O~_L;Jncil, 
and I think it is only reasonable that those two lill!_Lt_<!tions 
shou_!9nl?e impose<;L<?.!l ~L.u>owers. Tjl~_f1rst of those limitations 
will arise in the case of the election of Members of the Council. 
It is obvious t-hat that election would be a farce if the authority 
of the Secretary of State were to be paramount in the matter. 
T_h~_()!l}~ other limitation will 2e with regard to the exp(!f)diturc 
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1\ ~Vei!!J_es of IndiR,__With regard to this expenditure we 
must bear in ---inind the effective and bona-fide control over 

; the Secretary of State by an independent body, such as I hope 
:'this Council will be. 

There are, I believe, only two other subjects to which I 
need now direct your Lordships' attention, and I allude to them 
because I think that, as far as they are roncerned, the principle 
and the object of the Bill have been somewhat misunderstood. 
One relates to the employment of the Indian army, and the 
other relates to the admission to the civil service of India. The 
55th clause deals with the first of those subjects ; and it has 
been objected to that clause that it appears to interfere with the 
prerogative of the Crown, inasmuch as it provides that none of 
Her Majesty's forces maintained out of the revenues of India 
shall be taken, except in cases of urgent emergency, beyond the 
frontiers of that country without the previous consent of Parlia
ment. Now, it has been thought-and I confess that the word
ing of the clause makes it open to a construction \\>hich was not 
intended by its framers-it has been thought that that would• 
be an interference with the undoubted prerogative of the Crown 
to make war or peace. But your Lordships will recollect that 
although there is no prerogative of the Crown more indisputable 
than that of making war or peace, the constitution has provided 
an equally indisputable check on the practical exercise of that 
prerogative by rendering it necessary for the Crown to come to 
Parliament for the supplies necessary to raise and maintain the 
troops, without which it would be impossible to carry on a war. 
But with regard to the troops in India there is, and there can 
be, no such Parliamentary control ; and consequently, if there 
were no such provision in the Bill as that to which I have 
referred, it might have been competent- I do not say there is 
any danger, but the danger might be possible under a Sovereign 
less constitutional than Her under whom we have the happiness 
to live-for the Crown to employ the Indian troops in wars 
wholly and entirely unsanctioned by Parliament, and the whole 
force of India might be carried to any portion of the world 
without the interposition of that practical pecuniary check 
to which I have alluded. In the Bill of the late Government 
that principle of restricting the power of the Crown was enforc
ed by a clause which provided that Her Majesty should not be 
enabled to send out of Asia (not out of India) any part of the 
forces maintained out of the Indian revenues. Now, as far as 
regards the restriction of the prerogative of the Crown, the 
principle is precisely the same, whether the provision be that 
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the troops should not be sent beyond the limits of Asia, or that 
they should not be sent beyond the limits of our Indian possess
ions ; and it would be perfectly competent to Parliament, in 
handing over to the Crown the Government of that vast empire 
to make the restriction even greater, and to provide that for the 
future the Indian forces should be placed on the footing of a 
militia, and should n,nt he liable tn sen·e beyond their own 
territory. Rut while the principle of the ext.::eption in the Bill 
of the late Government was the same as nurs, the limitation 
which they put upon that principle allowed that which is the 
true and substantial danger in this matter. \Vithin Asia the 
Crown might carry on a war with Persia, or with China, or even 
with Russia, with no further exception that the forces should 
not serve out of Asia, and that might be done without Parlia
ment having any control over the expenditure, or any right 
to express an opinion on the propriety of the war. Our inten
tion, however, is not to limit the prerogative of the Crown, but to 
protect the revenues of India ; and consequently when we come 
-to that clause I mean to propose in it an Amendment which 
will, I think, remove all ambiguity upon this point. It will be 
to the effect that, except for the purpose of preventing or repell
ing actual invasion of Her Majesty's Indian possessions, or in 
order to meet some sudden and urgent emergency, th~_!}!_~r:mes 
of India sli<~.ll not, ~vith()~It the cQ..nsent of l'<!rli<lrne.!Jt, b.e appli
cable fo the expense ofany military operations C!lfried on be
yond fndla by HerlVIaJesty's force.s chargeable on such revenues, 
TEat -provlsl(m will Tlnpose a pecuriiary check on the preroga
tive of the Crown in regard to the army of India, such as already 
exists in the case of all other portions of Her Majesty's forces, 
The other point to which I wish to advert is the admission to 
the civil service of India, which is dealt with by tbe-]znd or 
33ro -aause ___ of the BilL As the law at preseut stands, an 
persons are admitted to that service after such examinations as 
shall from time to time be prescribed, and under such regulations 
as may be laid down by the Court of Directors and the President 
of the Board of ControL That power we now propose to trans
fer to the Secretary of State. But the Bill, as it stands at pre
sent, goes further, I think, than the justice of the case warrants; 
it gives to the principle of competitive examination that which 
it has never yet received-namely, the sanction of an Act of 
Parliament binding the hands of the Executive in all cases, and 
rendering compulsory a strict adherence to the principle, not of 
examination, but of competitive examination. It is my inten
tion to move the omission from the clause of the words which 
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render it necessary for the Government to admit candidates to 
the civil service in the order of their proficiency in the competi
tive examination, leaving the law as it stands with regard to 
admission to the Indian civil service, subject to such regulations 
as may be issued by the Secretary of State, with the approval 
of the Crown, and laid before Parliament . . 

My Lords-There is one other most important point
namely, the reconstruction and organization of the future 
Indian army. That is a question of the most vital importance, 
and will require the most careful consideration ; and Her 
Majesty has been advised, and will, I believe, act upon the 
advice, to issue a Commission for the purpose of instituting an .. 
inquiry into all the subjects connected with the re-organisation 
of the future forces to be employed in India. This Commission 
will have to consider the proportion of Europeans to be employ-
ed, the mode in which they shall be relieved, the conditions 
upon which they shall serve, the number of the "Wative army, 
and the conditions upon which they shall be engaged, and. 
every other question connected with the future permanent 
military establishment of India when the revolt shall have been 
happily put down. In the meantime it will be necessary for 
Parliament to provide for the maintenance of the present state 
of things until the result of this Commission shall be known, 
and until Parliament shall have acted upon its recommenda-
tions. The Bill, therefore, provjdes what may be necessary for the 
present, leaving to Her Majesty the perfect freedom of making 
such regulations for the future administration of the Army, 
both as regards the European and Native troops, as she may 
be advised. The Bill also provides, as far as it refers to "" 
individuals and bodies, that they shall have reserved to them 
all the rights, privileges, and expectations which they were 
led to form at the time of their admission to the service. It 
would be the grossest injustice to introduce a similar system 
at once in both descriptions of the Indian force, and to apply 
the same principles to those who shall hereafter enter and 
those who entered the service under different expectations. 

I have now stated to your Lordships-1 trust not at too 
great length-the principles of the measure to which I ask 
your Lordships to assent. The Bill has received the careful 
deliberation and attention of the House of Commons, and it 
has beeu :;ent up to your Lordships with the universal con
currence of that House. I have perhaps entered at too great 
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length into an explanation of a measure to which no objection 
will probably be made; but while the labours of the House of 
Commons render it probable that no very numerous A mend
ments will be necessary, Her Majesty's Government will be 
happy to give the fullest and most impartial consideration to 
any Amendments which may be suggested in the course of the 
discussion of this Bill .• 



PART 11. 

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE CONSTITUTION 
OF THE COUNCIL QF.INDIA. 

(1869-1907.) 

1. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1869. 

(32 & 33 Viet., Ch. 97.) 

AN ACT TO AMEND IN CERTAIN RESPECTS THE ACT FOR 
THE DETTER GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

(I I th August, I 869.) 

Whereas it is expedient that the Act of the twenty-first" 
and twenty-second years of Victoria, Chapter one hundred and 
six, intituled, ''An Act for the better Government of India," 
should be amended as regards the duration of service and the 
remuneration of Members of the Council of India, and in certain 
other respects : 

And whereas it is provided by the said recited Act that 
every Member of the said Council elected or appointed under 
that Act shall hold office during good behaviour: 

Be it therefore enacted etc. • * • as follows : 
1. After the passing of this Act, all vacancies that shaH 

take place in the said Council shall be 
Vacancies to be filled fill d b · b h S up by secretary of state. e up y appomtment y t e ecretary 

of State. 
2. Every Member of the said Council who shall, after the 

Members of Council passing of this Act, be so appointed, shall 
of India to be In future be appointed for a term of ten years, and 
appointed for ten years. • f 

re-eligible. 
except as herema ter provided, shall not be 

3· It shall be lawful for the Secretary of State to re-
Re•appotntment of a appoint for a further period of five years 

member for further any person whose term of office as Member 
period of five years. of Council under this Act shall have 
expired, provided such re-appointment be made for special 
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reasons of oublic advantage, which reasons shall be set forth 
in a minut'e signed by the said Secretary of State, and laid 
before both Houses of Parliament. 

4· Except as herein otherwise provided, all the provisions 
of the said recited Act, and of any other 

Former Acts to apply .' ct of Parliament relatina to Members of to future members. • h 

;he c(JJ111Cil ,,f Tndie!. shall ap!_.ll/ to mem-
bers appointed under thf' provision~ ,,f this ,·'\ct. 

5· [Repeals S. 14 of 21 & 22 Viet. C IoG.j 

6. Any Member of Council may by writing under his 

Resignation of office. hand, which shall be recorded in the 
minutes of the Council, resign his office.• 

7· If at any time hereafter it should apped.r to Parliament 
expedient to reduce the number or other-

Provision as to future 
changes in the ~onstltu- wise to deal with the constitution of the 
tion of Council. said Council, no Member of Council who 
·has not served in his office for a period of ten years shall be 
entitled to claim any compensation for the loss of his office, or 
for any alteration in the terms and conditions under which the 
same is held. 

8. The appointments of the ordinary Members of the 
Appointment of ordi· 

nary . members of the 
Oovernor ... Ueneral's 
Council and of tbe Presi· 
dencies. 

Sign Manual. 

Governor-General's Council, and of the 
Members of Council of the several Presi
dencies * * * shall * • • be made by Her 
Majesty by warrant under Her Royal 

II. THE COUNCIL OF INDIA ACT, 1876. 

(39 & 40 Viet., CiJ. 7.) 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE LAW RELATING TO CERTAIN 
APPOINTME~TS TO THE COUNCIL OF INDIA. 

(7th April, 1876.) 

\Vhereas by an Act of the thirty-second and thirty-third 
years of Her· present Majesty, Chapter ninety-seven (in this 
Act referred to as the Act of 1869), it was, among other things, 
provided that the Members of the Council of India were to hold 

12 
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their offices for a period of ten years, and for such further period 
as is in section three of the said Act mentioned : 

And whereas, regard being had to the composition of the 
said Council contemplated in section ten of the Act of the 
twenty-first and twenty-second years of Her present Majesty, 
Chapter one hundred and six (in this Act referred to as the 
Act of 1858), it is expedient to amend tht: said first-mentioned 
Act in certain particulars : 

Be it enacted • • • • as follows : 
I. Notwithstanding anything in the Act of 1869, the 

Appointment 01 per- Secretary of State for India may, if he 
11ons wltb professional or thinks fit, subject to the condition as to the 
otber qualifications. 

11umber of appointments hereinafter laid 
down, appoint any person having professional or other peculiar 
qualifications to be a Member of the said Council under this 
Act and every person so appointed shall hold his office in the 
same manner, and shall be entitled to the same salary, pension, 
and other rights and privileges, and be subject to the same.. 
disabilities, as if he had been elected or appointed before the 
passing of ~be Act of 186<). 

Where any person appointed under this Act is at his 
appointment a Member of the Council, his period of service 
for the purposes of this Act shall be reckoned from the time of 
his first appointment or election to the Council. 

The special reasons for every appointment under this Act 
shall be stated in a minute of the Secretary of State for India, 
and shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament. Not more 
than three persons appointed under this Act shall be Members 
of the Council at the same time ; nor shall the provisions of 
sections seven and ten of the Act of 1858, with reference to the 
number of the Council and the qualification of the major part 
of the members, be affected by this Act. 

III. THE COUNCIL OF INDIA ACT, 1907. 

(7 Edw. 7, Ch. 35.) 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE LAW AS TO THE COUNCIL OF INDIA. 

(28th August, 1907.) 

Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
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Temporal and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, 
and by the authority of the same, as follows ; 

I. The Council of India shall consist of such number of 
1Vlem bers, not less than ten and not more 

Number oi members than fourteen, as the Secretary of State 
ilf Council. 

rvay from time to time d~termine. 

~. In section ten of the Government of India Act, IR5~< 
tbe wurds murt~ than five vears ''shall be 

I>)O~~e~d~e~:ct~~.~~~: SUbStitUted for tbe word:: ' more than ten 
years." 

3· Section thirteen of the same Act shall, as regards any 
member appointed after the passing of this 

Salaries. Act, be read and construed as if the words 
one thousand pounds were substituted for 

the words one thousand two hundred pounds. 

4· Section two of the Government of India Act, 1869, 
shall, as regards any appointment made 

Term of office. 3 2 & after the passing of this Act, be read and 
JJ Viet. c. 97· 

construed as if the word "seven" were subs-
tituted for the word "ten." 

Repeal of 39 Viet. c. 
7., 52 & 53 Viet. c. 6.3. 

Short title. 

5· The Council of £ndia Act, 1876, 
and the Council of India Reduction Act, 
are hereby repealed. 

6. This Act mar be cited as the 
Council of [ ndia Act, IJ07. 



PART Ill. 
DOCUMENTS RELATING MAINLY TO THE 

CONSTITUTION OF THE ~IMPERIAL 
AND PROVINCIAL) EXECUTIVE 

GOVERNMENT. 

(1865-1912). 

I. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1865. 

(28 and 29 Viet., Ch. 17.) 

AN ACT TO ENLARGE THE POWERS OF THE GOVERNOR
GENERAL OF INDIA IN COUNCIL AT MEETINGS FOR MAKING 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS AND TO AMEND THE LAW RES
PECTING THE TERRITORIAL LIMITS OF THE SEVERAL PRE-• 
SIDENCIES AND LlEUTENANT-GOVERORSHIPS IN INDIA. 

[9th May, I865.] 

I. The Governor-General of India shall have power, at 
meetings for the purpose of making laws 

Oovernot-Oeneral may 
make law• for all British and regulations, to make laws and regula-
subJects. tions for all British subjects of Her Majesty 
within the dominions of Princes and States in India in alliance 
with Her Majesty, whether in the service of the Government 
of India or otherwise. 

2. The preceding section shall be read with and taken as 
Part of section twenty-two of the said Act 

Sec. 1. to be read as 
part ot section 22 of 24 of the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth years 
and 2 5 Viet. Cb. 67• of Her Majesty, Chapter sixty-seven. 

3· (Repeals sec. 18, of 16 & 17 Viet. c. 95.] 

4· It shall be lawful for the Governor-General of india in 

Oovernor-Oeneral may 
appoint territorial limits 
of Presidencies &c. by 
proclamation. 

Council from time to time to declare and 
appoint, by proclamation, what part or 
parts of the Indian territories for the time 
being under the dominion of. Her Majesty 

shall be or continue subject to each of the Presidencies and 
Lieutenant-Governorships for the time being subsisting in such 
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territories, and to make such distribution and arrangement or 
new distribution and arrangement, of such territories into or 
among such Presidencies and Lieutenant-Governorships as to 
the said Governor-General in Council may seem expedient. 

5. Provided alwan that it shall be lawful for the Secre
ti;Y of State in Council to signify to the 
s<Jiri t~ '\·ernnr l~eneril.l in Council his dis·· 
allowano~ of any proclamation · and pro
vided furtht:r, that no such proclamation 

Power of Secretar-y nl 
State in ~ounc1l to dis
allow sucb proclama · 
tion. 

for the purpose of transferrin\.! ap t:ntire- Zilla ur district from 
one Presidency to another or from one Lieutenant-Go\·ernorship 
to another shall ha,·e any fdrce or validity until the sanction 
of Her Majesty to the Sfl.me shall have been previously 
signified by the Secretary of State in Council to the l~overnor· 
General. 

II. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1874. 

(37 and 38 Viet. Ch. 91.) 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE LAW RELATIKG TO TliE COUN
CIL OF THE GOVERNOR-GEN~:RAL OF INDIA. 

(7th August, 1874.) 

\Vhereas it is expedient to amend the !rtw relating to the 
Council of the Governor-General of India: Be it enacted, etc.,. as 
follows : 

I. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, if she shall see fit, 

Number of Ordinary 
Members of Governor• 
(loneral's Council ma} 
be increased. 

to increase the number of the ordinary 
Members of the Council of the Governor
General of India to six, by appointing any 
person, from time to time, by warrant 

under Her Royal Sign Manual, to be an ordinary Member of 
the said Council in addition to the ordinan· members thereof 
appointed under section three of the "Indian (:ouncils Act, r86l'' 
and under section ei~ht of the Act of the tbirt\·-second and 
thirty-third years of Her present Majesty, Chapter' ninety-seven. 
The law for the time being in force with reference to ordinary 
Members of the Council of the Governor-General of [ndia shalt 
apply to the person so appointed by Her Majesty under this 
Act, who shall be called the Member of Council for Public 
Works purposes. 
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2. Whenever a Member of Council for Public Works pur
N b r of Members or poses shall have been appointed under the 

Cou'!,':;lle may be subse- first section of this Act, it shall be lawfn} 
quently dlmlnisbed. r H M · "f h h 11 fi · · wr er a Jesty, 1 s e s a see t, to dtmt-
nish, from time to time, the number of the ordinary Members 
of the Council of the Governor-General of India to five, by 
abstaining, so long as she shall deem pro~r, from filling up any 
vacancy or vacancies occurring in the offices of the ordinary 
Members of the said Council appointed under section three of 
"The Indian Conncils Act, 1861," and under section eight of the 
Act of the thirty·second and thirty-third years of Her present 
Majesty, Chapter ninety-seven, not being a vacancy in the office 
of the ordinary Member of Council required by law to be a 
barrister or a member of the Faculty of Advocates in Scotland, 
and whenever the Secretary of State for India shall have informed 
the Governor-General of India that it is not the intention of 
Her Majesty to fill up any vacancy, no temporary appoint
ment shall be made to such vacancy under section twenty-seven 
of"The Indian Councils Act, 1861," and if any such temporary· 
appointment shall have been m::~de previously to the receipt of 
such information, the tenure of office of the person temporarily 
appointed shall cease and determine from the time of the receipt 
of such iuformation by the Governor-General. 

3· Nothing in this Act contained shall affect the provi
sions of section eight of "The Indian 

Not to affect power of C · A 6 " 1 ' ' f 
Governor-General in ouncJ!s . ct, I 8 I, or t 1e prOVISIOns 0 
respect of bla Council. section five of the Act of the thirty-third 
year of Her Majesty, Chapter three, or any power or authority 
vested by law in the Governor-General of India in respect of 
his Council or of the member thereof. 

III. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1904. 

(4 Edw. 7, Ch. 26). 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1874· 

[15th August, 1904.] 

Be. it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty etc. 
• • • • as follows :- . 

I. In section one of the Indian Councils Act, 1874, the 
words "who shall be called the Member of Council for Public 
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\Vorks purposes", and in section two of the same Act the 
words ''for Public \Vorks purposes" are hereby repealed. 

2. The i\ct shall be cited as the Indian Councils Act, 1904. 

IV. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1912 . 
• :2 and 3 Ceo. V. Ch. 6.) 

AN ACT TO AKL SI'Ul '\\1! .. .\Li··lE!\T::-- 1:\ TJJE LAW 
RELATING TO THE (,•JYEKN;<.lENT ul lN1,IA \.'; AlU: CONSE· 
<2UENTIAL ON THE Al'l'OINTMENT OY A SEPA1~ATE GOVERNOR 
OF FORT \VJLLL-\:\1 IN BENGAL, AND OTHER AD\IINISTRATIVE 
CHANGES IN THE LOCAL GOVEF.NMENT OF INDIA. 

[25th June, 1912.] 

Whereas His :l\Iajesty has been pleased to appoint a Gov
ernor of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal as delimited 
by a proclamation made by the Governor-General in Council 
and dated the twenty-second day of March nineteen hundred 
and twelve: 

And whereas the Governor-General in Council by two 
further proclamations of the same date has constituted a new 
province under a Lieutenant-Governor, styled the I)rovince of 
Bihar and Orissa, and has taken the Province of Assam under 
the immediate authority and management of the Governor
General in Council : 

And whereas it is expedient to declare what powers are 
exerciseable by the Governor and Governor in Council of the 
Presidency of Fort \Villiam in Bengal and to make other 
provisions with respect to the administrative changes effected as 
aforesaid: 

Be it, therefore, enacted by the King's Most Excellent 
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords 
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Padia
ment assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:-

J.-( I) It is hereby declared that the Governor and Gover
nor in Council of the Presidency of Fort 

F!~'W~r.f~n?f:.eJ:~~al~ William in Bengal shall, within that Presi
dency as so delimited as aforesaid, have all 

the rights, duties, functions, and immunities which the Governors 
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and Governors in Council of the Presidencies of Fort St. 
George and Bombay respectively possess, and all enactments 
relating to the Governors of those Presidencies and the 
Councils (whether for executive or legislative purposes) thereof 
and the Members of those Councils shall apply accordingly to 
the Governor of the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal, 
and his Council and the Members of that ~ouncil : 

Provided that-
(a) if the Governor-General in Council reserves to him

self any powers now exerciseable by him in rela
tion to the Presidency of Fort William in Bengal, 
those powers shall continue to be exerciseable by 
the Governor-General in Council in the like 
manner and to the like extent as heretofore ; and 

(b) it shall not be obligatory to nominate the advocate
general of the Presidency of Fort William in 
Bengal or any officer acting in that capacity to be 
a Member of the Legislative Council of the Gover- • 
nor of that Presidency. 

(2) The power of the Governor-General in Council under 
section one of the Indian Presidency 

ss oeo. m. c. 84. Towns Act, I 8 I 5, to extend the limits of 
the town of Calcutta shall be transferred 

to the Governor in Council of the Presidency of Fort William 
in Bengal. 

2. The provisions of subsection (I) of section three of the 
Indian Councils Act, I909 (which relate 

Provisions as to the to the constitution of Provincial executive 
province of Bihar. 9 
Sdw. vn. c. 4 • councils), shall apply to the Province of 

Bihar and Orissa in like manner as they 
applied to the Province of the Bengal division of the Presi
dency of Fort William. 

3· It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Council 
by proclamation to extend, subject to 

Creation of Legislative such modifications and adaptations as he 
councils of cblef com• f 
missioners. may consider necessary, the provisions 'o 

the Indian Councils Acts, 1861 to 1909, 
touching the making of laws and regulations for the 
peace and good government of provinces under .Lieutenant
Governors (including the provisions as to the constitutions 
of legislative councils for such provinces and the business 
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to be transacted therein) to any territories for the time 
being under a Chief Commissioner, and where such pro
visions have been applieci to any such territories the proviso to 
section three of the Government of India l\ct, 1854 (which 
relates to the alteration of laws ar;d regulations in such 

17 « 18 Viet. c. 77 
territories), shall not apply to those 

'territories. 
4· (I; gfhc cc.actrnents rner:t:r}nr:n n~· Part f of the 

Schedule t··· the Act -,h,.t\l hc~\.e effect sub-
Amendment and repeal 

of Acb and saving . 
.JJ Oeo. Ill, c. 5JL J « 4 
Will. IV, c. 85. 

ject tu th(" C~rncr:dm·~nto: therein '>pecified. 
and secticHo fi ftv.s-ven ,·,f the East [ ndia 
Company Act: 1793, and section seventy-

one of the Government of india Act, 1833 (which relate to the 
filling up of vacancies in the Indian Civil Service), and the 
other enactments mentioned in Part II of that Schedule are 
hereby repealed. 

(2) Nothing in this Act or in the said recited proclama-
• tions shall affect the power of the Governor-General in Council 

of making new distributions and arrangements of territories into 
and among the various Presidencies and lieutenant-governorships 
and it is hereby declared that the said power extends to 
territories under the immediate authority and management of 
the Governor-General in Council as \\·ell as to territories subject 
to the several Presidencies and Lieutenant-Governorships. 

5· This Act may be cited as the Government of India Act, 
I 912, and shall come into operation on 

m~~~!!.e~~~e and com· such day as the Governor-General in 
Council, with the approval of the Secre

tary of State in Council, may appoint. 

SCHEDULE. 

PART I. 

AMENDMENTS 

[n section fifty of the Indian Councils Act, ISC:r (24 & 25 
Viet. c. 67), after the words 'then and in every such case,' there 
shall be inserted the words 'the Governor of the Presidency of 
Fort Williat? in BengaL' 

In the first Schedule to the Indian Councils Act, 1909 
(9 Ed w. VI I., c. 4), there shall be inserted 
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'Legislative Council of the Governor of Fort William 
in Bengal 50 

'Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of 
Bihar and Orissa 50' 

PART II. • 

REPEALS. 

Sections fifty-three and fifty-,even of the East India 
Company Act, 1793 (33 Geo. III, c. 52). 

In section sixty-two of the Government of India Act, 1833 
(3 & 4 Will. IV., c.S 5), the words 'and Governor of the Presidency 
of Fort \Villiam in Bengal,' and section seventy-one of the same 
Act. 

In section fifty of the Indian Councils Act, IS( I (24 & 25 
Viet., c. 67), the words 'and Governor of the Presidency of Fort 
Wil1iam in Bengal.' 

In the First Schedule to the Indian Councils Act, 1909 
(9 Edw. VI I., c. 4), the following- words :-

'Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of 
the Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort William 50 

'Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of 
the Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam so' 

B. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE S!'EI':CJI OF THE MARQUESS OF 
CREWE IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS ON jUNE 17, 1912. 

The Lord Privy Seal dnd Secretary of State for India (the 
MARQUESS oF CREWE), in the course of his speech on the second 
reading of the Government of India Bill, said :-

The Preamble of this Bill states the various Executive 
acts which have been performed in this country and in India 
under the powers that belong to His Majesty and to the 
respective Governments. It has been argued, although it is not 
a point, I think, on which it is worth while to dwell at any 
length, that these Executive acts to some extent suffer from 
being exercised under ancient and archaic Statutes which were 
passed in circumstances altogether different. It might be ob-
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served that all our British liberties, both as subjects of the 
Crown and as citizens, depend upon very much older Statutes 
than those which are here in question ; but it is more to the 
point to remark that, as a matter of fact, all the powers which 
we exercise in relation to the Government of India, practically 
;:;Jl the main powers exercised by the Secretary of State in 
Council, are simply fran~ferred a:1d taken ~>ver bodily from the 
powers fnrmeriy exercised by the Court of Directors of the East 
India Company under the direct:uc and contr"l of the Board 
of Commissioners who at that time adminictered Indian affairs. 
The acts, therefore, which the Secretary of State in Council 
performs every week at the India Office are, if our critics will 
have it so, open to a kindred objection to that which seems 
to be taken to the exercise of the administrative powers which 
preceded this Bill and are mentioned in the Preamble. 

The steps which were taken were t1ve in number. They 
were as follow. The Secretary of State in Council deciared, 

• by the powers given him in the ..-'\ct of 1~:53, that the Governor
General should no longer be Governor of the Presidency of 
Fort \Villiam in Bengal, but thRt a separate Governor should be 
appointed for that Presidency. Th;<t hav:ng been clone, His 
Majesty was pleased to appoint a Governor of the .Presidency 
in the person of SIR THO~! AS CAJ~:'I!ICliAEL, who up to that time 
had been Governor of Madras. The three other Executive steps 
were taken in India. The first was the proclamation by the 
Governor-General in Council of the new Province of Bihar and 
Orissa under a Lieutenant-Governor ; th<J.t was done under the 
A.ct of 186r. The second was the creation f'f Assam into a 
Chief Commissionership under the .-'l.ct of 1854; and the third 
was the delimitation of the extent of the Presidency of the Fort 
William in Bengal. 

I now come to the clause.s of the Bill. The f1rst clause 
declares that the Governor of Bengal should have all the rights, 
duties, and functions which the Governors of Madras and 
Bombay possess, The e:ffect af this clau~e is to give the Gov
ernor of Bengal those extra powers given by the latter enact
ments-that is to say, those subsequent to 1g53-under which 
power w<>s taken to apply to any new Presidency the powers 
which the Governors of the other Presidencies possessed up to 
that time .. Then the House will observe that two provisos are 
attached to this first clause. Th•Jse provisos depend upon the 
fact that the powers of the Calcutta High Court are not, as 
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matters stand, curtailed, although the area of Bengal is changed 
and the new Lieutenant-Governorship is created. The power 
which is pointed to in proviso 1a) is this, that the High Courts 
Acts of 1860 and I 9 I I give the Governor-General power to 
appoint temporary Judges for the High Court of Calcutta. 
Now those Judges, besides administering justice in Bengal 
itself, will administer it for the Lieuten!wt-Governorship of 
Bihar and Orissa, and we think that this fact points to the 
denomination of such temporary Judges by the Governor
General and not by the Governor of Bengal. Proviso (b) also 
hinges on the fact that for the present we are dealing in no 
way with the High Court of Calcutta. The Advocate-General 
of Bengal has hitherto been the Law officer of the Government 
of India and also of the Bengal Government ; and so long as 
the two Go\·ernments in\Jabited the same capital it was a rea
sonable matter that this Advocate-General should be a mem
ber of the Legislative Council of Bengal. But now that the 
separation has taken place, and pending any permanent arrange
ments which are made in the future with regard to this appoint- • 
ment, that necessity does not exist, and power is accordingly 
taken in this proviso to absolve, if necessary, the legal adviser 
of the Government of India from being a Member of the 
Bengal Council. 

Clause 2 authorises the creation of an Executh·e Council 
for the new Lieutenant-Governorship of Bihar and Orissa. 
As I dare say some of your Lordships may remember. because 
the question was one which aroused some debate in 1909, the 
ordinary procedure for creating an Executive Council is by 
an Order which lies on the Table of both Houses of Parliament 
for a period, I think, of 6o days. The object of that, of course, 
is to give Parliament the necessary control, ancl, if desired, the 
power of veto on the appointment of such an Executive Council. 
But since this Bill is being pass~d through Parliament it is 
clearly a simpler proceeding and one which would save time 
to insert tbe creation of that Executive Council in the Act 
rather than go through the more cumbersome procedure of 
allowing the appointment to lie on the Table of Parliament. 

Clause 3 authorises the Governor-General to constitute 
Legislative Councils for territories under a Chief Commissioner. 
T~e prime object of the inclusion of this provision . is the ap
pomtment of a Legislative Council for Assam. Assam, having 
been part for the last few ) ears of the Lieutenant-Governorship 
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of Eastern Bengal and Assam, has enjoyed the advantages of 
a Legislative Council, and I am sure that the House will be 
disposed to agree that it would be not merely an unreasonable 
slight but a positive disadvantage to inflict upon the inhabi
tants of Assam, who, as your Lordships know, repre,:ent for one 
thing one of the most important industnes in India--it would 
be a slight upoll thern if they were to be deprived of this repre
sentation. That, as l say, was the prime reason for introducing 
this provision. Hc;t it i~ also true that it will be desirable for 
the Government of India to take power to constitute a similar 
Council for the Central Provinces--a division which is quite 
right for such an enhancement of its governmental dignity, if 
1 may use the phrase, and in which the advent of the Council 
will, as we know, be extremely welcome. Those are, indeed, 
the two Chief Commissionerships to which Councils are for the 
time being clearly applicable. 

Clause 4 explains the changes and repeals set out in the 
• two parts of the Schedule. ln Part I of the Schedule the Act 

of 1861 is amended by placing the Governor of Bengal in the 
same position as the Governors of Madras and Bombay for 
this purpose-namely, that the senior Governor should replace 
the Viceroy when for any reason there is no Viceroy. There 
has not, I believe, been in fact such a case since the lamenta-
ble death of LoRD MAYO, because when the noble Lord opposite 
(LORD AJ\IPTII ILL) took the place of the noble Earl on the Front 
Bench opposite (LORD CURI'.ON) he was not, I think I am right 
in saying, Acting-Viceroy, but actual Viceroy for the time 
being. But it is clearly right that the Governor of Bengal should 
not be placed in an inferior position to that of his two brother 
Governors in this respect of automatic snccession to a moment
ary vacancy in the Governorship-General. Part I of the Sche
dule also names the maximum figures for the two Legislative 
Councils of Bengal and of Bihar and Orissa. 

Then in Part I I of the Schedule there are various repeals. 
The only one to which I need draw attention is the first-Sec
tions 53 and 57 of the East India Company Act, 1793, which 
refers to the filling up of vacancies in the Indian Civil Service. 
It is provided in this Act that Civil servants shall be employed 
in the Presidency to which they were originally allotted and 
to which they belonged. In the old days when this Act was 
passed that 'was a simple enough matter. All India was, like 
ancient Gaul, divided into three parts : it consisted of Madras 
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and Bombay ; all the rest of British India was included in the 
term Fort \Villiam in Bengal. It was, therefore, reasonable 
enough that the various divisions should be self-contained and 
complete. Now, of course, to confine the newly-formed 
Presidency of Bengal within such a strict rule as that would be 
contrary to the interests of the public service. But it is right 
to inform your Lordships that the effect of .the repeal will be a 
somewhat wider one even than that which I have indicated, 
because the effect of the repeal is that the Civil servants of Madras 
and Bombay will also become interchangeable with those of 
Bengal in a manner which has not hitherto been strictly the case. 

Perhaps I might also explain the point, it is a small one, 
in the second sub-section of Clause 4-the power of the Gov
ernor-General in Council to make new distributions and ar
rangements of territories into and among the various Presi
dencies and Lieutenant-Governorships. There has been some 
doubt as to what the power of the Governor-General is in 
these respects. The legal assumption is that, although the 
Governor-General in Council is empowered to transfer any • 
territory by alteration of boundaries from a Chief Commis
sionership to a !'residency, or to a Lieutenant-Governorship, 
it is not possible for him, owing to the wording of the Act of 
Parliament, to carry out. the reverse process. There seems 
to be no conceivable object in such a restriction, and it dis
appears under subsection (2) of Clause 4· 

I am afraic I have detained the House at somewhat undue 
length over those technical explanations, but, although technical 
the subject is one of such importance that it is advisable to 
make clear this measure, which sins even to an usual extent in 
modern legislation in respect of being legislation by reference. 
I am not without hope that one of these days we shall be able 
to introduce a consolidating measure which will reduce to order 
the amazing tangle of all these old Acts of Parliament relating 
to the Government of India. It will be possible, I hope, to do 
that without introducing any controversial matter, and even I 
should hope, in the main, without introducing anything which 
could be called new matter ; and I have no doubt that noble 
Lords opposite who are interested in India will also agree that 
it would be a serviceable thing to do. At any rate, it would 
avoid the long and technical explanation which I have been 
obliged to give this afternoon of matters whij:h, though 
connected with a highly important subject, cannot in themselves 
be deemed to be of great importance. 



PART IV-

DOCUME:r\TS RELATING MAI~LY TO THE 
CONSTITUTION OF THE (llVIPERIAL 

A 1\D l'ROVJl\CI A f \ 1 .FG ISL'\ T fVE 
COLT0."CILS 

(1861-1918.) 

THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1861. 

(24 & 25 Viet. C. 67). 

A. 

AN ACT TO MAKE HETTER l'RO\'ISION H!R TilE CONc;TITU· 
TION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE GOVERNOR-GENElZAL OF INDIA, 
AND FOR THE LOCAL GOVEl{NMENT OF THE SEVERAL PRES!· 
DENCIES AND Pf{OVINCES OF INDIA, ,\1\:fi FO!{ TIH~ T~:MPORARY 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA lN THE EVENT (JF !\ \ ACANCY IN THE 
OFFICE OF GOVERNOR-GENERAL. 

(Ist August, 1861.) 

"\Vhereas it is expedient that the provisions of former 
Acts of Parliament respecting the constitution and functions 
of the Council of the Governor-General of India should be 
consolidated and in certain respects amended, and that power 
should be given to the Governors in Council of the Presidencies 
ofFort Saint George and Bombay to make laws and regulations 
for the Government of the said Presidencies, and that provision 
should be made for constituting the like authority in other 
parts of Her Majesty's Indian dominions" : He it therefore 
declared and enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, 
by and with the advice and cunsent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, 
and by the authority of the same, a:o follows : 

Sburt title. 
I. This Act may be cited for all pur

poses as "The Indian Councils I Act, 86 r." 
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2. Sections forty, forty-three, forty-four, fifty, sixty-six, 
seventy, and so much of sections sixty-one 

Acts and parts of Acta and sixty -four as relates to vacancies t'n 
repealed. 

the office of ordinary Member of the 
Council of India, of the Act of the third and fourth years of 
King William the Fourth, Chapter eighty-five, for effecting an 
arrangement with the East India Compan)", and for the better 
Government of Her Majesty's Indian territories, till the thirtieth 
day of April, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, sections 
twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-four, and twenty-six of the 
Act of the sixteenth and seventeenth years of Her Majesty, 
Chapter ninety-five, "to provide for the Government of India" 
and the Act of the twenty-third and twenty-fourth years of 
Her Majesty, Chapter eighty-seven, "to remove doubts as to the 
authority of the senior Member of the Council of the Governor
General of India in the absence of the president," are hereby 
repealed, and all other enactments whatsoever now in force 
with relation to the Council of the Governor-General of India, 
or to the Councils of the Governors of the respective • 
Presidencies of Fort Saint George and Bombay, shall, save 
so far as the same are altered by or are repugnant to this Act, 
continue in force, and be applicable to the Council of the 
Governor-General of India and the Councils of the respective 
!'residencies umJer this Act. 

3· There shall be five ordinary Members of the said 
Council of the Governor-General, three of Composition of the 

Council of the Governor- whom shall from time to time be appointed 
General oi India. f S by the Secretary o tate for India in 
Council, with the concurrence of a majority of members present 
at a meeting, from among such persons as shall have been, at 
the time of such appointment, in the service in India of the 
Crown, or of the Company and the Crown, for at least ten years ; 
and if the person so appointed shall be in the military service 
of the Crown, he shall not, during his continuance in office as a 
Member of Council, hold any military command, or be employ
ed in actual military duties ; and the remaining two, one of 
whom shall be a barrister or a member of the Faculty of 
advocates in Scotland of not less than five years' standing, shall 
be appointed from time to time by Her Majesty by warrant 
under Her Royal Sign Manual ; and it shall be lawful for the 
Secretary of State in Council to appoint the Co!llmander-in
Chief of Her Majesty's Forces in India to be an extraordinary 
Member of the said Council, and such extraordinary Member 
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of Council shall have rank and precedence at the Council Board 
next after the Governor-General. 

4. The present ordinary Members of the Council of the 
Governor-General of 1 ndia shall continue 

Present members of b d · 'U b d d r council to continue. to e or mary ,~J.em ers un er &!1 10r the 
PJHposes of this Act; and it shall be lawful 

for Her Majesty, on the passing of this Act, to appoint by 
warrant d.S afc.resaid an •Jrdinuv :V1i'mb<·r uf Cr"mcil to com-

... .. "" • 1 

plete the number ol hve hereby e~tabllshecl and there .;;hall be 
paid to such ordinary :\lember, and tu ail ,,tlJu nrdinary :VIembers 
who may be hereafter appointed snch amount of salary 
as may from time to time be fixe<i for :Vlembers of the 
Council of the Governor-General by the Secretary of State 
in Council, with the concurrence of a majority of Members 
of Council present at a meeting: and <Jl! enactments of any 
Act of Parliament or law of l ndia respecting the Council of 
the Governor-General of India and the Members thereof shall 

.be held to apply to tbe said Council as constituted by this Act, 
except so far as they are repealed by or are repugnant to any 
provisions of this Act. 

5. lt shall be lawful for the Secretary of State in Council, 

Power of making pro• 
visional appointments 
of members of Council by 
Secretary of State. 

with the concurrence of a majority of 
::vlembers present at a meeting, and for 
Her M;;jesty, by warr<lllt as aforesaid, 
respectively, to appoint any person pro

visionally to succeed to the c ffice of ordinary Mem her of the 
Council cf the Governor-General, when the same shall become 
vacant by the death or resignation of the person holding the 
said office, or on his departure from lndia with intent to return 
to Europe, or on any event and contingency expressed in any 
such provisional appointment, and such appointment again to 
revoke ; but no person so appointed to suc.::eed provisionally to 
such office shall be entitled to any authority, salary. or emolu
ment appertaining thereto until he shall be in the actual posses
sion of such office. 

6. 'Whenever the said Governor-General in Council shall 
declare that it is expedient that the said 

Provision on absence Governor-General should visit any part of 
of Oovernor-Oeneral in 
other parts ot India. India unaccompanied by his Council, it 

shall he lawful for the said Governor
General in Council, previously to the departure of the said 
Governor-General, to nominate some Member of the said Coun-

I3 
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cil to be President of the said Council, in whom, during the time 
of such visit, the powers of the said Governor-General in assem
blies of the said Council shall be reposed, except that of assent
ing to or withholding his assent from, or reserving for the signi
fication of Her Majesty's pleasure, any law or regulation, as 
hereinilfter provided ; and it shall be lawful in every such case 
for the said Governor-General in Courl'til by an order for that 
purpose to be made, to authorize the Governor-General alone 
to exercise all or any of the powers which might be exercised 
by the said Governor-General in Council in every case in which 
the said Governor-General may think it expedient to exercise 
the same, except the power of making laws or regulations. 

7. Vvhenever the Governor-General, or such President so 
nominated as aforesaid, shall be obliged 

Provision on absence of to absent himself from any meeting of 
Oovernor-Oeneral from C 1 h · f h meeting. ounci (other t an meetings or t e pur-

pose of making laws and regulations, as 
hereinafter provided), owing to indisposition or any other cause. 
whatsoever, and shall signify his intended absence to the Council, 
then and in every such case the senior Member for the time 
being who shall be present at such meeting, shall preside 
thereat, in such manner, and with such full powers and author
ities during the time of such meeting, as such Governor-General 
or President would have had in case he had been present at 
such meeting: provided always, that no act of Council made at 
any such meetin~-: shall be valid to any effect whatsoever unless 
the same shall be signed by such Governor-General or President 
respectively, if such Governor-General or President shall at the 
time be resident at the place at which such meeting shall be 
assembled, and shall not be prevented by such indisposition 
from signing the same : Provided always, that in case such 
Governor-General or President, not being so prevented as, 
aforesaid, shall decline or refuse to sign such act of Council, he, 
and the several Members of Council who shall have signed the 
same, shall mutually exchange with and communicate in 
writing to each other the grounds and reasons of their respective 
opinions, in like manner and subject to such regulations and 
ultimate responsibility as are by an Act of the thirty-third 
year of King George the Third, Chapter fifty·two, sections 
forty-seven, forty-eight, forty-nine, fifty, fifty-on~, provided and 
described in cases where such Governor-General shall, when 
present, dissent from any measure proposed or agitated in the 
Council. 
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8. It 5hall be lawful for the Governor-General from time 
to time to make rules and orders for tbe 

Power oi Governor- more convenient transaction of business 
Oeneral to make rules 
for conduct of business. in the said Council ; and any order made 

or act done in accordance with such rules 
and orders (except as hereinafter provided respecting laws 
and regnlations) shall be deemed to be the order or act of the 
Governor-General in CounciL 

<). The said (ounc.il shall from time: b time ;.;,semble at 
such place nr places <h shall be appointed 

Power to Council to by the Governor-General in Council within 
assemble at any place in 
htdia. the territories of India; and as often as the 

said Council shall assemble within either of 
the Presidencies of Fort Saint George or Bombay, the Governor 
of such Presidency shall act as an extraordinary Member of 
Council ; and as often as the said Council shall assemble within 
any other division, province, or territory having a Lieutenant

.Governor, such Lieutenant-Governor shall act as an additional 
Councillor at meetings of the Council, for the purpose of making 
laws and regulations only, in manner hereinafter provided. 

10. For the better exercise of the power of making laws 

Additional members 
to be summoned lor the 
purpose of making laws 
and regulations. 

and regulations vested in the Governor
General in Council, the Governor General 
shall nominate, in addition to the ordinary 
and extraordinary Members above men

tioned, and to such Lieutenant-Governor in the case aforesaid, 
such persons, not less than six nor more than twelve in number, 
as to him may seem expedient, to be Members of Council for 
the purpose of making laws and regulations only, and such 
persons shall not be entitled to sit or vote at any meeting of 
Council, except at meetings held for such purpose : Provided 
that not less than one-half of the per,;ons so nominated shall 
be non-official persons, that is, persons who, at the date of such 
nomination, shall not be in the civil or military service of the 
Crown in India, and that the seat in Council of any non-official 
Member accepting office under the Crown in India shall be 
vacated on such acceptance. 

I 1. Every additional Member of Council so nominated 
shall be summoned to all meetings held 

Additional members to for the purpose of making laws and regu-
"'" appoiiJted iot two l f c 
years. ations, for the term o two years 1rom the 

date of such nomination. 
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12. It shall be lawful for any such additional Member of 
Council to resign his office to the Governor

~ealgnatlon of addl· General and on acceptance of such resigna
tional members. 

tioo by the Governor. General such office 
shall become vacant. 

I 3· On the event of a vacancy occ~rrin~ by the death, 
acceptance of office, or resignation, accept

Powers to lilt up vac- ed in manner aforesaid, of any such addi
ancy In number of add!· 
tiona! memben. tiona! Member of Council, it shall be law-

ful for the Governor-General to nominate 
any person as additional Member of Council in his place, who 
shall exercise the same functions until the termination of the 
term for which the additional Member so dying, accepting office, 
or resigning, was nominated ; Provided always, that it shall not 
be lawful for him by such nomination to diminish the propor
tion of non-official additional :Members hereiubefore directed 
to be nominated. 

14. No law or regulation made by the Governor·General• 
in Council, in accordance with the provi

Law not invalid if sions of this Act shall be deemed invalid 
number ol non-ofllcial 
members Incomplete. by reason only that the proportion of non-

official additional Members hereby pro
vided was not complete at the date of its introduction to the 
Council or its enactment. 

I 5· 1 n the absence of the Governor-General and of the 

Senior ordinary mem
ber ol Council to preside 
at meetings for making 
laws etc. in absence ol 
Oovernor-Uenernl, &c. 
Quorum. 

President, nominated as aforesaid, the 
senior ordinary Member of the Council pre
sent shall preside at meetings of the Coun
cil for making laws and regulations ; and 
the power of making laws and regulations 
vested in the Governor-General in Council 

shall be exercised only at meetings of the said Council at which 
such Governor-General or President, or some ordinary Member of 
Council, and six or more Members of the said Council, (including. 
under the term 'Members of the Council' such additional Mem
bers as aforesaid) shall be present ; and in every case of differ
ence of opinion at meetings of the said Council for making laws 
and regulations, where there shall be an equality of voices, the 
Governor-General, or in his absence the President, and in the 
absence of the Governor-General and .President such senior 
ordinary Member of Council there presiding, shall b"ave two votes 
or the casting vote. · 
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16. The Governor-General in Council shall, as soon as 

Governor-General to 
appoint first meeting for 
making laws and regula· 
tions. 

conveniently may be, appoint a place and 
time tor the first meeting of the said Coun · 
cil of the Governor-Ge,,eral for making 
laws and regulations under this Act, and 

summon thereh as ~·eil the additional Councillor nominated 
hy and nnder thic; '\•::t J5 the utter :\Icn,be:r, <.>1 ;,uch Council, 
and until such fir"t meetin;,r the p;<wer~ tH•w v:-;t~·d in the said 
Governor-General of India 111 C"t:!Jci\ ,,f m«.king laws and regula
tions ~hall and may be exercised in like rn<Jnner ;,nd by the 
same Members as before the passing of this Act 

17. It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Coun

Power to appoint and 
adjourn meeting~ for 
making laws and regula· 
tlons. 

cil from time to time to appoint all other 
times and places of meeting of the Council 
for the purpose of making laws and regu
lations under the provisions of this Act, 

.and to adjourn, or from time to time to autlwri;:e such President, 
or senior ordinary Member of Council in his absence, to 
adjourn any meeting for the purpose of making laws and regu. 
lations from time to time and from place to place. 

18. It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Councit 

Oovernor-General to 
make rules for conduct 
of business at such meet• 
ings. 

to make rules for the conduct of business 
at meetings of the Council for the purpose 
of making laws and regulations under the 
provisions of this Act, prior to the first of 

such meetings; but such rules may be subsequently amended 
at meetings for the purpose of making laws and regulations, 
subject to the assent of the Governor-General ; and such rules 
shall prescribe the mode of promulgation and authentication of 
such laws and regulations : Provided always, that it '<hall be 
lawful for the Secretary of State in Council to disallow any 
such rule, and to render it of no effect. 

19. No bu~iness shall be transacted at <Hl} meeting for 
the purpose of making ];nvs and regula-

Business to be trans· · j 1 · b C "d d acted at such meetings. t10ns, except as ast 1ere111 e ore provt e , 
oth(·r tban the consideration and enact

ment of measures introduced into the Council for the purpose 
of such enactment ; and it "hall not be lawful for any Member 
or additional· Member to make or for the Council to entertain 
any motion, unless such motion be fur leave to introduce some 
measure as aforesaid into Council or have reference to some 
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measure actually introduced thereinto: Provided always, that 
it shall not be lawful for any Member or additional Member to 
introduce, without the previous sanction of the Governor-Gene
ral, any measure affecting,-

(i) The Public Debt or public revenues of India, or by 
which any charge would be imposed on stkh revenues : 

(ii) The religion or religious rights and usages of any class 
of Her Majesty's subjects in India: 

(iii) The discipline or maintenance of any part of Her 
Majesty's Military or Naval Forces : 

(iv) The relations of the Government with foreign Princes 
or States. 

20. When any law or regulation has been made by the 
Council at a meeting for the purpose of. 

Assent of Governor· making laws and regulations as aforesaid, 
General to laws made at G G ) 
such meetings. it shall be lawful for the overnor- enera , 

whether he shall or shall not have been 
present in Council at the making thereof, to declare that he 
assents to the same or that he withholds his assent from the 
same, or that he reserves the same for the signification of the 
plea·sure of Her Majesty thereon ; and no such law or regulation 
shall have validity until the Governor-General shall have 
declared his assent to the same, or until (in the case of law or 
regulation so reserved as af,)resaid) Her Majesty shall have 
signified her assent to the same to the Governor•General, 
through the Secretary of State for India in Council, and such 
assent shall have been duly proclaimed by the said Governor
General. 

2 r. Whenever any such law or regulation has been 
assented to by the Governor-General, he 

Power of tbe Crown shall transmit to the Secretary of State for 
to disallow laws made at d h d · 
suc:b meetings. In ia an aut entic copy thereof; an tt 

shall be lawful for Her Majesty to signify, 
through the Secretary of State for India in Council, her 
disallowance of such law ; and such disallowance shall make 
void and annul such law from or after the day on which the 
Governor-General shall make known, by proclan'\ation or by 
signification to his Council, that he has received the notification 
of such disallowance by Her Majesty. 
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22. The Governor-General in Council shall have power 

Elltent of tbe powers 
of tbe Oovernor·Oeneral 
in Council to make laws 
and regulations at sucb 
meetings. 

at meetings for the purpose of making 
laws and regulations as aforesaid, and 
subject to the provisions herein contained, 
to make laws and regulations for repealing, 
amending, or altering any laws or regula-

tions whatever, now in force or hereafter to be in force in the 
Indian territories now under the dominion of Her Majesty, 
and to make laws and regulations f()r all persons, whether 
British or :--;r ative, foreigners or others, and for all courts of 
justice whatever, and for all places and things whatever within 
the said territories, and for all servants of the Government of 
India within the dominions of Princes and States in alliance 
with Her Majesty; and the laws and regulations so to be made 
by the Governor-General in Council shall control and supersede 
any laws and regulations in anywise repugnant thereto which 
shall have been made prior thereto by the Governors of the 
Presidencies of Fort St. George and Bombay respectively in 

• Council, or the Governor or Lieutenant-Governor in Council of 
any Presidency or other territory for which a Council may be 
appointed, with power to make laws and regulations, under and 
by virtue of this Act : Provided always, that the said Governor· 
General in Council shall not have the power of making any 
laws or regulations which shall repeal or in any way affect any 
of the provisions of this Act : 

Or any of the provisions of the Acts of the third and 
fourth years of King William the Fourth, Chapter eighty-five, 
and of the sixteenth and seventeenth years of Her Majesty, 
Chapter ninety-five, and of the seventeenth and eighteenth years 
of Her Majesty, Chapter seventy-seven, which after the passing 
of this Act shall remain in force : 

Or any provisions of the Acts of the twenty-first and 
twenty-second years of Her Majesty, Chapter one hundred and 
six, entitled, "An Act for the Better Government of India"; or 
of the Acts of the twenty-second and twenty-third years of Her 
Majesty, Chapter forty-one, to amend the same : 

Or of any Act enabling the Secretary of State in Council 
to raise money in the United Kingdom for the Government of 
India: 

Or of t)1e Acts for punishing mutiny and desertion in Her 
Majesty's Army or in Her Majesty's Indian Forces respectively, 
but subject to the provision contained in the Act of the third 
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and fourth years of King William the Fourth, Chapter eighty
five, section seventy-three, respecting the Indian Articles of 
War: 

Or any provisions of any Act passed in this present session 
of Parliament, or hereafter to be passed, in anywise affecting 
Her Majesty's Indian territories, or the inl1abitants thereof: 

Or which may affect the authority of Parliament, or the 
constitution and rights of the East India Company, or any 
part of the unwritten laws or constttution of the United King
dom of Great Bri!ain and Ireland, whereon may depend in 
any degree the allegiance of any person to the Crown of the 
United ,Kingdom, or the sovereignty or dominion of the Crown 
over ~,rf}• part of the said territories. 

l"': 
23. Notwithstanding anything in this Act c<,ntained, it 

Oovernor-Oeneral may 
make ordlnanc~>a having 
Ioree of Caw In cas~> of 
urgent necessity. 

shall be lawful for the Governor-General, 
in_c.as,e~"qf~~!E,t:!J~e_t,JfY•. to. mah: .. ~.,-~.nd pro
mulgat~. from timeto time1 ordil')anc~~ for. 
the peace. aha good goveriunent of the 
said territories or of any part thereof, 

subject however to the restrictions contained in the last pre
ceding section ; and every such ordinance shall have like 
force of l<.tw with a law or regulation made by the Governor· 
General in Council, as by this Act provided, for the space of 
n?Ltnore. .than ~JJ;. tnonths Jr.om . Hs~PJ.<?JJHtiK~~-12Jl.\ ~~r1~~s the 
disallowance of such ordinance by Her Majesty shall be 
earlier signified to the Governor-General by the Secretary of 
State for India in Council, or unless such ordinance shall be 
controlled or superseded by some law or regulation made by 
the Governor-General in Council at a meeting for the purpose 
of making laws and regulations as by this Act provided. 

24. No law or regulation made by the Governor-General 
No law, &c. invalid in Council (subject to the power of dis

lor alfectlna- prerogative allowance by the Crown, as hereinbefore 
of Crown. 

provided), shall be deemed invalid by 
reason only tbat it affects the prerogative of the Crown. 

2 5. ''vVhereas doubts have been entertained whether 
the Governor-General of India, or the 

Law·s made for the 
non-regulation provla- Governor-General of India in Council, 
na declared valid. had the power of making rules, laws, and 
.regulations for the territories known from time to time as 
"Non-regulation Provinces," except at meetings for making 
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laws and regulations in conformity with the rrovision;; of the 
said Acts of the third and fourth years of King William th~ 
Fourth, Chapter eig-hty-five, and of the sixteenth and se,;en· 
teenth years of Her Majesty, Chapter ninety.five, and whether 
the Governor, or Governor in Council, or Lieutenant-Governor 
of any Presidency or. part of India had such power in respect 
of any such territories:" Be it enacted, that no rule, law, or 
regulation which prior to the p8.ssing of this i\ct shall have 
been made by the Govun"t·G,·nenl C(;;.ut•ut··C~eneral tn 
Council, ur by any other of the ;wthuriric"· ;<.{i;r"said, for and it: 
respect of any such nr•n·regulatif>tl l'r('vi ,,hal! be deemed 
invalid only by reason of the ~ame nut h<t\ ing been made in 
conformity with the provisions of the said Acts, or of any other 
Act of Parliament respecting the constituti"n and powers of the 
Council of India or of the Governor-General, or respecting 
the powers of such Governors, or Governors in Council, or 
Lieutenant-Governors as aforesaid. 

26. It shall be lawful for the Go\·enwr-General in Council, 
Provisions for leave or Governor in Council of either of the 

of absence to member of Presidencies as the case may be, to grant 
Council. 

to an ordinary Member of Council leave 
of absence under medical certificate, for a period nut exceeding 
six months; and such Member, during his absence shall retain 
his office, and shall, on his return and resumption of his 
duties, receive half his salary for the period of such absence; but 
if his absence shall exceed six months, his office shall be vacated. 

27. If any vacancy shall happen in the office of an 

Power of making tempo
rary appointments of 
members of ~ouncll by 
Governor-General or 
Oovernor oi a Presi
dency. 

ordinary Memher of the Council uf the 
Governor-General, or of the Council of 
either of the Presidencies, when no person 
provisionally appointed to succeed thereto 
shall be then present on the spot, then 

and on every such occasion, such vacancy shall be supplied 
by the appointment of the Governor-General in Council, or the 
Governor in Council as the case may be ; and until a successor 
shall arrive the person so nominated shall execute the office 
to which he shall have been appointed, and shall have all 
the powers thereof and shall have and be entitled to the salary 
and other emoluments and advantages appertaining to the 
said office ~uring his continuance therein, every such tem
porary Member of Council foregoing all salaries and allow
ances by him held and enjoyed at the time of his being ap-
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pointed to such office ; and if any ordinary Member of the 
Council of the Governor-General, or of the Council of either of 
the Presidencies, shall, by any infirmity, or, otherwise, be ren
dered i11capable of acting or of attending to act as such, or if 
any such Member shall be absent on leave, and if any person 
shall have been provisionally appointed !is aforesaid, then the 
place of such Member absent or unable to attend, shall be 
supplied by such person ; and if no person provisionally ap
pointed to succeed to the office shall be then on the spot, the 
Governor-General in Council, or Governor in Council, as the 
case may be, shall appoint some person to be a temporary 
Member of Council; and, until the return of the Member so 
absent or unable to attend, the person so provisionally ap
pointed by the Secretary of State in Council, or so appointed 
by the Governor-General in Council, or Governor in Council, as 
the case may be, shall execute the office to which he shall have 
been appointed, and shall have all the powers thereof, and shall 
receive half the salary of the Member of Council whose place 
he supplies, and also half the salary of his office under the • 
Government of India, or · the Government of either of the 
Presidencies, as the case may be, if he hold any such office, the 
remaining half of such last-named salary being at the disposal 
of the Government of India, or other Government as aforesaid : 
Provided a)w;.~y", that no person shall be appointed a temporary 
Member of the said Council wh~ might not have been appointed 
as hereinbefore provided to fill the vacancy supplied by such 
temporary appointment. 

/ 
28. It shall be lawful for the Governors of the Presidencies 

Oovernoro of Fort 
Saint Oeora:e and Bombay 
may make rules for the 
conduct of bualness in 
tbeir Councils. 

of Fort Saint George and Bombay, 
respectively, from time to time, to make 
rules and orders for the conduct of business 
in their Councils, and any order made or 
act done in accordance with such directions, 

(except as hereinafter provided respecting laws and regulations), 
shall be deemed to bet he order or act of the Governor in Cou>:1cil. 

29. For the better exercise of the pnwer of making laws 

Power to summon 
additional members to 
Councils of Fort Saint 
Oeorge and Bombay for 
tile purpose of makiae 
lawa and regulation•. 

and regulations hereinafter vested in the 
Governors of the said Presidencies in 
Council respectively, each of the said 
Governors shall, in addition to.the Members 
whereof his Council now by law consists, 
or may consist, termed herein ordinary 
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Members, nominate to be additional :\1embers the Advocate
General of the Presidency, or officer acting in that capacity, and 
such other persons, not less than four nor more than eight in 
number, as to him may seem expedient, to be Members of 
Council, for the purpose of making laws and regulations 
only; and such MetVbers shall not be entitled to sit or vote at 
any meeting of Council, except at meetings held for such 
purpose ; provided thC~t nn lese; than half ,,f the persons sG 
nominated sbali be non-official ,,., hereinbefore des-
cribed; and that the scat nl··official Member 
accepting office under the shall be vacated on 
such acceptance. 

30. Every additional Member of Council so nominated 
shall he summoned to all meetings held 

Additional members • th t' I · l d appointed for two years. tOr e purpose o ma <l!lg aws an 
regulations for the term of two years from 

the date of such nomination. 

31. It shall be lawful for any such additional J\iember of 
Council to resign his office to the Governor 

tion~:·,!.~':;~~~~. ol addi· of the Presidency ; and on acceptance of 
such resignation by the Governor of the 

Presidency, such office shall become vacant. 

32. On the event of a vacancy occurring by the death, 
acceptance of office, or resignation accepted 

Power to till up in manner aforesaid, of any such additional 
vacancy in tbe number • c 
ol additional members. ]\{ember of Council, it shall be lawtul tor 

the Governnr of the Presidency to summon 
any person as additional Member of Council in b'is place, who 
shall exercise the same functions until the termination of the 
term for which the additional Member so dying, accepting office, 
or resigning, was nominated : l'rovided always, that it shall not 
be lawful for him by such nomination to diminish the 
proportion of non-official Members hereinbefore directed to be 
nominated. 

33- ~ o law or regulation made by any such Governor in 

Law not invalid 
from number of non• 
official members being 
incomplete. 

Council in accordance with the provisions 
of this Act shall be deemed invalid by 
reason only that the proportion of non
official additional Members hereby estab

lished was not complete at the date of its introduction to the 
Council or its enactment. 
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34· At any meeting of the Council of either of the said 

Senior civil ordinary 
member of Council to 
preside in absence of 
Oovernor of P resiliency. 

Presidencies from which the Governor 
shall be absent, the senior civil ordinary 
Member of Council present shall preside; 
and the power of making laws and regula

tions hereby vested in such Governor in Council shall be 
exercised only at meetings of such Cnuncil at which the 
Governor or some ordinary Member of Council, and four or 
more Member~ of Council (including un.Jer the term 'Members 
of Council' such additional Members as aforesaid), shall be 
present and in any case of difference of opinion at meetin~!S of 
any such Council for making laws and regulations, where there 
shall be an equality of voices, the Governor, or in his 

1 
absence 

the senior Member then presiding shall have two votes or the 
casting vote. 

35. The Governor-General in Council shall, as soon as 
conveniently may be, appoint the time 

Oovernor-Oeneral to for the first meeting of the Councils of Fort • 
fix llrst meetlngol Coun- S · G d ' I 
ells ol Presidencies. , a lilt eorge an Bombay respective y, 

for the purpose of making laws and regula
tions under this Act ; and the Governors of the said Presiden
cies respectively shall summon to such meeting as well the 
additional Councillors appointed by and under this Act as the 
ordinary Members of the said Councils. 

36. It shall be lawful for every such Governor to appoint 
all subsequent times and places of meeting 

Governors ol Pres!- of his Council for the purpose of making 
dencles to appoint sub· I d 1 d 1 · · 
sequent naeetlngs. aws an regu ations un er t. te proviSIOns 

of this Act, and to adjourn or from time to 
time to authorize such senior ordinary Member of Council in 
his absence to adjourn any meeting for making laws and 
regulations from time to time and from place to place. 

3i· Previously to the first of such meetings of their 

Governors to make 
c-ules and orders for 
conduct of business at 
~uc:b meetillltS. 

Councils for the purpose of making laws 
and regulations under the provisions of 
this Act, the Governors of the said Presi
dencies in Council respectively shall make 

rules for the conduct of business at such meetings, subject to 
the sanction of the Governor-General in .Council; but such 
rules may be subsequently amended at meetings for•the purpose 
of making laws and regulations, subject to the assent of the 
Governor; Provided always, tbat it shall be lawful for the 
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Governor-Genera! in Council to disallow any such rule, and 
render the same of no effect. 

38. No business shail be transacted at any meeting of 
the Council of either of the s::~id Presiden-

Bueiness to be trano• · r 1 f k' J d acted at such meetings. CJes 10r t 1e purpose o rna IJ)g aws an 
.regulations (except ;1,; last herein before 

provided), other than the consideration and enactment of 
measures introduced into such Council for the purpose of such 
enactme!lt :and it shall ::ut Lc Ln\fu! fur anv Member or 
additional l\Iember to make. •Jr f,,r t!w ( nCI.l t.·; entertain, 
any motion, unless such motion :hall be for leave to introduce 
some measure ilS aforesaid int<J •lJ h;ne reference to 
some measure actually introduced thereinto· Provided always 
that it shall not be lawful for anv 1VIember or additional 
Member to introduce, without the 'previous sanction of the 
Governor, any measure affecting- the pnblic revenues of the 
Presidency, or by which any charge shall be imposed on such 
revenues. 

39· \Vhen any Jaw or regulation has been made by any 
Governors to assent such Council at a meeting for the purpose 

to laws etc. of Presiaen· of making laws and reg\! lations as afore-
cies. f f G said, it shall be law ul or the JOVernor, 
whether he shall or shall not have been present in Council at 
such meeting, to declare that he ct"sents to, or withholds his 
assent from, the same. 

40. The Governor shall transmit forthwith an authentic 

Governor-General to 
assent to laws and 
regulations of PresideD• 
cies .. 

copy of every law or regulation to which 
he shall have so declared his assent to the 
Governor-General ; and no such law or 
regulation shall have validity until the 

Governor-General shall have assented thereto, and such assent 
shall have been signified by him to and publi~hed by the Gover
nor : Provided always, that in every case where the Governor, 
General shall withhold his a'sent from any such law or regula
tion, he shall signify to the Governor in writing his reason for 
so withholding his assent. 

41. \Vhenever any such law or regulation shall have been 

Power of tile Crown 
to alsallow laws and 
regulations of Presiden· 
cies. • 

assented to by the Governor-General, he 
shall transmit to the Secretary of State 
for J ndia an authentic copy thereof ; and 
it shall be lawful for Her Majesty to signi

fy, through the Secretary of State for India in Council, her 
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disallowance of such law or regulation, and such disallowance 
shall make void and annul such law or regulation from or 
after the day on which such Governor shall make known by 
proclamation, or by signification to the Council, that he has 
received the notification of such disallowance by Her Majesty. 

42. The Governor of each of the eaid Presidencies in 

Eldent of power of 
Oovernor of Presidency 
in Council to make laws 
and regulations. 

Council shall have power, at meetings for 
the purpose of making laws and regulations 
as aforesaid, and, subject to the provisions 
herein contained, to make laws and regula

tions for the peace and good government of such Presidency, 
and for that purpose to repeal and amend any laws and regula
tions made prior to the coming into operation of this Act by 
any authority in India, so far as they affect such Presidency : 
Provided always, that such Governor in Council shall not have 
the power of making any laws or regulations which shall in 
any way affect any of tbe provisions of this Act, or of any 
other Act of Parliament in force, or hereafter to be in force, in 
such Presidency. • 

43· It shall not be lawful for the Governor in Council of 

Oovernor ol Presl· 
dency, except with sanc
tion of novernor-Oener
al, not to make or take 
Into consideration cer. 
taln laws and regula
tions. 

either of the aforesaid Presidencies, except 
with the sanction of the Governor-General, 
previously communicated to him, to make 
regulations or take into consideration any 
law or regulation for any of the purposes 
next hereinafter mentioned ; that is to say, 

1. Affecting the Public Debt of India, or the customs 
duties, or any other tax or duty now in force and imposed by 
the authority of the Government of India for the general pur
poses of such Government : 

2. Regulating any of the current coin, or the issue of any 
bills, notes, or other paper currency : 

3· Regulating the conveyance of letters by the post 
office or messages by the electric telegraph within the Presi
dency : 

4. Altering in any way the Penal Code of India, as 
established by Act of the Governor-General in Council, No. 42 
of 186o: 

5· Affecting the religion or religious rites a~d usages of 
any class of Her Majesty's subjects in India : 
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6. Affecting the discipline or maintenance of any part 
of Her Majesty's Military or Naval Forces : 

7. Regulating patents or copyright : 

8. Affecting the relations of the Government with foreign 
Princes or States : 

Provided always, that no law, or provision of any law or 
regulation which shall have been made by any such Governor 
in Council, and assented tu Hw C~r:v<c!!l•)r~(--;enera! as afore
said shall be deemed invalid only by reasor: nf its relating to 
any of the purposes comprised in the above lisL 

44· The Governor-General in Council, sn 'oon as it shall 

Oovernor·Oeneral may 
establish Councils for 
making laws and 
regulations In the Presi· 
dency of fort William in 
Bengal, &c. 

appear to him expedient, shall, by pro
clamation, extend the provisions of this 
Act touching the making of laws and 
regulation for the peace and good govern
ment of the Presidencies of Fort St. 
George and Bombay to the Bengal Division 

of the Presidency of Fort \Villiam, and shall specify in such 
proclamation the period c.t which ~uch provisions shall take 
effect, and the number of Councillors whom the Lieutenant~ 
Governor of the said division may nominate for bis assistance 
in making laws and regulations ; and it shall be further 
lawful for the Governor-General in Council, from time to time 
and in his discretion, by similar proclamation, to extend the 
same provisions to the territories known as the North~ \Vestern 
Provinces and the Punjab respectively. 

45· \Vhenever such proclamation as aforesaid shall have 
been issued regarding the said division or 

c;~:;:~:list.ution ol such territories respectively, the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor thereof shall nominate, for his assis

tance in making laws and regulations, such number of Council
lors as shall be in such proclamation specified; provided, that 
not less than one-third of such Councillors shall in every case 
be non-official persons, as hereinbefore described, and that the 
nomination of such Councillors shall be subject to the sanction 
of the Governor-General ; and provided further, that at any 
meeting of any such Council from which the Lieutenant-Gover
nor shall be absent, the Member highest in official rank among 
those who may hold office under the Crown shall preside ; and 
the power of making laws and regulations shall be exercised 
only at meetings at which the Lieutenant-Governor, or some 
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Member holding office as aforesaid, and not less than one-half 
of the Members of Council so summoned as aforesaid, shall be 
present ; and in any case of difference of opinion at any meet
ings of such Council for making laws and regulations where 
there shall be an equality of voices the Lieutenant-Governor, or 
such Member highest in official rank as aforesaid then presiding, 
shall have two votes or the casting vote. • 

46. It shall be lawful for the Governor-General, by procla

Power to constitute 
aew provinces, and ap
point Lieutenant· 
Oovernors. 

mation as aforesaid, to constitute from time 
to time new Provinces for the purposes of 
this Act, to which the like provisions shall 
be applicable ; and further to appoint from 

time to time a Lieutenant-Governor to any Province so constitut
ed as aforesaid, and from time to time to declare and limit the 
extent of the authority of such Lieutenant-Governor, in like 
manner as is provided by the Act of the seventeenth and eight
eenth years of Her Majesty, Chapter seventy-seven, respecting 
the Lieutenant-Goveruors of Bengal and the North-Western 
Provinces. 

47· It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Council. 
by such proclamation as aforesaid, to fix the 

Power to alter bOIIn• l' 't f p 'd n· . . p . clerles ot presidencies. 1m1 so any res1 ency,_ I VISIOn, rovmce, 
or Territory in India for the purpose of this 

Act, and further by proclamation to divide or alter from time to 
time the limits of any such Presidency, Division, Province, or 
Territory for the said purposes: Provided always,that any law or 
regulation made by the Governor or Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council of any Presidency, Division, Province, or Territory shall 
continue in force in any part thereof which may be severed 
therefrom by any such proclamation, until superseded by law or 
regulation of the Governor-General in Council, or of the 
Governor or Lieutenant-Governor in Council of the Presidency, 
Division, Province, or Territory to which such parts may become 
annexed. 

48. It shall be lawful for every such Lieutenant-Governor 
in Council thus constituted to make Jaws Former provisions of 

tbis. Act extended to for the peace and good government of his 
future Couocila. p · respective Division, rovmce, or Territory ; 
and except as otherwise hereinbefore specially provided, all the 
provisions in this Act contained respecting the nomination of 
additional Members for the purpose of making laws and regula
tions for the Presidencies of Fort Saint George and Bombay> 
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and limiting the power of the Governors in Council of Fort 
Saint George and Bombay for the purpose of making laws and 
regulations, and respecting the conduct of business in the meet
ings of such Councils for that purpose, and respecting the power 
of the Governor-General to declare or withhold his assent to laws 
or regulations made by the Governor in Council of Fort Saint 
George and Bombay,oand respectinp; the pnw"'r nf Her :\1djesty 
to disallow the same, shali apply to laws or regulatioJb to be su 
made by any such Lieutenai!J-(~1)\,-enwr in ( omKiL 

49· Provided alway:-, that no pwclamation to be made by 
the Governor-General in Council under the 

Previous assent of · · f h · . \ t r 1 f the Crown necessary to provtstons o t IS : C 10r t 1e purpose 0 
give validity to any sucb constitutin<.r any Council for the Presidenq· 
proclamation. b • ' 

Division, Provinces, or Territories herein-
before named, or any other Provinces, or for altering the boun
daries of any Presidency, Division, Province, or Territory, or 
constituting any new Province for the purpose of this Act, 

.shall have any force or validity until the ~anction of Her 
Majesty to the same shall have been previously signified by the 
Secretary of State in Council to the Governor-General. 

50. If any vacancy shall happen in the office of Gover

Provision lor the 
supply of the office of 
Oovernor-Oeneral in 
certain circumstances. 

nor-Generai of India when no provisional 
successor shall be in India to supply such 
vacancy, then and in every such case the 
Governor of the Presidency of Fort Saint 

George or the Governor of the Presidency of Bombay who shall 
have been first appointed to the office of Governor by Her Ma
jesty, shall hold and execute the said office of Governor-Ge
neral of India and Governor of the Presidency of Fort William 
in Bengal until a successor shall arrive, or until some person 
in India shall be duly appointed thereto , and 1:very such acting 
Governor-General shall, during the time of his continuing to 
act as such, have and exercise, all the rights and powers of 
Governor-General of India, and shall be entitled to receive 
the emoluments and advantages appertaining to the office by 
him supplied, such acting Governor-General foregoing the 
salary and allowances appertaining to the office of Governor 
to which he stands appointed ; and such office of Governor shall 
be supplied for the time during which such Governor shall 
act as Governor-General, in the manner directed in section 
sixty-three of the Act of the third and fourth years of King 
William the Fourth, Chapter eighty-five. 

14 
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'5 I. If, on such vacancy occurring, it shall appear to the 

If it appears to Oover
nor necessnry to exercise 
powers before taking 
his seat in Council, he 
may make his appoint• 
ment, &c. known by 
proclamation. 

Governor, who by virtue of this Act shall 
hold and execute the said office of Gov
ernor-General, necessary to exercise the 
powers thereof before he shall have taken 
his seat in Council, it shall be lawful for 
him to make known "by proclamation his 

appointment, and his intention to assume the said office of 
Governor-General ; and after such proclamation, and thence
forth until he shall repair to the place where the Council may 
assemble, it shall be lawful for him to exercise alone all or any 
of the powers which might be exercised by the Governor
General in Council, except the power of making laws and 
regulations; and all acts done in the exercise of the said 
powers, except as aforesaid, shall be of the same force and 
effect as if they had been done by the Governor-General in 
Council ; provided that all acts done in the said Council after 
the date of such proclamation, but before the communication 
thereof to such Council, shall be valid, subject nevertheless to. 
revocation or alteration by such Governor who shall have so 
assumed the said office of Governor-General ; and from the date 
of the vacancy occurring until such Governor shall have assumed 
the said office of Governor-General, the provisions of -;ection 
sixty-two of the Act of the third and fourth years of King 
William the Fourth, Chapter eighty-five, shall be, and the same 
are declared to be, applicable to the case. 

52. Nothing in this Act contained shall be held to 

Nothing in this Act 
shall derogate from the 
powers of the Crown or 
Secretary of State for 
India in Council. 

derogate from or interfere with (except 
as hereinbefore expressly provided) the 
rights vested in Her Majesty, or the 
powers of the Secretary of State for India 
in Council, in relation to the Government 

of Her Majesty's dominions in India, under any law in force 
at the date of the passing of this Act ; and all things which 
shall be done by Her Majesty, or by the Secretary of State as 
aforxesaid .in relation to such Government, shall have the same 
force a validity as if this Act had not been passed. 

· 3· Wherever any act or thing is by this Act required 
or authorized to be done by the Governor

c:.,~ -~- ..,_, ·-~ia General or by the Governor~ of the Pre
sidencies of Fort Saint George and Bombay 

in .. CQ.IlU~U, jt is. Aot req.ltired that such ac~ qr thing s~~uld be 
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done at a meeting for making laws and regulations, unless 
where expressly provided. 

54· Except as hereinbefore specially provided, this Act 
shall commence and come into operation 

Time wben Act sball th 1 II h b b come into operation. as soon as e same s 1a ave een pu -
Hshed by the said Governor-General in 

Council by proclamation. 

EXTRACTS FROM SIR CHARLES \Vuov·s SPEECH IN THE 
HOUSE OF COMMONS ON JUNE 6, r86r. 

In moving (June 6, 1861) for leave to bring in the East 
India Council Bill, SIR CHARLES WooD said-

"l rise to move for leave to bring in a Bill of the greatest 
possible importance to our Indian Empire. It modifies to a 
great extent the Executive Government, and -what is of still 
greater importance--it alters the means and manner of legis
lation. [ can assure the House that f never felt more respon
sibility than in venturing to submit to it a proposal of so im
portant and grave a character. It is hardly necessary for me 
to mention that the power of legislating for I so,coo,ooo of 
people, and nearly 50,ooo,ooo whose welfare it indirectly 
affects, is a matter of the gravest importance, and I am quite 
sure that to those who have ever studied India the inherent 
difficulties of the que~tion will be no less apparent. We have 
to legislate for different races, with different languages, reli
gions, manners, and customs, ranging from the bigoted Maho
medan, who considers that we have usurped his legitimate 
position as the ruler of India, to the timid Hindoo, who, 
though bowing to every conqueror, is bigotedly attached to 
his caste, his religion, his laws, and his customs, which have 
descended to him uninterruptedly for countless generations. 
But, added to that, we have English settlers in India differing 
in almost every respect from the Native population-active, 
energetic, enterprising, with all the pride of race and conquest, 
presuming on their superior powers, and looking down in many 
respects and I am afraid violating in others, the feelings and 
prejudices of the Native population with whom, nevertheless, 
they must be subject to laws passed by the Legisiative body 
in India. 
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I have always thought that the gravest question in 
modern times is the· relation between civilized and less civilized 
nations, or between civilized portions and less civilized portions of 
nations, when they came in contact. The difficulty is seen in 
America, in Africa, in New Zealand, but nowhere in the widely 
extended dominion, of Her Majesty .has it reached such 
a magnitude as in India. Aud in this particular case the 
difficulty is aggravated by the circumstance that the English, 
who form a portion of those who are to be subjected to this 
legislation, are not a permanent body. They go there 
for a time. Officials, when their term of service has expired, 
and persons engaged in commercial or agricultural pursuits, 
when they have made a fortune, return to this country, and 
though the English element in India is permanent as beluning 
to a nation, it is most transitory when we come to consider 
the individuals who compose it. Such are the circumstances 
under which we are to le~islate, anci I regret to say that the 
recent mutiny has aggravated these difficulties. The unlimited 
confidence which a few years ago was felt by the EuropearT 
population in the Natives of India has given way to feelings 
of distrust. Formerly there was, at all events, no feeling of 
antagonism between the higher portion of official persons and 
the great mass of the population. The latter looked up to the 
Government as to a protector, and if any feeling of antagonism 
or jealousy existed, it existed only between them and those 
members of the service or the English settlers who were brought 
into antagonistic contact with them. When I heard some time 
ago that the feeling of antagonism was extending itself lower 
among the Natives and higher among the officers I deeply 
regretted it, as the most alarming symptom of altered circums
tances, which must obviously tend to increase the dangers of 
our position. I do not wish to dwell on this matter, but it 
would be folly to shut our eyes to the increasing difficulties 
of our position in India, and it is an additional reason why we 
should make the earliest endeavour to put all our illstitutions 
on the soundest possible foundations. 

It is notoriously difficult for any European to make 
himself intimately acquainted with either the feelings or 
opinions of the Native population, and I was struck the 
other day by a passage in a letter from one of the oldest 
Indian servants, SIR MARK CUBBON, whose death we have 
had recently to regret. He had been in the service for 
sixty years ; he had administered the affairs of Mysore for 
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nearly thirty years ; he had been living in the most intimate 
intercourse with the Natives, possessing their love and con
fidence to an extent seldom obtained by an English officer, 
and yet he said "that he was astonished that he had never 
been able to acquire a sufficient acquaintance with the opinions 
and feelings of the !'\ atives with whom he was in daily commui 
cation." • 

Many of the g-reatest mistal-e,; i11to which we ha\e 
been led have arisen from the circumstance that we have been, 
not unnaturally, perhaps, for arranging everything according 
to English ideas. In Bengal we converted the collectors of 
taxes into the permanent landowners of the country, and left 
the ryots to their mercy. In Madras, SIR THOMAS MUNRO, 
from the most benevolent motives, and to avoid the evils of 
the Bengal settlement, introduced the ryotwary system. It 
is now asserted that a more impoverished population than that 
of Madras does not exist. \Vhen I was at the Board of Control, 
-it was said that the system of the North- \Vestern provinces 
was perfect. In consequence of that opinion it was introduced 
into the newly-acquired province of Oudh. \Ve fancied that 
we were benefiting the population, and relieving them from 
the oppression oftheir chiefs, but in the rebellion the ryots of 
Oudh took part against us and joined their chiefs in the 
rebellion. Subsequent to the rebellion the Indian Govern
ment, profiting by the circumstance, reverted to the old system 
in Oudh, and happily with the greatest success ; and recently 
at an interview between LORD CAN~ING and the Talookdars 
they expressed their gratification at the restoration of 
the former system, and the Go\·ernor-General justly con
gratulated them on the fact that tranquillity prevailed in 
a district which had been so frequently the scene of violence 
and outrage, and that in the most newly acquired of 
Her Majesty's Indian dominions confidence existed which 
was not surpassed in the oldest settlements. 

The House car. hardly be aware of the extraordinary and 
inherent difficulties in devising a system applicable to the whole 
of India. It behoves us to be most careful, as a rash step mar 
lead to most dangerous consequences. ft is easy to go forward. 
It is difficult to go back, and I confess l am dispossed to err on 
the side of caution and to profit by the warning of one of the 
ablest Indian officers, MOUNTSTUART ELPIIINSTONE, who said, 
"Legislation for India should be well considered, gradual, and 
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slow." The measure which I propose to introduce will effect 
some changes in the executive Government of India. About two
years ago the Government thought it right to send to India a 
distinguished Member of this House, MR. WILSON, in order to
aid in putting the finances of that country in a m::~re satisfactory 
condition. As far as I can learn, the chang~s which MR. WILSON 
had the opportunity of inaugurating, and which have to a con
siderable extent been carried out, have gone a great way to 
convince the authorities of India of the mistaken way in which 
they were proceeding, and to lay the foundation of a sounder 
system of finance. Judging from the accounts which! we have 
received by the last mail, I believe that a change has come over 
the financial affairs of India, and that we may look forward to a 
more satisfactory state of things than has prevailed for many 
years. 

There can be no doubt that the Council of the Governor
General has suffered serious inconvenience from the absence 
of any Member thoroughly acquainted with the laws and• 
principles of jurisprudence; and LORD CANNING, in one of his 
despatches, points out how desirable it is that a gentleman 
of the legal profession, a jmist rather than a technical lawyer, 
should be added to the Council. I propose, therefore, to take 
powers to send out an additional Member of Council. Although 
it is not so specified, it is intended that he should be a lawyer, 
and I must endeavour to find a man of high character and 
attainments, competent to assist the Governor-General and 
his Council in framing laws. 

The main change proposed is,· however, in the mode in 
which laws and regulations are enacted. The history of 
legislative power in India is very short. In 1773 the Governor
General in Council was empowered to make regulations 
for the Government of India, and in 1793 those regulations 
were collected into a code by LORD CoRNWALLIS. Similar 
regulations were applied in 1799 and 1801 to Madras and 
Bombay, and in 1803 they were extended to the North
West Provinces. The territory of Delhi, however, which was 
nominally under the sovereignty of the Great Mogul, was 
administered by officers of the Government of India, and with 
such good effect that in 1815, when LORD HASTINGS acquired 
certain provinces, he determined that they should ·be adminis
tered in the same way by Commissioners appointed by the 
Government. The same system has been applied to the Punjab. 
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Sind, Pegu, and the various acquisitions made in India since 
that date. The laws and regulations under which they are 
administered are framed either by the Governor-General in 
Council or by the Lieutenant-Governors or Commissioners, 
as the case may be, and approved by the Governor-General. 
This difficult mode of passing ordinances fur the two classes 
of Provinces, constitutes the distinction between the regulation 
and the non-regulation Province-;, the former being those subject 
to the old regulations, and the latter those which are adminis
tered in the somewhat irregular manner which, as I have stated, 
commenced in ISIS. There is much d1fference of opinion as to 
the legality of the regulations adopted under the latter system, 
and Sir BARNES PEACOCK has declared that they are illegal 
unless passed by the Legislative Council. The Act of 1833 
added to the Council of the Governor-Gener;.d a Member whose 
presence was necessary for the passing of all legislative mea
sures, and put the whole of the then territory of India under that 
body, at the same time withdrawing from Madras and Bombay 

·the power of making regulations. In that way the whole legis
lative power and authority of India were centralized in the 
Governor-General and Council, with this additional Member. 
So matters stood in 1853, but great complaints had emanated 
from other parts of India of the centralization of power at 
Calcutta. The practice was theG introduced of placing in the 
Governor-General's Council Members from different parts of 
India. The tenour of the evidence given before the Committee 
of 1852-53 was to point out that the Executive Council alone, 
even with the assistance of the lt"gislative Member, was incom
petent to perform the increased duties which were created by the 
extension of territory. MR M'cLEOD, a distinguished Member 
of the Civil Service of India. and who had acted at Calcutta as 
one of the Law Commissio1~ers, gave the following evidence 
before the Committee :-

"The Governor-General with four :'llemhers of Council, however highly 
qualified those individuals may be, is not altogether a competent Legislature 
for the great empire which we have m India. It seems to me very desirable 
that, in the Legislative Government of India, there should be one or more 
persons having lor al knowledge and experience of the minor !'residencies ; 
that is entirely wanting in the Legislative Government as at present consti
tuted. It appears to me that this is one considerable and manifest defect. 
The Governor-General and Council have not sufficient leisure and previous 
knowledge to conduct, in addition to their executive and administrative 
functions, the whole duties of legislation for the Indian empire. It seems 
to me that it would be advisable to enlarge the Legislative Council and 
have representatives of the minor Presidencies in it, without enlarging the 
Executive Council, or in any way altering its present constitution." 
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MR. HILL, another eminent Civil Servant, said-
"The mode of carrying out improvements must be by strengthening 

the hands of the Legislature • • • * . It would be a great improve
ment if, after the preparation of Laws by the Executive Government and 
its officers, when the Legislature met, they had the addition to their number 
of the Chief Justice and perhaps another Judge of the Supreme Court, one 
or two Judges of the Sudder Court, and the A<:Wocate-General, or some 
other competent persons-so that there should be a more numerous 
deliberative body.'' 

I quote these two opinions only, because they are so clearly 
and concisely expressed. In consequence of the general evidence 
to that effect, I proposed, in 1853, a measure adding to the 
Council of the Governor-General, when sitting to make laws 
and regulations, Members from the different Provinces of India, 
together with the Chief Justice and another Judge of the Supreme 
Court of Bengal. My intention was, in accordance with the 
opinions I have cited, to give to the Council the assistance of 
local knowledge and legal experience in framing laws. The 
Council, however, quite contrary to my intention, has become a. 
sort of debating society, or petty Parliament. My own view of 
its duties is expressed in a letter I wrote to LORD DALHOUSIE 
in 1853, in which I said-

"1 expect the non-official Members of your enlarged Legislative 
Council to be constantly employed as a Committee of Council in working 
at Calcutta, on the revision of your laws and regulations." 

It was certainly a great mistake that a body of twelve 
Members should have been established with all the forms and 
functions of a Parliament. They have standing orders nearly 
as numeruus as we have; and their effect has been, as LoRD 
CANNING stated in one of his despatches; to impede business, 
cause delay, and to induce a Council, which ought to be regard
ed as a body for doing practical work, to assume the debating 
functions of a Parliament. In a letter which is among the 
papers upon the Table of the House, MR. GRANT bears testi
mony to the success which has attended their labours in framing 
laws ; and I will quote the words of another able Indian Civil 
Servant to the same effect. He says-

"If it be assumed that the enlargement of the Council by the addition 
of two Judges of the Supreme Court and four Councillors of the different 
Presidencies of India was designed only as a means of improving the 
legislation of the country, the measure must be regarded as a complete 
snrress. The Council has effected all that could be expected, and may 
with just pride point to the statutes of the last seven years as a triumpb.ant 
proof that the intention of Parliament has been fulfilled." 
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I think that is a very satisfactory proof that as far as mr 
intentions-and what T believe were the intentions of the Legis
lature of this country-are concerned, the objects of the change 
in the position of the Governor-General's Council, when sitting 
for legislative purposes, have been mo.;;t completely fulfilled. I 
do not wish to say ainthil1g ctgainsr a body, the constitution of 
which l am about to alter, but r think that the general opinion, 
both in India and England, condemned the action of the Council 
when it attempted to discharge functions other than those which 
I have mentioned- when it constituted itself a body for the 
redress of grievances, and engaged in discussions which led to no 
practical result. So much has this struck those most competent 
to form an opinion, that I find that the first Vice, President. 
SIR LAURENCE PEEL, expresses a very decided opinion 
against it, and says of the Council in a .~hort memorandum-

"It has no jurisdiction in the nature of that of a grand inquest of the 
nation. Its functions are purely legislative, and are limited even in that 
i'espect. It is not an Anglo-Indian House of Commons for the redress o~· 

• grievances, to refuse supplies, and so forth." 

These obvious objections were pointed out to me by the 
Government of India last year, and it was my intention to have 
introduced a measure upon the subject in the course of that 
Session. I felt, however, so much difficulty in deciding in what 
shape the measure should be framed, that I deferred its proposal 
until the present year; and LoRn CANNING, who was verr 
anxious that such a measure should be passed, consented to 
defer his departure from India in order that he, with bis great 
experience of that country, might introduce the change. The 
present constitution of the Council for legislative purposes having 
failed, we have naturally to consider \rhat should be substituted, 
and in doing so we must ad\·ert to the two extreme notions with 
regard to legislation which prevail in India. The notion of 
legislation which is entertained by a 1'\ ative is that of a chief or 
Sovereign, who makes what laws he pleases. lIe has little or no 
idea of any distinction bet ween the executive and legislative 
functions of Government. A Native Chief will assemble his 
nobles around him in the Durbar, where they freely and frankly 
express their opinion ; but having informed himself by their 
communications, he determines by his own will what shall be 
done. Among the various proposals which have been made for 
the Government of India is one that the power of legislation 
should rest entirely on the Executive, but that there should be 
a consultative body ; that is, that the Governor-General should 
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assemble, from time to time, a considerable number of persons, 
whose opinions he should hear, but by whose:opinions he should 
not be bound ; and that he should himself consider and decide 
what measures should be adopted. In the last Session of Parlia
ment LoRD ELLENBOROUGII developed a scheme approaching 
this in character in the House of Lords ; .but Hon. Gentlemen 
will see, in the despatches which have been laid upon the Table, 
that both LORD CANNING considers this impossible, and all the 
Members of his Government, as well as the Members of the 
Indian Council, concur in the opinion that, in the present state 
of feeling in India, it is quite impossibe to revert to a state of 
things in which the Executive Government alone legislated for 
the country. The opposite extreme is the desire which is nat
ural to Englishmen wherever they be-that they should have 
a representative body to make the laws by which they are to be 
governed. I am sure, however, that everyone who considers the 
condition of India will see that it is utterly impossible to consti
tute such a body in that country. You cannot possibly assem
ble at any one place in India persons who shall be the real re-" 
presentatives of the various classes of the Native population of 
that empire. It is quite true that when you diminish the area 
over which legislation is to extend you diminish the difficulty 
of such a plan. In Ceylon, which is not more extensive than 
a large collect orate in India, you have a legislative body 
consisting partly of Englishmen and partly of Natives, and I 
do not know thr~t thr~t Government has worked unsuccessfully ; 
but with the extended area with which we have to deal in 
India, it would be physically impossible to constitute such a 
body. The Natives who are resident in the towns no more 
represent the resident Native population than a highly educated 
native of London at the present day, represents a highland 
chieftain or a feudal baron of half a dozen centuries ago. To 
talk of a Native representation is, therefore, to talk of that 
which is simply and utterly impossible. Then comes the 
question to what extent we can have a representation of the 
English settlers in India. No doubt, it would not be difficult 
to obtain a representation of their interests, but I must say that 
of all governing or legislative bodies, none is so dangerous or 
so mischievous as one which represents a dominant race ruling 
over an extended Native population. All experience teaches 
us that where a dominant race rules another, the mildest form 
of government is a despotism. It was so in th!'! case of the 
democratic republics of Greece, and the more aristocratic or 
autocratic sway of Rome ; and it has been so, I believe, at 
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all times and among all nations in every part of the world. 
The other day I found in MR. :MILL's book upon Representative 
Governmetzt, a passage which I will read-not because I go its 
entire length, but because it expresses in strong terms what I 
believe is in the main correct. MR. MILL says-

{o~ow, if there bt! a. l-91~-t to ;vh:',l; .-:.:! ex.per;enre: t~stifics. lt ;s that when 
'' ·~ountry holds another in sahjection, the 'nrlividuals of ttJe rulmg people 
who resort to the foreign • .. ountr:-· tel make ~heir fr•rtnnes are, of all others, 
:hose who most need to be held under powerful restraint. They are always 
one of the c.hief difficulties of the C<•vernment i\rme<l with the prestige 
and filled with the scornful overbearingness of the conquering nation, they 
have the feelings inspired \,y absolute power without its sense of responsibi· 
lity." 

1 cannot, therefore, consent to create a powerful body of 
such a character. It must be remembered, also, that the 
Natives do not distinguish very clearly between the acts of the 
Government itself and the acts of those who apparently 
constitute it, namely, the Members of the Legislative Council ; 

• and in one of LORD CANNlNt;'s despatches he points out the 
mischiefs which have on that account arisen from publicity. 
He says that, so far as the English settlers are concerned, 
publicity is advantageuus ; but that if publicity is to continue, 
care must be taken to prevent the Natives confounding the 
measures which are adopted with injudicious speeches which 
may be made in the Legislative Council. I feel it, therefore, 
necessary to strengthen the hands of the Government, so as to 
enable them not only by veto to prevent the passing of 
a Jaw, but to prevent the introduction of any Bill which they 
think calculated to excite the minds of the ~ative population, 
repeating the caution which I have before given, I say it 
behoves us to be cautious and careful in our legislation. I have 
seen a measure which I myself introduced in 1853, with one 
view, changed by the mode in which it was carried into execu
tion so as to give it an operation tot;.dly different from that 
which I intended. The mischiefs resulting from that change 
have been great ; and I am, therefore, anxious that in any 
measure which I may propose, and which the House, l hope, 
will adopt, we should take care, as far as possible, to avoid the 
likelihood of misconstruction or misapplication by the Govern
ment of India. It is easy at any future time to go further, but 
it is difficult to draw back from what we have once agreed to. 

The des'patches of LORD CAN l'H NG contain pretty full details 
of the scheme which he would recommend. Those despatches 
have been long under the consideration of the Council of India, 
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and with their concurrence I have framed a measure which 
embodies the leading suggestions of LORD CANNING. I propose 
that when the Governor-General's Council meets for the purpose 
of making laws and regulations, the Governor-General should 
summon, in addition to the ordinary Members of the Council. 
not less than six nor more than twelve additional Members, of 
whom one-half at least shall not hold office· under Government. 
These additional Members may be either Europeans, persons 
of European extraction, or Natives. LoRD CANNING strongly 
recommends that the Council should hold its meetings in 
different parts of India, for the purpose of obtaining at times 
the assistance of those Native Chiefs and noblemen whose 
attendance at Calcutta would be impossible, or irksome to 
themselves. I do not propose that the judges e.x-oificio shall 
have seats in the Legislature ; but I do not preclude the 
Governor-General from summoning one of their number if he 
chooses. They were useful members of a body meeting as a 
committee for the purpose of discussing and framing laws, but 
I think it is inexpedient and incompatible with their functions • 
that they should belong to a body partaking in any degree of 
a popular character. I propose that the persons nominated 
should attend all meetings held within a year. If you compel 
their attendance for a longer period you render it very unlikely 
that any Natives except those resident upon the spot will 
attend the meetings of the Council. This also is recommended 
by LORD CANNING. Hon. Gentlemen will have noticed the 
great success which has attended the association with us of 
the Talookdars of Oudh and of the Sirdars in the Punjab in the 
duties of administering the revenue, and LORD CANNING has 
borne testimony to the admirable manner in which they have 
performed their duties. I believe greater advantages will result 
from admitting the Native Chiefs to co-operate with us for 
legislative purposes ; they will no longer feel, as they have 
hitherto done, that they are excluded from the management 
of affairs in their own country, and nothing, I am persuaded, 
will tend more to conciliate to our rule the minds of Natives 
of high rank. I have no intention of doing anything to make 
this Council a debating society. I wish, to quote an expression of 
SIR LAURENCE PEEL, to render them a body for making laws. 
The Council of the Governor-General, with these additiC"nal 
Members, will have power to pass laws and regulations affect
ing the whole of India and will have a supreme and- concurrent 
power with the minor legislative bodies which I propose to 
establish in the Presidencies and in other parts of India. I 
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come now to the power of making laws which I propose to 
give the Governors and Councils of the other Presidencies. 
LORD CANNING strongly feels that, although great benefits have 
resulted from the introduction of Members into his Council 
who possess a knowledge of localities-the interests of which 
differ widely in different part.: of the country-the change has 
not been sufficient, • in the first pli-!ce, tu owTcomr the feelinr: 
which the other Presidencies ,:ntenain being uverridden, 
as they call it, by the Bengal CounciL ur, ·m the utber ham!, 
to overcome the disadvantages of having a U<)dy legislating for 
these Presidencies without acquaintance with local wants and 
necessities. This must obviously be possessed to a much greater 
extent by those residing on and nearer the spot. A.nd: there
fore, 1 propose to restore, I may say, to the Presidencies of 
Madras and Bombay the power of passing laws and enactments 
on local subjects within their own territories, . .md that the 
Governor of the Presidency, in the same manner as a 
Governor-General, when his Council meets to make laws, 

• shall summon a certain number of additional }.Iembers, to be, 
a.s before, either Ellropean or :.'\T<ttive, and one-half of whom 
at least shall not be office-holders. It is obviously necessary 
that these bodies should not be empowered to legislate on 
subjects which I may call of Indian rather than of local 
importance. The Indian debt, the Customs of the country, 
the Army of India, and other matters, into the details of which 
it is not necessary that I should enter, belong to a class of sub
jects which the local Legislatures will be prohibited from entering 
upon without the sanction of the Govemor-General. I propose 
that Councils rather differently constituted should be established 
at Bengal, and, if the Governor-General thinks right, as he 
obviously does from his despatches, that he shall be empowered 
hereafter-but not without the sanction of the Secretary of State 
-to create a Council for the North- West Provinces, or the Punjab 
or any other part of India, which he may think desirable. 
It has been represented that the province of Pegu might per
haps, be constituted into a separate Government with a Council. 
I somewhat doubt whether it is at present ripe for such a 
change ; but when it has acquired sufficient importance, no 
doubt the district will be better administered in that way than 
it is at present. By this means, while we shall attain a general 
uniformity of legislation, with a sufficient diversity for the 
differences· of each part of India, we shall, I hope, adapt the 
system to the wants of particular localities. It is quite clear 
that the public works may be better dealt with by local bodies 
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than by a central authority ; but as each district might be 
.disposed ta repudiate liability to maintain its share of the 
army, on the ground that it would not be first exposed to 
danger, and as it is highly desirable that the distribution of 
troops should be in the hands of the central authority, I think 
that the army, among others, is a subject which should be left 
to the general Council. The Bill also • gives power to the 
Governor-General in cases of emergency to pass an ordinance 
having the force of law for a limited period. Questions might 
arise about the Arms Act, or the Press, as to which it would be 
very injudicious that delay should occur ; and we, therefore, 
propose to empower the Governor-General on his own authority 
to pass an ordinance having the force of law, to continue for 
a period of six months, unless disallowed by the Secretary of 
State or superseded by an Act of the Legislature. I believe 
I have now gone through the main provisions of the Bill. They• 
have been carefully considered by the Members of the Indian 
Council, men drawn from every part of India, of every profes
sion, and with the most varied experience. The measure has • 
been prepared with their entire concurrence, and it has the 
approval of most of the persons with whom I have conversed 
on the subject. All I can say i~ that every precaution has been 
taken in the framing of the Bill to make it effectual for the 
accomplishment of the object which it is designed to achieve. 
Every one has been consulted whose opinion, I thought, ought to 
be taken. It has been carefully considered by the Government 
in India and the Government at home. I venture, therefore, to 
submit it to the House in the hope that, with such Amendments 
as may be made in it in its progress through Parliament, it may 
tend to the happiness of India and the prosperity of the 
Queen's subjects in that portion of Her Majesty's dominions. 

II. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT. 1869. 

(32 & 33 Viet., Cb. 98.) 

AN ACT TO DEFINE THE POWERS OF THE GOVERNOR
GENERAL OF INDIA IN COUNCIL AT MEETINGS FOR MAKING 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES. 

(11th August, 1869.) 
Whereas doubts have arisen as to the extent of power of 

the Governor-General of India in Council to make la\vs binding 
upon native Indian subjects beyond the Indian territories under 
the dominion of Her Majesty ; 
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And whereas it is expedient that better provision should 
be made in other respects for the exercise of the power of the 
Governor-General in Council : 

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons in this present Parliament assembled, 
and bv the authoritv •of the c;ame. ih f·l!ows 

I~ From and ~fter the passing of this Act, the Governor

Power to make laws 
for native Indian subjects 
beyond the Indian terri
tories. 

General of India in Council shall have 
power at medings for· the purpose of mak 
ing laws and regulations to make laws and 
regulations for all persons being native 

Indian subjects of Her Majesty, Her heirs and successors, 
without and beyond, as well as within the Indian territories 
under the dominion of Her Majesty. 

2. No law heretofore passed by the Governor-General of 
India, or by the Governors of Madras and 

vall~~rmer laws to be Bombay, repectively in Council, shall be 
deemed to be invalicl solely by reason of it~ 

having reference to native subjects of Her Majesty not within 
the Indian territories under the dominion of Her Majesty. 

3· N otwitbstanding anything in the Indian Councils Act 
or in any other Act of Parliament contain-. Power to repeal or -

amend certain sections ed, any law or regulation, which shall here-
of 3 and 4, Will. 4• c. Ss. f d b 1 G G 1 · a ter be rna e y t 1e · uvernor- enera 111 

Council in manner in the said Indian Councils Act provided, 
shall not be invalid by reason only that it may repeal or affect 
any of the provisions of the said Act of the third and fourth 
years of King VVilliam the Fourth, Chapter eighty-five, contain
ed in sections eighty-one, eighty-two, eighty-three, eighty-four, 
eighty-five and eighty-six of the said Act. 

HI. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT. 1870. 

(33 Viet., Ch. 3.) 

AN ACT TO MAKE TlETTER PROVISION FOR MAKING LAWS 
AND REGULATIONS FOR CERTAIN PARTS OF INVIA, AND FOR 
CERTAIN OTHER PURPOSES RELATING THERETO. 

(25th March, r87o.) 

Wherea,s it is expedient that provision should be made to 
enable the Governor-General of India in Council to make regu
lations for the peace and good government of certain territories 
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in India otherwise than at meetings for the purpose of making 
laws and regulations held under the provisions of the Indian 
Councils Act, I 861, and also for certain other purposes connect
ed with the Government of India : 

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty• 
by and with the advice and consent of t~e Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, 
and by the authority of the same, as follows : 

I. Every Governor of a Presidency in Council, Lieutenant

Power to Executive 
Government of Brltlsb 
India to make regula
tions for certain parts 
thereof. 

Governor, or Chief Commissioner, whether 
the Governorship, or Lieutenant·Governor
ship, or Chief Commissionership, be now 
in existence or may hereafter be estab
lished, shall have power to propose to the 

Governor-General in Council drafts of any regulations, together 
with the reasons for proposing the same, for the peace and 
good government of any part or parts of the territories under his 
government or administration to which the Secretary of State 
for India shall from time to time by resolution in Councit 
declare the provisions of this section to be applicable from any 
date to be fixed in such resolution. 

And the Governor-General in Council shall take such drafts 
and reasons into consideration ; and when any such draft 
shall have been approved of by the Governor-General in Coun
cil, and shall have received the Governor-General's assent, it 
shall be published in the "Gazette of India" and in the local 
"Gazette" and shall thereupon have like force of law and be 
subject to the like disallowances as if it had been made by the 
Governor-General of India in Council at a meeting for the pur
pose of making laws and regulations. 

The Secretary of State for India in Council may, from time 
to time, withdraw such power from any Governor, Lieutenant
Governor, or Chief Commissioner, on whom it has been con
ferred, and may from time to time, restore the same as he shall 
think fit. 

2. The Governor-General shall transmit to the Secretary 

Copies of regulations 
to be sent to Secretary 
of State. Subsequent 
enactments to control 
regulations. 

of State for India in Council an authentic 
copy of every regulation which shall have 
been made under the provision of this 
Act ; and all laws or regulations hereafter 
made by the Governor-General ·of India in 

Council, whether at a meeting for the purpose of making laws 
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and regulations, or under the said provisions, shall control and 
.supersede any regulation in anywise repugnant thereto which 
shall have been made under the same provisions. 

3· Whenever the Governor-General in Council shall hold 

Lieutenant-Governors 
etc., to be members ex· 
officio of the Governor• 
Oeneral's Council for 
making laws and regula· 
tions. 

a meeting for the purpose of making laws 
and regulations at any place within the 
l.imits of any territories now or hereafter 
placed under thf' admini,:trati<m of a Lieu
tenant-Governor •)r a r'hief Commissioner, 

the Lieutenant-Governor or ('bief Cnmmissioner respectively 
shall be ex-otftcio an Additional ~fember of thr: c:ouncil of the 
Governor-General for that purpose, in excess (if necessary) of 
the maximum number of twelve specified by the said Act. 

4· Section forty-nine of the Act of the third and 
Fourth years of King William the 

Sec. 49· of 3 and 4 F~ h Ch t ' l t fi · } b Will. 4 , c. s5 repealed. ourt , - ap er e1g 1 y- ve, IS 1ere y 
repealed. 

5· \Vhenever any measure shall be proposed beiore the 

Procedure in case of 
difference between the 
Governor-General and 
tbe majority of his Coun· 
clJ. 

Governor-General of India in Council 
whereby the safety, tranquillity, or interests 
of the British possessions in India, or any 
part thereof are or may be, in the judgment 
of the said Governor-General, essentially 

affected, and he shall be of opinion either that the measure pro
posed ought to be adopted and carried into execution, or that it • 
ought to be suspended or rejected, and the majority in Council 
then present shall dissent from such opinion, the Governor-Gen
eral may, on his own authority and responsibility, suspend or 
reject the measure in part or in whole, or adopt and carry it 
into execution, but in every such case any two Members of the 
dissentient majority may require that the said suspension, rejec
tion, or adoption, as well as the f;;ct of their dissent, shall be 
notified to the Secretary of State for India, and such notification 
shall be accompanied by copies of the minutes (if any) which the 
Members of the Council shall have recorded on the subject. 

6. Whereas it is expedient that additional facilities should 

Power to appoint 
natives of India to 
certain offices without 
certificate from the Civil 
Service Commissioners. 

be given for the employment of ~atives of 
India, of proved merit and ability, in the 
Civil Service of Her Majesty in India : 
Be it enacted, that nothing- in the "Act for 
the Government of India,'' twenty-one 

and twenty-two 

15 
Victoria, Chapter one hundred and six, or in 
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the "Act to confirm certain appointments in India, and to 
amend the law concerning the Civil Service there," t.wenty
four and twenty-five Victoria, Chapter fifty-four, or m any 
other Act of Parliament or other law now in force in India, 
shall restrain the authorities in India by whom appointments 
are or may be made to offices, places, and employments in, 
the Civil Service of Her Majesty in India {rom appointing any 
Native of India to any such office, place, or employment, 
<Jlthough such Native shall not have been admitted to the said 
Civil Service of India in manner in section thirty-two of the 
first-mentioned i\ct provided, but subject to such rules as may 
be from time to time prescribed by the Governor-General in 
Council and sanctioned by the Secretary of State in Council, 
with the concurrence of a majority of Members present ; and 
that for the purpose of this Act the words "Natives of India" 
shall include any person born and domiciled within the domi
nions of Her Maj(-sty in India, nf parents habitually resident in 
India, and not establi~hed there for temporary purposes only; 
and that it shall be lawful fur the Governor-General in Council 
to define and limit from time to time the qualification of• 
'Natives of India' thus expressed; provided that every resolution 
made by him for such purpose shall be subject to the sanction of 
the Secretary of State in Cuuncil, and shall not have force until 
it has been laid for thirty Jays befure both Houses of Parliament. 

IV. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1871. 

(34 & 35 Viet., Cb. 34.) 

Al'i ACT TO EXTEND IN CERTAIN I:ESPECTS TilE POWER 
OF LOCAL LEGISLATURES IN INDIA AS REGARDS EUROPEAN 
DRITISli SUllJ ECTS, 

(29th June, 1871.) 

\Vhereas it is expedient that the power of making laws 
and regulations conferred on Governors of Presidencies in India 
in Council by tbe Indian Councils Act, 24 & 25 Viet., Ch. 67, 
sec. 42 should in certain respects be extended : 

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent -Majesty etc. 
* *' as follows :-
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r. ~o law or 

Power to Local Legis· 
~atures to confer juris,. 
diction over ~European 
british subjects to 
Magistrates in certain 
·:ases. 

rcgulatiun heretofore made or hereafter 
to be made by any Governor or Jjeutenant · 
Governor in Council in India in manner 
prescribed by the aforesatd Act shall be 
invalid unly try the reaso11 that it confers 
on ;'\J agist rate', being Justices uf i:lw 
Peact>, the ~ame \Jri-;dkti<ll\ nw:r Europe;.;.n 

liritish subject.:; as "nch ( ~ry;,:':~rnnr 

·:}nferred r)r cunid ht\\' ;!lh" 
r;xcrci~e uf auth' <_-\'Ci \ 

2. \Vhen evidence has been L:l\·en m ;wr proceedir;g 

Committal of deien• 
dant (being an EuropPan 
British subject), to the 
11igb Court. (Indian Act 
No. XXV ot <S61. s. 
226.) 

un0.er thl~-~ ... \ct h<f;;: ~\Lv~istratel beinP~ 
' \ ,;, '·--

a T usticf' oft hr· Pe<Lcc, ,.,.11!, il to oe 
su-fficieut f,)r the :\ i.\Ht t ~~~ accused 
perso11, l;eing a Fur"p(>cn }\rit ~uhjecr 
of a11 ofi(~tKe f:,r which, ii a :'\atin~. he 
\Fould under cxisti lan-" b,~~ tria}-,le e::r;ch;--

;,":ively before the Court of s(~~Si(lll, or i!l t nf 
the Magistrate is une which Oilf~ht L> be trit:d 
Court, the accused person, if ~ur:l; E1: ik<ili 

shall be sent for tri,tl by the '\Lt;::,trak bcL•rc 
Court. 

3· And wherea~ hr an ;\ct pa~scd hy the G,wcrnor
General of India in Cm;;lcil, Indian Act, 

laf.:'r~:rt~o ':~lndLe~~d No. XXII of r8JO, it i.s provided that 
repeal certain taws. certain Act~ lwretofor-.: pa•.;-;ed by the 

Go\·ernors of l\Ltdrac; <l!Hl Bombay rc,
pectively in Council, and by the Lieuteitant-Govemor of Henr,;a! 
in Council, sball, so far as rc;_;ards the liability of European 
Hritisb subjects to be convicted and !HIIlished thereunder, be 
a.nd be deemed to he a·-; valid a~ i i they had blcC!l p:.v-:sed 
by the Governor-General of fndia in (:C,tulci! at ;( meeting 
fur the purpose of making la\\"s and rq:;ul;ttilms: Be it further 
enacted, that the said Gcn.·ernors and L!,~utcnant-Govccruut~ 
in Council respectilielr shall ha\·e prJ\vcr to rel'eal and 
<~.mend any of the :~aid :\cts so decldrcd ya]id, by ;\cts to 
be passed under the provisions of the Indian Councils 
f\ct. 
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V. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1892. 

(55 and 56, Viet., Ch. 14.) 

A. 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE INDIAN COU
0

NCILS ACT, 1861. 

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty 
etc. • * as follows :-

x.-(1) The number of additional Members of Council 

Provisions for increase 
of number of members ol 
Indian Councils for 
making laws and regula• 
tlons, 24 and 25 Viet., 
c. 67. 

nominated by the Governor-General under 
the provisions of section ten of the Indian 
Councils Act, 1861, shall be such as to 
him may seem from time to time ex
pedient, but shall not be less than ten nor 
more than sixteen ; and the number of 

additional Members of Council nominated by the Governors oi 
the Presidencies of Fort St. George and Bombay respectively 
under the provisions of section twenty-nine of the Indian 
Councils Act, 1861, shall (besides the Advocate-General of the 
Presidency or officer acting in that capacity) be such as to the 
said Governors respectively may seem from time to time 
expedient, but shall not be less than eight nor more than 
twenty. 

(z) It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Council 
hy proclamation from time to time to increase the number of 
Councillors whom the Lieutenant-Governors of the Bengal 
Division of the l'residency of Fort \Villiam and of the North
\Nestern Provinces and Oudh respectively may nominate for 
their assistance in making Jaws and regulations : Provided 
always, that not more than twenty shall be nominated for the 
Bengal Division, and not more than fifteen for the North
Western Provinces and Oudb. 

(3) Any person resident in India may be nominated an 
additional Member of Council under sections ten and twenty
nine of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, and this Act, or a 
Member of the Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of any 
Province to which the provision of the Indian Councils Act, 
1861, touching the making of laws and regulations, have been 
or are hereafter extended or made applicable. 
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(4) The Governor-General in Council may from time to 
time with the approval of the Secretary of State in Council, 
make regulations as to the conditions under which such nomi
nations, or any of them, shall be made by the Governor-General, 
Governors, and Lieute_nant-Governors respectively and prescribe 
the manner in which such regulations shall be carried into 
effect. 

2. Notwithstanding any iP the fndian t'ouncils 

llllodlfication of pro• 
visions ol 24 & 25 Viet., 
c. 67 as to busiaess at 
Legislative meetings. 

Act, I86r, the G:overnor-General of India 
in Council may from time to time make 
rules authorising at any meeting of the 
Governor-Generai's Council for the purpose 

of making laws and regulations the discussion of Annual 
Financial Statement of the Governor-General in Council and 
the asking of questions, but under such conditions and restric
tions as to subject or otherwise as shall be in the said rules 
.prescribed or declared : And notwithstanding any provisions in 
the Indian Councils Act, I 86 r, the Governors in Council of 
Fort St. George and Bombay respectively, and the Lieutenant
Governor of any Province to which the provisions of the Indian 
Councils Act, r86r, touching the making of laws and regula
tions, have been or are hereafter extended or made applicable, 
may irom time to time make rules for authorising at any 
meeting of their respective Councils for the pmpose of making 
laws and regulations the discussion of the Annual Financial 
Statement of their respective local Governments, and the asking 
of questions, but under such conditions and restrictions, as to 
subject or otherwise, as shall in the said rules applicable to 
such Councils respectively be prescribed or declared. But no 
Member at any such meeting of any Council shall have power to 
submit or propose any resolution, or to divide the Council 
in respect of any such financial discussion, or the answer to 
any question asked under the authority of this Act, or the rules 
made under this Act : Provided that any rule made under this 
Act by a Governor in Council, or by a Lieutenant-Governor, 
shall be submitted for and shall be subject to the sanction 
of the Governor-General io Council, and any rule made 
under this Act by the Governor-General in Council shall be 
submitted for and shall be subject to the sanction of 
the Secretary of State in Council : Provided also that rules 
made under this Act shaii not be subject to alteration or 
amendment at meetings for the purpose of making laws and 
regulations. 
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3· It is hereby declared that in the twenty-second section 

Meaning of 24 & 25 
Viet., c. <>7, s. 22 ; 3 & 
4 Will. IV, c. 85; & 
16 & 17 Viet., c. 95· 

of the Indian Councils Act, I 861, it was 
and is intended that the words "Indian 
territories now under the dominion of Her 
Majesty" should be read and construed as 

if the words " or hereafter " were and bacf at the time of the 
passing of the said Act been inserted next after the word 
"now, " and further, that the Acts third and fourth \Villiam the 
Fourth, Chapter eighty-five, and sixteenth and seventeenth 
Victoria, Chapter ninety-five, respectively, shall be read and 
construed as if at the date of the enactment thereof respectively, 
it was intended and had been enacted that the said Acts 
respectively should extend to and include the territories 
acquired after the dates thereof respectively by the East India 
Company, and should not be: confined to the territories at the 
dates of the said enactments respectively in the possession and 
under the Government uf the said Company. 

4· Sections thirteen and thirty-two of the Indian Councils" 

Repeal. Act, r 86 r, are hereby repealed, and it is 
enacted that-

(r) If any additional Member of Council, or any Member 
of the Cu11ncil of a Lieutenant-Governor, 

v:C~~ce; 111 t~um~~~: ~~ appointed under the said Act or this Act, 
additional members. sh;dl bt.: absent from India or unable to 

attend to the duties of his office for a 
period of two consecutive m•mths, it shall be lawful for the 
Governor-General, the Governor, or the Lieutenant-Governor, 
to whose Council such additional Member or Member may 
have been nominated (as the case may be) to declare, by a 
notification published in the Government Gazette, that the seat 
in Council of such person has become vacant : 

(2) In the event of a vacancy occurring by the ab,ence 
from India, inability to attend to duty, death, acceptance of 
office, or resignation duly accepted, of any stJcb additional 
Member or Member of the Council of a Lieutenant-Governor, 
it shall be lawful for the Governor-General, for the Governor, 
or for the Lieutenant-Governor, as the case may be, to nominate 
any person as additional Member or Member, as the case may 
be, in his place ; and every Member so nominated shall be 
summoned to all meetings held for the purpose of making laws 
and regulations for the term of two years from the date of such 
nomination : Provided alwavs that it shall not be lawful bv 
such nomination, or by any ~ther nomination made under th(s 
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Act, to diminish the proportion of non-official Members directed 
by the Indian Councils Act, 1861, to be nominated. 

5. The local legislature of any Province in India may 
from time to time, by Acts passed under 

Powers of Indian "lld subject to the rJrovisions of the Indian 
provincial legislatures. v -- l-

!'ullll<ils ,\ct. J,':ul. and wit!J the previous 
c;atlction of the hOVCr!Hll-C, __ ;,, r;,, 1 ---.1 --ri n:nr-al c•r 
<ltnend as to that l'nJ\-ir;cc rio•; m:1dcr either 
before or a iter the prt.,si li~!. ' 1 1! India 
other than that local UJ<' tt><\t 11 \ct or a 
provision of an Act made by a loc;d ur,-, :111<! subsequent-
ly assented to by the Govenwr-Gt·ncrai i pur,u;lnce of the 
Indian Councils Act, 1861, shall 110t be deu11ed invalid by 
reason only of its requiring the previous ~;n;ctiun ,>f the 
Governor-General under this section. 

Definitions. 6. In this 1\ct -Tll•, 
legislature'', means-

! "local 

(l) The Governor in Council for the 
laws and regulations of the respective 
George and Bombay ; and 

'Jf m~,king 
uf Fort St. 

(2) The c:ouncil for the pmpo~;c of making la\YS and 
regulations of the Lieutenant-Coverm,r "f <~ny t't()vince to 
which the provisions of the Indian Councils :\ct, Ic)6t, touching 
the making of laws or regulati(lns have been (Jf are hereafter 
extended or made applicable : 

The expression "Province" means any Presidencr, Division, 
Province, or Territory over wh;ch the ]'uv.ers ,,f any lucal le~>is-
Iature for the time b~ing extend. "' 

7. :\otbing in this i\ct shall detract from or climi1'ish the 

Sav-ing of powers Gi 
Governor-General in 

powers of the Gnvenlor-Cellcral in Council 
at meetings fur tlic.: purfJ',,~<: !Hai..it<;>: law'" 
and regulations. 

Council. 

8. This Act 

Short title. 

may h~ cited as the I m1ian ( 'ouncils Act, 
i 8<j2, and the lt,(li.nJ ( 'nnncils :\ct, I 36 r, 
and thi" ,\ct lll<i\' be citr·d to<1ether <JS the 
Indian Ccnmcils< Act~, tSC!l a1~·d 1 Ss)2. 



B. 

EXTRACTS FROM MR. (NOW LORD) CURZON'S SPEECH 
IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON THE ~ECOND READING OF 
THE [NDIAN CoUNCILS BILL OF 1892. 

MR. (now LORD) CURZON, Under-Secretary of State for 
India, in moving the second reading of the Indian Councils 
Bill ( 1892 ), said that the object of this Bill was to widen the 
basis and expand the functions of the Government of India, to 
f{ive further opportunities than at present existed to the non
official and native element in Indian society to take part in the 
work of government, and in that way to lend official recognition 
to that remarkable development both in., political interest and 
capacity which had been visible among the higher classes of 
Indian society since the government was taken over by the 
Crown in 1858. In form this Bill was one to amend the· 
Indian Councils Act of 1861. Legislative powers of some 
sort or other, but of a somewhat confused character, had exist
ed in India for a very long time. They existed under the rule 
of the old East India Company ; but the modern Legislative 
sy~tem under which India at present existed owed its origin 
to LORD CANNING when Viceroy, and SIR CHARLES WOOD 
when Secretary of State in I 86 I, in which year, the latter carried 
the Indian Councils Bill through the House. 

The Act of I SGI constituted three Legislative Councils in 
India-the Supreme Council of the Viceroy and the Provincial 
Councils of Madras and Bombay. The Supreme Council of the 
Viceroy, or, as it was called, the Council for the purpose of 
making laws and regulations only, consisted of the Governor
General and an executive Council of a minimum of six and a 
maximum of 12 members, nominated by the Governor-General. 
The Legislative Councils of Madras and Bombay were also 
recruited by a minimum of four and a maximum of eight addi
tional Members nominated by the Provincial Governor, of whom 
half, at least, must be non-official. Since the passing of the Act 
of 1861 Legislative Councils had also been called into existence 
in Bengal and in the North- \Vestern Provinces. In Bengal 
the Council consisted of the Lieutenant-Governor and 12 
nominated Councillors, and in the North-Western Provinces 
the Coundl consisted of the Lieutenant-Governor and nine 
nominated Councillors .. In both cases one-third of the nomi-
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nated Members must be non-official. This system had un
doubtedly worked well ft had justified itself and the anti
cipation of its promoters. Operating to a very large extent 
through the agency of sub-committees, composed of experts, it 
had proved to be an efficient instrument fur the evolution of 
law. The publicity \~hich had attended its proceedings, had 
had a good effect, a number of native gentlemen of capacity 
and public spirit had been persuaded to come forward and 
fend their services, and undoubtedh· the <:tandard of mPrit ir, 
the Councils had b':'en high. .. 

At the same time the'w t>;unciL had bee1: st:.bject t.~ 
restrictions and limitations which were intention.:~lly, and he 
thought wisely, imposed upon them. In the first place, they 
were in no sense of the term Parli'!mentary bodies. They were 
deliberative bodies with a comparatively narrow scopt>, 
inasmuch as they were assembled for the discussion of the 

.immediate legislation which lay before them and were not 
permitted to travel outside that very circumscribed area. 
Under these circumstances it had been felt that there was 
wanting to the Government an opportunity for explainin~ 
policy and for replying to hostile criticism or attack, and 
at the same time that there was also wanting to the 
non-official element-to those who might legitinntely call 
themselves the guardians of the public interest-an opportunity 
of asking for information, of stating their grievances, and 
of becoming acquainted with the policy of the Government. 
These feelings had been expressed in many memorials 
that had been addressed, over a large number of years, 
to the Government of India by important public bodies and 
associations throughout the country. LORD DUFFERIN, in 
February, 1887, the occasion being the celebration of the 
Queen's Jubilee, spoke of the desirability of reconstituting 
the Supreme Legislative Council of the Viceroy on a broader 
basis and of enlarging its functions , and in November of the 
following year he sent home a despatch in which he recom
mended, in the first place, an early financial discussion in the 
Supreme Legislative Council of the Budget of the year. LORD 
DUI<'FERIN said in that despatch that he did not mean that 
votes should be taken in regard to the various items of the 
Budget, or that the heads of expenditure should be submitted 
in detail to the Council, but simply that the opportunity should 
be given for a full, free, and thorough criticism and examination 
of the financial policy of the Government. In the same des~ 

-
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patch LORD DUFFERIN suggested that questions should be 
asked in the Supreme Legislative Council on matters dealing 
with native as opposed to Imperial interest. 

In r888 LOJW DUFFERIN left India, and early in the 
following year he was succeeded by the emoinent statesman who 
now held the office of Viceroy. Since his accession to the 
Viceroyalty LORI> LANSDOWN t•: had signified his approbation of 
the annual discussion of the Budget in the manner suggested, 
and also of the right of addressing questions to the Government 
on matters of public interest. Both these propositions were 
treated of in a despatch by the Secretary of State in August, 
1 So<), and he dealt with them in relation to the Legislative 
Council of the Viceroy and also to the Provincial Councils. In 
the same despatch the noble Lord signified his desire for the 
enlargement of the representation of the pnblic in India by an 
addition to the number of Members of the Council and by some 
extension of the present system of nomination. J n as much as 
this could not be carried into effect without legislation, the • 
noble lord bad enclosed in the despatch a draft Bill, upon 
which he invited the opinions of the Central and the Provincial 
Governments of India. These and other criticisms and sugges
tions were found to be eminently favourable to the contem
plated measure, and from these germs sprang the Indian 
Councils Bill of which he now moved the second reading. 

1\ few words as to the Parliamentary history of the measure. 
It had been in no ordinary degree the victim of Parliamentary 
vicissitudes, and up to the present its career had been one of 
mingled success and disappointment. It was introduced 
for the first time in the House of Lords in 1890, and a 
most important discussion-a model of what such a dis
cussion should he-took place on the second reading. In 
Committee a number of important and valuable amendments 
were made by noble lords who had had experience in the 
government of India. So amended, the J:~ill passed and came 
down to the House of Commons, where it did not succeed 
in getting beyond the first reading. In 1891 it was introduced 
in the House of Commons and fell a victim to hardship of 
fortune or the immoderate interest displayed by the Opposition 
in other topics of Parliamentary interest. In the present year 
the Bill was again introduced into the House of Lords in its 
amended form of 1890, and it had passed through its various 
stages without alteration, but supported by expressions of 
strong approval from several noble lords. The delay in passing 
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the Bill had naturallv been a source of regret to tlw c;overnment 
at home, and regret· had been equally felt in india, where there 
was a good deal of disappointment at the tardy arrival of a 
long-promised reform and at the apparent willingness of thi:o 
1 louse to postpone the e<l11sideration of a non-controversial and 
constitutional change for Indict to the perennial and unprofitable 
discussion of constittlti•>lJ;d chc\llQ"C" Ill <~ highly cJ!ltroversia: 
character for otllt·r , ;,::: .•.::<;·r_•t hnm·~. 

\Vhich 1 frc.q.11 an ;;.:~,,t 

smc~ll a11d compdrativc' <'lll''· ·r 
meut i11 India had been 
been felt by the preset•t 
term of office by signifying his hearty •pl'•val of this Bill, 
had naturally looked forward to being ;dJic t<J carry it into 
execution before hi.~ term nf ,,ffice ex Tlwsc feeling.s-
were shared by ::\Iernbers of the Holl'l', if _~uclgc from 
questions addressed to his predecessor, and tln•Sc' who 

• held extreme opinions, and \vho, wltile tl:e Bill a:i 

inadequate, were yet desirons th;;t it 
ln Jnly of last year the Briti:oh Comr111tLcc uf tlH: 
~a tiona! Concrress who mi" ht ht; -'U ppu~ed tr; represent the 
more extrcm~' vic~vs nn thi~ suhicct, addrcs.;ed a letter tu the 
Secretary of Sta~e, in which tlv:~· exprcss;~d tht:ir deep regret 
at the withdrawal of the Bill, which would cau~e such bitter dis
appointment in India. [n the pre~cnt year L(>RI; KL\!BEI<LEV, 
who had been Secretary pf St;!te fur 1ndia, ];ad spoken in the 
same sense, adding-

"l echn most s;ncere]y the Lope th;u th, .l,c<v:ure w:ll he pressed by 
Her :Majesty's Covernment and will pas' into law. It ts really a misfortune 
that a measure of this kind should be hung up Sessron after Se>sion. How
ever important to us may be our dOinestic: legioLttlnn, let us not forget that 
we have an immense responsibility in the government of that great Empire 
n India, and that it is not""'] for us lrl p:tb·r lom: with qnestions uf this 

kind. And I am the more desirous that tb1s llleasme should be uealt with 
because I have observe<i with great pleasure th:>t in India the tone ha> 
much moderated in dealing with this subject, and th;<t very sensible views 
have been expressed at meetings held in ·rncli:t; and thrcrc is now a reason
able promrse that thf're wrll be an agreement'"' to a tentative :md •:mumen 
c1ng rneasure upon this ~uhjcc~. \Yt-.; !Ltbt r,r)t louk fr~r it :1l! ~lt once: hut 
1f we can make a beginning 1 believe we shall Jay the fotmdat1on for what 
may be a real benefit and a real security to our Indian Empire.'' 

It was. a legitimate inference frum these expressions of 
opinion that the Bill would be welcomed on both sides of the 
House, and that even those who held advanced views would 
facilitate its passing. The changes which it was proposed to 
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make by the Bill were, broadly speaking, three in number. 
The first was the concession of the privilege of financial 
criticism in both the Supreme and the Provincial Councils ; 
the second was the concession of the privilege of interpellation ; 
the third was the addition to the number of Members in both 
dasses of Councils. First as regarded fin;ncial discussion, he 
had already pointed out that under the existing law this was 
possible only when the Finance Minister proposed a new tax. 
At other times the Budget in India was circulated in the form 
of a pamphlet, and no discussion could take place upon it. 
During the 30 years since the Councils Act of 1861 there had 
been 16 occasions upon which new legislation had been called 
for and such discussion had taken place and there had been 
14 011 which there had been no discut->sion at all. By this Bill 
power would be given to discuss the Budget annually in both 
the Supreme and the Provincial Councils. It was not contem
plated, as the extracts he had read from the despatch of LORD 
DUFFERIN would show, to vote the Budget in India, item by item, • 
as was done in that House, and to subject it to all the obstacles 
and delays Parliamentary ingenuity could suggest ; but it was 
proposed to give opportunity to the Members of the Councils 
to indulge in a full and free criticism of the financial policy 
of the Government, and he thought that all parties would be 
in favour of such a discussion. The Government would gain, 
because they would have the opportunity of explaining their 
financial policy, of removing- misapprehension, and of answering 
criticism and attack ; and they would profit by criticism deliver
ed on a public occasion with a due sense of responsibility. and 
by the most competent representatives of unofficial India. The 
native community would gain, because they would have the 
opportunity of reviewing the financial situation independently 
of the mere accident 0f le~~islation being required for any 
particular year, and also because criticism upon the financial 
policy of the Government, which now found vent in anonymous 
and even scurrilous papers in India, would be uttered by 
responsible persons in a public position. Lastly, the interests 
of finance would gain by this increased publicity and the 
stimulus of a vigorous and instructive scrutiny. These discus
sions could have no other result than to promote sound economi
cal administration in India. It was now 20 years since LORD 
MAYO, that wise and enlightened Viceroy, first proposed the 
submission of Provincial Budgets to Provincial Councils. At 
that time he was overruled hy the Government at home, which 
·he believed was one of the Governments of the right hon. 

-
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gentleman opposite, at any rate he hoped both sides of the 
House would now co-operate in making a change which spoke 
for itself. The second change introduced by the Bill was the 
concession of the right of interpellation or of asking questions. 
It was proposed to give to Members of both Councils, the Su
preme and the Provincial Counciis, this right of asking ques
tions on matters of puhli.:· inteu,~t Hut hnth thb jJrivilege and 
the one to which he had previuuslv ,t\luded would be sur•ject, 
under the terms of the r\ct, tu ~ocb conditions and restrictions 
as might be prescribed in role,; made by the Governor-General 
or the Provincial Governors. The merits of the proposal, he 
thought, were obvious. It was desirable, in the first place, in 
the interests of the Government, which at the present moment 
was without the means of making knowD its policy or of 
answering criticisms or animadversions or of silencing calumny. 
And it was also desirable in the interests of the public of 
India who, in the absence of official information, were apt to 
be misled, to form erroneous apprehensions, and to entertain 
unjust ideas. The third proposal was to a.dd to the number of 

' Members upon the Councils. The Supreme Legislative Council 
consisted at present, in addition to its ex-officio ~!embers, 
who number seven, of a minimum of six and a maximum of 
12 nominated members , under the Bill the minimum would 
be raised to ten and the maximum to 16. The Madras and 
Bombay Councils consisted, in addition to their four ex-o.ffido 
Members, of a minimum of four and a maximum of eight no
minated Members, of whom half were non-official ; under the 
Bill the minimum would be eight and the maximum 20. The 
Council of Bengal consisted at present of 12'nominated Members 
of whom one-third were non-official ; under the l3ill the number 
would be increased to 20. The Council of the North-\Vestern 
Provinces at present consist!"d of nine nominated Members, of 
whom also one-third must be non-official ; under the Bill they 
would be raised to I 5· The object of these additions was easily 
stated and would be as easily understood. It was simply, by 
extending the area of selection ill each case, to add to the 
strength and representative character of tbe Councils. The late 
MR. BRADLAUGH, who at different times introduced two Bills 
dealing with the reform of tbe Indian Councils into the House, pro
posed in those measures to swell the numbers to qllite impracti
cable and unmanageable proportions. Under his first Bill their 
totals would have amounted to 260 aud under the ~econd to 230. 

MR. SCHWANN asked whether the figures just quoted 
referred to the Councils altogether or to each separately? 
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Mr. CURZON replied that he was speaking of the five 
Councils he had mentioned, and the totals for those five 
Councils. Any one who had any practical acquaintance with 
India must be aware that the number of persons both competent 
and willin(.; to take part in the functions of those Councils was 
nothing- like adequate to supply those ambitious totals. At 
the same time the number of persons so available was sufficient 
to justify an addition, and, perhaps, a not inconsiderable 
additiOII, to the present totals. Every year most fortunately 
the number of native gentlemen who were both qualified and 
willing to take part in the work of Government was increasing, 
and every year the advantage of their co-operation in 
government increased in the same ratio. More especially in the 
case of the Provincial Councils had it been thought that more 
effectual means w<~re wanted to reinforce in those Councils un
official and native opinion. The Covernment believed that the 
moderate exten~io11 of the numbers which they proposed would 
have the c[{cct which they contemplated, and at the same time 
would be compatible with efficiency. Coming to the concluding 
question, the mode in which those addition;J.] Members were 
to be appointed, be noticed tbrtt the bon. Member for North 
~1\,'lanchester h~d on the paper an amendment declaring that no 
refot m of the I ncl ian Councils which does not embody the elective 
principle would prove satisfactory. But the Bill, he had to point 
out, does not exclude some such principle, be the method elec
tion, nr selection, or delegation, or whatever particular phrase 
they liked to employ. The 4th subsection of Clause I runR as 
follows :-

"The Governor-General in Council may from time to time, with the 
approval of the Secretary of State in Council, make such regulations as to 
the conditions under which such nominations, or any of them shall be made 
by the Governor-General, Governors, and Lieutenant-Governors respectively, 
and prescribe the manner in which such regulations shall be carried into 
effect." 

LORD KIMBERLEY himself had elsewhere, in an earlier 
stage of this Bill, expressed himself with reference to this clause 
as follows:-

"I am bound to say that I express my own satisfaction because I 
regard this as, to a certain extent, an admission of the elective 
principle," * * •-"I myself belie~·e that under this clause it would 
be possible for the Covernor-Gennal to make arran)(ements by which 
certain persons may be presented to him, having been chosen by election, 
if the Governor-General should find that ~uch a system can be established." 
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MR. MACLEAN.-Does the Government accept that view of 
LORD KIMB~RLEY ? 

MR. CURZON.-Undoubtedly, Sir, the opinions expressed by 
LORD KIMBERLEY are also shared by the Secretary of State. 
Under this Act it would be in the power of the Viceroy to 
invite representative qodies in India to elect or select or delegate 
representatives of themselves and of their opinions to be 
nominated to those Houses, and thus by slow degrees, by 
tentative measures-and measures like this could not be other
wise than tentative--they should perhaps approximate to the 
ideal which the hon. member for l\1anchester had in view. He 
might mention as indicating anri nuthir:~ mon.>-thr: character 
of the bodies and associations to which be ailudt:d, c:uch bodies 
as the association ofthe l.emi1Jdars uf Bcn~;ai, !ht: Chambers of 
Commerce of India, the municip;dities "f the f~rc:it the 
Universities, and perhaps the v:.riuus g rr:at rcligiut;~ denomir:a. 
tions in that country. He cuuld not concei•;e :wything mnre 
unfortun<lte than that thi,; 1 Iou:-;r.; ,,Loutd draw np ;,nd :-end out 
oto India a hard and f;tst electi\c scheme v;ithit' tltt: f;ur \l'<ilb of 
which the Government of that cuuntn should find ib(clf I.:<Jilfil 

:1nd which, if at some f11ture period ]t prc·n:d in;;de< or ur.
suitable, it would be impo:;sible t" ;,ltcr withu!lt C1Hning back 
to this Hou~e, and experiencing all the obe>tacle'> and delays of 
Parliamentary government in this l Iou~e, I ie WetS well a wan-: 
the proposal of tbe Government might not altugether ;.;uit those 
hon. gentlemen on the other side wh()se ideas of political 
progress had been formed in t!w bnatblbs ;,tm<;Sflhere of our 
life in the \Vest and who were perhaps unable to Cicnnnmodate 
their mood to the slower movuner;t ,,f lif{~ in the Edst. The 
han. :Member opposite, for instance, was anxious to have the 
elective principle more clearly ddinccl and more systematically 
enforced. He had pnt an arnendmertt '>t.: the p~cpcr in which 
he asked the House to express the opinion that llD reform of 
the Indian Councils which does not emboclr the c:lccti\·e 
principle will prove sati~fact.,ry k the l ndian people 
or will be compatible with ;.;ood gr•w:rnment uf India. 
The amendment was vitiated by a tw(J-fuJ.l hllacy. lt 
affected to speak on behalf of the Indian peuplc, ;tiirl it i~;l>~>red 
the primary conditions of Indian life. \\'h•~n the !J,;n. l\1ernb<"r 
presumed to be the mouthpiece of the people of India 
he must, with all respect, decline to accept his credentials on 
that point. ·I\'o system uf representation ever devised, no 
system of representation that the ingenuity of the hon, Member 
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could sugkest, no system of representation which would bear 
24 hours' test of operation could possibly represent the people 
of India. The people of India were voiceless millions, who 
could neither read nor write in their native tongue, who had no 
knowledge whatever of English, and who were not perhaps 
universally aware that the English were in their country as rulers. 
The people of India were ryots and pe~ants, and the plans 
and policies of the Congress party in India would leave this 
~morphous residuum absolutely untouched. He did not desire 
to speak in any other than respectful terms of the Congress 
party, which contained a number of intelligent, capable, and 
public-spirited men. They undoubtedly represented that part 
of the Indian population which had profited by the educational 
advantages we had placed at their doors ; but the constituencies 
the Congress party represented could not be described otherwise 
than as a minute and microscopic minority of the population. 
According to the last census the population of British India 
was 221 millions, and of that total it was calculated that not 
more than three or four per cent. could read or write in any of 
their native tongues, and only one-fourth or one-third per cent: 
could read or write in English. It appeared to him that we 
could as little judge of the feelings antl political aspirations of 
the people of India,-· if, indeed they had any aspirations outside 
the more material needs of their existence-from the plans and 
policies of the Congress party as we could judge of the physicul 
configuration of a country which was wrapped in the mists of 
the early morn, though all its topmost peaks might happen to 
be touched by the sun. To propose an elaborate system of 
representation for people in this stage of development might be 
at least premature and unwise ; and even with such a scheme 
to speak of the representation of the peopl-e of India would be a 
misuse of terms. The Government assumed the responsibility 
of stating that in their opinion the time had not come when 
representative institutions, as we understood the term, . could be 
extended to India. The idea of representation was alien to the 
Indian mind. We had ourselves only arrived at it by slow 
degrees, and it was only in the last 25 years that we had in 
this country entered into the full enjoyment of that system. 
While it was ·impossible so to remodel the Indian Council as to 
give them the character of representative chambers, he would 
be sorry to den\' the importance of criticism by gentlemen 
representing the native society in India. At present the sole 
vent available for that opinion was in the native ·Press and in 
organized meetings, such as the Indian National Congress. 
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Everybody agreed that this knowledge and activity might be 
better utilized, and the Government believed that the subsection 
of Clause I would provide means by which representatives of 
the most important sections of native society would be appoint~ 
ed to the Councils. The Bill was, perhaps, not a great or an 
heroic measure, but <\t the same time it marked a decisive step, 
iilld a step ill advance. ."\s such it had been welcomed by every 
living Viceroy in India. It was foreshadowed by LoRD lJLiFFE
klN, it was earnestly asked for by LukJ; L,\NSDO\VNE, and it 
had received the emphatic apprtwal nf Lmw NORTH Bl\OOK 
not less than of LORD RIPON. There were two main objects 
which the House was entitled to require in new legislation for 
Jndia-that it should in no sense impair the efficiency of govern
ment and that it should also promote the interests of India. It 
was because he believed the measure would promote both these 
ends that he commended _the Bill to the sympathetic attention 
of the House. 

c. 

EXTRACTS FROM Mr~. \V. E. GLADSTOl\'E·s SPEECll IN 
THE HOUSE OF C01\D-10NS ON TllF SECON!I READING OF 
INDIAN COUNCILS BILL OF 1892. 

MR. GLADSTONE said-As far as controversy is concerned, 
l hope that this debate may be compressed within narrow limits. 
My bon. friend the Member for Manchester has asked the 
House by his amendment to declare that, in its opinion, no 
reform of the Indian Councils can be satisfactory which does 
not embody the elective principle. Looking at the Bill and at 
the amendment, I have to ask myself whether there is between 
them such a difference of opinion and principle as to make me 
desirous of going to an issue on that difference. Undoubtedly, 
looking at the Bill standing by itself, I am disposed to agree 
with my hon. friend that its language is insufficient and unsatis
factory in as far as it is ambiguous. But the Under-Secretary 
has introduced the Bill in a comprehensive and lucid speech, 
and if I were to criticize any portion of that speech it would be 
that portion of it in which the hon. gentleman addressed 
himself to the amendment before the House, because it 
appeared to be his object to put upon the amenclme1~t the most 
hostile construction it would bear. I, however, desire to put 
upon the speeches I have heard, and upon the Bill itself, 
the least controversial construction of which they are fairly 

I( 
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susceptible. While the language of the Bill cannot be said to 
embody the elective principle, it is very peculiar language, 
unless it is intended to pave the way for the adoption of that 
principle. I believe it was suggested by a nobleman in the 
House of Lords, who is friendly to the elective principle in 
India, that, unless it bad been intended to ls:ave room for some 
peculiarities not yet introduced into the Indian system in the 
appointment of the Members of the Councils under this Bill, it 
would have been a very singular form of speech to provide not 
simply that the Governor-General might nominate, but that he 
might make regulations as to the conditions under which such 
nominations should be made either by himself or by the 
Government in Council. It is plain that those who have 
adopted that language have in view something beyond mere 
nomination. Then I come to the speech of the Under-Secretary, 
which distinctly embodies something which I confess appears 
to me to be not very different from the assertions of my honour
able friend, except in the important point that the Under
Secretary proposes to leave everything to the discretion, judg- • 
ment, and responsibility of the Governor-General and the 
~uthorities in India. With that limitation the speech of the 
Under-Secretary appears to me to embody the elective principle 
in the ouly sense in which we should expect it to be embodied. 
My construction of the Under-Secretary's speech is that it 
implies that a serious effort should be made to consider care
fully those elements which, in the present condition of India, 
might furnish material for the introduction into the Council 
of the elective principle. If that serious effort is to be made, 
by whom is it to be made ? I do not think that it can be made 
by the House of Commons except through the medium of 
empowering provisions. The hon. baronet, the Member for 
Evesham has spoken of a plan of that kind, and I observed 
with pleasure the genuinely liberal views of the bon. baronet with 
respect to Indian affairs and to the government of the Indian 
people, and were the hon. baronet to propose a plan of the kind 
he bas indicated to the House it would no doubt contain much 
that would be useful, and wise, and honourable to the spirit 
of such an assembly as the House of Commons. It may, 
however, be doubted whether, even under such enlightened 
guidance, it would be wise on our part, with our imperfect know
ledge, to proceed to the determination of the particulars of such 
a plan. I think that the best course to take would· be to com
mend the plan to the authorities in India with a clear indication 
of the principle on which we desire they should proceed. It 
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is our business to give to those representing Her Majesty's 
Government in 1 ndia ample information as to what we beiieve 
to be sound principles of government. It is the function of 
this House to comment upon any case in which we think the 
authorities in India have failed to give due effect to those 
principles ; but in the discharge of their high administrative 
functions, or as to the choice of means, there is no doubt that 
that should be left in their hands. lt i,;; evident that the great 
questiou-aud it is one ot great and profound interest-before 
the House is that of the intrudw:t[.,n uf the elective element 
into the government of l miia. That question overshadows and 
absorbs everything else. 1 t is a question of vital importance , 
but it is at the same time of great difficulty. No more difficult 
office has ever been intrusted to a Governor-General than 
that of administering a Bill such as that which is now before 
the House in a manner that shall be honourable and wise, 
I am not disposed to ask of the Governor. General, or of the 
Secretary of State, that they shall at once produce large 
and imposing results. \Vhat I wish is that their first steps 
shall be of a genuine nature, and that whatever scope they 
give to the elective principle shall be real. 

There are, of course, dangers in their way. There is the 
danger of subserviency. There is the danger of havir~g persons 
who represent cliques, classes, or interests, and who may claim 
the honour of representing the people of [ndia. The old story 
of the three tailors of Tooley-street does, after all, embody an 
important political truth, and it does exhibit a real danger. 
What we want is to get at the real heart and mind, the most 
upright sentiments, and the most enlightened thoughts of the 
people of India, but it is not an easy matter to do that. I think, 
however, that upon this point we are justified in being a little 
more sanguine than the Under-Secretary has been in his speech. 
The honourable Member, however, did not venture to indicate 
where the materials for the elective element 111 India are to be 
found. Undoubtedly, as f;u as my own prepossessions sO, l 
should look presumptively with the greatest amount of expecta
tion and hope to the municipal bodies of India, antl to the 
local authorities, in which the elective element is already 
included in that country. My honourable friend, in moving 
the amendment, bas pointed out authorities in favour of the 
elective principle, these including men who have been respon
sible for ·the actual administration of India. It is there that 
we stand upon soiid ground, and Her Majesty's Government 
ought to understand that it will be regarded as a most grave 
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disappointment if, after aJI the assurances we have received that 
an attempt will be made to bring into operation this powerful 
engine of government, there should not be some such result as 
we anticipate from their action. I do not speak of its amount 
I speak more of its quality. In an Asiatic country like India: 
with its ancient civilization, with its instif,ptions so peculiar, 
with such a diversity of races, religions, and pursuits, with 
such an enormous extent of country, and such a multitude 
of human beings as probably, except in the case of China, 
were never before under a single Government, I can under
stand that there should be difficulties in carrying what we 
desire to sec accomplished ; but great as the difficulties are, 
the task is a noble task, and will require the utmost prudence 
and care in conducting it to a successful termination. But 
after the assurances we have had from persons of the highest 
capacity, and the greatest responsibility, 1 believe we are 
justified in looking forward, not merely to a nominal, but to a 
real living representation of the people of India. The great 
nation to which we belong has undoubtedly had to do most • 
difficult tasks in the government and in the foundation of the 
institutions of extraneous territories. But all the other parts 
of the British empire have presented to us a simple problem 
in comparison with the great problem presented to us by India. 
Its magnitude, its technicality, is such that the task of Great 
Britain in this respect is far greater than that which any other 
country has attempted, and far greater than that which it has 
itself attempted beyond the sea in any of the dependencies 
of the empire. I rejoice to think that a great and real ad
vance has been made, both before and especially since the 
direct transfer of the Indian Government to the immediate 
superintendence 8f the Executive at home, and to the authority 
of the Imperial Legislature. The progress thus made bas been 
made by the constant application to the government of India 
of the minds of able men acting under a strong sense of duty, 
aml also a strong sense of political responsibility. All these 
things induce us to look forward cheerfully to a great future 
for India, and to expect that a real success will attend the 
genuine application, even though it may be a limited one, of 
the elective principle to the government of that vast and almost 
immeasurable community. If this attempt be successful, it will 
be the accomplishment of a task to which it would be difficult to 
find a parallel in history. I see no such difference between 
my han. friend's language and the language of the Bill as 
ought to induce my bon. friend to divide the House. If the 
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language of my bon. friend is to receive a perfectly legitimate 
and not a strained construction, it is only an amplification and 
not a contradiction of what the speech of the hon. gentleman 
the Under-Secretary implies. I think it would be a great 
misfortune if the House were to divide on the subject. I 
think that the acceg.tance of the elective principle by the hon. 
gentleman, though guarded, was on the whole not otherwise 
than a frank acceptance. I do not think there is on that side 
of the House any jealousy of the i!ltroduction into India of 
that principle which, undo11btr>d!y, if it did ~~xist, would form a 
strong- mark of difference between the party who sits there and 
the party who sits on this side of the House. In reality, 
and in substance, we have the same objects in view, and are 
prepared te recommend the employment of the same means. 
If that be so, it would be unfortunate that any division should 
take place even though the numbers might be very unequaL 
I certainly could not take part in any division hcstile, or ap .. 
parently hostile, to the BilL After the speech of the hon. 

• gentleman such a division would convey a wrong impression. 
It would be well that the people of India should understand 
that united views on this question substantially prevail in 
this House, My persuasion is that those views are united, 
and that they are such as tend to the development of an en
lightened and not only a liberal but a free system of govern
ment. I venture to submit that the hon. gentleman has no 
substantial quarrel with the intentic•ns of the Government, 
and that we should do well to allow this Bill to receive the 
unanimous assent of the House in the present Session, in the 
hope that without serious difficulty it may shortly become law 
and fulfil the beneficent purposes withwhich it has been framed. 

VI. THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACT, 1909. 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE INDIAN COUNCILS ACTS, 1861 AND 
1892, AND THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT, 1833. 

(May 25, 1909.) 
Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty * • * 

as follows :-
I.-(1) The additional Members of the Councils for the 

Amendment of cons• 
tlt11tlon ol l,eglslatlve 
Coun~:Jis, :14 A :as Vlllt., 
C, 67, 511 A 56 Viet., C. 
••• 

purpose of making laws and regulations 
(hereinafter referred to as Legislative 
Councils) of the Governor-General and of 
the Governors of Fort St. George and 
Bombay, and the Members of the Legisla-
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tive Councils already constituted, or which may hereafter be· 
constituted, of the several Lieutenant-Governors of Provinces, 
instead of being all nominated by the Governor-General, 
Governor, or Lieutenant-Governor in manner provided by the 
Indian Councils Acts, 1861 and 1892, shall include Members 
so nominated and also Members elected in accordance with 
regulations made under this Act, and references in those Acts 
to the Members so nominated and their nomination shall be 
construed as including references to the Members so elected 
and their election. 

(2) The number of additional Members or Member so 
nominated and elected, the number of such Members required 
to constitute a quorum, the term of office of such Members and 
the manner of filling up casual vacancies occurring by reason 
of absence from India, inability to attend to duty, death, 
acceptance of office, or resignation duly accepted, or otherwise, 
shall, in the case of each such Council, be such as may be 
prescribed by regulations made under this Act : 

Provided that the aggregate number of Members so 
nominated and elected shall not, in the case of any Legislative 
Council mentioned in the first column of the First Schedule to 
this Act, exceed the number specified in the second column of 
that schedule. 

2.-(r) The number of ordinary Members of the Councils 

Constitution and 
procedure ol Executive 
Councils of Oovernors of 
Fort Saint Oeorge and 
Bombay. 

of the Governors of Fort Saint George 
and Bombay shall be such number not 
exceeding four as the Secretary of State 
in Council may from time to time direct, 
of whom two at least shall be persons who 

at the time of their appointment have been in the service of the 
Crown in India for at least twelve years. 

(2) If at any meeting of either of such Councils there 
is an equality of votes on any question the Governor or other 
person presiding shall have two votes or the casting vote. 

3.-(1) It shall be lawful for the Governor-General in 

P t tit t Council, with the approval of the Secretary 
ower o cons u e f S . C .1 b I . 

provlnchll Executive o tate 10 ounct , y proc amat10n, to 
councils. C '1 · h B 1 D' · · f create a ounc1 m t e enga tVISIOO o 
the Presidency of Fort William for the purpose of assisting the 
Lieutenant-Governor in the executive government of the 
Province, and by such proclamation-
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(a) to make provision for determining what shall be the 
number (not exceeding four) and qualifications of the Members 
of the Council ; and 

(b) to make provision for the appointment of temporary 
or acting Members of the Council during the absence of any 
Member from illn~ss or otherwise, and for the procedure 
to be adopted in case of a difference of opinion between a 
Lieutenant-Governor and his Council. and in the case of 
~"quality of votes, and in the case of a Lieutenant-Governor 
being obliged to absent bimseli ll ulll his Cuunci1 from indis
>10sition or any other cause. 

(2) It shall be lawful for the Cowmor-General in Council, 
with the like approval, by a like pruclarnation, to create a 
Council in any other Province under a Lieutenant-Governor 
for the purpose of assisting the Lieutenant-Governor in the 
executive government of the Province . Provided that before 
any such proclamation is made a draft thereof shall be laid 

• before each House of Parliament for not less than sixty days 
during the session of Parliament, and, if before the expiration 
of that time an Address is presented to His Majesty by either 
House of Parliament against the draft or any part thereof, no 
further proceedings shall be taken thereon, without prejudice to 
the making of any new draft. 

(3) \Vbere any such proclamation has been made with 
respect to any Province the Lieutenant-Governor may, with 
the consent of the Governor-General in Council, from time 
to time make rules and orders for the more convenient 
transaction of business in his Council, and any order made or 
act done in accordance with the rules and orders so made shall 
be deemed to be an act or order of the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council. 

(4) Every Member of any such Council shali be appointed 
by the Governor-General, with the approval of His Majesty, 
and shall, as such be a Member of the Legislative Council of 
the Lieutenant-Governor, in addition to the Members nominated 
hy the Lieutenant-Governor and elected under the provisions of 
this Act 

4· The Governor-General, and the Governors of Fort Saint 
George and Bombay, and the Lieutenant

Appointmept oi Vice· Governor of every Province respectively 
Presidents. 

shall appoint a Member of their respective 
councils to be Vice·President thereof, and, for the purpose of 
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temporarily holding and executing the office of Governor
General or Governor of Fort Saint George or Bombay and of 
presiding at meetings of Council in the absence of the Governor
General, Governor, or Lieutenant-Governor, the Vice-President 
so appointed shall be deemed to be the senior Member of 
Council and the Member highest in rank, and the Indian 
Councils Act, 1861, and sections sixty-two· and sixty-three of 

the Government of India Act, 1833, shall 
3 « 4 wu1. 4 ' c. 85 " have effect accordingly. 

5.-(1) Notwithstanding anything in the Indian Councils 
Act, 1861, the Governor-General in Coun

Power to extend busi- cil, the Governors in Council of Fort Saint 
ness oi l.eglslatl ve Coun- b 1 h 
ells. George and Born ay respective y, and t e 

Lieutenant-Governor or Lieutenant-Gov
ernor in Council of every llrovince, shall make rules authorising 
at any meeting of their respective Legislative Councils the dis
cussion of the annual financial statement of the Governor-Gene
ral in Council or of their respective Local Governments. as the • 
case may be, and of any matter of general public interest, and 
the asking of questions, under such conditions and restrictions 
as may be prescribed in the rules applicable to the several 
Councils. 

(2) Such rules as aforesaid may provide for the appoint
ment of a Member of auy such Council to preside at any such 
discussion in the place of the Governor-General, Governor, or 
Lieutenant-Governor, as the case may be, and of any Vice
J>resident. 

(3) Rules under this section, where made by a Governor in 
Council, or by a Lieutenant-Governor, or a Lieutenant-Gover
nor in Council, shall be subject to the sanction of the Governor
General in Council, and where made by the Governor-General 
in Council shall be subject to the sanction of the Secretary of 
State in Council, and shall not be subject to alteration or 
amendment by the Legislative Council of the Governor-Gene
ral, Governor, or Lieutenant-Governor. 

6. The Governor-General in Council shall, subject to the 
approval of the Secretary of State in Coun

u::a~er to make regula- cil, make regulations as to the conditions 
under which and manner in which persons 

resident in India may be nominated or elected as M'embers of 
the Legislative Councils of the Governor-General, Governors, 
and Lieutenant-Governors and as to the qualifications for being, 
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and for being nominated or elected, a Member of any such 
Council, and as to any other matter for which regulations are 
authorised to be made under this Act, and also as to the man
ner in which those regulations are to be carried into effect. 
Regulations under this section shall not be subject to alteration 
or amendment l>y tl1e: Legi:slative Z"·cncil nf the Covernor
GeneraL 

7· All proclamatiOns, regula!i•ms, and rules made under 
this i\ct, other than nJles made by a Laying of proclama. 

tlons etc .. before Parlia· Lieutenant-Governor for the more conveni .. 
ment. ent transaction of business in his Council, 
shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament as soon as mar 
be after they are made. 

8. (I)-This Act may be cited as the f ndian Councils Act, 

Short title, construc
tion, commencement, and 
repeal. 3::> .& 33 Viet., c. 
<)8. 33 & 34 Viet •• c. 34· 

1909, and shall be construed with tbe 
Indian Councils Acts, r 86 I, and 1892, and 
those Acts, the Indian Councils Act, 1869, 
the Indian Councils Act, 187r, the lndian 

Councils Act, 1874, the Indian Councils Act, 1904, and this 
Act may be cited together as the Indian Councils Acts, 186r 
to 1909. 

(2) This Act shall come into operation on such date or 
dates as the Governor-General in Council, 

37,& J 8 Yict., c. 9'· 4 with the approval of the Secretary of State Eldv.. 7. c. ::>6. 
in Council, may appoint, and different 

dates may be appointed for different purposes and provisions 
of this Act and for different Councils. 

On the date appointed for the coming into operation of 
this Act as respects any Legislative Council, all the nominated 
Members of the Council then in office shall go out of office, but. 
may, if otherwise qualified, be renominated or be elected in 
accordance with the provisions of this Act. 

(3} The enactments mentioned in the Second Schedule to 
this Act are hereby repealed to the extent mentioned in the 
third column of that Schedule. 



SCHEDULES . 

. FIRST SCHEDULE • 

. iJ;fa.xz·mum Numbers of Nominated and Elected iJfembers of Legislative 

Councils. 

Legislative Council. Maximum 
number, 

Legislative Council of the Governor-General 6o 
so 
so 

Legislative Council of the Governor of Fort Saint George 
Legislative Council of the Governor of Bombay ... 
Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of the Bengal divi-

sion of the Presidency of Fort William... . .. so 
Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of the United Pro

vinces of Agra and Oudh so 
Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of the Provinces of 

Eastern Bengal and Assam . .. . .. 
Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of 

the Punjab 

so 

Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of 
Burma 

Legislative Council of the Lieutenant-Governor of any Province 
which may hereafter be constitut.,d 

Section and 
Chapter. 

24 and 2S 
Vi~t., c. 67. 

55 :lnd s6 
Viet., c. 14. 

Short title. 

The Indian 
Councils 
Act, x861, 

The Indian 
Councils 
Act, 18g2. 

SECOND SCHEDULE. 

Enactments Repealed. 

Extent of Repeal. 

In section ten, the words '•not Jess than six nor more 
than twelve in number." 

In section eleven, the words "for the term of two 
years from the date of such nomination.'' 

In section fifteen, the words from "and the power of 
making Jaws and regulations'' to "shall be present." 

In section twenty-nine, the words "not less than four 
nor more than eight in number." 

In section thirty, the words "for the term of two 
years from the date of such nomination." 

In section thirty-four, the words from "and the power 
of makin)!' Jaws and regulations," to "shall be pre
sent." 

In section forty-five, the words from "and the power 
of making laws and regulations," to "shall be pre
sent." 

Sections one and two. 
In section four, the words "appointed under the said 

Act or this Act" and paragraph (2.) 



B. 

LORD ~IINTO'S .:0.1INUTE * OF AUGUST, 1906. 

I feel sure my colleagues will agree with me that Indian 
affairs and the metho~ of Indian administration have never 
attracted more public attention in India and at home than at 
the present moment. The reasons for their noing so are not 
far to <;eek The gruwth of ulucatiuu, which British rule has 
done so much to encourage, is bearing frDiL Important classes 
nf the population are learning to realise their own position, to 
estimate for themselves their own intellectual capacities, and 
to compare their claims for an equality of citizenship, with those 
of a ruling race, whilst the directing influences of political life 
at home are simultaneously in full accord with the advance of 
political thought in India. 

To what extent the people of India as a whole are as yet 
oopable of serving in all branches of administration, to what 
extent they are individually entitled to a share in the political 
representation of the country, to what extent it may be possible 
to weld together the traditional sympathies and antipathies of 
many different r?.ces and different creeds, and to what extent 
the great hereditary rulers of Native States should assist to 
direct Imperial policy, are problems which the experience of 
future years can alone gradually solve. 

But we, the Government of India, cannot shut our eyes 
to present conditions. The political atmosphere is full of 
change, questions are before us which we cannot afford to 
ignore, and which we must attempt to answer, and to me it 
would appear all important that the initiative should emanate 
from us, that the Government of India should not be put in 
the position of appearing to have its hands forced by agitation 
in this country or by pressure from home, that we should be 
the first to recognise surrounding conditions and to place before 
His Majesty's Government the opinions which personal ex
perience and a close touch with the everyday life of India 
entitled us to hold. 

This view I feel sure my colleagues share with me. MR. 
MORLEY cordially approves it, and in pursuance of it announced, 
on my authori.ty, in his recent Budget speech my intention of 

" Being an extract from the Proct:edings of the Legislative Council of the 
Governor-General, dated the 25th of January, 1910. 
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appointing a Committee from the Viceroy's Council to consider 
the question of possible reforms. 

Such enquiries have, as you are aware, taken place before. 
There was the Commission, over which SIR CHARLES AITCHISON 
presided, to enquire into the employment of Indians in the 
public services, and we have also the 'tlotable report of the 
Committee appointed by LORD DUFFERIN to consider proposals 
for the reconstruction of Legislative Councils on a representative 
basis (1888), over which SIR GEORGE CHESNEY presided, and 
of which the present LORD MACDONNEL was secretary. It is 
curious to see from that report how similar conditions and 
arguments were then to what they are now ; with one great 
exception what we have now to deal with a further growth of 
nearly twenty years of increasing political aspirations. 

But though increased representation is still the popular 
cry as it was in 1888, other demands or rather suggestions are 
shaping themselves out of a foreshadowed metamorphosis. 
'We are told 0f a Council of Princes, of an Indian Member M 
the Viceroy's Executive Council, of an Indian Member on the 
Secretary of State's Council, and in addition to the older claims 
put forward on behalf of increased representation on the 
Legislative Councils, we are asked to consider new procedure 
as to presentation of the Budget to the Viceroy's Legislative 
Council, a prolongation of the Budget Debate, and further 
opportunity for financial discussion. As to possibilities such 
as these, I would be grateful for the opinion of the Committee 
l hope to appoint, limiting myself for the present to only one 
opinion that in any proposal for the increase of representation 
it is absolutely necessary to guard the important interests 
existing in the country, as expressed in paragraph 7, Page 3, 
of the Report of SIR CHARLES AITCHISON'S Committee, viz.,-

(a) the interests of the hereditary nobility and landed classes who 
have a great permanent stake in the country ; 

(b) the interests of the trading, professional and agricultural classes ; 
(c) the interests of the planting and. commerical European com

munity; and 
(d) the interests of stable and effective administration. 

The subjects I should propose to refer to the Committee 
are:-

(a) A Council of Princes, and if this Is not possible, might they be 
represented on the Viceroy's Legislative Council ? 
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(b) An Indian Member of the Viceroy's Council. 

(c) Increased representation on the Legislative Council of the Viceroy 
and of Local Governments. 

(d) Prolongation of the Budget Debate. Procedure as to presentation 
of the Budget and powers of moving amendments . . 

'This Minute is rirculated fur th•· !nfc;rmation of Members 
·i Council from whum r shall be glad t<• recF."ive <1ny suggestions 

·.Jr expressions of opiniou which tl~<:y ma.;, dc>;;rc t" make. anJ 
which will be communicated to the Committee. 

'When the Committee bas reported, their Report will be 
laid before Council for full consideration.' 

c. 

EXTRACTS FROM LORD MINTO'S SPEECH TO THE IM
PERIAL LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON THE 27th MARCH, 1907, 

The HON'BLE MR. GOKllALE tempts me to foreshadow the 
future. I am afraid at present I can only do so faintly. I 
recognise with him that politically India is in a transition state, 
that new and just aspirations are springing up amongst its 
people, which the ruling power must be prepared not only to 
meet but to assist. A change is rapidly passing over ~he land, 
and we cannot afford to dally. And to my mind nothing would 
be more unfortunate for India than that the Government of 
India should fail to recognise the signs of the times. I have 
deemed it all important that the initiative of possible reforms 
should emanate from us. I have felt that nothing would be 
more mischievous to British Administration in India in the 
future than a belief that its Government had acted on no convic
tion of their own, but simply in submission to agitation in this 
country and in accordance with instructions conveyed to them 
from home. If there bas been misconception as to this, I hope 
I may be allowed this opportunity of correcting it. The story 
as far as I can tell it at present is simply this : that last 
autumn I appointed a Committee of my Council to consider the 
possibility of a development of administrative machinery in 
accordance with the llt:W conditions We were called upon to 
face. The Committee's report was considered by my Council, 
and a despatch expressing the views of my colleagues and 
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myself bas been forwarded to the Secretary of State. What I 
would impress upon you is that this move in advance has 
emanated entirely from the Government of India, and that we 
are justly entitled to deny any accusation of an 'inadequate 
appreciation of the realities of the present situation.' 

D. 

CIRCULAR FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA TO THE 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIONS, DATED SIMLA, 
THE 24th AUGUST, 1907· 

In a speech addressed to the Legislative Council on the 
27th March last His Excellency the Viceroy announced that 
with the object of satisfying the constitutional requirements of 
the Indian Empire, the Government of India had of their own 
initiative taken into consideration the question of giving the 
people of India wider opportunities of expressing their views 
on administrative matters. The Secretary of State for India 
has since intimated in his speech in the House of Commons 
on the Imliau Budget that His Majesty's Government have 
examined the proposals submitted to them by the Government 
of India, and have authorised the Governor~General in Council 
to consult Local Governments and invite public opinion on this 
important subject. 

2. It is now 20 years since LORD DUFFERIN's Government 
initiated the discussions which resulted in the passing of the 
Councils Act of 1892. The reforms then introduced, comprising 
the enlargement of the Legislative Councils, the recognition 
of the elective principle, the admission of interpellations and 
the free discussion of the Budget, were held to be justified by 
the spread of English education, by the increased employment 
of Natives of India in the actual administration of the country 
and by the indubitable proof which they had given of their 
intellectual fitness for such employment. The extent of the 
advc..nce that has since taken place in the development of the 
educated classes can hardly be judged by statistical tests. But 
it may be mentioned that within the last 20 years the number 
of scholars studying English has risen from 298,000 to 505,000 ; 
whilst the number of stucients passing- the annual lVIatricuiation 
Examination of the Indian Universities has increased from 
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4,286 in 1886 to 8,21 I in 1905, and the number of Bachelors of 
Arts from 708 in the former year to I ,570 in the latter. During 
this period higher education has penetrated to circles which a 
generation ago had hardly been affected by its influence. The 
ruling chiefs and the landholding and commercial classes, 
possessing a materiaL stake in the country, and representing 
the most powerful and stable elements of Indian society, have 
now become qualified to take a more prominent part in public 
life, and to render a lrtrger m!"a«ure of assistance to the Exe" 
cutive Government. The~· no innL'er stanrl ::j loof from the new 
social and political conditi;,ns whicl;' affect the , , )mse of Indian 
affairs ; they have profited greatly by the educational advantages 
offered to them under British rule , and they are anxious to 
be afforded an opportunity of expressing their views on matters 
of practical administration. No scheme of constitutional reform 
would meet the real requirements of the present time which 
did not make adequate provision for representing the landed 
aristocracy of India, the mercantile and industrial classes, and 
tlle great body of moderate men who, under existing conditions, 
have no sufficient inducement to enter political life, and find 
but little scope for the exercise of their legitimate influence. 
For the present at any rate the needs and sentiments of the 
masses of the people must find expression through those, 
whether officials or non-officials, who are acquainted with their 
daily life and are qualified to speak with authority on their 
behalf. Nor does the scheme now put forward contemplate 
any surrender or weakening of paramount British power in 
India upon which depend the safety and welfare of the vast 
populations there committed to it. Subject to this essential 
condition, that the Executive authority of the Government is 
maintained in undiminished strength, the Government of India 
believe that the proposals outlined below represent a consider
able advance in the direction of bringing all tlasses of the 
people into closer relations with the Government and its 
officers, and of increasing their opportunities of making known 
their feelings and wishes in respect of administrative and legis
lative questions. The classes which will be enabled, under the 
present scheme, to take a more effective part in shaping the 
action of Government, may reasonably look forward. as the 
necessary outcome of the measures now in contemplation, to a 
larger share in the actual work of administration and more 
extensive employment in the higher offices of the State. The 
Government of India reco~nise the essential justice of the 
claim that is put forward, and they are convinced that 1t is 
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possible, without neglecting the other interests and obligations 
involved, to move gradually forward towards the fulfilment, in 
no grudging spirit, of a pledge which the people of India are 
entitled to regard as inviolable. 

3· The Governor-General in CoUJ1Ci) has been much 
struck by the difficulty encountered by the Governments in India 
in making their measures and motives generally understood, 
and in correcting erroneous anci often mischievous statements 
of fact or purpose imputed to them. When the right of inter
pellation was granted by the Indian Councils Act of 1892 to 
the Legislative Councils, it was hoped that by that means 
correct information on public affairs might be more widely 
diffused. The Legislative Councils, however, are called to
gether only when there is legislation to be undertaken, their 
meetings are too infrequent to offer the means of confiden
tial and intimate consultation between Government and its 
subjects, and the strict procedure by which they are restrained 
naturally tends to formality. A means for this free and close 
consultation might be supplied by Advisory Councils of the 
type explained below, and in the opinion of the Government 
of India their organisation should be undertaken with this as a 
principal object in view. 

An Imperial Advisory Council. 

4· All Indian Governments. and all administrative officers 
in their respective positions, have made it their business to 
elicit the opinions on administrative measures and proposals 
for action of those qualified to advise them in all ranks of 
society ; and this process will, of course, continue. Such advice 
and opinion as are thus obtained are the indispensable founda
tion upon which good administration is built up, and the 
regular consulation of persons qualified to give them is part 
of the necessary procedure of Government. It has, however, 
long been felt that considerable advantages might be expected 
from any measures which, without impeding the free action of 
the Executive Government of India in the general conduct of 
affairs, would in some degree associate the great Ruling 
Chiefs and the territorial magnates of British India with the 
Governor-General in the guardianship of common and Im
perial interests. The realisation of this idea h'as now been 
rendered more practicable by the closer conformity of the 
general principles and methods of administration in the more 
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advanced Native States to those followed in British territory 
and by the fact that common interests have arisen, and that 
certain measures, such as famine relief or education, may from 
time to time affect their own subjects and dominions, calling 
for co-operation between the States and the British Govern
ment. A measure o{ the kind contemplated would thus to some 
extent satisfy a growing want in India. It would give a 
greater sense of responsibility to those whos~ advice is 
sought on questions submitted to them, and it would at thf:C same 
time commend itself to public npinic;n as tending to promote 
more intimate relations between the c,.mponent parts of the 
Indian Empire. The establishment and recognition of a de
terminate body of advisers, who, while requiring no legislative 
recognition, and possessing in themselves no formal powers of 
initiative, would be consulted individually by t'1e Governor
General, and would occasionally be called together, either in 
whole or in part, for the purpose of collective deliberation, and 
would be entitled, when so summoned, to offer their counsel 

<>n matters affecting the welfare of the people, would, in the 
opinion of the Government of India, be a marked step in cons
titutional progress. It would maintain unimpaired the au
thority and re!'lponsibility of the executive government, and it 
would be in accordance with the best traditions of oriental 
polity. These have always recognised that the Sovereign, 
however absolute, should make it his business to consult com
petent advisers, and should exercise his rule in accordance 
with what, after such consultation, he deems to be the best 
mind of his people. The scheme would thus be no innovation 
in principle (as are some applications of \Vestern methods to 
Eastern society), and if judiciously applied would, by evoking 
the stable forces fundamentally so strong in 1 ndia, lend valu
able aid to the orderly working of Government. For this 
purpose, what appears to be needed is an Imperial Advisory 
Council of sufficient size and weight to represent the views of 
the hereditary leaders of the people, both in British India and 
in the principal Native States, to be consulted by the Governor
General either individually or collectively or by means of 
Committees appointed from among their number, on questions 
of sufficient moment to call for their advice, and to be used 
by him not only to draw out opinion on ru'easures in contem
plation, but also-what is hardly less important-as an agency 
for the diffu·sion of correct information upon the acts, inten
tions, and objects of Government. 

5· It seems to the Government of India that the purposes 

17 
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which they have in view might possibly be attained somewhat 
on the lines of the following proposals :-

(I) That a Council to be called "The Imperial Advisory Council" 
should be formed for purely consultative purposes. 

(2) That all the Members should be appointed by the Viceroy and 
should receive the title of" Imperial Councillors." 

(3) That the Council should consist or about sixty Members for 
the whole or India, including about twenty Ruling Chiefs, and 
a suitable number of the territorial magnates of every Pro
vince where landholders of sufficient dignity and status are to 
be found. 

(4) That the Members ~hould hold office for a substantial term, 
say for live years, and should be eligible for re-appointment. 

(5) That the Council should receive no legislative recognition, and 
should not be vested with formal powers of any sort. 

(6) That its functions should be purely advisory, and that it should 
deal only with such matters as might be specifically referred 
to it from time to time. 

(7) That the proceedings of the Council, when called together • 
for collective consultation, should, as a rule, be private, in
formal and confidential, and they would not be published, 
although Government would be at liberty to make any use 
of them that it thought proper. The Government of India 
believe that only confidentiiil communications will secure 
frank interchan~e of opinion, but they are disposed to think 
that it might be advisable, after matters had been threshed 
out in confidential consultation, to provide for some J:Ublic 
conferences at any rate on those occasions when the Govern
ment desires to make its motives and intentions better known, 
to correct mis-statements, and to remove erroneous impres
sions. 

Provincial Advisory Councils. 

6. The main work of Indian administration, however, is 
carried on by the various Provincial Governments, and it appears 
to the Governor-General in Council desirable that these 
should, in like manner, when the local conditions admit, be fur
nished with a selected body of advisers, chosen upon a wider 
basis, whom it should be understood that they would consult 
upon all measures of importance affecting the populations 
committed to their charge. The constitution proposed for the 
Imperial Advisory Council provides for the appointment of 
Members chosen with reference to their status and influence 
from each of the Provinces of British India. These Provincial 
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Members of the Imperial Council, representing as a rule the 
great landholders of the Province to which they belong, might, 
It is thought, with adv;mtage form the nucleus of a Provincial 
Advisory Council which would discharge in respect of provin
cial questions consultative functions similar to those entrusted 
to the Members of the Imperial Council. The Provincial 
Councils would be• of smaller size than the Imperial Council, 
but their membership should be large enotlgh to embrace all 
interests of sufficient impc•rtance t;; d;dm n·presentation ut: 
such a body. The great landholders wquJd be represented by 
the Imperial Advisory Councillors lm! it i-; l"~senttal that tb, 
smaller landholders, industry. comrnerCt', capital, and the pro
fessional classes should also be included in the Council; while 
the association of non-official Europeans, standing for these 
important interests, with the natural leaders of Indian society 
in common consultation on matters of public importance would 
tend to promote a better understanding, and to clear away on 
both sides injurious prejudices and misconceptions. The 
number required for this purpose might be made up by adding 
to the Imperial Advisory Councillors, who as stated above 
would represent the landholder,., representatives of other im
portant provincial interests who would be nominated for the 
Viceroy's approval by the head of the Local Government. 
Each Local Government should be at liberty to consult its 
Advisory Council either individually or collectively in regard 
to any provincial question. In the former case they would 
be consulted by letter, and would submit their views in writing. 
In the latter case they would be specially called together by 
the head of the Province and would tender a collective opinion. 
On such occasions the head of the Government himself, or 
some high official deputed by him for the purpose, would 
preside over their deliberations, and the conclusions arrived at 
would be recorded by one of the Secretaries to Government, 
who would attend the meeting for the purpose of furnishing 
such information as might be required regarding the matters 
under discussion. The Government of India attach the high
est importance to collective deliberation, since the opinions 
thus obtained are different from and frequently more valuable 
than those elicited by individual consultation. 

7· It will be observed that these Advisory Councils are 
intended to be entirely distinct from the Legislative bodies, 
whose powers are defined by Statute, and whose functions are 
restricted to dealing with measures of legislation laid before 
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them, to discussing the Budget, and to approaching the Gov
ernment on matters of administration by meaus of formal 
interpellations. It may, of course, happen that Members of 
the Advisory Councils may sit on the Legislative Council, 
either of the Governor-General or of the Local Government. 
In their capacity of advisers they will be consulted both on 
matters on which no legislation is conlemplated, and on 
measures which may eventually assume legislative shape, but 
the principles and scope of which call for enquiry and deli
beration before they are cast into the form of an enactment. 
This is, in fact, the process now followed ; and the object of the 
Government of India, in proposing the constitution of the new 
advisory bodies, is to give clearer definition and continuity 
to methods already partially and occasionally adopted. 

Enlargement of the Legislative Councils. 

8. As long ago. as May 1889 LORD LANSDOWNE'S • 
Government expressed their opinion-

(a) That the opportunities accorded to the Legislative Council of 
the Governor-General for passing under review the financial 
situation of the country should occur with regularity and in
dependently of the necessity of financial legislation in any 
particular years ; and 

(b) That Members of the Council ought to have, under proper 
safeguards, the right of addressing questions to the Govern
ment on matters of public interest. 

They considered it desirable to extend these two changes 
of procedure to the Provincial Legislative Councils, and they 
suggested that any changes in the law which might prove to 
be necessary for this purpose, and in order to enlarge the size 
and extend the functions of the Councils, should be simul
taneously effected both for the Legislative Council of the 
Governor-General and for the Provincial Legislative Councils. 
The discussion thus initiated resulted in the passing of the 
Indian Councils Act of 1892. In forwarding a copy of that 
Act to the Government of India, the Secretary of State re
ferred briefly to the beneficial results of the Indian Councils 
Act of 1861, and to the general considerations which justified 
the enlargement of the Legislative Councils, and drew atten-
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tion to the provision authorising- the Governor-General in 
Council, with the approval of the ~ecretary of State, to make 
regulations as to the conditions under which nominations of 
Additional Members should be made and to prescribe the 
manner in which those regulations should be carried into effect. 
He observed that •the spread of education and enlightened 
public spirit, and the recent organisation of local self-govern 
ment, might render it \Xlssible tn ~iY" representation to the 
views of different races, classes. and localities through the 
medium of corporations vested with definite powers upon a 
recognised administrative basis, •lr rA ;,sc;odations formed upon 
a substantial community of legitimate interests, professional, 
commercial, and territorial. 

9· \Vhen the Councils were thus enlarged and the elec
tive principle was introduced, it was recognised that terri
torial representation was unsuited to India, but an endeavour 
was made to constitute the electorates so that all the more 
important classes and interests should, as far as possible, be 
represented. In the case of Provincial Councils it is admitted 
that the results have not justified the expectations formed. 
The District Boards in particular have conspicuously failed 
to fulfil the expectation that they would represent the landed 
interest. Out of 54 Members elected by them to the Provincial 
Councils, only 10 have been landholders, while 36 have been 
barristers and pleaders. Similarly, out of 43 Members elected 
by the District Municipalities, 40 have been barristers or 
pleaders and only two landholders. Something has been done 
by nomination to remedy these defects ; but of the 338 non
official Members who have been appointed, whether by elec
tion or by nomination, to the Provincial Councils since elec
tion was introduced in 1893, as many as 123 or 36 per cent. 
have been lawyers and only 77 or 22 per cent, landowners. It is 
fthus apparent that the elective system has given to the legal pro-
ession a prominence in the Provincial Councils to which it is not 

entitled, while it has signally failed to represent other important 
elements of the community. These shortcomings are reflected 
in the Legislative Council of the Governor-General, where of 
the non-official Members nominated or elected since 1893, 27 or 
40 per cent. have been lawyers or school masters, while the 
landholder'i have numbered only r6 or 23·5 per cent. and the 
mercantile community has been represented by 17 or 25 per 
cent. The Government of India are far from denying that 
the professional classes are entitled to a share of represent-
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ation proportioned not merely to their numbers, which are 
small, but to their influence, which is large and tends conti
nually to increase. But they are not prepared to allow them a 
virtual monopoly of the power exercised by the Councils, and 
they believe that the soundest solution of the problem is to be 
found in supplying the requisite counterpoise to their ex
cessive influence by creating an additional electorate recruited 
from the landed and monied classes. 

10. It is the desire of the Governor-General in Council 
that the Legislative Councils in India should now be enlarged 
to the fullest extent compatible with the necessary authority 
of the Government. He desires, moreover, that these bodies 
should be so constituted in respect of non-official Members as 
to give due and ample representation to the different classes 
and interests of the community. In carrying out this system, 
which the Government of India agree with LoRD LANSDOWNE'S 
Government in regarding as the only one in any way appli- • 
cable to Indian conditions, they consider it essential that the 
Government should always be able to reckon on a numerical 
majority, and that this majority should be strong enough to be 
independent of the minor fluctuations that may be caused by 
the occasional absence of an official Member. The principle 
of a standing majority is accepted by the Government as an 
entirely legitimate and necessary consequence of the nature of 
the paranwunt power in India, and so far as they know it has 
never been disputed by any section of Indian opinion that does 
not dispute the legitimacy of the paramount power itself. 
That is not an open question, and if two men are not able to 
wield one sceptre, it is idle to dissemble that fact in cons
tructing political machinery. The question then arises what 
number of official Members of the requisite standing and ex
perience can, without detriment to the public service, be spared 
from their regular duties for attendance in Legislative Coun
cils? The enlargement of the Councils is certain to add con
siderably to protraction of debate, thus entailing larger calls 
upon the time of their Members. The necessity of maintaining 
an official majority thus implies the necessity of limiting the 
number of non-official Members ; and the problem which faces 
the Government of India now, as it faced LoRD LANSDOWNE'S 
Government fifteen years ago, is how to provide. for the due 
representation, within the narrow limits thus imposed, of the 
vast diversity of classes, races, and interests in the IndiaO< 
Empire. 
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The Imperial Legislative Council. 

I r. The most logical and convenient mode of dealing 
with the question would have been first to discuss and settle the 
composition of the electorates, and the powers of the Provincial 
Legislative Councils and then t build ur on the basis of these 
materials a revised constitution for the ! mperial Cuuncii. That 
was the procedure foJloweJ with c;tre and thoroughness 
by LORD LANSDOWNE'S Go\'ernment in the years r889 to 1893 
when no single step was taken without tbe amplest consultation 
with the Provincial Governments. It may no doubt be said 
that the scheme set forth below for the enlargement of the 
Imperial Legislative Council will afford a convenient model 
for the guidance of the Local Governments in framing their 
own proposals. This statement, however, is true only to a 
limited extent. From the nature of the case that scheme makes 
no provision for the representation of the Municipalities and 
District Boards, the Universities, the Presidency Corporations, 
the Trades Associations, the European Planting and Industrial 
interests and Indian Commerce, so that in respect of these 
essential elements of the Provincial Councils it can hardly be 
said to afford sufficient guidance to I "ucal Governments. The 
constitution of the Imperial Legislative Council is in fact so 
closely bound up with that of the Provincial Councils, by which 
a certain proportion of its Members are elected, that it is almost 
impossible to formulate final proposals for the one without 
having first determined the character of the other. It must 
be understood, therefore, that the scheme set forth below for 
the enlargement of the Legislative Council of the Governor
General is intended to be entirely provisional and suggestive, 
that it indicates only the main lines upon which, in the 
unaided judgment of the Government of lndi<1, the extension 
of the Council might be effected, and that they reserve to 
themselves the fullest discretion to modify their proposals in 
the light of the comments and criticism-; which those proposals 
may elicit from the Local Governments and the public. 

12. \Vith these introductory remarks the Government of 
India pass on to consider bow the principle of the represent
ation of classes and interests can be given effect to in the 
Governor-General's Legislative Conncil. They suggest that 
the Council might in future be constituted on the following 
lines:-
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(I) The maximum strength of the Council might be 53, or, 
including the Viceroy, 54· 

(2) This number might be made up thus-

A.-Ex·officio, the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal (or of 
the Punjab when the Council assembles in Simla), 
the Commander-in-Chief, and tht! Members of 
Executive Council 8 

B.-Additional officials to be nominated, not exceeding ••• 20 

C.-A Ruling Chief to be nominated by the Viceroy 

D.-Elected Members-

(a) By the Chambrrs of Commerce of Calcutta and 
Bombay 2 

(b) By the non· official Members of the Provincial 
Councils of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, Eastern 
Bengal and Assam, the United Provinces, the 
Punjab and Burma 7 

(c) By the nobles and the great landowners of Madras, 
Bombay, Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam, 
the United Provinces, the Punjab, and the Cen· 
tral Provinces 7 

(d) By Mahomedans 2 

E.-Non-officials nominated by the Viceroy to represent 
minorities or special interests, not less than two 
to be Mahomedans 4 

F.-Experts to be nominated by the Viceroy, when neces-
sary, for special purposes 2 

Total ... 53 

or, including His Excellency the Viceroy 54 

I 3· Under the present system four additional Members 
are elected by the non-official Members of the Councils of 
Bombay, Madras, Bengal, and the United Provinces. The 
Government of India propose to raise the number to seven 
by extending the privilege of election to the non-official 
Members of the Councils of Eastern Bengal and Assam, the 
Punjab, and Burma. The number of non-official Members 
of such Councils will no doubt be materially increa'sed. This 
will remove the objections which have been taken to entrusting 
the priviiege of election to so important a post as that of 
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Member of the Viceroy's Council to an electorate consisting of 
only about ten persons. 

J4. The Government of India are impressed with the 
necessity for giving substantial representation to the great 
landholders, who not only constitute the aristocratic and stable 
elemer.ts in Indian society, but also represent the interests 0f 
the landlords, great and small. For the pmpose of securing 
the adequate representation of this cli!ss, it ha" been suggested 
that a list of electors should be formed in each Province, and 
that they should be required to elect direct. The precise 
details of the electorate will require careful consideration, and 
they will necessarily vary with the circumstances of each 
Province, but the general idea is that a provincial electorate 
varying in size from one hundred to one hundred and fifty 
should be aimed at, and that the amount of land revenue giving 
the right to vote should not be less than Rs. ro,ooo/- a year. 
The exact limit to be fixed must, of course, depend on the 
s;tatus of the landholders in the Jlrovince concerned. In even· 
case it would be made a condition that the l\Tember elected t~ 
represent this class must himself belong to it. Owing to the 
peculiar conditions of Burma, where there are no large land
owners outside the primitive Shan States, that Province would 
be excluded from this category. 

I 5· The question may be raised whether a satisfactory 
constituency for the purpose of electing a Member of the 
Imperial Legislative Council can be formed by massing together 
for voting purposes the entire body of landholders in so large 
and in many respects so heterogeneous an area as an entire 
Province. It may be thought that an electorate thus consti
tuted would be wanting in solidarity, that it would be apt to fa:Il 
into the hands of wirepullers, and that by reason of the incon
gruous elements which it comprised, it might fail to choose a 
suitable representative on the Imperial Council. On this point, 
therefore, the Governor-General in Council reserves judgment 
until he is in possession of the views of Local Governments. As 
an alternative solution the suggestion has been made that a re
presentative of the landholders should be elected to the Imperial 
Council by the landholding members of the provincial Council 
either from among their own number, or from among landholders 
paying the amount ofland revenue that may be fixed as giving the 
right to vote• for or to be a Member of the Provincial (;ouncil. It 
is also a matter for consideration whether in some Provinces 
representatives of this class, whether on the Provincial or on the 
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Imperial Council cannot be better obtained by a system of 
nomination. 

16. The last point that remains for consideration under 
this head relates to the representation of special interests and 
minorities, and in particular of the Mahomedan community. 
In this connection I am to invite attenti011 to the observations 
made by His Excellency the Viceroy in reply to the address 
presented to him by a large and representative deputation on 
the 1st October, 1906. The Government of India concur with 
tbe presenters of the address that neither on the Provincial nor 
in the Imperial Legislative Councils has the Mahomedan com
munity hitherto received a measure of representation com
mensurate with its numbers and political and historical 
importance, and they desire to lay stress upon His Excellency's 
observation that "any electoral representation in India would 
be doomed to mischievous failure which aimed at granting a 
personal enfranchisement regardless of the beliefs and traditions 
of the communities composing the population of this continent.': 
Under the system of election hitherto in force, Hindus largely 
predominate in all or almost all the electorates, with the result 
that comparatively few Mahomedan Members have been elected. 
These have been supplemented by nominations made by 
Government. But the total representation thus effected has 
not been commensurate with the weight to which the Maho
medan community is entitled ; and it has, moreover, been 
strongly urged that even the system of nomination has frequent
ly failed to secure the appointment of Mahomedans of the 
class by whom the community desires to be represented. 

17. The Government of India suggest, therefore, for the 
consideration of Local Governments, the adoption of the following 
measures :-Firstly, in addition to the small number of Maho
medans who may be able to secure election in the ordinary 
manner, it seems desirable in each of the Councils to assign a 
certain number of seats to be filled exclusively by Mahomedans. 
Secondly, for the purpose of filling the latter, or a proportion 
of them, a special Mahomedan electorate might be constituted 
consisting of the following classes :-

(r) All who pay land revenue in excess of a certain amount. The 
figure need not be the same in each Province ; but should in all cases be 
sufficiently low to embrace the great body of substantial landholders. 

(2). All payers of income tax. This would comprise the trading and 
professiOnal classes, with incomes exceeding Rs r,ooo a year, 

(,3) All registered graduates of an Indian University of more than say, 
five years' standing. 
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The electoral lists would be prepared on a district basis, 
and the distribution of seats would be settled by the Local 
Governments. It would not be necessary, however, to throw 
open all the seats to election. Indian gentlemen of position 
sometimes refuse to offer themselves as candidates to a wide 
electorate, partly be~use they dislike canv;:~,;sing, and partly 
by reason of their reluctance to risk the indignity of being 
defeated by a tival candidate of inferior ;,ocial status. For 
these reasons it wonld probably be advi~ablc to n:serve a propor
tion of the seats to be filled, as at present, by nomination. 

r8. In the case of the Governor-General's Council, it has 
been suggested that of the four seats which the Government of 
India have proposed to set apart for Mahomedans, two should 
be filled by nomination by the Viceroy. For the other two 
election by the following Provinces in rotation, viz., Bengal, 
Eastern Bengal and Assam, the United Provinces, the Punjab, 
Bombay and Madras, is suggested. In Burma and the Central 
Provinces the proportion of lVIahomedans is not large enough to 
entitle them to special representation. The composition of the 
electorate in the six Provinces mentioned above formed the 
subject of representations by some prominent Members of the 
Mahomedan deputation which waited upon His Excellency the 
Viceroy in October 1906. They proposed that the electorate 
should be constituted as follows :-

(a) The Mahomedan non-offic:al Member of the Provincial Councils 
as ultimately expanded. 

(b) The Mahomedan Fellows of the local University, where one 
exists. 

(c) Mahomedans paying income-tax upon an annual income of 
Rs 25,000/-, or paying an amount of land revenue to be determined for 
each Province separately, which will indicate a corresponding income. 

The Government of India apprehend that some difficulty 
may be experienced in compiling a list of voters under the 
last of these heads, but this is a matter on which they will be 
guided by the opinion of l.ocal Governments. Should it be 
found impracticable to compile a register of voters under 
(c), then they are disposed to think that the electorate should 
be confined to the Mahomedan non-official Members of the 
Provincial Councils. This proposal is open to the objection 
that the number of electors will be small ; but it has the merit 
of being uniform with the system under which the other non
official Members are elected by the Members of the Provincial 
Councils. 
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19. Of the four seats provided by the nomination of non
officials under head E, two would be reserved for Mahomedans, 
to whom not less than four seats in the Governor-General's 
Council would thus be definitely appropriated. In as much as 
in two of the seven Provinces with Legislative Councils, namely 
Eastern Bengal and Assam and the Ptmjab, the followers of 
this religion constitute a majority of the population, it seems 
possible that a certain number of Mahomedans may also be 
returned to the Council under sub-head (b) of head D. 

The Provincial Legislative Councils. 
20. The foregoing scheme for the Imperial Legislative 

Council necessarily omits several elements which may form 
part of the Provincial Councils. Having regard to the wide 
variety of conditions in different parts of India, it is improbable 
that any one scheme will prove to be equally adapted to all 
Provinces. For instance, the principle of having recourse to 
election may be distasteful to the landed classes in som~ 
Provinces, while in others, where it has become familiar, it may 
be accepted without objection. The general principle to be 
borne in mind is, as already stated, that the widest represent
ation should be given to classes, races, and interests, subject to 
the condition that an official majority must be maintained. 

21. At present the larger number of the elected Members 
of the Provincial Councils, who again constitute the majority 
of the electorate for the Imperial Council, are chosen by Muni
cipalities and District Boards. The Government of India 
have examined the franchises which have been framed for these 
bodies and they find that the qualifications required both for 
electors and for candidates are extraordinarily low. Thus, in 
all but three of the Mufassil towns of Bengal, any one who 
pays Rs. 1-8 a year in rates is entitled to vote in the election 
of Municipal Commissioners, and is himself eligible for member
ship, not only of the Municipal Committee, but also of the 
Provincial Legislative Council ; while any one who pays Re. I 

a year as road cess may take part in the elections for the Local 
Boards, who in their turn elect the Members of the District 
Boards. This is the franchise upon which the election of 
the Bengal Members, not only of the Province, but also in a 
large degree of the Imperial Council, rests ultimp.tely, though 
not immediately. And in tbe other Provinces the qualifications 
are of much the same order of magnitude. The franchises 
were primarily devised with a view not to election of Councils, 
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but to the management of local affairs; and their unsuitability 
as a foundation for the election of legislators seems to have 
escaped notice in 1893. The Government of India do not 
propose to withdraw from District Boards and Municipalities 
the privilege of election to the Provincial Councils which they 
have enjoyed for the last 14 years. But it does not follow 
that the present systerfl of voting must b-.· maintained unchang
ed, and a solution might, perhap.:;, be arrived at by introducing 
,:pedal qualifications for Members of Council while leaving the 
dectoral franchise in other respects unchanged. 

22. It would be well also to consider whether, in view 
of the constitution of Indian society, it would not be advisable 
to introduce some such system for the representation of classes 
now liable to be crowded out by any predominant section of 
the population, as has already been admitted to be necessary 
in the case of Mahomedans. The Government of India do not 
wish to impose upon Provincial Governments any special line 
of action in making proposals with this object, but they desire 
tt> draw attention to the following scheme which has been 
suggested to them for the due representation of classes in local 
Councils and Boards :-

(a) The Local Government shall determine how many seats are to 
be filled by elected representatives of the most important 
classes into which the population of the Province is divided 
by race, caste, or religion and shall allot these seats to the 
several classes. 

(b) For the election of representatives of each class the Local 
Governments shall publish a list of voters consisting of mem
bers of that class who have held or are holding office in the 
Municipal or Local Boards, supplemented by others whom 
the Government may nominate after consultation with the 
anjumans, panchayats or other bodies who have been cons
tituted by the class in question for the direction of its own 
affairs. 

(c) As the constitutions of the Provincial Councils must largely 
depend upon the Municipal and Local Boards, it is suggested 
that Local Governments should introduce into their systems 
of election and nomination for these Boards, the principle of 
assigning a fixed proportion of seats to each of the leading 
classes into which the population is divided by race, caste, 
or religion and permitting the members of that class to select 
its own representative. In the Municipalities of Rangoon 
and Mandalay and to a limited extent in certain Municipalities 
in the United Provinces this principle of class representation 
has. been adopted with successful results. In the case of dis
trict and local Boards it might perhaps be possible to dis
tribute the seats to be filled by election among groups en-
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gaged in the same occupation, such as landholders, culti· 
vators, traders and professiOnal men and to select certain 
castes as representing each group. The members of those 
castes who paid a certain sum in taxes or possessed certain 
property qualifications might then be empowered to elect one 
of their own number to represent the occupational group on 
the Board. Suppose, for example, that in a particular area 
eight members had to be elected tG serve on the local Board, 
frJUr seats might be allotted to the Mahomedans and the re
maining four distributed among the Hindus, so that one seat 
should be given to the landholders, one to the traders, one to 
the cultivators and one to the professional classes. The 
census statistics supplemented by local enquiries would afford 
the means of determining what castes should be selected for 
the purpose of electing a Member for each of these groups, 
and only persons belonging to those castes and having cer
tain property qualifications would be entitled to vote in the 
electoral group to which their caste had been assigned and to 
elect a representative from one of the castes so assigned. 
It seems probable that by some plan of this kind the voting 
power might be distributed over a wider circle than at present, 
and would be less liable to become concentrated in the hands 
of a single section of the community. 

Discussion of the Budget in the Legislative Council. 

23. The discursive and unfruitful character of the Budget 
debates, both in the Imperial and Provincial Councils, has on 
many occasions formed the subject of comment and criticism. 
The Government of India entirely recognise the defects of the 
practice which prevails under the existing regulations, and they 
are anxious to introduce such changes as will make the 
debates less unreal and will bring them into closer relation 
with the financial policy and administrative decisions of the 
Government. To this end they propose that the Budget 
should be discussed, in the first instance, by separate heads, or 
groups of heads, which would be explained severally by the 
Member in administrative charge, this discussion being followed 
by a general debate in which Members would enjoy the same 
freedom as at present of criticising the administration. This 
change would evidently involve an extension of the time now 
aUotted to the discussion, and it would afford a far better 
opportunity for systematic criticism than exists under present 
arrangements. These compel a Member of Council to include 
within the limits of a single speech all the observations that he 
bas to offer on any of the numerous subjects ~hat naturally 
present themselves in an annual review of the administration of 
the revenues of India. Remarks· made in the course of the 
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ampler and more practical discussion which is now contemplated 
would be borne in mind by the Government of India or the 
Local Government when making financial arrangements in 
subsequent years, and it might perhaps on occasion be found 
possible to alter the Budget actually under review. 

24. These are the provisional and tentati\·e proposals 
which, with the approval nf Hi~ 1\!ajt:<;ty'·' Gnvernment, the 
Governor-General in Council now l<tvs before the Governor 
in Council (His Honour the Lieuten;;nt·G•>vern()r nr you) in 
the fullest confidence that they will receive the careful 
scrutiny and sympathetic consideration that their high 
importance demands. I am to request that after consultation 
with important bodies and individuals representative of the 
classes of the community, the Governor in Council (Lieutenant
Governor or you) will submit his matured conclusions on each 
branch of the subject to the Government of India, together with 
a detailed statement of the alterations that the Governor in 
Council (the Lieutenant-Governor or you) desire (s) to make 
in the Council regulations in order to carry his [Jroposals into 
effect. 

25. I am to ask that a reply to this letter may be received 
by the Government of India not later than the rst March 1900. 

. E. 
#" 

"EXTRACTS FROM THE DESPATCH FROM THE GOVERNMENT 
OF INDIA TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE (THE RT. HON'BLE 
VISCOUNT MORLEY OF BLACKBURN, 0. M.), NO. 21, DATED THE 
!ST. OF OCTOBER, 1908. 

We have the honour to address you on the subject of the 
constitutional reforms which were initiated more than two 
years ago by His Excellency the Vicerov in a Minute reviewing 
the political situation in India. LORD MINTO then pointed out 
how the growth of education, encouraged by British rule, had 
led to the rise of important classes claiming equality of citir.en
ship, and aspiring to take a larger part in shaping the policy of 
the Government, and he appointed a Committee of his Council 
to consider the group of questions arising out of these novel 
conditions. From the discussions thus commenced there was 
developed, b:)l stages which we need not detail, the tentative 
project of reform outlined in the Home Department letter to 
Local Governments, No. 2310-17, dated the 24th August, 1907. 
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After receiving your approval in Council, that letter was laid 
before Parliament and was published in England and 
India. The local Governments to whom it was addressed 
were instructed to consult important bodies and individuals 
representative of various classes of the community before 
submitting their own conclusions to the Government of India. 
These instructions have been carried out ·with great care and 
thoroughness. · 

Reception of the scheme. 

2. The provisional scheme thus submitted to the judgment 
of the Indian public comprised the creation of Imperial 
and Provincial Advisory Councils, the enlargement of the 
Legislative Councils, and more ample facilities for discussing 
the Imperial and Provincial Budgets. Every feature of 
our proposals has aroused keen interest, and has met with 
ample and outspoken criticism from the most intelligent 
members of Indian society, and the voluminous correspond-. 
ence which we now enclose may be regarded as an adequate 
and exhaustive expression of the views of those who are 
qualified to pronounce an independent opinion on the weighty 
and intricate matters now under consideration. In a country 
where the separation of classes, castes, races and communities 
is so marked as in India, and little common national 
sentiment has as yet been evolved, the natural tendency is, as 
the Bombay Government have pointed out, for the advocates 
of each particular class or interest to consider how their 
own advantages can best be furthered, and to overlook the wider 
aspects of the subject. This tendency comes out strongly in 
the non-official opinions forwarded by the Local Governments. 
From the landholders, whether Hindu or Mahomedan, the 
scheme has met with a generally favourable reception. With 
very few exceptions, they either approve of the proposals 
regarding Advisory Councils or make suggestions which leave 
their principle untouched. They welcome the separate represen
tation of the landowning interest on the Legislative Councils, 
and many of them lay stress on the condition that the member 
elected to represent their class must himself belong to it. The 
Mahomedans point out that the reforms of 1892 paid no 
regard to the diversity of the interests involved, and that 
territorial representation, in so far as it was then introduced, 
has placed a monopoly of voting power in the hands of the 
professional class. Most of them express their satisfaction with 
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the scheme of Advisory Councils, and they are unanimous in 
their commendation of the proposal to assign special seats to 
:\1ahomedans on the Legislative Councils, though some of 
them urge that the measure of representation offered to them 
falls short of that which their numbers and influence entitle 
them to demand. On the other hand the leaders of the 
professional class regai'Ci the A.dvisory Councils as superfluous 
'lnd illusory , they pr•:.'test cld.ss dectord.tG~ fur the 
Legislative Councils ; and they dem;md the formatiun of 
:erritorial constituencie~ un 'l <;:ale which would render their 
)Wll influence predominant. 'omparatiYely few opinions have 
been received from the commercial and industrial classes. But 
all of them, whether European or Indian, agree in complaining 
that their interests have received insufficient consideration and 
that they O'Jght to have more :VIembers on the Imperial Legisla
tive Council. 

3· The divergent opinions briefly summarised here bear 
striking testimony to the wisdom of LORD LANSDOWNE's 
Government in describing Indian society as "essentially a 
congeries of widely separated classes, races and communities, 
with divergences of interests and hereditary sentiment which 
for ages have precluded common action or local unanimity," 
and in insisting that the representation of such a community 
could only be secured by assigning to each important class a 
Member specially acquainted with its views. The conditions 
which existed then are shown by the present correspondence to 
continue still. Indeed, the advance in general education, that 
has taken place since 1892, bas added to the complexity of 
the problem by bringing to the front classes which were then 
backward, and by making them more keenly conscious of their 
individual interests and more disposed to claim separate 
representation by means of special electorates. In framing the 
greatly enlarged scheme of reform, which is explained below, 
we have given careful consideration to the views of all classes, 
and we desire to acknowledge the value of opinions which have 
been submitted by the educated members of all communities 
who, though their number is relatively small, deservedly occupy 
a special position by reason of their intellectual attainments 
and the attention they have given to public questions. With 
these preliminary observations we pass to the consideration, 
in fuller detail, of the actual proposals upon which we now 
submit our fi1~al recommendations to His Majesty's Govern
ment. 

18 
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An Imperial Advisory Council. 

4· Opinions on its compositt"on.-The considerations by 
which we were influenced in proposing the creation of an 
Imperial Advisory Council are fully stated in paragraph 4 of 
our let!er of 24th August, 1907. The Council then suggested 
was to consist of about sixty Members, o~ whom twenty were 
to be Ruling Chiefs and the rest territorial magnates. The 
opinions of Local Governments on the advantages of the scheme 
are divided. The views of the Madras Government are wholly 
adverse; the Government of Bombay cordially agree with the 
principle involved, but demur to the combination of Chiefs and 
territorial magnates, and suggest an Advisory Council of Ruling 
Chiefs for consultation on questions affecting them alone ; the 
Lieutenant-Governors of Bengal and the United Provinces 
approve. The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab is opposed 
to a mixed Council, but thinks that a smaller Council of Princes 
to discuss matters of Imperial and general importance might be 
of advantage, and suggests that to this Council there might be 
admitted a few men of wide reputation throughout India. The 
Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces takes substantially 
the same view. The Lieutenant-Governors of Burma and of 
Eastern Bengal and Assam approve generally of the scheme. 
Most of the non-officials receive with enthusiasm the general 
principle of associating the people more directly with the 
Government, but there is no unanimity in regard to the means 
by which this end may be attained, and the leading features 
of the Government proposal are generally condemned on 
various grounds. The main objections are that Ruling Chiefs 
will not sit with subjects of the British Government, who 
are necessarily of inferior status : that they have no knowledge 
of the conditions of British India, and that they would for that 
reason be useless either for the purpose of advising the Gov
ernment, or of diffusing information to the people. As regards 
territorial magnates, it is alleged that they are out of touch 
with the people, and that their interests are necessarily adverse 
to those of the great body of agriculturists. 

s. Criticisms on the functions of the Council.-Apart 
from the qualifications of its personnel the proposed Council 
is criticised on the grounds that it would have no legal recog
nition and no formal powers ; that the Government would be 
under no obligation to consult it or to be guided by its advice; 
that its proceedings would be secret, and that Government 
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would have discretion to publish or not to publish them as it 
thought fit ; and that the views of a nominated Council would 
command no respect if they were in conflict with those of 
the elected Members of the Legislative Council, while if the 

•ro bodies concurred in opposing the Government the diffi
'ties of the situation would be increased. The views of a 

1ber of Ruling• Chiefs have been :1scertained by letter and 
personal consultation, and several political officers have 

so been consulted. The majority qf Ruling Chiefs are 
pposed to the formation of a Council on which Ruling 
~hiefs and territorial magnates would sit together. Nearly 

all the political officers are of the same opinion. 

6. Recommendations of the Government of India.- \·Ve 
have carefully considered and discussed these criticisms. In 
view of the opposition of the Chiefs to a Council of mixed 
composition, and of the unfavourable reception which our 
proposal has met with in British India, we consider that the 
published scheme should not be proceeded with at present. 
It is possible that in course of time the relations of Native 
States to British India may become more intimate, and that 
common interests may arise which might with advantage be 
referred for discussion to a mixed Council, or to a Council 
consisting of two Chambers, one of Chiefs and the other of 
Notables. But in present conditions we are of opinion that an 
attempt to create a mixed Council in any form would result 
in failure. We think, however, that there should be an Im
perial Council composed only of Ruling Chiefs. The scope 
of such a Council would necessarily be narrower than that of a 
mixed Council, but there are many questions of an Imperial 
character on which the advice of Ruling Chiefs would be of 
great value, and we are of opinion that the time has come 
when they should be invited to assist the Governor-General in 
the guardianship of common and Imperial interests. 

7· Proposal for the Council if British Indian Notables.
The question then arises whether, in addition to a Council 
of Chiefs, there should be an Advisory Council composed ex
clusively of Notables of British India. As to this our view is 
that if an experiment is to be made in the direction of 
Advisory Councils, it should be made, in the first instance, by 
the institution of Provincial Advisory Councils on the lines 
indicated below, and that the question of an Imperial Council 
of Notables for British India only should not be entertained 
until the success of that experiment has been vindicated. It 
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will always be open to the Viceroy to ask for the advice of 
Members of Provincial Councils if he so desires. 

8. The Council of Chiifs.-Concerning the manner in 
which a Council of Chiefs should be called into existence we 
observe that legislation is not necessary and would not }
appropriate; we consider that the Council should be crea• 
in the exercise of the right of the Viceroy to choose his c. 
advisers in respect of matters which are under his control 
the head of the Government. This disposes of the varioL 
suggestions put forward in the papers as to local recognitiot. 
statutory powers, election of the whole or part of the Council, 
periodical meetings, right of initiative, power to block Gov~ 
ernment measures by the vote of a majority of a certain 
strength, public discussion, and so forth. It puts the scheme on 
its proper footing and leaves it to develop by the natural process 
of growth to which all successful political institutions are due. 

9· Number and term of office.-Passing now to the ques
tion of the number of the Council, the mode of appointment 
and the term of office, we recommend that it should be limited • 
to such a number as is appropriate in view of the claims and 
traditions which have to be considered. We observe that the 
Imperial Privy Council proposed by LORD LYTTON included 
only 12 Chiefs, and that His Lordship said that he could not 
recommend a larger number "without extending the honour 
to minors, or Chiefs of a rank too low for so high and honour
able an office or to Chiefs not wholly fitted for the dignity of 
Councillors." Eventually only eight Chiefs were given the 
title of Councillor of the Empress. As the Council should, in 
our opinion, be appointed by the Viceroy, it follows that 
neither hereditary tenure nor election would be admissible. 
The Members would hold office during the Viceroy's pleasure, 
and it would be at his discretion to consult any of them, indi
vidually or collectively, as he might think fit from time to 
time. 

I o. Subjects for discussion- There is abundant evidence 
in the opinions that have come before us of the existence of 
a strong feeling that the Council ought to be given some power 
of initiative and that their discussions should not be strictly 
limited to matters formally referred to them. This view 
appears to us natural and reasonable, and we recommend that 
any Member should have power at any time to. ask that a 
question be referred to the Council. It would of course be 
entirely in the discretion of the Viceroy to grant such a request. 
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We do not, however, think it desirable in announcing the 
creation of the Council to enumerate by way of catalogue the 
subjects to be referred to it. Such an enumeration, would, 
on the one band, tend to limit consultation, while on the other, 
it might lead to th.e Council being overburdened at starting 
with a list of subjects, "orne nf which did not call for imme
diate consideration, \ \' c have \itt le dnnbt that questions will 
arise from time to time the disposal of which will be mate· 
riallv facilitated bv tht; deliberation' ,,f snch a 1. ·ouncil as we 
contemplate. \V~ do not think it advisable to define the 
scope of consultation more precisely, and for the present, at 
any rate, we would leave the whole matter to the unfettered 
discretion of the Viceroy. 

I I. Meetings and procedure.-For much the same reasons 
it does not appear to us to be necessary, until further experience 
has been gained of the actual working of the Council, to 
determine whether it should meet periodically, and, if so, at 

• what intervals. That will obviously depend partly upon the 
amount of bllsiness to be brought before the Council and partly 
on the question whether the nature of the business is such as 
to call for personal and collective discussion, or whether it can 
more conveniently be dealt with by means of correspondence. 
It is true that the opir.ions on the subject, both those of the 
Chiefs and those sent up by Local Governments, are in general 
agreement that the Council should meet once a year at leJ.st. 
It has, however, been pointed out by several critics that the 
expense of assembling the Council would be considerable, and 
could not fairly be charged either on the taxpayers of British 
India or on those of the Native States. \Ve observe, moreover, 
that some of the more important Chiefs dislike the idea of 
collective consultation, that they hint at difficulties of precedence 
among themselves, and that they evidently consider free dis
cussion to be only possible among equals. These Chiefs 
express a preference for consultation by letter, or for the 
appointment of certain Chiefs to offer advice when they think 
it necessary. They do not wish to be invited to attend meet
ings, both for the personal reasons already suggested, and 
because of the expense and inconvenience and the interruption 
of their regular administrative work. It appears to us that 
there is much force in these objections. \Ve believe, however, 
that they might be got over by holding a meeting in the first 
instance for the purpose of inaugurating the Council, and of 
giving opportunity for an informal interchange of views, and 
then conducting the business of the Council by means of 
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correspondence, unless some occasion should render it desirable 
to call together the entire body. In our opinion the proceedings 
of the Council when invited to assemble for collective consulta
tion should ordinarily be confidential ; but it would rest with 
the Viceroy after consultation with the .Council to cause a 
statement of the subjects discussed and the decisions arrived at 
to be published. 

Provincial Advisory Councils. 

12. Tlze Government of ftzdia's ori'gina! proposal.-In our 
letter of the 24th August, 19c7, we suggested that the various 
Provincial Governments should, when the local conditions admit, 
be furnished with a selected body of advisers, whom they would 
consult upon all measures of importance affecting the popula
tions committed to their charge. The Provincial Councils were 
to be of smaller size than the Imperial Council then contem
plated, but their membership was to be large enough to embrace • 
all interests of sufficient importance to claim representation 
on such a body. The greater and smaller landholders, industry, 
commerce, capital, and the professional classes were to be 
included in the Council; and it was observed that the association 
of non-official Europeans standing for these important interests, 
with the natural leaders of Indian society in common consulta
tion on matters of public importance would tend to promote 
a better understanding, and to clear away on both sides 
injurious prejudices and misconceptions. Each Local Govern
ment was to be at liberty to consult its Advisory Council, 
either individually or collectively, in regard to any provincial 
question. 

13. Views of Local Governments.-The repliec; of Local 
Governments are not unanimous, but on tht: whole they are in 
favour of the proposal. The Government of Bombay approve 
of the general idea, but consider that the practical success of 
the Council must depend on the personal weight and influence 
of its Members, each of whom should, as far as possible, represent 
some important class or interest. Their number should not 
exceed 20 ; all should be nominated for three years ; and the 
Council should elect its own President in the absence of the 
Governor. A separate CounCil of not more than five Members 
should be appointed for Sind. The Lieutenant-Governor of 
Bengal proposes a Council of about 30 members representing 
large and small landholders, Feudatory Chiefs, Eurupean and 
Indian Commerce, tea and indigo, the professions, the Univer-
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sity, the district boards and the municipalities. The Lieutenant
Governor of the United .ProvinceR suggests that the Council 
~hould consist of 35 nominated Members, including representa
tives of the Province on the Imperial Council, and four elected 
Members of the Provincial Legislative Council, the balance 
bting made up by representatives of land, industry, commerce, 
the planting community, the professional classes, and educa
tio'1al and religious interests. The Cuuu~.;il should be free to 
choose its own President and Secretary. and should conduct 
its deliberations in the absence: of anv' .Government officiaL 
The Lieutenant-Governor of Burma app~oves of the scheme as 
a general measure of policy, but considers that the Province 
is :wt yet ripe for such a measure. The Lieutenant-Governor 
of Eastern Bengal and Assam thinks it doubtful whether a 
Prcvincial Advisory Council could be easily got together owing 
to the expense and lab,mr of attending meetings. He suggests 
a Council composed of the Members of the Legislative Council 
oanri representatives of other interests, including Members 
elected by the District Advisory Councils which he thinks 
should be formed. The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab 
dwells on the difficulty of finding suitable men for an Advisory 
Council and a Legislative Council and observes that if, for the 
sake of uniformity, it is necessary to hrt.ve an Advisory Council 
in the Punjab, its number should be the smallest compatible 
with adequate representation of the main creeds, classes and 
interests. He considers that five or at the most seven Councillors 
would be sufficient. The Chief Commissioner of the Central 
Provinces proposes a Council of 25, comprising S Members 
elected by district boards and large municipalities, 6 Members 
nominated to represent the commercial classes and minorities, 
and I I official Members. The Madras Government criticise 
the published scheme on the grounds stated at length in their 
Jetter of I 3th March, and, instead of creating a Provincial 
Advisory Council, propose to consult the non-official Members 
of their Legislative Council informally when they require advice. 
In regard to the question whether the proceedings of the Council 
;hould be strictly private and confidential, or whether some 
1rovision should be made for public conferences, we find few 
~finite expressions of the opinion of Local Governments. The 
\overnments of Eastern Bengal and the United Provinces 
8pear to co~template giving a certain amount of publicity to 
tte proceedings of the comparatively large Councils which they 
r-:opose, and the Government of Bombay, though they propose 
arelatively small Council, do not suggest that its proceedings 
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should necessarily be confidential. On the other hand, the 
Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal advises that the proceedings 
should be "informal, private, and confidential", while for the 
Punjab a small confidential Council is proposed. 

14. Views of otlzer pe1'sons.-The OP.inions before us from 
other persons are beyond doubt in favour of the creation of 
some form of Provincial Advisory Council, in order to bring 
the people more closely into touch with Local Governmeats. 
There is, however, considerable diversity of opinion as to the 
size and constitution of the proposed Council. Suggestions 
vary from a small Council of not less than 10 representing hnd, 
commerce, the professions and retired officials, to larger bo:lies 
of 50, 6o or So Members partly elected and partly nominated. 
Generally speaking, the tendency of the professional middle 
class is to propose a rather large statutory Council, wholly or 
partly elected so as to represent a variety of interests, holding 
public sittings at regular intervals, and exercising extensive 
legal powers, which would include an unlimited initiative, power 
to ask questions and to call for information and papers, and 
an absolute or suspensory vote on Government proposals. The 
landholders are mainly concerned with securing adequate or 
preponderant representation for themselves, but many of them 
make much the same proposals as the professional class. The 
MAHARAJA OF HEN ARES puts forward the suggestion, which has 
been adopted by the United Provinces Government, that the 
Council should have its own !)resident and Secretary; SIR FAIVAZ 
ALI KHAN proposes an elected Council ; the RAJA OF MALABAR 
pleads for legal recognition, periodical meetings, public discus
sion, and election of Members. The British Indian Association 
advocate district representation, power of initiating questions, 
and publication of opinions. The Mahomedan opinions are 
almost unanimous in desiring a Council, but differ as to its 
composition. Some ask for large Councils on which each 
district would have a representative ; others propose smaller 
bodies with 25 or 30 Members. Several writers suggest that 
religious interests should be specially represented. Among the 
Mahomedans of the Punjab the best opinion accepts a smal 
Council of six or seven Members as appropriate. 

I 5. Final recommendations of Government of India-Th: 
demand for Advisory Councils of large size, and for opportt· 
nities of public debate, appears to us to have its ()rigin mainv 
in the feeling, which has been generally expressed, that thee 
ought to be greater facilities for the discussion of pubk: 
measures than now exist. \V e recognise the force of this claiB, 
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but we think that it should be met rather by extending the 
powers of the existing Legislative Councils than by setting up 
large rival Councils which must to some extent conflict with 
them. In the recommendations which we shall presently submit 
to Your Lordship ip regard to the Legislative Councils we have 
suggested the removal of the restrictions which now prevent 
debate on matters which are not before the Council in the 
form of legislation, and \Ve believe that this change should 
satisfy those who ask for large Advisory Councils for the reason 
given above. But the question remains whether it would not 
be of advantage for the Head of a Local Government to have a 
small body of Councillors to whom he could turn for advice 
before his policy was definitely shaped, or whom he could use 
as a channel of communication with the public in the matters 
which could not conveniently be brought before the Legislative 
Council. Beyond doubt the bulk of opinion is in favour of 
the formation of some consultative bodv. and we recommend 

• that Advisory Councils of the character iz;dicated above should 
be constituted in those Provinces in which the Head of the 
Government is of opinion that they would be of service. Condi · 
tions vary, and we would not compel any Local Government to 
make what, after all, can only be an experiment, unless local 
conditions were held to warrant it. But we believe that such 
Councils, if wisely directed, might become of marked value in 
some Provinces. They would provide a means of obtaining: 
advice both on proposals for legislation and on administrative 
questions, and of conveying information as to the intentions 
and motives of Government, and further they would be a visible 
sign of the,. desire of the Government to take the best minds in 
the Province into their confidence. It is, however, in our opinion, 
essential that such Councils should be limited in size and tbat 
the decision as to their numbers should rest with the Govern
ment of India. The reason for this is plain; the effect of any 
departure from the standard model would not be confined to 
a single Province, but would inevitably <~ffect the administration 
of other Provinces and of India as a whole. The appointment 
of Members would naturally rest \vith the Local Government. 
and in our judgment the criterion of membership should be 
distinction of some kind, wb<::ther arising from intellectual 
capacity, personal influence, or representative position. It 
follows from the fact tbat the Councils are to be advisory bodies 
only, that no legislation is required for their creation. \\'e do 
not propose to attempt any formal enumeration of the subjects 
with which such Councils should deal. We think it sufficient 
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to say that the Council should consider matters referred to it 
by the Head of the Government, but that any Member should 
have power at any time to ask that a question be referred to 
the Council. It would of course be entirely in the discretion 
of the Head of the Government to decline to refer a particular 
question to the Council. We are of opinion that a record should 
in all cases be kept of the subjects discussed and of the con
clusions arrived at, and that it should rest with the Head of the 
Government to determine in consultation with the Council 
whether and in what form a statement of the views of the 
Council should be published. 

The Imperial Legislative Council. 

16. The history of the various stages by which the Imperial 
Legislative Council has developed into its present form is given 
in SIR COURTENAY ILBERT's Government of India and need not 
be repeated here. Under the law and rules at present in force • 
the Council stands thus :-

Ex-Officio. 

The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal (or of the Punjab when the 
Council assembles in Simla), the Commander-in-Chief and 
the Members of the Executive Council 8 

Additional. 

A.-Nominated Members; not more than 6 to be officials; the non
officials to be nominated with reference to legislative business 
or to represent interests • I I 

B.-Elected Members 5 
(a) By the Legislative Councils of Madras, Bombay, Bengal 

and the United Provinces... 4 
(b) By the Calcutta Chamber of Commer~e ••• 1 

Total 24 
or, including His Excellency the Viceroy 25 

17. In our letter of 24th August, 1907 we suggested that 
effect might be given to the principle of the representation of 
classes and interests by means of a Council constituted in the 
following manner :-

Ex-officio. 
The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal (or of the Punjab when the 

Council assembles in Simla), the Commander-in-Chief, and 
the Members of the Executive Council 8 
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Additional. 

A.-Nominated Members ; not more than 20 to be officials; of the 
non-officials, one to be a Ruling Chief ; four to represent 
minorities or special interests, not less than two being Maho
medans ; an,l two, when necessary, to be experts nominated 
for special purposes 27 

/I.-Elected Members 18 
(a) by the Chambers of c·omrnet, e of ;dcurLt ;c1d Bombay ::!: 

(b) by the non-ofticial :\!embers of the l'rc.vmr1al c:onncils of 
Madras, Bombay, Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam, 
the United Provinces, the Punjab and Burma. 7 

(c) by the nobles and the great landowners of ::\Iadras, Bombay, 
Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam, the United Provinces, 
the Punjab, and the Central Provinces 7 

(d) by Mah0medans ... 2 

Total 
or, including His Excellency the Viceroy 

53 
54 

I 8. Principle of represmtation.-We have carefully con
sidered the proposal of Local Governments on the subject 
and the large body of non-official opinions submitted. In 
our judgment these papers bear out to the fullest extent the 
conclusion that representation by classes and interests is the 
only practicable method of embodying the elective principle 
in the constitution of the I mlian Legislative Councils. A 
great array of authorities may be cited in support of this 
opinion. Twenty years ago, in the course of the discussions 
leading up to the report of SIR GEORGE CHESNEY'S Com
mittee, MR. !NOW LORD) MACDONELL, then Home Secretary 
to LORD DuF"FERIN'S Government, said in a note which was 
forwarded to the India Office : "The process of modifying 
the existing constitution of the Councils should proceed on a 
clear recognition and firm grasp of the fact that India is a 
congeries of races, nationalities and creeds, widely differing 
£nter se in a variety of ways." On the same occasion SIR 
GEORGE CHESNEY expressed similar views, and SIR CHARLES 
AITCHISON observed that "the division of the people into 
creeds, castes, and sects with varying and conflicting interests" 
rendered representation in the European sense an obvious 
impossibility. A passage in Lmw DUFFERIN's Minute an
nexed to the ,Government of India's Despatch of the 6th Nov
ember, I 888 describes the population of India as "composed 
of a large number of distinct nationalities, professing various 
religions, practising diverse rites, speaking different languages, 
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while many of them are still further separated from one another 
by discordant prejudices, by conflicting social usages, and even 
antagonistic material interests." This opinion is not confined 
to Englishmen, but is shared by competent Indian observers 
at the present day. In a recent address t_p a modern political 
association on the duty of patriotic Indians, HIS HIGHNESS the 
AGA KHAN has given emphatic expression to similar senti
ments. "In India," he says, "no such union as is essential 
to the creation of a strong, independent, homogeneous state is 
possible without centuries of consolidation. Even if we assume 
that the forces tending to unification are quickened by the 
machinery of modern civilisation, generations must pass before 
India is a nation. In very truth we can detect signs of the 
advent of that unity which is the first essential to the creation 
of a modern State." 

1 g. These views receive striking independent confirm
ation from the debates in Parliament on the Indian Councils 
Bill which became law in 1892. In the Upper House LORD 
RIPON referred to the extreme difficulty of "selecting men who 
represented the various classes of the community, and the 
various sections of opinion, as well as the various localities 
of India." LolW KIMBERLEY said-"The notion of a Parlia
mentary representation of so vast a country-almost as large 
as Europe-containing so large a number of different races is 
one of the wildest imaginations that ever entered the minds of 
men." He went on to emphasise the necessity of ascertaining 
the feelings of "a most important body ...... the Mahomedans 
of India. If you were to be guided entirely by the Hindu 
popular opinion you would find yourself in gr1at difficulty." 
LORD NoRTHBROOK considered that provision should be made 
"for the representation of different classes of people-people 
of different races and different religions." In a later stage of 
the discussion LORD KIMBERLEY agreed with LORD NORTH
BROOK, and observed-"lt has been found in this country 
not very easy to protect the interests of minorities by any 
contrivance that can be devised ; but there must be found 
some mode in India of seeing that minorities such as the 
important body of Mahomedans, who are frequently in a 
minority in parts of that country, are fully represented." In 
the House of Commons the weightiest utterance was that of 
MR. GLADSTONE, who referred to the difficulty nf introducing 
the P!ective principle "in an Asiatic country like India with its 
ancient civilization, with institutions so peculiar, with such di
versities of races, religions and pursuits." He also drew atten-
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tion to "the danger of having persons who represent particular 
cliques or classes or interests, and who may claim the honour 
of representing the people of India," thus anticipating the 
observation, now made by the Bombay Government, that "the 
educated classes, although a very small minority, appear to 
claim to represent tbe interests of all sections of the people, and 
are inclined to oppo~e any measures which appear likely to 
lessen their influence.'' MR. SA:'11UEJ ~~flTH spoke of "the 
endless shades of caste, race, and religion in India": Sm 
WILLIAM PLOWDEN and SIR RICIL\lUJ TE'-!l'LE follo;_.ed in 
the same strain; and the latter observed that "in fixing the 
ratio of Members, the interests to be represented, and tbe classes 
which constitute the bulk of the people, ought to be the 
determining factors rather than the population." 

20. To the principle thus affirmed by both Houses of 
Parliament LoRD LANSDOWNE's Government endeavoured to 
give as wide a scope as was then possible, in the regulations 
framed by them for the constitution of the Provincial Legis
l~tive Councils. In the letters addressed by them to Local 
Governments on the I 5th August, I 892, they enumerated the 
interests which seemed to be of sufficient importance to require 
representation, and indicated the manner in which the seats 
to be filled by recommendation should be allotted so as to 
secure the object in view. The question of the direct represen
tation of those interests on the Imperial Legislative Council 
did not at that time arise, as it was believed that the non-official 
.Members of the Provincial Legislative Councils, as reconstituted 
under the regulations then about to be made, would form a 
sufficiently wide electorate for the Supreme Council. This 
electorate, however, while it has worked advantageously in the 
case of one class, can hardly be said to have afforded propor
tionate representation to the other ir.terests concerned. Of the 
non-official Members elected to the Imperial Council since 1893, 
45 per cent. have belonged to the professional middle class ; 
the landholders have obtained 27 per cent. of the seats, and the 
Mahomedans only I2 per cent ; while the Indian mercantile 
community, a large and increasingly important body, have had 
no representative at all. The advance of English education, 
and the demand of influential classes and interests for representa
tion on a more ample scale, now render it necessary to examine 
the whole subject in the light of the experience of the last 
fifteen years, and to treat it on more liberal and comprehensive 
lines than we have hitherto been able to follow. With the 
enlargement of the Imperia! Council it ceases to be possible to 
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rely exclusively upon a single source of recruitment. New 
constituencies must be formed, and in framing them we have 
to consider what sections of the population can properly claim 
representation for British India as a whole. With due regard 
for the limitations of a purely numerical test, we would refer 
to the following statistics of communities, interests, and adult 
male persons who can read and write, as ;ndicating in a general 
way the main factors which enter into the problem. The 
figures are taken from the Census of 1901 and relate to British 
India only :-

Communities. 

Hindus ... 
Mahomedans 
Buddhists 
Christians 
Sikhs 
Jains 

Agriculture 

Interests. 

Commerce and Industry 
Professions 

Adult Males. 

Number. 
I 58,60I,OOO 
53,804,000 
9,411,000 
I,904,000 
I,574,000 

479,000 

I 5 5,678,000 
38,302,000 

3,87I,OOO 

Per cent. 
68 
23 
4 

'8I 
'67 
'20. 

67. I 
16. 5 
I. 6 

Literate in English 652,000 1 
Literate in Vernacular 8,6I6,ooo 14 

2 I. Starting from these data and bearing in mind the 
principles laid down by Parliament in 1892 for the guidance of 
LORD LANSDOWNE'S Government, we propose that the Imperial 
Legislative Council should be constituted as follows :-

A.-Ex-o(Jicio Members ... 

B.-Officials representing Provinces ... 

8 

8 

C.-Nominated Members ; not more than IS to be officials: the 
non-officials to be representatives of minorities or special 
interests, or experts 18 

D.-Elected Members 28 
(a) by the Provincial Legislative Councils and by the Advi~ury 

Council of the Central Provinces 12 
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(b) by the landholders of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, Eastern 
Bengal and Assam, the United Provinces, the Punjab and 
the Central Provinces 7 

(c) by Mahomedans of Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam, 
the United Provinces, the Punjab, and (alternately) Madras 
and Bombay 5 
hy Chamber-.. of C'nn•n1rrce- r·d ' ::drntt~\ -111d Hern'b<ty 

(e) by represe~tativeo; uf l ndian Cnmmerce ~ 
fotal .•. 62 

or, including His Excellency the V:ceroy 

The Council, when assembled in full strength, would be 
composed (excluding the Viceroy) of 31 officials and the same 
number of non-officials, so that His Excellency would only be 
called upon to vote in the event of the Council being ~tqually 
divided. Our reasons for the constitution which we propose are 
stated in detail in the following paragraphs. 

22. Enlargement of the Council.-In our letter of 24th 
August, 1907 we suggested that the size of the Council should 

•be more than doubled. Among Local Governments, Bengal, 
the United Provinces, and Burma approve of the proposal and 
make suggestions tending to raise the number still further. 
The Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces is alarmed at 
the demand for additional official Members, and throws out 
the suggestion that their number might be reduced by giving 
each official vote a double value. Most of the opinions forward
ed favour enlargement, and a number of persons either propose 
a number in excess of 54, or make suggestions for the re
presentation of particular interests which necessarily im•olve 
an expansion of the Council beyond that limit. We are im
pressed with the unanimity of the feeling in favour of a large 
Council, and we consider that the rise in the standard of 
general intelligence, and the universal desire for a greater share 
in the management of public business, render an increase 
inevitable and desirable. In view of the various classes and 
interests which claim representation, we find it impossible to 
propose a smaller number than 62 or, including His Excellency 
the Viceroy, 63. 

23. Power to create an official maJoriz'y.-The principle of 
an official majority was accepted by His Majesty's Government 
in the correspondence which took place last year, and was 
embodied, with their authority, in our letter of 24th August, 
1907. \Ve can discover nothing in the present correspondence 
that would justify us in proposing its surrender. It is obvious 
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that under existing constitutional conditions the Government 
cannot resign, it must be able to settle the Budget and procure 
supplies for the service of the country : and it cannot divest 
itself of the power to give effect by legislation to the decisions 
of His Majesty's Government. Those non-officials who approach 
the subject from its practical side dearly realise the anomaly 
of the Executive Government being placed in a permanent 
minority. In the scheme submitted to us by the HoN'RLE MR. 
GOKIIALE, who may be taken to represent the better informed 
section of Indian publicists, he carefully guards himself against 
any such idea. On the Councils outlined by him the Govern
ment is ''assured of a standing majority behind it" and the 
Head of the Government is further vested with a general veto. 
lle asks only for "a minority-but a respectable minority" of 
non-official Members. In all Provinces the opinions which 
carry most weight, owing to the position of the writers and their 
experience as Members of a Legislative Council, proceed on 
similar lines ; though the strength of the official majorities 
proposed by them differs slightly, and some suggest that official • 
votes shm;ld have a double value, or that the official proposals 
should prevail and that no cognizance should be taken of the 
votes. We gladly recognize the moderation and good sense by 
which these views are inspired. At the same time in order to 
avoid the inconvenience and waste of power involved in taking a 
number of officers away from their ordinary work merely for 
the purpose of voting on the Government side, we would reduce 
the official majority to the narrowest limits. Our scheme 
provides (excluding His Excellency the Viceroy) for 31 official 
Members,-8 ex-officio, 8 representing Provinces, and 15 appoint
ed from among those officials at the headquarters of Govern
ment whose services can be made available without undue 
interruption of their ordinary duties. In the event of the Council 
being equally divided so that 3 I officials were on one side and 
3 I non-officials on the other, the Viceroy's vote would turn the 
scale. 

24. Ordinary constitution of the Council.-We have stated 
in the last paragraph our reasons for deeming it essential to 
retain the power of procuring, in the last resort, the support 
of a majority of officials in our Legislative Councils. Subject 
to this essential condition, we are prepared, in the Councils as 
constituted for ordinary purposes, to make a far larger conces
sion than has as yet been suggested and to dispense with an 
official majority. We have every hope that the confidence we 
are willing to place in the intelligence and public spirit of the 
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non-official Members will be justified, and that increased respon
sibility will bring with it the requisite forbearance. We believe 
that on all ordinary occasions the Government may reckon with 
practical certainty upon securing sufficient non-official support 
to enable them to carry on the work of legislation with a 
Council containing less than the full quota of official Members, 
and we are willing to t{ive this system a fair trial. Our speci
fication of the Council has been framed accordingly. The 
provision that of the nominated ::VIembers not more than I 5 
shall be officials will enable m to dispense with an official 
majority for ordinary purposes, and we anticipate that it will 
hardly ever be necessary to appoint so large a number of officials 
as would secure an absolute official majority. In short, we 
propose to work normally with a minority, but to reserve power 
in the last resort to transform it into a majority. 

2 5. Omission of the Ruling Clziif.---The inclusion of a 
Ruling Chief in the Imperial Legislative Council proposed last 
year is objected to by a large number of persons on the ground 
t-hat it is anomalous that an outsider should take part in making 
laws by which neither he nor his subjects will be affected, and 
that in most cases a Chief can know very little about the subjects 
with which British Indian legislation is concerned. \Ve have 
considered these arguments, and we recommend that a Ruling 
Chief should not form an obligatory element of the Council. 
\Vhen there happen to be special reasons for appointing one, it 
will always be open to His Excellency to appoint him to one of 
the seats reserved for nomination, where he might at the same 
time serve the purpose of representing a minority such as the 
Mahomedans or the Sikh community. 

26. Representatiotz of the professional ntidd!e class.-Our 
proposal to assign seven seats to the non-official Members 
of the Provincial Councils of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, Eastern 
Bengal and Assam, the United Provinces, the Punjab, and 
Burma is accepted by all Local Governments except the 
Punjab, which observes that as the number of non-official 
Members on its Provincial Council will probably remain small, 
"it would be difficult, though not of course impossible, to 
concede to them the right of electing a Member for the Impe
rial Council." This portion of the published scheme has, 
however, been attacked on the ground that it gives to the 
professional middle class only three more seats (corresponding 
to the three additional Provinces to be represented) than they 
now possess. Several suggestions are made for increasing 

19 
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the number by assigning two or more Members to each of 
the Provincial Councils. We have considered these proposals, 
but we find it impossible to give each of the seven Provincial 
Councils as many as two Members without raising the total 
strength of the Imperial Council to an extent that would be in
convenient. \Ve recommend, therefore, that the four Provinces, 
which will have comparatively large• Provincial Councils, 
namely, Madras, Bombay, Bengal and the United Provinces, 
should be allowed to elect two Members, the three Provinces 
with smaller Councils, namely, the Punjab, Eastern 13engal and 
Assam and Burma getting only one Member each., This would 
raise the number of Members elected by l'rovincial Legislative 
Councils from seven to eleven, which seems a fair allotment so 
far as the Provinces with Councils are concerned. The case of 
the Central Provinces has also to be considered. There is at 
present no Legislative Council in those Provinces, and there 
are difficulties in forming any kind of suitable electorate. For 
the present, therefore, we think that some use may legitimately 
be made of the Advisory Council, and we consider that there
presentative might be nominated by the Chief Commissione; 
in consultation with that Council. This is perhaps not a very 
great advance, but it represents a somewhat nearer approach to 
election than nomination pure and simple, which appears to be 
the only practicable alternative. 

27. Representation of Landholders.-The proposal made in 
our letter of 24th August, 1907 that the nobles and great land
owners of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, Eastern Bengal and 
Assam, the United Provinces, the I>unjab, and the Central 
Provinces should be represented by seven Members, is generally 
approved by the Local Government~, and has been well received 
by the landholders themselves, and we consider that it gives 
sufficient representation to the landed interest. The question, 
however, of the manner in which the Members are to be selected 
is a difficult one, and there is little uniformity in the answers. 
The Governments of Madras and Bengal propose to form 
electorates based upon income from land. The United Provin
ces has a scheme for election proper in Agra, and another for 
election by associations in Oudh. The Government of Bombay 
make no suggestion as to the manner in which the representa
tive of the Bombay landowners on the Imperial Council should 
be selected. The Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces 
thinks that the formation of an electorate is impossible and 
puts forward a scheme for election by Durbiuis combined 
with nomination, The Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal 
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and Assam proposes election by an association, and the 
Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab is in favour of nomination. 
Among these conflicting opinions it is impossible for us, 
with the materials available, to make any definite proposal 
which would admit of general application, nor is it probable 
that any uniform system would be feasible throughout 
India. 

2;), \Ve may, however, discuss, as briefly as possible, the 
various suggestions that have been made. ()f the proposals 
put forward in our published letter election by the landholding 
Members of the Provincial Councils is rightly objected to on 
the ground that the electors, numbering from two to four only, 
would be likely to differ over the selection of the candidates. 
Election by a constituency comprising all landholders who pay 
a certain amount of land revenue, or derive a certain income 
from land, is approved in principle by most people, though 
there is some difference of opinion as to the exact sums which 
should confer the franchise. But doubts are expressed by 
s~me Governments and several landholders as to the possibility 
of working such an electorate over an area so large as an entire 
Province, and the question is one that can only be settled by 
actual experiment. If the landholders themselves take a real 
interest in the matter, and are anxious to demonstrate their 
fitness to exercise the privilege of voting, Provinces will compete 
with each other in devising methods of election and the best 
system will in the long run prevail. Meanwhile we may point 
out that the success of the Calcutta University in organising the 
election of Fellows by a large number of graduates scattered all 
over India furnishes some ground for believing that the diffi
culties anticipated will not be found insuperable. 

29. When regular electorates cannot be formed, the sim
plest and most convenient method of selecting Members would 
be to recognise election by associations. This practice has 
precedent in its favour. It was mentioned with approval in 
the Parliamentary debates on the Act of 18g2, and in one form 
or another it appears in all of tbe existing regulations. There 
are, however, certain possibilities connected with it which may 
become more serious if the expansion of the Councils and 
the enlargement of their powers should stimulate the election
eering spirit in India. If election by associations is admitted 
as the standard means of giving representation to classes, 
it seems probable that rival associations may claim recognition, 
and that it may be difii.cult to decide between them. There 
is also the danger that an association may be captured by a 
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small ring of politicians ; that its original character may be 
transformed by changing the conditions of membership or 
by manipulating admissions ; or again that the whole organi· 
zation may exist, as the HoN'BLE MALIK UMAR HAIYAT 
KHAN has suggested, "more on paper than in practice." 
Lastly, where parties are formed within an association, with 
the result that the validity of an electiort is disputed and each 
party charged the other with fraud, it is obvious that the 
Government would find some difficulty in determining which 
of two rival candidates should be held to have been elected. 
For these reasons we consider that the recognition of asso
ciations as electoral agencies should be regarded as a provi. 
sional arrangement, to be maintained only until the interests 
which they purport to represent demand the formation of a 
regular electorate, and succeed in satisfying the Government 
that this step in advance is practicable. vVhere there are no 
representative associations, and electorates cannot be formed. 
the only possible alternative is to have recourse to nomination 
until the community has developed sufficiently to be fit for ~ 
more independent system. In applying each of these methods 
regard would be had to local conditions. For instance in the 
United Provinces the claim of the British Indian Association. 
which represents the OucJh TalukcJars, to elect a Member 
deserves special consideration ; but the principle to be borne in 
mind is that election by the wishes of the people is the ultimate 
object to be secured, whatever may be the actual machinery 
adopted for giving effect to it. We are in agreement with most 
of the landholders who have discussed the subject in consider· 
ing it essential that in all cases the candidates for election 
should themselves be Members of the electorate. 

In framing these proposals we have not lost sight of the 
fact that the interests of landlords and tenants are by no means 
indentical ; that our electorates will consist mainly, if not 
exclusively, of the former class, and that no means can at present 
be devised of giving the great body of tenants direct representa. 
tion on the Legislative Councils. Their interests, however, are 
in no danger of being overlooked. In the debate in the House 
of Lords on the 6th March, 1890 both LORD RIPON and LORD 
KIMBERLEY pointed out that when the Bengal Tenancy Act 
was under discussion in LORD DUFFERIN'S Council "the only 
representative of the ryots was the Government.'' Among the 
official Members of the Legislative Councils there will always 
be some experts in Indian land questions, who wiTI be qualified 
to represent the views of the cultivators. 
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30. Representation of Mahomedans.-All Local Govern
ments approve of the proposals for the special representation 
of Mahomedans which were made in our letter of 24th August, 
1907. These proposals are, as a rule, adversely criticised by 
the Hindus, who regard them as an attempt to set one religion 
against the other, and thus to create a counterpoise to the 
influence of the educated middle class. Some Hindus, however, 
recognise the expediency of giving <;pecial representation to 
the Mahomedan community, and the Bombay Presidency 
Association, while they object strongly to the creation of a 
special Mahomedan electorate, make provtston in their 
scheme of a Council for the election of two Members by the 
Mahomedan community. Notwithstanding their formal 
protest against the principle of religious representation, the 
Association doubtless realise that the Indian Mahomedans 
are much more than a religious body. They form in fact, an 
absolutely separate community, distinct by marriage, food, and 
lustom, and claiming in many cases to belong to a different 
race from the Hindus. 

The first question is how many seats should be allotted to 
the Mahomedan community. After carefully considering the 
demands of the Mahomedans themselves and views expressed 
by the Hindus, we think that the claims of the former will be 
adequately met if four elective seats are assigned to them, and 
provision is made for a fifth seat being filled by nomination 
until suitable machinery for election can be devised. The four 
elective seats should be permanently assigned to the four 
Provinces which have the largest Mahomedan population, 
namely, Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam, the Punjab and 
the United Provinces. The fifth seat should be given alternately 
to Bombay and Madras, where the Mahomedan population 
is smaller, and for this it will be necessary to have recourse to 
nomination until satisfactory electorates can be formed. The 
question of a Mahomedan electorate presents much the same 
difficulties as the formation of a landholding electorate. In 
most Provinces the Mahomedans are in favour of election and 
regard nomination as an inferior method of obtaining admission 
to the Legislative Council. The Governments of Madras and 
the United Provinces propose electorates, based partly upon 
property and partly upon literary qualifications, which appear 
to us to be well devised, but the former Government have since 
expressed a preference for nomination. The Mahomedans 
of Bombay are said to be widely scattered over the Presidency, 
and at present unorganised for common purposes, so that a 
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special electorate cannot be treated. In course of time it may 
be possible to arrange for election by a central association, but 
for the present their proportionate representation can be secured 
only by careful nomination. The Government of Bengal 
proposes a scheme of a similar cha.-acter which includes 
graduates of five years' standing and holders of recognised 
titles ; both of these are doubtful features. The Government 
of Eastern Bengal and Assam suggests that the Mahornedan 
representative should be elected by the Provincial Mahomedan 
Association. The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab considers 
it impossible to form a Mahomedan electorate, and proposes 
that the Mahornedan representative should be nominated 
by the Lieutenant-Governor. We would deal with the question 
in the same way as we have proposed to deal with the represen
tation of landholders. Our view is that in Provinces where 
election by a regular Mahomedan electorate is feasible, that 
method should be adopted ; that Mahornedan associations 
should be made use of where electorates cannot be formed ; and 
that nomination by Government should be resorted to where 
neither of the first two methods is practicable. It will be for 
the Local Government to determine, in consultation with the 
leaders of the Mahomedan community, which plan should 
be adopted, 

31. Representatiotz o.f Commerce.-Jn the scheme put 
forward by us in August 1907, two seats on the Council were 
assigned to the Chambers of Commerce of Calcutta and 
Bombay. No provision was made for the representation of 
Indian commerce otherwise than by nomination. The opinions 
show that there is a general feeling in favour of increasing the 
number of commercial representatives. It is difficult, however, 
to find room for more than four such Members, and it is 
doubtful whether merchants not residing in Calcutta will be 
willing to leave their own business to attend meetings of the 
Legislative Council. Taking four seats as the maximum that 
can be permanently allotted, we propose-

(1) that two seats should be given to the Chambers of Commerce, of 
Calcutta and Bombay as representing in the latgest sense 
European commerce throughout the whole of India; 

(2) that two seats should be reserved for Indian· commerce, the 
Members to be nominated by the Governor-General, in C<?nsulta-. 
tion with Local Governments, until a method of elect1on by 
commercial associations is developed. 
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It may be said that the first proposal excludes from 

Value o.f sea-borne trade itz I90J-o8. 
Bengal ... Rs. I ,64, 84, 29, ooo 
Bombay ... , 1,67, 53, 10, oco 
Sind ... , .;z, 65, 2A, ono 
!\!adras 43, ;o, 37, ooo 
13urma ~~ 63, 55, 69 uuu 
Eastern Bengal and Assam,. ::, .!', c'·'' 

representation the 
European commercial 
interests of Burma, 
Madras, Upper India, 
Sind and tbe Punjab. 
On the other band the 
figures noted in the 
ffirl.rgin show how 

enormously the commerciai i11tcrests of Bengal and Bombay 
preponderate over those of the other Provinces. It may be added 
that the Chambers of Commerce of Calcutta and Bombay will 
naturally receive references from the other Chambers on subjects 
affecting European commercial interests, and will arrange to have 
them brought to the notice of the Council by their own Members; 
that representatives of the other Chambers can be brought in 
by nomination as experts or in the place of officials ; and that 

• all of these bodies will recommend Members for the Provincial 
Councils who will bring forward their views in the debates on 
the Budget. None of the Local Governments suggest any 
practicable arrangement for the representation of Indian com
merce by means of election, but we are disposed to think that 
if two permanent seats are assigned to that interest, associations 
will in course of time be formed which will be sufficiently 
stable and representative to admit of their being utilised as 
electoral agencies. 

32. Seats reserved .fur mmrz'nation.- \Ve have explained 
above our reasons for recommending that the full Council should 
comprise not more than I 5 nominated officials, exclusive of the 
additional officials required for the purpose of representing 
the Provinces. \Ve find it impossible without increasing the 
size of the Council, to assign more than three seats to nomina
ted non-officials. This number, however. appears to us suffi
cient to enable the Governor-General to give occasional re
presentation to the interest of minorities such as the Sikhs, the 
Parsis, the Indian Christians, the Buddhists, and the domiciled 
community and sometimes to appoint one or two experts in 
connexion with legislation pending before the Council. It may 
reasonably be expected that some, at least, of these minorities, 
will obtain ;:;eats by the ordinary process of election, while the 
others need only be represented at intervals. It must also be 
remembered that although I 5 nominated officials are provided 
for under head C, so as to guarantee in the last resort an ab-
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solute official majority, it will scarcely ever be necessary to 
appoint more than about six, and it may sometimes be possible 
to nominate non-officials to some of the seats reserved for 
officials. When we give power we create responsibility, and a 
solid opposition of a11 non-official Member~ will not be so lightly 
undertaken in the larger Council of the future as in the smaller 
Council of the past, where such opposition made no possible 
difference to the result. 

Provincial Legislative Councils. 

33· In our letter of the 24th August, IC)07, no specific 
scheme of a Provincial Council was put forward, but the general 
principle was laid down that the widest representation should 
be given to classes, races and interests, subject to the condition 
that an official majority must be maintained. These principles 
have been borne in mind by Local Governments in the proposals 
which they have made, except that the Bombay Government• 
desire to have no majority even in a Council of the maximum 
strength. 

34. Generaln'1fzarks.-In framing proposals for the con
stitution of the Provincial Legislative Councils we have 
proceeded on the lines followed in the case of the Imperial 
Legislative Council. \Ve have endeavoured to reduce the official 
majority to the narrowest limits by making the number of 
officials and non-officials (excluding the head of the Govern
ment) equal, so that, in the event of the full Council being 
equally divided, the vote of the Governor or Lieutenant-Gover
nor would turn the scale. \Ve have also laid down that of the 
nominated Members not more than a certain number shall be 
officials, the non-officials being representatives of minorities 
or special interests, or experts. This will enable the Head of ~he 
Government to dispense with an official majority in the Council 
as ordinarily constituted, while at the same time retaining in his 
hands the power to appoint the entire number of officials re
quisite to secure a majority of one in the full Council. We 
trust, however, that the closer association of officials with non
officials in public busines8, which will result from our proposals, 
will render it unnecessary to have recourse to this expedient. 
It may reasonably be anticipated that in the newlY.-constituted 
Councils only as many officials need be appointed as will be 
sufficient, in conjunction with three or four non-officials, to enable 
the Government to carry their legislative measures. We have 
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made no attempt to frame regular constituencies, for the election 
of landholders, Mahomedaos, and representatives of Indian com
merce. The materials before us are insufficient for the purpose, 
and the conditions in different Provinces vary too much for 
any uniform plan tope feasible. Some Governments may be 
able to form electorates based upon payment of land-revenue 
or income-tax or upon the income derived from land; others 
may permit associations to recommend Members; and others 
again may have recourse to nomination. It must be under
stood, therefore, that in describing certain classes of Members 
as "elected" we use that term subject to the reservation that 
in some cases election in the ordinary sense may be found 
impossible or inexpedient. In any case the question to what 
extent election proper can be introduced will have to be consi
dered further when the regulations are being drawn up, after the 
Act of 1892 has been amended . 

• 
• 

• 
• * • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Resolutions, Questions, and Discussion of the Budget. 

57· Power to move Reso!utions,-By the Act of 1861, under 
which the present Legislative bodies were constituted, discussion 
was confined to legislative proposals actually before the Coun
cils in the form of Bills. In 1892 this limitation was relaxed to 
the extent of allowing debate on the annual financial statement 
although no legislation was involved, and in this debate it is 
permissible for Members to dra.w attention to any matter they 
please, whether it arises directly out of the Budget proposals 
or not. But a general debate of this character can never be 
satisfactory. Members do not know beforehand the subjects 
which are to be brought forward by their colleagues ; the dis
cussion is necessarily of a desultory character; and the absence of 
notice not uncommonly prevents the official Members from giving 
full information in answer to questions that are raised. \Ve are 
of opinion that the time has come when there should be further 
facilities for debate. We think that Members should have op
portunities for placing their views on public questions before the 
Government, and we are impressed with the benefits which both 
the Government and the educated public would derive from the 
well-ordered discussion of administrative subjects in the Legis
lative Councils, either on a reference from the head of the 
Government, or at the instance of a private Member. Such 
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discussions would give the Government an opportunity of mak~ 
ing their view of a question known, and of explaining the 
reasons which had led them to adopt a particular line of action. 
We therefore propose that power should be given by statute 
for Members to move resolutions on mattets of general public 
importance, subject to the checks to which we shall presently 
refer. So far as the educated public are concerned, there can 
be little doubt that the right to move resolutions on such 
questions, and to argue these in a regular debate, will be wel
comed as a very great concession ; that it will be resorted to 
freely ; and that it will tend to bring about more intimate 
re!ations between the official and non-official Members. 
\Ne think that the resolutions should be in the form of recom~ 
mendations to the Government, because this form expresses the 
constitutional position more precisely, and emphasises the fact 
that the decision must in any case rest with the Government 
and not with the Council. In the event of a resolution not 
being accepted by the Government an opportunity would be" 
taken of explaining their reasons. 

58. This subject was not included among those which 
Your Lordship authorised us to put before Local Governments, 
anu our Jetter of 24th August, 1907 contained no reference to 
it. But it is a reform to which we attach great importance. 
In support of it we would point out that a similar proposal 
was put forward in 1888 by SIR GEORGE CHESNEY'S Com
mittee in reference to Provincial Councils. They recommended 
that, in addition to legislation, it should be one of the functions 
of the Local Councils to originate advice and suggestions on any 
subject connected with internal administration, and that their 
views should be embodied in the form of a memorandum 
addressed to the Head of the Government. They advised, 
however, that it should not be permissible to propose resolutions 
relating to subjects removed from the cognizance of the Provin
cial Legislative Councils by section 43 of the Councils Act 
of I86r, which forbids them, except with the previous sanction 
of the Governor-General, "to make regulations or to take into 
consideration any law or regulation " relating to the public debt, 
customs, and Imperial taxes; coin, bills, and notes; post office 
and telegraph; altering the Penal Code; religion; army and 
navy ; patents or copyright; foreign relations. That proposal 
was not adopted at the time, and it may have been premature 
in the couditions which then existed, but at least it had the 
high authority of the Members of that Committee. 
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59· The discussion of administrative questions can how
ever only be permitted subject to certain rules and restrictions 
which must be clearly laid cbwn. We do not feel ourselves 
in a position at the pre-;ent stage to make an exhaustive 
enumeration of th.est>, and w•.: anticip<tte that, as has been the 
case in the House of Commons, actual experience will lead 
to the framing of standing orders designed to meet the 
exigencies of debate. It .seems t1. us, however, that the follow
ing conditions must be imposed from the first-

(I) Resolutions must relate to matters of public and general impor 
tance, and not to isolated incidents of administratiOn or personal 
quest1ons. 

(2) No resolution shonld have by itself any force or effect. It must 
rest with the Government to take actiun or not to take action 
as it thinks fit. This is the Eng! ish principle, and it is obvious 
that the Council cannot claim for its resol\Jtions a higher 
degree of authority than attaches to a resolution of the House 
of Commons. 

(3) The order of business must be absolutely under the control 
of the President, and no discussion of his orders can be 
permitted. 

(.+) The President must have power to disallow any resolution 
without giving- any other reason than that in his opinion it 
cannot be discussed consistently with the public interests, 
This will enable him to reject zesolutions which a1e contrary 
to public policy, or which relate to matters which could not be 
discussed without antiCipating, or seeming to anticipate the 
decision of the Secretary of State. 

(5) In order to avoid the too frequent exercise of this general power 
of disallowing resolutions certain classes of subjects ought 
to be expressly excluded. In the case of the Provincial 
Councils the proposals of SIR GIWRG~~ CH!l~SNKY'S Commit
tee referred to above seem to be suitable. In the Imperia! 
Council the adm1ssible range of discussion is necessarily 
larger, and it is less easy to define its limits precisely. For 
the present we think it sufficient to say that some subjects 
must be specially excluded, and that the question, which 
those should be, can be best settled later on when the rules 
of business are drawn up. 

(6) It will also be necessary to place some limitation upon the time 
allotted to the discussion of resolutions. 

6o. Power to ask questions.-The right of asking questions 
in the Legislative Councils, subject to certain conditions and 
restrictions, was conceded by the Indian Councils Act of 1892. 
We recommend that it should be extended to the enlarged 
Councils which we propose for the Punjab and Burma. We 
do not suggest any alteration in the rules governing the 
subject. 
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61. The discussion of the Budget.-Under this head it was 
proposed in our published letter of 24th August, 1907 that the 
Budget should be explained by heads or groups of heads by 
the Members in charge of departments, and should be discussed 
in the same way by the other Members, and that this discussion 
should be followed by a general debate conducted on the same 
lines as at present. No method was suggested of enabling the 
non-official Members to exercise any influence on tbe actual settle
ment of the items. The opinions received do not throw much 
light on the question, how the Governme'lt can give the Councils 
an effective share in the financial administration of India, 
without surrendering any essential principle, or parting with 
the right of original initiative and ultimate control. The 
Governments of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, 
and the Punjab put forward, in more or less detail, proposals 
for holding informal conferences with the non-official Members 
of the Legislative Council, when the first edition of the Provin
cial Budget has been prepared, and thus eliciting criticisms and • 
suggestions which might be considered when the second edition 
comes to be settled. The Bombay Government claim a greater 
degree of financial independence, and they and other Govern
ments argue that, so long as the Provincial Budget requires 
the previous sanction of the Government of India the discussions 
in the full Councils can deal only with settled facts, since no 
alterations can be introduced by the Local Government in 
consequence of anything that may be said in the public debate. 
All Governments approve of discussion by heads as proposed 
in the published letter. No Government suggests any plan 
for enabling the full Council to debate and vote upon specific 
assignments of funds. The non-official critics either demand 
the power of moving amendments to any items of the Budget, 
or express general approval of the Government of India's 
proposals. 

62. We are clearly of opinion that it is advisable that the 
Councils should be afforded increased facilities for expressing 
their views upon the Budget, and that these facilities should be 
given at a sufficiently early stage to enable the Government 
to take advantage of any advice that may be tendered, and to 
adopt and give effect to such suggestions as may be found 
practicable. The ultimate control must, however, rest with the 
Government, and no useful purpose would be served by 
affecting to ignore this essential fact. It is the Government 
and not the Council, that decides any question arising on the 
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Budget, and the utmost concession that can be made is to give 
the Council ample opportunities of making recommendations 
to the Government in respect of particular items. But, without 
departing from this principle, we think that the Council may 
properly be empowered to record its opinion by vote on the 
greater part of the Budget proposals. The Indian public have 
long desired an opportunity of this kind, and we think that 
the time has come when it may properly be given in the 
manner and to the extent which we shall presently explain. 
In our letter to Local Governments we did not put forward any 
plan by which Members of Legislative Councils could vote on 
the Budget, but we are anxious to meet the public demand, 
and we trust that our proposals in the matter, both in regard 
to the Imperial and to the Provincial Councils, may obtain your 
Lordship's approval. 

63. The imperial Budget.-These being the general ob
jects which we have in view, we believe that they may be 
attained in the case of the Imperial Budget by laying down 

• that the financial statement shall be presented during the 
last five days in February; and that the final discussion of the 
Budget shall take place not more than four weeks later. There 
are very strong reasons for being particular about dates ; and 
we need not enter here into the arrangements which will be 
necessary in order to admit of the Budget being opened three 
weeks in advance of the usual time. The figures will be less 
accurate than they are now, and a considerable part of the 
detailed explanations which are now appended to the financial 
statement will have to be dropped. The Finance Member's 
speech will necessarily be more general in its tone, and will 
not describe the figures of expenditure with the same preci
sion. This advantage will, in our opinion, be amply counter
balanced by the fact that the earlier presentation of the 
Budget will enable the Government to obtain the views of the 
Council on their financial proposals at a stage when it will still 
be possible to act upon their advice. On the presentation of the 
financial statement, it will be convenient for the Council to 
resolve itself into Committee for the discussion of the Budget by 
blocks. It should be a Committee of the whole Council, with a 
Member of the Government in the chair ; and the first meeting 
should take place not later than one week after the day on 
which the Budget is presented. The Committee should sit from 
day to day until its work is complete ; and there should be a rule 
requiring it· to finish its business on or before the I oth of 
March; since it is essential that the final corrections should all 
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be known in good time to get the Budget, with its supple
mentary tables and notes, into the shape in which it is to be 
finally presented. 

64. For the purpose of discussion in Committee the major 
heads or groups of heads would be taken up in order, the dis
cussion being opened with an explanatory speech by the 
Member of the Executive Council who controls the depart
ments concerned, or, if so arranged, by another Member on his 
behalf. Each Member would then be at liberty to move a re
solution, in the form of a recommendation to the Government, 
relating to the figures in any heads or group, two days' notice 
being given in each case. The Council would divide upon any 
resolutions which were pressed ; and the result would be duly 
recorded. But the Government would not be bound to take 
action upon any resolution, either in whole or part. Power 
should be vested in the Chairman to close the discussion upon 
any bead or group, when he thinks that it cannot be continued 
with advantage, and there should be a time limit for individual 
speeches. Here, as in paragraph 62 above, we desire to lay • 
stress on the condition that the. resolutions should be in the 
form of recommendations to the Government, as indicating 
that the power of passing the Budget is vested, not in the 
Council, but in the Executive Government. This is not a mere 
verbal refinement ; it denotes a constitutional fact; and it has 
the further advantage of avoiding any objection that may be 
taken to the scheme on the basis of the English rule that all 
proposals for the increase of expenditure must be initiated 
by the Crown. If it is necessary for us to support our proposals 
by a reference to Parliamentary practice, the requisite 
analogy is to be found in the right of the House of Commons 
to submit an address to the Crown recommending certain 
expenditure. 

65. When the Council sitting in Committee has com
pleted its labours, it will be for the Government to decide what 
alterations, if any, should be made in the Budget as a result of 
the discussion. These would be carried out in the estimates 
at once. At the adjourned meeting of the Council, the Finance 
Member would submit the Budget in its final form, along with 
a formal report of the proceedings in Committee. This oppor
tunity would be taken to explain briefly why Government had 
been unable to accept any resolutions that were carried in 
Committee. After the Finance Member's speech, a general 
-discussion would follow ; but at this stage no further' resolutions 
would be admissible. The Finance Mem her would make a 
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general reply and the Viceroy would sum up the debate ; where-
upon the Budget would come into effect. 

66. The Provincial Budg-ets.-ln preparing its Provincial 
Budget, a Local Government has no anxieties about ways and 
means in the wider sense of that term. Its surplus or deficit 
is absorbed in the general balances of India. It is not affected 
by remissions of taxl'ltion, for the effects of which the Imperial 
Exchequer provides full compensation. Its sole concern is to 
keep the demands of its departments within its estimated re
venue, without drawing unduly upon the provincial balance. 
In our opinion it is in this task that the Provincial Council 
may suitably assist the Local Government. Nor ought such 
assistance to be unwelcome. For a Local Government at Budget 
time is flooded with proposals for new expenditure, and purely 
departmental efficiency may sometimes push aside more 
genuine needs. It is not, of course, suggested that the inter
vention of the Provincial Council will ensure an infallible 
judgment between conflicting claims. But it will put the pro-

• posals on their defence ; it will enlist some outside knowledge 
of local interests ; and it will give the non-official Members a 
substantial share in the preparation of the Budget. 

67. vVhat we propose for adoption is a procedure in four 
stages. The first stage is the rough draft of the provincial 
estimates. In this the Local Government would include all pro
jects for new expenditure in excess of Rs. 5,000 which are put 
forward by the different departments, provided that they are 
covered by administrative sanction, and that there is no prima 
facie objection to them. All such projects would be listed in a 
schedule, which would consist of two parts. In part I the Local 
Governments would place those items for which it considers that 
provision must be made in order to carry on a scheme already 
in hand, or in pursuance of orders from the Government of India 
or the Secretary of State, or to meet an urgent administrative 
need. All other items, not ear-marked above, would be put in 
part II of the schedule. The draft Budget, with this schedule 
of new expenditure, would then be submitted to the Govern
ment of India. Now it is manifest that an estimate of expen
diture prepared on these lines is certain to exceed what the 
Province can afford. It would rest, therefore, with the Govern
ment of India, after correcting the estimate of revenue and the 
opening balance (which it always bas to do at present), to de
termine, in consultation with the Local Government, the aggre
gate expend'iture for which the Provincial Budget should pro
vide ; but the detailed correction of the expenditure estimates 
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which is now undertaken in the Finance Department would be 
dispensed with. The _alterations in the revenue figures, and the 
figure of total expendtture, as fixed by the Government of India, 
would then be communicated to the Local Government. The 
Government of India would also reserve the power- we consider 
this essential-to alter or add to part I of the schedule. 

68. The second stage would bring the Provincial Council 
upon the scene. We are inclined to think that the work would 
be better done by a select Committee than by the more unwieldy 
body of the whole Council. We accordingly recommend the 
appointment of a standing Finance Committee of the Council, 
numbering not more than 12 : in the smaller Councils 8, or 
even 6, might suffice. 

There would be an equal number of officials and non
officials. The latter might be elected by the non-official Mem
bers of the Council, once a year, by ballot or as directed by 
rules. The officials would be nominated by the Local Govern
ment, and would be selected mainly for their capacity to 
represent the bigger spending Departments. The Financial_ 
Secretary (or, in Madras and Bombay, the Member of Council 
who has charge of the Financial department) would be Chair
man, with a casting vote. Most Local Governments have pro
posed a procedure substantially on these lines ; and the recent 
action of the Government of Madras and Bengal in appointing 
Committees of their Councils to consider the Budget informally 
has been received with general approval. 

6g. On receipt of the Government of India's orders on its 
draft Budget, the Local Government would at otlce convene this 
Committee, place all the papers before it, and instruct it to 
revise part II of the schedule in such a manner as to bring the 
total estimates of expenditure down to the figure sanctioned by 
the G(.vernment of India. The proceedings of the Committee 
would be private and informal. Discussion would be free, and 
the decisions would go by the vote of the majority. 'Where 
items were disputed, the officer representing the department 
concerned would be heard in their support, their urgency would 
be compared with that of items supported by other departments. 
and the Committee would then vote upon them on their merits. 
On occasion, the Committee might decide to insert in the 
Budget a project which had not appeared in the original 
estimate ; and to this there appears to be no objection, if the 
scheme were one for which administrative sanction existed, or 
which the Local Government were prepared to support. On the 
conclusion of its work, the Committee would report the 
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corrections in part II which it considered necessary, in order to 
bring the total Budget expenditure within the figure sanctioned 
by the Government of India. After considering the Committee's 
proposals the Local Government would revise its expenditure 
estimates, make any alteration in the revenue estimates, which 
the progress of actu.als might suggest, c.nd report the figures 
which it decided to accept under both heads to the Government 
,Jf India for incorporation in the Imperial Budget. 

70. The third stage would lwgin with the presentation of 
the estimates as a whole to the Pruvincial Council. On 
receiving the second edition of the estimates, as explained in the 
last paragraph, the Government of India would make no further 
changes on the expenditure side, unless, in the exercise of a 
power which they must always reserve, they found it necessary 
to direct a general reduction of expenditure in consequence of 
any exceptional strain on either the Imperial or the Provincial 
resources. But they would bring the revenue figures up to date, 
gjve effect to any taxation proposals affecting the Budget, and 
insert any special grants for the Province which the Secretary 
of State might have sanctioned out of the Imperial surplus. 
They would then, in accordance with the present practice, 
compile the figures and incorporate them in the Imperial 
financial statement. An abstract of the figures, as thus settled, 
would be communicated to the Local Government on the day 
when the Imperial Budget is opened. The Local Government 
would at once print up its Budget, and call a meeting of its 
Provincial Counci'l, when the Budget would be formally present
ed by the official in charge, with a speech describing its general 
purport. 

71. The best method of conducting the consideration of 
the Budget would be for the Council to sit as a Committee. 
This would allow of greater freedom of debate, and it would 
permit the head of the I>rovince to leave the chair and to put 
one of the official Members in charge. In Committee,each head 
or group of heads would be taken up separately. The figures 
'Vmuld be explained by the ufficial Member who represents the 
administrative department concerned. ;'\ny Member would 
then be at liberty to move a resolution, in the form of a recom
mendation to the Local Government, regarding any entry in the 
head or group under discussion, and the resolution would be 
debated and put to the vote. The opportunity would be taken 
by the official Members to move any addition to the estimate of 
expenditure in consequence of an Imperial grant, or any reduc. 

20 
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tion in consequence of a specific direction from the Government 
of India to curtail expenditure. All resolutions carried by a 
majority of votes would be reported to the Local Government ; 
but it would be entirely at their discretion to accept any such 
resolution in whole or in part, or to reject it. In order to allow 
sufficient time to have the Provincial figur~s incorporated in the 
Imperial Budget before the latter is prepared in its final form, it 
would be necessary to close the discussion in Council by a 
certain date. Rules would have to be framed for this purpose. 

72. The fourth stage would commence as soon as the 
Council sitting in Committee had finished with the Budget. The 
Local Government would then consider what alterations, if any, 
were to be made as the result of the discussion. Without the 
Government of India's sanction, it would not be competent to 
rhange the revenue figures or to increase the total figure of 
expenditure as formerly settled by that Government. But it 
might, if it so desired with reference to the Committee's recom
mendations, vary the distribution of the expenditure in detaij. 
The figures as finally altered would be telegraphed to the 
Government of India, and the final edition of the Provincial 
Budget would then be compiled and printed. This would be 
presented by the Member in charge at an adjourned meeting of 
the Council along with a report of the Committee's proceedings. 
He would describe any changes that had been made in the 
figures, and explain why any resolutions of the Committee had 
not been accepted by the Local Government . 

• 
A debate would follow ; but no resolution or voting would 

be permitted. 

73· Sul?f'ects for discussion.- In regulating the new system 
of discussion, whether in the Imperial or Provincial Councils, 
one of the first points for consideration is the range of subjects 
on which resolutions and voting will be permitted. Since we 
propose taking our stand on the practice of the House of 
Commons, to lay down that no recommendation will be binding 
upon the Government, the limits within which resolutions may 
be proposed can be very materially enlarged without running 
any risk of causing embarrassment or misunderstanding. It is 
clearly imperative, however, on grounds of public policy, that 
certain items both of revenue and of expenditure should be 
excluded from debate ; and we annex to this despatch a 
schedule showing what heads of the Imperial and Provincial 
Budgets we consider should be thus reserved. We desire to 
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>draw attention to the large number of items which we have 
left open to discussion, and the comparatively small number 
which we propose to exclude. The grounds for exclusion are 
various. Some items both of revenue and expenditure are 
fixed by law, and the proper method of proposing any alteration 
of them is the introduction of a bill. Most of the political 
heads are governed br treaties or engagements with which the 
Councils have no concern ; the debt heads depend upon con
tracts which cannot be altered ; and military and ecclesias
tical charges raise far-reaching questions of policy which it 
would be inexpedient to discuss, and impossible to put to the 
vote. Finally, it is obvious that the Imperial Council can only 
discuss with advantage the revenue and expenditure which is 
under the administration of the Government of India, while a 
Provincial Council must equally be restricted to items subject 
to the control of the Local Government. In addition to these 
specific reservations, which we have endeavoured to make as 
{ew as possible, it will be necessary to impose some further 

"restrictions upon resolutions with the object of preserving the 
business character of the debate and of restricting- it, as far as 
possible, to the financial aspects of the Budget. The discussion 
of the Budget by heads is intended to deal with the settlement 
of the figures, and generalities having no direct bearing on this 
point should be ruled out as irrelevant at that stage, and rele
gated to the general debate. We apprehend that there will be 
no difficulty in framing a rule which will give to the Chairman 
of the Council when sitting as a Committee a general power to 
enforce this necessary distinction. 

74· Effect of Budget proposals.-Our proposals under this 
head indicate a treatment of the Budgets which will maintain 
full power for the Government over ways and means, while 
giving the Councils a reasonable share in the settlement of 
expenditure. They will have a marked tendency to promote 
decentralisation, but they will in no way relax the control 
which is exercised by the Secretary of State in Council 
over the expenditure of the revenues of India. They will confer 
on Local Governments a larger measure of financial independ
ence and will enable them in the exercise of these increased 
powers to avail themselves of the assistance of the Legislative 
Council to an extent which has hitherto been impossible. And, 
both in the Imperial and the Provincial Councils, they will 
place the representatives of all classes of the population in a 
position to take a more effective part in shaping the policy of 
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the Government, and to exert a real influence upon the actual 
work of administration. 

General Conclusions, 

75. In framing the proposals, which \Ye now submit to
your decision, we have given ample consideration to the great 
variety of opinion elicited by our letter of 24th August 19c7. 
We readily acknowledge the value of many of the criticisms that 
have reached us, and we believe that no material point has 
escaped our observation. We have accepted in substance 
several important suggestions, and we have introduced into our 
scheme measures of a far more advanced character than have 
hitherto been proposed. We will now sum up the results of our 
deliberations. In accordance with the most authoritative 
opinion we have abandoned the idea of an Imperial Advisory 
Council as originally planned, and have substituted for it a. 
Council of Chiefs to be appointed by the Viceroy, and utilized. 
by him in the guardianship of Common and Imperial interests• 
as the demands of the time may require. We have planned 
Provincial Advisory Councils on lines which will enable Local 
Governments to avail themselves of the advice and co-operation, 
of the leading representatives of the best non-official opinion, 
and we trust that the proposal will commend itself to popular 
feeling, and will satisfy ~he demand for extended opportunities 
of consultation on matters of local interest. The enlargement 
of the Legislative Councils, and the extension of their functions 
to the discussion of administrative questions, are the widest,. 
most deep reaching and most substantial features of the scheme 
which we now put forward. Taking first the Imperial Legisla
tive Council, we propose to raise the total strength of the 
Council, excluding His Excellency the Viceroy, from 24 to 62, 
and to increase the number of non-official Members from Io to 
31, and of elected Members from 5 to 28. On all ordinary 
occasions we are ready to dispense with an official majority, and 
to rely upon the public spirit of the non-official Members to 
enable us to carry on the necessary work of Legislation, We 
have dealt with the Provincial Legislative Councils in an 
equally liberal manner. The total strength of the Council, and 
the numbers of non-official and elected Members have in every 
instance, except that of Burma, been more than doubled. In 
all these cases, while giving fuller pldy to the elective principle, 
we have also greatly enlarged its range, and have endeavoured 
to afford proportionate representation to all classes that have. 



<reached a sufficiently high level of education, the land-holders. 
the Mahomedans, the professional middle class, and the com· 
mercia! community both Indian and European. To all of them, 
again, we propose to concede the novel right of moving resolu
tions, and dividing the Council on administrative questions of 
public and general it1terest, and of taking part in settling the 
actual figures on the Budget, both by informal discussion and 
by bringing forward specific recommendations which will be put 
to the vote. Regarding the scheme as a whole, we consider 
ourselves justified in claiming for it that it will really and 
effectively associate the people of India with the Government 
in the work not only of {!CCasional legislation but of actual 
everyday administration. It is an attempt to give India a 
constitution framed on sufficiently !ibend lines to satisfy 
the legitimate aspirations of the most advanced Indians, whilst 
at the same time enlisting the support of the more conservative 
elements of Indian society. \Ve are not without hope that it 

,will be accepted by all classes in the spirit in which it has been 
planned, and that it will unite in the common service of India 
.all those, whether officials or private individuals, who have her 
highest interests at heart. 

76. In conclusion we have one rr.ore observation to make. 
\Ve recognise that the effect of our proposals will be to throw a 
greater burden on the heads of Local Governments, not only by 
reason of the actual increase of work caused by the longer 
sittings of the Legislative Councils, but also because there will 
be considerable responsibility in dealing with the recommenda
tions of those Councils. It may be that experience will show 
the desirability of strengthening the hands of Lieutenant-Gov
ernors in the larller Provinces by the creation of Executive 
Councils, as SIR CHARLES AITCHISOK suggested in connexion 
with the proposals of I 888, and assisting the Governors of 
Madras and Bombay by enlarging the Councils which now 
exist in those Presidencies. But it would be premature to 
discuss these contingencies until experience has been gained of 
the working of the new legislative bodies. The creation of 
Councils with executive functions in Provinces in which they 
do not exist would be a large departure from the present sys
tem of administration, and is a change that could only be recom
mended after the fullest consideration, and after consultation 
with the hea'ds of the Provinces concerned. 



F. I( 
DESPATCH FROM THE SECRETARY OF STATE (LORI>. 

MORLEY) TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA: No. 193 DATED• 
LONDON, ZJTli NOVEMBER, 1908. . 

I have to ackr.owledge the important Despatch of the 1st 
October 1908, in which I had submitted for approval and 
decision a group of constitutional reforms, framed by Your 
Excellency in Council in pursuance of a policy initiated more 
than two years ago. Your proposals, in their present shape, 
are the outcome of a tentative project placed in August last 
year in the hands of Local Governments in India, with instruc~ 
tions to consult important bodies and individuals representa
tive of various classes of the community, before putting their 
own conclusions before the Government of India. Those in-' ... 
structions, as you are very evidently justified in assuring me,. 
were carried out with great care and thoroughness. After ex
amining, moreover, the enormous mass of material gathered 
together in a prolonged operation I gladly recognise the ad
mirable industry, patience, thought, and candour, with which 
that material has been sifted by your Government, and worked 
out into practical proposals, liberal in their spirit and compre
hensive in their scope. I have taken all the pains demanded 
by their importance to secure special consideration of them in 
Council. It is a sincere satisfaction to me to find myself able 
to accept the substantial part of Your Excellency's scheme, 
wlth such modifications as would naturally occur to different 
minds, in handling problems of remarkable difficulty in them
selves, and reasonably open to a wide variety of solution •. 

2. The original proposal of an Imperial Advisory Council· 
was based on the interesting and attractive idea of associating 
Ruling Chiefs and territorial magnates of British India, in the 
guardianship of common and Imperial intt:rests, and as a means 
of promoting more intimate relations among component parts 
of the Indian Empire. The general opinion of those whose 
assent and co-operation would be indispensable has proved 
adverse, and Your Excellency in Council now considers that 
the project should for the present not be proceeded .with. 

3· You still favour an Imperial Council composed only of 
Ruling Chiefs. LoRD LYTTON made an experiment in this 
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direction, but it remained without successful result. LORD 
CURZON afterwards proposed to create a Council composed 
exclusively of Princes contributing Imperial Service Troops, 
and deliberating on that subject exclusively. Opinion pro
nounced this also likely to be unfruitful and ineffectual in 
practice. Your Excenency's project is narrower than the first 
of these two expedients, and wider than the second. I confess 
that, while entireiy appreciating and sympathising with your 
object, I judge the practical difficulties in the way of such a 
Council assembling under satisfactory conditions, to be consi
derable,-expense, precedence, housing, for instance. even if 
there were no others.-Yet if not definitely c:mstituted with a 
view to assembly, it could possess little or no reality. It would 
obviously be a mistake to push the project, unless it commands 
the clear assent and approval of those whose presence in the 
Council would be essential to its success, and the opinions ex
pressed in the replies with which you have furnished me, lead me 
t</dou bt whether that condition can be secured. But in case 
Your Excellency still favours this proposal, whkh is in itself 
attractive, I do not wish to express dissent at this stage, and if 
after consulation with the leading Chiefs, you are able to devise 
a scheme that is at once acceptable to them and workable in 
practice, I am not inclined to place any obstacle in the way of 
a full and fair trial. And in any event the doubt l have ex
pressed must not be taken as discouraging consultation with in
dividual Chiefs, according to existing prac~ice ; for nobody with 
any part to play in Indian Government, can doubt the manifold 
advantages of still further developing not only amicable, but 
confidential relations of this kind, with the loyal Rulers in Indian 
States, possessed as they are of such peculiar authority and 
experience. 

4· Next, I agree with Your Excellency in the judgment 
that the question of a Council of :'-Jotables for British India only 
should not be entert~ined. I am inclined furthermore, for my 
own part, to doubt whether the creation of Provincial Advisory 
Councils is likely to prove an experiment of any marked actual 
value. The origin of the demand for bodies of that character, 
whatever the strength of such a demand amounts to, is 
undoubtedly a desire for greater facilities in the discus
sion of public measures. Your Excellency indicates what strikes 
me as pointin·g in a more hopeful direction, in the proposition 
that this claim for increased facilities of discussie>n should be 
met "rather by extending the powers of the existing Legislative 
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Councils than by setting up large rival Councils which must to 
some extent conflict with them." Large or small, such rivalry 
would be almost certain to spring up, and, from the first, the 
new species of Council would be suspected as designed to be a 
check upon the old. As in the case of Ruling Chiefs, or of 
Notables in British India, so here too, infofmal consultation with 
the leading men of a locality would have most or all of the 
advantages of an Advisory Council, without the many obvious 
disadvantages of duplicating political machiney. 

5· From these proposals I pass to what is, and what you 
declared to be, the pith and substance of the Despatch under 
reply. "The enlargement of the Legislative Councils," you say, 
"and the extension of their functions to the discussion of ad
ministrative questions, are the widest, most deep-reaching, and 
most substantial features of the scheme, which we now put 
forward." This perfectly correct description evokes and justifies 
the close scrutiny to which these features have been subject~ 
in my Council, and I am glad to believe that the result reveals 
few elements of material difference. 

6. Your Government have now felt bound to deal first with 
the Imperial Legislative Council and from that to work down
wards to the Councils in the Provinces. 1 gather, however, from 
your Despatch of the 2Ist March 1907, that you would at that 
time have preferred, as LORD LANSDOWNE had done in 1892. 
to build up the higher fabric on the foundation of the Provincial 
Councils. In your circular letter of the 124th August, 1907, 
you observed that "the most logical and convenient mode of 
dealing with the question would have been first to discuss and 
settle the composition, the electorates, and the powers of the 
Provincial Legislative Councils, and then to build up, on the 
basis of these materials, a revised constitution for the Imperial 
Council," In the absence of proposals from Lvcal Governments 
and Administrations, you were precluded from adopting this 
course ; and, therefore, you set tentatively before them the line 
on which, first, the Legislative Council of the Governor-General, 
and thereafter those of Governors and Lieutenant-Governors, 
might be constituted. 

7· In your present letter you have followed the same 
order. But with the full materials before me such' as are now 
suppl;ed by local opinion!', it appears to be hath more conveni~ 
ent and, as you said, more logical to begin with the Provincial 
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Councils, and afterwards to consider the constitution of the 
Legislative Council of the Governor-General. 

8. The first question that arises touches the principle of 
representation. This is fully discussed in paragraphs 18 to 20, 
26 to 3 I, and 34 of your letter, Citing previous discussions of the 
subject, and referring to the precedent of the measures taken 
to give effect to the Statute of I 892, you adhere to the opinion 
that in the circumstances of India "representation by classes 
and interests is the only practicable method of embodying the 
elective principle in the constitution qf the Indian Legislative 
Councils" (paragraph r 8). You justl) observe that "the principle 
to be borne in mind is that election by the wishes of the people 
is the ultimate object to be secured, whatever may the actual 
machinery adopted for giving effect to it", (paragraph 29). You 
consider that for certain limited interests (corporations of 
Presidency towns, Universities, Chambers of Commerce, 

,!Planting Communities and the like, limited electorates must 
exist as at present ; and you foresee no serious obstacle in 
carrying out arrangements for that purpose. Difficulties come 
into view, when you go beyond these limited electorates and 
have to deal with large and widesprearl inten~"ts or communities. 
such as the landholding and professional classes ; or with 
;mportant minorities, such as Mahomedans in most Provinces 
in India, and Sikhs in the Punjab. You dwell upon the great 
variety of conditions in the various Pro\·inces of the Indian 
Empire, and the impossibility of applying- any uniform system 
throughout ; and your conclusion generally appears to be that 
class electorates should be framed where this is practicable and 
likely to lead to good results, and in their failure or defect, it 
will be necessary to have recourse to nomination. 

g. With the general principles advanced by Your Excel
lency in this chapter of our discussion, I am in entire accord. 
I agree that, to some extent, class representation must be 
maintained in the limited electorates to which you refer ; and 
here, as you point out, no serious obstacle is to be anticipated. 
I agree, also, that the Legislative Council should reflect the 
leading elements of the porulation at large, and that no system 
of representation would be satisfactory, if it did not provide for 
the presence in the Councils of sufficient representatives of 
communities so important as are the Mahomedans and the 
landed classes. But in examining your plans for obtaining 
their representation, I am struck with the difficulty of securing 
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satisfactory electoral bodies under them, and, with the extent 
to which, as you expect, nomination will be demanded to 
supply the deficiencies of election. The same awkwardness 
and perplexity appear in obtaining satisfactory representation 
of the Indian commercial classes, where, as is found generally 
throughout India with very few exceptiofls, they have not 
established Associations or Chambers to represent their inter
ests. 

10. The case of landholders is discussed in paragraphs 27 
to 29 of your letter, with immediate reference to the Imperial 
Legislative Council, and the situation is just the same-if sepa
rate representation is to be secured-for local Councils. You 
''find it impossible to make any definite proposal which would 
admit of general application" (Para. 27) ; you see difficulties 
in devising a constituency that should consist only of land
holders deriving a certain income from land (Para. 28) ; and 
you point out with much force the objections to election by\. 
voluntary Associations. In these observations I agree, and 
especially in your remark that the recognition of Associations 
as electoral agencies should be regarded as a provisional ar
rangement to be maintained only until some regular electorate 
can be formed. 

I I. The same difficulties, as you observe in paragraph 30, 
encounter the proposal to have a special electorate for Mabo
medans. In some Provinces, as in Bombay, the Mahomedans 
are so scattered, that common organisation for electoral pur
poses is thought impracticable. In other Provinces it is pro
posed to found a scheme partly on a property qualification and 
partly on a literary attainment ; in others, again, it is suggested 
that recourse might be had to voluntary associations. One 
difficulty in regard to Mahomedans is not mentioned . in your 
letter ; for the provision in any Province of a special electorate 
giving them a definite proportion of the seats on the Councils 
might involve the refusal to them in that Province of a right 
to vote in the territorial electorates of which rural and Muni
cipal Boards will afford the basis. If that were not done, they 
would evidently have a double vote, and this would probably 
be resented by other classes of the population. 

12. Without rejecting the various expedients suggested 
by Your Excellency for adoption, in order to secure the ade
quate representation of these important classes on the Councils, 
1 suggest for your consideration that the object in view might 
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be better secured, at any rate in the more advanced Provinces 
in India, by a modification of the system of a popular electorate, 
founded on the principle of Electoral Colleges. The use of this 
method is not in itself novel ; it already exists in the groups of 
District Boards and of Municipalities which, in several Pro
vinces, returns Members to the Provincial Councils. The elec
tion is not committed to the Boards or Municipalities directly ; 
these bodies choose electors, who then proceed to elect the 
representrltive of the group. I will briefly describe the scheme 
that at present commends itseli to me, and in order to mal'e 
the method of working clear l wili assume hypothetical figures 
for a given Province. Let it be supposed that the total popu
lation of the Province is 20 millions, of whom 1 5 millions are 
Hindus and 5 millions Mahomedans, and the number of Mem
bers to be elected 12. Then, since the Hindus are to Maho~ 
medans as three to one, nine Hindus should be elected to three 
Mahomedans. In order to obtain these members, divide the 
P.,.rovince into three electoral areas, in each of which three 
Hindus and one Mahomedan are to be returned. Then, in 
each of these areas, constitute an Electoral College, consisting 
of, Jet us sar, a hundred members. In order to preserve the 
proportion between the two religions, 7 5 uf these should be 
Hindus and 25 Mahomedans. This Electoral College should 
be obtained by calling upon the various electorates, which 
might be (a) substantial Jancl-0wners paying not less than a 
fixed amount of land-revenue; (b) the members of rural or sub
divbional Boards; (c) the members of District Boards; and (d) 
the members of Municipal Corporations, to return to it such 
candidates as they desired, a definite number being allotted to 
each electorate. Out of those offering themselves and obtaining 
votes, the 7 5 Hindus who obtained the majority of votes should 
be declared members of the College, and the 25 Musalmans 
who obtained the majority should similarly be declared elected. 
If the Musalmans teturned did not provide 25 members for 
the Electoral College, the deficiency would be made good by 
nomination. Having thus obtained an Electoral College con
taining 75 Hindus and 25 Musalmans, that body would be 
called upon to elect three representatives for the Hindus and one 
for the Mahomedans; each member of the College would 
have only one vote and could vote for only one candidate. 
1 n this way it is evident that it would be in the power of 
each section· of the population to return a Member in the 
proportion corresponding to its own proportion to the total 
population. 
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In the same way the desired proportion could be obtained 
<lf any representatives of any particular interest, as, for ins~ 
tance, of landowners. All that is necessary would be to cons~ 
titute the Electoral College in such a way that the number of 
electors representing the land~owning interest should bear to 
the total number the same proportion as tbe Members of Coun~ 
cil representing that interest to be elec~ed bear to the total 
number to be elected. 

I 3· In this manner, minorities would be protected against 
exclusion by majorities, and all large and important sections 
of the population would have the opportunity of returning Mem
bers in proportion to their ratio to the total population. Their 
choice could in that event be exercised in the best possible wa}·, 
that, namely, of popular election, instead of requiring Govern
ment to supply deficiencies by the dubious method of nomina
tion. 

\. 
14. I do not wish definitely to prescribe such a scheme 

for adoption, whether locally or universally, but I commend 
it to your consideration. It appears to offer an expedient by 
which the objections against a system of nomination may be 
avoided, and it would work through a choice freely exercised 
by the electorate at large, instead of by artificial electorates 
specially constituted for the purpose. No doubt it removes the 
primary voter by more than one stage from the ultimate choice ; 
and it does not profess to be simple. I can only say that it 
is quite as simple as any scheme for representation of minorities 
can ever be. The system of a single vote, which is an essential 
part of it, is said to work satisfactorily in places where it is 
already in existence, and it is easy of apprehension by the 
electors. It would have several great advantages. It would 
bring the classes specially concerned within the popular elec~ 
torate, and so meet the criticisms of the Hindus, to which you 
refer in paragraph 30; second. It establishes a principle that 
would Le an answer to further claims for representation by 
special classes or associations; third. It would ensure the 
persons chosen being actually drawn from the locality that 
the Electoral College represents; fourth. It would provide a 
healthy stimulus to interest in local self~government by linking 
up local bodies (Rural and Municipal Boards) more closely with 
the Provincial Legislative Councils. To this end· it might be 
provided that the candidate for election to the Provincial 
Council must himself have taken part in local administration. 
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I 5· The due representation of the Indian mercantile 
community, on which you touch in paragraph 3 I of your letter. 
might be included in the scheme, if the commercial classes fail 
to organise themselves, as you suggest that they may arrange 
to do, in Associations similar to the European Chambers of 
Commerce. 

16. To meet possible objections founded on the difficulty 
of bringing together Electoral Colleges to vote in one place, 
I may add that this is not Cf)[1templated in the scheme. You 
refer, at the close of paragraph :!~,to the ,;uccess ul the c:·alcutta. 
University in organising the election of Fellows by a large 
number of graduates scattered all over 1 ndia. The votes of 
the electors in each College could, I imagine, be collected in 
the same manner without requiring them to assemble at a 
common centre. 

17. From the electoral structure, I now turn to the official 
ej;!ment in the constitution of Provincial Legislative Councils, 
dealt with in paragraphs 33 to 56 of your letter. I first observe 
that in all of them you provide for a bare ofiicia! majority, but 
you contemplate that in ordinary circumstances, only the 
number of official members necessary for the transaction of 
business shall be summoned to attend. The first question, there
fore, is the necessity of maintaining in these Councils the 
majority of officials. 

r8. \Ve have before us, to begin with, the leading fact 
that in the important Province of Bombay there is in the 
Council, as at present composed, no official majority, and that 
the Bombay Government, even in the smaller of its alternative 
schemes presented to Your Excellency in Council, is willing to 
dispense with such a majority. Considering the character of 
the legislation ordinarily coming before a Provincial Council, 
is it not possible, with due representation given to the various 
classes and interests in the community, to do without a majo
rity of officials ? After careful consideration, I have come to the 
conclusion that in Provincial Councils such a majority may 
be dispensed with, provided that a substantial official majo
rity is permanently maintained in the Imperial Legislative 
Council, 

19. 1 do not conceal from myself the risks in such an 
arrangement.. The non-official majority may press legislation 
of a character disapproved by the Executive Government. 
This should be met by the exercise of the power to withhold 
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~ssent possessed by the Head of the Government. Then, al
though the Local Legislature is vested with power to make 
laws for the peace and good government of the territories cons
tituting the Province, still the range of subjects is consider
ably narrowed by the statutory exclusions now in force. Thus, 
for example, the Local Legislature may not, without the 
previous sanction of the Governor-General, make or take into 
consideration any law-affecting the Public Debt of India, or 
the customs duties, or any other tax or duty for the time being 
in force, and imposed by the authority of the Governor-General 
in Council for the general r-urposes of the Government of India; 
or regulating currency or postal or telegraph business ; or 
altering in any way the Indian Penal Code ; or affecting reli
gion or religious rites or usages ; or affecting the discipline or 
maintenance of Naval or Military forces ; or dealing with 
patents or copyrights, or the relations of the Government with 
foreign l:'rinces or States. 

It is difficult to see how any measure of such urgency, th:h 
delay might work serious mischief, can come before a Provin
cial Council ; for, mere opposition to a useful and beneficial 
project would not come within this description. On the 
other hand, and perhaps more often, there may be opposition 
on the part of the non-official Mem hers to legislation that the 
Government desires. With a Council, however, representing 
divergent interests, and realising, together with its increased 
powers, its greater responsibility, a combination of all the non
official Members to resist a measure proposed by the Govern
ment would be unlikely, and some non-officials at least would 
probably cast their votes on the side of the Government. If, 
however, a combination of all the non-official Members against 
the Government were to occur, that might be a very good 
reason for thinking that the proposed measure was really open 
to objection, and should not be proceeded with. 

20. Your Excellency will recall, since you came into the 
authority of Governor-General, an Act proposed by a Local 
'Government which a representative Legislative Council would 
almost certainly have rejected. Your Excellency's action in 
withholding assent from the Act shows that, in your judgment, 
it would have been an advantage if the Local Government 
had been induced by a hostile vote to reconsider their Bill. 
If, in spite of such hostile vote, the comparatively rare case 
should arise where immediate legislation were still thought 
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absolutely necessary, then the Constitution, as it at present 
stands, provides an adequate remedy. The Governor-General 
in Council to-day possesses a concurrent power to legislate 
for any Province, and though I strongly favour a policy that 
would leave to each Local Legislature the duty of providing 
for its own requirelllents, still I recognise in this power an ample 
safe-guard, should, under exceptional circumstances, a real de
mand for its exercise arise. 

21. This decision will make it necessary to modify to 
some extent the constitution of the several Provincial Councils 
proposed by you, and will enable you to secure a wider repre
sentation. Subject to consideration of these details (which will 
not involve the postponement of the proposed Parliamentary 
legislation for the amendment of the Indian Councils Act, 1892, 
and for other purposes), I am ready to accept generally the 
proposals for numbers and the constitution of the Councils set 
forth in your letter. 

II 

22. Your proposals in relation to the Imperial Legislative 
Council are necessarily entitled to the greatest weight. I am 
glad to find myself able to accept them practically in their en
tirety. While I desire to liberalise as far as possible the Pro
vincial Councils, T recognise that it is an essential condition 
of this policy that the Imperial supremacy shall be in no degree 
compromised. I must, therefore, regard it as essential that 
Your Excellency's Council, in its legislative as well as its 
executive character, shoulo continue to be so constituted as to 
ensure its constant and uninterrupted power to fulfil the cons
titutional obligations that it owes, and must always owe, to His 
Majesty's Government and to the Imperial Parliament. I see 
formidable drawbacks that have certainly not escaped Your 
Excellency to the expedient which you propose, and I cannot 
regard with favour the power of calling into play an official 
majority while seeming to dispense with it. I am unable to 
persuade myself that to import a number of gentlemen, to vote 
down something upon which they may or may not have heard 
the arguments, will prove satisfactory. To secure the re~ 
quired relations, I am convinced that a permanent official 
majority in the Imperial Legislative Council is absolutely neces
sary, and this must outweigh the grave disadvantages that 
induce us t9 dispense with it in the Provincial Legislatures. 
It need not be in any sense an overwhelming majority, and 
this Your Excellency does not seek ; but it must be substan~ 
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tial, as it is certainly desirable that the Governor-General 
should be removed from the conflict of the division list and 
that the fate of any measure or resolution should not re;t on 
his vote alone. 

23. I have already dealt in the earlier paragraphs of this 
Despatch with the elective principle, and it" will be for Your 
Excellency to consider how far the popular electorate can be 
utilised for the return to your Legislative Council of landholders 
pod Mahomedans. Some modifications of the scheme sug
gested for the Provinces will no doubt be necessary and the 
Electoral Colleges would probably have to be on the basis of 
Provinces and not of Divisions, and the case of the Central Pro
vinces would probably (in view of the disappearance of Ad
visory Councils) have to be met by nomination until a Local 
Legislature is provided. 

24. I accept your proposals for securing the representation 
of commerce, both European and Indian. 

25. I also agree to your proposals as to nomination but it ' 
will be a matter for your consideration whether, to meet the 
requirement of a substantial official majority, the number of 
nominated officials should not be raised. 

26. Your plan for securing occasional representation for 
the interests of minorities such as the Sikhs, the Parsis, the 
Indian Christians, the Buddhists, and the Domiciled Commu
nity meets with my entire approval, and I am in complete 
sympathy with your intention sometimes to appoint one or two 
experts in connection with legislation pending before Council. 

37· I turn to the proposals contained in paragraphs 57-59 
of your Despatch affording further facilities for debate. This 
subject, as Your Excellency remarks, was not dealt with in the 
earlier correspondence out of which your present proposals 
arise ; but I am entirely in accord with Your Excellency's Gov
ernment in regarding it as of cardinal importance. 

28. The existing law, which confines discussion, except on 
the occasion of the Annual Financial Statement, to the Legis
lative proposals actually before the Council, imposes a restric~ 
tion, that I am convinced, is no longer either desirable or neces
sary. The plan of Your Excellency's Government contem
plates a wide relaxation of this restriction, and in . sanctioning 
it generally, I am confident that these increased facilities, judi
ciously used, will be pronounced of the greatest advantage, not 
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·only by Councils and those whom they represent, but also by 
·Government who will gain additional opportunities both of 
becoming acquainted with the drift of public opinion and of 
explaining their own actions. 

29. Taking the proposals in detail, l agree that the Reso
lutions to be moved" should take the form of recommendations 
to Government, having only such force and effect as Govern~ 
ment after consideration shall deem dnt? tn them. The intro~ 
duction and discussion of l{esolution.,- ~houid not extend to 
subjects removed from the cogni:~ance of Legislative Councils 
by Statute, and must obviously be subject to mles and restric
tions. These, as Your Excellency observes, may best be laid 
down, in the first place1 when the rules of business are drawn 
up, and developed thereafter as experience may show to be 
desirable. Meanwhile, I agree generally with the conditions 
suggested in paragraph 59 of your Despatch. I must, however, 
!'emark upon the first of the suggested conditions that isolated 
ii1'Cidents of administration, or personal questions, may be, and 
often are, at the same time matters of public and general 
importance. It would, in my opinion, be sufficient to lay down 
that Resolutions must relate to matters of public and general 
importance, inasmuch as the President of the Council will have 
the power of deciding finally whether any proposed Resolution 
does, or does not, satisfy this condition. 

30. In respect of rules on the asking of questions, I have 
come to the conclusion that, subject to such restriction as may 
be found requisite in practice, and to the existing general 
powers of the President, the asking of supplementary questions 
should be allowed. Without these, a system of formal ques
tions met by formal replies must inevitably tend to become 
unreal and ineffective, and in an assembly in which, under 
proper safeguards, free discussion and debate is permitted and 
encouraged, there can be no sufficient reason for prohibiting 
that method of eliciting information and expressing indirectly 
the opinions and wishes of the questioners. 

31. Special importance attaches to rules as to the dis
cussion of the [ mperial Budget and I recognise with much 
satisfaction the liberality of the proposals that yo'l have placed 
before me. The changes under this !wad constitute a notable 
step in the ~lirection of giving to the representatives of Indian 
opiuion a !->art in the most important administrative operation 
of the political year. l approve ~he dates suggested for the 
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promulgation of the Financial Statement and for the beginning 
and ending of its discussion in Committee, and I anticipate 
valuable results from the knowledge which your Government 
will acquire in these debates of the views of those whom the 
proposed measures will chiefly and directly affect, and which it 
will be able to utilise in shaping its final fiJ1ancial proposals for 
the year. Generally, also, I approve the rules sketched in 
paragraph 64 for the regulation of discussions in Committee 
and of the moving of Resolutions ; and I concur in your opinion 
that the form of procedure should be such as to show clearly 
that the power of executive action resides exclusively in Govern
ment, who, while inviting the free expression of opinion in the 
form of Resolutions do not thereby forego any part of the 
power and responsibility which has been, and must continue to 
be, in their hands. 

32. Your proposals for the discussion of the Provincial 
Budgets seem entirely sound. As in the case of the Imperial 
Budget, so with respect to the Provincial Finances, I observe 
with satisfaction that provision is made for full and free discus
sion and for the consideration by Government of the results of 
such discussion before the final proposals for the year are 
framed ; and I believe that under the system suggested by you 
the Local Governments will retain that ultimate control over 
the financial policy of their Provinces, without which not only 
the authority of the Government of India but also that of the 
Secretary of State in Council and of Parliament would inevit
ably disappear. 

33· Your Excellency claims for your scheme as a whole, 
"that it will really and effectively associate the people of India 
in the work not only of occasional legislation, but of actual 
every-day administration." The claim is abundantly justified ; 
yet the scheme is not and hardly pretends to be, a complete 
representation of the entire body of changes and improvements 
in the existing system, that are evidently present to the minds 
of some of those whom your Government has consulted and that,
to the best of my judgment, are now demanded by the situation 
described in the opening words of the Despatch. It is evidently 
desirable, Your Excellency will agree, to present our reformed 
constitutional system as a whole. From this point of view, it 
seems necessary to attempt without delay an effectual advance 
in the direction of local self-government. 

The principles that should inspire and regulate measures 
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with this aim can hardly be laid down in sounder or clearer 
terms than in the Resolution published by the Government of 
India on the 18th May, 1882. I do not know where to look 
for a better expression of the views that should govern our 
policy under this important head, and I will venture to quote 
some passages in •this memorablF: deliverance. Explaining 
the proposal for local ,;elf .. goyemment ,,f t h<"l datP the Govern
ment of India place themselve·' 'm gr•,lHHI which may well be 
our ground also. ··It is nut primatily · they sa\·. "with a view 
to improvement in administration that thi~ measure is put 
forward and supported. It is chiefly desirable as an instru~ 
ment of political and popular education." J\ nd again, "there 
appears to be great force in the argument that, so Jon!.; as the 
chief Executive officers are, as a matter of course, Chairmen 
of the Municipal and District Committees there is little chance 
of these Committees affording any effective training to their 
members in the management of local affairs, or of the non

.official members taking any real interest in locill business. The 
non-officinl members must be led to feel that real power is 
placed in their hands and that they have real responsibilities to 
discharge." This anticipation bas been, to some extent, war
ranted by experience. Funds have not existed for an efficient 
executive staff. The official element within the local bodies 
has been in many places predominant. ::\fan-official members 
have not been induced, to such an extent as W<'IS hoped, to take 
a real interest in local business, because, their powers and their 
responsibilities were not real. If local self-government has so 
far been no marked success as a training ground, it is mainly 
for the reason that the constitution of the local bodies departed 
from what was affirmed in the Resolution to be "the true princi
ple," that "the control should be exercised from without rather 
than from within, the Government should revise and check the 
acts of local bodies, but not dictate them." I make no doubt 
that the Government of India to-day will affirm and actively 
shape their policy upon the principle authoritatively set forth 
by their predecessors in 1882 .-"lt would be hopeless to expect 
any real development of self-government if the local bodies 
were subject to check and interference in matters of Jetail ; 
and the respective powers of G•>Vcrnment anrl of the various 
local bodies should be clearly and distinctly defined by statute, 
so that there may be as little risk of friction and misunderstand
ing as possible. \Vithin the limits to be laid dowr. in each case, 
however, the Governor-General in Council is <J.nxious that the 
fullest possible liberty of action should be given to Local bodies." 
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Your Excellency will recall that the Resolution from which 
I have quoted treats the sub-division, ta!uka, or the tahsil as 
tbe smallest administrative unit. It is a question whether it 
would not be wise policy to go further. The village in India 
(generally) bas been the fundamental and indestructible unit of 
the social system, surviving the downfn.ll of dynasty after 
dynasty. I desire Your Excellency in Council to consider the 
best way of carrying out a policy that would make the village a 
starting point of public life. 

34· The encouragement of local self-government being 
an object of this high importance in the better organisation of 
our Indian system, it remains to be considered how far in each 
province it would be desirable to create a department for dea
ling exclusively with these local bodies, guiding and instruct
ing them, and correcting abuses, in a form analogous to the 
operations of the Local Government Board in this country. That, 
however, is a detail, though a weighty one, in a question on 
which, as a whole, I confidently expect that Your Excellency 
will find much light in the forthcoming report of the Royal 
Commission on Decentralisation. 

35. In the closing page of your letter, Your Excellency 
raises a question of a high order of importance. You recognise, 
as you inform me, that "the effect of our proposals will be to 
throw a greater burden on the beads of Local Governments, not 
only by reason of the actual increase of work caused by the 
long sittings of the Legislative Councils, but also because there 
will be considerable responsibility in dealing with the recom
mendations of those Councils." You then suggest the possi
bility that experience may show it to be desirable to strengthen 
the hands of the Lieutenant-Governors in the large Provinces 
by the creation of Executive Councils and of assisting the 
Governors of Madras and Bombay by enlarging the Executive 
Councils that now exist in these Presidencies. 

36. I have .to observe, with repect to Bombay and 
Madras that the original scheme under the Act of 1833 pro
vided for the appointment of three Members to each of the 
Executive Councils in those Presidencies. It seems conform
able to the policy of this Despatch to take power to raise to 
four the number of Members of each of these Executive Councils, 
of whom one, at least, should be an Indian. I. wonld not, 
however, propose to make this a provision of a statute, but would 
leave it to practice and usage growing into confirmed rule. 
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37· As to the creation of Executive Councils in the larger 
Provinces. I am much impressed bv both of the considerations 
that weigll with Your Ex~ellency fn throwing out the suggestion 
and more especially by the second of them. All will depend 
for the wise and efficient despatch of public business, upon 
right relations bet\veen the supreme head of the executive 
power in the province and the Legislative Council. The 
question is whether these relations will be the more likely to 
adjust themselves effectively, if tlw Jndgment t,[ the Lieutenant~ 
Governor is fortified and enlarged by tw'' ,_,r m<:Jrt: competent 
advisers, with an official and responsible share 1n his delibera
tions. 

38. Your Excellency anticipates longer sittings of the 
Legislative Council with increased activity of discussion, and 
the effectual representation of provincial opinion and feeling, 
as a guide to executive authority is the central object of the 
policy of Your Excellency's Despatch. The aim of that policy 
is two-fold : at once to enable Government the better to realise 
the wants, interests and sentiment of the governed, and, on 
the other hand, to give the governed a better chance of under
standing, as occasion arises, the case for the Government, 
against the misrepresentations of ignorance and malice. That 
double object, as Your Excellency fully appreciates, is the 
foundation of the whole system in India, and all over the 
world, of administration and legislation either through, or subject 
to, the criticism of deliberative bodies, whether great or small. 

39. The suggestion for the establishment of Executive 
Councils for Lieutenant-Governors, as Your Excellency is aware, 
is not new. A really new problem or new solution is in truth 
surprisingly uncommon in the history of British rule in India, 
and of the political or administrative controversies connected 
with it. Indeed, without for an instant undervaluing the 
supreme necessity for ca11tion and circumspection at every 
step and motion in Indian Govemment, it may be open to 
some to question whether in some of these controversies before 
now, even an erroneous conclusion would not have been better 
than no conclusion at all. The issue we are now considering was 
much discussed in obedience to the urders of the Secretary of 
State in 1868, by men of the highest authority on Indian 
questions, and I do not conceive that after all the consideration 
given to the subject then and since, further consultations could 
be expected to bring any new argurn~nt of weight and substance 
into view. 
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40. It has sometimes been argued that the creation of 
Executive Councils in the major Provinces would necessarily 
carry with it, as in Bombay and Madras, the appointment in 
each case of a Governor from home. This would indeed be 
a "large departure from the present system of administration," 
almost amounting to the confusion and • overthrow of that 
system, reposing as it does upon the presence, at the head of 
the highest administrative posts, of officers trained and experi
enced in the complex requirements and diversified duties of the 
Indian Government. I take for granted, therefore, that the Head 
of the Province will be, as now, a Member of the Indian Civil 
Service appointed in such mode as the law prescribes. 

41. I propose, therefore, to ask for power to create Execu
tive Councils from time to time as may be found expedient, 
In this connection we cannot ignore the necessity of securing 
that a constitutional change, designed both to strengthen the 
authority and to lighten the labours of the head of the Province, 
shall not impair the prompt exercise of executive power. It will, 
therefore, be necessary to consider most carefully what degree of 
authority over the Members of his Council in case of dissent 
shvuld be vested in the Head of a Province in which an Exe
cutive Council may be called into being. It was recognised 
by Parliament more than a century ago that the Governors of 
Madras and Bombay should be vested with a discretionary 
power of overruling these Councils "in cases of high importance, 
and essentially affecting the public interest anc) welfare." A 
power no less than this will obviously be required in the Pro
vinces in which a Council may come to be associated with the 
Head of the Executive, and I shall be glad if you will favour 
me with your views upon its definition. Your Excellency will 
readily understand that the use of such a power, while not to 
be evaded in the special cases for which it is designed, is not 
intended for a part of the ordinary mechani<;m of Government. 
Rather, in the language of the historical Despatch of 1834, it 
is my belief that, "in a punctual, constant, and even fastidious • 
adherence to your ordinary rules of practice, you will find the 
best security, not only for the efficiency, and also for the 
despatch of your legislative proceedings." 
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EXTRACTS FROM LORD MORLE\''S SPEECH IN THE HOUSE 
OF LoRDS ON DECEJ.tBER 17, 1908. 

In the course of a long speech '>n 
tiona! reforms LoRD MoRLEY said 

tl1t.: proposed constitu · 

I do not think I need go through all the contents of the 
despatch of the Governor-General and my reply, containing the 
plan of His Majesty's Government, which will be in your Lord
ship's hands very shortly. I think your Lordships will find in 
them a well-guarded expansion of principles that were recognised 
in r86r, and are still more directly and closely connected with 
us now by the action of LoRD LANSDOWNE in r8gz. I have his 
words, and they are really as true a key to the papers in our 
hands as they were to the policy of the noble Marquess at that 
date. He said-

"We hope, however, that we have succeeded in giving to our proposals 
a form sufficiently definite to secure a satisfactory advance in the represen
tation of the people in our Legislative Counc1ls, and to give effect to the 
principle of selection as far as possible on the advice of such sections of the 
community as are l1kely to be capable of assisting us in that manner." 

Then you will find that another Governor-Genera! in 
Council in India whom I greatly rejoice to see still among us, 
my noble friend the MARQUESS OF RIPON, said in 1882-

"It is not primarily with a view to the improvement of administration, 
that this measure is put forward ; it is chiefly desirable as an instrument 
of political and popular education.'' 

The doctrines announced by the noble Marquess opposite 
and by my noble friend, ar-e the standpoint from which we 
approached the situation and framed our proposals. 

I will not trouble the House by going through the history 
.of the course of the proceedings-that will be found in the 
Papers. I believe the House will be satisfied, just as I am satis~ 
fied, with the candour and patience that have been bestowed on 
the preparation of the scheme in India, and I hope I may add it 
has been treated with equal patience and candour here, and the 
end of it is .that, though some points of difference arose, though 
the Government of India agreed to drop certain points of their 
t~cheme-the Advisory Councils, for example-on the whole 
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there was remarkable agreement between the Government of 
India and myself as to the best way of dealing with these pro
ceedings as to Legislative Councils. I will enumerate the points 
very shortly, and though I am afraid it may be tedious, I hope 
your Lordships will not find the tedium unbearable, because,. 
after all, what you are beginning to consider to-day, is the 
turning over of a fresh leaf in the history of British responsi
bility to India. There are only a handful of distinguished 
Members of this House who understand the details of Indian, 
Administration, but I will explain them as shortly as I can. 

This is a list of the powers which we shall have to acquire 
from Parliament when we bring in a Bill. This is the first 
power we shall come to Parliament for. At present the maxi· 
mum and minimum numbers of Legislative Councils are fixed 
by statute. We shall come to Parliament to authorise an 
increase in the numbers of those Councils, both the Viceroy's 
Council and the Provincial Councils. Secondly the Members 
are now nominated by the head of the Government, either the 
Viceroy or the Lieutenant-Governor. No election takes place in 
the strict sense of the term. The nearest approach to it is the 
nomination by the Viceroy, upon the recommendation of a 
majority of voters of certain public bodies. We do not pro
pose to ask Parliament to abolish nomination. \Ve do propose 
to ask Parliament in a very definite way, to introduce election 
working alongside of nomination with a view to the aim ad
mitted in all previous schemes, including that of the noble 
Marquess opposite-the due representation of the different 
classes of the community. Third. The Indian Councils Act 
of 1892 forbids-and this is no doubt a most important pro• 
hibition-either resolutions or divisions of the Council in 
financial discussions. We shall ask Parliament to repeal this 
prohibition. Fourth. We shall propose to invest Legislative 
Councils with power to discuss matters of public and general 
importance, and to pass recommendations or resolutions to the· 
Indian Government. That Government will deal with them • 
as carefully, or as carelessly, as they think fit-just as a Govern· 
ment does here. Fifth. To extend the power that at pre
sent exists, to appoint a Member of the Council to preside. 
Sixth. Bombay and Madra~ have now Executive Councils,. 
numbering two. I propose to ask Parliament to double the 
rtumber of ordinary Members. Seventh. The· Lieutenant· 
Governors have no Executive Council. We shall ask Parlia~ 
ment to sanction the creation of such Councils, consisting of 
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not more than two ordinary Members and to define the power 
of the Lieutenant-Governor to overrule his Council. I am 
perfectly sure there may be differences of opinion as to these 
proposals. I only want your Lordships to believe that they 
have been well thought out, and that they are accepted by 
the Governor-Geneml in Council. 

There is one point of extreme importance which, nn doubt., 
thongh it may not he overcdi[)lomatic for me tr; say so at this 
stage, will create some controversy I m(:an the matter of the 
official majority. The house knows what an ,,fficial majority 
is. J t is a device by which the Governor-General, or the 
Governor of Bombay or Madras, may secure a majority in 
his Legislative Council by means of officials and nominees. 
And the officials, of course, for very good reasons, just like a 
Cabinet Minister or an Under-Secretary, whatever the man's 
private opinion may be, would still vote, for the best of 
reasons, and I am bound to think with perfect wisdom, with 
the Government. But anybody can see how directly, how 
palpably, how injuriously, an arrangement of this kind tends 
to weaken, and I think I may say even to deaden, the sense 
both of trust and responsibility in the non-official Members of 
these Councils. Any body can see how the system tends to 
throw the non-official Member into an attitude of peevish. 
sulky, permanent opposition, and, therefore, has an injurious 
effect on the minds and characters of Members of these Legis
lative Councils. 

I know it will be said-1 will not weary the House by 
arguing it, but I only desire to meet at once the objection 
that will be taken-that these Councils will, if you take away 
the safeguard of the official majority, pass any number of wild
cat Bills. The answer to that is that the head of the Govern
ment can veto the wildcat Hills. The Governor-General can 
withhold his assent, and the withholding of the assent of the 
Governor-General is no defunct power. Only the other day, 

• since I have been at the India Office, the Governor-General 
disallowed a Bill passed by a Local Government which I need 
not name, with the most advantageous effect. I am quite 
convinced that if that Local Government had had an unofficial 
majority the Bill would never have been passed, and the 
Governor-General would not have had to refuse his assent. 
But so he ·did, and so he would if these gentlemen, whose 
numbers we propose to increase anEI whose powers we propose 
to widen, chose to pass wildcat Bills. And it must be re-
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membered that the range of subjects within the sphere of 
Provincial Legislative Councils is rigorously limited by sta. 
tutory exclusions. I will not labour the point now. Anybody 
who cares, in a short compass, can grasp the argument, of 
which we shall hear a great deal, in paragraphs 17 to 20 of my 
reply to the Government of India, in the papers that will 
speedily be in your Lordship's hands. 

There is one proviso in this matter of the official ~ajority, 
in which your Lordships may, perhaps, find a surpnse. We 
are not prepared to divest the Governor.General in his Council 
of an official majority. In the Provincial Councils we propose 
to dispense with it, but in the Viceroy's Legislative Council 
we propose to adhere to it. Only let me say that here we may 
seem to lag a stage behind the Government of India themselves 
-so little violent are we-because that Government say, in 
their despatch-

" On all ordinary occasions we are ready to dispense with an official 
majority in the Imperial Legislative Council, and to rely on the public 
spirit of non-official Members to enable us to carry on the ordinary work 
of legislation.'' 

My Lords, that is what we propose to do in the Provincial 
Councils. But in the Imperial Council we consider an official 
majority essential. It may be said that this is a most flagrant 
logical inconsistency. So it would be, on one condition. If I 
were attempting to set up a Parliamentary system in India, or 
if it could be said that this chapter of reforms led directly or 
necessarily up to the establishment of a Parliamentary system 
in India, I, for one, would have nothing at all to do with it. 
I do not believe-it is not of very great consequence what 
J believe, because the fulfilment of my vaticinations could not 
come off very soon-in spite of the attempts in Oriental coun· 
tries at this moment, interesting attempts to which we all wish 
well, to set up some sort of Parliamentary system-it is no 
ambition of mine, at all events, to have any share in beginning 
that operation in India. If my existence, either officially or • 
corporeally, were prolonged twenty times longer than either of 
them is likely to be, a Parliamentary system in India is not at 
all the goal to which I would for one moment aspire. 

One point more. It is the question of an Indian Member 
on the Viceroy's Executive Council. The absence of an Indian 
Member from the Viceroy's Executive Council can no longer, I 
think, be defended. There is no legal obstacle or statutory 
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exclusion. The Secretary of State can, to-morrow, if he likes, 
if there be a vacancy on the Viceroy's Council, recommend His 
Majesty to appoint an Indian Member. All I want to say is 
that, if, during my tenure of office, there should be a vacancy 
on the Viceroy's Executive Council, I should feel it a duty to 
tender my advice t6 the King that an Indian Member should 
be appointed. If it were on my own authority only, I might 
hesitate to take that step, because I am not very fond of inno
vations in dark and obscure ground, but here I have the absolute 
and the zealous approval and concurrence of LoRD MINTO 
himself. It was at LoRD MINTo's special instigation that I 
began to think seriously of this step. Anyhow, this is how it 
stands, that you have at this moment a Secretary of State and 
a Viceroy who both concur in such a recommendation. I 
suppose-if I may be allowed to give a personal turn to these 
matters-that LORD MINTO and I have had as different 
experience of life and the world as possible, and we belong, I 
daresay, to different schools of national politics, because LORD 
MINTO was appointed by the party opposite. It is a rather 
remarkable thing that two men, differing in this way in political 
antecedents, should agree in this proposaL \Ve need not 
discuss what particular portfolio should be assigned to an 
Indian Member. That will be settled by the Viceroy on the 
merits of the individual. The great object, the main object, is 
that the merits of individuals are to be considered and to be 
decisive, irrespective and independent of race <tnd colour. 

\Ve are not altogether without experience, because a year 
ago, or somewhat more, it was my good fortune to be able to 
appoint two Indian gentlemen to the Council of India sitting at 
the India Office. Many apprehensions reached me as to what 
might happen. So far, at all events, those apprehensions have 
been utterly dissipated. The concord between the two Indian 
Members of the Council and their colleagues has been unbroken, 
their work has been excellent, and you will readily believe me 

.when I say that the advantage to me of being able to ask one 
of these two gentlemen to come and tell me something about 
an Indian question from an Indian point of view, is enormous. 
I find in it a chance of getting the Indian angle of vision. and I 
feel sometimes as if I were actually in the streets of Calcutta. 

I do not say there are not some arguments on the other 
side. But th·is, at all events, must be common-sense-for the 
Governor-General and the European Members of his Council 
to have at their side a man who knows the country well, who 
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belongs to the country and who can give them the point of view 
of an Indian. Surely, my Lords, that cannot but prove an 
enormous advantage. · 

. Let me say further, on the Judicial Bench in India every
body recognises the enormous service that.it is to have Indian 
Members of abundant learning, and who add to that abundant 
learning a complete knowledge of the conditions and life of the 
country. I propose at once, if Parliament agrees, to acquire 
powers to double the Executive Council in Bombay and Madras, 
and to appoint at least one Indian Member in each of those 
cases, as well as in the Governor-General's Council. Nor, as 
the Papers will show, shall I be backward in advancing towards 
a similar step, as occasion may require, in respect of at least 
four of the major Provinces. 

I wish that this chapter had been opened at a more fortun
ate moment ; but as I said when I rose, I repeat-do not let us 
for a moment take too gloomy a view, There is not the 
slightest occasion. None of those who are responsible take 
gloomy views. They know the difficulties, they are prepared 
to grapple with them. They will do their best to keep down 
mutinous opposition. They hope to attract that good will 
which must, after all, be the real foundation of our prosperity 
and strength in India. \Ve believe that this admission of the 
Indians to a larger and more direct share in the Government of 
their country and in all the affairs of their country without for 
a moment taking from the central power its authority, will 
fortify the foundations of our position. It will require great 
steadiness, constant pursuit of the same objects, and the main
tenance of our authority, which will be all the more effective if 
we have, along with our authority, the aid and assistance, in 
responsible circumstances, of the J ndians themselves. 

Military strength, material strength, we have in abundance. 
What we still want to acquire is moral strength-moral strength 
in guiding and controlling the people of India in the course on
which time is launching them. I should like to read a few lines 
from a great orator about India. It was a speech delivered by 
MR. BRIGHT in 1858, when the Government of India Bill was 
in another place. MR. BRIGHT said-

"We do not know how to leave India, and therefore let us see if we 
know how to govern it. Let us abandon all that system of calumny against 
Natives of India which has lately prevailed. Had that people not been 
docile, the most governable race in the world, how could you have main-
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tained your power there for roo years ? Are they not industrious, are they 
pot intelligent, are they not, upon the evidence of the most distinguished 
men the Indian service ever produced, endowed with rnany qualities which 
make them respected by all Englishmen who mix with thern l * * • I 
would not permit any man in my presence without rebuke to indulge in the 
calumnies and expressions of contempt which I have recently heard poured 
forth without measure upgn the whole population of India. • * * The 
people of India do not like us, but they would scarcely know where to 
turn if we left them. They are sheep, literally without a shepherd.'' 

However, that may be, we at least at \Vestminster here 
have no choice and no option. As an illustrious Member of 
this House wrote-

"We found a society in a state of decompos:tinn, antl we have under· 
taken the serious and stupendous process of reconstructing it." 

MACAULAY, for it was he, said-

"lndia now is like Europe in the fifth century." 

Yes, a stupendous process indeed. Tbe process has gone 
on with marvellous success, and if we all, according to our 
various lights, are true to our colours, that process will go on. 
\Vhatever is said I for one-though I am not what is cqmmonly 
called an Imperialist-- so far from denying, I most emphatically 
affirm, tbat for us to preside over this transition from the fifth 
European century in some parts, in slow, uneven stages, up to 
the twentieth-so that you have before you all the centuries at 
once as it were-for us to preside over that, and to be the guide 
of peoples in that condition, is, if conducted with humanity and 
sympathy, with wisdom, with political courilge, not only a 
human duty, but what has been often and most truly called one 
of the most glorious tasks ever confided to any powerful State 
in the history of civilised mankind. 

H 

EXTRACTS :FROM LORD M<JRLEY'.s SPEECif IN THE HOUSE 
9F LORDS ON THE 4TH OF MARCH, I909· 

In moving the Second Reading of the Indian Councils Bill 
Lmm MORLEY, in the course of a long speech, said-

The Bill is a short one, and will speak for itself; 1 shall 
be brief in referring to it, for in December last I made what 
was practically a Second-Reading speech. I may point out 
that there are two rival schools, and that the noble Lord 
opposite (Lord Curzo11) may be said to represent one of them. 
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There are two rival schools, one of which believes that better 
government of India depends on efficiency, and that efficiency 
is in fact the end of our rule in India. The other school, while 
not neglecting efficiency, looks also to what is called political 
concessions. I think I am doing the noble Lord no injustice 
in saying that' during his eminent Viceroyalty he did not 
accept the necessity for political concessions, but trusted to 
efficiency. I hope it will not be bad taste to say in the noble 
Lord's presence that you will never send to India, and you 
have never sent to India a Viceroy his superior, if, indeed, his 
equal, in force of mind, in unsparing remorseless industry, in 
passionate and devoted interest in all that concerns the well
being of India, with an imagination fired by the grandeur of 
the political problem India presents-you never sent a man 
with more of all these attributes than when you sent LORD 
CURZON. But splendidly successful as his work was from the 
point of view of efficiency, he still did leave in India a state of 
things when we look back-not in consequence of his policy
not completely satisfactory such as would have been the crown
ing of a brilliant career. 

1 am as much for efficiency as the noble Lord, but I do 
not believe-and this is the difference between him and myself
that you can have true, solid, endurable efficiency without what 
nre called political concessions. I know risks are pointed out. 
The late LoRD SALISBURY, speaking on the last Indian 
Councils Bill, spoke of the risk of applying occidental machinery 
in India. \Veil, we ought to have thought of that before we 
applied occidental education ; we applied that, and occidental 
machinery must follow. These Legislative Councils once 
called into existence, it was inevitable that you would have 
gradually, in LORD SALISBURY'S own phrase, to popularise 
them so as to bring them into harmony with the dominant 
sentiments of the people in India. The Bill of 1892 
admittedly contained the elective principle, and now this Bill 
extends that principle. The noble Lord {VISCOUNT CROSS) 
will remember the Bill of 1892, of which he had charge in the 
House of Commons. I want the House to be good enough 
to follow the line taken by MR. GLADSTONE because, I base 
myself on that. There was an amendment moved and there 
was going to be a division, and MR. GLADSTONE begged his 
friends not to divide, because he said it was Vl!ry important 
that we should present a substantial unity to India. This is 
upon the question of either House considering a Bill like the 

.. 
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Biil that is now on the Table-a mere skeleton of a Bill if you 
like. I see it has been called vague and sketchy. It cannot 
be anything else on the principle explained by MR. GLAD~ 
STONE:-

"It is the intention of the Covernment (that is, the Conservative 
Government) that a seritlus effort shall Le made 10 ,~on,irler carefully those 
elements wh1ch India m ns present cond:t1<1n may furnish for the introduc 
tion into the Councils of India of the e!ecnve prin! iple. If that effort is 
seriously to be made, hy whom is t to be n,ade; l do not think it can be 
made by this House, except thro,Jgh the medium of empowering provisions. 
The best course we could take would be to commend to the authorities of 
India what is a clear indication of the principles on which we desire them 
to proceed. It is not our business to devise machinery for the purpose of 
Indian Government. It is our business to give to those who represent 
Her Majesty in India ample information as to what we believe to be sound 
principles of Government : and it is, of course, the function of this House 
to comment upon any case in which we :nay think they have failed to give 
due effect to those principles." 

I only allude to MR. GLADSTONE's words in order to let 
the House know that I am taking no unusual course in leaving 
the bulk of the work, the details of the work, to the Govern
ment of India, and discussion, therefore, in this House and in 
Parliament will necessarily be not upon details. But no doubt 
it is desirable that some of the heads of the regulations, rules, 
and proclamations to be made by the Government of India 
under sanction of the India Office should be more or less placed 
within the reach and knowledge of the House so far as they are 
complete. The principles of the Bill are in the Bill and will be 
affirmed, if your Lordships are pleased to read it a second time, 
and the Committee points, important as they are, can well be 
dealt with in Committee. The view of MR. GLADSTONE was 
cheerfully accepted by the House then, and I hope it will be 
accepted by your Lordships to-day. 

There is one very important chapter in these regulations 
which I think now on the Second Reading of the Bill, without 
waiting for Committee, I ought t•) say a few words to your 

• Lordships about- I mean the Mahomedans. That is a part of 
the Bill and scheme which has no doubt attracted a great deal 
of criticism and excited a great deal of feeling in that very 
important community. We suggested to the Government of 
India a certain plan. We did not prescribe it, we did not order 
it, but we suggested and recommended this plan for their con
sideration-Ro more than that. It was the plan of a mixed or 
composite electoral college, in which Mahomedans and Hindus 
should pool their votes, so to say. The wording of the recom-
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mendation in my Despatch was, as I soon discovered, ambigu· 
ous-a grievous defect, of which I make bold to hope I am not 
very often in public business guilty. But, to the best of my 
belief, under any CJnstruction the plan of Hindus and Maho
medans voting together in a mixed and composite electorate 
would have secured to the Mahomedan electors, wherever they 
were so minded, the chance of returning their own representa
tives in their due proportion. The political idea at the bottom 
of that recommendation which has found so little favom· was 
that such composite action would bring the two great com
munities more closely together and this idea of promoting 
harmony was held by men of very high Indian authority 
and experience who were among my advisers at the India 
Office. But the Mahomedans protested that the Hindus 
would elect a pro-Hindu upon it, just as I suppose in a 
mixed college of say seventy-five Catholics and twenty-five 
Protestants voting together the Protestants might suspect 
that the Catholics voting for the Protestant would choose 
what is called a Romanising Protestant and as little of a 
Protestant as they could find. Suppose the other way. In 
Ireland there is an expression, a "shoneen" Catholic
that is to say, a Catholic who, though a Catholic is too 
friendly with English Conservatism and other influences which 
the Nationalists dislike. And it might be said, if there were 
seventy-five Protestants against twenty-five Catholics, that 
the Protestants when giving a vote in the way of Catholic 
representation would return "shoneens." I am not going to 
take your Lordship's time up by arguing this to-day. With 
regard to schemes of proportional representation, as Calvin 
said of another study, "excessive study either finds a man 
mad or makes him so." At any rate, the Government of 
India doubted whether our plan would work, and we have 
abandoned it. I do not think it was a bad plan, but it is no 
use, if you are making an earnest attempt in good faith at a 
general pacification, out of parental fondness for a clause in
terrupting that good process by sitting too tight. 

The Mahomedans demand three things. I had the plea
sure of receiving a deputation from them and I know very 
well what is in their minds. They demand the election of 
their own representatives to these councils in all the stages, 
just a:; in Cyprus, where, I think, the Mahomepans vote by 
themselves. They have nine votes and the non-Mahomedans 
have three, or the other :way about. So in Bohemia, where 
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the Germans vote alone and have their own register. There
fore we are not without a precedent and a parallel for the 
idea of a separate register. Secondly, they want a number of 
seats in excess of their numerical strength. Those two de .. 
mands we are quite ready and intend to meet in full. There 
is a third demand that, if there is a Hindu on the Viceroy's 
Executive Council-a subject on which l -.vii! vellture to say 
a little to your Lordships before i sit down---there should be 
wo Indian Members vn the ,, Council and that one 

-,hould be a 1\Jahomedan, Well, as l told them and as I now 
1ell your Lordships, 1 see no chance whatever of meeting 
their views in that way to any extent at all. 

To go back to the point of the registers, some may be 
shocked at the idea of a religious register at all, of a register 
framed on the principle of religious belief. \Ve may wish,
we do wish-certainly I do-that it were otherwise. We hope 
that time, with careful and impartial statesmanship, will make 
things otherwise. Only let us not forget that the difference 
between .Mahomedanism and Hinduism is not a mere differ
ence of articles of religious faith. Jt is a difference in life, in 
tradition, in history, in all the social things as well as articles 
of belief that constitute a community. Do not let us forget 
what makes it interesting and even exciting. Do not let us 
forget that, in talking of HindtJs and Mahomedans, we are 
dealing with and brought face to face with vast historic issues, 
dealing with some of the very mightiest forces that tbrough 
all the centuries and ages have moulded the fortunes of 
great States and the destinies of countless millions of mankind. 
Thoughts of that kind are what give to Indian politics and to 
Indian work extraordinary fascination, and at the same time 
impose the weight of no ordinary burden. 

Now I will come to the question which, I think, has ex
cited, certainly in this country, more interest than anything 
else in the scheme before you-1 mean the question of an 
Indian Member on the Viceroy's Executive Council. The 
i10ble Marquess said here the uther day that he hoped an 
opportunity would be given for discussing it. Whether it is 
in order or not-1 am too little versed in your Lordships' 
procedure to be quite sure-but I am told that the rules 
of order in this House are of an elastic description and that I 
shall not be t~espassing beyond what is right, if I introduce the 
point to-night. I thoroughly understand the noble Marquess's 
anxiety for a chance of discussion. It is quite true, and the 

22 
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House should not forget that it is quite true, that this ques
tion is in no way whatever touched by the Bill. If this Bill 
were rejected by Parliament it would be a great and grievous 
disaster to peace and contentment in India, but it would not 
prevent the Secretary of State the next morning from advising 
His Majesty to appoint an Indian Member. The Members of 
the Viceroy's Executive Council are appointed by the Crown. 

The noble Marquess the other day fell into a slight error, 
if he will forgive me for saying so. He said that the Govern~ 
ment of India had used cautious and tentative words in
dicating that it would be premature to decide at once this 
question of the Indian Member until after further experience 
had been gained. I think the noble Marquess must have lost 
his way in the mazes of that enormous Blue-book which, as 
he told us, caused him so much inconvenience and added so 
much to his excessive luggage during the Christmas holidays. 
The Despatch, as far as I can discover, is silent altogether 
on the topic of the Indian Member of the Viceroy's Council, 
and deals only with the Councils of Bombay and Madras and 
the proposed Councils for the Lieutenant-Governorships. 

Perhaps I might be allowed to remind your Lordships 
of the Act of 1833-certainly th<;: most extensive measure of 
Indian government between Mr. l'itt's famous Act of 1784 
and Queen Victoria's assumption of the government of India. 
There is nothing so important as that Act. It lays down 
in the broadest way possible the desire of J>arliament of that 
day that there was to be no difference in appointing to offices 
in India between one race and another, and the covering Des
patch wound up by saying that-

"For the future, fitness is to be the criterion of eligibility." 

I need not quote the famous paragraph in the Queen's 
Proclamation of 1858, for every Member of the House who 
takes an interest in India knows that by heart. Now, the 
noble Marquess says that his anxiety is that nothing shall be 
done to impair the efficiency of the Viceroy's Council. l 
share that anxiety with all my heart. I hope the noble 
Marquess will do me the justic~t to remember that in these 
plans I have gone beyond the Government of India in resolving 
that a permanent official majority shall remain in the Viceroy's 
Council. LORD MACDONELL said the other day :-

"1 believe you cannot find any individual Native gentleman who is 
enjoying general confidence who would be ableto give advice and assis; 
taoce to the Governor-General in Council." 

• 
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It has been my lot to be twice Chief Secretary for Ireland 
and I do not believe I can truly say I ever met in Ireland 
a single individual native gentleman who "enjoyed general 
confidence." And yet I received at Dublin Castle most ex
cellent and competent advice. Therefore I will accept that 
statement from tile j\:oble Lord. The question is whether 
there is no one of the 300 millions of the population of India 
who is competent to be the officially-constituted adviser of the 
Governor-General in Council in the administration of Indian 
affairs. You make an Indian a Judge of the High Court, and 
Indians have even been acting Chief Justices. As to capacity 
who can deny that they have distinguished themselves as 
administrators of Native States, where far more demand is: 
made on their resources, intellectual and moral ? It is said 
that the presence of an Indian Member would cause restraint 
in the language of discussion. For a year and a half I have 
had two Indians at the Council of India, and r have never 
found the slightest restraint whatever. 

Then there is the question, what are you going to do about 
the Hindu and the Mahomedan ? When Indians were first 
admitted to the High Courts, for a long time the Hindu~ were 
more fit and competent than the Mahomedans; but now I am 
told the Mahomedans have their full share. The same sort of 
operation would go on in quiuquennial periods between Hindus 
and Mahomedans. Opinion among the great Anglo-Indian 
officers now at home is divided, but I know at least one, not, I 
think, behind even Lord Macdonell in experience or mental 
grasp, who is strongly in favour of this proposal. One circums
tance which cannot but strike your Lordships as remarkable is 
the comparative absence of hostile criticism of this idea by the 
Anglo-Indian Press, and, as I am told, in Calcutta society. I 
was apprehensive at one time that it might be otherwise,· I 
should like to give a concrete illustration. The noble Marquess 
opposite said the other day that there was going to be a va-

• caney in one of the posts on the Viceroy's Executive Council
namely, the legal member's time would soon be up. No\v, 
suppose there were in Calcutta an Indian lawyer of large prac
tice and great experience in his profession-a man of unstained· 
professionai and personal repute, in close touch with European 
society and much respected, and the actual holder of important 
legal office .. Am I to say to that man'-in ·spite of all these 
excellent circumstances to your credit, in . spite of your undis
puted fitness, in spite of the emphatic declaration of 1833 that 
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fitness is to be the criterion of eligibility, in spite of that noble 
promise in Queen Victoria's Proclamation of 1858-a promise 
of which every Englishman ought to be for ever proud if he 
tries to adhere to it and rather ashamed if he tries to betray or 
mock it-in spite of all this, usage and prejudice are so strong 
that I dare not appoint you, but must ap!lOint instead some 
stranger to India from Lincoln's Inn or the Temple? Is there 
one of your Lordships who would envy the Secretary of State 
who had to hold language of that kind to a meritorious candi
date, one of the King's equal subjects ? I put it to your Lord
ships in that concrete way. These abstract general arguments 
are slippery, I do not say there is no force in them, but there 
are deeper questions at issue to which LORD MINTO and my
self attach the greatest importance. My Lords, I thank you 
for listening to me, and I beg to move the Second Reading. 

I 

EXTRACTS FROl\1 RT. HON. MR. ASQUITH'S (THE PRIME 
MINISTER'S) SPEECH ON THE ORDER FOR THE SECOND REA
DING OF THE INDIAN COUNCILS BILL (API~IL IST, 1909) :-

The Prime Minister said :-The changes by this Bill are in 
no sense to be understood as reflecting on the ability, 
the patriotism or the flexibility of that great hierarchy which 
for more than two generations has given us the present 
state of things. But the fact remains that there are in India 
things which are inevitable, but which were not foreseen-· 
such, for instance, as the spread of education, the great 
]nter-communion between the East and the West, and the 
infiltration among the educated classes of the Indian people 
of ideas which 50 or 6o years ago were perfectly alien to 
them and which nobody ever imagined would exist. These 
have brought about a different state of things. Owing to a 
number of causes of this kind you cannot rest where you are, 
and if your Indian administration is to be efficiently conduc
ted and founded on a stable basis, it must be done cautiously. 
I agree that it must be done prudently. I agree that it must be 
done more and more and step by step by associating the people 
of the country with the Government that exists for them. That 
is a trust which this country exercises on their behalf. That 
is a state of things which must inevitably have lep, whatever 
Government was in power, to the gradual transformation and 
reconstruction of the existing machinery of Indian administra-
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tion. I should like to quote some words used the other night 
in this connection by a great authority, certainly as great an 
authority in our time as lives. I mean LORD CROMER. What 
does LORD CROMER say? He said:-

"The position of• India at the present time is almost unique. It is, so 
far as I know, the only important country in the world where education has 
considerably advanced, which is governed in all essential particulars by 
non-resident foreigners. It is also the only country where the Civil service 
in all its higher administrative branches is in the hands of aliens appointed 
by a foreign country under stringent educational tests." 

And at the same time what do you find ? 
"I do not think it is possible to blind ourselves to the fact that there 1s 

throughout Asia now a movement going on having for its object the associa 
tion to a greater degree than formerly of the natives of those countries, not 
merely in the framing of their laws, but also in the direction of the appoint 
ment of natives of considerable capacity to high administrative posts. I 
do not think it would be politic to oppose an absolute non possumus tc 
this movement in respect of the largest and most important of these Asiattc 
countries. Not only that, if we consider our own democratic institutions 
the sympathy which is felt with native aspirations by very large and influen 
tial bod1es in this country, and also the effects of the educational systerr 
which, whether wisely or unwisely, we have adopted for the last fifty years 
in India, l do not think it would be possible to resist this movement for 
any very considerable length of time." 

Those are the words of a man who, everybody will agree, has 
earned the title of being one of the most honourable personages 
in the service of this country. That is his diagnosis of the 
condition of things. 

If that be so, I will come now to consider the criticism on 
the actual scheme which the Government proposes. The 
Noble Lord has said that Indian reformers will not be satisfied 
with the proposals in the Bill. It is not unimportant to point 
out the language of Indian reformers. As late as Monday last 
MR. GOKHALE considered the nature of Indian reform. The 
language which was used by MR. GOKHALF. fairly represents 
the opinions of Indian reformers. He said he had a perfectly 
impartial mind in dealir.g with the question. He eulogised 
LORD MINTO and LORn MINTO's attitude with regard to this 
particular proposal, and he declared that LoRD MORLEY has 
saved India from being dri\·en into chaos. I do not say that 
the aspirations of MR. GOKIIALE are met by this Bill, or those 
of his friel)ds, but it is a step which will avert the serious danger 
which has been confronting us for the last few years. The 
Noble Earl agrees, as I understand, entirely with that part of 
the Bill which proposes to increase the number of Members of 
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the Legislative Council, and to give them a larger right of dis .. 
cussion and criticism than they at present possess. 

EARL PERCY : Perhaps the number is rather greater than 
it need be. 

The PRIME MU11ISTER : That is a matt~r of detail. The 
N,oble Lord, I understand, thinks they ought to be increased ? 

EARL PERCY : Yes. 

The PRIME MINISTER : Then, so far, the Noble Lord has 
no complaint. His main criticism on that part of the Bill 
which deals with the change in the constitution and composi
tion of the Legislative Council was, that outside the Viceregal 
Council the non-official element would be in a majority. In 
regard to that the Viceregal and official majority is preserved. 
With regard to the nature of the regulations the Noble Lord 
has quite treated them as though they were the subject-matter 
of consideration in: this debate. The practice of creating a non
official majority is, I mt.;st point out to the House, not at all 
the same thing as creating an elective majority. They are not 
representative at all. The non-official element is largely com
posed of nominated Members. Therefore it is not at all the 
same thing as if you were giving the elective representatives of 
particular classes or communities a voting majority on the 
council to which they belong. That distinction must be care
fully observed. The non-official mr~jority already exists in 
the Council of Bombay-under the Presidency of Bombay
and, as has been pointed out by my Right Hon. Friend when 
making the Motion for the second reading, whatever dangers 
may be upprebended-l think they are very shadowy-from 
the recognition of this non-official majority, they are amply 
safe-guarded against by the security which I think the Noble 
Lord rates a little too low-namely, the.initiative of the power 
of the veto by the Viceroy, or, in the case of the other Councils, 
by the Lieutenant-Governors, which I think may be regarded 
as very adequate safeguards against any thing in the nature of 
violent or revolutionary legislation. 

EARL PERCY : My criticism was if you exercise these 
safe·guards you create a sense of irresponsibility on the part of 
future majorities. 

The PRIME MINISTER : That is always said in . regard to 
any power, whether in this country or anywhere else, in regard 
to the veto. We have here in this country the power in regard 
to the veto, which resides not in the Sovereign, but elsewhere, 
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and it sometimes creates a great deal of irritation, but still we 
go on. I do not know how long it is going to last, nor whether 
it will bring the community in India to anything like the state 
•)f irritation which the Noble Lord has indicated, and which the 
long-suffering peopl~ of this country have endured. I do not 
think we need be very much CJ!arrned afv:>tlt that. On th·~ other 
l~and, it is most desirabie in the circumstances to give to the 
people of India the feeling th«t thr~s·~ f.egislatm:C:ouncils are 
not mere automatons, the w·ire-; of which are pulled by the 
official hierarchy. It is of very great importance from that 
point of view that the non-official element should be in the 
ascendant, subject to proper safe!_!uards. In that way you 
obtain some kind of security that the legislation which 
finally passes through the mill of the council reflects the opinion 
of the community. 

The Noble Lord spoke of the position of the Mahomedans. 
Speaking generally with regard to that, the :'\ioble Lord has 
stated that my Noble Friend dropped his original proposal 
in regard to the electoral college-dropped them in defer
ence to objections made to a large extent by the Mahomedans 
themselves-and that when the Bill comes into law it will be 
a matter prescribed by regulation in each of the particular 
Provinces as to how they shall elect their representatives. Un
doubtedly there will be a separate register for Mahomedans. 
To us here in this country at first sight it looks an objec
tionable thing, because it discriminates between people, segre
gating them into classes, on the basis of religious creed. I 
am sure the Noble Lord will not regard that as a formidable 
•>bjection, because the distinction between Mahomedan and 
Hindu is not merely religious, but it cuts deep down not 
only into the traditious and historic past, but into the habits 
and social customs of the people. Provided that, as we may 
assume, the regulations adequately safeguard the separate 

• registration of the Mahomedan electorate, I do not think any 
practical suggestion has yet been made for more completely 
giving that kind of representation which undoubtedly as a 
minority they are entitled to demand. The number of Mabo. 
medans on the Viceroy's Council are only five; but, on the 
other hand, as the Noble Lord knows, on the Viceroy's Council 
there will b~ 20 nominated Members, of whom 17 are to b~o: 
officials, and there is no reason why the Mahomedans should 
not come into that category, In addition, there are to be 
Mahomedans eJected by other communities-chambers of com· 
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merce, and so forth-and it is not improbable that, among this 
category, Mahomedan representatives might be found. I do 
not think there is any serious danger, or any danger at all, 
of the Mahomedans not being adequately represented on the 
Viceroy's Council. 

I now come to what the Noble Lord regarded as a 
more serious matter, though it is one not directly dealt with 
by this Bill, that is, the nomination of the native Members 
of the Executive Council of the Viceroy. The Noble 
Lord said that his objection to such an appointment was 
not one of principle. He admitted that the King's J>ro
clamation announced absolute equality as far as race and 
religion are concerned, but that his objection was one, not of 
principle, but of expediency. He took the point so often 
taken in the course of these discussions, that if you put a 
native Member on the Executive Council of the Viceroy, you 
admit him to a knowledge not merely of what I may call 
local administrative matters, but you give him access, at any 
rate, to what may be described as the Arcana of Government. 
The Nuble Lord thinks this is a dangerous step to take. 
\Vhy? In the first place he says, because the gentleman so 
appointed, whoever he may be, cannot have any previous 
experience in these high matters. But that is an argument 
you might carry to very great lengths not only in India, but 
elsewhere, A gentleman is admitted for the first time to the 
Cabinet in this country ; he has had no previous experience 
on official matters of this kind. But he becomes familiar with 
high secrets of State, and he acquires experience and justifies 
the confidence reposed in him after he has got there and upon 
such presumption as his previous training and reputation may 
create. And unless you are goinf:! to lay down as a proposition 
that no native, Mahomedan or Hindu, whatever be his intel
lectual eminence, whatever be his practical training, like that 
of MR. SINHA in a great profession like the profession of the 
law, however high he may have attained in that profession in • 
competition not only with men of his own race, but with 
Europeans and Englishmen-unless you are going to lay down 
the fact that he is an Indian, born in India, and that in itself, 
for all time, permanently and irredeemably disables him 
from being put into this great position of responsibiJity, I fail 
to see how it is possible to justify the exclusion of Indians 
from positions of this kind. Let me point out also that if you 
talk about previous experience, who are the people w~om we 
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appointed, the men of eminence and distinction \l.rho thoroughly 
justified their selection, whom we have sent to India in day::. 
gone by ? As a rule, in the vast majority of cases the Legal 
Member of the Council and the Financial Member of tL~ 
Council have come (rom England, and, as a rule, they have 
been men without any previous experience of [ ndia before the\ 
landed there. LORD MACAt:LA \', nne of the most distiL 
guished Englishmen had ne\·cr been in I tldia before his ap · 
pointment, and had never paid an; attentton to it 
On his way· out he studied the works of ST. CHRYSOSTOM 
It is quite 'true when he came back he wrote most brilliant 
essays on the heroes of Anglo-Indian history, but he landed 
in India with as small an amount of expert knowledge o1 
Indian affairs as any man who ever sailed across the I ndi<l.P 
Ocean. So it has been constantlv with the Financial Membec 
As a rule, he goes from here to I;dia without previous expert 
acquaintance with the problems of Indian finance. How is it 
possible for us to say then that we are in the habit of tilling 
these posts in that way? He it observed I am not in tbe 
least disparaging the men who have gone there. How is it 
possible for us to say, when you get men like MR. SINHA, 
a distinguished gentleman, actually at the head of the legal 
profession, a man born and bred in [ndi<l., who has studied 
the Indian law, common law, customary and statute law--bow 
is it possible to say that he is not fitted for such a post as 
that of Legal Member of the Viceroy's Council? I under
tal<e to say with the greatest confidence you could not find « 
man so qualified to discharge the duties of that particular 
position as the distinguished Hindu LOIW MORLEY has got 
The question really is : Are you going to say it is to be one 
of the inflexible rules of the Empire that, in spite of the 
terms of the King's proclamation, a man so eminently quali
fied, so pre-eminently qualified, as Mr. Sinha is for this place, 
js to be disqualified because he was born in India and is 
not a member of our own race ? The proposition is not an 
arguable one ; and I believe that my Noble Friend's action in 
that appointment will carry with it the assent of the vast 
majority of the people of this country. Let me say at once 
that I disclaim on the part on my Noble friend, that because 
MI<. SINHA has been appointed to this position he is to 
be a see-sa'\' between Mahomedans and Hindus in this parti
cular position, and that a new rule of succession is to be 
established. Nothing of the kind. My Noble Friend plainly 
indicated when the Mahomedans waited upon him that he 
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did not regard himself in any sense pledged to anything of the 
kind. The appointment of Mr. Sinha must be taken as an 
act which has nothing to do with this Hill, but an appointment 
made under the powers of the old Act, and not under the 
new power which would be set up uqder this Bill. The 
point is whether a man so eminently qualified for one of 
these posts on the Viceroy's Council is to be disqualified be
cause he is an Indian and not an Englishtn3.n. 

I come to the criticism which the Noble Lord passed on 
that which is not now in the Bill, but which used to be in the 
Bill, and which we hope will be in the Bill again, viz., the for 
the moment defunct clause 3, or the clause which I prefer to say 
is for the moment in a state of suspended animation. He said 
that he objected and his friends objected to the empowering
that is all clause 3 did-to giving power to the Government of 
India from time to time, if it should think fit, to create these 
Executive Councils. First of all, let me say on the point of 
precedent that we are wisely following the example of the Act 
of 1861, which gave power from time to time-a power which 
has been more than once exercised-to create new Lieutenant~ 
Governorships and Executive Councils. 

EARL Pt-;RCY : Governorships in Council. 
The l'Rll\m MINISTER : Oh, yes ; and I think it has been 

exercised in the case of Burma and the Punjab, and in the 
recent creation of the new Province of Eastern Bengal. If I 
am not mistaken at all that was done under the powers con
ferred by the Act of I 861. So that it is no new thing to 
confer upon the Government of India power of this kind to be 
exercised from time to time, and it has the obvious convenience 
that you have not got to come to Parliament each time that the 
situation arises for the creation of one of these new Executive 
bodies. So much for the precedent. Then as to the reasons. 
They cannot be better stated than they are stated in the 
passage which my Noble Friend has already read elsewhere 
in the Despatch of the Viceroy of March 9th. [The Right Hon. 
Gentleman, having read a lengthy extract, proceeded.] That 
is the expression of opinion of the Government of India. They 
say that after many months' deliberation-there is no question 
here that the matter has been rushed-they say they desire 
after full consideration that this power should be pl~ced in their 
hands ; that they shall exercise it first probably in the case of 
Bengal, and that they shall in the light of experience cautiously 
and gradually apply it in other Provinces. 
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It is a power they say we wish to have, and through the 
Secretary of State we ask that Parliament should grant it.. 
'-'Vhat possible objection can there be to that course ? I could 
not quite gather from the speech of the Noble Lord whether 
he would be oppos~d to this clause if it is applied only to 
Rengal. 

EARL PERCV :\0. 

THE PRIME MINJSTEl< Jf it h<1d bn.·;1 limited to Bengal. 
it had been confined u, establishing an Executive Council 

tor Bengal, he would have agreed to the clause. Is it making 
ntn undue draft on the part of the Government of India and 
the Secretary of State, on the confidence of Parliament, to say 
that that which you admit at the present moment to be good, 
to be not only expedient, but necessary, for administrative 
purposes in Bengal, may and probably will become expedient 
and necessary in other parts of India from time to time. "We 
ask you therefore," the Government of India say, "to give us the 
power if and when the occasion may arise to establish these 
Executive Councils elsewhere, and we hope that in the interests 
of India you will not refuse us that power." I do not see how 
any more reasonable or moderate proposal could be made than 
this appeal to the wisdom and the confidence of Parliament. 
[ think I have dealt \Vith all the main points which the Noble 
Lord raised in his speech. l submit, with some confidence, first 
uf all that this Bill is no breach of the great traditions of our 
J ndian Administration. It is, on the contrary, the natural and 
legitimate development of the principles upon which, for the last 
50 or 6o years at any rate, the Government has been avowedly 
and explicitly founded. I submit, further, that in regard to its 
practical effect-the enlargement of the Legislative Councils, 
the introduction into them of the elected element, the predo
minance, except in the Viceroy's Council, of the non-official 
element, and as regards the power which it gives the Govern~ 
Jllent of India first in Bengal, and then from time to time, as 
oc.:asion arises, in other Provinces, to assist Lieutenant-Gover
nors by the aid of Executive Councils-all these are provisions 
carefully thought out, moderate in their scope, calculated to 
associate gradually but safely more and more the people of 
India with the administration of their own affairs, and consistent 
in every r6spect with the maintenance of our Imperial 
supremacy. 
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REGULATIONS FOR THE CONSTITUTION AND FUNCTIONS 
OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF THE GOVERNOR· 
GENERAL (ISSUED ON NOVEMBER~ ... !.51 .• I.9<?9 AND SUBSEQUENT
.LY AMENDED, 1912-1918. 

I. Regulations for the nomination and election of Additiona 1 
Members of the Legislative Council of the 

Governor-General. 

1. The Additional Member of the Legislative Council 
of the Governor-General shall ordinarily be 

Number ol Members. sixty in number, and shall consist of-

(A) Members elected by the classes specified in Regulation 
l I, who shall ordinarily be twenty-seven in number ; and 

tB) Members nominated by the Governor-General, who 
shall not exceed thirty-three in number, and of whom-

( a) not more than twenty-eight may be officials, and 
(b) three shall be non-official persons to be selected-

(i) 
(ii) 

one from the Indian commercial community, 
one from the Mahomedan community in the 
Punjab, and ' 

(iii) one from the landholders in the Punjab : 

Provided that it shall not be lawful for the Governor-Gene
ral to nominate so many non-official persons under these Regu
lations that the majority of all the Members of the Council 
shall be non-officials. 

El t 
4 

b I I. The twenty-seven elected Memberi 
ec: • mem ers. specified in Regulation 1 shall be elected 

as follows, namely :-

(i) By the non-official Additional Members 
of the Council of the Governor of 
Fort St. George 

(ii) By the non-official Additional Member; 
of the Council of the Governor of 
Bombay 

2 Members. 

2 " 

... , 
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(iii) By the non-official Additional Members 
of the Council of the Governor of Fort 
William in Bengal 2 :VIembers. 

fiv) By the non-official Members of the Coun-
cil of the Lieutenant-Governor of the 
United Provinces of .-\gra and Oudb 

'" Hv the non-official \Iember•; of the Coun 
· cil of the Lieutenant-GovenH_H· ·.:.f the 

Punjab 
'vi) By the non official :\Iembero-, uf the Coun

cil of the Lieutenant Governor of 
Burma I 

(vii) By the non-oftlcial Additional Members 
of the Council of the Lieutenant
Governor of Bihar and Orissa 

(viii) By the non-official Members of the Coun
cil of the Chief Commissioner oi 
Assam 

(ix) 1.[By the non-official :\'!embers of the 
Council of the Chief Commissioner of 
the Central Provinces) .. · 

(x) By landholders in the Presidency of Fort 
St. George 

(xi) By landholders in the Presidency of 
Bombay 

(xii) 
(xiii) 

{xiv) 

(xv) 

By landholders in the P•esidency oi Bengal 
By landholders in the United Provinces 

of Agra and Oudh 
By landholders in Bihar and Orissa 
By landholders in the Central Prov-

inces 
(xvi) By the .Mahomedan community in 

the Presidency of Fort St. George 

., 

" 

. 1 '!he words enclosed is square brackets wer~ sub~tituted for item (ix) by 
Notification No. 32, dated the 14th August, 1914, published m the Ga;;ette of India, 
dated the r 5th August, 1914, Pt. I, p. I3ll7· 

The original item ran thus :-

•(ix) By the District Coancils and Municipal Committees in the 
Central Provinces .•• ... ... 1 Member.' 
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(xvii) 

(xviii) 

(xix) 

By the Mahomedan community in 
the Presidency of Bombay 

By the Mahomedan commun'ity in 
the Presidency of Bengal 

By the Mahomedan community in 
the United Provinces of ltgra and 
Oudh 

(xx) By the Mahomedan community in 
Bihar and Orissa 

t Member 

(xxi) By the Bengal Chamber of Commerce 1 .. 

{xxii) By the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 1 ,. 

( n addition to the Members specified in the foregoing part 
of this Regulation, a second Member shall be elected at the first, 
third and succeeding alternate elections by the· Mahomedan 
Members of the class specified in sub-head (xiii), and at the 
second, fourth and succeeding alternate elections by the class 
specified in sub-head (xviii). 

Ezp!tmation.-The expression "alternate elections" shall 
not be deemed to include elections to fill casual vacancies 1 (or 
vacancies occurring by reason of elections or nominations being 
declared void or seats being declared vacant]. 

II I. The election of the Members specified in Regula
Electorates and elec- tion I I shall be effected by the electorates 

loral procedures. and in accordance with the procedures 
respectively prescribed in the Schedules to these Regulations. 

Ineligible candidates. IV. No person shall be eligible for 
election as a Member of the Council if 

such person-
(a) is not a British subject, or 
(b) is an official, or 
(c) is a female, or 
(d) has been adjudged by a competent Court to be of 

unsound mind, or 
(e) is under twenty-five years of age, or 

(f) is an uncertificated bankrupt or an undischarged 
insolvent, or 

1 The words enclosed in square brackets were inserted by Nbtification No, 46, 
dated the 20th August, 1915, published in the Calcutta Ga::ette, dated the 25th 
August, 1915, Pt. IA, p. 510. 
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(g) has been dismissed from the Government serdce, 
or 

Ut) has been sentenced by a ~ rimina! Court to imprb
onment for an offence punishable with im · 
prisonment for a term exceeding six months or to 
transpcrtation, or has been ordered to find 
security for good behaviour under the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, such sentence or order net 
hadng subsequently been re'.ersed nr "'mittt:d 
the offender pardoned. m 

r :'; ha'l been debarred from ng as <i kr..:;;.L 
practitioller hy ordf'r ,r ali\ competent autl;r, 
rity, or 

(k) has been declared by the Governor-General i;~, 
Council to be of such reputation and antece 
dents that his election would, in the opinion of 
the Governor-General in Council, be contrarr tc· 
the public interest : 

Provided that, in cases 1 [(a), (g), (It), (i) and (k)] the db 
qualification may be removed by an order of the Govemox 
General in Council in this behalf. 

V. No person shall be eligible for election under an} 
Qualifications oj sub-head of Regulation I I unless he poss-

~andldates. esses the qualifications prescribed for candi-
dates in the Schedule regulating elections under that sub-head. 

Disqualification oi VI. No person shall be qualified to vote 
voters. at any election held under these Regu 
tions if such person-

( a) is a female, or 
(b) is a minor, or 

(c) has been adjudged by a r:ompetent Court to be of 
unsound mind. 

VII. Every person who is electt:d or nominated under 

Oatb of office. 
these Regulations to be a Member of 
Council shall, before taking his seat, make, 

________ , __ --------- - ______ .. _____ ------------.------,--
1 The letters, brackets and words enclosed in square brackets were substituted 

for the letters, br;~ockets and words "(g), (h), (i) and {k)" by Notification No. 32, dated 
the 14th August, 19~4, publi;>hed in the Gazett~ fJj ln(iia, dated the 15th August, 
1914, Pt. I, p. 132. 
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at a meeting of the Council, an oath or affirmation of his 
allegiance to the Crown in the following form, namely :-

1. A. B., having been ~~~ctetedd_. an Additional Member 
nomma 

of the Legislative Council of the Governor
General, do solemnly swea~ (or affirm) that I 
will be faithful and bear true allegiance to His 
Majesty the King, Emperor of India, his heirs 
and successors, and that I will faithfully dis
charge the duty of the office upon which I am 
about to enter. 

VIII. (1) lf any person,-
Pcwcr to declare (a) not being eligible for election, is 

ants vacant. elected under these Regulations, or, 
(b) having been elected or nominated, subsequently 

becomes subject to any of the disabilities stated 
in clause (d),(/), (g), (/z) or (i) of Regulation IV, 
or fails to make the oath or affirmation prescribed 
by Regulation VII within such time as the 
Governor-General in Council considers reasonable. 

' [or (c) is elected or nominated, who is or subsequently 
becomes a l\lember of the Legislative Council of 
any Province and fails to resign his office as 
Member of such Provincial Council within seven 
days of the date on which he is Member of both 
Councils], 

the Governor-General shall, by notification in the 
Caulte of India, declare his election or nomination to be 
void or his seat to be vacant : 

• [Provided that nothing in clause (c) shall apply to any 
election or nomination already made of any 
Additional Member of the Legislative Council of 
the Governor-General, who is, on the 24th day of 
January, 1914, also a Member of the Legislative • 
Council of any Province.) 

J. Sub-clause (c) enclosed in square brackets was inserted by Notification No. 
:>,elated the 24th January, 1914, published in the Gazette of India, dated the 24th 
January, 1914. Pt. I, p. 85. 

~ The proviso enclosed in square brackets was inserted by Notification No. 3, 
dated the 24th January, 19141 p'lblished in the G11z~tte if India, dated the 24th 
January, 1914, Pt. J, p. 85. 

.. 
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(2) \Vhen any such declaration is made. the Governor
Ge•1eral shall, by notification as aforesaid, call upon the 
electorate concerned to elect another person within such 
time as may be prescribed by such notification, or shall 
nominate another person, as the case may be. 

(3) If any per~m elected at such fresh election is not 
eligible for election, the Governor-General may nominate 
any person who is eligible for election by the <'lectorate 
concerned. 

l X. ! 1) If any person i-; 'ciected mcnt· 'h&n une 
:::lecturate ht~ ~hall. in writinJ"; 

Candidates elected h) si::::ned by him ::~wl to the ::)cere-
several electorates. v 

tary to the Government of india in the 
Legislative Department, within seven days from the date of 
the publication of the result of such elections in the Gac:ette of 
India, choose, or in his default the Governor-General shall 
declare, for which of these electorates he shall serve. and the 
choice or declaration shall be conclusive. 

(2) ·when any such choice or declaration has been 
made, the votes recorded for .such person in any electorate 
for which he is not to serve shall be deemed not to have 
been given, and the candidate, if any, who, except for the 
said votes, would have been declared elected for such 
electorate, shall be deemed to have been duly elected 
f•)r the same. 

X. (I 

Term of office. 

from-, 

Save as otherwise provided in these Regulations, 
the term ·A office of an Additional Mem
ber shall be three years, commencing 

1 [the date of the publication in the Ca:ette of hzdzi1 
of the result of the election or of the notification 
nominating him, as the case may be, or when such 

l The words enclosed in square bnck~e's were ,ub·t'tu"r·d for sub·d~ns•-- (a) 
~nd (b) by Notification No. 46, dated the 2nt!' A1:gu,t H)l.'). l'"blished in the 
Calcutta (';azette, dated the 25th August, l914. 

The original sub-clauses (a) an<l (b) ra,-, th:s :-

(a) nin thf." cao;;e of rt nominated :\!~·mber, rh.- d::tte nf ~h~:: p 1 1h!i.~atinn i"': !b~ 
Ga:::ttfe c:,f lndia of the notifi('ation by which he h norninated, 

!I•) in the case of ~n eleded 'femher, th.- da~.P of the publication in the 
Gazette of India of the result of the election, or, where the n"ult of 
such' election has been so p-.1bli,;hed before the varan~y h«' occurred, 
from the date on which o;uch vacancy orcurs ,·• 

23 
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publication has been made before the vacancy 
has occurred, from the date on which such vacancy 
occurs :) .. 

Provided that official Members and Members nominated 
as being persons who have expert knowledge of 
subjects connected with pl'oposed or pending 
legislation shall hold office for three years, or such 
shorter period as the Governor-General may at 
the time of nomination determine : 

1 [Provided further that the Governor-General may, by 
notification as aforesaid, extend jor a period 
of not more than six months the t!erm of office 
of Additional Members or any Additional 
Member elected or nominated under these 
Regulations.] 

* * 
(2) A Member elected or nominated :; [upon an 

election or nomination being declared void or a seat being 
declared vacant, or] to fill a casual vacancy occurring by 
reason of absence from India, inability to attend to duty, 
death, acceptance nf office or resignation duly accepted, or 
otherwise, or a Member nominated on failure of an elector
ate to elect an eligible person, shall hold office so long as 
the Member whose place he fills would have been entitled 
to hold office ~ [if the election or nomination had not been 
declared void or the vacancy had not occurred, as the case 
may be]. 

1 The proviso enclosed in 'quare brackets was inserted by Notification No. 
46, dated the 20th August, 191 S• published in the Calcutta Gazette, dated the 25th 
Ang1I't, 1915· 

2 The second proviso to clause (I) was repealed by Notification No. 32, dated" 
the 14th August, 1914, published in the Ga~ctte of India, dated the 15th August, 
1914. 

3 The words enclosed in square bracket,: were inserted by Notification No. 
46, elated the 2oth August, 1915, published in the Calcutta Gac:clfc, dated the 25th 
August, 1914· 

4 The words enclosed in square brackets were substituted for, "if the vacancy 
had not occurred" by Notification r\o. 46, dated the 20th Auoust, 1915, published 
in the Calcutta Gazette, dated the 25th August, 1914. "' 

• 
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XI. 1 [\Vhen a vacancy occDrs in the case of a nominated 

Vacancies. 
or elected 1\·tember, or at any time within 
three months of the date when such a 

va<!<~ncy will occur in the ordinary course of events, the Go\'· 
emor-General, by notification as afuresaid,-

(a) may, in the 'case of a l·nminC~ted 1\Tcrnber nominate 
a p~rson t{-, tbt~ 't\cant_· 'Jr 

shali. in the case uf .1 i'YTt:mh--r '·'- h' re;,n•,;ent~ any 
interest specified 1\ ! cait upon the.: 
e]ectoratc: cuu~..:efnz:~d t(, clecr :i pe"r.•,!Jt1 for the purnose 
of filling the vacancy within sn.ch time as ma): be 
prescribed by such notification : 

Provided that-

(a) in the case of an elected l\1ember, the election shall, 
subject to the pmvisions of Re;;ulation I I. relating 
to alternate elections hy Members of the classes 
specified in sub-heads (.riii) and (xn'ii) of that 
Regulation, always be made by the sarrw electorate 
as that which elected the Member whose place is 
to be filled, and ,!Jall be subject to the same condi~ 
tions in respect of eligibility uf candidates for nomi
nation as those which governed the clectiou uf such 
Member, and 

1 This Regulation was spbstitut<>d for the original !Vc.gulation by :\otitication 
7'\o. 46, dated tl>e 2oth Augu,i, J~J/5, puulish<:rl in the {~1/o!i!a D"cd',·, <iated the 
25th August, rgrs. 

The original Reg<dation ran as follows>~-

XI. (1) \Vhen a vacancy occurs in th<: <::'>'<'of :c 1\lemlwr who repre.rnt:' ;u·,} 
interest specified in Regulation II, or at any time: "·itbin thrc:t: month, of the date 
when ~uch a vac-anry witl uccur in the ordinary course of e\Tnb, the G·overnor 
(;L•neral shrl1l, by notificatiot1 a·..; afon:sa\rl, cal1 upon t1w dednr:-ttt: f"OW'f:HH~<l 

to elect a person for the purpo''' of filling the t·;cc<HH y ''''t iHn ti'"" a.> '"'"Y be 
prescribed ·by such notification. 

(2) When a vacancy occurs in the ra:;c of r3: norninated 1\Jenl~JC'~ th~.: lTcn·ernor 
.t~eneraltnay norninate an_y p(·r.-;on to the vacancy: 

I 1rovld,-::d that when ;; ('a~-;n:--d \"tr:! rwy occurs--

( a) ln the case of an ekcted l\1ei1lbcr, the df•c1lon -...}J;l:i ,.lv;:t~~ br- rna1lc l.:y 
the sanu; eh~ctorrttc <{> that \'i-'hicb e!('ct<--:d the :\1ernber who:-1e plo.ce is 
to be filled, and shall be suhjl~t't to tht· ::-;atne eon(ittic•n .... in respect of 
digibility of candidate' f.;r numinaliun "'· til\)"' which governed tl:e 
elt~ction of ...;uch IVleruUer, :tnd 

(t!) in the case of a IVIemb:~r norninatt~d :ts n·pre:--entlng- any c-lass specifled in 
Regulation I, sub-he:LCl B, clcluo~ (b), the pcrsot< nornin,'\tecl :;hall be 
selected from the same class. 
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(b) in the case of a Member nominated as representing 
any class specified in Regulation I, sub-head 1:3, 
clause (b), the person nominated shall be selected 
from the same class.] 

XI I. If within the time prescribed bY. a notification issued 

I t 
under Regulation VIII, clause (2), or 

Failure to e ec • • ) 
RegulatiOn XI, [ • • 1 the electorate 

concerned fails to elect, the Governor-General may nominate 
at his discretion any person who is eligible for election by such 
electorate. 

XI I I. The power of making laws and regulations, and of 

Quorum. 
transacting other business vested in the 
Legislative Council of the Governor-Gene

ral, shall be exercised only when fifteen or more Additional 
Members of the Council are present. 

XIV. ( 1) ~o election shall be valid if any corrupt practice 

Corrupt practice. 
is committed in connection therewith by 
the candidate elected. 

~(2) A person shall be deemed to commit a corrupt practice 
within the meaning of these Regulations-

(z) who, with a view to inducing any voter to give or 
to refrain from giving a vote in favour of any 
candidak, offers or gives any money or valuable 
consideration, or holds out any promise of indivi
dual profit, or holds out any threat of injury, 
to an,· person, or 

(it) who gives, procures or abets the giving of a vote in 
the name of a voter who is not the person giving 
such vote, 

(iii) 2 [who makes any payment or promise of payment 
on account of the conveyance of any voter, other 
than himself, to or from any place for the purpose 
of recording a vote at any election held under• 
these Regulations, or 

~ The word, figure and brackets "Clause (z)" were repealed by Notification 
No. 46, dated the 20th August, 1915, published in the Calcutta Ga:;ette, dated the 
25th August, 1915. 

~ Suh-clauses (iii) and (i'V) enclosed in square brackets were inserted bv 
Notification No. 46, dated the 2oth August, 1915, published in the Calwtfa 
Ga:;;ette, dated the 25th August, 1915. 
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(iz;) who lets, lends, employs, hires, borrO\VS or uses, for 
the purpose of conveying any voter to or from 
any place for the purpose of recording any such 
vote, any vehicle, horse or other animal which is 
kept OJi used by any person for the purpose of 
letting out on hire or conveying passengers by 
hire: 

Provided that nothing in this da.use .'>hall apply to-

(<l) arty such letting- to or htnnf~ h;.· :, voter at his own 
cost; or by several \-(:.ter~, their ~t dnt cost, for 
his or their own use . or 

(b) any such use by a voter of his own \·ehicle to convey 
himself] 

And a corrupt practice shall be deemed to be committed 
by a candidate if it is committed with his knowledge and 
consent, or by a person who is acting under the general or 
special authority of such candidate with reference to the 
election. 

E.t:p!anation.-A "promise of individual profit., includes 
a promise for the benefit of the person himself, or of any one 
in whom he is interested. 

XV. No election shall be invalid by reason of a n(Jn-
Non-compllance with compliance with the rules contained in the 

rules. Schedules to these Regulations. or any 
mistake in the use of forms annexed thereto, if it appears that 
the election was conducted in accordance with the principles 
laid down in such rules, and that such non-compliance or 
mistake did not affect the result of the election. 

XVI. (I) If the validity of any election is brought in 
Disputes as to validity question by any person qualified either 

of elections. to be elected or to vote at such election on 
.the ground of the improper rejection or reception of a nomina
tion or of a vote, or of any corrupt practice in connection with 
such election, or for any other cause, such person may, at any 
time within fifteen days from the dC~te (Jf the publication of the 
result of such election in the (,'a::etlt tif India, apply to the 
Governor-Genera\ in Council to set aside such election. 

(2) The· Governor-General in Council shall, after such 
inquiry (if any) as he may consider necessary, declare, by 
notification as aforesaid, whether the candidate whose election 
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is questioned or any or what other person was duly elected 
or whether the election was void. ' 

(3) If the election is declared void, the Governor-General 
shall, by notification as aforesaid, call upon the electorate con
cerned to elect another person within suci1 time as may be 
prescribed by such notification. 

(4) If within the time so prescribed the electorate fails 
to elect, the Governor-General may nominate any person who is 
eligible for election by such electorate. 

XVI f. The decision of the Governor-General in Council 
on any question that may arise as to the 

Finality of decisions. · · • )' · f wtentwn, constructiOn or app 1catwn o 
these Regulations shall be final. 

XVIII. (r) As Hoon as conveniently may be after these 
Regulations come into force, a Council shall 
be constituted in accordance with their 

First elections. 

provisions. 

(2) For this purpose the Governor-General shall, by 
notification as aforesaid, call upon the electorates referred to in 
Regulation I 11 to proceed to elect Members in accordance with 
these Regulations within such time as may be prescribed by 
such notification. 

(3) If within the time so prescribed any such class fails 
to elect, the Governor-General may nominate at his discretion 
for a period not exceeding six months any person who is eligible 
for election by such class. 

II. Regula.tions for the Discussion of t.be Annual Financial 
Statement in the Legislative Council of the 

Governor-General. 

Definitions. 

I. In these rules-
( 1) ''President" means-

(a) the Governor-General, or 
(b) the President nominated by the Governor-General in 

Council under section 6 of the Indian Councils Act, r86r, or 
1c) the Vice-President appointed by the Govei'nor-General 

under section 4 of the Indian Councils Act, 1909, or 
(d) the Member appointed to preside under rule 27 ; 

.. 
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(?\ "i\Iember in m•~clllS the :\lernber of the Council 
of tile \;ovcrnor-General to whom i,; allotted the business of the 
Department of the Government of India to which the subject 
under discussion belongs, and includes ;wy Member to whom 
such Member in cha(ge may delegate any function assigned to 
him under these rules : 

(3) "Finance :Member'' mf<u<<o 

the Finance Departm•::nt ,,f th<": C 

(4) "Secretary" mcanc t.·j,,

•·f lndia in the Legislati\t: 
puty· Secretary <1nd t:Vt~ry p(-rsul! 
the fun~tions of the Secretary ; 

the :'.Ten~Ler in chL1r~_~e of 
1 n~r;~:!d ~1f 1 ndia 

1, • th(' ( "'nTntnent 
incl ildt:s 1 he De-

(5) "Financial statement" means the prc:liminary financial 
estimates of the Governor-Gtneral in Cuuncil fur the financial 
year next following ; and 

(6) "Budget'' means the Financial Statement as finally 
settled by the Governor-General in Council. 

A.- THE FiNANCIAl. STATE/vi EN!: 
c,·cl!era! Order of Disdtssz'mz. 

II. (1) On such day as may be appointed in this behalf 
by the Governor-General, the Financial Statement with an 
explanatory memorandum shall be pre,ented to the Council 
every year by the Finance ;\lernber, and a printed copy shall 
be given to every Member. 

(2) No discussion of the Financial Statement shall be 
permitted on such day. 

III. (1) On such later day as may he appointed in this 
behalf by the Governor-General, the first stage of the dis
cussion of the Financial Stiltement in Council shall commence. 

(2) 1 [On this day, after the Finance :\Icmber has stated 
any changes in the figures of the Financial Statement which 

• circumstances may since have rendered necessary, and has 
made any explanations of that Statement which he mRy think 
fit, a general discussion of the Financial Statement shall take 
place. 

(3) At such discussion any :\Iember shall be at liberty to 
offer any observations he may wish to make on the Statement 

1 For Sub-rule (2) of rule 3 of the Regulations of 1909 the following were 
substituted by Notification No. q dated Delhi, the 7th February, 1918. 
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as a whole, or on any question of principle involved, but no 
Member shall be permitted to move any resolution nor shall 
the statement be submitted to the vote of the Council. 

(4) The Finance Member shall have a general right of reply 
at the end of the discussion. a 

( 5) It shall be open to the !'resident, if he thinks fit, to 
prescribe a time limit for speeches.] 

1 [I I I A. ( 1) On such day after the general discussion of the 
Financial Statement, as may be appointed in this behalf by the 
Governor-General, the second stage of the discussion of the 
Financial Statement shall commence. 

(2) On this day any Member shall be at liberty to move 
any resolution entered in his name in the list of business rela
ting to any alteration in taxation, any new loan, or any addi~ 
tiona! grant to Local Governments, proposed or mentioned in 
such Statement or explanatory memorandum ; and the Council 
shall thereupon proceed to discuss each such resolution in the 
manner hereinafter prescribed.] 

IV. (1) The 2 (third] stage of the discussion of the Financial 
Statement shall commellce as soon as may be after all the 
resolutions which may be moved as aforesaid have been 
disposed of. . 

(2) In this stage each head or group of heads specified in 
the Statement contained in the Schedule appended to these 
rules as being open to discussion, shall be considered separately 
according to such grouping as the Member in charge may 
determine. 

(3) The consideration of a particular head or group of 
heads shall be introduced by the Member in charge with such 
explanations, supplementing the information contained in the 
Financial Statement, as may appear to him to be necessary. 

(4) Any Member shall then be at liberty to move any 
resolution relating to any question covered by any such head 
or group of heads which may be entered in his name in the 
list of business, and the Council shall thereupon proceed to dis~ 
cuss every such resolution in the manner hereinafter prescribed. 

1 This new rule was added by Notification No. 14 dated ,Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 

1 The word "third'' was substituted for the word ''Second" by Notification 
No. 14 dated Delhi, the 7th F"bruary, rgr8. 
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. ')ubjects excluded from discusst'o11, 

V. No discussion shall be permitted in regard to any of 
the following subjects, namely :-

(a) any subjec~ removed from the cognizance of the 
Legislative Council of the G'l\'emor-General b\ section 22 (if 

the Indian Councils Act, 1861 . or · 

(b) any matter a fft:ct i ng the relaticn:: rJ! I !Is :\lajest~· ·· 
Government or of the C~rwernor-(;enera! in rJUncil with a1:1 
foreign State or any native State in Iudia , 'Jr 

(c) any matter under adjudication by a Court of law 
having jurisdiction in any part of His Majesty's Dominions. 

Resolutions. 

VI. No resolution shall be moved which does not comply 
with the following conditions, namely : 

ia) it shall be in the form of a specific recommendatior: 
addressed to the Governor-General in Council ; 

(b) it shall be clearly and precisely expressed and shall 
raise a definite issue ; 

(c) it shall not contain arguments, inferences, ironical 
expressions or defamatory statements, nor shall it refer to the 
conduct or character of persons except in their official or public 
capacity; 

(d) it shall not challenge the accuracy cf the figures of the 
Financial Statement ; and 

(e) it shall be directly relevant to some entry in the 
Financial Statement 1 (or explanatory memorandum.) 

VI I. A Member, who wishes to move a resolution, shall 
give notice in writing to the Secretary at least two clear days 
before the commencement of the stage of the discussion to 
which the resolution relates, and shall together with the notice 

.submit a copy of the resolution which he wishes to move. 

VIII. The President rna} disallow any resolution or part 
of a resolution without giving any reason therefor uther than 
that in his opinion it cannot be moved consistently with the 
public interests or that it should be moved in the Legislati\·e 
Council of a Local Government. 

1 The words in square brackets were added by 1'\otification .t\o. 14 dated 
Delhi, the 7th February, rgr8. 
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IX. (r) ~o discussion in Council shall be permitted in 
respect of any order of the President under rule VI I I. 

(2) A resolution that has been disallowed shall not be 
entered in the proceedings of the Council. 

X. Resolutions admitted by the President shall be entered 
in the list of business in such order as he may direct. 

/Jiswssion of Resolutions. 

XA. (I) 1 [A Member in whose name a resolution appears 
on the list of business shall, when called on, either-

( a) withdraw the resolution, in which case he shall 
confine himself to a mt:re statement to that effect ; or 

(b) move the resolution, in which case he shall commence 
his speech by a formal motion in the terms appear
ing on the list of business. 

(2) If the Member when called on is absent, the resolution 
standing in his name shall be considered to have been with
Jrawn.J 

XI. (I) After the mover of a resolution has spoken, other 
Members may speak to the motion in such order as the Presi
dent may direct, and thereafter the mover may speak once by 
way of reply. 

(2) ~[No Member shall speak more than once to any 
motion except with the permission of the President for the pur
pose of making an explanation : 

Provided that the mover may speak in reply and the 
Member in charge may submit any final observations which he 
may wish to make.] 

XI I. No speech ''[ * * ] shall exceed fifteen minutes 
in duration. 

1 The whole of this new rule was added by :\Jotification No. 14 dated 
Delhi, the 7th February, 1918. 

2 This sub-rule was substituted by Notification No. 14 dated. Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 

8 The words "ex~ept with the permission of the President" have been 
omitted by notification No. 14 dated Delhi, the 7th February, 1918. 
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1 [Provided that the mrwer of a reso:ution, when moving tile 
-;ank, the :\lemher in cl:.ar;:c. when speaking for the first time, 
and, with the perrnission nf the President, any other :\!ember 
may speak for thirty minutes.] 

XI I L The di~cussion of a resnluti'm shall be limited tu 
the subject of the resolL•tinn, and -;l~;-dl not extend to any matter 
as to which a resolution m:1y nnt be: move.L 

XIV. ~f(J) /\ :\f.~:::h~~r ~.\-[ 
;;ut withdraw-th-e same: 

l1rt-. di' ;ved ~1 

!e:t the f r 

(2) :\n cliscus~inn shall be: perm ;tte< •.;n " mut ion f<Jr le;w,, 
to withdraw except with the · •J tl:e l're.~ident.J 

XV. \Vhen, in the opinion of the President, a n:·solution has 
been sufficiently discussed, be tnily clo.st> the di.~cu.,sion by 
calling- upon the Mover to reply and the l\Iemher in charge to 
submit any final observations which he may wish to make · 

Provided that the President may in all cases address the 
I 'ouncil before putting the question to tbe vote. 

XVI. 3 (\Vhen any resolution inv(>lving several points h;,s 
been discussed, it shall be in the discretion of the President to 
divide the resolution and put each or any point separately to 
the vote as he may think 6t.J 

XVII. (I) Every question shall be resolved in the affirma-
tive or in the negative according to the majority of votes. 

(2) Votes may be taken by voices or by division and shall 
be taken by division if any .\Iember so desires. 

(3) The President sba1! determitiC the method of t:1king 
votes by division. 

XVIII. (I) The President may assign such time as with 
due regard to the public interests he may consider reasonable 
for the discussion of resolutions or nf any particubr resolution. 

(2) Every resolution which shall not have been put to the 
vote within the time so assigned ~hall be considered to have 
been withdrawn. 

1 This new proviso was ''"bstituted by Notification No. q dated Delhi, the 
7th February, 1918 

2 This ne.w rule was substituted by Notification No. 14, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 

s This new rule was substituted by Notification No. 14, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 
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XIX. Every resolution, if carried, shall have effect only as 
a recommendation to the Governor-General in Council. 

XX. (1) When a question has been discussed at a meeting 
of the Council, or when a resolution has been 1 

[ * * • ] 
withdrawn under rule XIV no resolution raising substantially 
the question shall be moved within one year. 

(2) 2 [\Vhen a resolution has been disallowed under rule 
VII I, no resolution raising substantially the same question 
shall be moved during the same session.] 

E.- THE BUDGET. 

XXI. (1) On or before the 24th day of March in every year 
the Budget shall be presented to the Council by the Finance 
Member, who shall describe the changes that have been made 
in the figures of the Financial Statement, and shall explain why 
any resolutions passed in Council have not been accepted. 

(2) A printed copy of the Budget shall be given to each 
Member. 

(3) :l(No discussion of the Budget shall be permitted nor 
shall it be submitted to the vote of the Council, but the Presi
dent may make such observations in regard thereto as he may 
consider necessary.] 

XXII.• 
XXIII". 

* 
* 

* * 
* * 

C.-GENERAL. 

XXIV. (I) Every Member shall speak from his place, 
shall rise when he speaks and shall address the Chair. 

(2) At any time, if the !'resident rises, any Member speak
ing shall immediately resume his seat. 

XXV. (1) Any Member may send his speech in print to the 
Secretary not less than two clear days before the day fixed for • 

1 The words "di>allowed under rule viii or" have been omitted by Notifica
tion No. 14, lhted Delhi, the 7th February, 1918. 

~ This sub-rule was added by Notification No. 14, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 

3 This sub·rule was added by Notification 1\:o. 14, dated. Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 

!. Both these rules were omitted by Notification No. q, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, :918. 

• 



the discussion of a resolution. with as many copies as there are 
:Members and the Secretary shall cause one of such copies to be 
supplied to every Member, 

(2) Any '>~ch speech may at the direction l)f the l'resident 
be taken as read. 

1 
XXVI. 1 1) The President shall preserve order, and all 

points of order shall be decided by him. 
(2) No discussion on any point of order shall be allowed 

unless the President thinks fit t'' takt~ thr ~>pini•'l' ,,f the Council 
thereon. 

(3) Any Member may at : ,m\t ,, J•1iHt of qrdet 
to the decision of the !-'resident. 

(4) The President "hall have all powers necessary for the 
purpose of enforcing his decisions. 

XXVI I. The Governor-General may appoint a 11ember of 
the Council to preside in his place, or in that oi tbe Vice-Presi
dent, on any occasion on which the Financial Statement' ["' * *} 
or any portion thereof is discussed in the Council. 

XXVI I I. The President, for sufficient reason. may 
suspend any of the foregoing rules. 

I The words ''or ~he IJud~et'' bv<.· been o':'littcd by ~vtificat.,,;n No 14, 
dated Delhi, 7th February, lCJ!!l. 



THE SCHEDULE. 
E£e,1ds Open to or exduded jrolll discuuion undet Rule EV. 

A REYE:\"UE. 

Heads open to discussion. 
/leads llot oj~<'ll ;,, 

discuss io 11. 

13. EXPE.-;DITUHE. 

Heads opfn to discussion. Heads not open to 
discussion. 

I.-Land Revenue~~---~------~ TV:=stam}~------ ----- -r:-=.~r{-efLl~l"'ds a~ncliJ_r_alvbacks ___ 2.-Assi;;nme7-;;;- and 
ll.-Opium ['l/.-C1tsfoli:s 3.-L1nd Re\-enue Compensations 
II I.-Salt I"II/.-Assesscd Taxes 4.-0pi!lm IJ.-lnten<t on dcbt 
\',-Excise Xi.- Tnhl!es from ;.-Salt 23 -Eale.<itrrtiral 
\'I.-Provincial Rates JY·Iti;:·e States 6.-Stamps 2j.-Politiml 
IX.-Fo1e,t .\'['/-A.-Courts* 7.-Excise .q.- Tcnitoria! and 
X. -Regist:ation XXX/1.-Anny S.- Prol'inc:i:tl Rates Political Pmsiom 
XI I.-Interest _L\.'.\'/II.-Jiwine 9.-Customs _?3.-State Rmlwa)'s.;: 
XI I!.- Post Office XXXII ~-.1hlitary ro.- Assessed Taxes p.-,lfajor lVod·J: 
XIV.-Tel~graph Tf'orf.s r r.- Forests Inteu•st on Debt 
XV.-Mint All purely Provincial 12.-Registration ·46.-Army 
XVI-D.-Jails rc;•enue and re<oenur q.- Interest on other obligfttions -t6·A.-,1farine 
X\"1!.-Pulice n<<nling from di<1i· 15.-I'ost Ofilce 17.-JJ!il-tary Tf'o,,los 
XIX.-Education ded lzeads i11 Prrmin-16.- Tele51aphs 1}-A -Sj!erlal D,fell(es 
XX.-{Iled!cal ces possessing Legis-.17.- I\lint 'All statzdory C/uu·,t;es 
XXI.-Scientific and other l\Iinor lafh1e Councils. 118.-Genera\ Administrafont All purely P10<1indal 

Departments 19-A.-Courts of Lawt expenditure and ex-
XXI I.-Receip~s in aid of Superan-

1 
19-B.-Jails penditure . acrru 1'/{ 

. nuat10n, etc. !2o,-Poltce under d <'Zdcd hwds zn 
XXI I I.-Stat;onery and Printing i22.-EJucation Pro·i'inas possessiJ~i{ 

XXIV.- Exchange 
XXV.-:\li>ce\laneolls 
XXVI.-StHe Rai'ways 
XXVI!I.-Sub,idised Companies 

• 

!24.-l\ledica\ Ler;is!ati7'e C(luncilf 

1

:!6.-Scientific and other Minm 
Departments 

j28 -Ci\·il Furlough and Absentee. 
I Allowances 

II 



XXIX.-lrrigati<>n, :Major 'vVorks 
XXX.-1\linor \Vorks and Xaviga

tion 
XXXI.-Ci\'il Work;. 

* \i .inll' Court-fees C\n<l fines. 

2().--Supe; annuation, Allowances 
and Pensions 

Jo.-Stationery and Printing 
3 I.-Exchange 
32.-l\lisce\Janeous 
33.-Famine Relief 
3·J.-Construction of Proteclil'{: 

Railways 
3.j.---Construction of Protecttl't 

Irrigation \Vorlcs 
JCi.- Reduction or avoidance of Deht 
.j(l.-Subsidised Companies; Lan<L 

e~r. 

41.-:.\l iscelbneous Railway Exp~n 
diture 

.p.·-- Irrigation l\Iajor \\'or i.;,;---
\Vorking expenses 

-13--l\Imor \\'orks and 1'\::vig[lt;uw 
4~.-Civil \\'orks 
.o;S.-State !Zailw;~vs; Capital 

ditnre not ch~arged to Re\'ence 
-)l).-lrrig~tion Works; Capital E\ 

pencliture not charge(\ ' 
Revenue 

1 Th::~e-heads. include certain st;ttutory ch:uges, which will be exeludeU from t.leb:th:, 
:: Tit.s he1rl d:::C\ls purely with interect, sinking funds and annuities. 
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III. Regulations for the Discussion of Matters of General 
Public Interest in the Legislative Council 

of the Governor-General. 

Definitions. 

I. In these rules-

( I) "President" means-

(a) the Governor-General, or 
(b) the President nominated by the Governor-General in 

Council under section 6 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, or 
(c) the Vice-President appointed by the Governor-

General under section 4 of the Indian Councils Act, 1909, or 
(d) the Member appointed to preside under rule XXVII. 
(2\ "Member in charge" means the Member of the Council 

of the Governor-General to whom is allotted the business of the 
Department of the Government of India to which the subject 
under discussion belongs, and includes any Member to whom 
such Member in charge may delegate any function assigned to 
him under these rules ; and 

(3) "Secretary" means Secretary to the Government of 
India in the Leg•slative Department, and includes the Deputy 
Secretary and every person for the time being exercising the 
functions of the Secretary. 

,Vatters open to discussion. 

I I. Any matter of general public interest may be discussed 
in the Council subject to the following conditions and restric
tions. 

II I. No such discussion shall be permitted in regard to 
any of the following subjects, namely :-

(a) any subject removed from the cognizance of the Legis
lative Council of the Governor-General by section 22 of the • 
Indian Councils Act, 1861 ; or 

(b) any matter affecting the relations of His Majesty's ll 
Government or of the Governor-General in Council with any 
Foreign State or any Native State in India ; or . 

(c) any matter under adjudication by a C"urt of Law 
having jurisdiction in any part of His Majesty's Dominions. 



COUNCIL REGULATIONS. 

Resolutiow. 

IV. Subject to the restrictions containerl in rule III, any 
Member may move a resolution relating to a matter of general 
public interest : 

Provided that nb resolution shall be moved which does not 
comply with the following conditions, namely 

(a) it shall be in the form nf " -:pecilic ;c.:ullJIIJeodation 
addressed to the Governor-Generitl in l'ouncil 

(b) it shall be clearly ~mJ pP'C r~nd shall 
raise a definite issue ; and 

(c) it shall not contain arguments, inferences, ironical 
expressions or defamatory statements, nor shall it refer to the 
conduct or character of persons except in their official or public 
capacity. 

V. A Member, who wishes to move a resolution, shall 
give notice in writing to the Secretary, at least fifteen clear 
days before the meeting of the Council at which he desires to 
move the same, and shall, together with the notice, submit a 
copy of the resolution which he wishes to move : 

Provided that the President mav allow a resolution to be 
moved with shorter notice than fiftee;l days, and may, in any 
case, require longer notice or may extend the time for moving 
the resolution. 

VI. (I) The Secretary shall submit every resolution of which 
notice has been given to him in accordance with rule V to the 
President, who may either admit it or, when any resolution ;.., 
not framed in accordance with rule IV, cause it to be returned to 
the Member concerned for the purpose of amendment. 

t (2) If the Member does not, within such time as the Presi-
,, dent may fix in this behalf, re-submit the resolution duly 

amended, the resolution shall be deemed to have been with
drawn. 

',.., VII.. The President rna)' disallo\v rtny resolution or part of 
a resolution without giving any reason therefor other than that 
in his opinion it cannot be moved consistently with the public 
interests or that it should be moved in the Legislative Council 
of a Local Government. 

VIII. {r) No discussion in Council shall be permitted in 
respect of any order of the President under rule VI or rule VI I. 

24 
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(2) A resolution which has been disallowed shall not be 
entered in the proceedings of the Council. 

IX. Resolutions admitted by the President shall be entered 
in the Jist of business for the day in the order in which they are 
received by the Secretary : 

Provided that the President may give priority to any re. 
solution which he may consider to be of urgent public interest, 
or postpone the moving of any resolution. 

Discussion of Resolutions. 

X. The discussion of resolutions shall take place after all 
the other business of the day has been concluded. 

1 (XA. (r) A Member in whose name a resolution appears 
on the list of business shall, when called on, either-

(a) withdraw the resolution, in which case he shall con
fine himself to a mere statement to that effect ; or 

(b) move the resolution, in which case he shall commence 
his speech by a formal motion in the terms 
appearing on the list of business. 

(2) If the Member when called on is absent, the resolution 
standing in his name shall be considered to have been with
drawn.] 

XI. (1) After the Mover of a resolution has spoken, other 
Members may speak to the motion in such order as the Presi· 
dent may direct, and thereafter the Mover may speak once 
by way of reply. 

2 [(2) No Member shall speak more than once to any motion 
except with the permission of the President for the purpose of 
making an explanation : 

Provided that the Mover may speak in reply and the 
Member in charge may submit any final observations which 
he may wish to make.] 

XI I. No speech, except with the permission of the Presi
dent, shall exceed fifteen minutes in duration : 

~ The whole of this new rule was added by Notification No. 15, dated Delhi, 
the 7th February, 1918. • 

1 This sub-rule was substituted by Notification No. 15, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918, 

• 
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Provided that the Mover of a resolution, when moving the 
same, and the Member in charge 1 l when speaking for the first 
time J may speak for thirty minutes. 

XIII. (I) Evep; Member shall speak from bis place, shall 
rise when he speaks ~nd shall address the Chair. 

(2) At any time, ifthe Pre-:ident any 1\!crnbe1 .speak· 
;ng .shaii immediately resume his ::;eaL 

XIV. (r) Any i\llembr:r may send hi" speech in print to 
the Secretarv not less than two clear davs before the dar 
fixed for the• discussion of a resolution, with as many copies 
as there are Members and the Secretary shall cause one of such 
copies to be supplied to each Member. 

(2) Any such speech may at the discretion of the Presi
dent be taken as read. 

XV. The discussion of a resolution shalt be limited to 
the subject of the resolution, and shall not extend to any 
matter as to which a resolution may not be moved. 

XVI. \Vhen a resolution is under discussion any Member 
may, subject to all the restrictions and conditions relating to 
resolutions specified in rules I l I and IV, move an amendment 
to such resolution : 

Provided that an amendment may not be moved which 
has merely the effect of a negative vote. 

XVII. (r) If a copy of such amendment has not been sent 
to the Secretary at least three clear days before the day fixed 
for the discussion of the resolution, any Member may object 
to the moving of the amendment ; and such objection shall 
prevail unless the President in exercise of his power to suspend 
any of these rules allows the amendment to be moved. 

(2) The Secretary shall, if time permits, cause every 
amendment to be printed and send a copy for the information 
ef each Member. 

XVIII. 2 [(1) A Member who has moved a resolution or an 
amendment of a resolution shall not withdraw the same except 
by leave of the Council. 

1 The words. in square brackets were inserted by Notification No. rs, dated 
Delhi, the 7th February, 1918. 

" This rule was substituted by Notifiration No. 15, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 
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(2) No discussion shall be permitted on a motion for leave 
to withdraw except with the permission of the President.) 

XIX. When, in the opinion of the President, a resolution 
and any amendment thereto have been sufficiently discussed,. 
he may close the discussion by calling uport the Mover to reply 
and the Member in charge to submit any final observations 
which he may wish to make : 

Provided that the President may in all cases address the 
Council before putting the question to the vote. 

XX. (1) When an amendment to any resolution is moved, 
or when two or more such amendments are moved, the 
President shall, before taking the sense of the Council thereon, 
state or read to the Council the terms of the original motion 
and of the amendment or amendments proposed. 

(2) It shall be in the discretion of the President to put 
first to the vote either the original motion or any of the amend
ments which may have been brought forward. 

XXI. 1 [When any resolution involving several points 
has been discussed, it shall be in the discretion of the President 
to divide the Resolution and pnt each or any point separately 
to the vote as he may think fit.] 

X X II. ( 1) Every question shall be resolved in the affirma
tive or in the negative according to the majority of votes. 

(2) Votes may be taken by voices or by division and 
shall be taken by division if any Member so desires. 

(31 The President shall determine the method of taking .. 
votes by division. 

General. 

XXIII. (1) The President may assign such time as, with 
due regard to the public interests, he may consider reasonable 
for the discussion of resolutions or of any particular resolution. • 

(2) Every resolution which shall not have been put to the 
vote within the time so assigned shall be considered to have 
been withdrawn. 

XXIV. Every resolution, if carried, shall have effect only 
as a recommendation to the Governor-General in Council. 

1 This new rule was substituted by Notification No. 15, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 
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XXV. 1 [(1) When a question has been discussed at a meet
ing of the Council, or when a resolution has been z f * *] with· 
drawn under rule XVI i I, no resoiution or amendment raising 
substantially the same question shall be moved within one year. 

~ [(2) When a r,esolution has been disallowed under rule VII. 
no resolution raising" substantially the same question shall be 
moved during the same session.] 

XXVI. ( J) The President <>hall presern· order, and all 
points of order shall be decided by him 

(2) No discussion on any point of order ;.;hall be allowed 
unless the President thinks fit to take the opinion of the Council 
thereon. 

(3) Any Member may at any time submit a point of order 
to the decision of the President. 

(4) The President shall have all powers necessary for the 
purpose of enforcing his decisions. 

XXVII. The Governor-General may appoint a Member 
of the Council to preside in his place, or in that of the Vice-· 
President, on any occasion on which a matter of general public: 
interest is discussed in the Council. 

XXVI I I. The President, for sufficient reason, may sus
pend any of the foregoing rules. 

IV. Regulations for the Asking of Questions in the Legislative 
Council of the Governor -General. 

I. In these rules-

(1) "President" means-

(a) the Governor-General, or 
(b) the President nominated by the Governor-General in 

Council under Section 6 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, or, 
(c) the Vice-President appointed by the Governor-General 

under section 4 of the Indian Councils Act, 1909. 
(2) "Member in charge" means the Member of the Council 

of the Governor-Genera\ to whom is allotted the business of the 

1 The number 25 has been re-numbered 25 (IJ by Notification 1\'o. 15, dated 
Delhi, the 7th February, 1918. 

2 The words ''disallowed under rule 7 or" havc been omitted by Notification 
No. 15, dated Delhi, the 7th February, 191b. 

s Sub-rule (2) was added by 1\'otification No. 15, dated Delhi, the 7th 
February, 1918. 
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Department of the Government of India to which the subject 
of the question belongs, and includes any Member to whom 
such Member in charge may delegate any function assigned to 
him under these rules ; and 

(3) "Secretary" means the SecretarY. to the Government 
of India in the Legislative Department, and" includes the Deputy 
Secretary and every person for the time being exercising the 
functions of the Secretary. 

II. Any question may be asked by any Member subject 
to the following conditions and restrictions. 

III. No question shall be permitted in regard to any of 
the following subjects, namely :-

(a) any matter affecting the relations of His Majesty's 
Government or of the Governor-General in Council with any 
Foreign State or with any Native State in lt:dia, or 

(b) any matter under adjudication by a Court of Law 
having jurisdiction in any part of His Majesty's Dominions. 

IV. No question shall be asked unless it complies with 
the following conditions, namely :-

(a) it shall be so framed as to be merely a request for 
information, 

(b) it shall not be of excessive length, 
(c) it shall not contain arguments, inferences, ironical 

expressions or defamatory statements, nor shall it refer to the 
conduct or character of persons except in their official or public 
capacity, and 

{d) it shall not ask for an expression of an opinion or the 
solution of a hypothetical proposition. 

V. In matters which are or have been the subject of 
controversy between the Governor-General in Council and the 
Secretary of State or a Local Government no question shall be 
asked except as to matters of fact, and the answer shall be 
confined to a statement of facts. 

VI. A Member who wishes to ask a question shall give • 
notice in writing to the Secretary at least ten clear days 
before the meeting of the Council at which he desires to put the 
question and shall, together with the notice, submit a copy of 
the question which he wishes to ask : 

Provided that the President may allow a question to be put 
with shorter notice than ten days and may in any case require 
longer notice or may extend the time for answering a question. 
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VII. (I) The Secretary shall submit every question of 
which notice has been given to him in accordance with rule 
VI to the President, who may either allow it or, when any 
<:juestion is not framed in accordance with rules IV and V, cause 
it to be returned to the Member concerned for the nurposc of 
amendment~ ! J. 

(2) If the ~Icmber does not within 'iuch time as the 
President may fix in this beh:::tlf n·-suhn1it the question duly 
,unendecL the question shall be deemed to have been witb
lra\vn. 

VIII. The President may disallow any question, or any 
part of a question, without giving any reason therefor other than 
that in his opinion it cannot be answered consistently with 
the public interests or that it should be put in the Legislative 
Council of a Local Government. 

IX. No discussion in Council shall be permitted in respect 
of any order of the President under rule VIT or rule VII J. 

X. Questions which have been allowed shall be entered 
in the list of business for the day and shall be put in the 
order in which they stand in the list before any other business 
is entered upon at the meeting. 

XI. Questions shall be put and answers given in such 
manner as the President may in his discretion determine. 

XII. Any Member who has asked a question may put a 
supplementary question for the purpose of further elucidating 
any matter of fact regarding which a request for information 
has been made in his original question. 

XIII. The Member in charge may decline to answer a 
supplementary question without notice, in which case the 
supplementary question may be put in the form of a fresh 
question at a subsequent meeting of the Council. 

XIV. These rules, except rules VI and VI I, apply also to 
supplementary questions : 

• Provided that the President may disallow any supplemen-
tary question without giving any reason therefor. 

XV. The President may rule that an answer to a question 
in the list of business for the day shall be given on the ground 
of· public interests even though the question may have been 
withdrawn •• 

XVI. No discussion shall be permitted in respect of any 
question or of any answer given to a question. 
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XVII. All questions asked and the answers given shall 
be entered in the proceedings of the Council : 

Provided that no question which has been disallowed by 
the President shall be so entered. 

XVIII. The President may assign soch time as, with due 
regard to the public interests, he may consider reasonable for 
the putting and answering of questions. 

K 
f TIIE RESOLUTION OF THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL IN 

COUNCIL No. 4213, DATED THE ISTII OF NO:VEMI}J!:.J,3.,I909. 

With the approval of the Secretary of State in Council, 
the Governor-General in Council bas to-day brought)nto oper
ation the indian Councils Act, 1909,. and has published the 
rules and regulations relating to the nomination and election 
of the Members of the enlarged Legislative Councils. This act 
marks the completion of the earnest and prolonged deliber
ations that were initiated by the Viceroy more than three 
years ago, when he appointed a Committee of his Executive 
Council to consider and report on the general question of 
giving to the peoples of India a larger measure of political re
presentation and wider opportunities of expressing their views 
on administrative matters. 

2. The various stages of inquiry and discussion which 
followed need not be reviewed at length. In the Home 
Department letter of the 24th August, 1907, the Government 
of India put forward certain provisional and tentative pro
posals, and invited the Local Governments to submit their 
matured conclusions, after consulting important bodies and 
individuals representing the various classes of the community. 
The voluminous opinions elicited byt that letter were fully 
dealt with in the Despatch which the Government of India 
addressed to the Secretary of State on the Ist October, Igc>8, 
and in LORD MORLEY'S Despatch of the 27th November fol-. 
lowing. Since those papers were published, the Government 
of India have been engaged, in communication with the Secre
tary of State, in working out the principles accepted by him, 
and the scheme finally adopted for the future constitution of 
the Legislative Councils is embodied in the Indian Councils 
Act and in the Regulations which are published to-day. The 
Governor-General in Council will now proceed to state briefly 
the extent and nature of the changes introduced and to indi-
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cate in what respects they differ from the proposals contained 
in the papers already published. 

3· The maximum strength of each Council is fixed by 
the first Schedule of the Act. Excluding the Head of the 
Government and tilt! Members of the Executive Councils, it 
varies from 60 for· the Council of the Governor-General, to 
30 for the Councils of the PunJ:Jb and Burma. the number 
for each of the other five Pr'•vincial ( 'ouncils being )0. The 
actual strength uf each ( uuncil h determined br the Regu
lations: the statntory maximum will at present be worked up 
to only in the Imperial and Bengal Councib, but as will be seen 
from the annexed statements the numbers are in every case 
slightly larger than those shown in the Despatch of the I st 
October, 1908. 

4· For the reasons given by the Secretary of State in 
his Despatch of 27th November, 190~. there will continue to 
be a majority of officials in the Governor General's Council, 
but the Regulations provide not only that there may be, but 
that there must be, a majority of non-official Members in every 
Provincial Council. The following statement, from which the 
Head of the Government is in each case excluded, shows the 
effect of this great constitutional chang-e on the composition of 
each Council. It will be within the power of a Local Govern
ment to increase the non-official majority by nominating less 
than the maximum number of official~ and substituting non
officials, but that majority can not be reduced except to the 
limited extent indicated below and then only for a specified 
period or in connection with a particular measure ·-

Legislative Council of 
i ! 
iOfficials.! Non-officials. Majority. 
l _____ ,. ____________ 

Official. 
India 35 -- 3 )--

Non-oj!icial. 
Madras l(j 2(J 7 
Bombay 17 zii I I 

Bengal 17 31 14 
United Provinces 20 z6 6 
Eastern Bengal and Assam 17 23 6 
Punjab 10 14 4 
Burma 6 (, 3 

Thest: figures relate to the ordinary constitution of the 
Councils and leave out of account the two experts who may 
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be appointed Members of each Provincial Council when the 
legislation in hand is of a nature to demand expert advice. 
If these Members are non-officials the majority will be streng
thened, and even if both are officials it will not be entirely 
neutralised. The strength of the non-official majority varies 
with local conditions. : 

5. Special provision has been made for the representation 
of the professional classes, the landholders, the Mahomedans, 
European commerce, and Indian commerce. The first of these 
interests wilJ be represented on the Governor-General's Council 
by the Members elected by the Provincial Legislative Councils 
and by the District Councils and Municipal Committees in the 
Central Provinces ; and on the Provincial Councils by the 
representatives of the District Boards, the Municipalities, the 
Corporations of the Presidency Towns and the Universities. The 
others will be represented upon all the Councils by Members 
elected by special electorates or nominated under an express 
provision of the Regulations. The representative of the Bombay 
landholders on the Governor-General's Council will be elected at 
the first, third and subsequent alternate elections by the land
holders of Sind, a great majority of whom are Mahomedans, 
while at other elections he will be elected by the Sardars of 
Gujerat or the Sardars of the Deccan, a majority of whom are 
Hindus. Again the landholders of the Punjab consist of about 
equal numbers of Mahomedans and non-Mabomedans and it 
may be assumed that their representative will be alternately a 
Mahomedan and non-Mahomedan. It has accordingly been 
decided that at the second, fourth, and succeeding alternate 
election when these two seats will pesumably not be held by 
Mahomedans, there shall be two special electorates consisting 
of the Mahomedan landholders who are entitled to vote for 
the Member who represents in the Governor-General's Council 
the landholders of the United Provinces and Eastern Bengal 
and Assam respectively. In some Provinces there are special 
interests such as the tea and jute industries in Easte.rn Bengal 
and Assam and the planting communities in Madras and Bengal, • 
for which special provision has been made. The representation 
of minor interests and smaller classes will be provided for by 
nominations made from time to time as the particular needs of 
the moment and the claims of each community may require. 

6. In the Despatch of theIst October, 1908 it was explained 
that some of the seats there shown as elective might at first 
have to be filled by nomination, pending the formation of suit-
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able electorates, Further inquiry has shown their course to be 
unavoidable at present in respect of ( r) the representative of 
Indian Commerce in all Councils except that of the Governor 
of Bombay ; ( 2) the representatives of the landholders and the 
Mahomedan comiilunity of the Punjab on the Governor
General's Council; -and (31 the representative of the planting 
community on the Bengal CounciL The Regulations, however" 
provide !hilt a 1\'Temhcr must be n<>rnLi<•ttd lu re!Jresent each of 
these interests: and it is the intentinn ,,t the Governor-General 
in Council to substitute •election fur nomination wherever a 
workable electorate can be formed. 

J. It will be seen that the H.egulations have been divided 
into two parts, first, the substantive Regulations, which deal 
with all matters of general application, and, secondly, a series 
of separate Schedules defining the constitution of each 
electorate and prescribing the electoral procedure to be adopted 
in each case. 

8. The qualifications required for both candidates and 
voters are specified in the Schedules, but the disqualifications, 
which apply generally, are given in the Regulations. The only 
voters disqualified are females, minors, and persons of unsound 
mind, but for candidates wider restrictions are obviously 
necessary and these are set forth under nine heads in Regulation 
IV. The last of these provides that no person shall be eligible 
for election if be has been declared by the Government of 
India or the Local Government to be of such reputation and 
antecedents that his election would, in the opinion of the Govern
ment, be contrary to the public interests. The Act of I 892 
laid down that an elected candidate must be nominated by the 
Head of the Government before he could take his seat on the 
Council. It thus gave power to exclude a candidate whose 
presence would bring discredit upon the Council, and although 
this power was never exercised, yet it served a useful purpose 

• in deterring such persons from coming forward for election. If 
the dignity and representative character of the Legislative 
Councils are to be maintained, there must be some means of 
excluding unworthy candidatures, though recourse to it would 
be of rare occurrence, and the disqualification imposed would 
not necessarily be permanent. 

9· In accordance with the practice of the House of Com
mons and of other British Legislatures, Members of the enlarged 
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Councils must, before taking their seats, make an oath or 
affirmation of allegiance to the Crown. 

ro. If a candidate is elected for more than one electorate 
he is required by Regulation IX to choose for which electorate 
he will sit. The votes recorded for him in: any electorate for 
which he decides not to sit will be deemed not to have been 
given, and the seat will go to the candidate who would have 
been elected but for such votes. This is in accordance with the 
procedure prescribed for ward elections in the city of Bombay, 
and it has the advantages of rendering a fresh election un
necessary. 

1 1. The normal term of office has been extended from 
two to three years, but a Member elected to fill a casual vacancy 
will sit only for the unexpired portion of the outgoing Member's 
term. This provision is necessary to meet the case of 
electorates which elect by rotation. To deprive such a consti
tuency of its representation for what might be a considerable 
portion of the term allotted to it would be unfair ; while to 
allow the constituency of the out-going Member <who might 
have sat for nearly the full term) to elect another Member for a 
further period of three years would be open to still greater 
objections. The provision is also required to secure the reten
tion of the advantages of cumulative voting in two-member 
constituencies. 

12. It has been expressly laid down that corrupt practices 
shall renoer an election invalid. There is no such provision in the 
existing Regulations but the great extension of the principle of 
election and the probability of keen contests render it desirable 
to provide safe-guards against the employment of improper 
practices. The definition of "corrupt practices'' is taken from 
the l~ombay District Municipalities Act. It covers false per
sonation on the part of a voter and the use of threats of injury, 
as well as the actual purchase of votes by the candidate or 
his agent. 

I 3. Any person who is qualified as a voter or a candidate 
may question the validity of an election and apply to the 
Government of India or the Local Government, as the case 
may be, to set it aside. After such inquiry as may be neces
sary, the Government may declare whether the candidate whose 
election is questioned was duly elected ; or whether any, and 
if so, what other person was duly elected ; or whether the elec
tion was void (Regulation XVI). An election will not, how· 
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ever, be set aside on the ground of minor irregularities which 
do not affect the result (Regulation XV). 

14. In most cases the electorates are sufficiently defined 
in the Regulations ~ where more detailed information is neces
sary, this has beeil given in the Schedule.:; prescribing the 
electoral procedure. \Vhere the electorates are scattered, as is 
the case with the landholders and tbe M ahomedans, provision 
has been made for the preparation and publication of an elec
toral roll containing the names of all persons qualified to vote. 
After the first election this roll will be brought under revision 
from time to time, when claims and objections will be decided ; 
but the roll actually in force at the time of any election will be 
conclusive evidence on the question whether any person has the 
right to vote. The Governor-General in Council regrets that it 
has not been possible to allow claims to be made or objections to 
be taken in respect of the first roll. The qualifications upon 
which each roll is based could not be announced until the 
Regulations bad received the approval of the Secretary of State, 
and no revision of the roll could be undertaken until the new 
/\ct had been brought into operation. At least two months 
would have to be devoted to the disposal of claims and objec
tions, and it is probable that even at the end of that period 
some cases would still be pending. It would thus be impossible 
to constitute the Provincial Councils before March 1910, and 
the Governor-General's Council could not assemble before the 
end of that month or the beginning of April. The consequent 
loss of the whole of the legislative season would cause so much 
inconvenience that it would be necessary to defer putting the Act 
into operation and to postpone the assembling of the new 
Councils until the session of 19Io-1 I. The Governor-General 
in Council is sensible of the objections to holding an election on 
a register which has not been subjected to the test of revision, 
but he is convinced that those objections are greatly out-weigh
ed by the keen disappointment that would be caused by further 

• delay in introducing the constitutional changes which have now 
been under discussion for more than three years. Moreover, the 
danger of improper omission or inclusion is comparatively small. 
The two principal qualifications are payment of land revenue 
and income tax, the records of which are detailed and complete 
and steps were taken before-hand to ensure, as far as possible 
that doubtfol cases and claims based on other qualifications 
should be brought to notice. The Governor-General in 
Council believes that the great majority of those interested in 
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the question will recognise the difficulties of the situation, and 
will acquiesce in the dicision to prefer the possibility of some 
small degree of error affecting only a few individuals to the 
certainty of further prolonged delay in the assembling of the 
new Councils. ~ 

I 5· The qualifications prescribed for electors in the cases 
·of the landholders and the Mahomedans vary greatly from 
Province to Province. They are in accordance, for the most part, 
with the specific recommendations of the Local Governments, 
and these recommendations again were based upon inquiries 
made by a special officer appointed in each Province to as
certain by personal consultation the wishes of the Members of 
the two communities. The Governor-General in Council 
would have preferred some nearer approach to uniformity ; 
but the principle he has borne in mind is that election by the 
wishes of the people is the ultimate object to be secured and 
he has felt that he must be guided by the advice of the Local 
authorities as to what those wishes are. The status and 
circumstances both of the landholders and of the Mahomedan 
community differ widely from Province to Province, and 
qualifications which would pruJuce a satisfactory constituency 
in one case would in another give an electorate insignificant 
in numbers and deficient in representative character. 

16. The qualifications for candidates are, as a rule, the 
same as those prescribed for voters, but in some cases, such as 
that of candidates for election to the Governor-General's 
Council by the non-official Members of a Provincial Council, 
any such restriction would be inappropriate. In other instances, 
there has been some difference of treatment in different Pro
vinces, but the object in all cases has been to secure that the 
Member shall really represent the electorate. 

17. The different kinds of electoral machinery may be 
broadly classified under two main heads,-one under which 
the electors vote direct for the Members and the other under • 
which they select delegates by whom the Members are elected. 
A subsidiary distinction in each case is that the electors or 
delegates either vote at a single centre before a Returning 
Officer, or vote at different places before an Attesting Officer, 
who despatches the voting papers to the Returning Officer. A 
further distinction in the case of deleg<ttes is that· in Bengai 
each delegate has a varying number of votes, the number 
depending in the case of District Boards and Municipalities 
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upon the income of those bodies, and in the case of the Maho
medan community upon the strength and importance of the 
Mabomedan population of a district or group of districts. 
Elsewhere the same object has been attained by varying the 
number of delegate-' on like grounds, each oelegate then having 
only one vote. In the Central Prnvinces, hr1wever. the number 
<Jf delegates to bt~ e!ecteJ by each District Council and 
Municipal Committee hri.s been !ixcd. l:<Jt with sule reference tn 
income or population, hut v\ith regard tn « m1mber of factors, of 
which those two are perhaps the mu'lt trnportanL 

18. A special case of voting by delegates i." th:.t of the 
election of a Member of the Governor-General's Council to 
represent the Mahomedan community of Bombay. The 
delegates in this case are not appointed ad hoc, but consist of 
the Mahomedan Members of the Provincial Council. This 
exceptional method has been admitted on the assurance of the 
Governor in Council that the Mahomedan community of the 
Presidency as a whole would be better represented by the 
Mahomedan Members of the Provincial Council than by any 
form of direct electorate that could be devised. 

19. The procedure for \'Oting is generally similar to that 
prescribed by the English Ballot Act. In some cases, however, 
such as the elections by the Corporations of the Presidency 
Towns, the Chambers of Commerce and the Trades Associa
tions, the voting will, as at present, be regulated by the proce
dure usually adopted by those bodies for the transaction of 
their ordinary business. 

20. The rules authorising the moving and discussion of 
resolutions, the discussion of the Budget, and the asking of 
questions have been framed in accordance with the decisions on 
these matters which have alreadv been announced. In the 
rules relating to the discussion ·in the Governor-General's 
Council of matters of general public interest it is provided that 

• no discussion shall be allowed in regard to suLjects removed 
from the cognisance of the Council by the lndia11 Councils Act 
of I 861, or matters affectir•g the foreign relations of His Mrtjesty's 
Government or the Government of India, or matters which are 
sub-judice. The President may also disallow any resolution on 
the ground that its introduction is opposed to the public 
interest, or that it should be moved in the Legislative Council 
of a Local Government. Subject to these necessary re;.trictions, 
a resolution may be moved regarding any matter of general 
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. public interest and all such resolutions may be fully discussed 
and put to the vote. The President may assign such time as he 
may consider reasonable for the discussion of resolutions or of 
any particular resolution. 

The examination of the annual financi<\1 proposals in the 
Governor-General's Council will be divided into three parts. 
There will first be an opportunity for discussing any alteration 
in taxation, any new loan, or any grant to Local Governments 
proposed or mentioned in the financial statement or the ex
planatory memorandum accompanying it. In the second 
stage, each head or group of heads of revenue or expenditure 
not excluded from discussion will be explained by the Member 
in charge of the administrative department concerneEl and any 
Member may then move a resolution relating to these subjects. 
The final stage consists of the presentation of the Budget by 
the Finance Member, who will explain why any resolutions 
passed by the Council have not been accepted. A general 
discussion of the Budget will follow, but at this stage no reso
lution may be moved. 

The rules for the asking of questions are substantially the 
same as those hitherto in force, with the important exception 
that they permit a Member who has asked a question to put a 
supplementary question. 

In respect of these matters each Provincial Council is 
governed by rules of its own, which in essentials differ but little 
from those of the Governor-General's Council. One distin
guishing feature, however, is that the local financial ~tatement 
is first examined by a Committee of the Council consisting 
of twelve Members, of whom six will be nominated by the Head 
of the Government and six elected by the non-official Members 
of the Council. 

21. The Governor-General in Council is conscious that 
many of the details of the scheme which is being introduced 
may be found on trial to be unsatisfactory or capabt'e of im
provement. Experience alone can show how far methods which· 
are new to India give to the different classes and interests a 
measure of representation proportionate to their importance 
and influence, and to what extent an untried electoral machi
nery is suitable to the varying circumstances of the different 
Provinces and the numerous electorates. Defects will no doubt 
be discovered when the rules are put into operation, but, if 
this proves to be the case, the law admits of the Regulations 
being amended without difficulty. • 
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22. L:nder the arran7,ement~ that have been nB< ·" the 
new Provincial Crmncils \".·ill a-;~t"nJhJ.- ,;t tl1e lY~ginll n:.; of 
~anllary ICJIU, and the ( •Jllncil nf tlw Gr>veiJJ<)r-Genend n the 
.:··J\lrse <lf that month. It i,;" 'i<)tlrCt' of gre'l.t sati-.faction, both 
•n the Viceroy per.~nnally and t{) the :\Iember.s of his Council, 
that the deliberation_:; which have extc>nded over the greater part 
d LORD MI:NTo's Vicr•royalty ;;h·•tdd have achieved their 
purpose before he lays down the nffire nf G"vern••r-GcneraL 
The constitutinnal chan~es lh'lt il;l\t' !":nl t~ffn:tcrl "'~ ,,f !h 

'mall milgnitnd, The ( ·, "Jn' 'L, h;' · " n·;,t h enl;ug<~d 
their !11d.Ximum '>tren~;th was ) •(• :;7<:• \!i rla·;.ses 
.;nd interests rJf im,,nrta<te<:" "''i ; nt Jn· their own 
!Cpresentatives. !11 the p!:.Jr'" •oi 1) , d \L:mlwh there wiil 
lHJW be 135, and wlule the ekctnrate~ qf the q)d C..mncil had 
·mly the right to recommend the r;tndidate nf their choice for 
<!ppointment by the Head of the Cnvennnent, and elected :\Iem
her of the new Councils will sit <JS of rig-ht and, will nn:d n<> ,,fficial 
confirmation. Under the I\ eg-nlati·m:'i nf r X()2 oftlc:ial ~ were every
where in a majority ; the Re~;nlations ju,;t is·,ued est~1bli~h a 
;1011-officiai majority in every I>rnvincia\ CqunciL :\or has 
reform been confined to the c(\nstituti''tl oi the Conncil~ their 
functions also have been greatly enlar~.::cd. .\ :'11ember can now 
demand that the formal answer to a questiun shnll he supple
mented by furl her i nfurma tion. Discus,.:inn w il J no longer be 
confined to legislative busine-;s and a disCIJrsive ;.~nd ineffectual 
debate on the Budget, but will be allnwc·d in respect nf all mat
ters of general public interest. Members will in future take real 
;:J.nd active part in shaping the financi;d [Hopn·;als fur the year; 
,md as regards not only financial matters but all ynestions of 
admini!-.tration they will have liberal opportnnities nf criticism 
and discussion and of initiating advice r1nd '>\ll~gestions in the 
lorm of definite resolution.s. The G·overn,)r-(;enerai in Council 
feels that these momentous cbang·es constitnte a g-enerCJus fulfil
ment of the gracious intentiun, fcm:shadowcd in the Kinl!
Emperor's Message, to entrust to the le;Hler'> nf th,.~ Indian 
peoples a greater sb<1re in legislation ;md government, and he 

·l,)oks forward with confidence to these extensive powers being 
loyally and wisely used by them, in associdtion with the holders 
of executive authority, to promote the prosperity and content
ment of all classes of the inhabitants of tbis great country. 

25 



PART V. 

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE 
CONSTITUTION OF THE 

INDIAN JUDICIARY. 

(1833-1916) 

I. THE ACT ESTABLISHING THE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE "' 
OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL. 

AN ACT FOR TilE BETTER ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
IN IllS MAJESTY'S PRIVY COUNCIL. 

(3, & 4 William IV. C. 41) . 

* • • 
And wherea~. from the rlecisions of various Courts of 

Judicature in the East Indies, and in the plantations, colonies, 
and other Dominions of His Majesty Abroad, an appeal lies 
to His Majesty in Council : and whereas matters of Appeal or 
Petition to His Majesty in Council have usually been heard 
before a Committee of the whole of His Majesty's Privy Council, 
who have made a Report to His Majesty in Council, whereupon 
the final Judgment or determination hath been given by His 
Majesty : And whereas it is expedient to make certain Provisions 
for the more effectual hearing and reporting on Appeals to His 
Majesty in Council and on other matters, and to give such 
powers and jurisdiction to His Majesty in Council as herein-. 
after mentioned :-

Be it enacted etc. * * * That the President for the 
time being of His Majesty's Privy Council, the Lord High 
Chancellor of Great Britain for the time being, and such of 
the members of His Majesty's Privy Council as shall from time 
to time hold any of the offices following, that is to say, the 
office of Lord Keeper or First Lord Commissioner of the 
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;:;reat Seal of Great Britain,. Lord Chief Justice or Judge 
of the Court of King's Bench, Master Certain persons to 

torm a Committee, to be of the Rolls, Vice-Chancellor of England, 
styled ''The Judicial d C . 
Committee of the Privy Lor b1ef Justice or Judge of the Court 
Council." of Common Pleas, Lord Chief Baron or 
Baron ofthe Court C:f Exchequer, judge of the Prerogative Court 
of the Lord Archbishop. c,f Canterburr. Judge of the High 
Court of Admiraltv, and Chid T udce of the Court in Bank
ruptcy, and also a!! persons, ~Ier;·ber:o of His MaJesty s FriV} 

'ouncil, who shall have been l're.;iclent thereof ••r held tht" 
qffice of Lord Chancellor of Great Bntain nt shall have held 
any of the other offices here-in-before mentioned, shall form a 
Committee of His Majesty's said Privy Council and shall be 
styled "The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council"· Pro
vided nevertheless, that it shall be lawful for His Majesty from 
time to time, as and when He shall think fit, by His Sign 
Manual, to appoint any two other persons, being Privy Coun
cillors, to be members of the said Committee. 

3· And be it further enacted, That all Appeals or com

All Appeals from 
sentence of any Judge, 
etc., to be referred by 
His Majesty to the Com• 
rnittee, to report there• 
on. 

plaints in the na!ure of Appeals whatever, 
which, either by virtue of this Act, or of 
any Law, Statute, or Custom, may be 
brought before His Majesty or His Majesty 
in Council from or in respect of the De-

termination, Sentence, Rule, or Order of any Court, Judge, or 
Judicial Officer, and all such appeals as are now pending and 
unheard, shall from and after the passing of this Act be 
referred by His Majesty to the said Judicial Committee of 
His Privy Council, and that such Appeals, Causes, and Matters 
shall be heard by the said Judicial Committee, and a Report or 
Recommendation thereon shall be made to His Majesty in 
Council for his decision thereon as heretofore, in the same 
manner and form as has been heretofore the Custom with res
pect to matters referred by His Majesty to the whole of His 
.Privy Council or a Committee thereof (the Nature of such 

• Report or Recommendation being always stated in open 
Court.) 

2I. And be it further enacted, That the Order or Decree 

Decrees for Courts 
abroad to be carried into 
effect as the klng in 
Council shall direct. 

of His Mr~jesty in Council on any Appeal 
from the Order, Sentence, or Decree of 
any Court of Justice itt the East Indies, 
or of any Colony, Plantation, or other His 
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Majesty's Dominions abroad, shall be carried into effect in 
such manner, and subject to such limitations and conditions, 
as His Majesty in Council shall, on the recommendation of the 
said Judicial Committee, direct ; and it shall be .lawful for 
His Majesty in Council, on such recomm~ndation, by order, 
to direct that such Court of Justice shall ca-rry the same into 
effect accordingly, and thereupon such Court of Justice shall 
have the same powers of carrying into effect and enfurcing 
such order or Decree as are possessed by or are hereby given 
to His Majesty in Council : Provided always that nothing in 
this Act contained shall impeach or abridge the powers, 

Act not to abridge jurisdiction, or authority of His Majesty's 
Powers of Privy Coun- Privy Council as heretofore exercised by 
ell. such Council, or in anywise alter the con
stitution or duties of the said Privy Council, except so far as 
the same are expressly altered by this Act, and for the purposes 
aforesaid. 

22. And whereas various appeals to His Majesty in Coun
cil from the Courts of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut at the 
several Presidencies of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay in the 
East Indies, have been admitted by the said Courts and the 
transcripts of the procee~lings in appeal have been from time 
to time transmitted under the seal of the said Courts, through 
the United Company of Merchants in England trading to the 
East Indies, to the office of His Majesty's said Privy Council, 

His Majesty may 
direct the ~nst India 
Company to bring on Ap
peals from the Sudder 
Dewanny Adawlut courts 
to a bearing. 

but the suitors in the causes so appealed 
have not taken the necessary measures 
to bring on the same to Hearing; be it 
therefore further enacted by the authority 
aforesaid that it shall be lawful for His 

Majesty in Council to give such directions to the said United 
Company and other persons for the purpose of bringing to a 
hearing before the said Committee the several cases appealed 
or hereafter to be appealed to His Majesty in Council from the 
several Courts of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in the East Indies 
and for appointing Agents and Counsel f.:Jr the different parties· 
in such appeals, and to make such orders for security and pay
ment ofthe cost thereupon, as His said Majesty in Council shall 
think fit; and thereupon such Appeals shall be heard and re
ported on to His Majesty in Council, and shall be by His 
Majesty in Council determined in the same manper, and the 
Judgments, Orde.rs, and Decrees of His Majesty in Council 
thereon shall be of the same force and effect, as if the same had 
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teen brought to a hearing by the direction of the parties ap
pealing in the usual course of proceeding l'rovided always, that 
such last mentioned Powers shall not extend to any Appeals 
from the said Courts of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut other tharo 
Appeals in which n~ proceedings have been or sh:=tll hcreaftez 
Le taken in England on either side for a period of two year"
subsequent to the admissic>n of the t\ppca! lA ~nch Court,,< 
Sudder Dewanny Adawiut, 

24, And bt: it furthf·r UiiiCted rL .. t it •,hall he lawful for 

Hls Maje&tJ em· 
;~owered to make orders 
f<>r regulating the mode 
etc., ol such Appeals. 

f lis :vi , ( neil from time to time 
to make any ;,uch rufl:'s and orders as may 
be thought fit for regulating the mode, 
f,1rm, and time of Appeal to be made from 

the Decisions of tbe said Courts of Suclder Dewany Ada\vlut 
or any other Courts of Judicature in India or elsewhere to the~ 
Eastward of the Cape of Good Hope (from the decisions of 
which an Appeal lies to His Majesty in Council), and in like 
manner from time to time to make such other Regulation~ 
for the preventing Delays in the m<Jking or hearing such 
Appeals, and as to Expenses attend in~ the said Appeals, and 
as to the Amount or Value of the Property in respect of which 
any such Appeal may be made. 

30. And be it enacted, That two Members of His rviajesty\ 

Retired Judges at• 
tending the Judicial 
Committee to receive an 
Allowance. 

Privy Col!ncil who shall have held the 
offtce of J uclge in the East Indies or any 
of His Majesty's Dominions beyond the 
Seas, and who, being appointed for that 

purpose by His Majesty, shall attend the sittings of the Judicial 
Committee of the Privr Council, shall severally be entitled to 
receive, over and above <my Annuity granted to them in respect 
of having held such office as aforesaid, the sum of Four 
Hundred Pounds for ever~· year during \vhicb they shall so 
attend as aforesaid, as an Indemnitv for the Expense which 
they may thereby incur ; and such" sum of Four Hundred 
Pounds shall be chargeable upon and paid nut of the Consoli
dated Fund of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland. 
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ll. THE INDIAN HIGH COURTS ACT, 1861. 

(24 & 25 Viet. C. 104.) 

AN ACT FOR ESTABLISIIING IIIGII COU~TS OF JUDICATURE 
JN INDIA. (6th Aug. 1861). • 

Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by 
and with the Advice and Consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, 
and by the Authority of the same, as follows : 

I. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, by Letters Patent 
under the Great Seal of the United King

High Courts may be dom, to erect and establish a High Court 
established In the several d 
Presidencies of India. of] u icature at Fort William in Bengal for 

the Bengal Division of the Presidency of 
Fort \Villiam aforesaid, and by like Letters Patent to erect and 
establish like High Courts at Madras and Bombay for those 
Presidencies respectively, such High Courts to be established 
in the said several Presidencies at such time or respective times 
as to Her Majesty may seem fit, and the High Court to be 
established under any such Letters Patent in any of the said 
Presidencies shall be deemed to be elitablished from and after 
the publication of such Letters Patent in the same Presidency, 
or such other Time as in such Letters Patent may be appointed 
in this behalf. 

2. The High Court of Judicature at Fort William in 
Ben~Jal and at the Presidencies of Madras 

Cou~:.~stltutlon of High and Bombay respectively shall consist of 
a Chief Justice and as many J udgcs, not 

exceeding fifteen, as Her Majesty may from Time to Time think 
fit and appoint, who shall be selected from-

1st. Barristers of not less than Five Years' standing ; or, 
2nd. Members of the Covenanted Civil Service of not 

less than Ten Years' standing, and who shall have served as 
Zillah Judge!', or shall have exercised the like Powers as those 
of a Zillah ] udge for at least Three Years of that Period ; or, 

3rd. Persons who have held Judicial office not inferior 
to that of Principal Sudder Ameen or Judge of a Small Causes 
Court for a Period of not less than Five Years ; or, · 

4th. Persons who have been Pleaders of a Sudder Court 
or High Court for a Period of not less than Ten Years, if such 
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Ple::tders of a Surldcr Court shall han: heen admitted as Pleaders 
uf a High Court : 

Provided that not less than One Third of the ] udges of 
<>uch High Courts .respectively, including the Chief Justice, 
shall be Barristers; and not less than One Third shall be 
:VIembers of the Covenanted Civil Service. 

3. Provided always, That the l \:rsons who at the Time 
<)f ttn· Est.lbl!,;lmv:nt nf "'1ch lli>:rh Court 

· certain e "1 s tin 1: in any of the :'aid Pn~-:id!"tH:ies at:; T udges 
ludges to be first Judge• · l · • · 1 l' · 1 

<>I HighCourt, r,f t Jf: ">llprernc <HHt <)t ,, tlC !Caturc aJ1(J 
l'ermanent J <Hlge;;; nf tlw ( ourt of Sudder 

Dewanny Adawlut or Sudder Aclawlut of the same Presidency 
shall be and become Judges of such High Court without 
further Appointment for that Purpose; and the Chief Justice of 
such Supreme Court shall become the < 'bief Justice of such 
High Court. 

4· All the Judges of the High Courts established under 
this Act shall hold their offices during Her 

Tenurel 'of office of Maj'esty's Pleasure : Provided that it shall 
Judges of High Court. 

be lawful for any J ud~e of a High Court 
to resign such office of Judge to the G\)vernor-General of India 
in Council or Governor in Council of the Presidency, in which 
:mch High Court is established. 

5· The Chief Justice of any such High Court shall have 
Rank and Precedence before the other 

otJr;:'\!~~~t.:'! Judges Judges of the same Court, and such of the 
other Judges of such Court as on its 

Establishment shall have been transferred thereto from the 
Supreme Court shall have Rank and Precedence before the 
Judges of the High Court not transferred from the Supreme 
Court, and, except as aforesaid, all the Judges of each High 
Court shall have Rank and Precedence according to the 
Seniority of their Appointments, unles~ otherwise provided in 

·their Patents. 

6. Any Chief Justice or Judge transferred to any High 
Court from the Supreme Cuurt shall 

Salaries, &c., of receive the like Salary and be entitled to 
Judges of the High . 
Courts. the like Retiring I'enswn and Advantage 

. as he would have been entitled to, for, and 
in respect of Service in the Supreme Court, if such Court had 
been continued, his Service in the High Court being reckoned 
as Service in the Supreme Court; and, except as aforesaid, it 
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shall be lawful for the Secretary of State in Council of India 
to fix the Salaries, Allowances, Furloughs, Retiring Pensions, 
and (where necessary) Expenses for Equipment and Voyage 
of the Chief ] ustices and Judges of the several High Courts 
under this Act, and from Time to Time t& alter the same : 
Provided always, that such Alteration shall not affect the 
Salary of any Judge appointed prior to the Date thereof. 

7· Upon the happening of a vacancy in the office of the 
Provision for vacancy Chief] ustice, and during any absence of a 

of the oillce of Chief- Chief Justice, the Governor-General in 
Justice or other Judge. 

Council or Governor in Council, as the 
case may be, shall appoint one of the Judges of the sal)le High 
Court to perform the duties of Chief] ustice of the said Court 
until some Person has been appointed by Her Majesty to the 
office of Chief] ustice of the same Court, and has entered on 
the discharge of the duties of such Office, or until the Chief 
] ustice has returned from such Absence ; and upon the happen
ing of a vacancy in the office of any other Judge of any such 
High Court, and during any Absence of any such Judge, or 
on the Appointment of any such ] udge to act as Chief ] ustice, 
it shall be lawful for the Governor-General in Council or Gover
nor in Council, as the case may be, to appoint a Person, with 
such Qualifications, as arc required in Persons to be appointed 
to the If i r;h Court, to act as a Judge of the said High Court 
and the Person so appointed shall be authorized to sit and to 
perform the Duties of a J ndge of the said Court until some 
Person has been appointed by Her Majesty to the Office of 
Judge of the same Court, and bas entered on the Discharge 
of the Duties of such Office, or until the absent Judge has 
returned from such Absence, or until the Governor-General 
in Council or Governor in Council as aforesaid shall see Cause 
to cancel the Appointment of such acting Judge. 

8. Upon the El-'tablishment of such High Court as 
aforesaid in the Presidency of Fort \Villiarn in Bengal the • 
Supreme Court and the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut 

and Sudcler Nizamut Adawlut at Calcutta Abolition of Supreme 
Courts & Sudder courts. in the same Presidency shall be abolished : 

And upon the Establishment of such High Court in the 
Presidency CJf Madras the Supreme Court and the Court of 
Sudder Adawlut and Foujdarr Adawlut in the Srtme Presidency 
shall be abolished : 

And upon the Establishment of such High Court in the 
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Presidencv of Bomba\' the Supreme Court and the Lourt C·t 
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and Sudder FLmjdary \dawlut 
in the same Presidency >:hall be abolished 

And tl:e l~ec~rds and Documents of the sew:ral Courts 
so abolished in eacli Presidencv shall bt:come and be Records 
and Documents of the f r i::rL- uun '.'itab1H:ed i;· the same-
Presidency. .. 

t.J. 1-i~ach (;f the I figh (\:ut't:·. t• c:.'1tablished under this 
Act :-.hall bene anti exerctst ali such 

Jurisdiction and Civil, Criminal. Aclrniralt)·, and Vice-
Powers of High Courts. 

Admiralty, Testamentary, Intestate, and 
Matrimonial Jurisdiction, ori{~inal and appellate. and ;tJl such 
Powers and Authoritv for and i11 l'~lation to the Adminis
tration of Justice in th~ Presidency for \vhich it is established, 
as Her Majesty may by such Letters Patent as aforesaid 
grant and direct, subject, however, to such Directions ancl 
Limitations as to the Exercise of oric:;inal Civil and Criminal 
Jurisdiction beyond the Limits of the Presidency Towns as 
may be prescribed thereby ; and, saYe as hy such Letters Patent 
may be otherwise directed, and subject and withrn1t Prejudice 
to the Legislative Powers in relation to the Matter~ aforesaid 
of the Governor-General of India in Council, the High Court 
to be established in each Presidency shall have and exercise 
all Jurisdiction and every l'ower and !\ utlwritv whatsoe\·er in 
any manner vested in any of the Courts in the same Presi
dency abolished under this Act at the time of the Abolition 
of such last-mentioned Courts. 

10. lJ ntil the Crown shall othenvise prm·ide under the 
Powers of this Act, all Juri"diction now ext-rHigh Courts to exer-

dse same jurisdiction as cised by the S11preme ( 'ourts of Calcutt;;, 
Supreme Courts. M . · . adras. and Bombay respectt\·eiy oyer ttl-
habitants of such parts of India as may not be comprised within 
the local Limits of the Letters l'atent to he issued under this 
r\ct establishing High Cnurts at Fort \\'illiam, 1\T:1dra:;, am{ 
Bombay, shal! b:: exercised by ~uch Hi:.:h ( 'ourts respectively. 

I I. Upon the establishment of the o.aid Iligh Courts in 
the said Presidencies respectively all l'roYisions then in force 
in India of Acts of l'arliament, or of any Orders of Her 
Majesty in· Council, or CtH1rters, or of any Acts of the 
Legislature of India, which at the time or respective times of 
the establishment of such High Courts are respecti\clr ap-
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plicable to the Supreme Courts at Fort William in Bengal, 

Existing provisions 
applicable to Supreme 
Courts to apply to High 
Courts. 

Madras, and Bombay respectively, or to 
the Judges of those Courts, shall be taken 
to be applicable to the ,said High Courts, 
and to the Judges ther~of respective! y, so 

far as may be consistent with the Provisions of this Act, and 
the Letters Patent to be issued in pursuance thereof, and sub
ject to the Legislative Powers in relation to the Matters afore
said of the Governor-General of India in Council. 

12. From and after the Abolition of the Courts abolished 
Provisions as to pen· as aforesaid in any of the said Presidencies, 

ding proceedings in abo· the 1-Iigh Court of the same Presidency 
lished Courts. 

shall have Jurisdiction over all proceed-
ings pending in such abolished Courts at the time of the Abo
lition thereof, and such Proceedings, and all previous Pro
ceedings in the said last-mentioned Courts, shall be dealt with 
as if the same had been bad in the said High Court, save that 
any such Proceedings may be continued, as nearly as Circum
stances permit, under and according to the Practice of the abo
lished Courts respectively. 

I 3· Subject to any Laws or Regulations which may be 

Hi&"h Courts may 
provide lor exercloe of 
jurisdiction by single 
Jud&"esetc. 

made by the Governor-General in Council 
the High Court established in any Presi
dency under this Act may by its own 
Rules provide for the Exercise, by one 

or more J ud)_'es, or by Division Courts constituted by two or 
more Judges of the said High Court, of the Original and 
Appellate Jurisdiction vested in such Court, in such manner 
as may appear to such Court to be convenient for the due 
Administration of Justice. 

14. The Chief Justice of each High Court shall from Time 
Cblet Justice to de- to Time determine what Judge in each 

termtne what Jud&"es Case shall sit alone, and what Judges of 
shall sit alone, etc, 

the Court, whether with or without the • 
Chief Justice, shall 
aforesaid. 

constitute the several Division Courts as 

I 5. Each of the High Courts established under this Act 
shall have superintendence over all Courts which may be 
subject to its Appellate Jurisdiction, and shall ha'(e Power to 
call for Returns, and to direct the Transfer of any Suit or 
A ppt:al for any such Court to any other Court of equal or 
superior Jurisdiction, and shall have Power t0 make and issue 
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< ;cneral Rules for regulating the l'ractice and Proceedings of 
«uch Courts, and also to prescribe Forms for every Proceeding 

in the said Courts for which it shall think 
necessary that a form be provided, and 

:also for keeping all Books, Entries, and 
Accounts to be kept by the officer", and 

also to settle Tables of Fee.; to be alkw(:>d tu the Sheriff, 
:\ttorneys, and all Clerk-; and r lft!cr:rs ,-,( 1 · •ll! to-: and frnm 
Time tv Time to alter anv o.;llr·h R!ll<· •·1 Form .,r Table 

Higb Court to super· 
intend and to frame rules 
uf practice for Subordin· 
ate Couru. 

and the Rules s" made, a·!id the. Ftll sn·· fnme<L and the 
Tables so settled, shall lw used and uhsened the :;aid ('ourts, 
provided that such General Rules and Forrns and Tables be not 
inconsistent with the Provisions of any law in force, and shall 
before they are issued have received the Sanction, in the Presi
dency of Fort William of the Governor-General in Council, and 
in Madras or Bombay of the Govemor in Conncil of the respec
tive Presidencies. 

16. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, if at any Time 

Her Majesty may es• 
tabli~b a Hi~rh Court in 
tbe North Western Pro• 
Yinces. 

hereafter Her :'.'Tajesty see fit ,;o to do, by 
Letters Patent under the Great Seal of the 
United Kingdom, to erect and establish a 
High Court of Judicature in and for any 

Portion of the Territories within Her Majesty's Dominions 
in India, not included within the Limits of the local J urisdic
tion of another High Court, to consist of a Chief Justice 
and of such Number of other Judges, with such Qualifications 
as are required in Persons to be appointed to the High Courts 
established at the Presidencies here-in-before mentioned, as Her 
?vlajesty from Time to Time may think fit and appoint; and it 
shall be lawful for Her Majesty by such Letters Patent to confer 
on such Court any such Jurisdiction, Powers, and Authority, as 
under this Act is authorised to be conferred on or will become 
vested in the High Court to be established in any Presidency 
here-in-before mentioned ; and, subject to the Directions of 
such Letters Patent, all the Provisions of this Act having 
reference to the High Court established in any surh Pre~iJency, 
and to the Chief Justice and other J ndge.;; nf stJCb Court, and to 
the Governor-General or Governor of the !'residency in which 
such High Court is established, shall, as far as Circumstances 
may permit, be applicable to the High Court established in the 
said Territo'ries, and to the Chief justice and other Judges 
thereof, and to the person administering the Government of the 
said Territories. 
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17. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty. if Her Majesty 
shall so think fit, at any Time within Three 

Other or supplemental y f h £ bl" l t f H Charters may be granted ears a ter t e sta ts 1men 0 any igh 
:S~~'::a'i.~:~~':./:faCo~~~~r Court under this Act, by Her Letters Patent 

to revoke all or .such P<\rh or Provisions as 
Her Majesty may think fit of the Letters Patent by which 
such Court was established, and to grant and make such other 
Powers and Provisions as Her Majestr may think fit, and as 
might have been granted or made by such First Letters Patent, 
or without any such Revocation as aforesaid, by like Letters 
Patent to grant and make any additional or supplementary 
Powers and Provisions which might have been granted or made 
in the first instance. 

18. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, from Time to Time 
TerrltMinl limits may by her Order in Council, to transfer any 

be altered by Order in Territories or Place from the Jurisdiction 
Council. f 0 I J . d" . fA 0 l f o ne to t 1e uns rctron o ny t 1er o 
the High Courts estahlishecl under this Act, and generally to 
alter and determine the territorial Limits of the Jurisdiction of 
the s<Jid several Courts as to Her Majesty, with the advice of 
Her Privy Council, may seem meet. 

19. The \Vord "Barrister" in this Act shall be deemed to 
include Barristers of England or [reland 

Interpretation oi tern1s. M l f J f Ad or em 1ers o the Facu ty o vacates 
in Scotland· and the \Vords "Governor-General and Governor" 
shall compr~hend the Officer administering the Government.· 

III. LETTERS PATENT" FOR THE HIGH COURT IN 
BENGAL, 1865. 

VICTORIA, br the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and J reland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, To 
all to whom these presents shall come, greeting : vVhereas hy 
an Act of Parliament passed in the Twenty-fourth and Twenty
fifth Years of Our Reign,entituled "An Act for establishing High 
Courts of Judicature in India," it was, amongst other things, • 
enacted that it should be lawful for Her Majesty, by Letters 
Patent under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom, to erect 
and establish a High Court of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in 
Bengal, for the Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort 
William aforesaid, and that such High Court sl)o~Ald consist 

• The Letters Patent for the High Courts of Madra~ and Bombay are mutatis 
mutandis in exactly the same terms. 



•>f a Chief justice, and as many J uclges, not exceeding fifteen, 
:>s Her Majesty might, from time to time, think fit to appoint, 
who should be selected from among persons qualified as in the 
said Act is declared : Provided al,.vay~. that the persons who at 
the time of the esta~lishment of such High Court were Judges 
ofthe Supreme CotJrt uf Judicature, and perrn;l!le!lt Judges of 
lh!"' Court of SuJdc'" Dewarlil) "\dr~wlut or Sudder Adawlut of 
the same Presidenc\', ,;hould lv -it!d lwcnmc _imlgcs of such 
} Iigh Court withc;ut furtlwr appointmem for that purpose, 
'md the Chief Justice •A such Supn::nc 1. •nnt -;hould become 
the Chief Justice of such High Cuurt. and that upon tbe 
establishment of such High C>HJrt a~ ilf<Jresaid. the Supreme 
Court and the Court of Sudder Dewannv :\da\vlut and Sudder 
:'-J"izamut Adawlut at Calcutta in th:.' ~aid Presidency, should 
be abolished :- · 

And that the High Court of Judicature so to be establi,;hed 
should have and exercise all such civil, criminal, admiralty 
and vice-admiralty, testamentary, intestate, and matrimonial 
jurisdiction, original and appellate, and all such powers and 
authority for and in relation to the administration of justice 
in the said Presidency, as Her ;\Iajesty might, by such Letters 
Patent as aforesaid, grant and direct. snbject, however, to such 
directions and limitations, as to the exercise of original, civil, 
and criminal jurisdiction beyond the limits of the Presidency 
town, as might be prescribed thereby : and silve as by such 
Letters Patent might be otherwise directed, and subject and 
without prejudice to the legislative powers in relation to the 
matters aforesaid of the Governor-General of India in Conncil, 
the High Court so to be established should have <Jlld exercise 
all jurisdiction, and every power and authority whatsoever, in 
any manner vested in any of the Courts in the <;;one rresidency 
abolished under the said A.ct, at the time of the abolition of 
such last-mentioned Courts :--

And whereas \Ve did, upon full consideration of the 
premises, think fit to erect and •:stablish, and by our Lt·tters 
Patent unrler the Great Seal of the l 'nilt.d Kingdom uf c;reat 
Britain and Ireland, bearing date at \Vestminstt>r the Four
teenth day of May, in the Twenty-fifth Year of our Reign, in the 
Year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and stxty-two. 
did, accordingly, for Us, Our beiro.; and successors, erect and 
establish, at.Fort William in Bengal, f0r the Bengal Division 
of the Presidency of Fort William aforesaid, a High Court 
·Jf J udicatnre, which should be called the High Coutt of J ud;ca-
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ture at Fort William in Bengal, and did thereby constitute the 
said Court to be a Court of Record ; and whereas We did 
thereby appoint and ordain that the said High Court of 
Judicature at Fort William in Bengal should until further or 
other provision should be made by Us • or Our heirs and 
successors in that behalf, in accordance with the recited Act, 
consist of a Chief Justice and thirteen Judges, and did thereby, 
in addition to the persons who at the time of the establishment 
of the said High Court were Judges of the Supreme Court of 
Judicature, and permanent Judges of the Court of Sudder 
Dewanny Adawlut, in the said Presidency respectively, consti
tute and appoint certain other persons, being respectively 
qualified as in the said Act is declared, to be Judges of the 
said High Court :-

And whereas on the thirtieth day of January One thousand 
eight hundred and sixty-three, \Ve did, in the manner in the 
said recited Act provided, direct and ordain that the said High 
Court should consist of a Chief Justice and fourteen Judges:-

And whereas by the said recited Act it is declared lawful 
for Her Majesty, at any time within three years after the 
establishment of the said High Court, by her Letters Patent, 
to revoke all or such parts or provisions as Her Majesty might 
think fit of the Letters Patent by which such Court was 
established, and to grant and make such other powers and 
provisions as Her Majesty might think fit, and as might have 
been granted or made by such first Letters Patent:-

And whereas by the Act of the twenty-eighth Year of 
Our Reign, chapter fifteen, entitled "an Act to extend the 
term for granting fresh Letters Patent for tbe High Courts in 
India, and to make further provision respecting the territorial 
jurisdiction of the said Courts," the time for issuing fresh Letters 
Patent has been extended to the First of January, One thousand 
eight hundred and sixty-six :-

And whereas, in order to make further provision respecting • 
the constitution of the said High Court, and the administration 
of justice thereby, it is expedient that the said Letters Patent, 
dated the Fourteenth of May, One thousand eight hundred and 
sixty-two, should be revoked, and that some of the pow12rs and 
provisions thereby granted and made should be ~ranted and 
made with amendments and additional powers and provisions 
by fresh Letters Patent :-
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L ~ow knO\v ye that \Ve, upon full consideration of the 
premises, and of Our special grace, certain knowledge, and mere 
motion, have thought fit to revoke, and do by these presents 
(from and after the date of the publication thereof as hereinafter 
provided, and subject to the provisions thereof) revoke Our said 
Letters Patent of 'the Fourteenth of May, One thousand eight 
hundred and sixty-two, except so far <ls the Letters Patent of 
the Fourteenth Year e>f His Majest}· Kin[~ George the Third, 
Jated the twenty~ixth of I\1arch, Olli.: thcAJf:lcUIU seven hundred 
and sevent;.·-four, establishing a :-;upremc Cnurt of Judicature at 
Fort \Villiam in BengaL wen; re\ 1iktd ur determined thereby. 

2. And \Ve do by these presents grant, direct, and ordain, 
that notwithstanding the revocation of the said Letters Patent of 
the Fourteenth of May, One thousand eight hundred and sixty
two the High Court of Judicature, called the High Court of Judi
cature at Fort William in Bengal, shall be and continue, as from 
the time of the original erection and establishment thereof, the 
High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal for the 
Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort William aforesaid ; 
and that the said Court shall be ancl continue a Court of Record, 
and that all proceedings commenced in the said High Court 
prior to the date of the publication of these Letters Patent shall 
be continued and depend in rhe said High Court as if they had 
commenced in the said High Court after the date of such pub
lication, and that all rules and orders in force in the said High 
Court immediately before the date of the publication of these 
Letters Patent shall continue in force, except so far as the 
same are altered hereby, until the same are altered by competent 
authority. 

3· And We do hereby appoint and ordain, that the person 
and persons who shall immediately before the date of the 
publication of these Letters Patent be the Chief Justice and 
Judges, or acting Chief Justice or Judges, if any, of the said 
High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, shall 
continue to be the Chief Justice and Judges, or acting Chief 

• Justice or Judges, of the said High Court, until further or other 
provisions shall be made by Us <;r Our heirs ami successors in 
that behalf, in accordance with the srid recited i\ct for establish
ing High Courts of J udicaturc in India. 

4. And We do hereby appoint and ordain, that every 
clerk and ministerial officer of the said Iligh Court of Judicature 
at J:<ort Wi11iam in Bengal appointed IJy virtue of the said 
Letters Patent of the Fourteenth of May, One thousand eight 
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hundred and sixty-two, shall continue ·to hold and enjoy his 
office and employment, with the salary thereunto annexed, until 
he be removed from such office and employment ; and he shall 
be subject to the like power of removal, regulations, and pro
visions as if he were appointed by virtue of these Letters 
Patent. • 

5· !\ nd \Ve do hereby ordain, that the Chief Justice and 
every Judge wlzo skll! be .from time to time appointed to the 
said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, pre
viously to entering upon the execution of the duties of his 
office, shall make and subscribe the following declal'ation before 
such authority or person as the (;overnor·General in Council 
may commission to receive it :-

"I, A. B., appointed Chief Justice (or a Judge) of the High 
Court of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, do solemnly 
declare that I will faithfully perform the duties of my office to 
the best of my ability, knowledge, and judgment." 

6. And \Ve do hereby grant, ordain, and appoint, that the 
said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall 
have and use, as occasion may require, a seal bearing a device 
and impression of Our Royal Arms, with an exergue or label 
surrounding the same, with this inscription : "The Seal of the 
High Court at Fort William in Bengal." And We do further 
grant, ordain, and appoint, that the said seal shall be delivered 
to and kept in the custody of the Chief Justice, and in case of 
vacancy of the office of Chief Justice, or during any absence of 
the Chief] ustice, the same shall be delivered over and kept in 
the custody of the person appointed to act as Chief Justice, under 
the provisions of section 7 of the said recited Act ; and We do 
further grant, ordain, and appoint, that whensoever it shall 
happen that the office of Chief Justice, or of the Judge to whom 
the custody of the said seal be committed, shall be vacant, the 
said High Court shall be and is hereby authorized and em
powered to demand, seize, and take the said seal from any 
person or persons whomsoever, by what ways and means soever 
the same may have come to his, her, or their possession. ' 

7. And \Ve do hereby further grant, ordain, and appoint, 
that all writ!', summons, precepts, rules, orders, and other man
datory process to be used, issued, or awarded by the said High 
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, shall run and be 
in the name and style of Us, or of Our heirs and snccessors, and 
shall be sea!erl with the seal of the said High Court. 



8. And We do hereby authorize and empower the Lim::. 
Justice of the said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in 
Benga! from time to time, as occasion may require, and subject 
to any rules and restrictions which may be prescribed by the 
Governor-General ill Council, to appoint so many and such 
clerks and other mil'listerial officers as shall be found necessary 
for the administration of justice, and the due execution of all 
the powers and authorities granted and committed to the said 
High Court by these Our Letters Patent. And We do hereby 
ordain that every such appointment shall be forthwith sub
mitted to the approval of the Governor-General in Council, and 
shall be either confirmed or disallowed hv tbe Governor-General 
in Council, and it is Our further will an~i pleasure. and \Ve do 
hereby, for Cs. Our Heirs and Successors, givt>, grant, direct, and 
appoint, that all and every the officers and clerks to he appointed 
as aforesaid shall have and receive respectively such reasonable 
,;alaries as the Chief Justice shall, from time to time, appoint for 
each office and place respectively, and as the Governor-General 
in Council shall approve of· Provided always, ;;ml it is Our will 
and pleasure, that all and every the officers and clerks to be 
appointed as aforesaid shall be resident within the limits of the 
jurisdiction of the said Court, so long as they shall hold their 
respective offices ; but this proviso shall not interfere with or 
prejudice the right of any officer or clerk to avail himself of leave 
of absence under any rules prescribed by the Governor-General 
in Council, and to absent himself from the said limits during the 
term of such leave, in accordance with the said rules. 

Admission of Advocates, Va!.:ec!s, and Attormys. 

9· And \Ve do hereby authorize and empower the said 
! Iigh Court of Judicature at Fort \Villiarn in Bengal to approve, 
admit, and enrol such and so many Advocates, Vakeels, and 
Attorneys as to the said High Court shall seem meet ; and such 
"\dvocates, Vakeels, and Attorneys shall be and are hereby 
authorized to appear for the suitors of the said High Court, and 

'to plead or to act, or to plead and act, for the said suitors, 
according as the said High Court may by its rule<> 'lnrl direc
tions determine, and subject to such rules and directions. 

10. t'\lid \\e dn hereby nrdain, that the said High Court 
··lf J udjc;,ture at Fort \Villiarn in Bengal shall haYe power to 
make rules f0r the ~~ualifications and ~ldmissinn nf proper persons 
to be Advocates, Vakeels, and Attorneys-at-Law of the said 
High Court, and shall be empowered to remove r to mspwd 



_ _ r -v~·~"' ~"~ reasonable cause, the said Advocates, Vakeels, 
or Attorneys-at-Law ; and no person whatsoever but such Advo
cates, Vakeels, or Attorneys shall be allowed to act or to plead 
for, or on beltaif of any suitor in the said High Gourt, except 
that any suitor shall be allowed to appear, ~lead, or act on his 
own behalf, or on behalf of a co-suitor. 

Civil jurisdiction o.f tlze Higlz Court. 

11. And We do hereby ordain, that the said High Court of 
Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall have and exercise 
ordinary original civil jurisdiction within such local limits as 
may from time to time be declared and prescribed by any law 
made by competent legislative autlzority .for India, and, until 
some local limit shall be so declared and prescribed, within the 
limits declared and prescribed by the proclamation fixing the 
limits of Calcutta, issued by the Governor-General in Council, 
on the Tenth day of September in the Year of Our Lord, One 
thousand seven hundred and ninety-four, and the ordinary 
original civil jurisdiction of the said High Court shall not 
extend beyond the limits for the time being declared and pres
cribed as the local limits of such jurisdiction. 

12. And We do further ordain, that the said High Court of 
Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, in the exercise of its 
ordinary original civil jurisdiction, shall be empowered to receive, 
try, and determine suits of every description, if, in the case of 
suits for land or other immoveable property, such land or pro
perty shall be situated, or, in all other cases if the cause of action 
shall have arisen, either wholly, or, in case the leave of the Court 
shall have been first obtained, in pd.rt, within the local limits of "" 
the ordinary original jurisdiction of the said High Court, or if 
the defendant at the time of the commencement of the suit 
shall dwell, or carry on business, or personally work for gain, 
within such limits ; except that the said High Court shall not 
have such original jurisdiction in cases falling within the juris-
diction of the Small Cause Court at Calcutta, in which the debt • 
or damage, or value of the property sued for, does not exceed 
one hundred rupees. 

13. And We do further ordain, that the said High Court 
of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal shall have power to 
remove, and to try and determine, as a Court of extraordinary 
original jurisdiction, any suit being or falling within the juris
diction of any Court, whether within ·or without the Bengal 
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Division of the Presidency of Fort William, subject to its 
'uperintendence, wh<"n the said High Court shall think proper 
to do so, either on the agreement of the parties to that effect, or 
lor purposes of justice, the reasons for so doing being recorded 
on the proceedings of the said High Court. 

q. And \Ve do further ordain, that where a plaintiff has 
·;everal causes of action against ;; defendant, such causes of 
c:dion not beint:: for land "! uttwr immr:vc;able prnpc:rty, and the 
;aid High Court shall have urlsdiction in respect of 
••ne of such causes of action, it -~hall be for the 'iaid High 
'ourt to call on the defend;wt to :,;lu•w cause wbv the several 

causes of action should not be joined together ir: ··one suit, and 
to make such order for trial of the same as to the said High 
Court shall seem fit. 

I 5. And \Ve do further ordain, that an appeal shall lie to 
the said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal 
from the judgment (not being a sentence or order passed or made 
in any criminal trial) of one Judge of the said High Court, or of 
~me Judge of any Division Court, pursuant to section I 3 of the said 
recited Act ; and that an appeal shall also lie to the said High 
Court from the judgment (not beicg a sentence or order as 
aforesaid) of two or more Judges of the said High Court, or of 
such Division Court, wherever such Judg-es are equally divided 
in opinion, and do not amount in number to a majority of the 
whole of the Judges of the said High Court at the time being ; 
but that the right of appeal from other judgments of Judges 
of the said High Court, or of such Division Court, shall be to 
Us, Our Heirs or Successors, in Our or their Privy Council, as 
hereinafter provided. 

16. And We do further ordain, that the said High Cuurt 
of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall be a Court of 
Appeal from the Civil Courts of the Bengal Division of the 
Presidency of Fort \Villiam, and from all other Courts subject 
to its superintendence, and shall exercise appellate jurisdiction 
in such cases as are subject to appeal to the said High Court by 

• virtue of any laws or regulations now in force. 

17. And \Ve do further ordain, that the said High Court of 
Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal shall have the like power 
and authority with respect to the persons and estates of infants, 
idiots, and lunatics, within the Bengal Division of the Presidency 
of Fort \Villiam, as that which was vested in the said High Court 
immediately before the publication of these Presents. 
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I 8. And vVe do further ordain, that the Court for relief of 
insolvent Debtors at Calcutta shall be held before one of the 
Judges of the said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in 
Bengal, and the said High Court, and any such Judge thereof, 
shall have and exercise, within the Ben~~al Division of the 
rresidency of Fort \Villiam, such powers a'l1d authorities with 
respect to original a.nd appellate jurisdiction, and otherwise, as 
are constituted by the laws relating to insolvent debtors in India 

Law to be administered by tlze Hig!t Court of Judicature 
at Fort ~Villiam in Bengal. 

19. And We do further ordain that, with respect to the law 
or equity to be applied to each case coming before the said 
High Court of Judicature at Fort. William in Bengal, in the 
exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction, such law or 
equity shall be the law or equity which would have been applied 
by the said High Court to such case if these Letters Patent had 
not issued. 

20. And \Ve do further ordain that, with respect to the law 
or equity and the rule of good conscience to be applied to each 
case coming before the said High Court of Judicature at Fort 
\Villiam in Bengal, in the exercise of its extraordinary original 
civil jurisdiction, such law or equity and rule of good conscience 
shall be the Jaw or equity and rule of good conscience which 
would have been applied to such case by any local court 
having jurisdiction therein. 

21. And We do further ordain that, with respect to the law 
or equity and the rule of good conscience to be applied by the 
said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, to each 
case coming before it in the exercise of its appellate jurisdiction, 
such Jaw or equity and rule of good conscience shall be the law 
or equity and rule of good conscience which the Court in which 
the proceedings in such case were briginally instituted ought 
to have applied to such case. 

Criminal furzsdiction. 

22. And We do further ordain, that the said High Court 
of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall have ordinary 
original criminal jurisdiction within the local limits of its ordinary 
original civil jurisdiction, and also in respect of all 'such persons, 
both within the limits of the Bengal Division of the Presidency 

• 
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,,f Fort \Villiam, and be; und such iimits and not within tbe 
limits of the criminal jurisJictwn of any other High Court or 
Court established by competent legislative authority for India 
'ts the said High Court of] uclicature at Fort William in Bengal 
shall have criminal .i'urisdiction over at the date of the publicc-t 
tion of these Presents. 

23. And \Ve do further ordain, that the said High Court 
:)f Judicature at Fort \\'i!li<<tH i11 in the exncise uf iL; 
ordmary origiPal criminal ri:-:d1ctinn, ~lictli be t:mpowered 
~ . .:J try all persons in r.lue c:nur•;c "t law 

:24. And \\'e do further u1dai; that the said H1gh Court 
of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal shall have extraordi
nary original criminal jurisdiction over all persons residing in 
places within the jurisdiction of any Court now subject to the 
superintendence of the said High Court, and shall have autho
rity to try at its discretion any such persons brought before 
it on charges preferred by the Advocate-General, or by any 
Magistrate or other officer specially empowered by the Goven;, 
ment in that behalf. 

25 .. And \Ve do further ordain, that there shall be no 
appeal to the said High Court nf Judicature at Fort William 
in Bengal from any sentence or order passed ur made in any 
criminal trial before the Courts of original criminal jurisdic
tion, which may be constituted by one or more Judges of the 
said High Court. But it shall be at the discretion of any such 
Court to reserve any point or points of law for the opinion 
of the said High Court. 

26. And \Ve do further ordain, tbat on such point or 
points of law being so reo;erved as af()resaid, or on its being 
ct>rtified by the said Advocate-General that, in his judgment, 
tbere is an error in the decision of a point or points of law 
decided by the Court of original crimini!l jurisdiction, or that 
rt point or points of law which has or have been decided by 

< the said Court should be further considered, the said High 
Court shall have full power and authority to review the case, 
or such part of it as may be necessary, and finally determine 
such point or points of law, and thereupon to alter the sentence 
passed by the Court of original jurisdiction, and to pass such 
judgment and sentence as to tbe said High Court shall seem 
right. 

27. And \Ve do further ordain, that the said High Court 
of Judicature at Fort \V illiam in Bengal shall be a Court of 
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Appeal from the Criminal Courts of the Bengal Division of 
the Presidency of Fort \Villiam, and from all other Courts 

·subject to its superintendence, and shall exercise appellate 
jurisdiction in such cases as are subject to. appeal to the said 
High Court by virtue of any law now in force. 

28. And We do further ordain, that the said High Court 
of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall be a Court of 
Reference and Revision from the Criminal Courts subject to its 
appellate jurisdiction, and shall have power to hear and 
determine all such cases referred to it by the Sessions Judges, 
or by any other officers now authorized to refer cases to the 
said High Court, and to revise all such cases tried by any officer 
or Court possessing criminal jurisdiction, as are now subject 
to reference to, or revision by, the said High Court. 

29. And We do further ordain, the said High Court shall 
have power to direct the transfer of any criminal case or appeal 
from any Court to any other Court of equal or superior juris
diction, and also to direct the preliminary investigation or tri:d 
of any criminal case by any officer or Court otherwise com
petent to investigate or try it, though such case belongs in 
ordinary course, to the jurisdiction of some other officer or 
Court. 

Criminal Law. 

30. And \Ve do further ordain, that all persons brought 
for trial before the said High Court of Judicature at Fort 
William in Bengal, either in the exercise of its original juris
diction, or in the exercise of its jurisdiction as a Court of Appeal, 
Reference, or Revision, charged with any offence for which 
provision is made by Act No. XLV of 1860, called the "Indian 
Penal Code," or by any Act amending or excluding the said 
Act, which may have been passed prior to the publication of 
these presents, shall be liable to punishment under the said 
Act or Acts, and not otherwise. 

Exercise of }u1-isdiction elsewlzere than at the ordinary place 
of sz'tting of tlze Hi'gh Court. 

31. And We do further ordain, that whenever it shall 
appear to the Governor-General in Council convenient that the 
jurisdiction and power by these Our Letters Pate'nt, or by the 
recited Act, vested in the said High Court of Judicature at 
Fort \Villiam in Bengal, should be exercised 111 any place 

• 
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within the jurisdiction of any Court now subject to the superin
tendence of the said High Court, other than the usual place 
of sitting of the said High Court, or at several ~uch places by. 
way of circuit, tht; proceedings in cases before the said High 
Court at such place.. or places shall he n:gulated by any );P-'-" 

relating thereto which has been ,,r ma,· he r;:ar!,.: , .. ··rnpetcnt 
lcgislathe authority for J ndla, · 

32. And \Ve do further ordain, that the Si'iid High Court 
of ] udicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal shall have and exer
cise all such civil and maritime jurisdictiC>n as mny now be 
exercised by the said High Court as a Court of Admiralty, 
or of Vice-Admiralty, and also such jurisdiction for the trial 
and adjudication of prize causes and other maritime questions 
arising in India as may now be exercised by the said High 
Court. 

33· And \Ve do further ordain, that the said High Court 
of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal shall have and exer
cise all·such criminal jurisdiction as may now be exercised by 
the said High Court as a Court of i\dmira.lty, or of Vice
Admiralty, or otherwise in connection with maritime matters 
or matters of prize. 

Testamenta~:)' and Intestate furisdiction. 

34· And We do further ordain, that the said High Court 
of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall have the like 
power and authority as that which may now be lawfully exer
cised by the said High Court, except within the limits of the 
jurisdiction for that purpose of any other High Court esta
blished by Her Majesty's Letters Patent, in relation to the gran
ting of probates of last wills and testaments, and letters of 

' administration, of the goods, chattels, credits, and all other 
effects whatsoever of persons, dying intestate, whether 
within or without the said Bengal Division, subject to the 
orders of the Governor-General in Council, as to the period 
when the said High Court shall cease to exercise testamentary 
and intestate jurisdiction in any place or places beyond the 
limits of the provinces or places for which it was established : 
Provided always, that nothing in these Letters Patent contained 
shall interfere with the provisions of any law wh.ich has been 
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made by competent legislative authority for India, by which 
power ts given to any other Court to grant such probates 
and letters of administration . . 

Matrimonial Jurisdictiorn . 
35. And We do further ordain, that the said High Court 

of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall have jurisdic
tion, within the Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort 
William, in matters matrimonial between Our subjects pro
fessing the Christian religion : Provided always, that nothing 
herein contained shall be held to interfere with the exercise of 
any jurisdiction in matters matrimonial by any Court not 
established by Royal Charter within the said Presidency law
fully possessed thereof. 

Powers of Sinr;le Judges and Division Courts. 

36. And We do hereby declare that any function which 
is hereby directed to be performed by the said High Court of 
Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, in the exercise of its 
original or appellate jurisdiction, may be performed by any 
Judge, or by any Division Court thereof, appointed or constitu
ted for such purpose under the provisions of the thirteenth sec
tion of the aforesaid Act of the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth 
Years of Our Reign; and if such Division Court is composed of 
two or more Judges, and the Judges are divided in opinion as 
to the decision to be given on any point, such point shall be 
decided according to the opinion of the majority of the Judges, 
if there shall be a majority ; but if the Judges should be equally 
divided, then the opinion of the senior Judge shall prevail. 

Civil Procedure. 

37· And We do further ordain, that it shall be lawful for 
the said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal • 
from time to time to make rules and orders for the purpose of 
regulating all proceedings in civil cases which may be brought 
before the said High Court, including proceedings in its Ad
miralty, Vice-Admiralty, Testamentar:r, Intestate, and Matri
monial jurisdictions respectively : Provided always, that the 
said High Court shall be guided in making such rNies and or
d~rs, as far as possible, by the provisions of the Code of Civil 
Ptocedure, being an Act passed by the Governor-General in 
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~'ouncil, and being .\ct ?\o. VIII of IS59, and the provisions 
<>f any law which has been made, aillending or alterin~ the same, 

competent legislative authority for India. 

: Criminal Procedure. 

38. And \Ve do fmther ordain, that the proceedings in all 
riminal cases which <;hail he hr< tc: '''-' the said High 
n;_:rt of Judicature at Fort \Villiam l\en 1 the exerci<-:e 

.,f its ordinary original in;; :ur:..;rl;ctltJr;, rl.nd <1lso in ali 
>ther criminal cases ovt':'r which tl" qjd 'uurt h::Hl jllris

diction immediately before the puhlicatiou of these Presents. 
shall be regulated by the procedure and practice which was in 
use in the said High Court immediately before such publi 
cation, subject to any law which has been or may be made in 
relation thereto by competent legislative authority for India; 
and that the proceedings in all other criminal cases shall be 
regulated by the Code of Crimina! Procedure prescribed by 
an Act passed by the Governor-General in Council, and being 
Act No. XXV of I 861, or bv such further or other !a ws in 
relation to criminal procedur-e as may have been or may be 
made by such authority as aforesaid. 

Appeals to Pri<')' Council. 

39· And We do further ordain, that any person or persons 
may appeal to lJ s, Our Heirs and ~uccessors, in Our or their 
Privy Council, in any matter not bemg of criminal jurisdiction, 
from any final judgment, decree-, or order of the said High 
Court of Judicature at Fort \Villiam in Bengal, made on appeal, 
and from any final judgment, decree, or order made in the 
exercise of original jurisdiction by a majority of the full number 
of Judges of the said High Court, or of any Division Court, from 
which an appeal shall not lie to the said High Court under the 
provision contained in the I 5th clause of these Presents : Pro-

! vided, in either case, that the sum or matter at issue is of the 
amount or value of not less than Ic,ooo, rupees, or that such 
judgment, decree, or order shall involve, directly or indirectly, 
some claim, demand, or question to or respecting property 
amounting to or of the value of not less than ro,ooo rupees; or 
from any o{ber final judgment, decree, or order made either on 
appeal or otherwise as aforeasid, when the said High Court shall 
declare that the case is a fit one for appeal to Us, Our Heirs or 
Successors, in Our or their Privy Council. Subject always to 
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such rules and orders as are now in force, or may from time 
to time be made, re~pecting appeals to Ourselves in Council 
from the Courts of the said Presidency ; except so far as the 
said existinj6 rules and orders respectively ar~ hereby varied, and 
subject also to such further rules and orders. as \Ve may, with 
the advice of Our Privy Council, hereafter make in that behalf. 

40. And We do further ordain, that it shall be lawful for 
the said High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal, 
at its discretion, on the motion, or if the said High Court be not 
sitting, then for any ] udge of the said High Court, upon the 
petition of any party who considers himself aggrieved by any 
preliminary or interlocutory judgment, decree, order, or sen
tence of the said High Court, in any such proceeding as aforesaid, 
not being of criminal jurisdiction, to grant permission to such 
party to appeal against the same to Us, Our Heirs or Succes
sors, in Our or their Privy Council, subject to the same rules, 
regulations, and limitations as are herein expressed, respecting 
appeals from final judgments, decrees, orders, and sentences. 

4I. And We do further ordain, that from any judgment, 
order, or sentence of the said High Court of Judicature at Fort 
William in Bengal, made in the exercise of original eriminal 
jurisdiction, or in any criminal case, where any point or points 
of law have been reserved for the opinion of the said High Court 
in manner hereinbefore provided, by any Court which has 
exercised original jurisdiction, it shall be lawful for the person 
aggrieved by such judgment, order, or sentence to appeal to Us, 
Our Heirs or Successors, in Council ; provided the said High Court 
shall declare that the case is a fit one for such appeal, and under 
such conditions as the said High Court may establish or require, 
subject always to such rules and orders as We may, with the 
advice of Our Privy Council, hereafter make in that behalf. 

42. And \Ve do further ordain, that in all cases of appeal 
made from any judgment, order, sentence, or decree of the said 
High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal to Us, 
Our Heirs or Successors, in Our or their J1rivy Council, • 
such High Court shall certify and transmit to Us, Our Heirs 
and Successors, in Our or their Privy Council, a true and correct 
copy of all evidence, proceedings, judgments, decrees, and 
orders had or made in such cases appealed, Sf:\ far as the 
same have relation to the matters of appeal ; such copies to be 
certified under the seal of the said High Court. A'nd that the 
said High Court shall also certify and transmit to Us, Our Heirs 
and Successors, in Our or their Privy Council, a copy of the reasons 
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given by the Judges of such Court, or by any of such Judges, for 
or against the judgment or determination appealed against. 

And \Ve do fvrther ordain, that the said High Court shall, 
in all cases of appe,pl to Us, Our Heirs or Successors, conform to 
and execute or cause to be executed, such judgments and orders 
as \Ve, Our Heirs or Successors, in Our or their Privv Council, 
;,hall think fit to make in the prf'mi'if'" i'1 ~nch rnan;1er ::~s any 
· •t iginal juJgmenL decree '•r decretai order~, nr other order or 
rule of the said High ( nun. •;],ol: q; haH been 
executed. 

Calls _for Re,·ords, etc., ~~~~ tl!i: C,i;•enwtozt. 

43· And it is Our further will and pleasure that the said 
High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal shall com
ply with such requisitions as may be made by the Government 
for records, returns, and statements, in snch form and manner as 
such Government may deem proper. 

44· And \Ve do f11rther ordain and declare, that all the 
provisiQns of these Our Letters Patent are subject to the legis
lative powers of the Governor-General in Council, exercised at 
meetings for the purpose of making laws and regulations, and 
also of the Governor-General in cases of emergency under the 
provisions of an Act of the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Years 
of Our Reign, Chapter sixty-seven, and may be in all respects 
amended and altered thereby. 

45· And it is Our further will and pleasure that these 
Letters Patent shall be published by the Governor-General in 
Council, and shall come into operation from and after the date 
of such publication ; and that from and after the date on which 
effect shall have been given to them, so much of the aforesaid 
Letters Patent, granted by His MRjesty King George the Third, 
<~S Wi-!S not revoked or determined bv the said Letters Patent 
of the Fourteenth of Tvlay, One thousand eight hundred and sixty
two, and is inconsistent with these Letters Patent, shall cease, 
determine, and be utterly void, to all intents and purposes 
whatsoever. 

In \Vitness whereof \Ve have caused these Our Letters to be 
made Pate1it. \Vitness Ourself at \Vestminster, the Twenty
eighth day· of December, in the Twenty-ninth Year of Our 
Reign. 

(Sd.) C. RoMILLv. 
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IV. THE INDIAN HIGH COURTS ACT, 1865. 

(28 & 29 Viet., Ch. I 5.) 

AN ACT TO EXTEND THE TEI:M FO~ GRANTING FRESH 
LETTERS PATENT l'OR THE HIGH COUI{TS •IN INDIA, AND TO 
MAKE FURTHER l'H.OVISIONS RESPECTING THE TERRITORIAL 
}Ul{JSDICTION OF TilE SAID COUIZTS. (7Tll Al'RIL, 1865.) 

''Whereas it is expedient to extend the time fixed for grant
ing fresh Letters Patent for the High Courts in India under the 
provisions of an Act passed in the Twenty-fourth and Twenty
fifth Years of the Reign of Her present Majesty, intituled An Act 
for establishing lliglt Courts of judicature in India, and to make 
further provisron than is in the said Act contained for empower
ing the alteration from time to time of the local limits of the 
said High Courts, and for the exerci~e, in places beyond the 
limits of the Presidencies, or places within and for which 
such High Courts are established, of the jurisdiction and powers 
conferrPd by Her Majesty's Letters Patent on the said High 
Courts." Be it enacted etc • * • as follows : 

1. The time fixed for granting fresh Letters Patent for 
the High Courts in India by Section 

tr~;:'/'.eu!~~ Paf:.:'t~tlng seventeen of the said recited Act is here
by extended to the first day of January 

Or.e thousand eight hundred and sixty six. 

2. Sections ten and eighteen of the said Act of the 
Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Years 

24 & 25 VIet. c. 104, of Her pre~ent MaJ· esty are hereby ress. 10 & 1tl repealed. 
pealed. 

3· It shall be lawful for the Governor-General of India 
in Council, by order, from time to time, to transfer any territory 
or place, from the jurisdiction of one to the jurisdiction of any 
other of the High Courts established or to be established under 
the said Act, and to authorise and empower any High Court • 
to exercise all or any portion of the jurisdiction and powers 
conferred or to be conferred on it by Her Majesty's Letters 

Power to the Oovernor
<leneral In Council to 
alter local limits of 
l urlsdlctlon of High 
Courts. 

Patent establishing the same, or any other 
Letters Patent issued by Her Majesty 
under the provisions of the above-recited 
Act of the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth 

Years of Her Majesty, within any such portions of Her 
Majesty's Dominions in India not included within the limits 
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of the Presidency or place or places for which such High 
( .:ourt was established, as the said Governor-General in Council 
may from time to time determine, and also to exercise any 
such jurisdiction in respect of Christian subjects of Her 
Majesty resident wHhin the Dominions of such of the Princes 
and States of Intiia in alliance with Her Majesty as the said 
Governor-General in Council may. in manner aforesaid, from 
time to time determine. anything in the said recited t\ct of 
tLe ·'"fv . .rcnty-·fuurth and ·r \Ye: ~.ft~· \ ('dr·,~ i ·i er nresent 
.:\1a jesty notwi thstanJ in rz. 

4· \Vhenever any ~tJcit <•nk• h:i- hn·n by the. 
Governor-Genera! in Counc!l, he sh<cd tr;m,mi t" tile ~ecretan 
of State for India an authentic copy thereof, and it shall 
be lawful for Her Majesty to signify through the .Secretary 
of State for India in Council, Her disallov.:ance of such order; 
and such disallowance shall make void ;md annul such order 
from and after the day on which the Governor-General shall 
make known by Proclamation, or Ly signification to his 

Power ot Crown to 
disallow any order ol the 
Governor-General for 
that purJl"se. 

Council, that he has received the notifica
tion of such disallowance by Her :;\'lajesty · 
Provided always, that all Acts, Pro
ceedings, and Judgments done, taken, or 

given by such High Courts, and not set aside by any com
petent authority before the l'rurnulgati<lll or signification as 
aforesaid of such disallowance by Her Majesty, shall be 
deemed to be and to have been valid and effectual for all 
purposes whatever, such disallowance notwithstanding. 

5· So much of this Act as relates to the jurisdiction 
of the High Court shall commence and 

Commencement of the come into operation as soon as the same 
Act. shall have been published by the Governor-
General in Council. 

6. ~ othing in 

Powers of Governor· 
(leneral not affected. 

this Act contained shall interfere with 
the powers of the Governor-General in 
Council at meetings for the purpose of 
making Laws and Regulations. 
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V. THE INDIAN HIGH COURTS ACT, 1911. 

(r & 2 Geo. V., Ch. 18.) 

AN AcT TO AMEND THE INDIAN HIGH COURTS 
ACT, 1861. (18th AUGUST, 191 1.) 

Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, by 
and with the Advice and Consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assem
bled, and by the Authority of the same, as follows :-

I. The maximum number of Judges of a High Court 
of Judicature in India, including the Chief Justice, shall be 
twenty, and Section 2 of the Indian High Courts Act, 1861, 
shall have effect accordingly. 

2. The Power of His Majesty under Section 16 of the 
Indian High Courts Act, r861, may be exercised from time 
to time, and a High Court may be established under that 
section in any portion of the territories within His Majesty's 
Dominions in India, whether or not included within the limits 
of the local jurisdiction of another High Court ; and where 
such a High Court is established in any part of sud\ terri
tories included within the limits of the local jurisdiction of 
another High Court, it shall be lawful for his Majesty by 
Letters Patent to alter the local jurisdiction of that other 
High Court and to m:~.ke such incidental, consequential, and 
supplemental provisions as may appear to be necessary by 
reason of the alteration of tho5e limits. 

3· Subject to the provisions of Section 2 of the Indian 
High Courts Act, r86r, as amended by this Act, regulating the 
number and qualifications of Judges, it shall be lawful for 
the Governor-General in Council to appoint from time to time 
persons to act as additional Judges of any High Court for such 
peri'od not exceeding two years as may be required, and the 
Judges so appointed shall, while so acting, have all the 
powers of a Judge of the High Court appointed by His • 
Majesty under Section 2 of the said Act : Provided that such 
additional Judges shall not be taken into account in determining 
the proportions specified in the proviso to that section. 

4· The salaries of any Judges or tern porary Judges ap
pointed under this Act shall be paid out of the Revenues of 
India. 
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5· This Act may be cited as the Indian High Courts Act, 
1 'J 1 I and shall be constructed as one with the I nclian High 
C~urts Act, 1861, and that Act, and the Indian High Courts Act, 
I 865, and this Act, may be cited together as the Indian 
High Courts Acts 1.S6r to rgr r. 

VI. LETTERS PATENT CONSTITUTING THE HIGH COURT 
OF JUDICATURE AT PATNA. DATED THE 

9th FEBRUARY. 1916 

George the Fifth, by the Crace 1 nf the L nited 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. oi the British 
Dominions beyond the Seas, King, Ue:"endt;r of the Faith, 
Emperor of India, To all to whom these Presents shall come, 
greeting : \Vhereas by an Act of Parliament passed in the 
Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Years of the Reign of Her 
late Majesty Queen Victoria, and called the Indian High 
Courts Act, 186r, it was, amongst other things, enacted by 
section one, that it should be lawful for Her Majesty, by 
Letters Patent under the Great Seal of the United K ingdnm, 
to erect and establish a High Court of Judicature at Fort 
\Vi Ilia~ in Bengal, for the Bengal Division of the Presidency 
vf Fort William ; 

and, by section two, that such High Court should consist 
of a Chief Justice and as many Judge,;, not exceeding fifteen, 
as Her Majesty might, from time to time, think fit to appoint, 
who should be selected from among persons qualified as in the 
said Act was declared ; 

and, by section eight, that upon the establishment of such 
High Court as aforesaid the Supreme Court and the Court of 
Sadar Diwani Adalat and Sadar Nizamat Adalat at Calcutta, in 
the said Presidency, should be abolished ; 

and, by section nine, that the High Court of Judicature so 
to be established should have and exercise all such Civil, 
Criminal, Admiralty, and Vice-admiralty, Testamentary, Intes-

• tate and Matrimonial Jurisdiction, original and appellate, and 
all such powers and authority for and in relation to the adminis
tration of Justice in the said Presidency, as Her Majesty might 
by such Letters Patent as aforesaid grant and direct, subject, 
however, to such directions and limitations, as to the exercise 
of original c~vil and criminal jurisdiction beyond the limits of 
the Presidency town, as might be prescribed thereby ; and 
that, save as by such Letters Patent might be otherwise direc-
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ted, and subject and without prejudice to the legislative powers 
in relation to the matters aforesaid of the Governor-General 
of India in Council, the High Court so to be established should 
have and exercise all jurisdiction, and every power and authority 
whatsoever, in any manner vested in any of' the Courts in the 
same Presidency abolished under the said Act at the time of 
the abolition of such last-mentioned Courts : 

And whereas it wa" further declared by section sixteen of 
the said recited Act that it should be lawful for Us by Letters 
l'atent to erect and establish a High Court of Judicature in 
and for any portion of territories within Our Dominions in 
India, not included within the limits of the local jurisdiction of 
another High Court, to consist of a Chief Justice and such 
number of other Judges, with such qualifications as were by 
the same Act required in persons to be appointed tn the High 
Courts established at the !'residencies of Fort William in 
Bengal, of Madras, and of Bombay, as \Ve from time to time 
might think fit and appoint; and that it should be lawful for 
Us, by such Letters Patent, to confer on any new High Court 
which might be so established any such jurisdiction, powers 
and authority, as under the same Act was authorised to be 
conferred on or would become vested in the High Court estab
lished in any of the said Presidencies ; and that, subject to the 
directions of the T .etters Patent, all the provisions of the said 
recited Act relative to High Courts and to the Chief Justice 
and other Judges of such Courts, and to the Governor-General 
or Governor of the Presidency in which such High Courts were 
established, should, as far as circumstances might permit, be 
applicable to any new Iligh Court which might be established 
in the said territories, and to the Chief Justice and other Judges 
thereof, and to the Persons administenng the Governme11t of 
the said territories ; 

And whereas, upon full consideration of the premises, Her 
late Majesty Queen Victoria, by Letters Patent under the Great 
Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, bear
ing date at Westminster the Fourteenth day of May, in the• 
Twenty-fifth Year of Her Reign, in the Year of Our Lord One 
thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, did erect and estab
lish a High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal for 
the Bengal Division of the Presidency of Fort William aforesaid, 
and did constitute that Court to be a Court of Recprd : 

And whereas Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, by Letters 
Patent under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great 

.. 

.. 
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Britain and Ireland, bearing date at Westminster the Twenty
eighth day of December, in the Twenty-ninth Year of Her 
Reign, in the Year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred 
and sixty-five, did revoke the said Letters Patent bearing date 
the Fourteenth day•of May in the Year of Our Lord One thou
sand eight hundred' and sixty-two, hut notwithstanding that 
revocation did continue the said High ( 'ourt of Judicature at 
Fort \Viliiam in Bengal and declared tbat the Court should 
continue to be a Court of Record 

And whereas, upon full consideration of the premises, Her 
late Majesty Queen Victoria, by Letters Patent under the Great 
Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, bear
ing date at Westminster the Seventeenth day of March, in the 
Twenty-ninth Year of Her Reign, in the Year of Our Lord One 
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six, did erect and establish 
a High Court of Judicature for the North-\Vest ern Provinces, 
which said Court is situated at Allahabad in the Province of 
Agra and is now called the High Court of Judicature at Allaha
bad, and did constitute that Court to be a Court of Record : 

And whereas by an Act of l'arliament passed in the First 
and Sec.smd Ye~xs of Our Reign, and called the Indian High 
Courts -Act, 191 I, it was enacted, amongst other things, by sec
tion one, that the maximum number of Judges of a High Court 
of Judicature in India, including the Chief Justice, should be 
twenty ; and by section two, that Our power under section six
teen of the Indian High Courts Act, r86r, might be exercised 
from time to time, and that a High Court might be established 
under the said section sixteen in any portion of the territories 
within Our Dominions in India, whether or not included within 
the limits of the local jurisdiction of another High Court ; and 
that, where such a High Court was established in any part of 
such territories included within the limits of the local jurisdiction 
of another High Court, it should be lawful for Us by Letters 
Patent to alter the local jurisdiction of that other High Court, and 
to make such incidental, consequential, and supplemental provi-

• sions as might appear to be necessary by reason of the alteration 
of those limits : 

And whereas the said Indian High Courts Acts, 1861 and 
191 I, have been repealed and re-enacted by an Act of Parliament 
passed in the Fifth and Sixth Years of Our Reign, and called 
the Government of India Act, 1915 : 

And whereas certain territories formerly subject to and 
included within the limits of the Presidency of Fort William in 

27 
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Bengal were, by Proclamation made by the Governor-General of 
India on the Twenty-second day of March in the Year of Our 
Lord One thousand nine hundred and twelve, constituted a 
separate Province, called the Province of Bihar and Orissa, and 
are now governed by a Lieutenant-Governor in Council : 

I. Now know ye that We, upon full.considcration of the 
premises, and of Our special Grace, certain Knowledge, and mere 
MDtion, have thought fit to erect and establish, and by these 
Presents \Ne do accordingly for Us, Our Heirs and Succes
sors, erect and establish, for the Province of Bihar and Orissa 
aforesaid, with effect from the date of the publication of these 
Presents in the Bihar and Orissa Gazette, a High Court of 
Judicature, whir.:h shall be called the High Court of Judicature· 
at Patna, and We do hereby constitute the said Court to be a 
Court of Record. 

z. And We do hereby appoint and ordain that the High 
Court of Judicature at Patna shall, until further or other provi
sion be made by Us, or our Heirs and Successors, in that behalf 
in accordance with section one hundred and one of the said 
recited Government of India Act, 1915, consist of a Chief Justice 
and six other Judges, the first Chief Justice being Sir Edward 
Maynard Des Champs Chamier, Knight, and the six other 
Judges being Saiyid Shurf-ud-din, Esquire, Edmund Pelly 
Chapman, Esquire, Basanta Kumar Mullick, Esquire, Francis 
Reginald Roe, Esquire, the Hon'ble Cecil Atkinson, and 
Jowala Persad, Esquire, being respectively qualified as in the 
said Act is declared. 

3· And We do hereby ordain that the Chief Justice and 
every other Judge of the High Court of Judicature at Patna, 
previously to entering upon the execution of the duties of his 
office, shall make and subscribe the following declaration before 
such authority or person as the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
may commission to receive it:-

"I, A. B., appointed Chief Justice (or a Judge) of the High 
Court of Judicature at Patna, do solemnly declare that I will- • 
faithfully perform the duties of my office to the best of my 
ability, knowledge and judgment.'' 

4· And We do hereby grant, ordain and appoint that the 
High Court of Judicature at Patna shall have and use, as. 
occasion may require, a Seal bearing a device and impression
of Our Royal Arms, with an exergue or label surrounding 
the same, with this inscription, "The Seal of the High Court 
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at Patna., .And \Ve do further grant, ordain and appoint that 
the said Seal shall be delivered to and kept in the custody of 
the Chief Justice, and in case of vacancy of the office of Chief 
Justice, or during any absence of the Chief Justice, the same 
shall be delivered 'over and kept in the custody of the person 
appointed to act as •chief Justice under the provisions of section 
one hundred and five of the Government of India Act, 1915 ; and 
\Ve do further grant, ordain and appoint that, whensoever the 
office of Chief Justice or of the Judge to whom the custody 
of the said Seitl be committed JS vacant, the said High Court 
shall be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered to demand, 
seize and take the said Seal from any person or persons whom
soever, by what ways and means soever the same may have 
come to his, her or their possession. 

5· And \Ve do hereby further grant, ordain and appoint 
that all \Vrits, Summonses, Precepts, Rules, Orders and other 
mandatory process to be used, issued or awarded by the High 
Court of Judicature at Patna shall run and be in the name and 
style of Us, or of Our Heirs and Successors. and shall be ~ealed 
with the Seal of the said High Court. 

6. •And \Ve do hereby authorize and empower the Chief 
Justice of the High Court of Judicature at Patna from time to 
time, as occasion may require, and subject to any rules and 
restrictions which m«y be prescribed from time to time by the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, t0 appoint so many and such 
clerks and other ministerial officers as may be found necessary 
for the administration of justice, and the clue execution of all 
the powers and authorities granted <~nd committed to the said 
High Court by these 0ur Letters Patent. And We do hereby 
ordain that every such appointment shall be forthwith submit
ted to the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and 
shall be either confirmed or disallowed by the Lieutenant-Gover
nor in CounciL And it is Our further will and pleasure, and We 
do hereby, for Us, Our Heirs and Successors, give, grant, direct 

.and appoint, that all and every the officers and clerks to be ap
pointed as afore..,aid shall have and n:ceive respectively such 
reasonable salaries as the Chief Justice may, fr()m time to time, 
appoint for each office and place respectively, and as the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council, subject to the control of the 
Governor-General in Council, may approve of: Provided always, 
and it is Our will and pleasure, that all and every the officers 
and clerks to be appointed as aforesaid shall be resident within 
the limits of the jurisdiction of the said Court, so long as they 
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hold their respective offices; but this proviso shall not interfere 
with or prejudice the right of any officer or clerk to avail himself 
of leave of absence under any rules prescribed from time to time 
by the Governor-General in Council, and to absent himself from 
the said limits during the term of such '}eave in accordance 
with the said rules. 

Admission of Advocates, Vakils and Attorneys. 

7· And We do hereby authorize and empower the High 
Court of Judicature at Patna to approve, admit, and enrol such and 
so many Advocates, Vakils and Attorneys as to the said High 
Court may seem meet ; and such Advocates, Vakils and 
Attorneys shall be and are hereby authorized to appear for the 
suitors of the said High Court, and to plead or to act, or to plead 
and act, for the said suitors, according as the said High Court 
may by its rules and directions determine, and subject to such 
rules and directions. 

8. And We do hereby ordain that the High Court of Judi
cature at Patna shall have power to make rules from time to 
time for the qualifications and admission of proper persQ!lS to be 
Advocates, Vakils and Attorneys-at-law of the said High Court, 
and shalJ be empowered to remove or to suspend from prac
tice, on reasonable cause, the said Advocates, Vakils or 
Attorneys-at-law ; and no person whatsoever but such Advo
cates, Vakils or Attorneys shall be allowed to act or to plead 
for, or on behalf of, any suitor in the said High Court, except 
that any suitor shall be allowed to appear, plead or act on his 
own behalf, or on behalf of a co-suitor. 

Civil Jurisdiction of the High Court. 

9· And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have power to remove, and to try and 
determine, as a Court of extraordinary original jurisdiction, any • 
suit being or falling within the jurisdiction of any Court subject 
to its superintendence, when the said High Court may think 
proper to do so, either on the agreement of the parties to that 
effect, or for purposes of justice, the reasons for so doing being 
recorded on the proceedings of the said High Court. 

10. And We do further ordain that an appeal shall lie to 
the High Court of Judicature at Patna from the judgment (not 
being an order made in the exercise of revisional jurisdiction 
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in a case which has been called for bv the said Court, and not 
being a sentence or order passed or· made in the exercise of 
criminal jurisdiction) of one Judge of the said High Court, or 
of one Judge of any Division Court constituted in pursuance 
of section one hundred and eight of the Government of India 
Act, 1915, and that" an appeal shall also lie to the said High 
Court from the judgment (not being an orr!er or sentence as 
aforesaid) of two or more Judges of the sairl High Court, or 
qf any such Division Conrt wherever such Jmlge'> are equally 
divided in opinion and do not amount in number to a majority 
of the whole of the Judges of the said High Ccmrt at the time 
being ; but that the right of appeal from other judgments of 
Judges of the said High Court, or of any such Division Court, 
in such case shall be to Us, Our Heirs or Successors, in Our or 
their Privy Council, as hereinafter provided. 

I I. And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall be a Court of Appeal from the Civil 
Courts of the Province of Bihar and Orissa and from all other 
Courts subject to its superintendence, and shall exercise appel
late jurisdiction in such cases as were, immediately before the 
date of .the publication of these Presents, subject to appeal to 
the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal by 
virtue of any law then in force, or as may after that date be 
declared, subject to appeal to the High Court of Judicature at 
Patna by any law made by competent legislative authority for 
India. 

12. And \Ve do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have the like power at1cl authority 
with respect to the persons and estates of infants, idiots and 
lunatics within the Province of Bihar and Orissa as that which 
was vested in the High Court of Judicature at Fort William 
in Bengal immediately before the publication of these Presents. 

Law to,be administered b;· tlzc Jfiglt Court. 

13. And \Ve do further ordain that, with respect to the 
law or equity to be applied to each case coming before the 
High Court of Judicature at Patna in the exercise of its extra
ordinary original civil jurisdiction, such law or equity shall, 
until otherw-ise provided, be the law or equity which would have 
been applied to such case by any local Court having jurisdiction 
therein. 
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14· And Vve do further ordain that, with respect to the 
law or equity and the rule of good conscience to be applied by 
the High Court of Judicature at Patna to each case coming 
before it in the exercise of its appellate jurisdiction, such law or 
equity and rule of good conscience shall be. the law or equity 
and rule of good conscience which the Court in which the pro
ceedings in such case were originally instituted ought to have 
applied to such case. 

Criminal jurisdiction. 

I 5· And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have ordinary original criminal juris
diction in respect of all such persons within the Province of 
Bihar and Orissa as the High Court of Judicature at Fort William 
in Bengal had such criminal jurisdiction over immediately 
before the publication of these Presents. 

16. And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna, in the exercise of its ordinary original 
criminal jurisdiction, shall be empowered to try all persons 
brought before it in due course of law. 

IJ. And We do fnrther orclain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have extraordinary original criminal 
jurisdiction over all persons residing in places within the 
jurisdiction of any Court subject to its superintendence, and 
shall have authority to try at its discretion any such persons 
brought before it on charges preferred by any magistrate or 
other officer specially empowered by the Government in that 
behalf. 

18. And \Ve do further ordain that there shall be no 
appeal to the High Court of Judicature at Patna from any 
sentence or order passed or made by the the Courts of original 
criminal jurisdiction which may be constituted by one or more 
Judges of the said High Court. But it shall be at the dis
cretion of any such Court to reserve any point or points of law • 
for the opinion of the said High Court. 

19. And We do further ordain that, on such point or points 
of law being so reserved as aforesaid, the High Court of 
] udicature at Patna shall have full power and authority 
to review the case, or such part of it as may be necessary, and 
finally determine such point or points of law, and thereupon 
to alter the sentence passed by the Court of original jurisdic-
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cion, and to pass such judgment and sentence as to the said 
High Court may seem right. 

20. And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna .shall be a Court of Appeal from the Crimi
nal Courts of the P5ovince of Ribar and Orissa, and from all 
other Courts subject to its superintendence, and shall exercise 
appellate jurisdiction in such cases as were, immediately before 
tiit: date· of the: pubiicatinn nf tllF"" Present.;, "ubject to appeal 
to the High Court of Judicature at F<)lt William in Bengal by 
virtue of any la\v then in tnrce, or as may ;tfter that date be 
declared subject tCJ appeal tu the High Court of Judicature at 
Patna by any law made by competent legislative authority 
for India. 

2!. And \Ve do fmther ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall be a Court of reference and revision 
from the Criminal Courts subject to its appellate jurisdiction, 
and shall have power to hear and determine all such cases 
referred to it by the Sessions Judges, or by any other officers 
in the Province of Bihar and Orissa, who were, immediately 
before the publication of these Presents, authorized to refer 
cases to '"the High Court of Judicature at fort William in Bengal, 
and to revise all such cases tried by any officer or Court 
possessing criminal jurisdiction in the l'rovince of Bihar and 
Orissa, as were, immediately before the publication of these 
Presents, subject to reference to or revision by the High Court 
of) udicature at Fort William in Bengal. 

22. And \Ve do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have power to direct the transfer of 
any criminal case or appeal from any Court to any other 
Court of equal or superior jurisdiction, and also to direct the 
preliminary investigation or trial of any criminal case by any 
officer or Court otherwise competent to investigate or try it, 
though such case belongs in ordinary course to the jurisdiction 
of some other officer or Court. 

Criminal f.aw. 

23. And \Ve do further ordain that all persons brought 
for trial before the High Court of Judicature at Patna, either 
in the exercise of its original jurisdiction, or in the exercise of 
its jurisdiction as a Court of Appeal, reference or revision, 
charged with any offence for which provision is made by Act 
_'\f o. XLV of I 86o, called the "Indian Penal Code," or by any 
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Act amending or excluding the said Act which may have 
been passed prior to the publication of these Presents, shall 
be liable to punishment under the said Act or Acts, and not 
otherwise. 

• 
Admiralty Jurisdiction .• 

24. And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have and exercise in the Province 
of Bihar and Orissa all such civil and maritime jurisdiction 
as was exerciseable therein immediately before the publication 
of these Presents by the High Court of Judicature at Fort 
William in Bengal as a Court of Admiralty, and also such 
jurisdiction for the trial and adjudication of prize causes and 
other maritime questions as was so exerciseable by the High 
Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal. 

25. And We do further ordain that the High Court of Judi
cature at Patna shall have and exercise in the Province of Bihar 
and Orissa all such criminal jurisdiction as was exerciseab\e 
therein immediately before the publication of these Presents by 
the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal as a 
Court of Admiralty, or otherwise in connection with maritime 
matters or matters of prize. 

Testamentary and Intestate Jurisdict£on. 

26. And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have the like power and authority as 
that which was immediately before the publication of these 
Presents lawfully exercised within the Province of Bihar and 
Orissa by the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in 
Bengal, in relation to the granting of probates of last wills and 
testaments, and letters of administration of the goods, chattels, 
credits and all other effects whatsoever of persons dying intes
tate ; Provided always that nothing in these Letters Patent 
contained shall interfere with the provisions of any law which 
has been made by competent legislative authority for India, by • 
which power is given to any other Court to grant such pro
bates and letters of administration. 

Matrimonial Jurisdiction. 

27. And We do further ordain that the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna shall have jurisdiction, within the Pro
vince of Bihar and Orissa, in matters matrimonial between 
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Our subjects professing the Christian religion : Provided al
ways that nothing herein contained shall be held to interfere 
with the exercise of any jurisdiction in matters matrimonial 
by any Court, not established by Letters Patent within the said 
Province, which is l~wfully possessed of tb;tt jurisdiction. 

Powers ; .md [lhriSf(ilr Courts. 

28. And \Ve do here!;, <kdarc: that anv function which 
is hereby directed to be p~rformed by the' High Court of 
Judicature at Patna, in the exercise of its original or appellate 
jurisdiction, may be performed by any Judge, or by any Divi
sion Court, thereof, appointed or c<ll1stituted for such purpose 
in pursuance of section one hundred and eight of the Govern
ment of India Act, 1915 ; and if such Division Court is com
posed of two or more Judges and the Judges are divided in 
opinion as to the decision to be given on any point, such point 
shall be decided according to the opinion of the majority of 
the Judges, if there be a majority, but, if the Judges be equally 
divided, then the opinion of the senior ] udge shall prevail. 

Civil Procedure. 

29. And We do further ordain that it shall be lawful for 
the High Court of Judicature at Patna from time to time to 
make rules and orders for regulating the practice of the Court 
and for the purpose of adapting as far as possible the provi
sions of the Code of Civil Procedure, being an Act, No. V. of 
1908, passed by the Governor-General in Council, and the 
provisions of any law which has been or may be made, amend
ing or altering the same, by competent legislative authority for 
India, to all proceedings in its testamentary, intestate and 
matrimonial jurisdiction, respectively. 

Criminal Procedure. 

30. And vVe do further ordain that the proceedings in 
all criminal cases brought before the High Court of J udica
ture at Patna, in the exercise of its ordinary original criminal 
jurisdiction, shall be regulated by the procedure and practice 
which was in use in the High Court of Judicature at Fort 
\Villiam in Bengal immediately before the publication of 
these Presents, subject to any law which has been or 
may be made in relation thereto by competent legislative 
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authority for India ; and that the proceedings in all other 
criminal cases shall be regulated by the Code of Criminal Pro
cedure, being an Act, No. V. of I 8g8, passed by the Governor
General in Council, or by such further or otl}er laws in relation 
to criminal procedure as may have been or .may be made by 
such authority as aforesaid. 

Appeals to Privy Council. 

3 r. And \Ve do further ordain that any person or persons 
may appeal to Us, Our Heirs and Successors, in Our or their 
Privy Council, in any matter not being of criminal jurisdiction, 
from any final judgment, decree, or order of the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna made on appeal, and from any final judg· 
ment, decree, or order made in the exercise of original jurisdic
tion by Judges of the said High Court, or of any Division 
Court, from which an appeal does not lie to the said High 
Court under the provisions contained in the 10th clause of 
these Presents ; provided, in either case, that the sum or matter 
at issue is of the amount or value of not less than 10,000 rupees, 
or that such judgment, decree, or order involves, directly or 
indirectly, some claim, demand or question to or resJi)eCting 
property amounting to or of the value of not less than 10,000 
rupees ; or from any other final judgment, decree, or order 
made either on appeal or otherwise as aforesaid, when the said 
High Court declares that the case is a fit one for appeal to Us, 
Our Heirs or Successors, in Our or their Privy Council ; but 
subject always to such rules and orders as are now in force, or 
may from time to time be made, respecting appeals to Ourselves 
in Council from the Courts of the Province of Bihar and Orissa, 
except so far as the said existing rules and orders respectively 
are hereby varied ; and subject also to such further rules and 
orders as We may, with the advice of Our Privy Council, here~ 
after make in that behalf. · 

32. And We do further ordain that it shall be lawful 
for the High Court of Judicature at Patna, at its discretion, • 
on the motion, or, if the said High Court be not sitting, then 
for any Judge of the said High Court, upon the petition, of 
any party who considers himself aggrieved by any preliminary 
or interlocutory judgment, decree, or order of the said High 
Court, in any such proceeding as aforesaid, not being of 
criminal jurisdiction, to grant permission to such party to 
appeal against the same to Us, Our Heirs and Successors, in 
Our or their Privy Council, subject to the same rules, regulations 
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,.;nd limitations as are herein expre.ssed respecting appeals from 
final judgments, decrees and orders. · 

33· And \Ve do further ordain that from any judgment, 
order or sentence of •the High Court of Judicature at Patna, 
made in the exet>Cise of original criminal jurisdiction, or 
in any criminal case where any point or points of law have 
been reserved for the opini· m of the said High Court, in 
manner provided by the I Sth d;Hbt: ·.:f the~e Presents, by 
,•,nv Court which has exercised urisdicti•>tl, it shall be 
ia\~fui for the person e~ggriewd by judr;ment, order or 
sentence to appeal to L's, O•tr Heir:o :>r Succe~sors, in Council, 
provided the said High Court declares that the case is a fit one 
for such appeal, and that the appeal be made under such con
ditions as the said High Court may establish or require, but 
subject always to such rules and orders as are now in force, cr 
may from time to time be made, respecting appeals to Ourselves 
in Council from the Courts of the Province of Bihar and Orissa. 

34· And VVe do further ordain that, in all cases of appeal 
made from any judgment, decree, order or sentence of the High 
Court of Judicature at Patna to Us, Our Heirs or Successors, in 
Our or >their Privy Council, such High Court shall certify and 
transmit to Us, Our Heirs and Successors, in Our or their Privy 
Council, a true anJ correct copy uf all evidence, proceedings, 
judgments, decrees and orders had or made, in such cases 
appealed, so far as the same have relation to the matters of 
appeal, such copies to be certified under the Seal of the said 
High Court. And that the said High Court shall also certify 
and transmit to Us, Our Heirs and Successors, in Our or their 
Privy Council, a copy of the reasons given by the Judges of 
such Court, or by any of such Judges, for or against the judg
ment or determination appealed against. And \Ve do further 
ordain that the said High Court shall, in all cases of appeal to 
Us, Our Heirs or Successors, conform to and execute, or cause 
to be executed, such judgments and orders as \Ve, Our Heirs 

*or Successor,, in Our or their Privy Council, may think fit to 
make in the premises, in such manner as any original judg
ment, decree or decretal orders, or otlwr order or rule of the 
said High Court should or might have been executed. 

Exercise of jitrisdiction elsewhere th(m at the usual 11J!ace 
of sitting of the Jfigh Court. 

35· And \Ve do further ordain that, unless the Governor
General in Council otherwise directs, one or more Judges of the 
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High Court of Judicature at Patna shall visit the Division of 
Orissa, by way of circuit, whenever the Chief Justice from time 
to time appoints, in order to exercise in respect of cases arising 
in that Division, the jurisdiction and pqwer by these Our 
Letters Patent, or by or under the Governfil,ent of India Act, 
1915, vested in the said High Court: Provided always that such 
visits shall be made not less than four times in every year, 
unless the Chief Justice, with the approval of the Lieutenant
Governor in Council, otherwise directs: Provided also that the 
said High Court shall have power from time to time to make 
rules, with the previous sanctio11 of the Lieutenant-Govern11r in 
Council, for declaring what cases or classes of cases arising in 
the Division of Orissa shall be heard at Patna and not in that 
Division, and that the Chief Justice may, in his discretion, 
order that any particular case arising in the Division of Orissa 
shall be heard at Patna or in that Division. 

36. And We do further ordain that whenever it appears to 
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, subject to the control of 
the Governor-General in Council, convenient that the jurisdic
tion and power by these Our Letters Patent, or by or under the 
Government of India Act, 1915, vested in the High Court of 
Judicature at Patna should be exercised in any place within the 
jurisdiction of any Court subject to the superintendence of the 
said High Court, other than the usual place of sitting of the said 
High Court, or at several such places by way of circuit, one or 
more Judges of the Court shall visit such place or places 
accordingly. 

37· And \Ve drJ further ordain that whenever any Judge 
or Judges of the High Court of Judicature at Patna visit any 
place under the 35th or the 36th clause of these Presents, the 
proceedings in cases before him or them at such place shall be 
regulated by any law relating thereto which has been or may be 
made by competent legislative authority for India. 

Delegation of Duties to Officers. 

38. The High Court of Judicature at Patna may from time 
to time make rules for delegating to any Registrar, Prothono
tary or Master or other official of the Court any judicial, quasi
judicial and non-judicial duties. 

• 
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Cessatz"on of Jurisdzdio?Z of the Higlz Court offudicaturt 
at Fort W"dliam zn Bengal. 

39· And \Ve do further ordain that the jurisdiction of the 
High Court of Judi~ature at Fort William in Bengal in any 
matter in which jur.isdiction is by these Pre:>ents given to the 
High Court of Judicature at Patna shall cease from the date of 
the publication of these Presents, and that all proceedings 
pending in the former Court on that date in reference to any 
'nch matters shall be transferred t-::. the l«tkr Lvurt . 

Provided, first, that the High 'uurt of Judicature at Fort 
\Villiam in Bengal shall continue to exercise jurisdiction-

(a) in all proceedings pending in that Court on the date of 
the publication of these Presents in which any 
decree or order, other than an order of an inter
locutory nature, has been passed or made by that 
Court, or in which the validity of any such decree 
or order is directly in question ; and 

(b) in all proceedings (not being proceedings referred to 
in paragraph (a) of this clause) pending in that Court, 
on the date of the publication of these Presents, 
under the 13th, 15th, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 
27th, 28th, 29th, 32nd, 33rd, 34th, or 35th clause of 
the Letters Patent bearing date at \Vestminster the 
Twenty-eighth day of December, in the Year of Our 
Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-five, 
relating to that Court ; and 

(c) in all proceedings instituted in that Court, on or after 
the date of the publication of these Presents, with 
reference to any decree or order passed or made by 
that Court : 

Provided, secondly, that, if any question arises as to whether 
any case is covered by the first proviso to this clause, the matter 
shall be referred to the Chief-] ustice of the High Court of 

• Judicature at Fort \Villi am in Bengal, and his decision shall 
be final. 

Calls for Records, etc., by tlze Government. 

40. And it is our further Will and Pleasure that the High 
Court of Judicature at Patna shall comply with such requisitions 
as may be made by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council for 
records, returns and statements, in such form and manner as he 
may deem proper. 
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Powers of Indian Legislatures. 

41. And We do further ordain and declare that all the 
provisions of these our Letters Patent are subject to the legisla
tive powers of the Governor-General in Legi'slative Council, and 
also of the Governor-General in Council uncrer section seventy
one of the Government of India Act, 1915, and also of the 
Governor-General in cases of emergency under section seventy
two of that Act, and may be in all respects amended and altered 
thereby. In Witness wbereofWe have caused these Our Letters 
to be made Patent. Witness Ourself at Westminster the 
Ninth day of February, in the Year of Our Lord One thousand, 
nine hundred and sixteen and in the sixth Year of Our Reign. 

By Warrant under the King's Sign Manual, 

(Sd.) SCHUSTER. 

• 



PART VI-

ROYAL PROCLAMATIONS AND ANNOUNCE·· 
JVIENTS, A~..;D DOCUMENTS CO~NECTED 

• THERE\VITH. 

I 

A. QUEEN VICTORIAS PROCLAMATION • 

(November rst. 185S). 

VICTORIA, BY THE GRACE OF GOD OF TilE UNITED 
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN .t\ND Itzt~LAND, AND OF THE 
COLONIES AND DEPENDENCiES THI::RB:OF IN EUROPE, ASIA, 
AFRICA, AMERICA, AND AUSTRALASIA, QUEEN, DEFENDER 
OF THE FAITH. 

\Vhereas, for diver.;; weighty reasons, we have resolved, by 
and with the Advice and Consent of the l /JHls Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in Parliament assembled, to take upon 
Ourselv~s the Government of the Territories in India hereto
fore administered in trust for Us by the Honorable East India 
Company. 

" "This memorable instrument, justly called the Magna Charta of 1ndia, was 
framed in August, 1858, by the Earl of Derl,y, then the head of the Government. 
His son, Lord Stanley, the first Secrdary of State for India, had drafted a Proclama
tiOn, and it was circulated to the Cabinet. It reached the Queen in Germany. She 
went through the draft with the Prince Consort, who made copious notes on the 
margin. The Queen did not like it, and wrote to Lord IJerhy that she 'would l>e 
glad if be woulc! write himself m h1s exceilent language.' Lord Derby thereupon 
con~ulted Stanley; saw the remarks of some uf the Cabinet, as well as of Lord 
Ellenborough, upon Stanley's draft, and then wrote and rewrote a draft of his own, 
and sent it to the Queen. It was wholly different in scope and conception from the 
first draft. The Prince Consort enters in his i':mrnal that it w;,s now 're,ht gut', 
nne or two further suggested amendments were acce;;ted by Lord Derby and the 
Secretary of State ; experts assured them that it contamed nothing diflicult to render 
in the native languag(s ; and the Proclamation was launched in the form in which it 

• nnw stands. One question gave trouble-the retention of the l~ueen's title of Defender 
of the Faith. Its omi.,sion might provokt: remark, but on the other hand Lord 
Derhy regarded it as a doubtful title 'considering •ts ori~in' (conferred by the Pope 
on Henry VIII) and as applied to a l'rxlam;;unn w lnd1a. He was in hopes that 
m tbe Indian translation it would appear as 'Protectress of Religion' generally, hut he 
was told by experts in vernacular that it wa, just the title to convey to !be Indian 
mind the idea of the special Head and Champion of a creed antagonistic to the creeds 
of the country. Lord Derby was inclined to omit, but he sought the \~ueen's own 
opmim" This vCent the other way. The last sentence of the Proclamation was the 
<!ueen's. The three drafts are all in the records al Windsor". 

[From an Appendix to Lord Morley's "Indian Speeches."] 
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Now, therefore, We do by these Presents notify and de
dare that, by the Advice and Consent aforesaid, We have taken 
upon Ourselves the said Government; and \Ve hereby call 
upon all Our Subjects within the said Territories to be faithful, 
and to bear true Allegiance to Us, Our Hei"rs, and Successors, 
and to submit themselves to the authority M those whom We 
may hereafter, from time to time, see fit to appoint to adminis
ter the Govemment of Our said Territories, in Our name and 
on Our behalf : 

And We, reposing especial trust and confidence in the 
loyalty, ability, and judgment of Our right trusty and well 
beloved Cousin and Councillor, Charles John Viscount Canning, 
do hereby constitute and appoint him, the said Viscount Can
ning, to be Our first Viceroy and Governor-General in and 
over Our said Territories, and to administer the Government 
thereof in Our name, and generally to act in Our name and on 
Our behalf, subject to such Orders and Regulations as he shall, 
from time to time, receive from Us through one of Our Princi
pal Secretaries of State : 

And We do hereby confirm in their several Offices, Civil 
and Military, all Persons now employed in the Servic~ of the 
Honorable East India Company, subject to Our future plea
sure, and to such Laws and Regulations as may hereafter be 
enacted. 

We hereby announce to the Native Princes of India that 
all Treaties and Engagements made with them by or under the 
authority of the Honorable East India Company are by Us 
accepted, and will be scrupulously maintained ; and We look 
for the like observance on their part. 

We desire no extension of Our present territorial Posses
sions ; and while We will permit no aggression upon Our 
Dominions or Our Rights, to be attempted with impunity, We 
shall sanction no encroachment on those of others. We shall 
respect the Rights, Dignity, and Honour of Native Princes as 
Our own ; and We desire that they, as well as Our own Sub-_ • 
jects, should enjoy that Prosperity and that social Advance
ment which can only be secured by internal Peace and good 
Government. 

We hold Ourselves bound to the Natives of Our Indian 
Territories by the same obligations of duty which ·bind Us to 
all Our other Subjects ; and those Obligations, by the Blessing 
of Almighty God, We shall faithfully and conscientiously fulfil. 
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Firmly relying Ourseives on the truth of Christianity, and 
acknowledging with gratitude the solace of Religion, \Vedis
claim alike the Right and the desire to impose our Convictions 
on any of Our Subjects. \Ve declare it to be Our Royal Will 
and Pleasure that n0'11e be in any wise favoured, none molested 
or disquieted by rea!;on of their Religious Faith or Observances ; 
but that all shall alike enjoy the equal and impartial protection 
"f the Law· and \Ve ch 'itricth· r:h?.r~e <~nd enioin all those 
who may be in authority under . ". tb~t tiwv ab~t'lin from Rll 
:nterference \vit11 the F~ ~ l~e:it_··f \\. ,_ f an"~i of 
Uur Subjects, on pain of Our hi;;hest I>ispleasure. 

And it is Our further 'Nil! that, so far as may be, Our 
Subjects, of whatever Race or Creed, be freely and impartially 
admitted to Offices in Our Service, the Duties of which they 
may be qualified, by their education ability and integrity, 
duly to discharge. 

Vve know, and respect, tbe feelings (,r attachment with 
which the Natives of India regard tile Lands inherited bv them 
from their Ancestors ; and \Ve desire tq protect them in all 
Rights connected therewith, subject to the equitable demands 
of the State , and \\le \vill that rrenera1l\·) in fratning and ad
ministering the Law, due regard t)e paid 'to the ancie1;t Rights, 
Usages, and Customs of India. 

We deeply lament the evils and misery which have been 
brought upon India by the acts of ambitious Men, who have 
deceived their Countrymen, by false reports, and led them 
into open Rebellion. Our Power has been shewn by the Sup
pression of that Rebellion in the field . \Ve desire to shew Our 
Mercy, by pardoning the Offences of tlwse who have been thus 
misled, but who desire to return to the path of Duty. • 

Already in one Province, with a view to stop the fmther 
effusion of blood, and to hasten the Pacification of Our I ndiiln 
Dominions, Our Viceroy and Governor-General has held ot•t 
the expectation of Pardon, on certain term~, to the gre;,r 
jllajority of those who, in the late unhappy Disturbances, h:we 
been guilty of Offences against Our G· >V<'rntnent, and t1as 
declared the Punishment which \viii be mftictcd on those whose 
Crimes place them beyond the reach of f<>rgiveness. \Ve ap 
prove and confirm the said act of Our Vicerov ;•nd Governor
General, and do further announce and nroc!a(m as f"llows :-

Our Clemency will be extended to all Offenders, sav~ and 
except those who have been, or shall be, convicted of having 

28 
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directly taken part in the Murder of British Subjects. With 
regard to such, the Demands of Justice forbid the exercise 
of Mercy. 

To those who have willingly given asylum to Murderers, 
knowing them to be such, or who may have acted as leaders 
or instigators in Revolt, their lives alone can be guaranteed ; 
but in apportioning the penalty due to such Persons, full consi
deration will be given to the circumstances under which they 
have been induced to throw off their Allegiance; and large 
indulgence will be shown to those whose crimes may appear to 
have originated in too credulous acceptance of the false reports 
circulated by designing Men. 

To all others in Arms against the Government, We hereby 
promise unconditional Pardon, Amnesty, and Oblivion of all 
Offence against Ourselves, Our Crown and Dignity, on their 
return to their homes and peaceful pursuits. 

It is Our Royal Pleasure that these Terms of Grace and 
Amnesty should be extended to all those who comply with 
their Conditions before the First Day of January next. 

When, by the Blessing of Providence, internal Tranquillity 
shall be restored, it is Our earnest Desire to stimulate dte peace
ful Industry of India, to promote Works of Public Utility and 
Improvement, and to administer its Government for the benefit 
of all Our Subjects resident therein. In their Prosperity will 
be Our Strength ; in their Contentment Our Security ; and in 
their Gratitude Our best Reward. And may the God of all 
Power grant to Us, and to those in authority under Us, Strength 
to carry out these Our Wishes for the good of Our People . 

• B. Queen Victoria's Letter to the Earl of Derby. 

(15th August, 1858). 

The Queen has asked Lord Malmesbury to explain in 
detail to Lord Derby her objection to the draft of Proclama-• 
tion for India. The Queen would be glad if Lord Derby 
would write it himself in his excellent language, bearing in 
mind that it is a female Sovereign who speaks to more than 
Ioo,ooo,ooo of Eastern people on assuming the direct Govern
ment over them after a bloody civil war, giving them pledges 
which her future reign is to redeem, and explain'ing the prin
ciples of her Government. Such a document shonld breathe 
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feelings of generosity, benevolence and religious feeling, point
ing out the privileges which the Indians will receive in being 
placed on an equality with the Subjects of the British Crown, 
and the prosperity following in the train of civilisation. 

II 

A. QUEEN VICTORIA'S PROCLAMATION. 1876 

\Vhereas an Act has been passed in the present Sessions 
of Parliament, intituled 'An Act to enable Her Most Gracious 
Majesty to make an addition to the Royal Style and Titles 
appertaining to the Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom 
and its Dependencies', which Act recites that, by the Act for 
the Union of Great Britain and Ireland, it was provided that 
after such Union the Royal Style and Titles appertaining to 
the Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom and its Dependen
cies should be such as His Majesty by His Royal Proclamation 
under the Great Seal of the C nited Kingdom should be pleased 
to appoint : and which Act also recites that, by virtue of the 
said Act, and of a Royal Proclamation under the Great Seal, 
dated the rst day of January r8o1, Our present Style and 
Titles are 'Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United King
dom of Great Britain and Ireland, QUEEN, Defender of the 
Faith' : and which Act also recites that, by the Act for the 
better government of India it was enacted that the Government 
of India, theretofore vested in the East India Company in trust 
for Us, should become vested in Us, and that India should 
thenceforth be governed by Us and in Our name, and thatt it is 
expedient that there should be a recognition of the transfer of 
government so made by means of an addition to be made to 
Our Style and Titles : and which Act, after the said recitals, 
enacts that it shall be lawful for tTs, with a view to such recog, 
nition as aforesaid of the transfer of the Government of India, 

• by Our Proclamation under the Great Seal of the United King
dom, to make such addition to the Style and Titles at present 
appertaining to the Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom 
and its Dependencies as to Us may seem meet ; \Ve have 
thought fit, by and with the advice of Our Privy Council, to 
appoint and .declare, and We do hereby, by ar.d with the said 
advice, appoint and declare that henceforth, so far as convenient
ly may be, on all occasions and in all instruments wherein Our 
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Style and Titles are used, save and except all Charters, 
Commissions, Letters Patent, Grants, Writs, Appointments, and 
other like instruments, not extending in their operation beyond 
the United Kingdom, the following addition shall be made to 
the Style and Titles at present appertainink to the Imperial 
Crown of the United Kingdom and its Dep't:ndencies ; that is 
to say in the Latin tongue in these words : 'I NDL£ 

JMPimATRlX'. And in the English tongue in these words : 
'EMPRESS OF INDIA'. 

And Our Will and Pleasure further is, that the said addition 
shall not be made in the Commissions, Charters, Letters Patent, 
Grants, \Vrits, Appointments, and other like instruments, here
in-before specially excepted. 

And Our Will and Pleasure further is, that all gold, silver 
and copp('r moneys, now current and lawful moneys of the 
United Kingdom, and all gold, silver, and copper moneys which 
shall on or after this day be coined by Our authority with the 
like impressions, shall, notwithstanding such addition to Our 
Style and Titles, be deemed and taken to be current and lawful 
moneys of the said United Kingdom ; and further, that all 
moneys coined for and issued in any of the DependeRcies of 
the said United Kingdom, and declared by Our Proclamation 
to be current and lawful moneys of such Dependencies respective
ly bearing our Style, or Titles, or any part or parts thereof, and 
all moneys which shall hereafter be coined and issued accord
ing to such l'r, •damation, shall, notwithstanding such addition, 
continue to be lawful and current moneys of such Dependencies 
respectively, 1111 II Our Pleasure shall be further declarerl there
upon-

Given at Our Court at \Vindsor the Twenty-eighth day of 
April One thousand eight hundred and seventy-six in the 
thirty-ninth Y t.:ar of Our Reign. 

God Save The Queen. 
• 



B. 

"Despatch from Lord Salisbury (Secretary of State for India) 
to the Government of India, No 70, dated India 

Office, 13th July, 1876 

I forward herewith, fur the informatinn of Your Excellency's 
Government, a copy of the Queen's Proclamation notifying the 
assumption by Her Majesty of the title of "Empress of India." 

2. This act on the part of Her Majesty is a formal and 
emphatic expression, for which it seemed to the Queen that the 
opportunity was eminently suitable, of the favourable sentiments 
which She has always entertained towards the Princes and 
People of India. I request that Your Exceilency will proclaim 
throughout Her Majesty's Indian Dominions, in a manner 
suitable to Her gracious intentions, the addition which has been 
made to the Royal Style and Titles. 

c. 

The Royal Titles Act, 1876 

(39 Viet., Ch. IO.) 

An act to enable Her Most Graciou:> Majesty to make an 
addition to the Royal Style and Titles appertaining tto the 
Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom and its Dependencies. 
(27th April, 1876.) 

Whereas by the Act for the Union of Great Britain and 
Ireland passed in the Fortieth Year of the Reign of His late 

, Majesty King George the Third, Chapter sixty-seven, it was 
provided that after such Union as afl)n:said the Roval Style and 
Titles appertaining to the Imperial Crown of the C nited King
dom and its Dependencies should be ~uch as Hi~ Majesty by 
his Royal Proclamation under the Great Seal of the United 
Kingdom should be pleased to appoint: 

And \Vhereas by virtt.:e of the said Act and of a Royal 
Proclarr.ation under the Great Seal, dated the first day of 
January, One thousand eight hundred and one, the present Style 
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and Titles of Her Majesty are "Victoria by the Grace of God. 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, 
Defender of the Faith : 

And whereas by the Act for the better Government of 
India passed in the Session of the Twenty:first and Twenty
second Years of the Reign of Her present Majesty, Chapter one 
hundred and six, it was enacted that the Government of India, 
theretofore vested in the East India Company in trust for Her 
Majesty, should become vested in Her Majesty, and that India 
should thenceforth be governed by and in the name of He>' 
Majesty, and it is expedient that there should be a recognition 
of the transfer of Government so made by means of an addition 
to be made to the Style and Titles of Her Majesty: 

Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent 
Majesty, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Lords 
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parlia
ment assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows: 

It shall be lawful for Her Most Gracious Majesty with a 
view to such recognition as aforesaid of 

Power to Her MaJesty f 1 d" b 
to make addition to style the transfer of the Government o tl 1a y 
and titles of Crown. Her Royal Proclamation under the Great 
Seal of the United Kingdom, to make such addition to the Style 
and Titles at present appertaining to the Imperial Crown of the 
United Kingdom and its Dependencies as to Her Majesty may 
seem meet. 

D . 
• 

Extracts from Mr. Disra.eli's Speech in the House of Commons 
on March 9, 1876. 

In the course of a speech on the Second Reading of the 
Royal Titles Bill, Mr. Disraeli said :-

It has been objected that the title of Emperor or Empress 
denotes military dominion; that it has never or rarely been 
adopted but by those who have obtained dominion by the 
sword, retained it by the sword, and governed it by the sword ; 
and, to use the words of a Right Hon'ble Gentleman (MR. LOWE) 
who took part in the recent debate-" Sentiment clot1les the title 
of Empt>ror with bad associations." Now, the House must at 
once feel what vague and shadowy arguments-if they can be· 
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called arguments-are these-"Sentiment clothes the title of 
Emperor with bad associations." I very much doubt whether 
:;entiment does clothe the title of Emperor with bad associa
tions. I can rer:gember, and many Hon'ble Gentlemen 
can remember, the i,.mmortal passage of the greatest of modern 
historians, where he gives his opinion that the happiness 
of mankind was never so completely ass11red, or for so long a 
time maintained, as in the age of the :\NTONINEs-and the 
;\NTONINES were Emperors, The Right Hon'ble (;entleman 
may be of opinion that an Imperial title is a modern invention, 
and its associations to him may be derived from a limited ex
perience of which he may be proud. But when so large a principle 
1s laid down by one distinguished for his historical knowledge, 
that "Sentiment clothes the title of Emperor with bad associa
tions," I may be allowed to vindicate what I believe to be the 
truth upon this matter. Then a second objection was urged. 
Jt was said-"This is a clumsy periphrasis in which you are 
involving the country if you have not only Royal but Imperial 
Majesties." Now, the Right Hon. Gentleman who made the 
remark ought to have recollected that there would be no 
clumsy periphrasis of the kind. The Majesty of England 
requires for its support no such epithet. The Queen is not 
"Her Royal Majesty." The Queen is described properly as 
11 Her Majesty.'' Therefore, the 11 clumsy periphrasis" of "Royal 
and Imperial Majesty" could never occur. 

There is, however, a stronger and more important objection 
which has been brought to the title of Empress, which has 
hitherto been merely assumed in argument. This greater ob
jection I will place briefly before the House. It has been said 
that we diminish the supremacy of the Queenly title by inves
ting Her Majesty, though only locally, with an Imperial dignity. 
:;'J ow, Sir, there appears to me to be a great fallacy in that 
position. I deny at once that you diminish the supremacy of 
the Queenly title, by investing Her Majesty, though only locally, 

• with an Imperial dignity. I deny that any Imperial dignity is 
superior to the Queenly title, and I defy any one to prove the 
reverse. I bear and read every day of an intention to invest 
Her Majesty with a title superior to that which She has inheri
ted from an illustrious line of ancestors. It is necessary, there
fore, to notice this statement. In times which will guide us in 
any way ·upon such a subject 1 doubt whether there is any 
precedent of an Emperor ranking superior to a Crowned Head, 
unless that Crowned Head was his avowed feudatory. I will 
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take the most remarkable instance of Imperial sway in modern 
history. When the Holy Roman Empire existed, and the 
German Emperor was crowned at Rome and called Cesar, no 
doubt the Princes of Germany, who were his feudatories, 
acknowledged his supremacy, whatever migbt be His title. But 
in those days there were great Kings-there were Kings of 
France, Kings of Spain, and Kings of England-they never 
acknowledged the supremacy of the Head of the Holy Roman 
Empire ; and the origin, I have no doubt, of the expression of 
the Act of HENRY VIII., where the Crown of England is des
cribed as an Imperial Crown, was the determination of that 
eminent Monarch, that at least there should be no mistake upon 
the subject between himself and the EMPEROR CHARLES V. 

These may be considered antiquarian illustrations and I 
will not dwell upon them, but will take more recent cases at a 
time when the intercourse of nations and of courts was regula
ted by the same system of diplomacy which now prevails. Upon 
this question, then, I say there can be no mistake, for it has 
been settled by the assent, and the solemn assent, of Europe. 
In the middle of the last century a remarkable instance occurred 
which brought to a crisis this controversy, if it were a• point of 
controversy. When PETER THE GREAT emerged from his 
anomalous condition as a powerful Sovereign-hardly recog
nised by his brother Sovereigns-he changed the Style and 
Title of his office from that of Czar to Emperor. That 
addition was acknowledged by England, and by England 
alone. The rulers of Russia as Emperors remained unrecog
nised by the great comity of nations ; and after PETER THE 
GREAT they still continued to ~bear the Titles of Czar and 
Czarina, for more than one female Sovereign flourished in 
Russia about the middle of the century. In 1745, ELIZABETH 
CzARINA of Russia, having by her armies and her councils 
interfered considerably in the affairs of Europe-probably 
(though I am not sure of this) influenced by the circumstance 
that the first congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, in the middle of the • 
last century, was about to meet, announced to her allies and to 
her brother Sovereigns that she intended in future to take the 
title of Empress, instead of Czarina. Considerable excitement 
and commotion were caused at all the Courts and in all 
the Governments of Europe in consequence of this announce
ment, but the new title was recognised on condition that Her 
Majesty should at the same time write a letter-called in 
diplomatic language a Reversal acknowledging, that she 
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thereby made no difference in the etiquette ::~.nd precedence of 
the European Courts and would only rank upon terms of 
equality with the other Crowned Heads of Europe. Upon these 
terms, France, Spai.n, Austria and Hungary admitted the Em
press of Russia into their equal society. For the next twenty 
years under PETER I II, there were discussions on the subject ; 
but He also gave a Reversal disclaiming superiority to other 
Crowned Heads in taking the title nf Empernr. When CATHE~ 
RINE If came to the throne. She objected to write this Reversal 
as being inconsistent with the di;::;n.ity of a Crowned Sovereign, 
and She herself issued an edict to Her <)Wtl subject", announcing, 
on Her accession, Her Rank, Style, and Title, and distinctly in 
forming her Subjects that, though She took that Style and Title, 
She only wished to rank with the other Sovereigns of Europe. I· 
should say that the whole of the diplomatic proceedings of the 
world from that time have acknowledged that result, and there 
can be no question upon the subject There was an attempt at 
the Congress of Vienna to introduce the subject of the classifica
tion of Sovereigns, but the difficulties of the subject were acknow
ledged by PRINCE METTERNICH, by LORD CASTLEREAGH, and 
by all the eminent statesmen of the time ; the subject was 
dropped, the equality of Crowned Heads was again acknow
ledged, and the mode of precedence of their Representatives 
at the different Courts was settled by an alphabetical arrange
ment, or by the date of their arrival and letters of credit to that 
Court at once and for ever. The question of equality between 
those Sovereigns who styled themselves Emperors and those 
who were Crowned Heads of ancient Kingdoms, without re
ference to population, revenue, or extent of territory, was 
established, and permanently adopted. 

Now, Sir, the Hon. Gentleman, the Member for Glasgow 
(MR. ANDEHSON) said the other day-"If Empress means 
nothing more than Queen, why should you have Empress? If 
it means something else, then I am against adopting it." 
\Veil, I have proved to you that it does not mean anything 
else. Then, why should you adopt it ? Well, that is 
one of those questions which, if pursued in the same spirit, 
and applied to all the elements of society, might resolve 
it into its original elements. The amplification of titles 
is no new system-no new idea ; it has marked all ages, and 
has been iri accordance with the manners and customs of all 
countries. The amplification of titles is founded upon a great 
respect for local influences, for the memory of distinguished 
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deeds, and passages of interest in the history of countries. 
It is only by the amplification of titles that you can often touch 
and satisfy the imagination of nations ; and that is an element 
which Governments must not despise. W.ell, then it is said 
that if this title of Empress is adopted, it wopld be un-En~lish. 
But why un-English ? I have sometimes heard the Ballot 
called un-English, and indignant orators on the other side have 
protested against the use of an epithet of that character which 
no body could define, and which no body ought to employ. I 
should like to know why the title is un-English. A gentleman, 
the other day, referring t0 this question now exciting Parlia
ment and the country, recalled to the recollection of the public 
the dedication of one of the most beautiful productions of the 

·English Muse to the Sovereign of this country ; and, speaking 
of the age distinguished by an ELIZABETH, by a SHAKESPEARE, 
and by a BACON, he asked whether the use of the word "Em
press," applied by one who was second in his power of expres
sion and in his poetic resources only to SHAKESPEARE himself 
in the dedication of an immortal work to QUEEN ELIZABETH 
was not, at least, an act which proved that the word and the 
feeling were not un-English ? Then, of course, it was immedi
ately answered by those who criticized the illustration t~at this 
was merely the fancy of a poet. But I do not think it was the 
fancy of a poet. The fancy of the most fanciful of poets was 
exhausted in the exuberant imagination which idealized his 
illustrious Sovereign as "The Faery Queen.'' He did not call 
Her Empress then-he called Her ·'The Faery Queen." But when 
his theme excited the admiration of Royalty-when he had the 
privilege of reciting some of his cantos to QUEEN ELIZABETH, 
and She expressed a wish that the work should be dedicated 
to Her-then SPENSER had, no doubt, to consult the friends in 
whom he could confide as to the style in which he should 
approach so solemn an occasion, and win to himself still more 
the interest of his illustrious Sovereign. He was a man who 
lived among courtiers and statesmen. He had as friends 
SIDNEY and RALEIGH, and I have little doubt that it was by 
the advice of SIDNEY and RALEIGH that he addressed his 
Sovereign as Empress, "The Queen of England, of Ireland, and 
of Virginia"-the hand of Sir Walter Raleigh being probably 
shown in the title of the Queen of Virginia, and it is not at all 
improbable that ELIZABETH Herself who possessed so 
much literary taste, and who prided Herself on· improving 
the phrases of the greatest poet, revised the dedication. 
That example clearly shows that the objection to ~his 

• 
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assumed adoption by Her Majesty of the title of Empress 
as un-English could hardly exist in an age when the word was 
used with so much honour- in an age of" \Vords which wise 
BACON and brave R!\LEIGH spake". I think it is obvious from 
these remarks, made upon the assumption that the title which 
Her Majesty would be pleased to adopt by Her Proclamation 
would be Empress, that the title would be one tu which there 
could be no objection. J am ;omp<•wered. therefore. to say that 
the title would be" Empress", and that Jler Majesty would be 
"Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the t' nited Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith and 
Empress of India." 

Now, I know it may be said---it wa!> said at a recent debate 
and urged strongly by the Right Hon. Gentleman, the Member 
for Bradford (Mr. W. E. FORSTEn)-that in this addition to Her 
Majesty's Style, and in this addition alone, we are treating without 
consideration the Colonies. I cannot in any way concur in that 
opinion. No one honours more than myself the Colonial Empire 
of England; no one is more anxious to maintain it. No one 
regrets more than I do that favourable opportunities have been 
lost of ie1entifying the Colonies with the Royal race of England. 
But we have to deal now with another subject, and one essen
tially different from the colonial condition. The condition of 
India and the condition of the Colonies have no similarity. In 
the Colonies you have, first of all, a fluctuating population-a 
man is a Member of Parliament, it may be, for Melbourne this 
year, and next year he is a Member of Parliament for \Vest
minster. A Colonist finds a nugget, or he fleeces a thousand 
flocks. He makes a fortune, he returns to England, he buys an 
estate, he becomes a magistrate, he represents Majesty, he 
becomes a High Sheriff; he has a magnificent house near Hyde 
Park; he goes to Court, to levees, to drawing rooms; he has 
an opportunity of plighting his troth personally to his Sovereign, 
he is in frequent and direct communication with Her. But that 

• is not the case with the inhabitant of India. 

The condition of Coloni<1l society is of a fluctuating 
character. Its political and social elements change. I remember 
twenty years ago a distinguished statesman who willingly would 
have seen a Dukedom of Canada. But Canada has now no 
1:1eparate existence. It is called the "Dominion", and includes 
several other Provinces. There is no similarity between the 
circumstances of our Colonial fellow-subjects and those of our 
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fellow-subjects in India. Our Colonists are English; they 
come, they go, they are careful to make fortunes, to invest their 
money in England ; their interests in this country are immense, 
ramified, complicated, and they have const!lnt opportunities of 
improving and enjoying the relations which exist between 
themselves and their countrymen in the metropolis. Their 
relations to the Sovereign are ample; they satisfy them, the 
Colonists are proud of those relations, they are interested in the 
titles of the Queen, they look forward to return when they 
leave England, they do return-in short, they are Englishmen. 

Now let me say one word before I move the Second Reading 
of this Bill upon the effect which it may have on India. It is not 
without consideration, it is not without the utmost care, it is not 
until after the deepest thought that we have felt it our duty to 
introduce this Bill into Parliament. It is desired in India. It 
is anxiously expected. The Princes and nations of India
unless we are deceived, and we have omitted no means by 
which we could obtain information and form opinions-look to 
it with the utmost interest. They know exactly what it means, 
though there may be some Hon. Members in this House who 
do not. They know in India what this Rill means, crnd they 
know that what it means is what they wish. I do myself most 
earnestly impress upon the House to remove prejudice from 
their minds and to pass the Second Reading of this Bill, without 
a division. Let not our divisions be misconstrued. Let the 
people of India feel that there is a sympathetic chord between 
us and them ; and do not let Europe suppose for a moment 
that there are any in this House who are not deeply conscious 
of the importance of our Indian Empire. I trust, therefore, that 
the House will give to this Bill a Second Reading without a 
division. By the permission of the Queen I have communi
cated, on the part of my Colleagues, the intention of Her 
Majesty, which She will express in Her Proclamation, if you 
sanction the passing of this Bill. It will be an act, to my mind, 
that will add splendour even to Her Throne. and security even • 
to Her Empire. 



III. 

KING-EMPEROR EDWARD VII'S PROCLAMATION, 
2ND NOVEMBER, 1908 . 
• 

It is now 50 years since Queen Victoria, My beloved 
M•Jther, and My August Predecessor on the Throne of these 
Realm~, for divers weighty :easo?s, :viti;_ the Advice ar;d Consent 
0f Parllament took upnn ncrs•2:f tile IJ·,_·crnmellt or the tern
tones theretofore admini-;tered EFt I ndi;1 •Jmpcmy. 
I deem this a fittin-:,: :-w1l!vc:rsa.ry '''1 ..v!ll(:h to greet the Princes 
and Peoples of India, in ,·ornme:norati()r! uf the exalted task 
then solemnly undertaken. Half a century is but a brief span 
in your long annals, yet this half a century that ends to-d<1y will 
stand amid the floods of your historic ages, a far-shining land
mark. The Proclamation of the direct supremacy of the Crown 
sealed the unity of fndian Governme:~t and opened a new era. 
The journey was arduous, and the advance may have sometimes 
se::med slow ; but the incorporation of many strangely diversi
fied communities, and of sc)me three hundred millions of the 
human race, under British guidance and control has proceeded 
steadfastly and without pau~e. \Ve survey Our labours of the 
past half a century with clear gat::e and good conscience. 

Difficulties such as attend all human rule in every age and 
place, have risen up from day tu day They have been faced 
by tbe servants of the British Crown with toil and courage and 
patience, with deep counsel and a resolution that has never 
faltered nor shaken. ! f errors have occurred, the agents of My 
Government have spared no pains and no self-sacrifice to correct 
them , if abuses have been proved, vigorous hands have 
laboured to apply a remedy. 

No secret of empire can avert the scourge of drought and 
plague, but experienced administra~ors have done all that skiil 
ami devotion are capable of doing to mitigate those dire 

• calamities of Nature. For a longer period than was ever known 
in your land befure, you have escaped the dire calamitie-s of 
\!Var within your borders. Internal peace has been unbroken. 

In the great Charter of 1858 Queen Victoria gave you 
noble .ass11rance of Her eamest desire to stimulate the peaceful 
industry of India, to promote works of public utility and im 
provement, and to administer the Government for the benefit 
of all resident therein. The schemes that have been diligently 
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framed and executed for promoting your material convenience 
and advance-schemes unsurpassed in their magnitude and 
their boldness-bear witness before the world to the zeal with 
which that benignant promise has been fulfilled . 

• 
The rights and privileges of the Feucl,iitory Princes and 

Ruling Chiefs have been respected, preserved, and guarded ; 
and the loyalty of their allegiance has been unswerving. No 
man among My Subjects has been favoured, molested, or dis
quieted, by reason of his religious belief or worship. All men 
have enjoyed protection of the law. The law itself has been 
administered without disrespect to creed or caste or to usages 
and ideas rooted in your civilisation ; it has been simplified 
in form, and its machinery adjusted to the requirements of 
ancient communities slowly entering a new world. 

The charge confided to My Government concerns the 
destinies of countless multitudes of men now and for ages to 
come, and it is a paramount duty to repress with a stern arm 
guilty conspiracies that have no just cause and no serious aim. 
These conspiracies I know to be abhorrent to the loyal and 
faithful character of the vast hosts of My Indian Subjects, and 
I will not suffer them to turn Me aside from my task of building 
up the fabric of security and order. 

Unwilling that this historic anniversary should pass without 
some signal mark of Royal Clemency and Grace, I have directed 
that, as was ordered on the memorable occasion of the Coro
nation Durbar in 1903, the sentences of persons whom Our 
Courts have duly punished for offences against the law, ~ould 
be remitted, or in various degrees reduced ; and it is My wish 
that such wrong-doers may remain mindful of this act of 
Mercy, and may conduct themselves without offence hence
forth. 

Steps are being continuously taken towards obliterating 
distinctions of race as the test for access to posts of public 
authority and power. In this path I confidently expect and • 
intend the progress henceforward to be steadfast and sure, as 
education spreads, experience ripens and the lessons of res
ponsibility are well learned by the keen intelligence and apt 
capabilities of India. 

From the first, the principle of representative institutions 
began to be gradually introduced, and the time has come when, 
in the judgment of My Viceroy and Governor.General and 
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others of My Counsellors, that principle may be prudently 
extended. Important classes among you, representing ideas 
that have been fostered and encouraged by British rule, claim 
equality of citizenship, and a greater share in legislation and 
Government. The •politic satisfaction of such a claim will 
strengthen, not impair, existing authority and power. Ad
ministration will be all the more efficient, if the officers who 
conrluct it have greater opportunitie'> of regular contact with 
those whom it affects, and with tbu~e who influence and reflect 
common opinion about it. l wili. not ~peak of the measures 
that are now being diligently framed fur these objects. They 
will speedily be made known to you, and will, ! am very 
confident, mark a notable stage in the beneficent progress of 
your affairs. 

I recognise the valour and fidelity of My Indian troops, 
and at the new year I have ordered that opportunity should 
be taken to show in substantial form this, My high apprecia
tion, of their martial instincts, their splendid discipline, and 
their faithful readiness of service. 

The welfare of India was one of the objects dearest to the 
heart of> Queen Victoria. By Me, ever since My visit in r875. 
the interests of India, its Princes and peoples, have been 
watched with an affectionate solicitude that time cannot 
weaken. My dear Son, the Prince of \Vales, and the Princess 
of Wales, returned from their sojourn among you with warm 
attachment to your land, and true and earnest interest in its 
well-}}eing and content. These sincere feelings of active sym
pathy and hope for India on the part of My Royal House and 
Line, only represent, and they do most truly represent, the 
deep and united will and purpose of the people of this 
Kingdom. 

May Divine protection and favour strengthen the wisdom 
and mutual good will that are needed for the achievement of 
a task as glorious as was ever committed to Rulers and Sub-

• jects in any State or empire of recorded time. 
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IV. 

H. I. M. KING-EMPEROR GEORGE V.'S. LETTER TO THE 
PRINCES AND PEOPLE OF INDIA, 24TH MAY, 1910. 

The lamented and unlooked for dea'h of My dearly 
loved Father calls me to ascend the Throne that comes to Me 
as the Heir of a great and ancient Line. As King and Emperor, 
I greet the Princes, the Ruling Chiefs, and all the other 
dwellers in My Indian Dominions. I offer you my heartfelt 
thanks for the touching and abundant manifestation that this 
event has called forth from all the diverse races, classes, and 
faiths in India, of loyalty to the Sovereign Crown, and personal 
attachment to its wearers. 

Queen Victoria, of revered memory, addressed Her Indian 
Subjects and the Heads of Feudatory States when she assumed 
the direct Government in 1858, and Her August Son, My 
Father, of honoured and beloved name, commemorated the 
same most notable event in His Address to you some fifty 
years later. These are the Charters of the noble and benignant 
spirit of Imperial Rule, and by that spirit in all My time to 
come I will faithfully abide. • 

By the wish of His late Majesty, and following His own 
example, I visited India five years ago, accompanied by My 
Royal Consort. \Ve became personally acquainted with great 
Kingdoms known to history, with monuments of a civilisation 
older than Our own, with ancient customs and ways of )if~ with 

... Native Rulers, with the peoples, the cities, towns, villages, 
throughout those vast territories. Never can either the vivid im
pressions or the affectionate associations of that wonderful 
journey vanish or grow dim. 

Finally I confide in your dutiful and active co-operation 
in the high and arduous tasks that lie before Me ; and I count 
upon your ready response to the earnest sympathy with • 
the well-being of India that must ever be the inspiration of 
My rule. 



• 

v 
A. ANNOUN4EMENTS OF H. I. M. KING-EMPEROR 

GEORGE V. AT THE CORONATION DURBAR, 
. DECEMBER 12, 1911. 

L 

It is with genuine feelings d th<-tnkft!lnf'ss and sati,,. 
faction that I stai1d here tlH!av amotw vou This vear has 
been to the Queen-Empress ct~Hl .Mys.~l( nne of ma;Jy great 
ceremonies and of an unusual though happy burden of toil. 
But in spite of time and distance, the grateful recollections of 
Our last visit to India have drawn Us again to the land which 
\-Ve then learned to love, and \Ve started with bright hopes 
on Our long journey to revist the country in which \Ve 
had already met the kindness 0f a home. 

In doing so I have fulfilled the wish expressed in My 
message of last July, to announce to you in person .My 
Coronation, celebrated on the ::::2nd of June in \Vestminster 
Abbey, when by the Grace of God, the Crown of My Forefathers 
was placed on My head with solemn form and ancient ceremony. 

By My Presence with the Queen-Empress I am also 
anxious to show Our Affection for the loyal Princes and 
faithful Peoples of India, and how dear to Our hearts is the 
welfare and happiness of the Indian Empire. 

It was, moreover, My desire that those who could not be 
present at the solemnity of the Coronation, should have the 
opportunity of taking part in its commemoration at Delhi. 

It is a <;!r:cere pleasure and gratification to Myself and the 
Queen-Empress to behold this vast assemblage and in it My 
Governors and trusty Officials, My great Princes, the represen
tatives of the Peoples, and deputations from the Military Forces 
of My Indian Dominions . 

I shall receive in person with heartfelt satisfaction the 
homage and allegiance which they loyally desire to render. 

I am deeply impressed with the thou~ht that a spirit of 
sympathy and affectionate goodwill unites Princes atJd People 
with me on this historic occasion. 

In tokeri of these sentiments I have decided to comme
morate the event of My Coronation by certain marks of My 

29 
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especial favour and consideration, and these I will later on cause 
to be announced by My Governor-General to this Assembly. 

Finally, I rejoice to have this opportunity of renewing in 
My Own person those assurances which ha,.ve been given you 
by My predecessors of the maintenance o.f your rights and 
privileges and of My earnest concern for your welfare, peace, 
and contentment. 

May the Divine favour of Providence watch over my 
People and assist Me in My utmost endeavour to promote 
their happiness and prosperity. 

To all present, Feudatories and Subjects, I tender Our 
Iovin~ greeting. 

2. 

We are pleased to announce to Our People that on 
the Advice of Our Ministers tendered after consultation with 
Our Governor-General in Council We have decided upon the 
transfer of the seat of the Government of India from Calcutta 
to the ancient Capital Delhi, and, simultaneously and as a 
consequence of that transfer, the creation at as early a date 
as possible of the Governorship for the Presidency o~ Bengal, 
of a new Lieutenant-Governorship in Council administering 
the areas of Bihar, Chota Nagpur, and Orissa, and of a Chief 
Commissionership of Assam, with such administrative changes. 
and redistribution of boundaries as Our Governor-General in 
Council with the approval of Our Secretary of State for India 
in Council may in due course determine. It is Our earnest 
desire that these changes may conduce to the better adminis
tration of India and the greater prosperity and happiness of 
Our beloved People. 

B. Announcements by the Governor-General of India on behalf 
of His Majesty the King-Emperor (December 12, 1911). 

To all to whom these Presents may come. 
By the command of His Most Excellent Majesty George • 

the Fifth, by the Grace of God, King of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland, and of the British Dominions 
beyond the Seas, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India, 
I, His Governor-General, do hereby declare and notify the 
grants, concessions, reliefs, and benefactions which His Im
perial Majesty has been graciously pleased to bestow upon this 
glorious and memorable occasion. 
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Humbly and dutifully submissive to His Most Gracious 
:VIajesty's \Vill and Pleasure, the Government of India have 
resolved, with the approval of His Imperial Majesty's Secre
tary of State, to ack.nowledge the predominant claims of edu
cational advancemept on the resources of the Indian Empire, 
and have decided in recognition of a very commendable 
demand to set themselves to makin~r t>ducation in lnrlia as 
accessible anrl wide ;b possible. \\'it'fl th1s purpose they pro· 
pose to devote at once lakhs t<. 1 th<~ of truly 
popular education, and it the firm intention of Government 
to add to the grant now anlluilnced further grants in future 
years on a generous scale. 

Graciously recognising the signal and faithful services of 
His forces by land and sea, the King Emperor has charged 
me to announce the award of half a month's pay of rank to all 
non-commissioned officers and men and reservists both of His 
British Army in India and His Indian Army, to the equivalent 
ranks of the Royal Indian Marine, and to all permanent em
ployees of departmental or non-combC~.tant establishments paid 
from the military estimates whose pay may not exceed the 
sum of Rs. 50 monthly . . 

Furthermore His Imperial Majesty has been graciously 
pleased to ordain that from henceforth the loyal Native officers, 
men, and reservists of His 1 ndian Army shall be eligible for the 
grant of the Victoria Cross for valour ; that membership of 
the Order of British India shall be increased during the decade 
following this His Imperial Majesty's Coronation Durbar by 
52 appointments in the First Class, and by 100 appointments 
in the Second Class, and that in mark of these historic cere
monies 15 new appointments in the First Class and 19 new 
appointments in the Second Class shall forthwith be made; 
that from henceforth Indian Officers of the Frontier .:\Jilitia 
Corps and the Military Police shall be deemed eligible for 
admission to the aforesaid Order, that special grants of land 
or assignments or remissions of land revenue, as the case may 

be, shall now be conferred on certain :'-J ative Officers of His 
Imperial Majesty's Indian Army who may be distinguished 
for long and honourable service ; and that the special allow
ances now assigned for three years only to the widows of the 
deceased members of the Indian Order of Merit shall, with 
effect from the date of this Durbar, hereafter be continued to 
all such widows until death or re-marriage. 

Graciously appreciating the devoted and successful labours 
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of His Civil Services His Imperial Majesty has commanded me 
to declare the grant of half a month's pay to all permanent 
servants in the civil employ of Government whose pay may not 
exceed the sum of Rs. 50 monthly. • 

Further, it is His Imperial Majesty's gracious behest that 
all persons to whom may have been or hereafter may be granted 
the titles of Dewan lhhadur, Sirdar Bahadur, Khan Bilhadur, Rai 
Bahadur, Rao Bahadur, Khan Sahib, Rai Saheb, or Rao Sahib, 
shall receive distinctive badges as a symbol of respect and 
honour ; and that on all holders present or to C.)me of the 
venerable titles of Mahamabopadhyaya and Shamsululama shall 
be conferred some annual pension for the good report of the 
ancient learning of India. 

Moreover, in commemoration of this Durbar, and as a 
reward for conspicuous public service, certain grants of land, 
free of revenue, tenable for the life of the grantee, or in the 
discretion of the local administration for one further life, shall 
be bestowed or restored in the North- \Vest ern Frontier Province 
and in Baluchistan. 

In ffis gracious solicitude for the welfare of His loyal 
Indian Princes His Imperial Majesty has command~d me to 
proclaim that from hencefMth no Nazarana payment shall be 
made upon succession to their States. And sundry debts owing 
to the Government by the non-jurisdictional estates in Kathiawar 
and Gujrat, and also by the Bhumia Chiefs of Mewar, will be 
cancelled and remitted in whole or in part under the orders of 
the Government of India. 

In token of His appreciation of the Imperial Service Troops 
certain supernumer:uy appointments in the Order of British 
India will be made. 

In the exercise of His Royal and Imperial Clemency and 
Compassion His Most Excellent Majesty has been graciously 
pleased to ordain that certain prisoners now guffering the 
penalty of the law for crimes and misdemeanours shall be 
released from imprisonment, and that all those civil debtors • 
now in prison whose debts may be small, and due not to fraud, 
but to real poverty, shall be discharged and that their debts 
shall be paid. 

The persons by whom and the terms and conditions on 
which these grants, concessions, reliefs, and benefactions shall be 
enjoyed will be hereafter declared. 

God Save the King ! 



C. The Coronation Dnrbar Despatch from the Government 
of India to <the Secretary of State for India (the 

Rt. Hon~ ":he Ma.rqu~ of Crewe K. G.), Dated 
Sunlll.o 2:j~b. Ap.gust, 1911. 

\Ve venture in this De>spatch to address Your Lordship on 
a most important and urgent st1hjcct unhracin~ twu question~ 
of great poiiticat mnment which ar•: ill •m 11pinion indissolubly 
linked together. This subject ha·c en~;,~:cd our <•ttention for 
some time past, and the propos;<h which ctre about to submit 
for Your Lordship's consideration are the result of our mature 
deliberation. We shall in the first place attempt to set forth 
the circumstances which have induced us to frame tbese 
proposals at this particular juncture, and then proceed to lay 
before Your Lordship the broad general features of our scheme. 

2. That the Government (Jf India should have its seat in 
the same city as one of the chief Provincial Governments, and 
moreover in a city geographically so ill-adapted as Calcutta to 
be the capital of the Indian Empire, has long been recognised 
to be ~ serious anomaly. We need not stop ~o recall the 
circumstances in which Calcutta rose to its present position. 
The considerations which explain its original selection as the 
principal seat of Government have long since passed away with 
the consolidation of British Rule throughout the Peninsula and 
the development of a great inland system of railway communica~ 
tion. But it is only in the light of recent developments, 
constitutional and political, that the drawbacks of the existing 
arrangement and the urgency of a change have been fully 
realised. On the one hand, the almost incalculable importance 
of the part which can already safely be predicted for the 
Imperial Legislative Council in the shape it has assumed under 
the Indian Councils Act of 1909, renders the removal of the 
capital to a more central and easily accessible position 

• practically imperative. On the other band, the peculiar political 
situation which has arisen in Bengal since the Partition makes 
it eminently desirable to withdraw the Government of India 
from its present Provincial environment, while its removal from 
Bengal is an essential feature of the scheme we have in view for 
allaying the ill-feeling aroused by the Partition amongst the 
Bengali population. Once the necessity of removing the seat 
of the Supreme Government from Bengal established, as we 
trust it may be by the considerations we propose to lay before 
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Your Lordship, there can be, in our opinion, no manner or 
doubt as to the choice of the new capital or as to the occasion 
on which that choice should be announced. On geographical, 
historical, and political grounds, the Capital of the Indian Empire 
should be at Delhi, and the announcement t,l1at the transfer of 
the seat of Government to Delhi has been sanctioned should 
be made by His Majesty the King-Emperor at the forthcoming 
Imperial Durbar in Delhi itself. 

3· The maintenance of British Rule in India depends on the 
ultimate supremacy of the Governor-General in Council, and 
the Indian Councils Act of 1909 itself bears testimony to the 
impossibility of allowing matters of vital concern to be decided 
by a majority of non-official votes in the Imperial Legislative 
Council. Nevertheless it is certain that, in the course of time, 
the just demands of Indians for a larger share in the government 
of the country will have to be satisfied, and the question will be (?·. how this devolution of power can be conceded without 
impairing the supreme authority of the Governor-General in 
Council. The only possible solution of the difficulty would 

~... ..c. appear to be gradually to give the Provinces a~,t..~_eure of 
'ft:-1; "'".f .. A,·~elf-government, until at last India would consist of a nup16er'6f 
,.-, ·; Y' administrations, autonomous in all provincial affairs, with the 
'-· ':-'; Govcr.1ment of I nrlia above them all, and possessing power to 

interfere in cases of misgovernment, but ordinarily restricting 
their functions to matters of Imperial concern. In order that 
this consummation may be attained, it is essential that the 
Supreme Government should not be associated with any parti
cular Provincial Government. The removal of the Government 
of India from Calcutta, is, therefore, a measure which will, in our 
opinion, materially facilitate the growth of Local Self-government 
on sound and safe lines. It is generally recognised that the 
Capital of a great central Government should be separate and 
independent, and effect has been given to this principle in the 
United States, Canada, and Australia. 

4· The administrative advantages of the transfer would • 
be scarcely less valuable than the political. In the first place, 
the development of the Legislative Councils has maoe the with
drawal of the Supreme Council and the Government of India 
from the influence of local opinion a mattel' of ever-increasing 
urgency. Secondly, events in Bengal are apt to react on the 
Viceroy and the Government of lndia, to whom the responsibility 
for them is often wrongly attributed. The connection is bad for 
the Government of India, bad for the Bengal Government, and 
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unfair to the other Provinces, whose representatives view with 
great and increasing jealousy the predominance of Bengal. 
Further, public opinion in Calcutta is by no means always the 
same as that which obtains elsewhere in India, and it is un
desirable that the ~overnment of India should be subject ex
clusively to its influence. 

5· The question of providing a separate Capital for the 
Government of [ ndia has often been debated, but generally with 
the object of finding a site where that Government could spend 
all seasons of the year. Such a solution would of course be ideal, 
but it is impracticable. The various sites suggested are either 
difficult of access or are devoid of historical associations. Delhi 
is the only possible place. It has splendid communications, its 
-climate is good for seven months in the year, and its salubrity 
could be ensured at a reasonable cost. The Government of 
India would, therefore, be able to stay in Delhi from the rst of 
October to the Ist of May, whilst owing to the much greater 
proximity, the annual migration to aEd from Simla could be 
reduced in volume, would take up much less time and be far less 
costly. Some branches of the Administration, such as Railways 
and P~sts and Telegraphs, would obviously derive special 
benefit from the change to such a central position, and the only 
Department which, as far as we can see, might be thought to 
suffer some inconvenience, would be that of Commerce and 
Industry, which would be less closely in touch at Delhi with the 
commercial and industrial interests centred in Calcutta. On 
the other hand that Department would be closer to the other 
commercial centres of Bombay and Karachi, whose interests are 
sometimes opposed to those of Calcutta, and would thus be in 
a better position to deal impartially with the railway and com
mercial interests of the whole of India. 

6. The political advantages of the transfer are impossible 
to over-estimate. Delhi is still a name to conjure with. It is 
intimately associated in the minds of the Hindus with sacred 
legends which go back even beyond the dawn of history. It is 
in the plain of Delhi that the l'andava princes fought out with 
the Kaurava the epic struggle recorded in the Mahabharata, and 
celebrated on the banks of the J umna the famous sacrifice which 
consecrated their t:t!e to Empire. The Purana Killa still marks 
the site of the city which they founded and called Indraprastha, 
barely three miles from the south gate of the modern city of 
Delhi. To the Mahomedans it would be a source of unbound
ed gratification to see the ancient capital of the Moguls restored 
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to its proud position as the seat of Empire. Throughout India. 
as far south as the Mahomedan conquest extended, every 
walled town has its' Delhi gate', and among the masses of the 
people it is still revered as the seat of • the former Empire. 
The change would strike the imagination of t.he people of India 
as nothing else could do, would send a wave of enthusiasm 
throughout the country, and would be accepted by all as the 
assertion of an unfaltering determination to maintain British 
Rule in India. It would be hailed with joy by the Ruling Chiefs 
and the races of Northern India, and would be warmly welcomed 
by the vast majority of Indians throughout the continent. 

7· The only serious opposition to the transfer which may 
be anticipated, may, we think, come from the European com
mercial community of Calcutta, who might, we fear, not regard 
the creation of a Governorship of Bengal as altogether adequa~e 
compensation for the withdrawal of the Government of India. 
The opposition will be quite intelligible, but we can no doubt 
count upon their patriotism to reconcile them to a measure 
which would greatly contribute to the welfare of the Indian 
Empire. The Bengalis might not, of course, be favourably dis
posed to the proposal if it stood aloue, for it will entail J:he loss 
of some of the influence which they now exercise owing to the 
fact that Calcutta is the headquarters of the Government of 
India. But, as we hope presently to show, they should be re
conciled to the change by other features of our scheme which 
are specially designed to give satisfaction to Bengali sentiment. 
In these circumstances we do not think that they would be so 
manifestly unreasonable as to oppose it, and if they did we 
might confidently expect that their opposition would raise no 
echo in the rest of India. 

8. Absolutely conclusive as these general considerations in 
favour of the transfer of the capital from Calcutta to Delhi in 
themselves appear to us to be, there are further special considera
tions arising out of the present political situation in Bengal and 
Eastern Bengal which, in our opinion, render such a measure • 
peculiarly opportune at such a moment, and to these we would 
now draw Your Lordship's earnest attention. 

9· Various circumstances have forced upon us the convic
tion that the bitterness of feeling engendered by the Partition of 
Bengal is very widespread and unyieldin~. and that we are by 
no means at an end of the troubles which have fotlowed upon 
that measure. Eastern Bengal and Assam has, no doubt, bene
lited greatly by the Partition, and the Mahomedans of that 
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Province, who form a large majority of the population, are Joyal 
and contended ; but the resentment amongst the Bengalis in 
both Provinces of Bengal, who hold most of the land, fiJI the 
professions, and e~ercise a preponderating influence in public 
affairs, is as strong. as ever, though somewhat less vocaL 

10. The opposition to the Partition of Bengal was at first 
based mainly on sentimental \!r• >tmd.s, but, as we sball show later 
in discussinR the propnsed nw~lii1catiun uf the l'artitiu;,, ~ince tbt: 
enlargement of the Lr.~glslati\·e Cnll'lcd~ ;md .·~peci;.dly of the 
representative element in thew, tlw ~;;it v<dh:C c)f tbt: Bengali 
has become much more real and t;l!lgible., ;,nd i:i likely to 
increase instead of to diminish. Every one with any true 
desire for the peace and prosperity of this country must wish to 
find some manner of appeasement, if it is in any \vay possible to 
do so. The simple rescission of the Partition, and a reversion to 
the status quo ante are manifestly impossible both on political 
and on administrative grounds. The old Province of Bengal 
was unmanageable under any form of Government ; and we 
could not defraud the legitimate expectations of the Maho
medans of Eastern Bengal, who form the bulk of the population 
of that• Province, and who have been loyal to the British 
Government throughout the troubles, without exposing ourselves 
to the charge of bad faith. A settlement to be satisfactory and 
conclusive must-

(r) provide convenient administrative units ; 
(2) satisfy the legitimate aspirations of the Bengalis ; 
(3) duly safeguard the interests of the Mahomedans of 

Eastern Bengal, and generally conciliate Maho
medan sentiment ; and 

(4) be so clearly based upon broad grounds of political and 
administrative expediency as to negative any pre
sumption that it has been exacted by clamour or 
agitation. 

1 I. If the headquarters of the Government of India be 
transferred from Calcutta to Delhi and if Delhi be thereby 
made the Imperial Capital, placing the city of Delhi and part 
of the surrounding country under the direct ad ministration of 
the Government of India, the following scheme, which embraces 
three interdependent proposals, would appear to satisfy all these 
conditions ~ 

I. To re-unite the five Bengali-speaking divisions, viz., 
the Presidency, Burdwan, Dacca, Rajshahi and 
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Chittagong divisions, forming them into a Presidency 
to be administered by a Governor-in-Council. The 
area of the Province will be approximately 70,000 
square miles, and the population-about 42,000,000. 

II. To create a Lieutenant-Governotship-in-Council to 
consist of Behar, Chota Nagpur, and Orissa, with a 
Legislative Council and capital at I)atna. The area 
of the Province would be approximately Il3,000 
square miles, and the population about 35,000,000. 

I I I. To restore the Chief Commissionership of Assam. 
The area of that Province would be about 56,000 
square miles, and the population about s.ooo,ooo. 

12. We elaborated at the outset our proposal to make 
Delhi the future Capital of India, because we consider this the 
key-stone of the whole project, and hold that according as it is 
accepted or not, our scheme must stand or fall. But we have 
still to discuss in greater detail the leading features of the other 
parts of our scheme. 

I 3· Chief amongst them is the proposal to constitute a 
Governorship-in-Council for Bengal. The history of the Parti
tion dates from 1902. Various schemes of territorial redistri
bution were at that time under consideration, and that which 
was ultimately adopted had at any rate the merit of fulfilling 
two of the chief purposes which its authors had in view. It 
relieved the overburdened administration of Bengal, and it gave 
the Mahomedan population of Eastern Bengal advantages 
and opportunities of which they had perhaps hitherto not had 
their fair share. On the other hand, as we have already pointed 
out, it was deeply resented by the Bengalis. No doubt senti
ment has played a considerable part in the opposition offered 
by the Bengalis, and, in saying this, we by no means wish to 
underrate the importance which should be attached to senti· 
ment even if it be exaggerated. It is, however, no longer a 
matter of mere sentiment, but rather, since the enlargement of • 
the Legislative Councils, one of undeniable reality. In pre
reform scheme days the non-official element in these Councils 
was small. The representation of the people has now been 
carried a long step forward, and in the Legislative Councils 
of both the Provinces of Bengal and Eastern Bengal the Ben
galis find themselves in a minority, being outnumbered in the 
one by Beharis and Ooriyas, and in the other by the Maho
roedans of Eastern Bengal and the inhabitants of Assam. As 
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matters now stand, the Bengalis can never exercise in either 
Province that influence to which they consider themselves en
titled by reason of their numbers, wealth, and culture. This is 
a substantial grievooce which will be all the more keenly felt 
in the course of tiJUe, as the representative character of the 
Legislative Councils increases and with it the influence which 
these assemblies exercise upon the conduct of public affairs. 
There is, therefore, only too !Tlllch r~.;.sc•n ~n lear that, in,;teaJ of 
dying down, the bitterness nf bt::Ct)IDC more ar:d 
more acute. 

14 It h<1.s frequently heen alleged w the Fress that the 
Partition is the root cause of all recent troubles in lndia. The 
growth of political unrest in other parts of the country and 
notably in the Deccan before the Partition of Bengal took 
place disproves that assertion, and we need not as.cribe to the 
Partition evils which have not obviously flowed from it. It is 
certain, however, that it is, in part, at any rate, responsible for 
the growing- estrangement which has now unfortunately 
assumed a very serious character in many parts of the country 
between Mahomedans and Hindus. \Ve are not without hope 
that a ~odification of the Partition, which we now propose, will, 
in some degree at any rate, alleviate this most regrettable 
antagonism. 

I 5· To sum up, the results anticipated from the Partition 
have uot been altogether realized, and the scheme as designed 
and executed, could only be justified by success. Although much 
good work has been done in Eastern Bengal and Assam, and the 
Mahomedans of that Province have reaped the benefit of a 
sympathetic administration closely in touch with them, those 
advantages have been in a great measure counterbalanced by 
the violent hostility which the Partition has arou<;ed amongst 
the Bengalis. For the reasons we have already indicated, we 
feel bound to admit that the Bengalis arc labouring under a 
sense of real injustice, which we believe it would be sound 
policy to remove without further delay. The Durbar of De
cember next affords a unique occasion for rectifying what is 
regarded by Bengalis as a grievous wrong. 

16. Anxious as we are to take Bengali feeling into ac
count, we cannot overrate the importance of consulting at the 
same time the interests and sentiments of the Mahomedans 
of Eastern· Bengal. It must be remembered that the Maho
medans of Eastern Bengal have at present an overwhelming 
majority in point of population, and that if the Bengali-speaking 
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divisions were amalgamated on the lines suggested in our· 
scheme, the Mahomedam would still be in a position of ap
proximate numerical equality with or possibly of small supe
riority over, the Hindus. The future Province of Bengal, more
over, will be a compact territory of quite moderate extent. 
The Governor-in-Council will have ample time and opportunity 
to study the needs of the various communities committed to 
his charge. Unlike his predecessors, he will have a great ad
vantage in that he will find ready to hand at Dacca a second 
capital, with all the conveniences of ordinary provincial head
quarters. He will reside there from time to time, just as the 
Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces frequently resides 
in Lucknow, and he will in this way be enabled to keep in 
close touch with Mahomedan sentiments and interests. It 
must also he borne in mind that the interests of the Maho
medans will be safeguarded by the special representation they 
enjoy in the Legislative Councils ; while as regards represent
ation on Local bodies they will be in the same position as 
at present. We need not, therefore, trouble your Lordship 
with the reasons why we have discarded the suggestion 
that a Chief Commissionership, or a semi-independent Com
missionership within the new Province, might be cleated at 
Dacca. 

17. We regard the creation of a Governorship-in-Council 
of Bengal as a very important feature of our scheme. It is by 
no means a new one. The question of the creation of the 
Governorship was fully discussed in 1867 to 1868 by theSe
cretary of State and the Government of India, and a Committee 
was formed, on the initiative of SIR STAFFORD NoRTHCOTE, 
to consider it and that of the transfer of the capital elsewhere. 
In the somewhat voluminous correspondence of the past the 
most salient points that emerge are : 

(i) That a Governorship of Bengal would not be 
compatible with the presence in Calcutta of the 
Viceroy and the Government of India ; • 

(ii) That, had it been decided to create a Governorship 
of Bengal, the question of the transfer of the 
Capital from Calcutta would have been taken 
into consideration ; 

(iii) That although a majority of the Governor-General's 
Council and the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal 
(SIR WILLIAM GREY) were in favour of the 
creation of the Governorship, SIR JOHN 
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LAWRENCE, the Gevernor-General, was opposed 
to the proposal but for purposes of better 
administration contemplated the institution of 
a J..ieutenant-Governorship of Behar and the 
separation of Assam fmm Bengal under a Chief 
Commissioner. 

Since the discussions of 1 r :'-\6~>< cnnsiderablP and ven' 
important chanf,;es have Liken f'iace m the c<•nstitution;l 
development of Bengal. That I'rn\·in<>· !;a·, ;dready an 
Executivf: Council, and the cha1we !.hat would. therefore, be 
necessary for the realization of thi~··part of uur :,cbeme is that 
the Lieutenant-Governorship should be converted into a 
Governorship. Particular arguments have from time to time 
been urged against the appointmen~ of a Governor from 
England. These were that Bengal, more than any other 
Province, requires the Head of the Government to possess an 
intimate knowledge of India and of the Indian people, and that 
a statesman or politician appointed from Em~land without 
previous knowledge of India would in no part of the country 
find his ignorance a greater drawback or be less able to cope 
with the intricacies of an exceedingly complex position. 

18~ We have no wish to underrate tbe ~reat advantage to 
an Indian administrator of an intimate knowledge of the country 
and of the people he is to govern. At the same time actual 
experience has shown that a Governor, careft:lly selected and 
appointed from England and aided by a Council, can successfully 
administer a large Indian Province, and that a Province so 
administered requires less supervision on the part of the 
Government of India. In this connexion we may again refer 
to the correspondence of 1867-68 and cite two of ~he arguments 
employed by the late SIR HENRY MAINE, when discussing tht. 
question of a Council form of Gm·ernment for Bengal. 
They are: 

(i) 

(ii) 

That the system in Madras and Bombay has 
enabled a series of men of no conspicuous ability 
to carry on a difficult Government for a century 
with success. 

That the concession of a full Governorship to 
Bengal would have a good effect on English 
public opinion, which would accordingly cease 
to impose on the Government of India a 
responsibility which it is absolutely impossible 
to discharge. 
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In view of the great difficulties connected with the 
administration of Bengal, we attach the highest importance to 
these arguments. We are also convinced that nothing short 
of a full Governorship would satisfy the. aspirations of the 
Bengalis and of the Mahomedans in Eastern Bengal. We 
may add that, as in the case of the Goveri10rships of Madras 
and Bombay, the appointment would be open to members of 
the Indian Civil Service, although no doubt in practice the 
Governor will usually be recruited from England. 

19. On the other hand one very grave and obvious 
objection has been raised in the past to the creation of a 
Governorship for Bengal, which we should fully share, were it 
not disposed of by the proposal which constitutes the keystone 
of our scheme. Unquestionably a most undesirable situation 
might and would quite possibly arise if a Governor-General of 
India and a Governor of Bengal, both selected from the ranks 
of English public men, were to reside in the same Capital and be 
liable to be brought in various ways into regrettable antagonism 
or rivalry. This indeed constitutes yet another, and in our 
opinion very cogent, reason why the headquarters of the 
Government of India should be transferred from Calcutta 
to Delhi. • 
'· 
\ 20. We now 1l]!l~ ~~.the ... P.~.O.PQ2al ~2..£reate a Lieutenant-

.~ f;overnorsnlp:in-CouJ1Ei1 (or Be~!:l!"'""~_2ta 1\ragrur, and On.Ssa. 
~e "are convinced that ii the Governor or Benga lS to do JUStice 
Jo the territories which we propose to assign to him, and to 
Jsafeguard · the interests of the Mahomedans of his Province, 
! Beh~~ and Chota N agpur must Q~ _ <:E~.~.9ciat~d from Beu_gal. 
',Quite apart, however, from that consideration, we are satisfied 

ha~ it.J.2._ i*t?.!l,1e h!gh.~.st -~~!:t~,Q.y,;}~~bl,e !O ~iv; the Hindi;sl?eak-
ng peo ~e now mcluded w1thm th~XJ;o~.t;:. pf Bengal, a 

ra e a mm1str. ...... ~se_ • 1:eopl~ JTilv_e hJ_tJi<:rto been 
nequa ,L .. Y.s>k<;.~!!!th,.~J3!!n~al!.~.:.-~~, ~ave-.E!:.~~r, tfiere-r:ore, a: a !:•:r~s 0:!~;~~~T~~-.i~~~¥~~a-ffJ· ~~ar {h; 

t<}nferme~~Q!D.!!lJ.tllt§...ruL~2'£«:~ve nuinoer'' (if" olTices in 
:rrenar11aVTiig'besn held by Beoli!alis. TheiJenar!sareasTUroy, 
Joyal eo Ie and it b a matter of common knowledge tbat, 
a ou t e ave on eslfe se aratwn rom en a , ey 

me a e tme o t e artttton rom as mg or 1 , ecause 
they did not wish to join the Bengalis in opposition to Govern
ment. There has, moreover, been a yery marked awakening 

Behai'" 10 recent ears and a stron belief has rown up 

• 
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among ~~ar£~ that Beha: wi.l! never devel()J?. uptil. i~i~ dissociated 
f~iJt.1t~IJg!i.( .• ~aroelief w1ll, uri less a remeJy Qt:: f9.!Jnd, give 
fiS.e to agitation in the near future, and the. pr~~llt is an 
~Clmirable opportunity to carry out on our own initiative a 
thoroiiglHy. sound and much desired change .. The ()oriyas, 
iike the Beharis, have little in common with the Bengalis, and 
we propose to leave Orissa (and the Sawl:>al!J~!t: district) with 
Eet1aY,~P\J Cb<?t.~. Nagpur. We believe that this arrangement 
wil!w~l! accor~Lwjth popular sentiment in Orissa, and will l:Je 
we1co.me to J3eh<J.r as presenting a seaboard. to. that Province. 
~*'tih~o liardly add that we have considered various alternatives 
such as the making over of Chota Nagpur or of Orissa to the 
Central Provinces, and the creation of a Chief Commissionership 
instead of a Lieutenant-Governorship for Behar, Chota Nagpur, 
and Orissa, but none of them seem to deserve more than 
passing consideration, and we have, therefore, refrained from 
troubling Your Lordship with the overwhelming arguments 
against them. Vve have also purposely refrained from 
discussing in this Despatch questions of subsidiary importance 
which must demand detailed consideration wh~n the main 
features of the scheme are sanctioned, and we are in a position 
to consuJt the Local Governments concerned. 

21. We now pass on to the last proposal, viz., to restore the 
Chief Commissionership of Assam. This would be merely a 
reversion to the policy advocated by SIR ]OliN LAWRENCE in 
J 867. This part of India is still in a backward condition and 
more fit for administration by a Chief Commissioner than a 
more highly developed form of Government, and we may notice 
that this was the view which prevailed in 1896-97, when the 
question of transferring the Chittagong Division and the Dacca 
and Mymensingh districts to Assam were first discussed. Events 
of the past twelve months on the frontiers of Assam and Burma 
have clearly shown the necessity of having the ~ orth-East 
frontier, like the North- \Vest frontier, more directly under the 
control of the Government of India and removed from that of 

• the Local Government. \Ve may add that we do not anticipate 
that any opposition will be raised to this proposal, which, 
moreover, forms an essential part of our scheme. 

22. \Ve will now give a rough indication of the cost of 
the scheme. No attempt at accuracy is possible, because we 
have purposely avoided making inquiries, as they would be 
likely to result in the premature disclosure of our proposals. 
The cost of the transfer to Delhi would be considerable. We 
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cannot conceive, however, that a larger sum than four millions 
sterling would be necessary, and within that figure probably 
could be found the three years' interest on capital which would 
have to be paid till the necessary works and buildings were 
completed. We might find it necessary ~o issue a 'City of 
Delhi' Gold Loan at 3t per cent. guaranteed by the Govern
ment of India, the interest, or ti1P larv.er part of the interest, 
on this loan being eventually obtainable from rents and taxes, 
In connexion with a general enhancement of land values, 
which would ensue at Delhi as a result of the transfer, we 
should endeavour to secure some part of the increment value, 
which at Calcutta has gone into the pockets of the landlords. 
Other assets which would form a set~off to the expenditure 
would be the great rise of Government land at Delhi and 
its neighbourhood, and a considerable amount which would 
be realized on the sale of Government land and buildings no 
longer required at Calcutta. The proximity of Delhi to 
Simla would also have the effect of rt>ducing the current 
expenditure involved in the annual move to and from Simla. 
The actual railway journey from Calcutta to Simla takes 
42 hours, while Delhi can be reached from Simla in 14 hours. 
Further, inasmuch as the Government of India w.ould be 
able to stay longer in Delhi than in Calcutta, the cost on 
account of hill allowances would be reduced. We should 
also add that many of the works now in progress at Delhi in 
connexion with the construction of roads and railways and 
the provision of electricity and water for the Durbar, and upon 
which coosiderable expenditure has been incurred, will be of 
appreciable value to the Government of India as permanent 
works when the transfer is made. 

23. As regards the remaining proposals, the recurring 
expenditure will be that involved in the creation of a Governor• 
ship for Bengal and a Chief Commissionership for Assam. 
The pay and allowances, t<1ken together, .of the Lieutenant
Governor of Bengal already exceed the pay of a Governor of 
Madras or Bombay, and the increase in expenditure when a • 
Governor is appointed would not, we think, be much beyond 
that required for the support of a bodyguard and a band. 
Considerable intial expenditure would be .required in connexion 
with the acquisition of land and the cnn,truction of buildings 
for the new capital of Behar, and, judging from the experience 
gained in connexion with Dacca, we may assume tf.at this will 
amount to about so or 6o lakhs. Some further initial expendi-
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'i:ure would be necessary in connexion with the summer head
;juarters, wherever these may be fixed. 

24. Before concluding this Despatch \Ve venture to say a 
few words as regards the need for a very early decision on the 
proposals we have put forward for Your Lordship's consider· 
:ion. it is manifest that, if the tu<~s!cr uf the capital. is to 
be given effect to, the questirm b·cllmes mor~ difficult the 
longer it remains unsolvecL The <::x of the last two 
·sessions has shown that the pl(:su:t \ <~tlm:ii Chamber in Govern
ment House, Calcutta, fails totally to meet the needs of the 
enlarged Imperial Legislative Council, and the proposal to 
acquire a site and to construct a Council Chamber is already 
under discussion. Once a new Council Chamber is built, the 
position of Calcutta as the Capital of India will be further 
strengthened and consolidated ; and, though we are convinced 
that a transfer will in any case eventually have to be made, 
it will then be attended by much greater difficulty and still 
further expense. Similarly, if some modification of the Parti
tion is, as we believe, desirable, the sooner it is effected the better, 
but we do not see how it can be safely effected with due regard 
for the dignity of Government as well as for the public opinion 
of the rest of India and more especially for Mahomedan senti
ment, except as part of the larger scheme we have outlined, 
in the event of these far-reaching proposals being sanctioned 
by His Majesty's Government, as we trust may be the case, 
we are of opinion that the presence of His Majesty the 
King-Emperor at Delhi would offer a unique opportunity 
for a pronouncement of one of the most weighty decisions 
ever taken since the establishment of British Rule in India. 
The other two proposals embodied in our scheme are not of 
3Uch great urgency but are consequentially essential and in 
themselves of great importance. Half measures will be of 
no avail, and whatever is to be done should be done so as 
to make a final settlement and to satisfy the claims of all 
concerned. The scheme which we have ventured to commend 

• to Your Lorch;hi p's favourable consideration is not put forward 
with any spirit of opportunism, but in the belief that action on 
the lines proposed will be a bold stroke of statesmanship which 
would give unprecedented satisfaction and will for ever asso
ciate so unique an event as the visit of the reigning Sovereign 
to His Indiar; Dominions with a new era in the history of India. 

25. Should the above scheme meet with the approval of 
Your Lordship and His Majesty's Government, we would pro-

30 
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pose that the King-Emperor should announce at the Durbar 
the transfer of the capital from Calcutta to Delhi and simulta
neously, and as a consequence of that transfer, the creation at 
an early date of a Governorship-in-Coundl for Bengal and of 
a new Lieutenant-Governorship-in-Council • for Behar, Chota 
Nagpur, and Orissa, with such administrative changes and re
distribution of boundaries as the Governor-General in Council 
would in due course determine with a view to removing any 
legitimate causes for dissatisfaction arising out of the Partition 
of 1905. The formula of such 2. pronouncement could be de
fined after general sanction had been given to the scheme. This 
sanction we now have the honour to solicit from Your Lordship. 

26. We should thus be able after the Durbar to discuss in 
detail with local and other authorities the best method of carry
ing out a modification of Bengal on such broad and compre
hensive lines as to form a settlement that shall be final and 
satisfactory to all. 

D. Reply to the above Despatch from the Secretary of State for 
India (the Ri~ht Hono\l,rAliM/ the ,Ma;rm'!ess of gr~~e, K.G.), 

~on;I'Stll'Ovem er,!91T. ·· • 

I have received Your Excellency's Despatch, dated the 25th 
August last and issued in the Home Department, and I have 
considered it in Council with the attention due to the import
ance of its subject. 

2. In the first place you propose to transfer from Calcutta 
to Delhi the seat of the Government of India, a momentous 
change which in your opinion can be advocated on its intrinsic 
merits, and apart from the considerations which are discussed 
in the latter passages of your Despatch. You point out with 
truth that many of the circumstances which explain the selection 
of Fort William in the second half of the eighteenth century 
as the head-quarters of the East India Company cannot now be 
adduced as arguments for the permanent retention of Calcutta. 
as the Capital of British India ; while certain new conditions 
and developments seem to point positively towards the removal 
ofthe Central Government to another position. Such a sugges
tion is not entirely novel, since it has often been asked whether 
the inconvenience and cost of an annual migration to the Hills. 
could not be avoided by founding a new official capital at some 
place in which Europeans could reside healthfully and work 
efficiently throughout the whole year. You regard any such 

.. 
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solution as impracticable, in my judgment rightly ; and you 
proceed to describe in favourable terms the purely material 
claims of Delhi for approval as the new centre of Government. 
There would be undoubted advantage both in a longer sojourn 
at the capital than i~ at present advisable. and in the shorter 
iournev to and from Simla when the vearlv transf<or ha:; to be 
~ade; while weight may properly be ;tttacherl to the central 
·;ituation of Delhi and to i1 f,>r!unate f'"sithn as ,rn~at railway 
Junction. As you point out, these f;,cts d tlif'ms~lvc-; cusur.<: 
not a few administrative advantages, and I am not disposed to 
attach serious importance to the removal of the Department of 
Commerce and Industry from a busy centre like Calcutta; for 
any official disadvantage due to this cause should be counter
balanced by the gain of a wider outlook upon the commercial 
activities of India as a whole. 

3· From the historical standpoint, to which you justly 
draw attention, impressive reasons in snpport. of the transfer can 
not less easily be advanced. ~ot only do the ancient walls of 
Delhi enshrine an I mperi<1l traditi<m cum parable with that of 
Constantinople, or with that of Rome itself, but the near 
neighbourhood of the existing City formed the theatre for some 
most notable scenes in the old-time drama of Hindu history, 
celebrated in the vast treasure-house of national epic verse. To 
the races of India, for whom the legends and records of the past 
are charged with so intense a meaning, this resumption by the 
Paramount Power of the seat of venerable Empire should at 
once enforce the continuity and promise the permanency of 
British Sovereign Rule over the length and breadth of the country. 
Historical reasons will thus prove to be political reasons of deep 
importance and of real value in favour of the proposed change. 
I share, too, your belief that the R11ling: Chiefs as a body 
will favour the policy and give to it their hearty adhesion, 

4· But, however solid may be the material advantages 
which you enumerate, and however warm the anticipated 

• reRponse from Indian sentiment, it may be questioned whether 
we should venture to contemplate so abrupt a departure from 
the traditions of British government, and so complete a dis
location of settled official habits, if we were able to regard with 
absolute satisfaction the position as it exists at Calcutta. 

5. Your Excellency is not unaware that for some time past 
I have appreciated the special difficulties arising from the collo
cation of the Government of India and the Government of 
Bengal in the same head-quarters. The arrangement, as you 
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frankly describe it, is a bad one for both Governments, and the 
Viceroy for the time being is inevitably faced by this dilemma, 
that either he must become Governor-in-chief of Bengal in a 
unique sense, or he must consent to be saddled by public opinion 
both in l ndia and at home with direct liability for acts of 
administration or policy over which he only exercises in fact 
the general control of a Supreme Government. The Local 
Government, on the other hand, necessarily suffers from losing 
some part of the sense of responsibility rightly attaching to it 
as to other similar administrations. It involves no imputation 
either upon Your Excellency's Government, or upon the dis
tinguished public servants who have carried on the Govern
ment of Bengal, to pronounce the system radically an unsound 
one. 

6. It might, indeed, have been thought possible to correct 
this anomaly with less disturbance of present conditons, by 
retaining Calcutta as the central seat of Government, under the 
immediate control of the Viceroy, and transferring the Govetn
ment of Bengal elsewhere. But two considerations appear to 
forbid the adoption of such a course. In the first place it is 
donhtfnl whether the arbitrary creation of an artificial.boundary 
could in practice cause Calcutta, so long the capital of Western 
Bengal, to cease altogether to be a Bengali city in the fullest 
sense. Again, the experiment of turning the second city of the 
British Empire into an Imperial enclave would be certain to cast 
a new and altogether undue burden upon the shoulders of the 
Governor-General, however freely the actual work ol adminis
tration might be delegated to subordinate officials. It is true 
that \Vashington, during the century since it became the capital 
of the United States, bas grown into a large and wealthy city, 
with industries on a considerable scale ; but even now it posses
ses less than a third of the population of Calcutta ; while Ottawa 
and the new Australian foundation of Yass-Canberra a·re likely 
to continue mainly as political capitals. Such a solution may, 
therefore, be dismissed, while no parallel difficulties need be 
dreaded if Delhi and its surroundings are placed directly under• 
the Government of India. 

7· I am glad to observe that you have not underrated the 
objections to the transfer which are likely to be entertained in 
some quarters. The compt>~t·mtion which will be offered to 
Bengali sentiment by other of your inter-dependent proposals is 
in my opinion fully adequate, and I do not think it necessary to 
dwell further on this aspect of the change. But it cannot be sup-
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posed that the European community of Calcutta, particularly 
the commercial section, can regard it without some feelings of 
chagrin and disappointment in their capacity as citizens. But 
you may rely, I am. certain, upon their wider patriotism, and 
upon their willingness to subordinate local and personal con
siderations to those which concern the general good of India. 
'Jor, on full reflection, need they fear any seriously untoward 
,,:onsequences. The city will nrrL>;" the '-'t:at c.f a most promi-
nent and influential Government ! ; easnn whv :t should 
suffer in material prosperity. wili not. nwrely an 
almost universal commero:::, but the in more 
than one branch of trade. . And from the >.tand point uf senti 
ment, nothing can ever deprive Calcutta of her association with 
a century and a half of British Government, signalised by many 
great events, and adorned by the famous roll of those who have 
preceded Your Excellency in the office of Governor-General. 
Such a history is a perpetual possession, and it will guide the 
steps of all travellers to Calcutta not less certainly than has the 
presence of the Supreme Government in the past. 

8. In view of this change it is your desire that a Governor
ship-in-Council should be constituted for BengaL You remind 
me that fhe possibility of such a creation was fully discussed in 
the years 1867 and 1868, although divergent opinions were ex
pressed by the different authorities of that day, and no steps 
were in fact taken. One of the principal objections felt then, 
as now, to the proposition taken by itself, hinged on the diffi
culty of planting such an administration in Calcutta side by 
side with that of the Government of India. The criticism is 
valid, but it would be silenced by the transfer of the capital to 
Delhi. I note with general agreement your observations upon 
the probable appointment in ordinary circumstances of a states
man or administrator from the United Kingdom to the Gover
norship of Bengal, while concurring that the appointment, like 
other great Governorships would be open to members uf the 
Indian Civil Service whenever it might be de;.irable to >'eek for 

• an occupant among their ranks. I also share your conviction 
that no lower grade of administration would be held in the al
tered conditions to satisfy the reasonable aspirations either of 
Hindus or of Mahomedans for the reputation and status of 
Bengal among the great divisions of India. 

9· In considering the area which the Governor of a new 
Bengal should be called upon to administer, it is not necessary 

t o recall at length the steps which led up to the partition of 
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the former Presidency, or to engage in detailed examination of 
its results. It is universally admitted that up to the year 1905 
the task which the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal and his 
subordinates had to perform, having regird to the extent of 
the Presidency, to its population, and the difficulties of com
munication in many districts, was one with "which no energy or 
capacity could completely cope. It is equally certain that the 
provincial centre of gravity was unduly diverted to the western 
portion of the area, and to Calcutta itself; with the result that 
the Mahomedan community of Eastern Bengal were unin
tentionally deprived of an adequate share of consideration and 
attention. Such a state of affairs was not likely to agitate 
public opinion on this side of the water ; the name of Dacca, 
once so familiar to British ears, bad become almost unknown 
to them. A re-arrangement of administration at the instance of 
the Government of India was, therefore, almost imperative; but 
the plan that was ultimately adopted, while effecting some 
beneficial changes in Eastern Bengal, and offering relief to the 
overladen Government, produced consequences in relation to 
the Bengali population which you depict with accuracy and 
fairness. History teaches us that it has sometimes been found 
necessary to ignore local sentiment, or to override racial pre
judice, in the interest of sound administration, or in order to 
establish an ethical or politic<~.l principle. But even where in
disputable justification can be claimed, such an exercise of 
authority is almost always regrettable in itself ; and it will 
often be wise to grasp an opportunity of assuaging the resent
ment which bas been aroused, where this can be done without 
practical detriment to order and good government. You point 
out, moreover, that in this case the grievance is not only one of 
sentiment, but that in connexion with the Legislative Councils 
the Bengali population is subjected to practical disabilities 
which demand and merit some redress. In Your Excellency's 
opinion the desired objects can properly be achieved by re
uniting the five Bengali-speaking divisions of the Presidency, 
Burdwan, Dacca, Rajshahi, and Chittagong into the new Presi- • 
dency to be for the future administered by the Governor of 
Bengal in Council. 

10. At the same time you lay deserved stress on the 
importance of giving no ground for apprehension to the 
Mahomedans of Eastern Bengal lest their interest should be 
injuriously affected by the intended alteration. In common 
with others of their faith, they would presumably regard with 
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satisfaction the re-erection of Deihi as the Capita! of India ; 
but they would be primarily concerned with the local aspect of 
the proposals. It is evident that in delimiting the new 
Presidency care is needed to see that the balance of the 
different populations, though it could not remain throughout 
the entire area aS" it stands at present in Eastern Bengal and 
Assam, is not undul) di:iturbed as \"'' point ')Ut, the 
special representation '"n the Councils which is 
enjoyed by the Mahomed;w:c, sn them with a distinct 
safeguard in tbis respect. i d.ttach, , "'' little importance 
to the proposal that the Governor of Bengal should regard 
Dacca as his second capital, with full claims on his regular 
attention, and his residence for an appreciable part of the year. 
The arrangements which have been made there for the adminis
tration of the existing Lieutenant-Governor will thus not 
merely be utilised, but will serve a valuable purpose which it 
would have been difficult to secure bad propv;als similar to those 
which you now make been put forward when the okl Bengal was 
undivided. In these circumstances, [ consider that you are right 
not to make any suggestion for a Commissionership at Dacca 
analogous to that existing in Sind in the Presidency of Bombay. 

I 1: Your next proposition involves the creation of a 
Lieutenant-Governorship-in-Council for Behar, Chota Nagpur, 
;:tna Orissa. I observe that you have considered and dismissed 
~.Ji~qjber of alternative suggestions for dealing with these three 
important and interesting divisions. Some of these schemes, 
as"Your Excellency is aware, have at different times been the 
subjects of discussion when a re-arrangement of boundaries has 
been contemplated ; and I refrain from commenting on any of 
them at this moment, holding, as I do, that you have offered 

"the plainest and most reasonable solution, if any substantial 
~~ is ~o b~ made at alL The three sub-provinces above 
namea, whrle drffering inter se in some marked features, are 
alike loosely connected with Bengal proper, and their compiete 
administrative severance would involve no hardship to the 
l'residency. ~ You describe the desire of the hardy and iaw
abiding inhabitants of Behar for a clearer expression of their 

~~.I!~A ~':i_9 la~E!Y.1 .. 9J§s:.i.~~- _r;1~m.,_.~,~e ~-:~s-~1!;,1:},'s. thety largefly dho 
In Orl tn 10 n ll C fOC lVILieS anu 10 tllC na Ure 0 t C 

Sot t lCJ;',. CU ttvate. / .· nssa, agatn, wtt tts vaflety o( races and 
p'fiysicatCO'r'i<titrons:'with its considerable seaboard, invested with 
a peculiar' sanctity of religious tradition, prefers a code of land 
~egislation founded on a system of tenure differing in the main 
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from those both of Bengal and of the Central Provinces, and 
has long felt uneasiness at a possible Joss of identity as a dis
tinct community. The highlands of Chota Nagpur, far less 
densely populated than Bengal, and containipg a large aborigi
nal element, also possess ancestral and historical claims for 
separate treatment in various respects. These three sub-pro
vinces, with their combined population of some thirty-five 
millions, would form a charge well within the compass of a: 
Lieutenant-Governorship ; and it may be assumed that the con
trolling officer would be able to bestow continuous care and 
attention upon each of the divisions within his area. 

12. The concluding suggestion which you put forward is 
that the Chief Commissionership of Assam should be revived. 
I attach weight to your argument that the political conditions 
on the North-eastern frontier of India render it desirable that 
like the North-West it should be the immediate concern ofYour 
Excellency's Government, rather than of a local administration ; 
and I note your belief, which I trust may prove to be well found
ed, that the inhabitants of this Province, of first rate importance 
in industry and commerce, are not likely to offer any opposition. 
to the change. On the contrary, they may be disposed to 
welcome it, since I am confident that the Supreme Government 
would assiduously preserve all local interests, either material or. 
of sentiment, from any possible detriment attributable to the 
altered system. 

13. I make no complaint of the fact that Your Excellency 
is unable at this stage to present for sanction a close estimate 
of the cost which is likely to be incurred in respect of the· 
various proposals included in your Despatch, either by way 
of initial or of recurring expenditure. You have only found it 
possible to name the round sum of four millions sterling, which 
you regard as the outside figure of cost which could be incurred 
by the transfer to Delhi, and you indicate your opinion that this 
amount might be raised by a special Gold Loan. I agree that it 
was not possible for you, in the special circumstances of the case,. 
to undertake the investigations which would have been necessary 
before you could submit even a general estimate of expenditure 
either at Delhi or in relation to the Governorship of Bengal, to
the Lieutenant-Governorship of the new United Provinces, or· 
to the Chief Commissionership of Assam. This being so, ( 
refrain for the present from making any observation~ on this. 
pazt of the subject, merely stating my general conviction that 
Your Excellency is fully alive to the magnitude of the proposed 
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operations, and to the necessity for thoughtful preparation 
and continuous vigilance in order that tbe expenditure, which 
must necessarily be so large, may be conducted with no tinge 
of wastefulness ; and as regards the particular case of Delhi, 
assuring you that tpY full .;ympath). wi~l l ~~ ''Xtn:dcd tv i>.llY 

efforts you may Hidke to prf'vent up 'l.gain:ot Govenl· 
rnent of land which von ma) fleet~ss<:n\' tu :,ecure fo•· 
public purposes. · ' 

14, I find myself in general agreement with Yom 
Excellency when you state that if this policy is to be approved, 
it is imperative to avoid delay in carrying it into effect, You 
give substantial reasons for this opinion, both on administrative 
and economical grounds, and though a number of detaiL; n main 
for settlement, many of which must demand careful examination 
and consultation, while some may a\vaken differences of opinion, 
it is possible now to pronounce a definite opinion upon the 
broad features of the scheme. Regarding it as a whole, and 
appreciating the balance sought to be maintained between the 
different races, classes, and interests likely to be <tffected, r 
cannot recall in history, nor can I picture in any portion of the 
civilised world as it now exists, a series of administrative 
changes bf so wide a scope culminating in the transfer of the 
main seat of Government, carried out, as I believe the future 
will prove, with so little detriment to any class of the com
munity, while satisfying the historic sense of millions, aiding 
the general work of Government, and removing the deeply-felt 
grievance of many. I therefore give my general sanction to 
your proposals, and I share in your belief that the transfer of 
the Capital, and the concomitant features of the scheme form a 
subject worthy of announcement by the King-Emperor in 
person on the unique and eagerly-anticipated occasion at 
Delhi. I am commanded to inform you that at the Durbar 
on the 12th of December His Imperial Majesty will be pleased 
to declare that Delhi will become the capital city of India, that 
a Governor in Council will be appointed for Bengal, a Lieute-

• nant- Governor in Council for Behar, Chota N agpur, and Orissa, 
and a Chief Commissioner for the Province of Assam. 
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VI. 

A. Rt. HON. Mr. MONTAGU'S ANNOUNCEMENT OF 
AUGUST 20, 1917. 

On August 20, 1917, the Secretary M State for India 
made the following announcement in the House of Commons :-

"The policy of His Majesty's Government, with which the 
Government of India are in complete accord, is that of the 
increasing association of Indians in every branch of the adminis
tration and the gradual development of self-governing institu
tions with a view to the progressive realization of responsible 
government in India as an integral part of the British Empire. 
They have decided that substantial steps in this direction should 
be taken as soon as possible, and that it is of the highest impor
tance as a preliminary to considering what these steps should be, 
that there should be a free and informal exchange of opinion 
between those in authority at Home and in India. His Majesty's 
Government have accordingly decided, with His Majesty's 
approval, that I should accept the Viceroy's invitation to proceed 
to India to discuss these matters with the Viceroy and the 
·Government of India, to consider with the Viceroy the• views of 
local Governments, and to receive with him the suggestions of 
l'epresentative bodies and others. 

"I would add that progress in this policy can only be 
achieved by successive stages. The British Government and 
the Government of India, on whom the responsibility lies for 
the welfare and advancement of the Indian peoples, must be 
judges of the time and measure of each advance, and they must 
be guided by the co-operation received from those upon whom 
new opportunities of service will thus be conferred and by the 
extent to which it is found that confidence can be reposed in 
their sense of responsibility. 

"Ample opportunity will be afforded for public discussion 
-of the proposals which will be submitted in due course to 
Parliament.'' • 

B. Extracts from Lord Chelmsford's speech in the Indian Legislative 
Council, September 5th, 1917. 

" I now turn to the third task, viz :-Constitutional Re
forms. At the very first Executive Council which I held as 
Viceroy and Governor-General, 1 propounded two questions 
to my council.-
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(I) What is the goal of British Rule in India? 

(2) What are the steps on the road to that goal? 

"\Ve came to the conclusion, which, I trust most Hon'ble 
Members will agree, was inevitable-that the endowment of 
British India as an integral part of the British Empire with 
self-government was the goal nf British Rule ;,nd Hi 1\1 < 

Government have now :r,var<I i<; terms their 
policy in respect of this matt::r< '' [H•Ii may ,;ay that 
we as the Government lndi:l · ,:Jbstance ;:t;-; 

cally indistinguishable ff·)m that we put forward. \Vith 
regard to the second question, after a careful and detailed 
examination of the ground, we arrived at the decision that there 
were three roads along which an adv<1ncc should be made 
towards the goal. The first road was in the domain of local 
self-government, the village, the rural board, and the town or 
municipal council. The domain of urban and rural self-govern" 
ment is the great training ground from which political progress 
and a sense of responsibility have taken their start, and we felt 
that the time had come to quicken the advance, to accelerate 
the rate of progress, and thus to stimulate the sense of responsi
bility it\ the average citizen, and to enlarge his experience. 

"The second road, in our opinion, lay in the domain of the 
more responsible employment of Indians under Government. 
We felt that it was essential to progress towards the goal that 
Indians should be admitted in steadily increasing proportion to 
the higher grades of the various services and departments and to 
more responsible posts in the administration generally. It is, 
I think, obvious that this is a most important line of advance. 
If we are to get real progress, it is vital that India should have 
an increasing number of men versed not only in the details of. 
everyday administration, but in the whole art of government. 

"I doubt whether there is likely to be anyone who will 
cavil at the general conclusions at which we arrived as to these 

• two roads of advance ; but agreement must not blind us to their 
importance. There is no better source of instruction than the 
liberty to make mistakes. The first and foremost principle 
which was enunciated in Lord Ripon's Self-government Resolu
tion of May 1882, and was subsequently emphasised by Lord 
Morley and Lord Crewe in their Despatches of 7th November, 
1908 and 1 Ith July, 1913, respectively, was that "the object of 
local Self-Government is to train the people in the management 
<>f their own local affairs, and that political education of this 
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sort must take precedP.nce of mere considerations of depart
mental efficiency." We are in complete accord with that prin
ciple, hence our advocacy of an advance along the first road. 

'·Equally we realise the paramount importance of training 
in administration, which would be derived • from an advance 
along the second road. There is nothing like administrative 
experience to sober the judgment and bring about an apprecia~ 
tion of the practical difficulties which exist in the realm of 
administration and it is from this source that we may look 
forward in the future to an element of experienced and tried 
material for the legislative assemblies. 

"We come now to our third road, which lay in the domain. 
of the Legislative Councils. As Hon'ble Members will readily 
appreciate, there is no subject on which so much difference of 
opinion exists and with regard to which greater need is re
quired for careful investigation and sober decision. I may say 
frankly that we as the Government of India recognise fully 
that an advance must be made on this road simultaneously with 
the advances on the other two, and His Majesty's Government, 
in connection with the goal which they have outlined in their 
announcement, have decided that substantial steps .in the 
direction of the goal they define should be taken as soon as 
possible." Some criticism has been directed against the Gov
ernment of India on the score that we have not disclosed the 
policy outlined in our despatch. I must remind Hon'ble Mem
bers that the decision on such a question rests, not with the 
Government of India, but with the authorities at home. More
over, on the larger question of a declafation of policy, in view 
of its unique importance, I have steadfastly refused, in the face 
of much adverse criticism, to anticipate by any statement of my 

'"own the decision of His Majesty's Government, who alone could 
make a final and authoritative statement, and I was careful 
to warn Hon'ble Members in my opening speech to them last 
February of the likelihood of dela}', owing to the grave pre
occupations of the Cabinet at home. Well, this however is. 
I hope, now immaterial, for His Majesty's Government have 
announced their policy and have authorised the Secretary of 
State, with His Majesty's approval, to accept my invitation 
to visit India and to examine the issues on the spot. I had 
invited Mr. Chamberlain to visit India some time back. He 
was on the point of accepting when his resignation ·took place. 
Immediately on Mr. Montagu's assumption of office, I expressed 
the hope that he would see his way to accept the invitation 

• 
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•Nhich I had extended to his predecessor, and I am delighted 
that the Cabinet have decided that he should accept. Some 
apprehension has been expressed lest the Government of India 
:1s about to be superseded temporarily by the Secretary of State. 
There need be LlO anxiety on that score. As I have told you, 
Mr. Montagu is coming on my invitation to consult informally 
with myself, the Government of fndia and others. He will 
,make no public: prnr:n!inc:ernent.s cf p; , ;1'nd bnsiness betvveen 
the Government of India iind the fi•·nw G·•vernment will be 
conducted through !he lar and tbe Council of 
India. There is nr; q su 1, but the outstand-
ing advantage of Mr. ·Montagu's visit is that he will now have 
the opportunity of making at first !1and an examination of the 
questions in issue, and for my part I shall leave nothing undone 
to enable him to receive all the suggestions of representative 
bodies and others which he may desire. In these circumstances 
and in view of Mr. Montagu's assurance that there will be ample 
opportunity for public discussion of the proposals which will be 
submitted indue course to Parliament, I would suggest to Hon'ble 
Members that the intervening time before bis arrival might be 
spent in the quiet examination of the arguments to be placed 
-before •Mr. Montagu. For myself I am anxious that, when 
Mr. Montagu arrives, we-and in that pronoun I include all 
those representative bodies ar;d others mentioned in the an
nouncement-should have ready to place before him all the 
materials which will enable him to form a reasoned judgment. 

C. Proposals for Indian Constitutional Reforms by Rt. Hon. Mr. 
Montagn and H. E. Lord Chelmsford (Being extracts 

from their Report dated Simla, April 22, 1918). 

178. \Ve began our report with a reference to the announ
cement of August 20, but inasmuch as that 

Reasons for a new announcement was made on behalf of His 
policy. 

Majesty's Ministers at our own request, we 
propose before setting out our own proposals to gather together 
very briefly the reasons why we hold that the decision was a wise 
and necessary one. If onr account of tlw past development and 
working of the present constitution is an accurate one, it will be 
apparent that we have now gone as far as is possible upon the 
old Jines. No further deve!opmen t is possible unless we 
are going t.o give the people of India some responsibility for 
their own government. But no one can imagine that no further 
development is necessary. It is evident that the present 
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machinery of government no longer meets the needs of the 
time ; it works slowly, and it produces irritation ; there is a 
widespread demand on the part of educated Indian opinion for 
its alteration ; and the need for advance is reeognized by official 
opinion also. One hundred and twenty years.ago Sir Thomas 
Munro wrote :-

"What is to be the final result of our arrangements on the character of 
the people? Is it to be raised, or is it to be lowered ? Are we to be satisfied 
with merely securing our power and protecting the inhabitants, or are we to 
endeavour to raise their character, to render them worthy of filling higher 
stations in the management of their country, and devising plans for its 
improvement ? ...••••.•••• We should look on India not as a temporary poss· 
ession, but as one which is to be maintained permanently, until the natives 
shall in some future age have abandoned most of their superstitions and 
prejudices, 'l.nd become sufficiently enlightened to frame a regular govern
ment for themselves, and to conduct and preserve it." 

179. Thus the vision of a persistent endeavour to train 
the people of India for the task of govern

The logical outcome ing themselves was present to the minds of 
of tbe past. 

some advanced Englishmen four genera-
tions ago ; and we since have pursued it more constantly than 
our critics always admit, more constantly perhaps than 
we have always perceived ourselves. The inevitable result of 
education in the history and thought of Europe is the desire for 
self-determination ; and the demand that now meets us from 
the educated classes of India is no more than the right and 
natural outcome of the work of a hundred years. There can be 
no question of going back, or of withholding the education and 
enlightenment in which we ourselves believe ; and yet, the more 
we pursue our present course without at the same time provid
ing the opportunities for the satisfaction of the desires which it 
creates, the more unpopular and difficult must our present govern
ment become and the worse must be the effect upon the mind 
of India. On the other hand, if we make it plain that, when we 
start on the new lines, education, capacity and good-will will 
have their reward in power, then we shall set the seal upon the 
work of past years. Unless we are right, in going forward now • 
the whole of our past policy in India has been a mistake. We 
believe, however, that no other policy was either right or pos
sible, and therefore we must now face its logical consequences. 
Indians must be enabled, in so far as they attain responsibility. 
to determine for themselves what they want done. The process 
will begin in local affairs which we have long since intended 
and promised to make over to them ; the time has come for ad
vance also in some subjects of provincial concern ; and it will 
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proceed to the complete control of provincial matters and thence, 
in the course of time, and subject to the proper discharge of 
Imperial responsibilities, to the control of matters concerning all 
India. We make it plain that such limitations on powers as we 
are now proposing, are due only to the obvious fact that time is 
necessary in order to train both representatives and electorates 
for the work which we desire them to undertake ; and that we 
offer Indians opportunities at short intervals tn prove the pro'" 
gress they are making and to make good their clilim not by the 
method of agitation, but p<·~itiv:: demox:stration, to the 
further stages in seJf,government ;vhicll ,, liiwt: ust indicated. 

180. Further, we have every reason to hope that as the 
result of this proces;:, India's connexion 

Hopes for the future. b E · "II 1 fi with t e mp1re WI )e con rmed by the: 
wishes of her people. The experience of a century of experiments 
within the Empire goes all in one direction. As power is given 
to the people of a province or of a dominion to manage their 
own local affairs their attachment becomes the stronger to the 
Empire which comprehends them all in a common bond of 
union. The existence of national feeling, or the love of, and 
pride in, a national culture need not conflict with, and may in
deed strengthen, the sense of membership in a wider common. 
wealth. The obstacles to a growth in India of this sense of 
patnership in the Empire are obvious enough. Differences of 
race, religion, past history, and civilization have to be overcome. 
But the Empire, which includes the French of Canada and the 
Dutch of South Africa-to go no further-cannot in any case 
be based on ties of race alone. It must depend on a common 
realization of the ends for which the Empire exists, the main
tenance of peace and order over wide spaces of territory, the 
maintenance of freedom, and the development of the culture of 
each national unity of which the Empire is composed. These 
are aims which appeal to the imagination of India and, in por
tion as self-government develops patriotism in l ndia, we may 
hope to see the growth of a conscious feeling of organic unity 

• with the Empire as a whole. 

181. There is, however, one aspect of the general problem 
of political advance which i'5 so important 

Tbe education pro• as to require notice in some detail. \Ve 
blcm. 

have observed already that one of the 
greatest obstacles to ludia's political development lies not only 
in the iack of education among its peoples taken as a whole, but 
also in the uneven distribution of educational advance. The 
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educational policy of Government has incurred much criticism 
from different points of view. Government is charged with 
neglect, because after sixty years of educational effort only 
-6 per cent of the population is literate, whrle under 4 per cent 
of the total population is undergoing instruct~on. It is charged 
-on the other hand, with having fostered education on wrong 
lines, and having given to those classes which welcomed in
struction a system which is divorced from their needs in being 
too purely literary, in admitting methods of unintelligent memo
rizing and of cramtning, and in producing far in excess of the 
actual demands of Indian conditions, a body of educated young 
men whose training has prepared them only for Government 
service or the practice of the law. The system of university 
education on Western lines is represented as cutting off the 
students from the normal life of the country, and the want of 
connexion between primary education in the vernaculars and 
higher education in English is regarded as another radical defect. 

182. It is sometimes forgotten that the system of English 
education was not forced upon India by 

Retrospect of educa· the Government, but established in res
tlon. 

ponse to a real and insistent ~emand, 
though a demand that proceeded from a limited class. The 
higher castes of Hindus-Brahmans, Kayasths, and a few 
others-have for generations supplied the administrative body 
·Of India, . whatever the nationality of the rulers ; and the 
introduction and development of British Rule inspired these 
classes to qualify themselves for a continuance, under the new 
conditions, of their hereditary careers. It was somewhat easily 
assumed in the time of Macaulay that Western education once 
imparted to the higher classes of India would gradually but 
steadily permeate the whole population. In the event it has 
been distributed unevenly among the higher classes themselves, 
the Muhammadan community as a whole having until very 
recently been backward in taking advantage of educational 
facilities. Indeed some of the most difficult factors of the • 
present situation would have been avoided if in good time steps 
had been taken to prevent the wide divorce which has occurred 
between tbe educated minority and the illiterate majority. From 
tbe economic point of view India has been handicapped by the 
want f professional and technical instruction ; her colleges turn 
out numbers of young men qualified for Government clerkships 
while the real interests of the country require, for example, 
-doctors and engineers in excess of the existing supply. The 
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charge that Government has produced a large inte!ltj;nztsia 
which cannot find employment has much substance in it ; it is 
one of the facts that lie at the root of recent politicai difficuities. 
But it is only of late years and as part of the remarkable 
awakening of national self-consciousness, that the complaint has 
been heard that th"e system has failed to train Indians for 
practical work in manufactures, commerce, and the application 
of science to industriai life. The changing economic conditions 
ufthe country have bruugbt this L~-,rn-~. ,jnd 1;1_ jt~ t:H::cept-· 
ance lies much uf our f ,, th:: filtu.re But it rnust be 
remembered that man\· d- the dasSf'S which eagerly 
sought higher educati~n also tlHt 1 •:hc-uld be nf a 
literary character, and were hereditarily averse from, if not 
disdainful of, anything that savoured of manual toil; and also 
that when the universities of India were founded the idea of 
scientific and technological instruction had not dawned upon 
universities in England. 

18]. Tbe faiJure of tbe Indian edvcationaJ system to train 
the character has often been criticized, and 

Defects of the system. with justice. In our desire, while imparting 
actual instruction, not to force the mind of India into an alien 
mould or to interfere with religious convictions, we have un
doubtedly made education too purely a matter of the intellect, 
and, at any rate in the beginning, we failed to foresee how subs
tantially the mental training that our schools and colleges afforded 
m•1st come in time to modify the pupils' conceptions of life. 
Attempts towards direct moral training were always impeded 
by the desirability of avoiding the difficult and delicate domain 
of religious belief. But one of the most pressing needs of India, 
is to foster more widely in the schools and colleges those ideas 
of duty and discipline, of common responsibilities and civic 
obligation, on which a healthy political life depends. Much 
effort is already being made in this direction, and there are 
notable and welcome signs of the growth among educated 

• Indians of the conviction that the possession of education does 
not merely offer the individual oppurtunities of advancement, 
but should confer on him also the ability and the obligation to 
serve his country. 

i).s regards the limited diffusion of education we also 

Social factors. 

3I 

take into account the conservative prejudi
ces of the country. It is not very long 
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since the advocates of the higher education of women in Europe 
were regarded as. unpractical and subversive theorists ; and in 
India social customs have greatly multiplied the difficulties in 
the way of female education. Upon this question opinion is 
slowly, but surely, changing, and educated young men of the 
middle classes are beginning to look for literate wives. But so 
long as education is practically confined to one sex the social 
complexion of the country must react upon and retard political 
progress ; and for this reason we regard the great gulf between 
men and women in respect of education as one of the most 
serious problems which has to be faced in' India. 

185. The spread of education among the lower classes is 
also attended by peculiar difficulties. India 

Attitude of tbe ryot. is a predominantly agricultural country, 
and an agricultural population is always and everywhere suspi
cious of the effect of education upon rural children. Here again 
is the need-a need realized equally in Europe and America
of making rural education more practical, and ensuring that the 
school shall make the average boy who does not aspire to 
university education a more practical farmer instead of trans
forming him into an indifferent clerk. In India primar_¥ educa
tion has been entrusted mainly to the district boards and muni
cipalities, and it has, we are glad to say, made fairly steady, if 
slow, progress under their administration. The first effect of 
English education upon the classes which adopted it was to 
widen the gulf between them and the conservative masses. But 
one of the most marked features of recent political development 
is the concern shown by the spokesmen of the educated classes 
for the diffusion of primary education among the people as a 
whole. The history of other countries shows that the growth of 
a desire for education among the peasantry and working classes is 
generally slow, while political and economic conditions remain 
static, and that the quickening influences come mainly from the 
better educated sections of the community which are more 
sensitive to political and economic changes. Political thought 
in India is coming to recognize that advance must be influenced • 
by the general educational level of the country, and that poli
tical leaders, if they are to escape the charge of representing 
only the interests of the classes to which they themselves 
belong, must be able to appeal to, and be understood by, 
the masses of their fellow-countrymen. This. conviction 
involves steady effort to raise the status of the depressed 
classes. 
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186. Primary education, <~.s we have seen, is already practi
cally in the hands of local bodies, but 

Chief needs at present. secondary education was deliberately left 
at the outset almo.'l't entirely to private agencies. The uni
versities, despite thc;ir connexion with Government, are largely 
non-official IJodies with extensive powers. The main defect of 
the system is probably the want of CO· ordination between 
primary and higher education, which in turn reacts upon the 
efficiency of secondary instit11tinns diHl tc} ;, great extent con-
fines university to the function of mere 
finishing schools. mnversitJC<; from having 
been allowed to drift into the pCisition • ,f iustitutions that are 
expected not so much to educate in the true sense, as to provide 
the student with the means of entering an official or a pro
fessional career. Thus a high percentage ()f failures seems to 
a large body of Indian opinion not so much a proof of the 
faultiness of the methods of teaching, as an example 
of an almost capricious refusal of the means of obtain
ing a living wage to boys who have worked for years, often at 
the cost of real hardship, to secure an independent livelihood. 
The educational wastage is everywhere excessive ; and analysis 
shows trrat it is largely due to under-payment and want of 
proper training in the case of teachers. The actual recruits for 
normal schools are too often ill-prepared. and the teaching career, 
which in India used formerly to command respect, does not now 
offer adequate inducements to men of ability and force of 
character. The first need, therefore, is the improvement of 
teaching. Until that is attained it is vain to expect that the 
continuation of studies from the primary stage can be made 
attractive. But while the improvement of primary and middle 
schools is the first step to be taken, very much remains to be 
done in reorganizing the secondary teachers and ensuring for 
the schoolmaster a career that will satisfy an intelligent man. 
The improvement of ordinary secondary education is obviously 
a necessary condition for the development of technical instruction 

• and the reform of the university system. It is clear that there 
is much scope for an efficient and highly trained inspectorate in 
stimulating the work of the secondary schools, and in helping 
the inspectorate of the primary schools maintained by the local 
bodies. We believe that the best minds in India, while they 
feel that the educational service has not in the past been widely 
enough opened to Indians trained at British universities, value 
the mainten<fnce of a close connexion with educationists from 
the United Kingdom. 
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187. This survey of educational problems will show how· 
much room there is for advance and im

Political importance provement, and also how real the difficu 1-
of education. 

ties are. The defects ef the present system 
have often been discussed in the legislative ~ouncils but, as was 
inevitable so long as the councils had no responsibility, without 
due appreciation of financial difficulties, or serious consideration 
of the question how far fresh taxation for educational improve
ment would be acceptable. As we shall show, it is part of the 
political advance that we contemplate that the direction of Indian 
education should be increasingly transferred to Indian hands. 
Only so, we believe, can the stimulus be forthcoming which will 
enable the necessary money to be found. The weak points are 
recognized. A real desire for improvement exists. Educational 
extension and reform must inevitably play an important part 
in the political progress of the country. We have already made 
clear our conviction that political capacity can come only through
the exercise of political responsibility ; and that mere education 
without opportunities must result in serious mischiefs. But 
there is another important element. Progress must depend on 
the growth of electorates and the intelligent exercise of their 
powers ; and men will be immensely helped to becol!le com
petent electors by acquiring such education as will enable them 
to judge of candidates for their votes, and of the business 
done in the councils. No one would propose to prescribe an 
educational qualification for the vote ; but no one can deny the 
practical difficulties which make a very general extension of the 
franchise impossible until literacy is far more widely spread than 
is the case at present. The Government of India has for some 
time past been maturing plans for a great extension of primary 
education. Progress was temporarily interrupted by uncertainty 
as to the distribution of financial resources which would result 
from the constitutional changes ; but the imminence of these 
has given a new importance to the question and its consideration 
has been resumed. We trust that impetus will thus be given to 
a widespread movement which will be taken up and carried • 
forward boldly by the reformed councils. 

188. Let us now consider the principles on which our 
proposals are based. We have surveyed 

Extent of the advance the existing position ; we have discussed 
proposed in local bodies. the conditions of the problem ; and the 

goal to which we wish to 1Jlove is clear. 
What course are we to set across the intervening space ? 
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H follows from our premises, and it is also recognized in the 
announcement of August zo, that the steps are to be gradual 
and the advance tested at each stage. Consistently with these 
requirements a substantial step is to be taken at once. If our 
reasoning is soun<j this can be done only by giving from the 
outset some measure of responsibility to representatives chosen 
by an electorate. There are obviously three levels at which it is 
possible to give it-in the sphere of local bodies, in the provinces, 
and in the Government of India. Of cert<J!n other leVf•ls which 
have been SU?f'ested. interrncdiatc bt'l \\'ecn the first ;md second of 
tllese, we shaii' speak in due course. Als", man can ser~e 
two masters, in prnportion as ( rwtn,1 an electorate is 
admitted at each !eve!, control Sllf•<"n·~•! 3uthority must 
be simultaneuusiy reiaxed. If our plans are to be soundly 
laid, they must take account of actual conditions. It follows 
that the process cannot go on at one and the same pace on all 
levels. The Secretary pf State's relaxation of controi over the 
Government of India will be retarded, if for no other reason, by 
the paramount need for securing Imperial interests ; the 
Government of India have the fundamental duty to discharge of 
maintaining India's defence ; the basic obligation of provincial 
Gov-::rnn'\ents is to secure law and order. As we go upwards the 
importance of the retarding factors increases ; and it follows 
that popular growth must be more rapid and extensive in the 
iower levels than in the higher. Let us state the proposition in 
another way. The functions of Go\·ernment can be arranged in 
an ascending scale of urgency, ranging from those which con
cern the comfort and well-beitw of the individual to those which 
secure the existence of the St;te. The individual understands 
best the matters which concern him, and of which he has ex
perience ; and he is likely to handle best the things which he 
best understands. Our predecessors perceived this before us, 
and placed such matters to some extent under popular control. 
Our aim should be to bring them entirely under such control. 
This brings us to our first formula :-

"There slzould be, as far as possible, complete popular control in 
local bodies and the largest possible indepe1tdence for them of 
outside control" (I). 

189. When we come to the provincial Governments the 
position is different. Our objective is the 

In provlnclaUJovern· realization of responsible Government. ,menu. 
We understand this to mean first, that the 

members of the executive Government should be responsible to, 
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because capable of being changed by, their constituents ; and~ 
secondly, that these constituents should exercise t}}eir power 
through the agency of their representatives in the assembly. 
These two conditions imply in their completeness that there 
exist constituencies based on a franchis~ broad enough to 
represent the interests of the general populatiot1, and capable 
of exercising an intelligent choice in the selection of their 
representatives ; and, secondarily, that it is recognized as the 
constitutional practice that the executive Government retains 
office only so long as it commands the support of a majority in 
the assembly. But in India these conditions are as yet wanting. 
The provincial areas and interests involved are immense,. 
indeed are on what would elsewhere be regarded as a national 
scale. The amount of administrative experience available is 
small ; electoral experience is almost entirely lacking. There 
must be a period of political education, which can only 
be achieved through the gradual, but expanding, exercise of 
responsibility. The considerations of which we took account 
in chapter VI forbid us immediately to hand over complete 
responsibility. vVe must proceed, therefore, by transferring 
responsibility for certain functions of Government while reserv
ing control over others. From this starting point we took for a 
steady approach to the transfer of complete responsibility. We 
may put our second formula thus :-

" Tlte provinces are tlte domain in wlu'clt the earlier steps. 
towards tlze progressive realisation of responsible Government 
should be takm. Some measure of responsibility should be given 
at once, and our aim is to give complete responsibility as soon as 
t-'onditions permit. This involves at once giving the provinces the 
largest measure o.f iudependence, legislative, administrative ·· and 
.fitzancial, o.f tlze Govenzment o.f India wludz is compatible with 
the due discharge bp the latter o.f its own responsibilities" (2). 

190. But, as we shall see, any attempt to establisb 
equilibrium between the official and popular 

Jnd:::beOovernment of forces in Government inevitably introduces • 
additional complexity into the adminis

tration. For such hybrid arrangements precedents are wanting;. 
their working must be experimental, and will depend on factors 
that are yet largely unknown. We are not prepared, without 
experience of their results, to effect like changes in the Govern
ment of India. Nevertheless, it is desirable to make the Indian 
Legislative Council more truly representative of Indian opinion"' 
and to give that opinion greater opportunities of acting on the 
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Government. While, therefore, we cannot commend to l)arlia
ment a similar and simultaneouo;; advance, both in the provinces 
and in the tiovernment of India, we are led to the fol!owir.g 
proposition ; -

" Tlte Govern111ent <:/ lttdia must remain wlzol{r responsible 
to Parliament, and saving suclt rfsprmsibilit)', its rmtJzority m 
essential matters must 1·emaitz indisputable, pendz'ng experience of 
tlte ~(feet of tlte changes now to h,· i?ttro<iu<.-d in t!tc j>ro<}ina . .\. bt 
tlze Jheantt'me tize lndian 1 latr·~·,; 1··. · '.f'•.,;t/! 

;nd tilrule IIZ,:tc re:pre.,entatizlt' dUd 

r;o-vr rmnent wo eased" ( 3 ), 

191. 1~---nrther. the partlaJ cont.rc.J c.t tht'" t.·.~·:~:cutivc Hl the 

In England. 
provinces by the legislature, and the in
creasing influence of the legislature upon 

the executive in the Government of India, will make it neces
sary that the superior control over all Go~ernments in India 
which is now exercised by the authorities at Home must be 
in corresponding measure abated ; for otherwise the executive 
Governments in India will be subjected to pressure from differ
en~ sources which will wholly paralyse their liberty of action, 
and al~o the different pressures may be exercised in opposite 
directions. \Ve may put this proposition briefly as follows:-

"ht proportiOJt as tlte forPgoi11/;- (·hmt/5'-'-" takt t{)tYI, tlzc coJttro! 
rif Parliament ,md tfte Secretary (:f .')tate O<'t'r tfze (.r·o,,ernme1lt of 
India atzd provitzcial Govenmzcrtts 11mst be relaxed" ( 4 ). 

192. \Ve have been told that, inasmuch as local self
government has not yet been made a real-

m!:t.a• Self-Go"·ern- ity in most parts of India, we should con-
tent ourselves with such reforms as will 

give it reality, and should await their result before attempting 
anything more ambitious, on the principle that children learn 
to walk by learning first to crawl. \Ve regard this solution as 
outside the range of practical politics ; for it is in the councils 
that the Morley-Minto reforms have already brought matters 
to an issue ; and Indian hopes and aspiratirms have been 
aroused to such a pitch that it is idle to imagine that they will 
now be appeased by merely making over to them the manage
ment of urban and rural boards. Moreover, the development 
of the country has reached a stage at which the conditions 
justify an advance in the wider sphere of government, and at 
which indeed government without the co-operation of the 
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people will become increasingly difficult. On the other hand, 
few of the political associations that addressed us seemed ade
quately to appreciate the importance of local affairs, or the 
magnitude of the advance which our recommendation involves. 
But the point has been made time and timp again by their 
own most prominent leaders. It is by taking part in the 
management of local affairs that aptitude for handling the 
problems of government will most readily be acquired. This 
applies to those who administer, but even more to those who 
judge of the administration. Among the clever men who come 
to the front in provincial politics, there will be some who will 
address themselves without more difficulty, and indeed with 
more interest and zeal, to the problems of government than to 
those of municipal or district board administration. But the 
unskilled elector, who has hitherto concerned himself neither 
with one nor the other, can learn to judge of things afar off 
only by accustoming himself to judge first of things near at 
hand. This is why it is of the utmost importance to the cons
titutional progress of the country that every effort should be 
made in local bodies to extend the franchise, to arouse interest 
in elections, and to develop local committees, so that educa
tion in citizenship may, as far as possible be extended, and 
everywhere begin in a practical manner. If our proposals for 
changes on the higher levels are to be a success, there must be 
no hesitation or paltering ahout changes in local bodies. Res
ponsible institutions will not be stably-rooted until they be
come broad-based; and far-sighted Indian politicians will find 
no field into which their energies can be more profitably thrown 
than in developing the boroughs and communes of their 
country. 

I93· These reasons led Lord Chelmsford's Government 
in May, 1916 to consider what further pro-

The Government of 1 h d fl l If t India's proposals. gress a ong t e roa o oca se -govern men 
was immediately possible. Their conclu

sions would have been published some time ago if it had been 
possible to separate the consideration of this subject from that 
of constitutional reforms in general. We have the proposals 
before us, and will summarize the general purport of them. 

194. At present rather more than half the members of 
municipal, and rather less than half of 

bo~~~;~uutlon ol local those of rural boards, including in this term 
sub-district boards, are elected. The in. 
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tention is that substantial elected majorities should be conceded 
in boards of both kinds and tbat the system of nomination should 
be retained only in order to secure the necessary representation 
of minorities, and the presence of a few officials as expert advisers 
without a vote. G~nerally the suggestion is that the proportion 
of nominated members should not exceed one-fourth. The 
enlargement of the elected element must necessarily be accom
panied by the adoption of" sufficiently low franchise to obtain 
constituencies which will be reillly uf the gcneral 
body of rate-payers. It shoulrl als,, fo)Jc,wecl an exten· 
sion of the svstem of e lectr::d chaimle11. The I Jecentraiization 
Commission'thought that municipal d1".irmr-n ~liullkl ordinarily 
be elected non-officials, and that if« numinateJ ch;:urman was 
required an official should be selected. It is hoped, however, 
that the election of chairmen will be the general rule in future. 
If there are special reasons against the election of a non-official 
chairman an official might be elected, provided he is elected 
by a majority of the non-official votes. In some provinces this 
is already the ordinary practice for municipalities. For the 
administration of large cities it is proposed to approve of the 
system in which the every-day executive work is carried out by 
a specia~ nominated commissioner; but not to require that 
he should be an official, provided that he is protected by a 
provision that he should only he removable with the sanction 
of Government or by the vote of a subst<tntial majority of the 
board. In the case of rural boards local Governments will be 
urged to appoint non-official and preferably elected chairmen 
wherever possible, but where there is a non-official chairman 
there may be need also for a special executive officer, whose 
appointment and removal would require the Government's 
sanction, to do the ordinary official work. If any board desired 
to elect an official chairman his election should be by a majority 
of non-official votes and should be approved by the Commis
sioner or some higher authority. 

195· The Decentralization Commission recommended 

Powers 
boards. 

of local 
that municipalities should have full liberty 
to impose and <~Iter t<~xation within the 
limits laid down by Jaw, but that where 

the law prescribes no maximum rate the sanction of an outside 
authority should be required to any increase. It is hoped that 
nearly all boards will contain substantial elected majorities, and 
in their case it is proposed to accept the Commission's recom
mendation, though indebted boards should still obtain the sane-
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tion of higher authority before altering a tax. It is clearly im
portant that municipal boards should have such power to vary 
taxation, and the intention is to give it to rural boards as well 
by allowing them to levy rates and fees within the limits of the 
existing Acts. It is thought that wherever a. board pays for a 
service, it should control such service; and that where it is 
expedient that control should be largley centred in the hands 
of the Government the service should be a provincial one. If, 
for example, a board provides for civil works or medical relief, 
it ought, subject to such general principles as the Government 
may prescribe, to have real control over the funds which it pro
vides and not be subject to the constant nictation, in matters 
of detail, of Government departments. Similarly as regards 
the control over the budgets of local bodies. It is hoped that 
provincial Governments will make every effort to give boards a 
free hand with their budgets, subject to the maintenance of 
a minimum standing balance, with the necessary reservations 
in the case of indebtedness or against gross default. The 
Government of India would discard the system of requiring 
local bodies to devote fixed portions of their revenues to 
particular objects of expenditure and would rely on retaining 
powers of intervention from outside in cases of grav~ neglect 
or disregard. Municipalities have already been given enlarged 
powers in respect of new works; and a similar advance is hoped 
for in the case of rural boards. As regards the control by 
Government over the establishment of local bodies the Com
mission proposed that the appointment of certain special officers 
should require the sanction of higher authority, while other 
appointments would be regulated by general rules laid down by 
the provincial Government. It is hoped that provincial Govern· 
ments will now take steps to carry these recommendations into 
practice, but it is sug-gested that Government should in the 
case of the special officers also retain a right to require their 
dismissal in cases of proved incompetency. Such material 
relaxation of Government control in respect of taxation, 
budgets, public works, and local establishments might suggest • 
that the exceptional powers of Government officers in respect 
of external intervention should, if altered at all, be altered in the 
direction of greater stringency. But the accepted policy must 
be to allow the boards to profit by their own mistakes, and to 
interfere only in cases of grave mismanagement ; and, therefore, 
with certain possible exceptions, which we need not 
here specify, it is not proposed to extend the power of 
intervention. 
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196. Finally, the Government of India propose to direct 

Pancbayats, 
attention to the development of the pan
ch(z_yat system in villages. This question 

was examined bv 'the Decentralization Commission and bas 
since been the sU'qject of further inquiry in the l'nited Provinces 
and Assam. It is recognized that the prospect of successfully 
developing panclzayats must depend very largely on local con
ditions, and that the functions and powers to be allotted to 
them must vary accordingly : bnt where the system proves a 
success it is contemrlated that t h,, enrlfH\'ed with 
civil and criminal jnrisdiction in ca~r:s, -;ome administra-
tive powers as re-gards c;anitatbn o~d<i r.·ducati(J<', ;l!ld permissive 
powers of imposing a local rate. It that, wherever 
possible, an effective beginning will be rnade. 

197. The programme which we have thus summarized is 
still under consideration and, obviously, it 

Comments on tbls P"0 " would not be suitable for us to comment gramme. 
upon it. It is clear that it cannot be re-

garded as constituting a complete scheme of loc:tl self-govern
ment, and for two reasons. It is impossible to ignore the past 
and at ,pnce to create a perfect scheme out of the present uneven 
materials ; and, secondly, if \Ve art: sillcere in our advocacy of 
a policy of provincial autonomy, we must leave the work mainly 
to local Governments. It would be highly inconsistent to insist 
on provincial autonomy, and simultaneously to leave no latitude 
of action to provincial Governments in a field which is so 
peculiarly a matter for local development. But the proposals 
will constitute a basis on which those entrusted with the res
ponsibility for such matters in future can build ; and we expect 
the reformed legislative councils to carry forward the work thus 
begun. \Ne may add that the reformed and representative 
district boards of the future could, and should, be utilized by 
the district officer for purposes of advice and consultation. 

198. Because we believe that our main advance must be 
on the provincial stage, we shall leave the 

Scope of following pro· sub]' ect of local self-~overnment at this poaals. ~ 

point, and turn to the provinces. But here 
we must pause for a moment to define the scope of all the 
proposals that follow in chapter VIII. It is a truism that no 
general proposals can be equally applicable to all portions of 
India at bne and the same time. If, however, we had not 
contented ourselves with the sufficiently weighty task of working 
out in broad outlines the plan of one of the greatest politica& 



experiments ever undertaken in the world's history, but had set 
ourselves also to adjust its details to the varying requirements 
of the different provinces, our labours would have been immen
sely prolonged and there would have been • a danger that the 
details of our report might obscure its main iptentions. Because 
we have written in general terms we would not have it sup
posed that we have been unmindful of inequalities in the 
development of the provinces. For these we have, as we shall 
show, provided a mechanism of adjustment. But over and 
above that we must offer one word of explanation at the outset. 
Our recommendations as to the provinces are confined to eight 
out of the nine provinces of British India which are furnished 
with legislative councils. These are Madras, Bombay, Bengal, 
the United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, the Punjab, the Central 
Provinces, and Assam. We have not included Burma in our 
survey except in so far as, while that province remains part of 
the Indian polity, as for military reasons it must, it is necessary 
to provide for its representation in the central Government. 
Our reasons are that Burma is not India. Its people belong 
to another race in another stage of political development, and 
its problems are altogether different. For instance, the appli
cation to Burma of the general principles of throwing O!'Jen the 
public service more widely to Indians would only mean the 
replacement of one alien bureaucracy by another. The d!!sire 
for elective institutions has not developed in Burma; the pro
vincial legislative council, as constituted under the Morley
Minto schemes, has no Burma-elected element ; and the way is 
open for a diflerent line of development. There was also a 
practical reason for not proceeding to investigate the particular 
conditions of Burma in the fact that one Lieutenant-Governor 
:had very recently laid down, and a new Lieutenant-Governor 
assumed office. \Vhen our proposals are published there will 
be an opportunity for the Government and people of Burma 
to say how far they regard them as applicable to their case. 
We therefore set aside the problem of Burma's political evolu
tion for separate and future consideration. There remain the 
frontier areas of the North- \Vest Frontier Province and Baluchis
tan, and the smaller tracts of British India, like Delhi, Coorg, 
and Ajmer-Merwara. For reasons of strategy the two frontier 
provinces must remain entirely in the bands of the Government 
-of India. But, inasmuch as our guiding principle, where the 
principle of responsibility cannot yet be applied,· is that of 
government by consultation with the representatives of the 
people, we think that in some, if not all, of these areas it would 
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be well to associate with the: personal administration of the 
Chief Commissioner some form of advisorv council. adiusted in 
composition and function to local conditi;ns in ea~h ca'se. This 
question we would leave to the further consideration of the 
Government of In~ia. 

199. But even in the eigl1t provinces which we have named 
are included certain backwr~rd areas where 

Treatment ol backwar<l t I ie pen• Jle ;] t"(' l there i::i as 
ua~ts. r 

matenal r~~Hmd political 
institutiono.:. \Ve 1k• not tf!!nk there wll! be any difficulty in 
demarcating them. They ue ;:<.:nerally the tracts mentioned 
in the schedules and appendices to the Scheduled Districts Act, 
1874, with certain exceptions, and possibly certain additions, 
which the Government of India must he invited to specify. 
Both the definition of these areas and the arrangements to be 
made for them will be matters for further consideration ; but 
the typically backward tracts should be excluded from the 
jurisdiction of the reformed provincial Governments and admi-· 
nistered by the head of the province. 

Devolution to Provincial Co·vernments. 

200. We saw in chapter V that there was not a little 
spade-work to be done before the way lay 

Financial devolution. open for reconstruction to begin. Above 
all we saw that the existing financial relations between the 
central and provincial Governments must be changed if the 
popular principle in Government is to have fair play in the 
provinces. The present settlements by which the Indian and 
provincial Governments share the proceeds of certain heads of 
revenues are based primarily on the estimated needs of the 
provinces, and the Government of India disposes of the surplus. 
This system necessarily involves control and interference by the 
Indian Government in provincial matters. An arrangement 
which has on the whole worked successfully between two official 

• Governments would be quite impossible between a popular and 
an official Government. Our first ain1 has therefore been to 
find some means of entirely separating the resources of the 
central and provincial Governments. 

201. We start with a change of standpoint. If provincial 

A new basis. 
autonomy is to mean anything real clearly 
the pwvinces must not be dependent on 

the Indian Government for the means of provincial development, 
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Existing settlements do indeed provide for ordinary growth of 
expenditure, but for any large and costly innovations provincial 
Governments depend on doles out of the Indian surplus. Our 
idea is that an estimate should first be made of the scale of 
expenditure required for the upkeep and development of the 
services which clearly appertaiQ to the lnoian sphere; that 
resources with which to meet this expenditure should be secured 
to the Indian Government; and that all other revenues should 
then be handed over to the provincial Governments, which will 
thenceforth be held wholly responsible for the development of 
all provincial services. This, however, merely means that the 
existing resources will be distributed on a different basis, and 
does not get over the difficulty of giving to the central and 
provincial Governments entirely separate resources. Let us 
see how this is to be done. 

202. Almost everyone is agreed that a complete separa
tion is in theory desirable. Such differ

re~~:J"~:~e separation of ences of opinion as we have met with have 
mostly been confined to the possibility of 

effecting it in practice. It has been argued for instance that 
it would be unwise to narrow the basis on which ~oth the 
central and provincial fiscal systems are based. Some of the 
revenues in India, and in particular land revenue and excise, 
have an element of precariousness ; and the system of divided 
heads, with all its drawbacks, has lhe undeniable advantage that 
it spreads the risks. This objection will however, be met if, 
as we claim, our proposed distribution gives both the Indian 
and provincial Governments a sufficient measure of security. 
Again we have been told that the complete segregation of the 
Government of India in financial matters will lower its autho
rity. This argument applies to the whole subject of decentrali
zation and provincial autonomy. It is not necessary for us 
to meet it further. Our whole scheme must be even and well
balanced, and it would be ridiculous to introduce wide measures 
of administrative and legislative devolution and at the same 
time to retain a centralized system of finance, 

203. There are two main difficulties about complete sepa
ration. How are we to dispose of the two 

b!~~~ltlon of divided most impnrtant heads which are at present 
divided-land-revenue and income-tax

and how are we to supplement the yield of the lt1dian heads 
of revenue in order to make good the needs of the central 
Government? At present the heads which are divided in all 
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or some of the provinces are :-lanrl revenue, stamps, excise, 
income~tax and irrigation. About stamps and excise there is 
no trouble. \Ve intend that the revenue from stamp duty 
should be discriminated under the already well-marked sub
heads Gmeral and judicia!; and that the former should be 
made an Indian "and the latter a provincial receipt. This 
arrangement will preserve uniformity in the case of commercial 
stamps where it is obviously desirable to avoid discrepancies of 
rates; and it will also r~ive the :J fn~i.' har:d in dealing 
\vith Court-ice ~tamps, and thu'" them •sith an addi-
tional means of augmenting their resllll!(f;:';; l·.xcise is at 
present entirely a provincial head Hengal, and 
Assam, and we see no valid reason why it should not now be 
made provincial throughout India. At this stage the difficulties 
begin. Land revenue, which is by far the biggest bead of all. 
is at present equally shared between the Indian and all the 
provincial Governments, except that Burma gets rather more 
than one-half and the United Provinces get rather less. Now 
land revenue assessment and collection is so intimately con
cerned with the whole administration in rural areas that the 
advantages of making it a provincial receipt are obvious. But 
other qmsiderations have to be taken into account. One 
substantial difficulty is that, if land revenue is made entirely 
provincial, the Government of India will be faced with a deficit 
and its resources must be supplemented by the provinces in 
some form or other. Moreover, famine expenditure and ex
penditure on major irrigation works are for obvious reasons 
closely connec:ted with land revenue, and if the receipts from 
that head are made provincial it logically follows that the pro
vinces should take over the very heavy liability for famine relief 
and protective works. An argument of quite another character 
was also put forward. \Ve were told that in the days of dawn
ing popular government in the provinces it would be well that 
the provincial Government ~hould he able to fall back on the 
supp01-t of the Government of India (as, if the bead were still 
divided, it would be able to do) when its land-revenue policy was 
attacked. But it is just because divided beads are not regarded as 
merely a financial expedient but are, and so long as they survive 
will be, viewed as a means of going behind the provincial Gov
ernment to the Government of India, that we feel sure that 
they should be abolished. VVe propose, therefore, to make land 
revenue, together with irrigation, wholly provincial receipts. 
It follows that the provinces will become entirely liable for 
expenditure on famine relief and protective irrigation works. 
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We shall explain shortly what arrangements we propose for 
financing famine expenditure. The one remaining head is 
income-tax. We see too very strong reasons for making this 
an Indian receipt. First, there is the neces.-ity of maintaining 
a uniform rate throughout the country. The inconveniences, 
particularly to the commercial world, of having different rates 
in different provinces are manifest. Secondly in the case of 
ramifying enterprises with their business centre in some big 
city, the province in which the tax is paid is not necessarily the 
province in which the income was earned. We have indeed 
been told that income tax is merely the industrial or pro
fessional complement of the land revenue; and that to provin
cialize the latter, while Indianizing the former, means giving 
those provinces whose wealth is more predominantly agricul
tural, such as the United Provinces and Madras, an initial 
advantage over a province like Bombay, which has very large 
commercial and industrial interests. Another very practical 
argument is that the tax is collected by provincial agency, and 
that if provincial Governments are given no inducement, such 
as a share of the receipts or a commission on the collections 
which is only such a share in disguise, there will be a tendency 
to slackness in collection and a consequent falling off in .receipts. 
We admit that these arguments have force; but we are not 
prepared to let them stand in the way of a complete separation 
of resources. Equality of treatment as between one province 
and another must be reached so far as it is possible in the 
settlements as a whole, and it is not possible to extend the 
principle of equality to individual heads of revenue. If it should 
be found that receipts fall off it may be necessary to create an 
all-lnoian agency for the collection of the tax, but this we 
should clearly prefer to retaining it as a divided head. To sum 
up: we propose to retain the Indian and provincial heads as 
at present, but to add to the former income-tax and general 
stamps, and to the latter land revenue, irrigation, excise, and 
judicial stamps. No heads will then remain divided. 

204. For the purposes of famine relief we propose that • 

Famine expenditure. 
the provincial settlements should make 
allowances based on each province's aver

age liability to this calamity in the past ; and it will be the 
duty of provincial Governments liable to famine not to dissipate 
this special provision, but to hold a sufficient porti.on of their 
resources in reserve against the lean years. In years when 
there is no scarcity a province should not spend its famine 
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assignment on ordinary purposes, bnt should either add it to its 
balances or spend it on some defensive purpose directed to 
diminishing the cost of famine when it comes. \Ne recognize 
that difficulties may arise because provincial Governments may 
fail to make sufficient provision, or because a severe famine 
may come upon them before they have had time to accumulate 
a sufficient provision with which to meet it. In such cases the 
Indian Government could ne\·er renounce responsibility. But 
\Ve are glctd tr_, belie,-~-rc that the Ji~bilitir~~ :1rP·nng t.'llt. Df farnine 
relief will tend to be smaller in tlw future than in the past, 
owing to the improvement of protectin: measures and also to 
the increasing recuperative power ot tht' people to which all 
experience of recent famines points. Provincial Governments 
have at present large balances on which they could draw in the 
first instance if heavy famine expenditure became necessary. 
If it were still necessary for the Government of India t0 inter
vene its assistance should, we think, take the form of a loan, 
which the provincial Government would be liable to repay ; or 
if the amount so advanced were so large that it could not be 
repaid within a reasonable time without grave embarrassment, the 
whole, or a portion, of it should be rt"garded as a permanent 
loan on which the provincial Government would pay interest. 

205. vVhen all sources of revenue have been completely 
distributed as we propose there will be 

Need for meeting the a large deficit in the Govemment of India's 
resultant deficit in the 
Indian budget. budget. One way of meeting it would 

be to maintain the basis of the present 
settlements, but to allot to the Government of India a certain 
proportion of growing revenue instead of its share of the 
divided heads. But this device would stereotype all the exist
ing inequalities between the provinces which by reason of the 
permanent settlement in some of them are considerable ; while 
it would also introduce an element of great uncertainty into 
the Indian Government's finance. A second suggestion was 
that we should take an all-round contribution on a per capita 

• basis. But this expedient also would not obviate very un
desirable variations between provinces in the rate _of levy 
owing to the inequality of provincial resources and of provin
cial needs. A third plan was to take au all-ruund percentage 
contribution based on gross provincial revenue. This is open, 
inter alia, to the objection that it would leave ~everal of the 
provinces with large deficits. Fourthly, we considered, but 
rejected, the proposal that provinces which bad a surplus should 
temporarily help others as being cumbrous and impracticable. 

32 
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zo6. From our examination of these proposals we came 
to certain broad conclusions. Vve agreed 

The means of so doing. h · fi • "b · · t at 111 xmg contn uttons 1t was undesir-
able and unnecessary to pay regard to the growing revenues 
of the provinces. We agreed also that the contributions should 
be of fixed amounts. We saw that equality of contribution 
was impracticable, because we have not a clean slate. In spite 
of the variations in income which result from the permanent 
settlement in some areas, stereotyped scales of expenditure 
have grown up, which makes it useless to attempt any theoretic 
calculation on which a uniform contribution from the provinces 
could be based, such as an equal percentage of revenues or a 
contribution fixed on a population basis. This led us to look for 
some plan which would fit more closely into the existing facts. 

Starting with an estimate (based on the budget figures for 
1917-r8, subject to some adjustments) of the gross revenue of 
all provinces when all divided heads have been abolished, and 
deducting therefrom an estimate of the normal expenditure of 
all provinces, including provision for expenditure on famine 
relief and protective irrigation, we arrived at Rr,564 lakhs 
as the gross provincial surplus. The deficit in the Government 
of India's budget was R-r ,363 lakhs. This left R-2<11 lakhs, 
or about 13 per cent. of the total gross surplus as the net surplus 
availabl~ to the provinces. We wonld propose to assess the 
contribution from each province to the Government of India 
as a percentage of the difference between the gross provincial 
revenue and the gross provincial expenditure. On the basis 
of the figures which we have taken this percentage would be 
87. The contributions to the Government of India would 
form the first charge upon the provincial revenues. The way 
in which our plan would work out in practice can be gathered 
from the following figures :-

Province. 
Gross Gross 

provincial provincial 
revenue. expendi

ture. 

Gross 
provincial 
surplus. 

[ In lakhs of rupees ] 

Contribu
tion <87 
per cent 
of col. 4). 

Net 
provincial 
surplus. 

~------ ----- -----1-----1---- ----------1-----
I 

Mad ;.as~::- ------::-:-
Bombay ... . .. 
Bengal ... 
United Provinces ·-· 

Carried over 

2 

13,31 
IO,OI 

7.54 
I 1,22 

42,08 

3 5 6 

--8;4<} --4:9r-
g,oo I,OI 

6,75 79 
7.47 3.75 

31,62 

• 
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Province. 

lirought. forward .~: 
r>uniab 
!lun=na 
Ui hrtr and Onssa 
'· :entrall'rovinces 
A_,·;am 

TOTAL 

i GrL)S~ 
1 provincial 

revenue 1 

., . ~ 
''42,~8 

S,cq. 
j,6r) 

4,0.) 
4112 

Gros,; G i Contribu-
provincial : r_os-.;. 1

) tion t87 
d . prOVlflCJUJ t "'xpen ,. 1 , per cen 

ture. surp us. ) of col. 4). 

4 

[ Net 
: provincial 
' surplu5. 

6 :} 

Jl:6·2 -·~-------I -·--·- ----. 
9.1'2 I,J4 
2.!8 :12 

'.V' 
:39 
lr s 
!H 

lJ,6J 2,01 

N. B.-The Punjab figures in column 5 should ue reclur,·d ·wd those in column 
6 raised by Jt lakhs in each case to allow for the continued compens<ttion which 
the province IS entitled to receive for the cession of d. crore of ir, balances to the 
Government of India in 1914. 

'VVe recognize, of course, that the objection will be taken 
that some provinces even under this piau will bear a very 
much heavier proportion of the cost of the Indian Government 
than othe~. Madras and the United Pwvinces will be paying 
·+7'4 per cent and 4 I· I per cent of their remaininf! revenues to 
the Government of India, while Bengal and Bombay are paying 
only ro·r per cent and g·6 per cent, respectively. Our answer 
is that the objection is one that applies to existiug inequalities 
which we admit that our scheme fails for the present to remove. 
lt merely continues the disparity wbich is a~ present masked 
by the system of divided heads. But the immediate settlement 
proposed improves the position of the provinces as a whole by 
upwards of one million sterling. It is not intended to be of a 
final nature ; and when revenues develop and a revision takes 
place under normal conditions an opportunity will arise fot 
smoothing out inequalities. \Ve have already mentioned at 
the beginning of this part of our repurt that our proposals 
~enerally do not relate to the minor administrations. Their 
financial transactions are classified as all-Indian; and witl. them 
separate arrangements must cuutinue. 

207. The Government of India have already put matters 
in train by consulting provincial Govern

The possible need for rnents on these pron"sals. It may be added revision. · 1 _ 

that when details come to be worked out 
we may find it convenient to take some L-1ter figures as the 
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basis of the settlement, and that the replies of local Governments 
will also necessitate some revision ; but we hope that the 
general scheme which we have outltned may be accepted. Our 
intention is that the new arrangements shliuld take effect from 
whatever date is fixed in the statute for the installation of the 
new constitutional machinery. One caveat we are bound to 
make. Emergencies may arise which cannot be provided for 
by immediately raising Government of India taxation ; and 
in that case it must be open to the central Government to make 
a special supplementary levy upon the provinces. We must 
add that inasmuch as our proposals are based on war figures 
they should be open to revision hereafter, but not subject to 
change for a period of say six years ; and to avoid intermediate 
discussions the scheme should in the meantime be regarded as 
part of the constitutional arrangement with the provinces. It 
should also be one of the duties of th'e periodic commission 
which we propose should be appointed to examine the develop
ment of constitutional changes after ten years' experience of 
their working or of some similar body at that time, to reinvesti
gate the question of the provincial contributions to the Govern
ment of India. We have, for the present, accepted the inequality 
of burden which history imposes on the provinces, b~;cause we 
cannot break violently with traditional standards of expenditure, 
or subject the permanently settled provinces to financial pressure 
which would have the practical result of forcing them to 
reconsider the permanent settlement. But it is reasonable to 
expect that with the growth of provincial' autonomy any 
inequality of burdens will be resented more strongly by the 
provinces on whom it falls ; anJ it will be for the first periodic 
commission and for its successors after review of the situation • 
then existing to determine whether some period should not be 
set by which the more lightly burdened provinces should be 
expected to find means of bringing up their financial resources 
to the common level of strength. We <.ttach great weight to 
the proposition that if the provinces are to be really self
governing they ought to adjust their expenditure-including., 
therein their obligations to the common interests of India
according to their resources and not to draw indefinitely on 
more enterprising neighbours. 

208. It follows from our proposed separation of revenues 
that there will in future be also a complete. 

b,::!~~!~~ial budgets and separation of the central and provincial 
budgets ; and that the former will hence-
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forward include only the direct transactions of the Government 
of India, and not as at prese9t those of the provinces also. It 
likewise follows that there will be no more earmarking of any 
portion of provincial· balances ; and that portions previously 
earmarked will be av.ailable for general purposes. 

20C), Generally speaking provincial Governments enjoy 

4:vde restrictions. 
the ,;ame d"t,,il~<i financial powers in 
divided heads as in those whirh are wholly 

provinciaL The mere provindaLz:>tir>!i ·A h:c!d~ ,,f n··venue and 
expenditure will therefore not uf itself suffice to free the 
provinces from the restrictions on their spending powers which 
the provisions of the codes and other sta•1ding orders impose 
upon them. Nor can the Government of India, except to a 
relatively minor extent, enlarge their powers, since they them
selves have to conform to the restrictions on expenditure 
imposed by the Secretary State in Council. If provinces are 
to have a relatively freer hand in expenditure in future it will 
be necessary to relax the India Office controL Proposals for 
its relaxation are already under the consideration of the 
Government of India and will be further considered at the 
India Ofiice. 

210. \Ve saw also in chapter V that some means of en

Provincial taxation. 
larging the taxing powers of local Govern
ments must, if possibie, be found. We 

think that the best means of freeing the provincial Governments 
in this respect will be to schedule certain subjects of taxation as 
reserved for the provinces, and to retain the residuary powers 
in the hands of the Govemment of India, with whom rests the 
ultimate responsibi!Jty for the security of the country. We 
have not attempted to frame a schedule, as this can only be 
done in consultation with the orovincial Governments. \Ve 
think that where a tax falls withir; the schedule the Government 
of Indirl.'s previous sanction to the legislrl.tion required for its 
imposition should not be necessary ; but that the Bill should be 

.forwarded to the Govermnent of India in sufficient time to 
enable that Government to satisfy itself that the propns~. is not 
open to objection as trenching on its own field of tCJ.xation. The 
Governor-General's power of veto will ensure that the wishes of 
the Government of India are not disregarded. In cases not 
covered by the schedule the Government of India's sanction 
should be ~ought before the necessary legislation is introduced ; 
but this sanction would be withheld only if the proposal 
trespassed on Indian heads of revenue to an undue extent ; or 
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if the tax was a new one and the central Government itself 
contemplated imposing it as an all-India tax; or if the proposals 
were, in the opinion of the Government of India, likely to lead 
to undesirable consequences which would "affect its own respon
sibilities. Where sanction is required it sho>Uid be conveyed by 
executive orders ; it is clearly undesirable to undertake double 
legislation. The right now enjoyed by private members of 
introducing taxation Bills will be continued, provided that the 
sanction of the head of the province is obtained to the intro
duction of the Hill, and that such Bills are, in relation to the 
Government of India, dealt with exactly as Government finance 
Bills. 

2 I I. vVe come now to the question of the borrowing 
powers of provincial Governments. In 

Provincial borrowing. 
this respect provincial Governments are 

almost unanimous in desiring greater freedom. They recog
nize the difficulties which we have already discussed, aud the 
impossibility of allowing them to compete with the Govern
ment of India in the open market. But they suggest that the 
central Government should regard an application for a loan sole
ly from the stand point of finance and not from that of adminis
tration, and that, if it has the money and is satisfied with the 
arrangements for financing the loan, it should not withhold 
sanction. It has also been represented to us that there exist 
local sources which could be tapped by provincial Governments 
but are not touched by Indian loans. A new argument for 
further liberty of action is afforded by our proposal to provin
cialize irrigation works on which a large capital expenditure 
is necessary. \Ne think that in order to avoid harmful com
petition provincial Governments must continue to do their 
borrowing through the Government of India. Also it may 
often happen that the Government of India will not be able to 
raise sufficient money to meet all provincial requirements. In 
that case it may find it necessary to limit its total borrowing on 
behalf of provincial Governments in particular years; and when. 
that h~ens, it will be difficult for it entirely to avoid a refe
rence to the relative merits of the schemes for which the loans 
are wanted. We think, however, in such cases there ought tn 
be no insuperable difficulty in making a reasonably fair and 
equitable distribution between the provinces. It may be found 
expedient in some cases to appoint a small committee on which 
the central and the provincial Governments are represented to 
settle the distribution ; and it should be open to a province to 
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renounce its c!ctims in one year in return for the first claim on 
the money available in the next year_ But we are prepared 
to go further. If the Government of India finds itself unable 
to raise the money ion any one year which a province requires, 
or if ther\( is good reason to believe that a provincial project 
may attmct money which \vrn!ld not be elicited by a Govern
Jnf~nt of h1dia lmw, we wn1ild ~dk-w the pn.vincia! G(lvernment 
to have recourse to tlw l miJ«n man:n. Jl.,t '" t] I ca:·c \"'" 
tl1ink that they siJ, __ ,u]d t.h•: C"\·c·rnment 
;Jf India to rhe mdhnd' bmru-..,ulg, rate 
terest, so as uot to affect irn e';tmc:!(·. ti 1 '·flict·. and tilt· 
time of borrowing, so as not to codlict with l ndian loan~. So far 
as the limited market permits we should like to see the muni
cipal practice of borrowing for unproductive public purposes 
with a sinking fund extended to provincial Govemments, 

212. These measures will give provincial (;,wernments the 
liberty of financiai action which is indis-

u!":.gislative devolu· pensable ; but the provinces must also be 
secured against any unnecessary inter-

ference by the Government of India in the spheres of legisla
tive anQ administrative business. It is our intention to reserve 
to the Government of India a general overriding power of legis-· 
lation for the discharge of all functions which it will have to 
perform. It should be enabled under this power to intervene 
in any province for the protection and enforcement of the in
terests for which it is responsible; to legislate on any provin
cial matter in respect of which uniformity of legislation is 
desirable either for the whole of Indi;J. or fur any two or more 
provinces ; and to pass legislation which may be adopted either 
sz'mpliciter or with modifications by any province which may 
wish to make use of it. \Ve think that the Government of 
India must be the sole judge of the propriety of any legislation 
which it may undertake under any one of these catagories, and 
that its competence so to legislate should not be open to chal
lenge in the courts. Subject to these reservations we intend 
that within the field which may be marked off for provincial 
legislative control the sole legislative power shall rcsL ·with the 
provincial legislatures. The precise method by which this 
should be effected is a matter to be considered when the neces
sary statute is drafted, and we reserve our final opinion upon 
it. There.are advantages in statutory demarcation of powers 
such as is found in some federal constitutions, but we feel that 
if this is to leave the validity of acts to be chc.llenged in the 
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courts on the ground of their being in excess of the powers of 
the particular legislature by which they are passed, we should 
be subjecting every Government in the country to an almost 
intolerable harassment. Moreover, in India• where the central 
Government must retain large responsibiliti.es, as fqr defence 
and law and order, a statutory limitation upon its legislative 
functions may be inexpedient. We have already referred to 
the fact that there has been growing up in India for some time 
a convention which by now has acquired no little strength to 
the effect that the central Government shall not without strong 
reason legislate in the internal affairs of provinces. We think 
therefore that it may be better, instead of attempting to bar 
the legislative power of the Government of India in certain 
spheres of provincial business, to leave it to be settled as a 
matter of constitutional practice that the central Government 
will not interfere in provincial matters unless the interests for 
which it is itself responsible are directly affected. 

2 I 3. The question of restraining the central Government 
from administrative interference in the 

lutt~~~nlstratlve devo· provinces is more difficult. We recognize 
that, in so far as the provincial Liovern

ments of the future will still remain partly bureaucratic in 
character, there can be no logical reason for relaxing the con
trol of superior official authority over them nor indeed would 
any general relaxation be approved by Indian opinion; and 
that in this respect the utmost that can be justified is such 
modification of present methods of control as aims at getting 
rid of interference in minor matters, which might very well be 
left to the decision of the authority which is most closely ac
quainted with the facts. It is, however, in relation to provincial 
Governments in thetr popular aspect that serious difficulties 
present themselves. So long as the Government of India itself 
is predominantly official in character and, therefore, remains 
amenable to the Secretary of State, its interference in any 
matters normally falling within the range of popular bodies in 
the provinces involves a clash of principle which cannot fail to 
engendersome heat, and the scope of which it is on all grounds 
desirable to keep within very closely defined bounds. At the 
same time we perceive that there are many matters which, 
taken in bulk, may reasonably be regarded as fitted for ad
ministration by popular bodies, but which have aspects that 
cannot fail to be of intimate concern to the Government which 
is responsible for the security or good administration of the 

• 
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whole country. We shall have occasion to return to this point 
when we have stated our proposals for the demarcation of res
ponsibility for the administration. 

• Provlnci'al Executives. 

214. Let us now explain how we contemplate in future 
Council Oovemment. that the executive Governments of the pro-

vinces shall be constituted. As we have 
seen, three provinces are now governed by a Governor and an 
Executive Council of three members, of whom one is in practice 
an Indian and two are usually appointed from the Indian Civil 
Service, although the law says only that they must be qualified 
by twelve years' se.rvice under the Crown in India. One pro
vince, Bihar and Orissa, is administered by a lieutenant-gover
nor with a council of three constituted in the same way. The 
remaining five provinces, that is to say, the three lieutenant
governorships of the United Provinces, the Punjab, and Burma, 
and the two chief commissionerships of the Central Provinces 
and Assam are under the administration of a single official head. 
\Ve find throughout India a very general desire for the exten
sion of'touncil government. There is a belief that when the 
administration centres in a single man the pressure of work 
inevitably results in some matters of importance being disposed 
of in his name, but without personal reference to him, by secre
taries to Government. There is also a feeling that collective 
decisions, which are the result of bringing t;,gether different 
points of view, are more likely to be judicious and well-weighed 
than thnse of a single mind. But, above all, council govern
ment is valued by Indians, because of the opportunity it affords 
for taking an Indian element into the administration itself. To 
our minds, however, there is an overriding reason of greater 
importance than any of these. The retention of the administra
tion of a provincP in the bauds of a ,ingle man precludes the 
possibility of giving it a re~pnnsible character. Our first pro
position, therefore, is that in all these provinces si11gle-hcaded 
administration must cease and be replaced by collective admi
nistration. 

21 5· In determining the structure of the executive we 
have to bear in mind the duties with which 

exeJ~~v!~ruc~ure of tbe it will be charged. \Ve start with the two 
postulates that complete responsibility for 

the Government cannot be given immediately without inviting 
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a breakdown, and that some responsibility must be given at 
once if our scheme is to have any value. We have defined res
ponsibility as consisting primarily in amenability to constituents 
and, in the second place, in amenability to •an assembly. We 
do not believe that there is any way of satisf_xing these govern
ing conditions other than by making a division of the functions 
of the provincial Government between those which may be 
made over to popular control and those which for the present 
must remain in official hands. The principles and methods of 
such division, and also the difficulties which it presents, we shall 
discuss hereafter. For the moment let us assume that such 
division has been made, and that certain heads of business are 
retained under official, and certain others made over to popular, 
control. We may call these the 'reserved' and 'transferred, sub
jects, respectively. It then follows that for th<! management of 
each of these two categories there must be some form of exe
cutive body, with a legislative organ in harmony with it, and 
if friction and disunio11 are to be avoided it is also highly desir
able that the two parts of the executive should be harmonized. 
\Ve have considered the various means open to us of satisfying 
these exacting requirements. 

:216. In the first place we set aside the idea of esta'blisbing 

Ouallsm set aside. 
two different executives each working in 
conjunction with a separate legislature of 

its own. That plan seemed to us only to enhance the division 
between the two elements in the Government which it should be 
our object by every possible means to minimize. Such com
plete dualism in executive and legislature must lead to hopeless 
friction. One Government would be regarded as official, and 
one as Indian ; and no great provision is needed to see how 
differences must ensue over the division of financial resources 
and other matters. Assuming therefore that the machine of 
government must as far as possible be single, and not dual, both 
in its legislative and executive aspects, we examined the alter~ 
native ways in which it appeared open to us to construct the 
executive. 

2r7:-"0ne plan which we considered was that in all pro~ 
vinces there should be set up councils con

An alternative plan. 
sisting of four members, of whom two 

would be qualified, as now, by service under the Crown 
'n India, while for two no such qualificath:m would 
1e required. In practice the composition of the 
ouncils would be two European officials and two Indians. 
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Our further intenttnn was, afkr subjecting an official executive 
so composed for a period of years to the influence of a legisla
tive council constituted with an elected majority and associated 
with the administtation by means of elected standing commit
tees att<-~ched t".> the d~partmt:Jlt-;, to replace the two Indian 
members of the executive council by ministers appointed from, 
:md accountable tn tht.: -ll:icds. Dura:g this oeriod 
which V!OUJd be t'SSCI!Un.llV ui •!!JI~ !111'il1ber.~ of 
the legislative council:- \\c,··uLL 
acquaint«nce with the <~n di admi -;;;._:h the stand 
ing committees, but i!Jnc wuJJld be L: Lr:n.tl di~triiHJtlun nf 
business, so far as administration was concerned. int(J transfer
red and reserved subjects ; though in dealing with the trans
ferred subjects the Government would as far as possible en
deavour to give effect to the wishes of tlle legislative councils, 
The executive in such a scheme, finJing itself face to face with 
an elected majority which might withhold t,s,ential legislation or 
supplies, would have had to be armed with power to make good 
in the last resort its purposes in respect of reserved subject~ 
We do not think that such a scheme would ltave been unfavour .. 
ably received in India. But furl her consideration showed that 
it wa~ open to grave defects. So long as the Indian members 
of the executive were not appointed from the elected members 
of the legislative council they would h<cn;e had no responsibility 
to the legislature. But if this defect were cured by appointing 
them from the legislative council we should have formed a 
government all the members of which were equally responsible 
for all subjects but were, though to a lesser extent than in the 
Congress-League scheme, accountable to different authorities. 
If, on the other hand, we delayed this step until the training 
period was over, we should have encouraged the elected mem
bers of council in the habits of irresponsible criticism which have 
been the bane of the Morlev-Minto councils, and from which it 
is our aim to escape. The~ when ministers responsible to the 
legislative council were brought into being it would have been 
necessary, in pursuance of our principles, to place them in charge 
of the transferred subjects. But either the ministcr~.would still 
have continued to share with the executive coutwi1

4

'respnnsibility 
for even the reserved subjects, or else they would have relin
quished such joint responsibility and confined themselves ex
clusively to the transferred subjects. The former alternative is 
objectionable because it would make the ministers, who are 
responsible to the electorates, accountable to them not only for 
transferrEd subjects, for which responsibility is intended, but 
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also for reserved subjects, over which popular control is not at 
present intended to operate. In the second place, it is objec
tionable because the responsibility for the reserved subjects 
would be shared by members of the executive" council responsi
ble to the Secretary of State with ministers r~sponsible to elec
torates. The latter alternative is open to the criticism that it 
deprives the 1 ndian element in the Government of such voice 
in the reserved subjects as they had previously enjoyed. 

218. We propose therefore that in each province the exe

Our own proposals. 
cutive Government should consist of two 
parts. One part would comprise the head 

of the province and an executive council of two members. In 
all provinces the head of the Government would be known as 
Governor, though this common designation would not imply any 
equality of emoluments or status, both of which would continue 
to be regulated by the existing distinctions, which seem to us 
generally suitable. One of the two executive councillors would 
in practice be a European, qualified by long official experience, 
and the other would be an Indian. It has been urged that the 
latter should be an elected member of the provincial legislative 
council. It is unre<~sonable that choice should be so li,.mited, 
It should be open to the Governor to recommend whom 
he wishes. In making his nominations the Governor should 
be free to take into consideration the names of persons 
who bad won distinction, whether in the legislative council 
or any other field. The Governor in Council would h11.ve charge 
of the reserved subjects. The other part of the Government 
would consist of one member, or more than one member, accor
ding to the number and importance of the transferred subjects, 
chosen by the Governor from the elected members of the legis
lative council. They would be known as ministers. They 
would be members of the executive Government, but not mem
bers of the executive council ; and they would be ar:pointed for 
the lifetime of the legislative council and if re-elected to that 
body would be re-eligible for appointment as members of the 
executive. As we have said, they would not hold office at the 
will of the"'"1t-gislat ure, but at that of their constituents. We 
make no recommendation in regard to pay. This is a matter 
which may be disposed of subsequently. 

219. The portfolios dealing with the transferred subjects 
would be committed to the ministers, and 

•rn!e!~t::1':.r:t!~:. Oov- on these subjects the ministers together 
with the Governor would form the adminis-

• 
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tration. On such subjects their decisions won!d be final, subject 
onlv to the Governor's advice and control. \Ve do not contem
plate that from the outset the Governor should occupy the posi
tion of a purely c<:mstitutional Governor who is bound to accept 
the decisions of his ministers. Our hope and intention is that 
the ministers wi1l gladly avail themselves of the Governor's 
trained advice upon administrCJtive questions, while on his part 
he will be willing to meet their ishe,; ' dt~· nh~_·,;t possible 
extent in cases when' ht: reali :; tlMt kt\'c' 1!1•: support ol 
popular opinion, \Ve reserve l·• him a. p•J\ver nf control, bt:> 

cause we regard him as generallr r.,sp<>n'iiblt• Ius administra 
tion, but we should expect him to refuse assent to the proposals 
of his ministers only when the consequences of acquiescence 
would clearly be serious. Also we do not think that he should 
accept without hesitation and discussion proposals which are 
clearly seen to be the result of inexperience. But we do not 
intend that he should be in a position to refuse assent at discre
tion to all his ministers' proposals. \Ve recommend that for the 
guidance of Governors in relation to their ministers, and indeed 
on other matters also, an Instrument nf Instructions be issued 
to them on appointment by tbe Secretary of State in Council. 

2;w. There is another provisiun which we wish to make" 
The Governor mav be himself unfamiliar 

Additional members with Indian conditions ,· and his Governwithout portfolio. 
ment, constituted as we have proposed, will 

contain only one European member. He will thus normally 
have only one member with official experience. In some pro
vinces where the Governor is himself an official and thoroughly 
familiar with the requirements of the province, the advice and 
assistance of one official colleague may suffice. But in other 
cases this will not be so. \Ve propose, therefore, that the Gover
nor should appoint, if be chooses, one or two additional members 
of his Government, as members without portfolio, for purposes 
of consultation and advice. It is true that it is always open to 
the Governor to seek the advice of any of his officials ; but that 
is not the same thing as appointing them to be members of 
Government with the status and authoritv attaching to such 
office. The additional members would still.dischar~ the func
tions of, and draw the pay attached to, their substantive appoint
ments. 

22I. It is our intention that the Government thus compos
ed and with this distribution of functions 

Working of the exe- shall dischar::!e them as one Government. 
cutive. ~ 

It is highly desirable that the executive 
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should cultivate the habit of associated deliberation and essen
tial that it should present a united front to the outside. We 
would therefore suggest that, as a general rule, it should deli
berate as a whole, but there must certainly be occasions upon 
which the Governor will prefer to discuss a pa{ticular question 
with that part of his Government, directly responsible. It would 
therefore rest with him to decide whether to call a meeting of 
his whole Government, or of either part of it, though he would 
doubtless pay special attention to the advice of the particular 
member or minister in charge of the subjects under discussion. 
The actual decision on a transferred subject would be taken, 
after general discussion, by the Governor and his ministers ; the 
action to be taken on a reserved subject would be taken, after 
similar discussion, by the Governor and the other members of 
his executive council, who would arrive at their decision in the 
manner provided in the existing statute. The additional mem
bers, if present, would take their share in the discussion, but 
would in no case take a part in the decision. At a meeting of 
the whole Government there would never be, in fact, any ques
tion of voting, for the decision would be left, as we have stated, 
to that part of the Government responsible for the particular 
subject involved. But there are questions upon which th~ func
tions of the two portions of the Government will touch or overlap, 
such, for instance, as decisions on the Budget or on many mat
ters of administration. On these questions, in case of a difference 
of opinion between the ministers and the executive council, it 
will be the Governor who decides. 

222. Let us now see the advantages of this transitional 
arrangement and anticipate criticisms. It 

Advantages and dis- h b d ·tl t f, th t t tl advantages ul this plan. as een urge WI 1 grea orce a , a 1e 
outset, it would be unfair to entrust the 

responsibility for the administration of any subject to men hold
ing office at the will of the Legislative Council. The Legislative 
Council has had no experience of the power of dismissing minis
ters, or the results attending the exercise of such power. Nobody 
in India i~ familiar with the obligations imposed by tenure 
of office at the will of a representative assembly. It is only by 
actual experience that these lessons can be learned. But our 
scheme provides security of tenure for ministers for the lifetime 
of the council during the preliminary period, and therefore gives 
some time, which we think should be short, to prepare for the 
full exercise of responsibility. By the device, however, of ap. 
pointing the ministers from the elected members of the Legis~ 
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lative Council and making their tenure of office conditional on 
the retention of their seats we have established at once some 
measure of responsibility, in tbe furm of responsibility to their 
constituents, and have thus put an end to the condition of affairs 
in which those entrusted with the administration are whoHy 
irre<>ponsible to the·constituents who elect the Legislative Council. 
By dividing the Government into what will in effect be two com
mittees with different responsibilities we have ensured that mem
bers of the Government accountable to dift't·rent authorities do 
not exercise the same re,pur•s;Liiity fh a\; Bv r:ntrust 
~ng the transferred pnrtfnlius t(: the miLi:..ter•; we hen•~: limited 
responsibility to the Indian clccturak i', in which 
we desire to give responsibiiity first \\ this with, 
out now, or at any time, depriving the Indian element in the 
Government of responsibility for the reserved subjects. The fact 
that we are entrusting some functions of Government to minis
ters makes it impossible for us to contemplate the retention in 
any province of an executive council of more than two members; 
but the reduction of the European element in the council may 
be regarded as equivalent to an increase in the Indian element. 
At the same time, by the appointment of the additional members 
of the Grvernment we have secured that the Governor shall have 
at his disposal ample official advice. The arrangement admits 
of adjustment to the different provinces, because we contemplate 
that the number of transferred subjects, and therefore the number 
of ministers, may vary in each province. It is quite true that 
our plan involves some weakening of the unity of the executive 
and some departure from constitutional orthodoxy ; but when
ever and wherever we approach this problem of realizing respon
sibility at different times in different functions we find it impos
sible to adhere tightly to theoretical principles. It would be 
impossible to attain our object by a composite Government so 
composed that all its members should be equally responsible for 
all subjects. At the same time it is necessary to secure that the 
whole executive should be capable of acting together. \Vhat we 
can do is to aim at minimizing causes of friction ; and we have 

• proposed arrangements that can be worked by mutual forbear
ance and a strong common purpose. It is our intentitri11hat the 
decisions of the Government should be loyally dcfenderl by the 
entire Government, but that the ministers s!J,,uld feel responsibi
lity for conforming to the wishes of their constituents. It is 
true that these two forces may pull different ways ; but, though 
the analogy is clearly not complete, there are occasions when 
members of a Government, and indeed members of Parliament 
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at Home, have to choose between loyalty to the Government 
and to their own constituents. All the members of the com
posite executive will be chosen by the Governor, and his position 
in the administration will enable him to act .as a strong unifying 
force. The habit of deliberating as a whole will also tend to 
preserve the unity of the Government, while "the special respon
sibility of either part for the subjects committed to it will be 
recognized by the Legislative Council and the electorate. 1 t 
seems to us, therefore, that, both from the point of view of capa
city for development and from that of ensuring co-operation 
while developing responsibility, our arrangement is the best 
that can be devised for the transitional period. 

223. Our proposals may strike some critics as compli
cated. But few constitutions, except those 

ItaJustlflc,.tlon. of a purely despotic character, can be des-
cribed without some appearance of complication ; and the 
course which we have deliberately chosen, and which is in its 
nature experimental and transitional, is relatively elaborate be
cause it involves the temporary co-ordination of two different 
principles of Government. If we had proposed to delay the 
concession of any responsibility at all until such time as we 
could give complete responsibility our scheme certain!~ would 
have had the minor merit of simplicity. But apart from our 
obligation to comply with the announcement of August 20, we 
feel that such a course would have subjected the mechanism of 
government, when the change from irresponsibility to complete 
responsibility came, to so violent a shock that it might well have 
broken down. We were driven therefore first to devising some 
dualism in the exewtive ; and secondly to providing for such a 
balance of power between the two portions as would permit the 
one portion to grow without at the same time disabling the 
other from discharging its very necessary functions of preserv
ing continuity and safeguardii1g essentials. Given such difficult 
conditions, we do not think that a less elaborate solution can 
readily be devised. 

224. The suggestion has been made to us that in some • 
..... _ provinces it might be convenient, where the 

A further proposal. press of work is heavy, to appoint some 
members of the legislative council, not necessarily elected, to 
positions analogous to that of a parliamentary under-secretary 
in Great Britain, for the purpose of assisting the merpbers of the 
executive in their departmental duties and of representing them 
in the legislative council. We feel no doubt that the elaboration 
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of the machinery which is inevitable in future will impose greater 
burdens on the members of the Government. \Ne suggest there
fore that it may be advisable and convenient to take power to 
make such appointments. 

Provincial Legislatures. 

225. \Ve will now explain how w~" intend that the pro
vincial legislatm es ol the futme shall be 

cou~~ifs~osition '>f the constituted. \Vc propose there shall be 
in each province an enlarged legislative 

council, differing in size and composition from province to pro
vince, with a substantial elected majority, elected by direct 
election on a broad franchise, with such communal and special 
representation as may be necessary. This brief epitome of our 
proposals needs some amplification if it is to be intelligible. 
\tVe have been invited by many advisers to indicate at once the 
composition of the councils which we contemplate. \Ve have 
refrained from that task for good and sufficient reasons. It 
would be easy to make proposals, but in the present state of 
our infonnation it would be very difficult to invest those propo
sals with authority. If a sound beginning is to be made the 
foundations for the building must be laid deeper. The first 
step must be not a hard-and-fast adjustment of the composition 
of the councils to the various interests of each province as esti
mated from ~eadquarters, but a careful survey of all the mate
rial available in the province for an electorate. \Ve must, in 
fact, measure the number of persons who can in the different 
parts of the country be reasonably entrusted with the duties of 
citizenship. We must ascertain what sort of franchise will be 
suited to local conditions, and how interests that may be unable 
to find adequate representation in such constituencies are to be 
represented. Such an electoral survey of the entire country is 
obviously beyond our powers at the present time. \Ve propose 

• that the work should be undertaken by a special committee, 
which should be appointed to deal with it as soon as possible ; 
for whatever modifications of our own proposals may be decided 
upon in further discussion it seems to us certain that work of 
this particular nature must in any case be done. We suggest 
that the com.mittee should consist of a chairman, chosen from 
outside India, two experienced officials, and two Indians of high 
standing and repute. In each province the material for its deli-

33 
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berations would, of course, be prepared for it by the local 
Government ; indeed some spade-work has already been 
done. As the committee visited each province in turn one 
civilian officer and one Indian, appointed by the provincial 
Government, should join it and share in its labours. The com
mittee's investigations into the subjects of the franchise, the 
constituencies, and the nominated element, to which we refer 
below, will enable it to advise as to the composition of the 
councils, which, we propose, should then be determined by the 
Secretary of State in Council, on the recommendation of the 
Government of India, in the form of regulations to be laid 
before Parliament. We think this is certainly a better method 
than to formulate such matters in the statute itself. All this 
electoral architecture must inevitably be experimental and will 
need modification and development from time to time. 

226. \Vhile, however, we refrain from any discussion of 
details for which the material is not imme

uoJ'~~/ihs:~~n~~~~::.c· diately available there are certain broad 
questions upon which we certainly ought 

to indicate our conclusions, both because the issues are them
selves important and because the committee will need general 
instructions on points of principle. We consider in •the first 
place that the system of indirect elections should be swept away. 
It is one main cause of the unreality that characterizes the 
existing councils, because it effectively prevents the represent
ative from feeling that he stands in any genuine relation to the 
original voter. Secondly, we consider that the limitaions of the 
franchise, which it is obviously desirable to make' as broad as 
possible, should be determined rather with reference to practical 
difficulties than to any a priori considerations as to the degree 
of education or amount of income which may be held to consti
tute a qualification. It is possible that owing to unequal distri
bution of population and wealth it may be necessary to differ
entiate the qualifications for a vote not merely between pro
vinces, but between different parts of the same province. It is 
essential to take due account of the problems involved in the • 
maintenlrtlce of an electoral roll, the attendance of voters at a 
polling centre, the danger of impersonation, and the subsequent 
adjudication of electoral petitions. On these considerations the 
strength of the official and non-official agency which could be 
made available for electoral purposes throughout the country 
has an important bearing, and warns us against ~my such in
ordinate and sudden extension of the franchise as might lead 
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to a breakdown of the machinery through sheer weight of 
numbers. 

227. At this poi,nt we are brought face to face with the 
eo the most difficult question which arises in 

mmunal electorates. •connexion with elected assemblies-whe-
1her communal electorates are to be maintained. \Ve may be 
told that this is a closed question, because the Muhammadans 
will never agree to all} ;v>i.~iurl .,f Hw ''n:cJngement promised 
them by Lord Minto in and -:ectm~d t>) them by tbe 
reforms of 1909. But we have felt jy,und t<• rt··cxamine the 
question fuily · in the light (jf om . :•.nd also because 
we have been pressed to extend the system of cGmmunal elec
torates in a variety of directions. This is no new problem. It 
bas been discussed periodically from the time when the first 
-;teps were taken to liberalize the councils. There bas hitherto 
been a -,veighty consensus of opinion that in a country like India 
no principle of representation other than by interests i~ practi
cally possible. Lord Dufferin held this view in 1888, and in 
I 892 Lord Lansdowne's Government wrote that :-"The repre
sentation of such a community upon such a scale as the Act 
permits can only be secured by providing that each important 
class shalthave the opportunity of making its views known in 
council by the mouth of some member specially acquainted 
with them." \Ve note that in I 892 the small size of the councils 
was reckoned as a factor in the decision and that the contrary 
view was not without its exponents; but we feel no doubt 
that Lord Minto's Government followed the predominant opi
nion when in rgo8 they pressed for an important extension of 
the communal principle. Thus we have had to reckon not 
only with the settled existence of the system, bllt with a large 
volume of weighty opinion that no other method is feasible. 

228. The crucial test to which, as we conceive, all pro
posals should be brought is whether they 

th~~:~c~l~g ~f~i':t"o~/0 will or will not help to carry India towards 
responsible government. Some persons 

~10ld that for a people, such as they deem those of India to be, 
so divided by race. religion and caste as to be unab~ t; con
sider the interests of any but their own section, a system of 
communal and class rei-'resentation is not merely inevitable, but 
is actually best. They maintain that it evokes and applies the 
pri11ciple of pemocracy over the widest range over which it is 
actually alive at all by appealing to the instincts which are 
strongest ; and that we must hope to develop the finer, which 
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are also at present the weaker, instincts by using the forces. 
that really count. According to this theory communal repre· 
sentation is an inevitable, and even a healthy, stage in the 
development of a non-political people .• We find indeed that 
those who take this view are prepared to apply their principles 
on a scale previously unknown, and to devise elaborate systems 
of class or reli~ious electorates into which all possible interests 
will be deftly fitted. But when we consider what responsible 
government implies, and how it was developed in the world, we 
cannot take this view. We find it in its earliest beginnings 
resting on an effective sense of the common interests, a bond 
compounded of community of race, religion and language. In 
the earlier form which it assumed in Europe it appeared only 
when the territorial principle had vanquished the tribal prin
ciple, and blood and religion had ceased to assert a rival claim 
with the State to a citizen's allegiance ; and throughout its 
development in Western countries, even in cases where special 
reasons to the contrary were present, it has rested consistently 
on the same root principle. The solitary examples that we can 
discover of the opposing principle are those of Austria, a few 
of the smaller German states, and Cyprus. It is hardly neces-
sary to explain why we dismiss these as irrelevant.or uncon- ., 
vincing. We conclude unhesitatingly that the history of self
government among the nations wlw developed it, and spread 
it through the world, is decisively against the admission by the 
State of any divided allegiance; against the State's arranging 
its members in any way which encourages them to think of 
themselves primarily as citizens of any smaller unit than 
itself. 

229. Indian lovers of their country would be the first 
to admit that India generally has not yet 

a1!Ps~~n~~rpetuate class acquired the citizen spirit, and if we are 
really to lead her to self-government we 

must do all that we possibly can to call it forth in her people. 
Division by creeds and classes means the creation of political 
camg,e organized against each other, and teaches men to think• 
as partisl'os and not as citizens ; and it is difficult to see how 
the change from this system to national representation is ever 
to occur. The British Government is often accused of dividing 
men in order to govern them. But if it unnecessarily divides. 
them at the very moment when it professes to start them on 
the road to governing themselves it will find it difficult to meet 
the charge of being hypocritical or short-sighted. 

.. 
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230. There is another important point. A minority which 
is given special representation owing to its 

They stereotype exist• weak and backward state is positively ening relations. 
couraged to settle down into a feeling of 

satisfied security; i\ is under no inducement to educate and 
:~ualify itself to make good the ground which it has lost 
compared with the stronger majority On the other hand, the 
latter will be tempted to feel that they have done all they 
need do for their weaker fellow-countrymen, and that they are 
free to use their power for their own purposes. The give-and
take which is the essence of political life is lacking. There i<; 
no inducement to the one side to forbear, or to the other 
to exert itself. The communal system stereotypes existing 
relations. 

231. \Ve regard any system of communal electorates, 
therefore, as a very serious hindrance to 

Thecaseol theMuham· the development of the self-govern ina prin-madans. ,... 
ciple. The evils of any extension of the 

system are plain. A !ready communal representation has been 
actually proposed for the benefit of a majority community in 
Madras. At the same time we must face the hard facts. The 
Muhammadans were given special representation with separate 
electorates in 1909. The Hindus' acquiescence is embodied in 
the present agreement between the political leaders of the two 
communities. The Muhammadans regard these as settled 
facts, and any attempt to go back on them would rouse a storm 
of bitter protest and put a severe strain on the loyalty of a 
community which has behaved with conspicuous loyalty during 
a period of very great difficulty, and which we know to be 
feeling no small anxiety for its own welfare under a system of 
popular government. The Muhammadans regard separate re
presentation and communal electorates as their only adequate 
safeguards. But apart from a pledge which we must honour 
until we are released from it, we are bound to see that the 
community secures proper representation in the new councils. 

•How can we say to them that we regard the decision of 190') 
as mistaken, that its retention is incompatible witJor progress 
towards responsible government, that its reversal will eventually 
be to their benefit; and that for these reasons we have decided 
to go back on it? Much as we regret the necessity, we are 
convinced th{lt so far as the Muhammadans at all events are 
concerned the present system must be maintained until condi
tions alter, even at the price of slower progress towards the 
:realization of a common citizenship. But we can see no reason 
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to set up communal representation for Muhammadans in any 
province where they form a majority of the voters. 

232. We have been press~d to extend the concession to 
other communities. Some have based 

Other minority repre- their claim on their ·backward, others on 
sentntlon. 

their advar.ced, condition. Thus, the 
Sikhs in the Punjab, the non-Brahmans in Madras (although in 
that presidency these actually constitute a majority), the Indian 
Christians, the Anglo-Indians, the Europeans, and the Lingayat 
community in Bombay have all asked for communal representa
tion. The large landowning classes also generally desire re
presentation in an electorate of their own. Now our decision to 
maintain separate electorates for Muhammadans makes it diffi
cult for us to resist these other claims ; but, as we have said, in 
the case of the Muhammadans we have felt ourselves bound by 
promises given and renewed by Secretaries of State and 
Viceroys, and in their respect at all events our recommendation 
involves no new departure. Any general extension of the 
communal system, however, would only encourage still further 
demand,;, and would in our deliberate opinion be fatal to that 
development of representation upon the national basii on which 
alone a system of responsible Government can possibly be 
rooted. At the same time, we feel that there is one community 
from whom it is inexpedient to withhold the concession. The 
Sikhs in the Punjab are a distinct and important people ; they 
supply a gallant and valuable element to the Indian Army ; but 
they are everywhere in a minority, and experience has shown 
that they go virtually uurepresented. To the Sikhs, therefore, 
and to them alone, we propose to extend the system already • 
adopted in the case of Muhammadans. 

For the representation of other minorities we should prefer 
nomination. Even in the case of the general European com~ 
munity, whose material interests in the country are out of all 
proportion to their numerical strength and on whose behalf it 
may he argued that no departure from principle is involved~ 
inasihudt as unlike all other communities named they are not 
an integral part of the population of India, we prefer to rely 
upon nomination. Special electorates will no doubt be required 
for the representation of the planting and mining interests, for 
the chambers of commerce, and possibly also for the universities ; 
but we desire that the number of such electorates should, where 
necessary, be represt:nted not by class or interest electorates,, 
but by nomination. Where the great landowners form a dis-
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tinct class in any province we think that there will be a case for 
giving them an electorate of their own. The anomaly involved 
in the presence of nominated members in a council to which we 
are giving some responsible powers must, we tbink, be accepted 
as one of the neceasary illogicalities attendant nn a transitional 
period. Such nominations are made tor ;:1 repre~entative pm 
pose and crin be marie in such a Way "~to sf:cure representation. 
Xomination has in our the Ad over the alter 
native of extending the ''t (ummmlal :'ystcm that it can be 
more easily abolished when the for it cease;;. \Ve look 
to the desire of the communities represented by nominated 
members to see their representatives in council placed upon the 
same footing as those of otlwr communitieo> to help us in secur
ing the extension of the territorial principle of representation 
wherever possible. Hut it should be a clear instruction to the 
committee that the nomina.ted element in the legislative coun
cils is to be no larger than the exigencies of fair and adequate 
representation entail. 

There may be cases in which nomination proves an un
suitable method of securing the representation of minorities. 
ln such cases the committee should consider whether the needs 
uf the case would be met by reserving to a particular community 
a certain number of seats in plural constituencies, but with a 
general electoral roll. \Ve are inclined to look on such an 
arrangement as preferable to communal electorates. 

233. There seem to us good and sufficient reasons for not 

Official members. 
dispensing entirely with the official element 
in the legislative councils. Once the 

official bloc is swept away the· main ubjectiorl to the presence of 
officials no longer exists ; their presence has the ad vantage of 
tending to steady discussion and of keeping it to practical 
issues ; and their official experience will be invrtln:~ble. The 
exact number of official representatives will be a matter for the 
committee to consider. \Ve advise, however, that the official 
element appointed by the Governor should be no larger than is 
considered necessary for the transaction of business. Tbe mem
bers of the executive council should be ex-officio mlmbers of tne 
legislative council, and there should be so many other official 
members as will provide the Government with first-hand know- • 
ledge of the matters likely to be discussed both in the council 
and in committee. We wish to see the convention established, 
though we propose to lay down no rule on the point, that on the 
subjects transferred to the control of ministers the official 
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members of the legislative council would abstain from voting 
and leave the decision of the question to the non-official 
members of council. On other matters, except on occasions 
when the Government thinks it necessary to require their 
support, the nominated official members • of the legislative 
councils should have freedom of speech and vote. 

234. The great increase which will result from our pro
posals in the number of members of the 

ber~eslinatlon of mem- provincial legislative councils makes it 
desirable that they should no longer enjoy 

the designation "Honourable" which we desire to reserve for the 
members of the new bodies whose institution we propose in the 
next chapter. But conformably with practice in other parts of 
the Empire we suggest that provincial legislators should be 
entitled to affix the letters M.L.C. to their names. On the 
other hand, while the language of section 74 of the Government 
of India Act with its reference to "additional members" marks 
the survival of the idea that the legislative councils are merely 
expansions of the executive Government for the purpose 
of law-making, our proposals will have made it clear that we 
intend the Indian legislatures of the future to be sub:;tantive 
legislative organs. We consider therefore that the term "addi
tional members" should no longer be employed in the case of 
any Indian legislature. 

235. Our next proposal is intended to familiarize other 
elected members of the legislative council, 

Standing committees. besides ministers, with the processes of 
administration ; and also to make the relations between the 
executive and legislative more intimate. We propose that to 
each department or group of departments, whether it is placed 
under a member of the executive council or under a minister, 
there should be attached a standing committee elected by the 
legislative council from among their own members. Their 
functions would be advisory. They would not have any 
administrative control of departments. It would be open to the • 
GovernRlent to refuse information when it would be inconsistent 
with the puSlic interest to furnish it. We do not intend that all 

• questions raised in the course of day-to-day administration 
should be refc:rred to them ; but that they should see, discuss 
and record for the consideration of Government their opinions 
upon all questions of policy, all new schemes involving expen
diture above a fixed limit, and all annual reports upon the 
working of the departments. If the recommendations of the 
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standing committee were not accepted by Government it would, 
subject of course to the obligation of respecting confidence, be 
open to any of its members to move a resolution in the 
legislative council in the ordinary way. The member of the 
executive council, or minister concerned with the subject matter, 
should preside over the committee, and as an exception to the 
rule that it should be wholly non-official, the heads of the depart 
ments concerned, whether sitting in the legislative council or 
not, should also be full members of it with the right tiJ vote 

236. Bearing in mind the facts that the legislative coun

Control ot business. 
cils will in future be iarger bodies and will 
contain a certain number of members 

unversed in discussion, we feel the importance of maintaining 
such standards of business as will prevent any lowering of 
the council's repute. The conduct of business in a large 
deliberative body is a task that calls for experience which 
cannot be looked for at the outset in an elected member. 
\Ve consider therefore that the Governor should remain the 
president of the legislative council, but inasmuch as it is not 
desirable that he should always preside, he should retain the 
power to appoint a vice-president. He should not be formally 
limited ~n his selection, but we suggest that for some time to 
come it will be expedient that the vice-president should be 
chosen from the official members. 

Power to make its own rules of business is a normal attri
bute of a legislative body. But a simple and satisfactory 
procedure is of the essence of successful working ; and it is 
advisable to avoid the risk tbat inexperience may lead to need
less complication or other defect in the rules. \Ve think there
fore that the existing rules of procedure should, for the time 
being, continue in force, but that they should be liable to modi
fication by the legislative council with the sanction of the 
Governor. 

One or two points in connexion with the rules require 
• notice. Any member of the legislative council and not merely 

the asker of the original question, should, we think, havit' power 
to put supplementary questions. Power should be 'retained fn 
the Governor,s hands to disallow questions, the mere putting • 
of which would be detrimental to the public interests. If a 
question is not objectionable in itself, but cannot be answered 
without hatm to the public interests, the Governor should not 
disallow the question, but his Government should refuse to 
answer it on that ground. We have not considered in what 
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respect existing restrictions upon the moving of resolutions 
should be modified ; but here also it seems inevitable that 
some discretionary power of disallowance should remain in the 
Governor's hands. • • 

237. We do not propose that resolution\ whether on re
served or transferred subjects, should be 

Effect of resolutions. binding. The Congress-League proposal 
to give them such authority is open to the objections which we 
have already pointed out. If a member of the legislative coun
cil wishes the Government to be constrained to take action in 
a particular direction it will often be open to him to bring in a 
Bill to effect his purpose; and when ministers become, as we 
intend that they should, accountable to the legislative council, 
the council will have full means of controlling their administra
tion by refusing them supplies or by means of votes of censure, 
the carrying of which may in accordance with established 
constitutional practice, involve their quitting office. 

238. It is time to show how we propose that the sphere 
of business to be made over to the control 

Division of the tunc· of the popular element in the Government tlons oi government. 
should be demarcated. We ass1tmed in 

paragraphs 212 and 213, supra, that the entire field of provincial 
administration will be marked off from that of the Government 
of India. We assumed further that in each province certain 
definite subjects should be transferred for the purpose of ad
ministration by the ministers. All subjects not so transferred 
will be reserved to the hands of the Governor in Council. The 
list of transferred subjects will of course vary in each province ; 
indeed it is by variation that our scheme will be adjusted to 
varying local conditions. It will also be susceptible of modi
fication at subsequent stages. The determination of the list 
for each province will be a matter for careful investigation, for 
which reason we have not attempted to undertake it now. 
\Ve could only have done so if, after settling the general prin
ciples on which the lists should be framed, we had made a pro- • 
longed..a:our in India and had discussed with the Government 
a'nd people of each province the special conditions of its own 
case. This work should, we suggest, be entrusted to another 
special committee similar in composition to, but possibly 
smaller in size than, the one which we have already proposed 
to constitute for the purpose of dealing with franthises and 
constituencies. It may be said that such a task can be appro
priately undertaken only when our main proposals are ap~ 
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proved. \Ve find it difficult, however, to believe that any 
transitional scheme can be devised which will dispense with 
the necessity for some such demarcation ; and for this reason 
we should like to· see the committee constituted as soon as 
possible. It shGuld meet p.nd confer with the other committee 
which is to deal with franchises, because the extent to whicl' 
responsibility can be transferrc>d iq re!:ttcd tu the nature and 
extent uf the electorate which will be '"ai!abk ill any partie 
cular province. The ,;ommJttce, first business wiil be to 
consider what are the service': h be ap~>r<Jpriated to the pro~ 
vinces, all others remaining with the Government of India, 
\Ve suggest that it will find that some matters are of wholly 
provincial concern, and that others are primarily provincial, 
but that in respect of them some statutory restrictious upon 
the di~cretion of provincial Governments may be necessary, 
Other matters again may be provincial in character so far as 
administration goes, while there may be good reasons for keep
ing the right of legislation in respect of them in the hands of 
the Government of India. The list so compiled will define the 
corpus of material to which our scheme is to be applied. In 
the second place the committee will consider which of the 
provihcial subjects should be transferred, and what limitation~ 
must be placed upon the ministers' complete control of them. 
Their guiding principle should be to include in the transferred 
list those departments which aff.1rd most opportunity for local 
knowledge and social service, those in which Indians haw~ 
shown themselves to be keenly interested, those in which 
mistakes which may occur though serious would not be irre
mediable, and those which stand most in need of development. 
In pursuance of this principle we should not expect to find 
that departments primarily c::mcerned with the maintenance of 
law and order were transferred, Nor should we exDect tbe 
transfer of matters which vitally affect the well-being of the 
masses who may not be adequately represented in the new coun
cils, such for example as questions of land revenue or tenant 
rights. As an illustration of the kind of matters which we 
think might be treated as provincial and those w~ich "'lnight be 
regarded as transferred we have presented two specimen lists in 
an appendix to this report. We know that our lists cannot b~ 
exhaustive ; they will not be suitable to all provinces; they 
may not be exactly suitable to any province; but they 
will serve at all events to illustrate our intentions if not also 
as a starting point for the deliberations of the committee. Our 
lists are in the main mere categories of subjects. But we have 
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mentioned by way of illustration some of the limitations 
which it will be necessary to impose or maintain. In dealing 
with each subject the powers of the provincial legislatures to 
alter Government of India Acts on that subject will have to 
be carefully considered. We have indicated in· paragraph 240 
infra, certain other reservations which seem to us necessary. 
On the publication of this report we should like to see the 
lists discussed in the provincial councils and considered by the 
provincial Governments, so that the committee may have ready 
at hand considered criticisms upon the applicability of our 
suggestions to the circumstances of each particular province. 

239. We realize that no demarcation of subjects can be 
decisive in the sense of leaving open no Settlement of dispute. 
matter for controversy. Cases may arise 

in which it is open to doubt into which category a particular 
administrative question falls. There will be other cases in 
which two or more aspects of one and the same transaction 
belong to different categories. There must therefore be an 
authority to decide in such cases which portion of the Govern
ment has jurisdiction. Such a matter should be considered by 
the entire Government, but its decision must in the last resort 
lie definitely and finally with the Governor. We do not intend 
that the course of administration should be held up while his 
decision is challenged either in the law courts or by an appeal 
.to the Government of India. 

240. Further, inasmuch as administration is a living business 
and its corpus cannot be dissected with 

Powers of Intervention. l f t te precision o an autopsy, we must, even 
in the case of matters ordinarily made over to non-official 
control, secure th~t right of re-entry either to the official execu
tive Government of the province, or to the Government of India 
in cases where their interests are essentially affected. For 
instance, the central Government must have the power, for 
reasons which will be readily apparent in every case, of inter
vening ~ecttvely, whether by legislation or administrative 
action. in matters such as those affecting defence, or foreign or 
~olitical relations, or foreign trade, or the tariff; or which give 
rise to questions affecting the interests of more than one pro
vince; or which concern the interests of all~India services even 
if serving under provincial Governments. Similarly the Governor 
in executive council must have power to intervene with full 
effect in matters which concern law and order, or which raise 
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religious or racial issues, or to protect the interests of existing 
services. We do not claim that this iist of reservations is 
exhaustive or definitive ; we look to the committee to assist in 
making it so. Our.aim must be to secure to the official executive 
the power of protecting effectually whatever functions are stiil 
reserved to it and to the Government of India of intervening 
in all cases in which the action of the non-official executive or 
council affects them to their serious prejudice. For otherwise 
the official Government which is :stilt responsible to Parliament 
may be unable to di!·charge its responsibilitv properly. 

241. No doubt we shall be told ·-indeed we have often 
been told already-that the business of 

di!ra~!~~tlflcation of this government is one and indivisible, and 
that the attempt to divide it into two 

spheres controlled by different authorities, who are inspired by 
different principles and amenable to different sanctions, even 
with the unifying provisions which we have described is doomed 

, to encounter such confusion and friction as will make the 
arrangement unworkable. We feel the force of these objections. 
\Ve have considered them very anxiously and have sought out 
every possible means of meeting therfl. But to those critics 
who p~ess them to the point of condemning our scheme we 
would reply that we have examined many alternative plans 
and found that they led either to deadlock or to more frequent 
or greater potentialities of friction. Such destructive arguments, 
so far as we can discover, are directed not so much against our 
particular plan, but against any plan that attempts to define 
the stages between the existing position and complete respon
sible government. The announcement of August 20 postulated 
that such stages could be found ; indeed unless we can find 
them it is evident that there is no other course open than at 
some date or other to take a precipitate plunge forward from 
total irresponsibility to complete responsibility. 

242. \Ne have, however, encountered other critics whose 
arguments are worthy of fuller examina

di~~!~~~~uve methods oi tion. They agree with us that,.some"divisi_on 
of functions is the right, indeed the inevit

able, method of progress ; but they tell us that by attempting. 
the division of powers upon the provincial plane we are need
lessly enhancing the confusion and friction which will arise, 
and which could be and ought to be mitigated by a different 
disposition of the machinery. They urge in brief that the line 
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of division should be horizontal and not vertical ; and that 
popular control and popular responsibility ought to be developed 
not in the provincial legislative councils, but in new constitu
tional bodies to be created for this purpose <UJd invested with 
jurisdiction over smaller areas. They claim that friction will 
be avoided or at all events diminished, if the deregated functions 
of the new bodies are more closely circumscribed by the terms 
of the legislation calling them into existence than is possible 
in the case of the provincial councils ; and if they are protected 
from the temptation to place themselves in constant opposition 
to the official element which would be offered by the presence 
of both elements in one and the same Government and in one 
and the same council. They reckon it to the credit of their 
schemes that by confining the operations of the new constitu
tional bodies to areas smaller than provinces, they hope to draw 
into the arena of public affairs men who could hardly be 
expected to come forward for the provincial councils. They 
urge that by presenting themselves to the official services not 
so much as rival governments but as organs of local self
government on the largest and most generous scale, they may 
feel confident of official help and co-operation. 

243. In their less pretentious form of expression• these 
ideas are embodied in a scheme which has 

-c~r~.anofdlvlslonalcoun· been placed before us for the establishment 
of divisional councils. These bodies would 

have jurisdiction over a revenue division, and would deal with 
all questions of local self-government and certain other matters 
delegated to them, such as excise, agricultural farms, provincial 
roads and some branches of education. They would have 
definite revenues of their own and also power to increase their 
income by local taxation. They would administer the business 
delegated to them by means of an executive committee, of 
whom the president would be elected by the council and would 
himself choose his own colleagues. The provincial legislative 
council would be composed of deligations from the divisional 
councils, and would contain no official members other than the • 
me.mberS"of \:!1e executive council who would attend only to 
reply to questions and to explain the Government's attitude. 
oi\s regards the matters made over to the divisional councils the 
provincial council would retain certain powers of legislation, taxa-
tion, and of sanctioning rules ; but as regards all other subjects its 
powers would be only those of deliberation and criticisms unless 
the Government referred a particular question to it for decisions. 
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244. Though we desire to acknowledge the thoughtful 
manner in which the proposals were worked 

Reasons for rejecting it. out we need not amplify them in detail 
because we found at the outest weighty reasons for rejecting 
them. The scheme in our opinion fails to provide for continu
ing and ordered pPogress in the future. The divisions are in 
very many instances artificial units, which are not suitable areas 
on which to base permanent institutions : and in any case they 
~re certainly too small to serve permanently as self~governing 
units. Although it was contemplated that further spheres of 
business could be from time to time made Pver til them no 
great progress would be possible becan~e the raPge qf matter~ 
v,rbich could be administered on a diyi;.;ional bas1s must for 
practical reasons be limited. Progress would therefore soon 
be checked unless, as indeerl the authors of the scheme contem
plated, the divisional councils coalesced so as to form larger 
bodies. It seems to us better to start from the out est on a 
plane on which a permanent edifice can be built. However this 
be, we feel that the scheme is unacceptable for reasons similar 
to those which led us to decide that it was irnpossibie to confine 
advance to the limited sphere of purely local self-government. 
Vvbatever may be said of it on theoretical grounds it would not 
satisfy ~olitical needs. If the scheme for divisional councils, 
and the cognate scheme described below, succeeded in drawing 
into public life men who could hardly be expected to come 
forward to the provincial councils, it would also have the effect 
of very largely depriving those who had had some experience 
of political matters and whose life is spent in the provincial 
capitals of many opportunities of effective political work. On 
the legislative council they would find their functions narrowly 
restricted ; and on the divisional councils also they would deal 
with a far smaller range of subjects than that with which they 
had hitherto been concerned. 

245. \Ve have also considered a more ambitious develop
ment of the same leading idea which was 

Plan oi provincial States. 1 
presented to us by t 1c signatories to a 

joint address of European and Indian gentlemen in ~lcuttfl. 
They propose that existing provinces shmnJ be sub
divided into a limited number of smalier areas on a • 
linguistic or racial basis, and that for such provincial States 
there should be constituted State councils and State govern
ments dealinr:; only with such matters as those which in our 
scheme would be included in the transferred list, The official 
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Government of the province would continue to administer the 
reserved subjects for the whole provincial area ; but inasmuch 
as responsibility would have been given and would be intended 
to be developed solely in the State councils, the legislative 
council of the province would, when the daughter bodies came 
into being, lose its legislative functions afld lapse into the 
position of a purely advisory body, except that if the provincial 
executive disregarded its wishes it would have the right of 
appeal to the Government of lndia and the Secretary of State. 
As the State councils developed, more and more functions 
would be made over to them, as the result of provincial inquiry 
by a recurrent commission-an idea for which we acknowledge 
our own indebtedness to the authors of the scheme-until finally 
the provincial Governments disappeared, and the future polity 
of British India was represented by a series of States enjoying 
responsible government. 

246. We have considered this scheme with the care which 
its skilful preparation and authoritative 

Reasons for reJectloi endorsement deserve. But the disad
lt ll'eoerally. 

vantages of the scheme, as it seems to us, 
far outweigh its advantages. The proposals to withdraw from 
the provincial councils, even as a transitional arrangement, their 
present opportunities of affecting the action of Government 
would certainly meet with great opposition and be regarded as 
retrogade. Moreover, while the State Governments would 
indeed be real Governments and not merely larger organs of 
local self-government, it would, we believe, be necessary to 
circumscribe their powers to an extent on which it will be 
difficult to insist in practice. Though differences in area might 
mitigate the effects of dualism there would actually be in one 
and the same territory two Govemrnents and two legislatures, 
each equipped with a separate service of officers. There would 
be no means of securing cohesion between the two Govern
ments; and we apprehend that grave divergences of view 
might occur which there would be no easy means of composing. 
If it true that the presence of two elements in one and the 
same ~overQ,ment presents opportunities for collision it presents 
also opportunities for understanding and co-operation. It 

• appears to us that wisdom lies not in equipping each of the 
different elements with a complete and separate paraphernalia 
of its own, and trusting to their orbits lying sufficieptly apart 
for collisions to be avoided, but in taking every opportunity 
of bringing the two elements into contact so as to induce the 

• 
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habits of joint action. However this be, there remains one 
practical reason of paramount force against our proceeding 
with the scheme. In spite of the evidence which has reached 
us of the existence irr parts of India of distinct area8 or com
munities which are anxious to secede from the larger adminis
trative units of which they now form part, \Ve f~e! sure that 
any general scheme of :~en;::raphical par~itiun would r"vuk,• 
~uch stroug oppr,sition as w<,uld be Lttal tn tfw whr)]e plan 
Generally speaking, Wf~ patriotism 
as sensitively jealous ol nte£~Tih·. Divi 
sions of territory \Vhich are not tnadc in rcspoust: t 1 J a popular 
demand are apt to provoke wide and deep-seated dissatisfaction. 
\Ve are convinced, after taking note of a recent debate in the 
Indian Legislative Council upon thic.; :;ubject, that we should be 
very unwise to attempt to unite the sufficiently difficult task of 
revising the constitution of India with the highly cor:troversial 
labour of simultaneously revising the political geography of the 
entire country. None the les~, while we discard as impracti
cable the idea of calling into existence new provincial States as 
part of our own constructive scheme, we are impressed with the 
artificial, and often inconvenient character of existing adminis
trative u~ts. \Ve have seen how historical reasons brought 
them about. \Ve cannot doubt that the business of govern
ment would be simplified if admi11istrative units were both 
smaller and more homogeneous ; and when we bear in mind the 
prospect of the immense burdens of government in India being 
transferred to comparatively inexperienced hands such consi
derations acquire additional weight. It is also a strong argu
ment in favour of linguistic or racial units of c;overnment that, 
by making it possible to conduct the business of legislation in the 
vernacular, they would contribute to draw into the arena of public 
affairs men who were not acquainted with English. \Ve believe 
emphatically that redistributions of provincial areas cannot be: 
imposed upon the people by official action ; and that such a pro
cess ought in any case to follow, and neither to precede nor accom-

• pany, constitutional reform. But we are bouncl to indicate our 
own clear opinion that wherever such redistrihutions are nerf'~sary 
and can be effected by process of consent the attcmfJt to do so • 
should be made , and therefore we desire that it should be 
recognized as one of the earliest duties incumbc~nt upon all the 
reformed provincial Governments to test provincial opinion upon 
schemes dir€cted to this end. In Orissa and Berar at all events 
it seems to us that the possibility of instituting sub-provinces 
need not be excluded from consideration at a very early date. 

34 
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247. We now turn to a consideration of the work of the 
legislative councils. Assuming that the-.· 

Means of securing the d J 
affirmative power of have been reconstitute with elective majo-
legislation. rities, and that the re~erved and transferred 
subjects have been demarcated in the way suggested, let us 
consider how the executive Government is (o be enabled to se
cure the passing of such legislation or such supplies as it con
siders absolutely necessary in respect of the reserved services. 
For we must make some such provision if we are going to bold 
it responsible for the government of the province. 

Now in respect of legislation there are several possibilities. 
\Ve might leave it to the Government of India to pass the laws 
which a provincial Government has failed to carry in the Indian 
legislature where, as we shall show, we intend to leave it in a 
position to pass the laws which it deems essential ; or we might 
leave it to the Governor-General, or preferably perhaps to the 
Governor-General in Council, to make and promulgate ordi
nances, having effect either for a specified period, or else until 
such time as the life of the provincial legislative council which 
refused the desired legislation was cut short or expired and a 
new council was elected in its place ; or we might arm the pro
vincial Government with a similar power of ordinanc.,-making. 
\Ne shall explain why we reject all these alternatives. 

248. To invite the Government of India to intervene 
whenever the provincial Government en

By Government of In- countered effective opposition to its legis
dia leilslation. 

lative proposals would strike at one of our 
root propostt10ns. The provincial Governments must ordinari
ly be autonomous in their own legislative field ; and for them 
to call in the Government of India for this purpose would be a 
negation of this principle. Moreover, we feel the gravest doubt 
whether the Government of India would in fact be found will
ing to undertake any such responsibility. The Government of 
India would be accused of ignorance of local conditions and 
disregard of provincial wishes ; of giving with one hand and 
taking away with another. Nor would its legislature be suit- • 

.ably ~onst~tuted for such a purpose. We question whether it 
would be at all disposed to assume the ungrateful task of carry
ing in its own legislature such unpopular and controversial 
legislation as provincial circumstances might demand. 

249. For even stronger reasons we reject the suggestion 

By•ordinances. 
that the Governor-General or the Governor
General in Council should be invited to deal 
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with the refusal of a provincial council to pass a law by the 
device of promulgating an ordinance. As we saw, this power 
was a revival of the Qld system by which the original executives 
made the law ; it was in its revived form never intended for 
more than emerrrettc:y use, to which purpose it has since been 
strictly confined. Apart from WM lr-~i,;lati'Jll, the Governor 
General's ordinance-making powt:r ba:, bef;n employed only six 
times in 57 years. Tu resort to it as an ;;rdinar) mean,; of 
carrying Hills that had been refu~cd hy a provincial council 
would excite the strongest opposition ; and to pass ordinances 
without first enabling the council to discuss them would be to 
abandon all the advantag-es of publicity and criticism. The 
idea that the provincial Governor in Council should be equipped 
with a power to make ordinances was also one to which we 
gave some consideration. Inasmuch as there will be a strong 
Indian element in the provincial executives of the future the 
opposition to such legislation by the executive would no doubt 
be diminished ; but we felt that it was impossible to ask Parlia
ment to confer on the Governments of provinces a power which 
they had never enjoyed since 1833 and which is opposed to the 
whole spirit of our reforms. A further practical objection was 
the likelihood that the executive would be often divided upon 
the merits of a particular project, and that the Governor who 
proposed to put it into force by the medium of an ordinance 
might find himself faced with the resignation of some of his 
Indian colleagues or ministers. 

2 50. \Ve considered further whether these objections could 

Other proposals. 
not be mitigated by laying the proposed 
ordinances before an advisory committee, 

or by carrying them by the machinery of a separate councii 
dealing only with reserved subjects. In this latter case the 
Governor in Council would obtain his essential legislation and 
supplies from a Legislative Council so constituted as to enable 
Government to give effect to its wishes, while the ministers 

• would lay their Bilis and financial proposals before an,S.lther 
legislative council wholly or predominantly elected. , \Ve aban-. 
doned this idea, first, because it appeared to us to emphasize 
most unwisely the severance between the two elements in the 
administration which it should be our consistent aim to bring 
together as dosely and continuously as possible ; and, secondly, 
because it deprived the popular legislature of the power which 
it now enjoys of affecting the action of Government in the reser
ved subjects. 
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2 51. The alternative plan of constituting an advisory com
mittee before which draft ordinances should 

com~l~~~~'i. ordinance be placed before their ,promulgation did not 
satisfy us. We felt that though the deliber

ations of such a body might palliate the nakedness of what is 
really an official edict, the fact that the committee's assent to the 
measure would not be necessary would deprive the palliative of 
any political value. 

252. Because, as we shall show in paragraph 258, we have 
decided not to recommend the institution of 

com~u1~fe~~~osals. Orand second chambers in the provinces we cannot 
apply to the provinces the scheme which we 

propose hereafter for the Government of India; and we must turn 
to some form of unicameral arrangement. The solution which 
we propose is as follows. For the purpose of enabling the pro
vincial Government to get through its legislation on reserved 
subjects we propose that the head of the Government should 
have power to certify that a Bill dealing with a reserved subject 
is a measure "essential to the discharge of his responsibility for 
the peace or tranquillity of the province or of any part thereof, or 
for the discharg~ of his responsibility for the reserved subjects." 
In employing these words we are not assuming th~ function 
of a parliamentary draftsman ; we merely mean to indicate that 
words will be needed to show that this exceptional procedure 
will be used only when the Government feels that its legislation 
is necessary if peace and tranquillity are to be secured, or more 
generally if it is properly to discharge its responsibility for the 
reserved subjects even if no question of maintaining order arises. 
It will be seen hereafter that we propose similar procedure for 
controlling non-official Bills, amendments and clauses and for 
controlling budget allotments on reserved subjects. In these 
cases also we shall speak of certification as indicating that the 
Governor was using the exceptional procedure in the circum
stances described above. Such a certificate as we have describ
ed would not be given without strong reason ; and we suggest 
that..,the reasons justifying recourse to it might be included in • 

•the Instru<W;ions to Governors which the India Office should 
issue ; for instance, we think that the Governor should not cer
tify a Bill if he thought its enactment could safely be left to the 
Legislative Council. The effect of the Governor's certificate 
when published with the Bill will be to intimate the procedure 
which we now describe. The Bill will be read ana its general 
principle discussed in the full legislative council. It will at this 
stage be open to the council by a majority vote to request the 
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Governor to refer to the Government of India, whose decision on 
the point shall be final, the question whether the certified 
Bill deals with a reserved subject. If no such reference is 
made, or if the Gov6rnment of India decide that the certificate 
has been properly given, the Bill will then be automatically 
referred to a grand ·committee of the council. Its composition 
should reproduce a:; nearly as pn~sih]P thte pt,)purtion of thP 
various elements in the bod\', nur first intention was 
that the grand committee 1. each pro\mce should he a micro
cosm of the existing counciL Hut we find that the existence of 
communal and special electorates makes Jt difficuit to secure to 
all of these their due representation on a smaller body without 
at the same time sacrificing the representation of the interests 
represented by the general electorates, to which it is our special 
intention to give a greater voice in the councils than heretofore. 
Accordingly, we propose that the grand committee in every 
council should be constituted so as to comprise from 40 to 50 
per cent of its strength. It should be chosen for each Bill, 
partly by election by ballot, aucl partly by nomination, The 
Governor should have puwer to nominate a bare majority ex
clusive of himself Of the members so nominated not more 
than two-thirds should be officials, and the elected element 
should b; elected ad !zoe by the elected members of the council 
on the system of the transferable vote. l t is clear that the com
position of the grand committee ought to vary with tbe subject 
matter of the particular Hill ; and we believe that the council 
and the Governor between them can be trusted to ensure that 
whether by election or nomination all the interests affected by 
the Bill are properly represented. It may be objected that such 
a grand committee so composed offers the official executive no 
absolute guarantee that its measure will get through. \Ne 
agree that this is the case ; but there is no such guarantee at 
present. In a grand committee of 40 members, there could be 
14 officials, and we consider that no great harm will ensue if 
Government defers legislative projects which are opposed by the 
whole elected element and for which it cannot secure the sup-

• port of six out of the seven members, whom the Governo.r has 
it in his power to select from the whole body of the lflOn-official• 
members in the council. 

253. On reference to the grand committee, the Bill will be 
debated by that body in the ordinary 

Procedure ajter re- course and if necessary referred to a select 
terence to grand com· • d h" 
mlttee. committee, to which bo y we t 111k that 

the grand committee should have power 
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to appoint any member of the Legislative Council whether a 
member of the grand committee or not. The select committee 
will, as at present, have power to take evidence. Then, after 
being debated in the grand committee and .modified as may be 
determined the Bill will be reported to the whole council. The 
council will have the right to discuss the Bi,l again generally 
but will not be able to reject it, or to amend it except on the 
motion of a member of the executive council. The Governor 
will then appoint a time-limit within which the Bill may be 
debated in the council, and on its expiry it will pass automa
tically. But during such discussion the council will have the right 
to pass a resolution recording any objection which refers to the 
principle or details of the measure (but not of course to the 
certificate of its character), and any such resolution will accom
pany the Act when, after being signed by the Governor, it is 
submitted to the Governor-General and the Secretary of State. 

2 54· Legislation on transferred subjects and non-certifica
ted legislation on reserved subjects will 

Treatment 01 mixed continue to be passed by the full council. legislation. 
This makes it necessary to provide for the 

contingency that a Bill on a transferred subject may trench 
upon the reserved field of legislation. \Ve suggest that it 
should be open to any member of the executive council (though 
to prevent irresponsible obstruction we would not give this 
power to members of the legislative councils generally) to 
challenge the whole Bill or any clause of it on its first 
introduction, or any amendment, as soon as such amendment is 
moved, on the ground that the Bill, clause, or amendment im
pinges on the reserved sphere. The question will then be referred 
to the Governor, who may allow the Bill to proceed in legisla
tive council. But if he rules that the Hill, clause, or amendment 
trenches upon the reserved subjects, he may, if he sees reason 
to do so (after hearing any representations that the legislative 
council may desire to make), certify it accordingly. The Gov
ernor's certificate to this effect should be final, subject only 
to the right of the council to require a reference to the Govern- • 
"ment of ltlldia (as provided in paragraph 252, supra). If the 
Governor certifies the Bill, clause, or amendment it will be open 
to him either to decline to allow it to be discussed, in which 
case it would drop; or to suggest to the council an amended 
Bill; or at the request of the council to refer the Rill to a grano 
committee. With this proviso, there will be no need to impose 
restrictions other than those already imposed by section So of 
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the Government of India Act, UJI 5, on the right of private 
members to introduce Bills. We may be told that the proce
dure suggested is cumbrous and dilatory, and offers a premium 
to obstructive tactics'. Hut we confes.~ that we have not been 
able tn finrl any ~impler method of reconcilit>g two cornpeting 
aims-the competence of (~uver,.tment tu .-,cu .. c it.~ necessary 
iegislation, and on the ot!wr ''<111• llH: pq1, <-r ,Jf the elected 
element in council to ensure that socii discretion shall not be 
used arbitrarily or without due titc<<·s:-,ity by the executive. It 
must, we think, be left to the go<ld sense of the council 
itself, which will realize that its own record will be closely 
scrutinized and adjudicated upon by the periodic commission, 
which we propose below, to exert it,elf to check abuses. 
\Ve consider also that the Governor of a proviuce should 
have power to dissolve his legislative council and that 
this will give him a valuable means of controL It will be 
understood that the assent of the Governor, the Governor 
General, and the Crown (signified through the Secretary of 
State) will remain necessary for all provincial legislation, whether 
certified or not, \Ve think, moreover, that the Governor's 
discretionary power of assenting to a Hill should include a 
power to.return the measure for reconsideration of particular 
provisions in it ; and that the Governor-General should have the 
same power of reserving provincial laws for the Royal assent as 
he has in the case of all Indian legislation. 

255· \Ve now come to the crucial question of budget 

Budget procedure, 
procedure. It is more difficult than that 
of legislation, because while legislation on 

a reserved subject may clearly not impinge on transferred 
subjects, money devoted to reserved objects of expenditure can 
with some sort of reason be alw<:tys represented a.-; l>eing diverted 
from the transferred objects. There must, thertfore, be means 
of securing that the executive council shall be able to find the 
money to keep the administration of the reserved subjects 
efficient, and there must also be means of secnring th;,t to tbe 

• expanding cost of the transferred services, a fair proportion of 
the total revenue is devoted. Fur it must be remembered that 
the transferred services are generally th0sc whi<~h stand in 
greater need of development. 

256. To this end we ha\'e examined various expedients. 
'vVe were attrrt.cted by the possibility of 

Its difficulties and appointina a J·oint committee representing tbeir solution. ,_, 
both official and non-official views to make 
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a financial settlement dealin!Z with both reserved and transferred 
subjects, which should hold good for a period of say six years, 
always supposing that it can be varied meantime by agreement, 
confirmed by the assent of the legislative council. We were 
anxious to find some solution for the difficulties and friction 
which might otherwise annually occur between the two elements 
in the Government which are responsible for the reserved and 
transferred services. The device of reference to the Govern
ment of J ndia we dismiss as being a negation of our leading 
principle of provincial autonomy. It seems to us even more 
idle to suggest a settlement by process of laying papers before 
Parliament. It has also been proposed that disputes might be 
composerl by an internal tribunal within the province, com
prising a high court judge, a Government official, and an elected 
member; but we dismiss such an expedient from consideration, 
because so long as the Governor in Council is responsible for 
reserved subjects, we hold that he must have power to decide 
what revenues he requires. On full consideration we have 
decided to set aside all suggestions for a settlement. We 
doubt whether any committee's recommendations would 
commend tbemselvt>s to Indian opinion much better than the 
Governor's decision, to which in the event of irrec;pncilable 
difference of opinion between the two halves of the Government 
the matter must ultimately come. A settlement would also 
result in a rigid allocation, which would be yearly attacked in 
debates and which it might be difficult to vary by agreement; 
and at best it only defers the difficulty for a six years' period, at 
the end of which it would present itself again with the accumu
lated force of six years' discontents. It is impossible to foresee 
the contingencies which may occur in six years, and to budget 
in advance for so long a period. The difficulty is fundamental 
and we cannot overcome it by any simple device. Nor are we 
without belief in the educative efficacy of the annual budget 
discussion. \N e propose therefore that the provincial budget 
should be framed by the executive Government as a whole. 
The first charge on provincial revenues will be contribution to • 
the 6overnment of India ; and after that the supply for the 
t"eserved su~ects will have priority. The allocation of supply 
for the transferred subjects will be decided by the ministers. 

• If the revenue is insufficient for their needs the question of new 
taxation will be decided hy the Governor and the ministers. 
We are bound to recognize that in time new taxat.ion will be 
necessary, for no conceivable economies can finance the new 
developments which are to be anticipated. The budget will 
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then be laid before the council which will discuss it and vote 
by resolution upon the allotments. Jf the legislative council 
rejects or modifies the proposed allotment for reserved subjects 
the Governor shou1d have power to insist on the whole, or any 
part nf the allotment originalh pr•:.>viclPd. if frlr reasons to be 
stated he certifies it-< necessity in the terms whrch \Ve have 
already sugt,;estecL \\' :m:: ,,f <lpinion that the 
Govern0r in Council must be ern !n obtain the suppl:; 
which he declares to be necessary !(;r the discharge of his re~· 
ponsibilities. Except in ·;o far as the Governor exercises this 
power the budget would be altered in accordance with the 
resolutions carried in council. 

257. \Ve anticipate that anxietv mav he felt as to the 
supply for the t(ansfe.rred subjects. \Ve 

dliri~~m·:s~ds ag3.inst believe that this anxiety is largely based on 
an exaggerated view of the Possibilities of 

economy in the reserved subjects. \Ve do not feel, however, 
that there need be any apprehension. ~() Governor in Councii 
is likely, without real reason, to disregCJ.rd the wishes of the 
legislative council, and we hold thctt, if he bets recti reasons, he 
ought t~ disregard them in the discharge of his responsibilities. 
But we may point out the series of safeguards which our plan 
provides. The budget will be considered by the whole Govern
ment acting together. Those in charge of the transferred sub
jects will have every opportunity of acquCtinting themselves with 
the considerations upon which the allotment for the reserved 
subjects is based. In these Joint discussions the provincial 
revenues will be estimated ; the contribution to the Government 
of India will be set apart ; the proposed Ctllotments for 
the reserved subjects will then be carefully scrutinized and 
examined with a view to facing criticism in the legislative 
council, and the remainder of the revenue will be at the 
disposal of the ministers. If st:ch residue is not sufficient, it is 
open to the ministers to suggPsr t>xtra taxatirJil either within 
the schedule of permissible provincial taxation, or by obtain
ing the sanction of the Government of India to some t~x not 
included in the schedule. Such taxation prop<~Sals would be 
presented to the legislative council only with the approval of 
the ministers. Moreover, there is a standing committee repre- • 
sentative of the legislative councils not only on finance, hut 
attached .to all the reserved portfolios ; and these standing 
committees will have the opportunity of scrutinizing all propo
sals for substantial expenditure, and of familiarizing themselves 
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with departmental needs. But if the ministers and the legisla
tive councils are compelled to accept allotments for the reserved 
subjects with which they do not agree our proposal that a 
periodic commission shall review the proceedings affords 
another safeguard. Both the Government and the legislative 
council will decide on their course of action with the full 
knowledge that their conduct in the matter will, in due course, 
come under review by the Commission. There will be oppor
tunity of arguing before the Commission, on the one hand, that 
reserved subjects have been extravagantly administered, or that 
the Governor in Council has unnecessarily disregarded the 
wishes of the legislative council, or, on the other hand, that the 
attitude of the legislative council with regard to the expenditure 
on reserved subjects has been so unreasonable as to make it 
unsafe to transfer further powers. Although we believe, there
fore, that no insuperable difficulty will arise if reasonable men 
conduct themselves in a reasonable manner this periodic 
sanction will tend to produce a spirit of compromise and co
operation. 

258. At this point we may explain that we have consi
Upper bn;sses. Jered the feasibility of establishing a 

bicameral system in the provinc;s. Its 
advocates urge that in creating upper houses we should follow 
the system which generally prevails in countries where popular 
government has firmly established itself. We might also expect 
that the representation of minority interests would become more 
effective in an upper house than in a single composite chamber, 
because minority representatives sitting in a chamber of their own 
might feel themselves freer to defend the interests which they 
represented than if they sat together with other elements in a 
lower house. \Ne might secure men for the upper houses who 
would not seek election or even accept nomination, to a com
posite assembly where the majority of members were of a differ
ent status from themselves ; and so the second chamber might 
develop a conservative character which would be a valuable 
check on the possibly too radical proclivities of a lower house. 
But wa.see very serious practical objections to the idea. In 
mfiny provinces it would be impossible to secure a sufficient 
number of suitable members for two houses. 'vVe apprehend 

•also that a second chamber representing mainly landed and 
moneyed interests might prove too effective a barrier against 
legislation which affected such interests. Again, the. presence 
of large landed proprietors in the second chamber might 
have the unfortunate result of discouraging other mem hers of 

• 
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the same class from seekine- the votes of the electorate. \Ve 
think that the delay invol;ed in passing legislation through 
two houses would make tbe system far too cumbrous to 
contemplate for the business of provincial legislation. We have 
decided for the present, therefore, against bicameral institu
tions for the provinces. At the '-'arne time we bear in mind that 
<1s provincial council" ;1pproach more do~ely to parliamentarv 
iorms tbe need for revising chamlx1s m«y be the mon; !elt , 
,;,nJ \ve think that the qne:<iil''' "ht.uld lh: f,;rther C'lli'idered by 
the periodic commission which we propuse hen.::after 

zsy. \Ve should now make it clear what the reiations of 
the ex':!cutive officers in the provinces will 

ce~~~a!~oen~~!e~~";::~;.i· be to the new Government. Let us say 
at once that we have no intention of 

introducing any duality into the services. It would be unfair 
to expect ministers new to responsibility to assume the burden 
of office unless they could command the assistance of the 
present highly trained services. To require them to inaugurate 
new services for their own departments would, we think, be to 
saddle them with difficulties that would doom the experiment 
to failure. This consideration, amonf,:! others, was prominent 
in our" minds when we concluded that mini,;ters should form 
part of the executive Government of the province rather than a 
separate Government. That there are difficulties in either case 
we do not deny, but they would certainly be greater if one 
and the same officer received his orders from two Governments 

"instead of one. The 0bjection may be taken that the same 
;wthority may not be felt to att<~ch to orders coming from 
ministers as to orders coming from the executive counciL 
'vVe do not admit that they will come from either. All orders 
will come from the Government, and they will all be Govern
ment orders. At the prest:nt time it is not the business of an 
executive officer to differentiate between an order conveyed 
to him by the secretary to Government in one department, and 
an order conveyed to him by the secretary in another depart
ment, and the procedure will not differ in the future. 

Future Development. 

160. Having now described the new constitution which • 
we propose at the out~et let us show how 

Modiilcaiion by the we intend to rJrovide fvr its assured and Government' ol India. t 

regular development in future. Our idea 
is that as the popular element of the Government acquires ex-
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perience and learns to discharge its duties efficiently further 
powers should be entrusted to it. The process in fact will be 
one of adding to the transferred subjects and of taking from 
the reserved ones, until such time as with the entire disappear
ance of the reserved subjects the need for an official element 
in the Government, or of procedure by grand committee, 
vanishes, and thus the goal of complete responsibility is 
attained in the provinces. \Vhat we have to do is at once to 
encourage and to regulate this process. After five years' 
time from the first meeting of the reformed councils we suggest 
that the Government of India should hear applications from 
either the provincial Government or the provincial council for 
the modification of the reserved and transferred lists of the 
province ; and that after considering the evidence laid befnre 
them they should recommend for the approval of the Secretary 
of State the transfer of such further subjects to the transferred 
list as they think desirable. On the other hand, if it should be 
made plain to them that certain functions have been seriously 
maladministered it will be open to them with the sanction of 
the Secretary of State to retransfer subjects from the transferred 
to the reserved list, or to place restrictions for the future on the 
ministers' powers in respect of certain transferred subjects. 
Thi~ examination of the question by the Government of India 
after the lapse of five years will be of value in enabling the 
allotment of portfolios to be redetermined, if need be, in the 
light of the experience gained during that time. But it is also 
desirable to complete the responsibility of the ministers for the 
transferred subjects. This should come in one of two ways, 
either at the initiative of the council if it desires and is pre
pared to exercise greater control over the ministers, or at the 
discretion of the Government of India, which may wish to make 
this change as a condition of the grant of new, or of the mainten
ance of existing, powers. \Ne propose therefore that the Gov
ernment of India may, when hearing such applications, direct 
that the ministers' salaries, instead of any longer being treated 
as a reserved subject and therefore protected in the last resort by 
the Grwernor's order from interference, should be specifically 
voted each yeq,r by the legislative council ; or failing such direc
tion by the Government of India, it should be open to the councils 

•at that time or subsequently to demand by resolution that such 
ministers' salaries should be so voted, and the Government of 
India should thereupon give effect to such request. The 
ministers would in fact become ministers in the parliamentary 
sense. The councils would have power to refuse to pass their 

• 
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salaries, and they would have to accept the consequences which 
constitutional convention attaches to such a vote. 

26 r. The arrangements sketched in the last paragraph, 
bnwever. are intended to provide merely 
fur ,_til i12/tr: f/t ;tnd \Vi.: rer:ard it 

as essential, if tht· tenth ;,f the .:u~r~Ciunc:ement nf :\ugust 20 are 
to be made good, that. there st.ould frnrn tline tu time come 
into being some outside auth<,rity ,_ harf;cd with tlw duty of 
resurveying the political situation in India and of readjustmg 
the machinery to the new requirements. \Ve would provide, 
therefore, that ten years after the first meeting of the new 
councils established under the statute a commission should be 
appointed to review the position. Criticism has been expressed 
in the past of the composition of Royal commissions, and it is 
our intention that the commission which we suggest should be 
regarded as authoritative and should derive its authority from 
Parliament itself. The names of the commissioners, therefore, 
should be submitted by the Secretary of State to both Houses 
of Parliament for approval by resolution. The commissioners' 
mandate should be to consider whether by the end of the term 
of the Jegislature then in existence it would be possible to 
establish complete responsible government in any province or 
provinces, or how far it would be possible to approximate to it 
in others; to advise on the continued reservation of any depart
ments for the transfer of which to popular control it has been 
proved to their satisfaction that the time had not yet come; 
to recommend the retransfer of other matters to the control 
of the Governor in Council if serious maladministration were 
established ; and to make any rec0mmendations for the working 
of responsible government or the improvement of the constitu .. 
tiona! machinery which experience of the systems in operation 
may show to be desirable. \Ve intend these propositions to be 
read rather as an indication of our general intentions than as 
an attempt to draft the actu:il terms of the reference to the 
commission . 

262. There are several other important matters, g~rmane 
in greater or Jess degree to'l:lur main pur-

other matters lor con- · Jd 
sideration by the com· pose, which the commissiOn shon review. 
mission. They should investigate the progress made • 
in admitting Indians into the higher ranks of the public service. 
They should examine the apportionment of the financial burden 
of India with a view to adjusting it more fairly between the 
provinces. The commission should also examine the develop·· 
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ment of education among the people and the progress and 
working of local self-governing bodies. Lastly the commission 
should consider the working of the franchise and the constitu
tion of electorates, including the important matter of the reten
tion of communal representation. Indeed• we regard the 
development of a broad franchise as the arch on which the 
edifice of self-government must be raised ; for we have no 
intention that our reforms should result merely in the transfer 
Df powers from a bureaucracy to an oligarchy. We shall be 
told that we are laying a heavy charge upon the commtsswn. 
vVe agree that this is so, and it will probably be necessary 
to appoint more than one commission ; but we think it import
ant that the review of all these questions should be undertaken 
at one and the same time. It is our desire to revive the 
process by which the affairs of India were periodically subjected 
to searching review by investigating bodies appointed with the 
approval of Parliament itself; and we propose therefore that 
the further course of constitutional development in the country, 
together with the other matters just enumerated, shall from 
time to time be similarly investigated at intervals of twelve 
years, a periutl which represents the life of four councils under 
the existing regulations. • 

263. In proposing the appointment of a commission ten 
years after the new Act takes effect we 

ciJ~:r~:ortance of an wish to guard against possible misunder-
standing. We would not be taken as 

implying that there can be established by that time complete 
responsible government in the provinces. In many of the pro
vinces no such consummation can follow in the time named. 
The pace will be everywhere unequal, though progress in one 
province will always stimulate progress elsewhere; but undue 
expectations might be aroused if we indicated any opinion as 
to the degree of approximation to complete self-government 
that might be reached even in one or two of the most advanced 
provinces. The reasons that make complete responsibility at • 
present impossible are likely to continue operative in some 
d~gree even • after a decade. Within that time many persons 

• will have been brought in touch with problems of administra
tion and a considerable number will have some experience of 
the actual exercise of responsibility ; but we recognize that 
time is necessary for the development of responsibility in the 
electorates and the growth of proper relations between repre
sentatives and constituencies. At present electorates of a 
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general character hardly exist. Almost all are designed to 
represent special classes or interests and consist of very few 
persons. Those which represent Muhammadans were intended 
to be fairlv inclusive but ev~.:n those are limited t<J a few 
hundred ele~tors • Th~· n!Ucl: l,, tt:tcJ.\.c:; thdl. \vill !i(J\\ 

be set up, though still a mert action uf the population, will 
be devoid of political experkucc. Tlw liab1t c,( cc.nsldering: 
political issues as i'isue~ tube dec.dt:d a rn<•n's 'JWn JUdg
ment, of realizing their value of the proper use of a vote and 
of judging candidates with regard to their fitness to represent 
the elector's views have all to be acquired. The physical 
circumstances of electorates thinly scattered over \.vide areas 
with indifferent communications will render the task of educat~. 
ing them particularly difficult, especialiy for men who will have 
to undertake a work of which they themselves have so little 
experience. These difficulties will be incre,lsed by the general 
lack of education. \Vhere the great mass of the population is 
illiterate, as is unfortunately the case all over India, political 
ideas may be expected only to spread slowly and the progress 
of political education to be impeded. But we have already 
recognized the rapid rate of progress which has taken place in 
India d~ring recent years in the development of political opi
nion; and we cannot foresee how much the pace will be 
accelerated under the new conditions. It is, therefore, clearly 
desirable that periodic inquiries should take place at intervals 
that may prove too short rather than that encouragement should 
be given to agitation by undue delay. 

264. Hut inasmuch as complete responsible government 
essentially depends upon the existence of 

sir.,~~tti~!~r special con· an electorate sufficiently active and cog-
nizant of affairs to bold their representa

tives effectively to account we think that one of the most 
important duties of the commission will be to examine the 
growth of capacity and responsibility in the electorates. The 
approximation to complete respom;ibility must depend afnong 
other things on the growth of the electorate and on. the measur~ 
in which they give evidence of an active and intelligent usc of 
the franchise. 'vVe wish to attain complete responsibility where • 
we can and as early as we can, and we intend that its attain
ment should depend upon the efforts of the Indian people 
themselves. It would not be fair to give it to them till they 
fulfil the necessary conditions. 
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The Government of India and the India Offlce. 

I.-Tlze Government of India. 

205. We shall have discharged our tas.k indifferently if 

The need lor cban~~:e. 
it is not already plain from our report that 
all the changes which we suggest are no 

more than the necessary adjustment of the constitution to a 
rapidly changing environment. So long as the people of India 
were content to leave their government in official hands the 
system was well· devised to the needs of the country, and was 
directed with astonishing zeal and success to beneficent ends. 
We have tried to give some account of the burden of the work. 
We may well pause to pay a tribute to the part played by the 
Government of India itself in guiding and inspiring the entire 
system. Rarely has a heavier burden of responsibility conti
nuously rested on a smaller body of men ; rarely has it been 
discharged with greater ability or a higher sense of public duty. 
\Ve have changes to propose, corresponding to changing 
conditions ; but we should keenly regret it if anything we said 
were taken as failing in the tribute due to great work finely 
done. But more is now being demanded of the syst~;m than 
it can give. It is no longer sufficient to administer India ; it 
is necessary also to satisfy her political aspirations ; and because 
we were all too slow in taking cognizance of the changes that 
were occurring the task is all the heavier because there is lee
way to make up. \Ve must therefore introduce a new element 
of strength into the Government. 

266. We have already made our opinion clear that pending 
The burden of work. the development of responsible govern-

ment in the provinces the Government of 
India must remain responsible only to Parliament. In other 
words, in all matters which it judges to be essential to the dis
charge of its responsibilities for peace, order, and good govern
ment it must, saving only for its accountability to Parliament, 
retait'l indisputable power. With the precise manner in which the 
eontrol by P41rliament must in future be modified we shall deal 
hereafter. For the present we will concern ourselves with 

• changes in the functions, structure, and methods of the Govern
ment of India itself. \Ve think we have reason for saying that 
in some respects the machinery is no longer equal to. the needs 
of the time. The normal work of the departments is heavy. 
The collective responsibility of the Government is weighty, 

• 
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especially in time of war. There is little time or energy left 
for those activities of a political nature which the new situation 
in the country demands, :\ legislative session of the Govern
ment of India imposes a serious strain upon the departments, 
and especially on t}1e members in rharge c f tbern They have 
not merely to carry on their heavy task pf administration and to 
share in the discussion and deeisi"n nf grave nmtter;-; of policy, 
but they have to prepare themselves to meet a growing vulume 
of criticism at meetings of the lcgislativ<: c.0uncil ; and when 
as has now happened, they are called upon in addition to deal 
with urgent and complex questions of constitutional reform, 
the burden becomes one that it is unreasonable to impose on 
so small and highly worked a body of men. \Ve desire to take 
this opportunity of acknowledging how ungTudgingly their 
services have been given to our present task But. apart from 
the inevitable complexities of the moment, the growing burden 
of business, which results from tlw changing political condi
tions of the country, is leading to an accumulation of questions 
which cannot be disposed of as quickly as they present them
selves. \Ve fiYJd the necessity for reforms admitted, principles 
agreed upon and decisions taken, and then long del a) sin giving 
effect to .them. Difficulties are realized, inquiries are started, 
commissions report, and then there is a pause. There is a belief 
abroad that assurances given in public pronouncements of 
policy are sometimes not fulfilted. On this occasion, therefore, 
we have taken steps to guard against such imputations, and 
to provide me<1ns for ensuriug the ordered development of our 
own plans. 

267. The maio fault for the clogging of the machine does 
not, we think, lie altogether with its highly 

Present causes of delay. trained engineers. \Nhat is chiefly wanted 
is some change of system in the directions of simplicity and 
speed. How does it happen that announcements are made 
that arouse expectations only to defeat them? 'We know that 
it is not from any intention of deluding the public. We sug-

• gest that it is because the wheels move too slowly for the ti1fles; 
the need for change is realized, but because an ex<loffiination of• 
details would take too long promises are made in general 
terms, which on examination it becomes necessary so to 
qualify with reservations as to disappoint anticipations and 
even to lead to charges of breach of faith. We suspect that 
a root cause of some political discontents lies in such delays. 
?-Jow, so far as the provinces are concerned, we believe 

35 
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that our proposals for freeing them to a great extent from 
the control of the Government of India and the Secretary 
of State will improve matters. But the Government of India 
are in the worst case. In all important matters they have to 
consult local Governments, and then to secure the approval of 
the Secretary of State. Consultation with iocal Governments 
there must always be; but with developing autonomy in the 
provinces, and less frequent interference by the Secretary 
of State, we see no reason why quicker and more informal 
methods should not be pursued. We hope that the 
new departure inaugurated in January last at the conference 
between the Government of India and all the heads 
of Governments in Delhi may be repeated annually, and 
may lead to a closer understanding of the varying conditions 
of the provinces and some diminution of official corres
pondence. 

268. References to the India Office are a second fruitful 
cause of delay. The India Office, having 

~f}i::~ences to the India statutory responsibilities to discharge, ex-
ercises its authority with good care and with 

all the expert knowledge at its command. Proposals that have 
been ex'lmined in India are re-examined in England and fresh 
suggestions may be forthcoming from Whitehall upon which 
Delhi may find it necessary to take the further opinion of 
Calcutta, Bombay, and the rest. Now we recognize that so long 
as the Indian Government is not responsible to an electorate the 
guardianship ofthe welfare of India as a whole must remain in 
the hands of Parliament. Indeed, as we shall show, we go on 
hereafter to make suggestions for sustaining the interest taken 
by Parliament in India better and for improving the means of 
information at its disposal. But, on the other hand, we must 
also consider practical needs. We have seen bow rarely Parw 
liament asserts its power, how little interest and time it devotes 
to Indian affairs, and how much it leaves to the Secretary of 
State in Council. Granting, therefore, that Parliament's under
stadtling of the larger Indian questions, and its responsibility • 

"for policy, .ought to be increased there is no real inconsistency 
in saying that we should a~k it simultaneously to agree to relax 
the Secretary of State's control in details. We consider that 
the Secretary of State's previous sanction to decisions taken in 
India should be required in fewer cases than in the past; and 
that in some matters it will suffice in future if he asserts his 
control by means of a veto, if necessary. 
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269. A further cause contributing to delay is that th<> 

:tnsufficlency of staff. 
departments at head-quarters are now 
overworked, r t is often oveilooked huw 

small is the staff which carries em Hw wurk of the great depart· 
ments. N ormal!y. it consists o! a mem be1 m charge, a secretary 
a deputy-secretar}!, and an , The remainder ot 
the staff is purely clericaL [f thts compared with the staff-
ing of one of the great departments in \Vhitehall, and every 
allowance is made for the difference of conditions, it will be 
dear bow numerically weak the staff of the Government of India 
is ; and how great is the strain upon its members, especially in 
such times as the present. One reason why the departments 
can move quickly in England is because their day-to-day ad
ministration runs itself. New inquiries can be set on foot, and 
policies thought out by the head of the department, with the 
help of a large and experienced permanent staff. fn India the 
higher staff of the secretariats is not permanent, because rightly 
or wrongly it has always been held desirable to maintain touch 
between the headquarters offices and the districts. Men are 
selected from the administrative staff, serve for a time in the 
offices, and return to administration. One result of this dis
continuity is that questions which a permanent civil service can 
safely dispose of by word of mouth become the subject of 
continuous minuting. Changes of personnel necessitate a record 
ef the questions, and the aspects of questions considered. We 
express no opinion on the system, but it requires detailed 
examination. Indeed, the Viceroy has already signified to his 
colleagues his intention of causing it to be examined after the 
war. Till that time comes, the inquiry could not be pursued 
with advantage; but once the stress of war is over, and depart~ 
ments can estimate their permanent needs, the inquiry should 
be taken up probably with the assistance of experts from 
England. Our proposal is made without prejudice to the pro~ 
cess of taking further Indians into the services. From what
ever source the additional help is to be sought there can be no 
~uestion of its acute necessity . 

i 

270. But a constitutional element of delay may be found 
in the character of the Govefnment itself. 

.• ~'!~:.~1:f d!~~::~:~t~· Because it is bureaucratic it is naturally • 
less anxious to move than a responsible 

Government. In the matters where Parliament does not affect 
it its duty is to its own conscience-or perhaps we should say 
to its successors in office-and not to any constituents. We 
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:hould do well to associate with it a really representative 
assembly so as to ensure that in the comparative seclusion of its. 
domicile in Delhi and Simla the wishes of the country are 
accurately and regularly presented to it and that its action is 
adequately criticized. In this way not merely shall we get a 
succession of stimuli from outside which would benefit the 
Government in India, but the Secretary of State in England 
will have the means of judging what view is taken in India of 
the actions of the Government, and so the modified measure of 
Home control which we propose will come to be exercised not 
merely in accordance with British views, but with regard also 
to the expressed views of those who represent constituencies 
in India. These are the considerations underlying the proposals 
which we put forward for changes in the structure of the Gov~ 
ernment of India both in its executive and legislative aspects. 

271. We have explained already how the executive 
council of the Governor-General is consti

ral!:.esx~!~:::oc~~:~1t tuted and how portfolios are allotted in it. 
Its changed relations with provincial gov

ernments will in themselves materially affect the volume of 
work coming before the departments, and for this reason alone 
some redistribution will be necessary. We would, therefore, 
abolish such statutory restrictions as now exist in respect of the 
appointment of members of the Governor-General's Council 
so as to give greater elasticity both in respect of the size of the 
Government and the distribution of work. If it is desired to, 
retain parliamentary control over these matters they might 
be embodied in statutory orders to be laid before Parliament. 

272. Further, we propose to increase the Indian element 
in the executive council. We do not think 

lnc:reaee In Indian ele· it necessary to argue the expediency of -nt. 
enabling the wishes of India to be further 

r,epresented in the Cabinet of the country. The decision of 
Lord Morley and Lord Minto to appoint one Indian member, 
to tl\e council marked an important stage in India's political' • 
development~ and has proved of value in enabling the Govern
ment to have first-hand acquaintance with Indian opinion. In 

• recomfnending a second appointment we are only pursuing the, 
policy already determined upon in respect of the public ser~ 
vices. There exists, of course, at present no racial prescription 
in the statute, nor do we propose that any should be introduced. 
There is even nt> formal guarantee that any appointment shaU 
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be made on the grounds of race. The appointment of Indian 
members will be made in the future as in the past as a matter 
of practice by the Crown on the recommendation of the Secre 
tary of State, and we ".ugg-esr the appointment of another 
Indian tnember as. S<JOU as may be, 

273. We now come to tlw required in the Indian 
Legislative Council. Its existing campo

The Indian Leglslathe sition we have already explained. No 
Assembly, 

argument is needed to show that under 
present conditions 27 elected members, many of them returned 
by small class electorates, c;>nnot adequately represent the 
interests of the entire country in the supreme assembly. Indeed, 
no council the composition of which is conditioned by the 
necessity of maintaining an official majority could possibly serve 
that purpose. We recommend, therefore, that the strength of 
the legislative council, to be known in future as the Legislative 
Assembly of India, should be raised to a total strength of about 
IOO members, so as to be far more truly representative of British 
India. \Ve propose that two-thirds of this total should be 
returned by election ; and that one-third should be nominated 
by the Governor-General of which third not less than a third 
again should be non-officials selected with the object of repre
senting minority or special interests. \Ve have decided not to 
present to His Majesty's Government a complete scheme for 
the election of the elected representatives ; our discussions have 
shown us that we have not the data on which to arrive at any 
sound conclusions. Some special representation, we think, 
there must be, as for European and Indian commerce and also 
for the large landlords. There should be also communal re
presentation for Muhammadans in most provinces and also for 
Sikhs in the Punjab. There is no difficulty about direct 
election in the case of special constituencies. It is in respect 
of the general, or residuary, electorate, including therein the 
communal electorates for Muhammadans and Sikhs, that corn-

• ,p}exities present themselves. Our decided preference is for a 
system of direct electorates, but the immensity of the countrY
makes it difficult ; it may be impossible to form oonstituencies 
of reasonable size in which candidates will be able to get into • 
direct touch with the electorates. Moreover, there is the further 
difficulty (which, however; presents itself in any system of 
constituerioies) of the inequalities of wealth existing .between 
the different communities. If constituencies are to be approxi
mately even in size it may be necessary to concede a special 
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franchise to the Muhammadans, who, taken as a whole, are 
poorer than the Hindus ; and this means giving a vote to some 
Muhammadans who would not be entitled to vote if they were 
Hindus. That is an undesirable anomaly, to which we should 
prefer the anomaly of unequal constitueneies ; but on our 
present information we find it impossible to say how great the 
practical difficulties of variation in size might be. Similar 
problems will present themselves in respect of constituencies 
for the elections to provincial councils. It is obviously desirable 
to deal on uniform lines with the electoral arrangements both 
in the provincial and Indian councils. As regards the former 
we have already recommended the appointment of a special 
committee to investigate questions of franchises and electorates ; 
and to that body we would, therefore, also commit the task of 
determining the electorates and constituencies for the Indian 
Legislative Assembly. They may find it wholly impracticable 
to arrange for direct election. In that case, they will consider 
the various possible systems of indirect election. We are fully 
aware of the objections attaching to all forms of indirect elec
tion ; but if the difficulties of direct election compel us to have 
recourse to indirect, we incline to think that election by non
official members of provincial councils is likely to prove far 
more acceptable to Indian opinion and, in spite of the smallness 
of the electoral bodies, certainly not open in practice to greater 
objection than any of the other alternative methods which have 
been from time to time proposed. 

For reasons similar to those which we have given in the 
case of the provincial legislative councils we recommend that 
members of the Indian Legislative Assembly should not be 
designated " Honourable " but should be entitled to affix the 
letters M.L.A. to their names. 

274. The suggestion we have made for the number of 
elected members was based on the calcula

Representatlon of the tion that the three presidencies WOlJ}d be provla<:ee. 
represented by I I members each; the 

United Provinces by 10, the Punjab and Bihar and Orissa by • 
,. each, the Gentral Provinces by 5, Burma by 3, and Assam by 
2. We also think that in view of the importance of the Delhi> 

• province as the Imperial enclave and the seat of the central 
Government it should be represented by a member. 

275. In respect of the non-official members to- be nomi
nated by the Governor-General we advise 

Nominated members. that no hard-and-fast rule should be laid 

• 
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down. These seats should be regarded as a reserve in his 
hands for the purpose of adjusting inequalities and supplement
ing defects in representation. Nominations should not be made 
until the results of all the dectiorh ar<' known , awl then they 
should be made after informal consultation with the heads of 
provinces, The ;naximum number nf nominated offiC:als will 
be two-ninths of the whole, and it will rest with the Governor
General to determine whether he requires to appoint up to this 
maximum. The officials will, however, include the executive 
members of council, sitting not by appointment, but e% otftcio ; 
and also some representation from the provinces. It may, 
therefore, not be possible for secretaries to the Government of 
India to continue to sit in the assembly; this may in itself be 
of advantage as decreasing the dislocation of administrative 
business during the session. It may, however, be necessary 
to allow the secretary to speak and vote on behalf of the mem
ber when occasion demands. But for this purpose we think 
that a preferable alternative may be to appoint members of the 
assembly, not necessarily electe:.l, nor even non-official, to posi
tions analogous to those of parliamentary under-secretaries in 
England; and we advise that power be taken to make such 
appoint~ents. \Ve attach importance to the further proposal 
that official members of the assembly, other than members of 
the executive government, should be allowed a free right of 
speech and vote, except when the Government decides that 
their support is necessary. \Ve think that this change of proce
dure will affect the tone of discussions very beneficially. We 
think that, for the reasons which we have given already in 
support of a similar recommendation in respect of the provincial 
councils, the president of the Legislative Assembly should be 
nominated by the Governor-GeneraL \Ve do not propose that 
his choice should be formally limited, but it seems necessary 
that, at any rate for the present, the president should be 
designated from among the official members. 

276. We began with the fundamental proposition that the 
capacity of the Government of India to 

.Meana of aecurtng the obtain its will in all essential p1atters mu~ 
affirmative Power of 
le&"lalatton. be unimpaired. The institution of an 

assembly with a large elected majority • 
confronts us with the problem, as in the case of the provinces, 
of enabling the executive government to secure its essential 
legislation and its supplies. Here also we have examined 
several possible expedients. In this instance, there can be no 
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question of relying on legislation by superior authority. The 
only superior authority is Parliament, and Parliament is too far 
off and notoriously too preoccupied and not suitably constituted 
to pass laws for the domestic needs of India. It is true that the 
Governor-General has the power of making temporary ordi
nances for certain emergent purposes. We propose that thi~ 
power should be retained ; its utility has been strikingly 
demonstrated during the present war. It merely provides, 
however, a means of issuing decrees, after private discussion in 
the executive council, and without opportunities for public 
debate or criticism ; and normally it should be used only in rare 
emergencies. It would be unsuitable for our purpose. What 
we seek is some means, for use on special occasions, of placing 
on the statute book, after full publicity and discussion, per
manent measures to which the majority of members in the 
Legislative Assembly may be unwilling to assent. We seek 
deliberately, when the purpose justifies us, to depart from 
popular methods of legislation ; and it is obvious that no device 
which conforms to those methods can possibly serve our 
purpose. For this purpose we have come to the conclusion that 
we should employ the method now familiar to Indian institu
tions of maintaing such a number of votes, upon wl}ich the 
Government can in all circumstances rely, as to ensure the 
passC~ge of the legislation that it requires. It is here alone, and 
only (as will be seen hereafter) for use in cases where it is 
obviously necessary, that we propose to perpetuate the official 
bloc. We are seeking to provide for a period of transition ; for 
which purpose no novel expedient, such as multiplying the 
value of official votes, or calling in officials who have not taken 
part in the argument to record their votes, or of passing 
measures automatically after discussion, would be as easily 
understood, or as acceptable, as the continuance in modified form 
of the present system. 

277. One suggestion which we considered was that we 
should follow the plan adopted in the pro-

The .. council of State. . d . . d vmces, an mstltute gran committees to 
~hich the Gofernment's essential Bills should be referred. But 
the conditions of Indian legislation are different from those of 

• provincial. Matters are more important, the Government's 
responsibility to J1arliament is closer, and the affirmative power 
must be more decisively used. We feel also that .there are 
advantages, both direct and incidental, in setting up a separate 
constitutional body, in which Government will be able to com-

• 
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mand a majority. \Ve do not propose to institute a complete 
bicameral system, but to create a second chamber, known as the 
Council of State, which shall take its part in ordinary legislative 
business and shall be final legislative authority in matte1s which 
the Government r~gards as essentmi The ( nnndl uf State will 
be composed of 50 members, exciusive nf the Governor-General, 
who would be president, with power t'' appoint a vice-president, 
who would normally take his place : not more than 25 will be 
officials, including the members of the executive council, and 4 
would be non-officials nominated by the Governor-General. 
Official members would be eligible for nomination to both the 
Legislative Assembly and the Council of State. There would 
be 21 elected members, of whom 15 will be returned by the 
non-official members of the provincial iegisiative coUJlcils, each 
council returning two members, other than those of Burma, the 
Central Provinces, and Assam, which will return one member 
each. Elected members returned to the Council of State would 
vacate any seats they occupied on the provincial council or the 
Legislative Assembly. The remaining six elected members are 
intended to supplement the representation which the Muham
madans and the landed classes will otherwise secure ; and also 
to provide for the representation of chambers of commerce. 
Each of these three interests should, we suggest, return two 
members directly to the Council of State. Bearing in mind the 
fact that among the members of the provincial legislative coun
cils who will elect to the I 5 seats there will be a proportion of 
Muhammadans, and assuming that in each of the bigger pro
vinces each elector will be able as now to give both his votes to 
one candidate, we estimate that the composition of the Councils 
of State should comprise at least six Muhammadans whether 
sitting by direct or indirect election or by the Governor
General's nomination. Moreover, it is desirable that the four 
seats to be filled by direct election should be used so as to 
ensure that the Muhammadan and landed members should 
as far as possible be representative of the whole of India. 
Deficiencies may occur in this respect in any one council 
but they should be corrected in elections to the subsequent 
council. For this reason the reguiation8 for ele'-tions to th~ 
four seats should be framed by the~Govemor-General in Council 
in such a way as to enable him to decide, after consideration of • 
the results of the indirect elections, from what part of India, or 
possibly in what manner from India, generally the seats should 
be filled. 
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278. Inasmuch as the Council of State will be the supreme 
legislative authority for India on all crucial 

for questions, and also the revising authority Qnallflcatlon1 
membership. 

upon all Indian legislation, we desire to 
attract to it the services of the best men availaple in the country. 
We desire that the Council of State should develop something of 
the experience and dignity of a body of Elder Statesmen ; and we 
suggest therefore that the Governor-General in Council should 
make regulations as to the qualifications of candidates for elec
tion to that body which will ensur~ that their status and posi
tion and record of services will give to the council a senatorial 
character, and the qualities usually regarded as appropriate to a 
revising chamber. We consider that the designation "Honour
able" should be enjoyed by the members of the Council of State 
during their tenure of office. In accordance with the proposals 
which we make hereafter for associating the Ruling Princes 
with the Government for the purpose of deliberation on matters 
of common concern it would be, as will be seen, the Council of 
State with which the Princes would be associated. It is desir
able that as is the case with second chambers elsewhere, the 
lifetime of the Council of State should be longer than that of 
the assembly ; and assuming that the life of the latter. will be 
three years, we propose five years as the normal duration of 
each Council of State. 

279. Let us now explain how this legislative machinery 
will work. It will make for clearness to 

o.!'ve!~:!:!~~.,di~rs~edure. deal separately with Government Bills and 
Bills introduced by non-official members. A 

Government Bill will ordinarily be introduced and carried through 
all the usual stages in the Legislative Assembly. It will then 
go in the ordinary course to the Council of State, and if there 
amended in any way which the assembly is not willing to accept, 
it will be submitted to a joint session of both Houses, by whose 
decision its ultimate fate will be decided. This will be the ordi
nary course of legislation. But it might well happen that 
amer"dments made by the Council of State were such as to be 
~ssential in tbe view of the Government if the purpose with 
which the Bill was originally introduced was to be achieved, and 
in this case the Governor-General in Council would certify that 
the amendments were essential to the interests of peace, order, 
or good government. The assembly would then .not have 
power to reject or modify these amendments, nor would they 
be open to revision in a joint session. 

• 
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We have to provide for two other possibilities. Cases may 
occur in which the Legislative Assembly refuses leave to the 
introduction of a Bill or throws out a Rill which the Govern-
ment regarded as necessary. For such a contingency we would 
provide that if leave to intrnd<Jce ,, bovermnent Bill is refused, 
or if the Bill is thrown out at any stage, the (,overnment should 
have the power, on tbe certific<lte of the (;O'vernor-General in 
Council, that the Bill is essential to the interests of peace, order, 
or good government, to refer it de no·vo to the Council of State ; 
and if the Bill, after being taken in all its stages through the 
Council of State, was passed by that body it would become law 
without further reference to the assembly. Further, there may 
be cases when the consideration of a measure by both chambers 
would take too iong if the emergency which called for the 
measure is to be met. Such a contingency should rarely arise : 
but we advise that in cases of emergency, so certified by the 
Governor-General in Council, it should be open to the Govern
ment to introduce a Bill in the Council of State, and upon its 
being passed there merely to report it to the assembly. 

280. We come now to non-official members' Bills. They 
would be introduced in whichever of the 

Private members' Bills. 
two chambers the mover sat and, on being 

carried there, would be taken to the other chamber and carried 
through that. In the case of a difference of opinion between 
the two bodies the Bill would be submitted to a joint session of 
both, and would either be finally rejected, or would be submit
ted for assent in the form in which it was there passed. It 
might, however, occur that a non-official member's Bill emerged 
from the assembly, whether origin<1lly introduced there or not, 
in a form which the Government thought prejudicial to peace, 
order. and good government. In this case, also, if the Governor
General in Council were prepared to give a certificate in the 
terms already stated, the Bill would go or go back to the Coun 
cil of State and could only become law in the form there finally 
given to it. 

281. Our object has thus been where po~<>ible to ma~e 
assent by both bodies the normal condi

Advanta~te• ot thle tion of legislation, but to establish the • procedure. ~ 

principle that in the case of certificated 
legislation the will of the Council of State should prevail, and in 
other legislation the will of the non-official members of both 
chambers taken together should prevail. In time to come, if 
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and when the procedure by certification becomes unnecessary, 
the Council of State will become, as in other countries, a purely 
revising chamber, and differences between the two chambers 
will be adjusted by joint sessions. We considered the alterna~ 
tive course of leaving non-certificated Bills wh.olly to the Legis
lative Assembly, and using the Council of State only for certifi
cated Bills. \Ve dismissed this plan, first, because we regard it 
as important to establish what may hereafter become a normal 
second chamber ; secondly, because we were unwilling to ex
clude the non-official members of the Council of State, to which 
we wished to attract the best men available, from all share in 
the passing of non-certificated business, and all opportunities of 
introducing Bills. Finally, our own proposal which gives the 
Government an opportunity of amending a private member's 
Bill, instead of leaving the Government with no alternative but 
to veto a measure some features of which it may disapprove, 
affords the means by which beneficial changes in the law may 
result from non-official initiative. It will, we believe, be found 
to be not the least advantage of the institutions which we pro
pose that by allowing questions to be freely discussed, first in a 
popular assembly and then reviewed by a revising body in 
which Government is in a position to exert as little infllience as 
it likes, the course of social legislation to which our Indian 
advisers attach particular importance will be materially 
promoted. For if Government is assured that projects of social 
reform have the support of the Indian element in two chambers 
so differently constituted it will have the less reason for offering 
any obstacle to their progress. 

282. The objection may be raised to our proposal for joint 
sessions that the non-official members of 

A possible obJection. the assembly will be swamped by the 
official members of the Council of State in combination with tlJe 
official members of the assembly. We think that this criticism 
will be disposed of by further consideration of the figures. The 
assembly will consist of, let us say, at last 78 non-official, and at 
most'22 official, members. The Council of State will consist of 
2~ non-official.s, and at most 2 5 officials, because the whole num
ber of officials in either chamber need not necessarily be ap-

• pointed. In a full joint session, however, there might be 103 
non-officials, and about 40 officials, because the members of the 
Governor-General's Executive Council will be membe.rs of both 
bodies. But we have provided that the official members of the 
assembly may also be nominated to membership of the Council 

.. 

• 

• 
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of State, and we imagine that this will be the rule rather than 
the exception. It would be difficult, and also inadvisable, from 
the point of view of departmental business, to bring 40 official 
members to the meetings of the legislative horlies, and we con
ceive therefore that, including the members of the executive 
council, the official element io a JOint sess1nn might he taken at 
30. Moreover, in debates e~ ;mn-r:ertiticate;l Hill, official 
members would be left free vote and speak as they please, 
and therefore should not be expected to act as a solid body. In 
these calculations we have classed together the nominated non
officials and the elected members of both chambers. But the 
I 5 nominated non-officials will be nominated to represent parti
cular interests, and we see no reason to anticipate that they will 
act less consistently than they have done in the past with their 
elected fellow-representatives. 

283. The Governor-General should in our opinion have 
power at any time to dissolve either the 

Powers ol dissolution, Legislative Assembly or the Council of 
assent, etc. 

State, or both these bodies. It is perhaps 
unnecessary to add that the Governor-General and the Secretary 
of State should retain their existing powers of assent, reserva
tion, and disallowance to all Acts of the Indian legislature. The 
present powe;rs of the Governor-General in Council under section 
71 of the Government of India Act, I9I 5, to make regulations 
proposed to him by local Governments for the peace and good 
government of backward tracts of territory should also be pre
served, with the modification that it will in future rest with the 
head of the province concerned to propose such regulations to 
the Government of India. 

284. Fiscal legislation will, of course, be subject to the 
procedure which we have recommended in 

Eff..rits~:'reso~':.~~~·::~on. respect of Government Hills. The budget 
will be introduced in the Legislative As

sembly but the Assembly will not vote it. Resuiutions upon 
• budget matters and upon all other questions whether mov@d in 

the Assembly or in the Council of State will continue to ba 
advisory in character. We have already given ou,. reasons for 
holding that it is not feasible to give resolutions a legal sanction. • 
But ·since resolutions will no longer be defeated in the assembly 
by the vote of an official majority they will, if carried, stand on 
record as the considered opinion of a body which is at all events 
more representative than the legislative Council which it dis-
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placed. That in itself will mean that the significance of resolu
tions will be enhanced ; there will be a heavier responsibility 
upon those who pass them, because of their added weight ; and 
the Government's responsibility for not taking action upon them 
will also be heavier. It will be, therefore, incumbent on Govern
ment to oppose resolutions which it regards As prejudicial with 
all the force and earnestness that it can command in the hope of 
convincing the assembly of their undesirability. There must, 
however, remain to the Government power not to give effect to 
any resolution which it cannot reconcile with its responsibility 
for the peace, order, and good government of the country. 

285. We wish to apply the procedure of standing com
mittees, described in the last chapter, as 

Standlne-commlttees. far as may be to both portions of the 
Indian legislature. The committees would be drawn jointly 
from the Assembly and the Council of State. We do not over
look the difficulties entailed by the nature of many of the 
subjects with which the central Government is concerned, and 
also by the comparative infrequency with which, owing to con
siderations of distance, such committees can assemble. The 
fact that many matters of ordinary internal administration will 
in future be left to provincial Governments also limits the scope 
of utility of standing committees in the central legislature. We 
would leave it to the Government of India to decide with what 
departments standing committees can be associated ; and to 
the member in char~e to decide what matters can be referred 
to the committee. Our idea is that the non-official members 
of the Assembly and Council of State might elect by ballot in 
proportion to their respective strength two-thirds of the members 
of each committee while Government nominates the remaining 
one-third. It is obvious that these committees cannot play such 
an important part in the work of the Government as the similar 
committees which we have suggested in the provinces. It will 
be difficult to obtain their assistance in practice, except during 
the session or immediately before and after it, but we think there 
should be no difficulty ordinarily in obtaining their views on 
important new projects, whether legislative or administrative. 
their functiot1s might be determined by regulations to be made 

• by the Governor-General in Council. 
286. A few subsidiary matters of minor importance remain 

to be dealt with. We think that any 
Questions and rules member of the Assembly or the 'Council of ol procedure. 

State (and not merely the member who 

-

• 
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asks the original questions) should have the right to put supple
mentary questions. The control of questions in both bodies 
should be regulated on lines similar to those which we have sug · 
gested in the case of provincial councils; and the :pw.;;l.iun of 
restrictions upon re'iolutiun:-, -;hr,uld aiso be similarly treated. 
But apart from matters e~ the prnver" the legislature 
we think that the rules of pwccdurc fur both bodies should be 
made in the first instance h~y the Guvernor.General in Council. 
The Assembiy and the Council of State should both have power 
to modify their rules with the sanction of the Governor-General. 
The approval of the Secretary of State and Parliament should 
not be required. 

287. \Ve have a further recommendation to make, \Vc 
would ask that His Majesty may be graci

t:ou!~u. Indian Privy ously pleased to approve the institution of a 
Privy Council for India. For time to time 

projects of this kind have been mooted and laid aside ; but with 
the changed conditions we believe that such a body would serve 
a valuable purpose and do useful work. India for all its changing 
ideas is still ready to look up with pride and affection to any 
authorit{' clothed with attributes that it can respect and admire. 
Appointments to the Privy Council should be made by the 
King-Emperpr, and for life, which would ensure that they would 
be valued as a high personal distinction. Officials and non-offi
cials, both from British India and the Native States, would be 
eligible ; but it would be necessary to confine appointment to 
those who had won real distinction, or had held or were holding 
the highest offices, such as Members of the Governments, Ruling 
Princes, Members of the Council of State and High Court Judges. 
Indian Privy Councillors should enjoy the title of "Honourable" 
for life. The Privy Council's office would be to advise the 
Governor-General when he saw fit to consult it on questions of 
policy and administration. It is our hope that for one purpose 
or another committees of the Council comparable to those of 
the Privy Council in England, which have done such valuable 

• work in connexion with industrial and scientific researclt and 
education, will be appointed. • 

• 
288. At the end of the last chapter we recommended that • 

ten years after the institution of our re
Perlodleeommls•loa. forms, and again at intervals of twelve 

years thereafter, a commission approved by Parliament should 
investigate the working of the changes introduced into the pro-
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vinces, and recommend as to their further progress. It should be 
equally the duty of the commission to examine and report upon 
the new constitution of the Government of India, with particular 
reference to the working of the machinery for representation, 
the procedure by certificate, and the results of joint sessions. 
The commission will doubtless, if they see fit, have proposals 
to make for further changes in the light of the experience gain
ed. There is no need for us at this stage to attempt to antici
pate the line which their recommendations may take. 

289. Let us now sum up our proposals. \Ve seek to create 
an enlarged Legislative Assembly with an 
elective majority ; to reserve to the deci

sion of the Council of State, in which the Government will com
mand a bare majority, only those measures which it must have 
power to carry in the discharge of its continuing responsibility 
for the good government of the land ; to restrict the official 
bloc to the smallest dimensions and the least frequent activity 
that is compatible with the same guiding principle ; to insti
tute a Privy Council of India as a means of honouring and em
ploying ripe wisdom or meritorious service; to admit a second 
Indian member into the innermost counsels of the Indi~n Gov
ernment. It is true that we do not offer responsibility to elect
ed members of the Legislative Assembly ; and that we define the 
sphere in which the Government will defer to the wishes of the 
elected members not by specific directions in a schedule, as we 
have done in the provinces, but by a general prescription which 
we leave the Government to interpret. But we have carried the 
advance right up to the line beyond which our principles forbid 
us to go ; and by confining the use of the special machinery of 
autocracy to essential cases where a ~ublic declaration of neces
sity must be made we have gone definitely beyond the position 
implied in the Morley-Minto reforms. If there be among Indian 
politicians those who are impatient of any delay that they en
counter on their way to occupy the citadel they may remind 
themselves how often before in Indian history has it been said 
'Hanoz Dihli dur ast' •. Impatience we cannot, and ought not, 
tb seek to satjsfy. What we have done is to afford Indians a: 
fair share in the government of the entire country, while .provid-

• ing in the provinces the means for them to attain the stage of 
responsible government to which the beginning of responsibility 
for the Government of India itself must be the sequel .. 

Summary. 

• •Delhi is yet afar off.' 

• 
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I I.-The India Office. 

2go. Jt now remains for us to examine the effect of our 
proposals upon the position of the Secre

tar::;v~[!t~~ the Secre· tary ('f State for I nrlia in Cmmri! and 
the control which Parliament exercises 

through him over all the Gnverument.s in lndi<L \Ve have 
already explained how the Act of 1858, which brought the 
East India Company to an end, set up the Secretary of State 
with the Cnuncil of India to assist him, as the Minister 
of State responsible for Indian affairs. In the language of the 
existing law the Secretary of State has power to ''superintend, 
direct and control all acts, operations and concerns which 
relate to the Government or revenue of India and all grants 
of salaries, gratuities and allowances and all other payments 
and charges, out of or on the revenues of India." Again, 
section 21 of the Government of India Act, 1915, reads 
as follows :-"The expenditure of the revenues of India, 
both in British India and elsewhere, shall be subject to the 
control of the Secretary of State in Council ; and no grant 
or appropriation of any part of those revenues, or any other 
property. coming into the possession of the Secretary of State 
in Council by virtue of the Government of India Act, 1858, 
or this Act, ~all be made without the concurrence of a majority 
of votes at a meeting of the Council of India." 

291. It has been, of course, impossible in practice that the 
affairs of a vast and remote Asiatic depen

Delegatlon to the Oov- dency should be administered directly 
ernment of India. In u 1 d 
transferred matters. from Vv hiteha l ; an , as we have seen, 

large powers and responsibilities have al
ways been left by the Secretary of State to the Government of 
India and again by the Government of India to local Govern
ments. At the same time, the Secretary of State's responsibi
lity to Parliament has set very practical limits to the extent 
of the delegation which he can be expected to sanction. 
Now that His Majesty's Government have declared their 
policy of developing responsible institutions in India-we are 
satisfied that Parliament must be asked to assent to set cer
tain bounds to its own responsibility for the internal administra
tion of that country. It must, we think, be laid down broadly 
that, in respect of all matters in which responsibility is entrusted 
to representative bodies in India, Parliament must be pre
pared to forego the exercise of its own power of control, and that 

36 
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this process must continue pari passu with the development of 
responsible government in the provinces and eventually in the 
Government of India. The process should, we think, begin 
with the conclusions arrived at on the report of the committee 
which will consider the question of transferre~ subjects. Having 
taken their report and the views of the Government of India 
upon it into consideration the Secretary of State would, we 
imagine, ask Parliament's assen~ to his declaring by statutory 
orders which he would be empowered to make under the Act 
that such and such subjects in the various provinces have been 
transferred ; and when Parliament has assented to such orders 
the Secretary of State would cease to control the administration 
of the subjects which they covered. The discussion of such 
matters by Parliament in future would be governed by the fact 
of their transfer. \Ve appreciate the difficulties of the situation ; 
but it must be recognized that it will be impossible for Parlia
ment to retain control of matters which it has deliberately 
delegated to representative bodies in India. At the same time, 
it will be necessary to ensure that the Secretary of State is in 
a position to furnish Parliament with any information upon 
Indian affairs that it desires; and nothing in our proposals 
should be taken as intended to impair the liability of tJle Gov
ernment of India and the provincial Governments to furnish 
such information to the India Office at any time. 

29~. So far we have had in mind only the transferred 
subjects. But even as regards reserved 

And In reserved matters. subjects, while there cannot be any aban-
donment by Parliament of ultimate powers of control, there 
should, as we have indicated already, be such delegation of 
financial and administrative authority as will leave the Govern
ment of India free, and enable them to leave the provincial 
Governments free, to work with the expedition that is desirable. 
On the purely financial side this delegation will involve an 
examination of the various codes and. other regulations and 
orders, which we have already described as limiting too straitly 
the power of the authorities in India. This matter is already 
l"Jeing examined in India, and the Government of India will 
make propos~ls to the Secretary of State ;~ Council. On the 

• purely administrative side there are as we have seen no general 
orders, like those embodied in the financial codes, prescribin!r. 
the matters for which the Secretary of State's sanct,ion is re
quired. But in an earlier chapter we gave an illustrative list 
of the sub'ects regarded as falling within that category; and 

• 
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?,eneraliy speaking, it is well understood that all important new 
departures require his previous approval. The drawing of the 
line between the important and unimportant can only be left 
to the common sense of the authorities in India and at Home. 
But Wf': are agreed that a wider discretion UUQ:ht henceforth 
to be left to the (,(wernor (:rcm•rai m ( \JlliH~il o.nd that ccrtaiu 
matters which arc: ll')\'.. Hwnc fur sanction migbt in 
future be referred merelv for i;lf,nmatloll ilf the Secretary 
of State in Council. .The exact defmitinn ni these particular 
matters must also be pursued at greater leisure and the Govern
ment of India will take this (juestion in hand. It will follow 
in such cases in future that when the policy of the executive 
Government in India is challenged Parliament must be asked 
to accept the explanation that in accordance with deliberate 
policy the Government of India have been r;iven discretion in 
respect of the topic in question and that for this reason the 
Secretary of State is not prepared to interfere with what has 
been settled in India. It is not part of our plan to make the 
official Governments in l nclia less amenable to the control of 
Parliament than hitherto. It must be for Parliament itself to 
determine the limits which it will set to the exercise of its own 
powers .• On the other hand, intervention by Parliament may 
involve intervention by the Government of India in matters 
which other,.,-ise would be recognized as of provincial concern. 
It will be distracting both to the Government of India and the 
provincial Governments if the operation of this principle of 
discretionary delegation is left either to the idiosyncrasies of 
Secretaries of State, or to the disposition of party forces in 
Parliament. \Ve hope, therefore, that Parliament will assent 
to facilitate the working of our reforms by a provision authoriz. 
ing the Secretary of State, by rules to be laiJ before Parlia
ment, to divest himself of control of the Government of India 
in some specified matters even although these continue to b<: 
the concern of the official Governments, and to empower the 
Government of [ndia to do likewise in re!atiou to provinciai 
Governments. On large matters uf IJOlicy in reserved subject::: 
there can, of course, be no question of such delegation. • 

293. It will be seen that our proposals invo,ve material 
alterations in the functions of the India 

Organization of the Office ·, and in conformitv with these we 
India Office. J 

think that its ;)rganization should be re-
consiJered." This obviously can best be done by a committee 
sitting in London for the purpose. \Ve propose that such a 
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committee should be appointed forthwith. Without attempting 
to draft the terms of the reference to it we may suggest the 
main principles by which its deliberations should be guided. 
The India Office should in future be so organized as to 
discharge its functions as expeditiously as possible. Know
ledge is an important element in coming rapidly to a right 
decision ; and hence it is almost as essential now as it was in 
1858 that the Secretary of State should be in a position to 
command expert advice. It is necessary that Parliament should 
be satisfied, and expedient that the Government of India should 
be satisfied, that the decisions conveyed in orders from the 
India Office have been arrived at after consideration of the 
advice of those whose knowledge of India is greater than that 
of the Secretary of State. But such advice needs to be informed 
with recent acquaintance with a changing India ; and for this 
reason it wiJJ probably be wel1 to modify the present constitution 
of the Council of India, and to arrange if not for the recruitment 
of the India Office staff from the Indian Civil Service, at least 
for some interchange of personnel between the staff of the India 
Office and the public services in India. Either method would 
have the advantage of enabling an Indian element to be 
employed at the India Office otherwise than on the Council of 
India. • 

294. But whatever control over Indian affairs the Secretary 
Relations 01 the of State keeps he keeps in the name of 

secretary ot state with l)arliament; and it will not suffice to im-
Parllament. J prove the agent so ong as his relations 
with his principal are not what they should be. Of all the great 
departments of the State the India Office is at present the • 
least concerned with Parliament. Parliamentary control cannot 
in fact be called a reality. Discussion is often out of date and 
ill-informed ; it tends to be confined to a little knot of members. 
and to stereotyped topics ; and it is rarely followed by any 
decision. We fully realize the other pre-occupations of Parlia-
ment, and yet we are sure that means must be found of enabling 
it to• take a real and continuous interest in India. No one • 
~ould wish matters that ought to be discussed and settled in 
India to be "debated and decided in Parliament ; but there 

• remain larg-e questions of policy with which only Parliament 
can deal. We are anxious that Parliament should be in a 
position to take them up with interest and to decide them with 
knowledge. We have already made one important proposal
that for periodic commissions to deal with the political progress 
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of India-which wili be of value for this purpose. We will add 
two further suggestions. \,Ye advise that the Secretary of 
State's salary, like that of all other ministers of the Crown 
should be defrayed from Home revenues and voted annually by 
Parliament. This will enable any live questions of Indian 
administration to he discu:,sed Lv the Honse of Commons in 
Committee of Supply Ch. Prfc\i•nb ••t,-,,~inr.s when this 
proposai has been madt" it ''i<:nuntc:red the objection that 
it would result in mattr:.t:·, >•f !cui >\(hnini-;tratim: being treated 
as party queslluns. \Vithrmt: int•• ~peculations as to 
the future of parties in l';l_rliarnent we do not see why this result 
would follow from such a debate more than from the existing 
debate on the budget ; and in any case the proposal which we 
make in the next paragraph would do something to prevent it. 
It might be thought to follow that the whole charges of the 
India Office establishment should similarly be transferred to 
the Home Exchequer; but this matter is complicated by a 
series of past transactions, and by the amount of agency work 
which the India Office does on behalf of the Government of 
India; and we advise that our proposed committee upon the 
India Office organizrt.tion should examine it and, taking these 
factors i.nto consideration, determine which of the various India 
Office charges should be so transferred, and which can legiti
mately be re!ained as a burden on Indian revenues. 

295. But the transfer of charges which we propose 
although it will give reality to the debates 

lndfa~e~ff~ti;:.mmltteeon on Indian affairs, will not ensure in Parlia-
ment a better informed, or a more sustain

ed, interest in India. \Ve feel that this result can only be 
accomplished by appointing a select committee of Parliament 
on Indian affairs. \Ve have considered whether such a com
mittee should be drawn jointly from both Houses, But it is 
in the House of Commous that effective control over the Indian 
administration will be exercised by means of the debate on the 
estimates ; and also it is to the Fiouse of Commons that the 
comment" in the preceding paragraph mainly apply. \Ve 
recommend, therefore, that the Huuse of Comm<Jns should be 
asked to appoint a select committee on Indian affairs at the 
beginning of each session. Such a select committee would, like 
other select committees, exercise its powers by informing itself 
from time. to time upon Indian questions, and by reporting to 
the House before the annual debate on the Indian estimates. 
Like other select committees it would have no administrative 
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functions. The Secretary of State would appear before it to 
answer questions about those aspects of Indian administration 
in which he, and therefore Parliament, continued to exercise 
the right to interfere. Thus by means of interrogations and 
requisitions for papers the members of the committee would 
keep themselves informed upon Indian questions. To such a 
select committee Indian Bills might be referred after their 
second reading. There would thus soon grow up a body of 
men in Parliament who took a continuous and well-informed, 
interest in Indian questions ; and by the committee's reports 
the House of Commons would be invited to focus their attention 
in the debate on the budget on matters of importance which 
had arisen during the year. There is, we may repeat, no 
inconsistency in distinguishing between the general direction 
and the execution of policy, nor in desiring at one and the 
same time, that the directing power shall be more interested 
and better informed and that the executive agents shaJI be 
given a larger measure of discretion within the limits laid down 
for them. 

.. 
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SELECT DOCUMENTS ILLUSTRr\TING THE 
REL\TIO::.JS BET\\EE.\ THE BRlTISH 
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STATE>~ lF f'\iDI!\ 

L DOCUMENTS RELATING TO HYDERABAD 

A. Treaty with the Nizam.* 

Dated the 21st May, 1::\53. 

Whereas friendship and union have subsisted for a length 
of time between the Honourable East India Company and His 
Highness the Nawab Nizam-ool-Moolk /\usuph Jab Bahadoor, 
and have been cemented and strengthened by treaties of general 
defence and protection ; and whereas in the !.-lpse of time many 
changes in the condition of Princes and neighbouring States 
have taken .place, by reason of which it has now become ex
pedient to revise the military arrangements that were formerly 
agreed upon for the fulfilment of the said Treaties ; and whereas 
differences and discussions have for some time existed between 
the contracting parties regarding the adjustment of charges 
connected with portions of the military arrangf'mcnts subsisting 
between the States ; and whereas it is fit and proper, and for 
the mutual advantage of both powers, that such differences 
should now be finally settled, and that the recurrence of such 
discussions, which tend to disturb the friendship and harmony 
of the contracting parties, should effectualiy be prevented : 
wherefore the Honourable East India Company and His High
ness the Nawab Nizam-ool-Moolk Ausuph J ah Bahadoor have 

• agreed upon the following Article::, or a Tn:"IY bdween the 
States:- . 

Article I. The peace, union, and friendship so long 
subsisting between the Honourable East india Company and • 
His Higbne::,,; the Nawab NizC~m-ool-:VTc,olk 1\usuph Jah Baha
door shaH be perpetual ; the friends :1.11d enemies of either shall 

* Aitchison's Treaties &c., Vol. ix, p. 93· 
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be the friends and enemies of both ; and the contracting parties 
agree that all the former Treaties and agreements between the 
two States now in force, and not contrary to the tenor of this 
engagement, shall be confirmed by it. 

Article 2. The subsidiary force, which for general defence 
and protection has been furnished by the Honourable East 
India Company to His Highness the Nizam, shall be continued, 
and shall consist, as heretofore, of not less than eight battalions 
of sepoys, and two regiments of cavalry, with their requisite com
plement of guns, and European artillerymen, fully equipped 
with warlike stores and ammunition. 

Unless with the express consent of His Highness, there 
shall never be less than five regiments of infantry, and one of 
cavalry (with a due proportion of artillery) of the said subsidiary 
force stationed within the territories of His Highness, and the 
residue of such subsidiary force shall at all times be brou~ht into 
His Highness's territories without delay, on His Highness 
making requisition therefor. 

The said subsidiary force shall be employed when required 
to execute services of importance, such as protecting the 
persons of His Highness, his heirs and successors, and r~ducing 
to obedience all rebels and exciters of disturbance in His 
Highness's dominions; but it is not to be employed eon trifling 
occasions, or like sebundee, to be stationed in the country to 
collect revenue. 

Article .J. The Honourable East India Company further 
agrees that in lieu of His Highness's present contingent, it shall 
maintain for His Highness, his heirs and successors, an auxiliary 
force which shall be styled the "Hyderabad Contingent," accord
ing to the provisions for the maintenance of that force which 
are detailed in 6th Article of this Treaty. 

It shall consist of not less than five thousand infantry and 
two thousand cavalry, with four field batteries of artillery. It 
shall be commanded by British officers fully equipped and 
disciplined and controlled by the British Government, through 
its representati.ve the Resident at Hyderabad. 

Whensoever the services of the said contingent may be 
required, they shall be afforded at all times to His Highness 
the Nizam, fully and promptly, throughout his whole d9minions. 
If rebellion or disturbance shall be excited, or if the just claims 
and authority of His Highness shall be resisted, the said contin-

• 
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gent, after the reality of the offence shall have been duly 
ascertained, shaJI be employed to reduce the offenders to sub
mission. 

Article 4· As the interests of the two States have long 
been identified, it is further mutually agreed that if disturbances 
shall break out in the districts belonging tu the Honourable 
East India Company. Hi; J the 1\;izam shall permit 
such portions of the subsidiary f<lrce :{s nwy he requisite., tn 
be employed in quelling the same within! ":,,id di'inicts. In 
like manner, if disturbances shall break out in any part of His 
Highness's dominions contiguous to the territories of the Hon
ourable East India Company, to which it might be inconvenient, 
owing to the distance from Hyderabad to detach any portion 
of the subsidiary force, the British Government, if required by
His Highness the Nizam, shall direct such portions of its troops 
as may be most available to assist in quelling the disturbances 
within His Highness's dominions. 

Article 5· In the event of war His Highness the Nizam en-
gages that the subsidiary force, joined by the Hyderabad Con
tingent, shall be employed in such manner as the British Govern
ment ma.y consider best calculated for the purpose of opposing 
the enemy, provided that two battalions of sepoys shall always 
remain, as s~ttled by former Treaties, near to the capital of 
Hyderabad ; and it is also hereby agreed that, excepting the 
said subsidiary and contingent forces, His Highness shall not 
under any circumstances be called upon to furnish any other 
troops whatsoever. 

Article 6. For the purpose of providing the regular month
ly payment to the said contingent troops and payment of Appa 
Dessaye's chout, and the allowances to Muhiput Ram's family. 
and to certain Mahratta pensioners, as guaranteed in the roth 
Article of the Treaty of I 822, and also for payment of the 
interest at six per cent per annum of th~ debt due to the 
Honourable Company, so long as the princ ip;«l of that debt shall 

• remain unpaid, which debt now amounts to about fifty lakhs of 
Hyderabad Rupees the Nizam hereby agrees to assign the" 
districts mentioned in the accompanying- Schedi1le marked 
A, yielding an annual gross revenue of about fifty lakhs <Jf 
Rupees, to the exclusive management of the British Resident 
for the ti~e being at Hyderabacl, and to such other officers, 
acting under his orders, as may from time to time, be appointed 
by the Government of India to the charge of those districts. 
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Article 7· By the 12th Article of the Treaty of 1800 the 
British Government can in time of war call upon that of His High
ness the Nizam to furnish nine thousand cavalry and six thousand 
infantry to accompany the British troops in the field ; the 
present Hyderabad Contingent, which is to be maintainerl at 
all times (whether in peace or war), is accepted as an equivalent 
for the larger body of troops above specified to be furnished 
in time of war ; and it is accordingly hereby declared that the 
Nizam shall not be called upon at any time by the British 
Government to furnish any other troops but those of the subsi
diary force and the Hyderabad Contingent, and that part of the 
12th i\rticle of the Treaty of 1800, which requires the Nizam to 
furnish nine thousand cavalry and six thousand infantry is 
accordingly hereby annulled . 

. Article 8. The districts mentioned in Schedule A are to be 
transferred to Colonel Low, C. B., the Resident, immediately that 
the ratified Treaty shall be received from Calcutta; and that officex
engages on the part of the British Government, that the Resi
dent at the Court of Hyderabad for the time being shall always 
render true and faithful accounts every year to the Nizam of the 
receipts and disbursements connecterl .with the said districts, and 
make over any surplus revenue that may exist to His Iiighness, 
after the payment of the contingent and the other items detailed 
in Article 6 of this Treaty. • 

A1·ticle 9· This treaty, consisting of nine Articles, being this 
day concluded and settled by Colonel John Low, C. B., on behalf 
of the Honourable the English East India Company, with the 
Nawab Nizam-ool-Moolk Ausuph Jah Hahadoor, Colonel Low 
has delivered one version thereof, in English and Persian, signed 
and sealed by himself, to the Nawab, who on his part has also 
delivered one copy of the same to Colonel Low, duly executed 
by His Highness ; and Colonel Low hereby engages to deliver 
a copy of the same to His Highness the Nizam, duly ratified by 
the Governor-General in Council, within thirty days from this 
date. 

B. Translation of a Sun»ud from the Nizam's Government.* • 
Dated 10th July, 1861. 

'Whereas many Europeans, foreigners and others, descend
ants of Europeans, and born in India, are resident in the terri
tory of His Highness the Nizam ; and as disturbances arise 

"Aitchison's Treaties, Vol. ix, p. 107. 
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amongst themselves and the inhabitants of the said territory , 
it is hereby made known by the Nizam's Government that, in 
the event of any dissension or dispute arising among the classes 
aforenamed within th~ said territory, except those employed 
by this Circar anJ its dependant<:. the Resid<~nt at Hyderabad, 
or other officer •w offict:r:: ·.1lbom lw mav from time to time con 
sider it desirable to vc"l with tht• ;;arrH~· sh;d! be .. ·m tt 
enquire into and puni'ih any .~uch nfrt~nce,: 

C. Adoption Sunnud granted to .lhs Highness tile 
Nizam of Hyderabad ... 1862.• 

Her Majesty being desirous that the (-;overnments r1f the 
several Princes and Chiefs of India who now govern their own 
territories should be perpetuated, and that the representation 
and dignity of their Houses should be continued : l hereby, in 
fulfilment of this desire, convey to you the ;t';surance that on 
failure of natural heirs anv succession to the Government of your 
State, which may be legitimate according tu :\Tahnmedan law, 
will be upheld. 

Be assured that nothing shall di~;tnrb the eng-agement thus 
made hl you so long as your House is loyal to the Crown and 
faithful to the conditions of the Treaties, r~rants or engagement:; 
which recor~ its obligaton to the British Government. 

Dated I rth March, z862. (Sd.) CANNING. 

D. Extradition Treaty between Her Majesty the Queen of 
Great Britain and His Highness the Nizam -1867 ·r 

Article I. The two Governments hereby agree to act upon 
a system of strict reciprocity, as hereinafter mentioned. 

Artide .?. Neither Government shall be bound in any case 
to surrender any person not being a subject of the Government 
making the requisition. If the person rlaimed should be of 
doubtful nationality, he shall, with a view· tu prornr)k the end~ 
of justice, be surrendered to the GrJ\'CrtlllH;llt makini~ the 
requisition. • 

Art ide '). Neither Government shall be bound to cieliver 
up debtors .. or civil offenders, or any person charged with any 
offence n_ot specified in Article 4. 

• Aitchison's Treaties, Vol. ix, p. 108. 

t Aitchison's Treaties, Vol. ix, p. 1o8. 
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Article 4· Subject to the above limitations, any person who 
shall be charged with having committed within the territories 
belonging to, or administered by, the Government making the 
requisition any of the undermentioned offences, and who 
shall be found within the territories of the other, shall be 
surrendered :-The offences are mutiny, rebellion, murder, 
attempting to murder, rape, great personal violence, maiming, 
dacoity, thuggee, robbery, burglary, kidnapping,• abduction, 
knowingly receiving property obtained by dacoity, robbery, 
or burglary, thefts of property exceeding 100 Rupees in value, 
cattle-stealing, breaking and entering a dwelling house and 
stealing therein, setting fire to a village, house, or town, forgery, 
or uttering forged documents, counterfeiting current coin, 
knowingly uttering base or counterfeit coin, embezzlement, 
whether by public officers or other persons, and being an 
accessory to any of the abovementioned offences. 

Article 5· In no case shall either Government be bound to 
surrender any person accused of any offence, except upon re
quisition duly made by, or by the authority of, the Government 
within whose territories the offence shall be charged to have 
been committed, and also upon such evidence of criminality as, 
according- to the laws of the country in which the person accused 
shall be found, would justify his apprehension and. sustain the 
charge if the offence had been there committed. 

Article 6. The above Treaty shall continue in force until 
either one or the other of the high contracting parties shall give 
notice to the other of its wish to terminate it, and no longer. 

Article 7· All existing engagements and agreements shall 
continue in full force. 

E. Agreement ma.de between His Highness the Niza.m 
a.nd the Government of India-18871-

\Vhereas a Treaty relating to the extradition of offenders 
was concluded on the 25th May, 1867 between the British 
~overnment <~and the Hyderabad State ; and whereas the pro-

• cedure prescribed by the Treaty for the extradition of offenders 
from British India to the H yderabad State has been found by 
experience to be less simple and effective than the procedure 

• The•~ h:tve been added subsequently to the list in 1884. 
i- Aitchison's Treaties Vol. ix, p. l 10. 
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prescribed by the law as to the extradition of offenders in force in 
British India ; it is hereby agreed between the British Govern
ment and the Hyderabad State that the provisions of the Treaty 
prescribing a procedure for the extradition of offenders shall no 
longer apply to case,; of extradition from British India to the 
Hyderabad State, but that the procedure prescribed by the law 
as to the extradition uf offenders fc·r the time being in furce in 
British fndia ~hal! be follnwt:d if, f'very such case. 

F. Agreement made between the GoYernment of His Highness the 
Nizam of Hyderabad and t.he Government of India--1900.• 

·whereas His Highness Asaf Jah, Muzaffar-ui-Mamalik, 
Nizam-ul-Mulk, Nizam ud-Daulah, N awab Mir Mahbub Ali 
Khan Bahadur, Fatteh J ung, G. C. S. I., N izam of Hyderahad 
(Deccan), maintains a force of Imperi 1l Service Troops for the 
purpose of co-operating, if need be, in the defence of the British 
Empire, and 

Whereas it is necessary that the Imperial Service Troops 
of the Hyderabad State, when associated with troops of the 
British Army, should be ~tnder the urtlers of the Officer Com
mandin~ the combine<i forces, and subject to the like discipline 
and control as the officers antl soldiers of Her Majesty's Indian 
Army, and • 

\Vhereas it is not the wish or intention of the Government 
of India that a British Officer should be appointed to command 
any corps of Imperial Service Troops, though British officers are 
employed in order to assist in t!Je instruction of and inspect the 
said troops, 

It is hereby agreed between the Governor-General of India 
of the one part and His Highness Asaf J ah, Muzaffar-ul-Ma
malik, Nizam-ul-Mulk, Nizam-ud-Daulah, Nawab Mir Mahbub 
Ali Khan Bahadur, Fatteh Jung, G. C. S. 1., Nizam of Hydera
bad, of the other, as follows, namely-

I. \Vhenever the said troops or any portion thereof are 
moved beyond the frontiers of the said State, and so long a~ 
they remain beyond those frontiers, they, togetL1er with their 
own commanding officer, shall be attached to the command and 
be under the orders of the British Officer Commanding 
the District, Contingent or Force in or with which they are 
employed or associated. 

*Aitchison's Treaties, Vol. ix, p. 176. 
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2. The aforesaid British officer shall, by virtue of this 
agreement, be authorised to administer in respect of the said 
troops, so serving beyond the frontiers of the said State, the 
Military laws and regulations to which they are subject undc::r 
the laws of the said State and for that purpose and for the due 
preservation of discipline among the same to convene all such 
Courts, and to issue all such orders, and to pass all such judg
ments and sentences, and generally to exercise all such authori
ty as may be lawfully convened, issued, passed and exercised 
by the authorities of the Hyderabad State when the said troops 
are serving within the territorial limits of the said State : Provi
ded always that the execution of every sentence so passed be
yond the territorial limits of the said State shall be carried out 
with the sanction and under the orders of His Highness Asaf J ah, 
Muzaffar-ul-Mamalik, Nizam-ul-Mulk, Nizam-ud-Daulah, Nawab 
Mir Mahbub Ali Khan Bahadur, Fatteh Jung, G. C. S. 1., Nizam 
of Hyderabad, or of some person to whom the requisite autho
rity in this behalf has been expressly delegated by him. 

3· In order further to ensure the efficiency of the said 
Imperial Service Troops, and the maintenance of discipline 
among them when serving along with Her Majesty's forces, His 
Highness Asaf J ah, Muzaffar-ul-Mamalik, Nizam-Lll-Mulk, 
Nizam-ud-Daulah, N awab Mir Mahbub Ali Khan Hahadur, 
Fatteh J ung, G. C. S. I., Nizam of Hyderabad, has -embodied in 
the disciplinary law of his State, applicable to the said Imperial 
Service Trc,ops when employed on· active service either within 
or without British India, the provisions, with necessary modifica
tions, of the Indian Articles of \Var for the time being in force. 

4· The due application and enforcement of the said 
provisions in respect of the Imperial Service Troops aforesaid 
shall be carried out under the authority of the British Officer 
commanding the District, Contingent or Force aforesaid. 

II. DOCUMENTS RELATING TO MYSORE. 
A. Proclamation.• 

Dated the 30th March, 1868. 

His Excellency the Right Hon'ble the Viceroy and Gover
nor-General in Council announces to the Chiefs and people of 
Mysore the death of His Highness the Maharajah Krisnaraj 
Wadiar Bahadoor, Knight Grand Commander of the Most Exal 

--------------
.. Aitchison's Treaties &c., Vol. tx, p. 230. 
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ted Order of the Star of India. This event is regarded with 
sorrow by the Government of 1 r.dia, with which the late Maha
rajah had preserved relations of friendship for mme than half a 
century. 

His Highness Chamrajenclra \VaJiar Bahadonr, at present '' 
minor, the adopted son ol the late Maharajah. is acknowledged by 
the Government of India as his succeS~iilr and a" :\laharaiah d 
the Mysore Territories. · 

During the minoritl d H;, f 
will be administered in IIi~ 
Government. and will be 
uud<.::r the same regulations as heretofore. 

'' t•:rritont:•-
mc J\le British 

'oJ.mc principles and 

\Vhen His Highness shall attain to the period of majority, 
that is, the age of eighteen years, aud if His Highness shall 
then be found qualified for the discharge of the duties of his 
exalted position, the Government of the country will bt: entru~t 
ed to him, subject to such conditions CJ.s may be determined at 
that time. 

R Instrument of Transfer,..-1881. 

\Vhercas the British Government ha;; now been for a Ions
period in• possession of the territories of M r~ore and has intm~ 
duced into th.-: said territories an improved srstem of adminis~ 
tration : and whereas, on the death of the late Maharajah the 
said Government, being desirous that the said territories should 
be administered by an Indian dynasty under such restrictions 
and conditions as might be necessary for ensuring the mainte~ 
nance of the system of administrr1tion so introduced, declared 
that if Maharajah Chamrajendra \Vadiar Bahadur, the adopted 
son of tbe late Maharajah, should, on attaining the age of eighteen 
years, be found qualified for the position of ruler of the said 
territories, the Government thereof should be intrusted tn him, 
subject to such conditions and restrictions as might be there
after determined : And whereas the said M abar<ljah Chamra
jendra \Vadiar Bahadur has now attained tbe said age of eigh-

• teen years and appears to the British Governmellt qualified for 
the position aforesaid, and is about to be intrusted with the• 
Government of the said territories: And whereas it is expedient 
to grant to the said Maharajah Chamrajendra \Vadiar Bahadur a 
written Instrument defining the conditions subject to which he 
will be so iptrusted : It is hereby declared as follows :-

" Aitchison's Treaties &c., Vol. ix, p. 231, 
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1. The Maharajah Chamrajendra Wadiar Bahadur shall, 
on the twentyfifth day of March, 1881, be placed in possession 
of the territories of Mysore, and installed in the adminis
tration thereof. 

2. The said Maharajah Chamrajendra Wadiar Bahadur 
and those who succeed him in manner hereinafter provided 
shall be entitled to hold possession of, and administer, the said 
territories as long as he and they fulfil the conditions hereinafter 
prescribed. 

3· The succession to the administration of the said 
territories shall devolve upon the lineal descendants of the said 
Maharajah Chamrajendra Wadiar Bahadur, whether by blood or 
adoption, according to the rules and usages of his family, except 
in case of disqualification through manifest unfitness to rule : 

Provided that no succession shall be valid until it has been 
recognized by the Governor-General in Council. 

In the event of a failure of lineal descendants, by blood 
and adoption, of the said Maharajah Chamrajendra Wadiar 
Bahadur, it shall be within the discretion of the Governor
General in Council to select as a successor any mem4er of any 
collateral braiJch of the family whom he thinks fit. 

4· The Maharajah Chamrajendra Wadiar ·Bahadur and 
his successors (hereinafter called the Maharajah of Mysore) shall 
at all times remain faithful in allegiance and subordination to 
Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland and 
Empress of India, Her Heirs, and Successors, and perform all 
the duties which in virtue of such allegiance and subordination 
may be demanded of them. 

5· The British Government having undertaken to defend 
and protect the said territories against all external enemies, and to 
relieve the Maharajah of Mysore of the obligation to keep troops 
ready to serve with the British army when required, there shall, 
in consideration of such undertaking, be paid from the revenues • 

•of the said territories to the British Govemment an annual sum 
of Governntent Rupees thirty-five lakhs in two half-yearly 
instalments, commencing from the said twenty-fifth day of 
March, 1881. 

6. From the date of the Maharajah's taking pqssession of 
the territories of Mysore, the British sovereignty in the island 
of Seringapatam shall cease and determine, and the said island 
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~,hall beccsme par~ J)f th1-. ~~aid tf;rriturie.~, and be hc>I ~bt 

\Iaharajah upon the same condition." ;, . .; th<)~e suby:Ll h1 which 
!1e holds the rest of the said territorie~. 

7· The l\Iahariljall uf :\Iysore -,hall not. without the 
previous sanction of the Governor-Gener<~l in Council, build 
any new fortresses or strunghnlds. or repair the ddenc~.:s oi any 
existing fortresses or strongholds in t li<' '>aid tenitnrie" 

8. The l\Iaharaiah •;f Yl '"" "·· 1 J><o 
permission nf the (~n\'•c:rtHJ!·Ctcrwnl n; ,.n:c;· ''Dl.i(d', " 

;Jermit to bt· im int •.•n- ·dHiillliJltlu;·, 

·.)f military stores, and ;;hal1 •narnd,, m" <.•f :trm~ 
ilmmunitiun and military str,rt:- tlu seiid Territ•Jrie~. 

•1r at any specified place therein wheneer teqt.nred the 
Governor-General in Council to do so, 

g. The :viaharajah of :Vfyson~ shall n:1t t·• the 
maintenance or establishment of British ce~nt<JlJnH:nls in the said 
territories whenever and wherever thr: G'JVcrnur-General in 
Council may consider such cantonments ncces.o;ary. He -hctll 
g"rant free of all charge such land as may be required for such 
cantonments, and ::.hall renmmce all \Uiisdictiou within the 
lands so granted. He shall carry ou't in the land . .; adjc,ining 
British c:1\ntonments in the said territories '.uch sanitary measures 
e1s the Governor-General in Council may declare to be necessary. 
He shall give every facility for the provision of supplies and 
articles required for the troops in such cantonments, and on 
goods imported or purchased for that pnrpose >~o duties or 
taxes of any kind shall be 1evied without the assent of the 
British Government. 

IO. The military force employed in the ?vlysore State for 
the maintenance of intern'll order and the Maharajah's personal 
dignity, and for any other purpo~es approved by the Governor
General in Council, shall not exceed the strength which the 
Governor-General in Council may, from time tu time, fix, The 
directions of the Governor-General in Council in respect to the 
enlistment, organisation, equipment and drill of troops shall at 
all times be complied \vith. 

I 1, The Maharaj<'~h of \lysorc shall :tb~tai'l from inter" 
ference in the affairs of any other State or Power, and shall 
have no communication or correspondence with any other State 
or Power, or the J\gents or Officers of any other State or Power, 
except with the previous sanction and through the medium of 
the Governor-General in Council. 

37 
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12. The Maharajah of Mysore shall not employ in his 
service any person not a native of India without the previous 
sanction of the Governor-General in Council, and shall, on being 
so required by the Governor-General in Council, dismiss from 
his service any person so employed. .) 

13. The coins of the Government of India shall be a legal 
tender in the said territories in the cases in which payment 
made in such coins would, under the law for the time being in 
force, be a legal tender in British India ; and all laws and rules 
for the time being applicable to coins current in British India 
shall apply to coins current in the said territories. The separate 
coinage of the Mysore State, which has long been discontinued, 
shall not be revived. 

14. The Maharajah of My;;ore shall grant free of all charge 
such land as may be required for the construction and working 
of lines of telegraph in the said territories wherever the 
Gove(nor-General in Council may require such land, and shall 
do his utmost to facilitate the construction and working of such 
lines. 1\11 lines of telegraph in the said territories, whether 
constructed and maintained at the expense of the British 
Government, or out of the revenues of the said territories, shall 
form part of the British telegraph system and shalr, save in 
cases to be specially excepted, by agreement betwe(>Jl the British 
Government and the Maharajah of Mysore, be worked by the 
British Telegraph Department ; and all laws and rules for the 
time being in force in British India in respect to telegraphs 
shall <1pply to such lines of telegraph when so worked. 

1 s. If the British Government at any time desires to 
construct or work, by itself or otherwise, a railway in the said 
territories, the Maharajah of Mysore shall grant free of all charge 
such lands as may be required for that purpose, anJ shall 
transfer to the Governor-General in Council plenary jurisdiction 
within such land ; and no duty or tax whatever shall be levied 
on through traffic carried by such railway which may not break 
bulk in the said territories. • 

H). Th(! Maharajah of Mysore shall cause to be arrested 
• and surrendered to the proper officers of the Briti;;h Govern

ment any person within the said territories accused of having 
committed an offence in British India, for whose arrest and 
surrender a demand may be made by the British Rl'!sident in 
Mysore, or some other officer authorised by him in this behalf; 

J 
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and he shall afford everv assistance for the trial of such oersom 
by causing the attendar;ce of witnesses required, and b}: such 
other means as may be necessary. 

17. Plenary criminal jurisdiction over European British 
subjects in the said territories shall continue to be vested in 
the Governor-General in Council, and the Maharajah of Myson· 
shall exercise nn1y 'inch j urisd ictim~ re o;pcct t(, En rnr)f~a;· 
British subjects as m;.n frqm time h time rw to hir~1 
by the Governor-General in t'ouJtci!. 

1 R. The Maharajah of Mpore shall •. om ply with the 
wishes of the Governor-General in Council in the matter of 
prohibiting or limiting the manufacture of salt and opium, 
and the cultivation of poppy, in Mysore; also in the matter of 
giving effect to all such regulations as may be considered pro 
per in respect to the export and import of salt, opium and 
poppy-heads. 

19. All laws in force and rules having the force of Ia\._. 
in the said territories when the Maharajah Chamrajendra \Vadiar 
Bahadur is placed in possession thereof, as shown in the Sche
dule hereto annexed, shall be maintained and efficiently ad. 
minister~rd, and, except with the pre\·ious consent of the Gover· 
nor-General in Council, tbe Maharajah of Mysore shall not 
repeal or moll!lify such laws, or pass any laws or rules inconsis
tent therewith. 

20. No materia! change in the system of administration. 
as established when the Maharajah Chamrajendra \Vadiar Baha
dur is pla<;:ed in possession of the territories, shall be madt: 
without the consent of the Governor-General in Council. 

21. All title-deeds granted and all settlements of land 
revenue made during the administration of the said territories 
by the British Government, and in force on the said twent) -
fifth day of March 188r, shall be maintained in accordance with 
the respective terms thereof, except in so far as they may be 
rescinded or modified either by a competent Court cJf Law, or 
with the consent of the Governor-General in Council. 

22. The Maharajah of Mysore shall at all tit11es conform 
to such advice as the Go\·ernor-General in Council mav offer 
him with a view to the management of his finances, the- settle
rnent and collection of his revenues, the irnposition of taxesj 
the administration of justice, the extension of commerce, the 
encouragement of trade, agriculture and industry, and any 
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other objects connected with the advancement of His High
ness's interests, the happiness of his subjects, and his relations 
to the British Government. 

23. In the event of the breach or non-observance by 
the Maharajah of Mysore of any of the foregoing conditions, 
the Governor-General in Council may resume possession of 
the said territories and assume the direct administration there
rJf, or make such other arrangements as he may think necessary 
to provide adequately for the good government of the people of 
}Jysore or for the security of British rights and interests within 
the province. 

24. This document shall supersede all other documents 
by which the position of the British Government with reference 
to the said territories has been formally recorded. And if any 
'luestion arise as to whether any of the above conditions has 
been faithfully performed, or as to whether any person is en
titled to succeed, or is fit to succeed, to the administration of 
the said territories, the decision thereon of the Governor-General 
in Council shall be final. 

Forn \VII.'.IAl\l : } • 
(Sd.) RIPON. 

Tlte ISt. illarclt, I88I. 

III. DOCUMENTS RELATING TO BARODA.~· 

A. Substance of a Letter from the Honourable Mountstuart 
Elphinstone, Governor of Bombay, to His Highness 

Syajee Rao, Guikwar. 

Dated 3rd April, 1820. 

Since my arrival at Baroda we have had many interviews, 
at which, besides increasing the former friendship by personal 
intercourse, we have had various conferences regarding the 
manner in which you are to be vested with the administrations 
of your own ~overnment. For the better remembering of the 
points settled, I now commit them to writing. 

All foreign affairs are to remain as hitherto under the ex
clusive management of the British Government. 

* Aitchison's Treaties, Vol. viii. p. So. 
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\Vith recYard to interniil affair·; \"nur Highness h to tJc 

IH,restrainec( provided you fuifii ycur engagements to tl~t
bankers, of which the British Go\·e:nment is guaral'tee. Tht 
Resident is, however, to be made acquainted with the plan oi 
finance which vour Highness shall determine on at the com 
mencement ofoeach ye~u·. i [e is to ha\·e access to the account
whenever he requires it. :.Jnd i:; to be C\•Pqdted bdon~ <In\ 
expenses of magnitudt: are. mrnrn:d 

The guarautees t!H Hnt; .. l, ,. , : lc 

and other indi\·!dua!- mu;;t P'' ;b~cn:Cl! 

Vour Highness to choose your •)\Vll mini:;tet but tu cono;u!; 
the British Government before you appoint him 

The identity of interests of the t\'. c-. State<; will rende<. 
it necessary for the British Government to off(~r its advice 
whenever any emergency occurs, but it will not interpose i:. 
ordinary details, nor will its natin· tal,e " ·;hare as fornwr 
Iy in the Guikwar government. 

This letter is written in the spirit of entire· friendship anc 
good-will towards your State, and I look to hear henceforwarc 
of your increasing prosperity and reputation 

B. ~doption Sunnud granted to His Highness the 
Maharajah Guikwar of Baroda,--1862.* 

Her Majestv being desirous that tile onvernments of th,c 
several Princes ~nd Chiefs of India who tlO\~ goveP1 their ow: 
territories, should be perpetuated, and that the representatirw 
and dignity of their Ilouses should he continued, l hereby, i1 
fulfilment of this desire, convey to yon the assurance that, or, 
failure of natural heirs, the adoption by yonrself and future 
rulers of your State vf a successor accordin~ to ! findoo Lw. 
and tc> the custom'' ,,f your race \':ill be tecugnised anc 
confirmed. 

Be assured that nothing :,hall disturb tiw engagement 
thus m<~de to you c;q iong- as your House is k·y;d tu the Crowr, 
and faithful to the conditions uf thr· Treaties, Grants, c~ 
Engagements which record ih obligation~ tu• the Hritisl; 
Government. 

Tl!f: I. til/ ;11an /;, 1 S6.' 'SO.· Ci\i\.\ING. 

" Aitchison's Treaties, \'ol. \'iii, p. 5 
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C. Proclamation.* 

Dated the 13th., January, 1875· 

To all whom it may concern : 

Be it known that fV!tereas an attempt has been made at 
Baroda to poison Colonel R. Phayre, C. 13., the late British 
Resident at the Court of His Highness the Gaekwar, and 
evidence has been adduced to the effect that His Highness 
Mulhar Rao Gaekwar instigated the said attempt to administer 
poison to Colonel Phayre ; 

And fVhereas to instigate such an attempt would be a high 
crime against Her Majesty the Queen and a breach of the 
condition of loyalty to the Crown under which Mulhar Rao 
Gaekwar is recognised as ruler of the Baroda State, and 
moreover such an attempt would be an act of hostility against 
the British Government, and it is necessary fully and publicly 
to enquire into the truth of the charge and to afford His 
Highness Mulhar Rao Gaekwar every opportunity of freeing 
himself from the grave suspicion which attaches to him ; 

• 
And Wlureas in consequence thereof it is necessary to 

suspend Mulhar Rao Gackwar from the exercise of f>Ower and to 
make other arrangements for the administration of the Baroda 
State : 

it is ltereby notified that from this date the Viceroy and 
Governor-General of India in Council temporarily assumes the 
administration of the Baroda State, and delegates all the powers 
necessary for the conduct of the administration to the Agent to 
the Governor-General and Special Commissioner at Baroda. 
The administration will be conducted, as far as possible, in 
accordance with the usages, customs, and laws of the country. 

All Sirdars, Inamdars, Zemindars, and inhabitants of the 
Baroda territories, and all officers and persons whatsoever in the 
c;ivil and military service of the Baroda State, or liable to be 
called upon f~r such service, are hereby required to submit to 

• the authority of and render obedience to the said Agent to the 
Governor-General and Special Commissioner during such time 
as the State may be under the administration of the British 
Government. · 

" Aitchison's Treaties, Vol. viii, p. 96. 

• 

• 
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1 n accordance with the gracious intimation made to the 
Princes and Chiefs of India that it is the desire of Her Majesty 
the Queen that their Governments should be perpetuated, and 
the Representation and Dignity of their Houses should be 
continued, a Native Administration will be re-established in such 
mann?r as rnav be deh~rrnin~·:d up~_" -:.fter th{:·' :-nnr·ln,~ic~n of the 
enguiry and ~after ,::.-,,1,;ider<±l :-ulr. which "neil 
enquiry may elicit. 

By order of His Excellenc, 
General of India in Council. 

,i rl'j ( ~overr101 · 

D. Proclamation, dated the 19th April, 1875.* 

To all whom it may concern : 

His Highness Mulhar Rao, Gaekwar, was suspended from 
the exercise of power, and the administration of the Baroda 
State was temporarily assumed by the British Covernment, in 
order that a public enquiry might be made into the truth of the 
imputation that His Highness had instig·ated an attempt to 
poison Colonel R. Phayre, C. H., the late Representative of the 
British Government at the Court of Baroda, and that every 
opportunity should be given to His lfighness of freeing himself 
from the saidtimputation. 

The proceedings of the Commission having been brought to 
a close, Her Majesty's Government have taken into considera
tion the question whether Ifis Highness Mulhar 1\.ao, Gaekwar, 
shall be restored to the exercise of sovereign power in the State 
of Baroda. 

The Commissioners being divided in opinion, I Ier Majesty's 
Government have not based their decision on the enquiry or 
report of the Commission, nor have they assumed that the 
result of the enquiry has been to prove the truth of the imputa
tions against His Highness. 

Having regard, however, tn all the circumstances relating 
to the affairs of Baroda from the accession of His Highness 
:!\'lulhar .Rao, Gaekwar, to the present time, his uotorious mis-· 
conduct, his gross misgovernment of the State, and his evident 
incapacity to carry into effect the necessary reforms : having 
also considered the opinion of the Government of India 
that it would be detrimental to the interests of the people of 

• Aitchison's Treaties, Vol, viii pp. 97, ')8. 
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Baroda and inconsistent with the maintenance of the relations 
which ought to subsist between the British Government and the 
Baroda State, that His Highness should be restored to power, 
Her Majesty's Government have decided that His Highness 
Mulhar Rao, Gaekwar, shall be deposed from the sovereignty 
of Baroda, and that he and his issue shall be hereafter pre
cluded from all rights, honours, and privileges thereto apper
taining. 

/\ccordingly His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor
General in Council hereby declares that His Highness Mulhar 
Rao, Gaekwar, is deposed from the sovereignty of the Baroda 
State, and that he and his issue are precluded from all rights, 
honours, and privileges thereto appertaining. 

Mulhar Rao will be permitted to select some place in 
British India, which may be approved by the Government of 
India, where he and his family shall reside with a suitable 
establishment and allowances to be provided from the revenues 
of the Baroda State. 

1/er 1/ifost Gracious :Majesty the Quem, in re-establishing a 
Native Administration in the Baroda State, being desirous to 
mark her sense of the loyal services of His Highness ~hundee 
Rao, Gackwar, in 1857, has been pleased to accede to the request 
of his widow, Her Highness Jumna-baee, that _,he may be 
allowed to adopt some member of the Gaekwar house, whom 
the Government of India may select as the most suitable person 
upon whom to confer the sovereignty of the Baroda State. 

The necessary steps will accordingly be immediately taken 
to carry into effect ]fer Jlifajesty's commands. In the mean
time, with the consent of His Highness the Maharajah of Indore, 
Sir Madava Rao, K. C. S. I., will at once proceed to Baroda, 
and conduct the administration of the State as Prime 
Minister, under instructions which he will receive from the 
Governor-General's Agent and Special Commissioner at 
Baroda. 

In conferring the sovereignty of the Baroda State no altera- • 
~ion will be made in the Treaty engagements which exist bet
ween the British Government and the Gaekwar of Baroda, and 

• the new Gaekwar will enjoy all the privileges and advantages 
which were conveyed to the Gaekwar of Baroda in the Sunnud 
of Earl Canning, dated the r rth of March, I 862. . 

By order of His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor
General of India in Council. 
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IV EAST INDIA COIYIPANY'S TREATY WITH THE 
RAJAH OF JEYPORE 1803. 

Article 1. !\ firm and permil.nent friendship ;,nd a Ilia: JC,; •· 

established between the Honourablf' the Engli~!J · 'mpa.m 
'lVIaharajah [)heeraj ug~ut l~~~J·l:-.:v: :~ : l' 
heirs and succcs'ir•r '· 

Art ide -'· \\'here as frit·t · · : ~ ( I. 

the two States the friends !llll' "lf'lil ,,j t!H: 

:.;hall be considered the friencb ~nd enemies of both, and :1: 

adherence to this condition •;hal! be b· 
both States. 

Article 3- The Honourable Cnmpan;. 'hall 1.ot mterf(;re u 
the Government of the country now pn>sesscd 1\1 ahar?.J 
Dheeraj, and shall not demand tribvte from him. 

Article 1· In the event of anr cnem~ of the I LHv;ur<tlJ: 
Company evincing a disposition lo invade the country l,ltCl) 
taken possession of by the IIononrabh- \'omr::my 111 l I indoostar, 
Maharajah Dheeraj shall -;end the whole <•f hi,; force" to the· 
assista11ce of the Compe1ny'.-; :trmy ;<nd shaH exert himself loti;· 
utmost of his pmver in repelling tl>e enemy, and ~hall neglect 
no opportu.-1ity of proving his fri<'tldship and attachment. 

Artic!G 5, \Vherea~, in COII·;cquenc(~ of the friendship e~tat 
lished by the second Article of tht~ present Treatv, the Ilonnur 
able Companr becomf' guanwtcp,; tc· llw l\Iaharajah Dileer:-tj fu; 
the security of his country ar.:;ain~t external (~nemies, Mahrajah 
Dheeraj hereby agrees, that if any misnnrlcrstanrling shouk 
arise between him and any other State, Maharajah DheeraJ 
will, in the first instance, submit the CC\ll~C d' dispute tn thz 
Company's g-overnment. that th,• !..:oH:rnmcrlt may endeavour 
to settle it amicably. If from the obstinacy of the opposite 
party no C!micrtble terms can br:- settled then Maharajah Dheera; 
may demand aid from the Company':-; g-overnment. In thtc 
event above stated it will be granterl : <lJid Maharajah Dheeraj 
agrees to take upon himself the charge of the expense of suih 
aid, at the same rate as has been settled with th~ other Chief
tains of Hindoostan. 

A1'ticle 6. Maharaja Dheeraj hereby agrees, although he is 
in realit-y the master of his own army, to act during the time 

• Aitchison's Treaties Vol. iii., p. 102. 

• 
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of war, or prospect of action, agreeably to the advice and 
optnwn of the Commander of the English army which may be 
employed with his troops. 

Article 7· The Maharajah shall not entertain in his service, 
or in any manner give admission to, any English or French 
subjects, or any other person from among the inhabitants 
of Et:rope, without the consent of the Company's government. 

* 
(Sd.) WELLESLEY. 

This treaty was ratified by the Governor-General in 
Council on the I sth January, 1804. 

V. TREATY BETWEEN THE HONOURABLE THE ENGLISH 
EAST INDIA COMPANY AND MAHARAJAH SOORUT 
SING BAHADUR THE RAJAH OF BIKANEER, 1818. * 

Article r. There shall be perpetual friendship, alliance, 
and unity of interests between the Honourable Comp~y and 
Maharajah Soorut Sing and his heirs and successors, and the 
friends and enemies of one party shall be the friends and 
enemies of both parties. 

Article 2. The British Government engages to protect the 
principality and territory of Bikaneer. 

Article .J. Maharajah Soorut Sing and his heirs and 
successors will act in subordinate co-operation with the British 
Government and acknowledge its supremacy, and will not have 
any connection with any other Chiefs or States. 

Article 4· The Maharajah and his heirs and successors will 
not enter into negotiation with any Chief or State without the 
knowledge and sanction of the British Government ; but the 
usual amicable correspondence with friends and relations shall 
cantinue. 

Article 5· • The Maharajah and his heirs and successors 
•will not commit aggressions on any one ; if by accident and 
dispute arise with any one the settlement of it shall be submittey 
to the arbitration and award of the British Government. 

* Aitchison's Treaties Vol. iii., p. 343· 

• 
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Article 6. \Vhereas certain persons of the principality of 
Bikaneer have adopted the evil courses of highway robbers and 
banditti, and have plundered the property of many, to the great 
molestation of the peaceable subjects of both of the contracting 
parties, the Maharaja c'ngages tu c;:w:>e to be restored the 
property plunderr~rl ft 1 ~nhal)itant< 1 thr· HritJ~h tt:I dturie~~ 
npto this time, and fnr tlw fubrcc '.nt suppress the 
robbers and plunderers in his : the iVIaharajah 
be not able to effect their -'!lppn""';ion ~~,i~t:-mc~' shall be affiJrded 
on his application by the British (~overnment, in which case 
the Maharajah will pay all the expenses of force employed ; or, 
in the event of his not finding means to pay tho~e expenses, 
he will in lieu cede parts of his territory to the British Govern
ment, which, after the payment of those expenses, shall be 
restored. 

Article 7· The British Government, on the application of 
the Maharajah, will reduce to subjection the taukoors and other 
inhabitants of his principality who have revolted aml thrown off 
his authority. In this case the Maharajah will pay all the ex, 
penses of the force employed, or, in the event of not having the 
means, will, instead, cede parts of his territory to the British 
Governtnent, which shall be restored after the payment of those 
expenses. 

Article .S. The Maharaja of Bikaneer will fumish troops at 
the requisition of the British Government, according to his 
means. 

Artide 9· The ;vrahar,ljah and his heirs and successors shall 
be absolute rulers of their c0untrv, and the British jurisdiction 
shall not be introduced into that principality. 

Article IO. As it is the wish and intention of the British 
Government that the roach of Bikaneer and Bhutneer be rendered 
passable and safe for the transit of trade to and from the countries 
of Cabul and Khorasnn, etc. the Maharajah engages effectually 
to accomplish that object within his own dominions, ~o as that 
merchants shall pass with protection and safety and meet with 
no impedim"!nt; and with respect t'' custom dutie"' the estab
li~hed rates shall not be exceeded. 

* 
(Sd.) C'. T. :v!ETCALFE 

and others. 

This treaty was ratified by His Excellency the Governor
General, on the zrst March, r8r8. 
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VI. EXTRACTS FROM THE RESOLUTION AND PROCLAMA
TION REGARDING THE TRIAL OF ACCUSED PERSONS IN 
MANIPUR AND THE REGRANT OF THE MANIPUR STATE 

(DATED SIMLA, THE 21ST AUGUST, 1891). 

ln March last the Manipur State openly resisted by force 
of arms the troops of Her Majesty the Queen, Empress of 
India ; and, while this resistance was in progress, Her Majesty's 
Representative and other British Officers were seized and put 
to death. The Manipur State was thereupon occupied by a 
British force ; and the officer commanding was instructed to 
place upon their trial all persons suspected of murder or abet
ment of murder or of having acted as leaders or instigators of 
revolt. l n pursuance of this order the Regent, Kula Chandra 
.Singh, and his brothers, Tike11drajit Singh, and other persons 
were made prisoners and placed upon their trial. 

* 
The degree of subordination in which the Manipur State 

stood towards the Indian Empire has been more than once ex
plain~<! in connection with these cases ; and it must be taken tc. 
be proved conclusively that lVIanipur was a subordin:jte and 
protected State which owed submission to the Paramount 
Power, and that its forcible resistance to a lawful ortler, whether 
it be called waRillR war, treason, rebellion, or by any other 
narne, is an offence, the commission of which justifies the 
exactinn of adequate penalties from individuals concerned in 
such resistance as well as from the State as a whole. The 
pri11ciples of international law have no bearing upon the rela
tions between the Government of India as representing the 
Queen-Empress on the one hand, and the Native States under 
the Suzerainty of Her Majesty on the other. The paramount 
supremacy of the former presupposes and implies the subordi
nation of the latter. In the exercise of their high prerogatilie, 
the Government of India have, in lVIanipur as in other protected 
States the unquestioned right to remove by administrative 
cvder any person whose presence in the State may seem 
objectionable• 

Proclamation : Whereas the State of Manipur has 
recently been in armed rebellion against the authority of lier 
Majesty the Queen, Empress of India ; and whereas, d4ring such 
rebellion, Her Majesty's Representative and other officers were 
murdered at I mpbal on the 24th of March last : and whereas by 

• 
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l'roclamation bearinf:; date the Hlth April : Sr):. the authority 
·i the Re;;ent, Kula\ h«ndra ~ingb, was deciared to be at an end 
,,nd the administration of the State wa:-: assumed by the Genera) 
}fficer Cummanding Her ~\Ir.jesty's forces in .\Ianipur territory 

It is berebv notified that ~he-: :\Ianiuur :;tate il<ch become 
liable to the pe~1alty of annex?-tinP anrl ·,, nn_• .,: ''" , '''""· 

:;f the Crown _ 

It is further nntined tha: 1 f , T-,. 
-1· l ndia, has been , h;; 1 ,. i,l 

: nclian Dominions the territnrit:'' r,f t \Ll r -~tak. and 
hils graciously :1sseuted to the re-establishment of :\ative Rule: 
.mder such conditions as the Governor-General in '•mncil n~a\ 
consider desirable and in the person of s:1ch ,-uln ~.be Clm<~JJ 
nor-General in Council may select. 

VII. EXTRACTS FROM SPEECHES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
RELATING TO THE POLICY OF THE BRITISH 

GOVERNMENT TOWARDS THE NATIVE 
• STATES IN INDIA . 

• 
A. Extracts from Lord Cnrzon's Speech at the Rajkote 

Durbar in November, 1900. 

"I am a firm believer in the policy which has guarantee(i 
the integrity, has ensured the succession, and has built up the 
fortunes of the Native States. I regard the advantages accruing 
from the secure existence of those States as mutuaL l n the case 
·)f the Chiefs and the States it is obvious. . . , ... But to us also 
the gain is indubitable, since the strain of Government is there
by lessened, full scope is provided for the exercise of energies 
:hat might otherwise be lost to the government, the perils of 
excessive uniformity and undue ccntralisatioil are avoided. and 
greater administrative flexibility ensured. Sn Jr,ng a::. these 
views are held,--and I doubt if anv of mv ~ncce.,sors will evd 
repudiate thc:m,-the ::\;ttivc States .;hould tind in t'be con:;cious
ness of their security a stimulus to energy and well doing. If • 
the Native States, however, are to acccept this standard it is 
obvious that they must keep pace with the age. They cannot 
dawdle behind and act as a drag upon an inevitable progress. 
They are links in the chain of Imperial administration. It 
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would never do for the British links to be strong and the native 
Jinks to be weak and vice versa ......... !, therefore, think, ..... . 
that a very clear and positive duty devolves upon them. It is 
not limited to the perpetuation of their dynasties or the main
tenance of their Raj. They must not rest content with keeping 
things going in their time. Their duty is one, not of passive 
acceptance of an established place in the Imperial system, but 
of active and vigorous co-operation in the discharge of its <mer
ous responsibilities." 

B. Extracts from the Speech of the Earl of Minto at the 
State Banquet at Udaipur held on the 3rd of 

November, 1909.• 

"It is sometimes asked by ruling Chiefs as well as by the 
public in India and in Europe what our policy towards Native 
States is. 

I can tell you that the basis of that policy was laid down 
in Queen Victoria's Proclamation of rS58 and repeated in the 
Coronation Message of His Majesty the King Emperor. In 1858 
Queen Victoria addressed the Princes of India as follows :-

'\Ve hereby announce to the Native Princes of India. that all 
Treaties and Engagements, made with them by or under the 
authority of the Honourable East India Compa'tly are by us 
accepted, and will be scrupulously maintained : and we look 
for the like observance on their part. 

·we desire no extension of our present territorial posses
sions : and while we will permit no aggression upon our Domi
nions or Our Rights, to be attempted with impunity, we shall 
sanction no encroachment on those of others. vVe shall respect 
the Rights, Dignity, and Honour of Native Princes as Our own : 
and \Ve desire that they, as well as Our own Subjects, should 
enjoy that prosperity and that social Advancement which can 
only be secured by internal peace and good Government.' 

And 44 years later the King-Emperor wrote :-
• "To all My Feudatories and subjects throughout India I 
renew the as~urance of My regard for their liberties, of respect 

• for their dignities and rights, of interest to their welfare, which 
are the supreme aim and object of My rule and which, under the 
blessing of Almighty God, will lead to the increasing prosperity 

* Speech by H. E. the Earl of Minto, 1905-19to, published by Superin
tendent, Government l'rmting, India, 191 r p.p. 321-326. 

.. 
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of My Indian Empire, and the greater happiness of its people. 
ln pursuance of these pledges our policy is with rare exceptions, 
one of non-interference in the internal affairs of the Native States. 
But in guaranteeing their internal independence and in under 
taking their protection against external aggression it natural 
ly follows that the Imrerial Gu\'ernment has assumed a certail 
degree of responsibility for 1 he ccnndnP.'" ,,f their 
administration and could nnt t'rmsent ... , tlw r.epro<-'ch '. 
heing an indirect instrument <A misruL. l!wn ;ue disu certal! 
matters, in which it is neces~~f) for the t~o\emmcnt of T ndi;, 
to safeguard the interests of the CCJil1!llUllity a,; a whole a;, 
well as those of the paramount power, such as railways, tele
graphs, and other services of an Imperial character. Hut the 
relationship of the Supreme Government to the State is one of 
Suzerainty. 

Your Highness will, I know, recognize the difficulty that 
must exist in adhering to an uniform policy owing to tlH:· 
varying conditions of different States. It is tbis diversity of 
conditions which renders so dang-erous any attempt at complete 
uniformity and subservience to precedents. I have, therefore. 
made it a rule to avoid as far as possible the issue of general 
instruct~ns and have endeavoured to deal with questions as 
they arose with reference to existing treaties, the merits of each 
case, local cctnditions, antecedent circumstances, and the parti
cular stage of development, feudal and constitutional, of indivi
dual principalities. The foundation stone of tbe whole system 
is the recognition of identity of interests between the Imperial 
Government and Durbars and the minimum of interference with 
the latter in their own affairs." 

C. Extracts from the Speech by Lord Hardinge on February 26, 
1916, on the occasion of investing the Maharajah of 

Jodhpur with ruling powers.* 

"Our policy towards the Ruling Princes, at least during 
recent years, has been one of sympathy and trust : of symp2thy 

• with their aims and sentirnf'nts and thf'ir noble traditions : uf 
trust in their fervent loyalty to the l'erson of the King-Emperor" 
and to the Power whose protection they enjoy. \Ve have reco~
nized that if a state is to be ruled justly and well and to be the 
source of real help to the British Empire, it is only through the 
Ruler himself, supported by his Sirclars and people, that these 

" Speeches, Vol, IV, p. 219. 
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results can be obtained. Irksome restrictions on the exercise of 
Sovereign powers are apt to chafe and irritate a proud and sensi
tive spirit with results disastrous, not only to the Ruler and his 
people, but also to the Empire at large. 'liVe have, therefore, 
made it our aim to cultivate close and friendly relations with 
the Ruling Princes, to show by every means that we trust them 
and look on them as helpers and colleagues in the great task of 
~mperial rule, and so to foster in them a spirit of responsibility 
and pride in their work which no external supervision can 
produce." 

D. H. H. The Maharaja of Bikaneer's speech at the close 
of the Ruling Princes' Conference held at 

Delhi on November 10, 1917. 

Your Excellency, ........................ We are particularly 
pleased that Your Excellency decided to preside throughout 
the conference this year, and we much hope that the same may 
be possible in regard to future conferences. 'liVe gratefully 
remember that the way for these conferences was paved by Your 
Excellency's noble predecessor, Lord Hardinge, when you 
invited us to discuss the proposed Higher Chiefs' College 
Scheme. To Your Excellency we are indebted for the enlarged 
scope uf the conferences, and for yout· kind assurance t•hat you 
wish them to be annual functions during the tenure of Your 
Excellency's Viceroyalty. In your speech Your Excellency has 
referred to the recent pronouncement made by the Secretary of 
:-;tate. The royal attachment of the Ruling Princes to the King
Emperor is proverbial, and we consequently rejoice at the further 
;~ccession of strength that this pronouncement and the impen
ding political changes will bring to His Imperial Majesty's 
Empire by the enhanced loyalty, happiness and contentment of 
his Indian subjects. As Indians again, we rejoice at the inspira
tions of our fellow-countrymen in British India being thus further 
met by this sagacious act of British statesmanship. Might we 
ask Your Excellency kindly to convey to Mr. Montagu on his 
arrival here assurances of our warm welcome and our good 
wishes for the success of his mission when the views of indivi
'l:luals and associations regarding the nature of political reforms 
to be introdnced in British India are shortly to be considered by 

• Your Excellency in conjunction with the Secretary of State. 
\Ve have no doubt that you will both, also, consider questions 
connected with the Ruling Princes and the Indian States, and 
vvc trust that before the British Government come to' any deci
sion on such questions we, the Ruling Princes, will also be con-

• 

• 
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sulted. It can never be too often emphasised that we represent 
about one-third of the Indian Empire's population, and 
that no scheme for the progress of India can be regarded as 
satisfactory or complete which does not take into consideration 
questions relating to these important territories outside British 
India. \Ve feel that we, too, must keep a definite goal in front 
<)f ns, and whilst it is essentiai that our rights and provinces, our 
position as allies aud friends, gt~arantt:ed k· 11.~ hv solemn treaties 
and engagements with the British r•>ma1n unaltered. 
our States cannot afford to bd11nd in thL :1dvanu~ 
which India's association with i.d-.:ctt Brit<~! :done has rendered 
possible. 

It is for these reasons that we are now all the more anxious 
to see the early establishment of a Constitutional Chamber 
which may safeguard the interests and rights of ourselves and 
of our States. As we clearly stated last year, we have no desire 
to encroach upon the affairs of British India any more th<1n we 
we want outside interference in the affairs of our States and 
ourselves. It is hardly necessary, therefore, to repeat that we 
have no desire to claim a voice in the settlement of anv matters 
other than those relating to ourselves and our '-'tates, ~r which 
are of l01perial or common concern. . . . ~ 

The ne;d for an authoritative declaration of policy m 
regard to minority administrations was greatly felt, and the 
fact that the Government of India have stated in their resolution 
that the policy announced has the additional weight of the 
authority of His Imperial Majesty's Government will be all the 
more gratifying and reassuring. 

We listened with special attention to what Your Excellency 
stated in regard to the question of successions in our States 
and the ceremonials to be observed at the accession and coming 
of age of the Ruling Princes. We desire to express to Your 
Excellency our grateful thanks for those modifications in regard 
to the ceremonial procedure of such occasions, which have been 

• made in deference to the wishes we expressed at last year's 
conference. As the revised memorandum bas only recently • 
been placed before us, it is not possible for us to deal fully 
with any points on this occasion, but we will in due course 
address Your Excellency on the subject, \Ve appreciate 
the consideration for our convenience which prompted the 
Government of India to alter the arrangements in ;egard 
to our visits to places in British India. 

38 
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We are specially indebted to Your Excellency for securing 
the representation of the Ruling Princes at the recent Imperial 
War Cabinet and the Imperial War Conference in London, and 
we have noted with gratification Your Excellency's reference to 
our partnership in the innermost councils of the Empire. While 
offering our gratitude to Your Excellency nominating His 
Highness the Maharaja of Bikaneer to represent us, it is a matter 
of sincere gratification to us that Your Excellency's choice fell 
on one of our most distinguished members who upheld the 
traditions aud dignity of our order and justified, as we are glad 
to learn from Your Excellency's speech, your selection and the 
confidence of the Imperial Government. With Your Excell
ency's valued assistance we confidently look forward to the con
tinuation of special representation on behalf of the Ruling 
Princes in future meetings of the Imperial Cabinet and the 
Imperial Conference. 

* * • • • 
E. Extracts from H. E, Lord Chelmsford's reply. 

The Viceroy in reply said :-

Your Highnesses,-! am gratified to learn from the address 
which His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaneer has read• on your 
behalf that my decision to hold these conferences ~nually, and 
to preside over them myself, has given you satisfaction, and I 
can assure you that to myself it has been not only a source of 
enlightenment and instruction, but also a very great personal 
pleasure to preside at your gathering and to listen to your 
debates. It would not be fitting for me on this occasion to 
speak at any length on your request now again repeated, for the 
early establishment of a Constitutional Chamber to represent 
your interests in matters of Imperial or joint concern. We have 
already recognised by the institution of these annual conferences 
the need for some assemblage for the discussion of matters 
affecting yourselves, your States and your peoples and Your 
Highnesses will not have failed to notice that our deliberations 
have in practice passed beyond the domain of purely State 
affairs into that of questions having a common interest to the 
States and tO British India. I have deprecated the immediate 

• institution of a more formal assemblage with a fixed constitu
tion and strictly defined powers, for the reasons explained in my 
opening address. I do not, however, in any way wi.sh to dis
courage Your Highnesses from devoting to the subject at once 
that earnest and deliberate consideration which its paramount 

• 
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importance demands, and I can assure you that any scheme 
which you may put forward will receive the most careful and 
sympathetic consideration of my Government. It may be pos
sible to arrange for a preliminary and quite informal discussion 
of the subject towardc: the close of Mr Mrmtagn's ·;tay in 
India, and I shall lo:-;e nu time in placing before him 
your views on the subjec~ when they have been formulated. I·
the meanwhile l would suggest that you turn the matter over 
in your minds with a view to framing the outlines of a scheme 
which, while ensuring due scope for the representation of your 
views, will not infringe the principle to which you have given 
expression, namely, that the scope of any such assemblage 
which you may advocate !,hall be strictly limited to matters 
relating to yourselves and to your State~. or which are of joint 
interest to yourselves and to the Government of India. In 
framing your scheme you wilt no doubt bear in mind the 
possibility of providing that the Chamber or Council which you 
would wish to bring into being should be so constituted as to 
permit of joint consultation with the high dignitaries of British 
India. 

* il' * • * 
I rej~ice to hear that our declaration on minority adminis-

trations and on the ceremonials connected with successions 
in your Stares have met with general approval, and while 
I would deprecate any further discussion, I shall of course, 
be prepared to consider. carefully and sympathetically any 
individual representation which you may wish to address to me 
on these subjects. Your desire that the Ruling Princes 
should be specially represented in future meetings of the 
Imperial Cabinet and of the Imperial Conference will receive 
my careful attention, but this is a matter which, as Your High
nesses will recognise, raises somewhat wide issues, and I am 
not in a position at present to give any undertaking in the 
matter. I note with great satisfaction and gratitude Your 
Highnesses' assurance of your continued co-operation in tbe 
prosecution of the war, although after what you have already 

• done in this direction no such assurance was needed. The aid • 
by the great Ruling Princes towards the Imperia.! cause and 
their unflinching loyalty to the King-Emperor and his Crown, 
are matters of history, and I feel sure that when the war is over 
there will not be one among you who will not have cause to 
look back ·with legitimate pride and satisfaction to the services 
which his State has rendered to the cause of justice and 
freedom. 
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VIII. PROPOSALS REGARDING THE NATIVE STATES 
CONTAINED IN THE REPORT ON INDIAN CONSTI

TUTIONAL REFORMS BY THE RT. HON. MR. 
NONTAGU AND H. E. LORD 

CHELMSFORD. 

296. As we have said already it is impossible to deal with 

Introductory. 
the constitutional position in British India 
without also considering the problems pre

sented by the Native States. India is in fact, as well as by 
legal definition, one geographical whole. The integral con
nexion of the States with the British Empire not only consists 
in their relations to the British Crown, but also in their grow
ing interest in many matters common to the land to which they 
and the British provinces alike belong. 

297. Although compared with the British provinces the 
States are thinly populated, they comprise 

Position of the States. 
among them some of the fairest portions of 

India. The striking differences in their size, importance, and 
geographical distribution are due partly to variations of policy, 
partly to historical events, which no Government could. control. 
Wherever consolidating forces were at work before the British 
advance occurred we find that large units of territot'y were con
stituted into States ; wherever disorder or other disintegrating 
factors were at work longer, as in Bo~bay and Central India, 
we find a large number of fragmentary territories. " Political, 
as well as physical, geography bears witness to the stress of the 
destructive forces through which a country has passed." The 
policy of the British Government towards the States has chang
ed from time to time, passing from the original plan of non
intervention in all matters beyond its own ring-fence to the 
policy of "subordinate isolation " initiated by Lord Hastings ; 
which in its turn gave way before the existing conception of the 
relation between the States and the Government of India, which 
may be described as one of union and co-operation on their 

•part with the paramount power. In spite of the varieties and 
complexitie~ of treaties, engagements, and sanads, the general 
position as regards the rights and obligations of the Native States 
can be summed up in a few words. The States are guaranteed 
security from without ; the paramount power acts for them in 
relation to foreign powers and other States, and it- intervenes 
when the internal peace of their territories is seriously threaten
ed. On the other hand the States' relations to foreign powers 
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are those of the paramount power ; they share the obligation 
for the common defence ; and they are under a general respon
sibility for the good government and welfare of their territories. 

29S. :\ow let us consider what factors have been at work 

Eliect$ oi the war 
to bring the Ruling Princes into closer re· 
lations with the Government of India 

Foremost is the war. ~ o words of ours are needed to makt: 
known the services to the Empire which the States have render
ed. They were a profound surprise and disappointment to the 
enemy ; and a cause of delight and pride to those who knew 
beforehand the Princes' devotion to the Crown. \Vith one ac
cord the Rulers of the Native States in India rallied to fight for 
the Empire when war was declared; they offered their personal 
services, and resources of their States. Imperial Service Troops 
from over a score of States have fought in various fields, and 
many with great g-allantry and honour. The Princes have help
ed lavishly with men and horses, materiai and money, and some 
of them have in person served in France and elsewhere. They 
have shown that our quarrel is their quarrel ; and they have 
both learned and taught the lesson of their own indissoluble 
connexion with the Empire, and their immense value as part of 
the polity of India. 

299. For many years, however, influences more persistent 

Points of contact. 
though less forceful, than war have been at 
work to increase the range of matters in 

which the States realize their solidarity with British India. A 
perceptible process of infiltration bas been going on. \Ve h2-ve 
helped the States in times of famine ; we have lent them officers 
trained in British India to revise or supervise their revenue or 
financial administration, or to improve their agriculture and 
irrigation. Many of them have adopted our civil and criminal 
codes. Some have imitated, and even further extended, our 
educational system. Co-operation in matters c,f police and jus
tice has been developed. Our railway and telegraph systems 
have been carried through and serve many of the States. The 
Indian customs tariff is a matter of concern to all States, includ·• 
ing those which have ports of their own. It is, of. course, true 
that external influences have not affected the States equally. • 
They have not all been equally able to assimilate new principles. 
They are in all stages of development, patriarchal, feudal, or 
more advanced, while in a few States are found the beginnings 
of representative institutions. The characteristic features of all 
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of them, however, including the most advanced, are the personal 
rule of the Prince and his control over legislation and the ad
ministration of justice. Nor have any changes which have oc
curred in the least impaired the validity of the treaties which 
assured to the States their powers of internal administration. 
Indeed it may be said that in a composite society like India's, 
and in times when ideas are changing rapidly, the existence of 
States in which ideals of chivalry and personal devotion survive 
as the motive principle of government has been the more clearly 
seen to have an abiding value. The independence of the States 
in matters of internal administration carries with it the counter
obligation of non-interference in British Indian affairs. If the 
Princes were to intervene, either informally or formally, in the 
internal affairs of British India, such action would, we thiuk, be 
reasonably questioned, unless the representatives of British India 
were given a corresponding right of influencing the affairs of the 
States. On either hand, we believe, there is no desire to cross 
the frontier. Rulers ar~d politicians alike recognize that they 
are best employed in attending to their own progress. The 
obligation of mutual abstention must be always borne in mind 
in estimating the future position of the Native States in a chang
ing Indian Empire. 

• 
300. We know that the States cannot be uvaffected by 

constitutional development in adjoining 
provinces. Some of the more enlightened 

and thoughtful of the Princes, among whom are included some 
of the best-known names, have realized this truth, and have 
themselves raised the question of their own share in any scheme 
of reform. Others of the Princes-again including some 
of the most honoured names-desire only to leave matters as 
they are. We feel the need for caution in this matter. It 
would be a strange reward for loyalty and devotion to force 
new ideas upon those who did not desire them ; but it would 
be no less strange if, out of consideration for those who perhaps 
represent gradually vanishing ideas, we were to refuse to con
sider the suggestions of others who have been no less loyal and 
devoted. Looking ahead to the future we can picture India to 
ourselves on~ as presenting the external semblance of some 

• form of 'federation.' The provinces will ultimately become 
self-governing units, held together by the central Government, 
which will deal solely with matters of common conce.rn to all 
of them, But the matters common to the British provinces are 
also to a great extent those in which the Native States are 

Modern Influences. 

.. 
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interested-defence, tariffs, exchange, opium, salt, railways, and 
posts and telegraphs. The gradual concentration of the 
Government of India upon such matters will, therefore, make it 
easier for the .States, while retaining the autonomy which they 
cherish in internal matters, to enter into closer association with 
the central Government if they wish tn d') s0. Hut though we 
have no hesitation in forecasting" such 'l development as pos 
sible, the last thing that we desire i-; ;<tternpt f(Jrcc tbe 
pace. Influences are at work which need no artificirl.l stimula
tion. All that we need or can do is tn •JfJCll the dour to the 
natural development of the future. 

30I. r n this respect the trend of recent events has helped. 
The desire to give greater reality to the 

c.!i~f~.u~~.tiere~~e. the consciousness of common interests is stir-
ring among the Princes, and it is now pus· 

sible and desirable to turn it to more practical account tha11 ou; 
predecessors were able to do. Lord Lytton's proposal to consti
tute an Imperial Privy Council which should comprise some of 
the great Princes resulted only in the ephemeral and purely 
honorific body known as the Councillors of the Empress. Lord 
Dufferin's institution of Imperial Service Troops was of much 
greater "alue in giving actual and useful expression to the feel
ing of comm!Jnity of interests. Lord Curzon's plan for a Council 
of Ruling Princes and Lord Minto's schemes, first for an Im
perial Advisory Council and then for an Imperial Council of 
Ruling Princes, were suggestions only a little in advance of the 
time. The idea which attracted his two predecessors gained 
fresh life as a result of the conferences which Lord Hardinge 
held with the Princes to consider questions of higher education 
in the States. Lord Hardinge made no secret of his desire to 
seek the collective opinion of the Princes as trusted colleagues 
whenever possible on matters affecting their Order ; and in res
ponding to His Excellency's invitation Their Highnesses the 
Maharajas of Gwalior and Indore also laid stre~s upon the 
essential identity of interest between the two halves of India. 

• Lord Chelmsford carried the system of conferences further 
by utilizing them for the purpose of discussing general ques-• 
tions affecting the States as a whole ; and H;s Highness 
the Gaekwar in welcoming the new development expressed the 
hor:e that what had by that time become an annual conference 
would deyelop into a permanent Council or Assembly of 
Princes. Moreover, only last year the claim of the States to be 
heard in matters of Imperial concern were signally recognized 
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by the deputation of His Highness the Maharaja of Bikaneer to 
the meeting of the Imperial Conference and the War Cabinet. 

302. In view of the fact that constitutional changes in 
Eilectol British policy. British India may react in an important 

The term "Native manner on the Native States we have 
Stutes''. 

carefully considered their present relations 
with the Government of India. We became aware at the outset 
that, although the policy which has been followed for more 
than a century towards the States has been amply vindicated 
by the trust and confidence which the Princes as a body repose 
in the British Government, yet in some quarters uncertainty 
and uneasiness undoubtedly exist. Some Rulers are perturbed 
by a feeling that the measure of sovereignty and independence 
guannteed to them by the British Government has not been 
ac·..:orded in full, and they are apprehensive lest in process of time 
taeir individual rights and privileges may be whittled away. \Ve 
ascribe this feeling to two causes. In the first place, the expres
~;ion ''Native States" is applied now, and has been applied during 
the past century, to a collection of about seven hundred rulerships 
which exhibit widely differing characteristics, which range from 
States with full autunumy over their internal affairs to States in 
which Government exercises, through its agents, large powers of 
internal control, and even down to the owners of a .few acres of 
land. Uniformity of terminology tends to obscure distinctions of 
status ; and practice appropriate in the case of the lesser Chiefs 
may be inadvertently applied to the greater ones also. We are 
convinced that it would improve and assist future relations 
between the Crown and the States if a definite line could be 
drawn separating the Rulers who enjoy full powers of internal 
administration from the others. Our own proposals in para
graphs 306 to 31 r, infra, assume that such classification can, 
and will, after due inquiry, be effected, and are intended to 
relate only to States of the former class. 

303. In the second place, we cannot disregard the fact that 
the general clause which occurs in many • 

lt~:.vernment interven• of the treaties to the effect that the Chief 
shall remain absolute Ruler of his country 

• has not in the past precluded and does not even now preclude, 
"interference with the administration by Government through 
the agency of its representatives at the Native Co~rts." We 
need hardly say that such interference has not been employed 
in wanton disregard of treaty obligations. During the earlier 
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days of our intimate relations with the States British agents 
found themselves compelled, often against their will, to assume 
responsibility for the welf;ue of a people, to restore order from 
chaos, to prevent inhuman practices, and to guide the hand:> of 
a weak or incompetent Ruler as the rmly alternative to the 
termination of his rule So, t'1•\ at the Dre:::cnt dav. the G·overn 
ment of India acknowledge'-', a<, trnstee,. a respon~ibility (which 
the Princes themselve,; desin: t maint:un} for the proper ad 
ministration nf States durinc: :\ am , and also <tn oblig:1ticw. 
for the prevention or correction <lf Hagrdnt misgovc:rnment·. 

Moreover, we find that the position hither~o taken up 

Interpretation 
treaties. 

by Government has been that the conditiom 
oi under which some of the ttcaties were exe 

cuted have undergone material changes, 
and the literal fulfilment of particular obligations which they 
impose has become impracticable. Practice has been based on 
the theory that treaties must be read as a whole, and that they 
must be interpreted in the light of the relations established bet· 
ween the parties not only at the time when a particular treat) 
was made, but subsequently. The rc.~ult is that there has Rrown 
up around the treaties a body of case-law which anyone who 
is anxious to appreciate the precise nature of existing relations 
must explQre in Government archives and in text boob. The 
Princes, viewing the application of this case-law to their indivi
dual relations with Government, are uneasy as to its ultimate: 
effect. They fear that usage and precedent may· be exercising 
a levelling and corroding influence upon the treaty rights of 
individual States, 

305. It is thus clear tbat some ambiguity and misunder
standing exist as lr • the exact position. 

Need for re•examina· 1'h G f I 1' I I d tion of the position. e overnment o nc Ia 1as a rea y 
taken cognizance of this, and is affording 

opportunity for the verification of any specific complaints that 
may be made. \Ve do not desire to say anything that might 

• prejudice the issue of these inquiries. In the meanwbile, bow
ever, we suggest that the time has come when it would be \~~Cll 
to review the situation, of course only by consent of parties, not 
necessarily with a view to any change of policy, but in ordet 
to simplify, standardize, and codify existing practice for the 
future .. Before we pass on to state our own proposals we wish 
to say that we think that the Princes should be assured in the 
fullest and freest manner that no constitutional changes which 
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may take place will impair the rights, dignities, and privileges 
secured to them by treaties, sanads and engagements, or by 
established practice. 

306. VVe have explained how, on various occasions in 

A Council of Prince.;. 
recent years, the Princes have met in con
ference at the invitation of the Viceroy. 

These conferences have been of great value in assistipg in the 
formulation of the Government's policy on important matters 
like minority administration and succession, and promoting 
interest in such questions as scientific agriculture and commer
cial and agricultural statistics. The meetings have given the 
Princes the opportunity of informin~ the Government as to 
their sentiments and wishes, of broadening their outlook, and of 
conferring with one another, and with the Government. But 
although the meetings have in the last few years been regular 
they depend upon the invitation of the Viceroy; and our first 
proposal is to replace them by the institution of a Council of 
Princes. We wish to call into existence a permanent consulta
tive body. There are questions which affect the States gene
rally, and other questions which are of concern either to the 
Empire as a whole, or to British India and the States in com
mon, upon which we conceive that the opinion of such <f body 
would be of the utmost value. The Viceroy would refer such 
questions to the council, and we should have the advantage of 
their considered opinion. We think it is all-important that the 
meetings should be regular, and that ordinarily the council 
should meet once a year to discuss agenda approved by the 
Viceroy. Any member of the council, or the council as a whole, 
might request the Viceroy to include in the agenda any subject 
on which discussion was desired. If questions of sufficient 
importance arose in the intervals between the annual meetings 
~e Princes might suggest to the Viceroy that an extraordinary 
meeting should be held. We contemplate that the Viceroy 
should be president, and should as a rule preside, but that in 
his absence one of the Princes should be chairman. The rules 
of business would be framed by the Viceroy, after consultation 
wi"h the Princes, who might perhaps from time to time suggest 
modifications in the rules. We believe that most of the Princes 
cjesire to see such a council created, although some of the most 
eminent among them have not taken part in the conferences in 
1916 and 1917. The direct transaction of business betw!!en the 
Government of India and any State would, of course, not be 
affected by the institution of the council. ·we have used the 

• 
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name "Council of I)rinces" to describe the body which we desire 
to see instituted. \Ve have had difficulty, however, in finding 
a name anprnuriate to such a unique assemblv. \Ve wish to 
avoid a desig~ation associated with other institutions, and 
to find one which will connote the real position of this body 
of Rulers, with the representative of the King·Emperor as 
chairman. From both these points of view the terms Council, 
or Chamber, or House of Princes, are open to criticism. There 
is much to be -;aid in favour of an lnchan name for an Indian 
body which, from lhe circdnbt<u>cc::; ·.::· th.- .·;;se w•mld exist 
nowhere else. but it woiild be ncces:-.arv t•' dw< •St~ une not 
peculiarly as~ociated histurkail) dther. with l !indu"> 'lr with 
Muhammadans. \\'hiie therefure wt: hav~.· adopted tbe term 
Council for temporary purposes we hope that d.iscussion may 
produce some happier alternative. 

307. It has been represented to us that difficulties have 
occurred in the past by reason of the fact 

01 t~!~~~~c'i1. committee that the Political Department comes to 
decisions affectin~; the ~ ative States 

without being in a position to avail itself of the advice of those 
who are in a position to know from their own personal experi
ence O( the history of their States the right course to pursue. 
On matters of custom and usage in particular we feel that such 
"!dvice wou.ld be of great value, and would help to ensure sound 
decisions. Our second proposal therefore is that the Council 
of Princes should be invited annually to appoint a small stand
ing committee, to which the Viceroy or the Political Depart
m-ent might refer such matters. \Ve !leed hardly say that no 
referen<.<e affecting any individual State would be made to the 
committee ~vithout the concurrence of its Ruler. The Council 
of Princes mi§"ht appoint to the standing committee not only 
Princes but also Dewans or Ministers, who were willing to 
place their servic\es at the disposal of the Viceroy when called 
upon for advice. This machinery is based on the principle of 
consultation which iH so many matters underlies our recommen
dations in regard to Britis1~ India. 

308. Our next proposal is concerned with disputes whM:h 
may arise between two or more States, or 

Commissions ot in.. b t c l J 1 G t quiry into disputes. e ween a .:Jtate a no a oca, overnmen. 
or the Government of India, and with a 

situation caused when a State is dissatisfied with the ruling of 
the Government of India or the advice of any of its local 
representatives. J n such cases tlwre exists at the present 
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moment no satisfactory method of obtaining an exhaustive 
and judicial inquiry into the issues, such as might satisfy the 
States, particularly in cases where the Government of India 
itself is involved, that the issues have been considered in an 
independent and impartial manner. Whenever, therefore, in 
such cases the Viceroy felt that such an inquiry was desirable, 
we recommend that he should appoint a commission, on which 
both parties would be represented, to inquire into the matter 
in dispute and to report its conclusions to him. If the Viceroy 
were unable to accept the finding, the matter would be referred 
for decision by the Secretary of State. The commission that 
we have in mind would be composed of a judicial officer of 
rank not lower than a high court judge and one nominee of 
each of the parties concerned. 

309. In another class of cases we have a similar proposal 
to make. It bas happened, and we con

mls:.:'n~u~~~o cases of ceive that it may happen though rarely 
in the future, that the question arises of 

depriving the Ruler of a State of his rights, dignities, and 
powers, or of debarring from succession a member of his family. 
If such cases occur in the future we think that they should be 
always referred to a commission to be appointed by the Viceroy 
to advise him. It should consist of five member~ including 
ordinarily a high court judge and two Ruling Prtnces. The 
names of the commissioners should be intimated in advance to 
the defendant before they were appointed ; and the proceedings 
of the commission should be made public only if the defendaqt 
so desired. , 

3ro. Our two remaining proposals bear a dir.~ct relation 
to our constitutional scher:ri1e for British 

ve~~~!1~;'~(·~~~:~e Go· India. We recommend tlnat as a general 
principle all important States should be 

placed in direct political relations with. the Government 
of India. \Ve feel that the necessity of communicating 
with the central Government through two, or even more, 
il\termediaries is an obstructi0n to good understanding 
and a great ob.,stacle to business. The present position is that 
.while faur large States and one: small State deal directly with 
the Government of India through their Resident, there are in 
the Central India Agency sorne 150 States and in the Rajputana 
Agency some 20 States and in Baluchistan 2 States unoer the 
Agents to the Governor-General. The remaining States are in 

• 
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political relations with local Governments. :V1adras deals with 
S States ; Bombay with over 3 50 ; Bengal with 2 ; the United 
Provinces with 3 ; the Punjab with 34 ; Burma with 52 ; Bihar 
e~nd Orissa with 26 ; the Central Provinces with I 5 · and Assam 
with I6. \Ve have already laid stress in our report upon the 
need in domestic affairs for dividing matters of all-Indian, 
from those of provincial, concern. :Now on general grounds the 
relations between the States and Government are clearly a 
matter for the central Government and where this prmciple 
has been departed from it has been nn grounds of history or 
-:onvenience. It seem.~ tl, ll;; that the ,·1nnging conditions of the 
time afford strong reason for affirmin~ the principle, b0th 
because the institution of a Council of Princes will give greater 
solidarity to the views of the States, and also because the 
growth of responsibility in provincial Governments will to 
some extent unfit them to act in political matters as mere 
agents for the Government of India. There will, we recognize, 
be difficulty in some cases where the territories of the States 
and British provinces intersect, but such obstacles are not in
surmountable. As a general principle, therefore, we recommend 
that all important States should be placed in direct political 
relatio~ with the central Government. \Ve do not intend, of 
course, that the Durbars should write direct to the Political 
Secretary, b~t that there should, wherever possible, be only one 
political officer through whom the State would correspond with 
the Government of India. This is already the case with the 
States of Hyderabad, Baroda, Mysore and Kashmir. In other 
cases, it will be necessary to revise the existing arrangements 
by which correspondence passes through a local Political Agent 
or Resident to an Agent to the Governor-General or a local 
Government and thence to the Government of India. Where the 
authority immediately subordinate to the Government of India 
is an Agent to the Governor-General the choice lies generally 
between abolishing the offices of local Political Agents or 
Residents, while transferring their functions to the Agent to the 
Governor-General, with an increased .~taff of assistants, and 
abolishing the post of Agent to the Governor-General, while 
retaining Residents accredited to States, or grol!,ps of States. 
In other cases, instead of abolishing either tht~ /~q.;ent to the • 
Governor-General or the Resident, where both officers exist, 
the Residents of particular States might be allowed to commu
nicate ditect with the Government of India, sending a copy of 
such communications to the Ae-ent to the Governor-General for 
his information. The future position of other States which are 
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now in relation with provincial Governments cannot be deter
mined immediately since both the wishes of the Durbars, and 
also the administrative advantages must be considered. It may 
be that the Government of India will assume direct relations 
with these States, or that they may be left for the time being 
in relation with the provincial Governments ; but in the latter 
case it seems to us that the head of the province should in each 
case act in his relations with the States as agent for the central 1" 
Government, and that relations with the Native States should 
not be matters of provincial concern in the sense that they are 
intended ever to be transferred to the control of the legislative 
council. 

31 I. Our last proposal is intended to provide some means 
of deliberation between the Government of 

Joint deliberation on 
matters of common in· India and the Princes on matters of com-
terest. mon interest to both, and so to ensure that 
as far as possible decisions affecting India as a whole shall be 
reached after the views of the Durbars have been taken into 
account. In the past it certainly has occasionally happened 
that the States were vitally affected by decisions taken without 
reference to them ; and yet no machinery for such cq,llective 
consultation with them has hitherto existed. It seems to us that 
they have a clear right to ask for it in the future.• We have 
abandoned for the present all consiueration of suggestions that 
the Ruling Princes, or some representatives o ·· their Order, 
should be members of the Council of State. Not. onlY' would 
this at the present stage infringe the doctrine of non-interfer
ence on the part of the Princes in the affairs of British India, 
but we are satisfied that few, if any, of the Princes themselves 
are ready for such a step. On the other hand, i.t seems to us 
that, when a Council of Princes has been established, and when 
a Council of State and a Privy Council have been created, the 
machinery will exist for bringing the senatorial institutiuns of 
British India into closer relations when necessary with the 
Rulers of the Native States. Matters affecting the Native 
States generally, or the Native States and British India in com
mon, or the Empire, might, as we have seen, be referred to the 
Council of Pnnces. It would thus be possible for the Viceroy, 

• when he thought fit, to arrange for joint deliberation and dis
cussion between the Council of State and the Council of Princes, 
or between representatives of each body. He might a.lso invite 
members of the Council of Princes to serve on committees of the 
Privy Council, 

• 
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3 i ' With these Hld1cations of the position to be occupied 
by the ."Jative States in future we may rest 

Future position of the content. \ Ve believe that the trend of 
States. 

events must draw them still closer into the 
orbit of the Empire ; we think that the process need give rise to 
no alarm lest their internal autonomy be threatened. We need 
not conceal our conviction that the processes at work in British 
India cannot leave the States untouched and must in time 
cdfect even those whose ider~s and institutions are of the most 
conservative and feudal character Hut iu that respect there 
can be no intention or desire to accelerate growth by artificial 
means. \Ve believe that our proposals will afford satisfaction 
to the progressive Rulers while respecting the legitimate desire 
of those less advanced to go forwarr1 at their own pace . 

• 



PART VIII. 

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE REPRESENT
ATION OF INDIA IN THE IMPERIAL 

CONFERENCE. 

I. THE HON'BLE MR. M. SHAFI'S RESOLUTION 
IN THE INDIAN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

(22ND SEPTEMBER, 1915.) 

Khan Bahadur M. M. Shafi moved :-"That this Council 
recommends to the Governor-General in Council that a repre
sentation be sent, through the Right Hon'ble the Secretary 
of State, to His Majesty's Government urging that India should, 
in future, be officially represented in the Imperial Conference." 

II. EXTRACTS FROM THE SPEECH OF LORD HARDINGE 
AT A MEETING OF THE INDIAN LEGISLATIV~ 

COUNCIL, DATED 22nd. SEPTEMBER, 1915, 
ON THE ABOVE RESOLUTION. • 

"It has been a source of profound satisfaction to me that it 
has been within my power to accept for discussion the very 
moderate and sbtesman\ike Resolution, happily devoid of all 
controversial character, that has been proposed by the 
Hon'ble Mr. Muhammad Shafi, and it is a matter of still greater 
satisfaction and pleasure to me to be able to announce that the 
Government of India gladly accept this important Resolution, 
which has their warmest sympathy, and, if it is accepted by the 
Council as a whole the Government will readily comply with 
the recommendation contained therein. 

We have all listened with deep interest to Mr. Muhammad 
..Shafi's eloquent speech, and it is a real pleasure to the Govern
ment of India to be able to associate themselves with his 

• Resolution. 

Before proceeding further, it would be as well that I 
should recapitulate what has taken place at Imperial Confer
ences in the past, and define the actual constitution o"f the Con
ference as created by the Governments who have hitherto been 
represented in it. 

r 

• 
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It was due to the presence in London, in 1887, of the 
Premiers of the various self-governing Dominions, representing 
their countries at the celebration of the Tubilee of the late 
Queen Victoria, that the idea of a Colonial Conference first took 
practical shape, and similar meetings took place in I 897, 1902, 
1907 and 191 I. At the earlier meetings. the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies presided. 

In 1887, the Secretary of ::-itate 
formal opening meetings Gf tl:t 
subsequent proceedings neither he 
J ndian interests was present. 

f(ll india attended the 
' 1 ·,·.,;fereonce hut at 

representative of 

At the meetings of the luluniiil ,_L;nfen:ncc htJd 1n 1807 
and 1902, the Secretary of State for India neither attended nor 
was represented. 

In 1907, by arrangement between Lord Morley, then 
Secretary of State for India, and the Prime Minister, Sir James 
Mackay, now Lord lnchcape, was permitted to attend the 
meetings in the absence of Lord Morley, not as a member of 
the Conference nor as the representative of India, but on 
behalf of the India Office, and "with a view to the representa
tion of .J.ndian interests" and in a debate upon Colonial prefer
ence, Sir James addressed the Conference at some length, 
explaining tke Free Trade principles on which the economic 
situation in India is based. 

In that year a new constitution was :~.pproved by the Con
ference for its future gatherings. 

Henceforth it was to be known as the I rnperial Confer
ence, and was to be, in the words of a Resolution passed by the 
Conference, 'a periodical meeting for the discussion of matters 
of common interest between His Majesty's Government and 
His Governments of the self-governing Dominions beyond the 
seas.' With the change of title additional importance was given 
to the Assembly by the assumption of the Presidency by the 
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. 

The Members of the Conference, as then and now consti-"' 
tuted, are the Prime :Minister of the lTnited KiT1gdom, the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies and the Prime Ministers of • 
the self-governing Dominions, but again in the words of the 
Resolution, 'such other Ministers, as the respective Governments 
may appoint, will also be members of the Conference, it being 

39 
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understood that, except by special permission of the Conference, 
each discussion will be conducted by not more than two repre
sentatives from each Government, and each Government will 
have only one vote." 

'' '" , .. -~'"·" ' . 

At the Imperial Conference of 1911, the Secretary of 
State for India was present at a meeting, but India herself 
had no recognised place in the Conference. 

Representation is, therefore, at present confined to the 
United Kingdom and the self-governing Dominions, and no one 
can now attend the Conference as a Representative except a 
Minister, Further, alterations in the constitution of the Confer
ence are made only by, and at, the Conference itself: and, if 
precedent be followed, take effect only at the next succeeding 
Conference. From this statement of the actual constitution of 
the Imperial Conference, you will see that the ultimate decision 
upon the representation of India at the next meeting of the 
Conference rests with the Conference itself. It is of course 
premature to consider the manner in which the representation 
of India, if admitted, should be effected, but prz'ma facie it would 
appear reasonable that India should be represented by the 
Secretary of State and one or two representatives nominated by 
the Secretary of State in consultation with the Vicerey, such 
nominees being ordinarily selected from officials resident or 
serving in India. The present practice of the Imperial Confer
ence excludes non-official representatives. It would of course 
be incumbent on these nominees to act in the Conference in 
conformity with the policy and wishes of the Secretary of 
State. Just as in the case of the self-governing Dominions, 
the Ministers accompanying the Prime Ministers have to 
take their policy from him, and the constitutional position of the 
Secretary of State is infinitely superior. 

I have thought it desirable to put before you all the 
difficulties and obstacles that present themselves to the attain
ment of the object that we all desire and have in view. At the 
same time I am authorised by His Majesty's Government, 

-while preserving their full liberty of judgment and without com
mitting ther:p either as to principles or details, to give an under-

• taking that an expression of opinion from this Imperial Legis
tive Council, in the sense of the Resolution that is now before 
us, will receive most careful consideration on their part, as 
expressing the legitimate interest of the Legislative <;::ouncil in 
an Imperial question, although the ultimate decision of His 

, 

• 

• 
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Majesty's Government must necessarily depend largely on the 
attitude of other members of the Conference. 

This is, I venture to think, all that we can reasonably 
expect at the present time, and that such a pledge is eminently 
satisfactory as showing due consideration for the claims of 
India. We can only hope, with trust and confidence, that, when 
the right moment arrives, these flaims may merit the approval 
and support of His Majesty's Gnvernmeut :.1.nd receive sympa· 
thetic consideration from the Governments of the seff.governitw 
Dominions. · '~ 

\Ve have no knowledge of the date when the next Imperial 
Conference will be held, nor what form it will take. But much 
has already happened, since the last Conference was held in 
191 r, which will leave a lasting mark upon the British Empire, and 
it is to me inconceivable that 'ltatesmen of such distinguished 
ability and far-seeing patriotism as the Premiers and Ministers 
of the Self-governing Dominions will not have realised, from 
recent events, the great and important position that India 
occupies amongst the various Dominions and Dependencies com
posing the British Empire. It is true that India is not a self. 
governing Dominion, but that seems hardly a reason why she 
should not be suitably represented at future Conferences. India's 
size, populatitm, wealth, military resources, ancl, lastly, her pat
riotism demand it. No Conference can afford to debate great 
Imperial issues in which India is vitally concerned, and at the 
same time to disregard her. To discuss questions affecting the 
defence of the Empire, without taking India into account, would 
be to ignore the value and interests of the greatest Military asset 
of the Empire outside the United Kingdom. So also in trade, 
to discuss questions affecting commerce within the Empire, 
without regard to India, would be to disregard England's best 
customer. To concede the direct representation of India at 
future Imperial Conferences does not strike me as a very revo. 
lutionary or far-reaching concession to make to Indian public 
opinion and to India's just claims, and I feel confident that if. 
and when, this question is placed in its true light before the Go-• 
vernments of the self-governing Dominions they will regard it 
from that wider angle of vision from which we hope other 
Indian questions may be viewed in the near future, so that tbe 
people of India may be made to feel that they really are, in the 
words of Mr. Asquith, 'conscious members of a living partr.er
ship all over the world under the same flag'." 
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111. EXTRACTS FROM LORD HARDINGE'S SPEECH IN 
THE INDIAN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL ON 

THE 24TH MARCH, 1916. 

"As regards the position of India within the Empire, the 
announcement which I made in this Council last September to 
the effect that India's demand to be represented in future on 
Imperial Conferences would be .. sympathetically considered by 
His Majesty's Government is, I think, likely to become historic, 
for it marks the beginning of a new era, and the growth of more 
liberal ideas in regard to India not previously entertained. At 
the same time the reception by the Colonial Press of the resolu
tion relating to the representation of India at the next Imperial 
Conference, proposed in this Council last September by the 
Hon'ble Mr. Muhammad Shafi and unanimously accepted, was 
most encouraging, and was a good indication of the change in 
the angle of vision of our fellow-subjects in the Dominions 
towards India, and the place that India should hold in the 
Councils of the Empire. I feel confident that the statesmen of 
the self-governing Dominions, recognising the splendid services 
rendered by India to the Empire during the war, will generous
ly seek a modification of the constitution of the Imperial Con
ference, so as to admit the properly accredited represttntatives 
of India to sit side by side with them at the Imperial Counci) 
table on terms of equality. I rejoice in ·this matler to leave 
India with high opportunity before her to take her place, a 
just and proud place, in the Empire. 

IV. EXTRACTS FROM THE SPEECH OF RT. HON. MR. LLOYD 
GEORGE IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON DECEMBER 19, 1916. * 
Speaking in the House of Commons on December 19. 

1916, Mr. Lloyd George said:-

"We feel that the time has come when the Dominions 
ought to be more formally consulted as to the progress and 

.course of the war and as to the steps that ought to be taken 
to secure vjctory, and as to the best methods of garnering in 

• these fruits. We propose, therefore, 3.t an early date, to summon 
an Imperial Conference, to place the whole position before the 
Dominions, to take counsel with them as to what further action 

• London Times dated 20th December 1916. 

f 

• 
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they and we should take together in order to achieve an early 
and complete triumph for the ideals they and we have so 
superbly fought for." 

V. EXTRACTS FROM THE LONDON "TIMES" OF 
DECEMBER 27, 1916. 

The Secretary of State for the Colonies communicated the 
following copy of a telegram 'cnt by him tu the self-governing 
Dominions on December .?5, H)I6 :-

" I wish to explain that what His Majesty's Government 
contemplate is not a session of the ordinary Imperial Confer
ence, but a special \Var Conference of the Empire. They, 
therefore, invite your Prime Ministers to attend a series of 
special and continuous meetings of the \Var Cabinet, in order 
to consicier urgent questions affecting the prosecution of the 
war, the possible conditions on which, in agreement with our 
A!lies, we could assent to its termination, and the problems 
which will then immediately arise. For the purpose of these 
meetings Your Prime lV[inister would be a member of the War 
Cabinet. . 

In view of the extreme urgency of the subjects of discus
sion, as weM as of their supreme importance, it is hoped that 
Your Prime Minister may find it possible, in spite of the serious 
inconvenience involved, to attend at an early date, not later 
than the end of February. While His Majesty's Government 
earnestly desire the presence of Your Prime Minister himself, 
they hope that if he sees insuperable difficulties he will care
fully consider the question of nominating a substitute, as they 
would regard it as a serious misfortune if any Dominions were 
left unrepresented.'' 

The Secretary of State for India sent a telegram to Lord 
Chelmsford, communicating the intention of Ffis Majesty's 
Government to hold a special \Var Conference of the Empire, 

• and adding :- • 

"His Majesty's Government have invited the -Secretary of 
State for India to represent India at these sittings of the War • 
Cabinet, of which for that purpose f shall be a member. I 
desire the assistance of two gentlemen specially selected for the 
purpose ih consultation with you as foreshadowed in Lord 
Hardinge's speech in the Legislative Council on September 
22, 1915." 
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VI. EXTRACTS FROM H. E. LORD CHELMSFORD'S 
SPEECH IN THE INDIAN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 

(FEBRUARY 7TH, 1917,)* 

"His Majesty's Government, as you know, have decided to 
convene a special War Conference in London in order to consi
der urgent questions affecting the prosecution of the war, the 
possible conditions on which in agreement with our Allies, we 
could assent to its termination, and the problems which will 
then immediately arise. As Members are aware, His Majesty's 
Government have invited the Secretary of State for India to 
represent India and the Secretary of State has appointed, in 
consultation with the Government of India, three gentlemen to 
assist him at that Conference. 

Criticism has been made of the method of representation 
and the manner of selection of India's special delegates. I think 
our critics have misapprehended the nature of the Conference 
and of the representation. The conference is of the Mother 
Country, the Dominions and India. Each dominion is repre
sented by its Prime Minister, and has but one voice in the Confer
ence, but the Prime Ministers are permitted to bring wi>th them 
such other Ministers as they may desire and may invite these 
Ministers to speak on behalf of the Dominions on al'ly particular 
question. It is obvious that in the case of India, so long as the 
Secretary of State is directly responsible to Parliament for the 
policy ofthe Indian Government, the Secretary of State must 
be the head of the Indian delegation, and the policy pro
pounded by India must be the policy of the Secretary of State 
in Council, but I have the Secretary of State's assurance that he 
will be glad to have his colleagues from India to speak, when
ever possible on behalf of India. 

The Conference then being a Conference of Governments, 
it follows that the responsibility for the choice of the represen
tative must rest with the Government. No Government could 

tdivest itself from that responsibility, and so in the case of India, 
the Secretary of State, in consultation with the Government of 

• India, has chosen the three gentlemen whose names you know. 
The choice in fact goes beyond the promise made by Lord 
Hardinge in his speech of 22nd September, 1915 to which I 
would refer Hon'ble Members". 

" The Gazette of India, February 17, 1917. 

• 
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I am sorry to think that the enormous importance of the 
decision taken by His Majesty's Government stands in danger 
of being minimized and discounted by hasty and not very well
informed criticism. As the French proverb has it :-'lt is the 
first step which counts'-and India has been admitted to-day 
for the first time to a place of honour at the Council table of 
the Empire. It marks :1 point in the history of India, which, 
though it may not be "een 11.1 its !Hlt pcrspectivt: tc•-rlr~r. wilL 
[ have no hesitation he the beginning of a IJC\\ 

Chapter in India's history under the Imperial flag. 
Our three representatives have been chosen 1 bey em 

bark shortly. They are, I think you will all agree, men who will 
rise to the height of India's opportunity, and do India credit 
on the new stage to which she is summoned. 

May they so bear themselves that from these early 
beginnings may spring a full and generous interrretation of 
India's future within the Empire: I have every confidence that 
by their talents they will establish India's claim to retain at the 
Council of Empire the place which was first won for her by the 
loyalty of her people and the gallantry of her soldier-sons when 
the Erppire lay under the shadow of the Great War." 

VII. RESOLUTION REGARDING REPRESENTATION OF 
INDIA IN THE IMPERIAL WAR CONFERENCE. 

(APRIL 22ND, 1917). 

His Excellency the Viceroy received the following telegram 
from the Secretary of State for India, which was published 
for general information :-

"I have great pleasure in transmitting to Your Excellency 
the following resolution, unanimously passed by the Imperial 
War Conference, on the motion of Sir R. Borden, seconded by 
Mr. Massey: 'The Imperial \Var Council desire to place on 
record its view that the resolution of the Imperial Conference 
of April 2oth, 1907, should be modifierl to permit of India being 
fully represented at all future Imperial Conferences, and that 
necessary steps should be taken to secure the. assent of the 
various Governments in order that the next Imperial Conference. 
may be summoned and constituted accordingly.' 

As explained by Lord Hardinge in the Legislative Council 
on September zznJ, 1915, the constitution of the Imperial 
Conference was fixed by the Conference itself and can only 
be altered by the consent of all tl.e governments concerned. 
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The present Conference, being summoned exceptionally and for 
a special purpose, did not feel competent to alter the constitu 4 

tion of the ordinary Conferences, but Your Excellency will be 
gratified by their ready acceptance of the claim to representa
tion preferred by your Government and by the recommendation 
made by them to the governments concerned. His Majesty's 
Government will take necessary steps to carry out this resolu 4 

tion." 

VIII. EXTRACTS FROM THE SPEECH OF THE RT. BON. 
MR. LLOYD GEORGE IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS. 

(MAYJ8, 1917). 

I think that I ought to report to the House a very impor
tant decision that was arrived at as a sequel to the recent 
meeings of the Imperial War Cabinet. It is desirable that 
Parliament should be officially and formally acquainted with an 
event that will constitute a memorable landmark in the. consti
tutional history of the British Empire. The House will remem
ber that in December last His Majesty's Government invited 
the Prime Ministers or leading Statesmen of the overseas 
Dominions and of India to attend the sittin~s both .of the 
Cabinet and of an Imperial \Var Conference to be held in this 
country. It is to the former body, which assembled' in March 
and held 14 sittings before separately, that I desire to refer. 

The British Cabinet became for the time being an Imperi
al War Cabinet. \Vhile it was in session its overseas members 
had access to all the information which was at the disposal of 
his Majesty's Government and occupied a status of absolute 
equality with that of the members of the British War Cabinet. 
It had prolonged discussions on all the most vital aspects of 
Imperial policy, and came to important decisions in regard to 
them-decisions which will enable us to prosecute the war with 
greatest unity and vigour, and will be of the greatest value 
when it comes to the negotiation of peace. 

• I should like to add on behalf of the Government that fresh 
minds and nelV points of view which our colleagues from over the 

• seas had brought to bear upon the problems with which we 
have been so long engrossed have been an immense help to 
us all. 

The Imperial \Var Cabinet was unanimous thaf the new 
procedure had been of such service not only to all it members 
but to the Empire that it ought not to be allowed to fall into 

• 
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desuetude. Accordingly, at the last session I proposed formally 
on behalf of the British government, that meetings of an Im· 
perial Cabinet should be held annually, or at any intermediate 
time when matters of urgent Imperial concern require to be 
settled, and that the Imperial Cabinet should consist of the 
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and such of his col
leagues as deal specially with Imperial affairs, of the Prime 
Minister of each of the Dominions, or ~orne specially accrt:diteti 
alternate possessed of equal authority, and of a representativ"" 
of the Indian people to be appointed by the government ot 
India. This proposal met with the cordial approval of the 
overseas representatives, and we hope that the holding of an 
annual Imperial Cabinet to discuss foreign affairs and other 
aspects of Imperial policy will become an accepted convention 
of the British constitution. 

I ought to add that the institution in its present form is 
extremely elastic. It grew, not by design, hut out of the neces
sities ofthe war. The essence of it is that the responsible 
heads of the governments of the Empire, with those Ministers, 
who are specially entrusted with the conduct of lmperial policy. 
should meet together at regular intervals to confer about foreign 
policy and matters connected therewith, and come to decision 
in regard to them which, subject to the control of their own 
Parliaments, they will then severally execute. By this means 
they will be able to obtain full information about all aspect~; of 
Imperial affairs, and to determine by consultation together the 
policy of the Empire in its most vital aspects, without infringing 
in any degree the autonomy which its parts at present enjoy. To 
what constitutional developments this may lead we did not 
attempt to settle. * • * \Ve felt, however, that the experiment 
of constituting an Imperial Cabinet, in which India was re
presented, had been so fruitful in better understanding and in 
unity of purpose and action that it ought to be perpetuated, and 
we believe that this proposal will commend itself to the judg
ment of all the nations of the Empire" 

IX. EXTRACTS FROM H. E. LORD CHELMSFORD'S SPEECH • 
IN THE INDIAN LEGISLATIVE COUNC.-L.' 

(5TH SEPTEMBER. 1917.) 

"The position (,f India within the Empire has obviously 
the first claim on our attention. You wiii perhaps remember 
what Lord Hardinge said in his speech of 22nd September 
19r 5 to this Council-
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'From this statement of the actual constitution of the 
Imperial Conference you will see that the ultimate decision 
upon the representation of India at the next meeting of the 
Conference rests with the Conference itself. It is of course 
premature to consider the manner in which the representation 
of India, if admitted, should be effected, butprinza facie it 
would appear reas.:>nable that India should be represented . by 
the Secretary of State and one or two representatives nominated 
by the Secretary of State in consultation with the Viceroy, 
such nominees being ordinarily selected from officials resident 
or serving in India.' 

The next step, was taken when His Majesty's Government 
decided at the beginning of this year to convene a special War 
Conference in London and the Secretary of State, in consulta
tion with the Government of India nominated His Highness 
the Maharaja of Bikaneer, the Hon'ble Sir James Meston, and 
Sir Satyendra Sinha as his colleagues in the representation 
of India-a notable advance on the representation which Lord 
Hardinge foreshadowed. In alluding to this subject I said at 
our last session-

' I am sorry to think that the enormous impol'tance of 
the decision taken by His Majesty's Governmevt stands in 
danger of being minimised and discounted by hasty and not 
very well-informed criticism. As the French proverb has it, 
'it is the first step which counts,' and India has been admitted 
to-day for the first time to a place of honour at the Council 
table of the Empire. It marks a point ill the history of India 
which, though it may not be seen in its true perspective to-day 
will, I have no hesitation in saying, be the beginning of a new 
chapter in India's history under the Imperial flag.' 

I think I can claim to-day that events have proved me 
to be right. 

An Imperial Cabinet, it is now announced, is to meet 
oncea year. India is to be represented in this Cabinet and one 

.,representative from India is to attend the Cabinet in the same 
way that one representative attends from each self-governing 
Dominion. • 

The status of India in the Empire is thus fully recognised 
and an advance has been made such indeed as might have been 
hoped for, but was scarcely to be expected a year ago." 

• {The Gazette of India Sept. 15, 1917.) 

• 
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X. EXTRACTS FROM THE SPEECH OF THE HON'BLE SIR 
WILLIAM VINCENT IN THE INDIAN LEGISLATIVE 

COUNCIL ON MARCH 19, 1918. 

The l1on'ble Sir William Vincent said :-"Sir. in answe. 
ring this Resolution,• I think there is very little to add tn what 
was said by His I:;:xcellt>ncv when hr ;ddre;;,;ed thJs Council 
nri the 7th of Februar.r. T1)1 ;:', ,lnd I wlli ask the ('ouncil til 
bear with me while r read what \u me to be the relevant 
portions of that speech. lll:o then said --

'CriticJsm has been made of the method of representation and the 
manner of selection of India's special delegates. I think our critics have 
misapprehended the nature of the Conference and of the representation. 
The Conference is of the Mother Country, the Dominions and India. 
Each Dominion is represented by it-s Prime Minister, and has but one 
voice in the Conference, but the Prime Ministers are permitted to bring 
with them such other Ministers as they may desire, and may invite these 
Ministers to speak on behalf of the Dominions on any particular question. 
It is obvious that in the case of India, so long as the Secretary of State 
is directly responsible to Parliament for the policy of the Indian Govern· 
ment, the Secretary of State must be the head of the Indian dele~-:ation, 
and the policy propounded by India must be the poky of the Secretary 
of State in Council, hut I have the Secretary of State's assurance that he 
will be g.lad to leave his colleagues from lndta to speak, whenever possible, 
on behalf of India. 

The Con~rence then being a Conference of Government, it follows 
that the responsibility for the choice of the representatives must rest with 
the Government. No Government could divest itself from that responsibi
lity, and so in the case of India, the Secretary of State, in consultation 
with the Government of India, has chosen the three gentlemen whose 
names you know. The choice in fact goes beyond the promise made by 
Lord Hardinge in his speech of nnd September, 1918. 

"The next paper to which I would refer in this connection 
is the declaration of the Prime Minister in the House of Com
mons. I have only a telegraphic summary of it. It is dated 
the 18th of May, 1917. He began by saying, 'that the Imperial 
War Cabil;t!}t\Yas an important event and constituted a landmark 
in the constitutional history of the British Empire.' He went. 
on to explain how great the success of that Cabinet had been· 
and added :- • 

'As far as the Government were concerned they could st'ate with confi
dence that tbe experiment had been a complete success and the Imperial • 

·-n.~oo '~r•h_e~~tq .f?~"!i!) ~n.~.~-~"~-M9A'b}e 
Mr. S, :N.;~+-:;;,~t},l!~ ~JIP.C}};· .. • . . ~}lie Governor:G~ne~l tn 
C811t1ett"ifJae~ tan memtiers 'tor nie next mpenal ar e~'Cjffle. appomted 
on the recommendation of tbe elected members of the Imperial Legislative 
Council.'' 
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War Cabinet was unanimous that the proceedings had been of such service 
not only to its members but to the Ems;ire that it ou)::ht not to be allowed to 
fall into desuetude. Accordingly it was agreed that meetings should be 
held..a.IUlual\y. The Imperial War Cabinet would consist of the British 
Premier and such of his colleagues as dealt with Imperial affairs, of Domi
nion Premiers or specia!Jy accredited representatives and an Indian 
representative appointed by the Government of India. The essence of the 
institution was that responsible heads of Governments of Empire with 
ministers specially entrusted with the conduct of Imperial policy would meet 
together at regular intervals to confer about foreign and Imperial policy 
and come to decisions regarding them.' 

In a later part of the speech he said : 'It was felt, however, 
that the experiment of constituting Imperial Cabinet, in which 
India was represented, had been so fruitful in better under
standing and unity of purpose~ and action that it ought to be 
perpetuated, and he believed that the proposal would commend 
itself to all the nations of Europe.' 

Well, Sir, on a later occasion than that, a few days later, 
in reply to a question by Mr. Charles Roberts as to what modi
fications in the position of India relative to the Empire were 
effected as a result of the Imperial Conference, the Secretary of 
State gave the following reply :- • 

• 'In answering my Hon'ble friend's question it will be convenient to 
consider together the results, so far as published, of the Imperial War 
Cabinet and the War Conference. As my Hon'ble friend is aware the 
Imperial War Conference recommended to the Governments concerned 
that steps should be taken to amend the constitution of the Imperial Con· 
ference so that India ~hould be represented at future sittings with the same 
right of speech and vote as is accorded to the representatives of other 
Governments. Further, India will be represented at the annual session of 
the Imperial Cabinet by a nominee of the Government of India as well as 
by the Secretary of State for India who will sit as one of the British 
Ministers especially concerned with Imperial affairs.' 

This decision marked an immense advance in the position 
of India within the Empire. 

• Well, the only other communication I have is the tele
gram to wbich reference was made by the Hon'ble Mr . 

• Bannerjea. In that telegram, which is dated the 5th of March, 
ri9I8, in answer to a question by Mr. Denman, Mr:-...JtHber 
I !~R.lif:d ... 'that.~he·· W'tlt'·· €abinet ... c:o.u~j~t~4 .... Q,f., ,ij:QY,~~nmeot.s of 
l c1J,i~f.,,p?.rU~ruLQ(tl!~ g~t.eir~ •. (l~g.}t.WM irnP911l!i\11~. to,,~.pt the 
fsu~::g~tJ.QQ.,t11~.t, .on~ .. of tA~ .. x.e.presen.ta.ti¥1:$ ... oLl.od~.-sA.PJ,tl$;1 be 
·sele,te,L.QyJb,~ .e.l~cted members of tile Leg.islative C<luncil.' 

., 

• 
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That, then, is the decision of His Majesty's Government, 
and in the face of that decision I do not think that it would be 
possible for me to accept this Resolution, and I trust that 
the Council will realize the position of the Government of India 
in the matter having regard to the very clear statement made 
by a Minister of His Majesty's Government. Indeed, I cannot 
help feeling that the Hon'ble Member is on this occasion rather 
be.ating his head against a wall.." 

Then, the Hon'ble Member said '0h ' yes, you may 
continue to appoint a man, but we must really select him.· 
That is a form of camouflage wbicb, I think, will deceive nobody, 
Either a man is appointed by the Government or he is selected 
by the CounciL The two things are really different and 
incompatible. If the Council is to select the man, why then, 
well and good, let them do it , if Government is to nominate 
him, then surely the Government must be entitled to select any 
man in whom they have the greatest confidence, whether that 
person is the man selected by the members of the Legislative 
Council or not. In such circumstances, however deeply mem
bers of the Council may sympathise with the aspirations which 
prompt this Resolution, I fear that it;:; acceptance by Govern· 
ment would not be consistent with the present constitution of the 
Imperial Conference, which is a Conference of those who are 
responsible £or the Government of the different parts of the 
Empire ; and I think a gentleman who had no .~uch respon
sibility and who was selected by members of the Council, who, 
however eminent, are not responsible for the Government of 
India, would be out of place in an Imperial Conference of this 
character. 

I submit really that this Resolution is opposed to the 
logic of existing facts, and, on the part of the Government of 
India, I must oppose it. At the same time I hope that Mem
bers of Council will remember that on the occasion of the last 
War Cabinet the Government nominated an Indian who was 
not only in the confidence of the Government of India, but who 
also, I believe, command the respect and trust of Indians 
generally, a gentleman who a few :years ago presided, if I am 
right in my recollection, over the National Congres;~, and whose 
liberal sentiments, loyalty, patriotism and devotion to his 
country are well known. 1 was glad to find that this view is 
endorsed by what the Hon'ble the Mover said, and I think that 
the Council will rest assured that the choice of the Government 
on this occasion will not fall on less suitable a person." 
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XII. NOMINATION OF REPRESENTATIVES OF INDIA 
Itt .. ,l'U.1Jl~.E,R~,lJAJ ... ,~4!H!~~~-.~~18. * 

"IN a speech made by the Prime Minister in the House of 
Commons on May 17th, 1917, it was indicated that India 
would be represented at future meetings of the Imperial War, 
Cabinet by the Secretary of State for India and a representa
tive of the Indian people to be appointed by the Government 
of India. • 

It is now stated that His Excellency the Viceroy has 
nominated the Hon. Sir Satyendra Prasanna Sinha to attend 
the forthcoming sessions of the Imperial War Conference and 
the Imperial War Cabinet, and that he has accepted the 
nomination. 

His Majesty's Government has also requested the Viceroy, 
as on the last occasion, to invite a ruling Prince to be present 
at the Imperial War Conference as representative of the Indian 
States. His Excellency's invitation has been accepted by His 
Highness the Maharaja of Patiala." 

• 

• Associated PreiS telegram, dated Simla, the 24th April 1918. 

-

• 



PART IX 

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO PROVI:-.JCIAL 
AND LOCiU, SELF-GOVEH.Nl\'lE?\T. 

(1870-1918) 

t. LORD MAYO'S RESOLUTION ON PROVINCIAL 
FINANCE, 1870 

[No. 3334, dated T4th December, 187o.j 

1. The Governor-General in Council i;; satisfied that it 
is desirable to enlarge the powers and responsibility of the 
Governments of Presidencies and Provinces in respect to the 
public expenditure in some of the Civil Departments. 

2. Under the present system, these Governments han: 
little liberty, and but few motives for economy, in their ex
penditure, and it lies with the Government of r nrlia to control 
the growth of charges, to meet which it has to raise the revenue. 
The Loeal Governments are deeply interested in the welfare 
of the people confided to their care ; and, not knowing the 
requirements of other parts of the Country or of the Empire as 
a whole, they are liable, in their anxiety for administrative 
progress, to allow too little weight to fiscal considerations. On 
the other hand, the Supreme Government. as responsible for 
the general financial safety, is obliged to reject many demand;;, 
in themselves deserving of all encouragement, and is not 
always able to distribute satisfactorily the resources actually 
available. 

3· Thus, it happens that the Supreme and Local Govem 
ments regard from different points of view, measures involvin~ 
expenditure ; and, the division of responsibility being ill-defined 
there occur conflicts of opinion injurious to the public service. 
ln order to avoid these conflicts, it is expedient that, as far as 
possible, the obligation to find the funds necessary for ad minis-'" 
trative improvements should rest upon the autl:tority whose 
immediate duty it is to devise such measures. 

4· This is the more important, because existing Imperial 
Resources will not suffice for the growing wants of the Country. 
Writing of Roads and Communications in October 1869, the 
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Government of India in the Public Works Department stated 
that it had for some years "been satisfied that to attempt to 
provide and maintain all the Roads required for the inter
communications of so vast a Territory from the ordinary 
revenues would be to enter on an altogether impracticable task." 
"The matter," it was added, "has been before this Government 
on several occasions since 1862, and the view now taken of it 
has already received, in general terms, the approval of the 
Secretary of State. It is only by a judicious system of local 
assessment and control that what is needed can be accomplished. 
This is not less true of some other Departments of the 
Administration. 

5· The Supreme Government is not in a position to 
understand fully Local Requirements ; nor has it the knowledge 
necessary for the successful development of Local Resources. 
Each Province has special wants of its own, and may have 
means for supplying them which could not be appropriated for 
Imperial purposes. A tax, adapted to the circumstances 
of one part of the country may be distasteful, or inapplicable, 
elsewhere ; and everywhere, rates may be proper for Provincial 
or Local Purposes which could not be taken for the Imperial 
Revenue. 

6. These principles are now generally recognised, and 
important steps have been already taken to de·o1elt>p Provincial 
Resources. The Government of Bombay has, for some years, 
raised a considerable revenue for local purposes. Important 
measures to the same intent, are under the consideration of 
the Legislative Council of Madras. The Gonernment of Bengal 
is maturing a Scheme, in accordance with the decision of 
the Secretary of State, for the levy of a Rate for Local Objects 
in the Lower Provinces of Bengal. In all the other Provinces 
of India Provincial Revenues have long been raised, and 
measures for increasing them are now being devised, 

7· These measures have been promoted, chiefly, to provide 
for urgent administrative wants, the means for which are not 

•otherwise forthcoming. It is inexpedient that the funds so 
raised shoul~ be intercepted, to any considerable extent, for 

• objects the cost of which has been hitherto defrayed from the 
General Revenues, even though such objects be of an admitte
dly local character. Moreover~ the Governor-General in Coun
cil is not desirous that the demands on the people for Provincial 
Purposes should be indefinitely, or too rapidly, increased. 

• 
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8. It would have been satisfactory had His Excellency in 
Council been able to propose the enlargement of the power and 
responsibility of the Local Govemmenb wiilwut chargwg upon 
Local Resources any part of the existing Imperial expenditure. 
This cannot be done ; but it has been determined to make as 
small a demand upon these resources as possible. At the same 
time, it should be remembered that the relief of the Imperial 
Finances has been a principal object in the discussion of such 
measures on former occasions. 

'-'· The Incnme T;1x •·t •,ix ;;. til, wpee imposer! for 
the current year wa,-, neYcr intended t<' be permanent . and 
the Governor-Cieneral m (•>uncil has. already announced a 
resolution not to renew tbt· tax fpr the next year at this high 
rate, unless some unforeseen contingency compels him to do so. 

IO. lt was thought, at first, that the 1 nco me Tax could 
not be reduced to the desired extent without imposing upon 
Local Resources almost as large a sum as might be given up. 
Anticipations made so long before the beginning of the finan
cial year must be uncertain ; but, as far as the Governor. 
General in Council can now judge, it will be possible next year 
to give substantial relief from existing taxation without the 
substitution of any considerable new burden. 

1 I. The Government of India is, accordingly, pleased 
to make over to the Governments, under certain conditions to 
be presently set forth, the following Departments of the Adminis
tration in which they may be supposed to take special interest; 
and to grant, permanently, from the J mperial Revenue, for 
these services, the sum of £4, 688, 7II, being less by £330, 801 
only, than the Assignments made for the same services in 1870-

Printing. 
Roads. 

Jails. 
Registration. 
Police. 
Education. 

Miscellaneous Public Improve
ments. 

Medical Services, (except 
Medical Establishments)* 

Civil Buildings. 
• 

A Statement (A) is appended explanatory of the method by 
which the Assignments to be thus made have been calculated. • 
-------------------------------------------------------

* By Medical Establishments here is meant the first sub-division of the Grant 
22, Medical Services, as hitherto made. 

40 
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This Statement shows the estimated receipts and charges 
under the first six of these heads during the current year, the 
"Police" charges, in Bombay and the North-Western Provinces, 
having been slightly reduced by the final adjustments necessary 
in consequence of the Government becoming liable for the 
Superannuation Allowances of the force. 

12. The figures entered for "Roads," "Civil Buildings," 
and "Miscellaneous Jlublic Improvements" are the Grants .for 
for this year, exclusive of the sum of£ I 35, 679 reserved for cer
tain works detailed in Appendix B, which will not, in future, 
be a charge upon Local Governments, but will be separately 
provided for by the Supreme Government. The portion of this 
£135, 679 reserved in each Province bears the same proportion 
to the Grant made to the Province for the current year that the 
expenditure in the Province, upon the reserved works has borne, 
during the last five years, to the whole expenditure under these 
three heads. 

13. To the £r,168,70I thus assigned for "Works," £327, 
236 has been added for "Establishments" and "Tools and Plant," 
being the proportion of the current year's Grants for these pur
poses, which appertains to that share of the total Grants for 
"Works" of all kinds which is transferred. This £32.7-.236 has 
been distributed among the Presidencies and Provinces in the 
proportions in which the larger sum of £ I,I68,'701 has been 
distributed. The Governments will, henceforth, provide them
selve'i with "Tools and Plant" without the intervention of the 
Government of India. The future arrangements in regard to 
"Establishments" cannot be settled without detailed correspon
dence. For the year 1871-72, the Supreme Government will 
continue to provide "Establishments" as heretofore, and each 
Presidency or Province must bear a share of the cost, in the 
proportion which the estimated outlay upon "\Vorks" from 
Provincial funds* bears to the total estimated outlay upon 
"Works," Ordinary and Extraordinary, and Imperial and Provin
cial, in all India. It is to be clearly understood that Local 
Governments must maintain in efficient repair existing lines of 

•through communication, such as the Trunk Roads, unless author
ised by the ~upreme Government to abandon them. 

J4. The actual Permanent Imperial Assignments for 
"Provincial Services" will be as follows ; All Receipts heretofore 

• Provincial Funds, here, does not include existing Local Funds. 

• 
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credited in connection with these Services being gi\'en up to 
~he Provinces in which they accrue 

Oudh 
Central Provinces 
Burma 
Bengal 
North- \Vestern l'm\·ince·~ 
Punjab 
Madras 
Bombay 

£ 
.zo6,94S 
20 !,2h 3 
275.33? 

l ,168,59:? 
640,792 
516,22 f 
739488 
880,075 

.q.,688,71 I #o 

I 5. In calculating these Allotments, £350,000 has been 
deducted rateably from the Grants made to the several Provin
ces in 1870-71. But it has been thought expedient to remit 
the deduction (£Ig,rgg) which would, thus, fall upon British 
Burma, the circumstances of that Province being exceptionaL 
No additional deduction has been made from the other Provin
ces in consequence of this concession to Burma. 

16. • These assignments will not be classified in the Finan
cial StatemeJ]t and in the 1 mperial Estimates and Accounts, 
but will appear under a single new head, "Provincial Services." 
The Imperial Revenue will continue to bear such charges for 
the Absentee and Superannuation Allowances of officers on 
establishments now transferred, as have, hitherto, appeared in 
the Home Accounts, or under other Jieads in the Indian 
Accounts. But • it would be inconvenient and difficult to 
maintain any distinction between these officers and officers 
who are paid from other Local Funds, or who may be added, 
hereafter, for "Provincial Services." Questions of some im. 
portance regarding this and other like details will have to be 
settled, hereafter. 

.. I;. Unless some fiscal misfortune, such as a heavy loss 
in the Opium Revenue, or national disaster such as war or severe • 
famine, occurs, the Governor-General in Council wilJ maintain 

" If it be found, when the accounts of the year 1870·7 I are made up, that 
the actual expenditure, during that year, for the official postage of the services 
affected exceeds the amount of the Grants for that purpose, then the several 
Assignments will be, once for all, increased by the diflerence. 
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for the future, the Assignments for "Provincial Services" at 
the amounts now fixed. They will not, in any case, be reduced 
without previous consultation with the Gc;>Vernments. 

18. For the coming year, the Provincial Service estimates 
should be immediately prepared upon the basis of the~e Assign
ments, which may be distributed, at the discretion of the 
Governments, among the several Departments for which they 
will now be responsible. Any portion of the Assignments 
made to any Province that may be unspent at the end of the 
year will not lapse to the Imperial Revenue, but will remain 
at the disposal of the Local Government. The Estimates and 
Accounts of these Governments should, therefore, open and 
close with balances brought and carried forward. They should 
show not only the Receipts and Charges of the new "Provin
cial Services", but also the Income and Expenditure of all 
existing Local Funds ; it being understood, of course, that the 
Governments are not relieved by this Resolution from any 
legal or equitable obligation which may govern the appropri
ation of any particular Local Fund. It is essential that the 
Estimates and Accounts of all the Presidencies and Provinces 
should be uniform, ami the precise forms to be used will be 
settled by the Supreme Government. The Imperial. financial 
year must be the Provincial Year of Account. 

• 
19. Each Local Government will publish its own yearly 

Estimates and Accounts in the Local Gazette, together with 
a Financial exposition (which should, where possible, be made 
before the Local Legislative Council) analogous to that an
nually made in the Legislative Council of the Governor
General. The several Estimates and Accmmts will be com- . 
piled, and a General Statement for all India published as a 
supplement to the Imperial Estimates and Accounts. 

20. In preparing its Estimates for the coming year, each 
Government will have to consider, without delay, how any defi
ciency in the Ways and Means for its Provincial Services can 

• most conveniently be supplied. 

21. The financial control which is, thus, entrusted to the 
Local Governments is to be exercised subject to the following 
conditions• :-

• It must be understood that these conditions are prescribed, for the present, 
tentatively,:and that they are subject to revision, as experience may require, 

.. 

• 
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L Without the previous sanction of the Government of 
lndia-

tr no appnmtment t,; t.n be created w1th a salary of more than 
Rs. 250 a month ; and no addition ;s to be made to the pay 
and allowances of anv officer 1f they exceed, or would, aftt~r 
the addition, exceed, R;,. 250 a month. 

(2) nn dass or J:~"adt: of ofticers is to be created or abolished. and. 
the pay of no dass or ![t·ade of officers is to be raised : 

(3 \ no addition is to be made to the pay or allowances of any 
individual or class of officers that would lead to increase in 
the emoluments of any public servants doing duty in the 
same Province, whose pay and allowances are charged to the 
Imperial Revenues. The Government of India reserves to 
itself the right to forbid alterations in rates of pay or allow 
ances, which, in its opinion, would produce inconvenience m 
other Provinces. 

\4) no moneys nre to be removed from the public treasuries for 
investment . 

(Sl no services now rendered to other Departments at the charge 
of the Departments made over to the control of the Local 
Governments are to be diminished, and no services now 
rendered to these Departments at the charge of other Depart~ 
ments are to be increased. 

I I. • The rules of the S!.lpreme Government in respect to 
leave of abse11ce and Absentee, Deputation, and Superannuation 
Allowances are to be observed. 

III. Returns, Accounts, and Estimates are to be submitted 
to the Supreme Government in such forms, and at such times, 
as may be prescribed. 

22. The Governor-General in Council is fully aware that 
this Resolution will effect a wide change in Indian Adminis
tration. It has been adopted, after long and careful consider
ation, in the hope that it will be received by the Governments 
in the spirit in which it is promulgated. The Governor-General 
in Council believes that it will produce greater care and eco
nomy; that it will import an element of certainty into the fiscal 

.. system which has, hitherto, been absent ; and that it will lead 
to more harmony in action and feeling between the Supreme • 
and Provincial Governments than has, heretofon::, prevailed. 

23. But beyond all this, there is a greater and wider • 
object in view. Local interest, supervision and care are neces
sary to success in the management of funds devoted to Educa
tion, Sanitation, Medical Charity, and Local Public Works_ 
The operation of this Resolution, in its full meaning and inte-
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grity, will afford opportunities for the development of Self
government, for strengthening Municipal Institutions, and for 
the association of Natives and Europeans, to a greater extent 
than heretofore, in the administration of affairs. 

24. The Governor-General in Council is aware of the 
difficulties attending the practical adoption of these principles. 
But they are not insurmountable. Disappointments and partial 
failures may occur ; but, the object in view being the instruction 
of many peoples and races in a good system of Administration, 
I Tis Excellency in Council is fully convinced that the Local 
Governments and all their subordinates will enlist the active 
assistance, or, at all events, the sympr.thy, of many classes, who 
have, hitherto, taken little or no part in the work of social and 
material advancement. 

25. The additional powers of financial control which will 
now be assumed by the Governments, must be accompanied by 
a corresponding increase of administrative responsibility. It is 
the desire of the Governor·General in Council to confine the 
interference of the Supreme Government in India in the adminis
tration of the "Provincial Services" to what is necessary for the 
discharge of that responsibility which the Viceroy in• Council 
owes to the Queen and her responsible advisers, and for the 
purpose of securing adherence to the financial conditions now 
prescribed, and to the general policy of the Government of 
India. 

26. The procedure of the Departments of "Registration," 
"Jails," and "police" is, to a large extent, governed by law. No 
law exists upon the subject of "Education" ; but the policy of 
the Government has been declared and prescribed in despatches• 
from the Secretary of State, the authority of which, and of the 
Rules sanctioned by the Government of India regarding "Grants
in-aid" and other matters of general principle, is not affected by 
this Resolution. 

27. Subject to these general restrictions, the Governments • 
• will, henceforth enjoy full liberty in the expenditure of the 

funds appropriated to "Provincial Services." It must, however, 
• be understood that, in thus divesting himself of control, th~ 

• Such as No. 49, dated 19th July, 1854. 
,, 4• , 7th April, 1859. 
, 1, , 23rd January, 1864. 
,. 5, , .Igth May, 1870. 
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Governor-General in Council divests himself also, to a large 
extent, of his former responsibility. If responsibility for ex¥ 
penditure is retained, control cannot be renounced. 

2:-:t The Governm.General in Council delegate::; to the 
Local Governments this large additional share of the admini:
rative power without hesitation or rlistrust, believing that it 

'Vrll be exercised with wisdom, liberality and prudence. 

H. EXTRACTS FROM THE RESOLUTION BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ON THE EXTENSION 

OF PROVINCIAL FINANCE, DATED 
SEPTEMBER 30, 1881, NO. 3353. 

L These proceedings contain th~ record of the existing 
agreements with the several Local Governments for the admi· 
nistration of the provincial service. 

2. These agreements are the outcome of what is popular
ly known as Lord Mayo's Decentralisation Scheme of I8JO. 
The principles of that scheme could in 1870 only be applied in 
<> limited and tentative manner. Certain heads of expenditure 
were handed over to the more unfettered control of Local 
Governments, together with the means of providing for them, 
consisting partly of the receipts under the same heads, and 
partly of a fixed consolidated allotment from the Imperial 
revenue. The Governments were to use as they pleased any 
surplus, but to make good any deficit, resulting from their ad
ministration. 

3· Jn 1~77 an important advance was made by handing 
over to certain 'Governments beads of revenue, but also intro
ducing the principle of provincial responsibility for works cons
tructed for mere local and Provincial purposes. At the same 
time were issued (Resolution, Financial Department, No. 1709 
of zznd March, 1877) new "rules and conditions," which are 
still the standard, for the administration by the Governments of 
all revenues and services handed over to them. All the Govern
ments except that of Madras, which remains under the arrange,. 
ments of 1870, readily accepted the more independent position 
offered to them ; and in 1877, or subs~::quently, fla:ve entered 
into revised agreements of more or less extended scope, the • 
latest (for Assam and British Burma) affecting almost all heads 
of revenue and expenditure. These agreements were in some cases 
for short terms, and all either have expired already, or will ex
pire with the current year, except the two last specified, which 
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extend to 1882-3. These two, it is proposed, with the consent 
of the Local Governments concerned, to terminate on the 31st. 
March next, in order to secure an early establishment of the 
decentralisation system in all the Provinces on a uniform and 
extended basis. 

4· In the first place, it is now proposed to apply to the 
whole of India the principle upon which the most recent settle
ment, namely, that with Burma in 1879, was framed. That 
principle is that, instead of giving Local Governments a fixed 
sum of money to make good any excess of provincialised ex
penditure over provincialised receipts, a certain proportion of 
the Imperial revenue of each province should be devoted to 
this object. Certain heads, as few in number as possible, are 
wholly or with minute local exceptions only, reserved as I m
perial; others are divided, in proportions for the most part 
equal, between Imperial and Provincial ; the rest are wholly or 
with minute local exceptions only, made Provincial. The 
balance of transfers being against the Local Governments, is 
rectified for each province by a fixed percentage on its Land 
Revenue (otherwise reserved as Imperial), except in Burma 
where the percentage is extended to the Imperial rice export 
duty and salt revenue also. The advantage of this •system 
over that which now generally prevails is, that th~ Provincial 
Governments will be given a direct interest, not only in the 
provincialised revenue, but also in the most important item of 
Imperial Revenue raised within their own Province. 

5· Another important change which is contemplated 
requires somewhat fuller explanation. In the Resolution No. 
3334, dated 14th De-cember, 1870, the lmperia1 Government, 
speaking broadly, announced a policy of divesting itself of both 
responsibility and control within certain limits, but a reservation 
was made (paragraph 17) of power to modify the resources 
granted, in the event of "some fiscal misfortune such as heavy 
loss in the opium revenue, or national disaster, such as war or 
sev~re famine." On two occasions already within a decade this 
seservation has been acted on. On the occasion of the great 
famine of 187.6-77 in western and southern India, the Supreme 

• Government necessarily came to the rescue of the Local Govern
ments in meeting the enormous outlay involved ; but it directed 
that all Provincial and Local resources must be exhausted before 
Imperial aid could be supplied. This decision was unexception
able in the sense in which it was meant ; but it may have led to 
developments which were not altogether intended. The second 

• 
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occasion on which the reservation has been acted on is that of 
the Afgan war. The Local Governments were called upon 
during the years 1879-80 and r88o-8r to contribute £6,7o,ooc; 
from the resources made their own by the decentralisation poJi. 

, and in the Financial Statement of n\So-St fparagraph 170' 
hope was expressed that they had been able "to afford this 

tirpely help to the general finances with little apparent diffi 
culty." The circumstances uf the time were, without doubt. 
peculiar. and the strain upon the finances was undoubtedly 
severe. But the sudden suspension of improvements in pro
r~ress, the starvation of public works, and the discouragement of 
care and economy by requiring a surrender of their results could 
not, in themselves, be otherwise than prejudiciaL 

6. In m0dification, therefore, of the reservation hitherto 
in force, it is proposed to declare, on the one band, that the 
local Governments must look for no special aid from the Im
perial Government except in the case of severe famine (and 
then only within limits to which allusion will presently be 
made) ; and on the other, that the Imperial Government wilt 
make no demand on them except in the case of disaster so 
abnormal as to exhaust the Imperial reserves and resources, 
and to "necessitate a suspension of the entire machinery of 
public impr~vement throughout the empire. 

7· The question of relief to be afforded on the occasion of 
severe famine presents considerable difficulties. It has been 
suggested that each local Government should be held responsible 
for a fixed share of any expenditure incurred on famine relief. 
and that exceptional cases may be left for exceptional treatment 
at the time. ~o this course the objections are that any fixed 
share of the expenditure will always be either too much or 
too little, and that a time of actual famine is a bad time for 
driving bargains and defining responsibilities. It is obvious 
that the Provincial Government ought to have a direct interest 
in keeping down relief expenditure, and equally so that a Pro
vincial Government, emerging from a great famine, after ex
hausting all its resources, cannot be saddled with a further liability. 
for interest on Imperial famine expenditure, and will even be 
crippled in its ordinary administration for many years to come. 
The real question seems to be, how far should Provinciai re- • 
sources be depleted before Imperial aid steps in. 

8. Assuming that Provincial responsibility ought to be 
enforced within reasonable limits, His Excellency in Council 
considers that those limits must bear relation to the Provincial 
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resources, not to the relief expenditure. Provincial resources 
consist of (I) current income during the period of distress ; (2) 
accumulated savings of past years, in excess of the ordinary 
"working balance" ; and (3) the margin of provincialised in
come over expenditure in normal years, which is the Provincial 
Government's "profit on the contract" available for public im
provements. Upon these, provincial responsibility will be ~n
forced in proportion to their nature. The first should be entire
ly exhausted, every avoidable expense in every department 
being retrenched, and the l~ublic Works grants being applied 
to famine works to the very utmost possible. The second should 
be drawn upon up to two-thirds only of their total amount. 
The third will, in the first place, be made liable to whatever 
extent may be necessary in addition to the ordinary Public 
Works grants, for the completion of works begun as relief works 
under the pressure of famine. In cases where no such need for 
com!Jletion remains after a famine, this third resource will be 
chargeable up to one-fourth, at most, for payment of interest of 
Imperial loans (if any) which have been raised to meet the ex
cess cost of that famine in the provinet~. 

• • 
IO. There is, however, another very important question 

which is intimately connected with the general scht!me for the 
decentralisation of finance, namely, the development of self
government. Allusion was prominently made to this point in 
the 23rd paragraph of the Resolution of December 14th, 1870, 
in the following terms :--
. "But bey01:d. all this there is a greater and wider obiect in view. Local 
mterest, supervJsJOn, and ·care are necessary to success m the management 
of funds devoted to education, sanitation, medical charity and local public 
works. The operation of this Resolution in its full meaning and integrity 
will afford opportunities for the development of self-government, for 
stren~thening municipal institutions, and for the association of Natives 
and Europeans to a greater extent that heretofore in the administration of 
affairs." 

In pursuance of the policy thus laid down, considerable 
-progress has been made since I 870. The bulk of the local 
rates and ce~es now existing has been imposed since that date; 

• in some Provinces a portion of these have been entrusted to the 
management of Committees ; in others, ~<uch as Bombay, the 
committees previously existing have made great advances in 
resources and in efficiency. Municipalities, also, have Increased 
in number and usefulness. At the same time, it must be 
admitted that there has been greater inequality in the progress 

• 
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in tbe direction of self-government attained in the various 
Provinces than their respective circumstances can be altogether 
held to justify. There undoubtedly exists very great variety in 
the weight of the burdens borne by different localities, and very 
great diversity in the objects for which the latter are called on 
to provide. The inequality sometimes produces a sense of 
i12justice ; the objects are often those the advantage or local 
obligation of which the people are least able to understand. 
:VIatters such as primary education and minor public works, 
which have in some Provinces been for many years under local 
management with acknowledged advantage, are in others 
reserved to the Provincial Government, while heavy contribu-
tions are levied from municipalities for Police, in the adminis
tration of which they necessarily can take nu parL 

I l. His Excellency the Governor-Generai in Council is, 
therefore, of opinion that the time has nnw arrived when 
further practical development might be afforded to the inten
tions of L01U> MAvo's government, and that the Provincial 
agreements should uo longer exclude from all consideration the 
mass of taxation under Local and Municipal management, 
together with the similar resources still retained in Provincial 
cotitro( and ignore the question of local self-government. The 
Provincial .Governments, while being now largely endowed 
from 1 mperial sources, may well, in their turn, hand over to 
local self-government considerable revenues, at present kept in 
their own hands, but similar in kind to many which have long 
been '"locally" managed with success by Committees, partly 
composed of non-official members, and subject only to a general 
remedial contntl reserved to the State by the legislature. At 
the same time, such items should be generally made I ~ocal as 
the people are most likely to be able to understand the use of 
and to administer well. 

His Excellency would, therefore, invite the J J>ca! Govern
ments to undertake a careful scrutiny of Provincial, Local, and 
::VTunicipal accounts, with the view of ascertaining (1) what 
items of receipt and charge can be transferred from "Provin• 
cial" to "Local" heads, for administration by Committees com
prising non-official, and, wherever possible, elected members,. 
and what items already "Local" but not so administered, might 
suitably be so ; (2) what redistribution of items is desirable in 
order to· Jay on Local and Municipal bodies those which are 
best understood and appreciated by the people ; (3) what 
measures, legislative or otherwise, are necessary to ensure more 
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Local Self-government. Incidentally to the scrutiny they will 
probably notice, and might carefully consider (4) ways of 
equalising local and municipal taxation throughout the Empire, 
checking severe or unsuitable imposts, and favouring forms 
most in accordance with popular opinion or sentiment. The 
Government of India have already made some preliminary 
enquiries in the same direction, the results of which will shortly 
be communicated to the several Local Governments for consi
deration in conjunction with their own. 

• • • • 
13. It is deemed expedient that the Imperial and Provin

cial Governments should have joint and equal interests in the 
net revenue from Forest, Excise, Assessed Taxes, Stamps, and 
Registration, including Record Room Fees. Such a joint 
interest in the more important of these revenues already practi
cally exists in most Provinces, although in a somewhat complex 
form. Regarding Registration, however, it may be observed 
that the present policy of the Government of India is not to 
look upon it as a source of revenue. 

14. The Imperial Government will, henceforth, claim no 
share in the revenue from Provincial Rates, which will be •appro-
priated wholly by the Local Governments. • 

I 5· The Medical Establishments have not hitherto been 
included in the provincial services, except in the case of Bombay 
and British Burma, because their cost is not immediately within 
the control of the Local Governments. But experience shows 
that these items are subject to little fluctuation ; and it seems 
simpler and better now to include them in the ~rovincial allot
ments. The Ecclesiastical Establishments are, to some extent, 
in a similar position, but it appears desirable, for various 
reasons, that they should, for the present, be provincially 
administered outside the new arrangements, on the fixed allot
ment system. 

r6. With respect to Pensions some of the Local Govern
tnents have hitherto objected to become responsible for them, 
because the ~ensioners of one Government may draw their 

• pensions from treasuries ·under another Government. But, 
as it is evidently desirable that the Government which grants a 
pension or gratuity should be responsible for its cost, the 
Governor-General in Council has lately, in order to· obviate 
that objection, allowed the inter-provincial adjustment of ex
penditure on pensions. 

.. 
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In the same way, it is proposed to allow the inter-provin, 
cial adjustment of revenue collected by one Local Government 
fur another (such for example, as the excise on spirit distilled 
,,r on fermented liquors and drugs produced in l ndh when 
carrif:'d by lanrl nr se::, and .,,H,h:l uond or othPrwise, intu ·''nlt 

nther province)• * '* 

17. RAILWAYS. liUUl,ATFYN, AN L> _\"/I.VIGATION, ,\Nl> 

c~nlER PUBLIC WoH.KS :-• * * Under the 
arrangements now in force, each Local Government bears, as a 
provincial charge, interest on the whole Imperial part of the 
capital cost of every such work in its jurisdiction, of which 
capital and revenue accounts are kept, whether such cost has 
been recorded under Productive Public \Vorks or under some 
other ordinary head, and is entirely responsible for its construc
tion and administration. The connextion of the Government of 
India with such works is confined to the enforcement of the 
rules and tests prescribed by itself or the Secretary of State, 
and to the provision of the funds required from the Imperial 
Treasury under the head of Productive Public Works. The 
Local Governments do not, of course, pay interest upon any 
part of the capital cost of such works which has been provided 
from Provincial Revenues, or by means of Local Debenture 
Loans the interest on which is a Provincial charge . 

• 
18. Since the time, however, when the arrangements just 

described were matured, Public \Vorks policy and prospects 
have altered most materially. The "Famine Relief and Insur
ance" annual allotment has been permanently fixed, the invoca
tion of private enterprise is producing a response the limits and 
effects of which no one can now foresee, and the resources of the 
Empire for public works will require manipulation, as a whole, 
from new standpoints, and for the attainment of hitherto un
contemplated ends. Under these circumstances, it seems to be 
unwise, and might prove to be improvident, to stereotype, much 
more to alter hastily, the status quo. Irrigation works will, 
probably, still be constructed almost entirely by the State, in 

.. which case provincialisation may still be freely pursued ; but ~ 
regards railways, the future is altogether uncertain . . 

The Governor-General in Council desires to make the. 
administration of all these services as far as possible Provincial, 
but is unable, for the reasons explained, to give more than a 
general' declaration of intention to provincialise hereafter, 
every work which, oo mature consideration, proves suitable for 
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such treatment. Existing provincialisation will not be now 
interfered with, but should be considered to be provisional only . 

• • • 
20. \Vhile thus inviting the Local Governments to assume 

new obligations, the Government of India has assigned to them, 
simultaneously, the means of discharging these obligations. Tqe 
prospects of the revenues which it is proposed to divide between 
the Central and Local Governments, as well as of those which 
will be exclusively Provincial, are good, and the details of the 
administration will be so completely in the hands of the Local 
Governments, that they will be able effectually to promote 
economy as well as to develop the revenues. Their share of the 
increased resources thus obtained will be at their free disposal, 
subject always to standing rules to be made from time to time. 
After such modifications as may be made upon a consideration 
of the criticisms of the Local Governments, it is intended that 
this scheme should supersede all the existing contracts, with 
effect from the bef::inning of the financial year 1882-83. 

* * • 
• 

III. LORD RIPON'S RESOLUTION ON LOCAL 
SELF-GOVERNMENT, 1882. • 

r. The Go\'ernor-General in Council in the Resolution of 
the Financial Department, dated the 30th September, r88r, set 
out, for the information of the Local Governments, the principles 
upon which it was proposed to revise the agreements then in 
force for the administration of the Provincial 3ervices, and to 
establish the decentralised system of finance on a uniform and 
·extended basis. It was explained that intimately connected 

I 
with t~<:_~eral scheme for _the decentral~sation of financ~ was 
the very important "queshon of developingi:Oeal Self-Govern
ment. Considerable progress in the direction had, it was admit

' ted, been made since r8;o. A large income from local rates 
i :.,_nd cesses had been secured, and in some Provinces the manage-

ment of this.income had been freely entrusted to local bodies . 
• Municipalities had also increased in number and usefulness. 

But there was still, it was remarked, a greater inequality of 
progress in different parts of the country than varying local cir
cumstances seemed to warrant. In many places services admir
ably adapted for local management were reserved in the hands 
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of the central administration, while everywhere heavy charges 
were levied on Municipalities in connection with the Police, over 
which they had necessarily no executive control. 

Paragraph I I of the Resolution went on to say :-"His 
Excellency the Governor General iu Council is, therefore, 
.)pinion that the time has now arrived when further practicai 
Jevdopment may be afforded to the intentions of Lord Mayu'; 
\.;vvernment, and that the Provincial c;.overnment should 1JO 

longer exclude from all consideration the mass of taxation 
under Local and Municipal management together with the 
similar resources still retained in Provincial control, and ignore 
the question of Local Self-Government. The Provincial 
Governments, while being now largely endowed from Imperia[ 
:>ources, may well, in their turn, hand over to local self-govern
ment considerable revenues, at present kept in their own hands, 
hut similar in kind to many which have long been locally 
managed with success by Committees, partly composed of 
non-official members and subject only to a general remedial 
control reserved to the State by the Legislature. At the same 
time, such items should be generally made local as the people 
are most likely to be able to understand the use of and to 
d.dminister well. His Excellency would, therefore, invite the 
Local CJovernments to undertake a careful scrutiny of Provin
cial, Local and Municipal accounts, with the view of ascertaining 
( r) what items of receipt and charge can be transferred from 
'Provincial' to 'Local' heads, for administration by Committees 
comprising non-official and, wherever possible, elected members, 
and what items already 'Local', but not so administered, might 
suitably be so ; (z) what redistribution of items is desirable, 
in order to lay q,n Local and Municipal bodies those which are 
best understood and appreciated by the people ; (3) what 
measures, Iegislati ve or otherwise, are necessary to ensure more 
Local Self-Government. Incidentally to the scrutiny they will 
probably notice, and might carefully consider (4) ways of 
equalising Local and Municipal taxation throughout the 
Empire, checking severe or unsuitable imposts, and favouring 
forms most in accordance with popular opinion or sentiment, • 
The Government of India have already made some preliminary 
enquiries in the same direction, the results of which •will shortly 
be communicated to the several Local Governments for • 
consideration in conjunction with their own." 

2. Accordingly on the wth October r88r letters were 
;:1ddressed to the various Local Governments indicating those 
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branches of expenditure which appeared to the Government of 
India most suited for local control, and inviting each Govern
ment to examine any other heads of accounts which might seem 
to cover items capable of transfer to such control. It was 
pointed out that it was not the intention of the Government of 
India that the proposed transfer of the control of expenditure of 
a specially local character to local bodies should involve any 
addition to existing local burdens ; and it was, therefore, shown 
to be necessary to arrange for the simultaneous transfer • of 
receipts sufficient to meet any net balance of additional expendi
ture which in any instances might arise. The receipts to be thus 
transferred should, it was suggested, be such as to afford a pros
pect that, by careful administration, with all the advantages due 
to local sympathy, experience and watchfulness, they would be 
susceptible of reasonable increase. In cases where larger assign
ments of funds were required, the receipts from pounds, or a share 
of the assessed taxes collected within the jurisdiction of a 
local body, were indicated as suitable sources of revenue to be 
made over. But on this, as on other points a wide discre
tion was left to the Local Governments. 

3· As regards the character of the local bodies to whom 
those powers of control and administration were to be entrusted, 
it was remarked that already in most parts of BritiS'h India 
there were in existence Municipal Committe.es whose powers 
riiig1i11n_m_any-cases oe-a(fvani:ageously extended, ·and District 
Committees for various purposes, which might very well be 
consolidated into single homogeneous working bodies, with 
ancillary subordinate committees for each tahsil or sub-division 

\ 

of the district. It was suggested that the Magistrate and 
Collector should be President of the District .Committee, and 
the Assistant or Deputy Magistrate in charge of the sub-division, 
President of the subordinate committees, but in each case the 
local bodies should, it was said, comprise persons not in the 
service of Government, and elected or nominated, as might 
seem best, in a proportion of not less than from one-half to 
two-thirds of the whole numbers. For the satisfactory develop-

- . 
-

• ment of this plan, it was admitted that legislation would _ 
probably be necessary in most provinces, and the Local Govern
ments were•invited in their replies to explain the general out-
lines which such legislation should follow. In regard to this it 
was said-

"Special attention will be required in setting the relations 
between the various local bodies and the officers of the general 
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administration, and in providing for a certain measure of control 
and inspection on the part of Government. It would be 
hopeless to expect any real development of self-government 
if the local bodies were subject to check and interference in 
matters of detail ; and the respective powers of Government 
and of the various local bodies should be clearly and distinctly 
defined by statute so that there may be as little risk of friction 
and misunderstanding as possible. \Vithin the limits to be laid 
down in each case, however, the Governor-General in Council is 
anxious that the fullest, possible liberty of action should be given 
to local bodies." 

4. The policy thu.'> enunciated by the Government of India 
has on the whole, been loyally, and in some cases, warmly accepted 
by the Local Governments, several of which have already drawn 
up schemes for giving effect to it, and have submitted these for 
the approval of the Government of India. The (iovernor
General in Council desires to acknowledge the care and thought 
with which some of these schemes have been worked out. Upon 
each the Government of India will communicate hereafter its 
views in detail to the local Government concerned. Meantime, 
however, it will be convenient that the Governor-General in 
Council should explain somewhat more fully than he has 
hithertd' done, the general mode in which he would wish to see 
effect given /o the principle of Local Self-government through
out British ndia outside the Presidency Towns. This is the 
more necessary, as further considerations of the subject and 
examination of the schemes prepared for the different provinces 
have suggested the propriety of certain modifications of the 
plan sketched out in the Circular letters of the JOth October 
last. 
·~~ 

5· .. ;t theoutset,. the Governor-(;e:ner~~l_i!1_Council must 
explain thalTrl'aavocalinz the extensi~!1 ~{.L.~s.:~J ~.e:lf-govern
ment, <111.9 the <tcl9Uti!?!L9l1bl~ ~JrJn.t:lJ;l1e io.Ib$; .. m'l.ll<!g~ment of 
many branches of local affairs, he does not suppose that the 
work will be in the first instance better done than if it re-

~~~~;\-\i\'affi~;h~1&~.i ~;~~e~~~~!f~::: . 
i!-t-aiTOn (fiat fbi~~- forwar and sueeorreo:-1t is 
· q~iefly d~:>itabl~ .. .a.s._ . .a.o ... in.s.tJ:1!m~n.L2L.E.~.btical an(r popular • 
~lucati2!J-!.1!!1!. Excellency in Council has hlmseTr!io{lOu1jt that 
i'n' course of time, as local knowledge and local interest are 
brought to bear more freely upon local administration, improved 
efficiency will in fact follow. But at starting, there will 

4I 
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doubtless be many failures, calculated to discourage . exaggera
ted bopes, and even in some cases to cast apparent discredit 
upon the practice of self-government itself. If, however, the 
officers of Government only set themselves, as the Governor
General in Council believes they will, to foster sedulously the 
small begin~~in s of the inde endent oliticallife · if the .. <l.ccept 
loyally and as t e1r own t e po 1cy o t 1e overnment, and if 
they come to realise that the system really opens to them a 
fairer field for the exercise of administrative tact and directive 
energy than the more autocratic system which it supersedes, 
then it m~y be hoped th~ttlJ.~"~eriQJ;L_Qf. f.~.~.~!.~:> .. will be short 
aii(f t[mt reiil"ano·"suhsiautia1. pr<.>.g,r~ss. wiJLx.~a:)' . .s.QQ(l become 
manifest: 
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ye~ be~n i.l1 ~n.Y general o.r S<i~hf<ictory fashion, f~Jlyand fair I} 
tried. There is re(ison to fear that previous attempts at Loca!
S.~Tf 1!.2Y~.nim~tliax:e. ... been toQ.~~-wre.r.riddeo ,4Jld practi
caTfY .. ~rus~9_by direct, thoyg,h)Y~1L~!?e?:!lt4 ~ffis!~J)JlJ~Jference 
l n tl1e 1'e\v cases where real responsibi1Tty f1as been thrown upur 
local bodies and real power entrusted to them, the results haw 
been very grati(ying. There is even now ;;~ vast amnnnt n·' 
i'isis:;mcc rendered to the admiTli'>tration by Honorary Magi:
trates. \1ember,; of l'vlunicipal Corporations and other Com 
mittecs , and there 1s no antecedent improbability in the theor;. 
'h<tt if non-official auxiliary agency were more thoroughly 
organised and more fully trusted, there would be a speedy and 
marked improvement, not only in its amount, but in its efficiency. 

S. Holding therefore,. tiJat it Js til\'! quty ~n~ interest of 
the ruling power to tak<_:: C::il.~!'= .• ~th~tlU.I.'! [qrther ~s!y_<}nce which 
it is now pr?P();?ed tQ_.m.illi.rdn th~ direction ofl,,o~g.J,..S~lf-Govern
ment shalt be,th~S::~\!tiru.Ls~.yet at the same time real and 
substantial, 'Hle ·~s>y~rnor-{;eneml io Council will proceed tG
inditate, for the guidance of the Provincial Administrations, the: 
general principles upon which, in the judgment of the Govern
ment of India, these measures should be shaped. The subject 
may, for the purposes of this Resolution, be divided into two 
parts-the fi!~-;~I~-~ the mod,e • .i!:wYl:!ifJLb~L !3oards, 
w_heth.=~ .. -~~-~c~1 Or DTstr!£_~:§6pii!d ~~JY. b.s< £9ll.~tituted ; 
ana ll1e s.c;:,<=t:?,ngAJ91li~.e.e..oi.~ol,which tbs::,X!~yc:;mment 
sho~1ii. m<ii.tu~.'i~t. .S.~l£bJ:>og~~b.e . m.1.1..noer in ..• ~hich that 
<:ontrQl -~d .12.e. .. ~_;<(ercised. 

9· In regard to the first of these points, the Governor
General in Council would observe that he is quite aware of the 
absurdity of attempting to lay down any hard and fast rules 
which shall be of universal application in a country so vast, and 
in its local circumstances so varied, as British India. It would 
be unreasonable to expect that any uniform system of Local 
Government could be applied with equal success in Provinces 
differing as the Punjab, for instance, from Madras, or Bengal 
from Burma. A large latitude of application must, therefore, 
in every case be left to the local authorities. Indeed, we are • 
really as yet so much in the infancy of Self-Government, and 
have, perhaps, so little knowledge of the directions in which it 
would naturally develop itself among the people, that there is • 
a distinct advantage in having different schemes tried in 
different .places in order to test, by practical experience, what 
arrangements are best suited to the ways of thinking, habits, 
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and other idiosyncrasies of the heterogeneous populations of 
the Empire. But there are, nevertheless, fundamental principles 
which, after every allowance has been made for local peculiari
ties, must be universally followed and frankly adopted if the 
system is to have anywhere a fair trial. 

I o. The Government of India desires, then, that while 
maintaining and extending, as far as practicable, the plan of 
municipal Government in the cities and towns of each Provinct!, 
the Local Governments will also maintain and extend through-
out the country, in every district where intelligent non-official 
agency can be found, a net-work of Local Boards, to be charged 
with definite duties and entrusted with definite funds. The 
Governor-General in Council considers it very important that 
the area of jurisdiction allotted to each Board should in no case 
be too large. If the plan is to succeed at all, it will be necessary 
to secure among the members both local interest and local 
knowledge. Experience proves that District Committees are, 
as a rule, very badly attended by members not actually 
residing in the vicinity of the head-quarters' station. Those 
who do attend have frequently no intimate acquaintance with 
the wants of outlying parts of the district. The consequence is, 
either that undue attention is given to the requirements of the 
immediate neighbourhood of the central station, or that the 
business falls entirely into the hands of the District .Officer, the 
Committee contenting itself by formally endorsing his proposals. 
Modifying, therefore, to some extent the suggestions made in 
paragraph 8 of the Circular letters of the 1oth October last, the 
Governor-General in Council desires that the smallest adminis
trative unit-the sub-division, the taluka or the tahsil-shall 
ordinarily form the maximum area to be placed •under a Local 
Board. He would not indeed object to even smaller jurisdic
tions, were these deemed suitable. In some Provinces it may be 
found possible to leave these sub-divisional Boards to their own 
independent working, arranging for a periodical District Council, 
to which delegates from each Local Board might be sent, to 
settle such common matters as the rate of land-cess to be levied 
.during the year, allotment to be made of district funds, and -
other questions of general interest. In other Provinces, again, 
it may be th6ught best to have a District Board with control-

• ling power over the smaller Local Boards. But whatever system 
is followed, the cardinal principle, which is essential to the 
success of Self-Government in any shape, is this, that tbe juris
diction of the primary Boards must be so limited in area as to 
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ensure both local knowledge and local interest on the part of 
each of the members. 

r r. The Municipal Committees will, of course, remain ir' 
the Local Boards for areas included within town limits. The rel;:, 
tinns between such Municipal Boards and the sub-di'l:isimnl 
!k:trkt Boards within whose JUrisdit:tion the towns lie, must lv 
-:a'refnl!v settled in each case.. In some instances the Tow; 
Hoards· will be left entirely independent and apart. l n other
't mav be found desirable to give the Rural Boards a certain 
,hare- in the settlement of questions of common interest. In 
{lthers, again, the Town Boards would be required to send 
delegates to the District Board or CounciL 

12. The Local Boards, both urban and rural, must everv
wbere have a large preponderance of non-official members. in 
no case ought the official members to be more than one-third 
of the whole, unless in places in which the elective system is 
followed, when there would be no ground for objecting to an 
elected member merely on the ground that he was in the service 
of Government. The Governor-General in Council is disposed 
to think that the non-official members of the Boards should hold 
office for at least two years after election or appointment ; but 
probably the best plan to follow would be that of the compul
sory retirem~nt by rotation of a fixed proportion of members. 
those retiring being eligible to sit again. A detail of this des
cription may, however, fitly he left to the Local Government. 

1 3· Members of the Boards should be chosen by election 
wherever it may, in the Ofinion of the Local Governments, be 
practicable to .adopt that system of choice. The Governor
General in Council does not require the adoption of the system 
of election in all cases, though that is the system which he hopes 
will ultimately prevail throughout the country, and which he 
wishes to establish now as widely as local circumstances will 
permit. Election in some form or other should be generally 
introduced in towns of any considerable size, but may be exten
ded more cautiously and gradually to the smaller Municipalities. 
and to backward rural tracts. Even as regards these last, how
ever, the Governor-General in Council is disposed 'l:o think that 
if the Government officers cordially accept the principle, and set • 
themselves to make it successful. a great advance might be 
made wi~h comparatively little difficulty. Thus when the Local 
Governments had determined the nature of the qualifications 
suited to such a district (and these might ordinarily at first be 
fairly high), each Sub-Divisional Officer might be instructed to 
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prepare a Jist or register of candidates qualified to sit upon the 
Local Board and might invite all those residing in any particular 
area, such as a Police (thana) jurisdiction, to meet him on a day 
fixed at some convenient spot near their homes. He might 
then explain to them the objects of Government, and the nature , 
of the duties they are invited to undertake, and call upon them 
to elect then or on a future day the number of representatires 
that had been fixed for the area in question. In the course of a 
few years, when the members of the Board find that they have 
real powers and responsibilities entrusted to them, any Govern
ment interference will become unnecessary. The electors may 
safely then be left to conduct their own elections under such rules 
as may be from time to time laid down. 

14. As to the system of election to be followed, the 
Governor-General in Council would here also leave a large 
discretion to the Local Governments. Experience is wanting 
to determine the most suitable general system for each province ; 
and it is desirable that a variety of plans should be tried in order 
to a future comparison of results. The simple vote, the cumula· 
tive vote, election by wards, election by the whole town or tract, 
suffrage of more or less extended qualification, election ~ castes 
or occupation-these and other methods might all be tried. New 
methods, unthought of in Europe, may be found• suitable to 
India ; and after a time it will probably be able to say what 
forms suit best the local peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of the 
different populations. The Provincial Governments should 
through their District officers, consult the leading Natives of 
each locality, not only as to the possibilities of introducing the 
elective system, but as to the arrangements most"' likely to meet 
their local circumstances, and should use every effort to make 
the schemes adopted as consonant as possible to the feelings 
and habits of the people. 

IS· Doubtless the first consequence of this mode of pro
ceeding will be that the electoral system, viewed as a whole, 
will present for a time a very diversified appearance, and in _. 

• some places arrangements made will turn out badly and call 
for change ;• but the Governor-General in Council is not dis-

• posed to attach undue importance to this. The problem before 
the Government is one of no slight difficulty ; being that of dis
c:-overing in what manner the people of the town and district of 
British India can be best trained to manage their own local 
affairs intelligently and successfully. The attempts hitherto 
made with this object have met with but little success. The 
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best men in many cases do not present themselves as candi
dates for Municipal Office. The number of voters is generally 
insignificant compared with the number on the registers. 
And yet there can be no doubt that among the more intelligent 
classes of the community there is a real and growing interest 
being taken in administrative matters. It may be suspected 
th.erefore, that the cause of comparative f:.lilnre i;! the df<lrt·· 
;1itherto made ts to be found rather in th~ character <Jf those 
df<•rts than in the nature uf the object pnrsued. They have 
been, it seems to the Governm-C;eneral in Council, wanting tn 
<~ great degree in earnestness and in real endeavours to adopt 
the system adapted to the feelings of the people by whom it 
has to be worked. If this is so, the remedv must lie in ascer
taining by patient and practical experime;1t how best to call 
forth and render effective the desire and capacity for self-govern
ment which all intelligent and fairly educated men may safely be 
a.ssumed to possess. 

16. \Vith a view to stimulating the candidature of men of 
1cspectable standing in Native society, and to mark the impor
tance of the functions of these Local Boards in the eyes of 
Government, the Governor-General in Council is pleased to 
direct that the courtesy titles of "Rai (or Rao) Bahadur or 
Khan Baha~ur" shall in all official correspondence be appli
cable to Native members of all Local Boards durine- their term 
of office. ., 

J 7· Turning now to the second division of the subject--
the degree of control to be retained by the Government over 
the Local Boards, and the manner in which that control should 
be exercised-the Governor-General in Council observes that 
the true principle to be followed in this matter is that the 
control should be exercised from without rather than from 
within. The Government should revise and check the acts of 
the local bodies but not dictate them. The executive author
ities should have two powers of control. In the first place 
their sanction should be required in order to give validity to 
certain acts, such as the raising of loans, the imposition of taxes. 
in other than duly authorized forms, the alienatir~n of Muni
cipal property, interference with any matters involving religious • 
questions or affecting the public peace, and the like. (The 
cases in which such sanctions should be insisted upon would 
have to be carefully considered by each Government, and they 
would at the outset be probably somewhat numerous, but, as 
the Boards gained in experience, might be reduced in number.) 
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In the second place, the Local Government should have power 
to interfere either to set aside altogether the proceedings of the 
Board in particular cases, or, in the event of gross and conti
nued neglect of any important duty, to suspend the Board tem
porarily, by the appointment of persons to execute the office 
of the Board until the neglected duty had been satisfactorily 
performed. That being done the regular system would be r~
established, a fresh Board being elected or appointed. This 
power of absolute supersession woullil require in every case the 
consent of the Supreme Government. A similar power is re
served to the Executive Government under several English 
statutes; and if required in England, where Local Self-Govern
ment is long established and effective, it is not probable that it 
could be altogether dispensed with in India. It should be the 
general function of the executive officers of Government to 
watch, especially at the outset, the proceedings of the Local 
Boards, to point out to them matters calling for their consider
ation, to draw their attention to any neglect of duty on their 
part, and to check by official remonstrance any attempt to 
exceed their proper functions or to act illegally or in an arbitrary 
or unreasonable manner. . 

18. It does not appear necessary, for the exercise of 
these powers, that the chief executive officers of towns, sub
divisions or districts should be Chairmen or even members of 
the Local Boards. There is, indeed, much reason to believe 
that it would be more convenient that they should supervise 
and control the acts of those bodies, without taking actual 
part in their proceedings. The Governor-General in Council is 
aware that many high authorities hold that the •District officer 
should always be cx-otftcio Chairman of all the Local Boards 
within the district, and should directly guide and regulate 
their proceedings. This was indeed the view taken by the 
Government of India itself in the Circular letters of the 10th 
October last, so far as the constitution of district Boards was 
concerned. But even then the Governor-General in Council did 
QOt see his way to accepting the principle in the case of 
Municipal Boards ; and further consideration has led him to the 
belief, that on· the whole, it is better to lay down no such gene-

•ral rule in the case of any class of Local Boards. There appears 
to him to be great force in the argument that so long as the 
chief executive officers are, as a matter of course, ChaiTmen of 
the Municipal and District Committees there is little chance 
of these Committees affording any effective training to their 

-
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members in the management of local affairs, or of the non
official members taking any real interest in local business. The 
non-official members must be led to feel that real power is 
placed in their hands, and that they have real responsibilities 
w discharge. l t is doubtful whether they have under present 
nrangements any sufficient inducement to give up their time 
aod attention to the transaction of public business. Then- h 

this further objection to the District officer acting as \ hairma:, 
that if the non-official members are independent and energetic 
risk may arise of unseemly collision between the Chairman and 
the Board. The former would be in a far more dignified and 
influential position if he supervised and controlled the proceed
ings of the Board from outside, acting as arbiter between all 
parties, and not as leader of any. 

19. The Governor-General in Council, therefore, would 
•1-'ish to see non-official persons acting wherever practicable, 
as Chairmen of the Local Boards. There may, however, be 
places where it would be impossible to get any suitable non
official Chairman, and there may be districts where the chief 
executive officer must fat the present retain these duties irr his 
own hands. But His Excellency in Council trusts that the 
Local Governments will have recourse sparingly to the appoint
ment of exe~utive officers as Chairmen of Local Boards ; and 
he is of opinion that it should be a general rule that when such 
an officer is Chairman of anv Local Roard, he shall not in that 
capacity have a vote in its proceedings. This arrangement will, 
to some extent, tend to strengthen the independence of the 
non-official members, and keep the official Chairman, where 
there must be. snch, apart from the possible contentions of 
opposing parties. 

The appointment of Chairmen should always be subject to 
the approval of the Local Government, but need not be always 
made by it. The Governor-General in Council \Votdd be glad 
to :;ec the Jk,aro~ allowed. in as many cases as possible, to 
elect each its own Chairman. But this matter is one which 
must be left to the discretion of Local Governments. • 

20. These, then, arc the principles upon which. the Govern 
or-General in Council desires to see the experiment of Local • 
Self-Government introduced throughout the several provinces 
of India ; and he would ask the Local Governments to revise 
their several schemes and shape any proposed legislation in 
general accordance with these principles. On such of the 
local schemes as have already come before the Government of 
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India separate orders will, as already intimated, be passed in . 
accordance with the foregoing exposition of policy. There 
are, however, one or two points to which attention has been 
drawn by a perusal of the orders of the Local Governments, 
which, though matters of detail, are still of sufficient import
ance to warrant their being noticed in this Resolution. 

21. In the orders of the 10th October last the Governmel'lt 
of India laid special stress on the importance of entrusting to 
the Local Boards, not merely the expenditure of fixed allot
ments of funds, but the management of certain local sources 
of revenue. Sufficient regard does not as yet appear to have 
been paid to this part of the scheme. Not only should every 
Local Board have the entire control over the proceeds of all 
local rates and cesses levied within its jurisdiction for its own 
special purposes, but along with the charge of any expenditure 
that is at present Provincial should be transferred where possi
ble, the management of equivalent revenue. The License Tax 
assessments and collection, for example, might very well be 
made over to the Local Boards, municipal and rural, in many 
parts of the country, subject to the control provided by the 
existing law. Pounds and ferry receipts have been already 
indicated as suited for transfer. The allotment of lump grants 
from Provincial revenues should be reserved as muc~ as possible 
to balance receipts and expenditure of the Local Boards. The 
Governor-General in Council hopes that this part of the scheme 
will receive vary careful consideration from all Local Govern
ments, with a view to giving full effect to the policy which the 
Government of J ndia has laid down on this point. 

22. Another point deserving of notice is ihe control that 
should be exercised over the execution of local works. It will 
not always be possible for a Local Board to entertain a compe
tent engineer of its own : and in any case when Government 
buildings and important works of other kinds are made over 
for maintenance, there must be some effective guarantee for 
thoroughness of execution. It will probably be most convenient 
~hat, while all subordinate establishments are entirely under the 
control of the Boards, Government should supply the District 

• Engineer, and furnish professional supervision, the Boards 
defraying in such manner as may be determined by the Local 
Governments with reference to the amount of work done for 
each Board, the payments to be made to Government on this 
account. Care must, however, be taken that the Boards are 
left unfettered in the initiation and direction of operations and 

-
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that the Engineer is placed in the position of their servant and 
not of their master. The power of check vested in the District 
officer will suffice to remedy any carelessness or improper work· 
:ng on the part of the Boards. If this arrangement be carried 
lUt, it will probably be found possible to make over to the charge 
,f the Boards most of the public buildings in the districts, awl 
.tiler works of various kinds which would otherwise have to b.-

kept in the hands of the Government officers. Double establish 
ments will thus be avoided, and public money saved. 

IV THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA RESOLUTION ON 
PROVINCIAL FINANCE NO 27-F. DATED, SIMLA, 

THE 18TH MAY, 1912. 

l n connection with the Report of the Royal Commission 
upon Decentralization, the Government of India referred, for 
the opinion of local Governments, a number of specific points 
d.ffecting the financial relations of the Imperial with the Pro
vincial Governments. The particular questions on which ad
vice was sought may be summarised as follows :--

\") Certain problems regarding the assignment of revenue to 
the provinces under the quasi·permanent settlements. 

(b) }'he desirability of provincial taxation. 
(<) The advisability of floating provincial loans in the open 

market. 
ui) The control to be exercised over the borrowing of local 

bodies. 
(e) The delegation of powers of reappropriation. 

The report'S of local Governments have been considered in 
detail by the Governor-General in Council ; the orders of the 
Secretary of State have been taken where necessary ; and the 
object of the present resolution is to bring together in one 
place the decisions which have been reached upon the various 
points at issue. 

The reason for not issuing the Resolution earlier lies in 
the desire of the Government of India to see the results of the• 
first year's working of the new financial arrangem~nts with the 
provinces. 

2. The revisimz of the Provincial Settlements.-ln connec
tion wit!~ the quasi-permanent provincial settlements, the scope 
of the reference was comparatively limited. The Government 
of India expressly declared their intention of retaining un
changed the principles underlying the existing settlements, and 
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the control which they exercised over the provincial budgets. 
They invited the opinions of the local Governments on three 
relatively minor points only ; namely, the reduction of over
grown fixed assignments, the gradual elimination of divided 
heads, and the policy of making special grants from Imperial to 
Provincial revenues. When, however, the time came to consider 
the replies, conditions had changed. The financial position of 
India was such that it was clearly desirable to take a step 
which would constitute a decided advance in the evolution of 
the settlement system. It is not necessary here to describe at 

any length the history of this system. 
men~~~ory of the settle- Its institution represents an attempt to 

solve a problem which must always arise 
where there exists a local Government in complete or partial 
subordination to a central authority. Certain classes of ex pen
diture must obviously be left to the subordinate authority, while 
other services can be satisfactorily administered by the Central 
Government alone. Both these bodies require to be kept in 
funds. In India, where the great bulk of the revenues of the 
country is collected in, and credited in the accounts of, the 
various provinces, the problem resolves itself into the question 
how the Central Government can best be supplied with n!sources 
to meet the charges of the services which it must.of necessitr 
administer. The provincial settlements represent a method of 
attaining this object, which has been evolved by diverse and 
protracted experiment. To meet its own expenditure, the Gov
ernment of India retains, in the first place, the entire profits of 
the commercial departments and, secondly, all the revenue 
whose locale is no guide to its true incidence, .such as the net 
receipts from Customs, Salt and Opium. The income derived 
from these sources is, however, insufficient to cover the cost of 
the Imperial services, and an arrangement had theretore to be 
made by which the other sources of revenue should be distri
buted between the central and the various Provincial Govern
ments. 

• 3· This arrangement took a semi-contractual shape, as a 
separate settJement, or agreement, concluded by the Govern-

• ment of India with each individual province. In the stage of 
development which it bad reached when 

Their main features. 1 the Royal Commission reported, the sett e-
ment system presented three main features. In the first place, 
the settlements bad been declared to be quasi~permanent. The 
Government of India had, it is true, reserved the right of 

...... 
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revision, but they had promised to exercise that power ''only 
when the variations from the initial relative standards of revenue 
and expenditure were, over a substantial term of years, so great 
as to result in unfairness either to the province itself, or to 
the Government of India, or in the event of the Govern
ment of India being confronted with the alternatives of either 
imposing general taxation, or seeking assistance from the 
provinces.'' The second Important principle of the system 
.,~;is that the distribution of revenues between the provincial 
d.nd Central Governmeuts was made, except on occasions of 
,o.;rave emergency, with direct reference not to the needs of the 
Central Government, but to the outlay which each Province 
might reasonably claim to incur upon the services which it ad
ministered. The first step taken in concluding a 'iettlement 
.vas to ascertain the needs of the province and assign revenue 
to meet them ; the residue only of the income of the province 
coming into the Imperial exchequer. The third feature of the 
system was the method by which the revenue accruing from 
various sources was distributed. The residue which was avail
able for Imperial purposes was taken in the shape of a fixed 
fractional share in a few of the main heads of revenue, which 
were known as "divided heads." As, however, the distribution 
of these.heads could never be so adjusted as to yield to the 
Province, when added to the revenue from the purely provincial 
heads, the oocact sum necessary to meet provincial charges, 
equilibrium was effected by means of fixed cash assignments ; a 
deficiency being remedied by an assignment to Provincial 
revenues from the Imperial share of the land revenue, and an 
excess by the reverse process. 

4· In the general principles of this system the Government 
undesirability 01 al· of India had no desire to make any 

teringtbeirgeneralprin· change. Various alternative methods of 
dplea except in tbe dlrec• fi . h I . l G 
tlon o! greater perma., nancmg t e mpena overnment had 
"enc:y. from time to time been suggested, and 
certain of these are discussed in paragraphs 65 to 68 of the 
report of the Royal Commission. The Government of India 
were in entire agreement with the Commission that any radical .. 
change of system was undesirable, and fully accepted the 
grounds on which they rejected the specific alternatives which 
they considered. It was clearly preferable to abide by the main 
lines of a system which had gradually been built up to meet 
the needs. of the country, than to look about for an untried 
scheme of greater abstract perfection. There was, however, 
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-one main feature in which the system appeared susceptible 
of development and this development seemed to the Govern
ment of India to be eminently desirable in the interests of both 
the 1 mperial and the Provincial Governments. The direction 
in which they desired to advance was that of giving greater 
permanency to the settlements. From the point of view of the 
central Government a measure of this kind was rendered vitally 
important by the existing situation of Imperial finances. 

Simultaneously with the prospect of the loss of a consider
able annual revenueJrom opium, the Government of India were 
faced by the necessity of providing large and increasing funds 
for the extension of education, for the improvement of sanita
tion, and for other kindred purposes. To ensure successful 
conduct of their finance in these circumstances it was essential 
to recnove every avoidable element of uncertainty. They, there
fore, decided to introduce as great a degree of finality as possible 
into the financial relation of the Imperial with the Provincial 
·Governments. If Provinces could be provided, once and for all 
with settlements so framed that Local Governments could deve
lop their administration from their own assigned resources and 
could fairly be warned that they must not, except in cases of 
unusual calamity, expect assistance from Imperial funds, the task 
before the Government of India would be greatly simplified. At 
the same time it was considered that, by impartin~ greater pre
cision to their relations with Local Governments they would 
give the latter a more abiding interest in the husbanding and 
direction of their own resources ; while a sharper definition of 
the limits of provincial independence in financial matters would 
make it possible to allow much greater freedom of action within 
those limits. Before detailing the steps which lhe Government 
of India decided to take in order to secure an increase of per
manency in the settlements it will be convenient to discuss the 
minor points which were specifically referred for the opinion of 
Provincial Governments. · -

5· The first of these points was the desirability of -.....,_" 

Conversion of unduly 
• large assignments Into 

sbares of growlnar 
revenue. 

converting over-grown fixed assignments 
into shares of growing revenue. As the- • 
needs of a Province inevitably grow and 
the Province.) is required to meet them 

' from the expansion of its resources, it is frequently argued that 
the inclusion of a fixed and inelastic element in those resources 
hampers a Local Government in its task of finding funds to meet 
the normal growth of its expenditure. _The Royal Commission 
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wrote with caution on this subject, but recommended the con" 
version of unduly large fixed assignments into shares of grow. 
ing revenue by means of the gradual provincialization of heads 
of revenue which are now divided, and for which the Provincial 
Governments must always be specially responsible. As suitable 
subjects for provincialization they suggested the revenue from 
Excise and Forests. The Government of India were in entire 
sympathy with the cautious attitude adopted by the Commission 
in this matter. It is by no means always the case that a fixed 
1;.;s\;:;nment hamvers a Province. The cardinal issue in tht' 
mccess of a settlement is that the normal growth of the assigned 
revenues should be at least equal to the necessary and carefullv 
regulated growth of provincial expenditure. ff this object r, 
achieved, the fact that a part of the assigned revenue is fixed 
is of little or no importance. It is only when the normal incre" 
ment of revenue falls short of the legitimate increase in expen. 
diture that the fixed assignment becomes an evil and danger. 
On these grounds, the Government of India were unable to 
accept the suggestion of certain Local Governments for frequent 
and radical action in the matter of commutation. They con" 
sidered that fixed assignments should be replaced by a share of 
growing revenue in the following circumstances only :-

( l) '\\'hen an assignment is so large as to pre~ent the increment •n 
revenue from keeping abreast of the legit1mate and necessary growth ui 
expenditure ; :fnd 

(2) \Vhen the financial outlook of the moment justifies the abandon. 
rnent of the necessary amount of growing revenue m exchange for the 
reduction of fixed charges. 

Such commutation will usually take the shape of the pro
vincialization o( heads formerly divided. Except in this con
nection, however, the Government of India were not inclined to 
accept the imperialization or provincialization of divided heads 
as an object in itself. Such heads possess the advantages 
detailed in paragraph 70 of the Royal Commission's Report, and 
constitute a factor of some value in the general system of Indian 
finance. 

6. The second point of reference was the question of lump• 
grants from Imperial to Provincial balan

lm~~:r~1 ~~:a~~~--~~~~=: ces. Such grants have frequently been 
balances. given to individual Provinces, in order 
either to admit Local Governments to a share in an exceptional 
increase .of prosperity, or to afford the means of financing: a 
policr which commends itself to the centra! authority. The 
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principle of making allotments of this kind, which has been 
described as a "policy of doles," was subjected to considerable 
criticism before the Royal Commission. The chief charges 
brought against it are that it increases the opportunities for 
interference by the Government of India in provincial affairs · 
that a fair distribution of the grants among the Provinces i~ 
frequently a matter of extreme difficulty ; and that the system ' 
often compels Local Governments to spend money on objects of 
less comparative urgency than other needs of their populations. 
From the point of view of the stability of Imperial finances, the 
policy has the additional disadvantage that it must tend to 
decrease the provincial sense of financial responsibility, by 
accustoming Local Governments to look for special and spasmo
dic assistance outside the terms of their settlements. While 
fully appreciative of these drawbacks attaching to the system, 
the Government of India were in complete agreement with 
the Royal Commission that the total abolition of doles is im
practicable. Special grants from Imperial to Provincial revenues 
are almost inevitable. A line of policy pressed upon the 
Government of India by the Secretary of State, by the obvious 
trend of public opinion, or by the competition for efficiency 
among local Governments must frequently be passed on to the 
Provinces, and to insure its efficient prosecution, it is ~sential 
that the latter should be provided with funds additional to their 
ordinary resources. Such will doubtless be the ca~e with the 
forward movement in education and sanitation, when special 
grants will have to be given on conditions to be settled in corres
pondence with Local Governments. Again, it often happens that 
the Imperial Government secures a surplus which cannot suit
ably be employed in the reduction of taxation, and it naturally 
wishes to share its windfall with the Provinces. • In both these 
cases, doles are unavoidable. To minimise their disadvantages, 
the Royal Commission recommended the adoption of three 
principles :-

• 

(t) The system should not involve any greater degree of interference 
by the central with the Local Government than at present ' 
exists ; 

(2) The grants should be given with due regard to the wishes of the - • 
provincial authorities. 

(3) They ~bould not necessarily be assigned for the same object in 
every Province. 

These principles, which received the full support of the 
Local Governments were readily accepted by the Gollernment 
of India. The Government of Bombay, which discussed the 
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matter in some detail, made certain further proposals for the 
regulation of doles. They suggested, as the most satisfactory 
method of subsidising a Province, the remission of Imperial taxa
tion which might, if the provincial authorities so desired, be re
imposed as a provincial burden. This scheme will merit further 
consideration at any time when the remission ()f t:{" 
becomes a practical possibility, but thFrt" is little imnKtL;,Lc 
pr~,J,-,pect oi any such action. The suggestion that dole>. 
ever given, should take the shape of a fractional addittu:: t• .. t 
provincial share of land revenue has been sufficiently met b)
ihe decision of the Government of India, already described, in 
the matter of the commutation of cash assignments. In any 
case this system, if adopted, could not be of universal ~ppli
cation as it would clearly be unsuitable to a grant made 
against a fixed payment, such as the ·Famine Insurance credit, 
or to a dole given to a Province in which the expansion of 
revenue already outpaces the normal growth of expenditure. 
To a third opinion expressed by the Government of Bombay, 
the Government of India were unable to subscribe. They could 
not admit that the employment of a grant should, except in the 
rarest instances, be left to the discretion of the Local Government 
which receives it, \Vhile they could readily agree to abstain 
from cri~ical inquiry into the objects to which a dole is applied, 
they held that the cases in which it would be necessary to 
specify the ~eneral purposes of the assignment would be the 
rule rather than the exception. \Vhen, for example, considerable 
sacrifices have been incurred in order to raise money for educa
tion, they could not contemplate with equanimity its expendi
ture upon hospitals or bridges. Similar considerations apply 
when the Government of India are engageci in distributing a 
windfall. The d'isposal of a surplus is akin to a legislative act, 
being decided after debate in the Imperial Le~islative Council ; 
and it is often an alternative to a remi9~ion of taxation, in which 
case the purposes to which it is proposed to devote the surplus 
are deliberately accepted as more needful and expedient tban 
the relief of the general taxpayer. In such cases the Government 
uf India incur a responsibility with reference to the disposal of 
grants maJe to Local Governments of which they could not con- • 
sent to divest themselves. 

7· Before any 
Alleged Inequality in 

the Settlements with tbe 
different provinc.,s. 

42 

steps could be taken to impart greater 
permanency to the provincial contracts, 
it was clearly desirable to remove any 
imperfections in the various settlements 
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which might be found to exist. The Government of India were 
fully alive to the charge often brought against the settlements, 
that they are of unequal liberality in the different provinces. 
The assumption underlying the existing condition of quasi-per
manency is that the settlements start from equilibrium at the 
given point of time when the contract is made, and that the in- , 
evitable growth of provincial expenditure will be met from the 
expansion of the revenues which have been assigned to tpe 
Provinces. It is urged by certain critics that, to make the as
sumption tenable, it must also be assumed that all Provinces 
received equality of treatment at their settlement, and more 
particularly that the settlement standards Provided for an equal 
degree of advance in the different administrations. It is perfectly 
well known, however, that, at the time of concluding the latest 
contracts, some Provinces were more backward than others ; it 
is known that some of the previous settlements had been framed 
on generous and others upon less liberal lines, that the standards 
of expenditure were in consequence unequal and that certain 
Provinces have thus been placed at a definite disadvantage for 
all time. In this way, it is argued that the older Provinces and 
those which were most insistent in their demands when the ear-
Her settlements were framed now find themselves in comfortable 
circumstances ; while the more backward and less demol'lstrati>·e 
administrations have to face permanent financial stringency. 
The Government of India were prepared to aclmi( the extreme 
difficulty of giving a conclusive reply to these arguments. It 
is impossible to devise a satisfactory test of equality of treat
ment, which could be applied with safety to the results of the 
various settlements. They were not, however, ready to concede 
the justice of the criticisms. The supposed inequality of treat
ment, if it exist at all, is historical and inevilable rather than ""' 
the outcome of administrative partiality ; while its very existence 
is extremely doubtful. Each Province has had periodical re
settlements since 1882. During the intervening years, there has 
been a steady advance in the equipment of every Local 
Government. The pressure has been constant, both from within ' 
and from above, in the direction of greater efficiency and in-

• creased administrative comfort : while the supervision ana • 
control of tbe central Government have had the same tendency. 

• All these influences have reacted on each successive revision of 
the provincial settlements, and have inevitably worked towards 
an equalization of the scale of expenditure in the different 
Provinces. At every periodical review, the poorer Local Govern
ments have pressed their grievances, and the haggling of a 
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quarter of a century has established a rough equity which could 
not now be replaced by theoretical calculations. One province 
may be behind another in its jails, or a third in its roads, and 
its subordinate officials may be worse paid than in a fourth 
but it probably spends more than its neighbours on (JOlice or 01 

education. Taking the administrative equipment i!~ ;1 whol,, 
the Government of India found it impossible to believeth<~: 
n~c:quality in the settlement-; had gone far enough to ·itan:c w 
l'~<.Jvince m its necessities in order to load another with tux•Hie:
and they considered it entirely unnecessary, in seeking a basi-; 
for permanency, to make any radical alterations in the existin~.: 
'ettlements which have been evolved by the slow process of 
vears. 

E:. /\ t the same time, it was undoubtedly the fact that 

Removal ol minor 
detects In the settle
ments preliminary to the 
introduction of perm a 
nent arrangements. 

imperfections were to be found in certain 
of the present contracts, which it was un
desirable to confirm in perpetuity. Certain 
of these were due to miscalculations at the 
time of revision of settlement, or to ali 

unexpected course taken after revision by the revenue of parti
cular Provinces. In a number of Provinces the fixed assignment 
had reached a figure which showed signs of becoming excessive 
The Gc~vernment of India accordingly decided to undertake a 
ca_reful revi~ion of all existing settlements, with a view to the 
removal of minor defects and the replacement of large cash 
assignments by shares of growing revenue. \Vith this object. 
they made a detailed review of the financial position of each 
Province on the lines ordinarily followed in framing a new settle 
ment, checking their conclusions by means of an independent 
report of the .working of each contract obtained from the 
Accountant-General of the Province concerned. As a result of 
this examination, it was found advisable to make variations in 
the terms of the settlements, before attempting to make them 
permanent, in order to give the Provinces a larger share in the 
expanding sources of revenue. The exact concessions made 
have been separately indicated in detail to the various Local 
Governments, but they may for convenience sake, be brieAr 
recapitulated here :-

( 1) (a) Forest revenue and expenditure were made wholly provincial 
in aU the Provinces. 

(b) Excise revenue and expenditure were made wholly provincial 
in Bombay, while in the Central Provinces and the United 
Provinces, the provincial share of these heads was increased 
to three-quarters. 
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(c) Land revenue was made half provincial m the Punjab and 
five-eighths provincial in Burma. 

(d) The provincial interest of the Punjab in major Irrigation 
works (direct receipts, working expenses and interests of 
debt) was raised from three-eighths to one-half. 

(2) The fixed assignments of the various Provinces were reduced 
by the amount which these changes of classification added to 
the provincial share of growing revenue. 

The financial effect of these arrangements was to convert 
fixed assignments amounting to 350 lakhs of rupees into 
growing net revenue, and to deprive the Imperial Government 
in future years of an annual net increment of 8·1 5 lakhs in its 
share of divided revenue. (In the foregoing description of the 
new settlements no allusion is made to Bengal or Eastern 
Bengal and Assam, because the subsequent re-constitution of 
these Provinces has abrogated the permanent settlements and 
necessitated the formation of new and temporary arrangements.) 

9· Having thus remedied the defects of the existing 
settlements, the Government of India ap

Reservatton In respect proached the task of imparting a,reater 
ol widespread tamlnc. t. 

permanency to their financial relations 
with provincial Governments. They realised, at the outset, 
that complete permanency was not attainable. Tht! possibility 
of famine constitutes a danger to the settlement contracts 
against which it is impossible to provide adequate safeguards. 
The famine insurance scheme is a convenient device for dis
tributing the expenditure on famine in its earlier stages, or on 
a partial scarcity; but a really widespread calamity would 
sweep it away and leave the Provinces dept!ndent in large 
measure upon the bounty of the Imperial Government. In a 
crisis of this kind the Government of India must of necessity 
step in and supplement the provincial resources, as it has done 
in the past, and the contract obligations will, for the time 
being, remain partially in suspense. Subject, however, to pro
vision against famine, the Government of India considered that 

•the settlements, as now revised, might safely be declared to be- • 
fixed in perpetuity. They held that the time had come when 

• Local Governments might reasonably be informed that certain 
growing sources of revenue had been placed, once and for all, 
at thdr disposal from which to meet the future needs of the 
Province which they administered. It would be for them to 
husband their resources and lay them out to the best econc.-
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mica! advantages. \Vith the introduction of this element of 
fixity into the financial relations, it would be possible to allo\\ 
provincial authorities far greater independence within definite 
limits, and to relax a great measure of the control which tht" 
Govemment of India have hitl1etto exercised over the ' 
hodie~. 

The views of the (~o\·ernment of India on the variou 

Summary of rules 
governing the future re• 
lations of provincial and 
imperial finance. 

points discussed in the preceding par~'<· 
graphs were communicated to the Seer.~. 
tary of State, and, with his approval, the 
following rules have been laid down tc 

~o\·em the future relations of Provincial and Imperial finance:--

(i; 'With the exception indicated m rule !I, the provincial settle 
ments for Madras, Bombay, the United Provinces, Burma, 
the Punjab and the Central Provinces will in future be 
permanent and not subject to 1·evision ; and permanent settle 
ments will he framed, as soon as may be found convement, 
for Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, and Assam. In case of serious 
famine in a Province, the question of assistance from the 
revenues of the Government of Indi:t will be considered. 
The Government of India reserve the right to call for assis· 
tance from provincial revenues in the event of grave embar" 
rassment in their own finances. 

{ii) v/hen the fixed assignment of a Province becomes unduly· 
large and hampers the expansion of its revenue, as compared 
with the legitimate and necessary growth of expenditure, it 
will ordinarily be converted, either in whole or in part, into 
a share of growing revenues, as soon as the state of Imperial 
finances permits. 

(iii) In tfte event of the grant of special allotments to Local Gov 
ernments out of surplus revenues not required for the rernis 
sion of taxation, the reduction of debt, or other purposes, 
the Government of India will retain the option of declaring 
the purposes for which the money is provided ; but 

(1rl the grants will not involve greater interference by the Centtal 
Government than at present exists; 

;t•) they will he allotted with due regard to the wishes of the re. 
cipient Government; and 

(c) they need not necessarily be de\·oted to one and the same 
purpose in every province, 

(z'7') A Local Government may not budget for a deficit, unless it 
satisfies the Government of India that the excess expen
diture is due to an exceptional and non-recurring cause, and 
also, if the deficit involves a reduction of the provincial balance 
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below the prescribed minimum, that suitable arrangements 
will be made for the restoration of the minimum. 

(v) If a Local Government exhausts its own balances and receives 
permission to overdraw upon the general balances, it will be 
required to take the necessary amount as a short loan from 
the Government of India. The loan will bear interest and 
will be repayable in such instalments as the Central Govern
ment may direct. 

(<,1) Future corrections in provincial budgets by the Government of 
India will be restricted to 

(a) divided heads, and 

(b) the proposed totals of revenue and expenditure. 

A limit will be fixed by the Government of India for 
ordinary plus fresh recurring expenditure, and care will be 
taken to secure its observance. All extraordinary receipts will 
be excluded from the limit and will be applied to such non
recruiting outlay on public works or other objects as the Local 
Governments, assisted (where these exist) by their Councils, 
may determine. Relief should not, however, be afforded from 
these receipts towards meeting the ordinary civil works budget 
of a Province in such a manner as indirectly to set freG funds 
for recurring expenditure under another head. Moreover, when 
a Local Government has taken a loan from the GotTernment·of 
India under the provisions mentioned above, extraordinary 
receipts shall not be regarded as applicable to non-recurring 
expenditure on public works or other objects until the whole 
of such loan is repaid. In a year in which there is no object 
of sufficient urgency and importance to justify the expenditure 
thereon of such extraordinary receipts, they s'bould be added 
to provincial balances to serve as a reserve against future 
emergencies. In framing the budget estimates, the attention 
of the Government of India should be drawn to the existence 
of these special resources and to the manner in which it is 
proposed to dispose of them. 

• These mles represent, in the opinion of the Government of- • 
India, a decided advance in the path of decentralization. They 
place a greater responsibility on Local Governments for the 

• stability of their provincial finances, while at tbe same time 
investing them with wide independence. The arrangement 
aims at securing a clear division of duties and liabilities ; and 
the Government of India trust that it will now be followed, 
on the part of each Local Government ; by a careful examination 
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of the scale of expenditure which now prevails, particularly 
in the Roads and Buildings Branch of the Public Works De
partment. The Government of India have now conducted 
.,;uch an examination into their own finances, with a view to 
economy and retrenchment ; and they think it would be well 
d Local Governments should now do the same, bearing in mind 
the rigidity of the new arrangements and the grave respon 
.,!bility for keeping the growth of provincial expenditure at a 
ratio which shall in no circumstances be greater than the growth 
,,f provincial resources. 

I 1. Provincial Taxatzon.-On the subject of Provincial 
taxation the Royal Commission wrote with studied caution. 
They found in existence a restriction upon the powers of Local 
Governments which forbade them to impose additional taxation 
.vithout the previous sanction of the Government of India, and 
they did not advise the removal of this restriction. They 
thought, however, that if, in the future, there should come about 
" clear separation between Imperial and Provincial finance, 
with a more effective control over the latter by Legislative 
( ·ouncils, it might become practicable and necessary to allow 
1 .ocal Governments to levy special provincial taxation if they 
wished' to increase their scale of provincial expenditure. They 
did not propose to relax the present statutory safeguards of 
legislation, without which no taxation can become effective. 
The Government of India are once again in general agreement 
with the Commission. Their attitude towards provincial tax· 
... tion in the past has never been one of disfavour. It has 
frequently been employed, and still in some measure exists, 
as a supplemel).t to the general revenues for purely provincial 
purposes. The provincial rates and taxes which have re
cently been remitted owed their abolition, not to their provin
cial character, but to the fact that they rested almost entirely 
on the land, which the Government of India, in pursuance of a 
settled policy, desire to relieve of miscellaneous burdens. The 
Central Government have in the past frequently advised that 
provincial resources should be supplemented by small and 
cautious measures of provincial taxation. They have assented' 
to the theoretical considerations that, in a vast country of 
greatly varying conditious, Imperial taxation must of neces-. 
sity be restricted in its range, as very few taxes are suitable for 
imposition in every part of the Indian Empire; that the incidence 
of an Imperial impost must be lighter in some areas than in 
others ; that provincial taxation might not inappropriately 
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balance such inequalities; that a tax which would cause dis
satisfaction in one part of the country might arouse no oppo
sition in another ; and that experiments in taxation might 
thus be made with safety on a small scale which would be 
imprudent or even dangerous if applied to India as a whole. 

12. These considerations are, however, theoretical only. 
In actual practice definite schemes of provincial taxation have 
never been pressed with any enthusiasm, and the Government 
of India can see no strong reason for removing the safeguards 
which now surround its imposition. They fully recognise that 
s11ch taxation is a necessary corollary of a fully decentralised 
system of finance; but pending the development of such a 
system they consider that no useful purpose would be served 
by an attempt to define its proper scope or to lay down the 
criteria which it should satisfy. Financial autonomy for the 
Provinces, if and when it arises, must carry with it the power 
of taxation. In existing circumstances there is nothing to be 
gained by varying or diminishing the control, both executive 
and legislative, which the Government of India now retain. 
These views have been reported to the Secretary of State, who 
has expressed his concurrence with them. 

--

1 3· Provincial Borrowing.-The Royal Com Rlission dis
cussed the advisability of permitting Local Governments to 
raise provincial loans in the open market. The majority of its 
members considered that the existing embargo on such loans 
should be maintained, but that Local Government should be 
granted short-term loans from Imperial revenues to meet the 
cost of large non-productive works of manifest- utility which 
they cannot finance from their own resources. With the ex
ception of the Government of Bom'bay, who were particularly 
anxious to obtain access to the open market, these views found 
general acceptance with the Local Governments, and the Gov
ernment of India are strongly of opinion that they should 
prevail. The question of loans from Imperial funds has already 
reen settled by means of the new provisions regarding prov-
Incial overdrafts which have been incorporated in the settle
ment rules. ·An overdraft on Imperial balances will in future 

•be treated as a short-term loan, and it is precisely in connection 
with works of the kind contemplated by the Commission that 
such overdrafts will in future be sanctioned. The chief argu
meut for the admission of Local Governments to the open market 
lies in the claim that objects of purely provincial interest would 
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succeed in attracting, at reasonable rates, capital which is not 
touched by the Imperial loans. The truth of this argument 
could be tested by experience alone ; though it is theoretically 
probable that a project which aroused local enthusiasm might 
tap resources which are not open to the Government of India 
ThF drawbacks attaching to such an experiment are, howe\·er 
ver;, much greater than the possible advantages wh:::-1-: 
accrue from it. It would be extremely difficult tu fHt:\l'' 

loan nf the kind contemplated from competing with the .l 
loans. The local market is narrow , the period uf cheap m''"'' 
is confined to a few months of the year; and the loan busines>
is mainly in the hands of a few large banks. On these groundo 
the Government of India have always been compelled to refuse 
to loca! ~1uthorities, such as Port Trusts and Municipalities, all 
access to the market during the months reserved for their own 
operations. Provincial loans would either have to be similarly 
held back until the Government of India had completed their 
own issues, a course which would certainly affect their prospects ; 
or they would be floated simultaneously with the Imperial 
loans with depressing effect upon the prices of both. 

14.. A further objection to the flotation of provincial 
loans lies in the undesirability of increasing the non-productive 
debt of Indifl. For really productive projects the Government 
of India are ordinarily prepared to find funds from their capital 
account, and the effect of allowing Local Governments to enter 
the open market would undoubtedly be the creation of a consi
derable quantity of largely unproductive debt, which could not 
but injuriously affect the credit of India. The existence of a 
provincial publiot debt would, moreover, afford an inducement 
for lavish outlay upon public works and might thus lead up to a 
type of financial embarrassment which the Government of India 
could not view without grave concern. The experience of other 
countries has shown that debts of this kind tend to grow in 
volume until the magnitude of the loan charges either effects a 
material reduction in the margin available for current expendi
:ure on puLiic works or drives the Government into enhanced. 
taxation. In these circumstances the Government of India are 
clearly of opinion that the grant of independent borrowing 
powers to I .ocal Governments should be deferred until a more 
distinct separation has taken place between the finances 
of the Provincial and those of the Central authority. The 
Secretary of State has expressed his general agreement with 
this view. 
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1 5· 1Jorrowi11g by local bodies.-On the subject of borrow~ 
ing by local bodies, the Royal Commission reviewed the exis
ting practice with general approval and suggested two minor 
changes only :-

(a) Local Governments should have final power to sanction the 
borrowing in the open market of sums not exceeding 5 lakhr ) 
and repayable withm 30 years ; and 

(b) the provision in section 2 of Act XII of 1897, which requires 
the previous sanction of the Governor-General in Council to 
every loan under the Act, should be abrogated ; general rules 
governing such loans should be drawn up under section 3 of 
the Act; and Local Governments should then have power to 
sanction subject to compliance with these rules. 

The former recommendation had reference to previous 
orders which directed that all proposals of local bodies for loans 
in the open market should be submitted to the Government of 
India, whose sanction was required in advance to the period of 
the loan, the date of issue and all other important features of the 
operation. Effect has already been given to the modifications 
advised by the Commission by the Notification in the Finane~ 
Department No. 62r 5-A, dated 30th October, tyo8. The 
second recommendation alluded to loans raised by the local 
authorities to meet such temporary emergencies as the occur
rence of famine or the outbreak of dangerous epidemic disease. 
The Government of India have acceptc::d the proposed change, 
and steps will be taken to carry it out. The rules to be pres
cribed under section 3 of Act XII of 1897 will be framed as 
soon as the necessary delegation has been made of the power 
vested by section 2 in the Governor-General in Council. 

16. Delegatiou to lteads of departments of power of n:
appropriatioJt.-ln paragraph g6 of their Report the Royal 
Commission advised that, under certain conditions, the powers of 
reappropriation enjoyed by Local Governments should be dele
gated by them to their heads of departments. The Government 

• of India have accepted this view and have, with the approvalc¥. • · 
the Secretary of State, authorised Local Governments and the 
Administrations of the Central Provinces, Baluchistan, the 

• North-West Frontier Province, Ajmer-Marwara and Coorg to 
delegate to Boards of Revenue, Financial Commissioners, and 
such other officers subordinate to them as have been declared to 
be heads of departments, the power of making reappropriations 
in connection with the budget grants of the branches of the 
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administration which they control. It has been laid down that 
~uch reappropriations shall be of a routine character only and 
·=.hall be made from one minor head to another within the same 
major head, and that the power shall be exercised subject tc 
rne following conditions:-

that savmgs under salaries and establishment shaH n.,; 
reappropriated to other classes of expenditure · 

~, that savings on non-recurring expenditure under supplies and 
services contingencies and other detailed heads shall not be 
reappropriated in order to provide for additional recurring 
expenditure under salaries or establishnlent, or on any other 
account ; and 

i . that it will be open to the Government of India and local 
Covernments to require, at any time of financial pressure, 
that the exercise by heads of departments of their powers of 
reappropriation shall be suspended. 

These orders do not involve the curtailment of any more 
<extended powers that may have already been delegated with 
the sanction of the Government of India to any authorities 
~ubordinate to Local Governments and administrations. 

TJ. Relaxation of tile limzts imposed Ml tlze spendin:; 
1~Ju;vers ,j_j Local Governments and Administratio1ls.-I n conclu
~ion, the Government of India desire to intimate to Local Govern
ments that they have had under separate consideration the 
recommendations regarding the relaxation of the limits imposed 
on the spending powers of Local Governments and Administra
tions which are contained in paragraphs I 19 to 148 of the Royal 
Commission's Report. They have made extensive proposals 
for the increase €If provincial powers in this connection which 
have met with the general approval of the Secretary of State ;. 
and they hope soon to be in a position to issue separate orders 
on the subject. 



V. RESOLUTION ON THE LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 
POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

Nos. 55-77· 

Dated Simla, the 28th April, 1915. 

\1 

Local Self-government as a conscious process of adminis
trative devolution and political education 

Historical retrospect. dates, outside presidency towns, from the 
I, financial reforms of Lord Mayo's government. Consultative 

committees had indeed been appointed in various towns in 
I 8 50, and measures were taken in I 864 and following years to 
give effect to the recommendations of the report of the Royal 
Army Sanitary Commission, which was published in I863, but 
no comprehensive scheme was introduced until the years 
following 1870. Legislation affecting several Provinces was 
then undertaken. Lord Ripon's government in 1882 carried 
still further the principles of Local Self-government with the 
object, by measures cautiously but substantially pro~ressive, 
of inducing the people themselves to undertake, as.far as might 
be and subject to necessary control from without, the manage
ment of their own local affairs, and of developing and creating, 
if need be, a capacity for self-help in respect of all matters that 
had not, for administrative reasons, to be retained in the hands 
of a representative of Government. Various Acts were passed, 
by which the elective principle, financial independence and 
the reduction of official control were given a wide extension. 

In two resolutions nos. --
6

1 

6
--, dated the 24th October, I8g6, 

14 -I 4 
and nos. 18-37, dated the 20th August, 1897, respectively, Lord 
Elgin's government again reviewed the subject and laid down 
further conditions of progress. Important principles have, 
from time to time, been considered by the Government of I nd~ 

• in connection with the revision of Local Self-government Acts 
and otherwi.se, and recently the whole field of policy has, in their 

• survey of Indian administration, been ably and exhaustively 
~iewed by the Royal Commission upon Decentralization. 

2. The Governor-General in Council is glad to b"e assured 
by the report of the Commission and the 

Substantial progress. opinions of Local Governments and Ad-
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ministrations upon it, that the results have on the whole justified 
the policy out of which Local Self-government arose. The 
degree of success varies from Province to Province and from 
one part of a Province to another, but there is definite and 
satisfactory evidence of the growth of a feeling of good citizen
ship, particularly in the towns. The spread of education is 
1argely responsible for the quickening of a sense of responsibility 
·-·"d improvements in the machinery. In certain 1:-'rovinct>" 
beneficial results have followed the elaboration of a system ot 
local audit. On all sides there are signs of vitality and growth. 

3· The obstacles in the way of realising completely the 
ideals which have prompted action in the 

Future general polley. 'II h b past are stt , owever, y no means incon-
siderable. The smallness and inelasticity of local revenues, 
the difficulty of devising further forms of taxation, the indiffer
ence still prevailing in many places towards all forms of public 
life, the continued unwillingness of many Indian gentlemen 
to submit to the troubles, expense and inconveniences of election, 
the unfitness of some of those whom these obstacles do not 
deter, the prevalence of sectarian animosities, the varying 
character of the municipal area, all these are causes which 
cannot J;.mt impede the free and full development of Local Self
government. The growing demand among the educated 
classes in towns for greater efficiency, involving more direct 
expert control, in matters affecting public health and education, 
is a further influence of a different character. A similar 
tendency, it may be observed, is discernible in England and 
in other European countries, the Governments of which have 
shown a growing disposition to place on central authorities 
the duty of stirm~lating and encouraging local bodies in cases 
of default or deficiency on their part, and to give to the former 
powers of intervention and, in case of need, of actual supersession 
of the latter. These and similar considerations indicate the 
need for caution in delegating powers to non-official bodies, 
when they are not as yet adapted nor prepared for them. But 
on the whole the Government of India declared unhesitatingly 
:.1 favour of a general policy of further progress, limited only • 
by such conditions as local circumstances may dictate. U nifor
mity, even were it attainable, would be undesirable" as tending
to monotony, lifelessness and discouragement of new experi
ments. But, in fact, any attempt to exact uniformity in local 
administration would be foredoomed to failure. In each 
Province, sometimes in each part of a Province, the administra-
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tive system bas grown up on lines of its own with reference to 
local needs and the wishes and abilities of the people. On a 
review of all the circumstances, the Government of India have 
decided to accept in almost every case the conclusion of the 
Local Government or Administration as to the degree of pro
gress possible at the present time. But in the more backward . 
provinces in particular, it is their conviction that there is roorr 
for advance, and that the aim to be steadily pursued is abstfillll
tion from interference in detail and increased reliance on the 
non-official element in local bodies. 

4· Local Governments and Administrations in general 
are prepared to advance in the direction 

Loc::t~o!!'!~na~~';ft;~d by of the main recommendations of the 
Commission. They propose in varying 

degrees to expand the electoral element in the constitution 
of local bodies, to extend the employment of non-official 
chairmen in municipalities, to allow local bodies more ample 
control over budgets and freer powers of reappropriation, to 
concede increased authority to local bodies over establishments 
and to relax existing restrictions in regard to outside sanction 
for expenditure on works of importance. These changes will 
mark a real and immediate extension of the principles pf Local 
Self-government. 

5· The Government of India now propose •to state ·the 
principal conclusions that have been reached after full discussion 
in the public press, in debates of the Legislative Councils, and 
in consultation with Local Governments and, in certain matters, 
with His Majesty's Secretary of State, on the questions that 
arise respecting (I) towns, ( 2) districts, ( 3) villages, or other 
small local areas ; in other words, in relation \o (I) municipal 
boards, (2) district and sub-district boards, and (3) panchayats or 
other unions. In each case they will consider the constitution 
of the local body, its ability to tax and its powers in regard to 
its budget and its establishment. Finally, they will deal with 
the recommendations of the Commission in connection with 
presidency towns and Rangoon . 

/MUNICIPAL BOARDS. 

6. The Commission recommended that Municipal Boards 
--- shol!_ld ordinarily be constituted on the 

Elective majority. basis of a substantial elective maj'ority and 
that nominated members should be llmited to a number 
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sufficient to provide for the due representation of minoritie:; 
and official experience. This recommendation has already 
been adopted in several provinces and is generally accepted 
by Local Governments and the Government of India, subject 
to the proviso that the principle should in places, where it" 
;;uccess is doubtful, be intr••duced gradually, and after expen 
ment in selected municipalities. 

Tbe Commission also proposed that the municipdl th;,;, 
man should usually be an elected 

Chairmen. official, that Government officers shoulc 
not be allowed to stand for election, and that where a nomina 
ted chairman might still be required he should be an official 
The following statistics show how in the different province' 
chairmen of municipalities are at present secured:-

~Vumhr rf chairmen of J!tu m'L·ipatz"ties, dccted and Jtolllinatc;l, 
officials and non-officials. 

Province. 
~ Elected Elected Non1inated iNommated 
. ffrwn-, ofticials, · fnfion-l ; officials. 
i o tcta s. ! o eta s. 

Total 

.Madras 3R 2 IS s 6_:, 
Bombay 53 37 3 6o 1.')) 

Bertgal n 10 8 19 !I' 

United Provinces ... 20 34 I!) [[ 8~ 
Punjab I) 77 II 104 
Burma .fl 4 4; 
Bihar and Orissa 7 7 5 Jb ss 
Central Provinces and Berar 12 ;6 R st· 
Assam . ~ . ~ 3 4 8 i; 
North-West Frontie]; Provinces 6 {) 

Coorg 1 ,. ... 2 , . 
Oelhi ,. i , : [ 

Total ... ' 222 ~-~~---5I--~~--~- 69,; 
I . , 

8. The majority of Local Governments are il} fav()ur of 
No 

0 
, • · subs_tituting, so far as possible, !10n-official 

n· 11 •clat chatrmen. for official chairmen, and the Government. 
of India are in full sympathy with the proposal. The increasing 
burden of administration, apart from other considerations, 
renders it desirable that the district officer should be relieved 
of the executive control of municipal bodies. The Governor
General·in Council recognises, however, that the change must 
be made gradually, and that in the absence of suitable 
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candidates, it may not be possible to make it finally and once 
for all in particular places. He agrees with the opinion expressed 
in several quarters that discretion should be reserved to a 
Local Government to nominate a non-official as chairman. 
Many gentlemen of influence, well fitted to be chairmen of 
boards, are not prepared to offer themselves for election, and . 
insistence on election as the only alternative to the nominationf .. 
of an official ~ould unnecessarily narrow the field of choic.$1( 
Nor does it appear necessary to prohibit boards under any 
circumstances from electing an official as their chairman. It 
may be desirable, however, to require the election of an official 
as chairman to be confirmed by the Commissioner, or even 
higher authority. 

9· The Commission suggested that some of the largest 
cities should adopt the system in force in 

The Bombay aystem tn B b "t h th . s - n 1 t d larger munlclpalltlee. om ay Cl y, w ere ere 1 " e ec e 
chairman, who is the official mouthpiece 

of the corporation as a whole, the executive administration, how
ever, vesting in a full-time nominated official subject to the 
control of the corporation and of standing committee thereof. 
In the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, also there are 
provisions under which a Chief Officer can be appoint~ by a 
city municipality, on its own initiative or at the instance of the 
Governor in Council. The Governor in Councfl may aho 
appoint an executive officer known as the Municipal Commis
sioner for any municipal district which contains one hundred 
tho.usand inhabitants, or for any other municipal District on 
the application of the municipality, provided that such 
application has been previously supported by not less than 
two thirds of the whole body of councillors.• A Municipal 
Commissioner has in some respects more extensive powers than 
a Chief Officer. Under this arrangement the direction of the 
general policy of a municipality vests in the whole body of 
councillors, while the executive power, with certain reservations, 
vests in the Municipal Commissioner. The Municipal com
mittee may cause him to furnish any returns and reports on 

• matters appertaining to municipal administration and the}'"" 
retain finaq,cial control. The Chief Officer or Municipal 
Commissioner is not removeable, except by order of the Gover
nor in Council, or by the vote of three-fourths of the whole number 
of councillors. These officers exercise certain executive powers 
specifically conferred on them by the Municipal Act, and such 
other powers as may be delegated to them under the provisions 
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of the Act ; and the Governor in Council may require tbat they 
shall be invested with any powers which can be lawfully dele
gated. The system works well in Bombay. The Government 
of India do not desire to press for its adoption in Provinces 
where it may not be suited to the local conditions. They are, 
however, of opinion that it has the advantages of ensuring a 
continuous and strong executive administration by an efficient 
' .. •aid staff, while maintaining the corporate control and activity 
of' the municipal board. It is in fact not dissimilar to the system 
in force in England. They commend it to Local Governments 
as a means of overcoming, at any rate, in large citit:s, the diffi
culties inherent in the introduction of the important changes 
contemplated, especially when non-official chairmen are busy 
professional men. In smaller towns they suggest that the 
object aimed at might be attained by the wider delegation of 
executive functions to responsible secretarie,, en~~ineers and 
health officers and that power to enforce such delegation might 
be secured by legislation. 

JO. The aggregate income of 701 municipalities in exis
tence at the close oftheyear I9I2-J9I3 (ex

Financial resources. 
eluding the presidency towns and Rangoon) 

amounted to £3,282,845 (Rs. 4,92,42,675) apart from loans, sales 
of secuJities and other extraordinary receipts, or an average of 
about £4,683 \Rs. 70,245) a year. This income was distributed 
as follows : ~ 

Madras 
Bombay 
Bengal . 
U uited Provinces 
]'unjal:) 
Burma . 
Bihar and Orissa 
Central Provinces 
Berar 
Assam . . . . 
North- \Vest Frontier Province 
Coorg 
Delhi 

£ 
454.908 
586,054 
339,979 
592,391 
435,039 
292,524 
145,270 
177,496 
37.594 
34,764 
72,s6o 

3.700 
I 10,:;66• 

•· Note:_ The figures are abnormal on account of large grants from Government 
during the year. 

43 
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The following further statements show the proportions under various heads of municipal income 

and expenditure respectively in the different Provinces for the year rgr2-I9I3. 

Income. 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL !:-~'COME FRO:>! 
~IU:I'!CLPAL RATES AND TAXES 

DER!\IW FRO~f 

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL INCOME 
EXCLUDING LOANS AND ADVANCES 

PER!Vl!D FROM 

I 't) 't) "" I I I • .. I 

j § ; .~ I ~ l ~ \ g .s ! 
I"' "' ill 14 I ~I:;; ~0 I 
I ~ -; ~ !! i - % '0 I • 
I p a g.; >- • ol I .. e; ~ 

Province. 

o ·c . o.. v u u tJl ·u Q. ~ o i o 
-'= =~ ~ ~ ; ~ . 8. (¢ ~~~r.til .. 
O'"t' ( o..c "0 • 1ooo v ... ·z ' ... (J !i ea. I -

C I tn QJ tl) 4J ~ I QJ I ·- C::: Q 4J 

C v} C ] g !:: M e: s g tn .9- \ 4) 8 j 
. = ~ ! = ~ ~ ; I ~ ~ : g j -5 H ) ] I g ~ t ~ I .~ 

-----------11--j~_E-< __ !_E-< __ i~l~~-u-1~ ~ --=--~~~_o __ ;~ 
·e 
't 
0 

I I I i I I i : I I 
Madras ... ... ... 1 4S'o 1 ro·:zj' 8·6 i 19'0 16·8 : ... ! o·4 H'O 1 0'3 i 15'1 1 36·4 ! 
Bombay ... ... 46·9 16 3 

1 
3'2 o·3

1

1 4'5 1 r6·9 8·o I 3'9 62·6 1 o·s 1 16'4 1 17·1 I 
Bengal ... ... ... 37'2 I s·s 1.8 ll"l l 13'9 25 I I 144 75'8! 2'1 8·4 \ ll'S I 
United Provinces ... 69'2 5'4 t·o 3·8 1 2·8 6 6 I'l I to I 62·8 1 1·6\ 19·7 13·6 
Ptmjab ... ... 89·7 6·8 o8 ... j ... 1'3 1'21 O'll 6.rz o·8 i 19'3 13·7 
Burma ... ... ... 42·5 3'7 ... 1 14·o 9·2 2o·6 Io·o 38.1 I'I ' 42'3 17'2 
Behar and Orissa ... ... 1'7 40'7 9'5 1·8 56 3'5 :ii'6 15·6 62·5 1'41 9·9 25 I 

Central Provinces ... ... 61·6 3'3 4'3 00'1 l'z I5'3 to'9. 3 3 6o·3 2'7 . 16·3 16·4 
Berar ... ... ... ... 2o'7 4'3 26·8 104 46 20'5 1 12'7 47'9 8·z I 13'5 29'S 
Assam ... ... . .. ... 4o·s 7·6 ... I 9'9 u·6 22·1 8·3 36·8 4·o 1 ro·8 , 473 
North-West Frontier Province 98·o o:6 o·r .. , !' ... 1::1 , o·t ... 4:1:1 o·.~ 15:91 41'1 
Coorg ... ... .. .... 627 39 18·9 71 741 ...... 287 2 ~ 119 568 
Delhi ... .. . ... 8o'2 13 1 4'8 .. .. 1'9 . .. .. . i .. . 3B·s o·3 rg·8 39·5 

I I i 

\ 
..... 
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Expenditure. ,.;j 
p:: 

PERCKI'\TA<;E OF MUNICIPAL f:~PENVlllRE ON M 
·-----. ------~~---·~~-· ·--- -·-- ··--- -~-----·-~---- ;>:) 

Province. I Other measur~s ttl 
General Public \Vater- Conser· Public for jJ<.~blic 

Public Miscel· Ul 
administra· supply and mstruc· ' laneous. 0 

safety. works. health and r tion. drainage. \'ancy. 
convenience, twn. · c:: 

---- -------·-W·•- ----•··~·---· ----~--- --~-~-------·- - ---·-------- ---------- ..., 
------~ -
Madras '" '" 

6g .p 10'5 .211'3 27'6 Jr:.~ 10':1 7'1 
0•• 
z 

Bombay g 5 5'2 25'! 14'1 14'3 10 5 15'2 7' [ 0 z 
Bengal ]'2 6'9 24'7 26·8 16'4 n 3'3 7'2 I"' ... ... 0 

United Provinces 10'2 6·o z~·~ 
I l lJ'2 6·z 

(') 
1)'9 4'5 14'3 ~ 

I"' 
Puniab '" 12'0 6'! r6·8 1:1'8 15'5 15'9 10'6 9'3 Ul 

1%1 
Burma !0'! 6·6 !0'7 I9'J !8'3 25 5 4'3 s·z r ..., 
Bihar and Orissa S·z s·s !Z'J 28'3 3'0 4'7 

~ 
15'7 21'9 0 

< Central Provinces 1!'1 J'2 J0'4 15'9 10'3 !I"9 10'2 7'0 trl 
;>:) 

Berar 9'4 4'6 24'4 2!'6 8·9 10'5 t8'3 2 3 z 
;s: 

Assam ... ... ... 5'7 3R 32'6 2,1',1 19'4 7'9 4'2 3'1 1%1 . z 
North-West Frontier Province "' 10'8 7'-l ~ J • I >frs 1.3'7 2l ~ 14'3 

..., 
4'9 -

Coorg !O'Il 1'6 9'6 16'5 
-D 

3 4 '9':1 ::;·· 30'4 -Vl 

Delhi ... 7'4 4'0 33'5 rRo 10'9 u·., t·8 !3'4 0\ ..... 
Vl 

• 
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1 I. The taxes, tolls and fees which may ordinarily be 
levied by municipalities are provided for 

Taxation. • h · · l t · r • m t e munscspa enac ments m 10rce m 
the different Provinces. They are imposed in most cases with 
the previous sanction of the Local Government concerned and 
within the limits laid down in the Acts. They usually take one 
or other of the following forms :-

{I) Tax on arts, professions, trades, callings, offices and app.oi/.. 
ments. 

(2) Tax on buildings, lands, and holdings. 

(3) Water, drainage, sewage, conservancy, scavenging and lighting 
tax. 

(41 Tax on vehicles, boats, palanquins and animals kept for use or 
used within municipal limits. 

(5) Tax on circumstances and property. 

(6) Tax on private menials and domestic servants. 

(7) Tax on private markets. 

(81 Octroi on animals or goods or both, brought within municipal 
limits for consumption or use. 

(9) Tolls on vehicles and animals entering municipal limits, and 
tolls on ferries, bridges and metalled roads. 

(10) Fees on the registration of cattle sold within municipal limits 
and of carts and other vehicles. • 

The taxes provided for in the Acts vary, however, in the 
different Provinces, and not all these taxes are actually levied 
in any one Province. Any tax other than those specified in 
the Acts, which is proposed to be levied, ordinarily requires 
and should continue to require the sanction of the Governor-
General in Council. • 

12. The most important taxes now in force are octroi 
duties, levied principally in Bombay, the United Provinces, the 
Punjab, the Central Provinces and the North-West Frontier 
Province, and the tax on houses and lands which holds the 
chief place in the other Provinces as well as in Bombay city. 

• 13. The octroi system in the existing circumstances~,_. 
the country has certain obvious advan

octrol and tlte terml· tages. As a tax octroi is productive and • nal ta¥. 
grows with the prosperity of the town. 

Its imposition is sanctioned by immemorial usage, and the 
people are habituated to the system by long custom. 1'he tax 
is usually paid in small amounts and the effect of the payment 
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is not generally felt as a burden. On the other hand, there is 
no doubt that it provides constant opportunities for fraud, delay 
and oppression owing to the necessity of entrusting large 
discretionary powers to a subordinate agency, that it is expen
sive to collect and wasteful and, finally, that in many places it 
constitutes a serious burden on trade in general, and in parti
'tular on through trade, notwithstanding the provision made for 
refunds. On the recommendation of a strong representative 
committee and the Local Government, the Government of India 
have sanctioned an experiment in the United Provinces, which 
involves (al the substitution of direct taxation for octroi in the 
smaller towns, and (b) the application to a large number of other 
towns in which conditions are suitable of the system of a 
terminal tax, or light transit dues on imports or exports, subject 
to no refunds. The Government of the United Provinces con
sider that some of the main benefits of such a system, and in 
particular a reduction of the high cost of collection can only be 
secured if the tax is collected through the agency of the railway 
companies, who should be adequately remunerated for their 
services. The Government of India are prepare<i to facilitate 
negotiations to this end. The Government of Bombay have 
assented to the tentative replacement of octroi by a terminal tax 
in a few municipalities selected from those desirous of making 
the experiment. The que<>tion is under consideration or experi· 
ment in other Provinces also. The Government of India while 
adhering to the principle that municipal taxation should not 
operate, so far as can be avoided, as a transit duty on through 
trade, are prepared to concede that a light terminal tax with no 
refunds may in practice prove less burdensome to through trade 
than the octroi system as hitherto administered, provided that 
the following conditions are ob!.ierved-vii., (t) that the terminal 
tax, wherever imposed, should be substantially lower in its rates 
than the octroi which it replaces, (2) that it should be limited to 
places where there are special grounds for applying it, which 
must be adequately demonstrated, (3 \ that it should be regarded 
as facilitating the transition to a system in which direct taxation 
will form an increasingly important factor, and not as an elasti• 
means of progressively increasing the resources of !;DUnicipalities 
apart from normal development due to increase of traffic and. 
(4) that it should not be adjusted with the primary object of 
comper;sating municipalities for the loss of octroi. 

14. The house and land tax is the chief source of munici
pal income in Madras, Bengal, Burma, Bihar and Orissa, and 
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Assam and it has heen imposed with some success in portions 

House and land tax. 
of Northern India. This tax, however, is 
difficult of assessment, in many places, 

where it is the custom to own rather than to rent dwelling 
houses, because in such cases the house affords no indication 
of the financial status of the owner. Many aristocratic but 
impoverished families live in large buildings which are mereL! 
relics of vanished prosperity, while the rich trader often remains 
content with the humble dwelling in which he was born. There 
is, however, a growing tendency on the part of the professional 
and trading classes to spend a larger proportion of their incomes 
on securing sanitary accommodation, so that it is reasonable to 
anticipate that the house tax revenue will gradually expand, and 
will generally be contributed by those best able to pay. The 
technical and administrative difficulties of assessment have in 
places been overcome by entrusting the preparation and periodic 
revision of registers to outside agency. 

1 5· A tax on professions and trades yields a considerable 
revenue in certain Provinces, e. g., £17. 

and1~!de~~ proleaslons 239 (Rs. 2,58, 591) in Madras, £4,697 (Rs. 
70.465) in Bengal, £14, 106 (Rs. 2II, 

599) in the United Provinces and £4,809 (Rs. 73.03'4 in the 
Central Provinces. It has also been impo8ed in SOVle towns.in 
Northern India. But neither it nor the tax on circumstances 
and property is likely to yield a large revenue, and there is 
always danger lest local taxation of this kind encroach on the 
field of Imperial taxation. 

16. In Benares there is a form of terminal tax which is 

Tax on pll&-rlm•. 
imposed, with certain exce{5tions, on pas
sengers coming to or leaving that station 

by rail. There is a radius of exemption beyond which the 
tax is levied and it is collected by the railway companies as a 
surcharge on railway fares. A similar tax is also in force in 
Calcutta which is levied by the Calcutta Improvement Trust 
and is collected from passengers entering or leaving that city .. 
~y rail or steamer. In Hardwar, Ajudhia and Thaneswar,- '.., 
there is a t~x on pilgrims and other persons who enter the 
limits of those municipalities. The tax at Hardwar is levied 

·on railway passengers throughout the year, while that at the 
other two municipalities is imposed only on the occasion of 
certain special fairs. In Bombay a pilgrim~tax may be' levied 
under section 59 (b) (x) of the District Municipal Act, lll of 
Igor. 
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17, The Commission were of opinion that municipalities 
should have full liberty to impose or alter 

Pnwers nf tasatlon. t t" •th• th l' · 1 "d d b axa ton wt tn e tmtts at own y 
the municipal laws but that the sanction of an out~ide authority 
to any increase in taxation should be required where the law 
diJ •i'•t prescribe a maximum rate. Subject to the general 
,control of the Government of India ovtr the priwi tn hp 
followed. the sanction of the Local Government is at presrcnt 
ueu·ssary to every proposal for the imposition of taxatiotL \ 
maximum rate is prescribed in Madras, Bengal, and Burm<~ 
Acts, and in the Punjab, United Provinces and Central l'ro 
vinces, so far as regards the tax on buildings and lands ; but none 
is laid down in Bombay. The recommendations of the Com· 
mission do not command general assent. It is pointed out, for 
instance, that a municipality might reduce its taxation without 
due consideration to the needs of the administration and the 
security of loans. The Government of India, while recognizing 
the force of such objections, are, on the whole, in general sym
pathy with the Commission's recommendations. They think, 
however, that power to vary any tax might be reserved by such 
Local Governments as are u11able to accept in full the recom
menl'lations of the Commission and that in the case of indebted 
municipalities the previous sanction of higher authority should 
be requir~d to any alteration of taxation. 

18. Municipal finance has shown a marked expanse during 
the last decade. The total income of 701 

ern~~!:_entionsbyOov- municipalities in 1912-1913 was £3,282,845 
( Rs. 4,92,42,675 ) as compared with 

£r,844,o8r (Rs. 2,76,6r,2r5) for 753 municipalities in f902-
1903. Contributions from Government have materially as
sisted this expansion. Since 19r I, the Government of India 
have made grants amounting to £3,076,466 (Rs. 4,6I,47,ooo), 
of which £368,200 (Rs. 55,23,000) are recurring, for urban 
sanitation. Municipalities have also received their share-the 
exact figure is not easily ascertainable-of the large educa
tional grants made by the Government of India since 191 r, 
amounting to about £3,98J,800 (Rs. 5,98,17,000) of wh~h 
£826,566 (Rs. I,24,00,ooo) are recurring. Ml!nicipal boards 
have been relieved of all charges for the maintenance of poliroe 
within municipal limits. In almost every Province the recom
meneation that municipalities should be relieved from 
financial responsibility for famine relief and should receive 
assistance from Government in the case of severe epidemics, 
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has been already given effect to, or the principle has been 
accepted. 

There is a growing demand on every side for improvements 
and it is not possible for all municipalities to finance large 
schemes of water-supply and drainage without substantial aid. 
Such aid has been freely given by the Imperial and Local Gov
ernments. The power of the Government to make grants is; 
however, limited and financial assistance of this nature cannot 
be expected unless the rate-payers are prepared to bear a ~ 
reRsonable proportion of the burden. Where, however, further 
taxation is not possible the Government of India trust that 1• 

municipalities will bear in mind the possibility of supplementing 1s 
taxation by development of municipal property, so as to ensure 1-

the best possible returns and by maintaining the principle that 
special services such as the supply of water, electric lighting, 
etc., should, as far as possible, pay for themselves. 

e 
1. 

The Government of India have also accepted a further 
recommendation of the Commission, namely, that assistance 
may legitimately be given by Government to poorer muni
cipalities which, without it, would be unable to carry on the 
normal standard 0f administration r(>quired from the111. In 
such cases, the Government of India agree with the Commis
sion that assistance can best be given, when it is ~ven, by a 
general recurring grnnt-in-aid, which should be at the dis
cretion of the Local Government and met from its own re-
sources. ·-

19. The Commission proposed that if a municipal or e 
rural board has to pay for a service it should control it, and 

that where it is expedient that the control 
of .~,~~~~t and control should be largely in the hands of Gov-

ernment, the service should be a provin
cial one. The Government of India, while not prepared to 
accept the proposal in full, have approved it in a somewhat 
modified form. They consider that charges should be remitted 
in cases where a local body contributes to Government for 
services inherent in the duty of supervision and control by • 
G~vernment officers, or for services which cannot expediently 
be performed ~xcept by Government agency. For example, 
Oovernment may properly cease to charge for clerical estab
lishments in the offices of supervision and control, or for the 
collection of District cesses which it is clearly expedient to 
realise alung with the Government revenue. On this principle 
they have made assignments which will relieve both munici-
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palities and rural boards of payments amounting to £40,000 
(Rs. 6,00,000) a year approximately. 

:!U Jt was suggested by the Commission that muni-
::ipalities should be empowered to levy a special ratf" for the: 

Tramway cess. 
construction or promotion of tramway~ 
Local Governments generally are doubtful 

as to the value of the proposal. The GuYernrnent of India will 
however, be prepared to consider any practical proposal to this 
end, which they may receive. 

21. Commenting on the minute control exercised in some 
'rovince'=' over municipal finance, the Commission recom

mended that municipalities should have a 
.:on::.:t~et and linanclal free hand with regard to their budgets ; 

the only check required should, they 
thought, be the maintenance of a minimum standing balance 
to be prescribed by the Local Government. They acknow
ledged that relaxed control might lead to mistakes and mis
management, but they were of opinion that municipal bodies 
could attain adequate financial responsibility only by the ex
ercise of•such powers and by having to bear the consequences 
)[ their errors. Further checks would be provided by the 
:ontrol which Local Governmer:ts would exercise over loans, 
nd by the power which should be reserved to compel a 

nunicipality to discharge its duties in case of default. The 
system proposed is stated to be in force in the Bombay Pre
,;idency where, however, no minimum balance is required br 
law. The Government of the United Provinces accept the 
recommendation"s subject to the condition thrtt Commissioners 
should pass and that Government should see the budgets of 
indebted municipalities. The Punjab Government also agree 
subject to the proviso that the budget of an indebted muni
cipality should be forwarded to the Government for information. 
The Government of Bengal are prepared to introduce the 
change experimentally in certain selected municipalities. They 
infend also to issue general instructions to Commissioners in • 
this Province to abstain from interference in details and to 
restrict their supervision to securing (I) a minimum closing 
balance, (2) provision for the service of loans, (3) the observ
ance of the provisions of the Act or statutory rules and of any 
standing orders of Government. Other Governments concede 
certain relaxations of existing rules. The Government of India 
accept these opinions for the present, but they nevertheless 
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regard the recommendations of the Commission as expressing 
a policy to be steadily kept in view and gradually realised. 

22. The Commission proposed that the existing restric
tions on municipalities, which require outside sanction for 

works estimated to cost more than a certain 
.,..or~:~lmates lor public amount, should be removed but that Govern-

ment should scrutinize and sanction ~ti
mates of projects to be carried out from loan funds. The 
majority of the Local Governments are prepared to relax thf 
existing rules in the direction of giving more freedom to muni
cipal boards. The Government of India are in favour of exter 
ded freedom subject, where necessary, to proper precautior 
against extravagant and ill-considered projects. They are cor 
tent, however, to leave the precise extent of relaxation to b. 
determined by Local Governments. One important factor it 
this connection will be the quality of the professional agenC) 
available in the various boards. In their resolution No. 1019-A. 
dated the roth November, 1914, promulgating rules relating tc 
the grant of loans to local bodies under the Local Authorities 
Loans /\ct, 1914, the Government of India have emphasised the 
necessity for a proper scrutiny of projects financed witlJ borrow
ed money and they trust that the rules in question will b• 
carefully observed. • 

2 3· It was recommended by the Commission that th 
degree of outside control over municipal establishments shoui 

Eatabllabments. 
be relaxed, that the appointment of muni 
cipal secretaries or other chief executiv. 

officers, of engineers and health officers, where these exist 
should require the sanction of the Local Goverflment in the case 
of cities, and of the Commissioner elsewhere, and that the same 
sanction should be required for any alteration in the emolu· 
ments of these posts, and for the appointment and dismis
sal of the occupants. As regards other appointments, they 
proposed that the Local Government should lay down for 
municipal boards general rules in respect to such matters 
as leave, acting and travelling allowances, pensions or provi~nt 
funds and maximum salaries, and that their sanction ~hould 
be required for any deviation therefrom. Almost all Local 
Governments have expressed their willingness to relax out
side control over the appointment of the staff employed 
by local bodies. In Bombay, the system is generally that 
recommended by the Commission. In some other Provin
ces, the existing rules give a free hand to municipalities. 
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subject to outside control in the case of certain appointments. 
The Government of India, while considering that Government 
control over other posts might reasonably be relaxed, accept 
the view that outside sanction should be required to the 
appointment or dismissal of secretaries, engineers and he>1.lth 
,,fficers, and they have already advised Local Governments to 
ta.ke puwers where these do not exist, to require a municipality 
to appoint a health officer and to veto the appointment of an 
·mfit rwr~on. ,'-;uch powers already exist in the Bombay l'resi. 
dem-y and have recently been taken by legislation in BengaL 
The Imperial and Provincial Governments have given liberal 
grants to selected municipalities in order to establish a trained 
.;ervice of health officers and sanitary inspectors, the conditions 
of these grants being, as in England, such as will ensure the 
appointment of qualified men and reasonable security of tenure. 

24. The Commission thought that the Collector should 
retain certain powers, given under the existing Acts, e.g., the 

power to suspend in certain cases the 
uoi~edal outside con- operation of municipal resolutions and that 

the Commissioner should be able to require 
;1 municipality which had neglected a particular service to 
take such action as he may consider necessary. The Local 
Government• generally and the Government of India are of 
upinion that special powers of outside control are necessary and 
should continue. 

2 5· The question of extending the powers of selected 
municipalities to enable them to relieve the pressure of popu-

• lation in congested areas, and to under-
Town-planntn~r anll t k h f d 1 t 1 n" "n relief of con~rested area•. a e sc emes o or er y own-p an mg 1 

order to provide for future needs, has been 
dealt with by the Government of India in paragraphs 43 and 44 
of their Sanitary Resolution Nos. 888-908, dated the 23rd May, 
I914· A Town Planning Bill, combining many original 
features with others derived from the latest English and Conti
n~ntal legislation, has now been passed into law in the Bombay ,. 
Presidency, and the Government of India will watch with deep 
interest the results of this experiment, which wiJJ, they trust 
pioneer a fruitful expansion of municipal activities in India. 

R_URAL BOARDS (DISTRICT AND SUB-DISTRICT). 

26. The Commission desired that sub-district boards 
should be universally established and that they should be the 
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principal agencies of rural boards administration. They 
noted that there was a considerable body 
of evidence that the sub-district boards 

existing in Bombay, Bengal, the Punjab, Bihar and Orissa and 
the Central Provinces had not been efficient or successful 
bodies, and this they attributed largely to the circumscription 
of their powers and resources. They thought that these boards 
should have adequate funds and a large measure of indepen
dence, and that their jurisdiction should so limited in area 
as to ensure local knowledge and interet~t on the part of the 
members, and be at the same time a unit well known to the 
people. For this purpose they suggested the taluka or tahsil 
as a suitable unit. The system recommended by the Commis
sion is in force in Madras, where, however, the territorial 
jurisdiction is conterminous with the revenue division. In 
Bombay the taluka board is universal and is the principal 
agency in rural boards administration. In Bengal and in Bihar 
and Or1_~_~_atbe S\lQ:~i:'trict ~___c:>;trds are m~__r~he ___ ~gents of 
tfie:J:Trstric~_ b~§__J!n:__q·n~stricted I_>O~~ The Local 
GOvernments concerned deprecate such a reconstitution as 
would involve sapping the vitality of district boards while in 
entire agreement with the Commission that sufficient "Use has 
not hitherto been made of these bodies. In the Central Prov
inces where also sub-district boards with limited powers exist, 
a scheme has been introduced for enlarging their scope by 
entrusting them with the management of minor public works, 
sanitation, water supply, etc., and placing an adequate share 
of the district council funds at their disposal for these purposes. 
In Assam the rural boards have jurisdiction over sub-divisional 
areas, and perform the duties assigned elsewhere to district 
boards. The Governments of the United Provinces and the 
J>unjab and the Chief Commissioner of the North \Vest 
Frontier Province consider the scheme unsuitable in view of 
local conditions. Districts in Northern India are comparatively 
small and form an easily controlled unit, communications are 
good, and moreover under existing conditions in the Provin~s 

• concerned it would be more difficult to secure competent boaras 
in tahsils • than in districts. The Lieutenant-Governor of 

Sub-dl•trlct boards. 

• the United Provinces considers, moreover, that there is every 
prospect of a steady advance in the reality and utility of 
district boards by a continuous and orderly development of 
the existing system of delegation to tahsil or sub-divisional 
committees. The Punjab Government favour the formation 
of sub-committees within a district board on a local basis. 

• 
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The Government of India accept the views of the several Local 
Governments in regard to their own Provinces, 

27. District and sub-district boards, in the opinion of 

Elect!v<' majority. 
nf the Commission, should contain a lar:_;t· 
preponderance of elected members, t<J 

getller with a nominated element sufficient to secure the w: 
representation of miliorities and of official experience. 

• ln the United Provinces, the number of nominated mem
bers on a district board cannot exceed one-third of the elected 
members, while in the Central Provinces the number of such 
members cannot exceed one-third of the total number. The 
Government of Madras are prepared to raise the proportion of 
elected members to two-thirds and one-half of the maximum 
strength on district boards and sub-districts respectively. In 
Bi)mbay, the Governor in Council reg,uds it as inadvisable, in 
present conditions to provide for an elected majority on the 
boards. There is already a substantial majority of elected 
members both in district and sub-district boards in Bengal, and 
in Bihar and Orissa. In the Punjab, tbe elective system has been 
applied to many districts and the Local Government has express
ed its readiness to extend it. The Chief Commissioner of Assam 
has adqpted the principle of granting an elective majority. In 
the North- \Vest Frontier Province, the change is not yet practi
cable owing•to factional and tribal feeling. It will be seen that 
Local Governments in general are in sympathy with the 
Commission's proposal. 

28. The Commission were of opzmon that an official 
Cbatrmen. should remain, as he usually is at present, 

• chairman of every district and sub-district 
board. They considered that the removal of the district and 
sub-divisional officer from the presidentship of rural boards 
would have the effect of dissociating them from the general 
interests of the district in such matters as roads, education, 
sanitation, etc., and would divorce them from healthy contact 
with instructed non-official opinion. They differentiated the 
ctrcumstances of rural boards from those of municipalities, in • 
that the latter are less connected with general distrjct adminis
tration, that they have reached a higher level of political edu- • 
cation and that the jurisdictional area is much smaller and more 
compact. All Local Governments have accepted this view with 
which the Government of India are in agreement, though they 
will have r.o objection to non-official chairmen being retained 
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where such exist, or appointed where a Local Government or 
Administration desires to make the experiment. 

29. The funds of district boards are mainly derived from 
Financial resources. a cess levied upon agricultural land over 

and above the land revenue, with which it 
is collected, and not usually exceeding one anna in the rupee 
(6~ per cent.) on the annual rent value. Since 1905 this ip-. 
come has been specially supplemented by a Government contri
bution amounting to 25 per cent. of the then existing income. 
Resides this, special grants are frequently made to district 
boards by Local Governments. The total number of district and 
sub-district boards in 1912-1913 was 199 and 536, respectively, 
with an aggregate income of £3,787,219 (Rs. 5,68,08, 292). In the 
same year they received specially large grants from the sums 
allotted by the Imperial Government for education and sanita
tion. Prior to J 913 the district boards of several Provinces 
did not receive the whole ~f the land cess. For example, this 
cess in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa was divided into two 
parts, vi:::., the road cess and the puhlic-works cess. The district 
Luards only enjoyed the benefits of the road cess, while the 
public-works cess belonged of right to the Local Governments 
which returned, however, a portion in the shape of discrlittionary 
grants. In other Provinces, e.g., the United Provinces, the 
Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province, t:onsidera-ble 
deductions were made by the Local Governments concerned 
from the cess for various purposes. In 1913 the Imperial 
Government made assignments to the Local Governments con
cerned to enable them to hand over the entire net proceeds of 
the cess to the boards. The relief thus given amounted to 
£548, 866 (Rs. 82,33,000) a year and the Provint:es which bene
fited were Bengal, the United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, and 
to a smaller extent the Punjab and the North-West Frontier 
Province. The income of district boards in Bengal, the United 
Provinces and Bihar and Orissa has mainly by this measure 
been increased by 44, 43 and 55 per cent., respectively, in the 
year 1913-1914. This notable expansion will enable them in 

• future to undertake or develop many beneficent activities fro;n 
which they.have hitherto been debarred by lack of financial 

• means. 

The following statements show the proportions under 
various heads of income and expenditure of the distrkt boards 
in the different Provinces for the year 1912-1913. 
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30. It was the opinion of the Commission that district 
boards should not be empowered to raise 

Taxation. the land cess beyond one anna in the rupee 
on the rent value, as this would be an unpopular measure. Under 
present conditions any proposal to raise the limit imposed by 
the existing law, would require the previous sanction of the 
Government of India. Such proposals would need the most 
careful consideration on their merits, and the Government of 
India do not consider it necessary for the present to make any 
pronouncement on the subject. 

31. The Commission proposed to allow district boards to 
levy a special extra land cess of 3 pies 

ce'::.llway or tramway in the rupee on the annual rent value of 
land for the construction of light railways or 

tramways conditional on the approval of the tax by not less than 
three-fourths of the members of the board. This resolution 
would be subject to confirmation after a period of six months 
by an equal majority, at a like meeting and to the sanction of 
the Local Government. The Government of India, after consul
ting Local Governments, have, with the sanction of the Secre
tary of State, empowered Local Governments to nnderti\ke 
legislation, if they so desire, in accordance with the Commission's 
proposals, The scheme is to be commended from many points 
of view. It has an educative value by associatin~ Local ~elf
government with responsibility for taxation for local objects 
and it opens up great possibilities of economic development. 
The actual imposition of the tax will in many instances pro
bably not be necessary ; the power to impose it, if necessary, 
will be sufficient for purposes of guarantee. In a few districts 
in Bengal the ordinary resources of district boal'ds have proved 
sufficient for the construction of railways within the limits of the 
district. The eminently satisfactory results which have atten
ded the construction of district board lines in the presidency of · 
Madras encourage the Government of India to hope that the 
finaacial results of carefully selected schemes will in the course 
of a few years materially strengthen the financial resources of 
district boards which are in a position to undertake the constroc-
tion or guarantee of these lines. Legislation to carry out the 
proposal h~s al1eady been undertaken in Assam and is under 
consideration in the Punjab. The Government of India trust 
that other Local Governments will take steps to confer the neces
sary powers on the local authorities and that selecte.d boards 
throughout the country will experiment on the lines suggested. 

• 
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32. There are two general methods by which district 
boards, which possess the necessary re

.,;on~::~~t~!n~t railway sources, may secure the construction of a 
railway within the limits of the distriC't 

A district board may wait until the surplus funds, which it ha., 
accumulated from the levy of a special cess or otherwise, are 
adequate to justify it in undertaking construction at its own cost, 
of it may decide to allow to a company floated for the special 
purpose of the construction of the proposed railway a firm 
guarantee on the capital paid up. In such cases in return for 
the guarantee, the district board will become entitled to a share 
of the surplus profits over a certain fixed percentage accruing 
from the working- of the feeder railway. If the former method 
be adopted, it will usually be found convenient and economical 
to entrust the construction and working of the railway owned 
by the district board to the main line-whether worked by the 
State or by a company-with which the district board railway 
connects. In the latter case, the Branch Line Company 
receiving the district board's guarantee may itself undertake 
construction and working, or mar arrange for construction and 
working through the agency of the main line. The Govern
ment of India are of opinion that when a light railway using 
steam iocomotives is projected outside urban limits it will 
ordiuarily ~ preferable to deal with the project as a railway 
under the Railways Act rather than as a tramway under the 
Tramways Act. In any event the sanction of the Railway 
Department is necessary in order to ensure that the project 
shall not conflict with others which that Department may have 
under their consideration, and the Railway Department will at 
all times, when.so desired, endeavour to arrange suitable terms 
for construction and working on behalf of the district board, or 
on behalf of a Company which has rt>ceived a district board 
guarantee. As a result of a recent reference from the Govern
ment of Madras the Government of India have decided that 
when a district board has accumulated a sum which, though 
substantial, is insufficient to meet the entire cost of a railway 
project which a district board desires to c-1.rry out, there is no 
objection to the raising of a debenture loan on the. security of 
the railway to be constructed and the potential resources which 
a district board possesses through the power to continue the 
levy of a railway cess. For the redemption of such debentures 
a special sinking fund need not be accumulated. By this 
expedient a district board may become the owner of a district 
!'ailway at a much earlier date than would formerly have been 

44 
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possible. A large field is thus offered for district board enter
prise. This recent decision will, it is hoped, be of substantial 
assistance in accelerating the construction of local feeder 
railways outside the Imperial programme. 

33· A further recommendation was that rural boards 
should be given full power to pass their 

co~~::.~ts and financial budgets subject only to the maintenan~e. 
of a prescnbed minimum balance. The 

procedure rec0mmended by the Commission is stated to be 
already in force in the Bombay Presidency. Other Local Govern
ments generally are not prepared to accede to this complete 
removal of restrictions, although some of them propose some 
relaxation in the existing rules. The Government of India 
consider that the present restrictions on the powers of the 
boards with regard generally to budget expenditure should be 
gradually relaxed with due regard to local conditions and 
requirements. The fact that an official is almost invariably 
president of a rural board and that powers of inspection and 
control by certain officers of Government are provided under 
the Acts relating to rural boards should ordinarily, in their 
opinion, be sufficient safeguards against gross inefficiency or 
mismanagement. 

34· The Commission also proposed that the existing 
stringent restrictions on rural•boards with 

,.~r"~!~ates tor public regard to estimates for public works should 
be removed. At present rural boards have 

to obtain outside sanction in respect to roads and other public 
works, the estimates of which involve any considerable amount. 
the limits varying for different Provinces. In the opinion of the 
Government of India, which has the general sJpport of Local 
Governments, the grant to rural boards of full powers in the 
allotment of funds and the passing of estimates cannot, for the 
present at least, be conceded, but the extent of the necessary 
financial control might depend in the case of rural boards on 
the competence of the staff employed, and, where this varies, it 
would not be desirable to lay down hard and fast rules for tile 

• whole Province. In such cases district boards might be placed 
in differen~ classes according to the staff employed. The 

• Government of India accept the view of the Commission that in 
districts where there are sufficient works to justify the special 
appointment of a trained engineer, a district board which 
desires to entertain such an officer and can afford to ·pay him 
an adequate salary should be permitted to do so. 
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35- The Government of India have come to the same 
Establishments. conclusions in the case of establishments 

of rural boards as in the case of munici
palities (paragraph 23 supra). They have recently, in their 
Sanitary Resolution, Nos. 888908, dated the 23rd May, 1914, ex• 
pressed the opinion that the appointment of well-qualified and 
wholetime Jistrict sanitary officers to control and organise all 
-;anitary arrangements and experiments in the district is one •)f 
tht> urgent needs of the present time. 

Special pmvers of control over rural boards are vested 
in outside authorities under the existing 

tr~~cial outside con· Acts, and the Commission recommended 
that these should continue. The Local 

Governments in general as well as the Government of India 
accept this view. 

VILLAGE 0RGANISATION-PANCHAYATS OR OTHER 
C0:.'\11\IITTEES. 

3i· The Commission recommended the constitution and 
development of village panchayats possessed with certain 

administrative powers, with jurisdiction 
Recommendations of in petty civil and criminal cases, and 

ihe Commission., 
financed by a portion of the land cess, 

special grants, receipts from village cattle pounds and markets, 
and small fees on civil suits. This proposal, favourably com
mended by the Government of India, who expressed their 
readiness to acquiesce in some form of permissive taxation, 
if need be, has in general been sympathetically received. The 
practical difficu1ties are, however, felt to be very great in many 
parts of India. The Government of Burma and the Chief 
Commissioner of the Central Provinces deprecate the intro
duction of a system which, in their judgment, is alien to the 
customs of the people and will not command public confirlence. 
Other Governments are willing to experiment, but on different 
liJleS. The Punjab Government have already established pan
chayats for civil cases only and of a volunt;ny character. Sir 
LESLIE PORTER, when officiating as Lieutenant-Gov()rnor of the 
Uniterl Provinces, expressed his willingt1ess to entrust sek:cted 
panchayats with criminal as well as civil jurisdiction. The 
Madras Government are desirous of experimenting in the es
tablishm-ent of Panchayats but consider that action should be 
confined for the present to the encouragement of voluntary 
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self-contained organisms independent of statutory sanction 
and consisting of village elders conferring together for common 
village purposes. So far as judicia\ functions are concerned 
they are content to rely on the provisions of the Madras Village 
Panchayats Regulation, r8r6, and the Madras Village Courts 
Act, 1888, which authorise the assembling of Panchayats and 
the convening of village bench courts for the settlement of 
particular civil suits on the application of the parties and l'o 
encourage the operation of these enactments wherever practi
cable. The Governments of Bengal and of Bihar and Oris"a 
are of opinion that their existing laws sufficiently provide for 
the establishment of Panchayats with administrative duties, 
while powers to dispose of criminal cases could be given under 
the existing Acts dealing with these matters. The Chief 
Commissioner of Assam has expressed his readiness to develop 
village government, and the local self-government Hill which 
has recently passed the Legislative Council of that Province 
permits the constitution of village authorities, the grant of funds 
by local boards and from other sources, and the delegation of 
minor powers of local control. The whole question has now 
bt~en raised again in the discussions contained in the report of 
the Bengal District Administration Committee, I<) I 3-191 4· . 

38. The Commission recognised that any p~licy of es
tablishing panchayats would be the work 

Pancbayab. of many years, would require great care 
and discretion, and much patience and judicious discrimination 
between the circumstances of different villages. The Government 
of India desire that where any practical scheme can be worked 
out in co-operation with the people concerned, f41ll experiment 
should be made on lines approved by the Local Government or 
Administration concerned. Throughout the greater part of 
India the word ''Panchayat" is familiar. The lower castes 
commonly have voluntarily constituted panchayats, to whom 
they allow quasi-judicial authority in social matters. The more 
artificial administrative committees such as chaukidari pan-
chayats, local fund unions, and village sanitation and educatiog. l 

• committees, and, in places even village panchayats, already 
exist. The•spread of co-operative societies and the distribution 

• of Government advances in times of famine and scarcity on 
joint security are educative influences. Village tribunals for 
the disposal of petty civil suits have got beyond the . experi
mental stage in some places and are in the experimental stage 
in others. There is, therefore, some material with which to 
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build. The Government of India agree, however, with the 
view prominently brought forward by the Bengal District 
Administration Committee that m~ch wil! depend on the 
local knowledge and personality of the officers who may bt> 
selected to introduce any scheme. 

;<} \Vith this general com men dation, the < ;over;:ment 
India are content to leave the matter w 
the hands of Local Governments and Ad 

ministrations. They are disposed to consider that the following 
general principles indicate the lines on which advance is most 
likely to be successful :-

1 r) The experiments should be made m selected villages or areas 
larger than a village, where the prople in general agree. 

;) L<'gislation, wltere nect:ssary, should be permissive and general. 
The powers and duties of p<~nr.hayats, whether :..dminislra· 
trve or judicial, need not and, indeed, should not, be indentical 
rn every village. 

'3: In areas where it is considered desirable. to confer judicial as 
well as administrative functions upon panchayats the same 
body should exercise both functions. 

· -~ · Exisling village administrative committees, such as village 
sanlt.ttion and education committees, should be rnt:rged in 
the village Panchayats where these are established. 

(' · T~e Jurisdiction of Panchayats in judicial cases should ordi
narily be permissive, but in order to provide inducement to 
litigants reasonable facilities might be allowed to persons 
wishing to have their cases decided by panchayats. For 
mstance, court fees, if levie1, should be small, technicalities 
in procedm e should be ;noided and possibly a speedier exe· 
cut ion of decrees permitted. 

(h) Power~ of permissive taxation may be conferred on Panchayats 
where desired, subject to the control of the Local Covernn1ent 
"r administration, but the development of the panchayat sys-
1em should J!l)\ be p1ejndiced by an txcessive association 11 1th 
taxation. 

(7) The relations of panchayats on the administrative side with 
'Jther administrative bodies should be clearly dtfined. If they 
ue financed by distnct or sub-district boards, there can be no 
objection to some supervision by ;uch boards. 

l'kESIDENCY CORPORATlUNS AND RANGObN. 

40. The Commission recommended that all the Presi
dency Corporations should be invested with 

Recomm~ndation& of the powers possessed by the Corporation 
tbe \:ommlsslon. 

of Bombay, and that the system of ad-
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ministration in force in that city, viz., that of a nominated 
official Commissioner in combination with an elected chairman, 
should be extended to the other towns. They also considered 
that the same privileges s~ould be conferred on the Rangoon 
municipality in view of its population, the large future which 
lies before it, and the strength of its commercial community. 

4r. The presidency municipalities are regulated by speci~l 

Bombay, 
Madras. 

Acts, and their resources and powers are 
Calcutta, far greater than those of any district muni-

cipality. In Calcutta and Madras, the 
municipal chairman is appointed by Government. In Bombay, 
he is elected, but the executive administration is vested in a 
Commissioner nominated by Government. He is assisted by a 
Deputy Commissioner appointed by the Corporation subject to 
the confirmation of Government. The Commissioner possesses 
wide executive powers ; in some matters he must obtain the 
sanction of the standing committee (a statutory body, one-third 
of whose members are nominated by Government) ; in others 
again of the Corporation. The Corporation enjoys a very full 
discretion in the work of municipal administration ; it passes 
its own budget, and may impose taxation within the limits of 
the law ; and the sanction of Government is necessary Qnly to 
the appointments of health officer and engineer. 

The Corporation of Calcutta po!-isesses similarly \tide powers. 
The sanction of Government is, however, required to the exe
cution of works costing one lakh of rupees or more and to the 
salary of any employee drawing more than Rs. 1,000 a month, 
as well as to the appointments of health officer and engineer. 

In Madras, the Government possess numerou; powers which 
are not reserved to the Governments of Bengal and Bombay. 

42. As regards the main proposal of the Commission, the 
Government of Bengal were in I9CX) dis-

The adoption of the d t 'th th r Bombay constitution. pose 0 agree Wl e preterence ex-
pressed for the constitution of the Bombay 

municipality in respect of the offices of municipal Commissioner 
and chairman, but stated that the point would be considereti 

•hereafter, should the amendment of the Calcutta Municipal Act 
be undertaken. The Government of Madras agree with the 

• Corporation as to the advisability of introducing the Bombay 
system, and they have no objection to the general emancipa
tion of the Corporation from Government control, provided that 
the Municipal Commissioner is placed in a position substantially 
as strong as he occupies in Bombay. 
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43· The Government of India have accepted in the main 
recommendations of the Local Governments which will 
go far towards carrying out the proposals of the Commission 
They have expressed to the Government of Madras the opinior· 
that a free hand might be left to the Corporation to impose 
witbout the sanction of Government, any tax specificall} 
sanctioned by the Act with regard to which maximurc, 
ra"tes have been laid down therein. They consider that in 
order to provide security of tenure, the health officer, revemH· 
officer, and engineer ~hould not be removeable without the 
sanction of Government. In the case both of Calcutta ant~ 
Madras, the limit of cost of works which may be undertaker 
without the sanction of Government will be raised to Rs. 2. 

lakhs, and, with regard to Calcutta, the Government of Bengal 
have agreed to remove the restriction requiring the sanction of 
Government to salaries carrying more than Rs, 1 ,ooo a month 
The appointments of health officer and engineer will continue 
to require this sanction. 

44· \Vith regard to Rangoon, the Government of Burma ar<.: 

Rangoon. 
not prepared to make the concessions re
commended. The circumstances of Calcutta, 

Madra~ and Rangoon are in many respects widely different, 
and the Government of India defer, at any rate at present, to 
the views o~ the Local Government on this point. But they 
observe, as a general proposition, that in cities where there is 
a responsible public press and representation in the Provincial 
councils, the case for entrusting large powers and extended 
freeclom to the municipal bodies appears to be specially strong. 

45· The .,suggestion that Government control over rural 
boards and municipalities should be ex-

Boa~3~at Government ercised in each Province by a Local Govern-
ment Board, which should contain a pro

portion of non-official members was not accepted by the 
Commission. They considered that, since their proposals 
would greatly reduce the outside control exercised over 
U1e proceedings of municipal and rural boards and would 
provide for the delegation in large measure of such powers lllc 

of guidance as are necessary to Commissioners • and other 
local officers, no benefit would be derived from the creation • 
of a special controlling board of this nature. The Govern
ment of India also are not prepared to support the proposal, 
which is not only unnecessary in the opinion of the Local 
Governments consulted but is undesirable as tending to 
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perpetuate the very centralisation in local affairs, which it is 
the object of Government to diminish. 

46. In conclusion, the Governor-General in Council hopes. 

Conclualon. 
that this declaration of policy may lead to 
steady and sound progress, withCJut ham

pering Local Governments and Administrations or unduly fet
tering local self-government. It is designed to mark a definite . 
advance in devolution and political education. His Excellency 
in Council trusts that it will be interpreted in the spirit in 
which it is framed, a spirit of prudent boldness, calculating 
risks but not afraid to take them in the cause of progress. 

VI. RESOLUTION ON THE LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 
POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

No 41. 

Sim.~~h. tile.. t~th .Mu •. 1918. 

It was announced in the IIouse of Commons on the 2oth 
of August 1917 that the policy of His 

Declaration ot ~otb MaJ'esty's Government, in respect • of the 
August 1917. 

future of this country, was that of increas-
ing the association of Indians in every branch of tfle adminis
tration and the gradual development of self-governing institu
tions with a view to the progressive realisation of responsible 
government in India as an integral part of the British Empire. 
It was added that progress in this policy could only be achieved 
by successive stages and that the British Government and the 
Government of India, on whom the responsibilit"y lay for the 
welfare and advancement of the Indian peoples, must be the 
judges of the time and measure of each advance and must be 
guided by the co-operation received from those upon whom 
new opportunities of service would thus be conferred and by the 
extent to which it was found that confidence could be reposed 
in their sense of responsibility. 

• 
~ 2. In commenting on this pronouncement in the Imperial 

Legislative Council on the 5th of Septem-
Proere•• to be made In b H. E 11 th v· • loc:alaeii•£OVernment. er 1917, IS XCe ency e ICeroy 

explained that there were three roads along 
which an advance should be made towards the goal indicated 
in the above pronouncemtnt. Of these the first road was in 
the domain of local self-government, the village or rural board 
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and the town or municipal council. The domain of urban and 
rural self-government was the great training ground from which 
political progress and a sense of responsibility have taken their 
<;tart, and it was felt that the time had come to quicken the 
ad vanct>, t<l accelerate the rate of progress and thus to stimulate 
:.he ~en::.<:: of responsibility in the average citizen and to enlarge 
!n~ <"xperience. 

The object d the present Resolution i:, t•) i:1dicate t!it 
mrtnner in which the Government of India Vl:onld desire to 
initiate the progress to be made along this road of local self· 
government. 

3· Although the beginnings of local bodies can be traced 
to an earlier epoch, the course _gf local 

The policy of Lord If t d t d Ripon's 1roveromeot. se -governmen , as now llll ers oo , yvas 
first set out by the government of Lord 

Ripon more than o ears a o. A determined eff_ort~~ _l}lade 
~r_!.....!_e.--~~e.mment u .lnd@ .. J.!.! .. I88r .!o 1884 to implant a 

system . of local self-government in the country and much was 
said alld written on the subject in those years. During and 
shortly after that period a number of Acts were passed to form 
the foundation of the new arrangements. There was, however, 
little i!nthu~iasm about the further development of the system 
either in official circles or outside and the advance during 
subsequent~ years, though not inconsiderable, has on the whole 
been slow. As might be expected, it has been more rapid in 
the great towns, but it has lagged behind over the country 
at large. 

In 1907-09 the whole field of local self-government came 
under the consideration of the Decentrali-

Tbe Decentraliwtion 
Commission and theRe· zation Commission, and that Commission 
solution " 1 ' 9 '5· made a number of detailed proposals on 
the subject almost all of which were in the direction of 
giving greater scope and freedom to local bodies. These 
proposals were referred in 199· ro to local Governments, 
and a large mass of opinions was received during the 
tnsuing three or four years. The Secretary of State had, 
meantime, intimated his opinion that the time had come,.. 
to undertake a general review of the results obtained by the 
policy of Lord Ripon's government ; and the Government of, 
India after an intermediate correspondence with the Secretary 
of State and Local Governments complied with this desire by 
embodying their vit:ws on the proposals of the Commission 
in a comprehensive Resolution on the main problems of local 
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self-government. This Resolution was issued in April 191 s. 
After pointing out the degree of substantial progress that 
had already been achieved and the signs of vitality and growth 
that were everywhere apparent, it proceeded to explain the 
obstacles in the way of realising completely the ideals which 
had prompted action in the past. The smallness and inelasticity 
of local revenues, the difficulty of devising further forms of 
taxation, the indifference still prevailing in many places towards · 
all forms of public life, the continued unwillingness of many 
gentlemen to submit to the troubles, expense and inconveniences 
of election, the unfitness of some of those whom these obstacles 
did not deter, the prevalence of sectarian animosities, the 
v:uying character of the municipal area-all these were causes 
which could not but impede the free and full development of 
local self-government. The growing demand among the edu
cated classes in towns for greater efficiency involving more 
direct expert control in matters affecting public health and 
education was a further influence of a different character ; but, 
while these and similar considerations indicated the need for 
caution, the Government of India, on the whole, declared them
selves unhesitatingly in favour of a general policy of further 
progress limiteJ only by such conditions as local circumstances 
might dictate. At the same time, the Resolution empl~asized 
the fact that any attempt to exact uniformity in Io,al adminis
tration would be foredoomed to failure, and on a review of i!ll 
the circumstances the Government of India decided to accept 
in almost every case the conclusions of each Local Government 
as to the degree of progress possible at the present time. The 
Resolution, therefore, while indicating in broad outlines the 
ideals which the Government of India had b~ore them, left 
the Local Governments in most respects to move towards 
these ideals in the manner and at the pace which was 
considered best fitting to local circumstances. In some 
provinces-as in the United Provinces, Bengal and Assam
legislation has since been effected or initiated and in others 
action has been taken in other ways towards securing further 4 
progress on the lines suggested by the Commission, but as ll 

Prule the statutory provisions for local self-government have 
remained unchanged since the Resolution of 1915 was issued 

• and no remarkable departure of a general character has been 
made from the previously existing arrangements. 

In their recent correspondence with the Secretary of State 
on the general subject of constitutional reforms the Government 
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of India have considered afresh the whole subject of local 
self-government and have laid before the Secretary of State 
a scheme of expansion suited to the altered circumstances of 
the present time. Having received his approval to their re
commendations they now desire to intimate the lines upon 
which they would wish L0cal Governments to move in the 
dirsctinn nf more complete local self-government. ThP \.oven~ 
rn~nt of J ndia fully recognise that it will not be possiblt> 
to make all the injunctions formulated below of absolute!} 
uniform application and are, therefore, willing to reserve to the 
Local Governments the power to modify their application in 
specific cases and for specific reasons : but they expect that in 
the absence of such specific occasions a substantial advance 
should now be made on the lines laid down, and from indica
tions received in the course of their recent communications with 
heads of Local Governments, they believe that the Local Govern
ments, each in its own degree, are also anxious to adopt a 
forward policy in gener?-1 conformity with the wishes of the 
Government of India. 

4-· A-~--~~-e..'I.Yhol.e. sul;j~c;:Lh.il.? Q.eel} _s() r~cen!lYA.t::.~!!~Y'ith 
i(1r_t.b_~}.{esolution. of 19} 5, t_h~ G£J_ye._r_t:~l!'ent 

invJ.~:do:-ln principles Q __ jpdi_<,~. cl.O. ngt_p_rgpQ_Se t()Je._:§..t_<!!t; __ _t_he 
. • history or the objects and princ:~p_tes of 

local self-governmenC"I!i this coimtryatany length. The first 
and foremost prinCiple which. was enunciated in Lord Ripon's 
Resolution of May 1882 and which has since been emphasized 
by successive Secretaries of State, is that the object of local 
self-government is to train the people in the management of 
their (JWI1 local.affairs and that political education of this sort 
must, in the main, take precedence of considerations of depart
mental efficiency. It follows from this that local bodies should 
be as representative as possib[e of the . .P.S:Qp.[~ __ y.rl1_Q~e affairs 
th~y are-caTieC[ on to . <!.c.ImiiJJ?ler, that their authority in the 
matters entrusted to them should be real and not nominal, 
and that they should not be subjected to unnecessary control, 
hut should learn by making mistakes and profitting by them. 
The general policy, therefore, must be one of the gradual re
moval of unnecessary Government control and of -differentiat
ing the spheres of action appropriate for Government and for 
local bodies respectively. So filr as education is concerned, 
the viervs of the Government of India have been already 
communicated in their circular no. 873 of the 19th September 
1916 and the present Resolution will not deal with the educa-
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tiona! aspects of the policy. The control of Government over 
local bodies is at present exercised both from within and from 
without, and it is mainly by the substitution of outside for in
side control and by the reduction of outside control, so far as is 
compatible with safety, that progress in the desired direction 
will be achieved. The internal control is capable of relax'ltion 
by the introduction of a greater use of election in the selectiol) 
of members and chairmen of boards; and the external control"
by such means as the removal of unnecessary restrictions in 
connection with taxation, budgets, the sanction of works and the 
local establishments. 

5· In dealing with the election of members to local bodies 
the Decentralization Commission proposed 

Internal control:- that municipal boards and rural boards-
Elective majorities on 
boards. district and sub-district-should ordinarily 

have a substantial elective majority, nomi
nated members being limited to a number sufficient to provide 
for the due representation of minorities and of official experi· 
ence. In their Resolution of 1915 the Government of India 
approved this policy as regards municipalities, subject to the 
proviso that where its success might be doubtful it should be 
introduced gradually; and as regards rural boards, they dbserved 
that Local Governments in general were in sympa~hy with .the 
Commission's proposals. At present something over a half of 
the members in municipalities and something under a half in 
rural boards are elected, and the Government of India are now 
of opinion that as a general principle the Commission's propo
sals in favour of a substantial elective majority, both as regards 
municipalities and as regards rural board~, shopld be accepted 
and carried out by the Local Governments. Where the members 
of district boards are elected by the sub-district boards there is 
no reason to interfere with this arrangement, but the observance 
of the principle should be enforced as regards the elective ele
ment in the membership of the sub-district boards which make 
the elections for the district boards. As regards the special 
representation of minorities where this is necessary, the Goven~-

' ment of India would prefer that this should be effected by re
taining the • practice of nomination rather than by introducing 

• some system of communal or proportional representation. But 
as regards the !1pecial representation of official experience, 
they consider that this might often be adequately secure<;! by the 
nomination to the board of men possessed of such experience 
for purposes of advice or discussion only and without the right 
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of voting. It has been suggested that, apart from the officials who 
would count as supernumeraries under the above arrangement, 
the proportion of nominated members on a board should not 
ordinarily exceed one-fourth ; and it will be open to local 
Governments to adopt a standard of this character, but the 
Government of India recognise that in the case of boards to 
wlu:J-, th<c elective system has not hitherto been applied there 
may be bcal opposition to the immediate introduction of elertir" 
;)u so extensive a scale and the proportion of nominated men; 
bers on boards mnst necessarily vary from place to place. I 
cases where it is considered advisable to retain the power to 
nominate to a certain number of posts for the purpose of retain
ing the services of men who would not stand for election, it 
should be considered whether a system by which a proportion 
of the members should be co-opted by the remainder and hold 
office for a period longer than that ordinarily prescribed would not 
serve to meet tbe same object. ln one province proposals are now 
under consideration for dispensing altogether with nominatior> 
by (i) omitting the official members in view of the existence of 
expert servants of the boards, (ii) meeting the case of minori
ties by communal representation, and (iii) introducing- a system 
of co-opted 'aldermen' on the lines above described in order to 
attract men who will not stand for election. Except so far as 
it provides .for communal representation, a scheme of this 
character coincides with the principles which the Government 
of India themselves advocate and, in the cases where the 
question of communal minorities does not arise, it indicates a 
line of action which ensures the full exercise of the right of 
election to local bodies. It should be recognised that by what
ever method th~ may be effected a substantial increase should 
be secured in the present elective element in local bodies and in 
view of this contemplated increase the Government of India 
desire that district officers should as recommended in paragraph 
534 of the Decentraliz<~tion Commission's Report utilize their 
district boards more fully than at present for consultation and 
advice in matters of general concern which lie outside the sphere 
{Jfescribed for the activities of these boards. 

6. In accepting the proposals of the Decefitralization 
Commission with regard to the provision • 

ch:;:~ensioo of the fran- of a substantial elected majority on local 
bodies, the Government of India desire to 

add the· important corollary that the franchise for such election 
should be sufficiently low to obtain constituencies which will be 
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really representative of the body of the rate-payers. So far as 
information is at present available, it would appear that the 
average electorate in municipalities in India represents some 
6 per cent. of the population and the electorate in district boards 
some 6 per cent. It is recognised that a full elective system 
analogous to that which obtains in the West (such as the muni
cipal franchise in England which is understood to include sot~ 
16 per cent. of the population concerned) cannot be immedia-te- ~ 
ly or universally applied, but it should be regarded as the end 
to be kept in view and worked up to. The relation of the 
electorate for local bodies to that which may hereafter be pro
vided for purposes of elections to the provincial legislatures is a 
matter which will have to be taken up separately : but several 
Local Governments have already under consideration and exten
sion of the existing franchise for rural boards and where such 
extension can be made without recourse to special legislation 
there is no objection to their being carried out at once if the 
Local Government concerned are of opinion that this can be done 
without inconvenience. An enlarged franchise is in any 
case an essential condition of an extension of the elected 
element on boards and it should be understood that the increase 
in the elective element on local bodies must, if it is to be of 
value, be accompanied sooner or later by a substanti;!l exten
sion of a franchise upon which that election is based• 

7. In dealing with the appointment of chairmen in muni
cipalities the Decentralization Commission 

Elected chairmen In desired that the municipal chairmen should 
munlclpalltle•. 

ordinarily be elected non-officials, that 
Government officers should not be allowed to stand for election 
and that if a nominated chairman was requhed, an official 
should be elected. The Government of India in their Resolution 
of 1915 accepted this view, subject to the qualification that in 
special cases in which it was necessary to nominate the chairman 
(election being the ordinary method) discretion should be reserv
ed to Local Governments to nominate non-officials as well as 
officials, and subject also to the further condition that althou~h 
boards should not be absolutely prohibited from elective officials, 
the electiorpof an official should be a special matter requiring 

• confirmation by the Commissioner or by some higher authority. 
It may be roughly laid down that at the present time one-third 
of the chairmen in municipalities in India are nominated officials, 
one-third are elected officials and one-third are eleci:ed non
officials, but certain Local Governments have latterly evinced 
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i'l desire to increase the proportion of elected non-vfficial chair
men within their respective areas. The Government of India 
accept the proposals of the Decentralization Commission as 
qualified by the Resolution of 1915 on the understanding that 
when an official is elected to be a chairman the election should 
be by a m01jority of the non-official votes. In certain Provinces, 
suc;:h as Rurma and the United Provinces, it is already the 
onlinary practice for municipalities to elect their chairmen. 
1 n others, as in Bihar and Orissa and the Punjab, effurts have 
been made of recent years, but have not always met with the 
consent of the municipalities concerned, to increase the number 
of elected chairmen. In others, as in Bengal and Bombay, 
the principle of election has in practice been extended and 
further extensions have been seriously considered. The 
Government of India trust that the principles which they have 
laid down above wili commend themselves to Local Governments 
and they hope that under the arrangement now prescribed there 
will be a gteneral replacement of nominated official chairmen 
of municipalities by elected non-officials, though municipalities 
should he able to elect an official as chairman, or if they so 
desire, to ask the Government to nominate a chairman. 

8 .• The Decentralization Commission, however, indicated 
that in the larger cities it would be desir-

Sy:stem In larllll' cities. bl d h - . h a e to a opt t e practice whtch as been 
worked with success in the city of Bombay. In order that the 
large amount of every day administration necessary should be 
efficiently carried on, this administration is in Bombay placed 
under a special nominated Commissioner, who is, however, 
subject to the general control of the Corporation and of its 
standing committee. This proposal was commended in the 
Resolution of 1915, and it appears to the Government of India 
to be worthy of consideration. So long as the executive officer 
of a city is protected from the possible caprices of a board by 
provisos requiring that, though his nomination may be by the 
board, his appointment should be approved by Government o.nd 
that he should not be removed without the sanction of the 
Government unless by the vote of a substantial majority of 
the board, it is not necessary to require that th~ executive 
officer should be a Government official, and competent men 
can be appointed to the post who have not been or no longer 
are in Government service. A system of executive officers on 
the abo·Je general lines has been rendered possible in the cities 
of the Bombay Presidency by legislation passed in 1914, and 
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in the United Provinces by the United Provinces Municipalities 
Act of 1916 : while a similar system is contemplated by the 
legislation now under consideration for the Corporations of 
Calcutta and Madras. 

9- As regards rural boards the Decentralization Commis-
. sion found that in practice the Collector 

Ellected chairmen In was nearly always the president of the d~ rural boards. . #~ --.._ 

trict board either e:c officio or by nomina-
tion or by election, and tlsat the sub-district boards were also, 
as a rule, presided over by official subordinates of the Collector. 
They recommended that the Collector should remain as presi-
dent of the district board as it was undesirable to dissociate 
him from the interests of the district and it was important to 
utilise his administrative experience. They differentiated the 
circumstances of rural bo'lrds from those of municipalities in 
that the latter are less connected with general district adminis
tration, that they had reached a higher level of political educa-
tion and that their jurisdiction'll area was much smaller and 
more compact. F_g_r_ !_ll(:!S_e.__~~-~S()_tts,t_l:!eyh~Jd th<tt_iL . .w.a.,-; desir-
able that_ th_eyresid~E_CY: oLrm:<!.LQ9.!!f~3 shoufd co_r:~tinue to vest 
in the Collector and his assistants, burHie}!.- !ldded __ !hat the 
vice~t{esjg_?iif.S_§.h.Ql!Ef in e~c}i_saseL_be elected non-~fficials. 
Tfie· ovcrnment of I~a in-their R.e~f_ll(io-iiori9Is accepted 
the view -ortfie C:<?.!!'mi~~l__above __ cited. -Theyaddt!o, however, 
tfiat the)!.w6Ula have no objection to non-official chairmen 
bein~ retained, where they already existed, or freshly appointed 
where a Local Government desired to make the experiment. 
From statistics provided in I 916 it would appear that at that 
time out of 191 district boards only I 3 had non-official presi
dents (elected), all but one of these being in the ~entral Provin-
ces: and as regards sub-district boards, out of a total of 525, 
the chairmanship of 41, mostly in Bengal, was held by elected 
non-officials and of 20, nearly all in Madras, by nominated non
officials. Since these figures were collected, however, fresh ex
periments have been made, more especially in Bengal and 
Bombay, to extend the principle of elected non-official chair- I 

"' men ; and other Provinces also have evinced their desire to 
move in th~ direction. 

The circumstances of district boards and of large sub
divisional boards, such as those in Madras, are materially 
different from those of municipalities, since they need much 
more time and widely extended travelling on the part of the 
head of the board if the work is to be satisfactorily carried out. 
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The Government of India would urge provincial Governments 
to arrange for the election of chairmen, wherever this is possible, 
and where this is not possible to encourage the appointment of 
non-official chairmen. When the chairman is a non-official, 
however, they think it essential in regard to district boards and 
tc> such <>uh-district boards as deal with large area~ that, as 
m U1e ec1se of large cities, the ordinary official work shonld b·
·,argely in the hands of a special executive nfficer, whose 
appointment should require the approval of the Government 
and who should not be removed in ordinary circumstances 
without Government sanction. If such a board, wishing to 
save the expense of a special officer, or desirous of remaining 
under the presidency of the Collector or of one of his assistants, 
should wish to elect such an official as chairman, the Govern
ment of India think that its wishes might be acceded to, subject 
to the condition that the election should be made by the non
official members of the board and that it should be a special 
matter requiring confirmation by the Commissioner or some 
higher authority. 

10. In the above paragraphs the views of the Government 
of India have been expressed in favour of 

Externat control:- a liberalization of the constitution of local 
Powers oi taxation in 

municipalities. bodies and the consequent substantial reduc-
tion of what is ordinarily termed the 

"internal control" of local bodies by the Government. Turning 
to the other aspect of the case, namely, the possible reduction of 
external Government control, they would first deal with the 
matter of local taxation. Under this head the Decentralization 
Commission wer_e of opinion that municipalities should have 
full liberty to impose or alter taxation within the limits laid 
down by the municipal laws, but that tbe sanction of an 
outside authority to any increase in taxation should be required 
where the law did not prescribe a maximum rate. The 
Government of India in their Resolution of 1915 expressed 
a general sympathy with the Commission's recommendations. 
Tl;ley thought, however, that power to vary any tax might be 
reserved by such Local Governments as were unable to accept 
in full the recommendations of the Commission a~d that in 
the case of indebted municipalities the previous sanction of 
higher authorities should be required to any alteration of 
taxation.. The suggested proviso that Local Governments 
should have power .to vary any tax is one that practically 
renders the general principle nugatory as it enables Local 

45 
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Governmer~ts to decline to act upon it, and the Government of 
India consider that this proviso should now be given up in the 
case of boards which contain substantial elected majorities. 
The further proviso with regard to indebted municipalities is un
doubtedly sound in cases where the Government has lent money 
to a municipality or guaranteed repayment of its loans and in that 
case the sanction of Government should obviously be require<Lto 
any alteration in taxation which might reduce the municipal it~ 
resources. Subject to this proviso, the Government of India 
consider it most important that municipal boards should be 
allowed to vary taxation in the manner proposed by the Com
mission. In cases where the constituencies are (as the Govern
ment of India consider it essential that they should be) so 
organized as to be really representative of the body of the 
rate-payers a municipal board which abuses its powers of 
taxation will be open to correction by its own constituents 
and, as will be observed from the remarks made in paragraph 
17 below, it is proposed that in cases of grave abuse the 
Government should retain special powers of intervention. 

11. The bulk of the income of rural boards is derived 
from a cess levied npon agricultural !and 

ru~:O."::r~!. toxatlon In over and above the land revenue and not 
usually exceeding I anna in the rupee, or 

6t per cent. on the rent value or on the land revenue according 
to the circumstances of the Province. Subject to an exception 
in favour of railway construction, the Decentralization Com
mission held that district boards should not be empowered to 
raise the land cess beyond the above mentioned limits. They 
represented that the policy of the Government. was in favour 
of lightening the burden on land, that district boards were not 
fully representative, and that changes in the rate of cess would 
lead to misunderstanding and fraud. They accordingly de
clined to recommend the grant of unlimited powers of taxation 
to rural boards, but thought that they should have power to 
raise the ordinary land cess up to a rate of I anna in the rupee 
on rental value and to levy rates and fees at their discretiQn 

' within the limits laid down in the various Acts, the sanction of 
the Commissioner being required for proposed changes in the 

• rates where no limits had been laid down by the Jaw. In their 
Resolution of 1915 the Government of India observed that 
under present conditions any proposal to raise the limit imposed 
by the existing law would require the previous sanction of the 
Government of India, that such proposals would need the most 

I 
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careful consideration on their merits and that the Government 
of India did not consider it necessary for the present to make 
any pronouncement on the subject. Under the general principle 
indicated above in respect of municipalities the Government of 
india w(Juld now accept a somewhat similar position. \Vhere 
lW limit has been imposed by the law on the rate of the cess, 
.. change in the rate at which the cess is levied will need the 
-;anction of outside authority · but where a limit is imposed 
either by existing or by future legislation, a rural board will be 
at liberty to vary the rate at which the cess is levied within the 
limits imposed by law without the interference of outside 
authority. 

12. The Commission proposed that, if a municipal or rural 
board had to pay for a service, it should 

The control of services control it : and that, where it was ex
paid for by local bodies. 

pedient that the control should be largely 
in the hands of Government, the service should be a provincial 
one. The Government of India, though not prepared to accept 
the proposal in full, declared in their Resolution of I9I5 that 
they approved of it in a somewhat modified form. They con
sidered that charges should be remitted in cases where a local 
body ..:ontributed to Government for services inherent in the 
duty of supervision and control by Government officers or 
services which could not expediently be performed except 
by by Government agency. For example, Government 
might properly cease to charge for clerical estab
lishments in the offices of supervision and control or for the 
collection of district cesses which it was clearly expedient to 
realise along with the Government revenue. The Government 
of India are now of opinion that in this matter it would be well 
to go the whole way with tbe Commission, in accordance with 
the general principle that if local bodies have to raise funds for 
any particular object they should have the control of these 
funds. If a board is to provide, for instance, for civil works or 
medical relief, it ought, subject to such general principles as the 
Government may prescribe, to have real control over the funds 
thus provided, and should not be under the constant dictation 
of G( >Vermnent departments in matters of detail. 

I 3· Commenting on the minute control exercised in some 
Provinces over municipal finances, the 

bodTe~~ b!'dll-ets ot local Decentralization Commission recommend
ed that municipalities should have a free 

hand with regard to their budgets. The only check required 
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should, in their opinion, be the maintenance of a minimum 
standing balance to be prescribed by the Local Governments. 
They acknowledged that relaxation in control might lead to 
mismanagement but they were of opinion that municipal bodies 
could attain adequate financial responsibility only by the exer
cise of such powers and by having to bear the consequences of 
their errors. Further check would be provided by the contrgi 
which Local Governments would exercise over loans and by the 
power which should be reserved to compel a municipality to 
discharge its duties in cases of default. In dealing with these 
proposals in their Resolution of 1915 the Government of India, 
while introducing exceptions suggested by various Local Govern
ments, declared that, though they would accept these reserva
tions for the present, they nevertheless regarded the recom
mendations of the Commission as expressing a policy to be 
steadily kept in view and gradually realised. The Government 
of India now desire that Local Governments should make every 
effort to attain the full realization of the recommendations in 
question as soon as possible. 

A similar recommendation was made by the Decentra
lization Commission in respect of rural boards,. and 
the Government of India in their Resolution of 
1915 considered that the present restrictions on the. powers .of 
these boards with regard to the general principle of budget 
expenditure should be gradually relaxed with due regard to 
local conditions and requirements ; the fact that an official 
would almost invariably be the chairman and that powers of 
inspection and control were retained by Government being 
sufficient safeguard against gross mismanagell'tent. In this 
case, as in that of municipalities, the Government of India desire 
that the recommendations of the Commission should be realised 
as soon as possible subject only, as in the case of municipalities, 
to control in the case of rural boards which are indebted to 
Government and in cases of gross default. 

14· The Government of India would similarly endorse th~ 
' recommendation made in the Decentraliza-

Speciflcatlonllt income tion Commission's report that the system 
• :~:nta.earmarking of of requiring local bodies to devote fixed 

portions of their revenues to particular 
objects of expenditure should be done away with as .unduly 
limiting their freedom of action, subject, as indicated by the 
Commission, to outside intervention in cases of grave neglect or 
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disregard. If the Government give a grant for a particular 
object, the money must, of course, be applied thereto, but the 
Government of India endorse the Commission's recommendation 
that grants-in-aid should normally take the form of a lump 
grant :or a percentage contribution towards specific services 
rather than be more definitely earmarked. If, again, funds have 
bee11 raised hJcally for particular objects, thf"y must necessarily 
f1i:: ;;.pplif'd to those objects ; but otherwise the genera! principle 
!aid down by the Commission is one which the Government 
l ndia would wish to see ordinarily observed. 

15. The Decentralization Commission further proposed 

Sanction lor works. 
that the existing restrictions on munici
palities which require outside sanction for 

works estimated to cost more than a certain amount should be 
removed, but that Government should scrutinize and sanction 
estimates of projects to be carried out from the loan funds. In 
their Resolution of 19 I 5 the Government of India observed 
that the majority of the Local Governments were prepared to 
relax the existing rules in the direction of giving more freedom 
to municipal boards, and the Government of India expressed 
themselves in favour of extended freedom subject, where neces
sary, to proper precautions against extravagant and ill-consider
ed pr~ects. vVith reference to a similar recommendation made 
by the Decentralization Commission in respect of rural boards 
the Goverrftnent of India in their Resolution expressed their 
opinion that the grant to rural boards of full powers in the 
allotment of funds and in the passing of estimates could not for 
the present at least be conceded, but the extent of the necessary 
financial control might depend in the case of rural boards on the 
competence of the staff employed, and where this varied it 
would not be ~esirable to lay down hard and fast rules for the 
whole of a Province. The Government of India still adhere to 
the views expressed by them in 1915, but they desire to go 
somewhat beyond the general pronouncement then made and 
would ask for a definite indication on the part of Local Govern
ments that, allowing for the necessarily different circumstances 
pf different boards, there will now be made a material advance 
in the direction of the proposal made by the Decentralization, 
Commission. It may be found convenient to arri;lnge for this 
advance by a classification of bodies according to the character 
of their local technical staff, and to divide them into three or· 
more classes according as sanction is not required, or is required 
in the case of works whose cost is calculated to exceed certain 

specified figures. 
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16. It was also recommended by the Decentralization 
Commission that the degree of outside 

b~t:,~Hahments olio cat control over municipal establishments 
should be relaxed, but that the appoint

ments of municipal secretaries or other chief executive officers 
or engineers and health officers, where these existed, should re
quire the sanction of the Local Government in the case of citit;,.s 
and of the Commissioner elsewhere, and that the same sanction 
should be required for any alteration in the emoluments 
of these posts and for the appointment and dismissal of 
the occupants. As regards other appointments, the commis
sion proposed that the Local Government should Jay down for 
municipal boards general rules in respect of such matter'> as 
leave, acting and travelling allowances, pensions or provident 
funds and maximum salaries, and that their sanction should be 
required for any deviation therefrom. The system recommended 
by the Commission is already substantially in force in Bombay, 
and almost all the Local Governments expressed their willing
ness to relax ',•utside control over the appointment of the staff 
employed by local bodies. The Government of India are now 
of opinion that steps should be taken to carry out into practice 
the general rl"commendations of the Commission in respect of 
municipalities : and that as regards rural bnards, for whieh the 
Commission made similar recommendations, similar action 
should be taken. They consider, moreover, that the rt·cptir'e
ment of Government sanction to the appointment and dismissal 
of the special officers above mentioned may properly be accom
panied by the right on the part of Government to require their 
dismissal in cases of proved incompetency. 

17. In addition to the specific forms of outside control to 
which re.ference has above been made, the 

te~::~~t:n~owers of In- existing legislation confers certain special 
powers of intervention on the part of 

Government officers. The Decentralization Commission were 
of opinion that the Collector should retain certain powers given 
under the existing Acts, such as the power to suspend in cer-. 

,tain cases the operation of municipal resolutions and that the 
Commissione.r should be able to require a municipality, which 
j1ad neglected a particular service, to take such action as he 
might consider necessary. The Local Governments generally, 
and the Government of India in 1915, were of opinion that special 
powers of outside control were necessary and should coi1tinue. 
The Commission also recommended that the special powers of 
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control over rural boards vested in outside authorities under 
the existing Acts should continue, and the Local Governments 
in general and the Government of India accepted this view. 

It is certainly necessary to maintain such ultimate powers 
of intervention which are in no way peculiar to India, and which 
Ca!;ry out the view expressed in paragraph 17 of the Govern
rmmt of India's Resolution of the 17th of May 1882, that the 
control •>f Government over local bodies should be exercised 
from without rather than from within, and that the Government 
instead of dictating the acts of local bodies should revise and 
check them. In view of the relaxations which are contemplated 
in respect of the powers of external control exercised by Gov
ernment in respect of taxation, budgets, public works and 
local establishments, it might be expected that the powers 
of Government officers in respect of external intervention should, 
if altered at all, be altered in the direction of greater stringency. 
ln consequence of the increasing demand for sanitary improve
ments, it may indeed be necessary to provide a special agency 
for enforcing modern requirements in the matter of sanitatioll, 
and to provide that agency with adequate powers, and this is 
a matter upon which the Government of India will, if necessary, 
address Local Governments separately at a later date. lt is 
moreover possible that very important changes may be neces
sary hereafter in the procedure and organization of public works 
establishments as a consequence of the inquiries recently made 
by the Public Works Department Reorganization Committee 
whose report is at present 'under the consideration of the Gov
ernment of India. But, as has been already remarked at the 
outset of this Resolution, the general principle before the 
Government o( India is that, except in cases of really grave 
mismanagement, local bodies should be permitted to make 
mistakes and learn by them rather than be subjected to inter
ference either from within or from outside. The Government 
of India do not, therefore, with the possible exceptions above 
noted, suggest the addition of any substantial powers of inter
ve.ntion on the part of Government officers, and they trust that 
in the exercise of such powers as the law allows the principle 
which has above been referred to may be borne in m~nd. They 
would further suggest that penal action from outside might in 
some cases be dispensed with if the Government took power 
to itself. to dissolve a municipal couucil or rural board and 
require a fresh election before making use of the more drastic 
powers conferred upon it by the legislature. 
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18. As regards the agency through which the outside 

Central control. 
control of Government should be exercised 
the proposal has from time to time been 

put forward that the main powers of control should be concen
trated in the hands of a central board at provincial headquarters 
working under Government and invested with powers of com
pulsion similar to those enjoyed by the Local Government 
Board in England. A proposal to constitute a board of this 
character was put forward for Bengal in 1882 and was negatived 
by the Secretary of State. It was again examined by the 
Decentralization Commission and rejected by them in 1909. 
The Local Governments concurred in the conclusions of the 
Commission and the Government of India, in their Resolution 
of 1915, vetoed the scheme as not only unnecessary but tend
ing also to perpetuate the very centralization in local affairs 
which it is the object of Government to diminish. The Govern
ment of India recognise that the powers of Collectors and Com
missioners should be maintained but they would suggest for the 
consideration of the provincial Governments the constitution of 
a central body which should co-ordinate the experiences of the 
local bodies and provide improved control and guidance by 
entertaining further expert inspecting establishments, if neces
sary. Such a central body should be in direct touch with the 
Government and might fitly be presided over by a. member of 
the Executive Council where such exists. It should further be 
considered whether in place of a formal board there might not 
be a Standing Committee for local ilnd municipal affairs in 
direct contact with the Government, to be largely drawn from 
elected members of the Legislative Council. 

I<). In the above paragraphs the Gover~ment of India 

Notified areas, etc. 
have indicated a few of the main principles 
which they consider should be borne in 

mind in the future relations of Government to the local bodies 
ordinarily known as municipalities and district or sub-district 
boards. They do not consider it necessary to lay down any general 
principle in regard to embryonic municipalities whether th~e 

, be styled "notified areas", or "village unions'' as in Madras, or 
" town panochayats " as suggested by the Decentralization Com-

• mission. Many of the bodies dealing with these areas will in 
due course develop into municipal councils, but until they are 
fit for this stage they must obviously be subjected to greater 
control and be less non-official in character. It might often be 
undesirable, for instance, that the chairman should be a non-

I 
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official. The development of these bodies is left to the discre
tion of Local Governments subject merely to the general instruc
tion that they should be allowed as full authority as is possible 
and their powers should be gradually enhanced. 

20. The policy initiated by the Resolution of Lord Ripon's 

Village pancbayats. 
government related solely to the machinery 
of local self-government as representerl h1 

nwn:cipal or sub-district hoanls, but reference h<ts, from time 
to time, been made during subsequent years to the possibility 
A providing some organization for the development of village 
life and this aspect of the question was brought into special 
pruminence by the Decentralization Commission of 1909. A 
special section of their report was devoted by that Commission 
to the question of village panchayats and the Commission 
indicated the principles-upon which such panchayats should, in 
their opinion, be instituted. As, however, there is some mis
apprehension as to the nature nf the recommendations of the 
Commission, it is advisable to bear in mind the crucial point 
that in their proposals in this respect, the Decentralizatiou 
Commission were not contemplating an additional machine for 
the promotion of local self-government in the sense in which 
that t~rm is used in the Resolution of Lord Ripon's government 
and in subsequent official liter;.tture but desired to develop the 
corporate fife of the individual villages and to give the villagers 
an interest in, and some control over, local village affairs. 
Consequently, they made a clear distinction between the pancha
yat organization which they recommended and artificial agglo
merations, such as the Madras local fund unions, the chaukidari 
unions in Be11.gal and the sanitary committees to be found in 
the United Provinces, Bombay and the Central Provinces. 
These artificial organizations may be found useful as an 
adjunct to local self-government in the sense in which that 
word is used in the Resolution of 1882 by affording 
smaller administrative areas in that connection than those 
administered by municipal or sub-district boards ; but such 
organizations are quite unconnected with the development of 
individual village corporate life. The Decentralization Com-, 
mission h<~ve pointed out that the common traditions of the 
village, the fact that the inhabitants are largely connected by. 
ties of blood and caste and by many interests in common and 
the m.easure of corporate life still existing in Indian villages 
which is shown occasionally by voluntary taxation for special 
purposes warrant the action recommended by the Commission 
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for the organization of panchayats. The Government of India 
consider that the distinction drawn by the Commission is a real 
one and that in dealing with the principles governing general 
proposals in respect of panchayats attention should be confined 
either to individual villages or to villages which are so closely 
connected that their people habitually act together. 

2 I. The Decentralization Commission recognised, however; 

Proposals of the De
centralization Commis
sion In respect of viii ace 
panchayats. 

very clearly that the different character of 
the villages not merely in different Provinces 
but in a single Province and even within 
the parts of a Province would necessitate 

caution in taking up the policy of developing panchayats, and 
the Government of India while recognising the necessity of 
making some effort in the direction of defeloping village 
government are constrained to emphasize the note of caution 
sounded by the Commission. Similarly, while the Commission 
indicated certain general functions and powers which might be 
allotted to panchayats, they were careful to explain that there 
should be no question of developing these on any uniform 
system. They contended that functions must be gradually and 
cautiously assigned and must vary with the circumstances of 
the locality and the manner in which the panchayat disc11arges 
the dnties first placed upon it. They recommende.d that th_e 
panchayats should be placed under the district authorities, and, 
if possible, under special assistants, that they should be confined, 
as a rule, to one village, and that the members should be 
informally selected, the headman being ordinarily ex officio 
chairman. They proposed that to these panchayats should be 
attached civil and criminal jurisdiction in petty ~ases but that 
the courts mignt be given special revisional jurisdiction in cases 
where there appeared to be some grave miscarriage of justice. 
The administrative functions of the panchayats were to include 
sanitation and education and the power of taxation being 
likely to lead to unpopularity was not to be conferred, but 
the panchayat was to obtain part of the land cess and grants 
from sub-district boards or Collectors together with small • 

.. fees, etc. 

22. \~ith the general_line of the Commission's proposals 
the Government of India in their Resolu

. ~:::;::.~!p!;~~:.ln tbe tron of 1915 .. expressecr their" "concurrence, 
and in leaving the matter in the hands of 

Local Governments they suggested the following general 
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principles as indicating the lines on which advance was most 
likely to be successful :-

(i) The experiments should be made in selected villages 
or areas larger than a village, where the people in 
general agree. 

(ii) Legislation, where necessary, should be permissive 
and general. The powers and duties of panchayats, 
whether administrative or judicial, need not and, 
indeed, should not, be identical in every village, 

im In areas where it is considered desirable to confer 
judicial as wt>ll as administrative functions upon 
panchayats the same body should exercise both 
functions. 

(iv) Existing village administrative committees, such as 
village sanitation and education committees, 
should be merged in the village panchayats where 
these are established. 

(v) The jurisdiction of panchayats in judicial cases should 
ordinarily be permissive, but in order to provide 
inducement to litigants, reasonable facilities might 
be allowed to persons wishing to have their cases 
decided by panchayats. For instance, court fees, 

• if levied, should be small, technicalities in procedure 
should be avoided and possibly a speedier exe
cution of decrees permitted. 

(vt) Powers of permissive taxation may be conferred on 
panchayats, where desired, subject to the control of 
tl1e Local Government but the development of the 
panchayat system should not be prejudiced by 
an excessive association with taxation. 

('vii) The relations of panchayats on the administrative 
side with other administrative bodies should be 
clearly defined. If they are financed by district 
or sub-district boards, there can be no objection 
to some supervision by such boards. 

23. The development of the panchayat systent has since 
Modifications now sug- attracted considerable attention in several 

gested In the above Provinces and legislation has been intra
views. 

duced in Assam for the purpose of insti-
tuting a system of this kind, while a special committee has 
investigated and reported on the subject in the United 
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Provinces. The Government of India desire that the matter 
should be further pursued and with the exceptions noted below 
they concur in the views expressed in the Resolution of 1915. 
They would, however, modify the first of the principles 
suggested in that Resolution by saying that the area under a 
panchayat should normally be a village unless, as above stated, 
villages are so closely connected that they may be treated _as 
one. The Government of India would further omit the seven.th 
of the principles quoted above on the ground that at the present 
stage it is not desirable to make any rigid classification of the 
connection of panchayats with other administrative bodies from 
which indeed they should be kept apart as much as possible, 
while the way in which they do their work should be tested 
by inspections by the administrative district staff. At the 
outset, moreover, such control as is necessary in the way of 
replacing incompetent panchayats or members of pancbayats, 
should be exercised by the local revenue officers provided that 
these be of a grade higher than that of Tahsildar. 

As regards the constitution of the panchayat, the points to 
which the Government of India attach most importance are the 
association of the principal village officers with the panchayats 
and an informal election of the other members by the villagers 
themselves. They would, however, allow the panchayat to 
choose its own president and would not render ~it obligatory 
that the president should be the village headman as suggested 
by the Decentralization Commission. Of the possible functions 
to be assigned to panchayats the most important are, in their 
opinion, village sanitation and village education (in the 
directions indicated in paragraph 712 ofthe Decentralization 
Commission's Report) and jurisdiction in petty civil and 
criminal cases. Vv'ith reference to this last class of functions, 
it is especially desirable that the panchayat should be, as a 
rule, a body representing a single village, otherwise the great 
safeguard for the proper disposal of such cases, namely, local 
public opinion, will be lost. It should also be permissible, 
though not as the Commission suggested universally necessaQ', 
that the panchayat should receive some portion of the land 
cess raise'il in their villages. The Government of India are 

• also prepared, differing herein from the opinion of the De
centralization Commission, to allow to the panchayats voluntary 
powers of supplementary taxation, the proceeds of which 
would be devoted to the special purpose or purposes for which 
the tax was levied. 
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24. \Vhere it is decided to call these oanchavats into 
existence, the legislation 'entailed should 

na~f;:~.uons and alter· be as simple and elastic as possible with 
the fullest scope for details. These may 

be left to rules which will be gradually evolved and be 
improved by experience. The Government of India, however, 
reqognise the impossibility of any universal enforcement of a 
"ystem of panchayats by reason of the different circumstance~ 
prevailing in different tracts, in some of which indeed there are 
no regular villages at all. It is essential, however, that an 
effective beginning should be made, where possible ; and, if 
the Government of any Province, where there is still some real 
village life, should think that these recommendations are 
unsuited to local circumstances, it will be open to such a 
Government to put forward alternative proposals. It is not, 
for instance, intended to prevent in any way the establishment 
of unions or circles for local self-government purposes. As 
observed above, such unions or circles may be a very useful 
adjunct to district and sub-district boards relieving them of duties 
which can be better discharged by committees dealing with 
smaller areas and such bodies would be especially useful and 
desirabl~ in tracts in which it is found impossible or premature 
to establish a village panchayat system. 

25. It will probably be found on examination that a large 

Action now required. 
part of the suggestions put forward in this 
Resolution can be brought into effect 

without any change in the existing legislation and so far as this 
can be done, action should be taken without further delay. In 
some Province!t, as in Madras, the amendment of the existing 
law is already in contemplation. In others, as in the United 
Provinces and Assam, there has been recent legislation which 
to a large extent meets the necessities of the present Resolution 
and it will be for the Local Governments in such Provinces to 
determine whether fresh legislation will be necessary at the 
present time to meet the requirements now suggested. The 
de:velopment of a village panchayat system, where this is 
undertaken, should in any case be secured by separ~te legisla
tion unconnected with the Acts relating to municipal and rural 
boards. 

It is hoped that by the adoption of the policy indicated in 
this Resolution a substantial advance may be made in the direc
tion of a more developed and more liberal form of local self-
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government. It is probably in the sphere of local self-govern
ment more than in any other that the changes which are now 
being effected in India will touch the great mass of the popula
tion. If the local administration is freed in the manner pro
posed from undue official guidance, a vast number of persons 
should feel themselves for the first time placed in effective 
control of the matters which affect their every day life and rile 
local bodies will be invested with opportunities not hitherto 
enjoyed by them of improving the conditions of the populations 
entrusted to their charge. The duties of local bodies cover 
most of the activities upon which the essential welfare of the 
country depends. They have the care of the public health and 
all the circumstances upon which that health depends : they 
control elementary education : they construct and maintain 
local buildings and communications and they touch the life and 
convenience of the people at every point. In the development 
of their interests and the extension of their responsibilities the 
self-government of the country will secure a very real and 
important advance and it is on the increased experience to be 
gained in the administration of local civic affairs that the 
country must to a large degree rely for the expansion of its 
self-tlependence in the sphere of Central Government . 

• 

• 
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General Summary of the conclusions and recommendations 
of the Royal Commission on decentralization, 

Dated the 25th February, 1909 

Co•f'Ul/ 1·r!alzons of the Proz•z'ncial Gm1ernments 7f'ith !he Govenzmo1t 

of lmHa : Chapter II. 

r !'rovincial Governments should be subject in all respect;; to the 

;~eneral control of the Gnvernm~nt of India, and their functions and 
powers should be variable bv that Covernment or by the Secretary ot 
State. 

Future po]:cy should be directed to the enlargement of the spheres 
of :let~iled administration f'ntrnsted to Local Governments and the 
authorities subordinate to them. 

Fi11aJttt: Chapter III 

3 \Vhile, in present circumstances, we are generally ~atisfied wtth 

the financial relation~ now existing between the Government of Indta and 
the Local Governments, we suggest :-

( i ) That when fixed assignments in any Province become unduly 

Jarg•, they should be commuted, as circumstances permit, 

into shares of growing revenue. 

( t:.) That when the revenues of Provincial Governments require 

general increase, this might be provided by gradually pro
vincializing certain heads of revenue which are now divided. 

{iii) That in respect of services for which they pay, wholly or in 
part, Provincial Governments should receive the powers 

lately granted to the Government of India as reg'lrds creation 

of appointments, and alteration in their emoluments; grant of 
office, house, conveyance or fixed travelling allowances; 
passing of additions to minor establishments up to a limit of 

Rs. so,ooo per annum ; and deputation and temporary ap
pointments. 
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We also suggest fmther enhancement of the powers of the Govern
ment of India, and of Provincial Governments, in respect to the creation 
of new appointments, and the raising of salaries. 

(iv) That the restrictions on Local Governments in respect to the 
abolition of appointments or reduction in their emoluments, 
and to the creation, abolition, or reduction in pay, of classes 
or grades of officers should be done away with in the case d 
'Provincial' and 'Subordinate' services. 

(v) That uniformity of pay is unnecessary in respect of' Provincial' 
and 'Subordinate' services of the same general character, 
but working under different Local Governments ; and that 
rules for the recruitment of 'Provincial' services need not 
require the sanction of the Government of India. 

4· If, however, Provincial Legislative Councils obtain an effective 
control over Provincial finances, we consider that it will be necessary 
hereafter:-

( i ) To give the Provinces more distinct sources of revenue, and 
greater powers over their budgets. 

( ii) To allow Local Governments to impose special Provincial 
taxation, subject to the preliminary sanction of the Covern-
ment of India and the Secretary of State. • 

(iii) To give them larger latitude in regard to appointments belong
ing to ' Provincial' and 'Subordinate' services. 

(iv) To raise the Rs. so,ooo limit above referred to in the case of 
minor establishments, and to confine scrutiny of proposals 
in respect of such establishments to financial considerations . 

• 
5· We deprecate, even in present circumstances, minute criticism on 

points of administrative detail in cases which Local Governments have 
to submit for sanction under financial rules. 

6. We recommend some increase of the powers of Provincial Govern
ments in dealing with establishments which are wholly paid 
for from Imperial revenues; and we propose that the Chi~ 

• Commissioner of the North-West Frontier Province should 
1.Je given a quasi-provincial settlement. 

7. In regard to the Civil Service Regulations, we think:-

( i ) That a number of the rules are rigid and complicated, espe
cially those relating to leave, travelling allowances, and 
''foreign service." 
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( ii) That in respect of officers serving under them, Local Govern·· 
ments should usually have the same power to relax ordinary 
rules in special cases as is enjoyed by the Government of 

India. 
(iii) That they should be allowed to delegate to Boards of Revenue, 

heads of Provincial departments, and Commissioners-in 
respect of officers appointed by, or serving under these-a 

large portion of the powers vested in them by the Code. 

\Ve recommend that the Civil Service Regulations should be thorough 
1 e, '·'"d ;JJ .1ccordance with the principles we have suggested, 

S. The C1vil Account Code is also unnecessarily minute, and should 
be revised so as to confine it to rules of procedure necessary from the 
point of view of Imperial finance. 

9· Accounts rules and procedure, and audit requirements should 
be simpler in the case of expenditure incurred by local bodies, than in 

the case of direct Government outlay. 

10. The detailed control hitherto exercised by the Government of 
India over Excise administration in the Provinces should now be largely 
diminished. 

Public l.Vorks : Chapter IV. 

II. \Ve point out the necessity for further decentralization in regard 
to the Public Works Department. Our principal recommendations are as 
follows :-

(i) Local Governments and the Government of India should be 
alloW'ed to pass estimates for individual works up to a limit 
of zo lakhs total cost, the present limit being Izt lakhs. 

(ii) The Governments of the other major Provinces should have 

the same power of passing construction estimates for Imperial 
works as is now enjoyed by Madras and Bombay. 

(iii) Local Governments should be allowed full discretion in dele
gating to their officers powers of professional sanction in 
respect to public works. 

(iv) They should have larger discretion in the matter of ~onstructing 
houses for their officers. 

(v) The Governments of all the major Provinces should be able 
(as Madras and Bombay now are) to appoint their own Chief 
and Superintending Engineers. 
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(vi) Local Governments should not be under any special restrictions 
in respect to their 'Provincial' and 'Subordinate' Public 
Works staff. 

12. With a possible exception in regard to railways, the Public 
Works accounting staff should be under the Finance Department of the 
Government of India. 

13. The Public Works Code should be materially simplified, i1s 
provisions being confined to rulings necessary for general application 
in the interests of Imperial finance and control. 

Land Revenue : Chapter V 

14. All the major Provinces should have the same powers as the 
Governments of Madras and Bombay now possess in settlement matters. 

15. The general principles of land revenue assessment should be 
embodied in Provincial legislation. 

16. In land revenue, and in all other matters, rules which an Act 
permits to be made by a Local Government should be subject merely to 
the general control of the Government of India, and not to its previous 
sanction. 

17. We suggest general principles in respect to alienation of Govern
ment land and rights appertaining thereto, which give a .clearer 
position, and larger freedom, to the Local Governments. The general 

principles governing such alienation should be made th~ subJect ·of 
legislation. 

Forests, etc. : Chapter VI. 

18. We emphasize the need for further decentralization in regard to 
forest administration, and recommend that :-

(i) The Inspector-General of Forests should ceas~ to be a de facto 
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India, and be simply 
an advisory and inspecting officer. 

(ii) The Government of all major Provinces which possess a 
considerable forest staff should be able to appoint their own 
Conservators (and Chief Conservators where these exist) as 
Madras and Bombay now do. • 

(iii) C~rtain restrictions now imposed on Local Governments by 
the Forest Acts should be relaxed, and any future important 
amendment of the Forest law should be undertaken in the 
Provincial Legislative Councils. 

(iv) If the Indian Forest Code is to be retained at all, it 5hou1d 

only contain matters essential for Imperial centro!. 
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Subjects dealt with in the Home Department ; 
Chapter VII. 

19 In regard to police, the control of the Government of India, apart 
from th~t vested in them by financial rules, should be limited to the 

'''"'' r'pt;ol! <lf ,.;eneral principles and lines of policy. Nor should they 
"\•'·:· ;,e .m•; special control •-1ver 'Provincial' and 'Subordmate' pol:ce 

·• ments 111 the Provinces. 

Any material alterattnn :n the Police laws should be effected by 
r•ro,·mc;at legislation. 

zr. \Vhile desiring to maintain in the Indian Medical Service 

'1n Imperial, and essentially mllitary, organization, we recommend that 

Local Governments should have larger control in respect to commissioned 
menical officers doing civil work in the Provinces. In particular, they 
should be able to select the heads of their Medical and Sanitary 

Dep:1rtments. 

'" Local CO\·ernment should have as full power over their 
·--ivil assistant surgeons and hospital assistants as in regard to other 
'!'rovincial' and 'Subordinate' services . 

.Imperia! Im}t'dors General· Chapter V f [l, 

__ )· \Ve d~ell upon the danger of these officers-who should be mainly 

confined to technical functions, inspection, and the giving of advice and 
information-being allowed to usurp any administrative control in respect 
:•) l 'rvvincial departments, and we lay down what their duties ought 

to b~, and how they should be exercised. 

£q;islation, ,ilppca!s, and Reports and Returns: Chapter .IX, 

c.f. rhe legislative amendments consequent on our proposals can be 

most convenient!:· accomplished by the enactment of a General Act of 

Delegation, which will permit the transmissiOn of executive functions to a 
lower authority than that indicated in any particular Act, by Government 
notific-ation. We suggest conditions and safeguards which will prevent 

thois procedure from leading to any material encroachment on the prero

gat: ves of the Legislatures. 

:!5. Officers of 'Imperial' services must retain a righr of appeal 

against orders of a Local Go,·ernment which affect them prejudicially. 

Otherwise, we would only, as a rule, allow appeal from original orders 

of Local Governments. Where these have acted as appellate authorities, 

their decisions should b~ final. 
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z6. As a means of ~ducing reports and returns, we suggest a fresh, 
inquiry similar to that set on foot by Lord Curzon's administration, which 
should be repeated every few years. 

27. Provincial administrative codes and manuals are too lengthy, 
and should be curtailed as opportunity offers. - '" 

Constitution of Provincial Governments: Chapter X. 

28. From the administrative point of view, we consider that tne 
system of single Lieutenant-Governors is no longer suited to the larger 
Provinces. We are not in favour, however, of providing Civilian Lieuten
ant Governors with Civilian colleagues, or of converting members of 
Boards of Revenue into subordinate colleagues of the Lieutenant Gov
ernor. We prefer a regular Council Government, such as exists in Madras 
and Bombay, with a Governor usually, but not invariably, appointed 
from Home. We think that all Council Governments should consist of 
not less than four members besides the Governor, and that not less 
than two of these should be appointed under the conditions which 
now apply in Madras and Bombay. This enlargement would permit 
of the appointment of specially qualified natives of India. 

We recognize, however, that change in the existing system is not 
equally urgent in all Provinces, and that the time for making such.change 
must be largely determined by political considerations. 

29. We make suggestions for placing Secretariat officers fnore in touch 
with district work, and we draw attention to an undesirable tendency to 
uniformity in Provinces whose constituent portions are not homogeneous. 

30. Executive Councils of the character we propose should allow of 
more satisfactory arrangements for the control of public works and 
finance in the Provinces, • 

Boards of Revenue and Financial Commissioners : 
Chapter XI. 

31. We think that, with the Local Governments constituted as at 
present, Boards of Revenue and Financial Commissioners should be 

retained ; but that they might advantageously be absorbed in the 
Executive Councils which we have suggested. 

32. In tohat event, the existing Board of Revenue in Madras should 
be replaced by, a system of territorial Commissioners. Under existing 
conditions, we would enlarge the functions of the Board of Revenue 
so as to include matters, outside revenue, dealt with by Commissioners 
in other Provinces. 

.. 
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33· In Bombay, where there is no Board of Revenue, Commissioners 
should have full opportunity for collective consultation, while an enlarged 

Executive Council should afford the further co-ordination in respect of 

revenue matters which is elsewhere provided by a Board of Revenue or 
;:.',nanc. .a! Commissioner. 

)•L So long as Boards of Revenue and Financial Commissioners 
rem•l•!'. they should have hrger powers than at present, the control of 

the Local Government in matters dealt with by the Board, etc., being 
. ont1ned, as far possible, to matters of principle and policy. 

Commissiown Chapter XII. 

JJ· \Ve consider it essential to gtve larger powers to Commissioners, 
and reJect proposals for their abolition, or their conversion into mere 

1.d visory and inspecting officers. 

36. It is specially necessary to entrust them with the co-ordination 

:;£ the work of the various special departments within their divisions. 
•\ commissioner should have full right to call for any information from 

the officers of such departments, and to have it given to him spontaneous

ly m regilrd to any proposed new departure of importance. Any views 

he may express should receive the fullest consideration, and he should 
be able to stoj! any action of a department which he considers undesirable, 
reference to the Local Government being thereupon made if the depart· 

mental authorities ask for tt. 

37· \Ve make specific suggestions for co-ordination in respect of 
local public works expenditure. 

38. \Ne mak¥ proposals for giving Commissioners and Collectors 
t vmce in regard to secondary and collegiate education, and in respeel 

of training and technical schools. 

39· vYe suggest larger financial powers for Commissioners. 

40. \Ve consider that they should have power to appoint tahsildars 

md officers of like standing ; that they should be able to post junior 

Civilians and Deputy Collectors within their divisions; and that they 
ot10uld be competent to invest officers with magisterial powers. 

41. In matters connected with land revenue and gene,al adminis

tration,· Commissioners should be given all powers which cannot safely 

be delegated to Collectors, and the exercise of which is not deemed an 

essential.function of the headquarters officers. 

42. We suggest the general adoption of a system of Provincial 

conferences similar to that adopted in Bengal. Such conferences would 
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consist of (a) Commissioners of divisions ; and (b) members of the Board 

of Revenue, or the Financial Commissioner, of the Province (so long 
as these exist), Secretaries to Government, and heads of Provincial 
departments. Non-officials of standing should also be invited to attend ~ 

for the discussion of particular subjects. 
43· Commissioners in all Provinces should also meet by themselyes 

for the discussion of important questions, and should be able to submit 
joint representations to Government on questions of policy and proce
dure. 

44· We suggest that the Provincial conferences should be supple
mented by analogously constituted conferences in each division. 

45· We do not consider it advisable to create special advisory coun
cils for Commissioners and Collectc•rs, in view of the fact that the 
Commissioner will have the benefit of the opinions of the divisional con
ference above suggested, while the Collector can consult his district 
board. We should like to see the practice of consultation with the 
district board on matters outside their legal sphere, extended. 

Collectors : Chapter XIII. 

46. We consider it necessary to enhance the powers and position of 
the Collector. He should be recognized as the head of the dist~ict in all 
administrative matters ; and he should be entitled to call tor informa-tion 
fro:n officers of special departments, and to have such information given 
to him spontaneously in matters of importance, while any views he may 
express should receive the fullest consideration from such officers. 

47· The Collector should have a weighty voice in -egard to the 
distribution of irrigation water, outl:~y on Provincial. roads, and other 
matters dealt with by the Public Works Department ; but his relations 
with the officers of that department m such matters must be left for 
Local Governments to determine. 

48. His present position in regard to police matters should in no 
case be weakened. 

49· In all matters affecting the people, district forest officers should 
be regarded as assistants to the Collector ; and minor forest lands a;d 
pastures rmght be transferred to the control of the land revenue authori
ties. 

so. In matters connected with land revenue and general administra· 
tion, our recommendations for the universal application and dev.elopment 
of the sub-divisional system will make the Collector mainly a supervising,, 
controlling, and appellate authority in regard to the ordinary district 
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administration. The relief from detailed work thus given to Collectors 
will enable the transmission to them of a variety of powers hitherto re· 
served to Commissioners. The general presumption should be that, in 
cases which come up to him, the Collector >hould be the deciding autho· 

ly 1nrl while there are certain matters, financial and otherwise, in 

\·;!;;: h · J.nnot he given ,, free hand, the sphere of these should be 

:·m .L• i;u· as po.osible. 
• . . \Ve make suggestions fnr giv111g larger tmancial power5 to 

( ollertors, and for improving their office establishments . 

. ., District establishments which deal with land records or with work 
:n umnexion with assessments outside a special land revenue settlement, 
sh• ,Jld he under the Collector, and the main results of land revenue set· 
!lement schemes should be suhmitted by the Settlement Office:· through 
him. 

S3· The Collector should be the tina] authority in matters affecting-
v•llage officers, 

q. The necessity fc,r a general increase in the district staff cannot be 
gauged until the full effect of our proposals has been considered, but we 
;ne satisfied that an increase in the tadre is of primary importance in 
several Provinces, and we think this question should be taken up without 
delay.• 

Suli-divisional, rmd other subordinate district, otficers . 
Chapter XIV. 

55· \Ve consider that the sub-divisional system should be universally 
applied ; and that the Sub-divisional officer should he a Collector d 
first inst~nce, 1-raving the tahsi!dars of his sub-division under him, and 
dealing himself with revenue matters which they cannot dispose of, or 

With appeals from them. Apart from special difficulties in decentralizing 
work affecting the real;zation flf the land revenue in the two Bengals, 

the general presumption should be that the Sub·divisional officer is com
petent to dispose (subject to appeal to the Collector) of questions with 
which the tahsildar cannot deal ; but we indicate exceptions which must 

apply to such a general proposition. 
56. Sub-divisional officers should deal with 

and removal of village officers, and of junior clerks 
divisions. 

the appointment 
within their sub- • 

57· They should hear appeals in criminal cases from second and third 
class magistrates in their sub-divisions. 
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58. They should reside permanently within their charges, but they 
may spend some portion of the year at the headquarters of the district, 
if the Local Government considers this expedient. 

59· In Provinces in which Collectors, Sub-divisional officers and 
tahsildars now dispose of civil suits, they should be relieved of this duty 
as soon as circumstances permit. 

6o. The tahsildar should be the disposing officer (subject to appeai 
to the Sub-divisional officer) in matters in which his opinion must in 
practice be accepted. We would not, however, give tahsildars financial 
powers, save in the matter of agricultural loans, nor the power to appoint 
to village offices, or to fill up vacancies, other than those occurring in 
menial posts, in their own office establishments. 

6r. Tahsildars who discharge criminal functions should receive 

second class magisterial powers as soon as they have proved their fitness 
a~ magistrates of the third class, and some may expediently be granted 
first class powers. 

62. We have had much evidence as to tahsildars being over-worked. 
In so far as they cannot adequately be relieved by the grant to them nf 
larger powers, by the transfer of criminal case-work to separate offtcers, 
or by the delegation of some of their functions to deputy tahsild;vs, the 
necessary remedy is reduction in the size of the heaviest tahsils. 

63. Deputy tahsildars should have powers of their own7 and should 
not be merely head clerks to the tahsildar. 

64. We condemn the system of recruiting tahsildars from the clerical 
ranks which prevails in Madras. The subordinate revenue service should 
be divided into two grades, an upper and a lower, and the upper grade, 
which would include tahsildars and deplty tahsildars, sho~d be separately 
recruited from young men of good character and family, and superior 
educational attainments. \Ve would not, however, preclude the promo
tion of deserving men from the lower ranks. 

65. In the two Bengals, owing to the absence of charges correspon
ding to the tahsils of other Provinces, the direct communication of the 
administration with the people is mainly through the police. We propose • 
to remedy this by the creation of circles, within the sub-divisions, which 
would be in the local charge of sub-deputy collectors, who would hold 

• the same position here as the tahsildars elsewhere. 

66. We desire to extend the system of appointing non-official ~entle· 
men of position and influence to deal with criminal cases which would 
otherwise go before stipendiary courts. 

·-.. 
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Suspensions atzd remz'ssz'ons of land revenue, Agricultural loans, 

Ac9ut'sz'tz'on of land for public purposes, and Court of 
Wards administration: Chapter XV. 

729 

07. We make proposals with the object of giving freer discretion to 

omm1ss;oners and Collectors in respect of suspensions and remissiOns 
,f k,nd revenue, 

i,S \Ve also propose larger powers to Commissioners, Collectors, 

"ub-UJVIS!Onal officers and tahsildars m respect to agricultural loans. 
0c;. \Ve suggest that Commissioners should be able to deal with 

minor cases of land acquisition for public purposes, which now have to 
,~o up to the Local Government. 

j(). \Ve think that Commissioners and Collectors should have larger 
powers m the administration of Court of 'Wards estates, and we propose 

to effect this by dividing such estates into three classes. The manage
ment of all must rest primarily with the Collector, but his final powers in 

regard to third class estates might be much fuller than in respect to 

:Jthers, while Commissioners might similarly be entrusted with very full 

;)owers in respect to all but first class estates. 

7I. • Subject to their retention of general control, Collectors should be 
permitted to delegate to Sub-divisional officers or to local managers, 

>ll or any of'their powers in Court of \Vards matters. 
72- In the event of the disappearance of Boards of Revenue and 

Financial Commissioners, the Local Government would have to take their 

pliice as the central authority in Court of \Vards matters ; but in that 

~ase, still larger powers ought to be given to the Commissioners. 

" ilidlwd of appointme11t oj CoJJzmz'ssioners and Col!ertors, Did 

the principal officers of other departments : Tramfers, 

A'now!edge of the Vernaculars , Touring; and 

Contact with the people: Chapter XVI. 

/,. Promotion to Collectorships should be by seniority, but subject to 
;igorous rejection of the unfit. This principle has already been laid down 

but is not adequately applied in practice. 

74· When a man is found definitely incompetent to be a Collector, 
the Local Government should have the power to retire him on a suitable 

pension: 
75· The same principle should apply in regard to District Judges, and 

to high district officials in other departments. 
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76. Commissionerships should be filled by the beot Collectors of the 
Province, seniority being only regarded when other qualifications are 

practically equal ; but special pensions need not be granted to men not 
selected. 

77· The same principle should apply to the highest officers of other 
departments. 

78. Transfers of district officers are far too frequent, and the attei.,
dant evils have not been adequately recognized by the Provincial Secret
ariats. We make suggestions for material red-uction in transfers, and we 
consider that every effort should be made to keep an officer for three 
years, at the very least, in the same district. We draw attention also to 
the fact that transfers are particularly undesirable when they involve 
frequent changes of men between different language areas. 

79· We find that European officers, more especially in Madras, 
Bombay and the two Bengals, are not sufficiently acquainted with the 
vernaculars, and we suggest remedies for this. 

So. We also make some suggestions in regard to touring. 
81. We consider that the officers of Government, and especially the 

European officers, are not in sufficient contact with the people; and while 
indicating the difficulties which have to be met, we make some sugges--
tions for improvement. • 

• 
Appeals: Chapter XVII. 

Sz. In Chapter IX we have considered the question of appeals from 

decisions of Local Governments. We now deal with appeals within the 
Provinces. • 

We think that at least one appeal should be allowed to Government 
officers against any order which affects their prospects materially. Subject 
to this, we would leave the question of restricting appeals from such 
officers in the hands of Local Governments. No appeal should, however, 

be admitted from an officer passed over for promotion to a post to which 
considerations of seniority are not usually held to apply. • 

83. As regards other administrative appeals, each Local Government 
must fix its ;wn conditions, but one appeal should ordinarily suffice as 

regards questions of fact, and when an appeal is allowed it should be to 
the next highest amhority. 

84. The exercise of special revisionary powers in cases where a 
regular appeal does not lie should be very closely restricted. 
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Village organization : Chapter X VIII. 

85. It is most desirable to constitute and develop village pancha_yats 

for the administration of certain local affairs within the villages. This 
svstem must, however, be gradually and cautiously worked. The headman 
uf the viilat;e, where 1.1ne is recognized, should be ex-officio chairman of 
:he pan,·hayat; other members should be obtained by a systfm of 
nf,nmal election by the villagers. The prmchayat should be a small 
body nf about five member;;, and only in exceptional circumstances should 
<lifferent villages be brought under the same jJandzayat. 

ilo, The functions of jHlnclzayats must be largely determined by local 
circumstances and experience. We make the following general sugges .. 
tions :-

(1) They should have summary jurisdiction in petty civil ancl 
criminal cases. 

(ii) They should be allowed to incur expenditme on the cleansing 

of the village and minor village works. 
(iii) They might be entrusted with the construction and mainten 

ance of village school-houses, and with some local control 
in respect of school management. 

• (iv) Selected pmu:hayats might have the management of small fnel 

.. and fodder reserves. 

87. \Ve consider 1t essential for the success of thepanch<ryat system 
that it should not be concomitant with any new form of local taxation. 
P,mchayats should receive a portion of the land cess levied for local 
board purposes in the village, special grants for particular objects of local 
importance, r;ceipts from village cattle-pounds and markets entrusted to 

their management, and small fees on civil suits filed before them. Their 
application of the funds entrusted tn them should be judged by general 

re,nlts, and should not be subject to rigid audit. 

88. With the panclzayat system thus developed, we do not conoider it 
necessary to retain artificial local agencies such as village unions and 
'anitary committee!". 

89. Such outside supervision of panchayat affairs as is necess~1ry, 
mcluding the creation of new panchayats, enhancement ur.. diminution of 
powers, and, where necessary, abolition of an uns.1tisfactory panchayat,. 
must rest with the district officers. Pmzchayats should not be placed 
under the control of district or sub·district boards. 

90. We call attention to evidence received in some Provinces as to 
the under payment of village officers, and their resort to corrupt practices. 
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Rural Boards: Chapter XIX. 

91. We think that sub-district boards should be universally estab
lished, and that they should be the principal agencies in rural boards 
administration. 

92. Ordinarily a sub-district board should be established for each 
taluka or tahsil, but where sub-divisional boards have been workin<:, or·. 
may be made to work, satisfactorily, the subdivision may remain the 
jurisdictional area. 

93· We do not, however, propose to abolish district boards, or to 
make them mere councils of delegates from the sub-district boards for 
the settlement of matters of common interest. Nor, on the other hand, 
do we desire to place sub-district boards entirely under the control of the 
board for the whole district. We sugi-:est a scheme under which the 
sub-district boards will have independent resources, separate spheres of 
duty, and larger responsibilities within these ; while the district board, 
besides undertaking some direct functions for which it seems specially 
fitted, will possess co-ordinating and financial powers in respect of the 
district as a whole. 

94· Sub-district boards should have the charge of minor road:. in 
the district; of primary and (where they desire it) of middle vern~ular 
education ; of medical work ; of vaccination ; and of sanit~ry work in 
rural areas where this has not been entrusted to panchayats. 

95· They should have a freer hand than at present in respect of school 
curricula and other matters dealt with in the Provincial Educational 
Codes, and should seek to promote education by grants-in-aid to indige
nous or private institutions rather than through board schools. The 
board school staff, and the local inspecting agency requirectfor board and 
aided schools, should be under their control, but there should he a further 
inspection of such schools on behalf of Government. 

96. The district board should keep up the main roads in the district, 
with the exception of trunk roads which should be a Government charge ; 
and should maintain district services, for work under the sub-district 
boards, in respect of roads, education, medical relief and sanitation. 

97. Distrif;t boards which desire to maintain their own engineers 
~hould be allowed to do so, and it should be left to the discretion of the 
Local Governments to employ such engineers to execute minor works for 
Government. 

98. The present restrictions on the sanction of ordinary works and 
sanitation estimates by rural boards should be abrogated, but they should 

• 
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have the right to call upon Government engineers and sanitary officers 
for assistance in regard to such matters. 

99· \Ve see no objection to district boards levying a special cess for 
the construction of tramways or light railways, subject to the conditions 
r;<;w 'n force in Madras. 

l oo The Government should place rural boards on a sounder i1udll 

.Ji foDting-~ 

( '·' By letting them have the whole of the land cess. 

(ii.) By rateable distribution of the special grant of 25 per cent. on 
the land cess now made. 

(i1i.) By increasing this grant when circumstances permit. 

liv. By taking over charges in respect of trunk roads ; famine and 
plague relief; local veterinary work; and any charges now incurred by 
the boards in regard to police, registration of births and deaths, etc. 
'\Jor should rural boards be required to make any contribution in repect of 
hovincial services, lor other items of Provincial administration, or for 
:tssistance rendered to them by Government officers in the ordinary course 
of their duties. 

101. Where poor districts require special grants from Government, 
these ;hould be made in lump sums, or as percentages of expenditure in· 
c:urred on specific services, and they should be given under a quasi-per· 
manent setl'iement. 

102. District board should not be allowed to increase the land cess 
beyond one anna in the rupee on the annual rental value, and sub-district 
boards should not raise any separate land cess. Otherwise rural boards 
should be able to levy rates and fees at their discretion within the limits 
laid down by l._w. \Vhere no definite limits have been prescribed, the 
sanction of the Commissioner should be required to changes in the 

rates. 

103. Sub-district boards should receive a fixed proportion, generally 
nne-half, of the land cess raised in their areas, and certain sources of 
miscellaneous revenue. Additional resources would come from grants 
distributed by the district board. 

104. The district board's principal items of revenue would be the rest 
of the land cess, less the amount to be assigned to village" panchayats ; 
certain miscellaneous receipts ; and grants from Government, Such 
monies as are not required for direct district board services should be 
distributed among the sub·district boards, with reference to their varying 

needs. 
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105. Rural boards should not be bound to spend specific proportions 
of their income on particular services. 

ll 
106. Sub-district boards should not have borrowing powers. District 

boards may borrow under present conditions. 

107. Rural boardst whether district or sub-district, should have full 
pow~r_ to_r~sifE~~ O\~n-~udget§,_=They should, ho~e~;;:, maintain pres-_ 
cribed mininwm balances, which should not be drawn on without the • 
sanction of the Commissioner in the case of district boards, and of the 
district board in the case of the sub-district boards. 

108. The sanction of the Commissioner should be required in regard 
to the appointment, removal and salary of district board engineers, paid 
secretaries and health officers, where these are entertained. Othf'rwise, the 
only outside control required over rural boards in establishment matters 
is the promulgation by the Local Government of model bye-laws or 
schedules, laying down general rules in regard to such matters as leave, 
acting and travelling allowances, pension or provident funds, and the 
maximum salary to be given to officials of various classes. Departure from 
these schedules should require the sanction of the Local Government, or 
of the Commissioner in salary matters. 

109. Sub-district boards should contain a substantial majority of.elect
ed members, with a nominated element sufficient to secure the due re
presentation of minorities, and of official experience. The •method of 
election should be suited to local circumstances and should be such as to 
provide for the due representation of different communities, creeds and 
interests. District boards should also contain an elective majority, to be 
chosen by the non·official members of the sub-district boards. 

no. The Collector should be president of the distrit:t board ; and 
the sub-district board president should be nominated, and should usually 
be the Sub-divisional officer or the tahsildar. The vice-presidents should, 
however, be elected non officials. 

I I x_ The appointment of nominated members of rural boards and of 
presidents of sub-district boards, and the gazetting of elected members 
and vice-presidents, should rest with the Commissioner. • 

II2. Rural boards should have power to delegate any of their ad
ministrative f~nctions to committees, and to include in them persons 

• who are not members of the board. 

I I3. The proceedings of :,ub-district boards should be conducted in 
in the vernacular, and those of all rural boards should be published In the 
vernacular. 
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114. The creation, suspension or abolition of nnal boards, and all 
•ltera tion in their constitution, must remain in the hands of the Lccal 
Government, but there need not be previous reference to the Government 
of India as is now required in some Provinces. 

I I 5· The Commissioner should be able to direct a board to perform 
:1ny specific an or duty imposed on it by law, and, if his warnings have 
J:;een neglected, should be competent to take action at i~s txpen:,e. The 

,~~pnt powe-rs g;ven to Cotnmt35Joners rtnLI C0llectors tn :ntcrvene 1l:l 

r;ent 1 ase:~·. wbere act:on (if rt h(~ard. ·n e>.,(es~s of q~ :e;.::d powet or 

tu lead to .:1 breach of tb~ peace. ett njust rerna1n. 
;.1 The right of inspecuon of rural board works and properties now 

g1vcn to Cormwssioners and C<Jllectors should remain. Officers of special 
C,l\·ernment departments, such as those dealing with public works, edu· 
,·iltion and sanitation, should also have the ri;sht to inspect 1 ural boards' 
•·.orks and institutions. 

r r;. \Vhile we look forward eventually to a system of rural boards 
m Burma, the time and method of introducing these should be left entire, 
!y to the discretion of the Local Co,·ernment. \Ve would leave >imilar 

Jiscretion to the Local Government as to the creation of district boards 
:n Assam, where there are now only sub-divisional boards. 

)lfzmin'palztie.r Chapter X.\' . 
.. 

l t8. A number of the petty municipalities now existing wtiluot be fit 
to exe1cis·~ the large powers which we propose for municipalities in 
,;eneral, and should, like the present "notified areas'' a1>d some of the 
existing local fund "unions," be administered, on more simple lines, by 

ommittees which may be styled ''tOwnj>anchayats!' 

I 19. Munic1palities should have tbe same full powers as we suggest 
.:'or rural boards in respect to the services assigned to them. 

rzo. They should undertake primary education and may-if they are 
:;ole and willing to do so -devote money to middle vernacular schools. 

Otherwise, the Government should relieve them of any charges they 
l:h)W have to incur in regard to secondary education, hospitals at distri::t 
~1eadquarters, famine relief, police, veterinary work, etc, Nor should they 
contribute for services which arc made rrovincial, <Jr be made to devote 
~peLilic proportiOnS of their income to particular objects. • 

vVe do not propose to relieve them from plague charges, but where 
these are hea\'Y the Government should contribute substantially. 

r21.' \Vhile we do not propose that municipalities should receive 
any regular subvention from Government, corresponding to the 25 per 
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cent. on the land cess given to rural boards, they should receive assistance 
in respect to specially large projects, such as those concerned with drainage 
or water supply ; and in the case of the poorer municipalities some sub
vention for general purposes will probably be required. Grants of this 
latter description should, as in the case of rural boards, be of a practically 
permanent character. 

122. Municipalities ~hould have full powers in regard to taxatiofj,, 
within the limits of the laws under which they work. 

123. Government control over municipal borrowing should continue, 
and any permanent alienation of municipal property, or lease of the same 
for periods of seven years and upwards, should require outside 
sanction. 

124. Subject to the maintenance of prescribed minimum balances, 
municipalities should have a free hand in respect to their budgets. 

125. The control of municipalities over their establishments should 
be of the same character as has been suggested for rural boards. 

126. Municipal council should ordinarily contain a substantial elec· 
tive majority, and should usually elect their own chairman. Government 
officers should not be allowed to stand for election ; but where a nomi-
nated chairman is necessary, he should be an official. 

• 
127. In some of the larger cities it might be desirable to vest the 

executive administration in the hands of a full-time nomimted oftic1al, 
apart from the chairman of the municipal council. Such an officer would, 
however, be subject to the control of the council as a whole, and of a 
standing committee thereof. 

128. Where a vice-chairman of a municipal council is required, he 
should be an elected non-official. • 

129. The appointment of nominated members and chairmen of muni
cipal councils, and the gazetting of elected members and chairmen should 
be entrusted to the Collector ordinarily, and to the Commissioner in the 
case of cities. The removal of a member for special reasons should 
always rest with the Commissioner. 

130. Municipal councils should be able to delegate any of their ad• 
ministrative functions to committees, which may include persons not on 
the council. • 

131. The general outside control of the Local Government, and of 
the Commissioner and Collector, should be of the same character as in 
the case of rural boards ; and officers of special Government depattments 
shouid enjoy similar right of inspection. 
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f~~' The corporations of the Presidency nnmlnpaJ,t;es, v:hicn 
ategory we would also include Rangoon, should all ha-_·e power, '"' iargt: 

.1s those which the Bombay municipality now possesses. 

133· \Ve consider that the Bombay system of vesting the e>.ecutive 
·nunicipal administration in the hands of a separate commissioner, respon 

ble tO the corporatiOn (wh1ch elects its own chairman), :md tn ,t;;ml'q, 

.. J,mul!ttee thereof, is preferable to the Ca!rutta and 1\'f:td, ,, 

·''i> ;he ·.bairrnan .:tn otL~,,;,\ uummated by (,overnment. 

\Vhere tt t"i considere(! e..:pe(E~t",t that 

:rr.~t:ru tZ!n::. ln a Presidency tnwn ~:bonld he dire.·~\, 

.:;cnL Lhe :\1unic1pality should not be forced to contribute thereto . 

• 
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A JOINT ADDRESS from Europeans and Indians to His Excellency 
the Viceroy and Governor-General and the Right Honourable ' 

the Secretary of State for India. 

THI£ following is a record of meetings, held at Darjeeling and 
Calcutta, to discuss the position created by the pronouncement of the 
2oth of August on Indian Policy, by the Imperial Government :--

"The policy of /lis Majesty's Government, with which the G07Jernmcnt 

of !tulia are in complete accord, is that of increasittg the association (Jf 

lndi,ms in C7Jely brandt of the administration and the gradual dc7Jclop

mcnt of self governing institutions 711itlt a 7Jiew to the proxressf7,e rea/i::a

tion of responsible goz,n·t~mett! in india, as an inte,{{ral part of tl1e 

Rritislt Empire. Tiley have decided that substantial steps in litis di1Cdion 

should be taken as soon as posszl,fe, and that it is of the highest imporlan<e, 

as a preliminary to con.rideting 1ohat these steps should be, !/tat then: 

should f,e a free and informal cxchanE;e of opinion betwcctz those in 
<~UIIu11itv ,,t /lome and in India. !lis J!f,z/esty's (~-O'i'CY1111letlf have 

a,,·ordinJ:ly duidol, 7i!ilh I lis ;~fa;i:.fty',r aj>prmlal, tlwt I >~ouid .u·t,1-'!t 

tlte Viceroy's itmitation to proaed to India, to discuss these matters wit/; 

tltf' l'i,·cr{ly and thr (;rn,l'rfl11tent of India to <"<7ttSider ·with tlte Vicf'roy tlte 

'J!It'7ll,f nf /.oral (,'o?Jernments, and to 1Ccciz1e the Stl,t:J:estion.r of rrj>rcscnta, 

live bodies and of;{crs. I 7£/otdd add that pro,r.;ress in this policy ran onlv 
be acltic~led !Jy succc.rsi7'f' .r!a,t;es. Tlte Hritislt Coz,crnmeJtt ami !/it' 

GmJCT nmcnt of India, on whom tlte responsibility lies for 'he welfare and 

advancement of the Indian j>eoj>les, must be jud~:es of the time mui 

measure of etl<"h advance, and they must !1e ;.;u.'ded by /);e co-operation 

received from those upon wlzom tze1v oppm·tunities of SC171ia ·will thus 

be conferred and by the extent to which it is found that cot~fidcncc mn h· 
reposed in their sense of responsibility. Ample opportunity will be 

c!ffordul for the public discussion of the proposals, whidt will be submitted• 

in due course to Parliament.'' . 
I.-PRINCIPLES. 

, The Imperial Government having sent the Secretary of State to India 
for the purpose of gathering the opinions of all sections, we feel that the 
members of both the communities should discuss together the advice to 
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be offered to the Government, bearing m rr.;nd that fntu:e :,:ener:u r>n··; 

are more affected than ourselves by changes about to be made. \':e 
also think that, in times like these, anything of the nature ol nv.] ,J;c, mrl 

tmung,t those not called upon for active service ts celt of pla(e. ,.-"' 

every shade of opinion before thtrrL Tile agreen.ent ;elate' only z,, che 

printed in black type. 

;,;; embodying the policy of the l!r.p·~n:1i < .•.••:ernme;;· ''f'"''' 
:hree pnnc,pal pntties in ( ;rt~t Bcra\n are tH:w repre .. ented, 

-:ontrary n1otion has been r;-userl !neither }louse~ it rr,n:)t) in (,r.~.trl' t' 

with all precedents, be reu,gnized " de··hratioo r,( P"l 'y 

;HUnimously by the supreme le:-:islature r;f the 1lntt5lJ Co:•:n;c·r.·.···<' ·!•): 

ln view of these consideratior;s we avree to accept t1Jf! prul<i'UlH 
ment of the 20th August as cLmmon ground, witllin the limits 
'Nhich•the discussion can take place. 

\Nc have,next to cnnS>dtr <fw po;,iuu''' 

"I o begin with we note that fur 1lle fn5t. time m 

i.n th f..; fH 

any nff1(-i;! I 

! c 

.:l1t'an:.:.· the creation of cxec1nives res:.!on:;1ble to, and thf; t (<, c 1 

,;: diP w!1t nf, el~ctive hudie.:-; a11d Lk:ct;;:;uc~;. ~l'h,;; prJL\ p·e f(n~L., 

~-·~':pressivn JTi the \1.-:rious pro~ o:-,;; aitc;ui_1._. befuu: p,_ .. ;q:\.1 ,!' .~ .. 

d .\ugu:-;t 1 hit h """'t..~t: a,~ n""i'11ed h·~ tli:· ;uu:)t~: to,,( t-!l ;-n! 

~n thl: \'.'I)Id:-> r..~eif-}~i)'~t'lllllH;bL' 'J'Lt· pH'111f)UP~ t-n.eJJ1 tl,,:, 

uvsitlon, \Vb1ch t:anno1 ht- JJH~l by tb:~ ;'.doptlo\; < f ·,tLy j'Lt :1 t ~;1 ~ 

L yet subn1ilted for pub!H· (1_11l'->J>1t~d.tion, 

no 

We agree that, havirg a<:cep1,~d the proHouncen!enl, we an: r.ot 
only free, but even bom;d to COl1bidcr the uew si.t!l~ltiott ~:rcahd 

thereby with open minds. 

\Ve cnt~ flilliler of upluitrD th~. t the dnection of any ::,leps t~J.:en 111 the 

immediate future ought to be considered first a11d foremo~t from the point 

of view 'whether they are calculated to lead towardo, the goal pres.:·nttd m 

the prunouncement under review. The necessary criterion, whe1eby all 
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immediate proposals must be judged, is a clear conception of the ultimate 

goal, however remote. That goal is defined as 'responsible government 
in India as an integral part of the British Empire.' This implies the 
<'alling- into existence in India of a self-governing nation or nations, on the 
lines of the great self-governing Dominions. The all-important question 
is, therefore, raised, whether India is to be regarded, like the continent of 
Europe, as the future horne of a number of self-governing nations, o~ 

else like the United States as it would have been, had it developed as a 
British Dominion, a nation living within the bounds of one territory, but 

in size so great that it must be divided into a number of self-governing 
provinces. Is India to become a nation or a continent of nations, a 
Dominion or a group of Dominions? Are the separate provinces to be 
developed as separate self-governing nations? Or are we to look 
forward to a time, however remote, when interests common to India will 

be controlled by a Government responsible to India as a whole? 
For those who accept the pronouncement the answer will be found 

implicit in its terms. Bengal, Madras, Bombay, H1har and Orissa, the 
United Provinces and the Punjab are indeed units of population equal or 
approximating to the scale of great European powers. But, if developed 
as self-governing nations, thetr future eiedm<ttes would still be •tnahle 
to control railways, tariffs, commercial law, and other major i~terests 
common to India as ;1 whole. The control of interests NJrely Indian, 
would still have to be exercised in the future, however distant, by the 
lfllperial Government of the British Commonwealth. Responsible govern
ment for India in Indian aff;,irs could never be realized under these con
ditions. The history of the United Kmgdom of Canada, of Australia and 
of South Africa proves that national self-government cannot be realized 

• here for any unit smaller than the Indian Peninsula. However formidable 
that enterprise may seem, and however remote its ultimate attainment, that 
goal must be adopted by those who accept the pronouncement and read 
its terms in the light of the experience gained in the other Dominions. In 

the comprehensive nationhood of India, to be called into being in centuries 
to come, the individualities of the Ben galee, the Maratha, the Sikh, the 

Canarese and all the other numerous races must each find their place a; 
sub-natiom\lities, like those of the English, Scotch, \Velsh and Irish in 
the United Kingdom, and like those of the British and French in Canada . 
The goal to be kept in mind must, therefore, be, not the nations of Europe 
but rather the United States as it would have been had it developed as a 
self-governing dominion of the British Commonwealth. However remote 
the realization of this conception may be, steps to be taken in the imme-
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diate future must vet be judged by the criterion whether they tend to

wards that goal. 

To begin with, we are hound to consider hew far the existm;; m:1p is 

•n harmony with this crmception. 

donH~SU' 

·"' rh:· i ' 

d)fflcnlty in uniting undet one ,1dminhtraU"~ rn.lr_hine~ vn1-, (>fnnt:ln 

cies which are difrerent in d1aracter. hut s<:parate terrl!on~~- 'nder thi;. 

-;yster?Jr ~he- I n1per~a1 f;overrnnent h;Hi no d!ftlclllty l!l Jncurpf_;Ltt;n~ 

!:urma as a provinc~ <.lf India. Ilnt if lnd'" 1s nmv to he governed v,nth :l 

-.~ievv' to hecnrning a se1f.-govern;ng nation, l~un11e1, by re;1son f;f i1er ~itul 

tion, never can have a place m its national fabnc. She has IP-<s 

-~ommon with India than Ceylon. Her affinities with indiCt «re less :han 

those of Finland with Russia, or of :V1e>-:ico with the l'nited '1tate'

The project of developing lnrlia as a self-governmg na\1011 can be ltrHle, 

ed less formidable :It once by e!imina.tmg Burma lt ha., nn pl:" ,. 

the picture. It OU).4ht to be put in the same category :1s Cevlnn, 

nothi!'lg in these suggestions should be taken as referring to Jlnrrna 

In like ,p1anner, the r:nncepion, abandoned m the recent prcnv>nnc·e 

ment, has operated to divide Ind;a into a few ,.;reat ,calr<~pie:; ',,,.,n;en 

surate with the principal nations of Europe. In Botlibay it ha>' tmltPrl 

communities so diverse as Sind, the Marilthas and the Can8re!'t- '\r, 
less artificial is the union of Bihar with Orissa. In the l!mted i'f,,._ 
more than -t8.ooo.ooo souls have been brought under lh<' !Ule of a ,)n.~le 

officer and s; long as these Goveruments are so!Ply ''"wnahlr- to,, 
f ;nvernment which takes its rlirer·tion from L<mtlon, no difficulty is ,.,. 

penenced. But the mon-:ent any reai beg nmmf( m responsible .~··. <.:F 

ment is made, anrl executives r·rsponsihle to electorates )Tt •-rr:;,ter:. 

however limited the powers entrusted to them may be to he;;in with, such 

romhin;!linns will surely break down. They wlil fail as certainly ;,s Lhl 

the attempt to unite ( )ntario and Quebec tmder Lot· ext• u

tive responsible to a common electorate. The fonndati<>ns of Canadian 

nationhoucl were only laid by accol(ling separate provinctai governments 

to both the r:<cl's, under wh1ch each race could enjov unl1ampered it:i '>Wll• 

language, religion and system of law. The examples of the United States, 

Cana"da, Australia and South Africa, as contrasted with India, China and 

the dependencies of Spain and France in the eighteenth century prove 
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that under elective institutions provincial administration cannot be made 

effective for units of population the size of great nations. Had the United 

States attempted to develop herself on the basis of five or six provinces, 

each would, for administrative reasons, have been driven to subdivide 

itself into minor self-governing provinces commensurate in size with the 

existinR forty-eight States. County Councils or District Boards cannot 

take tbe place of Provincial Governments, which in nations of a certain. 

magnitude, must be interposed between local authorities on the one hand 

and the national Government on the other. Hence, the Government of 

the United Kingdom with its population of 45,ooo,ooo is increasingly un

able to cope with their need for social reform. 

Thus, had America tried to develop on the basis of five or six provinc

e,, each with subordinate provinces, each therefore on the scale, and 

or;;allile<l on the pattern, of great federal nations, each would have felt 

and acted as nations. They would have fallen .rpart, and the United 

States would have failed to achieve national unity in accordance with the 

demands of nature and good government. Her territory would have be

come the home of five or six nations, with no common control of interests 

C'>mmon to all. Like Europe or South America, she would have become 

the theatre of n·a,('less war,, instead uf the home oi internal peace. • 

The conclusion is that it is impossible for India to develop as a self

governing Don1inion or to achie,·c a genuine nationhood in•the future, 

however distant, on the basis of a r11ap inherited from the Moghul Empire 

and fashioned to suit the needs uf an aclministration which has its main· 

spring in En,; land. \Ve agnoe, therefore, that the selection of areas cap· 

;;ble of development as the sr·lf-governing provinces of a future United 

States of India within the B< itish Empire should be un&ertaken at the 

outset. These areas should be termed "Provincial States" as a reminder 

that they ate designed to serve as the autonomous provinces of the future 

United States of India wtthin the Empire. The term also recalls the 

Native States. Their areas should be commensurate with the larger of 

those .States like Hyderab:td and Mysore, and should be determined, so 

far as possible with reference to history, to community of race, language • 

and religion and above all effective self-government on true provincial 

lines. Care soou\d"also be taken not to combine under one Provincial 

.Government areas of totally different types, the economic interest of which 
:tre wholly distinct. 

So long <ts an autocrattc regime exists, its subdivisions can be re-adjust

ed with relative ease. But the moment they are made the areas of elective 
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.-!nthor't;es. the d1fficuity nf cbrtttg1ng them tends to becon~e ;n:;1~pe~able 

Had the States of America been too br,:e at the outset to serve as the ulu 

,,,ate areas of provincial aumnomy, no power could altet them now. short 

of conquest or civil waL The Kingd(Jm of Prussia overshadows all 

, .. errnanyJ and no one <Lu·es to sn~ge.st its partition into ptovinces com, 

"'P.n:;ur:ue w1th its partners, To-day it needs but the nen·e and foresight 

t a statesrnan to fin,l and C:~.. a.rea3 n lndt·( (.~{p;1hk: <d de1. ~nt·: 

~ freCtl\:C Se!t-gnv+:-rlllflK ptlJ\. ,!.;l'C.;, c\w.i y 

... :1 a n.:.t10n at untty 1.vHh. Ler~e;{ 

We agree. therefon~. that th" Histing provinces ueed not be as 
sumed to be areas suitable as a basis for respomnble !"overnment, but 
such areas must be settled at the moment when the first instalment 
of responsible government is granted. 

Bearing- in mind, then, the p1cture of India a8 a self.governmg Dom•

nion of the federal type, we recugnize that, ;n the wurds of the pronounce

ment before us, 'progress in this pDlJC}' can only be ;JChJeved by success1ve 

<;tages.' There must be stages, and the questions before us are, where 

:.hose stages should begin, and what they should be. Reason and e'<peri 

ence al1k~ point to the conclu,ion lhat 1t is not in the sphere of the central 

Cover11ment that the beginning should be made. \\'l1ether in the case of 

the t'nited :->tate.'< of Amerir:a, of Canada, Australia or South Africa, 

nijthing wa~ done, or· could have been done, to create a central :wd 

national Covernment re-;puns1ble to the nation as a whole, until respon

sible government had been complete!}' and finally established in the 

several provinces. This does not imply that changes cannot, or ought 

not, t'> be me~de whereby publtc opinion may be voiced more freely in 

the counsels ofethe central authority, while that authority remains in 

theory and practice re:<ponsible to the Secretary <'f State. Hut respon 

sible governm~nt means entrusting some functions to executives 

which hold "ffice, ;1nd r::m he disrn'.;s!'d from office, by elected !egisla· 

tnres or electorates. That pnnc1ple must t1rst be tried and established 

m the provinces, It is only wl>en prnvincial execut11'es are ans1•:erable 

,fur all their fnnctions to provinci:d eler'tor:>~tes that the Indian executive 

:·an he render~d answerable to, ;,nd_removeable by, an ind1an l'"dtame;;t 

and an 1 ndJ<tn Electorate. 

We. therefore, agree that the first steps towards responsible gov 
ern men t cannot be taken in the sphere of the central Government. 

'We have next to consider the fact that administrative nJechanism 

designed to obey an authority remote from India itself cannot, as it 
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stands, respond to the impetus of Indian electorates. Mechanism must 
be adapted to the nature of the force which drives it. The whole admin
istrative system of England would have to be revised, if the control of 
the electorate were replaced by a centralized power exercised from with· 
out. The reverse is equally true of India. If electorates an~ to be given 
responsibilities however limited, they must to a great extent, and to an 
increasing degree, operate through departments, organised on principles• 

different from those of the present machinery. \Vith the introduction of 
responsible government it is necessary, therefore, to contemplate a 
change, not only of areas, but also in the character of the departments 
through which the electorates are to operate. The existing provmcial 
administrations can not be moulded by a series of gradual changes into 
the provinces of a self-governing Dominion. Their place must gradually 
be taken by provincial organs of a new type. The first step must be to 
create new organs responsible to the electorates of suitable areas. To 
these, specified funct:ons, together with corresponding revenues and 
powers and additional taxation, must be transferred. All other func
tions must be reserved to the existing provincial Governments, to be 
transferred by successive stages to the elective organs, as each may 
prove its capacity for assuming the additional burden. 

It follows, therefore, that during the period of transition governmt>nts 
ot two different types will have to exist side by side. No irP.>talment of 
responsible government can be granted without creatin~ executives res
ponsible to, and therefore removeable by, elective assemblies and elec
torates for certain functions and revenue~ within suitable areas. :V1ean
while, the powers not yet transferred must be exercised by the existing 
provincial Governments, which must be kept in beir.g fOi that purpose, 

and rC111ain responsible to, and therefore removeable only by, the Govern
men: of India, the Secretary of State and finally Parliament itself. If 
responsible government is the goal, the only other alternative is sooner 

or later to transfer all powers of government at one stroke to executives 
removeable at the will of Indian electorates. But this course is express

ly barred by the terms of the pronouncement we have agreed to accept. • 
It follows that in the transition stage governments of two different types 
must co-exist, the one responsible to electorates, the other to the Secre-

• tary of State. In our opinion, therefore, it is of the utmost importance to 
insist now that the responsibility must in either case be a real one. The 
responsibility of the new executives to their assemblies and electorates, 
however limited their functions, must be real. It must not be confuse? 
and destroyed by a net-work of minor restrictions and sanctions. On t>r 
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nther hand, t11e responsibility ot the o!d t~"!vernrnents to the Secretary ot 

'itate for the functions reserved t•J them must be no less a ,.eal rme. ln 

r'lrscharging those functions, they can and should be exposed m every 

·:etai! to the cr;ticism and 1ntluence of Indian opinion. l:nt , the 

n~dysls the ultin1ate fHJ\ver of decision jn resp€'-r.t t:Jf those f~u1ct1nns n1•_:s~ 

~•1e reserved to the ~.;l:--1 1·~; 

We agree, therefore, that, during the period of transition, Govern 
ments of two types must co-exist., the 011e responsible to electorates 
;'or specific powers, the other to the Secretary of State for all other 
powers, and that the responsibility of each must in fact be a real one, 
a.nd their powers must be sufficient to enable tl1em to discha.rge that 
responsibility efficiently. 

\Ve have now to approa<h the qnestinn hnw new rn~:"-n" ,f 1''' t: 

.:;overnment responsible to elector~tes can be brought into being Th•· 

nrst prel1mmary is to cre~te these electorates, and also tu pr!i\ Hl" .w 

tdequ~te supply of leaders competent tn gllide them cmd !n transl:tte Jhe:• 

mandates mto action and law. 

\Vith a 'ftew to providing men in some sort competent to ;let a-; 

members of popular legi-;lature•; and exeoH•\ cs, there are improvement-, 

which might be made m the existing systern. Executive Councils might 

be introduced in the Un1ted Provinces, the Puniab and the Centrc<l Pro 

vinces, and Indians, not exceed:ng in number half the members othe1 

than the head "f the provincP, might be appointed to each. A seumr', 

Indian Member might be added to the Executive Councils already in 

being, But these suggestions, if adopted, would add hut half a drizen tn 

the numb~r of I ndianc; in tc)LH:L with adnnmstratwe rletail ; of greater 

importance therefore is the sugr.:estion that the unofficial :\Jernbeb ot 

Provincial Councils should be divided into <:ommittees, severally attached 

to the :\I embers of Council, m nllll:h the sarne relation as the lnd1a Coun .. 

,:dis attached rc, the Secretary of ~tate. In this capacity they would see 

and advtse upon cases submitted to their opinion by thei~ Member of 

Council, and thus gain an insight into administrative conditions. The 

most valuable of these changes can be made without legislation and 

might, therefore, be effected as quickly as possible. They will help to 

1repare legislators and ministers for the first experiments in responsible 

•vernment. 
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On the other hand, they will do nothing to prepare electorates. 

Electoral figures have never been published ; but in parts of Northern 
India they are known scarcely to exceed one twothousandth p;u t of the 

population. But electorates of an adeq~ate strength and quality are the 
necessary foundation of responsible government. There must be an 
adequ:tte number of citizens to whom Government is answerable, and "' 
from whom, therefore, Government can derive its authority; and those-
citizens must be capable in some sort of understanding the questions 
submitted to their judgment, of placing the public interest before their 
own, of doing justice to each other, and, what is of e\•en greater 

importance, to those outside the electorate, even at the sacrifice of their 
personal interests. The material for such electorates is sadly deficient, 
and tllust be created. To argue that this c1n be done merely by 
extending the type of education given in schools and collej~es is a 
dangerous fallacy. On the contrary, as all experience ::.hows, a general 
extension of education without a simultaneous extension of political 
responsibility ends by sapping the foundations of government. A grei\t 
improvem.,nt and extension of education throughout India is urgently 
needed. But wisdom can only be learned from the teaching of experience 
itself, and all that education can do is to open a people's mind, and enable 
them to read the lessons of experieuu; which the exercisl' of respon;ibility 
ali>ne can bring. • 

In order to train voters for the task of government, some responsibilitie~ 
for ~overnment must be laid upon them. Until this is done, the process 
of political education has not been started. The gradual extension of 
such responsibilities tllust go side by side with the extension of educa
tion. Nor do we consider that this can now he limit:cl with safety 
to the sphere of Local Government, which, of necessity, deals with 
administrative details only. The time is at hand when some respon· 

sibility for considering and deciding questions of principle, some 
political responsibility, that is to say, ought to be placed on the shoulders 
of electorates. Thus, while we do not think it is possible at this stage 
to make such changes in the Government of India, we think that the 
time has passed when the principle of responsible governtnent can be • 
limited, as it ~ow is, to the sphere of local administration. If genuine 

• electorates are to be called into being, some responsibilities of a 
provincial nature must first be laid upon them, and afterwards increased, 
as the electorates can be strengthened and enlarged, and can demon.strate 
capacity fur bearing the burden. To make that burden too heavy at the 
outset is to jeopardise the whole project. No prudent person, fc 
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;nstance, "auld suggest that tbey should be m::~de responsible fur the 
mamtenance of law and order tu begin with. To dn so, would be nsking 

" break-down, wh1ch more thau anything would delay progress toward5 

romplete responsible government. To begin with, the oltl e:,petienced 

{ dJ\Crnrnent rnust st:1thi by tu maintain \Hde1~ 

fnnrtio11s upon V4-h'•_h 1Le ~rnn~t-\ii;1.tr '~tab:l;t.,_ 

~ucietyr Joke edliCll!Dn ~-1.nd I.\_~· .. :d { 

l;J.'•'e pHH·ed da-::ul::-,e,ve::; ,-·~:p,-!!.de 

be t:me to transfer othns, the neglect nf wh1ch i:; nwrc quickly felt. \\';: 

think, as a general proposit!Oil, that an elec toJ ate m;;y be de!:'merl llt fut 

'the exerci~e of fnll respcmsih:~c· :;m <.:rnmt:nt whe:.evel it has beer: 

entrusted with, ami ha~ proved its 'ompetent e 

and Justice. 

the c(:nu ol oL Police 

In our opinion, thertfore~ ;i lwg1nnir1g sh,-'uld be u~;,de l:' t.t£~tntn~ 

electorates by making tbem respcn,i!J!e fm cntain pnl\ inci;,l fmH t;fm'· 

llut the traming will not be effective, unless the 'ystem is so 

that electors can ea,ily trace the d1u:t of the vote~ they 1 a'!. Ti:t' 

existing tangled and compli( a ted systen; of election '' c:eolrmttvc cA :1:i 

educati~m:l.l result >O far a~ political rcspons1h1hty <S concerned. The 

cn:linary vot,rr cannot p4lssibly foresee the rc·sult uf his Yote (!l the 

J'rovincial Council, sttll less on the Imperial h,,Jy. llcs1des wh1ch tbe 

existing system is an incentive to corruption. lf "Illy to render corrup 

tion mo•e tlitficult, the initial electorates shonld he ;1s h<~·ge as po,sibk 

They should include those whose pO!kets wili be ditectly :d'fected i>y the 

\'Otes tbey cast, for 11 ic- thus that the connection of cause and eff~ct · .. 
first brought home to elector~. 

Above all, the method of votmg- must be direct. fndiren elec:on 

not only destroys the educal~<mai vaine of thP- ~ysterll, but dest10y~ 

responsibility tt;,elf. It is really a device for conce;\lmg the fact tha: 

adequate electorates do not Pxi~ot and r;,·ades the difficult. truth that the• 

~annot be made a reali1y without g<~ :ug ""r"c respon~1biilties to some 

clect01ate~ not ye: r:pe for tlH.:n• :-wd Ld-::mg alu ;table usk~:>. 

£!- Oiit!hlt' o/ tltc Sdtone proposed. 

\Ve now propose to outline a scht>me of development such as we 
think would give effect to the principles upon which we have agreed. 

Having done so, we shall be in a position to suggest the special safe-
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guards whicl:; should be accorded to Industrial and Commercial interests. 
We recognize that the scheme must be one capable of adaptation to suit 

the highly various conditions and levels of advancement in the different 
provinces of India. We shall, therefore, sketch the scheme as we think 

1t might be applied to a particular province, taking as our example one, 
which is not ~a advanced as the old Presidencies, but perhaps more so ' 
than other parts of India. For this purpose we select the United 
Provinces, which has the advantage of being, not only central, but also 
the largest in India. 

In this Province we suggest the old Kingdom of Oudh as an area 
,uitable to form a Provincial State in the future self-governing Dominion. 
,\nother might be formed from the divisions surrounding Henare~, a 
1hird from the Doah; while those to the North-\Vest might be grouped 
round Meerut. Primitive communities, like those of the hill districts of 
Kumaon and Bundelkhand and of J\tirzapur, might, to begin with, be 
reserved to the present Government of the United Provinces. This 
Covernment, subject to certain changes, which we shall outline later, 
would remain in being, holding and exercising all powers which had not 
been transferred to the four Provincial States. 

The first step would be to create the largest elector:~tes which• may be 
deemed possible under existing conditions, in a,ccordance wjth the prin

uples suggested above. Indian conditions are so various that these prin
ciples must be applied in harmony with the conditions of each Provincial 
:State. 

These electorates should elect assemblies consisting of from 45 to 75 
members each. To these bodies should be transferred <*t least the pre
sent functions of the District Boards, coupled with the c~ntrol now exer
cised by the Government over those functions. In order to simplify the 
electoral system, as far as possible at the outset, and avoid confusmg the 
minds of inexperienced voters by numerous elections, those of the District 
Boards might be abolished for the present in backward provinces at any 
rate. The Boards might be appointed by the Government of the Provil\
cial State until it sees fit to re-establish an electoral system for the 
districts. 

The municipalities would, of course, remain as at present, but would 
be transferred to the control of the Provincial State. The creation of 
panchayats and uther local authorities would also be included within its 

legislative powers. 



By this :ocheme the new Governments would at once be vested with 

full control throughout their areas of-

Roads and Bridges. Primary Education. 

Local Covernment. 

Jrawn frorn the assetnbiy and rc~p'Jn::;ibie ti1ereto. T.he ;\~1.tnlstry woui.d 

consist of five portfolios :-··· 

A Min:ster of Public \Vorks. 

Ditto of EducaLon. 

Ditt<c of Local Government 

Ditto of Agriculture. 

Ditto of Finance. 

The !'viimstry would be called :r:to betng as follows. An officer, pre· 

sumably the senior <:ommissioner ;n each h·onnciat State, would ue lllccde 

the superior officer of the other Comm;ssioner c,r Commissioners in tba:: 

area. As Chief Cornm:ssioner he would thus control ali the ofiicers •!! . 
charge of the reserved functions retained by the Government of the 

United 1 'r{)jfinces. He would also act'" the C•mstitntional head of the 

Provinctal !:;tate, that :s to say in the capacity uf the Governor of a Pro. 

vince like Quebec or Tasmani;t. ln that capac:ry he would send for the 

M.ember of the newly elected assembly whr,, m bis j'JdgmenL w,<c; best 

qualified to cornm::md the Sltpport of that bndy, ::md would ask him tc 

form a Min istrJ.;, 
• 

The Yfinistry, when forme<:, v:ut;!d hen eed de~t;.;;: 

mental machinery suttab\e for adnu;t5tering the v;;nous innct10ns under 

their portfolios. Their new department~ would be :.taffeJ from officers 

taken over from the services of the 1. ·nited Provinces, all existing rights 

Jf otlicers bemg .;:nctly safegn<Hded by law. In this operatiOn they 

"~would he :tssisted, not r;niy by the b1ef t_ordU1lSSIOncr, l.nlt also by ;t, 

Civil Service Comm:ss>m of three, with reference to which we have more 

to say hereafter. Ministe~c; ':"u!d not be e~pecteri w t:tke over thetr 

functions frorn the old l~overua,ent unttl the ;nrangen;ents for the neces- • 

sary departments were complete. 

Th·e relations of the Chief Commi'isioner to his Ministers are of great 

,mportance. An undivided responsibility wou!d rest on Minister~, so f,,r 
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as the functions transferred to them are concerned. They would be res
ponsible to the assembly for their decisions, and, provided they were 

intra vires, the Chief Commissioner would have to give legal effect to those 

decisions by his signature. No responsibility would rest upon him in 
respect of the transferred powers. But before signing their decisions he 

would have every opportunity of givmg his Ministers advice, and, if they 
were wise, they would avail themselves of his advice to the full. The.l{ 

would do so the more readily in that an undivided control of their own 
functions would rest with themselves. They would be responsible to the 

assembly, and the assembly to the electorate; and a chain of responsibi

lity at once simple and clear, between the elector and the administrative 

officer, would thus be established. 

The Chief Commissioner would thus be in a position to guide his 

Ministers in the execution of the transferred powers by his influence and 
advice. On the other hand, he would control all the officers of the United 

Provinces in charge of the reserved functions within the area of the Pro
vincial State. He would thus be well situated to smooth away the causes 

of friction inevitable hetween the two authorities. In all federal systems 

at least two authorities mlJSt administer their different functions within 
the same area, and some friction always exists. vVhether the .~ystem 

works or not, simply depends upon the efficacy of the means provided for 
reducin;:: th" friction an<l of disposing of questions at icosue ltetween the 
two organs of (;overnment. 

We agree that a share of the consolidated revenue of the Province 
should be handed over to the Provincial State Governments, propor
tionate to the cost of the functions transferred to them: in addition 

• to which should be handed over certain specific power~ of taxation, 
such as would fall on the Provincial State electorate itself. 

This is essential to any genuine scheme of responsible government. 

The electors must learn from experit"nce that, if they demand an extension 

of service-; placed under their control, the cost of the exten,ion must also 

be met from their own resources. This condition is vital to their political• 
trama1g. The taxes imposed by them can still be collected by the exist
ing Boani of Revenue, as happens at present with the cesses imposed by 

• District Boards. The taxes, however, imposed by the Provincial State 

Government should be collected from the tax-payer on separate and dis

tmctive notes of demand so that he may clearly recognize that the charge 

is one imposed by his own representatives. 
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The finances of the Provincial States should be subject to the same 
audit as those of the United Provinces itself, that is to say of the Finance 

Department of the Government of India. The auditors should disallow 
any expenditure outside the powers of the Provincial State, and institute 
enquiries, when any trace of corruption is found. They should also dis
allow all unauthorized expenditure, but on this, and, generally, on all 
matters relating to financial administration, they should report direct to 
the Committee of Public Accounts of the State assembly. 

The Government of the United Provinces might be empowered to 

make grants-in-aid of certain objects, subject to inspection, the pay
ments to depend upon the Provincial State Government having curied 
out those objects to tlJe satisfaction of the Inspectors. Bnt atherwise 

checks and sanctions in detail should be studiously avoided, for two 
reasons. In the first place, they ;;re the most fertile cause of hinion. In 

:he second place, they undermine the responsibility whtc:h ou;,ht to rest 

on the new Governments ;md their Pie<:.torates. Th~ C;,vernment ,,f the 

·Province will, of course, retaln the u~ual power of \'fto uvel 

passed by Provmcial State assemblie~ ; and borrowmg would Le o~llojecr 

to Covernment controL 

t)ther\"vise~ we bel1eve, that th>;~ • .:~e so~HH1 ::1nd effective r ht'r'k wlll he . 
·found in a power of total sn5pen:-dun :1eld :n re~.t~rve. If tht'! {;overnrnr'nt 

.1f a Provtn•:i•J ~tate pr•J\·e ~~:;utter e~ lht:. ,l:.:·-1t~n1bly sh,)~~ld he 

dissolved, and tlH~ is:~ue referred to the ekctors, Jf t1H:n tbt' e·crtr,rs {;\d 

:~) estahli:::~h a t_~overnrnent r:on~p~tt~t\t tu pnt rnattf·r~ s\ra·~~bL:u d thelr 

lrert rernains: a scene c~f ne~lect~ cc~rruptinn 01 dl·_<li<h r, the -sy:--!~Ht 1i1'l'-.t 

·:-v'-: ~nc;pended for t},at are;t ·rh~ Pruvincq.l (~OVP.rnrnt·r.t wd1 he dH~rcc 

~n resurne thf~lr fr.lnct:...-~0.: ;upj i.•• . 
ast .:ts is dune ~n the ':-t··:e , \f '\ 'Hlvt· 

>1ntd the tirne seems ripe f.-'Jr ,t ftc3h ~Je:-:!Pnd~g' of re~?pnnSt•'>L_. ~ ... n\·CnHrP 11i 

: n t}p; ~-·:_:-;f." -~)f r:}vil diso~ dcr--·, b··"~:f;ht ;dKn1t 'y t1le Jntn}{'L!J1c e ()f :;. ! 

.:incial State Co,·ern"'"n:.. :h<·:e 

\,Ve relurn to thi:; qJhiet:' :--d.;;o !a~f:r-

~ 'fhe in1tlal expe:inlent would he .:~tarted fur d. u(·d;~~:e rf-'~•tl:i uL -.:n, 

:.::oven yer1rs. :\t the end uf ti.~~lt periutl the v.-,l~!lc ~J''"'ttn1 t<: un;Jlo'l: 

Secretary of Sta.~t:. T'ht.: l :nnrni~~~ifHl ;.,}4,_.uld it1'- l~HiP n~f·r, '.vbo lu.d --.et·;cJ 

.ls i~overoors of Crown anJ selfgo,·etuing Colonws. ALt:r exan,inw;,; 

the conditions of each Provmcial <Jtate on the op()l, the r •. :ornm;'"' ners 

would report whether fresh powers should be gt anted s·Jz:h as the comw; 
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of irrigation and forests, of higher education, of local railways, of famine 
relief, and so forth. Or it might report that the Government had done 
so indifferently that the existing powers should merely be renewed. 
Lastly, in cases of total failure, it should have powers to report in favour 
of suspension : but, before the Secretary of State takes final action, the 
papers should be laid before both Houses of Parliament. 

It must at the outset, be laid down that during the seven yean;' period 
no claim can be entertained for further administrative powers or a further 
share of the consolidated revenue of the province. This is essential 
in the interests of the new electoral bodies themselves. Their whole 
energies must be reserved for the ta~k of justifying the powers already 
assigned to them and thus establishing their claim to further powers at 
the end of the veriod. lf the attention of the electorates is continuously 
diverted from social reforms to agitation for political change, progress 
towards responsible government is foredoomed from the outset. The dates 
at which claims for further changes are to be considered should be fixed 
in advance, and the machinery whereby those claims are to be decided 
on the basis of fact and experience should be settled from the outset. 

We agree that in the intervening periods no demand for further 
executive powers or for a further share of existing revenues•should 
be entertained. 

• 
This does not apply, however, to legislative powers. Again we are 

keeping in mind the picture of India, as she will be when constitutional 
finality is attotined, and all matters, domestic to India, are suhject either 
to her Provincial State assemblies, or to an Indian Parliament. In the 
work of framing the final constitution, the task of appo-.tioning the legis· 

' lative powers between the National Government on the one hand and 
those of the Provincial States on the other, will be d1fficult in
deed, unless, during the period of transitiop, the problem has been worked 
out and solved by the test of experience. To this end we suggest that 
Provincial State assemblies shall be encouraged to petition the Provincial 
Governments, from time to time, for legislative powers they desire t~ 
exercise. The petition would be cast into the form of an enabling Bill 
submitted kl the Legislative Council of the Province. The Bill wer.~ 

• ,. ,.~.,., ,.,r:,:-""ff,<"'·)'--~t~{.C >. 
and second readmg ~q.nJ4, .. )Je xeflii.Fred m· f!'"'tommtttee upon which the 
1'\oc lnti!U Cover~ment would appoint a majority of members. The proce· 
dure of the committee would be exactly that of a Standing Committee 
of Parliament appointed to deal with Bills promoted by local authorities, 
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Counsel wculd i heard on behalf of the promoters, and of all interests 

,ffecte(\ hy the lUI. The pre"mbi<: wouki h?.ve w be proved ·rhe 

r"lauses wo11ld then be c:onsirlered, passed, negatived or amended ; and 

evidence for or against the contentions of those promoting the Bill would 

be heard. The enabling Bill, if passed into an Act, would then define 
,,,.ith accuracy the hmits within which the Prov1nci;,! State assembly 

could leg1slate on the subJeCt. 

• The same method .s applicable to tJ!"'N smw.es ol reYenue. A l 1rov": 
,. ,,,l State CHn:ernn1eut 011gbt desae to .nzrease lt~; revenues bv ~1. :-Jtatnp 

f;n p~Hent rnedicines sold ·.vith~n ;t~· area. H 'vonld then be qpen tn !t tc· 

embody the proposalm an enahling Bdl :c;n.l l'> bnng •! be!mt the Le;.;l> 

iative Councilvf the l'1ovitn..:e. L1 nJe, the H1ii, 1i passed, its assenJbly 

would then pass legislation imposing 1he new tax. Thus by means of 

experiment, appropriate sources of Provmc:al State revenue would be 

discovered. 

At the close of each perio<,l of seven years, the L ommis>loners would 
review the results, anrl advise whether the pmw~rs so obtained by one 

Provincial State should be extended to all. The Government of India 

should be free, <Jt any moment, to generalize such powers by legislation. 

In this way, whenever the time comes to create a Rovernment for India 
responsible to an Indian electorate, the legislative powers appropriate to 
the Pro~incial States will have been ascertained by the only trustworthy 

tes!3, those o' trial and experience. 
That time will have arrived whenever a sufficient number of Provincial 

States have acquired the control of justice, jails and police and have prov
ed their competence for the fundamental task of Government, that of 

maintaining order. The confirmation of a Provincial State in those 
powers will amolf,nt to a final certificate of the fitness of its electorate for 
full responsible" government. When a sufficient number of Provincial 

State electorates have acquired that certificate, the time will have come to 

summon their representatives to a National Convention to devise a con· 
stitution, under which the Government of India can be made responsible 

to an Indian Parliament and electorate ; and the constitution, like those 

framed by the representatives of the Canadian, Australian and South 
African Province,, will acquire legal effect as a statute of the Imperial 

Parliament. In matters common to all India, responsible !i:Overnment 
cannot be introduced by stages, It must be introduced at one stroke, 
by one instrument of Government-the constitution of India, under which 

she will_assume her final place in the Commonwealth of Nations. That 

can only take place when a sufficient number of Provincial States have 
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established and proved their competence for responsible (overnment. The 
stones will then have been quarried and shaped from which the final 
edifice can be built. 

The old Provmcial Governments will, of course, vanish the moment 
their final powers have passed to their Provincial States. But the question 
of reforms, such as will fit them to fulfil their transitional functions, is of 
great importance. Their functions will be to hold and administer the 

reserved powers until the last final function, that of maintaining ord!lT, 
can be handed over. But another and even more important function will 
be that of supervising the acquisition by the Provincial States of new 

legislative powers and sources of revenue, which, of course, they will do 
subject to the direction of the Government of India. 

As stated already, we assume that Executive Councils will be estab
lished in all but the minor provinces, one half of which will be Indian ; 
a majority being retained for the European members by the Governor's 

casting vote. . 
The Legislative Councils should be composed mainly of dele~ations 

from the assemblies of the Provincial States, together with some additional 
members appointed by Government to represent special interests. There 
is nothing to prevent the introduction of officials at any time who are 
required to discuss matters within their expert knowledge. But official 
voters should \·anish. The existing system of official member•s voting 
by order, irrespective of their personal v1ews, ts derogator~ to their o.wn 
position, wasteful of their valuable time, fatal to principles which should 
govern public <lebate, and eminently calculated to create a feeling of 
antagonism between Indians and Europeans as such. It rs also insincere. 
If (;overnment cannot accept a motion of whatever kind, let the Governor 
:,ay so, and let that suffice. A final difference of opinion between the 
Covernmcnt responsible to the Secretary of State and t!lte spokesmen of 
public opinion is not mended by the practice of annulling the votes of 
elected members by those of officials' cast, under orders of Government. 
Let the Councils consist entirely of non-official members, the members 
of the Executive Council and such other officials as they choose to bring 
with them appearing only for the purposes of debate, Let every detail 
of administration, of legislation and of the estimates be brought befort 
the Counc~l for discussion. Let the work of Government be exposed to 
unofficial criticism and influence from end to end. The onus of final 
decision in matters for which the executives are responsible to the Govern
ment of India and to the Secretary of State rests with them, subject, of 

course, to the provision that those superior authorities can always' reverse 
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:he decis10n of thtr agents, on pet1t1on from 

75) 

the Leg;;!attve Councifc 

Just as the responsibility of the Provinc.-ial State mintsters to their assem· 
blies and electorates must be unhampered and clear, so also must be that 
of the Provincial executives to the Government of lnd1a and the Secretary 

of State. 
That the two principles are inseparable will be seen by reference to the 

procedure whereby the Legislat<Ye Councds mlt deal with enabling Bills 
pr~moted by (;ovt::H1l1JC:.nL; iJf l'ror!nf..:,'~d ~~t{~t-~ 'J'he f.e1-::: :i.~t-\re Counr_;l;,; 

will mainly consist of delegat10ns frurn those l;od1e,. one uf wh:c h is pw· 
moting the Bill. An assembly so formed will be likely to vo1ce every 
kind of opinion which may be heU with regard to the new legislative 

.powers sought therein. On second reading, on report stage and on third 

reading its members will have every opportunity of doing so. The assembly 
will send members to the Select Committee. Government will thus have 

access to every phase of public opinion on the subject, as well as to the 
views of the Government of India, which will hold a brief for the future 

federal Government of India. But dearly the power of final decision 

Dn any disputed point could not be left with the spokesmen of the Provin· 

cia! State assemblies. The system will not work, unless the responsibility 

of either authority for the functions assigned it is real which cannot 
be, unless its power is equivalent to its responsibility. The most in:. 
portant ~fall the responsibi!itie~ reserved to the old ( ;overnments 10 the 

transitional st~e. is that 'of JUdgin:,; of the time and measure of each 

e1dvance..' 
We consider that the Impenal Legislative Council should be reformed 

un the same pnnciples. The otlictal votes should vanish and the member; 

~hould be largely recruited by proportional representation froni the 
}'rovincial State assemblies and other publ1c bodies as at preser;L 

As the transf#r~ of officers 1s likely to prove more delicate and difiicu1~ 
than the transfer of powers, the subject has been teft for separate treat 
ment. Our view 1:> that there should be attached to the Cm·emment 
India and to the Government of each province a standing commission '-·l 

three senior officers, one of whow should aiways be :w lnd1an. 'The~e 

(~,'otnrnissioners should ~nspect and be cu;::ni,.dftt oi the worl: of ever'.· 

,l~parlment, and 'lf "''cry ofiiq,,· "' thnse dep;utments. it should be 

the1r duty Lo bring to the notice of Covernrnem all cases of me'. u< undet 
employment, of overlapping and ol all defects in organi .. at.cm. The·i 
would sen·e 111 f:,u as the Consulting k..ngineers o( the aumin, ,[rauve 

machine. They would have no !JOWers but those of report. [t wot:ld 

rest with' Governments to give effect to their recommendations. A vast 
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human machine, which is always being changed and ncreased, requires 
continuous inspection of experts who stand outside it and view it as a 
whole. Government which is part of the mechanism has no time to do 
this ; anJ, without the advice of such experts, the gradual adjustments 
required to keep it in gear, and to avoid overlapping and waste, are not 
perceived and made in time. When the whole structure has grown 
thoroughly obsolete and clearly unsuited to public needs, a Civil Service 
Commission is appointed, largely consisting of amateurs. An elaborate 
enquiry is undertaken at vast expense. Questions are put which are 
difficult for officials to answer with honesty in public. A great strain is 
put on their time and a great disturbance of the public mind is occasioned. 
Their recommendations involve changes so great that it is very difficult 
to carry them into effect, whereas those changes, if effected gradually, 
as the need had arisen, could easily have been made. 

This is one aspect of the permanent Civil Service Commissions which 
exist in the Dominions. But there is another and even more important 
feature of the institution as it exists in Australia and New Zealand. 
Appointments and promotions are, of course, made by the Government, 
but on the advice of the Commissioners. Government is not bound to take 
their advice, but if it departs therefrom, it is bound to record its reasons 
for the information of the legislature. The plan has been devised to 
Telieve Government of the demoralising burden of patronage, which 
consumes the time and energy of its members urgenJiy needed for • 
administrative work. In effecting this object, the permanent Advisory 
Commission has proved successful. 

In India, we think that all appointments should be made on the advice 
of such Commissioners. Three should be attached to Government of 
India, and three to each of the provinces. Where the Government of 
India, or Provincial Governments depart from th\ir advice, their 
reasons should be recorded for the information of the Secretary of State ; 
where Provincial State ministers are unable to take their advice, their 
reasons should be recorded and submitted to their Legislative assemblies. 

The Standing Commissions would play an important part in the 
transfer of officers to the departments of the new elective authorities. Such 
transfers would be voluntary so far as is possible. Ministers, with ~e 
advice aud assistance of the Chief Commissioner, would arrange for the 
voluntary transfer of officers from the old departments to their own. But 
where voluntary ar.rangements failed, the transfer would be effected on 
the advice of the Commissioners, to which effect would be given by the 
Provincial Government, subject to the conditions specified ab~ve. The 

.. 
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.• rgan;z,tion of the new departments would also proceed subject to the 

expert advice of the Commissioners. 

ffl-Sa.feguard> 

\V'e have outl;n~,:~ 4 sr:hernc snch ·,1s we th!nk :s capable ot heing 

id~pted to varyin12 <:•1n.ft:.')tb :n the d:fferent provmce~ of Bntish Indta 
Hut wherever, as in Beng,.ti~ there ex\st ~·onqnerctai d.Ud 1ndustrial inter 

ests representing gre<1t ;nvestrr";C~1t.~; nf ra.pH~tl, we ,-onsider that specia: 

safeguards are necessary, less in the interests of the investQrs than of the 
people of India themselves. Respons1ble ~overnment cannot be initiated 
or advanced without an 1ncrease of publ1c expenditure. A development 
·>f natural resources is essential tn onler to provide the additional 
revenue. But development requires a free investment of capital from 
without, and nothing could be more fatal to the prospects of such invest 
ment than to allow an impression, however unfounded, to take root at 
this juncture that existing investments of capital are not secure. Unless 
special safeguards are provided at the outset, fears will exist in the 

money markets of the world that existing interests may be subject to 
injury, either by reason of predatory or regulative legislation, or by 

reason o'neglect of transportation ;md other facilities. It is wise to allay 
these fe;,rs at the outset. 

in the first• place, all legislation will be subject to the veto of the 
Indian and Provincial Governments subject to the Secretary of State 
ln Uommion constitutions, the Acts of Parliament, embodying the powers 
of the Dominion Governments, do not include most important constitu 
tiona! provisions, those governing the relations of the Dominion to the 
Imperial Govern)"lenL Such provisions will be found in the instructions 
issued to the Governors by the Imperial Government. 

It is in instructions issued by the Imperial Government to the Gov 
ernment of India, that securities ag;.inst legislation mjurious to commer 
cia! and industrial interests can be given. In these instructions it should 
be laid down that legislation ;,fiecting- commercial and industrial under· 

t~kings should be reserved for the ~auction of the Secretary of State, and 
a limit of time should be laid down, within which representatives from 
the interests affected can he received by him. 

We agree that instructions to this effect should be included in a 
schedule attached to the Act of Parliament in which the scheme of 
reforms·ia embodied. 

This will not, however, allay the fears of those who have invested 

their capital in plantations and other industrial undertakings scattered 
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about the country, lest the value of their property may be ruined by 
neglect of transportation facilities, of protection from flood, water-supply 
and of other public utilities. 

Where damage to industrial interests from such neglect can be proved, 
the provincial Government should have power to step in, and do the 
necessary work at the cost of the Provincial State Government in defaQlt. 
Throughout the period of transition the Provincial Government respon
sible to the Secretary of State will be in existence and in a position to 
provide the necessary remedy. That Government will vanish only when 
the Provincial State Governments within its jurisdiction have finally 
proved their capacity for efficient administration. The final certificate of 
efficiency would not be given to a Provincial State Government, so long 
as it shewed a tendency to neglect public utilities upon which the value 
of capital invested on productive undertakings in their area depends. 

We agree that the Provincial Governments responsible to the 
Government of India and the Secretary of State shall have power to 
do or repair public works, upon which the value of invested capital 
depends, neglect of which is due to the default of Provincial State 
Governments, and to charge the cost thereof to the revenues assigned. 
to the Government in default. 

In this connection we return to the final remedy of recalling powers 
and of total suspension. It is, however, mamly with a view t~ the prog~ess 
of responsible government itself, that we urge that these safeguards 
should be made real. If India is to move as quickly as possible towards 
the goal of complete responsible government, each part of India must, 
in the stage of transition, be enabled to move at its own pace. Govern
ment must be ready to reward proof of efficiency in ad~istering powers 
already granted by a generous transfer of fresh powers. The whole system 
rests on the principle of placing responsible governments on trial, testing 
capacity, and making recorded experience the ground of future advance. 
Such advances should be bold ; but advances will not be bold, unless it is 
understood from the outset that, where steps in advance have clearly been 
premature, they can be retraced. Experiment is the only sound basis •f 
policy ; but no experiment is real, unless Government is able to abide by 
negative a; well as by positive results. Government will make experi
ments freely, only if it knows that it can and must give practical effect to 
lessons of failure as well as to those of success. If the right of recall be 
estabiished, Government should be bold in adding to the powers' of pro
gressive electoral authorities. For the rapid advance towards full respon
sible government of some Provincial States will certainly react on their 
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backward neighbours. Nothing is more contagious than example, and it 

;s to the forward States that we look to set the pace of progress. 1t 
should. therefore, be made as safe and easy as possible for Government at 

-tated intervals to add to the powers. 

For similar reasons thi'. power of tot2J suspension held m reserve 1' 

~~{rgcly fiperate tr:, 1 Fnde; ·:s u:st" 'JrP.1r:ces::;-tr~· 

z .... ulon1al ieg:s1a.t:on 1-.~ ;·;i.rt:.y exc.t-,-.;:-,(· .... 

11ldike tha( (J tbe Soveu::lgn~ '.., t r·f:;-tl OJH~: >: (·,1nnL\~ !::Y.})",tf·~~; rf'-ff'l::-le 

accept amendments from their own suppor;prs when they i.nu•' tlh·. 

;unendments, lf incorporated ::n d nn:~.a.:,ure before tht"' 1eg-~Ltf 1.Ht<, vv'(}n~•: 

oblige the Imperial Government tc veto it. 

In l1ke manner the publi•: disgrace, m<epC1rable from .'uspeno>.vn, w;)] 

act as a spur to the ministers, assemblies an<l elc·~torate:i of 1Ja, kw;n,; 
Provincial States, and prevent the•r allowing the standard of ;.:r:vernmeH 

from degenerating to the point when total suspens1on is obv,r,usly ncede,; 

m the public interest- Neblect and corrupllon •.:ann(Jl .:uutinue t.; !1ouns1: 

nnchecked in one Provincial State without reacting on the pt(n;ress ,>f 
'>thers. Positive anarchy 'S infect1ous and ~preado !'' :ts ne:ghb:)i''' 
Just a!. a progress1ve State will stmmlate progress in thr,se beh1nd it, so 

wtal failure will tmpede the progress of tho'ie in advance of The best 

hope for su.!h a community is the total suspension of Jts incapaf\le re;-.;ime 

as m the case of a Native State where anarchy •s ramp<mt Corruption 

must be weeded out, injustice must be redressed, public utJ!it1es must be 

restoreLJ, and a clean and efficient standard of iiOvernment re-established, 

before the community is ailowed to begin once cnore an att<'rnpt In .~. 

these things •.Jr itself. It 1s on the same pnnciple that in the Unite.~ 

Kingdom a constituency, provenly corrupt, is disenfr,mchi5ed fo;· a penlin 

'Jf ye:us. 

We agree that the Government of India must. have the right 
1·ecall powers which have been abused or neglected, and, in extreme. 
cases, to suspend the Governments of Provincial States. Such powers 

• shall always be subject to the sanction of the Secretary of State and 
of Parliament; but in cases of emergency the Government of India 
may exercise the power, subject to the subsequent sanction of the 
Secretary of State and of Parliament. 

Lastly, it Jt necessary to consider how an adettuate repiesenLdlun '''" 
be setured for those in charge of commerciai and industrial undert;>.kmg,. 

These are largely financed from capital outside lndi~, and are mainly 
administered by Europeans. They are in number a mere handful, but, in 
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the interests of the new elective authorities, it is essential that they should 
be represented in some proportion to the magnitude of the interests they 
control. It would be a calamity to India if they drifted into the position 
of Uitlanders. Their assistance is needed in building up the fabric of 
responsible government. Provincial State ministries and assemblies will 
have everything to gain by an adequate infusion of a race to whom th~ 
working of responsible government is familiar. 

We agree that, (a) wherever industrial and commercial interests 
are located, an adequate representation should be accorded; (b) ade
quate representation should be accorded to lYiahomedans, Land-hold
ers and minorities generally. 

l V.- Procedure to be followed in giving ejject to tlze seize me. 

The question will naturally be raised how effect can be given to the 
provisions set out at the end of the last section. The same question arises 
with regard to a number of other provisions recommended in this note. 
Any scheme, which suggests at this juncture how India can r.tart on her 
progress towards responsible government, is open to the same criticism. 
The new pronouncement was only made on the 2oth of Aug11st last, and 
the Senetary of State has reached India within three months from that 
date. It is utterly beyond the power, even of skilled and experienced 
officials, to collect within that time the facts and figures necessary before 
the details of proposals can be worked out. Nor, we venture to predict, 
wiH the Secretary of Slate himself be able to do this, with all the assistance 
which the Government of India can give him. The short time at his dis
posal here will be more than occupted with the study of p~ciples, and if 
any attempt is afterwards made to work these principles into a complete 
scheme in London, we believe that it will fail for lack of detailed inform
ation, which can only be obtained on the spot. Such failure will mean 
delay, and delay will not be understood in India. It will surely breed 
distrust and continued agitation. The greatest need of Inuia is that 
prompt and unmistakable steps should be taken to give effect to the • 
policy outlined in the recent pronouncements. The only way in which 
th~s can be dl'lne, is by the early enactment of a measure by Parliament 

• such as will set in train the progress of India towards responsible govern
lllent there foreshadowed. 

The solution of the problem, we suggest, will be found in the precedent 
set by the Government of London Act of 1899. By this measure it was 
proposed to abolish more than forty Vestrie~, and establish in their place 
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a tar srnalier number of municipai bod;es. The whole scheme, mcind1n,~ 

the constitution of the new bod>es, was firmly outlined in the measure 

Yet the Parliamentary draughtsman, situated as he was in the middle o! 

the subject dealt wnh by the measure, with all the forces r,f the Loca!. 
Government Board, the Home Office, the London County Council, the 

.City of London, and the Yestnes :" h•s d:sposal, wa,; unable to cope with 

the 1nnun1erahle detail~ whtch ba(i to be \VorkeU uul l,r::fute ~itCct could 

~tven to its ~~s into extstenct 

1t was nece-ssary to tiehrnH :~reas~ rix the HlHDber (Jt nJerubers on tbe v,:;,i 

ous bod1es, adJust the1r iinances, and Jtsenta.ugle a.nd rc-arranhe a: tnott 

tude of details. All this was remitted to three Comr.1issioners namell and 

appointed under the Act. The mowent tbe Act was passed the Comm•o 

sioners got to work, ;.nd, as their arrangements were framed, legal efieu 

was given to them by order, in the Council t:iSUed 1n terms of it~ prov 

sions. 

We beheve that the adoption ot this course is the only way to avoid 

delay which will prove mischievous in the extreme to the peace and intet 

ests of India, It is not delay in bringing into being the new organs ot 

Government that we fear That of necessity~~ a task the detr<tls of wb:ch 

need !lime for their execution. Any attempt to burke those detaib WJ!i 

only end in further po>tponement The delay, we fear, is in haming '' 

measure wl\ich the lmperiai Guvernt11ent can adopt for submission tu 

Parliament, and in the passage of that measure into law. The trust ot 

lnclia in Parliament is unimpaired, and if once the scheme of reforms 1s 

firmly outlined in statutory form, and Commissioners are appointed to 

give effect to it, the people of India will not be found wanting in patience 

Their energiec will, we think, be devoted to aiding the Government :n~d 

Commissioners in working out the details and carrying them into effect 

We agree, therefore, in advising that the specific points to which 
our agreement relates and the outlines of the scheme sketched iu 
these proposals be laid down in an Act of Parliament · but that all 
questions, within those outlines relating to franchises, constitutions. 

• powers, finances and such like details be remitted to not more than 
five Commissioners named under the Act, to be dealt with in India by 
the Commissioners, in consultation with Governmentjl and People, 
the arrangements of the Commissioners, to be given the force of law • 
by Orders in Council. 

The goal of responsible governllld1L l•avin;; now been declared, the 

scheme should, in our opinion, be one which initiates nvt only the imme· 

diate stP.ps, but renders visible to the people of India the 1vho!e path !n 
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the ultimate goal. We urge that the measures should be such as will 
leave no room for constitutional agitation, either now, or at any future 
time. It should set them free to devote their whole strength to social and 
political reform, by placing political as well as social reform within their 
reach. The situation we desire is one in which communities in all parts 
of llritish India can attain to new political powers, always, but only, by 

proving their fitness to exercise those they already possess, and will lead 
as quickly as those proofs can be given, to a complete and final attain
ment of their status as the greatest Dominion in the British Common
wealth. It is to that end that we, British and Indians, have framed these 
proposals. \Ve desire that the foundations of responsible government in 
India should be laid in trust and amity between her people and those 
whose forefathers have given this system to the world, that our enemies 
may learn that we know how to realize its principles, as well as to defend 
them. We, therefore, unite to submit this scheme, believing that so, in the 
Providence of God, a cornerstone may be laid in this Commonwealth of 
'iations for the perpetual union of East and \Vest. 

TVith regm·d to the details of the scheme outlined a/;mJe, 1ve tltinl.: tlwt 
it is desirable that e11ery one should reserve full liberty of jud~:ment. Our 
t;:reement relates only to the fol!muin.~· specific points :-

We agree- • 
(1) to accept the pronouncement of the zoth of August as com

mon ground, within the limits of which the discussion 

can take place ; 

(z) that, having accepted the pronouncement, w{ ~ue 

free, but also bound to consider the "llew 

created thereby with open minds; 

not only 

situation 

(3) that the existing provinces need not be assumed to be areas 

suitable as a basis for responsible government, but such 

areas must be settled at the moment when the first instal· 

ment of responsible government is granted ; 

that. the first steps towards responsible government cannot 

be taken in the sphere of the central Government ; 

(5) that, during tile period of transition, governments of two 

types must co-exin, the one responsible to electorates for 

specific powers, the other to the Secretary of State for all 

other powers ; that the responsibility of each must in fact 

• 
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be a real one, and their powers must be sufficient tu enable 

them to discharge !.hat responsibil efficiently . 

· r, that a sharr-: (1f dtt· cnn-;n1!dated reverHlt::> 

~Jl tll !(!T; 

vincial State ele,~torate itself 

17) that further additions to the powers nt I'rovmcial :itate:' 

and t() their sbarr,· of c·x1sting pruv,rwial reven:1es siluuld 

be cons1dered J,y 1 :llmrmssinnc;rs r<:purt1ng dlft'lt w l' 

liament, at intervals ol, say, seven yc:<trs, such mru·\·:d to 

specified at the outset : and that in the intt:rvenmg penods 

!10 demand for lurther c:,c;CUllVC poWe!S 1 ur f~.11 

share of existing revenne:;, should be entertained : 

(8) that legislation passed by Provincial :ltatt: GuvermnLn:c; 

affecting cornmerClal and mdustrial undertakings ,;huuld 

reserved for the sanction of the Secretary of Stat<: · and '' 

limit of time should be laid dmvn, within whid1 repres-onLt 

t!ons from the interests affected can be received by him 

:mel further, that mstructions to this effect should he 'n-

cluclecl in a scbeduJ,, attached tu the Act of p,uli;trnr·nl dl 

which the scheme of reforms is embodied ; 

I<) I that ,the Provincial Governments, responsible tu the: CrJvern 

mt:liu or India and th•: Secret<uy i>l- Stat<-, simll h:n l 

to do or repair public works, upon which trw va]u~_- d inve' 

ted capital depends, neglect of which is due to th•: default 

ot Provincial State ( ;uvernments, and t•' rhargi' the cosl 

thereof LfJ Lhe 1 e\·enue~ itssigned t'' th<~ ( ;, •\i<:llilllent :n 

default ; 

( 10) that the (;overnment of India must have the right to recall 

powers which have been abused or neglected ; and in ex,. 

treme cases to suspend the Governments of Provincial 

States. Such powers shall always be subject to the sanction 

of the Secretary of State and of Parliament ; but in cases 

of emergency the Government of India may exercise the 
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power, subject to subsequent sanction of the Secretary of 
State and of Parliament ; 

(r 1) that (a) wherever industrial and commercial interests are 
located, adequate representation should be accorded ; (b) 
adequate representation should be accorded to Mahomedans, 
Land-holders, and minorities generally ; 

(12) that the specific points to which our agreement relates and 
the outlines of the scheme sketched in these proposals be 
laid down in an Act of Parliament : but that all questions 
within those outlines, relating to franchises, constitutions, 
powers, finances, and such like details be remitted to nol 
more than five Commissioners named under the Act, to be 
dealt with in India by the Commissioners, in consultation 
with Governments and People, the arrangements of the 
Commissioners to be given the force of law by Orders in 
Council. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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RESOLUriON adopted by the Thirty" First Session of the Indian 
National Congress beld at Lucknow, on the 29th December, 

1916, outlining a Scheme of Reforms as a Definite Step 
towards Self Government. Also adopted by the 

All-India Muslim League at its Meeting 
held on the 31st December, 1916. 

RESOLt.:TION. 

(a) That havmg regard to the fact that the great communities o! 
Jndia are the mheritors of anc1ent civilisations and have shown great 
<:apacity for governm?nt and administration, and to the progress in educa" 
tion and public spirit made by them during a century of British Rule, and 
further having regard to the facr that the prest~nt system of Government 
does not satisfy the legitimate aspirations of the people and has become 
ilnsuited to existing condition'~ and requirements, the Congress is ol 

opinion that the time has come when His Majesty the King-Emperm 
sho~tld be pleased to issue a Proclamation announcing that it is the aim 
and intention of British policy to confer Self-Government on India at an 

early dati!. 
(b) That this Congress demands that a definite step should be taken 

towards Self-Government by granting the reforms contained in the 

scheme prepared by the All· Indi11 Congress Committee in concert with the 
Reform Committee appointed by the All-India :Muslim League (ddailcrt 

below). 

(c) Th!l.t in the reconstruction of the Empire, India shall be lifted 
from the position of a Dependency to that of an equal partner in the 
Empire with the self-governing Dominions. 

REFORM SCHEME. 

1 -Prm,incial Legislath1e Councils. . 
1. Provincial Legislative Councils shall consist of four-fifths electe1 

and of one-fifth nominated members. . 
:?. Their strength shall be not less than 125 members in the maJOr 

pro~inces, and from so to 7 5 in the minor provinces. 
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3· The members of Councils ~hould be elected directly Ly the people 
on as broad a franchise as possible. 

4· Adequate provision should he made for the representation of im
portant minorities by election, and the Mahomedans should be repre
sented thwugh special electorates on the Provincial Legislative Councils 
in the following proportions :-

Punjab-One-half of the elected Indian Members. 

United l'rovinces-30 /, 
Bengal-40% 
Behar-25% 
Central Provinces-Is:/ 
Madras-15% 
Bombay-One-third " 

, 

" 
Provided that no Mahomedan shall participate in any of the other 

elections to the Imperial or Provincial Legislative Councils, save and 
except those by electOtates representing special interests. 

Provided further that no bill, nor any clause thereof, nor a resolution 
introduced by a non-official member affecting one or the other community, 
which question is to be determined by the members of that community in 

the Le;;islative Council concerned, shall be proceeded with, if three-fourths 
of the members of that community in the particular Council, Imperial or 
Provincial, oppose the bill or any clause thereof or the resolution. • 

5· The head of the Provincial Government should not be ~he Presi- . 
dent of the Legislative Council, but the Council should have the right of 
electing its President. 

(,. The right of asking supplementary 4uestions should not be res
tricted to the member putting the original question, but should be allowed 
to be exercised by any other member. 

7. (11) Except customs, post, telegraph. mint, salt, op~, railways, 
army and navy, and tributes from Indian States, all other sources of 
revenue should be Provincial. 

(h) There should be no divided heads of revenue. The Govern
ment of India should be provided with fixed contributions from the 
Provincial Governments, such fixed contributions being liable to revision 
when extraordinary and unforeseen contingencies render such revision 
necessary. 

(<) Th~ provincial Council should have full authority to deal with 
~11 matters affecting the internal administration of the province including 

• the power to raise loans, to impose and alter taxation, and to vote on the 
Budget. All items of expenditure, and all proposals concerning ways"and 

" 

• 
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means for rais1'tg the necessary revenue, should be embodied 111 1\d\s .tnt 

submitted to the Provincial Council for adoption. 

(dJ Resolutions on all matters within the purview nf the l'rnv1nC1J.! 

Government should be allowed for discu;;sion m accordance with rule:; 

made in that behalf by the Council 1tself. 

(e) A resolution passed by the Provincial Legislative :o11ncii shal\ 

be binding 011 the E . .xecutive <;overnrnenr~ nn!ess "etned by thr ( ;rn .. 'Prr:o~-

J..._ouncii. prov1ded hcr,veve·r that 1t rhe resoh1t1nn :.:. 

OUIH. '.! ~J.ftet ::I f]C\t Je.:'i dl.iW 

(/) A motion lot adjournmen: may be b1 ought forw:trd for tne 

discussion of a definite matter of urgent public: anportanc:e, if supporte6 

by not less than one-eighth of the members present. 

8. A spec1al meeting of the Provmcu I Council may be 'iummoned 

a requisition by not less than one-e1ghth of the members. 

9· A Bill, other than a i\louey Bill, may be lllttuduced m ounc;i 1n 

C!Ccordance with rules made 10 that behalf by the Council itself, and thE 

consent of the Government should not he required therefor. 

10. All Bills passed by Provincial Legislatures shall hJ.vc to tece"e 

;he assent of the Governut befure they becc•me iaw, but may iJe \ f;tne~' 

by the Governor-GeneraL 

r 1~ The term of office of the members shalt be live year:, 

• 

1. ~fhe head of every l)rovincial ( ;uvernn1ent shaH :~e d. f. ;oven1fH \\.'he 

shall not ordmarily belon:.; to the l ndian Civil Set, :c<C or any of the pern:.··. 
nent services. 

2. There shall be in e1·ery Province an Execul!le Council which. w,!, 

the GovernOti sball ('Onstitute thf! f:,.ecnti\·1'?" ( :c~vpr•,rr:ont ~1f fhp p,.,-,~-;._,_~ .. 

. } Members of the Ind1an Cn·d :v:n 

pointed to the Executive Councils 

4· 1'\ot less than one-half of the membe:·o> of the Exec~lll\·e '.oum 

shall consist of Ind::tns to be elected b)· the elected n1en1her-. IJ( 

• Provincial Legislative Council. 

5· The term of ortice of the members shall be live yearo. 

I. The strength of the Imperial Legislative Council shall be I)o, 

2. Four-tlfths of the members shall be elected. 
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3· The franchise for the Imperial Legislative Coujlcil should be 
widened as far as possible on the lines of electorates for Mahomedans 
for the Provincial Legislative Councils, and the elected members of the 
Provincial Legislative Councils should also form an electorate for the 

return of members to the Imperial Legislative Council. 
4· One-third of the Indian elected members should be Mahomedans 

elected by separate Mahomedan electo~ates in the several Provinces, in the 
proportion, as nearly as may be, in which they are represented on the Pro. 
vincial Legislative Councils by separate Mahomedan electorates. 

Vide provisos to section I, clause 4-
5· The President of the Council shall be elected by the Council itself. 
6. The right of a~king supplementary questions shall not be restricted 

to the member putting the original question but should be allowed to be 
exercised by any other member. 

7- A special meeting- of the Council m11y be summoned on a reqUisi
tion by not less than one-eighth of the members. 

8. A Bill, other than a Money Bill, may be introduced in Council in 
accordance with rules made in that behalf by the Council itself, and the 
consent of the Executive Government should not be required therefor. 

9· All Bills passed by the Council shall have to receive the assent of 
the Governor-General before they become law. 

10. All financial proposals relating to sources of income and it~ms of 
expenditure shall be embodied in Bills. Every such Bill and the Budget 
as a whole shall be submitted for the vote of the Imperial • Legislati;e 
Council. 

11. The term of office of members shall be five years. 
12. The matters mentioned hereinbelow shall be exclusively under the 

control of the Imperial Legislative Council : 
(a) Matters in regard to which uniform legislation f~the whole of 

India is desirable. 
(b) Provincial legislation in so far as it may affect inter-provincial 

fiscal relations. 
(c) Questions affecting purely Imperial Revenue, excepting tributes 

from Indian States. 
(d) Questions affecting purely Imperial expenditure, except that no • 

resolution of the Imperial Legislative Council shall be binding 
~n the Governor-General in Council in respect of military 
charges for the defence of the country. 

(e) The right of ;evising Indian tariffs and customs-duties, of im
posing, altering, or removing any tax or cess, modifying the 



. '· d . . ex1stmg system of currency an hankmg. and grantmg any 
aids or bounties to any or :1ll deser'.'ing and na~cent inJu:-;;tries 

of the country. 
(j) Resolutions on all matters relatin,; to the :vln11mstrat:on of the 

country as a whole. 
J ... <\ Resolut!on hy th~ l.i,:~g~£!:1::'/i?. r~n~-::n,· ~~F 1.::,;;L;.,· 

~-.'ouncll 

to. 
14. A motion for adjournment may be brought forward for the d;scus· 

sion of a definite matter of urgent publir~ importance, if supported by not 
less than one-eighth of the members present. 

I 5· \Vhen the Cr.)wn chooses to exerc1se its power of veto in regard 
to a Bill passed by a Provincial Legislative Council or by the Imperii!! 
Legislative Council, it should be exercised within twelve months from the 
date on which it is passed, and the B1ll shall cease to have effect as frorn 
the date on which the fact of ~uch veto is made known to the Legislatn;e 
Council concerned. 

16. The Imperial Legislative Council shall have no power to inter 
fere with the Government of India's direction of the military affairs and 
the foreign and political relations of India, including the declaration of 
war, the malting of peace and the entering into treaties. 

IV.- The Gm;ernmenl of India. 

,. The Governor-General of Ind;a will be the head of the (Jovern 
ment of India. 

He will ,have an Executive Council, half of whom shall be Indians. 
3· The l ... Jian members should be elected by the elected members of 

the Imperial Legislative CounciL 
4· Members of the Indian Civil Service shall not ordinarily be ap· 

pointed to the Executive Council of the Governor-General. 
5· The power of making all appointments in the Imperial Civil 

Services shall vest in the C0vernment of India, as constituted under u,;., 
• scheme, due regard being paid to existing interests, subject to any laws 

that may he made by the Imperial Legislative Council. • 
6. The Government of India shall not ordinarily interfere in the local 

affairs of a province, and powers not specially given.to a Provincial Govern
ment, ~hall be deemed to be vested in the former. The authority of the 
Government oflndia will ordinarily be limited to general supervision and 

superintendence over the Provincial Governments. 

49 
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7. In legislative and administrative matters the Govefnm~nt of India 
as constituted under this scheme, shall, as far as possible, be independent 
of the Secretary of State. 

8. A system of independent audit of the accounts of the Government 
of India should be instituted. 

V.-The Secretary of State in Councz't. 

1. The Council of the Secretary of State for India should be abolished. 
" The salary of the Secretary of State should be placed on the 

British Estimates. 
J. The Secretary of State should, as far as possible, occupy the same 

position in relation to the Government of India, as the Secretary of State 
for the Colonies does in relation to the Governments of the self-governing 
Dominions. 

4· The Secretary of State for India should be assisted by two Perma
nent Under-Secretaries, one of whom should always be an Indian. 

VI.-India and the Empire. 

r. In any Council or other body which may be constituted or con
vened for the settlement or control of Imperial affairs, lnclia shall be 
adequately represented in like manner with the Dominions an<! with 
equal rights. • 

2. Indians should be placed on a footing of equality in respect of 
status and rights of citizenship with other subjects of His Majesty the 
King throughout the Empire. 

VII.-Military and other matters. 

' 1. The military and naval services of His Majesty botl~in their com-
missioned and non-commissioned ranks, should be thrown open to Indians 
and adequate provision should be made for their selection, training and 
instruction in India. 

2, Indians should be allowed to enlist as volunteers. 
3· Executive Officers in India shall have no judicial powers entrusted • 

to them and the judiciary in every province shall be placed under the 
highest Coullt of that province. 

• 
SVED MOHAMMED • 

N. SUBBA ltAtt . 

General Secretaries. 
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Summary of Recommendations embodied in the Report Oll 

Indian Constitutional Reforms, 1918, 

L The controi oi Parhament and the :-,ecretary ni ~tate w be 
modified, 

,.. The salary of the Secretary of State fol lnd1a to be transfel:rerl 

to the Home Estimates. 
3· The House of Commons to be asked to appoint a select com· 

mittee for Indian affairs. 
4. A committee to be appointed to examine and report on the present 

ronstitution of the Council of India and on the India Office estahbbmtcn! 

THE GOVERNME:-.IT OF INDIA. 

" 5· The Government of India to preserve mdisputablc anthonty 
tJn matters~djudged by it to be essential in the discharge of 1ts respon 
sibilities for peace, order, and good government. 

6. A Privy Council for India to be established. 

lite E.renttive. 

7. To inC'II'·ease the Indian element in the Governor-(;enerals 
Executive Ct'!'uncil. 

8. To abolish the present statutory maximum for the Executive 
Council and the statutory qualification for seats. 

9· To take power to appoint a limited number of members of the 
legislature to a position analogous to that of parliamentary undet 
secretaries in (;reat Brita1n, 

The Lej{is<atu1·e. 

10. To replace the present Legislative Council of the Covernm 
General by a Council of State and a Legislative ~ssembly. 

1 ~. The Council of State to consist of so members (exclusive of the 
Governor General, who will be president, with power to nominate a vice

president). Of the members 21 to be elected and 29 nominated by the 
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• 
Governor General. Of the nominated members 4 to be non-officials and 
not more than 25 (including the members of the Executive Council) to 
be officials. 

The life of each Council of State to be 5 years. 
The Governor General in Council to frame regulations as to the 

qu:1lifications for membership of the Council of State. 
12. The Legislative Assembly to consist of about 100 members, of" 

whom two-thirds to be elected and one-third nominated. Of the nomi
nated members not less than one-third to be non-officials. 

The president of the aasembly to be nominated by the Governor 
General. 

13. Official members of the Council of State to be eligible also for 
nomination to the Legislative Assembly. 

14. The Governor General to have power to dissolve either the 
Council of State or the Legislative Assembly. 

15. The following procedure to be adopted for legislation. 
A. Government Bills : ordinarily to be introduced and carried 

through the usual stages in the assembly, and if passed by 
the assembly to be sent to the Council of State. If the 
Council of State amend the Bill in a manner which is un-

• acceptable to the assembly, the Bill to be submitted to a 
joint session of both Houses, unless the Gover~r General 
in Council is prepared to certify that the amendments intro
duced by the council are essential to the interests of peace 
and order or good government (includin~ in this term sound 
financial administration), in which case the assembly not to 
have power to reject or modify such amend~ents. But in 
the event of leave to introduce being refused or~he Bill being 
thrown out at any stage the Governor General in Council to 
have the power, on certifying that the Bill is within the 
formula cited above, to refer it de novo, to the Council of 
State. The Governor General in Council also to have the 
power in cases of emergency so certified to introduce the 

• Bill in the first instance in, and to pass it through, the Council 
o.,f State, merely reporting it to the assembly. 

B.· Private Bills : to be introduced in the chamber of which the 
mover is a 111ember and on being passed by that chamber to 
be submitted to the other. Differences of opinion bet.ween 
the chambers to be settled by means of joint sessions. If, 
however, a .Bill emerge from the assembly in a form which 
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the Covernment think prejudicial to good administration, 

the Governor General in Council to have power to certify 1t 

in the terms a!rearly <'ited and to submit or resubmit it to the 

Council of State, the Hill only to become law in the fort:' 
);iven it bv the counc!l 

rt, Re-snlnt1ons tn t'la,re e-tfecr oniy ;t'"i tt;;CUll1iUend,_~Lu;,_, 

18. The c;overnor t,eneral to retain h1s ex:,,t,n;.; power o! makm.; 
Ordinances and the Governor (;en era! in Council his power of makin:;: 

Regulations. 
It). Nominated official members of the Council of State or the 

Legislative Assembly tu have freedom of speech anrl vote except when 
Government otherwise directs .. 

20. Any member of the Council oi State or the Legislative Asser;,b\y 
to be ~ntitled to ask supplementary questions. The Governor General 

not to disallow a question on the ground that it cannot be answered 
consistently with the pub!ir: interest, but power to be retained to disallow 
a question on the ground that the putting of it is inconsistent with the 
publi• interest. 

21. Rules governing the procedure for the transaction of business 
in the CoLl~cil of State and the Legislative Assembly to be made in 
the first instance by the Governor General in Counc1L The Legislative 
Assembly and the Council of State to be entitled to modify their rules, 
subject to the sanctiOn of the Governor ( ;eneral. In each case such 
modifications not to require the sanction of the Secretary of State m 
Council and n!lt~ to be laid before Par!i'm1ent. 

22. Joint' standing committees of the Council of State and tbe 
L~gisl:ttive Assembly to be associated with as many departmi'nts uf 
Government as possible. The Covernor General in Council to decide 
with which departments standing committees can be associated, and the 
head of the department concerned to decide what matters sha!i be 

• referred w the <Otandin,; committee. Two-thirds of each standin§r <'Om· 
m'ttee to be elected by ballot by the non-oft!cial members of the Legis. 
latJve Assembly and the Collntil of State, one-th;rd to be nommated by 
the G,wernor Ceneral in Council. 

THE I'ROVINCES. 

23. The provincial Governments to be given the widest independ
ence from superior control in legislative, administrative, and financial 
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matters which is compatible with the due discharge of their own re
sponsibilities by the Government of India. 

24. Responsible government in the provinces to be attained first by 
the devolution of responsibility in certain subjects called hereafter the 
transferred subjects (all other subjects being called reserved subjects), 
and then by gradually increasing this devolutiOn by succes;;i ve stages 

until complete responsibility is reached. 

Proz,incial ExecuthJeS. 

25. The executive Government in a province to consist of a Governor 
and Executive Council, a minister or mmisters nominated by the Governor 
from the elected members of the Legislative Council, and an additional 
member or members without portfolios. 

26. The Executive Council to consist of two members, one of whom 
will be an lnd1an. 

Reserved subjects to be in the charge of the Governor and the 
members of the Executive Council. 

::.7. The minister or ministers to be appointed for the term of the 
Leg1slative Council, and to have charge of the transferred subjects. 

z8. The additional member or members to be appointed ~the 
Governor from among his senior officials for purposes of consultation and 
advice only. • 

29. The Government thus constituted to deliberate generally as a 
whole, but the Governor to have power to summon either part of his 
<;overnment to deliberate with him separately. Decisions on reserved 
subjects and on the supply for them in the provincial budget to rest 
with the Governor and his Executive Colmcil ; decisions •n transferred 
subjects and the supply for them with the Governor and the ltlinisters. 

30. Power to be taken to appoint a limited number of members of 
the Legislative Council to a position analogous to that of parliamentary 
under-secretaries in Great Britain, 

Provt'ncial Legislatures. 

31. In each province an enlarged Legislative Council with a sub
stantial elect~d majority to be established. The council to consist of 
~r) members elected on as broad a franchise as possible, (2) nominated, 
including (a) official, a~ (b) non-official, members, and (3) ex-officio 
members. The franchise and the compos<ition of the Legislative Council 
to be determined by regulations to be made on the advice of the com
mittee described in paragraph 53 by the Governor General in Council, 

• 



with the sanction of the Secretary of State, and laid before P:ul,ament, 

J"' The Governor to be president of the Leg1slative Collncil, w•th 
power to appoint a vice-president. 

The Governor to have power to tbssolve the Legislat1ve Council 

3--f- H .. esolutions (e:-..cept c:n the "!)ttdge(< to ha.vP ~~fi~r-t :•:!\' 

uendarionY.: 

,.tn>.t 

36. Any members of the Leg 's!atlve CounCil to he entitled to ask 
supplementary questions. 

37· The existing rules governmg the pmcedur<> for the transactiOn 
of business to continue, but the Legislative Council to have powe1 to 

modify them, with the sanction of the Governor. 

38, Standing committees of the Legislative Council to be formed 
:wd attached to each department, or to groups of departments. These 

• ornmittees to consist of members elected by the Legislative Collncil, 
•Jf the heads of the depanmenrs concerned, and the member or minister, 

who 'iould preside. 

39· Legislation on all subjects normally to be passed in the Legis 
lative Cotm~il. Exceptional procedure is provided in the succeeding 
paragraphs, 

40. The Governor to have power to certify that a Bill dealing with 
reserved subjects is essential either im the d1sc:harge of his respons 

1bility tor the peace or tranquillity of the province, or of any part 

thereof, or fo~ rhe discharge of his responsibility for reserved subjects. 
The Bill will then, with this certificate, be published in the Da::ette. It 
wrll be introduced and re,Jd in the Legislatrve Council, and, after clrs

cnssion on its general prin,:iples, will be referred to a grand committee 
but the Legisl:cttive Council may require the Governor to refer to the 

< ;overnment of lndia, whose decision shall be final, the qnestion whether 

• he has nghtly decided that the Bill which he has certified wa' '.:on-erned 
with a rt::served subject. 

The Governor not to certify a Ilill if he is of opinion that the question 

of the enactment of the legislation may safely bt left to the Legislative • 

Coun1=il. 

4r. The grand committee (the composition of which may vary 

according to the subject matter of the Bill) to comprise from 40 to 50 
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per cent of the Legislative Council. The members to be chosen partly 
by election by ballot, partly by nomination. The Governor to have 
power to nominate a bare majority (in addition to himself) but not more 
than two-thirds of the nominated members to be officials. 

42. The Bill as passed in grand committee to be reported to the 

Legislative Council, which may again discuss it generally within such. 
time-limits as may be laid down, but may not amend it, except on the 
motion of a member of the Executive Council, or reject it. After such 
discussion the Bill to pass automatically, but during such discussion the 
Legislative Council may record by resolution any objection felt to the 
principle or details and any such resolution to be transmitted, with the 
Act, to the Governor General and the Secretary of State. 

43· Any member of the Executive Council to have the right to 
challenge the whole, or any part, of a Bilt on its introduction, or any 
amendment, when moved, on the ground that •t trenches on the reserved 
field of legislation. The Governor to have the choice then either of 
allowing the Bill to proceed in the Legislative Council, or of certifyin~ 
the Bi•l, clause, or amendment. If he certifies the Bill, clause, or 
amendment the Governor may either decline to allow it to be discussed, 
or suggest to the Legislative Council au amended Bill or chuse, or :t the 
request of the Legislative Council refer the Bill to a grand co~ittee. 

44· All provincial legislation to require the assent of the Governor 
and the Governor General and to be subject to disallowance by His 
Majesty. 

45· The veto of the Governor to include power of return for amend-
ment. • 

46. The Governor General to have power to reserve proVincial Acts. 

F'inance. 

47· A complete separation to be made between Indian and pro· 
vincial heads of revenue. 

48. Provincial contributions to the Government of India to be the • 
first charge on provincial revenues. 

49· Provincial Governments to have certain powers of taxation and 
•of borrowing. 

• 
so. The budget to be laid before the Legislative Council. It the 

Lejolislative Council refuses to accept the budget proposals for reserved 
subjects the Governor in Council to have power to restore the whole, or 

• 
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any part, of the ongmal allotment on the Governor's cerlifymg that. 
for reasons to be stated, such restoration 1s in his opinion cssent1al e1ther 

to the peace or tranquillity of the province, or any part thereof, or t<! 

the discharge of his responsibility for reserved subjects. Except rn 
fJr as he exercises this power, the budget to be :.ltered so c: 

effect t(l resolutiOns of the Legislatr\'e Ccmncil 

51 Complete pnpdar control 
feu as possrb[e. 

.illodifimtion (Jf pro7.Jmciai ··ollsli!tdzom. 

sz. l~ive years after the first meetin~.; of the new cormcib the 
Government of India to consider any applicatiOns addressed to l.t hy 1 

provincial Government or a provincial Legislative Counril for the 
modification of the list of reserved and transferred suhjects. In sue!! 
cases the (~overnment of India, with the sanction of the Secretary ol 
State to have power to transfer any reserved object, or in cased 
serious maladministration to remove to the reserved list any subJect" 
alreadj transferred and to have powet also to order that the sabry i!i 
the ministers shall be specifically voted each year by the Legislative 
Council. '4he Legislative Council to have the right of deciding at the 

same, or any subsequ~nt, time by resolution that such salary be spec 
fically voted yearly. 

PKELIMISAkY ACTto~. 

53· A Coll)Cl1ittee to be appointed, consisttng of a chairman appointed 
from England, an official, and an Indian non-official. This committee 
to ad vise on the questiun of the separation of lnd1an, from provincHi. 
functions, and to recommeud which of the functiOns assigned to the 
province should be transferred subjects. An official and an Indian non

official in each province which it is at the time examining to be added to 
., the committee. 

54· A second committee to be appointed, consisting of a chairman 
appointed from England, two officials, and two Indian nqp·officia!s, to 
examine constituencies, franchises, and the composition of the Leg isla 
tive Council in each province, and of the Lejislative Assembly. An • 
official and an Indian non-official in each province which it is at the time 
examining to be added to the committee. 

55· The two committees to have power to meet and confer. 
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• 
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY. 

56. A commission to be appointed ten years after the first meeting of 
the new legislative bodies to review the constitutional position both as 
regards the Government of India and the provinces. The names of the 
commissioners to be submitted for the approval of Parliament. Similar 
commissions to be appointed at intervals of not more than twelve years .• 

THE NATIVE STATES. 

57· To establish a Council of Princes. 
58. The Council of Princes to appoint a standing committee. 
59· The Viceroy in his discretion to appoint a commission, com

posed of a high court judge and one nominee of each of the parties, 
to advise in case of disputes between States, or between a State and a 
local Government or the Government of India. 

6o. Should the necessity arise of considering the question of de
priving a Ruler of a State of any of his rights, dignities, or powers, or 
of debarring from succession any member of his family, the Viceroy 
to appoint a commission to advise, consisting of a high court judge, 
two Ruling Princes, and two persons of high standing nominated by 
him. • 

6r. All States possessing full internal powers to have direct rela~ 

tions with the Government of India. • 
62. Relations with Native States to be excluded from transfer to the 

control of provincial Legislative Councils. 
63. Arrangements to be made for joint deliberation and discussion 

between the Council of Princes and the Council of State on matters of 
common interest. • 

THF. PUllLIC SERVICES. 

64. Any racial bars that still exist in regulations for appointment 

to the public services to be abolished. 

65. In addition to recruitment in England, where such exists, a 
system of appointment to all the public services to be established in • 
India. 

66. Perc~ntages of recruitment in India, with definite rate of 
•increase, to be fixed for all these services . 

• 
67. In the Indian Civil Service the percentage to be 33 per cept of 

the superior posts, increasing annually by xt per cent until the position 
is reviewed by the commission (paragraph 55). 
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Rates r1f pay to be reconsHlered wtth referenre to !he n>e 'n 
tbe cost of living and the need for maintaining the standard of recrun 

ment. Incremental t1me-scales to be introduced generally and incre

ments to continue until the superior grade is attained, The maximu:,< 
of ordinary pension to be raised to R6,ooo, payable at the rate ul 

IS. r;d, to the rupee._ wi:h ~pecial pensions for cerutin l11gh :lppomlmern, 

._,utlons to contrnue 

~vith a ;.:fe" to tOt!<tter. 

Hlntissible; a.nd conce.s:-}<Cin <Jf reduced l.eave on fuH p:ty I'lv~ 

iat1on of pnvtlege leave up to four months to be considered. 

69. A rate of pay based on recruitment in Indta to be fixed f•n ;t!! 

public services, but a suitable allowance to be granted to persons :e

cruited in Europe, or on account of 'lualifications obtained m Europe. 
and the converse princ)ple to be applied Indians employed in Europe 

.. 
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Indian Citizen Series 
EDITED BV 

Prof. PANCHANANDAS MUKHERJI, M.A., r:.R,.e.s., (Lond.J 

Professor of Political Economy and Political Philosophy, 
Presidency College, Calcutta; Lecturer, Calcutta 

University; & Asst. Editor, Bengal 
Co· operative Journal. 

Our object is to issue :t serieo; of volumes containing ustful aml. 
up-to-date informations gathered from the most authoritative ~ources on 
Ind1an economics and administration. The series is meant for om 
educated countrymen-especially for our young men at the universities 
who, for want of easy access to rnateri;tls for study which are either rare 
or are scattered through ihe numerous blue-books, reports and resolutions, 
have not the opportunity to study the diverse topics of interest. 

Capital, Calcutta :-\Ve can say that, having given some attention 
to the first two volumes of the series, we thmk the enterprise a good one, 
9eservin;; o~ and no doubt sure of meeting with, success. Public discus
sion on economic issues exerts an incre;1singly effective influence on 
(;overnment action and it is all to the good that a series of books should 
f1e issued, aiming to l•e accurate, tomprelwnsi1Jt! and lucid to be ab/e to 
ia/;e a s!z,trc in dirNiit~t; puNic opinion on these issue.> to xounrf, ondusirm.r. 

I.--Indian Constitutional Documents (1600-1918)--gv PROF. 
1',\NC!li\Ni\NIJA"i MUK!mRJI, 1\1.,\., F R.I<.S. (LnNDON). Second E,litinn, 
i{eviscd and "-2nlarged. In~~ Volnrnes; Cont~ining over i 100(; pages 
as against about 625 page~ in the first edition ; Price of the :! V11L. 
together, 1\.s. 12, VoL I I sold separately at Rs. 3 per copy. 

Contents of Vol. 1.---An Introduction of ii5 p:1ges, containing 
historical summaries of ( r) the rise :1ncl r,rnwth of British powc1 in Indi:t 
from Tf>oo to 1765 ; (2) the development of the Indian Constitution from 
1765 to the present day; (3\ the de'iJelopment of British Pofi,y tmuards 

w'llati11e S'tates ; {4\ the •ievelopment of the system of 1'rovint ial Finan
ri.al Settl(•ments ; and ( 5) the development of Lnca! Self-Covernment under 
British Rule. Ceneral documents (!6oo-1858): Docnmenh • elating to 

the constitution of the Council of India (1869·1907); Documents relating 
mainly to the constitution of (Imperial and Provincial) Executive Covern., 
ment (1865-1912); Documents relating mainly t~ the constitution .of 
(Imperial and Provincial) L~!>~islative Councils (I%!-19!8); Documents 
rebtirrg to the constitution of the Indian ] udiciary ( r 333-!91(•), Proda
mations and Announcements and Documents comucted therewith ( 18 sS-
1918); /Jocuments re!atill.E; to the Representation of India in the Imperial 
lVar Cabinet; ]Joatmcnts i1!u.rtrati1~r; British J'olic-y to<l'tlrds Nati·11e 
.\'tales; and Documents relating to the Provincial Fin:~rKe and Local 
Self-GuvernnH'nL 



• 

• 
Contents of Vol. 11.-This contains the Government of India Act, 

1915, with Amendments up to date and references to older statutes w_ith 
an introductory account of the present working constitution of Bnush 
India, together with a preliminary study of English political instttut10ns 
which have a bearing on the study of the Indian constitution. 

The book attempts at a historical and comparative, and therefore 
scientific, study of the Indian Constitution ; and as such, it will be of 
great use at a time when deep constitutional questions are being ~Is-. 
cussed by everybody. It is a unique book of reference for Legislative 
Councillors, publicists, and students of Indian administration and cons
titutional history. 

Hon'ble Mr. J, H. Kerr, C S I., I.C S.-"The whole work is now· 
very complete and handy and will be invaluable for reference. 

Sir Gooroo Das Banerjee, Kt., M.A, D.L.-It contains in one handy 
volume all the important documents relating to the Indian Constitullon, 
together with an admirable Introduction tracing concisely but clearly the 
different stages in the gradual development of that constitution. The 
book will be a valuable gu:de to students of the Indian constitution, and 
will prove interesting reading for the general scholar as well. 

Prof. H. Stanley Jevons, M.A., F.S S.- University Professor 
of Economics, Allahabad.-ln future surely no one will write upon the 
Government or History of India without having this useful book and its 
supplement containing the recent Government of India Act at his 
elbow. 

Prof. J. C. Coyajee, M.A. (Can tab.):- Writes in the "Presiden~y 
College Magazine''-Prof. Mukherjee has rendered a signal service 
to students of Politics and Public Administration by publishing this 
valuable collection. Only a teacher of the subject can appreciate the 
patient labour involved in this wide and judicious selection. The intro
duction shows great reading and excellent judgment, and is pitlty, dear, 
up to date and full of introduction. Where there are so many good 
features it is difficult to discriminate ; but I would draw the student's at
tention to the chapter on the development of the system of Provincial 
Financial Settlements as particularly worthy of careful <>tu~. 

Prof. E. F. Oaten, M A., Presidency College, Calcutta: -Allow 
me to thank you most heartily for your "Indian Constitutional Docu
ments-" You arc to be con;:ratulated equally on the initiative and ori
![inality which made you conceive the idea and the manner in which you 
have carried it out. 

The introduction is a lucid survey of the documents ; while the text 
of the documents themselves, in the handy and judicious selection which, • 
I think, you have, on the whole, made, will be the indispensable companion 
of every .Indian publicist. You may, 1 think, feel confident that it will not 
be speedily {tisplaccd. 
• 1t is an encouraging sign of the times that onr students should be 
diJected in their studie~ to the fountain head ; but a double portion of 
merit must rest upon him, who, like you, robs them of all excuse for not 
drinking at the life-giving stream. 

The Pioneer, Allahabad-Not more than two or three times a 
year there issues from the Press a book which supplies a real want 
which at once finds a place ready for it on every bookshelf. For 
obvious reasons such books constitute a very limited c\a~;s ; indeed, it 
may almost be said that they consist entirely of works of reference, 



It is to this dltss of indispcn.rab!c books that the volume before us 
belongs. The result is a compad work of referenLc possessing great 
utility and dcsenting a lar,f;e sale. 

The Times of India, Bombay.-Apart from the compilation in one 
small volume of a\! the intensely :nteresting letters, charters, acts, spee
,·J·;es and 1~}thr:r n:ri~in~·-:: !XHHlE'i led \Vith the ''IJI1;;;UtutJonal law ot India 
e--1( /i::af £Jl [/:>;{'/{ z'1l'Z 1 0/7)1'n,~ J?,'f'C(tf {afJOllr !lltd !t-.\t-(•;J th~ 1 1)\""!lpder Of 
·hi" volnme ;s !•) be <onhra!nl~tei.l •he ···!ear :HJd sd1olarh• >tnnm:~ry 
nf what nny be called, not ,,( !ndi.t. 
This summary fonJb tile <h•: volnme under review. 
To every one, ·Indian •H ;;.;eti as /)ritis;;,, the vanoth stages !.ly wh<•.h 
India has reached her present level of Cuvernment mus< be of 

·peculiar interest : and these stages and the outstanding incidents 
thereof are concisely and most readably arr;1nged in r,3 pages of 
print. A clearer and better \UIIt!!ict')' r'( t/th importard sui'fcd it 
would be di!7icult to com:ei7;e. 

Statesman, Calcntta.--Professor \I,Ikheqee il:E "tdde·l tn his 
excellent "Indian CHizen" se1ies a volume for wht·.:h he hllllself ;·, 
responsible entitled 'Indian CcJnstitutioual Doc.nments, I/'73 I') r ;.' It is 
designed on the model of the !.trnous volumes of douHl;en\s for different 
periods of English history compiled· by Stubbs, Prothero, Gardiner, 
Adams and Stephens, To S!l)' tlwt it is in"i.·tdzt,!bh not tc> tncrstute the 
case. 

Capita!, Calcntta.---lt 1s a compilation entttlecl "Indian Constitu· 
tional Documents, 177 3- HJ 1 5" which begin with the E:1st India 
Gempany Act, I 77 3 and end wtth the Covernment of l ndta Resolution 
on Loc:J.l Self-Government 19!). This st:J.tement is sufficient to show its 
t.mnprehenszj;eness. Its value to the student of the constitutional history 
of British India ts commensurate with its price. The editor enhances 
the value of the book by a lt1cid introduction which traces for the general 
student the development of the polity of I neLl. :1nd its gov·ern'lnce under 
British rule. This is 7'eYJ' well done, and the res11lt to the 1ntelligent 
reader is satisfying, Another attraction of the compilation C~re the 
speeches of greilt statesmen explaining and justifyll1f{ the vanous Acts. 
Of the book bll{ore us, 1ve m:1y say that it is indispensable to any!,otlv 7i!lta 
;uou/d thoroughly umlerstmzd tltt: thA!!C.> in tlzc Imperial CouJtcil. 

Calcutta Weekly Notes :--Not m:1ny l nd1ans, even amongst those 
who have a claim to be considered cultured, ate aware of their precise 
position in the British Constitntion, for it is an undoubted fact that sud1 
a position has, subJeCt to limitations. been assnrecl t<) them not merely 
by procl;unations is:;ued by the sovereit:n bu• by Acts of l'.uli:J.ment. The 
present is one of the few books whtch point unmistakably to the growin,; 

'interest the educated Indians are taking in the study of this subject-a 
study which lies at the foundation of all sound political education. 

Tnrnmg now from the subject to the o::ompilation, one cafmot speak 
too highly of the manner in which the editor has carried ont his scheme~ 
To make the tale complete, a well written Introdu<e~;ion lakes the readtr 
back to the origin of this Constitutic;n in the E·l<;t India Company's • 
Charter of Icoo, from which point the author tells briefly tn hts own 
words the story of the development of the Indian Ctmstitution to date. 
In it he deals also in a similar way with the story of the development 
of the system of Provincial Fmancial Settlements and of Local Self
Government under British Rule. Event/ it were not tlte onZv book on 
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the subjed, it would be dijJimlt to tlzink of a bdlttr om t3 ncommend to 
those who are desirous of studyinj{ the Indian Comtitution ltistorically. 

The Madras Law Journal :-It is not too much to say that no 
studmt of the Constitutional /lis tory of India should jail to be itt posses
sion of this volume. 

Hindusthan Review :-It has removed a long-felt and crying want 
and one cannot be too grateful to Mr. Mukherjee for this invaluable and 
i11dispensable 11o!ume, which no publicist, politician or statesman in India • 
or student of Indian political progress can do without. 

Beugalee, Calcutta :-A notable addition to the Indian Citi~en Series 
hils been made by the publication of a volume of "Indian Constitutional'--.. 
Documents, 1773-1915." Based on the models of the well-known collec
tion of similar English documents by Stubbs, Gardiner and Prothero, 
the volume before us is comprehensive enough in its scope to include all 
charters and statutes that have the slightest bearin){ on the Indian 
Constitution. The book possesses two strikinj{ features which will 
greatly enhance its utility. One is the valuable Introduction by the 
editor wherein is given a short summary of the development of the 
Indian Constitution from the Elizabethan Charter of r6oo to the present 
day. The other is furpished by the extracts from th•~ speeches of great 
statesmen like Pitt, Palmerston, Disraeli, Gladstone, Morley and Asquith 
in support of the various enactments which the book contains. The book 
is thus quite up-to-date and imlispensable to all students uf the Indian _..... 
polity and the Editor has spared no pains to make it useful by including • ,-
all matters that have any bearing on the subject of the treatise. _, 

Hindu Patriot :-In the 65 pages of the Introdnction the learnerl. 
author has given to the public a mass of welldtf:ested matter wtich should 
be known by every educated Indian ............ No legislrlti1Je rouncillor, 
publidst, mul studmt of Indian Constitutio11a! Ilistory should be tvitlwut 
a copy of this u1tique book of reference. 

Amrita Bazar Patrika, Calcutta :-A real and invaluable service 
has been rendered to the students of the Constitutional Hiseory of India 
and to all those who are interested in the political growth of the nation
snell as puhlicists, members of Councils, administrative and judicial 
officers-by Prof. Panchanandas Mukherjee, by his newest addition to 
the very useful "Indian Citizen" Series, entitled "Indian Constitutional 
Document• 1773 1915." Invaluable as these are, brought together in one 
handy volume,-so long scattered through a large number of statutes and 
spread over a century and half and thus beyond the reach of all save a 
toiling and perse~erin~ few,-the value o_f this . book has been further~ 
enhanced by the msertton of an Introductton 'Zvhzch, in the absence of any 
book 011 the subject, may well serve as a Constitutio11al History of British 
India datinK from z6oo. The thanks of the Indian Community as also 
of officialdom are undoubtedly due to Prof. P. Mukherjee . 
• 

• ·.n.-The Co-operallive Movement in India..-(Including the Co-
operative Societies Act of 1912 fully and carefully · annotateQ) 1w 
PRO;", PANCHANANDAS MUKHERJI, M.A., F.R.E.S.,-\Vith an intro· 
ductto~ by "R;AI_ J. M. MiTRA BAHADUR, M.A., L:1tely Registrar, Co-
operative Soctettes, Bengal ; Asst. Secretary Department of Education ' 
Government of India. Second Edition-Entirely rewritten and con~ 
siderably enlarged. pp. 453 +xxi. Cloth Bound :Price Rs. ~JS/-



Leac!ing Cd'ntents >· 1\r!ef ·;mvey of the origin and development of 
Co-operatwn 1-20. Recent Developments of Co operation in the \Vest 
21·55· Rural Indebtedness in India 56-6o. Preliminary Experiments in 
Co-operation in Indi:t 6o-66. The Co-operative Societies Act, 1904 ... 
h7-72. ProgTPSS of Co-operation in Ind:a since J(j04-73·73. Agncul-
tnral Crt:dit Co-'.)perat1ve S•;netie:,, (_\}·()Pf'L{tl\'C (~rain nanks OJ 

I):1:trxn ~\.!~>Lh rJ-l 1; ! l)·l ... L"'h;>; il1 t of l·:qral opr:r,ttion ln 

ln<.bi 11 1 11 Etft~d~ ul the Rnr:tl ( ( rel11t \lovtm(·Jlt 1n 

lnd1:t r_;q.J >; nlt~tral ~ Vf' >1·1tl(~ties r.!(J~ls·; 
./\gricultlH.ii >.;,u:.-l t I t);-;.~2~). {~: i)peratJ~)n 
~Uh-l A;~riruitUlC :33n-~3S· •gncultnr.il I'\on-cred:t c:o-operative 
Societie; 2J6-2il?. (;uaranteemg Unions Ill Burma ..?83·2<J7 Higher Co· 
operative Financing Ai'encies . Central Co-operative Banks 2')8-306. Pro 
vincial Co-operative Banks 307- Jc 1. N m;. co-operative A;.;ricultlll a! 
Banks'''· Co-opentive CrPdlt Institutions 322 337- Co-operation and 
Public Aid 3 )S· 34'7· The law of Co-operation in India (being an anno
tated edition of the Co-operative Societies Act of 1912) 348·3'P. Con· 
dusions 3'J.LN5- Ajljcmli.r A. J{eccnt St<~t;;,t1cs rebting to the Co-oper 
ative Movement in lndra .)<;6- 3'YI· Apjtlldix If. Government of India 
Resolution on the Crowth ot Co-operation in India, lf)J4-j')S-428. Ap

pendix C. Abstract of the Mar:lagan Committee's Report 42'J453· There 
are besides the mode! l~w-f,w;s <'( 1 i dijJ,:rcJtt kinds of Co-oj;cratmc 
Sodetics. 

An entirely novel feature of this etlitinn is the inclusion in it of the 
Co-operative Soc1etics Act of I<)f:! whir:h has been fully annotated by the 
author : the annotations have been very carefully revrsed by Rai J. l\T. 
l\lit,a Bahadur and will be found extremely useful by all p: actical Co
operators. 

The e-ovcrnments of Bengal, Bombay, Madras. the United 
Provinces and Bihar and Orissa have kindly extended their patronage 
to this book by purchasing several copies of it. Highly spoken nf by 
the Press, hy the Registrars of Cn,operative Societies throughout India 
and hy other leading c.fficials. An indispensable hook for Di<trict and 
Sub-divisional officers, for Directors and Secr~.taries of Central Banks, for 
Honorary O.ganizers, for students of Indian Econom:cs- for all interested 
in the Co-operative Movement. Calcutt:l and Patna Universities have 
selected it as a text-book for the B. A. examination in Economics, 

Extract from Circular No. 8 of 1917 issued from the office of the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bengal. 

"Secretaries and officers of Central Banks should read th1s book 
carefully. It rs a most useful compendrunr of inforru:•ti()n on Cn-opera 
tive matters, theoretical and practical, in India. It contains a cnpy of 
the Co-operati,·e Societies Act of 1912 with useful annotations, besid~s 
bye-laws for various types of Societies. . 

It. is recommendP.d that. Ce11tral Banks should provide Secretaries 
and officers with copies which may be obtained direct from M~rs 
Thacker, Spink & Co., Calcutta. The price is !{s. 4-8 per copy." ( ,. 

The Hon'ble Sir Edward Maclagan, K. C. I. E.-

"I m<1y say from a cursory perusal of the work that it seems to me to· 
have been put to\!ether on useful lines and to contain a lar,.e amount of 
valuable ipformation.'' b 



... 

Sir Daniel Hamilton, Kt.- • 
"I am very pleased indeed with your book. It is very complete and 

it provides an excellent guide for any one desirous of obtaining the most 
up-to-date informations regarding the most living movement in India 
to-day." 

The Hon'ble Mr. J. H. Kerr, C. S. l, I. C. 8.-

"I congratulate you on the second edition of your book on the Co
operative Movement in India. The work is complete and well-arranged • 
and should be most useful.'' 

Rai J. M. Mitra Bahadnr, M. A., lately Registrar, C. S., Ben;:al, 
writes in his Introduction to the book-

,., 

"The writing of a book on any subject which aims at the same time at ' 
performing the functions of a text-book for College Students, a manual 
for practical workers and a source of general information for the public is 
undoubtedly a very difficult task ; but Prof. Mukherji has performed this 
task with signal success and I have not the slightest doubt that the book 
will receive a cordial reception from the public. The book contains an 
up-to-date and as comprehensive an account as possible of the Co-
operative Movement in India ......... The usefulness of the book has been 
considerably enhanced by an annotation of the Co-operative Societies 
Act, 1912. I believe that this is the first attempt of its kind in India and 
I am sure that Prof. Mukherji's labour will be gratefully acknowledged 
by those who will have occasion to refer to the annotations." 

Mr. J. T. Donovan, I. C. S., Registrar, C. S. Bengal.- _,}- ' 

"Your book has filled a very noticeable gap in the structure of• Co
operation in India, and specially in Bengal. The movement has now 
become so powerful a factor in the economic life of the country that no 
study of Indian economics can be complete which does not largely 
consider Co-operation. As the importance of the movement goes on 
increasing the value of your book will become more and more manifest. 

I hope to see your book in the hands of the more responsible of the 
staff in every Central Bank and 1 shall recommend it to directors, 
honorary orgar.izers and others who work for Co-operation •as the safe 
and reliable guide for them.'' 

Mr. H. R. Crosthwaite, Registrar, C. S., C. P. &--< Bcrar, writes in the 
Betzr;al Economic journal.-

"An excellent book-lucid and comprehensive. The author writes 
with an understanding mind, and his methods are both impartial and 
scientific.'' 

Dewan Bahadur L. D. Swamikannu Pillai, M. A., B. L, lately • 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras.-

" I think •your book is an excellent and practical manual and I hope 
th,re will be a considerable demand for it in this Presidency, as there will, 
un<i'\>ubtedly, be in Re~al, anci PlspwhPre, Yonr valuable remarks, 

•model bye-laws and comments on the Act will, l hope, prove of great value 
to honorary organizers as well as to the Government staff everywhere.'' 

Govinda Pillai, Esq, B. A., B. L., Registrar, C. S., Travancore.
"The usefulness of the book has been considerably enhanced by 

Chapter XX which embodies the law with complete annotations. The 

.. 



... 

1ncorporation ~f the model bye-hws of sever<~! kinds of sor.teties 1s a 
feature which nnkes the pnbiic ttion paniu1larly attractive to the practical 
Co-operator." 

The Pioneer, Al!ait<~bad-

' This very useful book cannot f.•Jl to m<>t1 u._·t man;· :md to spread 
that knowledge of Co~operative principles and practtce wh1ch every 
educated person ought to possess. · 

The Leader, Allalzabad-

\'The book a rct4u!ru rn:ne 'Jf ~J"dd!'1nattnn-:: on til ii'"':nts ctJnne(t~a 
w!tb the snbjel.\. ~l.ntl <:an be 1tSed wltb gn~,u J.dv,.tnt.'1ge by any one whu 
h:1~i ,1 theuret)cal or pr:tLU!·~d lrttcre:-l ~n 1 d :,per·ttJve HIO\ euH!HL 

''\I) aspect of the ctuesuun has been o-.erluoked .\ 
completes the usefulnes!S of the book. 

Capital, (a!cutta-

"An extremely handy compendium : rl 1s lucid. cumprehenstl'e :mel 
practical.'' 

The Hindustan Review, Bankipore-

"The work is an accurate, comprehensive and instruct1ve text-book 
on the subject of the Co-operative movement and should tind a place on 

... _ the bookshelf of all interested in the development and extension of th1s 
beneficent institution.' 

The Bengal Co-operative Journal, Cal<~ttta.-

"A co~pact, de:u and comprehensive book : a ll1ghly commendable 
feature of the book consists in the annotated reprint of the Co-operative 
Societies Act of 1912, for the notes show a master's touch and are sure 
to prove h:ghly u~eful tc1 practical Co-operators. •· 

The Agricultural Journal of India :--

"From !!he point of view of the practical co-operator Professor 
l\1ukherji's annotation of the Co-operative Societies' Act of li)I2 is of the 
greatest value. \Ve warmly commend this volume either as a text-book 
for the student ofpolit1cal economy or to the practical co-operator and the 
general reader as a careful and sympathetic study of the Co-operative 
Movement in India.'' 

III.-The Permanent Settlement in Bengal.-Jo> Prof. S C Roy. 
M. A., Assistant Professor of Economics, Calcutta University, 
Re. 1.-This contains a critical examin'ltion, of the economic, social, 
politiral and financial aspects of the Permanent Settlement question. 
The appendices contain valuable and rare State documents bearing 
on the question frotn 1792 to 1865. 1\11 zemindars, publicists and students 
of Indian economics should carefully read this book. 

~ I 
.Hon'ble Mr. J. H. Kert, C.I.E., I C.S.-I don't know that I agree'" 

with all the author's conclusions, but he has treated a difficult subject 
or rather a whole series of difficult :;ubjects clearly and mncise!y and 
the extracts from original authorities will be very useful for reference. It is 
surprising how few people have really studied or understood this impor
tant questjon and books 1i!.·e this um only do good. 



Prof. J. C. Coyajee, M.A. (Cantab.) :-Writes in the Presidency Col
lege il4aga:::ine :-To the student who wishes to study the highly contro
versial subject of the Permanent Settlement, the little work of l'rof. 
Roy ~n the subject may be stron~:ly recommended. The . author IS an 
expenenced teacher, and, as such, he has succeeded in makmg h1s book, 
very lucid and compreftozsive. vVithin the scope of forty pages he has 
reviewed every important aspect of a many-sided subject. Eighty more 
pages are devoted to the most va!uab!e anti interesting documents on the 
subject. 

Mr. F. Noyce, lCS. :-The book interested me g•·eat!yand I t~in~ 
t~at the author has treated very difficult subject i1z an eminen/ly jltdt
czous manner. 

_The Hindnsthan Review, Bankipore :-It is a succinct survey of tl~e 
vanOtiS aspects of, andcontroversies connected with the subject and will 
be found lt!;:h!y !IS<'(ttl by our students, bot!t for pu~poses of study and 
re(ere1u·e. 

Others in preparation 
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